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Radio as Peace-Maker

Broadcasting is credited with playing an outstanding part In pre-

venting the outbreak of a European war last week. By keeping the

people of the world closely apprised of every move that was being

made in the diplom&tic shuffle and by having the spokesmen for each

'country present its case direct to the people of the world, radio was
able to mobilize international opinion with a quickness and moimting
vigor that could not help but exert a firm impression on even Hitler.

In turning in what rates as its most momentous job to date, radio

had, it is also pointed out, proved itself the world's No. 1 potent

iorce for peace. Through its ability to disseminate information' to

millions instantaneously and penetrate censorship, broadcasting .gave

a glasshouse aspect if only fleetingly to the most secretive acts of

the world's rulers.

Recognition of radio's superior role during the 21 days that kept

the world on the jitterseat was contained in last Friday's (30) col-

umns of two Scripps-Howard writers, Heywood Broun and Raymond
Clapper. Under the subhead 'Radio Conquers Isolation' Broun
wrote, 'It seems to me that only now have we begun to appreciate

the value of new methods of communication. Radio has been an
enormous factor, in conquering the dead and deadly weight of isola-

tion. Indeed, it seems to me that whether this be a peace or a lull,

it has been won by radio and Roosevelt. Hitler's speech, as broadcast

from" Berlin, did more to consolidate opposition to Fascism than any
other single factor in our time.'

Clapper further commented, . . behind all of this was the mas-
sive world-wide opinion against war, more thoroughly informed this

time; swelling up through every channel of communication . . . and
providing the motive power that drove the statesmen to the last ounce

'of their power,*

Stuff Dominant

At the '39 Fair

Despite continued official state-

ments from Grover A. Whalen, leav-

ing the implication that there will be

no overemphasis on any particular

branch of entertainment in the New
York World's. Fair amusement sec-

tor, survey this week revealed that

the exposition opening next year

will have a full consignment of flesh

and girly shows. Present indica-

tions, as a matter of fact, are that

there will be as many if not more
femme shows and revues than all

other important concessions com-
bined.

Approximately seven such revues
are definitely set, with three or four
others nearly pacted or under con-
sideration. In addition, there will
be four or more other outfits using
live talent of one sort or another,
without stressing feminine pulchri- I

tude.

Morris Green will present a con-
densed version of his 'Greenwich
Village Follies' in a cafe spot. Cuban
Village show is planning to spot-
light the rhumba and other native
dances. Group of Insurance men are
reported backing this enterprise.

'Living
' Magazine Covers' . show :

which Jack Sheridan has set for the
fair will include show -girl models
as title indicates. Harlem hilery
laea will be carried out in the Savoy

^''room, Moe Gale's venture. Hula

(Continued on page 46)

LEARNING ABOUT RADIO

Leg^it Player Grows Husky as He
Eats Bread

Ed Andrews, legit player, last

week auditioned for a CBS radio

show. Did a Bond Bread commer-
cial. Program is a new idea being

readied for trial. It will be a visual

audience show.

Andrews played a college football

player who grew big and husky by
eating lots of bread. It was his mike
debut.

HOWB HUGHES

TO 'PRESENT'

HEPBURN

Reported that Howard Hughes will

present Katherine Hepburn in a

stage play this fall, plans calling for

the unusual in presentation. Idea is

to open in Dallas and it is proposed

to remain there two weeks, show
then to tour but not to play New
York.

Their names were romantically

linked several times, particularly

after his world-girdling accomplish-
ment, but there were denials.

Miss Hepburn has a verbal con-

tract with the Theatre Guild, made
after she refused to open on Broad-
way in 'Jane Eyre' in which she
toured last season. Agreement calls

for the star to appear under Guild
management, should either secure an
acceptable play. Guild has not yet

dug up such a script.

fioD OH purs

Part of a Move to Bring

Hollywood Financing
Back Into the Broadway
Legit Field^Would Cre-

ate a Sliding Scale for

Film Rights—Will Be Put
Before Dramatists Guild

Council Shortly

Cost American Webs $195,000 To

Cover Sudeten War Situation

SELL JOINT RIGHTS

Plan to bring about the reentry of

Hollywood coin into the legit produc-
tion field will be submitted in the
next couple of weeks to the Drama-
tists Guild council. No date has
been set for the move, but it will

take place at the next council meet-
ing. Plan is not complete, but if

the Guild- council approves it wUl
be studied further.

In general, the scheme calls for a
standard yardstick to set the price

for picture rights to Broadway plays.

In theory, it would resemble the
method in use for the legit produc-
tion rights.. That is. the author

(Continued on page 60)

HAS ARM BROKEN FOR

$750 (NET) INSURANCE

Los Angeles,. Oct. 4.

Vaude being what it is and the law
of nature still demanding that a guy
must eat, Bert Howard went for a
new act that sounded to him like a
$2,500 booking. John Law heard
about his new turn, and gave him the
longest stand he ever made in orie

spot—180 days in jail.

Seems that Howard got mixed up
with a fake insurance gang and of-

fered his right arm to see them
through. They took the flipper, laid

it across a couple of blocks and gave
it three hard whacks with a crow-
bar. Result was that Howard had a
broken arm and the insurance com-
pany paid oft $2,500, of which his

share was $750,

When he was sentenced by the
court, Howard moaned: 'Judge, I

wouldn't go through that torture
again for $100,000,'

Cine-Roma, BVay House,

Named in Fascistic Quiz
Washington, Oct. 4,

The Broadway picture house. Cine
Roma, was scored today (Tues-
day) before the House Committee on
un-American Activities by Girolamo
Valenti, chairman of the Italian anti-

Fascist Committee.
Charging that Italy is 'shipping

into the U. S. a steady stream of
motion picture films of a propaganda
character.' Valenti declared that most
of the films are projected at the 'no-
toriously Fascist Cine-Roma.*

Durante'^ Burden

PittsbUrgh,>Oct. .4.

Shavo Sherman, appearing
here at Nixon cafe, told friends

his chief stock , in trade is his

mimicry of .Jimmy Durante.
Added that unless Durante

gets more consistent picture
work shortly, he's going to sue
the Schnozzola for non-support.

HEY-HEY DAYS

FOR NAME

BANDS

Jitterbug craze, plus the lack of

straight vaude headliners, Is prov-
ing a bonanza for name and near-
name bands in the picture houses.

Currently, there are more than 20

top-coin weeks available for orches-

tras of and above the $5,000-a-week
class, with most of this time avail-

able consecutively.

Situation is quite different from
one which had existed in recent
years, when high-salaried bands had
little more than 10 weeks of play-
able time. Now, on the impetus of

swing and their b.o. lure through
radio buildups, they are the most
sought after theatre attractions.

"Another major angle to the cur-
rent situation is fact that there are
as many large indie theatres bidding
for the high-salaried crews as there
are circuit houses. - Some of these
spots include the State, Hartford;
Fox, Detroit; Hippodrome, Balti-

more; Lyric, Indianapolis; Tower,
Kansas C^ity; Riverside, Milwaukee;
Orpheum, Omaha, and Denver,
Denver.

Buildup of the band bookings,
naturally, has been the success of

the New York houses with name
crews, notably the Paramount,
Loew's State and Warners' Strand,
on Broadway.
With competition getting keen in

the booking of bands and other tal-

ent for Broadway picture houses, the
Paramount, New York, is lining up
attractions months in advance and
covering likely attractions, especially
orchestras, in all parts of the coun-
try.

The theatre, set on bands until

Jan. 1, is also taking options on bands
which it is playing so that it can
bring them back six months or a
year from now. One such option has
been taken on Tommy Dorsey, cur-
rent at the house, this option being
for his band next year, if desired for
a repeat.

The competition on bands has be-
come sharper with the Strand emu-
lating the Par pit policy and the
State going in more for orchestras of
late.

NBC and Columbia between them
spent over $16Qj000 out pf pocket, ia
covering the fecent Eiilropean crisis.

In addition, $35,000 to $40,000 in re-

bate billings must be ta'cked on. . It's

the biggest bill by far they've had to
meet for any single sequence of
events since the existence of the in-

dustry.

NBC estimates that its actual
out-of-pocket costs will figure around
$85,000, while it expects to make
about $15,000 in rebates to accounts
whose programs it either cancelled
or cut. into.. CBS' .toUgh estimate
allows $60,000 for shortwave trans-
mission and foreign correspondent
fees, $15,000 for cables and trans-

atlantic phone calls and rebates to
advertisers of between $20,000 and
$25,000.

From Sept. 10 to Sept. 29 Columbia
made 151 shortwave pickups from
Europe, while the NBC total was 147.

CBS spent on the average of $500 for
these shortwave transmissions.

Mutual, which depended largely on
Press-Wireless for its pickups, re-

broadcast over 130 programs and
spent $3,000. The discrepancy in

costs is ascribed to NBC's extra elab-
orate instructions via cable.

Inoreased Audience
Both NBC and CBS expect to keep

the rebate claims down as the result

of the networks' device during the
last few days of tlie crisis of induc-
ing clients to open their programs
with the statement that if any im-

(Continued on page 61)

Taxes Trim Thalberg

Estate to $2,000,000;

Originally, $4,500,000

Los Angeles, Oct. 4.

Tax claims since his death re-
duced the estate of Irving G. Thal-
berg from $4,500,000 to about $2,-
000,000, it was revealed in probate
court, where. Norma Shearer ob-
tained approval of the payment of
U-. S. taxes amounting to $754,239 for
the years frort 1932-1936.

Miss Shearer was granted permis-
sion to negotiate for a compromise
of state income tax claims on the es-
tate for 1935 and 1936.

NOEL COWARD SHOW
FOR BEATRICE LILUE

London, Oct. 4.

Beatrice Lillie, originally booked
three weeks at the Cafe de Paris,
has been held over for two more.
Miss Lillie is repotted by Noel
Coward as having been signed for
his forthcoming new revue to be
presented on Broadway by John C.
Wilson, Show opens provincially
in England, going to Gotham in
January. '

Opening at the Cafe de Paris last
night (Monday), Paul Draper, the
American dancer, clicked strongly.
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WAGtHOUR UW Wni PROBABLY HAVE

TO BE TESTED AS REGARDS SHOW BIZ

Indie Theatres Particularly Concerned—Government

Spokesmen Urge They Be Consulted Pronto for

Any Puzzling Angles

Although few in the trade look for

adequate enforcement for at least six

months, lesser exhibitors and mana-

gers of independent circuit opera-

tions already are checking up to as-

certain how th?y will be affected by

the new national wage-hour law

which becomes effective this month.

Because certain rules and defini-

tions mU5t be worked out under the

wage-hour act, it will take several

months normally to set up complete

enactment of the law. Besides this,

it is understood that the Federal

board will require additional funds

before anything like effectual en-

forcement will be possible. Much of

this probably will have to come from
the next Congressional session start-

ing in January.

Two possible outs lor picture the-

atres already loom, according to best

legal opinion in the industry. One
is the possible classification as retail

establishments, while the other is to

•bring them Into the category of serv

ice businesses, such as barber shops,

beauty parlors, laundries, etc.

Setting film theatres in the same
class as retail establishments .seems

most likely, in ^he opinion of many
legal lights. They argue that the-

atres sell to t}ie ultimatSe consumer,
films being rented for the purpose
of ' selling tickets to see them on dis-

play. Picture houses are like other

retail establishments in that the

product they contract for is for ulti-

mate disposal -at a set fee, the same
as retail stores.

'Service' Bustnesses

The analogy as to being service es-

tablishments is not quite so clear, but
deemed applicable by some attor-

neys. This would set up theatres as

selling a specific service to patrons,

this service being the entertainment
furnished on the screen. In one re-,

spect, this rather intangible article

can be classed legally in such man-
ner.

It is expected that many exhibitors
will seek to get under the wage-hour
law regulations . by means of either

of these exemptions, contained in the
statute. Method of procedure will be
to deliberately violate certain phases
of the law in order to set up a test

case. It likely will be a year before
the law will be operating smoothly,
because of the necessary rulings and
court decisions.

National wage-hour law now pro-
vides an $11 weekly minimum and
a 44-hour week the first year. This
rate of pay increases as the number
of working hours dip until the work
'week maximiun is 40 hours, and the
minimum pay is $16 per week.

While not many exhibitors would
be affected the first year, the $16
weekly minimum of pay and trim-
ming work hours to 40 hours would
hit certain classes of employees in

smaller communities. -and in a num-
ber of independetft'"eircuit operations
in big cities. "Even with the $11 and
44-hour week,,some operations would
-be affected unless able to establish
that they are entitled to exemptions.

Actors and those en^ajed directly
in a theatrical piH>duction are ex-
encpted by the present "law. Conse-
quently, the exhibition end of the
business is expecied to be the Only
one widely affected by the wage-
hcur statute.

with individual industry delegations

before the deadline.

Voluntary compliance with the

acT—which limits a work week to 44

hours, unless time-and-one-half is

paid for excess labor, and which re-

quires a 25c pay base—is anticipated

at the outset. No policing organiza-

tion is likely for some months, due
to shortage of cash.

Efforts to clarify outstanding prob-

lems may help broadcasters, film

producers and exhibitors. With a

legal crew working diligently on
general rules and regulations, Ad-
r inistrator Elmer Andrews today

said that the question of who is an
'executive' is causing the chief con-

cern. He hopes to have an answer
on this before Oct. 24. Likewise rul-

ings regarding learners, apprentices,

professional workers^ and outside

salesmen.

General interpretive bulletins will

be issued as coon as physically pos-

sible, but individual ar.swers to in-

quiries about unique cases will have
to be delayed pending increased

staff. • Co-opei^itive spirit, reflected

by Andrews, who said that all indus-

tries generally are reflecting readi-

ness to conform to requirements.
While the administrator lacks power
to issue binding advisory opinions,

he said every attempt will be made
to solve puzzles.

Employers who follow administra-
tion's interpretations will not be in

daiiger of govcrnmeni; persecution, if

courts later take a different view,-

point, although they may be subject

to civil suits by workers. Andrews
declared, 'If we make any mistakes
w>'ll go right to bat for the em-
ployer.'

There's little prospect the admin-
istrator will set up additional indus-
try committees before the first of

next year. Groups are 'being or-

ganized only in handfuls of basic in-

dustries now, and negotiations with
representative delegations of em-
ployers in other lines cannot start

until administrative hiachinery is

perfected.

Niven't Nifty

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

David Niven begged off from
playing tennis with a friend.

When pressed tot' a reason he
cracked, 'I've got to go over to

Goldwyn's court and play

Chamberlain to Sam's Hitler.'

DIXIE'S SHARP

BCONOMC

UPBEAT

Atlanta, Oct. 4.

Monthly report of Federal Reserve
Bank of Atlanta issued Sept, 30 re-

vealed substantial gains in trade,

construction and industrial activity

throughout southeast. Atlanta led

other Dixie cities in retail trade in-

creases during August in Sixth Fed-
eral Reserve District, an increase of

50.1% being reported over July. Con-
struction contracts . awarded in Au-
gust increased almost 29% and Au-
gust awards for residential construc-

tion totaled $8,863,000, highest in

more than nine years.

Reports from 145 firms indicated

wholesale trade increased 15.8% from
July to August.

Following increases in retail trade
in August over July were reported:

Atlanta, 50.1%; Birmingham,
23.2%; Chattanooga, 16.1%; Mont-
gomery,

.
16.6%; Nashville, 29.1%;

New Orleans, 44.7%.

Cotton mills' consumption in Ala-
bama, Georgia and Tennessee in-

creased 20.3% over July.

Capitars Slant

' V/ashin2ton, Oct. .4.-

Indefinite delay in answering
conundrums about the wage-hour
lew confronting various branches of
show business was indicated today,

althoush all enierp'ises, subject to

federal, regulation, are expected to

comply voluntarily with statutory

standards when the new act becomes
effective Oct. 24. Unless films and
radio submit specific queries prompt-
ly, executives of studios, theatres,

stations and other units will have
to guess whethar they are affected

and to what extent

Scire doubt may be removed
through interpieiations now in prep-

aration, but offlcirls of the wage-
hour administration emphasized
there is little chance for meetings

War Makes London

Pic Execs Vacash-Minded

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Recent war scare in Europe caused
film execs in England to ship their
wives and families to Ireland and
Scotland as a precaution against -air

raids, according to advice received
here from London.
General exodus was increased by

large nunibers of film folks who sur-
denly . discovered they needed vaca-
tions.

No Gas Mask for Her,

Jtne Lang; Scrams Isle

Hollywood, Oct. -4.

June Lang's hurried exit from
England was due to her aversion to

being measured for a gas mask, ac-
cording to word received here from
the London ' film colony. Officials

told M'ss Lang and her mother they
micht be gased in. <iase of war, so
they booked passage oii the Queen
Mary pronto. She arrived in New
York on Monday (3).

An English girl Is taking tests for
Miss Lang's part in the picture, 'So
This Is London'.

SAILINGS
Oct. 18 (New York to London) Otto

kruget (Nieuw Amsterdam).

Oct. 12 (New York to London) Mr.
and Mrs. Clifford C. Fischer (Nor-
mandie).

Oct. 12 (Lgndon to New York)
Sergei Rachmaninoff (Que6n Mary).

Oct. 9 (Los Angeles to Mexico) Mr.

and Mrs. Sol Wurtzel, Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Foster (City of Los Angeles).

Oct. 8 (New York to Bermuda)
William Wellman (Monarch of Ber-
muda).

Oct. 6 (New York to London) J.

Cheever Cowdin, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Warner, James Whale (Queen Mary).

Oct 5 (London to New York) Ches-
ter Hale, Tamara Geva, Reg Con-
nelly (Normandie).

Oct 4 (New York to London) Sobu,
Fernand Gravet George Grossmith,
Jr. (Paris).

Oct. 1 (London to New York) Louis
Dreyfus, Josephine Huston, Mrs.
Harry Foster, Irving- Berlin, Saul H,
Bornstein," Francis Gilbert (lie de
France).

Ufe of a %m Bin

By BILL HALLIGAN

Gee, it's certainly great to get out

of that vault for a change. What'i

that strange smell; oh yeah, fresh

.air. But I'nfi not sooner out than I'm

tucked in the inside of a fat guy's

hatband. Now he's telling his frau

he hasn't got a quarter. He gave her

a bus ticket to Perth Amboy to se^

her mother. He's taking me out now
and putting me in his vest pocket

I wonder who the swell doll is that

he just called at the Ritz Tower?
She says she wants to go to the

Colony. There won't be much of

me left when we leave there.

Ho, ho, he knows the boss of the

place. He's ordering caviar at three

slugs a pennyweight. The man's
crazy. He just ordered 'Lanson
1919.' That's the year I was born.

She says she loves frogs' legs. I see

she does. Here comes a new one on
me. Chocolate ice cream drenched
in Russian kirsch. She calls it 'a

sweet.' Cute? He claims he could

eat a ton of it He's in his third

chinhood right now.

Now he's ordering Napoleon
Brandy. Ah, there, Josephine! Take
a gander at the big schooners.

Maybe he's switched to t»abst. No,
I'm wrong again. They're pouring
brandy in them. He calls for the

checkeroo. Thirty-four slugs. He's

damn near ruined me. I've got one
foot in the grave already.

Now we're in the ^tork Club. He
mitts the doorman a mutuel certifi-

cate—two washers. This'mugg must
get his mullah out of a pump. We
sit "down with two coppers from the
precinct. Boy, wouldn't they like to

get their fingerprints on me? Talk
about cutting a woman in half, he's

calling for the bed news again. Six-

teen-flfty. He dukes the, headwaiter
a sawbuck. I'm only half the man
I was when we started out.

She whispers she wants to take in

Chez Blanc, otherwise Jack White
at the 18 Club. He's going for more
grape. That White would be funny if

I wasn't all broken up. Now we are
headed for Jimmy Kelly!s. I'm get-

itng thinner every minute. He bet-
ter go easy or I'll never leave the
Village. Ah, he's switched to steak
sandwiches. He's slowing up. He
asks for coffee. The tab is seven
tears and the Mills Hotel is just
around the corner. I could live

there a month on that seven. He
slips Mario the maitre a fin. I'm
down to 12 clams. He's tightening
up. He gives my last ten to the
doll. And I wake up in a Turkish
bath, a wrinkled old $2 bill.

Disney's Release Policy

Hollywood, Oct 4.

Walt isney has adopted a new
policy of setting release dates on his
shbrt subjects one year in advance
and delivering the films on time.

Thus far the cartoon producer has
completed 10 of the 18 shorts to be
released by RKO during 1938-39.

He showed eight at a private press
screening last week.

Oiler News of Interest to Flms

Arthur Loew's thrae-month swing through South America. . .Page 15

Japs ease U. S. film ban Page 15

See Czech grab hurting U. S. film distri Page 15

Ben Bernie's radio jam Page 27

Eu:ene O'Neill and radio censorship Page 27
Radio, reviews of Jack Benny, Bob Hope, Kate Smith, Burns
and Allen, .Ben Bernie, Eddie Cantol-, Fredric March, Judy

Canova, Charles Boyer Pages 30-31

Durante at Chez Paree, Chi ; Page 49

No Passes for City Hall

Crowd, L. A. Mayor Rules

Los Angeles, Oct. 4.

Annie Oakley is persona hon grata

at the city hall. Fletcher Bowron,
the new mayor, told the first run
houses to keep their passes, which
had run up to several hundred a

week under the old regime.

Mayor's action was good news to
the theatres, which are 'carrying on
an anti-pass campaign. Recently the
daily newspaper skulls were limited
to actual reviewers.

Unusual number of phonies Seeking
passes to New York theatres in past
weeks has resulted in a stiff cam-
paign to frustrate the practice. The
Broadway first-run picture houses
are now checking back on all re-
quests by phone.

N. Y. to L. A.
Claude Binyon.
Joe' Brandt
Peter Holden.
Henry Jaffe,

June Lang.
Horace McMahon.
Patricia Morison.
Charles Powers.
Wesley Ruggles.
Waiter Ward.

ARRIVALS
Seki Sano, Louise Henry, Serge

Jaroff, Don Cossack Choir, Phil Rcis-
man. Serge Lifar, Mildred Billing,
Andre Marchal, Burton Holmes, Mrs.
Louis Bromfield, John Mark, Mr. and
Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks, June Lang,
Henry Oscar, Wesley Ruggles, Irving
Maas, Wilfrid Lawson.

HG FVJK ROLL

AS MARS

SCRAK

itollywood, Oct. 4.

Peace pact in 'Europe was a go-
ahead signal for Hollywood produc-
tion, with 14 top-budget pictures
slated to start this month . Had war
been declared, all film^ costing more
than $600,000 would have been temi-

porarily shelved.-

20th-Fox started the ball rolling,

yesterday (Monday) with two costly

jobs. Thanks for Everything' and
'The Three Musketeer-s.' Metro rolled

'Stand Up and Fight,' RKO started

'Love Matcli,' and Paramount went
to work on 'Cafe Society.'

Warners turned the cameras on
'Words. With Music' today (Tues.)

and is readying 'Dodge City' to shoot
in 10 days. There is a possibility

that 'The Sea Hawk' may get the gun
before the end of the month. Uni-
versal faces the heaviest 'A' sched-
ule in its history this month, with
'Three Smart Girls Grow Up,' 'You
Can't Cheat an Honest Man' and
'Three's Company' on the cj^lendar

for Oct 15, and a -second Danielle

Darrieux planned lor later in the

month. Walter Wanger starts his

'Stage Coach' between Oct 15

and 20.

Paramount has 11 features, seven
in the 'A' class, skeded for Octo-

ber. Studio operated at a low pro-

duction cost last month, with the

war scare, the Legion convention

and the hot weather, but is ready
to cut loose in a big way.

Universal is putting additional

construction crews to work this

week, rebuilding two old stages

scheduled to be ready by Oct. 15,

when the plant will hit its highest
production mark in recent years.

When this job is finished, work
will start on two new stages and a
six-story administration building, at

a total cost of about $1,000,000.

Schenck Heads Chest

Drive, Pic Quota 400G

Hollywood, Oct. 4,

Joseph M. Shcenck, chairman of
the 1938 Commnuity Chest drive,

set a goal of $400,000 for the picture
industry and delegated lieutenants

to push the campaign in the studios.

Delegates are: Sam Katz and Nich-
olas Nayfack, Metro; William Koenig,
20th-Fox; George Bagnall, Para-
mauna; Joe Nolan, RKO; Blayney
Mattliews,. Wafners; H. A. McDoh-
nell, Columbia; Edward Muhl, Uni-
versal; Reeves Espy and Jock Law-
rence, Goldwyn, Wanger and United
Artists; T. H. Richmond, Grand
National; A. S. Rosenthal, Republiii;

Matt O'Brien, Hal Roat:h; Ray Klune,
Selznick-International; Sol Lesser,

Principal Pictures and independent
studios; Fred Beetson, allied indus-
tries, and Abe Lastfogel, agencies.

Kent Ends Studio Call
Sidney Kent president of 20th-Fox,

is back in New York after two weeks
of studio conferences.
Mrs. Kent accompanied him.

L. A. to N. Y.
Noel Busch.
June Collyer,
Lloyd Douglai.
Bill Dozier.
Willy du Mond.
Stuart Erwin.
Lew Goldberg.
Samuel Goldwyn.
Miriam Hopkins
Dean Janis.

Alexander Korda.
Otto Kruger.
Mare Lachman.
Albert D. Lasker.
Fred Leuscfaner.
Mischa Levitzki
Anatole Litvak.
Bess Lonergan.
Edward Ludwig.
Jack Murray.
Hugh O'Connell.
Joe Pasternak.
John Payne.
Joel Sayre.
George Schneider.
Bob Spears.

Marjorie Weaver.
William Wellman.
Ruth Weston.
Roy Whitley.
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GN SALESm
HIGH. UNDER

AtPERSON

Chicago, Oct. 4.

• New setup for Grand National

went into gear at the opening of the

sales, convention here over the week-

end, M/itti Ed Alperpon, distrib chief,

in chatge of the get-tpgether. This

was a meeting of middle and far west

sales offices, with the eastern and

southern mob gathering in New York
later this week for the followup

confab.

GN will release 44 features this

coming season; 24 westerns. There

will be 44 shorts under the Educa-
, tional banner, 18 of which will be

''^wo-reelers and the others single

reels. Of the 44 features at least 26

will be produced by Fine Arts pic-

tures, headed by Franklyn Warner.
' Sam Berkowitz attended the con-

lab as the Fine Arts rep. Alperson

set the appointment of district mana-
gers throughout the country. Morris

Safier, former assinstant to Alperson,
will head the west coast district;

James Winn wiU be midwest super-

visor; Ralph Kinsler as middle east-

ern manager, Jules Lapidus for

middle Atlantic manager. Jack
Lamont heads the southern district,

with Harry ,Asher named as the east-

ern district manager.
. E. W. Hammons, prexy of GN,
didn't attend the local meeting but

will be present in New York, as will

Jack Skirball who is now in Los
Angeles.

Washington, Oct. 4.

Plea of Grand National Films for

permit to withdraw common stock

from the New York curb is due for

airing before a Securities & Ex-
change Commission examiner Oct.

25.

Company explained that since tt

went into bankruptcy and is trying

to reorganize there is little market
lor the paper and the organization is

a mere 'corporate shell.'

D'S SEXTET ON B'WAY IN

HRST 18 DAYS OF OCT.

Starting with 'Road to Reno,'

which opened at the Globe on Sat-

urday (1 ), Universal expects to have
six features playing on Broadway in

the first 18 days of this month. 'Dark
Capture' follows *Road' into Globe
on Oct. 8 while Deanna Durbin's
new starrer, 'That Certain Age' is

tentatively set for Oct.. 14 at the
Roxy.
'Youth Takes a Fling,' which is due

to play the Rivoli, probably will

open there on Oct. 15. Then on Oct.

18, 'Frankenstein' and 'Dracula' are
due in on a dual setup at the Rialto.

These two, playing as reissues, have
chalked up ' unusual records when
exhibitors employ twin-horror idea.

From Little Theatre To

Picture Lead in One Jump

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Victor Mature, currently with the
Autumn Crocus' troupe at the Pasa-
dena Community Playhouse, gets one
of the male leads in 'Star Maker,'
first picture on the /Charles R.
Rogers independent production sked
built around the career of Gus Ed-
"wards.

Contract calls for Mature to appear
In other Rogers productions.

Bacon's 12lh Yr. at WB

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

' Warners renewed Lloyd Bacon's
contract as a director' for the 12th
consecutive year.
; -Currently

: he is working .on the
James Caghey starrer, 'Oklahoma
Kid.*

You Can't Do That

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

. War scare in Europe - caused
the deletion of several se-
quences showing the .operations
of pursuit planes and airplane
carriers in 'Tailspin.'

Navy tightened its restrictions
after 20th-Fox started produc-
tion of the picture.

RKO'S BIG TAKE

ON'SNOWWHITF

Income of RKO, since the late

January release of 'Snow White,*

shows that one-third of it was de-

rived from Walt Disney product. At

the time of release, RKO .figured it

would have been satisfied with

$650,000 as its share.

However, indications are that with
the picture having grossed more
than $3,850,000 up to Sept. 1, and the
foreign market barely scratched,

that RKO will get an additional

$1,250,000 for its share, besides the

$650,000 already taken in.

GOETZ DUE TO SAIL

THIS WK.; 'CHIPS' NEXT

Ben Goetz, head of Metro's op-

erations at the Denham studio,' Eng-

land, is in New York huddling with

home office ofilcials regarding fu-

ture production to be done on
British Isles in

.
carrying out • MG

quota, obligations. May wind up
this week in time to shove off for
London.
'Yank At Oxford; and 'Citadel*

are being followed by 'Mr, Chips
Goes to Town,' Robert Donat, star

of 'Citadel,' is again set in this one.

U. JIND SUITES'

If the Business Tries for

Self - Regulation, Some
Wonder Anew Whether
That's. Not a Confession.

of Guilt—Others Favor it

as a . Means to Stave Off

Severer Results

After Four Years of Quibbfing

RKO May Emerge from 77B By

Jan. 1; Reorg Plan OK by Oct.

EXHIBS WHOOP IT UP

Industry today is confronted with
two problems which require judi-
cious handling in the next five or
six months'. They are the Govern-
ment's anti-trust civil suit against
major companies and the anticipated
legislation to be launched against the
industry in the next Congressional
session opening in January and in

43 state legislatures due to convene
in the first three months of 1939,

Then there is the equally vital ques-
tion of whether trade practice con-
ferences should be held before the
first of next year, or sidetracked un-
til -the other two problems have been
settled.

Some industry leaders are inclined

to' belief that self-regulation, set up
in the trade between distributors and
exhibitors through the medium • of
trade parleys, will go far towards
staving- off ' any adverse legislation.

Which is why they believe that trade
practice confabs, started last sum-
mer, should be resumed with the
least possible delay.

On the other hand there are otheirs

in the trade who apparently believe,

as firmly, that if voluntary moves are
resumed to correct so-called trade
evils, as tentatively outlined in the

(Continued on page 6)

Long, Long Trail

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Cecil B. DeMille's 'Union
Pacific,' now in production, will

be the 1,200th picture turned
out by Paramount over a
stretch of 25 years.

DeMille also produced 'The
Squaw Man,' studio's first fea-

ture-length film.

NEW CALIF. LAW

WOULD CURB

PIX STRIKES

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

The anti-picketing ordinance, re-

cently voted, is seen by labor-pro-

ducer reps as a bar to studio strikes.

New law provides that 51% of em-
ployes must favor a walkout before

pickets can be posted. Also, the

picket line must be confined to regu-

lar workers of the affected company
and limited in number.
Labor leaders- already are making

preparations for a repeal camoaign,
on the ground it violates the Wagner
act.

The proposed state-wide picketing

law, on November ballot, has even
sharper teeth, than the L. A. ordi-

nance.

Little Progress Made at D. C. Parley;

Gov't Firm on Its Anti-Trust Slant

Washington, Oct. 4.

Slight headway toward ironing out
the diffculties befween the film in-

dustry and the Government was
made last week at initial huddle
over the monopoly action, but fur-

ther meetings are planning in an at-

tempt to reduce the issues and pos-

sibly dodge a trial.

Highly secret parley between the

Justice Department prosecutors and

the legal talent of the major com-
panies wound up inconclusively,

with neither side making any con-

cessions and little reason for an-

ticipating a peace pact in tl^e im-

mediate future. While the negotia-

tors shared a desire to simplify mat-
ters, the feelers were almost" entirely

unproductive.
With Col. William J. Donovan,

general of the majors' legal army,

insisting on a hush policyi little in-

formation filtered out of the. conver-

sations held over the demitasses

Wednesday (28). Enough leaked,

however, to show that the progress

was infinitesimal.

The get-together, which was sur-

rounded by the utmc*" mystery, was
devoted largely to sermonizirg by
the Government preachers, although

the atmosphere was friendly and the

prosecutors disguised their determi-

nation with personal affability. Ex-
change of views was general, with

Prof. Thurman Arnold, assistant at-

torney general in charge of trust-

bu'=!ting, holding forth at consider-

able length on the philosophy of the

New Dealers and the purposes of the

injunction maneuver.
The industry bargainers found the

Federal crowd adamant on the ques-

tion of divorcing production from
exhibition. Every gesture In the

way of softening the financial blow
at integrated companies was thrust

aside by Arnold, who was supported

by. Paul Williams, his top aide and
the prosecutor with detailed knowl-

edge ready to counter industry argu-
ments.

Session occurred at Donovan's
swanky Georgetown home. Dinner
affair lasted well into the night.

Five of the defendants were repre-

sented, with Donovan the chief

spokesman.

Utmost Secrecy
The silence surrounding the parley

—which at first applied even to the

names of the conferees—was dic-

tated by Donovan, who referreJj all

inquiries to the Justice Department.
Fearful the meeting would be con-
strued as evidence of guilt and readi-

ness to capitulate, he exacted a

promise of no publicity as the price

for talking with the Government
men. Except for an innocuous state-

ment admitting the talks had taken
place, Arnold cooperated, although
personally he was willing to remove
the veil.

With the D. J. gibraltaring on the

point the majors were most anxious
to put over—a swap under which the

affiliated companies could retain

both their studio and theatre inter-

ests—and the industry reps protest-

ing inability to make commitments
ivUhout home office consent, the net

effect of the meeting was to leave

the defendants still worrying about
possible criminal prosecution. While
Arnold was firm and emphatic, no
ultimatum was issued, SO the indus-

try group is still groping for a way
out of the maze.
Manner of the Federal bargainers

was not particularly encouraging,
even though it was intimsted the.
Department will not be unt:easonable

about bringing the matter to a con-
clusion. Additional time to study
the problem can be obtained, Arnold
and Williams hinted, but the Gov-
ernment will not back down on the
matter of splitting the industry's

principal' branches.
There can be no trade which • in-

volves the principle that production

and exhibition must be separate

activities, the majors learned.

While it is possible the exact terms

—

withdrawal of Paramount, 20th Cen-
tury-Fox, and Warner Bros, from
exhibition, and of Loew's and RKO
from production—might be altered,

the Department of Justice is con-

vinced that integration has several

vices, limiting competition at each
end and consequently injuring the

public as well as independents. This
was made crystal clear during Arn-
old's sermon about the whole New
Deal drive on monopolies.

Realty' End
Whether the groundwork was

laid for a stipulation under which
the five companies will preserve the

status quo in the realty field was
unknown, but the D. J. did not re-

treat in its determination to block

further expansion of producer con-

trolled chains. Arnold would not

say if any agreements were reached,

but all outward signs were the Gov-
ernment stood firm with a temporary
injunction as an ultimate weapon.

Industry contingent included J.

Robert Rubin of Loew-Metro; Austin

Keough of Paramount: Robert
Perkins of WB; Ralph Harris and
John Caskey 6t 20th-Fox; and Wil-
liam Ballard of RKO.

O'Brien Vs. O'Brien

Los Angeles, Oct. 4.

The $500,000 suit of Pat O'Brien,
^freelance actor, against Pat O'Brien,
Warner Bros, star, the WB studio,

iLouella Parsons and Jimmy Fidler,

was ordered set for trial by Supe-
rior Judge Robert Kenny,- who de-
nied a motion for dismissal.

, Freelance O'Brien charges the de-
fendants with "preventing .him from
obtaining employn^ent in films.

After nearly four years of quib-
bling and dispute, prospects of RKO
starting the new yeair under a new
setup appeared certain Monday (3)

when final oral arguments, pro and
con, on the reorganization' plan -were

concluded before Federal Judge
William Bondy, in New York. At
the end of an all-day session, the
court set Oct. 25 as t*-e date for the
next hearing at which time it is ex-
pected he may confirm the plan
which was submitted to him last

spring by Special Master George
W. Alger. Meanwhile, Judge Bohdy
allowed the attorneys- for grouns,
mostly stockholders, opposing the
plan, 10 days to file additional briefs
and Col; . . Hamilton C. Rickaby,
counsel- for the Atlas Corp., pro-
ponent of the plan, five days addi-
tional, to answer, them. Consensus
is that .Judge' Bondy will okay the
new setup. ' '

'

Monday's hearing was mostly
taken up with charges by Joseph
Cohen, representing the Independei^
Stockholders' Protective Commit^
tee, and John S. Stover, counsel to
Ernest W. Stirn, of Milwaukee,
holder of- 1,234- shares of Class -A
stock, which he ^-efused to cohvert
into common in 1931.

Cohen objects to the Rockefeller
Center claim on the grounds that,

under the old plan which was re-
jected, they had agreed to accept
400,000 shares of common stock in-
stead of 500,000 which they would
receive under the new plan, despite
the, fact that the present stock is
more valuable. He declared that
the stockholders will receive only
one-twenty-fourth of the $22,000.-
000 they have invested for their
stock. He asked that Judge Bondy
revise the plan so that the stock-
holders would get one share for
four instead of one for six, and
asked representation on the board of
directors for , the stockholders who
now only have the right to cumu-
lative voting.
Stoyer Was more belligerent in

his opposition declaring that the
(Continued on page 63)
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Schaefer Setdes Jam in Philly

By Explaining Sales Reasons

Why6UAPixWereWididrawn

Philadelphia, Oct. 4.

Resentment against United Artists

for withdrawing six pictures prom-
ised on last year's contract, which
threatened to grow into a date and
buying strike like that against

Paramount last year, was smoothed

in less than 60 minutes last week
by a personal visit to a Philly exhib

protest meeting by George J. Schae-

fer, general sales manager of UA.
Exhibs left the meeting satisfied

that the exchange would give them
a fair break and co-operate with

them.
Schaefer explained exactly why

the six films were withdrawn. He
said that in three territories, Philly,

Chicago and California, the ex-

change was having difficulty in set-

ting deals with Warner Bros., Bala-

bam & Katz, and Fox-West Coast,

respectively. There was some fear,

as a result, that they would have
to sell away to the indies.

If that happensd, Schaefer said,

it would .mean that fourth and fifth

run hovises would get first run pix

at rentals which would be impossi-

ble for UA to exist Therefore, on
the possibility that they would have
to sell away frohi the circuits, the

exchange cancelled the six pictures

so that new deals could be made in

case the subsequent-run indies got

first runs.

Exhibs all agreed with Schaefer.

that it would be fair enough for

them to pay higher rentals if they
got initial runs.

Schaefer said, however, that the
circuit deals are now about 98%
set and the selling away will be un
necessary, so exhibs will get the
product at exactly the same figure

they would have under their for-

mer termers. And even if UA does
sell away, Schaefer maintained, any
indie who insists may have his films

at the original price,

UA chieftain also pointed out
that the contract was reciprocal.

Exhib.<; have the same right of can-
celling the pix if they are not de-
liveried before Sept. 15. He said

•Hiat he had instituted, this reciprocal

contract when he joined UA.
'It is manifestly unfair,' he de-.

clared, 'for a producing company to

have the right of cancellation in its

contract without giving the ex-

hibitor the same right. If our com-
pany finds it necessary, because of

technical reasons or otherwise to

cancel a picture included in an
agreement, then I believe that the
entire group of undelivered pictures
should likewise be cancelled to give
the exhibitor the right to re-ap-
praise the value of the whole group.

'I don't believe that it is fair for

a producer to cancel a picture that
looks like a probablie. hit for the
purpose of raising the price in a
new contract—and then leave the
exhibitor holding the bag for the in-
ferior product'

Schaefer also pointed out that his

company's policy did not give a cir-

cuit privileges over an independent.
One indie asked Schaefer to use his
influence to stop the practice of
other producers in withdrawing
pictures on phdney pretexts, so they
can be sold at higher prices the fol-

lowing season.

Fed Up on Murder

Hollywood, Oct 4.

Fed up with murderous roles,

Anthony Averill obtaired his

release from a Warners ..i-. u-t

with the completion of ni;:; . vU -

rent job in 'Secret Servict \n

the Air.'

In nine pictures Averill has
committed as many murders.

Co-op Theatres

Of Michigan In

Buying Shakeup

Detroit Oct. 4.

A shakeup in the Co-operative

Theatres of Michigan, Inc., has dis-

placed Ray Moon,' with Carl Buer-
mele now head of film buying. G. M.
Richey, general manager, may also

leave.

It is reported locally that Moon
and Richey were ' leading a proxy
fight to oust Wisper & Wetsman and
the Ben & Lou Cohen circuits from
the co-op buying setup, supposedly
to protect other nabes. They ran into

plenty of opposition themselves from
President Fred Deloddar and the Co-
op membership.

Post $5,000 Reward

In Schading Murder;

IBEW Names Brady

3t Louis, Oct. 4.

The executive board of Local No.

1, IBEW, was voted a $5,000 reward

for information leading to the ar-

rest and conviction o£ the slayers of

Arthur C. Shading, business agent

who was shot to death by two men

as he was leaving the union'^ hall

two weeks ago. At the same time

the board appointed H. W; Brady, re-

garded as a neutral in the factional

strife existing in the union, as

Schading's successor.

Brady will ftU Schading's unex-

pired term which runs until July 1,

1940. Ed Redemeier has been se-

lected as Brady's assistant The board

also announced that a committee of

10, to be known as The Harmony
Committee, has been appointed to

iron out all factional differences ip

the body. Genasdarmes working on

the murder have questioned a num-
ber of labor men and while no in-

formation has been obtained that

might clear up the killing they still

believe Schading's declaration to

have his organization take over the

servicing of coin phonographs from
the Teamsters' Union was the motive

for the murder.

Gold Lining

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Cumulus clouds came high,

financially and otherwise, when
20th-Fox shot 300 feet of them
for 'Tail Spin.' They cost $3,819.

It took three days of sky-snoop-
ing by two planes, piloted by
Paul Mantz and Tony La Vier,

to find the proper type of

clouds, 20,000 feet above Kern-
ville.

Cameramen acquired not only

footage but illness, due to lack

of oxygen at that altitude.

HOOVER YARN UNDER

HAYSIAN SCRirriNY

Hollywood, Oct 4.

J. Edgar Hoover's yarn, 'Persons
In Hiding,' Slated to go into produc-
tion yesterday (M'onday) at Para-
mount, was postponed iAdeflnitely.

Hays office is eyeing the script for
objectionable angles. Meanwhile
James Hogan, director, is standing
by for the final decision.

^Marc Lachmaii-20-Fox*s

Naf1 Exploitation Chief
Hollywood, Oct 4.

Marc Lachman, formerly Universal
publicity director,

.
appointed na-

tional exploitation director for 20th-

Fox, will headquarter at the home
office. He got in from the Coast on
Monday (3).

Appointment was made by Charles
E. McCarthy, advertising and pub-
licity director, while on the Coast,
McCarthy got back east with S. R.
Kent

m EXTENDS TO DEC. 1

FOR STOCK COPERSION

Holders of Warner Bros. 6 % con-
vertible debentures, due in 1939,

have been given additional time in
which to convert their present bonds
to new series of obligations by the
action of the directors last week in
setting Dec. 1 as the final time when
they have the righ" to deposit dC'

bentiures.

Statement to bondholders said that
of the $29,400,000 principal amount
of debentures outstanding, $17,457,000
already have been deposited with the
NT. Y. Trust Co., as depository. Also
that many who expressed intentic .i

of depositing debentures under the
plan tiius far have delaye^d doing $o.

Recently released figures by the New
York stock exchange shows that only
$11,893,500 worth of old bond? re
main to be converted.
Warner Bros, bonds and certifi

cates of deposit for new liens both
were extremely active and more
than four points higher after news
of this extension was officially re-
leased.

Air Satire on H'wood

Taken for Film Shorts

Hollywood, Oct 4.

Radio satire on the film colony,
'Hollywood Hams,', goes into pictures
next week, . to be produced inde-
pendently as a series of shorts by
Preston Morris, Jr., at Grand Na
tional studios.

Air show attracted attention when
Samuel Goldwyn objected to the
character, Sam Goldman, claiming it

ridiculed him. Role Jias been
changed to Sam Finkelstein.

HEAVEN KNOWS

Pic Actor Guided by Stars in Pact
With A|:ent

Hollywood, Oct 4.

Astrology mingled with law in the
case of Bradley Page, actor, vs. Gene
Mann,- agent who is charged with
violating the State Private Employ-
ment Agency Act. Mann testified th^"
actor consulted the stars and thein
vibrations before he okayed theii',

oral agreement
i

Mann is charged with handing a
f

5% cut of commissions collected N

from Page to Fred Datig, casting di- I

rector for Metro. Datig and Mann ['

were former pailnerj in an agency. '

rrS GYPSY ROSE LEE

AGAIN; TOPS VAUDE TAB

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Gypsy Rose Lee is going back on

the stage, resuming her burlesque

name and dropping her nom-de-film,

Louise Hovick, which. Incidentally,

is also her real name. With a vaude
unit of 35 people, under the manage-
ment of the William Morris office.

Miss Lee opens at the Golden Gate,
San Francisco, Oct. 19.

Unit, under Lou Epstein, is set for

the Denver, Denver, and the Tower,
Kansas City, after which it jumps
east to play RKO houses.

Freeman's M. 0. Qpictde

PowwDW iiviA Richards

Y. Frank Freeman planed out Fri-

day morftiag (SO) for New Orleans
to confer with E. V. Richards,
Saeoger head and Paramount di-

rector, in whose bailiwick the Pat
tlieatre convention will be held next
March but cut trip short hieing

called back to N. Y. Monday (3)

Karl HobUtzelle, Interstate head,
left ahead for Dallas, training out
Thursday night (29), while Bob
O'Donnell, his associate, pulled out
yesterday (Tues.). Latter came up
to meet Hoblitzelle on docking from
a European trip.

Ralph Branton, general manager
and film buyer for Abe Blank, left

for Des Moines Friday ^30), followed
by Blank himself Sunday (2). They
were on for h.o. confabs with Free-
man and Leon Notter, discussion of

film deals, fall plans, etc.

S. A. Lynch, Miami operator and
partner, reached N. Y., Monday (3),

for a short stay.

Really Going to Town

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Republic is making the most ex
haustive tests in its history for roles

in 'Wagons Westward/ a $750,000
budgeter, based on the exploits of
Sam Ho'iston.

Ralph Bird is taking tests for the
Houston role and Hugh Sothern is

the most likely candidate as Andrew
Jackson.

Theatre Realty

A Barometer For

^-Bemhard

Philadelphia, Oct. 4.

Joe Bernhard, g.m. of Warner
Bros, theatres, told the Philly Real
Estate Board last Thursday that the
city must go in for large-scale pro-
motion or fall from a bad third

among the municipalities of the na-

tion to fourth or fifth. A former
Philly realtor himself, he cited the-

atre attendance records to show the

town is slipping.

Bernhard said that although the

national income has risen 27% in

the past four years, the number of

people coming to Philadelphia for

entertainment varied only '1%. 'The-

atre attendance,' he declared, "is an
index of economic health of any
city. Our industry is one of the

last to suffer from depression and
one of the first to recover. When
we stand still, while the rest of the

country is fluctuating upward you
know there is something wrong
with the business ^conditions here.*

The Warner books show that its

real estate in Philadelphia, where it

is a large^ theatre operator, stands at

nearly $30,000,000, and that its taxes

run close to $500,000 annually,

Bernhard declared.-

He added that WB pays $1,400,000

in rentals on properties it does not
own. Against that WB collects more
than $350,000 ii> rents on properties,

stores, etc., it owns. Bernhard de-
clared WB employs nearly 2,000 peo-
ple in Philly. He is a former Phila-
delphian himself.

HICKS TO NAME

XCOtAIWS
SDCdSSOR

. John Cecil Graham, managing di-

rector for Paramount In Great Brit-
ain, resigned this week. Graham was
one of Par's oldest foreign managers
in point of service. He had been
with Par since 1917, when he joined
the staff of the late Emil E. Shauer,
first foreign manager f<^r the com-
pany. He made a number of vital

surveys in South America and was
named to the London post, which he
just quit, In 1919.

Appointment of a new manager for

England will be made by John W.
Hicks, Jr., Par*s foreign chief, at

present- in London. David E. Rose,
who has been business boss of Par
production in England only a few
months, probably will be kept in his

present spot, it's reported.

CORRIGAN PIC LAGS,

NEW SCRIPT ORDERED

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Douglas Corrigan's film career has

changed its course. Latest shift at

RKO calls for flyer's debut in "The

Flying Irishman,' now being written

by Dalton Trumbo and Ernest

Pagano. 'Born to.. Fly,', penned by
Marcella Burke and Rowland Brown,
was shelved by Pandro Berman.
Change means a delay in filming

the picture, orifjinally slated to start

Oct 15.

FINALE ON ORPHEDM'S

B'KTTCY; 3% DIVVY

Liquidation of the old Orpheum
Circuit Inc., was completed Mon-
day (3) when N. Y. Federal Judge
Samuel Mandelbaum confirmed the
final report, with slight uodifications,

of referee Oscar W. Ehrhorn.
The report fixes $104,398 in cash

for immediate distribution and rec-
ommends that an additional 3%
dividend be paid to creditors whose
secured claims amount to $2,132,523.
The latter have already received
a total of 27% in dividends. The
voluntary petition of the corpora-
tion was filed in January, 1933.

Holden's First Pic
/ ,^ -Hollywood, Oct 4.

John Jferrymore and Peter Holden
top the cast in RKO's 'A Great Man
VoJ'es.' Tees up Oct. 15.

, Seven-year-old Holden is from
,5roadway legit This is his first pic-

ture.

KBUGER ABROAD
Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Otto Kruger heads east Sunday
(9) to sail for England.

• He goes into 'Dark Eyes' for' As-
Stociated British.

Wurtzel's $25,000 Buy

Lifts H-I Out of 77B

Los Angeles, Oct. 4.

Harman-Ising Pictures, Inc., was
granted court permission to sell

three cartoon propierties to Harry
Wurtzel.for $25,000. Receipt of the
money will enable the cartoon com-
pany to emerge from 77B.

Partialljr finished cartoon*; -''^cf"co

Wurtzel are 'GoW^c^L* and the
Three Bears'," "Trt Gallery' and 'Gold
Fish;"'

Douglas Corrigan leaves for the

Coast> in about 10 days to prepare

to go into 'Born to Fly' for RKO.
Flyer is working on the script

while east and is also doing an au-

tobiog for a mag.

Film Man Running For

N. Y. State Comptroller

Albany, Oct. 4.

One of the major party candidates
for an important state office in the

November elections has a show busi-

ness connection. He is Julius Roth-
stein of Utica, nominated for Comp-
troller by the Republicans at their

convention in Saratoga Springs, last

week. Rothstein is the head of a
company which owns the Avon the-

atre, Utica, operated on lease by War-
ner Bros. Many film men know him
and probably will work for his elec-

tion. His Democratic opponent is

Morris S. Tremaine, of Buflfalo, State

Comptroller for 14 years,

Rothstein, active in Republican cir-

cles of Utica but never before a can-
didate for office, is general manager
of the First National Corp., which
owns and opei-ates the First National
Bank building in Utica.

One Pic in 18 Mos., Mi$$

Welch Back to N. Y. Stage

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Phyllis Welch, who played in only

one picture during her 18 months
under Metro contract is going back
to Broadway for & spot in a new
Clifford Odets play.

Miss Welch's sole film appearance
was in Harold Lloyd's 'Professor

Beware', on a loanout to Par.

Gleason Exits Rep

Hollywood, Oct 4.

James Gleason checked off the Re-
public lot after failure to reach an
option-time agreement on his four-
way contract as producer, director,
writer and actor. Studio refused to
pick up the option which called for
four increases of $250 a week.

Republic had planned a series of
pictures around 'The Higgins Fam-
ily,' with Gleason, his wife, Lucille,

and his son, Russell, First picture
Is now on the market. Fate of the
series is problematical.

Now 'Gone' Is a 'Secret'

Hollywood, Oct 4.

Secret work on 'Gone with the

Wind' begins Oct 15, when David O.

Selznick, G^rge Cukor and Sidney
Howard retire to an unrevealed
hideout to put in two weeks of script

polishing.

Cukor expects to start camera
work before Jan. 1.

See America First

Hollywood, Oct 4.

James A. Fitzpatrick, producer of

Metro's Itaveltallcs, is confining his

shooting to America for several

months, seeking spots hitherto un-

screened.

As an innovation he is augmenting

the usual orchestra with a tenor,

singing out of rang-; of the camera.
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RADIO DECLARES SELF
Newsreels Get Collegiate OK, But

No Commercializing Grid Picts

Annual fall headache tor five

:pewsreels, coverage of college and

university football games, this sea-

son is presenting new difficulties in

the form of agreements that a num-
ber of larger institutions are insist-

ing the newsreels companies sign be-

fore permitting games to be photo-

graphed. Apparently having won
their battle to gain admission for

gridiron games as a matter of news
coverage, new agreements which
have been signed with little argu-

ment insist that football footage be
used, in newsreels exclusively.

This means that none of colorful

grid stadium and crowds spectacles,

obtained by newsreel affiliates, can
• be employed in feature productions.

It also will prevent gridiron scenes

In colleges concerned from being put

out as commercial reels.

Practice of majors with newsreels
' of their own has been to devote

certain football background material

to use in features and sometimes in

shorts. Idea of selling extra footage

to commehcial advertisers, as was
done last week, especially in the

south and southwest^ is a new wrin-

kle. However, newsreel executives
* thus far have not hesitated in sig-

nj.turing pacts to keep aU film ma-
trial in newsreels themselves because

many feel that colleges may have
been justified in complaint, particu-

larly if the commercial reel idea de-

veloped on a big scale.

Newsreel companies have been
able so far this. season to ward off

direct supervision by universities or

commercializing reel coverage for

the monetary gain of colleges in-

volved. Even at Minnesota where,
last season, the school authorities

tried to force the five reels to take

only the footage supplied by a local

Minneapolis camera outfit, the free-

dom of the newsreels has prevailed.

Plan has been abandoned at the

Gopher school, with five reels back
on job covering as they see fit.

Executives In charge of neewsreels

at N. Y. think this freedom of ac-

tion is justified, not only because the

companies treat it as news material

sought by sports world, but also

because the news weekly outfits do
innumerable favors for hundreds of

colleges and universities during the

grid season. Estimated this week
that these favors in the form of local

coverage only for a limited area of

accounts will cost the newsreels
about $20,000 this year.

Long a practice of newsreel com-
panies to make special subjects of

gridiron contests, rated big locally,

in order to furnish timely . material
for release in territor- affected by
the game. This means having the
film developed in smaller key cities

at vastly increased cost. With what
promises to be the biggest gridiron

season ever just about to get into

full swing, the number of these

locally important football battles

probably will increase this year.

World Series

Newsreels will be represented by
about 12 cameramen, editors, techni-

cians, sound men and narrators in

covering the world's series baseball

games this year. Probably be larger

crew for opening contest in Chi-
cago today (Wednesday), but 12-14

workers will handle remaining as-

signments both in N. Y. and Chi-
cago in series to pick world baseball

champion.
Reels were so certain that Chi

Cubs would be picked as National
League champs that even after the

second victory by Cubs in crucial

se.ies with Pirates, Sept 28, arrange-
ments were being made for coverage
in the Illinois metropolis.

BUGGIES BACK IN U. S.

Wesley Ruggles, in from Europe,
>vill leave for the Coast within a

week to prepare for the production
of^

. 'Invitation ^to Happiness,' for

which Paramount obtained Irene
Dunne, He arrived Monday (3).

Claude Binyon, his writer col-

laborator, flew east to meet the

director and returns with him.

Finny Romance
After seeing Paramount's

'Spawn of the North,' Truman
Talley, Fox Movietone head was
asked by friends to describe
the picture.

'It's a story about a couple
of salmon,' he replied, 'They
meet in Alaska, are ma'rried in

the Columbia river and honey-
moon in Lindy's window.'

When 3 Stooges

MeetMer Trio

It s a Near-War

What came close to being a stooge-

elimination brawl Monday (3) in

McGinnis' restaurant on Broadway
will probably wind up, instead, in

the civil courts. Howard, Fine and
Howard (The Three Stooges), iden-

tified with Columbia shorts, mixed
it up with Garner, Wolf and Hakins,

from vaude, who've been billing

themselves as the 'Original Three
Stooges.' No blood was drawn.
Matter first came to light a couple

of weeks ago, when Howard, Fine

and Howard wired. Garner, Wolf and
Hakins, then playing the AUentown
Fair, AUentown, Pa., that legal steps

would be taken if they did not im-
mediately 'cease and desist' from
the original stooge billing. When the

acts met in MoGinnis,' however, it

looked as though the matter was to

be talcen out of the hands of at-

torneys—for the time being.

Howard (Moe), Fine (Larry) and
Howard (Shemp) started in vaude
as stooges for the late Ted Healy.

14 PLAYERS OFF RKO

ROSTER; 3 NEW ONES

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Revised roster at RKO reveals 14

players were dropped at contract

expiration during the past month.
Checking off lot were Milton Berle,

Jack Arnold, Willie Best, Harry
Campbell, William Corson, Mitzi

Green, Miriam Hopkins, Cecil Kella-

way, Ann Miller, Jack Oakie, Park-
yakarkas, Joe Penner and Frank
Thomas.
Three newcomers are Eddie Can-

tor, Douglas Corrigan and Lorna
Lynn.

Mitzi Green goes to New York for

a stage play, and Kellaway returns

to legit in Australia.

Charnas WL1 Probably

Remain on the Coast

Harry Charnas, formerly in theatre

operation for Warner Bros, and
more recently assistant to Grad
Sears, v.p. over sales at the home
office, will probably remain on the

Coast permanently.
He went out a few weeks at the

behest of Harry M. Warner to handle
confidential matters for Warner and
the studio, as well as function some-
what in the role of an investigator.

Lesser Benches Gehrig

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Lou Gehrig is no longer a contract

player in the films. Yankee base-

ball star's option was allowed to

lapse at Principal Productions. Sol

Lesser is producing only moppet pix

this year.

Gehrig made one Principal pic-

ture, 'Rawhide,' for 20th-Fox re-

lease.

FOR THE FUTURE

Feels It Has Plenty to Offer

to the Film Biz—Sees the

Present Drive as a Per-

manent Thing

MPTOA Conclave Also hviting

Allied; Gen 1 Industry Co-op Move

QUESTIONNAIRING

Though intention is still unan-

nounced, the National Association of

Broadcasters' survey of film cover-

age on radio stations is taking on a

new interpretation. At first thought

to be the forerunner of a film-radio

battle, on the, old competitive score,

and later a weapon to battle for a
share of film industry's drive fund,

it's now seen as a build-up for fu-

ture use of radio as an advertising

medium by films.

Confidential questionnaire has been
submitted to about 400 stations from
coast to coast asking how much coin

and time are devoted to ' coverage
of moving pictures. Everything from
interviews to indirect mentions, re-

views, comment and contests is be-
ing garnered. Though unconfirmed,
it's stated that, even stations not be-
longing to the NAB are being
queried in order to make the sur-

vey complete.
Thought is that the present film

fund, when exhausted, will be re-

newed. Observers regard such a
setup as being unlikely to be aban-
doned, but that it wiU be more or
less permanent. This' being the case,

radio wants some of that film ex-
ploitation coin.

To this end, current NAB survey
will probably be followed by an-
other .to., complete the pictur^e for

presentation to film powers ps an
inducement rather than an argu-
ment. Though a slice of present
monies is sought, opinion is that it

goes deeper, and that a diplomatic
campaign, with full facts for back-
ing up, will ultimately persuade the
film biz that radio has something
to offer, and has already done plenty
for films.

Weeklies Ask for Pic Coin
Campaign of New York state

weekly and small town daily papers
for a share in the 'Motion Pictures
Greatest Year* advertising melon is

in full swing, following the annual
Newspaper Institute meeting at
Cornell University, attended by some
200 publishers.
A resolution addressed to the pic-

ture industry was unanimously
adopted at the institute, the pub-
lishers urging that weekly papers
share in the campaign. It pointed
out that 8,400 of the 16,000 pic the-
atres in the country are in communi-
ties of less than 10.000 population,
and that about $20,000,000 is spent
in these communities each year for
film entertainment.
Second series of advertisements

to go into daily newspapers in the
Pictures' Greatest Year campaign
started appearing yesterday (Tues-
day) and also will be spotted in to-
day and tomorrow. They deal ex-
clusively with the $250,000 Movie
Quiz contest which thus far has
bieen the highlight of the drive.

Officially announced that these ads
will go into newsoapers 'only in
those towns where the theatres are
co-operating in the national cam-
paign and contest.' These situations
are few which means that the ad-
vertising schedule is much the same
as the original one stressing insti-

tutional aspects of campaign.

'Brotherly Love' Act

Philadelphia, Oct. 4.

First programming aim of Roger
Clipp, new g.m. of WFIL, is four
audience-participating shows a week
from the main auditorium of the
Manufacturers Club. Plans half-
hour broadcast from the big audi-
torium every Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday.
To expected squawks from theatre

men, Clipp replied: 'We will hold all

of our shows before 9:30 p. m., so we

Unshielded
Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Film industry has a Lost Bat-
talion—^hundreds of execs who
lost their jobs as honorary po-
lice captains and lieutenants.

Mayor Bowron has ordered
the Los Angeles police shields

re-designed, making the honor-
ary badges null and Void, and
reducing the studio biggies to

ordinary citizens.

RobL Wyler s

French Remake

Idea; In H wood

Robert Wyler, brother of William
Wyler, Hollywood director, is ne-
gotiating a plan for remiaking French
features in English for showing ' ini

America. Actual production prob-
ably will be on the Coast. Wyler has
several French stories, many of

which already have been made in

France, which he would make in the

U. S.

Wyler has discussed various
phases of the plan with both foreign

language distributors and other
companies in the last two weeks.
The first of 20 French and Eng-

lish pictures which John E. Otter-
son's company, Tri-National, will
distribute in this country, 'Peg of
Old Drury' (British-made), will go
into the Plaza, N. Y., Tuesday (11).

Picture was made in England by
Herbert Wilcox with Sir Cedric
Hardwicke and Anna Nagle in the
top roles.

MARION GERING PLANS

2 FILMS IN THE EAST

Marion Gering, film director, and
Raymond Friedgeh, producer also

with Hollywood rep, have joined
forces in a producing venture in the
east. Script is about ready for the
first of two proposed pictures, tenta-
tively set to go before cameras early
in 1939. Prelim budgets, set at $300,-
000 per film.

John Doran, 12 years with the old
Paramount studios at Astoria, has
been named production chief, with
Ted Henkel, musical director and
composer, assigned to do the musical
scores. Friedgen will bring in Elliott

Fisher from Hollywood to act as his
assistant producer. Original idea is

to use as much Coast film talent as
possible. Abner J. Rubien represents
the new company,

Alice Brady Held By

Pic in Work; P.A.'s Off

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Alice Brady called off her per-
sonals tour which was to start in

Washington, D. C, Oct. 21.

She's being held at Roach studio
for 'It's Spring Again.'

will aid theatre business rather than
hurt it. Our shows will be over in
plenty of time to allow visitors to
patronize other forms of entertain-
ment, and, in fact, will bring them
into town.'

Move is part of a general desire of
Clipp for more local shows. He has
assi<»ned Joe Connelly, p.a„ to spend
half his time setting specials. In an-
other innovation he has banned all

record shov/s except latie at night.
Daily afternoon participating disc
programs, presided over by Jack
Steck, were eliminated beginning
yesterday.

In the hope of getting action on
trade practices, industry problem^

of the moment and reaching a bet*

ter understanding of relations be-

tween all branches, the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America is

turning its forthconriing convention

into an industry-wide conclave, with

the doors open to rival exhibitor

associations as well as company
executives. Among other things,

the MPTOA is anxious to be heard,

being willing to listen also, and to

that end is urging leaders in pro-

duction, distribution, theatre op-

eration, advertising and other

branches to be on hand in repre-

sentative numbers.
Abram F. Meyers and his leaders

in Allied States assn., the heads of
the Independent Theatre Owners
assn., the Independent Theatrs Own-
ers of Ohio whose P. J. Wood
stampeded the playdate strike
against Paramoimt last year, and
other groups are invited to look in
on this year's MPTOA convention
under its open-door policy. Ed
Kuykendall, president of the
MPTOA, has always believed that
his organization, which takes in af-
filiated chains and theatres, should
pull with Allied and others for the
common good of the Industry, father
than recognize rivalry. A merger
of. these two largest indie bodies
(MPTOA and Allied), if not a co-
operative alliance and understand-
ing, could result from the Oklahoma
City get-together, which starts Oct.
30 and will be in session four days.

Invitations have already gone out
to heads of production, distribution
and other branches of major pro-
ducer-distributor activity, .while
Morris Loewenstein, head of the
Oklahoma theatre owners group, is

personally urging MPTOA njembers
and others to make the convention.
He writes that the convention will
be devoted to the analysis and de-
cisions of the problems of the mo-
tion picture world and believes that
this year's convention (the 18th),
will be MPTOA's biggest and best.

'Alexander^ Opemng Is

Sentimental Occasion For

Irving Berlin in London

London, Oct. 4.

•Alexander's Ragtime Band' opened
Friday (30) at the Regal, to a mar-
velous reception. Acclaim forced
Irving Berlin to personally sing the
theme song from the rostrum and
the entire audience Joined him in
the refrain.

Berlin, Saul H. Bornsteln, g.m. of
Berlin, Inc., and Francis Gilbert,
their attorney, sailed for New York
directly after, leaving Saturday (1),
accompanied by Louis Dreyfus, the
London showman and music pub-
lisher.

There's still no technical settle-
ment of Bert Feldman's claim
against the 20th-Fox film, and there's
no likelihood Feldman, British mu-
sic pub, will do anything until the
U. S. publishers get back to New
York and work out some amicable
arrangement.
Clearance of some of the old Ber-

lin song copyrights, dating back to
when Feldman represented the now
defunct Waterson, Berlin & Snyder
Co. in England, is the basis of the
tiffing over the clearance of the lo-
cal copyrights on these old numbers.
For a time there was a. threat of in-
terfering with, the filmusical's Lon-
don premiereN but that was averted.

WITHOUT A SONG
Hollywood, Oct. 4.

'Ambush,' Gladys Swarthout'a
songless picture, got under way at
Paramount Kurt Neumann directing
with Lloyd Nolan in the male lead.
Ernest Truex and Williain Zrair-

ley are in supporting roles.
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Films Put In the Middle

(Continued froAi page 3)

10 poic:T, pftjgram of Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of America, ,this

might constitute an admission of-

guilt to the things charged in the

anti-trust action.

The big issue is whether or not

major companies should go ahead

with trade practice huddles, forget-

ting for the time being the threat

of the civil law suit so that a strong

front may be offered in the cam-
paign to curb adverse legislation

early in 1939. It is such a .
ticklish

question that the ultimate decision

probably will be left for legal heads

of major companies to decide.

Sec TI. S, Control

Situation is further complicated by
the fact that shrewd minds in the

trade see in the civil anti-trust ac-

tion evidence that an attempt at

some sort of Government regulation

is planned at the coming session of

Congress. They see stemming, from
this suit, numerous legislative meas-
ures proposed for enactment at the

next session, and point to the tran-

script in the case which indicates

many objectives named in the suit

would be considered ,in new legisla-

tion, Needly bill to control sellmg
and sales and part of production
policy is just a hint of what is be-

ing prepared for the film industry.

Temper of the country^ of Con-
gress and state legislatures is for

action against chain operations of all

types, with pejuJty tax proposed on
chain setups (not necessarily thea
tre circuits) in some 20 states; In
addition, it is doubtful if there will

be much quibbling over the Neely
bill or other similar measures this

time by congress.

Washington solons heard industry
beads more than three years ago
when the initial measure aimed at

block booking was proposed. At that
timje Congress was informed that the
film business was able to handle its

own industry' and attend to its own
reforms. Since then this has re
mained only as a promise and con
gressmen are apt not to be in a
mood to accept promises again.

Solution Was Near
Unusual part of the entire situa-

tion is that an approach tct a solution
of trade problems was near when the
Government suit was filed last sum
mer. Reported that trade practice
negotiations were approaching the
stage where distributors would have
been in conference with exhibitors
had the suit been held off another
month. When Federal anti-trust ac-
tion was filed, trade practice work
was dropped suddenly.

Ultimate- result, - as presently
viewed,' is that exhibitors already are
getting ready to whoop it up for in-
dustry reform via Congress, because
voluntary reform seems to have been
tossed into the discard.

Besides threatened legislation in
Congress, there are sure to bie a
number of states seeking theatre
divorcement laws. Bombardment of
legislature guns seems certain to be
directed against the film business
with the greatest vigor in history.
With such legislative onslaught

bound to hurt the industry, some in

the trade are advocating the concen-
tration of heaviest guns on these
most tangible threats. Some even
think it would be smart to permit
the federal suit to take its course
with final decision not probable for

18 months to two years.

If trade practice confabs, carried
on voluntarily, are able to work out
definite refornrts before legislation

comes up for vote, veteran film of-

ficials realize so much better the
chances of defeating them. The big

'if here is whether various picture
companies think it wise to proceed
with the trade practice parleys,

while facing the anti-trust action.

Then, too, there is the possibility

that major executives may want
legislative regulation. This is predi-
cated on the supposition that they
would prefer to have it in black and
white what each company can and
cannot do. This conceivably might
prove a means of avoiding exhibitor
attacks.

And certainly, aver some leaders,

major companies are going at it in

the right way to be on the receiving

end of legislative thrusts by seem-
ingly ducking trade practice confer-

ence idea. There has been talk in

the past of obtaining clarification of
anti-trust laws, but in such clarifica-

tion via legislation there always is

the danger of having too severe
statutes thrust on the industry.

Philly Indie Sues

Philadelphia, Oct, 4,

Suit against nine' major film dis-

tribs- was filed last week in U. ,5.

District Court by Harry Fried, indie

operator of the Suburban, Ardmore;
Seville, Bryn Mawr, and the An-
thony Wayne, Wayne, Pa., charging
illegal restraint of trade and unfair

practices.

Fried asserted in his petition that

he could not get films for his Subur-
ban until 30 days after the rival Ard-
more (WB) accepted or rejected
tltcm. He also declared that he could
not get product for the Seville - or
Wayne until seven days after that.

Indie claimed that he uses 350
features a year at his three houses,
compared to 180 shown yearly by
the Ardmore.

Marshall at U, Pilots

Fields-Bergen Picture

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

deorge Marshall, borirowed from
20th-Fox, directs the Universal pic-

ture, 'You Can't Cheat an Honest
Man,' starring W. C. Fields, Edgar
Bergen and Charlie McCarthy.

Shooting starts early this month.

Steffes' Private Beef

Minneapolis, Oct. 4.

Although he has reiused to upake
any statement, W. A. Steffes, presi-
dent of Northwest Allied, is under-
stood to have a number of complaints
including one of his own, to submit
to the Department of Justice to be
used in connection with the latter's

anti-trust suit against major film dis-
tributors and producers. His gricr
vances is the difficulty he has ex-
perienced in obtaining film product
for his local Alvin which he desires
to reopen with a picture policy.
Another cause of complaint con-

cerns protection which, in one in-
stance, was extended 700 miles from
Miimeapolis, its's alleged. Squawks
regarding forced buying of shorts
also will be brought to the Govern-
ment's attention.

NEW N. Y. STA€EHANDS'

DEAL ALL SET TO GO

Only minor details remain before

a new contract between the stage-

hands and New York theatres is

ready for signature, following nu-r

merous meeting with the committee

headed by C. C. Moskowitz, Loew
operating official. Agreeing on an

increase of 6% for the larger houses

and 5% for the secondary theatres,

details yet to be worked out concern
lesser conditions in the smaller the-
atres.

Having settled with the Building
Service Workers, recognizing that
union over porters, charwomen, etc.,

increases to meet the scale of $16.50
minimum were given out on the pay
checks for last week's work, in most
cases Friday (30).

Local 306 (operators) has not yet
worked out scale and conditions with
the Independent Theatre. Owners
Assn. under the 10-year contract for
recognition signed two years ago, but
expected that settlement will be
reached shortly. The operators have
a carryover contract with the circuit

houses. Union is continuing its pick-

eting of Century circuit houses in

Brooklyn in an effort to force their

members into booths now manned by
Empire men.

SL Louis Amusement Co.

Nicked $7,940, '32 Taxes

St. Louis, Oct. 4.

A stipulation has been filed with
the Board of Tax Appeals in Wash-
ington fixing $7,940 as the federal in-
come tax deficiency of the St. Louis
Amus. Co. for 1932. It was originally
contended by the U. S. that the de-
ficiency amounted to $18,000. The
Board-^of Tax Appeals found that
there was no claim for 1933 against
the St. Louis Amus. Co. in its op-
eration of the Mikado, a nabe.
At the time the tax deficiency oc-

curred, the AmusemenL Co. was not
controlled by Falichon 8r Marco in-
terests which now have charge of
tie management of this house and
others in the St. Loui- Amusement
Co. chain. F&M did not take over
Amusement Co. until 1936 when
peace was made with WB, et al. in
New York,

COACHES FINALLY
Hollywood, Oct 4.

Two All-American gridders, James
Flavin of Army and Nick Lukats of
Notre Dame, were signed by Edward
Small as football coaches in 'Duke of
West Point.'

Troupe is working in the Rose
Bowl, made up to look like Michie
Stadium on the Hudson.

SOME mm
STOCK DEALS

IN AUGUST

Washington, Oct. 4.

Several good-sized transactions by
film company insiders during August
were unveiled today (Tuesday) in

the latest Securities & Exchange
Commission report.

Most transactions in 20th Century
Fox tickets, with three ground-floor

occupants taking advantage of op-^^

portunities to dump some of their

portfolios. Joseph M'. Schenck,
board chairman, set the pace, un-
loading 10,400 common shares in

series of 14 transactions extending
through the month and cutting his

slice to 119,443 ducats plus 23,284 pre-
fered shares. William Goetz re-

ported he had disposed of 10,000

shares of which he was an indirect

nominal owner, cutting his poke to

194,643, while Darryl Zanuck peddled
10,000, keeping 142,130. Besides the
remaining common shares, Zanuck
owns 21,946 pieces of preferred and
Goetz 55,824.

Purchase of 1,200 voting trust cer-

tificates of Universal Corp., parent of
Universal Pictures, was reported by
Daniel M. Sheaffer. Gives him 14,-

800 in addition to his stake in the
26,500 pieces in the name of Standard
Capital Co., which also accounts tor
111,283 warrants.

John D. Hertz, the Lehman Bros,
voice on the Paramount directorate,

reported his roundabout interest was
pared when the brokerage firm un-
loaded 1,000 shares of second pre-
ferred, emptying the till.

Belated report showed Sam Katz
picked up two pieces of Loew's, Inc.,

common in July, boosting his batch
to 752. The company itself added
another 36 shares of the common
stock of its stepchild, Loew's Boston
Theatres, boosting the total to f 3,670.

Kirk W. Todd, Grand National di-

rector, wiped his slate clean by ped-
dling his remaining 150 shares of the
bankrupt firm.

AVALON, MILWAUKEE,

AGAIN HELD UP; $1,147

Milwaukee, Oct. 4.

For the second time this year and
the third in its history, the Avalon,
Southside nabe, was robbed, this

time $1,147 being taken by some un-
known pierson who worked the com-
bination oh the safe in the office of
the show house.
The Avalon safe was looted of

$1,600 Jan. 2 and similarly robbed of
$1,200 three years ago.
John L. Fenny, theatre manager,

said the loss represented weekend
receipts and some bank night cash.

Col. Reelects Board

Routine business, aside from
handing out three new contracts and
options to buy stock at specified
figure, marked the annual stock-
holders' meeting of Columbia Pic-
tures Monday (3) at N. Y. ohices.
Retiring board of directors was re-
elected and all proceedings and acts
of the preceding year by the direc-
tors w^re approved.
After handing new contracts to

Samuel J. Briskin, A. Schneider and
A, Montague, stockholders voted
options to purchase stock at about
$14 a share, with Briskin allowed to
buy 10,000 shares and Schneider and
Montague, 7,500 shares each, at this
figure. Stock now is selling at $14
to $15 per share.

SHAm OFF 'VARIETY'
Sam Shain of Variety's New York

staff has resigned, effective last week.
- He was on this paper some nine
years.

Lefty Muses on the Thaobgiving

Preview Carving Done on Czecho

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

Coolacres, Cal„ Oct. 4.

Dear Joe:

Well, now that everything's settled in Europe we can go right ahead
with our own business over here. It was nice of those four guys to prac-
tice their Thanksgiving carving on Czechoslovakia, That near-war sure
ruined my business. Everybody and his brother stayed home to listen

to the radio. Guys were arguin" about the Czechs, Germany, Poland and
those other one-night stands who didn't even know v^rho the Lieut. Gover*
nor of their own state is. I had a very appropriate double feature, 'Fugi-

tives for a Night' and 'Time Out for Murder,'

Even Aggie is hopped up; she sez she's been worrying aboui the checks
all her life. It was a big table that those four boys sat down to, because
the Czechoslovakia map was a big map when they started. As they went
along taking hunks out of the map, they took leaves outta the table, and
when they finished the table was a tea wagon. Those guys remind me of

the time when George M. Cohan went to visit A. L. Erlanger years ago
to talk over what percentages George would get for his shows. George
looked at'Erlanger's bedroom which was over 40 feet long, and said: 'Some
day I'm going to have a bedroom the size of this.' 'Why?,' asked A. L,
•So I can walk up and down all nigh't and figure out ways to trim guys,'

said Cohan. According to results in Europe that conference was held in

a big bedroom.
Nearly everybody's opinion in Coolacres was, 'Let's keep out of it,' but

I don't know if they meant the war or my theatre.

Well the radio station is all set. Got our license the other day and our
letters are P. H. E. W. Aggie sez the guy that gives out the letters musta
had a hunch. We got a swell little layout and we're gonna have our grand
opening next week. Boy, that air board is tougher than the Hays office.

They gave me a list of donts longer than a vaudeville actor's layoff route.

We can't say certain things, can't take certain ads, etc., etc., and etc. If

the Air Commission and the Hays office would pool their donts it would
make a great alibi for everything.

I got my program almost all set. Vic, Aggie and me are gonna do a Hill-

billy Trio. We all sing bad enough for it and the natives like it. I also

wrote a serial. I calls it 'Heigh-Ho 49'rs.' It's got a lot of the ingredients

of the Lone Ranger and Death Valley Days. Vic plays the part of a vigi-

lante-bandit. I'm gonna play an old stagecoach driver, Aggie is gonna
play the Widow O'Neill, and Flo is gonna be the city. gal tliat comes
visitin' out west and falls in love with Vic. Tl^^ banker is gonna play
the villain. I know the idea is nothin' new, but as I wrote you before, I

don't want to put anything new on the air all at once and revolutionize

the radio business. If we could only get half the morons that listen to

other programs we'd start off with a terrific Crossley rating.

Glad to hear that Olsen and Johnson have a hit in their new show,
'Hellzapoppin.' It just goes, to show what can be done with an after-

piece. Give my best to Hal Sherman and Barto and Mann. I hear they're

big hits in the show. So my pal S. Jay Kaufman has the Hi-Li games at

the Hippodrome? I'll bet Billy Rose is sore he didn't do it instead of

'Jumbo.' It sure is a fast game. I saw it years ago at Miami. I'd like

to see it played by midgets with a mothball and fly swatters, and use a
piano box for a court.

Well, kid, sorry you can't listen in to our opening program. We're lucky
if we have enough power to. get it out of the studio. Sez

Your pal,

Lefty,

P. S. Brandon Walsh sez, 'The loss of a wing is the same to a mosquito
as the loss of a leg is to an elephant.*^

'Chain Gang' Suit Nearly

Ready for Atlanta Jury
Atlanta, Oct. 4.

Trial of Judge Vivian Stanley's

suit for $100,00i[l agaiQ.st Warner
Bros. Pictures, charging he' was
libeled by pic firm's 'I Am A Fugi-
tive From A Chain Gang', is now
well into its second week in Fulton
superior court and nearing the jury.

Judge Stanley is a member of the
Georgia Prison Commission and con-
tends film was based on book, 'I Am
a Fugitive From a Georgia Chain
Gang*, by Robert Elliott Burns, who
escaped from the chain gang in this

state.

Pic was shown to jury shortly after

trial opened and there's been a lot of

legal skirmishing going on.

'Rio' Not for Danielle

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Universal's 'Rio,' originally slated
as the next Danielle Darrieux star-
rer, was shelved after the story
failed to jell into a suitable screen
play.

Stephen Morehouse Avery and
Frank Partos are working on a new
yarn for the importee.

The Mob Muscles In
Hollywood, Oct, 4.

Latest addition to the Warners'
winter production sked is 'Whatd'ya
Hear from the Mob,' to be directed
by Lew Seller, who furnished the
idea.

Bbnita Granville and six Dead End
Kids will be featured.

ALBINE, Pin, BECOMES

HARRIS' 20TH HOUSE

Joe Rivkin Solos
Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Joe Rivkin has withdrawn from
Crawford, Winslow & Curtis agency
and branched out on his own.

After giving up the agency biz in
New York, Rivkin' came to the Coast
to be casting chief for Hal Roach and
later Columbia.

Pittsburgh, Oct. 4.

John H. Harris last week con-
firmed that Harris Amus. Co. had
taken over the old Aldine on ji term
lease. Denied a month ago that he
was dickering for spot, althoygh
house even then was undergoing ex-
tensive repairs both inside and out.

Aldine has been closed for several
years, but Loew's had been shelling
out rent to Massachusetts Mutual
Life Insurance outfit, owners of

property, until Aug. 31, under terms
of a deal signed 10 years ago.

Harris announced he would spend
around $100,000 remodeling site, will

rechristen it the Senator and have
it ready by middle of November.
Acquisition of house makes 20th
link in new Harris circuit and also

gives chain its second downtown
first-runner, other being Alvin. Un-
derstood outfit's ajso dickering for

a South Side piece of property upon
which to build another nabe. theatre.

Ha"rrrises recently opened two new
spots here, Denis and Perry.

Tentative plan is to install straight

pix policy in Senator, with Alvin,

however, getting first pick of screen
product Harrises have available, al-

though altogether likely that flesh

will be used, too, although that hasn't

been decided yet. At present only
house in town using stage shows is

Stanley, WB deluxer.

Start Over on Trench'

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Evelyn Keyes, ill for two weeks,
finally withdrew from the cast of

'Say It in French' at Paramount and
was replaced by Mary Carlisle.

Change necessitates the reshooting-

ing of most of two weeks' Avork.

Picture had been shot around Miss

Keyes in the hope that she would
recover, but the doctor ordered fur-

ther rest. It was her most important
film role.
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Data in Studios' Defense

Vs. Unfair Practice
Charge—Directors' Hear-

ing Due to Conclude To-

night (WedO

EXTRAS' FATE

Hollywood, Qct, 4.

Metro spent $32,000,000 and Univer-

sal $10,00*0,000 in production of mo-
tion pictures during the last fiscal

year. Metro studios turned out 39

featur-e length pictures and 67 short

subjects during that period, while

Universal released 44 features and

20 shorts.

Expenditures, shipments of prints

and foreign sales w^ere disclosed in

questionnaires submitted to the

National Labor Relations Board dur-

ing hearing on petitions of the Screen

Directors Guild. Directors charge 10

major companies with unfair labor,

practice for refusing to negotiate

•with the Guild and ask to be certified

as exclusive bargaining agent for

directors, unit managers and assistant

directors.

Canada, Australia and England
were listed as the best foreign mar-
kets, with Italy last. Metro re-

ported forwarding 45 negatives, to

Canada, 43 to Australia, 40 to Eng^
land and one to Italy. A total of 550

prints were shipped td foreign coun-

tries, but studio kept no record of

prints made in Europe.
Metro forwarded 66 negatives of

short subjects to Canada and 57 to

Australia. Others were shipped from
the eastern laboratory, but no record

of these was kept by studio. Ship-

ments of prints of short subjects

totalled 978.

Metro reported shipping 27 original

negatives outside .the state of Cali-

fornia and 18 fine grain duplicate

negatives. A total of 12,377 prints

were forwarded to points within the

United States, while prints of short

subjects going to same points was
13,547. This figure does not include

prints distributed from the eastern

laboratory.
Universal, which has always en-

Joyed a lucrative foreign business,

sTiipped 44 negatives outside the

"state, from which 6,770 prints were
made for distribution in U. S. only.

Duplicate negatives shipped to for-

eign countries totalled 131, with
Australia receiving 37, England 46,

France 4, Canada 44. From these, 235

prints were made for Australia and
1,147 for England. Universal re

ported foreign figures were incom
plete and included prints of only 17

of 46 duplicates exported. Shipments
of short subject prints to foreign
countries totalled 493.

Heariner Nears End
Hearing on petitions of the Screen

Directors Guild is expected to be
completed tomorrow (Wednesday).
Attorneys will then make their argu-
ments before William R. Ringer,
NLRR trial examiner, and latter will

rule on motions to dismiss and ad-
missability of certain evidence. Most
important of latter pertains to de-
linquence of SDG members, several
of whom have never paid any dues.

If the examiner holds delinquency
must be considered in deciding
whether Guild is a properly consti-

tuted bargai ing unit, the Guild will

loscitsmajority atmany of the major
studios.

E. J, Mannix, general manager of

Metro, was one of principal wit-

nesses for the producers. Mannix
said producers surpervise shooting' of

pictures, recommend writers and
directors and are directly resDonsible
for cutting of picture. He said

directors make recommendations, but
that similar suggestions are received
from property men, etc.

Witness said that many directors
do not even view daily rushes of pro-

duction, latter being viewed by the

producer, who also handles cutting.

He said the only director who ever
hfJd a contract giving him approval
of final cutting was Ernst Liibitsch,

and that the latter cabled from
Europe giving his producer authority

to cut the picture.

Testimony of Mannix was con-

trary to that of Reeves Espy, v. p.

and general manager of Samuel
Goldwyn Studio, who said direc-

tors sit in with the writers at his

studio during preparation of the

script, discuss the cast with Gold-
wyn and. aid in cutting. He said di-

rectors also aid Goldwyn in select-

ing cast, and that ii| the. director ob-

jects to any player the latter is re-

moved.
Charles Chic, production manager

at Metro, testified that unit mana-
gers have final say when companies
are on location and also exercise

considerable authority on. the sets.

Manager said that on one occasion

a company was recalled from Siam
on advice of unit manager, who had
reported no progress was being
made.
Chic told board that .before shoot-

ing starts at Metro a complete chart

is made by cutter of entire produc-
tion, showing length and cost of each
scene. He said that elimination of

certain scenes in 'Yellow Jack' re-

sulted in a saving to the studio of

approximately $50,000.

Unit Boss Backed Up
On another occasion during shoot-

ing of 'The Great Waltz' Chic said

the director insisted that Louise
Rainer change costume, but that the
unit manager objected because nec-
essary retakes of scenes in which
she had already appeared in the cos-

tume would.have cost the studio $1,-

000. When the director insisted, the
matter was taken up with Mannix
and other executives and the unit
manager was sustained.

Val Paul, studio maniager at Uni-
versal, testified that directors fre-

quently demand certain assistants.

Witness said' that Gregory LaCava
objected to assignment of a first as-

sistant director in 'My Man God-
frey' and after shooting for 10 days
denianded the first assistant be dis-

missed and the second assistant pro-
moted to first. This was done.
Fred Leahy, production control

manager at Paramount, told the
board that cutters are assigned as

creative assistants to the director
and that assistant directors are
merely physical assistants. He said

cutters work directly with the di-

rector, suggest scenes and cuts and
discuss quality of scenes and the re-

action they are likely to draw from
theatre patrons.

George L. Bagnall, v. p. in charge
of production for Paramount, testi-

fied that work of a director is of

such an unusual character that a

unique employment clause is in-

serted in their contract. This gives

the studio authority to apply for

injunction in case of a breach of

contract by a director. Clause states

that because of their creative work
their loss could not be 'reasonably

or adequately compensated in dam-
ages.'

Sid Ro,!?ell, studio manager for

RKO-Radio, said assistant directors

seldom shot scenes, and that often a
cameraman is assigned to direct and
shoot scenes on location, v^ith the
assistant director there merely as a
business representative.

$220,000 for Talent
Several budgets were introduced

during testimony of Rogell, includ-

ing that of 'Bringing Up Baby,' Lat-

ter budget showed that Howard
Hawks was paid $87,000, Katharine
Hepburn, $72,500 for eight and one-
half weeks; Gary Grant, $75,000 for

10 weeks, and Charley Ruggles, $30,-

000 for eight weeks. Cost of cast

was listed as $220,026.64, with total

budget cost given as $776,776,07.

Plan calling for reduction of 3xtra

registration from present 12,000 to

15,000 players to approximately 2,-

500 and placing of these under con-

tract to Central Casting Corp. will

be considered by permanent commit-
tee to be named soon to arbitrate

differences that may arise over in-

terpretation of new agreement be-

tween the Producers and the Screen
Actors Guild. Players would be
paid from .$60 to $75 monthly, with
overage when they worked more
than guarantee.

If this proposal is anproved. Sec-

retary Perkins of the U. S. Depart-

ment of Labor, the .State Welfare

Commission and the Slate Labor
Commi.<;sion will be asked to appoint

representatives to supervise
_
the

work of weeding out the occasional

player and chiseler.

Theodore Lorch has been elected

vice president, and Adabell Driver,

secretary, of the Junior Screen Ac-
tors' Guild. Lorch replaces Harry
Mayo, who resigned to accept post

of studio checker for the SAG, and
Driver takes place of Jack Grant,

who also retired to. become a

checker.

JTew members of the Junior Coun-
cil of the SAG are Eddie Cutler,

Frank Edmund, Gus Reid, Bud Ray
and Elliott Sullivan.

Plan of the Screen Actors' Guild

to license agents will be explained

tomorrow (Wednesday) night at mass
meeting of actor representatives.

Proposal will be outlined by' SAG
committee headed by George Mur-
phy. Artists Managers' Guild has
named committee composed of Abe
Lastfogel,. Leland Hayward, Bert
AUenberg, Frank Vincent and M. C.

Levee to confer with actors.

Agents are not expected to offer

much opposition unless it develops
that actors plan to cut 10% fee now
received by actor representatives.

Ratify Producer Pact
Mass meeting of Senior Screen

Actors' Guild will be held Friday
(7) to ratify new 8-year agreement
with the producers and to approve
new set of by-laws. Old by-laws,
adopted before closed shop agree-

ment was negotiated with the pro-
ducers, has been completely rewrit-

ten by Laurence Beilenson, counsel

for the SAG and the American Fed-
eration Radio Artists.

Special committee of the Motion
Picture Relief Fund is preparing, to

make a survey of the extra situation

to determine if anything can be done
to aid economic condition of players.

Extra placerhents during September
set a -new low for the past two years.

Less than 14,000 jobs were passed
out.

Campbell McCuUoch, head of Cen-
tral Casting, advised the committee
that average number of persons em-
ployed as extras during past eight

months has been only 4,000, while
extra membership in the SAG is

8,400. J. P. McGowan, executive
secretary of the Screen Directors'

Guild, and a member of the relief

committee, reported that 80% of the
extras work intermittentlj'. He at-

tributed part of decrease in extra
jobs to- reduction in the number of
westerns being produced.

Dr. Towne Nylander, regional di-

rector of the National Labor Rela-
tions Board, has set Oct. 14 as date
for conference with film executives
and officials of International Alli-

ance of Theatrical Stage Employes
on charges that the lATSE is a com-
pany union and producer dominated,
Chai'ges were filed by Jeff Kibre,
member of Local 37 of lATSE and
head of Motion Picture Technicians
Committee,

In the meantime lATSE has turned
the West Coast Studio Local back to

the members. Local officers have
boon elected and all international

officers of the lA removed from
Coast offices, including Harland
Holmden, v,p., who was sent here
from Cleveland. Harold V. Smith,
a local business representative, is

now in charge on the Coast.

Election of studio scenic artists

will be held here the last of this

week to determine whether the

artists will affiliate with Motion Pic-
ture Painters' Local 644 or the
Scenic Artists' Association of Amer-
ica. Herbert Sorrell, business rep-
resentative of Local 644, claims to

have a m.-^iority of the workers in

major studios.

Extras were granted modified au-
tonomy under provisions of the nisw
by-laws of the Screen Actors Guild.

Junior Actors Guild, replaced by
Class B Council, is vested witht au-
thority to initiate legislation and des-
iffnate three members to meet with
Guild directorate and particioate in

discussions when such legislation

comes under consideration.

By-laws prohibit the board from
calling a strike of Class B members,
even if approved by Class A mem-
bers, unle.rs 75% B members vote for

a walkout.
On written petition. 30% Clas.s B

members of the board are required
to take vote on question of B mem-
bers withdrawing from- Guild. In
event 51% B members vote in fnvor
of withdrawal, proposal will be held
as passed.

Hollywood Agents Decline Mass

Huddle with Screen Actors GuOd

Non-Aryan Picts Corp,

Albany; Oct. 4.

First use .of the term 'non-

Aryan' in show .business was in-

corporated at the Secretary of

State's office last week in the
chartering of Non-Aryan Pic-

tures Corp., authorized to con-
duct a motion picture business,

with principal office in Man-
hattan.

Its papers were filed by
Roosevelt theatre, Ul-117 E.

Houston street. New York. Di-
rectors are Elliot Westin, 129 E.

82nd street; Benjamin Radin,

130 W. 42nd street, and James
Ross, 306 W. 44th street. Capi-

tal stock is ""OO shares, no par
value.

MONO THIRD OF WAY
THROUGH SKED BY DEC. 1

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

One-third of Monogram's 1938-39

program will be ready, for release by

Dec. 1, according to President W.
Ray Johnston. Sked calls for 26

features and 16 westerns.

Three set for October- release are

'Mr. Wong, Detective.' 'Sweetheart

of Sigma Chi' and 'Where Buffalo

Roam.' Four for November are

'Gangstc^r's Boy,' 'Gun Packer,' 'Gang
Bullets' and 'Roll, Wagons, Roll.'

Four skeded for December are *I Am
a Criminal,' 'Mother o' Mine,* 'The

Last Outlaw' and 'Midnight Patrol.'

Four others have already been re-

leased.

Canadian Authorities

May Help B.R. Sexer

Montreal, Oct. 4,

Provincial health authorities are

reported so greatly interested in the

showing of 'Damafied Goods', which
has been booked into His Majesty's
starting Oct. 10 by Irving Sourkes,

with Grand National here, that a
request has been made for the
French-language sub-titles.

Dr. Paquet,x.provincidl Minister of

Health, and municipal authorities

are all steamed up and are reported
backing the picture with testimon-

ials. It is understood that Provincial

Government may foot the bill for

French subtitles in view of the atti-

tude taken by the health authorities

that picture would help clean up the

province.

Kay Kyser's Film Dicker

Pittsburgh, Oct. 4.

Deal is on the fire for Kay Kyser
orchestra to make a picture in Hpl-
lywood next summer. Kyser appear-
ing at Stanley. Negotiations being
carried on with two studios. WB
reported most likely. Lew Wasser-
man, of MCA, handling arrange-
ments.
Flicker would be based on an idea

of Kyser's own, with his entire radio

crew, including Virginia Simms, Ish

Kabibble. Sully Mason and Harry
Babbitt, working throughout the pic-

ture in the mnnner of Waring's
Pennsylvanians in 'Varsity Show.*
Asking price Of Kyser is said to be
$250,000.

Call for Casey Jones
Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Paramount is scouting the Holly-
wood area for a vacant lot big
enough for a sound stage 500 feet
long, to be built for Cecil B. De-
Mille's 'Union Pacific' Picture re-
quires five long spur tracks.

Outside location is necessitated by
a shortage of vacant space on the
studio lot.

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Artists Managers Guild has notified

George Murphy, chairman of the
Screen Actors Guild conimittee han-
dling the proposed ehfranchis3ment
of agents, that it .is declining to at-

tend the mass mee.ting of agents
called by the Guild for tomorrow
(Wednesday) night. Decision was
made early this iporning at a meet-
ing of the agents' GuOd; that the
mass meeting was no place at which
to discuss this matter; but that they
would gladly appoint a committee to
confer at the pleasure of the SAG's
committee.

Agents' Guild pointed out, in the
letter, that the SAG had fought for
recognition as employees, and that
the agents, in turn, were employees
of the SAG, organized as a guild, and
heretofore they should have the
same opportunity of bargaining .with

the SAG as the latter's members had
with its employers.
The agents' Guild sets forth that

it believes, judging by the proposals
of the SAG, that under its proposed
franchise system, many of the bigger
agents would be driven out of busi-

ness. Especially those like Myron
Selznick and the Edward Small com-
panies, it is specified, since both
agencies also have production Inter-

ests. The SAG proposal is that
10%ers can't function also on the
producing end. "

Another phase that the agents
contest is the requirement that
should an agent be refused a license

by the SAG, he could not be em-
ployed by any of the other agencies
which are given franchises.

TECHNICOLOR'S NET

IN 8 MONTHS, $S62,612

After declaring a 35c dividend,

Technicolor last week released a re-

port cpvering net result of opera-
tions in the eight-mont'h period end-
ing Aug. 31. This revealed net earn-
ings to be $862,612 as against only
$451,258 in corresponding period in

1937. Latest dlwy is payable Nov.
1 to stock on record Oct, 17.

Technicolor also paid 50c. last Aug.
1, makin:; a total of 85c. payable on
stock this year. Shares on N. Y. curb
exchange advanced several points,

after news of distribution and favor-

able earnings statement.

Par and 20di in Big

Campaigns on Fi'ms

Paramount is appropriating $100,-

000 to .cover national campaign
which, together with assignment of
special exploitecrs, will mark the
day-and-date booking in 21 key cities

of 'Men With Wings' on Oct, 28,

For. its 'Submarine Patrol' and
'Suez,' 20th-Fox is likewise vmloos-
ing the bankroll for a big bally.

Voteur's Non<Suited
The $1,000,000 plagiarism suit

of Ferdinand Voteur, playwright,
against Warner Bros, was dismissed
yesterday (Tuesday) by N. Y. Su-
preme Court Justice Louis A. Va-
lente for lack of prosecution.
Voteur claimed in the action which

was started in September, 1936, that
his play, 'Resurrection Morning,'
had been thefted by WB in the pic-
ture, 'The Walking Dead,'

DISNEY'S BY-PEODUCT COEP,
Sacramento, Oct. 4,

Consolidated Corp., a new com-
pany to handle Walt Disney's varied
activities, filed papers with the sec-
retary of state. Grouped in the new
outfit are Walt Disney Entcrpi*ises,

Walt Disney Productions, Inc., and
Liled Realty & Investment, Inc.

Capital stock is 200,000 shares, par
value, $10. Directors are Walter E,
Disney, Roy O. Disney, Gunther R,
Lessing, George E. Morris and Ed-
ward M, Francis,
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Take It' Big $37,000, GaUe-Loy

Hot $31,200 Tops in L. A.; 'Garden

Bri^ $15,500, 'Sinners H.O. Good

Los Angeles, Oct. 4.

The Clark Gable-Myrna Loy Metro

opus, 'Too Hot to Handle,' and Co-

lumbia's 'You Can't Take It With

You,' latter solo billed, are the

town's pace setters this week, and

will account for bulk of the first-run

take. 'Too Hot' will pile up $31,200

at day-date State-Chinese, while the

Col feature, by virtue of quick turn-

over permitted, will top that amount

with smash $37,000.

'Sing You Sinners' is keeping well

out of the red, as are Warner houses

with 'Garden of the Moon' and 'Ju-

venile Court'

Estimates for This Week
Ctdnesc (Grauman-F-WC ) (2,024;

30-40-55-75)—'Too Hot to Handle'
(M-G) and 'Meet Girls' (20th), dual.

Gable-Loy comedy struck the Hol-
lywood fancy and trade on week will

Tiit big $13,200. Last week 'Hold

Co-Ed' (20th) and 'Mysterious Moto'
(20th), topped its day-dater (State)

for slim $9,000.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55-

65)—'Garden of Moon' (WJB) and
•Juvenile Court' (Col), dual. Okay
$7,501) in face of opposish. Last week
•Valley of Giants' (WB) and 'Block-

Heads' (M-G), just fair $8,900.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55-

65)—'Garden of Moon^ (WB) and
•Juvenile Court* (Col), dual. Combo
will get good $8,000. Last week 'Val-

ley of Giants' (WB) and 'Block-

Heads' (M-G), just fair $8;400.

Orpbcum (Bdwy) (2,280; 25-30-35-

40)—'The Renegade Banger' (RKO)
and 'Bulldog Drummond in Africa'

(Par), dual, and vaudeville. Ini-

tial first-time in couple of weeks
heading for just so-so $6,800.

Fantaires (Pan) (2,'812; 30-40-55)—
•You Can't Take It With You' (Col).

Quite a little interest in - this film

version of the popular stage play
and solo billed should hit smash
$20,000. Last week 'Youth Takes
Fling' (U) and 'Annabelle' (RKO),
weak $6,400.
Paramount (Par) (3.595; 30-40-55)—'Sing You Sinners' (Par) and stage

show (2nd wk). Holdover not hit-

ting near pace of initial week, but
good $11,500, nevertheless. First

stanza topped $19,000, big.

BKO (2,872: 30-40-55)— You Can't
Take It With You' (Col). Solo play-

ing of this one should help turnover
and pile up very big $17,000. Last
week 'Youth Takes Fling' (U) and
•Annabelle' (RKO), dismal $5,000.

State (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-55-

75)—'Too Hot to Handle' (M-G) and
•Meet the Girls' (20th), dual. Hit-

ting a fast pace and easily the town's
solo topper with better than $18,-

000 the answer. Last week 'Co-Ed'
(20th) and 'Moto' (20th), worst in

months, at $9,000.
United Artists (F-WC) (2,100; 30-

40-55)—'Hold that Co-Ed' (20th) and
•Algiers' (UA), dual. 'Algiers,'

fresh from its long run at the Fo\ir

Star, moved in as added feature to

'Co-Ed' and will probably hit good
$3,500. Last week 'Boys Town' (M-
G) and 'Speed Bum' (20th), on
moveover, very excellent $6,300.

WJlshire (F-WC) (2,296; 30-40-55-
65)—'Hold That Co-Ed' (20th) and
•Algiers' (UA), dual. For moveover,
•Algiers' was added in place of

' •Mysterious Moto,' the switch help-
ing trade to hijce $5,100. Last week
'Boys Town* (M-G) and •Speed Burn'
(20th), on moveover, very big $8,500.

More Lincoln Opposish;

*4 Daughters,' Big $3,700

Lincoln, Oct. 4.

Varsity opened under full steam
Thursday (29) with.'Four Daughters,'
which seems a cinch to build further.
House is planning to hold it for two
weeks. 'Antoinette' is doing fairly
well, and the Lincoln's 'Vivacious
Lady'-'Devil's Party' dual is going
good.

Indications are that the town will
once again become 100% operating,
because T. B. Noble, Jr., who has the
Varsity and Kiva, is bidding with
Bob Livingston for the lease and
equipment of the Sun, 500-seater,
which he would make into an action
house. House closed Aug. 1, when
J. H. Cooper's Lincoln Theaters Corp,
dropped it.

Estimates for This Week
Liberty (Cooper) (1.200; 10-15)—

•Boy Friend' (Rep) and 'Saint New
York' (RKO), split With 'Strawberry
Roan* (indie) and 'Numbers' (20th).
Good. $900. Last week, 'Pecos' (Vic)
and 'Youth on Parole' (Rep), split
with 'Renegade' (RKO) and 'Chaser'
(M-G), good $900.
Lincoln (Cooper) (1,600: 10-25-35)

—'Vivacious Lady' (RKO) and
Devil's Party' (20th). Will go over
$3,000, from present indications,
which Is okay. Last week, 'Keep

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $308,500

(Based on 11 theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $280,700

CBosed on 14 theatres)

Smiling' (20th) and 'Always Good-
bye' (RKO), faded to fair $2,700.

Stnart (Cooper) (1,900; 10-25-40)—
'Antoinette' (M-G). General com-
ment is that the pic moves too slowly.
Will see about $3,600, a little better
than average. Last week, 'Lucky
Star' (2eth), $3,900, okay.
Varsity (Noble) (l,100r 10-25-40)
-'Daughters' (FN). Will get a

dandy $3,700, helped by the heftiest

newspaper campaign in years. House
just opened (29) after remodelling.

CINCY BULLISH,

TOWN' BIG

$i9,ie

Cincinnati, Oct. 4.

Smash b. o. of 'Boys Town,' at

Albee, and 'You Can't Take It With
You,' at Shubert, are surging cinema
center's ctHnblned take over last

week's by a sweet margin. It's the
seventh straight week for biz by and
large in the profit column.
Two other fresh releases currently

are skidding. 'Hold That Co-Ed' will
be yanked out of the Palace after
six days. Lyric is down under with
'Breaking the Ice.'

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)—'Boya

Town' (M-G). Wham $1«,000. Last
week 'Sinners' (Par)> good $13,000.

Capitol (BKO) (2,000; 35-42)—'Hot
Handle' (M-G) (2d run). Swell $6,-

000. Last week 'Daughters' (WB)
(2d run), fair $4,500.

FamUy (BKO) (1,000; 15-25)—'Ju-
venile Court' (Col), 'Marines Are
Here' (Mono), 'Convicted' (Col), sep-
arate. Nice $2,200. Same last week
with 'Painted Desert' (RKO) 'Bull-
dog Drvunmond' (Par), 'Murder'
(20th), singly.
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)—

'Daughters' (WB) (3d run). Okay
$3,000. Last week 'Antoinette' (3d
run) (M-G). fair $2,500.

Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 35-42)—
'Sinners' (Par) (2d run). Fair $4,-

000. Last week 'Reno' (U), $2,000,
new low for a long time.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400;' 35-42)—

'Breaking Ice' (RKO). Sad $3,000;
juves washed up here.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—'Co-

Ed' (20th). Will be jerked tlitx
sixth day. Very poor $6,500. Lafit

week 'Hot Handle' (M-^G), big
$16,000.
Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 35-40-59)—

'Can't Take It' (Col). Socko $15,-

000. Will hold indef. Last week
'Alexander' (20th) (6th week), nifty

$4,000, bringing total gross for the
run close to $65,000, a Cincy record
for recent years.

HUGH HERBERT-RTTZES

PANIC INDPLS., $12,500

Indianapolis, Oct. 4,

Hugh Herbert's p. a. and 'Straight,

Place, and Show' at the Lyric are
clicking off a stroAg figure to share
top honors among the first-runs with
'Sing You Sinners' and 'Campus
Confessions,' dual, at Circle. 'Valley

of the Giants' is doing nicely at the
smaller Apollo, while Loew's is far-

ing well with second week of 'Too
Hot to Handle.'
Business unanimously okay in the

downtown sector.

Estimates for This Wcelt

Apollo (Katz-Dolle) (1,100; 25-30-
40)—'Giants' (WB). Best grosser at
this spot in recent weeks with prob-
able $4,800, good. Last week 'Co-Ed'
(20th), mild $3,000.
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 25-30-

40)—'Sinners' (Par) and 'Confes-
sions" (Par). Crosby picture £iven
good send-off in dailies and tdke wiU
be socko $10,000. Last week 'Daugh-
ters' (WB) and ': lissing Guest' (U),
okay $7,500.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)—

'Hot Handle' (M-G) (2d wk). Hold-
over stanza is justifying itself very
nicely at $6,000 pace. Last week,
same firm, very big $12,500.
Lyric (Olson) (1,900; 25-30-40)-^

'Place, Show' (20th) and Hugh Her-
bert headlining vaude bill. Latter
given top billing and more than
half the space in ads, outdoor copy
and general exploitation campaign.
Combo will get excellent $12,500.
Last week 'Meet Girls' (20th) and
Gene Krupa band on stage, $8,500,
fair.

'Boys Town'-'Rich Man'

Record 15G in Denver

Denver, Oct. 4.

Indian summer weather over the
weekend nicked grosses in several
first runs, with football games and
mountain trips getting nod from
thousands.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—

'Daughters* (FN), after a week at
the Denver. Strong $4,000 and mov
ing to Broadway. Last week, 'For
ever Yours' (GN), fair $3,000.
Broadway (Fox) (1,100; 25-40)

—

•Annabel' (RKO) and 'Breaking Ice'

(RKO), three days, after a week at
the Orpheum; 'Ziegfeld' (M-G), four
days. Fair $2,500 in sight. Last
week 'Has Nancy' (M-G) and •Fugi-
tives' (RKO), both after a week at
the Orpheum, okay $2,500.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 25-35-

40)—'Touchdown, Army' (Par). Av-
erage $5,500. Last week, 'Sinners'

(Par), good $8,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-50)—

'Giants' (WB) and stage show. Nice
$9,500. Film moves to AUadin. Last
week, 'Daughters' (FN), good $9,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)

Town' Wham 27|^G in Frisco; Marxes

On $18,500, but Ritzes 14G No Sock

San Francisco, Oct. 4.

•Boys Town' is going to town in a
big way at the Fox. Cast and story

are perfect for this house, which
draws on the heavily populated slum
Mission District. Even though many
of these people are involved in either
the warehouse or department store
strikes, picture is definitely a b.o.

winner.
Picture has cbmpetish for the cor-

duroy trade in 'Room Service' at the
Golden Gate, 'ar.d the Ritz Bros, in
'Straight, Place and Show' at the
Paramount. Latter only fair at
wicket, however.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75) —

'Boys Town* (M-G) and 'Vacation
Love' (M-G). Tracy-Rooney combo
a b.o. natural. Turnstile spinning
plenty at hotcha $27,500. Last week,
'Giants' (WB) and 'Meet Girls'
(20th), average $15,000.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55)

—'Room Service' (RKO) and vaude.
Marx Bros, very popular in this
house, although notices were mixed.
Can't complain at $10,500, which is
best figure Gate has seen in a long
time. Last week, 'Annabel' (RKO),
nice $14,000.
Orpheam (F&M) (2,440; 35-55) —

'Youth Fling' (U) ;ind 'City Streets'
(Col). Rushed in two days earlier

than originally planned when 'I Am
the Law' (Col) had a sinking spe}]
during its third week. Fairish '$7,200

for nine days. Last week, third,
'Am Law' (Col) and 'Freshman Year'
(U), two days short of seven, saw
slim $3,500 in till.

Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 35-55-
75)—'Straight, Place' (20th) and
'Broadway Musketeers' (WB). Latest
Ritz Bros, film given a Saturday
opening instead of customary Thurs-
day initialer. Although public re-
ception good, won't get more than
fairish $14,000. Last week (2nd), 'Has
Nancy' (M-G) and 'Actress' (WB),
fair $9,000 in nine days.

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 35-55-
75)—'Daughters' (WB) and 'Higgins
Family' (Rep) (3d wk.). After dis-
appointing start at the Fox 'Daugh-
ters' finally caught on. Second week
here built from day to day, justify-
ing holdover for third stanza. Should
do $4,500. Last week sizeable $6,000.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-

55-65)—'Drums' (UA) (2d v/k.). Sec-
ond stint , holding up well, doing
profitable $8,500. Last week got big
$13,000.

Warfleld (F-WC> (2,680; 35-55-75)
—'Hot Handle' (M-G) (2d wk.). Sec-
ond week soaring to $14,000, which
is better than some pictures have
been doing during their first week
here of late. Last week big $21,000.

PbiBy B.O. Rides H^h on Grid Hypo;

Morris-loon Bfe 22^/^, 'Service 16^2

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
Thia Week $1,574,20»

(Based on 24 cities, 154 thea-
tres, chiefly first runs, including

N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $1,511,200

(Based on 23 cities, 162 theatres)

—'Boys' Town' (M-G) and 'Rich
Man' (M-G). Breaking house record
for duals; smash $15,000. Last week,
'Breaking Ice' (RKO) and 'Annabel'
(RKO) fair $6,000 for six days.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—

•Army Girl' (Rep) and 'Numbers'
(20th). Fair $3,000. Last week, 'Ac-
tress' (FN) and 'Murder' (20th), fair

$3 000
kiaito (Pox) (878; 25-40)—'Frank-

enstein' (U) and 'Dracula' (U) (2d
wk). Still strong at ^2,500 pace.
Last week, horror dual finished with
big $4,000.

Good Pix Ice Hot

GaUe-Loy 12G

Louisville; Oct. 4.

Strong line-up of films currently
at all downtown houses. An added
hypo is Marjorie Weaver, new 20th-
Fox star, back home to visit the folks
for a week. While here, she's mak-
ing three appearances on Sunday
and Monday at the Strand in con-
junction with 'Hold That Co-Ed.*
P. a. gave a tremendous boost to the
college film.

'Too Hot to Handle,' on a single
at Loew's State, is strong. 'Room
Service,' on a dual with 'Personal
Secretary* at the Rialto, displaying
plenty of sock, and 'Valley of
Giants,' single at the Mary Anderson,
looks to be well on the okay side.
C o u r i e r-Journal's Kentuckiana

Week is current, with free lectures,
Rudy Vallee and Gene Krupa orchs.,
and Buddy Rogers band with Bobby
Breen at the Jefferson County Ar-
mory. But everything considered,
film houses are doing plenty okay^
visitors from surrounding territory
gandering the new films while in
town.

Estimates (or This Week
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Ave.)

—

'Sinners' (Par) and 'Confessions'
(Par) (dual). Switched here after
profitable stanza at Rialto and prom-
ises to return fair $1,900. Last week,
'Carefree' (RKO) and 'Rackets'
(RKO), satisfactory $1,800.

Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—
•Little Women' (RKO) and 'Racket
Busters' (WB) (twin), split with
'Penrod' (WB) and 'Professor Be-
ware* (Par) (dual). Pacing for aver-
age $1,700. Last week, 'Clitterhouse'
(WB) and 'Miss Broadway' (20th),
okay $2,100.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 15-

30-40)—'Hot Handle' (M-G). Pulling
the Gable-Loy fan contingent in po-
tent fashion, helped by a timely
color short on Czechoslovakia. Extra
space in newspapers and national
ads will help boost take to fine $12,-
000. Last week, 'Boys Town' (M-G)
and 'Lady Objects' (Col), good $6,-
000 on h. o. stanza.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;

15-30-40)—'Giants* (WB). Getting
nice response and looks to stand up
okay, with help of visitors in town
for Fall Trade Week. Should take
okay $3,700 in spite of plethora of.
free opposish. Last week, 'Daugh-
ters' (WB), good $3,200 on h. o.
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)—'Break-

fast for Two' (RKO) and 'Swing
Lady' (WB) (dual), split with 'Lancer
Spy' (20th) and 'Broadway Girls'
(UA) (pair). Looks like fair $1,300.
Last week, 'Doctor, Nurse' (20th)
and 'Front Page' (UA) (dual), split
with 'Heidi' (20th) and 'Hot Water'
(20th), average $1,400.
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 15-30-

40)—'Room Service' (RKO) and
'Personal Secretary' (U) (dual), and
March of Time. Potent bill offer-
ing plenty of inducements to out-of-
town shoppers. In spite of all the
Kentuckiana attractions, biz should
stack up okay $10,000. Last week,
'Sinners' (Par) and 'Campus Confes-
sions' (Par), strong $10,000.
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 15-30-

40)—'Co-Ed' (20th) and 'Murder'
(20th) dual). With Marjorie Weaver
in town for p. a.'s Sunday and Mon-
day, b. 0. traffic took a spurt which
should carry things along to sizable
profit on the 'Week, probably $4,200.
Last week, 'Annabel' (RKO), and
'Kid' (Rep), nice $3,500.

Philadelphia, Oct. 4.

Pleasantly swift upward surge at

the b.o., which set in with better

product and cool weather a couple

weeks ago, hitting its full stride this

sesh under the draft of continued

good pix and nicely tempered sun-
shine. Largely responsible, too, for
the fancy figures was strong week-
end biz, fed by crowds on hand for
opening of the football season with
two good games.
Mounting to its almost regular

spot at the top of the list is the
vaudfllm Earle with Wayne Morris
and Johnny Davis' orch p.a.'ing and
'Garden of the Moon' on the screen.
Good for neat $22,500. Right behind
it, from the standpoint of power. Is

'Room Service' at the Stanley, gar-
nering $16,500. Not quite powerful
enough, however, for another lap,

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 42-57-68-75)—

'Boys Town' (M-G) (3d week). Still

pacing nicely at $12,500 and inked
in for at least one more session. Last
week very strong $16,400.
Boyd (WB) (2,350: 37-57-68-75)—

•Antohiette' (M-G) (2d week). An-
other one out for a long-distance
recoEd by clipphig $15,000 for the
present lap and almost $20,000 in itg

initial stanza. Certain of at least
one more turn.
Earle (WB) (2,758; 25-37-42-57-68>

-'Garden Moon' (WB) and Wayne
Morris and Johnny Davis' orch on
boards. House doing nip ups in a
healthy turn at around $22,500. Last
week, 'Actress' (WB) with Buddy
Rogers and Mary Brian in ttie flesh,

very disappointing with only $17,500:
Fox (WB) (2,423; 37-57-68-75)—

'Co-Ed' (20th) and Ina Ray Hutton
crew on stage. Another weakie as
the house ends its abortive experi-
ment with the return of vaude; $17,-
000. Last week, 'Straight, Place*
(20th) and American Ice Carnival
fleshing, even worse with around
$15,500.
Karlton (WB) (1.066; 37-42-57-68)

—•Daughters' (WB) (2d run; 2d
week). Still steaming along fairly
well on its fourth week in town at
better than $3,500. Liast week, its

first on continued run, v.g. at about
$5,500.
Keith's (WB) (1,870; 37-42-57-68)—

'Straight, Place' (20th) (2d run)^
Well below par and disappointing at
little more than $3,500. Last week;
'Lucky Star' (20th) (3d run), n.s.h.

$3,000, although it had unusual ex-
perience of playing Its second run
in usual first-run Stanton.
Stanley (WB) (2,916; 37-57-68-75)— Room Service' (RKO). Hit some-

what by rather lukewarm reiseption
from the crix, but lush at $16,500.
Not good enough, though, for an-
other trot. Last week, 'Sinners*
(Par), out of tune at $14,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 26-42-57)—

'Road to Reno* (U). Very mediocre
at about $4,300. Last week, 'Kid'
(Rep), weak $4,000.

tm TAKE rr;

VAUDE wow

Ua BALTO

Baltimore, Oct. 4.

Generally steady doings here, with
'You Can't Take It with You' setting
torrid pace at the combo Hipp for
biggest take in months, $17,000. Rest
of down-towners, including two
h.o.'s are bunched together a goodly
distance behind. 'Hold That Co-Ed*
is building nicely at the New.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew*s-UA) (3,000; 15-

25-35-40-55) — 'Boys Town' (M-G)
(2d week) plus h.o. of 'Musical Di-
vertissement' flash on stage. Hold-
ing up in steady style at $9,000 after
bullish opening session to $16,300.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205;

15-25-35-40-55-66) — 'Can't Take It'

(Col) and. vaude. Setting socko pace
at $17,000, with a second week in the
bag. Vaude being held down to

brief 39 mins. Last week, 'Am Law'
(Col) plus Ina Ray Button's orch,
okay $13,400.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 15-

25-35-40-55) — 'Sinners' (Par) (2d
week). Going nicely to $5,000 after
pleasing opener to $7,800.
New (Mechanic) (1,558; 15-25-35-

55)—'Co-ed' (20th). Building in
good style to $5,500. Last week, sec-
ond of 'Lucky Star' (20th), mild
^12,900 after uneventful opener at

14,300.

Stanley (WB) (3.250; 15-25-35-40-
55)—'Giants' (WB). Getting some
daytime and juve support to pos-
sible $6,000. Last week, third of

'Daughters' (WB), added fair $5,400
to previous total of $22,400.
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Vaiu^ters -Veloz-Yolanda Smash

(47,000 as Series Mob Pours Into

Chi; Youth'-Vaude Sorry $lSj

Chicago, Oct. 4.

With the World's Series opening in

town tomorrow (Wednesday), there

Is an influx of visitors and general
carnival spirit about the town that

must accrue to the benefit of the
various boxoffices in the loop. Also
the Yom Kippur holiday figures a$ a
booster for a single day this week.
Not too much around to drag the

mobs in currently, with the out-
standing line-up being 'Four Daugh-
ters' on the screen and Veloz and
Yolanda on the stage at the Chicago.
Powerful show that is getting plenty
of attention, especially from the
ferame element. Strong ,enough for
a fortnight's gallop at top pace.
Rest of the loop is merely also-ran

la comparison with the roaring rate
at the Chicago. 'Algiers* is due to
come out of the United -Artists to-
morrow (Wednesday), with 'Boys
Town' slated to replace and figured
for coin on word-of-mouth around
town already.

'Sing You Sinners', moved into the
Apollo for additional week after a
solid session in the Chicago and is

garnering mazuma in the subsequent
spot. Palace is doing an intermission
this week, waiting for the big cash
expected next week.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1.200; 35-55-65-75)

—'Sinners' (Par). In from the Chi-
cago and heading for SO^OOO. good.
Last week, 'Am Law* (Col), finished
second week in loop to okay $4,500.

Chlcairo (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)

—'Daughters' (WB) and stage show.
Veloz and Yolanda aiding power-
fully in the big upsurge of trade
here. Picture and dance team are a
combination that cannot be denied
and the gross booms to $47,000,

smackeroo. Last week, 'Sinners'

(Par) and vaude, fine $35,400.
Garrlck (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)

—'Touchdown' (Par). Not much here
on generally bad comment and will
have to be satisfied with $4,000,

meek. Last week, 'Co-Ed' (20th),

good $4,200 for second session.

Palace <RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)

—'Youth Fling' (U) and Count Bemi
Vici unit on stage. Not much and
will garner only $15,000, poor. Last
week, 'Room Service' (RKO) and
vaude, managed so-so $14,200 in
second stanza.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-

75)— 'Nancy' (M-G) (2d week).
Taking fine $9,000, following good
$13,700 last week.
State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-35-

45-55)—'Rich Man* (M-G) and vaude.
Coming in with $10,000, good take.

Last week, 'Men Fools' (WB),
$10,500, nice.
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;

35-55-65-75)—'Algiers' (UA). After
taking $14,200, fair, in first week,
will wind up on Wednesday (5).

figuring for $9,000, meek, in final

seven days. 'Boys Town' (M-G) next.

Town/ 12G, Take It/

IIG, Smash in Seattle

Seattle, Oct. 4.

Fall season hitting improved pace,
with public showing plenty of inter-
est in the $250,000 quiz contest. At-
tractions that measure well are the
main lure, however. Public seems
to know good product beforehand
and acts at the b.o. accordingly.
'You Can't Take It with You' is

the opus attracting to the Liberty
this week. 'Boy's Town' is mopping
up at the Fifth. Paramount theatre
holding over Jitterbugs on stage,
with local swing contest (dancers)
adding to interest.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 32-37-42) — 'Four's Crowd'
<WB). Moved from Orpheum. Ex-
pect only moderate $2,300, Last
"week, 'Alexander' (20th), three days
of seventh week, $1,600, good.
Coliseum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(1.900; 21-32) — 'Miss Broadway'
(20th) and 'Give Million' (20th).
Poor $2,200. Last week, 'Professor
Beware' (Par) and 'You Me' (Par),
four days, mild $1,500.
.Colonial (Sterling) (800; 10-21)—
Arizona' (Par) and 'Hell in Circus'
(Ind), dual, split with 'Woman
Against World' (Col) and 'Hills'
(Rep). Expect only fair $1,800. Last
week, 'Carribean' (Ind) and 'Hell in
Circus' (Ind), good $2,300.

Fifth Avenue (Hamrick - Ever-
green) (2,349; 32-37-42) — 'Boy's
Town' (M-G) and 'Numbers' (20th).
Headed for tremendous $12,000, Last
week. 'Antoinette' (M-G) two days
of third week. $1,500. okay.
Liberty (J-vH) (1.800; 21-32-42)—

Can't Take If (Col). Great cam^
Paign and swell reviews adding up
to magnificent $11,000. Last week,
Algiers' (UA), second week, $4,400.
fair.

Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(850; 32,37-42)—'Antoinette' (M-G).
Anticipate okay $2,400. Last week.

'Has Nancy* (M-G), third week,* okay
$2,400.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(2,600; 32-37-42) — 'Breaking Ice'

(RKO) and 'Sailor' (RKO). Expect
good $4,900. Last week, 'Four's

Crowd' (WB) and 'G-Men' (RKO),
$6,200, big.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 16-27-

37)—'Annabel' (RKO) and 'Moto'
(20th), dual, plus vaude. Paced at

$3,400, fair. Last week, 'Barefoot
Boy* (Mono) and 'Devil's Party* (U)
plus vaude, $3,100, slow.
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,039;. 32-37-42)—'Co-Ed' (20th) and
'Painted Desert' (RKO) plus Jitter-

bugs stage unit (2d week). Indicated
fair $5,500. Last week, 'Carefree'

(RKO) plus Jitterbugs on stage,

$0,600, great.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-32)—'ClitterhQuse' (WB) and 'Sky

Giant* (RKO), dual.' Anticipate big

$a;500. Last week, 'Cowboy' (FN)
and 'Sinners in Paradise' (U), five

days, $1,700, okay.

XAN'T TAKE IT'

MBS $1300

IN OMAHA

Omaha, Oct. 4.

Single bills are the rule rather

than the exception this week at first-

run theatres, with cool weather
helping to hypo b.o.

Brandeis is celebrating fifth an-
niversary and theatre gave current

'You Can't Take It with You' extra

newspaper and radio plugs. Picture
reciprocating by pulling at least

$7,300, almost double house average.
'Marie Antoinette' holding nine days
at the Omaha, not because of busi-

ness, but to return house to regular
Thursday opening date.

Estimates for This Week
Avenue-Dundee-Military ( G o 1 d -

berg) (950-650-810; 10-25) — 'Shop-
worn Angel' (M-G) and 'Clitter-

house' (FN) dual, split with 'Profes-

sor Beware' (Par), 'Wives Suspicion'

(U) and 'Girl Was Young' (GB),
tripler, last half. Very nice $2,300.

Last week, 'Men Not (3ods' (UA),
first-run, and 'Cowboy' (FN), dual,

split with 'Man's Castle' (Col-reis-

sue) and 'Troop Ship' (UA), dual,

two days; 'My Bill' (FN) and
'Woman' (M-G), last two days, fair

$1 900
Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 10-

25-35-40)—'Can't Take It' (Col).

Looks good for at least $7,300, big.

Will undoubtedly be held for second
stanza. Last week, second of 'Daugh-
ters' (FN) and 'From City' (RKO),
satisfactory $4,800.
Omaha (Blank) (2,200; 10-25-40)—

•Antoinette' (M-G). Being held for

nine days to enable house to get back
on regular Thursday opening. Medi-
ocre $7,400. Last week, third of
'Boys Town' (M-G), good $5,000 in

six days.
Orpheum (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40)

—'Boy Meets Girl' (WB) and 'Gate-

way' (20th). Aiming at good $8,400.

Last week, Horace Heidt and band
on stage with 'Give Me Sailor' (Par),

smash $19,100 with five shows daily.

Town (Goldberg) (1,250; 10-20-25)

-'Zamboanga' (GN), 'Kid Returns*
(Rep) and 'Highway Patrol' (Col),

first-run triple, split with 'High Com-
mand.' (GN), first-run, 'Cowboy' (FN)
and 'Clitterhouse' (FN). Good $1,700.

Last week, 'Prison Break' (U), 'Ari-

zona* (Col) and 'Sailing Along'
(20th), first-run tripler, split with
'Valley Raiders' (Rep), first-run, 'Sky
Giant' (RKO) and 'My Bill' (FN),
fairish $1,500.

Jitterbugs Hypo *Co-Ed'

In Port, to Good $6,000
Portland, Ore., Oct. 4.

'Drums' at the Broadway and
'Four Daughters' at Parker's UA are
in the money. Third winner is 'Val-

ley of the Giants' at the Orpheum,
Hamrick - Evergreen's Paramount

added a jitterbug stage show to the
pic 'Hold That Cb-Ed,' Vaude unit

has 16 swing dancers and clicking

with high school element.
Estimates for This Week

Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-35-

40)—'Drums' (UA) and 'Reno' (U).'

A winner for this house at good
$C.500. Last week, 'Garden Moon',

(FN) and 'Gangs New York* (Rep),
fair $4,000.
Mayfair (Parker - Evergreen)

(1,500: 30-35-40)—'Boys Town' (M-G)
and 'Freshman Year' (U) (4th week).
Nice $3,000, following three big

weeks at the UA. Last week, 'Alex-

First Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week of Oct. 6

Astor— 'Marie Antoinette'
(MG) (8th wk).
Capitol—'Too Hot to Handle'

(MG) (2d wk).
Criterion — 'King Alcatraz'

(Par).
(Reviewed in current Variety)

Globe — 'Dark Rapture' (U)
(8).

Music Hall — 'Drums' (UA)
2d wk).
Paramount—'If I Were King'

(Par) (2d wk).
RIalto — 'Personal Secretary'

: (U) (4).

(Keviewed in Variety, Sept 28)

BItoU — 'Rooiii Searvice'

(RKO) (3d wk).
Roxy — 'Straight, Place and

Show' (20th) (2d wk).
Strand — 'Secrets of an Ac-

tress' (WB) (7).

Week of Oct. 13

Astor — 'Marie Antoinette'
(MG) (9th wk).
Capitol—'Stablemates' (MG).

(Reviewed in current Variety)
Globe — 'Dark Rapture' (U)

(2d wk).
Music Hall—'There Goes My

Heart* (UA).
(Reviewed in Variety, Sept. .28)

Paramount—'If I Were King'
(Par) (3d wk).
Roxy—'Suez* (20th).
Strand — 'The Sisters' (WB)

(14).
(Reviewed in current Variety)

ander' (20th) closed seven-week run-
to $2,000. First six weeks totaled
big $28,000.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(1,800; 30-35-40)—'Giants' (WB) and
'Numbers' (20th). Good $5,500. Last
week, 'Am Law' (Col) and 'Annabel'
(RKO), average K500.
Paramontat (Hamrick - Evergreen

)

(3,000; 30-35-40)—'Co-Ed* (20th) with
Jitterbug Jamboree. Attracting
younger element for good enough
$6,000. Last week, 'Four's Crowd'
(WB) and 'Highway Patrol' (Col),
good $5,700.

Rivoli (Indie) (1,100; 20-25)—
'Birth of Baby' (Indie). Okay at
this house after recently doing three
big weelcs at the Broadway; $2,500.
Last 12 days 'Dracula' (U) and
'Frankenstein' (U) well exploited as
Horror Week, cleaned up for good
$5,000.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30-

35-40)—'Daughters' (FN) and 'Miss-
ing Guest* (U). Great play at $5,500,
Last week, 'Boys Town' (M-G) and
'Freshman Year' (U), third week,
good $4,000. First two weeks totaled
$12,000.

BOGART'S HISSEB
Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Heavy role in Warners 'Dark Vic-
tory' goes to Humphrey Bogart, with
Bette Davis and George Brent in -the

top spots.

Picture rolls Thursday (6) with
Edmund Goulding directing.

Tf I Were King'-T. Dorsey-BosweD

Near Record $67,000; 'Drums 90G,

Ritz 45G, 'Handle' 38G; B way Zingy

Except at the consistently gross-
getting Paramount, business was in a
troubled state on Broadway last
week due, in part, no doul>t to the
war broadcasts, but with lifting of
the jitters the weekend brought
strong recovery generally. It was
natural that there should have been
a drop the middle of last week on
top of the Jewish holidays, but it

wasn't expected Friday's take would
be off as much as it was. Monday
(3) wasn't so hot on the street, after
the good weekend and a sluff was
looked- for last night (Tues.), ""with
beginning of Yom Kippur, but to-
day (Wed.) normal takes will be
greatly increased.

Playing 'If I Were King' and the
Tommy Dorsey orchestra, plus Con-
nie Boswell, the Par is running away
with the race. This show was tre-
mendous from the gun in spite of
the war stuff, amj on the first seven
days ending last night the house
played to a new attendance high un-
der the policy of 155,000. The gross
of $67,000, very smash, is the sec--

ond best in the three years of the
policy, having been exceeded only
by 'Wells Fargo' last Niew Year's
week when prices ranged t6 $1.50
top. Business here is all the more
remarkable in view of the fact the
Par does not- maintain a producer
for its stage shows. &ob Weitman,
managing director of the theatre,
and Harry Kalcheim, who books the
talent, both double in co-operation
with bands and talent on staging of
the shows. All the other stage show
houses have their own producers.
New shows vieing with the Par In-

clude 'Drums' at the Music Hall; 'Too
Hot to Handle,' at the- Cap; 'Straight,
Place and Show,' Roxy incumbent,
and Loew's State with- 'Letter of In-
troduction' (2d run? and a vaude
show.
'Drums' opened disappointingly at

the Hall but went into high on the
weekend after getting good notices
and should finish at around $90,000,
good, and holds over. Picture is

conceded to have been aided by a
good campaign and publicity on
Sabu. the elephant boy. 'Too Hot to
Handle' and 'Straight. Place and
Show' also opened under hopes'but
nicked up much gait. The Gable-
Loy picture looks around $38,000,
very nice, while the Ritz Bros, coln-
edy is . pushing for about $45,000.
Both of these also hold.

The State, which has the Mai Hal-
lett band and Gus Van in person,
is finding the going slow at $17,000
tops.' House finished stronger last
week than it started and nudged
close to $21,000 after a break from
the barrier which was very disap-
pointing.
Strand immediately felt the pinch

of new shows, not the least of them
the Par's, and on the second week
'Garden of Moon' with Jan Garber
orchestra, plus Ethel Merman, will
probably be no more than $20;000,

Pkt Goes ^ah; Take It; 16G, Under

Expectations, 'Nancy -Morris

Pittsburgh, Oct, 4.

Town has never known it to fail

that a big dough week here is al-

ways followed by just the opposite.

Current stanza, coming as it does on
heels of biggest seven-day period in
couple of years, is plenty in the dog-
house, barely making ends meet.
Lone exception is 'You Can't Take

it With You,' at Alvin, although
even this isn't quite up to expecta-
tions, Doing well enough to hold,
however, and neither, flicker nor'
stage play at nearby Nixon are doing
each other much good by the compe-
tition. Stanley, after record-break-
ing session on Kay Kyser, is fall-
ing off to practically nothing with
'Three Loves Hzl Nancy' and Ches-
ter Morris in person, while both
'Algiers,' at Penn ,and 'Hold That
Co-Ed,' at Fulton, are attracting only
so-so takes. Warner, however, is

holding up with 'Boys Town,' in sec-
ond week at this spot, picture hav-
ing previously played the Penn.

Estimates for This Week
Alvin (Harris) (1.850; 25-35-50)—

'Can't Take It' -(Col). Competish
from stage play at Nixon, on third
visit here, is helping neither version
particularly. Biz big, although not
quite up to expectations. Headed for
nice $16,000, which means curtain
h.o., and possibility of third week.
Last week. 'Straight, Place' (20th),
only, fair $7,000.
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,700; 25-40)

—'Co-Ed' (20th), Knoclced off flock

of • swell notices and wcll-liked
otherwise, too, but they're not buy-

ing in expected quantities. Looks
like- $5,200 and last day's (4) take
will determine h.o. possibilities. Not
very probable, however, with house
checking into twin-feature class
again on 'Road to Reno' (U) and
'Meet the Girls' (20th). Last week,
second of 'My Lucky Star' (20th),
weak $4,000.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-

50 )—'Algiers' (UA). Long delay in
playing this one hasn't done it any
Pood. Should have been in some
lime ago to cash in on national ex-
ploitation and ga-ga syndicated
raves about Hedy Lamarr upon
film's first release. Will wind up
very matter-of-factly at $11,000. I^ast
week, 'Hot Handle' (M-G), swell
$20,000, and goes into Warner Friday
(J) to continue downtown first-run.
Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60)—

'Has Nancy' (M-G) and Chester
Morris on stage with Lou Breese's
band. Real vacation for ushers and
house staff. Picture well liked, but
they've waited too long to bring
Janet Gaynor back from her click
in 'Star Is Born,' Morris on stage
isn't pulling either and prosi>ects are
for pretty slim $13,500. Weakness
further, emohasized by last week's
record-breaking $35,500 for Kay
Kyser's band and 'Garden Moon'
(FN).
Warner (WB) (2,000* 25-35-50)—

'Boys Town' (M-G) (2cl week). Still
plenty of stuff left in this one and
pushing right along to $5,400 in sec-
ond week here. Got great $10,000
last week... on top of $26,500 session
at the Penn just before that.

but satisfactory. 'Room Service'
zoomed to big $57,000 on its first week
at the Riv but slowed to a crawl on
its second which ended last night
(Tues.) at under $-15,000. Strand had
gotten close to $35,000 its first week.
The Criterion is in bad luck with

'Sons of Legion' at $5,000 top, While
the Globe is also off with 'Road to
Reno,' which will not- get more than
this amount. Rialto completed a
weak Monday night (3) with 'Mr.
Doodle Kicks OS,' shading $6,000,

just fair. House brought in 'Per-
sonal Secretary' yesterday (Tues.).

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—

'Antoinette' (M-G) (8th week). Last
week, up Sunday night (2), was
$10;500, satisfactory, after a sixth

'

week's take of $11,200. No date for
closing has as vet- been set.

Capitol (4,520; 25-35-35-85^1.25)
—'Too Hot to Handle? (M-G) (1st

week). Opened under expectations
but picking up stoutly for first week's
take of around $38,000, very good.
Holds. Last week, third for 'Boys
Town' (M-G), under $17,000 but
okay» .and on 21-day run fine profit-

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Sons
of Legion' (Par). Best this one will

do is about $5,000, poor. In ahead,
'Campus Confessions' (Par) also was
bad, slipping under this figure.

Globe (1,274; 25-40-55)—'Road to

Reno' (U). Hope Hampton starrer
not doing well, looking $5,.000 tops.

Last week, 'Wante^ by Police'
(Mono) slowed up a little toward the
end but at $7,000 very satisfactory.

Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Boy
Meets Girl' (WB) and 'Racket Bust-
ers' (WB), both 2d run, dualed.
Business light here, under $7,000.

Last week, 'Four Daughters' (WB)
(2d run) and 'Breaking the Ice*

(RKO) (1st run). $3,800. o. k.

Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-85-90>
—'If I Were King' (Par) and Tommy
Dorsey band, plus Connie Boswell.
Starts second week today (Wed.)
after smashing through to $67,000 the
first seven dajts, up last night
(Tues.), near to all-time high of $69,-

800 set. under policy last New Year's
week at $1.50 ton in scale. High, in
attendance attained, however, with
house playing to 155,000 peoole.
Last week, third for.'Snawn' (Par)
and Eddy Duchin, $30,000, very good.
New show is in for three weeks.
Radio City Music Hall (5,980; 40-

60-84-99.-$1.65)—'Drums' (UA) and
stage show. Got away on three legs
but went into motion over weekend
for gross that looks $90,000 or close,

enabling holdover. 'There Goes My
Heart' (UA) follows Thursday (13).

Last week 'Carefree' (RKO). with
aid of Jewish holidays, finished at

$85,000, disappointing though profit-

able.
Rialto (750; 25-40-55)—'Personal

Secretary' (U) opened here yester-
day (Tues.), succeeding 'Mr. IDoodle
Kicks Off' (RKO) which topped
$6,000, only fair.

Rivoli f2,092; 25-40-55-85)—'Room
Service' (RKO) (3d week). Goes
into third session today (Wed.) after'

a very big first week of $37,000 but
a ' rather weak second stanza on a
dip to $15,000,
Roxy (5.836; 25 - 40 - 55 - 75 )—

'Straight, Place and Show' (20th)
and stage show. Started out a little

indifferently Friday '(30) but quickly
nicked up speed for a week that
looks $45,000 or close, good, and
holds over. Last week 'Hold That
Co-Ed' (20th) fell off toward the
finish line, ending at under $36,000,
but profit.
Strand (2.767; 25-55-75)— Garden

of Moon' (WB) and, on stace, Jan
Garber orchestra and Ethel Merman
(2d-final week). On the holdover
(2d) week facing severe competition
and nrobably $20,000 tops but no
squawks. The first veek wound up
at $35,000. very good.

State (3,450; 35-55-75)—'Letter of
Introduction' (U). (2d run) and
vaude hesded by MalHallet orches-
tra and Gus Van. Attendance light
and no more than $17,000 is antici-
pated. Last week there was a slight
nickup from an early noorish t>ace
with 'Three Loves Has Nancy'
(MrG) (2d run) and Bennv Fields
and team of Block and Sully, gross
finally reaching to $21,000. This is

fair but under the house average.

NAT FUBST GOES MONO
Nat Furst, branch manager for

Warner Bros, at Boston, who re-

signed that post a week ago, on Mon-
day (3) joined Mono(?ram in that
Icey. He was with WB 10 years in
New Haven and Boston. He is asso-
ciated with Steve Broidy and Ben
Wenasky, who control the Mono
franchise for that territory.

Clair E. Hilgers, for the past six
months in char'ge of Universars
branch -at Oklahoma City, has joined
Republic as a special sales rcp/ftMnt-
ative.
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Inside Stuff-Pictures

Marcella Burke's tieing up of 'Wrong-Way' Douglas Corrigan was ef-

fected "through her old-time friend, the U. S. Minister to Ireland, by cable.

It was done just that way, when the former Hollywood fan scribbler wired
Minister John Cudahy to please see to it that she gets the in on Corrigan's

future film or stage chores, and Corrigan respected the ambassador's re-

quest. "Rowland Brown, her collaborator, got in through a prior hunch
when he and Miss Burke both figured that Corrigan might need future
Hollywood management. Since then their script for the flyer has been
jiixed by RKO and a new one is being authored, although they're being
compensated.

Prospects of foreign complications over 'Devil's Island' are still causing
Jitters at Warners, although the picture has been toned down to salve the
feelings of France; Film is a tragic story of life in the penal colony.

Early in the shooting, the French consul raised objections which have
continued ever since. To soothe Gallic pride, the studio shot an apolo-
getic foreword and an epilogue complimenting France on its decision

to sencl no more prisoners to the infamous island.

E. J. (Ted) Crosby, Bing's brother, who is personnel manager of the
Washington Water Power Co. of Spokane, has shot a film of the company's
bus system that replaced street cars there. The film runs 18 minutes and
is accompanied by a sound track with narrative by company official.

Crosby shot the picture primarily at request of American Transit Assn.
for showing at fall convention. Copies of film also made available for

4civic aild neighborhood clubs in Spokane.

RKO is among the first 50 largest direct mail users In this country, ac-
cording to a compilation- fji the Direct Mail Advertising Assn. RKO sub'
jnits its campaign to this association, annual convention of which will be
Iield in Chicago Sept. 28-29 when awards and winning campaigns will b^
announced. The direct mail promotion of RKO, only picture company to

b* represented in the competition, is handled by Leon J.' Bamberger,
company's sales promotion chief at the- h.o.

Unusual number of phonies seeking passes to New York theatres '.in past

weeks has resulted in a stiff campaign to frustrate the practice. The
Broadway first-run picture houses are now checking back on all requests

by phone.

On 10th anniversary of Mickey Mouse, RKO estimates that the Walt

Disney cartoon character was playing in about 4,000 theatres throughout

the country last week. Distributors of Mickey Mouse shorts series gen-

trally inaugurate new season on anniversary of cartooA character.

Dualing of the Universal reissues of 'Dracula* apd 'Frankenstein' as an

ftU-horiJor attraction is drawing biz in several keys. Currently the combo
Is winding up a nine-day stay in Kansas City. Combo is also ending a

two-week run at the Rialto, Denver, this week. Pair of scream-inducers

played two weeks at the Rivoli, Portland, Ore,

Motion Picture Relief Fund is in better condition than at any time in

Jts history, in spite of a 50% rise in the number of cases handled. Next

financial report to be issued by president Jean Hersholt will show a bal-

anced-budget, eliminating of waste and an income boosted sufficiently to

pay off the bank indebtedness.

RKOfs recently previewed 'A Man to Remember' has. been revealed as

an una)inounced remake of 'One Man's Journey.' It was made by that

ftudio in 1933, starring Lionel Barrymore.

HUB FLOOD NO

TOWN' DAMPER,

BIG $3i000

Boston, Oct. 4.

'Boyji Town,' at two Loew houses.

Is the only smackeroo here and lead-

ing all other films by a mile. 'Four
Daughters' held over at the Met, but
not maintaining satisfactory pace,

( "Youth Takes a Fling' is weak, as is

^ing of Alcatraz.'

^sHood-hurricane troubles in the
Suburbs is current alibi for most film

house managers and there is some-
thing in it, because the suburbanites
are buying essentials and laying off

luxuries for a while.

Estimates for This Week
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40-55)

•-'Alcatraz' (Par) and 'Touchdown
Army' (Par), double. Medium $5,500
Indicated. Last week, 'Giants' (WB)
and 'Murder' (20th), dual, $5,500.

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 25-
85-40-55)—'Youth Fling' (U) and
•Annabelle' (RKO), dual. Tepid,
around $13,000. Last week, 'Lucky
Star' (20th) (2d week) and 'Secre-
.tary» (U), adequate $12,500.

.
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 25-35-

<0-55)-^'Daughters' (WB) and 'Con-
fessions' (Par) (2d wk.). Not holding
yp, around $10,000; yanked tonight
(Tuesday). First week very good
$18,500.

^ Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40-
55)—'Boys Town' (M-G) and 'Lady
Objects' (Col), dual. Smash $20,000.
Cofeature retarding turnover and
higher gross. Last week, 'Am Law'
(Col) and 'Gladiator' (Col), double,
fizzled, $11,000.
Paramount (M&P) (1,797; 25-35-40-

05)—'Alcatraz' (Par) and 'Touch-
down Army' (Par), dual. Pale $7,500.

f-ast week, 'Murder' (20th) and
Giants' (WB)^ double, $7,700.
Scollay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40-50)
Spawn' (Par) and 'Numbers'

(20th), dual (2d run). N.s.g. $5,000.
I'ast week, 'Boy Girl' (WB) and 'Kid'
(Rep), dual, 2d run, $5,500.
State (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)—

poys Town' (M-G) and 'Lady Ob-
jects' (Col), dual. Very big, $14,000.
Holdover indicated. Last week. 'Am
Lav (Col) and 'Gladiator' (Col),
double, sadj;f,500.

RKO-B&K Deal

Negotiations for the contr-acting

of RKO product for the 1938-39

season in the Balaban & Katz houses
are under way in Chicago, with
Jules Levy, RKO's gen. sales man-
ager, having gone out to personally
discuss the deal. On its conclusion,

John Balaban is expected in New
York on other matters.
Levy closed a contract with the

Comerford circuit on the '38-39 pro-
gram before he left for Chicago.
Comerford deals involves more than
100 theatres in New York and Penn-
sylvania.

HEIDT-'NUMBERS'

NICE $18,000 IN K. C.

Kansas City, Oct, 4.

Tower leads the town currently
with Horace Heidt's orch and 'Safety

in Numbers;' Combo is ringing up
large numbers and is nudging the
house record set by Benny Goodman
only two weeks ago.
In the line of straight films, the

Midland, with 'You Can't Take It

with You,' holds a promine'nt upper
hand. House is singlC'-feature for
first time since 'Antoinette.'

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox-Midwest) (820; 10-

25-40-55)—'Lucky Star' (20th) (2d

week). Satisfactory at $3,000. First
eight days, $6,000; okay.
Midland (Loew's (3,573; 10-25-40)

—'Can't Take It' (Col). May get up
to $15,000, good. Last week, 'Hot
Handle' (M-G) and 'Lady Objects'
(Col), heavy $17,000,
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10-

25-40)—'Four's Crowd' (FN) and
'Sons of Legion' (Par). Opened
Thursday (29) and likely to play
eieht days to $6,000, good. Last week,
'Sinners' (Par), held the screen solo

for nine-day spell and was angelic

at $7,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (1.500; 10-25-40)

—'Room Service' (RKO). With a
Thursday opening and a sneak pre-
view earlier in the week, expected
to go eight days for $7,300, good.

Last week, 'Daughters' (FN), good
$6,500,
Tower (Fox-Midwest) (2.200; 10-

25-35-55)— 'Numbers' (20th) with
Horace Heidt's orch on stage. Heidt
crew the reason for the biz and in

the top bracket at $18,000. Doing

four and five shows daily, whereas
Benny Goodman did five and six
daily two weeks past and exceeded
that figure only $2,000, or so. Last
week, 'Co-Ed' (20th) with vaude
headed by Johnny Perkins, poor
$7,000.
Uptown (Fox-Midwest) (10-25-40)—'Dracula' (U) and 'Frankenstein'

(U). Held over two extra days
(Fri. and Sat), with 'Letter' (U)
solo for remainder of the week.
Horror films in nine days around
$8,000, extremely unusual here.
McCarthy film in five days looks for
about $2,500, average.

TAKE IT'-VAODE

HH31 $22,090

IN WASH.

Washington, Oct. 4.

'You Can't Take It with You' is

walking ay^ay with things this week
with sock build-up, smash reviews
and word-of-mouth combining to
give it biggest rep of any pic in
weeks.

Grosses all down the line are un-
doubtedly bolstered by wealth of
bally on Washington Go-to-t^e-
Movies Week, promoted jointly by
all major chains as highlight of cur-
rent film drive. Instance of kind
of stuff the boys cooked up is 20-

page pull-out section which Dally
News issued in honor of week, ads
being drawn from local merchants,
with all editorial space strictly on
Go-to-the-Movies Week and com-
ing fiicker season.

Estiniates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 25-35-40-66)—'Algiers' (UA) and vaude. Light

name stage show leaving it all up
to pic and it won't beat light $17,500.
Last week, 'Lucky Star' (2Qth) and
vaude, light $17,000. ;

Columbia (Loew) (1.242;. 25-40)—
'Has Nancy' (M-G) (2d run). Into
small house after good week at
Capitol and should get oke $4,000.

Last week. 'Alexander' (20th) (2d
run), big $5,500 in second week of
repeat.
Earle (WB) (2.216; 25-35-40-66)—

'Can't Take It' (Col) and vaude. Pic
carrying the bill and leading town
with swell. $22,000. Last weekr
'Daughters' (WB) and vaude. built
over estimate to pocket big $21,800.

Keith's (RKO) (1.830; 35-55) —
'Room Service' (RKO) (2d wk).
Holdover dropping in face opposi-
tion, but will get satisfactory $6,500.
Last week, same pic, big $14,000.
Met (WB) (1,600; 25-40)—'Daugh-

ters' (WB) (2d run). Shoved into
smaller house right after swell week
at Earle and momentum should
carry it to nice $6,500. Last week,
'Actress' (WB), satisfactory .$4,300.
Palace (Loew) (2,363; 35-55) —

'Boys Town' (M-G) (2d run). Put
into ace first-run spot after sock
week at Capitol and beating average
holdover figure by $3,000 to get
probable $12,500.

'BOYS TOWN' $10,000;

PROV. HUNGRY FOR PIX

Gold Rush in Mpk; Coodman Hypoing

'Giants' to Record 27G, Town

Providence, Oct. 4.

Lack of first run pic fare for 10-

day period had houses doing swell
biz on reopenings. RKO Albee,

Loew's State and Majestic reopened
Saturday (1). Strand opened Mon-
day (3). Carlton opener will

,
be de-

layed at least another week, ^yhile
Fay's, facing complete redecoraition,
will be closed for at least a month.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2.200; 25-35-50)—

'Breaking Ice' (RKO) and 'Annabel'
(RKO), Pic appeal helping house
to swell $8,500. Last week dark.

State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)—
'Boys Town' (M-G) and 'Lady Ob-
jects' (Col). Resumed program
where interrupted by the hurricane
and still pacing for knockout $15,000.
Last week dark.

Majestic. (Fay) (2,300; 25-35-50)—
'Daughters' (WB) and 'Danger on
the Air' (U). Healthy biz giving
house banner week with $10,000,
swell. Last week dark.
Strand (Indie) (At Metropolitan)

(3,100; 25-35-40)—'Gladiator' (Col)
and 'Bulldog Drummond in Africa'
(Par). Scheduled three-day run
promising house $3,500, fair. Last
week dark.

PIX GET B'KLYN BIZ

'Spawn' 24G, 'Boys Town' 18G, Good,
But Vaude N.S.G.

Brooklyn, Oct. 4.

'Spawn of North,' at Fabian Para-
mount, and 'Boys "Town,' at Loew's
Metropolitan will gamer all the
dough in downtown region this seme-
ster. RKO Albee, with 'Hold That
Co-ed' plus Arthur Murray's 'Dance
Cavalcade' on stage, is not so hot.
Strand is running behind with vaude
and single feature on screen.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (3,274; 25-35-50)—'Co-Ed'

(20th) and 'Fugitive Night' (RKO)
plus Arthur Murray's 'Dance Caval-
cade' nightly. Only poor $14,500 ex-
pected. Last week, 'Lucky Star'
(20th) and 'Moto' (20th), okay
$16,000.
Fox (4,089; 25-50)—'Giants' (WB)

and 'Leathernecks' (Rep) (2d wk).
okay $12,000. First week brought
$17j000, good.
Met (3,618; 25-50)—'Boys Town'

(M-G). Good $18,000. Last week,
'Letter' (U) and 'Strange Boarders'
(G-B), okay $15,000.
Paramount (4,126; 25-50)—'Spawn'

(Par) and 'Barefoot Boy' (Mono).
Looks big $24,000. Last week,
'Daughters' (WB) and 'Kid' (Rep)
(3d-flnal wk), nice $17,000,
Strand (2,870; 25-50)—'Campus

Confession' (Par) plus vaude with
Three Stooges. N.g. biz at $10,000.
Last week, 'Gladiator' (Col.) and
stage show, fair, $11,000.

Del s Grid Alibi;

Xavalcade'-Vaude

Only Fair $18,

Detroit, Oct. 4.

Weekend grosses trimmed down
heavily by 90,000 attendance at an-
nual Michigan-Michigan State grid
scrap in nearby Ann Arbor.
Fox, in view of war situash in Eu-

rope, is reshowing 'Cavalcade,' with
Ethel Shutta topping stage show, but
biz is just fair.

'

Estimates foB This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)—

'Straight, Place' (20th) (2d run),
plus 'City Streets' (Col), dual. Ritz
Bros., opus moved . here from Fox;
paced fori okay $4,500. Last week,
'Reformatory' (Col) and 'Keep Smil-,
ing' (20th), pulled in slightly over
$4,000, n. g.

Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—'Ca-
valcade' (20th) (reissue), with Ethel
Shutta topping Vaiide. Noel Coward
flicker resurrected in view of Eu-
ropean situash, ajid due for about
$18,000, so-so. Last week good $23,-
400 for 'Straight, Place' (20th) plus
Hugh Herbert topping stage show.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

30-40-65>—'Daughters' (FN) plus
'Divorce Lady' (UA), dual. Former
flicker given nice bally; maybe ^10,-
500, good. Last -stanza around $9,500
lor 'Texans' (Par) plus 'Campus
'..Confessions' (Par).

Palms State (United Detroit) (3,-

000; 30-40-50)—'Texans' (Par) (2d
run) plus 'Alcatraz' (Par), dual. For-
mer flicker moved here from Michi-
gan; looks like $5,200, okay. Last
week, 'Blockheads' (M-G) and 'Am-
bulance Chaser' (M-G), $5,000, so-so-
United Artists (United Detroit)

(2,000; 30-40-50)—'Boys Town' (M-G)
(3d week). Should finish up very
profitable three-week session with
okay $5,400. following weeks of $7,-

200 and $10,500.

CAGNEY-VAUEE COMBO

SOCKO 20G IN BUFFALO

Buffalo, Oct. 4.

Plenty of competition at down-
town theatres this week, with the
Buffalo, headlining Rudy Vallee, tak-
ing the lead. 'Can't Take It -With
You,' at the Lafayette, is skyrocket-
ing to an excellent gross.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)—

'Boy Girl' (WB) and Rudy Vallee's
orch. Looks like excellent $20,000,
Last week 'Too Hot' (M-G) held up
for good $16,300.
Century (Shea) (3,000; 25-35)—

'Giants' (WB) and 'Crime Ring'
(RKO). Good at around $7,000. Last
week 'Spawn' (Par) (2rtd run), nine
days for this showed fair $7,100.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50)

—'Room Service' (RKO). Indica-
tions point to probable $8,500, Last
week 'Antoinette' (M-G) (2nd wk),
only fair $6,700.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 25-40)—'Hot

Handle' (M-G) (2d wk). May get
nice $6,000 here after excellent week
at Buffalo. Last week 'Co-Ed' (20th)
and 'Moto' (20th), good $8,300.
Lafayette (Ind.) (3,300; 25-35-50)—

'Can't Take It' (Col). With admish
raised to 50c top, this is headed for
highest gross in year, $16,000. Last
week 'G-Men' (Col) and 'Gladiator'
(Col), fair $6,800.

SPABE THE HOSSES
Hollywood, Oct. 4.

First of Jack Randall's eight west-
erns for Monogram's 1938-39 pro-
gram went into action yesterday
(Mon.) on location at Kernville.
Titled 'Gun Packer,' it is directed

by Wallace Fox from a screenplay
by Robert Emmett,

Minneapolis, Oct, 4.

With Bennie Goodman in person,

'Boys Town' and 'Three Loves Has
Nancy' on deck, the assault on the
film citadels is terrific currently.

Heavy loop outpourings recall happy
memories of 1929 boom times. The
depression, which has been in re-

treat for several months, is taking its

worst beating of the present fall sea-

son.

Goodman bids fair to set a new
b.o: mark at the Orpheum, wh6re
Horace neidt only a lew weeks ago
broke the house recoirds. It's Gk>od-
man s first local visit and he's burn-
ing up the town. 'Boys' Town,' State
ohering, is another box-office wnam
and seems headed for the smashing
figure recently chalked up in the
same spot by 'Alexander's Ragtime
Band.' Even the tough Goodman op-
position can't keep ..this one down.
^Three Loves Has Nancy' and 'La
Boheme' at the Century and World,
respectively, also are giving a good
account of themselves.
Bang-Up exploitation campaigns

for Goodman and 'Boys Town' play-
ing big part in their stunning box-
office success. An influx of visitors
for the Nebraska-Mihn^sota football
game over the week-end helped
swell takings.

Estimates for Thia Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)—

'Speed Burn* (20th) and 'Fugitives
Night' (RKO )f dual flrst runs, split
with 'Rackets' (RKO) and 'G-Man'
(RKO), al$o dual first-runs. Headed
for good $1,700. Last week, 'Racket.
Busters' (WB) and 'Numbers' (20th),
$1,400, okay.
Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 25-35-

40)—'Has Nancy' (M-G). Critics and
customers falling hard for this one.
Pointing toward big $6,000. Last
week, 'Antoinette' (M-G) (2d week),
$5,000, good, on top of splendid
$12,000 in initial canto at State.
Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2,800; 35-

40-55)—'Giants' (WB) and Bennie
Goodman's band on stage. Goodman
has town jitterbuggy. Bill Green's
exploitation campaign terrific and
got attraction off to fine start. May
break house yecord. Did six shows
Saturday and Sunday; five shows
other days. Only handicap is the
throngs who remain over for more
than one show, preventing complete
turn-overs. En route to sensational
$27,000 to top slightly the house
record established a few weeks ago
by Horace Heidt. Last week, 'Boy
Girl' (WB), $3,500, very poor.

State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25-35-40)
—'Boys Town' (M-G). Rave$ for
this one on every hand and the
critics' superlatives, word-of-mouth
boosting and great sales' campaign
putting lots of coin in the till. Sure
to move over to the Century for ex-
tended loop run. Will top magnifi-
cent $13,000. Last week. Lucky Star*
(20th); $7,500, good.
" Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—'Vice
Trust' (Indie) (2d week). Flash
front, stressing sensationalism. Irefeo-
mg this in the money. Good $1,400
indicated. First week. $1,800. bi*
Uptown (Par) (1.200; 25-35)—

'Alexander* (20th). First neighbor-
hood showing. Looks like very hie
$5,000. Last week, 'Andy Hardy'
(M-G). $3,500. good.
World (.Steffes) (290: 15-25)—'La

Boheme' (Poreij?n) (2d wk). Car-
riage trade turning out strongly for
this one, .Tan Kiepura soells box-
office at this house. Good $1,600 in
prospect. First week, $1,800. Pood.

NO PAY DIRT IN 0! C:

'SERVICE' GOOD .mOOO

Oklahoma City. Oct. 4.
No big money in siPht this week,

with 'Amazing Dr. Clitterbopse' set
for average $,'y.500 at the Critprion.
Room Service' petting around JtS.OOO
at the Midwest, Nothing hut a couple
of football games in the way of
opposition.

Estimates for Th'fi We^k
.^^r/**"^'®" (Stpn) (1,500: 25-35-4n>_
'Chtterhouse' (WB>. Avprarte $5 500.
Last week, 'Co-Ed' (20th), poor

,„f'l»«rty (SfAn) (1.200; 20-25)—
Blockheads'

. (M-G) with .'Speed to
Burn' (20th). four days. Last three

T*y? Roadshow Attractions,
Inc.'s 'Songs and Sj»ddles.' with Gene
Austin, Candy and Co-Co on stage.
Fortv cent top for last thrpe days
•should boost take to $3,500. nice.
Last week. 'Tough Guv' (U) and
'Men Fools' (WB), good $2,500.
Midwest (Stan) (HMO: 25-35-40 ">—

'Room Service' (RKO). OooH $5,000.
Last week, 'Carefree' (RKO), fair
$4,700. •

State (Noble) (1,100; 20-25)—
'Lady Objects' (Col) and Muvenile
Court' (Col). Average $2..S00. Last
week, 'Music Mountain' ^B-n) and
'Waterfront' (UA). good $2,600.
Tower (Stan) (t.lOO; 2.'>-35)--'Care.

free' (RKO). Okav $2 600. Lart
week. 'Boys Town' (M-G). good
$3,000.
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Never before in the entire history of the New York Paromount,

never before in the whole glorious history of Broadway show

business such a box office explosion as Frank Lloyd's ''If I Were

King/' Against such competition as radios tuned to the crisis in

Europe then at its climax, against such competition as three top

releases from other picture companies, "if I Were King" broke

all two-day attendance records, broke all two-day box office

records, brought New York cops speeding to keep Broadway

traffic in order . . • showed what you can expect in your home

town when you play this biggest box office picture of 1938 « • •

Lloyd's 1F I WERE KING
en Drew • C. V. France • Henry Wilcoxon

• From the Play by Justin Huntly McCarthy • A Paramount Picture
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THAT CERTAIN AGE
Hollywood, Sept. 29.

Vnlvereal release of Joe Pasternak pro-
duction. Stars Deannn Durbln. Directed
by Edward LudwiR. Screenplay by Bruce
Mannlntr from story by P, HuKh Herbert;
ongs, Jimmy McHush, Hamld Adnmson;
camera, Joseph Valentine; editor, Bernaril

V!. Burton. Hrevlpwed at P;int««?rs. Hol-
lywood; Sept. 28, '38. Running time, 100

mlns.
Alice Fullerton Dcnnna Duvbin
Vincent Bulllt Melvyn DouiflaH
Ken Jackie Comer
Mrs. Fullerton Irene Rich
Grace Brlslow Nancy Carroll

Mr. Fullerton John Halllday
Tony .Tack Rearl
The Pest Juanlta Qulgley
M.irv Lee PeKgy .Stewart

Btevenn Charlp.s Coleman
Jeweler Grant Mltdiell

Universal bangs through with an-

other Deanna Durbin hit. Under

able" production guidance of Joe

Pasternak, girl has come through

with four in a row since her zoom

to prominence two years ago in

'Three Smart Girls.' It's a record

never before equalled by a new-
comer in a two-year stretch. Ex-

tended runs will be the rule up and

down the line. "That Certain Age' i.<?

a cinch to garner plenty of coin.

It's brimful of subsiantial enter-

tainment, carrying all of the charm
and wholesomeness which has char-

acterized Miss Durb'in's previous pic-

tures, and with a group of song num-
bers to display her vocal accomplish-

ments. Deanna has grown a little

since her last ' appearance. Former
pictures piresented her as a young-

ster in the early teens. Universal

•was confronted with problem of

•getting the young star successfully
over the adolescent-stagie hurdle,
which in the past had proved a stone
wall to many young screen stars.

Providing a well-tailored and care-
fully planned story, studio brilliantly
bridges the adolescent period at one
crack, and launches her into the
broader fields of youthful romance
and adventure where story material
is more plentiful for future pictures.
Pasternak pilote'd 'Certain Age'

with the same skill and expert judg-
ment that he displayed in the previ-
ous Durbin productions. There's
w<irmth and humanness in the story,
with unfoldment of a series of bril-
liant episodes and situations all tied
together in a smooth bundle of en-
joyment.

Original story by F. Hugh Herbert
provides sufficient foundatioij for
Bruce banning to build a sparkling
script and provide many effective
dialog passages that do much .to en-
hance the solid entertainment values
of the production.

Miss Durbin develops a romantic
•crush' for Meilvyn Douglas, globe-
trotting reporter, when her fiither,
John Halliday, newspaper publisher,
brings him to the country estate to
prepare a series ' of articles. Girl
tosses aside Jackie Cooper, her loyal
puppy-love admirer, and by her at-
tentions keeps Douglas amused and
away from social affairs, for which
he is grateful.
The reporter is amazed when he

discovers the youngster's infatuation,
but finally manages to set things
straight by introducing the newly-
arrived Nancy Carroll as his wife.
Deanna rejoins the kid troupers and
Jackie Cooper to put on the annual
show of their group.

Miss Durbiri's performance is effec-
tive and sincere. Her timing, de-
livery of lines, and delicate shadings
of various moods blend perfectly for
an outstanding performance. Her
infectious smile" is used to advantage
frequently. Universal can set Miss
Durbm in a picture without music,
and her dramatic ability would easily
carry it along in great style.
She sings four new songs, besides

5, classic aria.; Tunes by Jimmy
McHugh and Harold Adamsoh are
*My Own,* 'That

. Certain Age,' 'Be a
Good Scout,* and 'You're As Pretty
As a Picture.' Not much chance of
any of the quartet getting very far
in the hit class but, despite the ma*
tenal. Miss Durbin 'presents each in
her usual grand Style. . • -

.

Direction by Edward Ludwig Is
tops. There is deftness in the \ight
and wholesome manner in which he
handles the various', characters, and
particularly noteworthy is Ludwig's
handling of scenes between Miss Dur-
bm, Melvyn Douglas and Jackie
Cooper. In less capable hands, they
could easily have missed five.
Douglas as the amused and later

amazed man-of-the-world, who finds
a youngster, infatuated with him.
turns m a sterling performance.
Jackie hooper, the puppy-love ad-
mirer of Deanna, clicks resoundingly.
He has a. difficult portrayal that
easily could have gone mushy.
Particularly effective is his scene
with Douglas when the youngster
congratulates the latter for his con-
quest of the girl—and talking 'man-
to-man.' It's a standout.

Irene Rich as the mother, and John
Halhday's father portrayals are of
high standing. Jackie Searl is flue
as the pal of Cooper, while Peggy
Stewart, Grant Mitchell, Charles
Coleman, and Nancy Carroll show
briefly.

Five year old Juanita Quigley
turns in a dandy performance that
augurs an intensive buildup by Uni-
versal. Youngster displays unusual
ability for her age, and troupes like a

veteran. Particularly important is

her handling of dialog and business
in several sequences with the older
youngsters, which she does in grand
style.

STABLEMATES
Kletro releaso of Harry Bapf production.

Dlreottd by ,Snm Wood. Stars Wixlhico
Bcory, Mlcuey Rooney. Screenplay, Leon-
ui-d PruBlvlns and Richard Malbaum, from
story by William Thlele and Reginald
Owen; camera, John Seltz; dim editor,
W, Bonn .Hayes. Reviewed In Projection
Room, N, T., Sept, 30, '38. Running time,
81) mlns,
'I'om Terry Wallace Beery
Mickey..,- Mickey Rooney
Mr. Gale Arthur Hohl
Bculah Flanders Margaret Hamilton
Barney Donovan Minor WatsOn
Mrs. Shepherd Marjorle Gateson
Pete Whalen....> Oscar O'Shea

On the creit of the Mickey Rooney
boxoffice vogue, and coupled with
Wallace Beery as co-star, 'Stable-
mates' is as strong for tjie marcjuee
as is its basic content. It has enough
of the ingredients of 'Sorrell and
Son' and 'The Champ' for the heart-
throb, and is interspersed with
strong melodramatic appeal against
a racetrack background.
Sam Wood's direction paces the

89 minutes smartly for proper see-

sawing of dramatic tension and
sentiment, up until that finale, when
Beery, reformed sot of a veterinary
that he is, is finally caught up with
by the law and is returned to the
courts to pay his legal debts.
Basic premise Is the great love of

Mickey Rooney for horsefiesh, par-
ticularly Lady-Q, the filly upon
whonrt Beery performs a delicate
operation in a stable stall, surrepti-
fiously hiding from the law and pal-
sied by rotgut alcohol. His reforma-
tion, and the growing love between
Mickey, the racetrack waif, and
Beery, the former medico, now on
the alky route, are punchily de-
veloped, without any of the bal"io<:

usually attendant to such themes.
Story could have gone off the

thoroughbred course on several oc-

casions, but exiaert trouping and
production keep it well on its way.
Both Beery and Rooney turn In

tiptOD performances, but, it is mostly
the latter's script. The suDDort is

excellent all the way. Margaret
Hamilton turns in a fine chore as
the hatchet-faced five-time loser,

now ogling Beery as her sixth
spouse. Minor Watson makes his
racetrack dick intelligent, without
being overly menacing. Marjoric
Gateson also doesn't let a sympa-
hetic role get out of hand.
The heart-tugs are several, rang-

ing from the emergency operation
on the horse to the inevitably cli-

mactic race for the $3,500 purse
that's to bankroll Mickey's education,
so that he. too, can become a vet-,

erinary. There is also quite a bit
of comedy to punctuate the dramatic
tension.
Production ...withal is expert,

finished and svelte; without > going
overboard.- - It's '-a -B-budgeter of
A-quality. * Abel.

Arkansas Traveler
; Hollywood, Oct. 2.

Paramount release, of George M. Arthur
production. Stars Bob Bums. Directed by
Alfred Santell. . Screenplay by Viola Broth-
ers, Shore and George Sessions Perry from
story by Jack Cunnlnghnm. Cimcra, Leo
Tover; asst. director, Roland Ashcr; musl-
or.l direction, Boris Morros; editor, Paul
Weatherwajc. Previewed iji Projection
Room.' Oct. 1, '38, .Running time. 83 mlns.
The Traveler » Bob Burns
Martha Allen Fay Bainter
Johnnie Daniels John Beal
Judy Allen Jean Parker
Matt Collins Lyle Talbot
Constable Irvln S.- Cobb
Benny Allen Dickie Moore
Mayor Daniels Porter Hall

Miniature Reviews

'That Certain Are* <U). Best
Deanpa Durbin starrer, and
certain, for top grosses and ex-
tended runs.
•Stablemates' (M-G). Wallace

Beery-Mickey Rooney starred
in above average racetrack film.

'Arkansar Traveler* (Par).

Successfully launches Bob
Burns as solo star. Solid enter-
tainment.

'The Sisters' (WB). Errol
Flynn-Bette Davis romance
good for nice b. o. returns.
'King of AlcatraE* (Par).

Good gangster actioner, mar-
quee-less, but will please those
liking crime; cinematics;

'A Man to Remember' (RKO).
No sock for the marquee but
a fine, well-made little picture,

'Road to Reno' (U). Hope
Hampton returns, to screen in

quasi-western Story is against

her.

'"acatlon from Love* (M-G).
Passable offering of marital dif-

ficulties, with several amus-
ing sequences.
'Mr. Doodle Kicks Off' (RKO).

Joe Penner name and football

season will be needed to hypo
this doubtful pigskin burlesque.

'Sons of the k egion* (Par).

Sop to the Legionnaire and kid-
die trade, but , won't get either.
'The Nl^rht Hawk* (Rep).

Miracle man reporter stuff with
some suspense. A dual item.
'Slander House' (Prog). In-

die-made that will get by on
duals.

'Crasbin' Thru Danger' (Exc).
Stereotyped stuff for the bar-
gain grinds about trouble-shoot-
ers.

Cobb injects humor and vividness in
his portrayal of the town constable,
while little Dickie Moore gives
sparkle to several sequences.
Paramount has given production

suitable sniall-town background, and
Director Al Santell effectively points
up the rural atmosphere through ca-
pable direction. Tempo is geared
right for mood he sought to convey
in story's unfoldment.
Rather far-fetched is sequence

where Burns assembles his hobo pals
to assist in getting radio station built
in one night, but this sequence will
be easily overlooked.

Bob Burns gets off to a fine start
as a Paramount star in 'Arkansas
Traveler,' It will get over nicely in
the .key spots,, but its>iggest b.q. will
be in the nabes and smaller com-
munities.
Bums is surrounded by an excel-

lent supporting cast that supplies a
ring of sincerity and humanness to
the various chiaracterizations to
greaitly enhance entertainment iquali-
ties of the picture.
Story is a rather simple small-town

tale of an itinerant printer who ar-
rives m a rural community in time
to save the widow and daughter of
an^old friend from losing their news-
paper to a scheming politician.
Burns becomes a general Mr. Fix-It
in upsetting the political machine,
saving the newspaper, .and promot-
ing a romance.

Script has a few incredulous situ-
ations that might ordinarily toSs a
monkey-wrench into things, but deft
direction and vividness of .charac-
terizations carry through to success-
fully surmount story deficiencies. .

There's no bazooka or smart cracks
tacked onto Burns in this one. He
handles a straight dramatic charac-
terization with depth and feeling. He
reminds of the late Will Rogers in
many respects. Burns gets over sev-
eral passages of homely philosophy
that are gems; his performance is top
rank, with fine judgement in shading
and tempo of lines for greatest ef-'
feet.

Fay Bainter's portrayal of the wid-
ow who struggles to keep the news-
paper going is sincere and . sympa-
thetic, and on a par with her pre-
vious capable film appearances. John
Beal and Jean Parker team for the
romantic angles very effectively,
both giving fine accounts of them-
selves in their performances. Lyle
Talbot is okay as the crooked poli-
tician who runs the town. Ifvin S.

THE SISTERS
Warner Bros, release of Anatole Iiltvak

production. . Stars Errol Flynn and Bette
D&vls: , features Anita Louise, Boulab
Bondl, Alan "Hale,' l3onald Crisp, DI<Sk
Foran. Directed by Anatole Lltvak. Screen-
play by Milton Krlm3 from novel by
Myron Brlnig; music. Max Stelner; editor.
Warren Low;- musical director, Lee Forb-
steln; camera, Tony Gaudio, Reviewed In
Projection Room, N. Y., t)ct, 3, '88, Run-
ning time, 95 mlns,
Frank Medlln Errol Flynn
Louise

' Elliott Bette Davis
Helen Elliott ; Anita Louise
William Benison Ian Hunter
Tim Hazlcton Donald Crisp
Rose Elliott '.Beulah Bondi
Grace Eillolt Jane Bryan
Ram .Tchnson Alan Hale
Tom Knivel Dick Foran
Ned Llllott Henry Travers
Norman French fatrlc KnowlesP ora' Gibbon Lee Patrick
Flora a Mother Laura Hope Crewa
Stella Johnson Janet .Shaw
Doc Moore Harry Davenport
Laura Bennett Ruth Garland
Anthony BIttick John Warburton
Caleb Ammon Paul Harvey
Blonde... Mayo Methot
Robert Forbes IrvlnR Bacon
Tom Scllg Arthur Hoyt

Adapted from Myron Brioig's best
seller, this film has the sweep of a
virtual cavalcade of early 20th Cen-
tury American history. Just how
much this superbly made production
does will depend largely on the cam-
paign given it by. individual exhibi-
tors. There are many saleable angles
to the picture but they must.be care-
fully sold..- The title may hurt, but
biz should -be generally good; or
above par, with Errol Flynn and
Bette Davis on the marquee.
'The Sisters' will bring additional

laurels to Miss Davis as a dramatic
actress, and probably will surprise
Errol Flynn's followers because of
the sharolv different role he is called
on to play. He is cast as a blase
fight reporter on a Frisco daily of
1904 who finds married life stiffling
but eventually realizes that his early
romance surmounts everything else.
Plot starts out with three sisters,

daughters of a small Montana town
druggist, getting ready for a dance,
staged to hear returns on the national
election that swept Roosevelt into a
second term as president. It closes
four years later as the same family
orepares again for another election
ball, this time to hail Taft as new
president, with the three sisters
again haopy, although marriages of
all three have come dangerously near
the rocks.
Totally different marriages of the

three girls are clearly set out, with
highlights m their wedded lives tak-
ing .the happy sisters often close to
the brink of matrimonial smashup
but always managing to surmount
trying difficulties.
Most of the interest centers on

Louise (Bette Davis) who elopes
with Frank Medlin (Errol Plynh),
the sports scribe. This case of love-

at-flrst sight works out satisfactorily
until the newspaperman, hampered
by domestic ties and unwillingness
to buckle dt'Wn as an author, takes
to heavy imbibing. When the earth-
quake hits San Francisco, she has
just been abandoned by her husband,
seeking sola(ie in a . world cruise.
Her narrow escape from death and
from her flashy friend's questionable
''home,' paves the way for easy re-
union with her mate.
Earthquake sequence starts from

an interior scene but is effectively
built up with outdoor episodes, dyna-
miting of buildings, miniature views,
etc. it's an angle that can be ex-
ploited simply to indicate film has
action, even if not new to screen.
Besides the early domestic scenes in

the Montana home, the large elec-
tion-returns ball, the prize fight in
San Francisco, the spotlighting of
camara on the first auto in a small
town, the episode in a pretentious
London home, and the fleeting treat-
ment of episodes in a Barbaiy coast
'home' for ladies of the evening, iall

are skillfully treated.
But throueh the maze of detail

and transitory scenes, the vivid ro-
mance of the newspaper reporter
and the eldest daughter is kept in
bas-relief. And simultaneously, di
rector Anatole Litvak has held inter
est in the affairs of the other two
sisters.

Miss Davis as the eldest sister

turns in one of her most scintillating
performances. Flynn's happy-go
lucky reporter is a vivid portraya
although his slight English accent
seems slightly incongruous. Anita
Louise makes a delightful flirty

daughter who finally weds the
elderly wealthy man in her com
muhity while Jane Bryan Is adequate
as the more conservative sister who
decides that safety In. matrimony is

reoresented by the dull town bank
er's son.
Beulah Bondi, as mother of the

three girls, is a sincere portrayal
Henry Travers makes something of
the father role. Donald Crisp, as
another sports writer; Ian Hunter
as the Frisco store owner; Alan Hale
as the. rich spender of the small
town; Dick Foran, as the banker';
son, and Lee Patrick, as the flashy
girl in San Francisco, head the big
sunxjort with faithful performances,
Cameraing, dialog and scripting

up to high standard of film. Wear.

KING OF ALCATRAZ
Hollywood, Sept. 28.

Paramount release of William C. Thomas
production. Features Gail Patrick, Lloyd
Nolan, J. Carroll Nalsh, Harry Carey,
Directed by Robert Florey.' Original and
screenplay by Irving Rels; camera, Harry
Flshbeck; assst. director, Mel Epstein: tllm
editor, Eda Warren. Previewed at Para-
mount, L, A., Sept, 2t, loss. Running
time,. 55 minutes.
Dale Borden Gall Patrick
Raymond Grayson Lloyd Nolan
Steve Murkll J, Carrol Nalsh
Captain Glennan Harry Carey
Robnert MaCArthur, .T. ...... .'Robert Preston
Lou Godney . . Anthony Qulhn
'Flrsi Mate Rogers Richard Stanley
Bonnie Larkln Virginia Dabney
Nora Kane.,.', , Nora Cecil
Olaf ....Emory Parnell
Dixie Dorothy Howe
First Radio Operator .Tohn Hart
Second Radio Operator I'hilllp Warren
Mathew Talbot Porter Hall
Ha.-ry Val .''Richard Denning
Ous Baoshek ' Ton) Tyler
Murok Konslantln Shayne
Pletr Mozdtt Harry Worth
Dave Carter lOdward Marr
Fred Kateny cluy Clement

A MAN TO REMEMBER
Hollywood, Sept, 27

RICO-Radlo releaBB of Robert aisk i>ro-
duation. Featurea Anne Bhlrloy, KUw'urd
Elllp, Lee Bowman, William Henry, di-
rected by Garson Kanin, Screenplay bv
Dalton Tnimbo from Btory by Kutherlne
Havllititd-Taylor; enmeru, J, Roy 'Hunt-
special effeots, Douglas Travers; music'
Roy Webb: editor. Jack Hlvely, Reviewed
In Projection Room, Hollywood, seui. •>a
•38, Running tira©, Vo mlns,

'

Joan,........, Anne .Shirley
Doctor Abbott ,..4 TOdwiird EIIIh
Dick. . . . , , Lee Bowman
Howard Sykea WlUlam Henry
Johnaon John vvrav
George SyUea Granville Bute's

A new twist to the escaped big
shot gangster idea, and a cinch in
those spots that like entertainment
melodramatic and timed at a light-
^ing pace. Grooved for the pro
grammers, as was intended with a
nominal production budget, picture
will satisfy, but is particularly
geared for the kids and spots where
they go for fast melodrama with ac
tion aplenty.
Yarn has a Sgt. Quirt-Capt.- Flagg

angle, with two ship radio operators
busting up cafes in several ports iti

their contests for various girls, to
provide comedy sequences as a pre-
lude to the main yarn. Latter con-
cerns itself with,the adventures of an
escaped convict -who, with his gang,
take control of a ship bound down
the Pacific coast to Panama.

J. Carroll Naish. escaping from Al-
catraz, picks up remnants of his gang
to board a liner bound to Panama.
Lloyd Nolan and Robert Preston are
aboard as radio crew, with Gail Pat-
rick the ship's nurse. A few days out
from Panama, Naish and his gang
take possession of the ship. Nolan
is shot in melee with one of the
gang, and Miss Patrick perfbrmis an
operation to save his life, with in-
strudtipns coming Via radio from the
doctor on a nearby ship. Naish and
his gang are shortly wiped out by
stokers and crew members- to get
things' shipshape again.
Despite the melodramatic treat-

ment necessary to the story, picture
is entirely plausible and easy to take.
Nicely mounted for its moderate
negative outlay, and directed most
effectively by Robert Florey to maln-

t5
sinooth—although speedy pace.

Nolan and Preston team nicely as
the two radio operators, and tiirn in
convincing performances. ' Harry
Carey, who has successfully removed
himself from westerns during the
past several years, is fine as the
ship s captain. Naish gives a- vivid
though natural portrayal as the es-
caped gangster, and rest of cast is
nicely balanced. • As in pictures of
this type, Gail Patrick as the girl
las a rather minor role, of which she
tries to make-the most with moderate
success.

Homor Ramsey ; Harlan Brlggs
JodQ HarknesB Frank M. Thomas
Dick (8-12 years) DIcUlo .lonea
Joan (4 yoaro).,, Carol Leete
Dr. Robinson tlbovL Kmoiy
Jorgensen Jospph de Slefanl

It took plenty of courage to pass
this one through to the shooting
stages, but the finished product sus-
tains the studio's enterprise. It's an
intense and moving yarn of a coun-
try doctor who Is more concerned
with the health and well-being of
the community than in the worldly
goods he might acquire. Without any
b. 0. power to carry it along, pic-
ture is nevertheless a strong pro-
grammer that will go oarticularly
well in those spots where audiences
appreciate a study of human nature
with all the dramatic strength in-
volved in such unfoldment.
Picture is first directorial effort of

Garson Kanin, brought from the
stage. Ably guided by producer
Robert Sisk, Kanin developed a
powerful and moving drama in ex-
cellent style, hewing to a straight
line in presentation, without devia-
tion for inclusion of extraneous se-
quences.
Story is., a simple tale of the life

of the doctor, Edward Ellis, from the
time he arrives in Westoort. until he
becomes the hero of the countryside
20 years later by preventing an in-
fantile paralysis epidemic. But he
nasses away from a heart attack in
the glory he knew he had earned
throu.gh the years.

Detailing of the story is achieved
through a series of cutbacks and
montages.
Picture opens with funeral proces-

sion of the beloved doctor. Then
swings into office of his lawyer where
the nickel-snatching merchants are
assembled to get their money from
the estate. From that point, yarn is
unfolded ingeniously, through papers
in the deceased's private box.
Dalton Trumbo's screen olay Is

particularly effective, weaving se-
quences into a fine combination.
Photogranhy by J. Roy Hunt is ex-
cellent, ditto the montages by Doug-
las Travers.
Edward Ellis gives an outstanding

Individual performance. It's his
story and picture, and he gives light
and shading to his role that provide*
a sincere and realistic characteriza-
tion.' Anne Shirley, although top-
ning the' oast, Is second in Imoor-
tance to Ellis, but her's a fine effort.
Lee Bowman, William Henry and
the others are well .cast.

THE ROAD TO RENO
(WITH SONGS)

Universal releaso of Edmund Grainger
production. Stars Hope Hampton and Ran-
dolph Scott; featuraa Glenda Farrell. Helen
BroderIck( Alan Marshal,- David Oliver. Di-
rected by g. Sylvan Simon. Based on novel
of some name by I. A. R. Wyiie;' adap-
tation, Roy Chanslor. Adole Coniandlnl.
Brian Marlowe; editors, Maurice Wright
ond Paul Londresj songs. Jimmy McHugh
and Harold AdamsOn; photographv, George
Robinson, At Globe, N, Y„ week Oct. 1,
•a». Running time, Ofr mina.
^teve.Fortness Randolph Scott

o .
tialllday Hope Hampton

Sylvia Shane Glenda Farrell
Aunt . Minerva Helen Broderlck
Walter Crawford... ,.Alan Marshal
T I Mr*.* ••; ' . . Dn v!d 01 1ver
Linda's Attorney Ted Osliorn
Sylvias Attorney Samuel S. Hinds

„ Hope Hampton, star- of the silent
films and operettas, stages a return to
pictures in the I. A. R. Wylie story.
The Road to Reno' under circum-
stances that are only fairly auspi-
cious. Miss Hampton pictures very
attractively and retains her highly
appealing voice, but the story, as
adante/^ and.the unlnsoired direction
of S. Sylvan Simon, leave much to
je desired. The business ootential-
ties of 'Road to Reno* are hardly
hotter than average. The majority
of the playdates wiU be on double
bills.

Edmund Grainger produced in the
face of obvious handicaos, not ex-
cluding? that the story calls for back-
grounding in the atmosohere of a
western. Majority of the action
akes place on the ranch of Randolph
Scott, who won't give his wife (Miss
tiamoton) the divorce she thinks she
wants but learns she doesn't. Scenes
on the range, of horse stampedes,
of wide open vistas and the like clut-
ter UD the footage but. as against the
usual western, scenically the picture
s a bit different. New locations must
have been sought out by Grainger
and his staff.

Miss Hamnton opens sinding a
familiar number in a sidewalk cafe
scene as part of an opera perform-
ance, succeeding shots nlacing her
on a train bound for Reno and a
divorce. She meets up with Glenda
Farrell, apparently a istran.i*er but
sharing her comoartment on the
rain (that's odd In Itself), and the
wo are hooked up for the balance
of the footage, at one stage in such
a manner that Miss Hamnton gets

(Continued on page 21)
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London, Sept. 27.

Aftermath of war scare pepped up

trade the past week-end here, but

the new week started ' slowly, at-

tributed to many foreigners quitting

the metropolis. Only spots seem-

ingly una£Fected by the exodus are

the Paladium's new 'Crazy Show'
and 'Alexander's Ragtime Band'

(20th) at the R^gal
West End-picture theatre managers

were tipped off that, in the event of

a war outbreak, they would' be shut

down by order of the government.
Aim understood to be prevention of

assembly by people in face of air

raid, threats, and secondly desire
to conserve electrical power.
Audience got a bad attack of jit-

ters at London Pavilion % few nights

back when a Are wagon, involved
in a street, smash outside,, crashed
into a side door 6t .the theatre with
a bang that resounded throughout
the auditorium. Accident was right

at peak of the crisis days, and flrst

thought of patrons was that London
had been raided. A near panic en«
sued, and Manager S. Still had to

work feverishly on the customers
from the stage to convince' them
there was nothing to be scared about.

SuiTering from war scare jitters,

Josephine Huston checked out. of
cast of 'Wild Oats' to sail for the
U. S. Oct. 1. Mrs; Harry Foster,
Irving Berlin, Saul Bomstein and
Francis Gilbert exited on same boat.
Devotion to duty nearly put Edgar

Anstey, of the local 'M'arch of Time'
unit in the hoosegow Sept. 26. When
French ministers arrived in Downing
street Sept. 25 for fresh conferences
with Neville Chamberlain, demon-
strators assembled outside to demand
the powers stand back of Czecho-
slovakia, getting so rowdy the police
thought it time to take a hand.
Anstey, with ideas of shooting the

excitement for Time,' was on the
spot, with the result that when the
cops got active, he was among the
first they grabbed, carrying him off

to the nearest court on charges of

incitement and insulting behavior.
Up for trial next morning, Anstey

was, however, able to exonerate
himself.

Sydney, Ott. 1.

War threats in the past week, end-
ing Sept. "30, wrecked grosses at pic-
ture houses, in Australia. Estimated
that fear of general outbreak in Eu-
rope dropped boxoffice- take in Aus-
sie territory to the lowest level in

20 years.

Exhibitors were just getting over
fears that an extended coal strike
would hurt theatre business in all

territories affected by these mining
operations when the Australians be-
gan worrying over general mobili-
zation of armed forces in Europe.
General coal strike had been or-

dered by the mine union to cover
whole commonwealth^ While picture
interests are hopeful that the federal
government will step in and try to
make a settlement, thus far it has
refused to interfere with court ruling
on working hours and wages for
miners. Fear here is that an ex-
tended general strike of miners
would financially affect many in-
dustries including the theatre busi-
ness.

Coal strike would be just another
headache for exhibitors who are only
recovering from the recent infantile
paralysis outbreak.

Mex Pic Misrep Charged

V& S. American Distribs

Mexico City, Oct. 4.

Top Mexican-made pictures are
oeing used by certain South Ameri-
can distributors as bait to hawk in-
^^I'ior films by representing the
Mexicans as American-made, the
ministry of foreign relations learns
from the Mexican ambassador to
Chile..

Diplomat asserts that 'Refugiados
en Madrid' ('Refugees in Madrid'),
made in Mexico, was used for this

purpose in Santiago, Chile, and Lima,
Peru.

Politics No Deterrent

To M-G's Anzac BuUding
Adelaide, Sept. 16.

Metro .is to go ahead with its new
theatre construction program here
despite political threats, according to

latest word. Only one house planned
.at present, biit tiiis would give com-
pany seven theatres in Australia. It

already operates two in Sydney, two
in Brisbane, one in Melbourne and
another in West Australia.

Premier Butler recently announced
that- the governmen' would , intro-

duce- legislation cov^ing construc-

tion, block-booking and alleged high
film rentals charged by distributors.

Understood that plan to halt theatre

construction is aimed at American
distributors with exhibitor inclina-

tions.

SEE CZECH OtAB

nrnNGU.s.

DiSTRIBS

Foreign department of major
companies are checking possible ef-

fect on distribution in Czecholova-
kian territory by the absorption of

land by Germany and Poland. Ex-
ptnsion of Germany into Czech ter-

ritory means that all distribution in

this area comes under the* same rules
existing toward U. S. distributors in

Germany and Austria. Only about
25% of the money collected in Ger-
many gets back to America, it's re-

ported.

Carlsbad, Bratislava and Pilsen, all

rich and profitable cities heretofore
under Czech control, now come un-
der German regulation. Hence, all

U. S. revenue from these communi-
tion may be cut 50-75%.
Poland has been known for its

comparatively high taxes, but it's

too early yet to tell if the land hand-
ed over to that nation by the Czechs
will materially alter U. S. distrib in-

come.

'Unfair Competition'

Rlamed by Sydney

1st Runs for Slump

Sydney, Sept. 17.

First-run exhibitors In bigger cities

are complaining that present marked-
slump in business is directly trace-

able to inadequate protection pro-
vided against neighborhood and
other subsequent runs. 'A leading
exhibitor here claimed that pictures

now are being screened in neigh-

borhood theatres within three weeks
of original city dates.

Unusual feature of this is that

even in depression years, distribu-

tors would not allow films to reach
some nabes ifor three months or later.

Such protection naturally was a tre-

mendous asset for larger city the-

atres since they could claim right-

fully that the same picture would
not be in neighborhood houses for

months. Under present limited pro-

tection of a few weeks, neighbor-

hood exhibitors are able to lure pa-

trons with lesser admission prices

and the convenient location. Some
distributors, too, are inclined to

blame the dip in business on the

presence of too many long-run the-

atres.

American Companies Ready
Pictures for Distribution

in Anticipation That Lift

Will Come Soon— Deal
Calls for Money to Be
Placed in Frisco Branch
of Yokohama Bank

*37-38 PIX SLATED

Dario's 4 Spanishers
Hollywood, Oct. 4,

Dario Productions leased .space at

the Grand National studios to make
four Spanish language pictures.

First film is slated to start Oct, 18,

Tokyo, Oct. 4.

Resumption df American picture
imports is expected soon because all

U.S. distributors on Friday (30) are
reported to have deposited part of
their stymied coin with the Yoko-
hama Specie 'Bank under a three-
year freezing plan bearing no. inter-

est to film companies.

Numerous pictuies are ready at

customs, for distribution as -soon as

bars are let down.- Easing of Japan's

ban against foreign distributors and
freezing, of foireijn coir, here would
be latest in series of developments
on the situation. Germany recently

was permitted, under a plan to bring
in product and Italy deal is on the

fire.

Mex Studios Return To
Work After Unions Settle

Mexico City, Oct. 4,

Mexican film studios have xesumed
work with solution of row over ex-
clusive control of film labor between
two unions, whose boycott snagged
38 major producers.
Understood that unions arrived.. at

peace when their members kicked,

at the enforced idleness at their own.
expense. As this shutdown was not

a strike, the workers couldn't col-

lect from' the- unions. '

BRinSH CENSOR

FAR CLIP ON

WAR CRISIS

Major companies iii New York had
been looking, forward optimistically

to approval of plan allowing new
product -into Japan, as reported in

Tokyo* for more than a month. .Es-

timated this week that nearly every
major distributor in recent weeks
shipped 4 to 10 feature productions
to Japan in readiness for clearing

customs there. Consequently, it's un-
derstood that American companies
will have 66 to 70 features ready to

distribute to Japanese accounts just

as soon as formal ban lift is. made
by the government.

Because no American films have
been admitted into Japan for ap-
proximately a year, all these fea-

tures will be drawn from reserved
ace product on 1937-38 schedule
rather than new pictures released

since Sept 1. U, S. usually sends
300 to 350 features to that country
in a normal year. Not revealed here
yet how many pictures will be al-

lowed into Japan annually under
new plan, which is included in a

deal to lodge already collected film

rentals in that country with a Jap-
anese banking firm.

It was stated in New York that
the rental money would be placed
in Yokohama bank's San Francisco
branch, where it will be credited
to American companies, but none
can be withdrawn before the end of

three years. It's not officially known
how much money would be trans-

ferred to the San Francisco bank in

this manner, but it doubtlessly will

run into several hundred thousand
dollars unless only part is permit-
ted withdrawn from Japan under
the bank plan.

London, Sept, 26.

Direct finger of government inter-

ference with newsreels showed itsif

i

last week in Paramount News' treat-

ment of the European crisis. Aside
from normal coverage, editor Cum-
mings included talk by influential

newspaperman, Wickham Steed, who
was strongly critical of the British

attitude, but after reel had been dis-

tributed, company .was pressed to de-
lete this item. Consequently, all sub-
scribers were wired to scissor the
issue before screening.
Par had itself in part to blame, it's

said, and it's supposedly an unwrit-
ten law here that politics and contro-
versial issues stay off the screen.

Metro Contrite Over

Dutch Gniana Clerics'

Peeve Over Native Fix

Hollywood, Oct, 4,

Five Japanese studios are produc-
ing more than 500 feature pictures

annually, despite the Sino-Jap war,
according to. J, W, Piper, manager of

the Paramount office in Tokyo. No
estimate on cost of each, but far

under what it costs for even minor
productions in America, it's under-
stood.

Piper, who came here on vacation
after visiting New Yoi'k home office,

sails .,for ^okyo Thursday (6).

Film Cavalcade
London, Sept. 23,

'March of the Movies,' a 40-minute
history of pictures, with shots from
some of the old silents and talkers,

goes into the Regal program with
'Alexander's Ragtime Band' (20th)
Sept. 30.

Charles B, Cochran's opus along
the same ideas is announced to open
shortly at the Palace.

Amsterdam, Sept. 25.

In the case of the Dutch Catholic
Missionary at Dutch Guiana, who
protested against behavior of Metro
operators during locations in Suri-
nam (he accused the American oper-
ators of having induced civilized Ne-
groes to 'sell their civilization' for
$1 a day^ and to return to their na-
tive state, and who uttered the wish
that 'the airplane with the films and
the operators may fall in the sea'),

and on which an interpretation in
the Dutch Parliament is pending,
Metro published a statement that
the Negro dances in question were

j

shot f^nly for archive purposes, and
not f r using in any current motion
picture.

Meanwhile, serious investigation is

promised to establish whether actu-
ally 'unadmissiblt or even less de-
sirable things have been happening,'
and strong measures shall be taken
if that proves to be true. Metro is

proud, so the statement concludes,
never to hiaving had any troubles

I
with any religious groups on any one
of its films.

ARTHUR LOEWS S, A,

SWING TO LAST 3 MOS.

Arthur M. Loew, head of Metro's
foreign department, is in Havana
this week en route to Latin-Ameri-
can countries. Left New York Sept,
28 and will remain ir. Havana until
Oct, 17 when he proceeds to Mexi-
co City, Then he will visit key
spots in Central and South America
on a tour that will take about three
months. Loew is not expected back
in New York until just before New
year's.

Decision to make swing through
Latin-American territory before go-
in^, to Europe was made because of
unsettled European conditions^ Loew
probably will leave for England soon
after getting back to the U; S.

Distinctly unfavorable develop-
ments have resulted from Italy's

move to nationalize foreign distribu-

tion, it was learned in New York
fast week, with the result that for-

eign department chiefs will -huddle
at the' Hays office in a few days,

U. S, managers abroad have been
conferring with Commander Freddi,
Italian Minister of Popular Culture,
while the Hays office in N. Y. and
the State Department also have been
active in sed?ing liberalization of

inriginal nationalization ruling.

Thus far, Amercan distributors

have indicated they would abandon
the ItaliAn market, highly profitable

as it is, if their own distribution sets-

ups could not be maintained,. Most
foreign executives fl?ure the neces-
sity ot selling Id- .Italian distributors,

plus other restrictions, would cut so
deeply into profit In Italy that quH-
ting the market altogether would be
better.

If a united front can be main-
tained by major companies in modi-
fying, the nationalization decree,

Americans believe the^ Italian gov-
ernment move can be halted.

French Slant
Paris, Sept. 26.

Though one .supplementary decree
has been issued and others are ex-
pected to follow explaining the origi-

nal decree on Italy's plan to. nation-
alize distribution, exactly how the
taw' will operate still is not clear to

officials here. It remains doubtful
whether the Italian government is to
handle all importations.
Ente Natlonale per le Industries

Cinematograflche is. the government
agency handling foreign Imports. A
loophole allowing favoritism is seen
in placing authority with this body,
since refusal to abide by such would
mean exclusion from the Italian

market.
This is said to confirm early sus-

picions of American film of^cials
here, who saw in the n?w mpye by
Italy a plan to accept only such U. S.

and other imports as would fit in
with Italian film industry's plan of
protecting its own business. In short,
to look over all submitted product,
accepting any new ideas, but allow-
ing only less competitive films in for
distribution. Paramount, ' Metro,
20th-Fox and Warnef Bros, officials

have been meeting here constantly to
size up the situation.

ITALIAN FILM AGENT

SUES ON U.S. PIC DEAL

Anonima Per Produsioni Interna-
tional Artistiche, Italian film pro-
ducing corporation, is named de-
'fendant in a breach of contract suit
filed by Renato Seccia, foreign film
agent, who has asked N. Y. Supreme
Court Justice LlOyd Church for an
order of attachment against all proo-
erty including films Which the
Italian concern may have in N. Y.,
pending the outcome of the action. -

Plaintiff claims that last July he
entered into a contract with the
Italian producers under which he
was to have the exclusive handling
of fikns starring Tito Schipa, Metro-
politan singer, in the U. S. and
Canada. Under the agreement he was
to pay $6,500 for the privilege.
For some unknown reason the

producers reneged on the contract
and he wants $35,000 for his trouble
as damages. He claims iDino Ros-
sini, N. Y. agent for the Italian firm,,
has possession of at least one of the
films and wants the court to seize it.

Franco-Duteb Prod.

Amsterdam, Sept, 26.
Arrangements between P. R. van

Duinen of N. V. Filma, Amsterdam,
and French producer, Edvard Cor-
niglion-Molinier, owner of CCG
Films, Paris, were perfected. New
production unit will be founded.
First film produced will be Anne-
marie Selinko's novel, *1 Was an-
Ugiy Girl,' last year's best-seller in
several European countries.
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ALL THE WARNER WIRES ARE BUSY
WITH REQUESTS FOR RUSH PRINTS ON

GARDEN OF THE MOON
,i.h PAT O'BRIEN
JOHN PAYNE

MARGARET LINDSAY
JOB VENUTI AND HIS

SWING CATS
Johnnie Davis • Jerry Colonna

.ndJIMMIE FIDLER
Direoted by BUSBY BERKELEY
SorMii Fliy by Jerry Wild (od Richwd

Mtctotiy * From the Sit. Eveniti* Poit

Story by H. Bcd(ord*Jonti ind Btrtoa

Broirnt • Mailo and Lyrici by H*rry

WurcR, Al Dobln c^nd Johnny Mercer

A FIrti Nillooel Flctura

theMoon
A WOW OF A SHOW!
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ST. LOO INDIES

CUT TO lO-lSc

St. Louis, Oct. 4.

A dozen St. Louis indie nabes have

slashed their admish prices to 10c.

and 15c. and while some use the re-

duced rate oiily several times a

week, others have it in effect nightly

until further notice. About two

weeks ago the Janet, one of the

larger houses in the chain controlled

])y the Kaimann Bros, in north St.

Louis, began advertising the reduced

rates in bold type in the local rags.

Other houses that are trying to

bolster biz by reducing the admish

scale are the Macklind, McNair,
Plymouth, Lexington, University

City, Yale, Dakota, Fairy, Hi-Way,
Princess and the Normandy. ' Sev-

eral months age Fred Wehrenberg,
president of the MPTOA of Easturn

Missouri and Southern Illinois, urged
theatre owners not to reduce the

admish price because of a seasonal

slump in biz but apparently they

haven't complete confidence in his

prediction that biz would pick up
with the advent of autumn. The St.

Louis Amus. Co. (Fanchon & Marco)
has not lowered the price in any of

its 31 houses.

Montreal's Price Shifts

Montreal, Oct. 4.

General shakeup in managers and
increase in admish figures features

opening of fall season here.* Phil

Maurice goes' to Loew's as manager
for new vaude season which opened
last week. Howard Knevels, former
Loew's manager, goes to Imperial.

John Reedy is new manager of Prin-
cess and A. Goulet becomes manager
of His Majesty's (legit).

Palace and Capitol, ace flrst-run

houses, have upped prices to 55c top

from 50c and 45c Saturday and Sun-
day afternoons. Loew's has cut seat-

age from 3,200 to 2,800 and downed
prices from 50c to 40c top.

Rochester Ups
Rochester, N. Y„ Oct. 4.

Howard G. Carroll upped prices a

Jitney at the remodeled Strand to

15c afternoons, 20c evenings.
Hollywood reopened week-ends

with German language, films after

apparent easing of crisi abroad? Lit-

tle theatre withholding of German
language picture after advertising

brought numerous protests.

Manager Lester Pollock, Loew's,

trying series of Single features as

test of possibility of dropping duals

I)ermanently.

Alexander Dunbar, former man-
ager of the Monroe .and connected

with Rochester nabes for 20 years,

becomes manager of the Riviera,

Schine house.

Mrs. Florence Belinson, manager,
Little, ties up with French language
department of the University of

Rochester and local high schools to-

gether with French Alliance for

showing of three French lanugauge
films, replacing an Art Gallery en-

terprise because of better equipment.

OHIO INDIE EXHIBS

CONVENE NOV. 14-16

Columbus, O., Oct. 4.

Sixth annual convention and • re-
gional conference of midwestern
exhibitors sponsored by the ITO of
Ohio has been scheduled for Nov.
14-16 at the Deshler-Wallick hotel
here. Although all regional Allied
units are expected to be represented,
every independent exhibitor is in-
vited according to a bulletin issued
by Pete Woods, secretary of the
Ohio organization.
Chief issues for discussion will be

the government anti-trust suit, the
North Dakota divorcement measure
and the Neely bill. It is believed
that events relative to these tonics
will have crystallized by the time
the convention opens so that defi-

nite action can be taken.

Ivan Simpson Near Death

fVom Monoxide Poisoning
Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Ivan Simpson, 64, veteran stage
and screen actor, is reported near
death from monoxide poisoning, fol-

lowing what DOlice called a suicide
attempt.

He )yas found in a car at Riviera
Country Club near here today (Tues-
day) unconscious from fumes. An
inhalator squad worked over him.

Advance Production Chart
HollyuOood, Oct. 4.

Currently 42 pictures are facing the cameras, as of Sept. 28, leaving
total of 352 yet to go info production. Studios have 63 in the cutting
rooms being readied for previews with 57 already previewed or released.

Season's total is 512.

United Artists gained five, bringing total promised for season to 33
when Edward Small contracted for five productions.

Columbia

Features .

Westerns
Serials .

.

Number Number Now
of Pix Cora- Shoot-

Promised pleted ing
40 3 2
16 0 1
4 0 1

Now Balaniie to
in Be Placed Stories in

Cutting Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tion

2 34 34
3 12 12
0 3 3

49Total 60 3 4 5 49

Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'PHANTOM GOLD,- formerly titled 'GOLD EUSH OAFS, produced by
Larry Darmour; directed by Joseph Levering; original screen play by Nate
Gatzert: photographed by James S. Brown. Jr. Cast Jack Luden, Beth
Marlon, Barry Downing, Charles Whittaker, Hal Taliaferro. Jack Ingram,
Tex Palmer, Buzz Barton, Art Davis, Marian Sais, Lafe McKee, Forrest
Taylor, Evelyn Mulhall, Harry Harvey, Jack Rockwell, Jimmy Robinson.
Tuffy (canine).

'SOUTH OF ARIZOMA/ formerly titled 'SINGING GUNS, produced by
Harry Decker for Irvmg Briskm unit; directed by Sam Nelson; original
screen play by Bennett Cohen; photographed by Benjamin Kline. Cast:
Charles Starrett. Iris Meredith. Bob Nolan. Pat Brady, Dick GHirtis, The
Sons of the Pioneers. Eddie Cobb. Art Mix, John Tyrrell. Robert Piske.

'GIRLS' SCHOOL,- formerly titled 'FINISHING SCHOOL,' produced by
Sam Marx; directed by John Brahm; original and screen play by Tess
Schlesinger; photographed by Franz Planer. Cast; Anne Shirley, Nan
Grey, Ralph Bellamy. Margaret Tallichet. Doris Kenyon, Noah Beery,
Jr., Cecil Cunningham. Franklin Pangborn, Marjorie Ford, Marjorie Dean,
Marjorie Reynolds, Dorothy Moore, Joan Tree.

•FLIGHT TO. FAME,' formerly titled 'WINGS OF DOOIVI,' produced by
Ralph Cqhn for the Irving Briskin unit; directed by C. C. Coleman. Jr.;
original screen play by Michael Simmons; photographed by Lucien Bal-
lard. Cast: Jacqueline Wells, Charles Farrell, Alexander Dorsey. Fred-
erick Burton. Eddie Earle, Addison Richards. Charles D. Brown. Hugh
Sothern.

THE STRANGER FROM ARIZONA,' formerly titled 'PHANTOM
TRAIL,' Coronet Pictures production for Columbia; associate producer,
Monroe Shaff; directed by Elmer Clifton; original screen play by Monroe
Shaff; photographed by /-Eddie Linden. Cast: Buck Jones, Dorothy Fay
Southworth, Roy Barcroft, Bob Terry, Hank Worden, Hank Mann, Horace
Murphy, Ralph Peters, Dot Farley, Joe Girard, Walter Merrill, Lon Reibe.

'THOROUGHBREDS,' produced by Ralph Cohn for the Irving Briskin
unit; directed by D. Ross Lederman; screen play by Michael Simmons;
^otographed by Henry Freulich. Cast: Edith Fellows, Cliff Edwards,
Jacqueline Wells, Richard Fiske, Robert Paige. Helen Brown, Virginia
Howell, Charles Waldron.

'IN EARLY ARIZONA5 (for 1938-39), produced by Larry Darmour; di-
rected by Joseph Levering; original screen play by Nate Getzert; photo-
graphed by .James S. Brown, Jr. Cast: Gordon Elliott, Dorothy Gulliver,
Harry Woods, Franklin Farnum, Frank Ellis, Art Davis, Charles King, Ed-
ward Cassidy, Jack Ingram, Charles Whittaker, Bud Osborne, Lester Dore,
Symona Boniface, Buzz Barton, Tom London, Dick Durrell, Oscar Gahan,
Jess Cavan, Margaret Fealy. Frank Ball, Arthur Millette, Kit Guard,
Florence Dudley, Cy Shindell, Clyde Burns.
'NOT FOR GLORY' (for 1938-39 release), produced by Larry Darmour;

directed by Lewis D. Collins; original screen play by Gordon Rigby; photo-
graphed by James Brown, Jr. Cast: Jack Holt, Beverly Roberts, Noah
Beery, Jr., John Qualen, Helen Jerpme Eddy, Arthur Aylsworth, Charles
Middleton, Barbara Pepper, Harry Woods, Vic Potel, Claire Du Brey, Paul
Everton, Jay Ward, George Cleveland, Tommy Bupp.
'HOMICIDE BUREAU' (for 1938-39 release); associate producer. Jack

Fier; directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr.; original screen play by Earle Snell;
photographed by Benjamin Kline. Cast: Bruce Cabot, Rita Hayworth,
Robert Paige. Marc Lawrence, Ed Fetherston,- Richard Fiske, Jane Morgan,
•WEST OF THE SANTA FE* (for 1938-39 release); executive prodticer,

Irving Briskin; directed by Sam Nelson; screen play by Bennett Cohen;
photographed by Allen Siegler. Cast: Charles Starrett, Iris Meredith,
Sons of the Pioneers, Bob Nolan, Hank Bell. Buck Connor, Dick Curtis,
Hal Taliaferro. Eddie Cobb.
•SOUTH OF THE RIO GRANDE' (for 1937-38), produced by Monroe

Shaff; directed by Elmer Clifton; photographed by Eddie Linden. Cast:
Buck Jones, Dorothy Fay, Kenneth Harlan, Don Douglas, Joe Whitehead,
Matty Kemp, Joe Baird, Bob Kortman, Jack Ingram, Jack Hendricks,
Loren Reide.

•NORTH, OF TEXAS,' formerly titled 'CALL OF THE TRAIL' (for 1938-
39), produced by Harry Decker for the Irving Briskin unit; directed by
Sam Nelson; screen play by Charles Francis Royal; photographed by
Lucien Ballard. Cast: Charles Starrett, . Ann Doran, Hal Taliaferro, Dick
Curtis, Bob Nolan, John Tyrrell, Fred Burns.

Columbia Plx Now In Production
•THE SPIDER,' serial (for 1938-39), produced by Jack Fier for the

Irving Briskin unit; co-directed by Ray Taylor and James Home; screen
play by Robert Kent, George Plympton, Basil Dickey, Marty Ramson;
photographed by Allen Siegler. Cast: Warren Hull, Iris Meredith, Richard
Fiske, Gloria Blondell, Ann Doran, Marc Lawrence, Johnny Tyrrell, Ken-
neth Duncan, Beatrice Curtis, Charles Wilson.

•BLONDIE,' produced by Robert Sparks; directed by Frank Strayer;
screen play by Robert Flournoy from comic strip by Chid Young; photo-
graphed by Henry Freulich. Cast: Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Larry
Sims, Dan Mummert, Dorothy Moore, Kathleen Lockhart, Gene Lockhart,
Ann Doran, Gordon Oliver, Stanley Andrews, David Newell, Hooper Atch-
ley, Dick Curtis, Dick Fiske, Fay Helm, Charles Lane, Hal K. Dawson.
Walter Soderling, Eugene Anderson, Jr., Irvin Bacon, Bud Jamison, len
Wulf, James Flavin, Charles Hamilton, Emory Parhell,

'REVOLT IN THE SAHARA,' produced by Lou Appleton; directed by
D. Ross Lederman; screenplay by Maxwell Shane from original by Sammy
Fuller; photographed by Franz Planer. Cast: Paul Kelly, C. Henry Gor-
don, Robert Fiske, Lorna Gray, Dick Curtis, Marc Lawrence, Stanley
Brown, Dwight Frye, Al Bridge, Raphael Bennett, Charles Moore.

UNTITLED BUCK JONES WESTERN; produced by Monroe Shaft; di-

rected by Elmer Clifton; no writing credits released as yet; photographed
by Eddie Linden. Cast: Buck Jones, Carmen Bailey, Jose Perez, Forrest
Taylor, Milburn Stone, Stanley Bylstone, Ernie Adams. Bob Terry. Carlos
Villarias, Soled!id Jiminez, Tom London, Billy Bletcher, Paul Ellis, Ray
Teal, Carl Matthews.

Ayres, Lionel Barrymore, Nat Pendleton, Roger Converse, Donald Barry,
Don Castle, Bill Terry, Jo Ann Sayers.

•SWEETHEARTS' (In Technicoloi for 1938 39 season), produced by Hunt
Stromberg; directed by W. S. Van Dyke, screen play by Alan Campbell
and Dorothy Parker; photographed by Olivci Marsh. Cast; Jeanette Mac-
Donald, Nelson Eddy, Mischa Auer, Frank Morgan, Ray Bolger. Herman
Bing, Minna Gombel. Gene and Kathleen Lockhart, Raymond Walburn,
Lucille Watson, Florence Rice, Reginald Gardiner, Allyn Josiyn. Fay
Holden. Olin Howland. Terry Kilburn. Betty Jaynes, Douglas McPhail.

Metro Pix Now in Productiott

•LISTEN, DARLING,' produced by Jack Cumfhings; directed by Edward
Marin; original story by Katharine Brush. Cast: Freddie Bartholomew,
Judy Garland, Mary Astor, Walter Pidgeon, Scotty Beckett. Gene Lock-
hart, Alan Hale. Barnett Parker

•THE SHINING HOUR' (for 1938-39), produced by Joseph. Mankiewicz;
directed by Frank Borzage; screen play by Ogden Nash from play by
Keith Winters; photographed by George Folsey. Cast: Joan Crawford,
Margaret Sullavan. Robert Young, Melvyn Douglas.

•DRAMATIC SCHOOL,'^ produced by Mervyn LeRoy; directed by Robert
Sinclair; screen play by Ernest Vajda; photographed by Joe Ruttehberg.
Cast: Luise Rainer, Paulette Goddard, Alan Marshall, Henry Stephenson,
Gqle Sondergaard, Virginia Grey, Ann Rutherford, Lana Turner, Carol
Parker.
•SPRING DANCE,' produced by Edward Chodorov; directed by C. Syl-

van Simon; screenplay by Edward Chodorov from play by Philip Barry.
Cast: Lew Ayres, Maureen O'SuUivan, Ruth Hussey, Ann Morriss, Joyce
Compton, Jacqueline Wells, Burgess Meredith.

•STAND UP AND FIGHT,' produced by Mervyn LeRoy; directed by
W. S. Van Dyke; no writing credits released yet; photographed by Oliver
Marsh. Cast: Robert Taylor, Wallace Beery, Florence Rice, Helen Broder-
ick, Charley Grapewin.
•OUT WEST WITH THE HARDY'S,' no producer; directed by George

Seitz; original screen play by Kay Van Riper, Agnes Christine Johnson
and William Ludwig; photographed . by Les White. Cast: Lewis Stone,..

Mickey Rooney, Ann Rutherford, Fay Hdldeh, Virgmia Weidler, Ceceh
Parker, Ralph Morgan, Nana Bryant, Sara Hadden, Gordon Jones.

Monogram

Features ,

Westerns

• ••••••

Number Number
of Plx Com-

promised pleted
26 ' 4
16 1

42 5

Now Balance to

Now in Be Placed Stories la
Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-

ins Robitt^ Cameras tiop
0 1 21 21
0 1 14 14

0 2 35 35' Total . . .

,

Pictures in the cutting room:

•WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM,' produced by Edward Finney; directed

by Al Herman; original screen play by Robert Emmett; photographed by
Francis Corbey. Cast: Tex Ritter, Dorothy Short, John Merton, Horace
Murphy, Peewee Pollard, Richard Alexander, Karl Hackett, Charles King,

Jr., Dave O'Brien, Bob Terry, Ed Cassidy, Ernie Adams, Bob McKfenzie,

Denver Dixon, Louise Massey and the Westerners.

•GANGSTER'S BOY,' produced by W. G. Lackey; directed by William
Nigh; original story by Karl Brown; screen play by Robert D. Andrews;
photographed by Harry "Neumann. Cast: Jackie Copper, Lucy Gilman,
Robert Warwick, Tommy Wonder, Betty Blythe, Selmer Jackson, Bobby
Stone, Bradley Metcalf, Louise Lorimer, Huntley Gordon, William Gould,
Herbert Evans, Jack Kennedy.

Paramount

Now Balance to

Studio
Harry Sherman . .

,

Total

Number Number Now in Be Placed Stories in
of Plx Com- Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-

promised pleted ins Rooms Cameras tion

51 9 5 9 28 28

7 1 1 2 2 2

58 10 6 n 30 30

Metro

Features
Selznick-Int'l

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted ing
50 4 610 0

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in

Cutting Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tion

3 37 37Oil
Total 51 4 6 3 38 38

Pictures now in the cutting rooms or av/afting previews are:

'THE GREAT WALTZ' »for 1938-39 season), produced by Bernard
Hyman; directed by Julien Duvivier; no writing credits released as yet.

photographed bv Joseph Ruttenberg. Cast: Luise Rainer. Fernand Gravet.
Miliza fCorjus. HuEjh Herbert. Lionel Atwill. Minna Gombell. George
Houston. Herman Bing. Bert Roach. Christian Rub.

•YOUNG DR. KILDARE,' no producer, credits; directed by Harry Buc-
quet; no writing credits yet; photographed by John Seitz. Cast: Lew

Pictures now in cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

•MEN WITH WI^^GS' (in Technicolor—for 1938-39 season ). .produced and
directed by William Wellman; screen play by Robert Carson; photo-
graphed by W. Howard '^reene. Cast: Fred MacMurray. Ray Milland,

Louise Campbe'., Andy Devine, Edgar Kennedy, Walter Abel, Porter Hall,

Gene Reynolds, Cheryl Walker, Billy Cook, Dorothy Tennant, James Burke,
Virginia Weidler, Harvey Stephens, Helen Dickson, Lillian West, Grace
Goodall. Kitty Kelly, Lynne Overman, Donald O'Connor, pilots—Paul
Mantz, Tex Rankm, Frank Clarke, Dick Rinaldi, Robbie Robinson, Frank
Tomick, Herb White, Jerry Phillips, Ace Brunguiner, Jerry Andrews,
Howard Batt, Ray Crawford, Dick Randall, Bob Blair. Cubby Gordon". Jim
Barwick, Walter Quinton, Stanley Hicks, Jonathan Hale, Joe Whitehead,
Pat West, Frank Mills, Art Rowlands, Ralph McCullough, David Newell,
Charles Hamilton, Eddie 'Dunn, Ronnie Rondell. EdWard Earle. John T.
Murray. Dell Henderson, Claire Du Brey. Willy Morris. BlUy Bletcher,

Syd Say lor, Lu Miller, Gary Owen, Bobby Tracey, James Burtis. Paul
Krueger. Al Hill. George Chandler, Lee Phelps.

'ARTIS'TS AND MODELS ABROAD' (tor 1938-39 season), produced by
Arthur Hornblow; directed by Mitchell Leisen; screen play by Howard
Lindsay. Russel Crouse and Ken Englund: original story by. Howard Lind-
say and Russel Crouse; based on idea by J. P. McEvoy: photographed by
Ted TetzlafT. Cast: Jack Benny, Joan Bennett, Mary Boland, Yach* Club
Boys. Punkins Parker, Sheila Darcy. Yvonne Duval. Gwen Kenyon. Joyce
Mathews, Dolores Casey, Marie DeForrest. Charles Grapewin. Joyce' Comp-
ton, G. P. Huntley, Fritz Feld, Jules Raucourt, Adrlenne D'Ambricourt,
Andre Cheron, PhyUis Kennedy. Louis Mercier. Louis Van den Ecker,
Charles de Ravenne, Joseph Romantini, Georges Kerebel. Robsrt De
Couedic, (3emaro Curci, Marie Burton. Paula De Cardo, (jarol Parker,
Linda Yale, Evelyn Keyes, Laurie Lane, Norah Gale, Helaine Moler. Jean
Perry, Constant Franke, Paul Crcmonesi. Eugene Beday, George Davis,
Paco Moreno, Jacques Vanaire, Eugene Borden, Fred Cavens, Manuel
Paris, Alexander Melesh. Jean De Briac, Fred Malatesta. David Petsr Mir,
Georges de Gombert, Ferdinand Schumatin-Heink. Kenneth Gibson,'
Joseph de Beauvolers. Martial de Serrand.

•PARIS HONEYMOON' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Harlan Thomp-
son; directed by Frank Tuttle; screen play by Frank Butler and Don Hart-
man; based on a story by Angela Sherwood; ohotographed by Karl Struss.
Cast: Bin? Crosby, Franciska Gaal, Akim Tamiroff. Ben Blue, Edward
Everett Horton, Shirley Ross. Rafaela Ottiano. Keith Kenneth. George
Gay, Norah Gale. Laurie Lane, Louise Ssidel. Paula de Cardo, Evelyn
Keyes. Harriette Haddon, Maria Doray. Louise Seidel. Judy King. Janet
Waldo. Cheryl Walker. Marion Weldon. Dorothy White.
'THE LAST RIDE.' formerly titled "ESCAPE FROM YESTERDAY,' (for

1938-39 season), produced by Jeff Lazfirus: directed by Alfred E. Green;
original story and screen play by Ferdinand Reyher and John C. Moflit;
photographed by William Mellor. Cast: Akim Tamiroff, Frances Farmer,
Leif Erikson, Lynne Overman, Vladamir Sokoloff, Wade Crosbv. Dewey
Robinson, William Newell, John filieCcr. /Mcx Woloshin, James Flavin.

•ILLEGAL TRAFFIC (for 1938-39 roloocc), general manager office pro-
duction: directed by Louis King: no vvyltl.T? credits released as yet; photo-
graphed by Henry Sharpe, Cast: .1. C??rro'il N'.iish, Mary Carlisle. Robert
Preston. Judith Barrett, Richard .•=;'.nr.:.-.. , Richard Denning. John Hart,
Philip Warren, Dorothy Howe, .Shcjlrj P.^.-cy. Dclores Casey.
•DISBARRED,' produced by IlnrcM ITitIo.v: directed by Robert Florey;

screen play by Lillie Hayward an(i KoSpvL R. Presnell from story bv Hany
Sauber; photographed by Harry Fiiilibcck. Cast: Gail Patrick, Otto Kruger,

(Continued on page 19)
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Advance Production Chart
(Continued from page 17)

Robert Preston, Sidney Toler, Helen MacKellar, Clay Clement, Edward
Marr, Olin Hoy^land.

•SUNSET TRAIL,' formerly titled 'SILVER TRAIL PATROL' (for 1938-
39 season ), produced by Harry Sherman: directed by Les Selander; screen
play by Norman Houston, from story by Clarence E. Mulford; photo-
graphed by RusseJ Harlan. Cast. William Boyd, George Hayes. Russell
Hayden, Charlotte Wynters, Jane Clayton, Robert Fiske. Catharine Shel-
don, Maurice Cass. Anthony Nace; ' TCenneth Harlan,- Alphonse Ethier,'
Glenn Strange. Jack Rockwell, Tom London, Claudia Smith.
•ZAZA' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Albert Lewin; directed by

George Cukon screen play by Zoe Akins; from play by Pierre Berton and"
Charles Simon; photographed by Charles Lang. Cast: Claudetle Colbert,
Herbert Marshall, Bert Lahr. Helen Westley, Constance Collier, Genivieve
Tobih. Rex O'Malley; Rex Evans. Walter Catlett. Robert C. Fischer Ernest
CdSsart, John Sutton, Michael Brooke. Phillip Warren. Alexander Leftwich.
Janet Waldo, Frednka Brown. Dorothy Dayton, Harriett Haddon, Helaine
Moler. Dorothy White. Duncan Renaldo. Hala Lfnda. Tom Ricketts.
'THANKS FOR THE MEMORY' (for 1938-39 release); executive pro-

ducer. Harold Hurley; associate. Mel Shauer; directed by George Archain-
baud; from play by Albert Hapkett and Frances Goodrich; photographed
by Karl Struss. Cast: Bob Hope, ghirley Ross. Charlie Butterworth. Otto
Kruger. Hedda Hopper, Roscoe Karns. Laura Hope Crews. Elizabeth Pat-
terson. Patricia Wilder. Eddie Anderson. Jack Norton, Edward Gargan.
'FRONTIERSMAN/ produced by Harry Sherman; directed by Leslie

Selander: screen play by Norman Huston from original story by Clarence
E. Mulford; additional dialog by Harrison Jacobs: photographed by Rus-
sell Harlan. Cast: William Boyd. George Hayes. Russell Haydeh, Evelyn-
Venable, William Duncan, Clara Kimball Ypung. Charles Hughes. Dickie
Jones. Roy Barcroft. Emily Fitzroy, John Beach.
'ARREST BULLDOG DRUMMOJfD/ formerly titled 'SCOTLAND YARD

VS. BULLDOG DRUMMOND' (for 1938-39), produced by Stuart Walker
for Harold Hurley unit; directed by James Hogan; original story by H. C.
'Sapper' McNiele; photographed by Ted Tetzlafl. Cast: John Howard,
Heather Angel, H. B. Warner,. Reginald Denny, E. E. Clive, Elizabeth Pat-
terson, George Zucco, Jean Fenwick, Leonard Mudie, Clyde Cook, David
Clyde, Ferdinand Muniei", John Rogers.

Paramount Pix Now In Production
'ST. LOUIS BLUES' (for 1938-39 release), produced by Jeff Lazaru .;

directed by Raoul Walsh; screen play by John C. Moffitt and Malcolm
Stuart BoyIan* based on adaptation by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan of story
by Eleanore Griffin and William Rankin; additional dialog by Virginia
Van Upp; photographed by Theodor Sparkuhl. Cast: Lloyd Nolan, Dorothy
Lamour. Tito Guizar, Jessie Ralph, Maxine Sullivan, William Frawley.
Punkins Parker. Jerome Cowan. Mattv Malneck and His Boys.
•SAY IT IN FRENCH/ produced and directed by Andrew Stone; scr^n

play by Frederick Jackson from play by Jacques Deval; photographed by
Victor Milner. Cast: Ray Mjlland, Olympe. Bradna, Irene Hervey, Janet-
Beecher, Evelyn Keyes, Erik Rhodes. Walter Kingsford. Holmes Herbert,
Gertrude Sutton. Forbes Murray. Billy Daniels.
'TOM SAWYER, DETECTIVE/ produced by Harold Hurley; directed by,

Louis King; no writing credits yet; photographed by Ted Tetzlaff. Cast:
Donald O'Connor, Billy Cook, Porter Hall, Philip Warren, Janet Waldo,;
Clara Blandick, Elisabeth Risdon, Edward Pawley, Hattie McDaniels,
Oscar Smith. William Haade, Stanley Price, Harry Worth, Si Jenks.
'KING OF CHINATOWN/ executive producer, Harold Hurley; associate

producer, Stuart "Walker; directed by Nick Grinde; no writing credits re-
leased yet; photographed by Leo Tovar. Cast: Anna May Wong, Akim
Tamiroff, J. Carrol Naish, Anthony Quinn, Roscoe Karns, Bernadene Hayes.
Philip Ahn..
'RIDERS OF THE RANGE/ produced by Harry Sherman; directed by

Lesley Selander; from original story by Clarence E. Mulford; photographed
by Russell Harlan. Cast: William Boyd, Russell Hayden, George Hayes,
Stanley Ridges, Ruth Rogers, Frederick Burton, Jack Rockwell, Roy Bar-
croft, Ed Cassidy, Sherry Tanzey, Jim Carey. Bruce Mitchell.
'LITTLE ORPHAN ANNIE/ produced by John Speaks; directed by Ben

Holmes; screen play by Budd Schulberg, Sam Ornitz, Andre Bohem; photo-
graphed by Fred Redman. Cast: Ann Gillis. Robert Kent, June Travis,
Ian MacLaren, Margaret Armstrong, J. M. Kerrigan, Dorothy Baughan,
James Burke, Charles. Wilson, Sara Padden, Tommy Bupp,- Ben Welden, J.

Farrel McDonald, Vincent Lombardy, Eddie Gribbon, Dick Rich, Harry
Tyler.

RKO-Radio

Now Balance to

Number Namber Now In Be Placed Stories in

of Pix Com- Shoot- Cutting. Before Prepara-
Promlsed pleted ing Rooms Camera^ tion

Studio 60 7 4 3 37 37
Sol Lesser 3 0 0 1 2 2
Herbert Wilcox... 1 0 0 0 1 1

Total 54 7 4 4 40 40

Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'THE MAD MISS MANTON/ produced by P. J. Wolfson; directed by
Leigh Jason; screen play by Fred Flnklehofle from original story by Wil-
son Collison. Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Henry Fonda, Sam Levene, Francis
Mercer, Stanley Ridges, Whitney Bourne, Leona Maricle, James Burke,
Penny Singleton, Vicki Lester, Ann Evers, Paul Guilfoyle, Eleanor Hansen.
'ANNABEL TAKES A TOUR' (for 1938-39), produced by Lou Lusty;

directed by Lew Landers; screen play by Olive Cooper and Bert Granet;
photographed by Russell Metty. Cast: Jack Oakie, Lucille Ball, Frances
Mercer, Ruth Donnelly, Ralph Forbes, Bradley Page, Pepita. Chester
Clute. Rafael Storm. Jean Rouverol, Donald MacBride, Alice White, Rita

Gould. V

RKO-Radio 'Pictures Now In Production

'GUNGA DIN' (for 1938-39), produced and directed by George Stevens;
screen play by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur; photographed by Joe
August. Cast: Qary Grant, Victor McLaglen, Douglas Fairbanks. Jr., Joan
Fontaine. Eduardo Ciannelli. Sam Jaffe. Montagu Love. Lumsden Hare.
'MIRACLE RACKET/ produced by B. P. Fineman; directed by Les

Goodwins; screen play by Saul Elkins and Joseph Pagano; original by
Saul Elkins; photographed by Nick Musuraca. Cast: Sally Filers, Ann
filler. Lee Bowman, Alma Kruger, Paul Guilfoyle, Jonathan Hale, Jack
Arnold. Cecil Kellaway. .

'PECK'S BAD BOY WITH THE CIRCUS,' produced by Sol Lesser; asso-

ciate producer, Leonard Fields; directed by Edward Cline; no writing
credits released yet; photographed by Jack McKenzie. Cast: Tommy
Kelly, Ann Gillis, Edgar Kennedy, Spanky McFarland, Benita Hume, Fay
Helm, William Demarest, Wade Boteler, Grant Mitchell, Nana Bryant,
Louise Beaver.
'LAW WEST OF TOMBSTONE,' procuctd by Cliff Reid; directed by

Glenn Tryon; screen play by John Twist and Clarence Young; photo-
graphed by J. Roy Hunt. Cast: Harry Carey, Anne Shirley; Tim Holt,

Evelyn Brent, Allan Lane, Paul Guilfoyle, Bradley Page; Esther Muir,
George Irving, Eleanor Hansen, Peggy Carroll, Robert Moya, Jane .Wood-
worth.
'TRAILER ROMANCE/ produced by Cliff Reid; directed by Garson

Kanin: screen play by Dudley Nichols and John Twist; photographed by
Russell Metty. Cast: Lucille Ball. James Ellison. Lee Bowman, Granville
Bates, Mantan Moreland, Dick Elliott, Florence Lake, Frank Shannon.
'LAWLESS VALLEY/ produced by Bert Gilroy; directed by Dave How-

ard; screen play by Oliver Drake; original by W. C. .Tuttle; photographed
by Harry Wild. Cast: George O'Brien, Kay Sutton, Walter Miller, George
Burton, Bob Clark, Walter Patterson..

Republic

Now Balance to

Number Number Now in Be Placed Stories in

of Pix Com- Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-

Proniise* pleted ing Rooms Cameras tion

Total 59 5 3 3 48 48

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews:

'OVERLAND STAGE RAIDERS' (for 1938-39), produced by William
Berke; directed by George Sherman; screen play by Luci Ward; photo-

graphed by 'William Nobles. Cast: John Wayne, Ray Corrigan, Max Ter-
hune, Louise Brooks, Frank La Rue, Charles Whittaker, Duke R. Lee,
Edwin Gaffney. Jr^ Anthony Marsh, George Plums. George Sherwood,
'PRAIRIE MOON/ produced by Harry Grey; directed by Ralph Staub;

screen play by Betty Burbridge and Stanley Roberts: photographed by
William Noble.«5. Cast: Gene Autry. Smiley. Burnette, Shirley Deane,
David Gorcey, Tommy Ryan. Walter Tetley. Stanley Andrews. William
Pawley, Ratael Bennett. Warner Richmond. Tom London.

•1 STANO ACCUSED/ produced and directed by John H. Auer; no
writing credits yet; photographed by Jack Marta. Cast: Robert Cummings;
Helen Mack. Lyle Talbot. Gordon Jones, Thomas Jackson, Leona Roberts,
Tom Beck. Robert Paige, Robert Middlemass.

Republic Pix^Now in Production
•HAWK OF THE WILDERNESS' (serial),- produced by Robert Beche; co-

directed by William Witney -and Jack English; no writing credits released
yet; photographed by William Nobles. Cast; Herman iJrix. Jill Martin,
Monte Blue, Mala, Noble Johnson, William Royle, George Eldredge, Snow-
fleike, Dick Wessel, Tom Chatterton, Earl Askam, Jerry Sheldon, Harry
Tenbrook.
•STORM OVER ^ENGAL,' formerly titled 'BENGAL LANCER

PATROL/ proauced by Armand Schaefer; directed by Sidney Salkow;
original screen play by Garret Ford; photographed by Ernest Miller, Cast:
Patric Knowles. Richard Cromwell. Rochelle Hudson, Colin Tapley, Doug-
las Dumbrille Halliwell Hobbes, Claude Alister, Clyde Cook.
'RODEO BUSTER/ produced by Harry Grey; directed by George Sher-

man; original screen play by Paul Franklin; photographed by Jack Marta.
Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Peggy Moran, Pert Kelton,- LeRoy
Mason.

20tb Century-Fox

Total

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted ing

55 10 6 '

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in

Cutting Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tion

9 30 30

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

•SUEZ' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Gene Markey; directed by
Allan Dwan; screen play by Julien Jdsephson and Phillip Dunne; original

by Sam Duncan; photographed by Peverell Marley. Cast: Loretta Young,
Tyrone Power. Annabella, Henry Stephenson. Thomas Beck. Sidney Black-
mer, J. E^lward Bromberg, Joseph Schildkraut. Sig Rumann, Leon Ames.
Rafaela Ottiano. Maurice Moscovich. Nigel Bruce.

'GIRL FROM BROOKLYN/ formerly titled 'BY THE DAWN'S EARLY
LIGHT' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Edward Kaufman; directed by
Gregory Ratoff; original by Gene Markey; photographed by Karl Freund.
Cast: Warner Baxter, Alice Faye, Charles Winninger, Keye Luke, Arthur
Treacher, Willie Fung, Doris Lloyd, Leonid Snegoff.

•SUBMARINE PATROL/ formerly titled 'WOODEN ANCHORS/ for-

merly titled 'SPLINTER FLEET' (for 1938-39 season),, produced by Gene
Markey; directed by John Ford; screen play by Rian James, Darrell Ware
and Jack'Yellen from story by Ray Milhollahd and Charles B. MilhoUand;
photographed by Arthur Miller.. Cast: Richard Greene, Nancy -Kelly,
George Bancroft. Slim Summerville. Douglas Fowley, Joan Valerie, Pres-
ton Foster. John Carradine, Warren Hymer. Elisha Cook, Jr., Ward Bond,
Maxie Rosenbloom, Harry Strang, Russ Clark, Charles. Tannan, Dick
Hogan, Henry Armetta.'J. Farrell MacDonald, George E. Stone, George
Humberti
'MR. MOTO TAKES A VACATION/ -produced by Sol M. Wurtzel'; di-

rected by Norman Foster; original screen play by Philip MacDonald and
Norman Foster; photographed by Charles Clarke. Cast: Peter Lorre, Vir-
ginia Field, John King, Joseph Schildkraut, Lionel Atwill, Iva Stewart;
CSreorge P. Huntley, Victor Varconi.

'THE ARIZONA WILDCAT/ produced by John ..Stone; directed by Her-
bert I. Leeds; screen play by Barry Trivers and Jerry Cady from original

idea by Frances Hyland and Albert Ray"; photographed by Lucien Andriot.
Cast: Jane Withers, Leo Carrillo, Pauline Moore, Henry Wilcoxon, Etienne
Girardot, Douglas Fowley, William Henry, Henry Woods, Rosita Harlan.

•FIVE OF A KIND' (for 1938-39 season), associate producer, Kenneth
Macgowan; directed by Herbert I. Leeds: original screen play by Lon
Breslon and John Patrick; photographed by Daniel B. Clark. Cast: Dionne
Quintuplets, Jean Hersholt, Claire Trevor, Inez Courtney, Cesar Romero,
Slim Summerville. John Qualen. Henry Wilcoxon, John Russell, Jane Dar-
well. Joan Valerie.

'JUST AROUND THE CORNER' (for 1938-39 season), produced by
David Hempstead; directed by Irving Cummings; screen play 'by J. P.
McEvoy and Ethel Hill; original story by Kenneth Earle and Howard
Smith; songs by Walter Bullock and Harold Spina; photographed by Arthur
Miller. Cast: Shirley Temple. Joan Davis, Bill Robinson. Charles Farrell,
Bert Lahr. George Barbier. Franklin Pangborn. Bennie Bartlett, Amanda
Duff.

'INSIDE STORY/ formerly titled 'A VERY PRACTICAL JOKE* (for

1938-39), produced by Howard J. Green; directed by Ricardo Cortez;
screen play by Jeriy Cady^- based on a story by Ben Ames Williams; pho-
tographed by Virgil Miller. Cast: Michael Whalen, Jean Rogers, Chick
Chandler, June Gale, Douglas Fowley, Jane Darwell, Theodore Von Eltz.

20th-Fox Pix Now in Production
'JESSE JAMES' (for 1938-39, in Technicolor), produced by Nunnally

Johnson; directed by Henry King; no writing credits released yet; photo-
graphed by George Barnes. Cast: Tyrone Power, Henry Fonda, Nancy
Kelly, Walter Brennan, John Carradine, J. Edward Bromberg. Brian Don-
levy. Douglas Fowley, Jane Darwell, Donald Meek, Ernest Whitman.
'UP THE RIVER,' formerly titled 'HARD TO .GET/ produced by Sol

Wurtzel; directed by Alfred Werker; no writing credits yet; photographed
by Robert Planck. ' Cast: Preston Foster, Phyllis Brooks, Tony Martin,
Arthur Treacher, Bill Robinson, Slim Summerville, Jane Darwell, Eddie
Collins, Alan Dinehart, Robert Allen, Sidney Toler.

'KENTUCK' .' (in Technicolor), produced by Gene Markey; directed by
David Butler; from novel. 'Look of Eagles,' by John Taintor; photographed
by Ernest Palmer. Cast: Loretta Young, Richard Greene, Walter Brennan,
Ralph Morgan, Willard Robinson, Douglas Dumbrille, James West, Charles
Waldron, Karen Morley, Ward Robinson, Moroni Olsen.

'SAMSON AND LADIES/ produced by Sol Wurtzel; directed by H.
Bruce Humb^rstone; no writing credits yet; photographed by Edward
Snyder. Cast: Michael Whalen, Lynn Bari, Iva Stewart, Robert Allen,
June Gale, Gulnn Williams, Edward Brophy, John Miljan, Theodore Von
Eltz, Chester Clute.

'THE LITTLE PRINCESS (in Technicolor), produced by Gene Markey;
directed by Walter Lang; no writing credits released yet; photographed
by Arthur Miller; Technicolor photography by William, Skall.; Cast: Shir-
ley Temple, Richard Greene, Anita Louise, Ian Hunter, Cesar Romero,
Arthur Treacher, Mary Nash, Sybil Jason, Miles Mander, Marcia Mae
Jones, Deidre Gale, Ira Stevens.

'TAIL SPIN/ produced by Harry Joe Brown; directed by Roy Del Ruth;
original screen play by Frank Wead; photographed by John Mescall. Cast:

Alice Faye, Constance Bennett, Nancy Kelly, Joan Davis, Charles Farrell.

Jane Wyman, John King, Wally Vernon, Joan Valerie, Robert Lowery,
Edward Nofris, J. Anthony Hughes, Jack Pennick.

United Artists

Now Balance to
Number Number Now in Be Placed Stories in

of Pix Com- Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-
Promised pleted ing Rooms Cameras tion

Samuel Goldwyn.. 4 0 0 1 3 3

Selznick 2 0 1 1 0 0

Walter yVanffcr.. . . 8 0 1 0 7 7

Chaplin 1 0 0 0 1 1

Roach ... 8 1 1 0 6 6

London Film.s 5 2 0 0 4 2

Edward Smnll 5 0 1 0 4 4

Total 33 3 4 2 25 23

Pictures in the cutting room or awaiting previews are;

•THE YOUNG IN HEART/ produced by David O. Selznick; directed by
Richard Wallace: screen play by Paul Osborne and Charles Bennett from
novel by I.A.R. Wyli'e. ''The Gay Banditti': photographed by Leon Shamroy.

(Continued on page 23)

Theatre Engineers

Walk in Chi; Want

10^ Wage Cuts Back

Chicago, Oct. 4.

Operating Engineers union last

week pulled its men out of the cir-

cuit theatres and started a picketing
campaign in a drive to obtain a re-
instatement of the 10% reduction
which expired 10 weeks ago. Walk-
outs and picketing covers all houses
of -Balaban & Katz. Warner Bros.,

RKO and Jones, Linick & Schaefer.

Engineers handle all interior
equipment such as the heating ard
air-conditioning plants. Uhion claims
that they allowed the circuit houses
a :10-week breathing spell, but now
want the scale returned to the
original status.

Meanwhile the other union or-
ganizations, including the Interna-
tional Alliance of Theatrical Em-
ployees, have taken no official cog-
nizance o.f the walkout, and other
union help in the theatres are cross-
ing the picket lines.

AT LAST, CHI GETS

NEWSREEL-MINDED

Chicago, Oct. 4.

With Chicago lacking a solo news-
reel house, the rival Balaban & Katz
Cjarrick and the Essaness Woods
have started a barrage of counter-
billing to become established as the
'newsreel' house of the town. Herb
Elisburg has plastered the entire

front' of the Woods with news flashes

and cards plugging the newsreel,
which Is made'up of clips from three
releases.

Garrick has also named itself

boldly as 'Garrick Newsreel House'
and is kicking up plenty of marquee
ballyhoo for its news- coverage.

Meanwhile there is still consider-

able talk around town about an in-

vasion of the loop by. Translux.
Mort Singer has given the o.o. to

several likely locations on the main
stem for a 50b-seat Transluxer, but
thus far nothing has materialized.
At one tihie B. & K. had seriously
considered turning the GarricH ipto
an exclusive newsreel house on an
experimental basis, but hasn't yet
taken that step.

Ops Sue Eltinge, N. Y,,

For Oyer $5,000 Back Pay
Suit to recovei $5,240 in back pay

as motion picture machine operators
at the Eltinge, N. Y,, back in 1933
was begun Friday (30) by Joseph
D. Basson, president of Local 309,
MPMO, and several of Its members,
against the Edjomas Amus." Corp,
operators of the theatre. Plaintiffs

claim the Eltinge, through its of-
flcers. Max Rudnick, Ed Maidden and
Joseph Quittner, disregarded a con-
tract the operators had with the the-
atre when Edjomas took over the
picture house in February, 1933,

The operators were fired l>ut were
reinstated a year later. They now
want to recover the pay they lost

during the time they were battling
for their jobi.

Flynn, Davis in liz'

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Errol Flynn co-stars with Bette
Davis in Warners historical picture,
'Queen Elizabeth,' the result of their
successful teamwork in 'The Sisters.'

Picture follows 'Dark Victory,'
next starrer for Miss Davis,

Bronx Montre Bkpt.
Bronx Montre Theatre Corp.,

operator of picture house at 1942
Tremont avenue^ N. Y., filed a volun-
tary petition to reorganize under the
Bankruptcy Act Monday (3) in Fed-
eral Court, N, Y. The application,
filed by the corporation's president,
Bernhardt Zimet'jaum, lists liabil-

ities at $29,431 and assets at $22,224.
Echo Amusement Corp.,' biggest

creditor, is owed $3,800. Columbia
Pictures and Paramount have suits
pending on claims for 51,500 and $67
respectively.

Lady, Be. Good
Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Anne Shirley, riecently suspended
by RKO, went liack to work (Tues-
day) in,'The Pure. in Heart,' i

Picture is P. J, WolfSon's first job
as producer-director.
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"Stagtd with extravagant splendor

in the story*s true settings."

N.Y. Mirror

VARIETY

T

•'Am *

"A genuine film spectacle. ««

with sequences off force, humor
and music." —HeroW Tribune

Wednesday, October 5, 1938

"Fiercely melodramotk...picture

builds to a rouslrtg climax."

—N,Y. Post

"The brave girl who morries the

leading officer is a pleasant eyeful.

Miss Hobson, please rise. Turn

around. You see, she*s charming."

—N.Y. Posf

"Valerie Hobson proves unusu-

olly becomiiig." — N. Y. Sun

"Valerie Hobson, the only white

woman in the cast adds ro-

mance to adventure."—N.Y.News

"Fast, exciting, thrilling... swell

entertainment." —WorW '•Te/egram

"Colorful, exciting . . . suspense

builds up to almost frightening

proportions. Engrossing enter-

tainment." — HeroW Tribune

"Suspenseful action. ..stirring

entertainment."

— Jovrnal - American

~"Photographed In the most believ<-

oble color yet to reach the screen."

— N.Y. Son

"A large-scale outdoor droma
filmed 'In beautiful spectacle..*

pictorial magnificence."

Journof-Americon

''Superbly photographed
lovely Technicolor."

In

World'Te/egrom

PRESENTS

IN GLORIOUS TECHNICOLOR
with SABU . RAYMOND MASSEY
DESMOND TESTER . ROGER LIVESEY
VALERIE HOBSON • And a Cast of 3.000
Directed byZOLTAN KORDA •From a story by A. E.W. MASONRELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

HELD OVER SECOND WEEK
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THE ROAD TO RENO
(Continued from page 14)

<ealous over the Interest Scott shows
iiicr, Farrell.

An unbcUeveable series of events

re called for under a scheme loolc-

inz to reconciliation and the court

tfouence in Reno, where that even-

tiia^es for the fade, tops it off for

inconsistency. ,
Picture partly satir-

i2ci the Nevada system of grantmg
divorces and the manner In which
rourtf function there. Nevadarwill
B'vb 'v-'" not like that. ^

Miss iiun.^i-ivs tiulcet and impres-

five vojce is also neu- u ii. » westerr

sports writer Kcliy. li„
worth is stretched to the hilt for
the finale game.
Penner's pop offers his alma mater

an endowment if faculty can pro-
duce A miracle and graduate kid as
an athlete. Everybody tries, in-
cluding the dean's daughter. First
opposed to Penner, she wins him
over and then really falls for him.
Through a series of pushes from the
rest of the team, tossing him bodily
across the line, submarine runs be-
tween rows of his own men and
kindred lunacies, Penner establishes
Itiimself as a mystery man of the
gridiron. His bubble nearly bursts

VARIETY 21

(BBITISH-M.\DE)
London. Sept.^.^

I):atribijta7.'>* roloase

iiumber. 'Riding Home'; in a iovc ;
y-''^". an opposish team starts feed-

ballad as part of a dude ranch pro-1 »ng iiuii *M noodles. Always heckled

gram, and at the finish (partly by
means of a recotd) In 'I Gave My
Heart Away.' Her technique is flaw-

less.
Scott is a good fit as the rancher-

husband, while Miss Farrell. Helen
Brod6rick, Alan Marshall and David
Oliver Me satisfactory as support.

Char.

Vacation from Love
(WITH SONG)

Hollywood, Sept 30.

Metro release of Orvillo O. Dull pro-
duction. Features Dennis O'Keefe, Fior-
( <ce Rice; KeRlnald Owen, June Knli^ht.

Directed by George Fltzmaurlce. Sicreen

play by Patterson McNutt and Horlan
Ware; song, Edward Ward. Bob Wripht,
Chet Forreat; editor, Ben L«wls; camera.
Stay June. Previewed at Alexander, Olen-
dale, Sept. 2P, '38. Running time. 05 inlns.

Sin Blalr Dennis O'Keefe
Patricia Lnwson ....Florence. Rice
John Ho'lge Lawson Reginald Owen
Flo Heath June Knight
Barney ICoenan Edwdrd S. Brophy'
Mark Shelby Trumnn Bradley
T. Amos Plermont III......Tom Rutherfurd
Judge Brandon.. Andrew Tombes
Oscar Wlttlesbach Herman Blng
Dr. "Waxton... George Zucco
French Judge Paul Porcnsl
Danny D»lan .T. M. Kerrigan
21. Fumagally Armand Kallz

A light marital comedy drama,
•Vacation from Love' is mildly en-
tertaining and destined for the lower
program brackets. It's nicely pro-
duced and mounted, but aside frOm
lack of selling names, It has little on
which to arouse interest. The writers
have dressed up a familiar yarn with
some amusing variations, but it

emerges as the same basic story of
boy marries girl; pair drift apart
when he becdmes immersed in busi-
ness; the separation; then happy re-
conciliation before the divorce hear-
ing ev 1 starts.

Cast vvorks valiantly to make the
most of the situation, while direction
by George Fitzmaurice has been
handled acceptably. Dennis O'Keefe
displays a pleasing personality in his
portrayal of the saxophone player
who marries the wealthy Florence
Rice and gradually neglects her
when he is drafted into business with
her father, Reginald Owen. Miss
Rise Is convincing as the wife, while
Owen provides many laugh situa-
tions. June Knight appears briefly
fend sings one torch number. 'Let's

Pretend It's True,' in a night spot.
Truman Bradley, discovered by

Norma Shearer and signed by Metro
after radio announcing in Chicago
for several yearc, turns in neat per
formance as the wife-chaser. Ed-
ward Brophy, as manager of the
dance band, and Herman Bing as
buyer of radio time, score with com
edy lines. Armand Kaliz, Tom Ruth-
erfurd, Andrew Tombes and George
Zucco are acceptable in minor parts.

Mr. Doodle Kicks Off
(WITH SONGS)

RKO-RadIo release of Robert SIsk pro-
duction. Stars Joe Penner. Directed by
t-esUe Goodwins. Screen play, Bert
Cranet; story, Mark Kelly; camera, Russell
Metty; songs. Hal Raynor. At Rlalto,
N. T.. week Sept. 23, '38. Running time,
"7 mlns.
Uoodle .Toe Penner
Janice ...June Travis
9''8'<^e Blchnrd Lane
Jjarry Beti' Alexander
Professor Minorous Billy Cllbert
Kochet Jnok Cnrson
Mickey Alan Bruce

• -Prsfifclcnt Martin George Irving
Mr. Bugs AVUUnin B. Divldpon
Mr. Wondel Pierre Watkln
f|oach Hommond Frank M. T.homns
First Sonhomore , We.sley Bnrr>"
Bocohd Sophomore . . . Bob Pa rrlsh

This cinematic farce has two
things in its favor, timeliness of
football .season and the Joe Penner
name. Otherwise, it's just another
familiar Penner item, with his
antics a little shopworn, sp'-'nkled
with giaely smart cracks. Cast is

comnetent and does all it can with
Individual assignments, but just
cant esraine tb" absurdity of it all.

If 'Doodle' collects any boodle, it

can thank the two reasons already
mentioned.
Production and direction are

there, after initial slow opening to
establish Penner as the music nut
who just won't get into the muscle
end of hiifher education. Situations
are sustained where the punch I'l^es

sometimes .sag giving credit to the
Sisk-Goor'wip.s nroduction and di-
rection. Fault lie.s in the storv and
treatment by Mark Kellv and Bert
Granet. who have tried too hard
along familiar lines. Humor is

snread around between Pinner,
Billy Gilbert as a Greek professor,
and Riohard Lane, as assist.mt
coach, all getting a share of mild
lauohs.

Yarn offers some screwb-^ll nis
skin nlays that mav furn'.sh a i^w
chuckles +o the boys who renllv
know. Whi^t thev offer in v^aI

• Value Is doubtful, though devised by

Grnpral Piln _
Oainsljurough Picture?. Staw Will Hn> 7
features lidgar Kcnr.Dly, I»iivCtcd by
Marcel Varncl. Scenario. J, o. V. Oiton,
from original story by Jac!: Swain; camera.
Arthur Crabtrcc. At P;;oi> is, I/jndon.
Rui ning time. U2 niins.
Benjamin Twist V.'ill Hay
Bugs Leary Kd'.tur Kennedy
Tony Ricardo Davil Barna
AcD Mnrro KdJii? Ryan
Cyrus Schultz Fred Dapjiez
Mrs. Srhultz i'a-bly R'-ynolda
Berde Schultz Tuinjijj Bupp
Gloves Johnson \rthur <:oullet
Ship's Steward.... "tiili Mc'^ugbtin
Announcer ., Edd.o Pola

c*2nd Got, are from Dixie. Dircc-
^7 Sa: ^ • nod lor being able to sus-

{

in r-i*^L"!? Kiult and generally <

c: ..^J i— ..V*-^ 4

t::e fr.:

into dancing and ks'^'K^vi! fits by the
time, Too Goes the W'eii.roi/ H?
game-saving enters when the school
band plays a tune and he kicks the
ball clear across the field for a 'win.
Actual game and the grid practice
make for most of the fun.
Batoneering of a swing band fur-

nishes necessary motivation for
Penner's singing of two paltry
songs, 'It's a Mystery to Me' and 'All
American Band.' Neither one im-
portant and only make for more
Penner shenanigans of face and
hands. Hurl,

SONS OF THE LEGION
Paramount production and release. Fea-

tures Lynne Overman, Evelyn Keyes, Don-
ald O'Connor, EllzabeUi Patterson, Wil-
liam Frawloy, Tim Holt, Billy Cook, iiiy

Lee. Directed by James Hogan. Original
and screenplay. Lillle Hayward, Lewis Fos-
ter, Robert F. McGowan; editor, Anne
Bauchens; camera, Charles Schoenbaum. At
Criterion, N. Y., weak Sept. 20, '88, dual
Running time, 02 mlns.
Butch Baker Donald O'Connor
Billy Lee ..Billy Lee
David Lee Billy Cook
Linda Lee Evelyn Keyes
Grandmother Lee lizabeth Patterson
Steven Scott. Tim Holt
Charles Lee Lynne Overman
Uncle Willie Lee William Frawley
State Commander .-Richard Tucker
Mickey Johnnie Morris
Harold Wally Albright
Red ©'Flaherty ....Benny Bartlett
Gunman Baker Edward Pawley
Margaret XjU'cille Ward
Boy Ronnie Paige

In a word, this one is pretty ter-
rible. Obviously framed to cop the
Legionnaire trade and incidentally
lure the moppets, the film neglects
to supply any entertainment. What's
more, the unashamed flag-waving is

enough to make the most rabid Le-
gionnaire blush, while its juvenile
slant will seem puerile even to the
urchins.
Story deals with the formation by

a Rover Boy hero of an organization.
Sons of the American Legion, to
'teach the younger generation the
principles and ideals of American-
ism.' But the father of two ,of the
lads, hiding the fact that he was dis-
honorably discharged from the army
behind his refusal to join the Le-
gion, won't let them become mem-
bers of the , new group. The yarn
lurches into melodrama, with an
auto chase of an escaped convict and
the reformation of a gutter-bred
toughie. Of course, the dishonor
ably discharged vet is vindicated and
there is a flag-flying, bands-playing,
men-marching finale. But not a
moment is plausible.
Almost the only bright spot in the

entire picture is Lynne Overman's
performance as the bedeviled father
The part is no Hamlet, but his skil-

fully reticent playing gives it con-
siderable quiet conviction. Prob
ably it won't occur to studio execs
to give him other parts out ' of his
familiar groove, but it at least

demonstrates that Overman isn't as
limited an actor as his stereotype
roles have indicated.
Elizabeth Patterson's experience

enables her to redeem an opaque
part to some extent, and William
Frawley is competent in a stock
characterization, but the others are
pretty dreadful. James Hogan's di-

rection is heavy-handed. 'Sons of

the Legion' will get skimpy recep-
tion. Hobe.

sore .
»

vengeiui
of an iron .

strong's dying kiu.

they would hold for rant-
less to say Livingston is inside
lung and steals the truck from a ga- KVi^i Kcnjo..
rage under a fusillade. vom

SOUTH OF ARIZONA
(WitH SONGS)

itl I^arknoveol C<!!umbt:» proauci'.on and release. Stai»
iii l-acu-i^jt-a

J Starrcu: fcjktures Irla Meredith,

He scoops the pants of all his con- fsanio
reres in ink by solving murder of • uichard

lis nal. a customs insnoctor. some- • ^

Practically every review of a Bri-
tish film sent to New York states
that it tequircs drastic cutting. This
one is cr''?ntion.
There's cciiaiiiti-.-J-^c surefire ma-

terial in *Hey,' whica is eurii,^'0»"n*ly

acted, plus the stellar draw of V 'U^
Hay here, to warrant placing it as
a plus one booking throughout pro-
vincial England. Imported from
Hollywood, Edgar Kennedy also
helps considerably. For America, a
solid hour would enable it to serve
well as a second feature.
Hay plays an ex-instructor in a

private school in England employed
as a porter carrying baggage on
board a trans-Atlantic liner in
Southampton. On board the liner
are a couple of Chicago gangsters,
intent upon kidnapping the son of an
American millionaire. A rival gang
from the Windy City resents the job
as encroaching on agreed territorial
rights, all of which is unspooled very
vaguely. From then on things move
more rapidly, but always with over-
plus footage.
Direction and assisting cast are

splendid, photography mostly good
and production comfortably unpre-
tentious. Jolo.

Le Paradis de Satan
('Sataa's Paradise')
(FRENCH MADE)

Paris, Sept. 24.
C.F.C. release of Georges Legrand pro-

duction. Stars- Jean Pierre Aumont; fea-
tures -Jany Holt, Pierre Benolr. Lucas
Glrandoux. Directed by Felix Gaildera.
From original story of same name by
Andre Armandy. Camera. Charles Suln.
At . the Madeleine, Paris. Running time,
S3 mlns.
Cast: Jean Pierre Aumont, Jnny Holt,

Pierre Renoir, Lucas Glrandoux, Jean Max,
Marcel Genlat.

Prison Without Bars
(BRITISH-MADE)

London, Sept. 22.
t'niled ArtlHts' relea.se of London Films-

Alexander Korda production. S'tars Cor-
Inne Lurhalre; features Edna Best, Barry
K. narne.s. Directed by Brian Desmond
Hurst. Scenario, .\rlhur Wimperls, from
a piny, by E. and O. Pis, Glna Kaus, Hnns
wilheini; camera, Georges Perlnal. At tho
Phoenix, London. Running time, 78 mins.
."Suzanne Corlnne Luchaire
Yvonne Edna Best
Doctor Barry K. Bnrnes
.Madame .\ppel Martlta Hunt
Mile. Arthemlse Margaret Yarde
Madame Rcmy Eisle Ftielton

Ronoe Mary Morris
Alice Lorr.ilne Clewes
Xlnn Glynis Johns
Julie Sally Wisher
Mile. Rennnl Enid LIndsey
Mils, Pauline Phyllis Morris
Mile. Dupont Nancy Roberts

'Prison Without Bars,' remade from
the French, is a strong film that

should appeal to better-class audi-

ences here and to those in the States.

Story deals with the democratic
treatment practiced in a eirls' house
of detention by a super (Edna Best),

who gives the girls oretty much the-

run of the nlace. There's the usual
romance, this time between tlie

prison doctor (Barry K. Barnes)
and a trusty (Morinne Luchaire). All

J three portray their roles faithfully.

It's in the transition from the

French to the English that the film-

ization falters slightly, pace being

slowed.

Lacking much of the punch the
originrl story carried when published
in the Paris Soir here, 'Le Paradis de
Satan,' as a film, is second-class.
Pierre Renoir, whose acting is be-
yond reproach, is in a small part,
while Jean Pierre Aumont lacks the
experience and age to carry the
major role in which he's cast. Jany
Holt has been better.
Leaning on the cane of an old one,

story concerns a plantation in Brazil,
which is near ruin because of blight.

Aumont, is sent by Paris financiers
to finish oft the job so the place
can be bought at half it's worth. He
arrives to find Jany Holt, daughter
of the owner, an acquaintance of his
school days. He tumbles. End is

obvious, but uses a couple of interest
pullers in getting there.

Renoir, as the abandoned brother
of the Paris financier, drunkard and
recluse, pulls the needed trick at
the end to show up Lucas Glran-
doux, plantation doctor, as another
agent of the financier after the medi-
co attempts to poison Aumont for
turning traitor.

Renoir's drunkard does much for
the picture. Glrandoux overacts. Joe
Alex, in a small part as Aumont's
servant. . does well. Photography is

standard. Hugo.

freres
his pal, a customs inspector, some- : ^f,^
thing he stumbled on while lassoin:* : iianw
the lunr;. Manages to break up the
two* gangs, uses girl's home for a
shooting gallery featuring same char-
acters, discovers the whisky smug-
gling ship, gets himself partly roast-
ed, konked on the noggin and incurs
lili ^fiitor's disfavor by letting the
rival sheet ar.r.cvce his marriage to
publisher's daughter. AU th!'? while
kid in the air tank tclcphlvnc^i hi-

brother Armstrong) and while guns
are barking. Whew!
A we^k-kneed song, "Never a

Dream Gees By,' sneaks in via a
Yellow Peril nitery scene .while
hold-the-press Livingst./n queries the
owner, Armstrong. Hurl.

il Nolan. I):cis OurtSs. nobert FIs'ko. DI-
• " ! t-v t'am Nr3;--n. f5Jory nnd adapts*
r r^r- • Ti. <'chpns songs. Ba'j No'.in;

r>. ::t5 V p*r.rcgrap!iy. Kon-
t --

/i-r < c^"^ J.
" v.. cjuat, week

"S
s
ft

iiOl^'i.it

Lafe McKca

Hons of t'le T'liisjcers

THE NIGHT HAWK
(WITH SONG)

Republic production and release. Features
Robert Livingston. June Travis and Rob-
ert Armstrong. Directed by. Sldnoy Sal-
kow. Original psroon piny, EnrI Felton;
camera, Jack Marta; song, Walter Kent,
Manny Kurtz and AI ,'?hcrnian. In Projec-
tion Room, X. Y., Sept. 21), '38. Running
time, 05 mlns,
Sllm Robcht Livingston
Delia June Travis
MeCormlck Robert Armstrong
Otto Miller Ben Wclden
Parrlsh Luolen LIttlefleld
T^fty Josonh Downing
Willie ..Roland L. Got
C'nptain Teague Cy Kendall
Spider Paul Fix
Bobby McCor Ick Illy Burrud
Lonlgan Charles Wilson
ToUey.. Dvvlpht Frye
r^nrsen ' Paul McVey
Muiruney Robert Homans

Another Hollvwood pipe-dream of
a newspaperman who'.<; a combina-
tion miracle man, acrobat, Sherlock
Holmes, philanthropist and naughty
boy. He's so busy motivating most
of the crimes, solving them and un-
doing them that he's naver seen in

his office or on a telephone. He car-
ries on' a romance, too, while build-
ing up to flock of breath .suspenses.

"ihere are a couple of exploitable
points in use of an iron lung and
attempted steam-roasting of hero in

the hold of a ship. Playup of both
highly publicized news items mi<»ht
bring 'em in for this second rungeP.
There are many suspenses and let-

downs while Livingston entangles
and unravels himself. He's ably sup-
ported by June Travis, portraying
ever-disappointed newshound's gal;
Armstrong as a soft-hearted torpedo,
and a cast of more recent celluloid
cop-haters, including Joe Downing.
Acting is comparatively better than
regular run, but lines, particularly
supposed comedy touchCi^ of Chinese,

Le Train Pour Venise
('The Train for Venice')

(FRENCH-MADE)
Paris, Sept. 25.

Paramount release of Eugene Tuscherer
production, Directed by Andre Berthomleu.
Adapted by Louis Vemoull from play of
same name by Georges Berr and Vemeuil.
Camera, Langenfeld. At the Paramount,
Paris. Running time, 80 mlns.
Edouard Chardonne. . . , Max Dearly
Etlenne de Bolsrobcrt Victor Boucher
Caroline Ancelot... .Huguette DuHos
Michel Ancelot: ^ Louia Verneull
Amedee '. Robert VleuUle
Berthe v. Madeleine Suffel
Chef de Cabinet Florcncy
M. d'Aublgny '. Etchepare

Louis Verneuil's film adaptation of
his d'Sii George Berr's play, 'Train
for Venice,' has lost much of the
punch that it possessed in legit. One
fault is that dialog becomes tediiius

in spots.
But, generally, it's good, amusing

French farce, dealing with a too-
busy husband and a lonely wife,

who's on the point of deserting him
at the instigation of her father. How
that desertion nearly takes place
with another man is what makes the
ycrn. Certainly nothing extraordi-
nary,, but it is' due for medium re-
turns here, with possibilities abroad.
Vemeuil, making his film demit,

does remarkably well with the char-
acterization of the publisher-hus-
band. Max Dearly, thoroughly and
amusingly carries the father-in-law,
more interested in his system at the.

casino green tables and his drink
than in his daughter's happiness.
Victor Boucher, as the rich suitor,

whose hobby is sculpturing, success-
fully divides emotions between man-
ly duty to a .husband, who is a for-
mer schoolmate, and his love for
the same man's wife.
Dialog, on the whole, is light,

and there are plenty of amusing
scenes. Huguette Duflos does not al-

ways make the best of situations
offered her. Hugo.

PAPAUCSHOS
('Hen-Pecked Husband)
(HUNGARIAN-MADE)

(WITH SONGS)
Budapest, Sept. 22.

Photophon production and rolease. Di-
rected by Janos Vaesary. Screenplay, Vaa-
zary.
Kosacs < Julius Kabos
Nelly MizzI Erdelyl
Kubala Tlvadar BIllcHy
Mrs. -Racz , PIrosUa Vapzary
The Ottier Man Dezso Kertesz

New indie company has made a
hit out of a very unexpensively pro-
duced picture due to an amusingly
written scenario. Pity that it drifts

entirely into burlesque instead of.

keeping to the tragi-comic trend
v/hich is Julius Kabo's strong side.

Most -Janos Vaszary pictures are
based on the comic aspect of . some-
body getting slapped several times.
After a time it palls. However,
'Henpecked Husband' is good fun all

the same. Production, though, is

weak.
Story starts in pre-war days, when

Kabos, awkward and modest youth,
is in love with a young lady who
prefers the other fellow, Kabos is

determined to commit suicide, and is

busy drinking himself into the nec-
essary courage, when Nelly comes to
tell him that she's going to marry
him after all.

Sequel is 20 years later. Kabos is

a miserably hen-pecked husband and
father, H' - only happy moments are
when he sneaks oft to play cards at
the cafe with his friend, Kubala, a
janitor. But he daren't tell his wife,
and pretends that Kubala is an aris-
tocratic millionaire. Nelly, whom 20
years of marriage, have turned into
a termagant, insists on his bringing
the 'aristocratic' Kubala to the house.
Result is that the janitor behaves
there scandalously. That's the high-
light. It falls flat when Kabos wakes
up to find it was all a dream, and in-
stead of shooting himself, is glad
that Nelly has jilted him, since he
ha*; had a glimpse into the future.
Kabos' performance is good, as

usual, but the real surprise is Theo-
dore Bilicsy, as the pseudo-aristo-
cratic janitor. He's a first-rate
comedian. Jacobi.*

Routine western with all the usual
trimmings and Charles Starrett bu^
as these boilerplstes go, suitable for
the lower half of dual bills, where
wanted. A few song numbers by
Bob Nolan, who's in the cast, are
thrown in with t^e hard riding, the
gunplay and the naive romancing.

Jt!r='c:3«>o; by the lot of riding called
for by the cerspiL ct Xhis 0!?e, with no
stops anywhere t"* water ihv htwses,
there should be an HAG (Horses Ac-
tors Guild). Al''^ with the large
amount of shoot^'ng indulged, the
ammunition industry should tie up
with films in line with the Greater
Movie Season,
Starrett plays a dust-proof rancher

with a silk kerchief around his neck
who, against the greatest odds, suc-
ceeds in tracking down a band of
badmen who get away with murder
in open daylight because everybody
goes airound blindfolded in. the guise
of not wanting to see—or smell—
anything. The romantic interest, as
usual ,is sophomoric. Starrett has
Iris Meredith opoosite him again as
the little flower who's in places she
doesn't belong. She's the sister of
the brother who has been ruthlessly
slain by the sagebrush plotters, an
obvious lot of Central Casting hood-
lums.
Dick Curtis and Robert Fiske are

standardized menace. While Edward
Cobb, Art Mix, -Richard Bottelier,
Lafe McKee, Ed Coxen and Hank
Bell are lessers, all familiar types.
The horseS' are all good and work

much the hardest, but try to tell any
cowboy, rancher or westerner that
anyone with any brains ever runs
the animals the way' they do i^.

most of these westerns. They'd spit
tobacco juice in your eye. Char.

Crashin' Thru Danger
Excelalor release of Slg. Neufeld and Les-

lie SImmonds production. Features Ray
Walker, Sally Blane, Guinn V.'llllams.
James Bush. Directed, by .'Sam -iewfleld.
Story and screenplay l^y Norman Houston.
At Central, N. T., duaU week Sept. 24, '38.

Running time, 61 mins.
Torchy Ray Walker
Ann Sally Blane
Slim Gulnii -WIlllaHis
Eddie James Bush
Superintendent ^ Guy Usher
Pop Robert Homan*
Tom Syd Saylor
Foreman Dick Curtis
The Nurse...'. .'..: arga'ret O'Connell
Dr. Michaels Alexander Schoenbers

Minor entry about three tough but
merry linemen, who adopt their dead
supervisor's daughter as a house-
keeper and then proceedj to make a
play for her, each indivicmally. The
elements, fire, flood and ihurricanes,
eliminate a' couple of the candidates,
killing one and incapacitf^ting a sec-
ond, so that the hero can clinch with
Sally Blane.

;

Miss Blane is a placid heroine. On
the acting side, it's all pretty stereo,
but the .three featured lads in the
roles of linemen are n.s.b. Shan.

RENEGADE RANGER
RKQ.-Rodlo release of Bert Gllroy pro.

ductlon. Stars George O'Brien; feature*
Rita Hayworth, Tim Holt, Ray Whitley.
Directed by David Howjird. Story, Bennett
Cohen; screenplay, Oliver Drake; camera,
Harry Wild; editor, Frederic Knudston. At
Liberty, Lincoln, dual. Running time, CO
mlns,
Capt. Steele George O'Brien
Happy Ray "Whitley
Judith..; Ita Hayworth
Larry ' Tim Holt
Juan Lucio VlUegas
Sanderson William Royle
.Sonia Cecilia Callcjo
Sheriff : Neal Hart
Monte Monty Montagus
Idaho Bob Kortman
Manuel ; Charles Stevena
Hank Jim Mason
Bed.. '. Tom London
Major Guy Usher

Reading between the lines of the
law as administered by crooked poli-
ticians, George O'Brien becomes a
'renegade ranger' in the pic bearing
that title and makes the Rio Grande
country safe for the holders of land
grants. This is the ilick listed in the
Quiz Book as 'Ranger Code,' although
no reference is made in the screen
credits. Load of informing is left
the theatre playing.
'Renegade' is a very good western,

filled with brawling, gunning and
outlawry. Good touch 16 given by
having the leader of the so-called
outlaws a girl, Rita Hayworth, who
is suspected by O'Brien to be within
her rights and driven to her battle
with the carpetbaggers. Hayworth
girl is a charmer, wearing the bath-
tub halrdress even in that early day.
She's a vet of Columbia's action pic
school.
O'Brien is sent on assignment t*

bring the girl in for murder, \>\it
finds, when arriving at the st^ne of
her operations, that the townspeople
are all for her and against the wil-

(Continued on page 59)
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JOHN HALUDAY
JACKIE SEARL
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NATIONAL
RELEASE
OCTOBER 7.

^x*{i.., ^

A New Universal
Picture

Screenplay by BRUCE MANNING
Original story by F. Hugh Herbert

Music by Jimmy McHugh and Harold Adamson

Directed by EDWARD LUDWIG
A JOE PASTERNAK PRODUCTION
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Advance Production Chart
vCoiH'ij.r'pfl from page 19)

Cast: Janet Gaynor, Doufilas Fairbanks, Jr.. TMilette Goddard. Roland
Youn'?. Billie Burke. Ricltuiv! Carlson, Minnie Uu^xt.., Margaret £arly.
Cliarlcs Halton, Lya Lys, Eily Malyon, ^Jrnry Stephenson. Tom K.cl^tts.

Spigelgass; original by Bruce Manning; photographed by George Robinson.
Cast: Constance Bennett, Vincent Price, Charles Ruggles, Mischa Auer,
Helen Broderick, Joy Hodges.
THE STORM/ produced by Ken Goldsmith; directed by Harold Young;

screen play by Hugh King. Daniel Moore and George Yohalem from origi-
nal by Hugh King and Daniel Moore; photographed by Milton Krasner.
Cast: Charles Bickford, Barton MacLnne. Preston Foster. Tom Brown.
Andy Dcvinc, Frank Jcnks. Samuel Hinds.

'EXPOSED/ produced by Max H. Golden; directed by Harold Shuster;

•THE COWBOY AND THE LADT/ formerly tiik;! 'l.ADY AND THE ! "^/''S" P'^^ ."^^ ,!^^"!,"^^5, and Franklin Coen; photographed by
- .

-L. Stanici Car'^z. Cast: Glcnda Farrell, Crtto Kruwr, Herbert Mundm.COWDOY' (for 1038-39 season), produced by Samuel Goluvv^.i; ^^irer^pd

by H. C. Potter, screen play by Sam Behrman from an original by Lc^
McGarey and Frank R. Adams; photographed by Gregg Toland. Cast:

Gary Cooper, Merle Oberon, David Niven, Thomas Mitchell, Walter Bren-
nan, Patsy Kelly, Mabel Todd, Fuzzy Knight, Henry Kolkcr, Emma Dunn,
Harry Davenport.

United Artists Fix Now in Prodnction

'TRADE WINDS/ produced by Walter Wanger; directed by Tay Gar-
nctt; screen play by Dorothy Parker. Alan Campbell and Frank R. Adams
from original story by Tay Garnctt; photographed by Rudolph Mate. Cast:

Frcdric March. Joan Bennett, Ralph Bellamy, Ann Sothern. Alan Baxter.
Robert Emmctt O'Connor. Patricia Farr. Wilma Francis. Kay Linaker.
Dorothy Tree, Phyllis Barry. Walter Bryon, Wilson Benge. Harry Paine,

Hooper Atchlcy. Franklin Parker, Lee Phelps, John Webb Dillion. Dick
Rush. Mrs. Sojin. Gloria Youngblood. Ethelrcda Leopold, Marie DeForcst,
£3r!l Wallace. Princess Luana, Paulita Arbivu. Iko Magara, Suzanne
U- luv.... L'ttiLs Liu. Robert Elliott. Sidney Blackmer.
~«TOPPf:K TAKES A tKIP. rroai.Ci.J MsKon H. Brcn for Hal Roach;

V - - -"I 'J w J; ^rrccn p'aj Jcvnc and Eddie
«!--^ ..»- -T> mi-^ ^-Vi J. L 1^:. ^""'tJ by Hr^s'c-Ciit. Sr«dine.

"h" >•;• .-.A c- - ) o ^^'"•.Ti Mxvbiay,
Verree TensOTl^,.»fi^v..., av=-laL L -:\-- t - - V p f^»> -
Irving PichGl.

-^v^^^^
.

"

'MADE FOR EACH OTHER/ produced by David O. SelznTt'lT? iSB«t. -

.

by John Cromwell; screen play by Jo Swerling; photographed by Leon
Shamroy. Cast: Carole Lombard, James Stewart. Lucilc Watson. Donald
Briggs, Charles Coburn, Arthur Hoyt, Ruth Weston, Nella Walker. Harland
Briggs, Mickey Rentschler. Esther Dale.

'DUKE OF WEST POtNT/ produced by Edward Small; directed by
Alfred E. Green; original screen play by George Bruce; photographed by
Robert Planck. Cast: Louis Hayward. Joan Fontaine, Tom Brown, Richard
CarLson, Alan Curtis, Jonathan Hale, Gaylord Pendleton, Donald Barry.

Tivid Oliver, criaik" R. Brow^n. Lorraine L-Crueger, Chester Clute.

•bXtt/i^'C *^ACES/ produce ' by Burt Kelly; directed by Errol Taggart;
screen play by t"u .i''*^" Or^vson from ui :xi nl story by Cornelius Recce
and Arndt Giusti; potogratu* 1 f 7 Elwoo{7 reaun. rnst: Dorothea Kent.
Frank Jenks, Andy Devine, Leon Auip", L*'\ty Treen.

Universal Pix Now In Product on

'ADAM'S EVENING/ produced by Ken Goldsmith: directed Lj. Gus
Meins; original by Katherinc Kavanaugh; photographed by Henry Sharp.
Cast: Charles Ruggles. Maxie Rosenbloom, Marian Martin. Ona Munson.
Georgia Kaine. Raymond Parker. Frances Robinson. Richard Lane, Benny
Baker, Stepin Fetchit, Stanley Hughes, Regis Toomey.
'BUCK BOGEES' (serial), produced by Barney Sarecky; co-directed by

Ford Bcebe and Saul Goodkind; screen play by Norman Hall and Ray
Trampe from cartoon strip by Dick Calkins and Phil Nolan; photographed
by Jerry Ash. Cast: Larry Crabbe, Constance Moore, Reed Howes.
Wheeler Oakman. Jackie Moran. Carleton Young, Henry Brandon. Philson

Ahn.
'LITTLE TOUGH GUYS IN SOCIETY/ produced by_Max H. Golden;

(!:rpoted

STUDIO CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Lynn Carver handed new actor
contract by Metro.
George jkouston inked player past

with Fine Arts.
Metro contracted Walter Reisch,

Elaine Kyan and Edith Fitzgerald,
writers.

Universal signed Vaughn Paul as
assista.it director.
Spanky McFarlaud got hew actor

ticket at Metro.
Warners pacted Morgan Conway,

actor, for two pictures.

Gcorgo Bassmi-t . musical arranger,
signed by Metro.

Terr Noa. anu ack Carlton inked
stock piayui at Metro.

Victoi Mature pcE«>!v « -nctor pact
with Cmm»''*s K. »^.ogers.

Margaret Bo th. film editor, re-
newed her deal with Metro.
Edgar Edwaids inked actor ticket

at Warners.
Warners liftt d Ken Gamet's writer

option.
Johnny Wcjssmuller signed for

three years more with Metro.
Paramount lifted Isa Miranda's

player option.

Universal

Now Balance to
Number Number Now in Be Placed Stories in
of PIx Com- Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-

Promised pleted ing Rooms Cameras tlon
T(;lnl 4S 9 5 7 87 27

Piciu.^.. i'i fhr> cutting rooijs or ."'waiting previews:
'RED BARRY' (serial) «fo:^ 19S8-39 seaton;, prodMced by Barney Sarecky;

directed by Ford Bcebe and Ala.j James; screen .z/:;;- b" Ford Beebe.
Norman Hall. Ray Trampe: photographe(l by Jorc Asn. C.ijI. Larry
(Buster) Crabbe. Frances Robinson. Edna Sedgwick.
'SWING THAT CHEER' (for 1938-39), produced by Max Golden; d;re?tpd

New

Air-"

Fcarikte 'rhr>iT>as. Hally Chester, Harris Berger.

and L?:tcr Jjy
wr'TlTTrrniTTfTi r»lh|||J[

r
- ^ v -* K^"'-- /IrccxcJ by Actr^

Lubin; original by Quentm jllByfitA'a*^>: —t-r» t«— 1-:. - ^ "

*

graphed by Elwood Bredell. Cast^^Hfc^^,^
"

' '
'

. "IS r rsuj

Mack, Paul Hurst. ' ^ '-'*^mmi»
i-' ^iyfci m '

'

'THE EAGLE SCOUT' (serial), produced by Henry MacRae; co-directecrp*'^ffffyg-{;

by Ray Taylor and Alan James: original story by J. Irving Crump; screen
play by Wyndham Gittcns. George Plymton, Basil Dickey and Joseph
Poland; photographed bv William Sickner, Cast: Jackie Cooper. Lucy
Oilman, William Ruhl, David Durand, Ralph Dunn, Frank Cogblan, Jp.,

Sidney Miller, Jason Robards, Victor Adams, Richard Botilicr. Bill

Cody, Jr.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Oct. 4,

tag f< r 'Murder Plane* at
Facrct Service in the

' >''

ir- Paramount's tc-

Warners

Total

Number Number New
of Plx Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted Ing
S3 1 4

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories In

Cutting Before Prcpara-
Rooms Cameras tlon
17 3* 31

Fietures In the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'SECRET:'^ C? AN ACTRESS/ formerly titled 'WOMAN HABIT/ for-
by Harold Schuster; story by Thomas Ahearn and F. Maury Grossman; mtily titled -LOifE:-* ».'4s>y/ produced by David Lewis: directed by Wil-
screen play by Charles Grayson; photographed by Elwood Bredell. Cast:
Tom Brown, Andy Devine, Robert Wilcox. Constance Moore. Stanley
Hughes. Samuel S. Hinds. Ray Parker. Ernest Truex. 'Doodles' Weaver.
Margaret Early.

'PRAIRIE JUSTICE/ produced by Trem Carr; directed by George Wagg-
ner: original screen play by Joseph West; photographed by Gus Peterson.
Cast: Bob Baker. Hal Taliaferro, Dorothy Fay. Jack Rockwell. Carlet<)n
Young. Forrest Taylor. Glenn Strange.

'SERVICE DE LUXE' (for 1938-39), produced by Edmund Grainger;
directed by Rowland V. Lee; screen play by Gertrude Purcell and Leonard

liam Keighiey: orifjinal ..Ci-en by Rowland Leigh. Milton Krims and
Julius Epstein; photot'.'apbpd bv Sid ttJckO':. Ca-st: Kay Francis. George
Brent. Ian Hunter, Gloria DickC0!3 Isabel .teattr. Denies Moore. Gloria

Blondell. Rosella Towne. John Ridgelev. Pcnnv Singleton. Larry 'VUliams
Selmer Jackson. Herbert Rawlinson. Emmet V'o::an, Jarne^ . rarsrtii

Grace Hayle. Marion Alden. Paulette Evans. Eddie Graham. S» »Vt llolmes

Jack Goodrich.- Arthur Houseman. Jack Mower Olaf Hytten. John tlni iun

'BROTHER RAT/ produced by Robert Lord: directed by William Kelqh-

ley: screen play by Jerry Wald and Richard Macaulay from the play by
(Continued on page 25)

turc is 'Flying Irishma
merly Dublin and Back' and 'Born
to Fly/
'Adventure' In t!;e Sahara' is the

release tag for Columbia's 'Revolt
in the Sahara/
Hungarian title for Warners 'Boy

Meets Girl' is 'Where to Get a
Father.'
New label for 'Rodeo Busters* at

Republic is 'RhytB>m of the Saddle/

STORY BUYS
Hollywood. Oct. 4.

Paramou t purchased 'That Fatal
Fascination/ by Leon Ware and Har-
old Wilson.
Columbia bought 'The Man They

Couldn't Hang/ by George Sayre.
Harrj' Beresford and (ieorge Cal-

laghan sold their original, 'Tlie Long
Shot,' to Fine Arts.
Fine Arts acquhei Vaughn Elston*9

sforv. 'Never Mind the Guard/
20ti;-F:^^ bought 'Death Makes a

Decree, by l-hii'? Wylie, and 1 Love
That Man/ by Zn- ' Forvvin and
John Larkin.
Fine Arts boui^hi film rirjhts io

Cca Sabin's come ly, At Yoiir Age/

^ ^ ^ ^ Chester Morris

wishes to thank Mr. Charles Yates

of the Simon Agency for a most

pleasant personal tour .... also the

audiences in Philadelphia, Washing-

ton, Baltimore, Cleveland, Pittsburgh

and—we hope—New York, week of

October 7, Strand Theatre. ^ ^
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^^Sweethearts of the day^'

Our cilitoriai this week is reprinted in

its entirety from INDEPENDENT
EXHIBITORS FILM BULLETIN,

Only the quotation marks are ours.

Here's the editorial:

•TO METROES CREDIT. .

.

"In an industry wracked with seeming

endless inter^l^anch antagonism and
baking, it i$ pkmnt to hear the virtual

by at least one distributor!

'*One might suppose that its very posi'

tton at the pinnacle of the industry

would make MetrO'Goldwyn'Mayer the
most ruthless and arrogant of all film

companies. Yet, this company displays

greater consideration for its customers
than any other.

"During the film selling season hardly

a week passes but what at least one irate

exhibitor writes or calls us asking how
he might go about suing some distribu'

tor for selling away a product he has
long played. Of course, we point out
the right c?fany company to sell to whom . _
it desires, providing nO coP5piracy can I XHE TOPS!
be proven. But what strikes" u$ is the

j \Ve used to think a barrel of monkeys
absence of complaints on this score 1 vv^^s fun uiiti! %ve dropped into the big
against Metro. Broadway Capitol and list^pd to the

"This company, it seems, places some Pf^^^d audience enjoying Clark and

value on good wilL Many cases are Mj^^^a in 'Too Hot To Handle,

known in which Metro persistendy has ^ » show for folks of all shapes

remained faithful to old customers, and sizes! A natural! And naturally it s

regardless of opportunities to get greater a clean-up! '^Entertainment you 11

revenue from new competitors. The fact chuckle over tor days to come, said the

that a theatre which has played M-G-M C)aily News, echoing all the critics of

pictures in the past, has exploited its
Broadway N. Y.. and your Broadway

stars and its trade mark apparently h^^* Mr. Showman
enters quite prominently into the con- 1

Philly, Salt Lake, Harrisb

siderations of this company's sales

executives.

EXTRA! "BOYS TOWN" TERRIFIC!

EXTRA! *^TOO HOT TO HANDLE" WOW!
EXTRA! "SWEETHEARTS" PREVIEW HIT!

EXTRA! "STABLEMATES" SURE-FIRE!

EXTRA! "GREAT WALTZ" TRIUMPH!
EXTRA! "THE CITADEL" SENSATIONAL!

We could go on and on, but you get the idea! In fact

a few exhibitors who were out to lunch when our

salesman called are now frantically signing up. Nobody
would want to pass up a single one of the above pictures.

Nor the jolly hits ahead. Leo believes in modesty up

to a certain point, but honestly you can*t blame him
for the swelled chest (not swelled head, folks!) Con-
tifici:. tjj»k! Listen: MORE M-G-M EXHIBITORS
NOW TtiAN EVER BEFORE AT THIS PERIOD!

* 1^ ir

New
utg.

"It is to the everlasting credit of M-G-M
that it sets a fine example for other
distributors in this respect. What a pity

some of them refuse to follow!"

Indianapolis, Wilmington, Houston,
Atlanta, New Orleans and everywhere
as we roar to press.

niMBULLETIN
* *

OH
MICKEY!

BEERy-'moNEr

TELEGRAM FOR LEO!
"SWEETHEARTS sensation last

night's preview in Pomona. Jeanette
MacDonald and Nelson Eddy thrilled

audience. Victor Herbert music and
numbers tremendous. Picture packed
with entertainment and breath-taking
with brand new spectacle ideas. Tech-

"STABLEMATES" (a I nicolor beautiful. Definitely tops 'Rose
behved American favorite Marie*, *Maytime' all Other MacDonald-
Wally Beery welcomes Eddy triumphs and another resound-
a new star}) is the next

^j^g j^i Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
stepinMickeyRooneys| Q^^^^^3^ Year.**
march to become the

greatest box-office draw I *****
known. A worthy fol- BOX-OFFICE FLASH!
low-up to "Boys Town" By wire from California to "Box-OfEce"
IS •Stablemates" and jng, .-.Ya^afion pj^^ L^^g.
rhen Out West W.th j romantic fare, fast moving en-
The Hardys Nice go- I / n t . j j »>

mg Mickey! I
tertamment, well up to Leo s standard.

DID YOU GET YOURS?
Ask M-G-M for the
broadside (above) also I

Exhibitors Service
Sheet telling the com*
plcte story of one of
the greatest promo^
tions since the first

Manager hired that
el^^phant from his local

zoo! ' THE GREAT
WALTZ** COMPErti
TION has begun. In
48 states local contes-

tants are waltzing in

the hope of getting one of the 87 pretty

prizes, topped by the first prize: THREE
MONTHS CONTRACT AT M-G-M
STUDIOS! 48 State Trophies (above)

will be awarded. These winners will com-
pete in 12 Zone Semi-Finals and the win-
ning couple from each Zone (24 lucky

waltzers) will be brought to New York
for the whirlwind finals.

You don't have to wait for your "Great
Waltz" playdate. (By the way, the picture

is finished and our trusted scouts tell us it's

a honey!) Every M-G-M theatre can enter

and its local \yinner then„ enters, the
State contest.

Nice promotion, say our exhibitor
friends. Plus "THE GREAT WALTZ*'
nationwide posting of thousands of 24
sheets in 1200 cities!

What with one thing and another, there's

plenty of dancing on Film Rows »
>^

With that merry, musical fellow leading

the gayety.

They call him

THE WALTZING LION.
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Theatres-Exchanges

Fairmont, W. Va.
Parkersburg, W. Va.,

Canton, O.
Shea Theatre Corp, has announced

several personnel shifts in eastoxn
Ohio.
Paul WelUn, assistant manager of

the Paramount an<^ Strand, Fremont,
O., since 1931, has been transferred

to assistant manager of - the Union,
New Philadelphia. Dwight Kirk, as-

sistant manager of the Colottial,

Akron, will replace Wellin here.
Harold Snyder, assistant manager

of the Union, New Philadelphia^, has
been promoted to manager of the
Bexley, Dover.

Charles E. Simpson, new assistant
manager of the Bexley, Dover, will
move to the Colonial, Akron, to be-
come assistant manager of that
house, replacing Dwight Kirk.

Los Angeles.
Work is being rushed for Nov. 1

opening of LaReina theatre, de luxe
900-seater erected jointly by Fox
West Coast and Nate Scheinberg on
Ventura blvd. House will. cost. $125,-
000.
Albert Galston and Jay Sutton ^Id

their All Star Feature Distributors
exchange here to Sam Decker, for-
mer Monogram franchise holder in
Detroit.

Bill Quinn signed to handle for-
c - ' nifrss in the So. California area
Jor I5ai*>.i Jvv^h?n, San Francisco
indie exhibitor^ <'?fltrlbutors.

Baron & Nathan recently e».icr .

distribution field through hcvi^
forced to import foreign-made piC'
turcs for their 'Frisco houses.

office manager, promoted to man-
ager of Rivoli, F&M flagship. Louis
Ansehl, manager Rivoli, transferred
to assistant manager Ambassador,
Clarence Kaimann, former chief of
service at Rivoli to supervisor of
south-side nabes including Regal,
Roosevelt, Star and Lindell.
George Wiegand, manager of Flor-

issant Airdome, closed for season,
resumes as chief of service at the
RivolL
Announced that the New Cinema

Guild- theatre, formerly the Grand
Central, would re-open on October
28 with a policy featuring foreign
films and re-issues.

be unveiled shortly in Cressona, Pa.,
by George E. Caldwell, Caldwell
also operates a theatre in New i

Philadelphia, Pa.

Charlotte, N. C,
Charlotte .theatre, first second-run

theatre to open in the Carollnas since
1925, recently' underwent a complete
renovation at a cost of $10,000.

EXPLOITATION By Epes W. Sargent

New Haven.
Irving HiUman, asst. mgr. Roger

Sherman here, to Danbury as hou:}e
mgr. of Capitol to succeed Gene.
Brassil, who shifts to Broadway,
Norwich. John O'Connell steps into
Hillman's pest here.

Philadelphia.
Friedman & Ball, operators of the

Lansdowne, have taken over the
Roxy in South Philly, former WB
house. Spot, which has been shut-
tered for a number of years, will be
completely overhauled for an early
opening.
New house, tagged the Gem, will

Cleveland.
Savoy purchased by Meyer Kaplan

and Nate Sdtultz, who are remodel-
ing 1,000-capacity house, ,

installing
new Western Electric sound and re-

I
opening it Sunday (1&) with duals.

Denver.
C. U. (Bank Night) Yeager, owner

of several Denote theatres, in part-
nership with A. P. Archer and. Joe
TBekker. is taking over their opera-
tion. They include the Santa Fe,
Jewel, Crothic and Pioneer.

Advance Production Chart

Even Takes the Quiz
Warner's Regent, Elizabeth, N. J.,

local first runner, has been meeting
with excellent returns for participa-
tion in the 'Union County on Pa-
rade' program aired over WHIB,
Newark. At a cost of only six passes
weekly the house receives a plug
for its bills on the only program
aimed at Union County, with a popu-
lation of around 350,090. Show has
been given a Sunday airing for sev-
eral months, but last week shifted to
9:45 p.m., Monday. The passes are
awarded the first six listeners to
phone in the answer to a local ques-
tion whiclt forms part of each pro-
gram.
Recently Manager Ed. Batlin has

added a plug for the Movie Quiz
contest, though radio is supposed to
be allergic to the stunt because of its

non-participation in the gravy. Pro-
gram gives it a plug each week with
the suggestion that listeners apply
to the Regent for contest books, with
seme talk about the questions and
answers.
Stlmt seems to be helping the the-

atre while the pa.ss distribution gains
interest in the general broadcast, so
everybody's happy.

(Continued from page 23)

John Monks, Jr., and Fred FinkelholTe;. photographed by Ernie Hallor.
Cast: Wayne Morris, Priscilla Lane, Jane Wyman, Johnny "Scats' Davis,
Henry O'Neill, Ronald Reagan, Jessie Busley. Louise Beavers. William
Tracey, Edward Albert, Gordon Oliver.

•ANGELS WITII DIRTT FACES/ produced by Sam Bischoff; directed
• >y ^lirhael Curtiz; original story by Roland Brown; photographed by Sol
Polito Tnmes Cagney. Pat O'Brien. Ann Sherid.n. Humphrey Bo-

j "^°f .fjf t"^"!^*
gart, Billy Hatoi, si>.''»' • ' ^dan, LeO Gorccy. Bernard Punsley. Gabriel «£n^ol_hoys^ wJiile^Lj^^ colored

Dell, Huntz Hall.

Schoolboy Patrol

Greenville, S. C.
Due to city-wide program of safety

town has organized 'school-boy pa-
trols' to hel^ during school hours.
All theatres here cashing in on stunt
by alternating in acting as hosts to
'boy patrols.' This Saturday Center
here is host to 52 white grammar

For the Exhibitor

Warners' publicity is coming more
and more to the exhibitor angle in
its press books, discarding the bulky
blurbs which have nothing whatever
to do with selling the picture, and
giving tiie recipient plenty of prac-
tical help on marketing to the pub-
lie.

The press book on 'The Sisters'
carries 43 stunts, including street
ballys, lobby displays, newspaper
tieups, store promotions and radio
stuff. Some of them have been ad-
vantageously used on pictures of a
similar type, others are new, and all

are- more practical. Two contests are
supplied and in addition to the usual
gratis serialization there is the North
American Newspaper Alliance's story
oh Bette Davis. Four national tieups
are provided, including one on the
book from which the story was de-
rived.
The issue is notable both for what

it does print and- what it does not,
and perhaps the latter is the more
important phase.

Sckool Sayi

Warner Bros., Grad Sears has made
several shifts. Norman Ayres,
branch chief at Albany, promoted to
the more important Boston exchange.
Ayres, in turn, is succeeded at Al-
bany by Paul Krumenecker. moved
up from a salesman's post at Pitt
No successor to him there.

Dos Moines, Iowa.
New inland, neighborhood house,

was opened by Tri-States Theatres
Corp. Sept. 21.

_ , ^ .
Pittsburgh.

Paul Krumenacker, city salesman
and office manager for WB-FN Pic-
tures here for several years, has
been named head of the Albany ex-
change for the same company.
WB has just acquired Brookline

theatre in nabc also bearing that
name, giving circuit four houses now
in city's South Hills territory.

Chester Vickery, assistant man-
ager at Pcnn, transferred to Loew's,
St. Louis, in similar capaci^.

Oil City, Pa.
H. L. Stahl, general manager of Oil

City Theatre Co., reappointed John
Ball director of publicity for the
Drake and Lyric theatres. Ball
handled the same post here two
years ago. During the intervcining
period he was active nationally with
a promotional uivX designed for the
evaluation of 'taame' personalities of
.•(.'sf.p, ^''rccn and radio.

Louis.
Following changes in the SL L j."''

personnel of Fandion & Marco were
announced by Harry C. Arthur, Jr.
Chauncey L. Nelson, formerly

^ong Howe. Cast: Kay* i>Tancis, lan
Cooper, Donald Crisp, John Litel, Ian Keith.

rrORCOT GETS HEB MAN,' formerly titled TOBCHY FINDS OUT,'
produced by Bryan Foy: directed by William Beaudine; no writing credits
released as yet; photographed by Arthur Todd. Cast: Glenda Farrell.
Barton MacLane, Tom Kennedy, Willard Robinson, George Gould.

i theatre here, entertains the scpian
mfmbcrs.
This works out «s « definitely a1> i

fx - ' p iHibliCity move on theatre
lHi« \ ? h~x ofi.f* move

Seal Good Will
Tacoma, Oct. 4,

Donation of five per cent of ti»e

gross received by the John Ham-
rick's chain of theatres here as a
help to aid raising of funds with
which to equip members of the
school boy patrol with raincoats and
hats was announced by Ned Edris,
gen. mgr.
Automobile club of Washington

and the Tacoma Times are helping
Edris in getting the youngsters fitted

out, a gesture that has caused lots of
comment and created front-page
publicity.

Akron.
h3use in

A

Too Goodj Copi Yanked
New Haven.

As a novelty on the latest Sonja

Conway. Peggy Shannon, Dick Purcell, Lottie Williams. Stanley Fields.
Charley Foy. Norman Willis, Granville Bates, Raymond Barley, Jimmy
O'Gatty. Wade Boteler, William Davidson. Walter Young.
THE SISTERS,' produced by David Lewis: directed by Anatole Litvak;

no writing credits released yet for adaptation of novel by Myron Brinig;
photographed by Tony Gaudio. Cast: Bette Davis. Anita Louise. Jane
Bryan, Errol Flynn, Harry Travers, Beulah Bondi, Henry Davenport.
'DEVIL'S ISLAND,' formerly titled 'BETDBN OF DB. X,' produced by

Bryan Foy; directed by William Clemens; no writing credits released as
yet; photographed by George Barnes. Castj^ Boris Karloff, Leonard Mudic,
Frank Reichcr, James Stephe

tion-getter that the gendarmes made
him yank it.

Rubin had a bunch of Oakleys
frozen in 150-pound blocks of ice
and mounted on sidewalk platforms
in front of the house. Purpose was
for onlookers to grab off the passes
as the ice melted, but impatient kids
drew an oversize crowd by attack-

_ _ _ _ _ ing the blocks with ice-picks, hatch
Stephens, Pedro De Cordoba. Nat Carr. Tom Wilson, !

cts and what have you. When

''What a
swell movie-

this book would make,"
IB tho unanimous opinion

of readers of

—

IN FRIENDS WE
TRUST

By MARJORIE BAYLEY
IT'S different . . . it's genuine . . , It's

sincere . . . and It's as- American as
corn on the cob I Its characters are as
real and lovable as any who ever came
to life from the pages of a book. Read-
ing about them, you'll experience a
glow of sympathy that few books can
arouse. For here are human beings

fu as human beings and handled
With

- rare understanding. Here are
numorj true pathos and tears that no

need be ashamed of. But most of
an here is a story that holds your in-
terest right up to the last period. It's
the story of a lovable old bachelor,
Grandpaw" Johnny Hincks, who* be-

lieved that If you offered a down-and-
out bum a aeli-respecting job, the bum
yoi^'a make good in a big way; whose
laUh in humanity was such that he
staked all his worldly goods against a
main chance" for FIVE bums, one of

T>OT?o ^ Sin I Get IN FRIENDS Vra
iKUST at your bookstore tocl-'y. $2.00

COWARD -McCANN, Inc.
2 West 45th Street, New York

Sidney Bracy. Stuart Holmes. Dino Corrado. John Harman.
'NANCY DREW—DETECTIVE,' formerly titled 'PASSPOBT TO LARK-

SPUB LANE,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William Clemmens;
no writing credits released yet; photographed by Lew O'Connell. Cast:
Bonita Granville, Frankie Thomas, John Litel, John Ridgely. Richard
Bond, Frank Mayo, Jack Mower, Helena Phillips Evans, Frank Orth.

*WOMEN IN THE WIND,* produced by Bryan Foy; directed by John
Farrow; screen play by Lee Katz and Albert DeMond from novel by
Francis Walton. Cast: Kay Francis, William Gargan, Victor Jory, Maxie
Rosenbloom, Sheila Bromley, Harvey Stephens, Frankie Burke, Frank
Faylen.

'GOING PLACES,' produced by Barney Glazer; directed by Ray En-
right; screen play by Maurice Leo, Jerry Wald, Sig Herzig; photographed
by Arthur Todd. Cast: Dick Powell, Anita Louise, Allen Jenkins, Walter
CaUett, Minna Gombcll, Thurston HaU, Hal Huber.
'DAWN PATROL,' produced by Robert Lord; directed by Edmund

Goulding; original screen play by Seton I. Miller and Don Totheroh. Cast:
Errol Flynn, Melville Cooper, Basil Rathbone, Rodin Rathbone, David
Niven, Barry Fitzgerald. James Stephenson, Michael Brooke, Stuart Hall,
r'f'-toix !:«owater.

'HARD IG "^^.T,* formerly titled 'KISS AND BUN,' formerly titled
'HOT HEIRESS,' fosmux?^ ':t'.«>d HEAD OVEB HEELS,' produced by Sam
Bischoff; directed by Ray Enri^utt " '^v-rlting credits released yet; photo-
graphed by Charles Roshcr. Cast: Dick 4 c "-^'V Olivia De Havilland,
Allen Jenkins, Charles Winninger, Isable Jeans, Bonit<i i:.''- v;!1«^. Melville
Cooper, Patric Knowles, Penny Singleton.

'KING OF THE UNDERWORLD,' formerly titled 'UNLAWFUL,' pro-
duced by Bryan Foy; directed by Lew Seller; screen play by Gcorfc ii ZII!!
Bricker; photographed by Sid Hickox. Cast: Kay Francis, James Stephen- !

son, Humphrey Bogart, John Eldrcdge, Jessie Busleigh, Harles Foy, .Joe

;

Develin, Penny Singleton.

'HEART OF THE NORTH' (in Technicolor), produced by Bryan FOy;
directed by Lewis Seiler; screen play by Robert Rossen, Vincent Sherman i

and Lee Katz from novel by William Byron Mowery; photographed by
j

L. William O'Connell. Cast: Dick' Foran, Margaret Lindsley. Gloria Dick-
\

son. Janet Chapman, Patric Knowles, Allen Jenkins. James Stephenson, 1

Alec Harford, Russell Simpson, Gordon Hart. Pedro de Cordoba, Jack
Mower. John Harron, Anthony Averill. J. Crawthers.

'WINGS OF THE NAVT,' produced by Lou Edelman; directed by Lloyd
Bacon; original screen play by Michael Fessier; photographed by Arthur
Edesbn. Cast: George Brent, Olivia de Havilland, John Payne, Frank
McHugh. John Ridgeley, Henry O'Neill, John Litel. Regis Toomey, Donald
Briggs, Max Hoffman, Jr., John Gallaudet

•TOBCHT IN CHINATOWN,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by Wil-
liam Beaudine; screen play by George Bricker; photographed by Warren
Lynch. Cast: Glenda Farrell, Barton MacLsfne, Henry O'Neill, Tom Ken-
nedy, Janet Shaw, Dick Bond, Patric Knowles, James Stephenson, Andy
Lawlor, Frank Shannon, George Guhl, Joe Cunningham, Jack Mower,
Charles Hickman, Bruce Mitchell, John Harron.

Warner Fix Now in Prodnctien

'UNFIT TO PRINT,' produced by Sam Bischoff; directed by James
Flood; screen play 'by Earl Baldwin, Niven Busch, Lawrence Kimble and
Robert Buckner from original story by Saul Elkins and Sally Sandlin;
photographed by Charles Rosher. Cast: Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell, Bobby
Jordan, Alan Baxter, Joe Cunningham, Douglas Dumbrille, Armand Kaliz,
Ed Dearing.

'CRIME IS A RACKET,' produced by Sam Bischoff; directed by Lew
Seiler; no writing credits yet; photographed by Sol Polito. Cast: Humphrey
Bogart, Gale Page, Billy Halop, Henry O'Neil, John Litel, Harold Huber,
Henry Travers, Harvey Stephens.

•THEY MADE ME A CRIMINAL,' produced by Benjamin Glazer; direct-
ed by Busby Berkeley; screen play by Sig Herzig from story by Bertram
Millhauser and Beulah Dix; photographed by James Howe. Cast: John
Garfield, Gloria Dickson, Beulah Bondi, Claude Rains, Billy Halop, Huntz
Hall, Leo Gorcey, Gabriel Dell, Bobby Jordon, Bernard Punsley.

'SECRET SERVICE IN THE AIR,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by
Noel Smith; no writing credits released yet; photographed by Ted Mc-
Cord. Cast: Ronald Reagan, Irene Rhodes, Rosella Towne, James Stephen-
son, John Litel, Morgan Conway, Joe Cunningham, Anthony Averill,

Larry Williams, Richard Bond, John Ridgeley, Eddie Foy, Jr.

crowd held up traffic^ cops
the blocks the bum's rush.

gave

iSrst^ anti;t»ai 'Tntprcollegiate"
Show,' tying up u<i-,v,ri*rwsi stores
and using Akron college t>c„«* *k.'4

girl models from 10 universities.
Idea hailed a success.

Sold the Fashion
Troy, N. Y.

A new angle on the selling of 're-
vivals' to the public was noted in
newspaper copy used by Proctor's.
Troy, a Fabian-operated house, for
'Magnificent Obsession,' dualed with
•AH Quiet On the Western Front.'
A bottom cap read: ^SEE th*

changes in ladies fashion—a boyish
Robert Taylor!' Taylor's nam»
topped the list of featured players,
with Irene Dunne's placed next.

SHEAREil POWER
MABIL ANtOmETTE
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TOMMY
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•'Letter of
(ntroduction"
Mai Hali«t

Orch.

KDW. G.
ROBINSON

'I Am the Law'
CLYDE McCOT

and Orch,

CURTIS' PLAY-FILM DICKER
Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Studios are being offered '$1,000,-

000 Gate' by Damon Runyon and
Irving Caesar, via Jack Curtis'
agency.

Comedy fight yarn will get a legit
production first, also by Curtis.

Friday

KAy FRANCIS

iJnim

wtminiNMWnf Smm*
IjiHt 2 Dayfl—In PerHon Ethel MetmaaOn Screen "Garden of the jloon"

RADIO
CITY MUSIC HALL

IlELB OVER

•pactacular SUq* Production*
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NBC PROMULGATES NEW CLIFF-HANGER

RULES; SOFT PEDAL FEAR, SUPERSTOION

Extends Clauses Regulating All Children^ Programs

—Shutting Out Gunplay—^Actors Can't Suffer,

Bleed or Die in Front of Microphone

Under the new set, of rules for kid

shows which have just been intro-

duced on NBC the characters will

"have to do their dying or voicing of

bodily pain away from the mike.

Network's tightening up on this type

of program is so stringent that any

newcomer adventure strip won't be
permitted to include gunfire in the

action. Strong trboos also apply to.

the commercial copy and gift of-

fers.

- NBC had figured on making the

no-shooting angle operative from
the opening of the juvenile program
season (Sept. 26) but it was re-

alized that enforcement of the pro-

vision on shows under contract

since the early summer, and, which
had their initial batch of scripts all

set, wouldn't be fair. While agree-

able to waiving the " gunplay must-
not for such acdounts during the

current season, NBC will insist upon
the elimination of all forms of

physical torture and the corpse be
taken off stage.

All cliff-hanging coming at the

fadeout of the daily installment is

likewise to go. As the NBC censor

phrases it, 'In order that children

will not be emotionally upset no
day*s proKram shall end with an in-

cident which will create in their

M'liif undue morbid suspense or
^ K»Ai«pp.'nt is another

* *••»! as anythinf

of a su
<>riture that is like!

E >Jt'; N»f Mama
As for the new slricijii''-: on cona-

mercial copy the kids mustui
asked more than once on an single

program to urge their mothers to

buy the product or listen to the pro-
gram. Hereafter if an advertiser
informs the youngsters that if they
eat his product regularly they will
develop into athletic marvels he will
have to back up the statement with
proof, submitted in advance to NBC.
In adjoining column is a state-

ment of NBC's new policy on kid
shows, copies of which have been
distributed among adviertisers and
ad agencies that are connected with
this type of entertainment on the

red (WEAF) and blue (WJZ) links.

Realist

Chicago, Oct': 4.

Somebody phoned John Ash-
enhurst of the Petry office last

week and informed him that

Gene Fromherz had severed
connectiohs as spot time buyer
for the J. Walter Thompson
agency here.

'Nuts,' answered opportunist
Ashenhurst, 'why didn't you tell

me sooner? I just gave him a
ticket to the Cubs-Pittsburgh
game.'

Gen. Electric

Likes Touring

By Spitalny

General Electric is one sponsor
which doesn't carp about remote-
control wires to pick up Phil Spital-

ny and his femme orchestra on their

personal appearances. GE, rather,

II tncourages it, since it's an oppor-
ran»ty alio to effect dealer tieups en

Spitalny, wT
Monday ^3), with

Uumed for GE on
H^hy Thomp-

^ns in

Ra£o Research Group

Endorsed NBC-CBS Farm

Data; Oat Soon in Booklet

Joint Committee on Radio Re
search gave its approval Monday
(3) to the farm study which NBC
•nd Columbia co-llnanced last win-
ter and spring. Committee's okay,
which has been pending for several
months, means that the networlcs are
free to turn the data over to the
engravers and printers and get it

out in book form for distribution to
the trade. This will take from three
to five weelcs.

It was the joint committee's first

meeting since last spring. Com'
:i7iittcG also discussed the matter of
!aujiching an oy.tenslve listening
area iumy scd app^ utci^. o sub-
committee t' consider the question
of employing a managing dirvctof
•nd other personnel for the bureau.

son vr- .': new co-fcature,
Detroit on tiiaay ' ext. theiil

Indianapolis, Milwaukee, btc. 3t)*.^

dates via MCA, but not the radib
deal which, per usual, is via Maxon
agency.

DIANA WARD
Now at Cocoanut Grove, London's

Ultra Rendezvous. Thanks to Doug-
las Moodle, British Broadcasting
Corporation, for choosing me to
play the Ethel Merman role in
"Alexander's Ragtime Band," and
Irving Beriin for personal congratu-
lationn. J. Walter Thompson Co.
for LUX Commercial Program.
Come Over and See Me Sometime.

European Representative:
HARRY FOSTER

MMMMMM « M »

NBC Kid Show PoKcies
»»»f44»»» M 4MM 4 f »»
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World Debuts Its Wax

Station Package With

31 Cliarter Takers

Bodd Hufick Most Pay

Mineola, L. I., N. Y., Oct. 4.

Budd Hulick. the Budd half of the
now defunct team of Stoopnagle and
Budd' will have to pay $1,730, as the
result of an automobile crash, in
which he was a participant in Jack-
son Heights, L. I., when Delbert E.
Whitten, an aviator, the complatoant,
received injuries with his wife and
son.

Supreme Court Justice Peter M.
Daly handed down the judgment in
court here.
In his decision Justice Daly al-

lowed $1,000 for the boy, who is
permanently scarred about the face,
$550 to Mrs. Whitten, whose back
was injured, and $200 to Whitten for
medical expenses.

World Broadcasting System is

starting off its station-package idea
with a list of 31 outlets. Project,
which will be headed by A. J. Ken-
drick, WBS v.p., has been tagged the

Transcription System. Three
i^tul during the past week

staxion^i iT5^Slil^yii2hnif>nd; WGST,
are WRVAT^^^^K^^^^^i..
Atlanta, and KLRA,
WTS bases its spot sales concept

on a free transcription servicing ar-.

rangcment, providing the advertiser
buys the WTS allied stations in the
list of markets that he has charted
for his campaign. Gratis angle will
also be governed by the number of
stations contracted.
Campbell-Ewald Is in on the ad-

vertising and publicity phases of
World's new enterprises. M. A.
HoUinshead has rejoined the agency
to handle the account. He was
formerly C-E's radio director.

Ed Simmoni Joini Wade
Chicago, Oct. 4.

Ed Simmons, production man at
WGN, joins the Wade agency.
Before affiliating with the Chi

Trib outlet Simmons was program
director of WAAF there.

Once a Two-Act 'Burns and Men

Now Comprise a Carload of Peopli

THOMPSON'S OFFICE

OPPOSITE NBC PLANT

How a show biz standard act has
hoc.i /expanded by radio into a small
platoon 15 c-ry .r'-frnted by Burns
and A!lr». Once, if this pu^ . Suited
west for, let's sAy, th? Orpheum Cir-
cuit, it was Just two people. Now
look at the roster of 'Burns and

PHILLIP FUSS OUT

' Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Comer property at Vine and Sel-
ma streets, opposite new NBC studio,

has been leased by J. Walter Thomp-
son, and move will be made from
Guaranty' building as soon as re-
modeling is completed.
New quarters will have audition

studio, projection room and facili-

ties to house all radio departments.

WIGGm'S WEITINGS
John Wiggih, since leaving Pedlar

& Ify^n advertising agency, has been
writing, and h|s first two pieces' v^ere
accepted pronto by_ Colliers, Both
flctiOHi

Wiggin was on the P&R radio pro-
luction stafF.

CKLW Calls N. T. Office a Flop-
Back t* McGlllvra

— F'rtiH-p Fuss was fired lavi ^.ri:
Allen' as they are due to go west \oik sc'estnan for Station
In their own Pulbnan Oct. 14:
George Bums.
Grace Allen.
Two children and governess.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Noble.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hardy.
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Medbury.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Helm.
Will Burns.

'

Mr. and Mrs. Don Langham and
daughter.
Paul Douglas.
,And when they get to Hollywood

there'll be two more added, Bert
Kalmar and Harry Ruby.
This retinue represents the musi-

cal, gag and production phases of
keeping the vaudeville act on the air.

Accompanied by wives and chil-
dren the party has an entire car and
is important enough to get the New
York Central to" hold the 11:40 p. m.
train until 12:15 a, m, after the re-
broadcast in New York.

3.

4.

6.

Following is NBC's policy statement:

Because of the obligation invested by the National Broadcasting Co. i

relationship to the juvenile audience, it is necessary that meticulous super-
vision be exercised over all programs appealing to children and therefore
it Is requested that scripts of children's programs be submitted a mi imum
of three business days in advance of broadcast.

All standards of this Company shall apply to children's programs and,
In addition, the following specific standards must be followed:

1 . All scripts for children's programs niust be carefully written, havi
in mind the particular audience for which they are intended.
All stories myst reflect respect for law and order, adult authority,
good morals and clean living; The hero or heroine and other sym-
pathetic characters must be portrayed as intelligent and morally
courageous. The theme must stress the importance of mutual re-
spect—one man for another—and should emphasize the desirability
of fair play and honorable behavior. Cowardice, malice, deceit,
selfishness and disrespect for law must be avoided as traits in any
character that may be presented in the light of a hero to the child
listener.

Adventure stories may be accepted subject to the following prohibitions:
A. No torture or suggestion of torture.

No horror—present or impending.
No use of unwliolesftmely supernatural or of superstition likely to
arouse fear.

No profanity or vulgarity.

No kidnapping or threats of kidnapping.
In order that children will not be emotionally upset no day's pro-
gram shall end with an incident which will create in their minds
undue morbid suspense, or hysteria.

Dramatic action should not be accentuated through gun play or
through other methods of violence. To prevent the over-stimula-
tion of the child's imagination, sound effects, intended to anticipate

or simulate either death or physical torture, are not permitted.
COMMERCIAL COPY FOR CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS

It is consistent that fair play and considerate behavior be reflected

through the commercial copy as in the script itself. Advice 'to be sure to

tell mother'—'ask mother to buy'—'tell mother to listen to the radio' mi'st

be limited>,to once in the program.
The child is more credulous, as a general thing, than the aduit, therefore

the greatest possible care must be taken in commercial copy on children's

programs. When promises are made as to the benefits to be derived from
use of the product advertised, it will be necessary to submit proof that

such promises can be kept.

GIFT OFFERS IN CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS
It is believed that the advertiser may ultimately alienate a portion

of his audience by consistently urging the child to prevail upon his

family, friends and neighbors to collect box tops or wrappers. It is

possible also that the child, in his quest of such material, may be
faced with some element of danger in approaching neighbors or

others whom he does not know.
2. Appeal may be made to the child to purchase the product or to send

in box-tops or. wrappers in order to keep 'the adventures of Tom
Sawyer,' as an example, on the air. No appeal may be .made to the

child, however, to purchase the product or- send in box-tops or wrap-
pers for the purpose of helping characters in the radio drama ex-

tricate themselves from the fictitious situations of the plot i.e. no
appeal 'should be made to the child to purchase the product or send

in box-topk and wrappers so that fictitious character may go to school

or hospital or help pay off the fictitious mortgage.
jjremium that depends upon its alleged 'luck' bearing powers for

ctiveness or in any fashion appeals to superstition will be
its <^t{ni^H^
approved!^^B|r of clubs is ci'izzt lutr'-v^uced on children's programs.
The forminH^^Bj^tion requirements fifiU 't'h:;i rulex of such clubs ar«
Sometimes inH^^^^^e forni. Any script which invvxvei. tiic: o fnniza-
dlsseminated in^H^^^^^ret society or code must be submittca Lc iiw
tion of a children'm|^^^^^pany in complete detail at least ten busi--^

National Broadcasting o^^H|L|*':c*i on the air.

ness days before its introdM^HK|^^y must be given assurance that
The National Broadcasting CoIHIH^^^i^^ ff harmful to person 9t
no premium offered over its facl^^^^^^
property.

CKLW, Detroit-Windsor. He was en
the payroll six months.
Coincidental with dropping Fuss,

a girl secretary, and the New York
office CKLW returned to its former
policy of using a regular sales rep.
Choice fell to Joseph Hershey Mc-
Glllvra, who had the station before
the Fuss episode.
Ted Campeau. g.m. of CKLW,

made both decisions while visiting
Manhattan.

Geori:e Losey Joins WLS
Chicago, Oct. 4.

Three additions to the WLS staff.
George Losey moves in from WDZ,
Tuscola (111.), to join the produc-
tion department.
Swit^er McCrary, radio writer

and performer of Texas, comes up
as announcer, while Mary Esther
Moulton is added to the press de-
partment.

Whatever It Is, KeDogg

Revae Under Snpervision

Of Sanford-Fanlkner

When the Kellogg variety show
goes on the NBC-red (WEAF) link

from Hollywood Jan. 15 it will have as
staff producer and writer the same
combination, Tony Sanford and
George Faulkner, who are now doing
the Rudy Vallec-Standard Brands
stanza. J. Walter Thompson, agency
on both accounts, intends to replace
Faulkner with Bob Simons as scrip>

tor of the Vallce program.

Kellogg event will take the Satur-
day 10 to 11 p.m. span, the first half
of which is now filled by Horace
Heidt for Stewart-Warner, Thomp-
son has been dickering for Cary
Grant as regular m.c. and Deanna
Durbin as the main voc^ilist, but
these deals reported to bt' cold.

Iic:)crt rnn»"ct Dolen may have the
baton ns3ignuiv..:*i ^^y,} thrre will be
g»test samcs a la Chase & iidii'sf'-a

Hour.

fkm Copy Tot-Totted

Washington. Oct. 4.

Commercial ballyhoo for Drcne,
one of the Procter 8c Gamble pro-
ducts widely promoted through radio
programs, is due for more blue-pen-
ciling in accordance With a Federal
Trade Commission stipulation. Maker
agrees to drop misleading copy—in-
cluding claims the shampoo is the
safest, purest, and most effective,
that the cleanser completely removes
excess oil, dirt, etc., and that dyed
locks will take on that natural look.
Last year some of the health claims

were abandoned when the FTC tut-
tuted.

Walter Craig

Heads Radio For

Street & Finney

Walter Craig has sold his Inde-
pendent radio production business
to his long-time associate, Kenneth
Burton, and is Joining the Street &
Finney advertising agency to cstab'
llsh and head a radio department.
Two Street 8e Finney accounts, Rex>
all and Carter's Liver Pills, have for
years been handled for radio by
Craig and he will be their account
exec, among other duties, at the
agency.

Formerly a musical comedy Juve-
nile, Craig entered radio through
World Broadcasting Co. Five years
nrro he went oh his own and has
handled i^ca^roh, Chevrolet and
other national a.coun. v.orious

agencies.

Street Sc Fitir.ny Has a fah!y lurge
annual billing, but has .".Ct };sr«to-

fore been prominent in radio. CiaiC,
it is understood, will also have a
piece of the biz.

Jolson East for Six
Hollywood. Oct. 4.

Al Jolson's Lifebuoy troupe will

broadcast from New York for six

weeks starting Oct. 2S. Start of h6r
new picture at Paramount will pre-
vent Martha Rayie from making the

trip.

Accompanying Jolson will be Park-
yakarkas, Lud Gluskin and producer
Ev Meade.
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WTCN'S KICKBACK
Chain Income from Time Sales

1937 1936 1935

$3,541,999 $2,681,815 $2,895,037

February- 13,498,053 3,295,782 2,714,300 2,758^19

March 13,806,831 3,614,283 3,037,873 3,025.308

April ^,310,505 3,277,837 2,741,928 2,682,143

3.214.819 2,561,720 2,685,211

, , , . , 3,200,569 3,003,287 2,323,456 2,380,845

July . i 2.958.710 2.707,450 2,429^983 2,208,935

, 2,941,099 2,784,977 2,422,431 2,021,365

September .

.

..1... 2,979,241 2,850,581 2,886.637 2,163,317

Total ...... $29;930,804 $28,291,015 $23,820,143 $22,820,480

CBS
1938 1937 1936 1935

, , , , $2,879,945 $2,378,620 $1,901,023 $1,768,949

February 2,680.335 2,264,317 1,909446 1,654,461

March 3,034.317 2,559J16 2,172,382 1,820;553

April 2,424,180 2,563,478 1.950J939 1,615,389

May 2,442,283 2,560,558 1,749,517 1,287,455

June .2,121..495 2,476,567 1,502,768 1,066,729

Jul^^ »••••>•«• 1,367,357 1.988.412 1,292,775 910,470

, 1,423.865 1.955,280 1.232,588 97»JD19

September 1,602,105 2,028,585 1,838,932 1,086,900

, $19,975,882- $20,77&.533 $15,550,070 $12,189,925

MUTUAL
1938

January $269,894

February 253,250

March 240,637

April 189,545

May 194,201

June 202,412

July 167,108

August .164,626

September 200,342

Total $1,882,015

1937

$213,748

233,286

241.431

200,134

154,633

117,388

101,457

96.629

132,866

$1,497,572

NBCs September Billings Up 5.7%

Columbia Grossed $1,602,105—Off 5% From Same
Month in '37—Mutual Figure, $200,342

P"0»ember's billings had Columbia
still oti i>e do'A R.'jrade. while Mutual
came through with fe boost of 50.8^5,

.

as compared with the like mc.fdh c*

last year. NBC showed an increase

of 4.5%.
Columbia's turnover figures 5% off

on the first nine months of 1938. With
Mutual it was a lift of 25^0 and for

NBC a tilt of 5.7%, CBS's gross In-

come from facilities sales last month
amounted to $1,602,105. while NBC
drew $2,979,241. Mutual got $200,342

cositrast with the $132,886 garnered
lon/oer. '37.

tlffi^.m last Sep.
CBS grSSMI^H^I^^jho i)r»vious

tcmbcr, $l,838,93m^^^^||yi) 8t>:)

parallel month and $l,i

tomber, 1935. NBC did $2
last September, $2,886,637 the Sep
tcmber before that, and $2,163,317 for

;

September, '33. !

After 10 Yrs. with CBS
Warnow Stays Five More
;!'!a>:. !ast week signed Mark War-

now to a yi- . contract as a staff

musical director, Wui;n>\v currently
directs a house crew on his 'Blu^*.

Velvet' sustainer a half hour weekly,
and takes a 17 piece portion of it

into the Paramount theatre. N. Y..

pit Oct. 19. Latter date will be in

conjunction with his brother Ray-
mond Scott's quintet.

Warnow lias been with CBS 10

years, starting as a violinist in a

house crew and shitting to leader's

5i*nnd in an emergency on the re-

qj'.pcjt of Morton Downey. He has
Jjic>i-C S>:ilCr.

Minneapolis Station Cani>-

ceHed Commercials to

Carry Eugene O'Neill Play

Only to Be Slappied Down
on Charge Script Con-

tained Profanity

TEST CASE

Washington, Oct. 4,

Commission backed down on
the 'Horizon' case Tuesday by
voting to reconsid.:r order citingr

WTCN for ^earine. This vacates
' previous action, but still leaves

the complaint pendlne for final

determination whether to craek

down or shelve it.

Indictment of nine stations for al-

ledged law and rule violations last

week stepped up the Federal Com-

munications Commission crusade

againls industry offenders but one of

the citations, foreshadowing similar

action against over a score of other

transmitters, stunned the industry

and seemed to open the way for a

decisive test of regulatory power.
Flock of orders for stations to de-

fend licenses was topped by action

against WTCN, Minneapolis, for as-

serted desregard of the ban on pro-
fane, indecent, and obscene language.
Threat of "punishment grows out of

investigation of the script of a cap-
sule version of Eugene O'Neill's

Pulitzer Prize drama 'Beyond the

Horizon' on an NBC sustaining series

of dramatic programs. Airing oc-

cured July 28.

Angry argument over blue-nose
atitude split the Commish when the

WTCN matter came up. With Chair-
man Frank R. McNinch and Gover-
nor Norman S. Case absent, the regu-
lators divided four to one. Emphatic
protest against grundyism was filed

by Comdr. T. A. M. Craven, who in-

sisted the official minutes contain his

outspoken opinions on the latest twist

of the crack-down campaign..

All Are Liable

Aii NSC hh:'. web outlets which
carried the sex lW-i'T. liable to

be summoned to the FCC T.^h^d,

although there is a possibility the
issue will be thrashed out in test-case

fashion with WTCN as the guinea
pig. Commish plans, however, to
demand names of all stations which
took the sustainer, indicating clearly

a determination to carry out the ul-

timatum conveyed in ' McNinch's

(Continued on page 29)

Bernie Had to Accej^t Lawer

Contract After His Drug Discs

(Still to Cmne) Beeaine Known

Talented Cop

Fort Wayne, Oct. 4.

Police Officer Clifford Kirk-
patrick, who broadcasts on
Westingheuse "WGL's program

. called 'Hey, Mr. Motorist,' as-

tonished a driver by reaching
into the motorist's coat and
pulling out a live rabbit.

Officer - broadcaster Kirkpat-
rick has also studied magic for

years as a hobby, and was break-
ing in a new routine at his work.
His feat brought a lot of local

comment.

NBC Web Programs To

Michigan Regional Will

Reduce Local Programs

Detroit, Oct. 4.

Affiliation of Michigan web with
NBC Blue, for both sustaining and
commercial programs, is expected to

bring about a sharp reduction in

production at WXYZ here, which has
been furnishing full sked for state

net past several years.

Now taking NBC blue stuff, in

addition to WOOD-WASH (Grand
Rapids) and WXYZ which have been
NBC affiliates for several years, are

WJIM, Lansing; WFDF, Flint;

WIBM, Jackson, and WELL, Battle

Creek. Adds area of 600,000 popu-
lation to NBC coverage in Michigan,

Slash in A-XYZ production for its

state web will not cause any great
talent layoff, it is believed, .since

station pared payroll before start of

the baseball season. Airings of De-
troit Tiger games for Socony-Kel-
logg's was shipped out over entire

Michigan web this season, so that

eliminated about three hours of pro-
duction daily..

Despite any reduction necessary in

production because of the NBC af-

filiation, however, WXYZ still will

retain probably the biggest talent

payroll in Detroit. Due to lineups
needed for station's 'Lone Ranger,'
'Green Hornet' and other network
shows.

this week will add Sally
Woodward, for s . , ^rv«»l years at WWJ
here, for series of ttve-ti.r.s-Wf^ckly

programs. Will comment on -worn'

en's social and civic activities.

Ben Bernie had to take a cut from

the original price for his Half and

Half tobacco series (CBS) as the re-

sult of a storm he ran into at the

Young & Rubicam agency after his

checksigner, Creorge Washington Hill,

discovered that the maestro had pre-
viously recorded a group^ of United
Drug transcriptions, not yet released.

Hill's burnup occurred a few days
before Bernie was due to make his

initial H & H broadcast (1).

Y & R knew nothing (they should
read Varibtt) of the previous com-
mitment with United Drug until

after the final contracts had been
okayed all around. Bernie realized

that he had got himself jammed
when on re-reading the agreement
he discovered that Hill Had bought
his exclusive radio service. When
the maestro advised Y & R of sit-

uation there ytas consternation right

through the agency up to the top of
the Amierican Tobacco Co.

Admits Error

Bernie agreed with the agency's
view that this commitment had void-
ed his contract with American To-
bacco. His contract was subsequent-
ly torn up and a new one was issued

at a reduced weekly figure, with the
difference purportedly being the
sum that he is to receive from United
Drug. Hill's bitterness over the in-

cident was somewhat mollified when
he was informed by the agency that
United Drug had promised that it

would not, while exploiting its own
campaign, link the disc series with
th < Bernie that is on Half and Half
tobacco.

Y & R denied the report that it

had offered United Drug as high as
$25,000 for Bernle's commitment suid

any discs that had been made. Ber-
nie himself had tried to buy back
this same contract, but without any
success.

John Conte doing the commercials
for Silver Theatre, Al Pcarce and
Good Gulf.

DORIS FISHER WITH

DUCHIN FOR PALL MALL

New ds Ih Giveaways

to

Despite the dip in general business, radio ad

are resorting to few contests to stimulate inter

their wares. Trend seems to be away from

prizes to a few persons and toward small gifts

everybody.
Accounts have apparently become smartened to the

idea that the most effective merchandising is that

which has some relationship to the product. Procter

St Gamble, for instance, instead of giving away autos,

is now offering skillets and bathbrushcs, both of which

have an association with the company's products. Also

1935 1936

Offers

Januiry 37

E'V'»;•r^rv

Penny Wise (Doris Fisher, song-
writer-arranger daughter of Fred
Fidher, music pub) was signed by
Eddy Duchin last week to handle the
vocals with his band on the Pall-
Mall program starting past Monday
<3). Contract is for 10 weeks. She
•Iso will do two sustaining shots a
"week with the Hand from the Plaza
Hotel, but will not work with It any
other night.

ij-i.r-^u Mfjd hpr Wise Guys orch. is

currently recoiJin;;' Jus Vocalian,
having completed eight sides. (.> 'i

IC pact^ Her waxing of her Ovvn
j March

tune. 'Tutli FfUU:.' No, 1 seller on .

the Vocalian list. [May

'Bringing Up Father' July

Rights Sold to R-0'K;|e'&r
Badlo righU to •Bringing Up |

October ..

Father' cartoon of George McManus November
nave been taken by Rockwell- Decembsr
O'Keefe, Inc. I

So far there is nothing at hand toj
sell. Prank Cooper, of R-O'K. will |

ready a script show to peddle. |

* Inctudej contests and offers contiiuicd from the previous year.

^"iisers
| that it's better to exchange 750,000 bathbrushes for
wrappers than to have 10 persons driving around in

ears won in P, Sc G. contests.

IT of contests on NBC for the first eight months
,_^^^^^^^eompare-l for the like period of 1937

o' tW«yci^BMBte|vc* irt^u?itli the new commercial
has amounted l^ip^^l^pH^^iiiim^harper departure
broadcast season
from this merchandising device. ^^^^^B^^nt of
Following chart gives a month-to>monti^^^^H|^ four

of contest and offers on NBC during the
years:
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L C. Hill's CprnmeBt On

'Crooked Mouthpieces'

Fetches $250,000 Suit

Edwin C. Hill's alleged references
to 'crooked mouthpieces,' represent-
ini^. racketeers dbrlng a news broaH'-

cast y I th»» Lucky Strike hour in
August, 1937, Wu; ' ilwn 'i.-^ a 7>{>rs'*n?il

rejection by Moses PolakCif. "^o-^'j

York attorney. As a result Hill, the
American Tobacco Co., sponsor of
the hour, and Columbia Broadcasting
System, have been named defendants
in a suit fllcd ih N. Y. supreme
court by the attorney for $250,000
damages for libel.

Polakoff, one of the attorneys who
defended Charles 'Lucky' Luciano,
convicted as a vice racketeer, claims
his rep was damaged by the remarks
of Hill while describing the racket
over the air by referring to 'crooked
lawyer mouthpieces, bondsmen em-
ployed by the racket czars who
scheme to keep their client out of
jail.' The defendants have answered
the action with a general denial that
any particular' lawyer was Inten.
tionally singled out and particularly
not the plaintiff, and that the com-
inentary was of a general nature.

8r»

8
6

74

Stoop, Skipworth, O'Keefe

Set for Quaker Guesters
J-^Caffrcy office has booked

„ , .
!e aii f Alison

Co onel ^S^IIM^^g^on the
Skipworth for Xwl^pMH^BH^^reri
Quaker Oats show on
(WEAF). For the first It's th
urday (8), while the latter will hav
the folowing week (15).

S2:.,c? office will have Walter
O'Keefe on the IJuiv Vallee-Stand-
ard Brands session tomoi'ow
(Thursday) and Rae Samuels plm
Eddie Green the succeeding InstuH-
;p.t*=it as).
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Broadcasters Divided on Merit

Of the Transcription Library;

Miller Says No Deal Was Made

Washington, Oct. 4.

Disposal of the National Associa-

tion ot Broadcasters' transcription

service—^NAB Bureau of Copyright,

Inc.—appeared certain this week, pos-

sibly to Langlois & Wentworth, fol-

lowing prolonged discussion of the

music situation at last week's execu-

tive committee session with President

Neville Miller.

Wide differences of opinion within

the trade body, membership were re-

flected at the meeting, where broad

range of su^estions for handling the

whole musib = question received air-

ing, but the. faction which has

frowned on' the attemot to supply

public domain program material

seemed to have the uoner hand at the

conclusion. President P'lnier insisted,

however, that no final agreement was
reached and. further study will be

given the Cbpyright Bureau problem.

Even though' sentiment did not

crystallize foripally, general con-

sensus was that attempt should be

niade to unload the library in a way
which will end the fin?ncial drain,

Taut will insure broadcasters of a re-

liable supply oiE royalty-free music.

Thought expressed that if the NAB
persists in trying to provide the serv-

ice and finally fails the whole effort

to build up a non-copyright library

will receive a possibly fatal set-back.

Longer Trial

Conflicting views were voiced dur-

ing the debate. Noting that certain

regional groups and particularly

smaller stations are on record in

favor of continuing the Bureau, some
members felt.renewed activity is die

•tated and a longer trial should be

given the idea that the trade itself

can do the job. Suspicion reflected

that any commercial firm taking

over the Bureau would scuttle dt and
past .expenditures would be com
pleteiy wasted. Leaders who never

have , been enthusiastic about the

venture argued in reply, however,
that the NAB not only is competing
unfairly with regular disc-makers,

but is tackling a hard task without
adequate equpiment, experience and
background.
Physical details of disposal of the

Bureau look like a headache. Propo
sitioits to pur.chase. the library and
continue the venture have been ad
vanced in informal manner, but there

are various ' alternatives to be
pondered. '.Possibility the Associa

tion might; get out from. under the

burden which already has taken

$50,000 of its funds—by leasing,

rather than! outright sale. Or tie-up

with a disttibutor would be a stop-

gap solutioh. .'Another variation is

for the NAB to continue searching
tor titles a&d

I
making arrangements,

then,turning pver.the recording and
. selling . job. , to . outsiders, , although
financial end contains some obstacles,

Broad, question of .relations with
American Society of Composers,
Authbrs, -• and . Publishers • was . left

dangling .when the session tended,

Cojiviersatidns were virtual seminar
•for .president .Miller, '.with- no ,de
cisions about renewing the fight for

• revision, of >.the. basic, Jederal...law,
about seeking aid ' from government
authorities in wrenching free of the
ASC^ grip, or .concerning prepara-
tions' for argument over new con-
tracts' when the present five-year

pacts expire.

ENGLISHMAN SPONSORED

Attention-Getters

As a reminder that its show
is opening on CBS tonight

(Wednesday) the Texas Co.

mailed copies of Roget's The-

saurus to radio columnists and
tradepapermen. Enclosed was
a card, signatured by Jim Tier-

ney, the firm's radio head,

which read:

'You have been exposed to

announcements of premieres

before. You have been over-

whelmed with adjectives. We
are going to spare you 'our'

adjectives. We merely suggest

that you listen tu the premiere

of the Texaco Star Theatre,

then select your own adjectives.

Fair enough?'
Week before Vick's sent out

red flannel underwear as a gag
attention-getter.

WAR JITTERS

JAMMED BIZ

IN CANADA

Montreal, Oct. 4,

Although time sales on both pri-

vately-owned and CBC stations are

reported greater than for the same
period last year, local broadcasters

report that new commitments have
been held up pending clarification

of the international situation.

While estimated that fall figures

are higher, indications are that sales

for next three months will be lower
than last year, due to uncertainties

which held up budgets which will

not be appropriated now even with
European problems seemingly clar^

ified.

One encouraging feature of local

broadcasting is the inclination

sponsors to. buy' more regional net
work time ' than in other years,

Broadcasters here report an increase
of 30 percent in regional network
buys, of from three to eight stations,

over last year.

Dick FisheD to WHN

SPONSORS-AGENCIES

Royal Typewriter, musical mem-
ory contest, half hour weekly,

through Buchanan & Co.

'

Yellow Cab Co., San Francisco,

through Rufus Rhoades & Co., spot-

ting announcements on KSAN, San
Francisco, and KFAC, Los Angeles.

Coty, Inc. (Cosmetics), four 100-

word spot announcements weekly for

13 weeks on WQXR, New York.

Brown & Tarcher placed.

New NBC red feeds to WCKY, Cin-

cinnati, are 'Mrs. Wiggs of the Cab-
bage Patch,' 'John's Other Wife,' 'Just

Plain Bill,' 'David Harum,' ^Lorenzo

Jones,' 'Young Widder Brown,' and
Tom Mix Straight Shooters,

Oswald & Hesse meat packing
company has bought half of Bob
McKee's six-times weekly noon
news broadcasts on WCAE, Pitts-

burgh. Previously they have been
sustaining, with Renault Wine Spon-
soring the other three. Norman
Twigger's late news at 11 p.m. on
same station goes commercial again

for 13 weeks, with Iron City Brew-
ing Co. shelling out for it.

*6ur Children,' a bi-weekly quar-
ter-hour of sayings and stories about
juves, bowed for Crustene, Sept. 27,

via Texas State Net's 23-station

hookup. Material is supplied by
listeners with cash prizes to accept-
able stuff.

Sponsor Working Up to a 'Rave

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.

AND AFFILIATED COMPANIES
FOUR IRVma PLACE, NEW YORK

September 29, 1938.

Editor, Vauiety:
I want you to know how much I appreciate the very kind and en-

couraging words which you saw fit to pronounce on our modest little

venture into the show business.

I have always felt that I owed a lot in the way of practical educa-
tion vby being a fairly regular reader of Variety. By following along

the same route, I hope to learn a lot more so that one day we might
come to deserve a real 'rave' in your columns,

Cordially yours,
Henry Obermeyer,

Asst. Vice-President
Advertising and Display.

Procter & Gamble Take Unwritten

Script Show from Transamerk

On Strength of Air Success

Marc Williams, cowboy singer

from WGY, Schenectady, started on
Oct. 3 a series of breakfast hour
children's broadcasts over WHO,
Des Moines, for Cocoa-Wheat (Lit-

tle Crow Milling).

of

Jimmy Powers, . sports editor of
the New York Daily News will re-
place Dick Fishell of Station WMCA,
New York, as sports commentator.

Fishell moves to WHN Oct. 10 as
director of sports.

WBZ and WBZA, Boston-Springfleld
Firestone Tire, 26 15-minute disc,

twice weekly, through Sweeney &
James, Cleveland, Ohio.
Lament Corliss & Co., New York,

78 participations in the Home Forum,
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.

C. G. Conn, Ltd, Boston (musical
instruments), 26 15-minute weekly
shows. Goulston Agency, Boston. •

Manhattan Soap Co., New York,
32 one-minute plugs. Franklin
Bruck, Inc., New York.
Spencer Shoe Corp., Boston (chain

stores), 13 weeks, 15-minute Musical
Clock disc shows. Chambers & Wis-
well. Inc., Boston.
Lewls-Rowe Co., St. Louis, Mo., 78

15-minute discs, twice weekly. H. W.
Kastor, Chicago.
Beaumont Laboratories, St. Louis,

116 one-minute plugs, staggered sked.
H. W. Kastor, Chicago.
North American Accident Insur-

ance Co., Newark, 13 15-minute
shows, Sundays, with Bill Williams,
from Oct. 16. Franklin Bruck, New
York.
D'Arrigo Bros, Boston (Andy Boy

Broccoli), 13 weeks, twice weekly,
Old New England' Recipes, talk and
organ. Harold P. Lewis Agency,
Boston.
Oxo^ Ltd., Boston, 80 one-minute

plugs, through Piatt Forbes, Inc.,

New York.

WHKC's Mutual Feeds

May Total 20 a Week
Columbus, Oct. 4.

WHKC is now 'deeding 17 programs

a week to Mutual web with possibil-

ity that total may bo to 20 as ad-

ditional time is cleared. Largest

number since station joined the net-

work.
New shows originating here are

Montana Meechy cowbby band, five

days a week; Hank and Slim and
their Georgia Crackers, five days a
week; Songs Sweetliearts Sing, Sun-
day afternoon shot featuring Mary
Elizabeth Brockerman and Edward
Hippie; Silhouettes in Music, with
the Ruvinsky ensemble, Nason Old-
ham and Dorothy Stevens Hum-
phries, also Sunday afternoons.

Continuing their Mutual programs
are the Buckeye Four, twice a week,
and three dance remotes from the

I'eil House with the Rhythm Boys
ot^chcstrs

WHKC will also feed the Ohio
State-Southern California game to

Mutual Saturday. As with last

week's Indiana game, WHKC and
the web will take the WOSU account

of the contest as given by Wib Pet-

tegrew and Grant Vard on the uni-

versity station.

Gene Fromlierz Exits

Alcatraz Island Barred as Theme

For Radio, hut Warners Made Fihn

sir Wilmott Lewis of London Times
Accepts Bankroll.

Washington, Oct. 4,

Radio debut of Sir Wilmott Lewis,
"Washington correspondent for the

XiOndon Times, was made Sunday (2)

over WRC in the first of a tri

weekly series of news broadcasts.

Although the veteran correspon-

dent had been heard on the air be-
fore, event marked his first venture
on a sponsored program. Wilkins^

Coffee Co., his sponsors, expressed
their pleasure by sending out en-

graved announcements to official

Washington.
In addition to snaffling Sir Wil

mott, NBC signed up H. R. Bauk
hage for a regular SundfT"' night

broadcast which also sta .-d last

Sunday. Baukhage, formerly with
the Associated Press, the United
States News ^.nd the Paris office of

the London Pall Mall Gazette, will

be heard over WMAL.

Washington, Oct. 4.

Stations which carry dramatiza-

tions dealing with inmates of or ac-

tivities at Alcatraz Penitentiary,

America's Devil's ' Island, will incur

the hostility of the Justice Depart-

ment and possibly of the Federal

Communications Commission.

Gag was applied by the D. J. last

week when request was turned down
for aid in preparing scripts for pro-
grams ljuilt around the San Fran-
cisco dundgeon. Despite the coopera-
tion given the film industry—^Fed-

erals permitted Warner Bros, to

shoot and release film with the
prison tag—and the opening of files

for broadcasts glorifying G-men, the
Bureau of Prisons turned thumbs
down on. the idea of digging into the
archives for Alcatraz material.

Alcatraz Out

Veiled]warning went to all stations

via the' National
.

. Association of

Broadcasters in short order. Letter
to the trade body pointed, out the
Department's policy is not ' to pub-
licize activities or personalities of

any Alcatraz inmates, remarking use

the radioof such material over
would be embarrassing.
No specific objection was made to

dramatizations about other Federal I to head what radio producing actiy-

Chicago, Oct, 4.

Gene Fromherz, who has been spot
time buyer for the J. Walter Thomp-
son agency, is leaving after two
years with the outfit. It marks the
second exit from th*» radio depart-
ment, of the agency here, Richard
Marvin having departed a fortnight

ago as radio department chieftain.

In his two years as spot buyer spot
billing' for' the agency mounted to

more than $350,000 annually. Indi-

cations are that the agency will shift

the major portion of the radio ac-
tivities to New York, leaving the
smaller purchases of air time to

George Pearson, space buyer for the
agepcy.
Buckingham Gunn, who was a

producer for the radio department,
will probably retura to the agency

Transamerican Broadcasting Sc

Television Corp., which introduced

the idea of teaming up serial script

writers, has sold a second show to

Procter & Gamble through the
Comptoh agency. The new one, 'This

Day,' will be authored by the same
duo, Carl Bixby and Don Becker, who
are responsible for 'Life Can Be
Beautiful,' which P.&G. started on
NBC four weeks ago. They're both
flve-time-a-Jweekers.

Curious angle about the deal on
'This Day' was P. & G. started to ne-
gotiate without having seen a single

script. Transamerican had previous-
ly submitted the title, idea and back-
ground. After 'Life Can Be Beauti-
ful* had been on a few weeks P. & G.
inquired whether 'This Day' was still

available and then wanted to know
what the terms were for the writing
and production of the yet unwritten
serial.

Clark's Theory

John L. Clark, Transamerican head,
has based his writing team idea on
the proposition that the best in radio
dramatic entertainment can be
achieved through the merging of di-

versified talents in script creation.

His plan calls for linking together on
single assignments writers who have
had successful radio shows. It's an
adaptation of a policy which prevails
in the Hollywood studios. Clark is

also establishing a complete produc-
tion setup in the company's Chicago
office. Negotiations are on with a
Chicago writing and producing team
to take charge of this department.

,
Transamerican last week became

the national sales reps for progi-ams
produced by WLW, Cincinnati. Con-
nection between the two had pre-
viously involved only representation
on spot time.

ONE-MAN JURY ON

AUDITIONS BANNED

pens but hint was conveyed that care
should be used in framing thrillers.

In view of the D, J. attitude, stations
which do carry programs dealing
with the San Frahcisco Bay Bastille
could easily be charged with failing]
to operate in the public interest and
upon complaint from the D. J, it is

highly probable the FCC would
swing into action.

ity there may be. Primary produc-
ing job for the agency at present is

the Northern Trust company's local
program.

Films' Headache

Warners experienced quite some
difficulty in clearing the 'Alcatraz'
title on its original film dealing with
that Federal penitentiary, and for
that reason was surprised at Para-
mount's OK on the use of 'King of
Alcatraz,' WB had to go to Wash-
ington and fix considerable red tape
at first.

WRC-WMAL's Shows
Washington, Oct. 4.

Four new sustaining programs set
last, week by WRC-WMAL as part
of its program to build up live talent
offerings.

Piano program with William Conn,
Washington, musician at the key-
board, skedded for Friday mornings,
over WRC. Half-hour series for
WMAL will feature Mme. Malada
Fani, Italian soprano, accompanied
by Benjamin Retner, on Friday
nights.

Sustaining series, 'Touchdown

t'ittsburgh, Oct. 4.

Day of one-man audition board at

KDKA has been doomed by sta-

tion's new general manager, Sher-
man D. Gregory. He's named a
committee of execs to listen to new
talent and whether or no tyros land
will be determined by majority vote.

New board consists of Derby
Sproul, program director; Clarence
Petit, head of public relations; Bill

Jackson, sales chief; W. B. McGill,

sales and promotion top; Music Di-

rector Maurice Spitalny and Joe
Baudino, chief engineer. In form
and purpose, plan is fashioned after

procedure followed by NBC.
All auditions at Pittsburgh's four

other stations are heard by single

individuals, which has also been
KDKA policy in past.

That started a prison cycle all over
again for that studio and others, and I

Totals,' will bring football news to
while a sequel to 'Alcatraz' was con- knob-twiddlers, via Bill Crago, NBC
sidered, the studio concluded it sports announcer, and WRC. Latter
might again have trouble getting the station will pick up the Sande Wil
prison island's, title cleared with the liams orchestra from the Carleton
D. C. authorities. I Hotel Monday evenings at 10:45.

Texaco Wax for 147

Texaco will have 147 stations play-

ing its 'Circle Service Boys' tran-

scriptions this fall. Distributor fur-

nishes the 15-minute musical pro-

grams and the dealex makes his deal

fo, time with the 1. ;al station.

NBC's transcription division is do-

ing the recording job, with the ini-

tial order calling for \Z such pro-

grams.
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STUPID NONSENSE-BUT SERIOUS
(Telegram)

Danville, Calif., Oct. 3.

Editor, Variety:

Waited for more information before answering your wire.

Have instructed my lawyers to cooperate with NBC in any
steps it may take. You can always expect the same old

stupid nonsense from censorship, but picking on 'Beyond
the Horizon' at this late date seems to me a high in silli-

ness.

Eugene O'Neill.

cided to become the chief censor over truth in ad-
vertising-, although the Federal Trade Conimijiijion

and the Food and Drug Administration are charged
witTTthis responsibility. It has set itself up as the

umpire in controversies about what the public taste

should be. Simultaneously it refuses—and has re-

fused, persistently— to enunciate policies, to indi-

cate its interpretation of the statute,, and to supply
a chart by which the industry can plot its course.

procedure. In the Brinklcy, Baker and Shuler cases,

the regulatory agency Avas told it properly may
weigh evidence of past performance in deciding
whether the public interest will be served in the
future by a license renewal. But nowhere is there

an opinion by a judicial body which justifies indict-

ment of a station for a single act, the sin of which
is admittedly highly doiibtrul.

Through recent months it has become i creas-

ingly obvious that in time the broadcasting indus-

try will be forced to rear back on its hind legs and
challenge the dictatorial and regimental instincts

of the Federal Commumcations Commission if the

theory of private enterprise is to be preserved. By
the latest instance of Wue-nosery—citing WTCN-
for hearing because in airing a capsule version of an
internationally famed drama its microphone emitted

a few of the more common and mild expletives—the

Commission virtually has challenged radio to de-

mand a showdown.

Public reaction to the hearing order fired at

.WTCN and to the threat to more than a score of

other stations should be the signal for broadcasters

to mobilize all their legal forces and insist upon a

determination of how far the FCC intends to go

—

and of how • broad its regulatory powers may be.

The 'Beyond the Horizon' case is' an admirable op-

portunity for the National' Association of Broad-

casters — which has been muttering for months
about clarifying the confusion that has grown out

of the McNinch reform movement—to serve the

purpose for Avhich a trade association is established.

The crying need for a yardstick by which the in-

dustry and the public can measure the efficiency of

stations from the 'public interest, convenience, and
necessity' viewpoint has been apparent for an ex-

tended period, but the WTCN-'Horizon' matter
demonstrates more conclusively than all previous

evidence together that the industry cannot continue-

without an affirmative, specific, and precise inter-

pretation of this omnibus clause.

Outstanding question posed last week by the

FCC's action, however, is whether the regulatory

authority intends to act as judge, jury, and prosecu-

tor, thoroughly disregarding the established and
constitutional enforcement machinery of the Fed-

eral government.

The FCC may in the end conclude that the

WTCN conduct does not warrant a severe penalty,

or any penalty at all. But even so the menace will

continue to exist. The Commission will not be
bound by any precedent to afford the traditionall}'^

American fair opportunity. Despite the explana-
tion that no final judgment has been rendered, the

Commission—at least a majority of its membership
—clearly showed in ordering a hearing that it con-

siders the evidence (such as it is) provides a prima
facie, case. By not referring the matter ta a Fed-
eral prosecutor, it suggests strongly there was
doubt in the minds of its own lawyers and of the

members themselves that WTCN's conduct constir

tutes a violation of Federal law.

While the final verdict has not been rendered, the

'Horizon' incident—^far more than the Mae West
case or the various quack remedy broadcasts—pre-

sents a vital issue. In fact, it presents a whole host

of issues, all of which are of concrete significance to

the average licensee and station manager. For the

sake of future growth and stability, the industry

•should take up the cudgels and fight these issues to

a positive conclusion.

From a casual reading of the act it is difficult to

see where the FCC derives power to order a hearing

to determine whether a station violated the anti-

profanity clause—even assuming the broadcasting

of 'heir and 'damn' is a violation—or to take the

station off the air as punishment. The statute

clearly requires a prosecution before an independent
tribunal, affording an impartial hearing, in such

situations. If a Federal court deems the language,

in the 'Horizon' script transcends the limits of de-

cency, the FCC then could take judicial notice of

its finding and act appropriately.

There is another angle deserving of serious con-
sideration. At various times, critics of the industry

—both within and outside the government—have
complained that radio is wasting a golden oppor-
tunity. They have clamored for more art, more
literature, Setter music, higher standards of culture,

and loftier ambitions. It is more than ironical when
a station cancels commercial programs in ordc.r to

present a series of plays which have won the piost

coveted symbol of appreciation and then finds itself

in the prisoner's dock, with execution the possible

penalty. The danger of censorship, as typified by
this 'Horizon' inquisition, is not only threatened;

it is immediate.

Steadily the FCC has been usurping whatever

regulatory power it feels it needs, regardless of

In the present situation, the FCC has violated all

the principles of fair play, thUmbed'its nose, at the

canons of governmental ethics, deliberately shoved
-aside the democratic system of 'checks* and 'bal-

ances.' Its grand jury-like inquiry, its arbitrary

show-cause order, and its flaunting of the statute are

sufficient proof it intends to dictate to the industry

on practically every matter of significance.

whether Congress intended it to do so. It has de- No court ever paved the way for such summary

All the whispered concern, all the apprehension
about Government ownership, about regulatory

strangulation, about monopolistic control, about
trafficking in licenses may be thoroughly justified

—on the part of the industry, the public, and the

regulators. The critical matter, though, is whether
the radio Industry will continue to coast along-
anxious, uncertain, fearful—or will insist upon, and
if necessary force, a show-down.

WTCN's CulturalKickback
(Continued from page 27)

letter shelving the Mae We?t inci-

dent last«^inter.

Although' similar situations havie

been created during the recent drive

to clean up the air, the 'Horizon* case

presents a clear-cut issue that is likely

to become, a landmark in the event

the Conmiish finally concludes the

Minneapolis station should be gagged

lor violating the statute. Aside from
th« general public interest proposi-

tion, the matter boils down to a dif-

ference of opinion whether a few ex-

pletives contained in dialog from one
of the outstanding modern plays con-

stitute a violation of the anti-pro-

fanity section of the statute.

Kiddlnr The C«minish
Chief reaction of radie lawyers

and industry figures was one of deep
indignation, but the Commish ^yas

• the object of considerable derision

and ridicule. Numerous individuals

including prorninent newspaper cor-

respondents, thought the regulators

put them-selves in a ludicrous posi-

tion by spanking a station which
jparticipated in an effort to meet
criticism about deficiency of culture,

education, and art in program-build-
ing.

Persons who heard the boiled-

down performance or have ogled the

script were especially surprised that

the occasional 'damn', 'hell', and
'God' eiaculations of the O'Neill

characters should be too strong for

some of the individuals who voted
to set the WTCN renewal plea for

hearing. There was much resent-

ment directed toward Commissioner
George Henry Payne, who voted to

try WTCN after having sounded off

repeatedly about failure of the in-

dustry to make more opportunities
to bring high-grade literature, drama,
and music to the radio audience.

Ironical angle is that WTCN can-
celled commercial contracts in order
to air the sustaining series of Pulitzer
prize winning dramas.
General agreement among attor-

neys was that the incident provides
a badly-needed opportunity to de-
termine the limit of the FCC's

authority. With NBC declaring it

will fight to the finish, lawyers hoped
an eventual result will be a decisive

interpretation of the FCC's confused

and conflicting policies, plus the ex-

asperatingly indefinite provisions of

the law. If WTCN or any other out-

let which aired the play should be
held guilty of violating the public in-

terest, barristers feel the proposition

merits a fight to the U. jS. Supreme
Court.

The censorship phase spotlighted

by attorneys and station people was
stressed during the Commish debate.

Pointing out that O^Neill's 1920 prize-

winner not only established him as

a leading dramatist, Commissioner
Craven made much of the fact it

has been presented countless times

throughout the nation without any
record of a single state performance
ever being banned. Citation is a

dangerous precedent, he contended,

and an indefensible exercise of du-

bious powers.

The original O'Neill dialog had
been carefully scrubbed in fabricat-

ing the microphone version it was
noted. Furthermore, attention was
paid to the contrast between the

'Horizon' theme and the sex problems
which formed raw material for his

later plays. None of the salty words
which O'Neill used freely in subse-

quent works were found in the web
version and the microphone dialog

showed no trace of objectionably in-

decent innuendo.
None of the other citations com-

pared in importance, although some
presented significant issues. Several

were based on allegations that tech-

nical rules w'ere broken, other on

medicinal programs and assorted

features of the type for which the

FCC has been gunning in recent

months, and on possible illegal trans-

fer of control.

Raising the number of stations

ordered, in the past eight months to

defend their franchises to 20, the

Commish scheduled hearings on re-

newal applications of the following

for the listed general reasons:

KLCN, Blytheville, Ark, Infrac-

tions of engineering regulations and
unsatisfactory logs.

WJRD, Tuscaloosa, Ala, Manage-
ment contract; program service,

chiefly 'Radio Auction' program; loss

of control; log deficiencies; transmis-
sion of personal mes'ages; unpainted
towers; unsatisfactory equipment.

WKAQ, San Juan, P. R, Medicinal
programs; loss of control; "bulk time
sales.

WJBW, New Orleans. Improper
equipment; excess power; deficient

logs; "improper supervision over oper-
ations.

KFOX, Long Beach, Calif. Pro-
gram service, particularly 'Hawaiian
Dream Lady' and 'Basic Science In-
stitute'.

KYA, San Francisco. Failur* to
announce that programs were paid

News' Editorial

Washington, Oct. 4.

Editorial comment of the
New York Daily News on the
FCC ultimatiun to WTCN over
the 'Beyond the Horizon' pre-
sentation caused widespread
comment in government and
broadcast circles.

Was reprinted here by the
Times, run by Eleanor Patter-
son, sister of Capt. Joseph M.
Patterson, News publisher.

ftr; program service ('Basic Science
Institute'); and transmission of per-

sonal messages.
WNEL, San Juan, Puerto Rico.

Program service (medicinal ac

counts); lack of supervision; and bulk
time sales.

WCAM, Camden, N. J. Manage-
ment contract.

T)ie -detailed facts in these cases

were' not made knoWn, since the law
dejDartment has not prepared bills

of particulars and formal hearing
notices will' not be ready for several

more days. In acordance with its

new publicity policy in such cai;es,

the Clommish isued a special an-
nouncement stinunarizing the charges
and explaining that preliminary in-

vestigation raised doubt which justi-

fied a hearing. No determination
has been made in any of the cases,

the statement explained, but the tacts

GmhJumK Iqr NBC on Series'

Pniilidty ABeged by CBS, Muhiii!

CBS. and Mutual accused NBC
over th« past weekend of jumping
the guQ on the release of publicity
about broadcasting the world's se-
ries games. In his memorandum to
all networks and stations Judge K.
M. Landis had 'urgently requested'
that nothing be put out on the
broadcasts until after a go-ahead
had been received from him. NBC
is alleged to have shot out its pub-
licity Friday (30), whereas the cus-
tom has been to inform the press
about the radio tieup a day or two
before the 'first game.

In his letter Judge Landis warned
against any commercial, mention be-
ing made during the entire broad-
cast of a series game. This rule
bars the interpolation of even local

spot announcements. Games, he
wrote, were being made available to

all networks and non-network sta-

seem to be of sufficient importance
to warrant formal weighing.

Radio Division of the Federal the-

atre will debut a series of Elizabeth-
an dramas on WQXR, N. Y., early in

November. Most of" the plays ise-

lected for airing by Radio Division
players have never been done on
the stage and none ever presented
on the radio. 'Shoemaker's Holiday,'
which will be done later in the
series, was played by Orson Welles!.

'Mercury Theatre of the Air,'

Initialer will be Marlowe's 'Dido,

Queen of Carthage,' followed by Ben
Jonson's 'Volpini' and Greene's 'His-

tory of Orlando Furioso.' Other
work by Sliakcspcorean contem-
poraries will be used, including Web-
ster, Beaumont and Fletcher, Ford,
Marston, Chapman, Kidd, Pecle, and
Heywood, among lessei knowns.
Radio Division Is credited with be-

ing the first to put higli toned dramas
on the air. Shakespeare was ether-
ized over WMCA by the dept. in

1936.

tions except WJBK, Detroit,' and
KQV, Pittsburgh, which have been
under fire by the major bas.6ball

leagues for alleged unauthorized
game broadcasts.
Announcer schedule okayed t>y

Landis is as follows: Tom Manning
and Red Barbour, with George
Hicks for color, on the NBC-red
(WEAF); John O'Hara and George
Higgins with Albert K. Rosewell for
color on the NBC-blue (WJZ);
France Laux and Bill Dyer with
Mel Allen for color on CBS, and
Bob Elson and Stan Lomax, with
Dave Driscoll (N, Y.) and Quin'
Ryan (Chicago) for color, on Mu-
tual,

Second Year Vnsponsored
This makes the second consecutive

series that hasn't had a commercial
attached to it, Henry Ford paid for
last year's rights, but didn't go
through with the broadcasting proj-
ect.

WBBIV^ has obtained permission
from Judge Landis to use its own
sports staff to handle the World's
Series. These announcers are Pat
Flanagan and John Harrington.
Charley Grimm, former Cubs

nianngor, who went with WBBM the
past summer, was declared Ineligible

for the series br'^adcast because of
Landis* standing rule against an-
nouncers who had recently been as-

sociated with eitlicr league.

O'Hara Selected Again

St, Louis, Oct, 4,

Johnny O'Hara. chief of KWK
sportsca.stors. roct^livcd word Friday
(30) from TTItC h^^arlqunrfer.? that he
had bci?n s^l^et^d ts ihr fjnbbing
at the VJovrVs ^fxin-, 'TTm«- ^id his
appointment v^z ac-.'-'.-^o t l*> Judge
Londi?. Tiiis \vi:i bo C/licifn's sovchth
v/rtrld's .'jcics sf i', tnfi o*''?."-: boing
doi^*! before he raroo to KV/K from
WGN three ycnrs aso.



VARIETY

JACK BENNY
With Mary Livingstone, Kenny
• Baker, Phil Harris, Don Wilson
Comedy, Songs, Band
30 MIns.
JELL-O
Sun., 7 p. m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

(Young & Rubicam)
What stood out in Jack Benny's re-

entry in the 1938-39 C.A.B. steeple-

chase last weekend (2) was the novel

way he introduced himself and the

members of the^ cast. Each was
sketched as hurriedly getting ready

for the opening broadcast, and the

whole thing added up to an unbroken
fusillade of sock laughs. After that

it was nip and tuck.
,

Most of the exchanges earned the

usual Benny wallop, but there was
one interval that sounded as though

the troupe was taking time out to

toss a hot potato. But even this

doubtful interlude was compensated
for. That came with the reading of

a wire from Fred Allen, which said

that he had heard the Benny program
and that motion pictures would con-

tinue to be his best entertainment
Benny had apparently elected to

limit the participants to his perma-
nent payroll for the opening install-

ment. In addition to Mary Living-

stone, Kenny Baker. Phil Harris and
the salesman-stooge, Don Wilson,

there was the blackface valet, 'Ro-

chester,* and the perennial door-rap-

per with the quick rib. Among the

nifty touches in the script was the

foundation laid, for Kenny's British-

imported valet. Kenny also contrib-

uted added underpinning to his

status as one of radio's choice inter-'

preters of romantic ditties. His

voice and style are still making
strides upward. Odec.

RADIO REVIEWS Wednesday, Octobei^ 5, 1938

'AVALON TIME'
With Bed Foley, Kitty O'Neii, Neigh-
bor Boys, Andrews Sisters, liel

King, Phil Davis Orch.
30 Mins.
AVALON CIGARETTES
•Satarday; 6 p.m.
WMAQ-NBC, Chicago

(RusseU M. Seeds)
New show for this Brown & Wil-

liamson product is aimed right down
;the middle for the" potential cus-
tomers for the chea{)er priced ciga-

rette. It shapes as a slightly sophis-
ticated barn dance, but stiU retains

th^ basic appeal of the hillbilly type
.of entertainment. It shapes up as

an excellent set-up for the product
ahd should smack over the bulk of

Saturday night listeners.
" They have built this show, well,

with- the talent following "a set' plan
•'towards a ireal "goal. They are home
folks and tuneful, and, their comedy
is broad and full of come-into-the-

.kitchen quality. .Foley typifies the
entire show with his semi-hill-billy
and western yodeling, warbling his
,iMX!.e^ with a family-circle intonation
that wraps itself around the radio
in the parlor. <

Kitty O'Neii, sub-billed as the
*Laugning Lady,' is boisterous- anc
unrestrained in' her comedy, with
.the continuous belly laugh helping
to sell most of her 'gags, "whether
funny or not. For the strictly home
.touch there are theh Neighbor. Boys
who sing not too religious hymns. An
drews Sisters are on for the guest
appearance on the initial network
show, and had" to finish off with the
tune that clicked for .'em, 'Bei Mir
Bist du Shoen.' The age of a song
doesn't make any difference on this
show, as long as it is melodious and
figures to entertain the listeners,

This is a wise approach to the radio
entertainment problem, and the rro
duction on this show evidences wise
decisions throughout the program
Davis orchestra is good, with ar-

rangements that go in for lilt anc
lightness rather than smartness or
sophisticated discords. All in' all,

show that figures to .entertain the
great bulk of radio' listeners, even
thou.eh the so-called ultra set may
pass it up as cross-roads stuff. Gold.

*VOX POP'
With Wallace Butterworth. Parks
-Johnson Graham McNamee

30 Mfns. ,

PENN TOBACCO
Saturday, 9 p. m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

(Ruthrauf & Ryan)
Starting out for' Penn, Tobacco Co.

• (Kentucky Club pipe sniol^in.i? tobac-
co), -Johnson' and Butterworth- totfed

their portable .setup -into Radio City,

N. Y., Saturday (30) night, ostensibly:

to "Vox Pop some- 6ut-of-towners.
Two inquisitors intend bringing one
guest star to the program each week.'
and launched " that end virith Al
Schacht) once half of basebair$ funny
team of Altrock and. Schacht. He
answered queries and revealed inti-

mate details of locker room baseball.
Also plugged himself and future
laugh-.getting antics which he intends
transferring to the gridiron this fall.

Session was light and hum-orous in

spots! and occasionally worked plugs
for Kentucky Club into the .iuggling

of questions and aswers. One par-
ticularly funny crack topped the vox
popping when a guest was tossed a
question about having temporary
teeth whdn he was young. What the
query was leading up to was lost

when he came back with 'I've got
temporary ones now.'
Johnson and Butterworth. seemed

freshened and bandied cracks 'with
verve. Graham McNamee handled
the cbmmercials, some of which were
I»retty long winded, but not too irri-

• tating.

BURNS AND ALLEN
With Frank Parker, Ray Noble, Paul
Douglas

Comedy, Songs, Band
30 Mins.
CHESTERFIELD
Friday, 8:30 p.m.
WABC, New York

(Newell-Emmett)
Debut of George Burns and Gracic

Allen under the Chesterfield banner
last Friday (30) marked the begin-

ning of their seventh consetfulive

year on American networks. It's

their fourth commercial, with each

change having been accompanied by

a substantial boost in salary. What
they've got still represents one of

adio's choicest pieces of entertain-

ment property. Team's initial pro-

gram was a darb from every angle.

It was saturated with sock laugh ma-
terial, smartly rounded out with the

high level of musical fare that goes

with Frank Parker and Ray Noble
and adroitly riveted together with

good production sense. In the past

production has been one of B & A s

short suits.

Routine remains unchanged. Gags
for each occasion have a flashback

theme (the opening one dealing with

a trip to Honolulu) and they're all

fashioned to fit Miss Allen's screw-

ball personality. Noble is back, dou-

bling with his Piccadilly accent and
joke interpolations, while Parker s

stooge innings are founded upon his

embarrassing encounters with blind

dates. George Burns takes as much
pains in piloting these side comedy
episodes as he does with the passages

jetween himself and Miss Allen.

Parker, successor to Tony Martin

on the show, has all that it takes to

make the femme addicts of the B &
A entry look forward to his vocal

interludes. His selection of numbers
was uniformly sound.
Until the show goes west the plug

dishing assignment will be Paul

Douglas'. The copy oozes with luxury
phraseology. They're rich and aro-

matic. They make smoking a de-

lightful, pleasure. They're more
soothing than any tobacco youve
ever smoked; and, to say the least,

they're refreshingly mild. Odec.

VOICES OF YESTERDAY
Talk
15 Mins.
Sustaining
Thursday, 8:45 p.m., EDST
WHN, New York
The pages of time were turped

back 38 years Thursday night (15)

when, a chapter in political history,

there rung once more the silver

tongue of William Jennings Bryan
The voice recording of Bryan, made
in 1901 by Thomas Alva Edison,
bridged the hiatus from that day to

this with a timely, four-minute
warning on an imperialistic universe.

Btyan's voice recording was the
first in a series to be aired over
WHN; New York, through 'Voices of

Yesterday.' To follow will be Theo-
dore Roosevelt, P. T. Batnum,
Edison, John Wanamaker, Sarah
Bernhardt, Robert E. Peary,. William
McKlnley, Andrew Carnegie, James
Whitcomb Riley, William Taft, and
others.
Most of the voices in the collection

have been, obtained from crude wax
cylindeirs and old phonograph
records.- Then, with a comparatively
recently-inventpd apparatus, they
w.ere transferred to modern discs.

Dramatization of incidents leading
up to Bryan's speech was done by
studio players. Dealt with the United
States* annexation of the Philippines.

7REDBIC MARCH I KATE SMITH HOUR
Stronger Than Steel.* With Lnrene With Cornelia Otia Skinner, Eddy

Tuttle, Bill Boyle, Elliott Lewis,
Charles Lung ,Lec Millar, John
Conte, Conrad Nagel, Felix Mills

orchestra
30 Mins.
INTERNATIONAL SILVER
Sunday, 6 p.m. s

WABC-CBS, New York
{Young & Rubicam)

This is a -second year pre-Christ-

mas return for International Silver

Duchln, Ted. Strestcr Choir, Ab-
bott and Costello. Jaok Miller Or-
chestra, Ted Collins

60 Mins.
SWANSDOWN-CALUMET
Thursday, ,8 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New York

(YouTifiT & Ruhicam)
Here peY-haps is the season's best

opportunity to point out that radio
runs are lengthening into radio ca-

With the same story-telling formula reers. Kate Smith is going into her
as developed by Young & Rubicam -eighth yetir. In that time she . has
last season* And with nice enter- grown from a single singer into an
tainment results as judged by the organization with shares, staff, side-

first playlet, 'Stronger Than Steel,'
|
lines, by-products and legends. And

bearing in mind that 25 minutes
with an intermission is a short

|

course for a full gallop.

Narrative unfolded quickly and
tightened in short order to tautness.

coincidental with the picking up of
the threads after the summer layoff,

her autobiography has just appeared
in book form.
Present at the re-christening last

It was. in final essence, a clash of Thursday Were old standbys and
wills between a man and a girl, fresh items. Accent the fresh when
Which was good narrative even be- mentioning the character, Henry Al-
fore Shakespeare wrote 'The Tam- dridge, adolescent protagonist of a
ing of the Shrew.' w j George Abbott hit. who is brought
Fredric March played the hard- .to life on stage and in the air by

boiled engineer believably. and re- Ezra Stone. This male brat, on the
ceived stout assistance by Miss Tut- threshold of an electric razor. Is a
tie in the femme lead. Conrad champ annoyer-at-large. With natu-
Nagel _is Jhe curtain-raiser,_a^_la

|
ral. homey, familiar dialog the

Cecil B. DeMille.
cial stuff.

Usual commer-
Land.

Aldrlch series of domestic caric-
atures should fit in nicely with a
radio program selling things to put
into cakes and biscuits. Was - heard
previously during the. summer on the
Vallee show. Cornelia Otis Skin-
ner, who is booked quite frequently
for the variety line-ups, did her Ann
Boleyn with that richly embroidered
detail that builds such strong illu-
sion. It was an interlude of distinc-
tion.

There was .. a lot of voltage-

HER HONOR, NANCY JAMES'
With Barbara Weeks, Joe Curtin,

Ned Weaver, Alice Reinhart
Seri:Ll

15 Mins.
KLEENEX
Daily, 12:15 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New York

(Lord fit Thomas)
As serials go, this one does in a

promising, wallop-packing way. It harnessed Kate Srpith singing, a pro^

appears to know what they want gram temoo that was crisp, the nut
and to give it to 'em. It's a woman stuff of Abbott and Costello (who
against the world. She is good, are building) and a choir that re-

sweet, kind, wonderful. Others, not fleeted in its ultra effects a willing-
delineated in installment one, will to-rehearse history. Eddy Duchin
play the deep black to her pure made thf( keyboard glow as soloist,
white. Nancy James (Barbara Jack Miller was the baton-wielder,
Weeks) seems a cinch to clean up as usual.
the big bad city, but to have a lot And this was one opening night
of tense broadcasts in the process.

( that was 'ready.' Nobody had to
Love, too, is just around the corner, sauirm in sympathy with the oer-
Sly hints of what to expect were formers. It had been cut, edited,
given out. paced and laid out to get its results
Two things presuppose popularity i -i—^^-^ -• j. .l ,

starting immediately.
One, the show is written by David
Victor and Herbert Little. Jr., who
make it sound real, and it's directed
by Basil Loghrane, who ties it to-

gether with professional authority 1 30 Mins
and keeps the heart-beats even. Sec-

| NOXZEMA
ond, there is, implicit in the theme,
a little more realism (albeit coated
with gobs of sentimentality) than
daytime serials usually dish out.
There are social elements, dissatis

Land.

PROF. QUIZ (CRAIG EARL)
Question-Answer Bee

Saturday, 8:30 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New York

'Quiz' has been running along some
time now. New sponsor is Noxzema.

. ... . , ^^.t • ^ -
I

^fiw, if any, changes in the program's
faction with graft and politicians in form since it was flrst presented,
the story. And the attack is to be originally a horn toot signalled atoward a broad-scale humanitarian- contestant's misstep, but that's been

J.1>Hi"'wm,?? wh5^1?"th^ '^^^^J'^l
dropped- probably because of the out-

l^^ln «^ mi. 1. Sfl ?m
^^^^'^^^ moded amateur tang it lent. Ques.

^?n° \^fho?®J«r^c fAc"^; i,,.v.,m tions arc of a wider variety, coverIn other words, this is hokum ...Uftr, nt,y,au* ti \

diluted with realism; social preachy h.J J,tJI,nprctn inI?i«^^o^^^^^
ment hitched to action. And .tha? SSv^H"i?rthrni?n^^^^^

requiring

ought to be a paying formula. Ed I -^^^^"^ thinkmg,

Wolf offlce produces for Lord &
Thomas and Kleenex.
Barbara Weeks is Nancy James."

She suffers from scratch. In fact,
she endangers .her health from suf-
fering.' She throws short "passages

Delivery of queries Is made in a
smooth, ' easy manner by the Profes-
sor, and 'he eases the sting of reject-
ing an incorrect answer with an. af-
fable Tm afraid not.' He's quite
lenient, too, with partly correct re

BOB HOl>E
With Jer^y Colonna, SkUinay Ennis,
Ponstanoe Bennett
Six Hits and a Miss
30 Mins.

PEPSODENT
Tuesday, 10 p. m.
WEAF-NBO, New York

(Lord & Thomas)
That small speck going over the

centre field; fence is the four-bagger
Bob Hope whammed out on his first

time at the bat for Pepsodent. If he
can keep up the pace he'll get as
much word-of-mouth for 1938-39 as
Edgar. Bergen got for 1937-38. He
sounded like success all the way.

Hope must have been trying, be-
cause the script sl^owed plenty of
thought. But it's his particular gift

not to seem to be trying. And that's

a great psychological aid. It sugr
gests wearing qualities.

Hope has one knack—even when
he introduces a 'olot* or

.
a 'situation!

he never takes 'either seriously and
never gets tangled' up with anything
that is merely plot and not gag. Let
him show over a period of time that
he can duplicate and the other
comics will be lending a jealous ear.
Those situational boys have tended
with the passage of time to back
themselves into the machinery. They
don't -run the plot, the plot chase's
them.

Or, maybe; we're neglecting the
writers. -Whoever he or them is/

are, house rules allow an extra bow.
Jerry Colonna, who is making a

career out of being terrible, is off-

keying for Pepsodent as Hone's chief
stooge. He's an artist at being in-

artistic and his prolonged high note
falsetto as he staggers full tilt into
'Mandalay' and what-not may catch
on. Particularly with the kids.
Constance Bennett was the lady in

the case for the opener. She was
strictly for gagging. And it was
amusing ^ippancy. Feather-light
and pushea by a breeze.
Commercials were intelligently in-

tegrated with the program and Hope
was deferential With that kidding-
the-one-we-love trick of the funny-
men. It was. modern in self-mock-
ing, but never so engaged in mirth
as to forget that keeping the breath
scented With Pepsodent is a serious
matter (see minutes. Board of Direc-
tors).

Musical tie-:togethers nicely done.
Although there was one bit of sing-

ing that historically rates as serious,

but seemed at the time to be work-
ing up to a comedy break-dowrt.
Maybe it's best not to go into that.

It was a good radio show. La7id.

over the line with a voice that is Ui^'^^l'
e^ving 25 and 50% awards,

tremolo, quavery, brave, determined feside being aimed at studio con-
in turn. .She's a settlement house f^stants, inquiries are a natural chal
Sarah Bernhardt. If the housewives ^^^^e to listening audiences,
don't eat up this drama they've been . ^° fireside hearers, there are
moiled by. listening to Hans von "V® *25 prizes awarded each week
Kaltenborrt. Land. I

*be best sets^of questions mailed

CURTIS NICHOLSON
•My Error'
Guessing Contest
20 Mins; Local
Sustaininer
Wednesday, 8:30 p.m.
WEVD, New York
New derivation of team guessing

contest, ° tagged radio basketball
game, is an enterprising effort for a
local station. " Curtis Nicholson, who
authored game, conducts it and
might have a gpod entry to the long
procession of audience or' team par-
ticipation..contests if given a little

more cooperation from production
crew.

. ,
•

.

Idea is to' have male and femme
team's of five' persons "each compete,
with two points couriting for each
correct answe;r, bell registering

. counters. • For. this^isbow, .contestants
vvere from .Ft. Lee high school. Game
is divided into periods -and basket
hall idea also is ' carried out in
Referee" Nicholson counting up. to
three before going on to the next
question. Interrogations as rule were
well setected. Climax is elimination
of remaining guessers to pick
champ.

'

Nicholson handles contest smoothly
despite apparent trouble with his
aides. Most obvious one was failure
to register 'baskets' by bell ringing
promptly, thereby slowing up tempo
of show. Wear,

JACK ARMSTRONG
Juvenile Serial
15 Mips.
WHEATUEIS
Mon.-Fri., 5,30 p.m.
WEAF-NBC, New York.

(Blackett-Sample-Hummert

)

Back for the fourth season, Jack
Armstrong' is still doing his AU-
Ameri-Boying in dizzy, far-fetched
fashion. Basic characters are the
same. It's the locale only that's dif-
ferent.' Jack, Billy, Betty and Uncle
Jim are now adventuring in .Zanzi
3ar. ' Menace in the current batch of
scripts is 'Blackbeard' Flint ahd the
supposed exotic touch in the charac-
ter group revolves around a native,
Cozoriiodo, who has a monkey wit^.
mischievous inclinations. . . S.kuldug

CARICATURES IN RHYTHM'
With Harry Rcser orchestra, Dorothy

Rochelle, Barry McKlnley, Tune
Twisters

30 Mins.
Sustainlnir
Tuesday, 8 p. m.
WJZ-NBC, New York

• Pleasant sustainer that . brings in
rtice orchestral music by.. Harry
Reser and eaf-«asy warbling by NBC
staffers. There's a quiz stunt, kinda
vague in conception and' blunted in

impact on the consciousness of lis-

teners. Lend.

in and used. Blanks are obtained
from the wrappers of any Noxzema
product, which covers shaving cream
to anti-burn lotion, a fact that's
tersely and clearly explained by Bob
Trout of CBS Special events who
handles the commercials and other
necessary explanations.

'NO SCHOOL TO)&AY'
Wltl^ Arthur Fields, . Fred Hall, ill

Steinke, the Mountaineers
30 Mins.
Slistainingr
Saturday, 11 a. m*
WiBAF, New York
App'arently this stanza is intended

foSr the jlives, but it also' hits a 'slaiit

in '.the direction of the rube comedy
addicts.

; Genera! setup of'.tlje, show;
gery and hairbreath escapes arie as 1

is on the hayseed variety side, with,
rife and fantastic as ever, with the ibiUbilly style .vocal, . orchiestra,
whole thing" shrouded in a strange,' mouth-organ and jew's-harp music,
makiebelieve. World, of its own. ' 'plus Pumpkin Crossing general store

Quarter - hour is still opened and brand of comedy and a scattering of,

ciQ?ed-With a vocal query, '^ave yOti crackpot .news items. That 'No
tried Wheaties?' apd the refrain SchoOl Today* tab may pull young
about the product's extraordinary listeners, but • it seems doubtful if

body-building powers. This theme is juvenile • America will pass up the
likewise the announcer's with ear- corner. baU Tame, roller skating, etc.,
pounding assurances that it's the to hang on the dial. ,

breakfast of champions and that it's Flaw in the setup is the helter-
eaten by the best athletes and the skelter form of the show. Fields
top men in all fields of sport. Odec. |

and Hall engage" in a running fire of

WORLD PEACEWAYS FORUM
Talk
30 Mins.—^Monday, 9:00 p.m.
Snstalnlne
WQXR, New York
Peace plea comes right in on the

tail of Czech partition. Makes -thje

Rossibilitie;? of .such a program
greater -than ever before. Peace-
ways has been trying for three years
now to interest average listeners via
.various forms . of radio. Has used
municipal station WNYC and WMCA
and is again working on those two
outlets to augment alternating . Mon-
day night setup on so-c£(Jled class

station WQXR. . It al^o feeds its

World Observer script to any and all

stations accepting it for free.

Peaceways also intends going into

the electrical transcription end to

attain its purpjose. Platters, likewise,

would be distributed to stations

gratis. Greater scope is sought also

with .e.t.s possibly going to Latin
America as well. They are already
servicing papers there.
Speakers "on the Oct. 3 session

seemed to confine their peace to
America.- While- discussing Europe,
an analysis of talks by Dr. Henry M.
McCrackeh, president of Vassar Col-
lege; Maj. George F. Eliot and Df.
Max Weis, - research director of
Peaceways seemed to forget the
world 'and worry more about- their
own backyard. .Speakers advocated
'big Navy' stuff, hands off Europe at-
.titiide.. Obviously. Peaceways didi)|t

attempt . to"- -influence prepared
speechies of guests, who sounded very
-nationalistic. : Military guest was
particularly stroiig oh these points.

• Hurl..

offhand (occasional bits may even
be ad-lib) chatter and broad jokes.
There's not much tc distinguish
their voices and they neglect to
identify themselves frequently
[enough by referring to each Other

•WiE WANl? A TOUCHDOWN'
With George Trevor, Bill Slater
30 Mins.
Thursday-^9:30 p.m.
WOR-MUTUAL, New York
A seasonally interesting program I by name,

of the quiz breed. Takes form of a Besides the jew's-harp and mouth
pigskin puzzle, pitting two alumni organ offerings the vocal numbers
groups of different colleges in a brain run toward the 'I Got a Pretty Gal,'
game laid out in form of grid fracas. *Yes, Pappy, Yes,' and 'When Old
Boys rep schools which are to meet Bill Plays His Old Jew's-Harp' brand
on following Saturday. of songs. Bill Steinke, billed as
Program is well written by Trevor 'Jolly Bill the News Man,' unlimbers

and Gene. Stafford. Former is sports a flock of goofy, though authentic,
writer .for. New York Sun. - They news items, with comments con-
know their stuff—rperhaps too well, cocted to hit the juve trade. .1

Contains some smart writing for con- Show would have considerably,
sistent atmosphere and little humor more appeal if it wero more com

'

other than a couple obvious gag I pactly written and produced
plants. Hurt. I tiobe

GEORGE' HAMILTON COMBS
Commitentaior
15 Mins.—Local
Sustaining:
Daily, 7:30 pjn.
WHN, New York
This -comparatively young com-

mentator wears his background well.

Elected the youngest Congressman
(age 25) from Kansas City in 1927 he
later went tO the National Labor Re-
lations Board and has since entered
law practice in New York. Says via
radio .he won't stay in radio unless
given free rein in candor.
Tlegarded as a New Dealer none

of this was detected in discourse
caught which dealt with European
situation in a different way.
•On six days weekly he's now fed

to the newly created Empire State
network of which WHN is originat-
ing station. He's a personality boy,
projecting himself right through the
mike with a fine oratorical and pulsy
voice.' • Selection ' of language is

colorfulr timing good and he gets
plenty o£ emotion into his talk. Uses
a lot of quotes, personal and printed,
but also manages to get his opinion
and analysis into the picture. Hurl.
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EDDIE CANTOR
with Fannie' Bvioe, Walter Woolf
King, Bert Gordon, ErtgAr Fair-

child Orchestra
30 Mins.
CAMELS
Monday, 7:30 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New York

(.Esty)

Cantor brought back his troupe

and started from the point he left

off last spring. That means he^ was
in gear with the throttle open. It

was bright, gay and showmanly all

the way.
There was a kibitzing bit with

Baby Shooks for a guest sample. That
cued to a promise of Cantor to ap-

p. ar on the Maxwell program in re-

turn. And when calling Ziegfeld the
greatest showman of the past, he was
answered by Miss Brice with the
declaration that her boss. Louis B.

Mayer, is ditto of the present.
Walter Woolf King as before is a

definite personality and more than
just an announcer. Bert Gordon
'mad-Russianed' for one laugh ex-
change with Cantor. A -hot piano
duet between Edgar Fdirchild and
a second pianist was in the groove.
Novelty bit at the end replaces last

year's comedy sweepstakes winner.
New gag is to use about-to-be-mar-
ried couples a la WGN's Marriage
License bureau stimt in Chicago. Ex-
cept that the script puts flippancies
into the mouths of the pair, who bow
off with a check for $100, audibly
presented them by Cantor. It's semi-
phoney stuff, but amusing- as a nov-
elty. Land.

TOMMY RIGGS
With Iiwry CUntmi arefa.^ Aunt
Jemima, ZaSn Pitts. Bea Wain

Music, SoKKB, Comedy
QUAKER OATS
Saturday^ 8 pjn.
WEAF^BC, New York

CRuthrauj? & Ryan)
Perhaps the reasoning behind this

program ran something in this fash-
ion: 'Edgar Bergen and his ven-
triloquial character, Charlie Mc-
Carthy, are the backbone of a hit

full hour show, so why can't we get
the same results in 30 minutes with
Tommy Riggs' Betty Lou imitation.

It do€isn't work out that way.
Admitting the Riggs character is

well dcme, there is too much of him
and 'her' in this show as it stands.
And there has been too little

strength provided to support Rig^.
Program called for Riggs to sing

'Pocketful of Dreams,' and evidently
it was his voice that was heard al-

though he' was not clearly identified.

Program wasn't helped much by the
prolonged buildup of 'Betty' being
sent to deliver a note which gave the
excuse for her to warble 'A-Tisket.'

Nicely done but not sufficiently well
to alibi all of that extra wordage.
ZaSu Pitts was a life-saver, not

only with one of her better radio ap-
pearances but ui a burlesque sketch,
'Scrawny of the North.' Without

a
-there would have been a heavy
L in middle of show. Which sug-
5 that show will lean overmuch

on guests- Colonel Stoopnagle
booked for next week. Aunt Jemima
did well enough in skit to give her
a better break elsewhere in lineup.
Larry Clinton's orchestra is a

pleasing newcomer to the networks.
Brass seems a trifle heavy but other-
wise a melodious combo which has
been marching ^ ahead. Program
shovdd offer opportunity, for band to

continue advance. Novel arrange-
ment of 'Dance of Hours.' Bea
Wain, lone soloist, sang 'My Reverie,'

Clinton's arrangement of the Debussy
classic. She seems too throaty.

There's about two minutes of di-

rect commercial plus about 90 sec-

onds of supposed scientific palaver
plus constant play on Quaker Oats
at scattered intervals. Despite Dan
Seymour's clean-cut announcing,
reference to the product is apt to

become tiring. Isn't helped by hav-
ing 'Betty Lou* lean over backwards
to get in a plug. Weor.

'THE LIFE OF A SONG'
Bert Granofr, Clark Morgan, Music
EhosemMe, Grace Hennefer

30 M11I&
PEPSI COLA BOTTLING CO.
Sunday, 5:30 p.m.
KSD> St. Louis
Top honors of initialer of this

musical program were copped by
Grace Hennefer, lyric soprano, first

of guest artists. Granoff ^explained
that while cogitating on who would
be the first guest artist he heard Miss
Hennefer, a newcomer to KSD,
warbling and the problem was
solved. Possessing a young and
pleasing voice Miss Hennefer scored
with 'Kiss Me Again' and 'I've Told
Every Little Star.'

Granoff, tenor, who doubles as
m.c. could drop the latter stint with
no loss to the program, and confine
his activities to singing. His ex-
planation of how the idea of the
Rodgers and Hart song hit, 'My
Heart Stood Still,' was created
proved interesting yarn but his voice
for narration isn't in keeping-with
his pipes. He just doesn't do equally
well at both.
«Harold Grams does able job with

the commercials that give the bank-
roller enough for his money. Clark
Morgan at the organ clicked in his
own arrangement of Three O'Clock
m the Morning* among other selec-
tions. The music ensemble, organ,
vibraphone and guitar, furnished a
pleasant surprise with old rather
than new tunes,
• Program written and produced bv
Prank Eschen, program director.

Sohv

'SETH PARKER'
(Phillips H. Lord)
30 Mins.
Variety

VICKS
Sun., 7:30 p.m.
WJZ, New York

Possibly and -probably, this is the
first major network commercial
show to lean heavily on the -macabre
and the maudlin, as well as draw
heavily on the reactions that rise
when the instinctive human fear of
death is keyed up. Only a few mo-
ments after this program got under
way, one of the cast suggested a
game wherein everybody picks epi-
taphs for their own tombstones; last
10 minutes or so was devoted to
mulling over the possibility of the
world coming to an end next Sun-
day (9) at 7:50 p.m., as forecast by
Jonesport's crack philosopher.

It's a new formula for radio en-
tertainment. Maybe that's Vick's
right level arid Parker's natural au-
dience, those who are social security,
eligible already.

Cradle-rockers in the old folks'
homes can be pictured quaking
ecstatically in expectancy of the- big
finale one week hence; smiling glee-
fully in their cups as they turn a
cute ohrase to mark their final rest-
ing place. And then when Parker
extols the cold-healing virtues of
Vick's salve and nosedrops, it

wouldn't be surprising if they mum-
ble through barren gums, 'What's the
user

All in all it was 30 minutes of
tongue-ir.-cheek hokum. Hymns and
spirituals: Parker's croalcing. wheez-
ing gab; Ma Parker's hennery; the
half-wit Cefus (Cameron Andrews),
and young folks gathered in the set-
tin' room acting older than the spin-
ning wheel It's one of the young
chicks, in fact, who suggests the tomb-
stone game and, when it's over, ^e
queries gushingly. 'Now,^ wasn't that
fim?'— yes, a belly laugh equalled
only by a funeral.

Whoever wrote the script probably
didn't think he had laid it on thidc
enough, for midway he injected a
tenor solo by one of the kids, an
orphan, dedicate^:: to the memory of
his mother, who died before his first
birthday. It was 'Little Mother of
Mine.' Happy, cheerful stuff this,
as were most of the other vocals,
chorus and singly: 'An livening
Prayer,' 'I Want to Be Ready' (for
the end of the world), 'Auld Lang
Syne.' 'Little Old Lady,' and, of a
less depressing character, 'Shine On
Harvest Moon.' Producer will have
a lot of explaining to do on how this
cheerful tune crept into the festivi-
ties.

Idea of the program is to get the
oldfer folks to invite their youthful
neighbors to a get-together at least
once a week. Next Sunday in Jones-
port the same old and young folks,
with pa and maw Parker presiding,
will be waiting for the end of the
world. Rest of the radio-listening
world will wait, quaking in its boots;
but Vicks asks 'em to. run out and
buy up its cold-cures, because 'au-
tumn time is headcold time.'
Parker never was much of an ac-

tor and after all these years his ra-
dio showmanship seems pretty dated.
There , is also the question of sin-
cerity. Religious angles are poten-
tially eruptive.
A minority diversion. 5cho.

'THE MAN ON THE FARM'
With Chester D. Vedder
Discs, Live Talent '

30 Mins.—Local

QUAKER OATS FEED
Saturday, 1 p. m.
WGY, Schenectady

CBenton & Bowles)

Unusual aspect of program, new
to WGY, is that two 10-minute e. t.

units are divided by a period of
same length in which Announcer
Chester V^der conducts a quiz.
Two-decker setup will be duplicated
oh other stations.
Transcribed portions are also audi-

ence participations; a question block
and an animal-imitating or calling
contest These are made by World
Broaidcasting in Chicago. Partici-
pants presumably are gathered at
Quaker Oats' testing farm in Lib-
ertyville. III. Bit of music is played,
too. Chuck Aeree, breezy emcee, not
only paces the waxers but dialogues
with Dr. Kent, farm director.

Visuals seem to enjoy themselves
Dlenty, but some listeners—if any of
farm group be as critical as city
dialers—may find sledge hammer
advertising on 'Full of Pep' Chicken
feed dulls the entertainment for
them. As if there were not suffi

cient platter plugging—Dr. Kent's
remarks fall in that category—local

salvos are medium for more. Four
of seven persons heard on first WGY
origination ballyhooed product—one,

a dealer, sold tons of it.'

Vedder, working very fast, tried

to laugh off this exploitation. He
would show to better advantage if

allotted greater amount of time for

actual querying and perhaps if he
had a better balanced bunch of
quizees.
Play on skimmers is for comedy,

both in questions and in contest

(rooster crowing, calling chickens,
etc.), A 100-pound bag of feed of-

fered for the best questions, and
another to contest winner. Names
and addresses tabbed. At signoff.

station man strikes advertising gong,
this time for f-rea dealer.s. Jrtco.

CHARLES BOVER
With Gail Patrick, Joseph Callela,
Joan Woodbury, Harry Sosnik

Drama
30 Mins.
WOODBURY FACEPOWDER
Sun., 9 p. m.
WJZ-NBC, New York

(Lennen & Mitchell)
Charles Ijoyef's low-oitched bari-

tone and Gallic accent are under
commitment to fill this Sunday eve-
ning niche for ]3 weeks, after which
Tyrone Power's not so low-pitohed
baritone and all-American boy ac-
cent will again preside. For the
femme listener.; it's a good choice
either way, although Bbyer's voice
falls more pleasantly on the radio
ear and he's more the authentic ac-
tor when it comes to line reading.
For Boyer's initial script the ac-

count picked on an adaptation of his
latest film release. 'Alf.eria.' Capa-
ble support was accorded him by
Gail Patrick. Join WoodSury and
Joseph Calleia but lacking through-
out was that sense of . futility and
pending doom which marked the
picture version.
Harry Sosnik's incidental music,

which he both com^ses and batons,
blended into *he di^matic ntoceed-
ings neatly. The ad copy made
much of the claim that Woodbury
facepowder is free from germs and
that either its champagne oi: Windsor
rose shades actvally helps to subdue
shiny noses. There was also men-
tion of the cosmetic line's lipstick.

Odec.

*WE. THE PEOPLE'
With CNibriel Heatter, Mark Warnow
Orohestra

3& Mins,
SANKA COFFEE
Tuesday. 9 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New York

(Young Sc Rubicam)
This one came in like steam from

the landlord at 7^ a.m. on the morn-
ing of Oct 15; There was authority,
cooperation and a desire foir publicity
behind it Young & Rubicam ordered
an extta load of everything. Start-
ing with the personalities presented,
to wit:

Daniel Frohman, dean of the theatre,
now 87, for the job of 'raising the
curtain.' A ceremonial kick-off.

Vojta Benes—^brother of the Presi-
deai of Czechslovakia. Just arrived
in the U.S^ and broadcasting at

the peak of the Sudeten furore.
Speaking good if accented English,
he Ayas dignified and reasonable.
But the State Department may
have had some qualtns, and the
whole booking was daring. Not the
less ^owmanly, of course, on that
accoimt.

Mildred HuU—a lady tattooer; a
dice of dese-dem-dose comedy cli-

maxed with this advice: 'you birds
remember it don't come off. So
decide what you want to say and
the place you want to say it, and
then get em artist like n^e to put it

on.'

Mrs. Franklin Pierce McCall—wife of
the about-to-be-hung slayer of
the Cash baby in Florida. This was
plunging into sensation-mongering
up to the neck-line. It demanded
and commanded attentive listening.
She spoke clearly and said about
all that a~ person, in her position
could say. The excuse was a
'warning' to wives to comfort, not
inflame, their unemployed and dis-
couraged mates.

Eph Brewster—a baseball telegraph-
ist for Western Union who is about
to retire after 33 years on the key.
He glorified baseball.

Slim and Slam—the composers of
'Flat-Foot Floogee' failed to ax-
plain its lingo. Gave Mark War-
now a good chance to interpolate
some heat.

Dr. Frederick Allen—a pioneer in in-
troducing the use of insulin, dis-
cussed with much aplomb, consid-
ering the occasion and his bed-
f^ows, the former terrors and
present happy control of diabetes.

This whole program was welded
together by Hubbell Robinson's prac-
ticed finesse, smoothly introduced by
Gabe Heatter and given body, mood
and acceleration by the deft podium
work of Mark Warnow, Harry Von
Zell made it clear that Sanka paid
the bills and didn't keep you awake
nights. Lafid..

.

JUDY CANOVA
With Ann and Zeke Canova
Songs, Comedy
8 Mins.
CHASE & SANBORN
Sunday, 8-9 p. m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

(J. Walter Thompson)
Judy Canova, with her two part-

ners, Ann and Zeke, are a sprightly
addition to this regular C. & S. Sun-
day hour. Not only welconved by
studio audience as old favorities, but
wore well With radio listeners! Rath-
er apparent that their series of ex-
tended vaudeville and personal ap-
pearances polished up radio work.
Scriptmg had much to do with it,

but ther^ was a noticeable absence of
verbal mugging by Judy and quicker
delivery by her two co-workers. In-
itial appearance found them ex-
changing quips with Charlie McCar-
thy, official welcomer on show, which
ingratiated them instantly with lis-

teners. Looks like this.comedy banter
with the Edgar Bergen character
could be developed into a regular,
virile asset. Wear.

ilEN BEKNIE
With Lew Lchr, Mary Small, Manny

i'l-s-irer, Bobby Gibson, Orchestra
30 iV^iins.

HALj^'-and-HALF
biunday, S:30 p.m.
WABC-CaS, New York

(Young & Rubicam)
Ben Bernie got into midstream

without mishap on his launching for
Half-and-Half tobacco. Program re-
mains substantially as before in re-
gard to formula. Bernie relies on
eccentricities of verbiage and a few
scattered gags. There's a lot of-

superfluous, but harmless conversa-
tion about Col. Prager, who is in
line apparently to get two minutes
under the sun-lamp every show. No
radio con^dian is complete nowadays
without a singer to talk at and r.bout.
and this program at no time shows
any spirit of daring or chance-taking.
Lew Lehr returns with Bernie.

This comic, who is the only man to
achieve fame and four figures
through newsreei kibbitzing, happens
to be a serious-minded film editor.
That's his main job. Radio is a side-
line. Which means he is more or
less the victim of the script they give
him. Young & Rubicam is concen-
trating on that problem and frjm
that angle. Meanwhile, Lehr has' a
big following throughout the country
and toward the end of the U. S. Tire
.pror^ram last season he was begin-
ning to mean something. That re-
mains true here. The guy is just on
the threshold of largeness. Althou«»h
not previously a comedian of the
kind newsreei work made him, Lehr
w.ts an actor before he became an
editor and he handles himself
throughout in an assured manner.

' Add the comment about Bernie
and the comment about Lehr and thd-
problem double checks as this:
material. Mary Small, now a young

of 17. is not going to cause any
doubts and the orchestral end is in
capable hands. Bobby Gibson is fur-
ther vocal strength for the show.
Speaking of things to think about

—what is the point of vanishing
cleverness in that nunning commer-
cial routine about Half-and-Half. but
not bal'-hearted, etc. It's probablv
not half as good as the sponsor
thinks it is. Land.

BEVERLY BAXTER
Commentator
15 Minv
GENERAL MOTORS OF CANADA
CBM—Mentreal
With war news andv affairs of in-

ternational importance currently
taking precedence over all other
topics here, General Motors of Can-
ada has an excellent attention-getter
in this trans-Atlantic hookup,
brought in directly from London.
Baxter stanza is brought in especial-
ly for Canadian listeners over 32 sta-

tions of the .CBC network.
Baxter, Member of the English

Parliament, is a Canadian who at-

tained prominence both as a news-
paperman and in politics in England.
He has a large Canadian following,
ahd his views on political affairs are
accepted as authoritative.
Baxter is a pleasant talker with an

inside on the screwy political setup
on the Continent and a keen sense
of both news values and politics,

which makes it posisble for him to

interpret accurately even those
shifting scenes of European skull-
duggery of which he hasn't first-

hand knowledge. He is interesting
at all times, has a captivating radio
personality and meacures up as an
ether attraction of the first grade.

Mori.

•THE SHADOW'
With Bill Johnstone, Teddy Bergman
30 Mins.
BLUE COAL
WOR-Mutual, New York

(Ruthrautf & Ryan)
Bill Johnstone doesn't cast as broad

a reflection as his colorful prede-
cessor Orson Welles, but is, nonethe-
less, a. capable super-dick for this
late Sunday afternoon chiller diller.

Hoked-up melo eured for same spon-
.<;or last year. Still packs interiest

for the blood and thunder eaters
who have heard it for a couple of
years now under various auspices
and other outlets as well.
Johnstone, a former legiter, and

though still young a vet in radio,
also doubles into March of Time and
several -other big-time air shows.
Dramatic ability was there, except
for one muffing of a line dUi-ing
tense moment that required fast
reading. Production is expert and
also able is the support, bridging
music £.nd effects.

Sponsor, and time selected indi-
cates desire to reach adults. Stories
are in themselves plenty grown-up
and played to the hilt. Mystical—
hence incredible — touch which
The Shadow idea lends must be
erased if show is to be fully en-
joyed. Has effect of entertaining
a la mystery films, but don't look for
an explanation if you would pre-
serve th^ illusion. First installment
of new series was especially gory
dramatizing a ghoulish doctor who
bleeds patients to death in order to
cash in on their blood via blood
bank fees. Bergman was the menace
Lamar Cranstor's (The Shadow)
femme aide also turned in a good
job. She's Agnes Moorehead. thr
lone holdover.
Tersely werded commercials via

John Barclay come too often. Four
within a half hour seem too many,
despite brevity. Hurl.

PHIL SPITALNY ORCHESTRA
with Dorothy Thompson
00 Mins.

MAZDA LAMPS (G. E.)
iVIionilay, 9 p.m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

(.Maxon)

Because General Electric is affili-
ated with the NBC Red (G. E. owns
WGY. Schenectady)., and because the
Red was all booked up. this program
Ifoes into the one open Red niche.
Monday at 9 p.m., which happens to
be opposite the competitor-eating
Lux program, consistently high in
C.A.B. as programs spotted against it
have usually been down-hillers.
Legend of Lux invincibility may,

of course, be oversold. Most of the
pro.'iO'ams that blad to death were not
very virile to start with. And in
any event the radio world is large
.•»nd everybody doesnt necessarily
dote on soap-suds frnm the bathtubs
of Hollywood.
A flirther point of interest in

what General Electric boldly at-
tempts is the inclusion this jrear of
an added personality, Dorothy
Thompson, who had her own quar-
ter hour for Pall Mall last season.
Miss Thompson is top terrace in
feminine fame -right'- now. She is
number one on the lectiire platform,
hi" stpff with newspaoer syndication
a70 takers) and a much-quoted
mu-»h-h''iled gaL And iSie gives out
a closely-written Itieidly-delivered
seven minutes.
Question that comes up about lll^

Thomps'>n is a possible dash be-
tv/'-'Jn the audience she attracts and
thf; audience Phil Spitalny's musi-
cal showmanship attract^ and
v/hether the two are synonymous
or merieable. As there is no rea-
s<^n why Spltalny would not be
okay with any listeners, short of
pure symohonists. the problem cen-
tres in Miss Thomoson and the de-
'»r2e and universality of interest in
iP^~-^ational politics.
OfEhand. on the Sasis of the first

progr.'>m. there seems no good rea?»
son why the musician and the com-
mentator can't'be siiccessfuUy com-
bined. It's a woman's'pi'opram. The
music >s by an all-girl orchestra and
Mi<:s Thompson is a standout celeb
«>f. bar "ex. Incidentally, the trp.de
harrs she is paid better th^n .$1,500
for her seven minuses. Which is
ni?e wac^. •

A.T. always, the arrangements of
Spitalny are rich. Yet not ov«r-
orch'jstrated. He leans, to familiar
musio rather than, pops and sticks
clo.sely to the type of audioice ap-
peal with which he has been asso'-'
ciitsd. Various rombinations of glee
TrouDS. violin choruses, sslos and
novelties have lest none of their ver-
r-p'^'lity and range.
P"f>Tam is now . confined to Gen-

eral Eiectric's. lamn division to plug
Mazda bulbs, instead of the miscel-
lany of appliances baUyed last sea-
son. Land,

•TONIGHT AT EIGHT'
With Cecil Nichols, Jean Mundy,
Richard Masnnj;, Alex Lajoie
Orch'., Harmoneers

15 Mins.—Local
BLA<i;K HORSE ALE
Monday through Friday^ 8 p. m,
CFCF, Montreal
Holding a" large orchestra, a choral

group and a varied lineup of mis-
callaneous talent, this IS-pninute
stanza is a rather expefisive local
undertaking and should get some
skilled routining with a viow to giv-
ing sponsor maximum results.
Individually performers are okay,

providing local standards arelcept in
mind. Richard Manning and Jean
Mundy deliver vocally with excel-
lent results. Lajoie Orchestra func-<
tions smoothly and, if a little brassy,
is probably suffering from orchestra-
tion trouble. Harmoneers, femme
choral group, also satisfactory. Pro-
duction as a whole needs tightening
up, with special attention to the
Laioie orchestrations.
A three-minute dramatic sketch

entitled 'Slaphappy,' was on the
weak sidi

Commercials are written with
skillful avoidance of stress on. the
product advertised in view of pre-
vious squawks from the C^dnadian
Broadcasting. Corp. and other sources
anent beer copy, Mori,

JACK NORWORTH
'Father acd Son'
DrrTiir/.Ic

15 rJins.
Snstai'nrng

'

Fr.i., 0:45 p.m.
WEAF, New York
Jack Norworth is a well-seasoned

stage performer, dating back to 1913
in. Vakiety's New Act files, as well
as being a songwriter of some note,
but the 'Father and Son' sustaining
series isn't doing much to prove his
facility to entertain. Based on two
listenings this serial doesn't seem to
be aiming at any particular target

—

iuve or adult.
Norworth's ability to handle com-

edy was consistently proved in the
pas! via his vaude acts, but in

1

'Father and Son's he's strictly
! .'traight—a retired stage performer,
who., now working at a commercial
job. is trying to shield his highschool
son from the footlights. Now and

• then he gets in A few songs (three
I durin« the second chapter of the
serial), One of these was a litt!»
ditty £ihout the Broadway bright-
lighJs. painted ladies, etc. This is

• Continued on page 36)
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PRESS-RAMOTO COVERAGE BIITERNESS

FLARES AS KSFO SCOOPS EXAMINER

Hearst Paper Attacks Take Listings' in Yanking

Log—Lasky Replies Over Air—Issue Smoothed

Out—Radio Proud of Its Service

San Francisco, Oct. 4*

What threatened to be a fight-to-

the-finish between radio and press

here was settled amicably when the

Hearst-owned morning daily, The
Examiner, published an apology Sun-

day (2) for statements carried above

the radio log several days last week
coincidently with the elimination of

all program listings from Columbia's

KSFO. At the same time The Ex-

aminer reinstated the KSFO sched-

ule in its log.

KSFO program listings were
dropped last Wednesday (28). Same
day the following statement ap-

peared at the head of the paper's

radio log: 'The radio log is of value

to newspaper readers only to the

extent that it is accurate in listing

programs. Some radio stations are

canceling programs without notice

on a wholesale scale. To list such

programs in the radio log is to give

our readers utterly false informa-

tion, known by the radio stations

themselves to be false when they

submit these programs to the news-
papers.

'The Examiner refuses to print

these fake programs and therefore

is eliminating the offending stations

from the log as rapidly as the of-

fenses are discovered.'

Manager Philip G. Lasky of KSFO,
in two broadcasts Wednesday at 3

and at 0:30 p.m.. read The Examiner
statement and pointed out the fact

that only KSFO listings were omit-

ted from the paper's radio log.

Lasky's Speech

'The interruptions and cancella-.

tions to which The Examiner ai-

parently refers have been those for

which Columbia has in the past few

weeks received what we believe to

be the highest praise ever accorded

a radio network,' Lasky continued.

'Our schedule has been interrupted

from Europe at times completely un-

announced, even to us, to bring you
the voices of Hitler, of Chamberlain,

Czech and DouUe-Check

I

OCTOBER 5. \m

FRED ALLEN
Opens

His

TOWN HALL PROGRAM
At the same old time, WEAF, 9-10 P.M. EST-

For the scone., old sponsor, IPANA and SAL

HEPATIGA. With the some old cast: PORT-

LAND . - . MERRY MACS . . . TOWN HALL
SINGERS . . . MIGHTY ALLEN ART PLAYERS,

Telling the some old jokes, written by Arnold

Auerbach, Herman Wouk and Fred Allen.

Directed by the same old director, William

Schorr.

m

Represente<l by the Same Old Representer

WALTER BATCHELOR

of the correspondents which Colum-

bia has maintained in practically

every capital of Europe, and of H. V.

Kaltenborn, dean of Columbia's news
commentators.

'It is particularly unfortunate that

at a time when world news is in

the making and when both the radio

stations and the newspapers of

America are striving to their utmost

to bring you these developments as

they occur, that there should be

room for professional bitterness.

'Through the brief but spectacu-

lar history of the growth of radio,

most newspapers have learned to

live comfortably with broadcasting

and to have little fear for their

place and prestige as a news dis-

seminating agency.

'Radio has as its primary assets

instancy of transmission and the per-

sonal quality of reporting . . only

radio can bring you the voice of

Hitler as he speaks. The newspaper,

on the other hand, has as its assets

a tremendous variety of approaches

to the news and the resulting tre-

mendous variety of interests to

readers of different tastes. It is a

permanent record. The places and

the functions of these two great

sources of public information are

not likely to become competitive

beyond these limitations.

'If interruptions of our schedule

and cancellations of our programs

—

many of which have been commer-
cial programs, the cancellations of

which cost Columbia many thou-

sands of dollars ... if interruptions

of this sort, for the most important
news of the world today, make pre-

viously released programs fakes,' to

quote the Examiner . . . we shall con-
tinue to risk your criticism tmd that

of the San Prancisco Examiner, in

release of these so-called fake pro-

grams which I am sure you will find

published daily as usual in the other

newspapers 6f this city.'

Difficulties between the station

and the Examiner were settled at a
confab between Lasky and a repre-

sentative of publisher Clarence
Lindner and legal representatives of

both sides in the dispute, at which
it was pointed out that the Examiner
charges, while not specifically men-
tioning KSFO, were extremely dam-
aging, lo the station.

Examiner's Statement
The Examiner's retraction, pub-

lished Sunday, states:

'Radio logs are restored today, to.

their customary completeness. The
occasion -for the recent disagreement
between -The Examiner and Station

KSFO has passed. Such- inconveni^

ences as were suffered by readers
and listeners is a matter of regret.

'Station KSFO states that Its de-
viation from logs was strictly in the
interests of service to its listeners in

connection with the European situa-

tion.

'The listings of KSFO are restored
wifho'ut prejudice to either party in

the recent misunderstanding.*
Scooped on Own Story

Real reason for the deletion of the
KSFO schedule, however, is believed
to be the 'scooping' of The Examiner
by a KSFO newscast during which
a copyrighted International News
Service story on the European crisis

was' read- on the air before it ap-
peared ih ^^int. Local INS execs

Personalities to emerge from the Czech crisis coverage by American
radio included these:

H. V. Kaltenborn—who was kidded and praised. All the kidding was
not by Variety. Have you been around NBC this week? They call him
'The Schoolmaster.'
Edward R. Murrow—the London rep for CBS got his name up in lights

for the first time.

Max Jordon—NBC's candidate for profound satisfaction because he was
46 minutes ahead with the English translation of the Munich four-power
pact.

Maurice Hindus—the man in Prague who had the obligingness to read

a rush bulletin from the government and thereby allowed CBS to brag
about a scoop.

Neville Chamberlain—who topped Windsor's at-long-last speech.

Jan Masaryk—who was a likeable spokesman for the Czechs.

Vincent Sheean—who was a pungent speaker He talked about Sudetens

making their silly marks on fences and not knowing how to form a

swastika properly.
Walter B> Kerr—^whose heartbroken style told more than his words.

Bob Trout—for a good jack-of-all-openings job.

WMCA Out of the Picture

Caught with its gaiters down during past war scare, station WMCA
effected a tieup with the New York Herald Tribune for sheet to pull in

short-wave programs from abroad. WMCA has no short wave facilities

and was stymied because of high costs and reservations necessary on
regular channels.

Paper got no credit on the air for doing same, but station is now working
out a pei*manent deal. Paper is studying legality of the tieup before

definitely committing to station as source for news bulletins as well as a

standby listening, post for short waving from abroad. Will get air credit.

'Insurgent Propaipanda' on WHN
Mild form of Spanish insurgent propaganda presented in the form of

news bulletins of doubtful authenticity is aired six nights a week on WHN
from 11 to 11:15 p.m. sponsored by 'Spain,' the semi-monthly magazine.

Tabbed the 'Hour of Spain,' a soprano and piano is used to break up
news reports, all of which incidentally emanate for the most part from
such rebel strongholds as Santander, Burgos, Seville and Malaga. Small
mention is made of military tnovements, commentator being content to

paint a rosy picture of how culture, art and the church are now safely

preserved for posterity in rebel areas captured from the Loyalists by
Gen. Franco's valiant legions.

Station professes a neutral stand by making mention of the fact that

the bulletins are furnished by the Peninsular News Service, publishers of

'Spain,' and who assume full responsibility for the news. For those who
may b,e unable to obtain the mag a sample is offered. No donations are

requested.

Rellffious Paper. Raps Commentator
H. V.' Kaltenborn was singled out for criticism by The Evangelist,

weekly of the Albany Catholic diocese. In an editorial the paper de-

clared that radio commentators, 'especially the biased Kaltenborn,' were
contributing to a war tension. The Evangelist took particular exception

to a statement by Kaltenborn that the United States was 'the godfather of

the Czechoslovakian Republic' Another E\'angelist editorial, capped

'Meddling Means War,' took a swipe at 'parlor pviks, press radicals and

commentators over the radio, whose Leftist leanings overshadow their

every news report and interpretation.'

Slovak-Pole Programs Overlap
Border incidents between Slovaks and Poles are not confined to Middle

Europe.. They're common stuff around WDAS, Philadelphia, which every

Saturday carries a Slovak lingual from 3 to 3:30 and a Polish one from 3:30

to 4. Incidents occur when the Slavs run a minute or two overtime into

Polish territory.

Last week, when events abroad had things strained anyhow, g.m. Pat

Stanton did a Chamberlain by ordering the 'Star Spangled Banner' played
between the two shows, averting a crisis.

upheld the station's stand in the mat-
ter, declaring that radio* stations us-

ing INS material are entitled to

broadcast any of it they want,
Ma^iaging editor William Wren of

The Examiner is said to have de-

clared that either the papei: or the

station would have to quit INS.
Special meeting of the Northern

California Association of Broadcast-
ers was held to discuss the Ex-
aminer-KSFO difficulties, but action

was postponed until today, when a

committee was to have been named
to take up the matter directly with
The Examiner.

Praise from Washington
Washington, Oct. 4,

Commercial broadcasting received
kudos and patted itself on the back

for effective, alert, and impartial

coverage of the critical international

situation.

Glowing compliments came from
President Roosevelt after the strain

eased with the Munich pact. Noting
that improved communications kept

.the world better informed, although
possibly hastening the crucial trends,

the Chief Executive hailed both the

press and radio for keeping their

feet on the ground and being con-

scientious about not taking sides.

Praise from within was distributed

by Neville Miller, president of Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters,

who said, 'greatest news coverage in

the history of the world' via radio

made the people of the U. S. 'the

most highly informed in the world.'

JOE QUILLAN IZZY ELINSON
BEGINNING ANOTHER SEASON WRITING FOR AND WITH

EDDIE CANTOR
In CoUaboration with JOHN RAPP and SIDNEY FIELDS
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BRITISH RADIO

PREPARES FOR

wAr

London, Oct. 4.

BBC had plans last week to have

Proadcasting House fully protected

against air attack, so that services

could operate uninterrupted during

tittle of war. AU staff members were

allocated special duties. Lower sec-

tions of buildings ordered trans-

formed for emergency use, so that

most activities would take place un-

derground or beneath well sand-

bagged upperworks.
Alternative control system has

been put down, so that programs can

be transmitted direct to output sta-

tion at Droitwich and handled there,

with extva studios also installed at

that spot for use. in event of break-

down of communications. All re-

gional stations have been interlinked

to ensure at no time would less than
three—sufficient to cover coast-to-

coast coverage—be in commission.
Output strength will be doubled if

Every room backing on centre of

structure, where studios are located,

necessary.

has been insulated with sandbags,

and second story rooms have been
similarly treated throughout the

building. Emergency power plant,

control panel and gasproof studios

are being laid down below ground
level.

Specialty for use of announcers
will be gasmasks with a mike fitted

inside!

AFRA Coast Election

Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Coast chapter of American Federa-
tion of Radio Artists added two new
members to the board and retained
nine incumbents at election held last

week. First termers are True Board-
man and Gale Gordon.

Re-elected were Ben Alexander,
Edward Arnold, Jean Hersholt. War-
ren Hull, Lanny Ross, James Wal-
lington, Forrest Barnes, Hector Che-
vigny and Ed Ludes. Chevigny and
Hersholt tied in polling the most
votes.

200 Kids Play Harmonicas
Cincinnati, Oct. 4.

A harmonica band composed of

200 juves will be heard over WLW
Saturdays starting late in October.
It's directed by Felix Adams, WLW-
WSAI producer, assisted by Lafe
Harkness, Crosley staff harmonic
virtuoso. Special arrangements are
by George Rogers, WLW-WSAI mu-
sic, staff exec.

Boy and girl members of the .band
are given lessons on the instrument
at studio rehearsals.

HYLA KICZALES' HONOR

Gets Cultural Award from Italian

Government

Philadelphia, Oct. 4.

Salute program with big Philly

Italian names is being planned by
WPEN for Miss Hyla Kiczales, prez
of the outfit, when she is awarded
a plaque by the Italian government
on Columbus Day, Oct. 12. Miss Kic-
zales is only the second American
ever to be tendered this honor,
Italy's highest cultural award, the
plaque of the Societa Nazionale
Dante Alighieri. Arthur Brisbane
was the first, but he died a short
time before scheduled presentation
ceremony.

Award, which will be passed out
by the Italian consul general in the
presence of Mayor LaGuardia, has
no political significance, it was
stressed. Key in the chain which
Miss Kiczales heads is WOV, New
York.

Thomas Freebairn-Smith, Charles
Frederick Lindsley and Mel William-
son joined Max Reinhardt's Work-
shop as radio instructors.

Charge WOV, WBNX, WBIL, WHOM

Carry Fascist Propaganda Resfularly

Washington, Oct. 4.

Charges that four radio trans-
mitters in or near New York City
are carriers of Fascist and . anti-

Semitic propaganda were hurled to-

day before the house committee in-

vestigating un-American activities.

Appearing before Chairman Mar-
tin Dies, Texas Democrat, Girolamo
Valenti, chairman of the Italian

anti-Fascist committee, cited WBNX
and WOV, New York, and WBIL
and WHOM, New Jersey, as prin-
cipal offenders. Transcription or
speeches- broadcast over WHOM
was introduced in evidence.

While recorded broadcasts were
in the -Italian language, Valenti,

Italian-rborn New Yorker, pointed
out that the station 'always plays
the Fascist hymn and praises Mus-
solini' during its programs. Va-
lenti regretted that a phonograph
was not available so that he could

interpi :t the assertedly subversive
speeches at the hearings.
Supporting contentions that New

York and New Jersey transmitters
are aiding the Italian black shirt or-

ganization. Chairman Dies displatyed

a letter received from a New York
woman complaining about Fascist

broadcasting which she has listened

to. Name of the correspondent and
call letter of the station were with-
held.

No. 29 for Don Lee

Los Angeles, Sept. Oct. 4.

Don Lee network last week added
KTKC, Visalia, Calif., to its Coast
lineup. Transmitter is on 250 watts
with boost to 1,000 now on file with
the commission.
Makes 29t.h h'nk in Ihe Dnn Lee

chain.

Sponsor Swayed
Montreal, Oct. 4.

After four years Molson's Breweries
has finally been prevailed upon to

switch the routine of the Christopher
Ellis newscast over Station CFCF.
Ellis, local commentator, is on a 15-

minute program seven nights weekly,
but preceded by a five-minute sports

talk by Frank Starr.

For years the sponsors have been
asked to lead off with Ellis arid fol-

low With Starr, the Ellis comment
having a far greater number of lis-

teners and many who are not in-

terested in sports.

The international situation during
the past few weeks," with listeners

'Clamoring for ' news, finally con-
vinced sponsors on relative merits
of general news and sports. Ellis

wiU now take the first 10 minutes
with Starr following.

FEDERAL RADIO SHOW

IS CAB.-CONSCIOUS

Radio Division of the Federal The
atre shifts its 'Men Against Death*
serial on CBS , from its current
Thursday 8 p. m. slot to Saturday 9

to 9:30 Oct. 15. Shift is coincident
with the series entering the second of

Paul de Kruif's five books dealing
with the history of medicine. It's

tagged 'Hunger Fighters,' and covers
the battles Of scientists against beef
and. crop-destroying insects.

Change is being made to afford the
show a spot with less stiff opposition,

although it's credited with building
an audience of 5,000,000 during the
summer opposite Rudy Vallee. It's

currently bucking both Vallee and
Kate Smith's hours.

Paul Dudley, scripter for Lord
Thomas in Hollywood, seriously
with double bronchial pneumonia.

&
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ORIGINATE SHOWS
IN CINCINNATI
Radio shows not needing glamour names

can be produced at WLW with savings up

to 50% of New York or West Coast costs.

CUT PRODUCTION
COSTS TO HALF! 10 NEW COMMERCIALS

FED TO NETWORKS
—from WLW this Fall, prove

that leading advertising agencies

have discovered that the WLW
point of origin enables them to

BUY MORE STATIONS

WITH MONEY SAVED!

STAFF AND SPOT
DRAMATIC CAST

AN OUTSTANDING

INDEPENDENT
TALENT SOURCE

Fifty talented people; bright, for you at low cost, that will

new stars, dramatic and com- SELL. Send us your script,

pelling radio personalities, ablfs We'll gladly send you a recorded

directors, and experienced pro- iaudition of your script at no
ducers; can build a radio show charge. Compare costs I SAVE I

GET A FREE
AUDITION
OF YOUR SHOW

THE NATION'S STATION CINCINNATI
National Representative—TRANSAMERICAN
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Follow-Up Comment
Mary Margraret McBride (whose

main worry is income tax and not

anything that appears in print about

her) seemed, Monday over CBS, as

if she might run out of words. She

was feeling for them in the dark. It

was, as it always has been, an

amazing demonstration in the art of

saying practically nothing for

minutes at a time,
. * *u <-

It also brought out the fact that

she uses the only completely silent

straight man in the business. Straight

men usually laugh it up, break in

for punctuation, emphasis, build-up.

They frequently express doubt,

question the party of the first part,

allow themselves to be beaten down
from skepticism to conviction. But
Miss McBride just keeps rambling

on, talking at a person who is never

a personality. Every now and again

a scarcely perceptible stirring, off-

spring of a grunt and a titter, seem
to be audible. But we're not sure.

Averae«-Seefcer-of - Radl» - Enter-

tainment on Sunday has a heavy
time of it trying to beconie en-

grossed in radio until late in the

afternoon. Aside from the musical

end of RCA Magic Key at 2 p.m.

and the WJZ Football Forum at 3:30,

it's pretty dull fare until the Spell-

ing Bee and also Ben Bernie's new
pfogram hit the airwaves at 5:30

p.m. This concentration of out-

standing entertainment after 5 p.m.,

which means after 6 o'clock farther

west, is why picture theatre opera-

tors shed tears about radio opposi-

tion on their prize night of the

week. They claim it takes potential

customers away from the box office

window and plants them before the

radio just as the sun goes down.
Paul Wing's Spelling Bee on

WEAF, Sunday afternoon offered

press agents and N. Y, daily news-
paper editors in a closely fought
spelling battle. . , . Budd Hulick's

sustaining show at 6 p.m. has been
tightened both on script and general
production since originally offered.

That Whispering Chorus is worth
remembering, and Lennie Hayton's
band is scorchy. . , . John Nesbitt, a

comparative newcomer to eastern

listeners • (WABC, 7:30) is in groove
formerly' occupied by Phil Baker.
Forceful story teller, his tales indi-

cate research and are dramatized
to tuneful backgrounding. . . . Chase
Si Sanborn was studded with laughs.

Heavily song-laden with Nelson
Eddy, Dorothy Lamour and this

week Alice Faye. Canova trio loom as

strong newcomers to show. . . , Man-
hattan Merry-Go-Round continues to

go on and on in the 9 p.m. spot of

WEAF. Still depends on familiar

music and Rachel Carlay's singing.

Ear-irritating blasts by thr an-
nouncer, what the sponsor wants,

has been blasting for years. . . .

Horace Heidt's Alemite broadcast
came from Kansas City but was
gpod just the s?.me. . . . H. V. Kalten-
born as usual spotlighted CBS'
•Headlines and Bylines,' which had
Gilbert Seldes as new entry—Bob
Trout and Washington commentator
disappeared from lineup.

RCA's general store presentation
of its products and by-products in

too frequent and too windy com-
mercials on Magic Key (2) dampened
what would otherwise have been a
moderately interesting session. To
the catalog . commercials, it added a

bow for its (NBC's) coverage of the
war that never happened.

Clifton Fadiman and Oscar Levant
gave the show a nice sendofT with
their ultra smart repartee, mostly at

Boardsays

NO
J^O adverttsing contract is accepted by WSM until the product

and the campaign passes the careful scrutiny of the WSM
staff. (Medical products are checked by the medical staff of our

parent company.) If th^ is the slightest doubt about the wwth
4^ the'product or the good taste of the script, the contract in ques-

tion is automatically thrown out.

This is not an idle statement. We reject yearly thousands of dollars

. in advertising revenue because we refuse to endanger the welfare

of the millions who are our voluntary audience by offering for sale

a product of doubtful- value.

Rigid observance of this policy accounts in part for the tremendous

size of WSM's voluntary audience. It also accounts for that audi«

ence's willingness to buy WSM advertised goods. Your product

can profit by being associated with WSM.

expense of pianist Levant who
played Gershwin's 'Concerto in F' as

salrs talk for peddling of RCA's
Gershwin Album.
Fred Stone from currently revived

'Lightnin' repeated a couple of scenes

for listeners, putting all of his homey
voice appeal into air version. He
was ably supported by other cast
members. General appeal sagged
from there on.

Sabu. Indian boy gone cinema for
Alexander Korda, had a trite inter-

view with Fadiman and Lotte Leh-
mann. diva tossed out two operatic
selections. Only mild at best, whole
program didn't compare too well
well with predecessors. Closing was
a monument of commercialism,
something RCA should be smart
about.

Lyman Bryson's 'People's Plat-
form' CBS program (2.) discussed ra-
dio's possible influence on public
opinion, its editorial possibilities,

censorship, etc. ^iood stuff for aver-
age listener whose knowledge of ra-
dio doesnt extend beyond the flick

of a dial, and wcks certainly interest-

ing to those who take their radio
seriously from trade or social stand-
point.
Angles and views ranged from fan

mag, to listener, to commentator, to
Neville Miller (NAB prexy) on four-
way tongue exchange between Bob
Trout, CBS news disher; Ciirtis

Mitchell, ed of Radio Guide and
'average listener' Mrs. Allen Fried-
lich. Another impression- was that
boys and girls carefully skirted any
really serious question that might
have brought an F.C.C. frown.
Radio's propaganda, its psychology,

influence, possible opinion, compara-
tive value with other media were
pressed and stressed but never, of
course, really ironed out.

Morton Gould celebrated his third
anni (27) as conductor of the mod-
ern music series over. WOR-Mutual
(Tuesday; 8:30 p. m.) by dishing up
a repertoire of strictly his own com-
positions. It was a smooth, semi-
symphonic musical interlude. Gould
injecting three brand new numbers,
'Lullaby to a New Born Love,' 'Ro-
bot' and 'Continental Serenade.'
Young composer - conductor was
given a terrific buildup by the an-
nouncer, before, during and after
the orchestral stuff, and he lived
up to it.

Tommy Dorsey, coming over from
a New York picture theatre to lead
the procession of guests on Cal
Tinney's 'If I Had a Chance' Friday
evening sustainer over NBC blue,
sold himself to the studio and to the
listening audience as a regular
fellow. The script, coupled with
Dorsey's reading of it, humanized
him, even for non-swing fans. Ac-
cent was on his small town back-
ground and family life: birth in a
Pennsylvania town of 500 popula-
tion; first visit to a 'big city,' Harris-
burg, at the age of 18; his dad start-

ing- "Tommy on the trombone, Jimmy
on the clarinet and a sister on the
accordion; eight-year-old son sharing
the" enjoyment of an electric train
V>ith him, etc.

New WBNS Columbus staff orches-
tra lacks the punch and individuality
of last year's swing crew but makes
up in flexibility and versatility.

Brass is out except for Director Paul
Neal's trumpet. Instrumentation of
three violins, three sax, bass, guitar
and piano allow division into string
ensemble and swing septet Smaller
units assigned to back up staff sing-
ers, Mary Lou Miller and Ray Roese,
both heard last year on CBS.
Miss Miller is one of those scat

singers who pays little attention to
the tune but manages to put over
the numbers to satisfaction of the
jitterbugs. Might have wider appeal
if she modified her style. Ray Roese,
tenor, announces his own programs
with the string ensemble. .He's Co-
lumbus' best bet for a network
future.

Radio Reviews

(Continued from page 31)

certainly not for kids and, by now,
hokum for the grownups.

Script, thus far, isn't particularly
well written, little, if any, arresting
drama being unfolded. Second broad-
cast (30) included some dialog be-
tween Norworth and his former
agent anent the death of vaudeville
and the rise of radio, the agent an-
gling to grab Norworth's kid for the
air. It sounded about as new as a
bustle and as dramatic for the aver-
age listener as a one-horse shay.

ScJio,

EMILY POST
'The Right Thing t« Do'
30 Mlns.
TANGEE MAKEUP
Monday, 7:30 p. m.
WEAF-NBC, New -York

{Warwick & Legler)
Mrs. Post's methed of answering

queries concerning various rules of
deportment and etiquette is novel
and has possibilities, but is not very
interesting in its present setup. She
has questions (mailed to her) read
by an. announcer,. *hen asks members-
of studio audience to come on stage
and act out what they think is cor^
rect proceedure, then again asks for

volunteers to criticize what they
think is wrong with the way the
original dramatization was carried
out If the dramatization or the
criticisms vary too widely from the
accepted standard she steps in and
straightens it out.

It all seems to be a round-about
way of getting to the point not from
the dramatization angle, but from
the slant of bringing visitors to the
mike, getting names, occupations,
placing 'em in best positions relative

to the mike, and they inaudible from
being jittery. Contrast was clear
between first 20 mins. using volun-
teers culled from audience and last

10 mins. with a piece enacted by
herself and a cast member there
to handle incidental parts. Forepart
was vague with necessary distribu-
tion of actors delaying the point so
much it got lost.

Using a regular cast as demon-
strated in the last par* gave it the
form of a story with a moral, which
had speed and was tense enough to

hold listeners. It drove the point or
moral home without any delay,
which is what the program means
to do.
Audience angle is smart on paper,

but a stalling attention-jeopardizing
waste in practice. Tempo must be
quickened, elements vitalized for
real results.

'HOWIE WING'
With William Janney, Neill O'Mal-

ley, Mary Parker, William Steinke
Serial
15 Mlns.
KELLOGG
Dally, 6:15 p. m.
WABC-CBS, New York

(N. W. Aver)
'Howie Wing' has been nursed and

tenderly brought up from a calculat-
ing look in Don Davis* eye and-a few
scribbled notes in the tjrpewriter
drawer of Capt ,Bill Moore, Start-
ing in tentative transcribed form
over a few stations it has now gone
CBS with a 40-station span. Moore
will buy a yacht. Davis will buy an
elephant to go with his pearly gray
derby.

This serial goes up to the clouds
in ships. It's a case of virtue and
villainy on the malte for records.
Kids thrill to this kind of whoo-de-
do like Varibtt thrills to a 72-page
issue.

Neill O'Malley's clipped tones as
Captain Harvey who shares the lead
with William Janney, as Howie
Wing, the boy wonder, registers as
kids usually picture air ace mirade

workers. Mary Parker and William
Steinke had nothing much to do on
initial airing which restricted itself
to laying the plot and taking over a
giant trans-ocean amphibian for tests
before accepting delivery from the
factory. Story is up to the minute
with current test flights across the
pond and should be 'educational' as
well as merchandizing.

THIS WONDERFUL WORLD
with Bob Emery
Educational Quix
30 Mlns.
Sustalninc
Saturday noon
WOR, New York
Conducted by WOR in connection

with' the Hayden Planetarium and
the American Museum of Natural
History, this program is Exhibit A
if' anybody should happen to ask the
Bamberger station: 'what do you do
for education?' The answer is they
make it interesting. And that—for
the beneflt of parties who don't lis-
ten o^ten and intensively—is no tepid
compliment.

It's as swell as it is a logical tie-up
between a radio station and a centre
of enlightenment for the masses.
School kids attend the show at the
planetarium. Then, assembled in one
of the actual halls of the museum,
they are lined up for a- question bee
and the kids bring their gangs with
them to root for the right answers
to the not-too-easy-not-too-tough
questions. It turns examination into
play.
Sugar-coating is artfully applied

by Bob Emery, staff spieler of WOR,
who has conducted audience partici-
pation programs long before the
present rash. He is particularly
adept and experienced at handling
children, keeping everything cleox,
fast-moving, and yet not stuffy. He
can build a natural giggle into a
legitimate laugh.
Members of the museum staff act

as judges and the best trick 6f
Emery's system is that he, himself,
joins with the kids on occasion' in
admitting he doesn't know the an-
swer. Questions are taken blind out
of a hat Land.

EDNA'S FRUIT HAT'
With Cherry Hardy. Beatrice Hen-

drlck, Olive Reeve Smith, Philip
Tonge, Lillian Tonge, Ivy Scott,
Florence May Warren. Selena
Royle, Horace Sinclair, John Plck-
ard

30 Mins.
Sustaining
Thursday. 8 p, m.
WJZ-NBC, New York
Play by John Pudney was one of a

series of 30-minute dramatic sus-

tainer shots NBC is offering via the
blue ribbon. Apparently the idea was
some awfully cute whimsy, hut it

came across the ozone as just vagim
coyness. If there was any rhyme or
reason in the fantasy It wasn't evi-

dent to the naked ear.

Something about how Edna threw
the neighbors into a dither by insist-
ing on wearing her fruit hat to a
funeral. That caused a bird to fly

down from out of nowhere and good-
ness to si^rout. If that isn't a sensible
explanation of the story, it's as sen-
sible as the story sounded over the
air. Anyway, a whole cast of British
accents chattered away for 30 min-
utes, with a net result of about that
much you-can-have-it.
There was little to distinguish one

voice from another, except - that a
couple were men. There wasn't any
production, scene setting or musical
bridging. In fact, pretty much of a
blank all around.

Better dialing next time, pardner.
Kobe.

KENNETH BURTON
Wishes to announce that he has acquired

the radio business of Walter Craig with

whom he has been associated for eight

years. He will continue to supply only

the best in scripts, ideas and direction for

adverttsing agencies desiring service in

the radio field.

2 Sutton Place, South, New York Plaza 8-1197-8
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Street & Finney

announce

with great satisfaction

that

WALTER CRAIG
is now associated with them

• • Mr. Craig has long been regarded

as one of the leading figures in the

Radio Production field. In this capacity,

as well as in all other forms of creative

advertising, Street & Finney feel he

will be an invaluable addition to their

service.
i
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Hilbifly Convention Next

Pappy Cheshire Is Canvassing the Blow-Jug Boys

—

Wants Showdown from AF'M and AFRA

St, Louis, Oct. 4.

Pertinent to the remarks of Al S.

Foster, gen, mgr, of WEW in last

-week's Variety, Harry 'Pappy'

Cheshire, impresario of KMOX' hill-

billy galaxy is rushing through plans

for a canvas of all mountain music

talent employed by radio stations in

the U, S, with the idea of calling a

national convention here to learn

whether the AFM or AFRA will ac-

cept them as members. In the event

the billies are denied membership in

either or both organizations Chesh-

ire is prepared to go ahead with

plans for the rural entertainers to

form their own body and apply to

the AFL for a charter.

For several months Cheshire has

been debating whether he would call

the national meeting before the

AFRA conclave here next month
but.with the question now being dis-

cussed nationally he believes the

best time for the meeting would be
in December. He also said he
thought there was a possibility

AFRA would take cognizance of the

hillbilly question at its n^eeting here.

Agenda of the AFRA convention
has not been set, so far as could be
learned here, and it would be a

simple matter, Cheshire said, for the

question to be raised on the floor

without disturbing other matters that

will be considered. Cheshire said

Foster's ideas coincide with his and
he pointed out that while both the

AFM and AFRA have not accepted

the billies as members, the rural

musicians at KMOX do not accept
any outside engagements in the jur-

isdiction of St. Louis Local No. 1,

AFM, without first obtaining union
tobters as part of the engagement.
Spirit of cooperation of the billies

with the AFM here is further shown,
Cheshire stated, by the fact that

when there is doubt as to whether
the place that seeks to engaee
hillbilly entertainers is on the AFM
fair or unfair list the tooters' union

is always consulted before a con-

tract is signed,

Cheshire said one of the unions,

he declined to say which, informed
him that his billies could become
members under certain restrictions

as to the type of music to be played
but Cheshire countered with the

declaration that if the billies became
members they would expect to enjoy
the same privileges as others mem-
bers. It is Cheshire's understanding
that the local AFM is awaiting a de-

cision from the international body
on the subject of restrictions, con-

ditions etc, Cheshire stated that his

gang is . anxious and willing to co-

operate in an effort to bring about a

solution of the question but they
have definitely determined no' to

surrender any^of tht rights they feel

they are entitled to.

God-Given Talent
It is true, Cheshire admitted, that

^ great many hillbillies do not read
music but a power greater than dol-

lars and cents has endowed them
with a talent and the rendition of

that talent has proven pleasing to

countless numbers of listeners . both
on the radio and to live audiences.
Therefore, Cheshire, Contended, the
billies should be privileged to utilise

that talent as a vocation.

Betty Taps Trying Out
Betty "Taps, daughter of Dave

Taps, booker and agent, and sistier

of Jonie Taps, general professional
manager of Shapiro-Bernstein, is

making her debut in radio,
- Girl is on call at station WHN,
New York, for siistainers. Brother's
wife, Doris Rhodes, is also a radio
singer. Miss Taps has already had
a couple of shots on indie station.

Dorothy- Mallinson's Chore
Chicago, Oct, 4,

Dorothy Mallinson, of the Ruth-
rairff & Ryan radio and continuity
staff, has been placed in charge of
all femme product ether shows- out
of Chicago for the aigency.

Gene and Glenn at WLS

Chicago, Oct, 4.

Couple of the old-time WLS acts

return to the station this week. They
are Gene and Glenn and the Maple
City Four,
Gene and Glenn doing their daily

Jake and Emma act for 15 minutes
daily, with the Foursome heading
the 'Smile Awhile' period each
morning at 5:30,

'WE AMERICANS' CUTS

ICE WITH STATIONS

Cleveland, Oct. 4.

Some 75 stations have inquired

about WHK's copyrighted civic se-

ries on 'We Americans,' asking for

set-up and okay to copy it. Al-

though Cleveland studio and United
Broadcasting Co. had planned to give

the goodwill programs to any sta-

tions interested, asking only for a
credit-line, the unusual number of

requests came as a surprise to^

Manager H, K. Carpenter.
Don Lee chain in California is first

planning to adopt them. WHK also

turning over, sample scripts on
Americanizing alien problems, lists

of natipnal guest speakers who have
endorsed project and quotes to

Louisiana network. Congratulatory
statement by Eddie Cantor has been
added to brochures, plus outline of

music used in the original here.

While not deriving any financial

benefits out of courtesy giveaway,
WHK figures it will build merchan-
dising goodwill among foreign na-
tionality groups, Tieing up with syn-
dicated series, its sister station,

WCLE, is starting another tagged
'American Pioneers,' telling capsuled
yarns of obscure . contemporary
Americans .who have made good,
Milton Hill doing scripts and Frances
Pettay the narration.

MARVIN JOINS ESTY
Dick Marvin, who was until re-

cently with the J, Walter Thompson
agency in Chicago, has become radio
head of the William Esty firm in

New York.
No other cha,nges are being con-

sidered for the Esty radio depart-
ment.

Other Side of HiHy Story

Philadeiphia, Oct, 4.

Claim that hillbillies are the stepchildren of radio, made by Al S.

Foster, g.m, of WEW, St, Louis, in Variety last week, has given Philly

program dir-ectors something to mull. They're far from agreeing
with Foster in most cases and just as far from agreeing among them-
selves.

One program director, in fact, even dissents from Foster's state-

ment that 'Nobody loves 'em.' Jim Begley, of KYW, maintains that

personally he likes them. (There are none on KYW at present, how-
ever!) Otherwise, that seems to be the single point on which station

execs are most unanimous. For all the others agree they don't care
for hillbillies.

There is also pretty general agreement that the schnoz-twangers
do pull mail—at first. Initial three weeks, program directors say,

almost always is marked by a great influx of postcards, letters on
wrapping paper and a flood of illegible notes by Illiterates. After
that they peter out to nothing.

Hit the Bottle

Really the best success they've had with the guitar pluckers, ac-

cording to Harold Davis, of WDAS, is by taking some local musi-
cians and having them play mountain music. Real dyed-in-the-wool
gypsy type, he maintains, is too unreliable. First trouble station gets

into with them, he said, is that they can't stay away from the jug o£

corn and, as a result, miss shows or come to the studio in such shape
they'd be better off missing them.

Secondly, Davis declared, it just takes the initerant twangers about
three weeks to run through their repertoire. And after that it's just,

the same thing over. They're either too lazy or just unwilling to

take the time to learn any new pieces. And, in the third place, he
said, ihey don't exactly add class to the station. Also, their appeal is

to a low income group and they are good only for sponsors peddling
salves and patent medicines which are tabu on many stations.

Strongest supporter of the mountain musickers here is Jim Allan,
of WIP, which currently is airing two groups daily, Betty Jo and Her
Radio Rangers, and Charley King's Cowboys,

^WE WANT A TOUCHDOWN'

NBC Straining: at the Syllables (or

Diction Prize

Washington, Oct. 4,

Verbal scuffle between staff an-
nouncers on Washington's four ra-

dio stations opened yesterday' (3)

with the fourth annual Radio An-
nouncers' Contest, sponsored by the
Henry J, Kaufman Advertising
Agency.

Silver tongues will keep at it for

two weeks, while a- board of impar-
tial radio experts and local educa-
tors ticks off points on diction, sin-

cerity and effectiveness. Agency will

fling a 'Victory Breakfast' at the end
of the tussle with a silver statuette,

besfring the names and call letters

of previous award winners, to be
placed on display for a year in the
station which produces the best
spieler.

Fact that WMAL-WRC have not
copped the trophy since the first

contest in 1935 points to particular
pains on the part of NBC, Winners
for first three years were: Bill
Coyle, NBC; Larry Elliot, WJSV
(Columbia), and Hugh Conover,
WJSV. WOL, Mutual outlet, not yet
scored..

Shouse at Hot Springs

Cincinnati, Oct. 4.

James D. Shouse, general manager
of Crosley's WLW and WSAI, put in

the week-end at the Association of
National Advertisers conclave in

Hot Springs, Va.

Straight to more pleasure

. . . that^s where Chesterfield

makes a solid hit every time

. . . gives smokers what they want

GEORGE BURNS
AND

GRACIE ALLEN
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

CBS, 8:30 EST, COAST-tO-COAST
(NEWELL-EMMETT COMPANY, Inc.)

Management

LESTER HAMMEL, WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

..morepleasure

fir millions
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Bulova Encounters a Delay

Full-Time New York Station Must Be Ventilated in

All Its Details by FCC Examiner

Washington, Oct. 4.

Possible obstacle was confronted

jast week by Arde Bulova on the

eve of climaxing three-year effort,

Which represents actual and prospec-

tive outlay of nearly $1,000,000, for

a new full-time station in New York

City. Application for permit to pur-

chase, move, and merge WPG, At-

lantic City, was referred to Federal

Communications Commission exami-

ner for ventilation of the compli-

cated transactions.

Besponse to congressional criticism

was read between the lines of the

FCC order for hearingj on request

for consent to assign the WPG li-

cense from Atlantic City municipal

authorities to the Greater New York
Broadcasting -orp. ana on compan-

ion plea for right to set up a new
transmitter having exclusive occu-

pancy in the Gotham area of 1100

kc. Means blending WPG and
WBIL, the other Bulova outlet,

which now are frequency-mates.

Pretentious Plans?

Joint propositions were set down
for hearing as Bulova .wa^ on the

verge of getting a badly-needed key
station for his unborn Atlantic sea-

board chain of local plants. New
station reputedly would be the key-
stone of a string of low-power trans-

mitters stretching from Georgia to

Massachusetts and embracing several
plants in which the watch-maker or
his associates have financial interest.

Although no explanation was
forthcoming, the hearing order was
believed to have been prompted in

part, at least, by asides from Capitol
Hill. Critics have commented on the
ease with which Bulova hais extend-
ed his stake and acquired better fa-

cilities over the past four or five

years.

The WPG-WBIL merger would
write finis on Involved negotiations

which dates back three or more
years. Characters have changed,
however, since at the outset the
Paulist Fathers, who then owned
WLWL (now WBIL), and Columbia
Broadcasting System were seeking to

perfect an arrangement, by "which

the clerics would have a more de-
sirable airwave voice.

Beginning with hi^ acquisition of

WOV from the late John Iraci—for
which he put up approximately
$300,000 two years ago—and extend-

ing- through his acquisition of the

Paulists' plant, for which about the

same sum' "Wali paid, Bulova has
made a persistent attempt to break
Into the New York picture in big

style.

Energetic Radio Woman
Cleveland, Oct. 4.

Something of a record in doubling
In brass has been reached by Helen
Burnett, Cleveland commentator and
producer of femme programs.
'Charm School' is her newest half-

hour commercial, starting on WGAR
Oct. 14, six times a "week. Dealing
with cooking, household tips, etc.,

show is sponsored by seven sponsors.
' Besides > .handling her own pro-
gram, she |also runs a 'Ciharm School*
studio as ' a follow-up, writes pub-
licity for legit Hanna theatre, and is

peddling t new radio script service
to ad agencies. Between these jobs
«he is a pijofessor at the recently or-
ganized Air-Wave School, teaching a
course in script writing.

HARTFORD^CQNN.I
(W^ UNITED

PRESS NEWS
Is a Better Buy!

It's the
ONLY COMPLETE
NEWS SERVICE
available to radio

Vfrite or wire us for
availabilities and
rates of news,

L programs, and
^^^^ spotsJ

,

,
n\^\i s| s I ION (II-

' ' ^'Itl \ into MX \s
l xl I.M

^"1(11. II, il /<(/. u ii'i\t(ilri

I II. K \ ^ Milt ( OMI'W \

Student Symph on WKRC

Cincinnati, Oct. 4.

Beginning this week Cincy's two

leading music-teaching institutions

will conduct series of Saturday con-

certs- on different networks.

,For the fifth, consecutive year,

WKRC will originate programs by
the student symphony orchestra of
the Cincinnati Conservatory of
Music for outletting by CBS. Time
is from 11 a.m. to 12 p.m. EST. Orch
is directed by Alexander Von
Kreisler.

Some 20 half-hour, concerts by the
Cincinnati College of Music Sym-
phony Orchestra, directed by Wal-
ter Heermann, will be carried by
WSAI and piped to Mutual. Start-

ing time is 8 p.m., EST. Heermann
is first 'cellist with the Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestra and a faculty

member of the college, where the
weekly musicals will originate. Orch
will have 65 pieces. Assistant con-
ductor is Uberto Neely, WLW-WSAI
violinist-conductor and a member of

the college's faculty. Soloists from
other musical institutions in the

midwest will be guests.

Panelmen Negotiate With
WHAT, WPG and WFIL

Philadelphia, Oct. 4.

Local broadcast division of the
American Communications Associa-
tion is in process of negotiating con-
tracts for panelmen at WPG, Atlantic
City, and WHAT here. Also prepar-
ing to start on confabs for new WFIL
termer, which expires Nov. 1.

Atlantic City pact slow going be-
cause of necessity of conferring with
the mayor and city solicitor as well
as Norman Reed, the station man-
ager. It is a municipally owned sta-
tion.

Rassow Penetrates Veil
St. Louis, Oct. 4.

Carl Rossbw, musical director of

i
KXOK will wave the baton at the
Queen's supper which will follow
the Veiled Prophet's ball in St. Louis
Monday a2). Rossow will use the
entire KXOK ensemble together
with 10 members of the St. Louis
symph orch. This event opens the
social season here.

Rossow, a cellist, was a member of
the local symph for It years prior to

his appointment at KMOX last

month.

Robert Webster Promoted
Rochester, N. Y., Oct, 4.

Robert S. Webster, pfbmoted from
production manager to program di-

rector of WSAY.
' He started radio work a year and
a month ago on WHAM dramatic
programs, joined WSAY as an-
nouncer eight months ago.

Rochester Union Moves to Regulate

Free Music Talent from Schools

Publicity-Minded

Omaha, Oct. 4.

Juan Valencia, WAAW guitar-
ist, and Doris Hadden of Lin-
coln, non-pro, were married
here last weelc and had the
ceremony, celebration and wed-
ding supper transcribed. Wise-
cracked the press agent:

'And when the first arrival
emits a 'w-a-a-w,' it'll be tran-
scribed at WAAW.'

SL L Awaits AFRA Cue

St. Louis, Oct. 4.

Four gabbers, a free lance actor
and a free lance actress will riepre-

sent the St. Louis Chapter of AFRA
at the national convention to be held
here next month. Allen C. Anthony,
chief gabber at KWK; Don Phillips,

Maurice differ and Marvin E. Muel-
ler, gabbers at KMOX and Elliott

Bergfeld and Adelaide Tarrant were
chosen at a meeting of the local

chapter. Miss Tarrant alsp was made
second vice-president of the St.

Louis group.
'

All other plans are being held in

abeyance pending word from' the
New York headquarters of the or-

ganization.

Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 4.

Rochester Board of Education will

drop its 'Let's Sjng' program for

third grade children because of a
protest made by the local musicians'
union. Letter had insisted that a
standby pianist be employed if the
program were aired from the stu-

dios of WHEC. Union explained
that the standby rule would not ap-
ply in the event . the stanza orig-

inated from the schoolroorn.

Marion Boughton, the program's
sitiging-playing commentator, is not
a member of the union. ; She did
the same routine from the station

last season without any opposition
from the imion.

Leonard Campbell, business agent
for the AFM local, declared that if

the school board disregarded the
union's ruling the local would bar
all musical broadcasts from the
schools. SchoQl orchestras and_
choruses now broadcast over WHAM,'
which has wirts into the school-

auditoriums, ; but the number of

these broadcasts is limited by the
union.

Leonard also explained that the
action taken on Miss Boughton's pro-
gram was in line with the • union's
rule which requires the use of stand-
bys whenever amateur or non-union
musicians participate in studip
broadcasts.

SEVEN YEARS AND SEVEN TIMES

Now-KMOX leads by over 500%!

Since 1932, every study of radio

listening in St. Louis has stamped

KMOX as the undisputed champion

...first among listeners, first among

dealers and first among advertisers.

Now—two of the most exhaustive

studies of radio listening habits ever

made in St. Louis: the Crossley,Inc.*

coincidental .survey among 45,691

St. Louis radio listeners andf the

Irwin & Irwin** coincidental study

among listeners in the outside area.

Crossley found, in St. Louis, that

KMOX won 6 times as many "first

places" by half-hours—on a 7 day,

day and night average— as all other

St. Louis stations combined. And the

Irwin & Irwin study reveals 707%

more votes for KMOX in the **back

country" than for the next ranking

St. Louis station...'357% more than.
' i.

for all other St. Louis stations.

Since 1932, more radio homes have

listened for more hours to KMOX

than to any other station in all the

market. Undisputed leadership—and

far-flung '50,000-watt coverage.

That's why you can reach more lis-

teners at very much less cost-per-.

listener when you use KMOX.

hours ofthe day, 7 days of the week of April

3, /938j/ **/« 7 typical Missouri and Illinois

communities, 85 to I2S miles from St. Louis,

selected by leading brokers and manufacturers*

agents—week of April 3, 1938.

50,000 WATTS • ST. LOUIS • A CBS STATION
Owned and operated by the Colunibia Broadcasting System.

Represented by Radio Sales: New York, Charlotte, N.C.

Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee, Los Angeles, San Francisco
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STATION SHOWMANSHIP
(Attentian-Getters, Tie-Vps, Ideas)

A Fall Remhiavi'

Cincinnati.

Following wire has been sent to

the radio trade by L. B. Wilson:

'Greetings for the fall. We are

happy to tell you that WCKY Jias

scheduled 232 NBC Bed commercial

programs, and 68 NBC Blue commer-
cial programs, making a total of 300

NBC Red anc Blue commercial pro-

grams per month now with many
more to come. WCKY has the best

and most cooperative merchandising
department of any radio station m
the country, for instance a double

size car card with the sponsor fea-

tured in every single bus or street

car coming into or going out of Cin-

cinnati, the back tire cover of every
taxicab with the sponsor featured,

plus the usual merchandising calls,

letters and postal cards. Cincinnati
merchants spend more dollars with
WCKY than any other radio station

in the very rich Ohio Valley. With
every good wish and personal re-

gards.'

Two-Station Profram
Albany.

WOKO. Albaoiy, and WBRK, a
comparatively new station in Pitts-

field, Mass. (about 30 miles from
Albany) are now linked for a 30-

minute morning program, 'Sunshine
Hour,' using a song' identiflcation

contest in which four dozen roses

are given away daily. Arkay Flor-

ists, Albany, and Engleman Florists,

Pittsfield, furnish the flowers, with

awards evenly divided between lis-

teners of two stations.

Broadcasts, consisting of trans-

cribed music, poems, and letters,

originate at WOKO. Forrest Willis

mikes.

Fraternity Program
Portland, Ore.

A new program on KOIN Is 'Fra-

ternity Preview,' sponsored by a
men's clothier and aired Ave nights

a week. The program features a col-

legiate atmosphere, with a swing or-

chestra and. three fraternity men as

guests on each broadcast. East guest
represents a different Greek letter

and tells what isn't secret about his

organization. Guest speakers will

represent more than 40 fraternities.

The speakers are all college students.

Free Photo of Author-Star
Omaha.

J. C. Penny Stores put on a mer-
chandising stunt even before it

debuted 'The Jangles,' family serial,

on WOW in a test campaign. It was

a free photo of Jettabee Ann Hop
kins, author, producer and star of

the show. Distribution went to

around 15,000 copies.
'

Mailing list so compiled is being
broken down by Penney Store towns
and the managers of these branches
will be supplied with ^oup listings

of 'Jangles' listeners m their own
trading area. Each store will also
be supplied regularly with wfaidow
displays featuring standard lines of
merchandise plugged on the serial.

Controversy, Ahoy
Cincinnati.

WKRC under Bill Schudt is as full

of stunts as an April meadow is of

dandelions. Indicative- of the range
of attention-getters, novel broadcasts,
exploitations gags and so on that
have sprouted ' lately are these
items:

A revived debate on who flew the
first aeroplane successfully.
A stimulated windstorm between

jitterbugs and peace-lovers over
muted or. unmuted trumpets.

nmtmcm. the GoM Gwup in radio...

THE WORLD
TRANSCRIPTION

SYSTEM
"Tested Stations of the Nation'^

WOKO Albanj/

WGST . Atlanta

WIAL . . Baltimore

W^WKBW . Bv^alo
WCKY

. . Cmcimiati

WHK . Cleveland

WHKC . . Colvmb^i
WIS . . Columbia, 8. C.

KGKO . . Ft. Worth - Dallas

KMBC . . Kansas City

KLRA. . . , . Little Roek
KHJ . . . . Los Anyeles
WREC. . Hemphis
WIOD. . . Miami
WISN. , . , Miltcaukee

KOMA
WCAU .

WCAE .

KOIN.
V/RVA .

WHAM .

KDYl. .

KTSA. ,

KGB . .

KFItC. .

KDB .

KlJtO .

KWK . .

KH9-KGA
WFiL.

. Oklahoma City

, Philadelphia

. . Pittsburah

. Portland, Ore.

, Richmond, Va.

Rochester, N. T.

. Salt Lake City

San Antonio

, . San Diego

. San Francisco

, Santa Barbara

, Seattle

. St. Louis

. Spokane

* . Syracuse

*Additional stationt art being added
regiitarly to complete $be major mar-
ket cvveraie of the United States.

ON OCTOBER 1, 1938, an entirely new type of broad-

casting unit "took the air" ! , , . The World Tran-

scription System! Tested stations — dominant in their

markets, leaders in the civic life of . their communities,

and strong in sales effectiveness—now form radio's new
"Gold Group'* , . the first coast-to-coast completely
flexible-market group of radio stations

!

A NEW Step in Radio

These tested stations now join with the World Broad-
casting System in making available to advertisers a new
plan for buying selected markets. The World Transcrip-

tion System offers both the national and regional adver-
tiser an opportunity to buy a flexible transcription

campaign on a group basis, absorbing mechanical costs,

in whole or in part, but maintaining aU the flexibility

and other desirable features of selective broadcasting.

A NEW Medium for Advertisers

Thus, today, the World Transcription System makes
it possible to buy a selective campaign with the effi-

ciency, control and economy of network broadcasting—
a great new step in radio! Advertisers and their agen-
cies wiU be interested in learning about the many sales
advantages and budget savings this latest radio develop-
ment offers and WBS invites their inquiries. Address
World Broadcasting System, 711 Fifth Ave., New York.

WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM
ATLANTA • CHICACO • NEW YORK • HOLLYWOOD • SAN FnANCISCO • WASHINGTON

World's vertical -cut transcriptions ac- Range quality, because only World re-
count for 70% of all sponsored radio re- cords on Western Electric equipment, by
cording. Only World delivers true Wide the Western Electric Wide Range method.

Maxwell Anderson Tees

Off WLW Author Series

Cincinnati, Oct/4:
WLW's educational series, Nation's

School of the Air, starts its 11th con-
secutive season Oct. 10. Time is 10 to
10:30 a. m., EST. each school. Feeds
to Mutual. Joseph Ries, WLW-WSAI
educational director, and his assist-
ants have been visiting colleges and
educational officials in several States
since April to line up this year's
courses.

New items are: 'Highlighting the
Headlines,' dealing with current
events; 'Pioneer Pathways,' drama-
tized story of the Northwest Terri-
tory development, prepared by the
Miami ' University Radio Workshop
under direction of Prof<^Loren Gates;
'Meet the Author,* presenting ad-
dresses by well-known writers,
picked up from vario^is cities, Max-
well Anderson opens the latter series

Oct. 12 from New York.

Cunniff, Hamman Out

In Economy Purge
Lincoln, Oct. 4.

Lopping off process at KFAB-
KFOR-kCIL found the sales man-
agers in Lincoln and Omaha, Ed
Cunniff and Paul Hamman, booted.
Decision was made by the exec
board to do without sales heads and
make every man directly responsible
to General Manager Don Searle, who
will now equally divide his time be-
tween Lincoln and Omaha.
Hamman's plans are unknown, but

Cunniff is in Chicago , where he has
some leads. Judd Miller, lately of

the Omaha studios, will be Searle's

liaison here.

Spiels Two Ways

Columbus, Oct. 4,

Lloyd Dodds, formerly of WSAZ,
Huntington, W. Va., joins WCOL
mike staff. Replaces Thom Haffey.
Dodds will double as assistant in-

structor in public speaking at Ohio
State University. Second university
prof in local announcing circles,

other being Irwin Johnson of WBNS.

John Storey Laid Up
Worcester, Oct. 4.

With John J. Storey, managing di-

rector of WTAG, convalescing in a
hospital from a recent illness, How-
ard J. Perry, commercial director, is

acting "director of the station.

Clifton Wood, announcer at the
station for 10 years, has been suc-
ceeded by Lou Rogers, formerly of
WPRO, Providence. Wood will de-
vote his entire time to his vocal
pupils. -

—

Charles Grouse on KXOK
• St. Louis, Oct 4.

Charles Crouse, who, under the
name of 'Kid' Regan, pens a daily

column for the Star-Times, a p. m.
rag, is now doubling as a scripter of

a program for KXOK, the publish-
ing company's station. Riegan'f
•Round the Town with Regan' pro-
gram deals with highlights and gos-
sip about sports and entertainment
is bankrolled by the Central Brew-
ing Co. of East St. Louis.
Quartet tagged 'The Four Brew-

masters' furnish the music end of the
program.

IS
GOOP
IN

the

STATION

:alt lake cjtv

Representative:

John Blair & C04
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Blueprint for Politicians

Bridgeport, Oct. 4.

Repul>lican party in Connecticut is staking radio campaign on show-
manship, staging technique and entertainment value. In planning air

•drive David H. Halpern, on leave from direction of WBRY, Water--

bury-New Haven, to handle broadcast strategy for state G. O. P.,

tossed out all ideas smacking of harangues and concentrated on sugar-

coating output as entertainment
There are five types of program, aired one or more times weekly by

all nine Cbnnecticut stations (WTIC, WDRC, WTHT, WICC, WBRY.
WELI, WATR, WNBC.WNLC):

1. 'Recovery Reporter'—Interviews with voters through state by
Halpern and aides 6n attitude toward New Deal and government. Ex-
periences of people are dramatized and transcribed by NBC, with
music, sound effects and professional actors. 15-minute platters

needled twice a. week on all outlets.

2. 'Changes in Music'—^By use of transcribed selections of popular
tunes, changes in musical taste through the years is illustrated, and
this is thereafter tied in with argument that public opinion and senti-

ment has also changed. Typical broadcast included such standbys as
•Blue Danube,' Victor Herbert- medley (with Carol Deis and Felix
-Knight vocals) and 'Alexander's Ragtime Band,' Short opinions of
citizens calling for change in administration are cited.

3. Spot announcements—25-word station breaker? averaging four
to six times daily.

4. Forum—Leading candidates get together weekly for informal
round-table discussion.

5. Talks—Usual vote-baiting output, not only at night but also

morning and afternoon to catch housewives.
-Entire campaign concentrated on one theme; recovery.
F. W. Prelle Co., Hartford, placing for Conn. Republican state cen-

tral committee.

ARGENTINE PROHIBITS

FOREIGN OWNERSHIP

WasHingtoii, Oct. 4.

Foreigners cannot get a toehold in

the Argentine broadcasting business

from now on,, according to a report

to the Commerce Department.
Recent decree of the department of

post and telegraph restricts future

permits for amateur transmitters and
commercial radio plants to natives,

besides strengthening government
control over operations.

Fatty Jean Sponsored
Seattle, Oct. 4.

Izzard agency has purchased Patty
Jean physical culture program over
KOI>, twice a day, six days a week
for the Hansen Bakihg Co.
Patty Jean before coming to Se-

attle was on CKLW, Detroit.

WBNS Bags Columbus

Department Store Daily
Columbus, Oct. 4.

Lazarus department store has pur-

chased an hour of time on WBNS
dally at 7:45 a. m. Program will be
called 'Big Store Newt,' title for-

merly used on 15-minute show of a
different type sponsored by Lazarus.
New program will use, transcribed

music interspersed with time and
weather announcements and com-
mercials. An chatter by Elizabeth
Hunter (Elizabe+h Batty) of the
Lazarus staff.

Longest commercial program spon-
sored by local firm in some time.

Alex Hyde batoning Union Oil's
'76 Review' on the last four broad-
casts, replacing David Broekman,
switched over to Texaco.

CJ.p. VOTED DOWN
Chicairo Station Eiurineers 128-to-60

for ABT Union

Chicago, Oct. 4.

In a vote to determine the official

bargaining agent for the Columbia
web engineers here, the indie union,
Associated Broadcast Technicians,
won over the American Communica-
tions Association, which is affiliated

with the Committee ,for Industriaf
Organization. This vote was taken
through the National Labor Rela-
tions Board.
Vote results showed 128 for the

ABT, 60 for the ACA, while four
engineers shrugged- their shoulders
at both unions.

ABT organization includes radio

engineers at WBBM WLS, WHIP
and WWAE in Chicago, WFBM in

Indianapolis, KOIL in Omaha and
Kij'AB and KFOR in Lincoln, Neb.
Earlier this year the WLRB okayed
the ABT contract with Columbia.

Seattle Stations Continue to Send

Press Matter to Golunm-less Papers

NORMANDY BROCHURE

BA<^.D ON NBC IDEAS

London, Sept. 27.

Radio Normandy through its sales

agent, the International Broadcasting.
Co., has apparently for the first time
borrowed- the American technique of
showing listeners, coverage by the
audience mail route. In a brochure,
'The Radio Normandy Area,' IBC has
included a coverage map, with varia-
tions of color, which had been based
on an analysis of 16(059 replies to

sample offers made by the French
station.

Promotion piece credits NBC with
this method of determining field

strength.

Live Turtles Herald Show
Kate Smith office mailed 106 live

midget turtles to radio editors in

various parts of the country last

week to herald the return of the
Swandown-Calumet houri Sept. 29.

Two bags of feed accompanied each.
Backs of the amphibians were in-

scribed with the name of the pro-
gram, starting date, network, time,
etc.

Points with Pride

Des Moines, Oct. 4.

By way of taking the curse
off the word, 'transcription,'

KRNT introduced the 'Judy and
Jane' series by having three of

its live talent programs extend
special welcomes to Judy and
Jane.

HUMBLE OIL B. R.'S

TEXAS FOOTBALL

Houston, Oct. 4.

Humble Oil will sponsor Texas
football of Southwest Conference
games for the fourth consecutive
year. In Houston, KPHC and KTRH
will broadcast games everjr Saturday,
and' KXYZ is listed for six or seven
games.
Kern Tips, former sports editor of

The Houston Chronicle and now pro-

gram director of KPRC, and Cy
Leland,. former football player now
head of his own advertising agency
in Forth Worth, will head the list of

play-by-play announcers.
In connection ^onsor will pub-

lish, the Humble Football News, to be
distributed free by Humble service

stations and dealers each Thursday
during the football season.

WWJ's Yawn Club
Detroit, Oct. 4.

Using a half-hour of live talent,

WWJ's early morning variety show
'The Yawn Club,' hits the ozone next
Week with Gus Clark as m.c.

Set for 7:15 a.m. five days weekly,
program will highlight Paul Leash's

studio band, Cyril Waesmael and
Norman Ruvell, baritones; the Sky
Larks, femme quartet; Franklin Fer-

guson, spieler, with Earl Ebi produc-
ing.

Seattle, Oct, 4.

With nearly all the rags published
in this section cutting out radio

blurbs but still continuing to print

logs of the majors, locals are not
bothered or are they anticipating

the black and white boys might cut

the logs. Should such a thing hap-
pen, which is not in the cards, all

the stations will be taken care of by
the two giveaways. Shopping
Guide and Shopping News, which
carry a complete logged section, one
featuring it on the front page and
selling boxes around it.

Radio execs have instructed sub-
ordinates to keep furnishing the

sheets with publicity, whether it

goes into the ash can or not and
naturally copy for the logs is sent

in plenty of time for all editions.

With the two giveaways claiming
a larger city circulation than the
rags, and plugging the radio pro-
grsmnrs, radio heads feel they are
sittttig pretty regardless of . hat the
big^ shots of the press might decide

to do. While there is some talk that

the papers might try to eliminate

the programs, the last time they
tried it, the, rebound on loss of cir-

culation was so great, consensus
here is that no such a plan is con-
templated.

Brace Beemer Resumes
Detroit, Oct. 4.

After four years' absence, 'Wander-
ing Vagabonds' show returns to air

over WXYZ and Michigan web, with
Brace Beehier, former WXYZ of-

ficial and how head of ad agency, in

his former role of 'Vagabond Poet.'

Russell Neff, now studio manager and
program director for WXYZ, also

goes back before the mike in his

erstwhile role of lyric tenor.

Show, to be heard every Tuesday
and Friday morning, is bankrolled by
Shedd Products s^nd will also include

violin and accordion for musical
background.

WKY sells for jon

of tbe way!

WKY • OKLAHOMA CITY
Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency^ Jnc.

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING COMPANY
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M<:NWCH WOULD REMOVE OVIL SERVICE

PROTECTION FROM F.CC STAFF MEMBERS

But Proposal Will Encounter Stiff Opposition—Con-

trary to President Roosevelt's Ideals of Merit

System Extension—^Aimed at a Few, Would Hit 75

Washington, Oct. 4.

Majority of commission on

Tuesday formally repudiated

McNincli's request to the civil

service commission tor reclassi-

fication of legal, press, and ex-

amine personnel.

Removal of civil service protection

from the jobs of approximately 75

Federal Communications Commission
employees—thus opening -he way
for discharge of individuals who do

not play ball—has been proposed by

Chairman Frank R. M'cNinch.

Startling reorganization move-
ment, aimed at workers in the legal

department, examining division; and
press section, would substitute po-

litical pull and personal favoritism

for experience and fitness in filling

some of the more important admin
istrative posts. Proposal likely to

meet strong resistance; inasmuch as

it conflicts square!} with President

Roosevelt's announced determination

to extend the merit system throujh

out the government.

Proposal, which prompted, the

involved employees to seek out-

side aid in holding, their jobs,

was not technically a commission

suggestion, it was learned. Some
members of the commlsh were
entirely unaware that such an
idea was being advanced, hear-

ing about it only after the letter

to the commission had been sent.

in seeking to gain complete free-

dom for a personnel purge, McNinch
also collided with the principles of

an executive order issued by the

President last June In an endeavor
to stamp out patronage in numerous
Federal agencies. When he ordered
hosts of workers blanketed under
civil service by February, the "Ihief

Executive stipulated that department
heads could propose exemption of

minor officers in ' policy-making
places. None of the individuals who
would be affected by McNinch's 're-

form' can be considered as bavin-*

power to determine regulatory pol-

icies, although they often -jre con-

sulted either individually or as com-
mittees of the staff.

Opposition is anticipated ... ^m the

Civil Service Commission and from
organizations outside the government
as well as from unions of federal

workers. All of the civil service de-

fenders have been battling .noves of

this nature in connection with the
j

President's desire to put Federal jobs

more fully on a merit basis.
i

Objections have been raised to the
;

McNinch proposal from within the

Commission. While other members
agree that some staff changes are

desirable, there is strong sentiment in

favor of trying to strengthen he per-

sonnel by less brutal means. Under
civil service procedure, inefficient or

dishonest workers , can be ousted by
preferring charges, while suggestion

has been advanced that subordinates

whose only sin is disagreement »vith

policies and procedure might be

shifted to other government bureaus
where ':hey wouH fit better.

The idea of removing the civil ser-

vice safeguards is not popular with

the rank and file, who resent strong-

ly the practice of bringing in out-

siders rather than making promo-
tions from within whenever hial-^r

vacancies occur. If the McNinch
sut;gestion is adopted, the jobs in-

volved would be filled primarily on
the ground of personal preference

and political backing.

While many veterans would be hit.

the sweeping recommendation is con-

sidered to have been inspired bv an-

ta,Tonism toward only a few individ-

uals. Since" taking the helm a year
ago. McNinch has reflected ''ick of

confidence in. certain subordinates

who do not share his views ..nd who
have been safe from reprisals under
civil service.

Out of Doghouse

Washington, Oct. 4.

Eight stations which had been
operating on temporary tickets

for prolonged periods went
back to regular licenses last

week when the Federal Com-
munications Commission pared

the dog-house registration tna-

te.rially.

Routine papers were handed
WMCA, New ifork; WHN, New
York; KTFl, Twin Falls, Idaho;

WRR. Dallas; WNEW. New
York; KGCU, Mandan, N. D.;

KROW, Oakland. Calif; KVOA,
Tucson.

Norman Case

Into Hospital

Soon for Check

Inside Stuff-Radio

Scott Howe Bowen has changed his mind about selling WIBX, Utica, to
Curt Wlllson and Emile Gough, After a deal had been worked out, Bowen
became leery of the Federal Communications Commission passing on the
transfer principally because of the stipulated price, $200,000. Bowen
advised Willson and Gough, who were formerly associated in Hearst
Radio, Inc., that all arrangements were off and that he intended to go on
operating WIBX liimself.

Ernpire State Network, Inc., which began functioning last week, re-
ceived incorporation papers from the Secretary of State showing Harold
E. Smith, general manager of WOKO-WABY; Roy Albertson of WBNY,
Buffalo; Gordon P. Brown of WSAY, Rochester, und Scott H. Bowen as
directors. The first named three are listed as holders of 25 shares. Capital
stock consists of 200 shares, no par value.

CBS introduces a new half hour sustainer tonight (Wed.) at 9 p.m.
designed to hold some listeners to the CBS band for the Texaco show
rather than twirling to NBC for the Fred Allen hour. Tagged 'Curtain
Rises' it will start on the Coast, hop to New York, then switch .back to
the Coast again for the finish. The three jumps will embrace previews
of radio, stage and screen events of the coming season.

Martin Gosch will get it going on the Coast with a preview of the film
'The Mad Miss Manton' starring Barbara Stanwyck and Henry Fonda.
Two stars will do an excerpt from the pic. Program then comes to New
York for the same thing with Dwight Deere Wiman's 'Great Lady,* now
in rehearsal. Ira Aschley produces that portion; Returning westward,
web picks up Dinty Doyle, Journal-American radio columnist now on the
Coast, to comment on new programs. He will air a preview of the Robert
Benchley Old Gold program, with Berichley doing a sketch.

Marty Hall, vocalist, back from
summer stay on the Coast and will

reioin Cain's coffee shop on WKY,
Oklahoma City.

THE aOUDS ROLL BACK..

As ivas to be expected, the people of New
Enf^Iand had turned to meet the challenge

of an angry Nature even before the clouds

bejs;an to roll back.

Their task is big—> in terms of the vast

cfuantities of brick and wood and steel and
wire — of household, commercial and in-

dustrial equipment— that are needed.

Because their native courage and ingenuity

are backed by the resources of a consistent

billion-doUar-a-year spendable income, these

people are exceptionally responsive to the

messages of manufacturers who can supply
their needs.

WnC (the most popular station in the

Southern New England area by 2 to 1) is

doing ihe top-rank iob in selling merchan-
dise in this great market.

Hott About Your Products?

50,000 TJ|7TTr^ HARTFORD
WATTS VV 1 1 CONN.

The TravelerH llroiitl.ustiiit; Service Coriiomtlon
Slumber N.U.C. Red N'otwoi'tc nn<1 Viinlcee Network

PAUL W. MORENCY, Ganer«( Managti

RanrsscntatWes: WEED &. COMPANY
lAMES F. CLANCY. Business Manager

New Yo.'k, Detroit, Chicago, San Franclcco

Washington, Oct. 4.

Second incanacitated member of

the Federal Communications Com-
mission—Norman S. Case—is hos-

pital-bound after several weeks of

extreme discomfort from uncjiagnosed

muscular or nervous trouble.

With his troubles multiplied by his

experience in the Rhode Island hur-

ricane zone. Case returned to the

Capital Friday (30) and planned to

have the doctors make a check to

find the source of the pain in his

arms and legs. Probably will reoort

this week at either Walter Reed
(army institution here) or Johns
Hopkins, and return to official duties

is uncertain.

Case was forced to flee from the

New England storm, which inflicted

severe damage on his residence on
the shore of Narragansett Bay. Al-

though he had been confined to his

bed. the FCC member helped evacu-
ate the home less than a half-hour
before the ragin? waves swept it

from its foundation and left It

perched on the shore badly battered.

After spending a week with friends

in Providence he returned to this city

by automobile.

When 'Information Please' goes commercial Nov. 15, Dan Golenpaul,'
creator of the show, will have complete authority over the program's
participants and contents. Clause guaranteeing him no sponsor inter-

ference was included in the contract he. signatured with Canada Dry
through the J. M. Mathes agency.
Program's permanent cast will consist of Clifton Fadiman, m.c; John

Kieran and Franklin P. Adams (FPA), while Oscar Levant, composer-
pianst, will appear twice every month, Golenpaul has arranged to make
frequent use also of Marcus Duffield, day news editor of the N. Y. Trib,

and Bernard Jaffe, writer on scientific subjects, as his mike experts,

Credo Harris Presides

At Educational Radio

Conference at WHAS

Louisville, Oct. 4.

Educators and radio executives
from Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and
Tennessee gathered here Friday (31

)

. at the Kentucky Hotel, for a series

! of conferences, luncheons, and
round-table discussions, on education
in radio. One-day conference on this

subject was called by Credo Harris,

director of WHAS since 1922.

Principal speaker was Dr. John
V7. Studebaker. U. S Commissioner
'>f Education, who was introed by
Barry Bini?ham. oublisher of Cour-
sr-Journal and Times.
Other speakers who were heard

were Allen Miller, director Uni-
versity Broadcasting Council of Chi-
cago; Sterling Fisher, educational di-

rector of CBS: Franklin Dunham,
educational director for NBC. and
Zenos E. Scott, superintendent of

Louisville schoo''s.

NBC's Radio City on the Coast was pressed into service last Sunday (2)

at least two weeks before the plant will be ready for occupancy. Signal
Carnival, a regional show, initiated the chain's signal from Sunset and
Vine. Next week Jack Benny and Bob Hope move into the new quarters.
New plant will be opened without gala ceremony. Charge of 40 cents

will be made for tours through the plant, the same price as prevails at

Columbia down the street. Charles Thurman, in charge of guest relations

for NBC in New York, is in L. A. to supervise the setup.

Clarification was issued last week in Philadelphia by Sam Rosenbaum,
WFIL prez, of the stafE changes following the resignation of Don Withy-
comb as g.m. 'It has been called to my attention,' he stated, 'that in an-
nouncing the change I emphasized the fact that Jack Stewart would
continue as sales director of the station but failed to include what is also

the fact, that George Jasper will continue in the Philadelphia office in

charge of local sales, with the title of local salesmanager as before.'

Statement followed widespread reports here that Stewart would follow
Withycomb out.

Tiny Ruffner is having his troubles making guest dates stick. On open-
ing Lifebuoy show Ruffner announced that Sonja Henie would occupy the
guest spot next week. When she failed to appear Al Jolson stated on the
second broadcast that she would positively appear the third week. Sha
was cancelled again and Pat O'Brien moved up, without agency explana-
tion. Marie YiTilson was announced for Oct. 11 and cancelled. At last ac-

counts Ruffner was trying to make dates stick for Irene Dunne and Carole
Lombard.

Graham McNamee was guest of honor ^at a Chamber of Commerce event
in Tacoma last week. To make him feel s^mong sympathetic neighbors
he was put next to E. B. King, local undertaker, and Dr. Arcie Hicla,

local dentist.

They're the fathers, respectively, of Jean Paul King and George Hicks,

also network announcers.

Having elected its board members last Thursday (29) the American
Federation of Radio Actors will again hold election sometime this month
to choose officers. Leaders will be voted upon by membership from
ranks of board, a system of the union.

Recently-formed Empire State Network, in the first newspaper adver-
tisement noted upstate, claimed coverage of '84% of New York State's

population.'

Fd Spence Confirmed

Washington, Oct. 4.

Edwin M. Spencp. former commer-
cial mana.'^er of WBAL, Baltimore,
was officially named secretary-treas-
urer of the National Association of
broadcasters for a one-yoar term
list week.

I Since the retirement of James W.
Baldwin as managing director last

I

February, Spence has been the chief
administrative officer of the trade
outfit, acting without appointment
for a definite term.

Chester Clark joins announcing
staff at WCAE, Pittsburgh. He's
from WTAR, Norfolk.

Dick Pack of WNYC, New York, will seek an M.A. from Columbi
University this year via a treatise on 'Showmanship in Radio Education.'

WE'RE SINGING ITS PRAISES
. . . and so is the audience of 300 that

laughs with Welcome Lewis at her

SINGING BEE every Wednesday night

rytfrom 8:00 to 8:30 ... here's a show
^ *' that has everything: music, comedy,

quizzes, prizes. More than that, it has the shov^r-

manship of Welcome Lewis. Some smart adver-

tiser will want this program. Write WHN today.

WHN
DIAL 1010
rMIlONAl ^MCfi DEPtCCNTATIVtSl

IDWAID rdiir a co. nt'
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AFFILIATES JOG NETWORKS

Series of Talks Held for

Opening Wedge — Net-

works Anxious for Ap-
peasement Before Hear-
ings

POINTS

Executive Committee of the Inde-

pendent Radio Network Affiliates

sought to And out last vireek just what
problems on its agenda NBC and Co-

lumbia officials thought came under

the head of inter-web policy and

which of the designated grievances

ought to bediscussed with a particular

network. Query was put to the oper-

ating heads of NBC and CBS after

the committee had spent a day going
over the ramifications of the same
problems. Those invited in by the
committee were Lenox R. Lohr and
Mark Wood, of NBC, and Edward
Klauber and Herbert Akerberg, of

CBS.
Committee seemed to have diffi-

culty in deciding whether such mat-
ters as chainbreak announcements,
elimination of schedules shifts to
conform with daylight savings, a
uniform scale of compensation and
the collection of musical copyright
fees at the source should be nego-
tiated as a general affiliate problems,
with reps from both networks sit-

ting in, or whether to treat each as
the specific concern of either NBC
or Columbia. On general problems
the executive committee is to do the
talking with the networks while two
special committees of four each are
to handle specific NBC or CBS prob-
lems with their respective network
affiliations. When the meeting with
the network officials ended it was
understood that the committee would
return this week for further talks

on the subject.

IRNA committees on hand included
Mark Ethridge, Samuel Rosenbaum,
Arthur B. Church, Bill Scripps, L. B.

Wilson, John Shepard, 3d, Walter
Damm, Ike Lounsberry, and George
Norton.

representation when the industry is

divided by factional issues. All were
promised aid and help from NAB
headquarters.

Virtually all of the members of
the three affiliates belong to the
NAB, so the chief result is to extend
recognition to the principle of classi-

fications on a basis of mutual inter-
ests. Whenever problems arise
which concern the entire industry,
NAB will be the medium for voic-
ing sentiment, but on occasions, such
as the recent FCC hearings on allo-
cation and regulatory policies, the
stations will, be able to reflect con-
flicting .opinions without causing
embarrassment to the bigger body.

Besides, the intra-industry groups,
the NAB expects to carry out plan
for closer links with other trade or-
ganizations which may have ma,tters
in common with broadcasters.

Another Air Slant

Greenville, S. C, Oct. 4.

This being 'evangelistic week*
in Greenville WFBC dealt them-
selves into doings each after-

noon at 5:30. One of the sky-
pilots was furnished a micro-
phone in front of the county
court house where he delivers a
15 minute sermon.
Also daily at 3:30 P. M. a

prominent pastor airs Bible
teachings from the studios of

WFBC.

advertising agencies, equipment
manufacturers, etc.

More than a score of stations

which never have signed up under
the increased dyes formula were of-

ficially removed from the books by
the executive board, while five re-

cruits were admitted to membership.
Newcomers are KXOK, St. Louis;
KWOC, Poplar Bluff, Mo.; WDAN,
Danville, 111.; KOOS, Marshfield,
Ore., and KIJTA, Salt Lake City.

Scheme of associate memberships,
advanced by the reorganization com»
mittee last winter, is to be polished

up so definite moves can be made to

enlist the aid of outsiders, such, as

Forrest Willis, newscaster-an-
nouncer-singer-pianist of WOKO.
Albany, who could not tickle the
ivories for a time due to an arm in-

jury suffered in a studio mishap, next
suffered.an attack of laryngitis.

Dean Janis to take a whirl in a
Broadway musical.

LEE ARTISTS

BUREAU FOLDS

Hollywood, Oct. 4,

Thomas Lee Artists Bureau, off-

shoot of the Don Lee regional loop,

is calling it quits. Folds at end of

this week.
Max Schall, the office manager,

will hang out own shingle as talent

agent in partnership with Marty
Martyn.

Tommy Lane, aged 11, nosed put
all contenders for the vocal spot on
the Joe Penner show.

Friction Within Harmony

, Washington, Oct 4.

Stronger ties between broadcast-
ing groups were fixed last week
when the National Association of

Broadcasters approved affiliation

with three factions which will con-
tinue to represent viewpoints of dif-

ferent cliques in congressional fights

and controversies before the Federal
Communications Commission.

In first step to carry out the idea
of democratizing the principal trade
body, the executive committee ad-
mitted National Committee of Inde-
pendent Broadcasters, the National
Association of Regional Broadcast-
ers, and the Independent Radio Net-
work Affiliates, thus providing a way
for the Nab membership to obtain

ALL YOU
NEED IIM

CENTRAL OHIO

We are proud to announce

that our second collaborative creation,

THIS DAY IS OURS" (tentative title)

has been secured by Compton Advertising, Inc.,

for Procter & Gamble, and is scheduled to

go on the air early in November.

Our sincere appreciation to Transamerican,

who will produce this program, for its

unusual showmanship and excellent production of

"UFE CAN BE BEAUTIFUL"

which is rapidly climbing to top rating among

daytime shows.

CARL BIXBY
DON BECKER
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SPONSORED NEWS UPS

Canadian Advertisers Buying Thl3

Type of Radio Program

Montreal, Oct 4.

Importance of political develop-

ments recently and large audience

tuning; in for latest d>;velopments has

resulted in increased time being de-

voted to news comment, with station

. CFCF here figuring to have six

newscasts before long.

With Ivor Francis, CFCF sustain-

ing commentator, going commercial

for McCoy's Cod Liver Tablets last

week, CFCF will add another sus-

taining newscast, possibly two.

Currently commentators aired over

CFCF are Chris Ellis, for Molson's;

Prescott Robinson, sustaining; the

Elmhurst Newscaster, commercial,

and Ivor Francis, commercial. All

using Trans-Radio News.
Station CKAC has also increased

number of commentators, recently

adding a special by Louis Moriset,

studio flack.

'Steeplechase's' If Status

Cincinnati, Oct. 4.

Unable to interest agencies in its

Musical Steeplechase, station WLW
has Issued a memo to all Mutual sta-

tions offering program for coopera-

tive sponsorship in various locales.

Station wants $600 in total for pro-

gram, which has Josef Cherniavsky
and studio staff.

Show was sent to New York early

last summer and presented at WOR
playhouse to .agencies. No interest

was evinced. Since then it has been
a sustainer, and will be forgotten al-

together if meeting with no takers

on participation basis. Now tempo-
rarily dropped pending outcome.

ARCH
OBOLER
Radio Playwright

Autbor of

MAX REINHARDT'S
FirBt Production

on

'Texaco Star Theatre'

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
NBC

iiriin
ON THE NBC RED NETWORK
NRTIONflL REPRESENTATIVES
EDWPRD RETRY & CO.

F. C. C's WASHINGTON DOCKET
4 M.» M M M M»»»»»»» M M M »

•WtishlnBrton, Oct. 4.

MAJOR DECISIONS
Illinois; Frenuenoy chonfire nnti power-jump oUnyed Itist

week for WHBF, Rock Island, with Commissioner T. A. M.

Craven dissenting. With Chairman McNlnch and Commls-
slonors Payne and Case not partlclpntlnB, three-man vote de-

cided the Issue. .'Urgent public heed' for extension of tUa
.service outweighed fact that AVHBP will be considerably lim-

ited by WXYZ, Detroit, In the minds of Commissioners
Brown, Sykes and Walker.

Decision will give transmitter a berth on 1240 kc, with
power of 1 kw. Now uses 1210 kc with 100 watts nights, 250

watts days. Cost of effecting the necessary changes estimated

at 120.400.
Dlfterlng with his colleagues. Craven declared that the

evidence disclosed no 'paramount need' for WHBF's opera-

tion on 12-10 kc. Necessary Improvements could be made by
'proper application of sound engineering' .utilizing station's

present frequency, Commlsh engineering expert stated.

Under the new assignment, WIIBF will be limited to its 4.8

millivolt per meter contour by the Detroit transmitter. Com-
missioners agreed, and operation of WHBP will provide Inter-

ference within the .C millivolt per meter contour of a newly-
authorized station at Aurora. Increase In coverage will make
up for these discomforts, however. It was decided.

Station was represented by .Horace L.. Lohnes and Fred W.
Albertson.

MINOR DECISIONS
Arkansas: KOTN, Pine Bluff, granted Increase In hours of

operation from days to unlimited, with 100 watts.
Florida; Florida West Coast Broadcastfng Co,, Inc., Tampa,

granted new relay broadcast station to be operated on 1022,

2038, 2150 and 2790 kc, with 40 watts.
Illinois; WQPJ, State of Illinois Department of Public

Works, Sprlngfleld, granted authority to operate on 1010, 2804,

2040, 2036, 2044, 5140, and 5196 kc, with 250 watts—days only
on 6140 and 6195 kc..

Indiana: West|nghouae Radio Stations, etc., Fort Wayne,
granted new relay broadcast station, to be operated on 1606,

2022, 2102 and 2759 ke with 16 watts (also granted new ex-
perimental relay broadcast station to be operated on 21100,

34600, 37600 and 40COO kc, on an experimental basis condi-
tional, with 16 watts).
Kansas; KGGF, Coffeyvllle, granted authority to operate

additional time temporarily, during October (providing
WNAD, Norman, Okla., remains silent) In order that WNAD
may broadcast' special educational programs during the
periods specified.
Minnesota; Head of the Lakes Broadcasting Co., Duluth,

new relay broadcast station to be operated on 1022, 2058, 2150
and 2790 kc with 2 watts.
Nevada; Eastern Nevada Broadcasting Co., Ely, applica-

tion for new daytime station to be operated on 1500 kc with
100 watts denied as in default for failure of applicant to flle a
written appear&nce.

>'eiv York: W2XE, Columbia. Broadcasting System, Inc.,

New Tork, granted extension of special temporary autliorlty
to operate International Broadcast station W2XE on 21515
kc, from Oct. 1 to Oct. 30, pending deflnlte' arrangements to
be made to eliminate sideband Interference in service to
Europe; Press Wireless, Inc., Little Neclc, granted authority
to move transmitter from Hlcksvllle to Little Neck and
operate on frequencies 17440 kc WHJ, 15850 kc WCW. 13840
kc WPK, 10010 kc WJQ. 7616 kc WBS, 6920 kc WEE, 6345 kc
WBX, with 1 kw, for a period of 7 days to communicate with
Paris, Franco (also granted temporary authority for period of
7 days to operate emergency transmitter ot Little Neck using
call letters WCO to communicate with Red Cross).
Oklahoma: WNAD, University of Oklahoma, Norman,

granted special temporary authority to operate additional
time during October (providing WGGF, Coffeyvllle, Kans., re-
mains silent) in order to broadcast special educational pro-
grams.

SET FOR HEARING
Alaska: Edwin A. Kraft, Fairbanks, new station to be

operated on 610 kc with 1 kw.
California: Thomas B. McTammany, Modesto, new station

to be operated on 740 kc. with 250 watts, days only.

'

District ot Columbia: Lawrence J. Heller, Washington,
new station to be operated on 1310 ko with 100 watts nights,
260 watts days (requests facilities of WOL).

Illinois: WEDC, Emll Denemark, Inc., Chicago, day power
boost from 100 to 260 watts, increase time of operation by
adding hours from midnight to 6 a.m.
Kansas: KGNO, Dodge City, jump power from. 250 to 500

watts, make clianges In, transmitter equipment and install

vertical radiator.
MnsHacliusetts; Wlnfleld A. Sohuster, Worcester, new .sta-

tion to bo operated on 1200 ko with 100 watts.
Montana: KGYO, Missoula, jump Juice from 1 to 6 kw (to

he heard before the Commlsh).
>'c\v York; Kingston Broadcasting Corp., Kingston, new

station to be operated on 1500 kc. with 100 watts, days only.
Ohio; Hlchlund, Inc., Manstleld, now station to be operated

daytimes only on 1370 kc with 260 watts.
^VlHconsIn; M. & M. Broadcasting Co., Marinette, new day-

time station to be operated on 670 kc with 260 watts.

NEW APPLICATIONS
Cnllfornla; San Mateo Junior College District, San Mateo,

new non-commercial broadcast educational station, to bo
operated on 41000 kc with 100 watts, A-3 emission,

Connecticut: WTHT, Hartford Times, Inc., Hartford, boost
(lay power from 100 to 260 watts, make changes in antenna,
Install new transmitter and move transmitter locally.

Florida: WMBR, Jacksonville, install new tran.smltter,
change frequency from 1370 to 1120 kc, change power from
100 watts nights, 250 watts days, to 500 watts nights, 1 kw
days; Panama City Broadcasting Co., Panama City, new sta-
tion to be operated on 1200 ko with 100 watts nights, 250
watts days.

Georfcla: WGST, Georgia School of Technology, Atlanta,
boost ^.jilght power from 1 to B kw., Install directional an-
tenna for day and night use.

MlcIUiran: Thumb Broadcasting Co., Sandusky, new station
to be operated on 880 kc. with 1 kw., daytimes only. , ,

New York: WBNX, New York, boost power from 1 to B

Hjw., make changes in directional antenna, Install now trans-
mitter and move from Cllffslde Park, N. J., to Carlstadt, N. J.

Ohio; W8XAL, Crosley Radio Corp., Moson, add frequencies
17830 and 21670 kc.
Tennessee; WLAC, Nashville, change name to J. T. Ward,

doing business as WLAC Broadcasting service.

Texan) KAXr, and WBXGI, Wichita Falls Broadca.stlng Co.,
Fort Worth, change name of licensee to KQKO Broadcasting;
W5XGH, Wichita Falls Broadcasting Co., Fort Worth, change
name of applicant to ICQKO Broadcasting Co.
Washington: Belllngham Broadcasting Co., Inc., Belllng-

ham, new station to be operated on 1200 kc. with 100 watts
nights, 260 watts days.

EXAMINERS' REPORTS
Mississippi: DIsmlasol with prejudice recommended by Ex-

aminer Melvln H. Dalberg for new station application of
Attala Broadcasting Corp. (WHEF), Kosciusko, when appli-
cont'a attorney announced that no testimony would be offered
In support of the plea. Request of 1600 kc. with 100 watts
nights, 250 watts days, should be ashcanned as in cases of
default, Dalberg told Commlsh.
Horace L. Lohnes appeared for the outfit.

Missouri: Changing business picture at Festu.i, where sev-
eral important manufacturing establishments shut down on
account of labor troubles, was responsible for decision Of
Charles Porter and Edward T. Eversole—applicants for a
daytime smallle on 1420 kc.—to osk Commlsh for a dismissal

. without prejudice for their application.
Although Commlsh counsel opposed the motion, declaring

that he understood the rules of the Commission would not
permit a dismissal without prejudice. Examiner P. W. Se-
ward recommended honorable discharge. Applicants' opinion
that it w.as an 'inopportune time to establish a radio broad-
cast station In the city... and that same would prove to be
an unprofitable venture* was respected by the examiner, who
stated that since there were no other participants in the
case and no adverse effects would accrue to the interests of
any porty, dismissal without prejudice should be considered.

Mlssourians were represented by Evert L. Bono.
Pennsylvania; Requested power boosts for WCBA andWSAN, time-sharing Allentown transmitters, presumably

will be dropped following recommendation of Examiner John
P. Bramhall that Commlsh should permit the applicants to
withdraw their pleas without prejudice.

Illness and absence of two of the principal wltnesea led
to a request that the applications should be dismissed -with-
out prejudice, with counsel for respondents stating that therewould be no objection from his clients to the action. WCBA,
il^'lllr'*

^'yan Musselman, and WSAN, owned byWSAN, Inc., use 1440 kc. frequency, with 500 watts. Had
flgured on a boost to 1 kw.
Arthur W. Scharfeld and Philip O. Loucks appeared for

duo.

WASHINGTON LOBBY

Washington, Oct. 4.

Citation of all NBC stations which
carried first of the Pulitzer Prize se-

ries—O'Neill's 'Beyond the Horizor/
—appears inevitable in consequence

i

of the policy laid down by the FCC
in deciding to forget the Mae West-
Don Ameche incident last winter.
In spanking the web, the Commish
then said individual licensees will be
held liable for everything going out
via their facilities, regardless of
origin. While no specific complaints
have been made against any stations

carrying the play except WTCN, the
policy seems to make it mandatory
for the Commish to schedule hear-
ings for all other outlets now it has
considered the dialog was possibly

objectionable enough to put one
transmitter on the witness stand.

lyn case by the Commission. Latest
legal maneuver is a peition asking
the U. S. court here to return the
papers and admitting the opinion
which is the basis of appeal on many
points was deficient and incorrect.
Regulators want to think up new
reasons and remedy some of the mis-
takes before the judges rebuke them.

Backtracking in the antique Brook-

By JANE WEST

NOW RADIO'S MOST POPULAR

FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE

AUGHTER JeARS ^^nd |-|eART-THROBS

Presented by Ivory Soap • 99 "/ loo ""Z « pure

IKTFM TWICE DAILY
lil^lEi^ NBC Red Network, 12:15to 12:30 P.M. EST

CBS • WABC— 2:15 to 2:30 P.M. EST
IN COAST TO COAST

Dir. CO.MPTON AI»VUKT1SING AGENCY
MGT^ ED WOLF—RKO BLDG.. NEW YORK CITY

Nevy formula for putting out an-
nouncements of crackdowns used by
the Commish last week in disclosing
summons to the woodshed handed
nine stations. In contrast with the
form«r hush-hush attitude, the FCC
cited chapter and verse in allegations
—section or paragraph of either the
rules or act supposedly broken or
disregarded—but without giving any
particulars. Up to a few weeks ago
there was no intimation why renewal
applications were referred to exam-
iners until the legal machinery had
cranked out the official notices, which
usually takes two weeks.

ANGLES ON RUTHERFORD

Philadelphia Stations Learned Lesson
Ahead of Westerns

Agitation about exclusive network-
station contracts took an adverse
twist and provided ammunition for
the FCC monopoly probe this week.
Complaint that other Detroit stations
of sufficient power are tied up by
rival chains was voiced by Mutual
during hearing on application for
permit to pipe programs to CKLW,
Canadian outlet with Michigan stu-
dios. Previously the Commish has
been upset because service of one
or the other web has not been avail-
able to stations within the primary
area of some affiliates; no attention
has been paid the difficulty experi-
enced by competing chains in locat-
ing affiliates.

Fred Leuschner, NBC attorney in
Hollywood, on company biz at the
home office.

Jess Oppenheime. and Milton Rai-
son- cooking up the didoes for J-'.dy

Canova on Chase &, Sanborn.

Philadelphia, Oct. 4.

Judge Rutherford programs, which
have caused so much ruckus in the
West as a result of their attacks on
Catholicism, haven't been accepted
by stations here since WIP got in
trouble on airing them more than
two years ago. Outlet canned them
at that time for the same reason
western stations are now finding
themselves between two fires.

WIP, WFIL and WDAS have all
been offered the shows. WIP, as the
result of the first sad experience, just
fiatly turns them down. WFIL has
adopted a policy of taking no relig-
ious programs that are not approved
by the Federation of Churches. Inas-
much as the Rutherford group
hasn't been given the nod by this
organization, it is automatically
barred. And WDAS, when offered
the Rutherford programs, always po-
litely but firmly discovers it is fresh
out of available time.

Boston, Oct. 4,

Station WORL cut Judge Ruther-
ford off the air when he started
blasting Catholics.
Flood of protests came :nto sta-

LLOYD THOMAS QUITS

But Retains Stock Interest in WROK,
Rookford, Illinois

Rockford, 111., Oct. 4.

Lloyd C. Thomas has resigned as
general manager of WROK. He
joined the station In 1934, a year af-
ter he and some associates had
bought it. Thomas will retain his
stock interest and remain on tlie

board of directors of the corporation,
Rockford Broadcasters, which owns
the outlet. He also Intends to slay
on in Rockford.
Thomas explained that tlie time

and energy required for his duties as
chairman of the National Committee
of Independent Broadcasts, together
with other business interests, was
sufficient load for him to carry.
Before going with WROK Thomas
was local time sales manager for
NBC in the New York offices.

WPEN Music As Is

Philadelphia, Oct, 4.

Musicians* local persisted this week
in Its refusal to grant WPEN a re-
duction in the quota it is obligated to

spend under the national agreem€nt.
Both sldea were friendly but ada-
mant at a chinfest last Wednesday
in which the whole matter was gone
over after the tootei's, upon getting
the co-operation of the panelmen,
threatened to strike.

Bex Ricardi, secretary of the local,

declared the unit would cut the
amount only on orders from Joe
Weber, national prez. Weber was
contacted in Texas by an exec of the
National Association of Broadcasters'
negotiating committee, but refused to
Issue an actual order. He had pre-
viously urged the Philly group to
accept a cut, but declared that in the
last analysis it was a local matter, in
which he could not intervene.

TUMS Yavieties
V/yj^N and NBC Red

Tues.-Thurs. ,7:15 P.M. EST
Gneat Stars

AVALON CIGARETTES
WLW and NBC Red
Oct. 8, 7 P.M. EST

LISTEN TO

DORIS RHODES
WAIIC

7:46 P. M. Wednesday; 6:16 P. M.
XhurHday; 6:30 P. M. Frlduy

5lKt Columbia Artists Bureua

Columbia may farm out Jack
Haley show for Wonder Bread to
rental studio at KFWB, Los Angeles,

HAB:RY SOSNIK...
. . . MUSICAL DIRECTOR . .

.

CHARLES BOYER-WOODBURY PUYHOUSE
(ORIGINAL SCORK)

Sundays—9 P.M. EST—JIBC
JOE I BROWN-POST TOASTIES

Saturdays—7:30 P.M. EST—QBS
MANAG£.n£>'T MCA
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15 Best Sheet Music Sellers

(Week ending Oct. 1,

*rve Got a Pocketful of Dreams Santly

Alexander's Ragtime iBand ABC
Change Pattnets , Berlin

Now It Can Be Told Berlin

Small Fry Famous
Garden of the Moon , Harms
What Goes on Here in My Heart Paramount

So Help Me Remick

Stop Beating Around the Mulberry Bush BVC
I've Got a Date With a Dream ...Feist

A-Tisket A-Tasket Bobbins

I'm Gonna LocTc My Heart Shapiro

When Mother Nature Sings Her Lullaby ....Santly

There's a Faraway Look in Your Eyes Tenney
Lambeth Walk Mills

Indicates fllmusical song. t Indicates stage production song.

The others are pops.

Columbia Broadcasting System

Disavows Any Interest In

Music PubEshing Business

CBS denied last week that it is

considering entering the music puh-

lishing business. It was admitted

that the network had from time to

time entertained propositions of this

sort which have been submitted to it,

"but the web declared that the report

that it was actively interested -t the

present time was totally without

foundation. The report had it that

the network was mulling partnership

deals advanced by a couple major
publishers.

At the time the Warner Bros, pub-
lishing combine broke away from

the American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers there was
some talk between WB and Colum-
bia about the latter acquiring a half

interest or all of the combine. Thing
never got down to contract details.

Routine Matters Only At

ASCAP Meeting Due To

Small Number Present

Because there was barely a

quorum present, the board of direc-

tors of the American Society of

Composers, Authors arid Publishers

confined last Thursday's (29) monthly
meeting to routine business. Various

questions of policy were put over

until such time that a larger repre-

sentation of directors will be on
hand.
As one of the routine matters the

board authorized the distribution of

the dividend for the third quarter of

1938. It was indicated that the- dis-

tribution will be about as much as

it was for the like quarter of 1937.

While the collections from radio has
been off, ASCAP has substantially

increased the number of tavern and
night spot licensees during the past
eight months.
Foreign relations committee

recommended to the board that it be
permitted to defer making a report
on the matter of German and Aus-
trian refugee composers until such
time it has been able to make a more
thorough study of the problem.

Lee Sims to Publish

Albany, N. Y., Oct. 4.

Lee Sims Publications, Inc., has

been chartered by the Secretary of

State to print and publish music

books, etc., in New Ifork.

Directors are: Lee Sims, William
Gernannt, and William J. Reinhart,

Jr. (filing attorney). Capital stock

is 90 shares, no par value.

$3R(iLECUP$

WEB PICK-DPS

COURT IN HOLLAND RULES FOR REFUGEE

VIENNESE SONGWRITER IN ROYALTY SUIT

INFRINGEMENT DISMISSAL

Judge Accepts Shapiro-Bernstein
Point on Common Law Tune

Philadelphia, Oct 4.

All network airings of bands from
Philly were off this week as the new
$3-per-man standby fee evoked by
the Musicians Union continued in

effect. Levy was cut by the exec

board from the $9-per-man orig-

inally set by the price committee,

but mattered little as neither band
leaders nor nitery ops were inclined

to pay the rap.

Local airings continue from vari-

ous spots and no fee is charged by
the Union, but web broadcasts in

the future apparently will depend
entirely on the desire of the stick

swisher to absorb the cost.

PHIL KORNHEISER

HEADS OLMAN FIRM

The Lombardos, who own Olman
Music Corp., have placed Phil
Kornheiser in charge of that indie
firm. Kornheiser is the veteran music
man, long profesional head of Feist,
Inc., through a quarter century of
its heyday.
Joe Gold has left Olman.

MUEIHEBACH RENOVATES.
Kansas City, Oct. 4.

Lang Thompson goes into Hotel
Muelhebach grill Oct. 6. Follows
Jimmy Joy bunch who leave for a
series of one-niters in the middle
west.

Meanwhile the Muelhebach grill
is undergoing renovating and redec-
orating including light, air and sound
conditioning, terracing of the grill,

enlarged entrance, check ^oom and
lounge. Work is being carried on
without interrupting proceedings in
the grill.

Lambeth Walk Explained

On Record's Reverse Side
Brunswick is currently releasing

a Vocalian record cut on one side

with instructions on correct method

of doing the Lambeth Walk and the

reverse side carrying the Al Dona-

hue arrangement of the tune.

New strut is explained by Arthur

Murray, dance teacher. Donahue has

been active in popularizing both tune

and hop.

More Pirate Sheets Raided

Detectives of the rackets bureau

of the Brooklyn District Attorney's

office last week confiscated 4,200

'Flash* songsheets in a raid upon a

parking lot in that borough. Dis-

tribution of the contraband publica-

tions had been traced to a shack

on the lot by Arthur Hoffman and
John Wiener, investigators for ^:^le

Music Publishers Protective Associa

tion. Frank Desantis, alleged dis-

tributor of the songbook, was held

in $500 bail after being found guilty

by Magistrate Mark Rudich.
Desantis was convicted last June

for a like offense on evidence col-

lected by Hoffman and Wiener.

Two Tinpanners Ailing
Hollywood, Oct, 4,

Harold Adamson and Arthur
Bergh, songwriters, are in Good
Samaritan hospital. Bergh has been
confined the past two weeks with a

heart ailment.

Medicos have Adamson under ob-

servation for appendicitis.

Roy Webb scoring 'Gunga Din' at

RKO.

Infringement suit brought by Dr.

Murray B. Tannenholz against Sh

piro, Bernstein Co. in connection

with the tune, 'So Many Memories,'

was dismissed by Judge Alfred C.

Coxe in the N. Y. Federal court last

week on a motion by the defendant.

Dr. Tannenholz claimed thai Ine

Harry Woods song was similar in

melody and theme to one that he

had at one time submitted to the

same publishing firm. Dr. Tan.ien-

holz' number was titled 'Memories

of You.'

Shapiro-Bernstein's plea for dis-

missal was based on the contention,

that the action was outside the Fed-
eral court's jurisdiction since the is-

sue was- not o'^ involving a regis-

tered copyright but a common law
right. Publisher holds that the n .n-

ber which Dr. Tannenholz cited in

his complaint was not the composi-

tion which he had filed with the

copyright office in Washington.

Involved Suit rinafly

Compromised Among Fox

Brothers, Robbins, 20th

Involved music suit, with Sam and

Harry Fox and their Movietone Music

Corp. on one side, suing 20th Cen-
tury-Fox Film, Bobbins Music Corp.

and Jack Bobbins, alleging conspir-

acy, was settled last week after ex-

tensive parleys among an array of

legal talent. It was a compromise
settlement, with no money passing

hands, but with a clarification of cer-

tain property rights and the dismissal

of the alleged conspiracy.

Sam Fox Music Co. had charged
that for a year and a half prior to

Oct. 1, 1937, Nick and Joe Schenck,
through their relationship and inter-

ests in Loew's, Inc. (Metro) and 20th

Century-Fox Film, had undermined
Fox Music's tieups with 20th-Fox
Film, which the publisher had en-
joyed for five years. Sam Fox also

alleged an understanding for a re-

newal for another five years after

Oct. 1, 1937, but, instead, 20th-Fox
niade a tieup with Robbins Music
Corp., a subsidiary of the Loew-
Metro interests.

Sam Fox averred that prior to the
expiration of his contract with Fox
Film, that company had ceded a fiock

of filmusical scores to Robbins Music,
and its affiliated Feist and Miller
Music companies for publication.

Robbins counterclaimed against
both Sam Fox and 2bth-Fox, claim-
ing performing rights in old Movie-
tone Music Corp. publications. Set-
tlement, however, left these rights

with Sam Fox, although Robbins se-

cured a small royalty interest in

these rights.

Root, Clark, Buckner & Ballentine
for Fox Music was arrayed against
20th-Fox's counsel, Dwight, Harris,
Koegel & Caskey; J. Robert Rubin
for Loew's, Inc.; J. T. Abeles for Rob-
bins Music and Jack Robbins.

Under settlement, Sam Fox also
abandons claims to any of the 20th-
Fox scores published by Robbins.
Sam Fox, as agent, also acted in be-
half of Movietone Music and Holly-
wood Songs, Inc., both featuring
20th-Fox Film compositions.

AMATEUR HUNT PART

OF HAWKINS' BAllY

Erskine Hawkins, Negro leader,
will introduce an amateur night
when he starts a one-niter tour Oct.
11. On the himt for a vocalist, lead-
er will 'conduct contests at all col-
ored dances he plays.

Band is skedded to play about 40
Negro dates while on tour. Tieups
with local promoters for bally will

up attendance and insure entries.

Top ten selected on tour will be re-

corded on portable recording ma-
chine and taken to New York for

judges to decide. All local winners
will get a prize also.

Enjoins Dutch Composers Society Paying to the Aus-

trian Society on Tunes Authored by Non-Aryans

—First Time Such Claim Legally Tested

MORE POP SONG

BEST SELERS

Houston, Sept. 29.

Editor, Variety;
When a dog bites a man, it's noth-

ing, but when Variety omits from
the best pop music sellers of all time
such smashes as 'Over There' and
'Alexander's Ragtime Band'—that's
news!

I don't know who picked this 'AH
American,' and I have no access to

the figures, yet I question the selec-

tion of such songs as 'That's How I

Need You,' 'For Me and My Gal,'

'Keep the Home Fires Burning,' 'Oh,

What a Pal Was Mary,' 'Tuck Me to

Sleep in My Old Tucky Home,' 'Joan

of Arc, They Are Calling You,'

'Among My Souvenirs' and one or
two more over some of the following
which I list from memory:

'Over There.'

'Alexander's Ragtime Band.'
'St. Louis Blues.'

'Hot Time in the Old Town To-
night'

'In the Good Old Summer Time.'
'On the Banks ol the Wabash.'
•My Gal Sal.'

'Mickey,' 'Sheik of Araby' (both
important as pioneer movie songs).
'Glow Worm.'
'Love Nest.'

'Dardanella.'

'I'm Always Chasing Rainbows'
(bigger than 'Blowing Bubbles').

'At a Georgia Camp Meeting'
(epochal because of the cakewalk).

'Yes, We Have No Bananas.'
•In the Baggage Coach Ahead.'
'Take Me Out to the Ball Game.'
•Dear Old Girl.'

'You're the Flower of My Heart,
Sweet Adeline.'

'Some of These Days.'
'Darktown Strutters Ball.'

'I'm Sorry I Made Y^u Cry.'

'I Didn't Raise My Boy to Be a
Soldier,'

'Dear Old Pal of Mine.'
'It's a Long Way to Tipperary.'
'Waiting for the Robert E. T^ee.'

'Mother Machree.'
'Sweet Bunch of Daisi
'Little Lost Child.'

'Bill . Bailey Won't You Please
Come Home.'
'Yankee Doodle Boy.'
'You're a Grand Old Flag.'

•Happy Days Are Here Again.'
'Bird in a Gilded Cage' (doesn't

Harry von Tilzer rate at least one?).
'She Was Bred in Old Kentucky.'
'Kentucky Babe.'
'Daisy Bell' ('Bicycle Built for

Two').
'Mr. Gallagher an^^ Mr. Shean'
'Casey Jones.'

'I'll Take You Home Again. Kath-
leen.'

Why not .settle the matter once and
for all? Let's start at, say, 1893 and
work up to 1937, and then go back
from 1893. Each week nominate a
few songs as the outstanding for that
year, and through publishers' records
and other media, establish the big-
gest hits, rated so because of their
popularity, sal^s and influence. Then
we can have a chronological aval-
cade of the songs that have made
America.

I'll be glad to help. I think 1 have
the largest (and nearest complete)
library of 'tinpanalleyana' of any
private collection. My knowledge of
the old songs is comprehensivje.

1 suppose there are many discrep-
ancies in the foregoing list given at
random, but I think the establishing
of an authoritative roster of the big-
gest hits of all time will prove hltrhly

entertaining and immeasurably valu-
able.

Sam L. Rosenhaum.

Amsterdam, Sept. 26.

First important step to clear posi-

tion of non-Aryan' Austrian com-
posers and songwriters who are
rtiembers of A.K.M. (Austrian Com-
posers and Authors Society), .and,

after the 'anschluss,' cannot get an;^

royalties although their works are

tc be used all over the world, has
successfully been taken in Amster-
dam. (AKM until today refused no-
tices of the 'non-Aryan' members,
so that they are not able to enter

membership of another Composers
and Authors Society).

German Songwriter Harry Hiim,
member of the AKM since 1931, who,
two years ago, wrote the words of

one of the biggest European song
hits, 'Sag beim Abschied leise Ser-

vus,' leading song in Willi Forst's

pic. 'Burgtheater,' produced 1936 in

Vienna, succeeded in getting a pro-
visional order against B.U.M.A.
(Dutch Composers and Authors So-
ciety) to witiihold the sum of 10,000

Dutch guilders (about $5,500) on ac-

count of his royalty claims against

AKM. AKM's protest against this

provisional, order was rejected by
Jud^e Royen, president of the Am-
sterdam Court. Further appeal
against the decision is possible, and
is to be expected.
AKM's protest is based mainly on

the agreement, concluded between
it and the author in 1931, in which it

is agreed that controversial
,
ques-

tions should be brought before an
Arbitration Court in Vienna. The
first Question, put to the decision of
the Dutch judge, therefore, was
whether a Gerinan refugee is to be
bound to the condition of the said

agreement which subjugates him to

the decisions of an arbitration court
whose members are to be called by
the board of a 'gleichpeschaltet' so-

ciety, and who certainly will be
throu«!hnut Aryans and Nazis.

Jud^e Royen, in his decision, de-
clared it l^y no means impossible
thai the full court, considering the
radical changement of the Austrian
law after the 'anschluss,' will take
the final decision that it is a matter
of ^od faith that a German refugee
shall no more be bound to a condi-
tion of arbitration court, contracted
in 1931 under contrary circum-
stances. Further request, rejected
by Judge Royen, referred te the
Dutch-German Clearing Arrange-
ment under which all payments from
(jrermany to Holland are to be made
through the channels of the Clear-
ing Authorities. The judge declared
that, independently of the Clearing
Arrangement, provisional orders are
possible.

This is the first time that a Dutch
court deviates from the more than
100 years' judicial practice of the
Dutch high court, which always has
upheld the principle that agree-
ments must be observed in any case.

[The 35 published were from pub-
lishers records, as the best sellers of
all time,]

Mills Music, Inc., has obtained the
exclusive publishing rights to the
spirituals written by Sister Thorpe,
who is doing a psalm-singing routine
in the new Cotton Club show. Will
be put out in folio form.

ASCAF's Slant
This .situation is presently before

the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers also. Since
much of the Austrian society's works
were authored by non-'Aryan' song-
smiths, and ASCAP's treaty with
AJC.M. is predicated strongly oh the
usages of these works by radio in
America, the American Socie^ is

sympathetic with the refugee writ-
ers.

However, ASCAP recognizes a con-
tract exists, but is seeking some way
to get around it, as it woiild welcome
the former German and Austrian
writers into its fold and pay per-
formance royalties to them, on their
past catalogs. However, none can
belong to more than one society.
Furthermore, while the Nazis have

technically disenfranchised Austria
as a nation, it continues to operate
the A.K.M, (Austrian society) and
collect thereon. Non-'Aryan' writers,
when seeking remittances, are "told
that they're getting a 'paper credit'
on the books.

Fats Waller Returns
Fats Waller returns from London

this week concluding a summer toiir
of Europe.
Band opens at the Yacht Club,

N. Y., shortly after arrival and will
get NBC net shots from niteryl
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Disc Reviews
By Abel Green

Plenty oi swingo for the jitier-

bu^s. Xommy ujvsey revives Ihe

Waker Melrose-Chailie Dav.s jaiz

Classic, "Copennagen anu puiio it

Waul 'Sweetneart of Sigma Chi,' per-

ennial campus lave. vBy no moans
sw.ngo IS viiine Aujtins vocal ver-

sion of 'Di-eam Ciirl of Pi K. A.',

coupled witn "Ain t one bweetV on
Bluebird r/al, p^e„umably resur-

rected out of the tiles for raissu3. >

Liitnel llami;. ii go s off a sw.ng i

clii.isic on Vic 20017— 'iMuslcrat Kam-
b~ ^iiJuwaivj KJ^y > aiiu "iving o-in

,

Bells' (Ellington; wiierein Banny
j

Gooaman's Nj. 1 vib'js gives out on
the skeleton as well as vocaLy.

|

Another vibraphone killer is

Aiirian <'£jllin; who, with his orches- I

tra, revives 'o ng'.n' the Bluas' and
|

'Sv/cs^est Story liver Told' in. jam
i

scsli on Decca 197J. Fat H.>.ce vo-

cal'.sos.

Art Sliaw is dually represented on
Bfuebird "(RCA) and Vocaiion
(hiL-unswick;, three, of 'em his own
uh'que arrange .::r.i3. On Blue-

bird 7746 he cjunles 'Be.-iin the

Bojuine' (Cjle Ponar) ana 'mciian

Love Call' (xiutlolf FrimI), Jvn

sw ngo. On Vjc 4306 he jams 'Lonj,

Long Way to Tipperary,' probably
inspired by the recent passing of its

composer. Jack Judge, and h s own
'Nightmare* c-iipositioh, Tony Pas-

tur (sic!) vocals.
Larry Cl'.nc n's killer-diller is

'Milenbcrg Joys' and 'Dipper Mouth,'

latter by Joe (the 'King') Oliver and
Louis Armo-rori:;, iuid a classic for

the cats. Victor 23018. Plenty of

liclK and riiiS in this couplet.

Ella I'Uzsiirlfl, she of 'Tisket-a-

T.i./-:;t,' heaus up hit own combo,

the Sr.voy 8, wh.ch means it's a nom-
de-..=sk.for Chick Webb's swingsters,

on Decca 193J. Gives out with 'What

Do You Know About Love' and If

You Only Knew,' both relatively

sweat swinj. Jabbo Smith with his

combo, also Decca 1980, gets off with

'Rhythm in Sr)ain' and 'More Rain

Move Rest,' both originals, with

Jabbo himself jlveing the vocak.

Smoother are 'Confidentially and

'Love Is Where You Find It, both

from 'Garden of the Moon' (WB),

done in the swing-and-sway manner
of Sammy Kaye on Vic 26019.

Cliarre Wilson and Jimmie Brown
vocalize.

'

Johnny Messner caUs his the

Music Box Band on Blueb-rd 7750

and 7747. 'Don't Cross Your Fingers

and 'How Much Do You Mftan to

Me?' the first couplet; 'That Week in

Paris' from 'Lady Objects' (Col) and

•Spanita' (Fred Fisher's rhumba) on

No 7747. It's a smooth dansapating

combo that Messner has. He,

D'Arcy and the Three Jacks take,

care of the vocal departrnent.

Sidney Phillips is a British maestro

whose novelty tunes have «^om-

. nvanded Anglo-American ^attention

While here, Irving Mills got him to

wax for Master (Brunswick 8187)

and 'Dinner and Dance' and An
Amazon Goes A-Wooing,' both orig-

inal compositions, are in ,tl»e British

composer-maestro's best manner, it s

descriptive swingo of the Raymond
Scott character and stack up very

favorably. Charlie Marglis* trum-
pet is nromirent in both waxings

COUNT n.lSIE. jm.TON SISTERS
.lERltY KRUOER

JERRY MVlNflSTON
Are Playing

. JIMMY FRANKLIN'S
Senimtlonal. Naraery Bhyme

''RAIN RAIN
GO AWAY"

Exclusive Publications, Inc.
1619 Broadway, New York

OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR PROGRAMS
JIMMY McHUGH'S

DON'T BLAME ME
ROHUINS AlUHIC CORP.

Ensterd Dlstrllfutof ot Victot ReoordH
olfrrs a splendid oiiportunity to ci

competent und (lualiflcd record mnn-
user. Xlie ntan tve want mni^t hove n
rerord ilepiirtinent backrroond niid a
tlioroiif;!! j<rio\vle(lKe of the mnnn-
Kcrlal opemtlottN of the record bosl-
ness.' These fianlinciUlons nre essen-
tial to nssure ' Aiir.oeBS with n well
established distributor . whose itresont
i>rO](rain Is one of.expanslon. Substan-
tial salary plus bonus urmnf^ement.

JBo^ 6, Vnrlety, New York

S.njuth swingo by Mildred Bailey
anu iieu iNoivo on Vocalion and
ijiUi:u.i.u respec. It's the same bi.iiu,

bLU iViiss jiailey's name hea-s voc
4iJi)2 wuh "1 Haven't Changed a

nung' ana 'Imow It Can Be Tola, On
jJvuiiswicli 8202, 'Jump Jump's Here,'

a salute lo the shagstcis, is coupled
by Ked Norvo with 'Garden of the

moon,' and, of course, iVIiss Bailey

vocc.ls with her maestro-husband's
combo.
Th2 Anaiews Sisters have an in-

teivj^Ing vocal of 'Tu-Li-Tulip Time,'

Maria Grcver's sequel to her own
•Ti-Pi-lin." 'Sha! Sha!,' novelty," is

the companion piece on Decca 1074,

wi;h Jimmy Doisey's band doing the

insaumentation to the femme trios

suoc.-scatting. It lacks the socko,

^om^h^w, Of the Andrews' previous

vocalisthenics,

Horace Heidt has a painstaking re-

cording on Brunswick 8203, 'The

Dance of the Blue Danube' paired

wixh Berlin's old 'Pretty Girl Is L^ke

a iVielody, It's a sm ioihly scored

bx-ice oi ^.^xtro;s, with Frank Stra^i-

WariDn Lewis-Jerry Bowne (The'

'ih.ce Trumpeters) featured in Fred

Fisher's syncopation of Johann

Strauss. Larry Cotton vocalizes

•Pretty Girl.'
' Roger Pryor, e :-filmer, now with

a dance band, a la Buddy Rogers,

tries for a dance style on Voc. -.206

by ragging tV-e classics, such

:.s Tochaikv^wsky's 'Marche Slav

.;.uoled with th eminent Arthur

Pryor's 'The Whistle, and His Dog,

concert piece, done in foxtrot man-
nai, and very acceptably.
Tommy Tucker Time is the billing

for that maestro and he does two
'Carefree' Berlin) tunes—'The Yam
and 'Ni-ght Is Filled With Music';

Amy Arnell vocalizing in one and

Tiic Voices Four in another. No
standout, but acceptable. Voc. 4269.

Adrian Rollini's Quartet really

swings into 'Small Fry,' with The
Tune Twisters "vocalizing this and
'Ten Easy Lessons' on Voc. 421?.

Milt Berth's Quartet, which likewise

has Tune Twisters with it on a regu-

lar Saturday afternoon NBC groove,

is in the groove on Decca 1966, doing

'La De Doody Do,' one of those silly

ditties. 'Copenhagen' is the backup,
this time by the Herth trio only
(organ, piano-celeste and drums).
Herth's quartet comprises the

maestro at the Hammond; Willie (the

Lion) Smith, piano; Teddy Bunn,
guitar; O'Neil Spencer, drums.
A different sort .of quartet is the

Mills Bros., refurbished since one of

them died, doing all their standard
instrumental simulations, but sans
instruments save for that one guitar.

'Julius Caesar' and '60 Seconds Got
Together' are their offerings on
Decca 1964, and OK for sound-
vocal and iiiistrumental.

• Advanced ickies, cats and alliga-

tors go out of this world when dis-

cu&ing Count Basle. So. much so

that MCA is virtually underwriting
one 52 street bistro just to properly
showcase this corking colored combo.
'Blue and Sentimental' and Doggin'
Around' on Decca 1965 aren't solid

senders but give a good idea of the
Count's unique swingualiflcations.

Lee Morse, a disk vet with a

double-voice, pops up again on Decca
1919 with a revival of Irving Berlin's

•When I Lost You' and 'Shadows on
the Wall,' her original ballad, done
in a femme baritone, and not par^
ticularly impressive.
Another revivalist is Ted Lewis

with 'Sweetheart of Sigma Chi' and
his now standard signature song,

'Crood Night,' and while he certainly
should know their best vocadance
features, Decca- didn't do right by
the tophatted tragedian of jazz when
waxing these. Lewis essays both
vocals and they come out quite'

tragic. Basically overacted, it may
be OK kidding when Lewis struts

in the flesh, but in the abstract it

sounds quite bizarre. Decca 1963.
Brunswick put a special label on

the Ray Noble-Fred Astaire versions
of No. 8189-90, excerpts from Ber-
lin's 'Carefree' which Astaire vocal-
izes and tap-steos to Noble's dasaoa-
tion. 'Change Partners' and 'Color
Blind' is one couplet; and two parts
of 'The Yam' constitute the other.

\

Richard HImber and his Essex
House orchestra scintillate on four
waxings. One. 'See Sharp' is Him-
ber's arrangement of Chopin's 'C
Sharp Minor.' in swingo, oaired with
'My Margarita,' Stuart Allen vocal-
izing. Ahothet- novelty is Himber's
'Parade of the Bands.' doing- medleys
of the theme, sonss favored by
Vallee, Ted Lewis, Glen GraSr, Hal
Kemo. et al. It's good disk show-
manship.

Network Plugs. 8 A.M. to 1 A.M.
Following is a totalization of the combined plugs of current tunes on NBC iWEAF and WJZ), and CBS

(.WAbC) computed for the toecJc from Monday through Sunday (Sept. 26-Oci. 2). Total represents accumu-
lated performances on the two major networks from 8 a. m to I a. m. In 'Source' coltimn, • denotes film,
song, T legit tunes, and 'pop' speaks for itself.

TtTLE PUBLISHER
ChanMe Partners Berlin
Slop tSeaimg Around the

' So lielp Me
! At Long Last Love

I

Lambeth Walk...
;

1 ve Got a Pocketful of Uve
I Wliaf C las on Here in f "

All A.?hore
I've C3ol a Date with a Ui

Y u (x . \-> Mv H->

. If 1 Loved You More
; Heart and Sou'
' I'm (Jonna Lock My m» i

My Own

SOURCE.
*Carefree

BVC Pop
Kemick -Pop • , . , ; .

.

Chappell , .. tYou Never Know.
i^lil' Pop ,.

SanfJy-Joy *Sing You S nners.
Paramount *CJive Me a Sailor.
Shapiro '. '."Pop

Feist ; . My LucJ^y Star.. .

.

Remick . Pop
Words-iYiusic Pop'
Pnmouis .... •A Song Is Eorn. .

,

Shaniro Pon
!''>bb ns"- 'That Cert-i^n A-^,

( ' f h:-
•'•

How Can We Be Wron"?,
Summer Souvenirs •

Love Is Where You Find It

Why Dnesn't Somebody Tell Me Thi
Dcn't Cro.ss Your Fingers.
fi' •Ti'-'^et A-Tasket
For No Rhyme or Re'ipon Chappell—
Love Doesn't Grow on Trees Paramount.
Love of My Life

arms Garden of the P/^nnn...

.'^'iTWfort^ Pop
•. BVC . . Pod
. Hirm.«! *Harden of ts-* M ^on . .

.

. Shapirp P3P
^fjer-Yell-'n Pop

. Pobbinr . . Pop
tYou N^va- "'^

A Son Is Born,
.
" '^'^ Pop

There's Something About an Old Love. . . . Exclusive , Poo . .

.

C3uld You Pass in Love? '''ei.st
' My L-j

Mo"t'av Morning "'''maik Pop
I Hodn't Anyone Till You ^BC Pap
Teacher's Pet "^Irrks Pqp
K-mbina Sp-'er' ..Pod ;

Alexander's Ragtime Bnnd ABC Alexander's T -2
Who Blew Out the Flame. "^ei.st Pnn
The Yam » "^erli •Carefree
T ii'lahv in Phvt'->m ^'^bb>^«! P.oo ,

You Never Know Phaonell +You Never Know
Confir'entially T-Iarms , C-^rden of the Moon 14

Hv Walking Stick.. '='5rlin Alexander's Ragtime P"n'^ 14

'T"-<er"'.<; t> Faraway Look in Your -^nnpv Pop 14'

Ya Got Me ; 'ncoln U. of Penn. Mask and Wi^ 13

GRAND
1 '>TAL»

58
45.
38
34
34
32
29
26
26

26
25
25
24
24
23
23
22
22
21
20
20
18

.... 18
17

17

17

17
16

.... 16
16
16

.... 15
15 <

.... 15
15

When X Go A-Dreami ".^ncoln .

.' U. .of Penn. Mask and Wig.
Vm"?! T!-v . . famous *?'"ng Yo.U Sinners
Day After Day '., Preen Bros. & Knight Pop

G-rl Friend of the WhirVng Dervi Harms Oarden of the

I U.«!ed to Be Color Blind Berlin. ... (7'irefree

Don't Let That Moon Get Away SantW'^y Sin" You Sinners
No Wonder '^rawford +Hellz-a-Poppin

When a Prince of a Felln Remick P'^P

Put Your Heart in a S'.mi. PTiv^r ^reaki
I Haven't Chan.ged a Th'n- Mills P-jjn ........ ... ....... • •

Now It Can Be Told P-rlin * Alexander's Ragtime F'

Tu-Li Tulip Time Ch'»t)oell P^n
There's Honey on the Moon Tonight Miller Pod
Is That the Way to Treat a Sweetheart Olro'in

When Mother Naturp SinJ!.«! Her LiiUnbv Santly-Joy Po"*

13
13
12

12'.

12
12
11
11
11
11.

11
10
10
10
10

Fair's Girly Stuff

(Continued from page 1)

motif will dominate at the South
Seas Village, which E. W. McConnell
is managing. 'Monte Carlo Follies,'

elaborate girl show being considered
for a larger restaurant on ,the

ground, has only a few details to be
ironed out before being pacted. Felix
Ferry ovffls Jhe show.
Giant marine show with bathing

beauties on the marine stage of the

N. Y. State amphitheatre is Billy

Rose's idea for the exposition.

Other contemplated shows include
La Belle France, which may include

a 'Streets of Paris' and a French
girly revue. This is one of deals not
finally completed, according to latest

report. George White's condensed
'Scandals' is another revue type of

show planned.

Midgets, id Shows, Etc.

In addition to these girl shows fair

also will have 'Miracle Town,' Mor-
ris Gest's venture, a neW idea in

n.idget revues; Tony Sarg's 'En-
chanted Forest,' with live talent;

'Winter Wonderland.' a three-ring
restaurant plani.ed by Ballantine
Gardens, Inc., which probably will

have entertainers; Disney show in

Children's World.' one of largest ex-
position exhibits in aniusement area,

and Frank Buck's big jungle show.
Exposition has closed final details

01. 50% of space in -"musement sec-
tor, and has 25% of the additional
space signed up, but contracts not
actually executed. Nearly 24% of
remaining space is In the process of
being signatured.

While supervision over nudity and
type of entertainment presented will
flrst have to receive approval of the
concessions diyisijn, backed up by
the fair's polic» department, final

say doubtlessly v/ill revert to the
N. Y. Park Department since grounds

are park property leased to the fair

association.

Amusement sector is still unoffi-

cially named, flrst having been called

Broadway, .then the Bowery and also

the Loop.
After 18 months of planning, last

week a preview of the fireworks and
water display- was camried out on
Fountaifi Lake, immediately adjacent

to the amuiseftnent zone. A total of

$1,000,000 will be -pent in perfecting

this elaborate free, outdoor show of

exposition, ' Trybtit 'of loud speaker
system for show revealed that an-

nouncements coufd be heard easily

on all sections ot th; grounds.
The fair, which, thus far has turned

down every contest idea submitted,
now is working on a plan for a

series of nation-wide beauty con-
tests. Tentative outline proposes 500
such contests with as many different

newspaper in the U. S. and Canada.
Finale would probably.be the judg-
ing of 48-75 at the exposition, with
prize beauty proclaimed 'Miss N, Y.
World's Fair, 1939.'

Music Notes

HAZARDS OF TOURING

Bunny Berlgan Back oh His Feet,

Toes Crossed

Bunny Berigan orch, picks up
where it left off after being' blown
out of a two-week date at the Ritz,

Boston, by the recent hurricane.
Starting four successive' Wednesday
evening one-nighters at the Rose-
land Ballroom, N. Y., tonight (5).

In between the crew plays some
one-timers in New England, ^ so-
ciety date and cuts records. Crew
will have a CBS wire at the Rose-
land.

Berigan capped a string of hard
luck which included loss of the Bos-
ton date, smashing of his own car in

a crack-up, ditto fate for his instru-
ment truck, among smaller things,
with a sprained ankle Sunday (2),
niaking it necessary for him .to stay
off his feet until the last min. prior
to going into the Roseland.

Two Smash Hits!

MY OWN
By Jimmy McHugh and Harold Adamson

From the New Universal Picture, That Certain Age'

WITH YOU ON MY MIND
By Lew Brown ond Lew Pollack

From the 20th Century-Fox Picture, "Straight, Place end Show'

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION • 799 Seventh Avenue New York

Willard Robison. arranger, has
joined Tommy Dorsey's band to ar-

range and compose spirituals.

'Walter Bullock teamed up with

Lew Pollack aj songwriting combo
at 20th-Fox after two years as Harold
Spina's partner.

Screen Music. Inc., Is scoring

,

'Cipher Bureau* for Fine Arts at

"Grand 'National.

Dr. William Ax. gets the scori

job for 'Spring Dance' at Metro.

David Snell is scoring the Mstro
short, 'Nuts and Bolts,'

M. K. Jerome and Jack Scholl

defied four songs for Warners
'Swingtimc! in the Movies.' Ditties

are 'Drifting on the Rio Grande,'
'Look Out for Love,' 'Swinging
Through the Kitchen Door,' and
'Riding with the Texas Tdrnado.'

., Richard Hairenian doing le mu-
sical score for Paramount's 'The-

Light That Failed.'

Bill Lava and Cy Feuer scoring 'I

StJind Accused* and 'Storm Over
Bengal* at Republic.

Victor Younff scored 'Flirting with

Fate,' the last Joe E. Brown picture

for Davld-L. Loew.

Milton Berle, Irving Actman and

George Brown cleffed 'There's Green
Grass Under thie Snow.'

Ben Oakland wrote the words and

Sam Lerner the music for 'Every--

body's Laughing.*

Jack Brooks cleffed 'Trail's End'

and 'Lady ;in Distress' for 'Renfrew
of Jthe Mounted,' Criterion picture.

;
Dudley Chambers musical director

for 'Swingtime in the Movies' at

Warners.

Eddie Cherkose and Walter Kent
cleffed three songs for Republic's

'Headin' for Texas.' Ditties are 'Let

Me Hum a Western Love Song.'

'Song of the West' and 'Staki * z

(Jlaim Up in Heaven.'

I Don Blandlnff and, Tommy Bemii-

\|i/rote 'Elephant Boy.' dedicated tr

Sabu in Alexander Korda's 'Drum.*
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Rebuttal has been submitted to the American Federation of Musicians

by Johnny Messner in contesting the reply made by George Hamilton,

leader of band in Pittsburgh, who is seeking to have the A.T. of L. restrain

Messner from using the name 'Music Box Band.' M«ssner cites four

specific reasons why case against him should be dismissed. Claimed he

had been developing 'music box* idea since 1924 and that Music Box revues

have been common on the stage and on the air. He also said that the

studio band at radio station WAAT, Jersey City, is billed as 'Music Box
orchestra.'

Messner also cited statement from U.S. Patent Office to the effect that

names of orchestras are not registrable..

Alleged inclusion of a part Qf 'The Last Round Up' in a tune contained

in Republic Pictures' 'Under Western Skies' is the basis of infringement

litigation which Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. is preparing to bring against

th? producer. Film's tune which S-B claims has something in common
with 'Round Up' is 'When a Cowboy Sings a Song.'

Santly-Joy-Select, which got the 'Western Skies' score, declined to

publish 'When a Cowboy Sings' after Shapiro-Bernstein pointed out the

similarity. S-B meanwhile sought to have Republic make compensation
for the synchronization use and when this proved fruitless the matter
was turned over to counsel.

Harry Link, professional manager of Irving Berlin, Inc., is not joining

the Robbins- Metro combine in the capacity of general manager of Leo
Feist, Inc. Jack Robbins sought to have Link make this move as of Jan. 1,

1939, but Link decided just before Robbins left for the Coast that he would
prefer to pass up the Feist proposition for his present connection.

To avoid bluenose trouble radio is generally omitting the doubtful por-
tions of song 'Ol' Man Mose.' Part where the buck, buck, bucket chorus
enters is deleted. Tune took on extra sales and something of a blue rep
on publicized interpretation attached to a lost word which is not very clear

In the touted recording. "

On the Upbeat

AGMA-AFRA Tie

May Nip Opera

Airings in S. F.

San Francisco, Oct 4.

Plans of NBC to broadcast a por-

tion of the forthcoming season of 19

performances by San Francisco

Opera Co, may be nipped if the

opera company's 12 members in the

American Guild of Musical Artists

insist that a mikeman belonging to

the American Federation of Radio
Artists cover the assignment. Al-

though NBC announcers in the east

have joined AFRA, .which is closely

allied with AGMA, local spielers be-

long to the Ihdependent Associated

Radio Employees, an organization of

NBC employees here.

NBC's only out would be to use an
AFRA announcer from one of the

other .local stations or to import one
of its eastern men to handle the

opera broadcasts, which have al-

ways been aired exclusively over
NBC networks.
The 'Magic Key of RCA,' Radio

Corp. of America's Sunday airer,

will originate a full hour's program
at the War Memorial Opera House
later this month, using orchestra and
singers appearing during the opera
season, which opens Friday (7).

Consolidated Places

Many Bands in Atlanta
Atlanta, Oct. 4.

Fall bookings by CRA hereabouts

include Lou Blake, fresh from Mid-

west tour of one-nights. Moves

into Biltmore hotel Oct. 7. There's

seven pieces in band, with Renee

Larkas as vocalist. He will be aired

over WSB and WAGA,
Emil Velazco's seven-piecer, with

Helen Gray as vocalist, plus a

reputedly $20,000 portable pipe or-

gan, will open in Henry Grady ho-

tel's Spanish Room, Oct 8. He re-

places Carl Hoppe's crew, which

moves to George Washington hotel

in Jacksonville, Fla. Velazco comes

from Trianon Ballroom in Chicago.

WATL airs Henry Grady band's

tunes.

Jerry Gerard's ftve-piecer, with

Carole Lewis as entertainer, opened

last week at Capital City Country

Club.

Red Norvo will bring his band

and Mildred Bailey here Oct 7 and;

8 to pl«iy for Georgia Tech home-

coming, which will feature. ,Tech-

Notre Dame grid contest They will

be heard over WGST.
Kay Kyser is slated to play for

Georgia U.'s homecoming in Athens
Nov. 26, when pigskin piece de re-

sistance will be Georgia vs. Tech.

Bob Hare is CRA's Dixie rep.

BAND BOOKINGS

George Hall, Claridge hotel, Mem-
phis, Tenn., Oct. 8.

Val Ernie, International Casino,
N. Y., Oct 5.

Herbie Key, Earle theatre, Phila-
delphia, Oct 21; Earle, Washington,
Oct 28.

Orrin Tucker, Tower theatre, Kan-
sas City. Oct 14; Lyric, Indianapolis,

Oct. 28.

Abe Lyman, Roosevelt hotel, New
Orleans, Nov, 11, following Anson
Weeks.
Jan Garbsr, lackhawk hotel. Chi-

cago, Nov. 11.

Ted Travers, Old Vienna, Cincin-

nati, Oct. 6.

Mike Riley, Troc, N. Y., Nov, 1.

Paul Sabin, Chez Paree, Omaha,
Neb., Oct 7.

Chick Webb, Shea's theatre, Buf-
falo, N. Y.. Nov, 11; Regal theatre,

Chicago, Nov. 18,

Earl Mellen, Coral Gables, Lan-
sing, Mich., Oct 11.

Barney Rapp, Paran.ount theatre.

Ft Wayne, Ind.. Oct 17-20.

Emll Velazco, Madura's Danceland,
Hammond, Ind., Nov. 10, mdef,
Johnny Hamp' plays Notre Dame

prom. South Bend, Ind., Oct. 14 for

CRA.
Andy Kirk. Kruger'i Aude, New-

ark, N. J., Oct. 28.

Jimmy Dorsey, Duke U., Durham,
S. C, Nov. 4-5; U. of Georgia, Athe-
na, Ga.. Nov. 25-26.

Gus Arnheim. 'ioneer hotel, Tuc-
son, Ariz.. Oct. 5-8.

Maurie Sherman, Indiana Roof
ballroom, Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 11.

Inkspots, Bennett hotel, Bingham-
ton, N. Y.. Oct. 9.

Johnny Poll, Embassy club, Buenos
Aires, first week in December.
Adrian Rollini, makes short for

Warner, N. Y., Oct. 5.

Dave Apollon, Casanova club, N.

Y., Oct. 7. Horatio Zito's band will

alternate.

Bob Crosby Becoming

A Habit at Blackhawk
Chicago, Oct 4.

Bob Crosby has tied his band to

the Blackhawk restaurant here until

the beginning of 1940. He's been in

the spot for the past eight or nine
months and leaves Nov. 11 for one-
nighters and theatre dates, return-

ing sometime in February.
Contract allows the crew 14 weeks

off during next summer then calls

for its return until January, '40.

Buddy Rogers' Mishap

Columbus, Oct 4.

Buddy Rogers and two .members
of his orchestra, Ben Feaman and
Jack Henderson, were injured when
their car overturned near here early

Monday (3). Band leader's wife,

Mary Pickford, who was in New
York, arrived by plane six hours
later and went to his bedside at Uni-
versity hospital.

Rogers is suffering from a shoulder
injury aiid bruises and Feaman is

also in the hospital with head and
body bruises. Henderson was shaken
up but not' injured.

Rogers was -en route from a one-
nighter in Fremont, to Columbus
airport where he planned to catch

a plane for Kansas. City to visit his

mother in Olatha, Kan. Rest of the

band went on to Louisville for an
engagement yesterday (4),

FMM'S BANDS SET
Complete list of bands to play for

Professional Music Men's benefit

dance at Manhattan Opera House,
N. Y.. Oct 9, includes Tommy Dor-
sey, Sammy Kaye, Cab Calloway,
Larry Clinton, Jan Garber, Russ
Morgan, Count Basie and Henry
Busse.

"This is first time song pluggers
have given a dance. Formerly held
one big show annually in the spring.

That also will \be given as usual.

Manhattan's ballroom has been done
over and will operate as regular site

during coming season.

Monchito's Own Group
Monchitb, maracas player, current

at the St. Regis hotel, N. Y., will

resume with his own band to open
at the Hollywood restaurant N. Y.,

Oct. 10. Playing with Don Montone
now. V
Cuban ii being groomed by Taps

to replace Panchito on Taps' list

"Latter is currently engaged in a
union litigation with Panchito over
commissions, etc. Pfinchifo is at the
Ver.saille.*;, N.

Benny Meroft touring Northern
California. >

Russ Plumnser opened at the Ren-
dezvous Casino, Balboa, Cal

l«w Palmer has football rally

dances at Whittier College (8), and
Occidental College (15).

•:Dick Harti^ran playing at New-
man's, Sar.atoga Lake, which remains
open year 'round.

Johnny Tonne's Jazz Pirates at
Excelsior House, Snyders Lake, out-
side of Troy.

Phil Harris moves his band into

the Wilshire Bowl, L. A.. Oct. 11.

Renee I^arks new warbler with
Lou Blake orchestra. Band booked
to start season in the Biltmore hotel,

Atlanta, on Saturday ( ).

Bifly Robbing, formerly first trum-
peter with Joe Reichman, has organ-
ized his own band and is currently at
the Coronado hotel, Worcester, Mass.

NcU -Golden playing cocktail lounge
of T>e Witt Clinton hotel. Albany.

Don Bestor opened in the Rainbo
Room of the New Kenmore hotel, Al-
bany, Oct 1. Billy Arnold's Revue Is

the floor, show.

Trumpeter Loais 'King' Garcia is

currently rehearsing a 14-piece out-
fit for debut next month. MCA re-

ported handling.

Henry Busse takes his first vaca-
tion four years on Oct. 11, Goes to

Bermuda and on return from fort-

iiJght will take up theatre tour for

CRA.

Will Osborne records for Muzak
on Oct 10 and will guest the Band
of the Week show on WOR-Mutual,
Nov. 6 for ROK.

Fall lineup of bands at downtown
Columbus niteries includes Eddy
Brandt's Rhythm Boys orchestra at

the Nell House, with a Mutual wire;
Bob Pooley at the Deshler Wallick,
and Obe Dworkin at the State Res-
taurant.

\Vc«dy Herman to New York Oct.
15-14 from Eaymor ballroom, Boston
to make short for Warner.

Howard Jacobs new band signed .

"by Rockwell-O'Keefe this week.

Erskfne Hawkins plays his home
town, Tuscaloosa, Ala., Nov. 14, at

two college dates. Band started out
as 'Bama State Collegians four years
ago.

Barney Rapp's Pavilion at . ew
Haven, Conn., wiecked by storms
last week.

Raymond Scott's first location date

at Le Mirage, N. Y„ Oct 7, for indef
stay. Formerly ort radio and in films.

Associated Orchestras booked,

Benny Carter. Negro maestro who
returned from Europe recently, is or-

ganizing a new band.

MORE HURRICANE NEWS

Later Reports Add 4o List of

Wrecked BallroomB

More New England dancery wash-
outs have toten reported. Narragan-
sett Casino, Narragansett, R. I.; Ca-
sino, Onsett, Mass., and Barney
Rapp's Pavilion Royale, New Haven,
Conn., were hardest hit.

Shetidan's Park, Danielson, Conn.;
Lake Pearl ballroom, Wrentham,
Ma.ss.; Nuttings-on-Charles, Wal-
tham, Mass., and North Shore Gar-
dens, 'Salem, Mass., are all in need
of repair.

CHAFFELL MEETS MABIO
staff of Mario Music Co. has-been

moved into the offices of Chappiell &
Co. as an economy measure. Max
and Louis Dreyfus own both firms.

George Mario and Benny Albert
continue as the Mario catalog's pro-
fessional department. Jerry Kelt
didn't move over with them.

9]mm-mimm
The No. 1 Hit of the Country

CHANGE PARTNERS
I USED TO BE

COLOR BLIND

THE YAM
(Th* n«w dance novelty created by

Fred Astaire and Irving Berh'n)

THE NIGHT

IS FILLED WITH MUSIC
All by mvma BERLIN
From RKO's Musical Production

"CAREFREE"
starring FRED ASTAIRE and GINGER ROGERS

HARRY LINK, Gen. Prof. Mgr.

IRVING BERLIN. Inc.. 799 Seventh Ave. N. Y.

It's a big day for the band. We land

this Hot Trumpet from down below
the M&D. And the kid is good! Well,

we're all set to go in Chicago, see, when
the Hot Trumpet stops dead. "What,"
he remarks, "no sound system, I

thoocht I was coming with a modern
outfit!" I see him once since he left us.

I managed to get a se«t that night at

Carnegie Mall.

Here's the System.

Any act becomes a better act when
you induda Lafayette Ptiblic Address.

Ideal for the ambitious "coming"

Koupe ia Model 811-T—a 15 to 18

watt portable *y«tem—boasting prac-

tically all the really Important Iea>

tuzea found in expensive models. At

amazingly low cost; this Lafayette

offers you power ^ore. two 10"

concert type speakers. -a modern
velocity type "mike" ond a compact

cotiying case. Model 811>T Is one of

0 complete line of odTanced sound

systems in our new FREE catalog.

Sond for your copy today, .
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Nitery Reviews

ST. MORITZ, N. Y.

Yvonne Bouvier, Theodore &
Denesha, Basil Fomeen Orch (7),

Alexis' Gypsy Screnaders.

Virtually the same show that held
forth at the Sky Gardens has been
moved downstairs intact to reopen
the Hotel St. Moritz's Restaurant de
la Paix. Yvonne Bouyier, a stage-

Frenchy chanteuse; gives out in the
accepted Gallic manner, i.e., accepted
according to U. S. standards. But the

height of something or other is her
'A Tisket,' which, while done jest-

ingly, is a bit too much. None the
less. Miss Bouvier is a looker with
a lot of cafe floor charm which she
sells well.
Theodore and Denesha have been

around at the Rainbow Grill, etc.,

and transplant their champagne hour
dance instruction routine. Their
basic terps are okay, and the sup-

Slementary hour of conducting the
ance contest is a nice interlude tb

take up the 9;30-ia:30 slack.
Basil Fomeen, mpestroing from his

accordion, is expert on the dansapa-
tion, ntixing it up nicely. Alexis'
Gypsy Serenaders are the relief

combo. Abel.

PARADISE, N. Y.

Russ Morgan Orch, Noel & Nolan,
Frank Paris, Gloria Day; ABC Trio,
Harry Jackson, Marjorie , Gains-
worth, Gloria Whitney, Delia Car-
roll.

Very colorful, well-staged new
fall revue, put on by Marjory Field-
ing, gives Nicky Blair's Broadway
nitery an auspicious seasonal tcc-

oft. Miss Fielding has also written,
with Charles Barnes, one of the
show's special numbers, 'Back in

1913,' which impresses as having
possibilities-

Miss Fielding opens with this song,
the basis for an opening production
number, with Russ Morgan aiding
in its build-up. Authentic costumes
of the 1913 period, which is nos-
talgically dramatized, are employed
and, as distinct flavor, among other
condiments, is the Castle Walk of
Noel and Nolan (New Acts), as
popularized in that day.
Show has some excellent lookers

while Miles White's costuming flair

assert itself strongly throughout.
Noel and Nolan, mixed youthful

team, the man suggesting Fred As-
taire in some respects, appear far-
ther down in the show, in a number
in which high kicks of a smart order
flgufe. Also in the d&ncing division
is Gloria Day, tapster, who works
easily. She looks like a And.
Show does not depend so much

on comedy but has the ABC Trio,
musicians, formerly at- the El Chico.
N. Y,. for that purpose, as part of
a production number around the
specially-written 'Angelita of Mex-
ico,' by Teddy Powell and Leonard
Whitcdnxp. Song has .received un-
usually effective production back-
grounding in the Mexican flavor,

with Morgan vocalizing for an open-
er. The ABC boys do their horse
number, backed by the girls, and it

all leads up to the nude bit with
Delia Carroll. Latter is at a Mex
watering fountain, where she's tak-
ing a bath, in line with what's suo-
nosed to be authentic below the Rio
Grande. The same nude is used ef-
fectively and artistically in the
'Blue Night' number towards the
close, when she does a brief dance
as other girls partly cover her with

gauze. Miss Fielding's staging shows
particularly well here.
Two strong acts are Frank Paris'

marionettes and Marjorie Gains-
worth, formerly of the Chicago
Civic Opera, who has played vaude-
ville and recently was at the Ver-
sailles. N. Y. Paris has been at the
N. Y. and Brooklyn Strands within
the past few weeks with his fig-

ures of Josephine Baker, Dopey,
Sonja Henie and others. He's ideal
for floors.

A tall, attractive, willowy blonde,
Miss Gainsworth also packs much
punch in numbers carefully chosen
for nitery purposes. Her routine in-
cludes a pop vs. jazz number, a
coloratura and 'Music, Maestro.'
Harry Jackson (New Acts) comes

from the circus, where he learned
to crack whips and throw axes with
deadly accuracy.' His -father • before
him was also in- the same line.
Jackson taught the girlsr here how
to snap the blacksnake as a buildup
for his spot.
The Morgan orchestra carries a

vocalist. Gloria Whitney, who works
into the 'Blue Night' production se-
quence in which Morgan doubles at
the niano. Orchestra, on the air for
Philip Morris, also offers vocalizing
during the dancing periods. Mor-
gan should draw here. Char.

CLUB PLANTATION
(NEW ORLEANS)

Tony Almerico's Orch, Malcolm
Andry, Billy Lane, Evelyn Dugas,
Zita & Flora.

Pete Herman, former bantam
champ of the world, is programming
local talent for his new show at Cliib
Plantation before inaugurating spot's
winter policy of name acts. Show
clicked at opening. Malcolm Andy
m.c.'s and sings Irish ditties, doing
best with songs.
Billy Lane, femme looker, has

swell pipes and Evelyn Dugas, an-

other looker, does a military tap
that's not unusual but, nevertheless,
well done. Tony Almerico's orches-
tra is holdover and contributes hot
tunes for show as well as dancing.

Zita offers a 'peacock' dance that's

a nifty click. Flora's kootch dance
results In numerous encores night
caught.

NIXON CAFE
(PITTSBIJBGH)

Pittsburgh, Oct. 2.

Shavo Sherman, Miller Sisters,
Bob Carter, Lyman & Driscoll, Rul-
sqn with Tamuro & Bara, Lester &
Jrmajean, Angelo Di Palma, Fran
Eiohler Orch.

Current here is the biggest and
best collection of talent Tony Cdn-
forti haS' ever had on tap in his
downstairs spot. Nitery operator
went overboard with an eye to cash-
ing In on anticipated World Series
Influx, so his regulars are reaping
the beneflt of the Pirates' lost cause.

It's a smart vaude type of revue,
briskly paced by Shavo Sherman,
m.c, and good, sound entertainment.
Starts with the Mjller Sisters, cute
youngsters, attractively garbed in
form-fltting blue suits and hats, and
nice steppers with oodles of s.a. and
personality. They'd fit well any-
where, and they're a cinch in this in-
timate spot. Gals are on twice,
tossing in a little aero stuff on their
second appearance.

Lyman and Driscoll follow with
some conventional ballroom terps
that have class anyway, clicking
better when ' they close show with
livelier routines. Bob Carter's next
and uncorks powerful pipes. He's
featured singer with the band, but
should pick something lighter than
those semi-operatic arias since it's

too much the same as Angelo Di
Palma's turn. Latter rounding out

third year here and still clicklna
solidly. *

Sherman takes over at this point
for sock mimicry. His Durante and
Ted Lewis are amazingly accurate
He's added Hugh Herbert and Charlie
Butterworth, both in the groove, too
particularly Herbert. Winds up'
doing a song a la W. C, Fields, weak-
est part of his repertoire, which
should he chucked.

Lester and Irmajean (New Acts)
follow with their palm-awakening
control display, leading into the slick
comedy of Rulson, Tamuro and
Baro, two men and a gal. Looks like
the usual adagio threesome at the
beginning, but develops into wildly
amusing hoke, with the white ties
and tails of the males dissolving into r

shreds and the femme virtually in
strip-tease' attire by the time they
wind up in a heap. Good laugh turn
and a natural for presentation
houses as well.
Music by Fran Eichler is of the

soft-sweet style, older Nixon clien-
tele being cold to swing, and makes
for easy dancing. Cohen.

Havana-Madrid, N. Y.

Rosita Ortega, Pancho & Dolores,
Carlos & Carito, Felipe de Flores,
Sarita Herrera, Nano Rodrigo &
Juanito Sanahna's Orch.

For the money, this is a good buy
for the short banki'olls. Where the
chowmelnerles gave you the Oriental
dishes with a flock, of acts, now it's

done in the Cuban flavor, although
the Havana-Madrid maintains an
intimacy not practiced by the big
Chinese festaurants. Mood and
tempo of this Broadway spot change
after theatre, when it becomes more
genuinely night-clubby.
Captioned 'Cuban Nights,' the

show, m.c.'d by Felipe de Flores, is

(Continued on pagd 50)

• 15 YEARS AGO •
(From Variety end Clipper)

Pat Rooney and Marion Bent
topped the N. Y. Palace with a full

hour musical comedy, 'Shamrock,'

with 16 people. Successor to 'Rings

of Smoke.' To go out later as a full

length musical comedy.

James J. Corbett was breaking in

a new act in Albany with Jack Nor-
ton as a partner. Norton proved an

even better feeder than Billy Van.

Will- Morrisey was taking another

try at vaudeville. Introducing his

support, Joe Burroughs, as the man
who had helped him stage. his mu-
sical comedy flops.

Les Ghezzi made their American
debut at the Riverside. Opening the

show, but getting attention for their

equilibrism.

Enid Markey around in a. sketch,'

•Here Goes the Bride,' but the ma-
terial was pretty poor.

Florence Walton breaking in at

the Riverside with Leon Leitrim,

vice Maurice. Had a Spanish pianist

and Russian violinist to spell them.

Turn getting over.

'Bob Murphy and ' billed at

the State, N. Y. Dash represented a
'

girl and a young chap who did an
Eskimo bit.

Nicholas ftemizoff, of the 'Chauve
Souris' opened two, nite .clubs, one in

the former Little club and the other

in East SOth. Bicycled the chorus

between the two spots.

Orpheum and Pantages, Los An-
geles, both offered picture stars as

headlines.. Ruth Roland a hit at the

Orph. Ruth Stonehouse did about as

well at the Pantages.

Fatty Arbuckle was angling for a

cabaret at Coney Island. Authorities

urged him to forget it.

Orpheum Circuit was after big

headlines. Wanted all the biggest

and got plenty. Bills had been too

light and biz hurt.

George M. Cohan tiffing with the

Shuberts over bookings. Said he

would play the skating rinks, if

necessary.

VARiETY-Cliper announced the
Times Square Daily. Four pager.

Shortage of acts resulted in dou-

ble bookings for a. number of turns

on the Keith time. Agents contended
it was not a shortage but a matter of

salaries.

George M. Cohan broke in 'The

Song and Dance Man' in Cincinnati.

Local critics seetned to feel it .would

do for B-'way when flxed up. It did.

Cohan'jumped into the cast on short

notice when Lynn Overman said it

was too lAuch for him.. .
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Tomei Nixes Band Switch in Phily

Cafe;:Union Prez Quits for Spph

Philadelphia, Oct. 4.

Final battle by A. A. Tomei, prez

of the musicians local, before he re-

tired Saturday (1) to join the Phila-

delphia Orchestra, gave nitery opeir;;

ators here another reason to be. re-

lieved that he was getting out. Con-
cluding clinch - was with Harvey
Lochman, op of the Village Barn,

whose plan to switch from a white

to colored band was blocked by the

union.
Lochman, when he unshuttered the

Barn a couple of weeks ago, inked

in Harry Wharton's band on' a 25-

week ticket. After a few days, how-
ever, he released Wharton, with, let-

ter's consent, from his contract, but
the union refused to okay the exit-

Lochman maintained that Wharton's
action was voluntary. Tomei claimed
things were just made so uncom-
fortable for him he was glad to get

out.

Tomei finally agreed, to approve
Wharton's release if Lochman hired
another band from local 77. This
put the squelch on the op's plan to

hire Doc Hyder's crew, Negro outfit

he used last year, when the spot
was known as the Ubangi Klub. Al-
though Hyder is prez of the Negro
local, Tomei wouldn't allow him in,

forcing Lochman to hire Ted Oliver's
band.

GILLMORE STRESSES

4A'S MEMBER RULES

Frank Gillmore, president of As-
sociated Actors and Artistes of
Amet-ica, this week urged all af-
filiate unions to stress rulings on in-
terchangeiability of memberships in
a form letter released to all member
iinions.

L:tter states that any member of
Four A's branch who accepts an en-
gagement in a field controlled by an
associate union, must stpply for
membership in that union. If he
fails to abide by the ruling, act is

subject to disciplinary measures.

Lee Posner to Resume
'Harlemania' in B*klyn

Lee Pbsner is resuming with his

'Harlemahia' reviie at the r'olly,

Brooklyn, the end of this month.

Posner has bowed put of his Cafe
•Afrique, . colored nitery iii • midtown
Manhattan, which has since "become
the Cuban Casino.

'

BDC FLAG LOSS

HITS PITT CAFES

Marion Cooley Again To
Stage N. Y. Class Shindigs
Marion: Cooley, socialite, who

ipakes no bones that she stages class
nitery shindigs because there's money
In it, returns to the Hotel Pierre,
New York, Oct. 16 with her Sunday
night al frescoes.

. Harold .Nagel's orchestra moves
from the roof to the Neptune room
(grill ) on the same date.

Loses Decision to Illness

Chicago, Oct. 4.

Sunnie O'Dea, solo dancer, had to
bow out of the Drake hotel's first

show of the season due to illness.

She will go into the second.
This will make her fourth engage-

ment in a year at this spot.

Pittsburgh, Oct. 4.

Gloom in nitery-hotel belt here

has grown a mile thick since Pirates,

figured sure National League pen-

nant winners a week ago, blew the

race to the Cubs. Niteries. will drop

plenty in preparations besides added

revenue tliat World Series, would

have produced.

Hotels, however, probably got a

break. in final analysis. Union em-

ployees had threatened to walk out

two days before series was to have

opened if managenients didn't meet

their terms,' and inns would likely

have capitulated rather than come
through. As it is, they'll be in no
hurry to sign.

Unionization of N. Y.

Houses Hits New Snag

Meeting scheduled .last week be-

tween Ralph Whitehead, executive

secretary of the American Federa-

tion of Actors, and Charles Mosco-

witz, of the Loew office, to set a date

for discussion of vaude theatre union-

ization in New York. was called off

when former had to attend the Amer-

ican Federation of Labor convention

in Houston.

Meeting had been proposed when

Warner Bros.' labor rep. Frank

Phelp5, placed prganization^'Tn .' the

hands of theatre managers. Mosco-

witz was to have called all managers

for- a talk with Whitehead.

Matter is in the hands of Harry
Calkins, organizer for AFA, who is

repping Whitehead during his ab-

sence. Nothing had been set up to

yesterday afternoon (Tuesday).

From Houston, Whitehead will go

to Chicago branch of AFA, and
thence to Los Angeles. He will be
gone about a month.

4 PHILLY CAFES OPEN;

SEE BEST YR. IN DECADE

Philadelphia, Oct. 4.

• Four additional- niteries unshut-

tered here duirin^ ,the past week for

what may he Philadelphia's best

afteri-dark se.ason in aliriost.lO year?.

Swankiest of new , spoti li the' Bur-
gundy Room of the Bellevue-Strat-
ford hotel. Entertaintnent .consists

of the Arthur Murray daiicers; Cliff

Hall at the piano, and Frank -Juele's

orchestra.

Another -newconier is the Rdnde2-i

vous, operated b^ Irving Wolf in thej

liotel Senator. Max Behraan's Liati-'

mer Cliib has rebpened, w|t]h VIi;-;

ginia Renault and. Man^y
;
Lal^ortp's

4)rchestra headlipirlgK whiles the 1'214

Club' h^s' lighted' again' und^r n6w
•management and policy. Colored
talent replaces the former ofay stuff,

with Dave Tendler at the helm in-

stead .of Benny Street and Jimmy
Blalie, who have been indicted by
the grand jury for operating. & gam-
bling place at another site;

Bookers Send

Bands Into Stix

To Create Jobs

TheJHEATRE of the STARS

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX
160 WEST ST. NEW YORK

J . H . L U B I N
GENERAL MANAGER

SIDNEY H. PIERMONT
BOOKING MANAGER

To keep 'em working and also to

give the spots a break.
.
figuring it to

be a good investment for. the future,

MCA and other bookers; are sending

namte and- some - lesser^ bands into

smaller, full and split-week theatres

in the midwest. Various payoff ar-

i-ahgements, too, are 'designed to

lighten the load .for the house; Most
baiids are without guarantees, taking

their chances with the theatre -on

their pulling power.

Although not as lucrative as one-

nighters, or other theatre "stints,

there's not enough of the latter to go

around, and these serve to fill gaps

in the sked. Ranging from outstand-

ing theatre outfits, like Horace Heidt,

who gets a guarantee and a cut over

a certain figure in most spots, but

takes other payoff forms if its advis-

able for all-around success on the

date, arrangements run to 50-50 splits

from the first dollar, with the house
worrying about expenses and others

an even division after' nut has been
taken care of:

" Cleveland, Milwaukee, St. Paul,

Minneapolis, Madison, Wis.; Fort
Wayne, Ind.; South Bend, Omaha,
Joliet, 111., and smaller cities have
theatres using this method.

Mrs. Roosevelt Opens L vile Show;

Rogers, Breen, Krupa, Vallee Set

Kidoodlers to Balto P.A.;

Airings Gut to 3 Weekly
Kidoodlers will tote their 106 in-

striiments to Baltimore Friday (6)

^here the quartet opens a two-week
stay jatithe Hipp. Currently on the
air jfour: times weekly, airings will

be
j
cut to three pickups during the

personals.-

Th^y're down for N. Y. Para-
moui|t Nov. 27.

ROSE SET

FOR 2D NITERY

Biliy Rose is virtually set for the

grillroom of the Hotel President, in

the Times Square sector, as his No.
2 nitery. This in addition to the
Caia Manana, which will maintain
its vaude policy, whereas the grill

wotiid be a' girl show.
New lineup at the. Casa opening

this Suhdaj^ (9) includes Lanny
Ross, Paul Gerrits, Sheila Barrett.

Fi;"ances Paye; Frank Libuse, Joseph
E. Howafd, . the veteran songwriter,

find tbe return of Vincent Lopez's
orchestra.

• The President spot, if deal is

consummated, isn't slated for teeoff

until around Jan.; 1. ..
'

.

-. Rose has served notice that' Jack
Brown,' who ' opens a Casa Manana
in Boston Oct. 6, isn't associated
with the N. Y. Casa.

FanchoTn-Marco Ends

N. Y, Slaiff CuttTO

Fanchon & Marco cut its New
York office space in half this week,
completing curtailment of loc.al set-

up, started last spring.

Accounting department was moved
to St Louis and several people were
dropped, Agents were put on a corii-

mish basis; formerly on salaries.

Jack Partington, eastern executive,
leaves for the Coast today (Wednes-
day) by plane for an o.o. of western
situation and St. Louis.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Winter bridge tournament at the

Will Rogers, with Hank Hearn and
Dave Rose as the Culbertson's of the
lodge.

^Emma O'Neil of New York for-

merly in vaudeville with the old-

time Truly Shattuck act, is' ,a new
arrival at the Rogers. She needs rest.

Oglers at the Will Rogers were
Sid Davidson, Mrs. Fred ;Eslinger4

Mrs. R. Schlage, Peggy Sheldon, Verti

Hanlon (Warner Bros.) Jeah Wolf,

Frank Shannon, Frank Kelly and
Rags Cockron.

i

-

Edith Lemlich and Arnold Farkas.
okayed at the Will Rogers, have gone
home and to work.

Harold Wilkins' band gets the

Colony's thanks for its entertainment
of the gang.

A. B. Anderson, Pontiac manager
to St. Albans, Vt, on biz.

Bill Nelson goes to the head of the

class as a good-cheerman towards
this Actors Colony. He's a drug
store pill-pounder, who messed
around in theatricals years ago.

Jewish New Year services at the

Jewish Community Center atended
by patients from the Will Rogers.

Eddie McDonald moves out of the

infirmary, a final comeback.

Tenor Eddie Burke doing well.

Celebrated his 15th year here.

The Barretts, Harry and Charles,

ex-jugglers, are holding up nicely,

too. They've been here over 18

years.

Any information concerning this

Actors Colony can be secured by
writing to yours truly at 91 Broad-
way, Saranac Lj*ke, N. Y.
Write to those who are ill.

Durante'* Chi Date
Hollywood, Oct. 4.

Chez Paree nitery, Chicago, booked
Jimmy i)urante for three weeks- be
ginninjg Nov. 4.

"

He then gpes to New York for re
hearsals of 'Swing to Left,' in which
he'll star with Ethel Merman for
Dwight Deere Wiman.

Louisville, Oct. 4.

Kentuckiana Fall Festival and
Woman's Institute, the third annual
affair sponsored by the Courier-

Journal and Times, got under way
way Sunday (2). with an art exhibit

and eamera show. First name speak-

er was Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt,

who ispoke on 'My Day at the White
House' to' an .qverflow house in the

Memorial Auditorium. " John: Jacob
Niles, Kentucky composer, gave a re-

cital yesterday (Monday).
Three name bands are offered

—

Buddy Rogers, With Bobby Breen, to-

morrow (Wednesday); Gene Krupa,
Thursday (6), and Ru^y Vallee, with •

the Gentlemen Songsters, Mirth and
Mack, dancers; Robert .Neller, ven-
triloquist; Vic Hyde, one-hlan band;
Seab Waring, Chic Kennedy, imper-
sonator; Cyril Smith, Engli5h dialect

comedian, and* Caryl Gould, vocalist.

Acts to appear with Breen and Rog-
ers aVe Mickey King, rope perform-
er; Bob Hannon, vocalist; Hank, the^

mule; Carter and H-ilmes, comedy
knockabout act; the Three Marvelles,
dancers, and Elizabeth Tilton, soloist.

Buddy. Rogers' band may ' keep its

Scheduled date, §ans its maestro,
temporarily hospitalized in Columr
bus, 6.,

All three shows are biffered to Ken-
tuckiana visitors for '$1.05^ including
tax. Single show admissions, are 40c,

Bands are to appear at the recently
renovated armory, and seating ar-

rangements have been made- for
7,000.

Alexander Woolicott will lecture,

in conjunction with the appearance
of the Louisville Symph, at the Me-
morial Aud, Friday . (7).

Festival is" piromoted -jOn a non-
profit basis. "Talks ar<i free. ' Admish
charge for the bands is inade to coyer
expenses, , and it's ' been anhoiuic'ed

that any profit, will be turned over
to a fund for next year's Festival,

OPPOSITION TO HANDIN

SEEN AT PA EliCTION

-Though olive fci'anch' was passed
around between factions in the Na-
tional Variety Artistis. early last sum-
mer, report, is that President Louis
Hatidin will be opposed at elections
next February.
Hal Dickson, formerly of Dickson,

and Doyle, has turned; down the pro-
posal to run. Says h^'s too busy with
his job at Warner Bros. Henry
Chesterfield, executive secretary, has
also nixed it, stating he'd be more
valuable iti active capacity he. holds
noyr. Handin .will- have been in -a

year when elections come around,
being first prez since < reorganization
last year.

FIRST TIME IN AMERICA!

2 COMPLETE REVUES IN ONE NIGHT

'TLillSIIlS m PARIS''
AT DINNER

**MONTHARTRE A MINUIT''
At SUMEK

Conceived and Produced by Clifford Cfltther

GALA MMICRE
WED. OCTOBER 5

lARRY CLINTON and his orchestra

VINCENT TRAVERS AND HIS ORCHESTRA

VAL ERNIE AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Premiere Nighl Prix Fixe Dinner, $10.00,

Alter opening night... minimum $2.50

except 'SatnrdsYi and holiday evei,

then $3 minimnm at dinner, $3.50

at supper.

INTE

TIMES SQUARE AT iSTH • CUICREBINQ 4-aS4«

New CocktQil Rendotvouf -^^^

"Streets of Poris"... Famous Spiral lar
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NEW ACIS

DEL CASINO
Soncs
8 Mins.
Roxy, N. Y.

.

Del Casino, who owes his present

popularity to warbling on radio net-

work shows, apparently has not

accustomed himself to the stage

medium judged by his reception

here, although he has long mtery
experience. His tenor is well

handled in four selections, yet the

acclaim does not measure up to

what he really merits. Possibly con-

centration on three songs includmg
the encore, with more elaborate ar-

rangements for each, would help.

Casino starts with 'I Let a Song. Go
Out of My Heart,' which served

okay but not heavy palm-beater for

opener. Then he follows with 'How
Deep Is the Ocean,' which is in the

same groove. This is followed by an
Italian folksong. Encore brought on
*You Go to My Head,' again too

similar in tempo to first two tunes

to mean a great deal.

Lad has the pipes and appearance
for more successful stage work than
offered in present alignment. Seems
to require a more sDcko initial song
and a closer with additional umphh.

IVenr

'BARBARA BELMOBE
DanciDff
6 KHns.
Folly, Brooklyn
Barbara Belmore has been around

foir 30me time. She's been working
at various clubs, recently complet-
ing a stand at the Club Esquite, To-
ronto.
Dancer first does an interpretative

routine with two large Wue fans and
a feathery body covering. Then dis-

cards the latter and, in . a brassiere
and brief, beaded tights, does aero
and contortionist routines. Latter
look simple under her treatment.

JEAN FARNEY
With Horace Heidfs Orch
Tower, Kansas CHy
A youngster in her teens, Jean

Farney joined the Heidt organization
within the last fortnight in the role

6f torch singer. She hails from
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
'New talent' aptly describes the

girl as she exhibits a decided bent

49 East 5.4th

Introducing a wdjm contintntal

atmosphere in New York't mott

beautifttt night club.

DAVE APOLLOni
The International Star Presents Un-

usual Intimate Entertainment with

Mill iHOniTl Chanteuse

nAKIO & lllAMi Dancers

WtNCtS Humorist

HT^HDUSTHtSonc/JHAY MrKlM
Quartet

lUVE A1HIL1UN and his Orcb.

HPnATiO ZITO 6fhisRhumbaOreh.

Rtservaiions, Plaza 8-0766

to torching with her unusually low
pitched voice. She can stand some
coaching and practice, but the rou-

tine of four and five shows daily will

likely soon minimize this short-

coming. While on the one hand the

girl has not yet acquired a stage

presence, she is possessed of su-

flcient ability to carry her until her

performance becomes more show-
manly.
Likewise the gul's extremely

juvenile appearance makes her

heavy contralto add a bit of incredi-

bility as well as novelty to her per-

formance. She is at present con-

fined to a single song, 'I Can't Give

You Anything But Love.' Qmn.
j

HARRY JACKSON
Whip Cracking, Axe Throwing

j

4 Mlns,
Paraflise, N. Y.
Coming out of the circus, Harry

Jackson offers a whip-crackmg and

axe-throwing exhibition which
ssrves as something different for

floors. Given some expansion, it

should be suitable for vaudeville and

picture houses, also. Jackson gets a

production buildup here with girls,

etc
He handles a short whip skillfully,

cutting paper, cigs out of girls

mouths, lighting matches, etc. The
axe-throwing to a board, where
accuracy means cutting threads

loosening flags that unfurl, tops his

routine.
, ,

Jackson's father was also from the

circus field. Char.

NOEL AND NOLAN
.Dancing
6 Mins.
Paradise^ N. Y, n *
Noel and Nolan, from the Coast,

is a youthful ballroom team suitable

for theatres or floors. Their work is

considerably in contrast to Veloz and
Yolanda, Gomez and Winona, plus

others, but should attract definite

attention.
xt. * i«

The man is more along the style or

Fred Astaire and the pace of the

team suggests lightness, speed and

less of the adagio technique that so

many ballroom teams employ, m
one of the numbers, the male fea-

tures high kicks that are cleverly

done. Char.

MIDGIE FELLOWS
Songs
Strand, Brooklyn

,

Hotcha vocalist with Teddy King s

house band looks like a recent re-

cruit from niteries, though hardly

from the tonier spots. Her principal

assets are cute appearance and a

world of youthful exuberance. How-
ever, she's limited in style,, needs ex-
perience and restraint and has yet to

.

learn about making the most of her
looks. „ „
At show caught (30) Miss Fellows

offered 'Basin Street Blues' and 'Mul-
berry Bush.' As she shouted 'em.

both tunes were too much alike. And
because she hits every line and every
bit of expression with all her ipight,

-she soon gets no expression .or shad-
ing at all.

As for appearance, she has a pert

face and her black shoulderless gown
was right smart—but not for her. It

accentuated her plumpishness. She
has possibilities, though, and smart
coaching may capitalize them.

Hobe.

out touting his partner's fighting

ability, while said partner gets

pushed around and away from the

mike trying to get a wor4 In edge-
wise. No apparent reason for it and
definitely not laughable. Opening
has Fisher banging piano to accom-

j

pany a Russian song, also unfunny.
Second half, however, was a differ-

ent story with the customer's. They
j

liked it. Hypnotic bit led up to the

ventro stint.

ROYALISTS
lianclng
7 lums.
Lyr.c, Indpls.
Two dance teams, Rochelle and

Rita, and Deane and Don, fresh out
of highschool, who got their first ex-

,

perience swinging out on ballroom
floors, were comolned into one act

j

by house management; Have had
several bookings round state in

vaiide houses and nherles as sep- \

arace teams, and are okay combined. '

Open with quartet ballroom number, I

followed by tap dance by Deane and
,

Don. Rochelle and Rita do ballrooih
wutine, then all four join on tap fin-

ish. Performers are all nice looking.

AJMKRICAN GAUCHOS (7)
j

Acrobatic
j

6 Mins.
,

Lyric, Indpls. i

Teeterboard tumblers are top-
notch, performing tough feats
smoothly. Seven men are all young, i

dressed in colorful satin blouses and
trousers tucked into red boots. Out-
standing stunts are teeterboard pyra-
mids four high, tandem somersault,
and. a triple somersault to the
shoulders of another man three-high.
Act works swiftly, going through

routine without the customary ex-
pltnations.

Barbgnc Review
|BAA IN MEMBER

CASINO, PITTSBURGH nDii/r ACTED
Pittsburgh, Oct. 1 llmVCi ArlLii

Amy Fong, Vic Plant, Ed7ia Dec,
Bunny Mitchell, Jack Hunt, Cliyde « n A ««>VKV
Bates, Elaine & James, Crystal Cook, ALA lAlIm
Tom Bundv, FronJclyn Hopkins; Line

l\fin If lil

THE STYLISTS (2)
Instrumental
H^tcl Belden, Canton, O.
A smart up-to-the-minute musical

duo and a hovel combination. Two
boys are hard-working, neat-appear-
ing and highly accomplished musi-
cians.

Bob Allen thumps the" electric or-
gan, while his partner, Cal Conway,
presides at the piano and vibraphone.
Their dinnertime music includes both
classical and musical come^ scores
of the past decade, returning later
wjth sweet swing arranged in an air-
tight manner. They get the best out
of most of the numbers they offer.

DOUGLAS and ROBERTS
Dancing
Strand, Brooklyn
Kid shag dancers offer the usual

stuff, though somewhat tamer than
some of the energetic youngsters
who do it. However, they're lively
enough to keep this Brooklyn audi-
ence alert, if hardly on edge. Bobbie
Roberts has a nice smile, which she
doesn't overwork,- while Harry
Douglas wears a vacant, open-mouth-
ed look.
They're painfully inexperienced

in stage presence. As an instance,
they end their numbers in stage
center and consequently have to
walk all .the way off. That's un-
necessarily awkward. Hobe.

FISHES and WHITE
Gomedy
10 Mins.
Folly, Brooklyn
Comedy pair work hard but get

comparatively nowhere until the

finale, which put them into favor

with a ventro bit, one perching the

other on a knee a la Charlie Mc-
Carthy.
Otherwise it's all hysterical shout-

ing, with one half knocking himself

BROADWAY MANAGERS AnEWTION!

GIL
LAMB

Holding Over Srd Week

PARAMOUNT
NEW YORK

DIRECTION

NAT KALCHEIM
WM. MORRIS AGENCY

George .Jaffe's opehing gun of sea-

son is tagged 'Oriental Girls,' but
only because featured peeler is. Amy
Fong, a Chinese. Gal's long on
looks and class on strip, but bur-
lesaue, here at any rate, has devel-
oped an annoying habit of late.

Femme who gets the billing is on
only once throughout the show, and
then for a fleeting couple of minutes
before the finale. Even on Broad-
way, in musical comedy or revue, the
star is certainly more generous than
thnt.
Best feature about 'Oriental Girls'

is its production numbers. There's
actually an effort to make them look
like something, with line, augmented
by six house femmes, and ensemble
oretty good for a burley chorus.
There are even a few lookers in the
Hang, which is a novelty. CostuiiiTtng

is attractive, but background stuff Is

cheap and flashy.
Comedy all tried-and-true, all well

received, so probably improving with
age. Clyde Bates registers best with
the bartender nonsense he's been
doing for almost 20 years now. It's

the cleanest skit in; the show. Vic
Plant is a runner-up. in the femme
impersonation ho^ital bit. tagged
'Sarah.' with which Joe , Yule has
been identified 50 long. It's pretty
blue, as most of the sketches here
are, with Jack Hunt rounding out the
trio of laughgetters and Tom Bundy
and Franklyn' Hopkins straighting
well enough.
In addition to Miss Fong,. unit car-

ries two other teasers. Edna Dee and
Bunny Mitchell, but they're both
bush leaguers, going through the mo-
tions with a complete lack of en-
thusiasm. Tension here has been re-
lieved a bit following bu'-'ley's sad
days in New York and v:.\h prac-
tically get. down' to bare farvs, bu*^

the old finesse is missing, Miss Fong,
excepted, of course.
Vaude end has Elaine and James,

mixed team, doing an old->fashioned
multlble-musical act, with lariat

twirling tossed In Crystal Cook does
some fair-to-middling warbling and
a lot of good hoofing, toe-tap num-
ber particularly. Latter also works
in number of sketches along with
the two secondary strippers.

Casino has resumed its old policy
of an hour of screen shorts sand-
wiched among the four shows, and
biz showing considerable improve-
ment since top was reduced from 50c.

to 40c. Cohen.

FOUR. COLLEGIANS
Songs
8 Mins.
Folly, Brooklyn
Three girls and a hoy harmonizing

rhythm singers would be better pre-
sented if utilizing house crew back-
grounding instead of uke accompani-
ment by boy. Vocalists bespeak ex-
perience in the manner in which
they get off swingy arrangements of
current pops, but girls look too
young to have been around long.
Swing into favor with opening '01

Man Mose' and follow with 'A-Tis-
ket.' Latter is hypoed with slight
comedy via operatic interpolations
of same melody. For an encore, trio
uses a medley and then the current
'Mulberry Bush.' Arrangement of
the latter is particularly good.

Girls aire smartly attired in con-
servative gray dresses trimmed in
blue, which, despite quietness in
tailoring, have a pantywaist tinge.
Chic is partly offset, however, by
sweatered accompanist.

Following failure of the Ameri-
can Federation of Actors to secure
revocation of the Burlesque Artists
Assn. charter last week In a com-
plaint made to Associated Actors and
Artistes of America, parent body of
all actor unions, the BAA stepped
out and started . reorganization of

members and signing New York the-
' atres to contracts.

i Dispute has been waged between

i

AFA and BAA for over a year on
which had jurisdiction over bur-
lesque performers. The Four A's last

December, in deciding AFA's contest

of BAA's hurley control, returned
a verdict In favor of the latter. BAA
had been holding off on reorg activi-

ties until there were no distractions,

First to hancock a BAA- closed-

shop agi'eement were Izzy Herk and
Abe Minsky, operators of the recent-

ly-reopened Gaiety, N. Y., who
signed last week. Accord, expires

Aug. 31, 1931} contnct to go into

effect Friday (7). Agreement calls

for two weeks' dismissal notice, six-

day week for chorines and pay for

midnight performances. Star, Brook-
lyn, operated by the Raymond Bros.,

is expected to sign this week. El-

tinge and Republic have not been
heard from yet. Triboro, in Har-
lem, is part of the Issy Hirst wheel,
and will be approached altmg with
roadhouses after New York spots

have been lined up.

Nitery Reviews

Havana-Madrid, N. Y.

LESTER and IRMAJEAN
Acrobats
8 Mins.
Nixon Cafe, Pittsburgh
Mixed • strong-arm team is a cinch

for returns anywhere. Novelty alone
would be enough, since gal is the
under prop for most of the turn. Not

,
the usual beefy dame, either, but a
fair looker who stiff-arms her part-

: ner's aerial twists with remarkable
j
ease and takes it all with little effort.

I
For the finish, however, he's the

foundation, letting the gal tread air
: on his hands and then rolling across
the floor while her feet are planted
in his mitts. They, were forced to
eliminate part of their stuff because
of low ceiling at Nixon cafe, but
what they show is plenty okay. Act's
slow, but holds the eye all the way
through. Cohen,

SIX ANTALEKS
Acrobatic
7 Mins.
Stanley, Pittsburgh
Out of the Big Top, Antaleks, two

men and four girls, are a pushover
for a thrill opener on any stage.
Give them a nitery with a ceiling
high enough, and they'd also be a
click novelty on 9 floor. Most of
their stuff is done on long poles
stretching high into the flies, and

(Continued from page 48)
colorful, gay and fast-paced. In be-
tween two bands, Nano Rodrigo, who
has an NBC wire, and Juanito
Sanabria give oiit with the songs,
rhumbas, tangos, etc.

Rosita Ortega is the show's star
with her flamenco work. Carlos and
Catito are a cute couple doing the
saucy rhumbas. Conferencier de
Flores reminds of a cross between
Leo Carrillo and Tito Guizar. He's
engaging and holds things together
nicely despite the fact his spieling
is a bit overboard on fancy phrase-
nlofv. Sarita Herrara, from Co-
lombia, is the prima donna, a hold-
over from last spring's show.

j.-ancho and Dolores do more
formal ballroomology and impress
principally with their smoothness
and height. He's tall, and so is she
—unusually so—but they maintain
poise and grace. Her makeup is a
curious alabaster-type. Their rou-
tines, a waltz and tango, manifest
considerable rehearsal labors, and
they score.
Pop-nriced range of $1 to $2.50

table d'hote gives Havana-Madrid an
edge against the avalanche of Latin
nitery competition within a radius
of a few biocks from the Winter
Garden. Abel.

gals, too,^ take their turns as under-
stander. 'One of 'em balances two
others while they're doing spins and
designs on the other end of the stick.
Looks dangerous and is, lending

zest to the turn. Just another cir-
cus turn, but for the deluxers it's

something out of the ordinary and
down the well-known alley. Flash
finish has one of the males shoulder-
ing a pole while three of the girls
perch at its topmost rung. It's a sock
exit. Cohen.

AUSSIE WANTS OSACIE
Sydney, Sept. 16.

Charles Munro, managing director

of Hoyts, still dickering with Gracie
Fields for her to play £ season over
the chain.' Understood British come-
dienne was offered, in addition to

salary, a percentage at each house.
It's the intention of Hoyts to spot

acts in ace theatres 'in conjunction
with top films.

WILLIE and EUGENE

HOWARD
''Hollywood Hotel'' Revue

TOVRINO

Fuller Circuit, Australia

Per.. Address

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
NEW YORK

JACK and JUNE

BLAIR
On TAur Fuller Circuit. AuHtmlin

"Hollywood Hotel" Revue

BURTON BROWN
OresRed by

SIDNEY FISHER
75/77, Shaftesbury Avenue

PICCADILLY. LONDON. ENG.

FRANK PARIS
AND HIS MARIONETTES

PARADISE CAFE
NEW YORK

Ulreotlun: INiiALLS « UAVIES

MATA MONTERIA
Leading Dance Stylist

Sololut of Clilcugp Grand Opera Co.

Currently Apiiertrlng nt tiie

N.T.G.'S 'MIDNIGHT SUN'
in Spanish Daiice Creations

TITO VALDE^
STAU WANCKR AT

Folies Bergere 1937, Casino de Paris 1918
Currently Appearing International Casino, Nfrw York

MiMiK«emen» INTEHNATIONAIi TUKATBICAI. CORP.
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Variety Oills
NEXT WEEK (Oct. 10)

THIS WEEK (Oct. 3)

Numeral* in connection with bills 'below indicate opening day of
show, whether full or split week

Loew

NEW YORK CIT*
Stot« (0)

Enrica & Novello
Sims & Bailey
Fro() Sylvester
Collins & Peteraon
Clyile McCoy Ore

ItAI.TIMOKB
Century (0)

Dixie Dean

\ Kldoodlers
Hayden & Mowry
tVASHlNtiTON

Capitol (7)

Chester Hide Co
Ethel Shepnrd
Prert Sanborn
Eddie Qarr
.Tean Tanner

Paramount

NEW YORK CITY
Furaniount (0)

Tommy Dorsey Ore
Connie Bonwell
Oil Lamb
Titan 3

CHICAGO
Chicago (7)

Jean Florlan

Maurice & Whalen
fjoUise Masaey Co

MAKING MERRY
AT THE

STRAND, NEW YORK
Week October 7th

RAY and TRENT
Via. MARK J. UEDDY

NEW YORK CITY
Mualo Hall (7)

Harrison & Fisher
Ruth Ann Boris
Lieon Foklne
Marie Orlmaldl
Herzer & Zayde
Erno Ranee Svmph

AI^BANY
Bleoker Hull
(0th only)

Paul Whltemp.n Ore
CHICAGO
Palace (7)

E Elfflns
Dolly Kay
Bert Wheeler Co

Florence & Alvarez
Dulce McHale
Stroud 2
Schnlckrlfrltz Ore

(SO)
Berntvlcl Ore

Cr<EVEL.4ND
Palace (7)

Duke EUlnFTton Ore
(30)

Mann Dunree & Lee
Gordon Co
Stroud 2 .

Amer Ice Carnival
M1NNEAPOTJS
Orpheum (30)

Benny Goodman Or

NEW YORK CITY
Strand (7)

Johnny Messner Or
Mary Small
Chester Morrla
Ray & Trent

. (30)
Jan Garber Ore
fit)rel Merman
Sertre'. Flash.
Lorraine' & RoKnan

BROOKLYN
Strand (7)

Teddy Kin^ Oro
Frank ConvlUe
Estelle Taylor
Cappy Barra Co

(.30)

,

Teddy KIni; Oro
Honey Fam
Douglas .&' Roberts
3 Stooges
Helen Honan
PHIT.ADErPHIA

Earl« (7)
Chick Webb Oro
Ella Fitzgerald
Llndy Honpers
Buck & Bubbles
_ - (30)
Wayne Morris

Johnny Davis
Slate Bros
Fra7.ee Sia
Conklln & Thomas
Johnny Davis Ore
PITTSBURGH
Stanley (7)

Wayne Morris
Johnny Davis
Slate Bros
Frazee Sis
Conklln & Thomas
Johnny Davis Ore

(30)
Chester Morris
Lou Bree.se Ore
3 Sophisticates
fi Antaleks
Nancy Healy

READING
Astor (7-8)

Mike Riley Ore
WASHINGTON

Enrle (7)
Lucy Monroe
Gaston Palmer
16 Gae Foster Gls

YORK
Strand (7-S)

Hark Morton Co

NEW YORK CITY
Rox.r (6)

Charles Carllle
Lathrop Bros & L
3 Bonos
Jame.q Evans Co
Gae Foster Gls
Paul Ash- Ore

BALTIMORE
nippodrop>n (30)

Chaney & Fox
Art Frank
Ben Tost Co

DETROIT
F4tx (30)

Bthel SHutta

IC Dansonettes
INDIANAPOtIS

Lyric (7)

Ozzle Nelson Ore
Harriet HlUlard
Benny Bnker Co
Marc Ballero
Freda Sullivan

(30)
Hugh Herbert
Sara Ann McCabe
Masters & Rollins
7 Amer Gauchbs
Rochelle & Rita
Deane '& Jackson

Week of October 3
Astoria D. II.

Neuman, W & T'
Dominica

Alfredo Oro
Gypsy Nina
Wilson, Keppel & B
Neuman. W & Y
CAMDEN TOWN

Gaumont
Lee Donn

.

Donna Sis
Pelovls

WEST HAM
Granada

Jack Francois
Co as booked
GREENWICH

_ , Granada
Eddie Gray

Jack Francois
J>eHaven & Page
Bert Allison
IIA.M.MERSMITH

Palace
Don Rico's Gypsies

H.tRROW
Grnnada

Bobby Howell Bd
ISLINGTON
Blue Hall

T>ee Donn
Sherry & Kiel
HHEPHnKDS BUSH

Pavilion
Don Rloo'.<! Gypsies

WILLESDEN
Granada

Bobby. Howell Bd

Provincial

Terry Wilson
Peplno's Circus
Hudson's Step Sis

Hivpodrame
Sandy I'owell
D Wakefield Co
Norman Evnns
Gloria Gilbert
Karlna
Vadlo & Hertz
Monroe Bros

North Pier
Frank Randie
Teasle O'Shea
Robert Naylor
6 Sherry Bros
Peggy Desmond
Alexis & Dorrano
Terry's Ladles

Operu Houve
Stanley Holloway
Elizabeth Welch
George Lucy
Ross & Stone
J & J Bredwin
John Tiller Gls
Betty Driver

Pald-.-e
Molly Picon
Walter Dare Wahl
Juanlta & Champs
P & M Honrl
Fields & Rossini
Jack Daly
Patricia & Colin
Trevor & Grntllng

DUNDEE
Palace

Joe Termini Co
Navarre
Peplno's Circus
C Fredericks & L
Robin Richmond
Manhattan 6

EDINBURGH
Koyul

Aleo FInlay
Rita Andre
Jack Marlts
Marjorie Stevens
Velvey AtUvood
Kathleen Ast.or
Victor Kins
Bettlna Rlchiiian
Pearce & Grunden
Feme Marshall
De'Vlto's Ore
12. Lovely Ladles

GLASGOW
Pavilion

Arthur White
Kd E Draper
Bert O'Brady
4 Wonder Wheel'rs
Cicely Trertialne
12 Karolla Dancers
Toney Anten
George Helnlger
Syd Barnes
Wyn Gordon
8 Elliotts
Exhibition Hall

R Klltle Jr Bd
Ralphono & Page
3 Nagels
W Hall & Fields
Arnaut Bros
Drury & Raymond
Mona Warwick's 4

I' Mbreton & Kaye

LIVERPOOL
SliukeMpeure

Vine, More & N
4 Smart Gls
Traoey & DIxey
Bimbo
South China Tr

Cabaret Bids

NEW YORK CITY

Week of October 3
ABERDEEN

Tlvoll
Jack Radclirre
vera McLean
Harold Dayne
12 a Fisher Gls
* Smith Bros

Norman & Curnot
Neller & Clare
Pralova & Jules

BL.VCKPOOL
Feldman'H

Reg Bolton
Elsie Prince

Armundo'fl
Jimmy Vincent Ore
Reed' Lawton
Ethel Sayers

.Areola Inn
(Areola, N. J.)

Jerry Carr Ore
Chlquita Venezia
Ruth Warren
Kay Blatre
George Scottl
Wnlter Cole
Barney Gallant's

Angela Velez
Carter & Bowie
BUI Bertolottl'fl

Angelo's Rh'mba Bd
nils Dion
Dorothy Etherldge
Velyne Hague
Roberta Kent

Bill's Gay 90's

Charles Touchetta
John Panter
John Eliot
Don Cortez
Jim Phlllipa
Mary Roberts
Harold Wlllard
ArthurBelian
Harry Donnelly
Joe Howard
Spike Harrison
Bernle Grauer
Boalevard Tavern
(Elmlinrst, L. 1.)

C'ntlnental Thrlirrs
Aubrey Noonan
Mildred RoseUe
June Boyd
Mac Arthurs
Dorothy Wenzel
Cameron Crosby
Jan Fredrlcs Oro

Cafe Loyale
Penn Wayne Oro

Casa Manana
Ted Lewis Oro
Patricia Ellis
James Barton
Al Slegel
Harry Armstrong
Shelton Brooks
Kay Parsons
Tom Howard
George Shelton
Tip. Tap & Toe

Casino Cubano
Don Alfredo Oro
Consuelo Moreno
Ramon & Lucinda

Club Casanova
Dave Apollon Oro
Mini Monti
Dario & Diane
Wences
Horatio Zito Ore

Club 18

Jack White
Jerry Blanchard
Doc Lee
Shad Mitchell
Hat Harrington
Frankle Hyers
Willie Oroga'n
Leila Gaynes
Benle ;St Boys
G Andrews Ore

Club Gaufho
Dlmltrl & Vlrgjl
Natalia Kordova
Trlnl Plaza
Don Miguel Ore

Club Ynmurl
Don Mario Ore
Fantasia Nova Oro
Nena Montes

Corso

Snm Robblns Ore
Ernest Kramer Ore
Rhoda Chase
Ann Hudson
Nathano Bros
De Rondo & Barry

Cotton CInb
Cnb Calloway Ore
Nicholas Bros
Berry Bros
W C Handy
Dandrldge Sis
Sister Tharpe
Mne Johnson
Tlmmle & Freddy
Juno Richmond
.Tlgsnw Jack.son
Vodery Choir

El Chlra

Don Alberto Ore

Asuncion Grnnados
Joylt & Maravllla
Dorlta & Valero
Francisco Ramos

El Morocco
Ernie Hoist Ore

Famous Door
Count Basle Oro
Jerry Kruger
Earl Wilson
James Rushing
Glen Island Casino

Win Osborne Ore
Havana-Madrid

Nano Rodrlgo Oro
Juanlto Sanabrla Or
Carlos & Carl to
Pancho & Dolores
Felipe de Flores
Sarita Herrera
Rosita Ortega

Hickory HoUs^
Joe Marsala Oro
Hotel Ambassador
Arthur Herbert Or<-
Gabriel Cocco
Jules Brand

Hotel Astor

N Brandwynne Ore
Lee Wiley
H't«l Belmont-Plaza
Val Olman Ore
Nan Wynn
Ray Hunt
Diosa Costello

Hotel Blltmore -

Frank Novak Oro
Hal Hutchison
Crawford & Caskey
Fashlonettes
Emily Stephenson
Claire Sherman
Joan Whitney
Orlo Thomas
Lowell Pontee
Virginia Stanford

Hotel Commodore
Sammy Kaye Ore

Hotel EdiBon

Blue Barron Oro
Don Alexander

Hotel EHsex House
RIch'd Hlmber Ore
Dell & Hartiory

Hotel Gov. Clinton

Eddy Mayehoff Oro
Detly Gale

Hotel Mnt-oln
Tito's Swingtette

Hotel Lombardy
Cholly Drew

Hotel McAlpIn
J Me.Hsner Oro
Gonzales' Menen
Jeanne D'Arcy
Hotel New Yorker

Henry BOsse Ore
Hotel I'urh tVnIrui

Jerry Blaine Ore
Sklppy Burton
Randy BrooUa
Garlnnd & Maria
Hotel Pennnylvanin
Kay Kyser Ore
Hotel PIccudllly

Adrian Rolllnl 3

Hotel Flerre

Haroltl Nagel Ore
Hotel Pluza.

Eddy Duchin Ore
Don de Vodi Ore
P & G Hartman
Sally Clark

Hotel Roosevelt
Roger Pryor Ore
Hotel .Suvoy-Pluzb

Emile Petti Ore
Dwight Flske

Hotel Sherry-
Notlierland

Tcharkovsky Ore
(3eo Scherben
Hotel St. MorKz

Basil I'omeon «lrc
Vvonne Bouvler
Theod're & Dencnha
Hotel St. .Katctn
(Iridium Room)

Chnrles Bnum Ore
(Maisonette RusNe)
Mathcy Ore

Billy Hicks Oro
Eva Ortega
Boris Belpstotskl

Hotel Tatt
Enoch Light Oro
Peggy Mann
George Hlnes
Light Brigade
Hotel Waldorf-

Astoria

Geo Olsen Ore
MIscha Dorr Oro
Crane 2
Aarons & Glancz

Hotel Warwick
Gerry Morton Oro
Elinor .«!herlf1an

Dell O'Oell

Hunguria
Gene Kardos Ore
Ference Vlllany Or
International Casino
Larry (Clinton Oro
Vincent Tr.avers Ore
Valernle Ore
Grace & Nlkko
Marlon Manning
Maria Serban

kit IKnt Club
Al Cooper Ore
3 Peppers
Orlando Ftoberson
Cook & Brown
Smiles &. Smiles
Pearl Balnea

Xm Conga
Ramon Ramos Ore
Oscar de la Rosa Or

l4iru«t

ICddle Davia (irc
roseph .Smith Oro
Grazlella Parraga

1^ C04| itOllgO

Geo .Sterney <Jro
Le MlniKe

Harry Horton. Ore
.Maryon Dale
Jessica W.orth
Kstherlne .Mayfleld

l.«on & Edtlle'H

ISdUle Davis
(^ou Miirtin Urc
Ward Crane
Lina Baativetle
Iris Adrian •

Helen Wnmwrlght
VVally Wunxer ti

.MidnlKht Sun
.lack Melvln Ore
Eileen Wen:!Pl
Gerald Ine Rose
Carol Bruce

.M<mte Curio
Pierre Bea'ucalre
Mildred : Maurice
•Marlte-
Julian Altmun
Gaston
Rex Meza
Place Elegante

Bill Farrell
Benn Kauf
Tommy Mills
Joe White
Wally Shulan
Leo Lazaro Ore

Plantation Club
Skeets Tolllver Oro
Philip Maaon
Pauline Bryant

Paradise
Russ Morgan Oro

Delia Carroll
Harry Jackson
Noll & Noland
Frank Parle
Gloria Day
Gloria Whitney
Mexican 3

Pepper Pot
Joe D'Andrea Oro
Harold Aloma Ore
Iris Ray
Boyd Heathen
Frank Carey

4Jv!c«n .Mary

JD" 'Ollla Ore
v.iiel'.tt •Jocrlalne

Eihie H.-\riley
Bill Kanuon
Ann White.
Queen'M Terrace
(Woodslde. I. I.)

Charlie Strong Ore
Harriett ('arr
Ashley & Ware
John Hubert
Harry Ro.ae
Paul Carlton

Rainbow Grill

Paul Kain Oic
Marlynn & Ml<-nael

Rainbow Room
Al Uunanue Ore
Eddie LeBnrort t)rc
Paula Kelly
Ruth .VIgey
John Hoysradt
Jack Cole Co
RoBShin Kreti'limu

Volodia Katov «)tc

Nastia Pollakova
Simeon SaksnnsUy
Simeon KaravaeO
Maruala Snvn
Daria Blrse

'

.MIohel. MIchon

.MIscha OsdonulT
Klavdia Kapeloya
.Sergei Ignntenko

Htork 4'liih

Sunny . Kendin <.>rr

Jone Lopez Ore
TuveniHin-lireen

Hii^^nle BHrrell *»rr

Tokay .Magyar
Frank l)ou.';las Ore
Ilbna de Thury
Johnny Carter
Marget
Marina & Norlna

VeroullleH

M Bergere Ore
Panohlto Ore
D'Avalon Darirers
Yacht Club Boys

Village Itnrn

Mitchell Ayre.s Oro
Walter Uomihue
Maryann Meri-er
Zeb Carver Co

WhtrlInK Top
Geo Morris Ore
Russell Dracken
Irene Stanley
Trent Patterson
Ramon RIngo
Stephen Harris

WIvel
Charley Bowinan Or
Bob Lee"
Amelia Gilniore
Deane Dickens
Marion Carrol
Connie Joyce
Al Small

LOS ANGELES
Ball

Charlie l^wrence
Bruz Fletcher.

Beverly Wllshlre

Howard Jertard
VIoIa-Vaughn
Lou Sallee Oro

BUtniora

Billy & J Severln
Annabelle
Hal Derwin
Jerry Stewart
Tommy Trent
Shep Fields Oro

Cafe Callente

Elehlta
Dlana^
Leo
Miguel Dllches
Luz Dasquez
Juan Navarro
Eddie Agullar Ore

Cafe Ue I'arce

BisselB
Luke Peaalee
Geo Burns
Meta Acree
Charlie Anient Ore
Paul McLean <

Cafei I.a Maz«
Dona Gordon
Park Avenue Boys
Myrus

Clover Club
Stan Myers Ore
Cocounut Grove

Morton Downey
Anson Weeks Ore

Hawaiian
Paradise <*lub

Searles & Lena
Bobby Ramos
Princess Luana
Kay Kalalnl
EJddle Bush 3

Andy lone Oro
It Cafe

Joe .Uoshay
Bob Seai-les
Bill Roberts Oro
.lerry'N Mandalay
Tommy Howard

La Conga
Harry Ko.senihal
E Uurnndo R'ba Bd

Margaret Roach
Blue Stone Oro

Little Club
Jane .Fonea
Tiny Merldlth
Chas Thorpe

Omar's Dome
Dorothy Roberta
Walter Wade
Elmer

Palomar
Flagg & Arnold
Almo Tanner
Perry Como
Allen Speer
Ted "Weems Oro

Paris Inn
Marguerite A M
Dominie Columbo
Thora Matthlson
Ken Henryson
Klmi O'Dell
Norska
The Gregorys
Henry Monet
Chuck Henry Ore
P Selznlch'B CInb

Rose Murphy
Richard Dennis
Grey & Bergen
Evelyn Farney
Nanlta Torrass
Max FIdler *)ro
Billy Lankin

Seven Sean
Candy Candldo
Joe Frisco
Bill Hoffman
Hal Chancellor
Noel N.eil
Dorothy Filers

Somierflet Hoone
Har^y Rthgtand

TopM-'a
3 Debutantes
Nick Cochrane
Muzzy Margellino
Ted Flo RUo Ore

Trocaderu
Jose's Cuban Bd
Fernando Ramos
Bob Grant ore
V Hugo RcHtauruni
Griff \VHllams Ore
Charlie Vaughn

CHICAGO
niftnuirck Hotel
(Walnut Room)

Jules Duke Oro
Arlene (J'lJay

Betty Grey
Santoro & Lorraine
.Vlaxlne MarOeld
Grace .\lc<'ftrthy

Ulucklinwk
Bob Croaby oro
Marian Mann
Jim A J Byrnes
Loma Coijpor
J.-iok Gaulke Ore
.Maclovia Kulz

Blondlrs

Dolores Green
Billy Kemp
Frltzlc Ilcy
Edn.i Leonard
Ruth Riley
|*atHy I'.irdlse

Blue GnoM
Ralph Vlnvey
Franc's Konia
Jane Imes
Harry Singer Orr

Brevoort Hotel
(Crystal Koun?)

Florence .Sirniiberi

Clharles Baldwin
Grace Katroi
Norma Ballard

Itroudiiiont

Hank Simons
Virginia Dovell
Rusty Wurd
Betty Wren
Bllllo Fargo
Helen Durfee
Hcrbic Rudoliih Ore

4'antvan
Eddie <iurman
Rocke Romano
Toddy O'Grady
Don .Morgan
Dot & Jerry
li:dna l.coniird
Carl ."iclioltz Oro .

Chec Parc«
Abe l.yinan Oro
Harry Rlehman
3 Oxford Boys
Dolly Arden

6 Jitterbugs
Rose .Bluue
Don -jOrlah'do Oro
Evans Adnrablos

Club Al
Steen Bright
Bob Riley
Suzanne
Jean Lane
Susanne Kessler
Oliver Harris Oro
Irene Forte.ss

club Alalmm
Harriet Norrls
Kay LaSalle
Honore & Gladys
Sadie Muore
4 Ambassadors
Phyllis Brooks
.Marjorie King
Efflo Burton
Bernle Adler
Dave Unells Ore
Chalk Robln.son Ore
Rddle Rolh Oro

CInb 8|ianiHh

Pinky Tracy
Loreita DeHoer
Eve Even
Nula trouper
Kay ..Marshall
Ralston Ens
Joe Valentine
Joa Nlttl Oro

Colony Club
Lillian Carmen
Jose Manzanares <>r
Hugo dePaul.s Oro

ColoNimos
B & F Gilbert
Zang & Todd
Helen Holmes
-BlUie Machell
Jackstin. Reeves & S
Olga Dane
Frltzle Lure
Randelds-
Bobby Dahders
Bob Hyatt
Pronaph. Gls
Hollywood 6-

H«nrl Gendron Ore
Club -Delisa

Evelyn Whit«i
Elolse Williams
Bristle & Gay
John »)acar
Rhythm Willie
Bunny
Ross & Butler
Sam Theard
Charles laom
Partello Gls
Red Saunders Ore

Drake Hotel
((old Coast Room)
Hal Kemp Oro
Judy Starr
Bob Allen
Saxle Dowell
Harry Willford
Mickey Bloom
Jack LeMaIre
Eddie Kusby

Uuteh'8

Ralph Cook Rev
RIttnlan Dancers
Roberta
Peggy Moore
Helen Dove
Mort Lund Oro
Bdgewater Beacb

Hotel
(iMarlne Room)

Lelghton Noble Oro
Edith Caldwell
Chick Floyd
Muriel Grey
Harriet Smith Gla
Evelyn Pelser

ITamoaa Door
Bd Danders Oro
Terry O'Toole .

Helen DuWayne
Bernle PIncus
Bryan Wolfe

4th Club
Horner Roberta
Hazel- Talbot
Jenne
Isabel Gerhart
Adelaide Kirkoff
Shorty Ball Oro
Franke's Casino

Jue Fong
Harvey & Haxton
Betty Bennett
Dick Hardin
Honey Lee
Dol Marcelll
Evelyn Waters
Jerry Hunter
Buddy Klrbie
Rocke Ellsworth
Bob Tinsley Oro

The Gables
f.flon Chess Oro
Alice Tannen

Gay Parea
Wellington
.Mary Williams
Sam Haas
Patsy Linn
Gladys Beauvllle
Berriice Bodel
Bob Riley Oro

Grand Terrace

Sonny & Sonny
Dusty Fletcher
Howell & Coles
Sallle Gooding
Dot Soulters
Connie Harris
Leonard Reed Gls
Earl Hlnes Or<!

Gruemere Hotel
(Glass Honse Rin)

Don Pedro Oro
Elsa Harris
Ted &. Mary Taft

Harry's N Y Cab'ret

Bill Anson
Mildred Rock
Natasha
Marcla Wayne
Jean Mode
Frances Wilier
Art Buckley
Al Wagner
Blllle Myers
Lee Berllng
Dorothy Johnson
Muriel Love
Rankin Gla
Charles Engel Ore

lllcliory Inn.

4 Top Hats
The New Yorkers

HI Hut
George GIvot
WInl .Shaw
Barbara McDonald
Pal-Mar Gls
Sid Lane Oro

Hippodrome
Flo Whitman Rev
Jerry .Marks Oro
Slierone
Nyra Lou
Dee Adrian
Muriel Jo.s'eph
Genovleve Val

Ivnnhoa
Helen Sumner's
Helen Irwln
4 Hawailans
ICarl Hoffman Ore

L'AlKlun
Mury W Kllputrlch
George Buy Bd
Ennlo Bolognini Or

Hotel Halle
(Blue Front Roohw
Richard Sohreiber
lUltmore. Boys
Dixie Frances

Liberty Inn

Tommy O'Neal
Oplores Green
Rags Gullagher
Mickey Dunn
Marlta Rynn
Sylvia Tucker .

EJarl Wiley Oro
.McLaughlins

Rue Ana
Mildred Jarreit
Ginger Wood
Deone Page
Sammy Barry
Stan Carter
Jules Novit Ore

Melody .Mill

Jack Russel Oro
•Miami Club

Bezu White
Billy Meagher
Lois Lorraine
Dot Keith Gls
Johnny Pa'rUers Or
Henry Linden Ore

Millstone

Anne Howard
Jane Wagner
Olga Day
4 MonteCorle Sis
Roy Swift Ore

Minuet Club
Minuet Gls
Joe Rio
Joy Kallse
Patricia Bloor
Annette — •

Harry Fisher Ore
.MorriHon Hotel
(Boston Oyster

House >

Manfred Gottnelt

NamtilesR t'afe

Joan LaMae
Ona Mae
Ed Leon
Mildred Davis
Helen Samnis
Mae di Fill

Old Hel^lelberg

Old Heidelberi; Co
Herr Louie Ore
Geo Gunther Ore

Palmer House
(Empire Room)

Guy Lombardo Ore
Tommy Martin
Holland & Hart
J & M Mulcay
Abbott Dancers
Dolly Thon
Phil Dooley Ore

.Parody CInb
Freddie Abbott
MolUe Manor
Dollle Dolene
Sara Thebold
'.Marie Thomas
Freddie Janis Oro

Ross Bowl
Paulette LaPIerre
Gloria Panlco.
Tom Ferris

Boyale Frolics

Be» Kalmus
Radio Ramblers
Eddie White
LeBarron 3
Spencer & Foreman
Jack HlUlard
Frolics Ens
Mark Fisher Ore
Sherman Hotel
(College inn)

Buddy Rogers Ore
Boots McKenna Gls

Dome
Earl Rickard

Silver Cloud
Eleanor Leonard
Martingales
June Glory
Calif 2
Marjelene LaVoir
Marian. Boyd
Hazel Zalus
Nord Richardson
3 Tops
Johnny McFall Ore

Silver rrollcs

Continental 4
Ealalne Rabey
Roma Noble
Fay Wallace
Art Freeman

eofi Club
Billy Curr
Renee Villon
Marg Faber Gls
Jessie Rosella
Vllma Joszy^
Ruby Bennett
Ethel BroNvn
B & L Cook
Collette
Peaches Strange
Dolly Sterling
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli 3"

Sky Rocket
.Marjorie Whitney
Dictators
Mathews & Shaw
4 Kings .

B Tanks Socialite*

Stevens Hotel
(Continental Roam I

Don Julian A M
Lois Harper
Louanne Hogan
Jackie Heller Ore

Stockade Inn
Charles Chaney

SuKl-Q
Dick Buckley
.Molly Mtinner
Betty Harris
Kdlth Principle
Verne Wilson Oro

Swlngland
Joe Johnson
.Mae Olggf
Alma Smith
2 fthychni Pals
Fats Putiereon
Ted Smith
Billy & (;harles
Jlmmle Noone Oro
ThompHon'N Iff Club
Ray Reynolds
Buntho Chan
Flo Polus
Cooper & Ma.lras
Nate Churney
Dot Keith Gla
Joan Dawn
Frisco's Ore

Threo Deuces
Art Tatum

Toner Inn
Buddy Lake
Florle Manners
White Sla

Inez Gonen
Helen I>aMarr
Alice Tanner
Rhythm Gls
Kurtla Marionettes
Jerry Lynn
George Arnold
Frank Davis Oro

Troeudero
Gloria Romapo
Adelle St Clali'
Terry Circle
Roy Ranktn Oro

Villa -.Modemo
Tony Cabot Ore

Villa Veniro
C & C Lambertin
Holly Sla
Lazz^onls
Noll St Nolan

Felldo & Tama
Ann Lewis*
Linda Mar.sh
Michel & Medesca
Lou Hoffman
Renee Jay
Carlos & Carlta
F Quartello Oro
' Va^ht Club
Gareth McGrath Or
Joe Herbert
Ruth Denning
Alfredo &. Dniores
Colleen
Yacht Club Gls

/Ik Ziig
Sunny Bouche
Virginia Dare
Sakura
Larry Lux Oro

PHILADELPHIA
AnchuraRe

Bill Honey Ore
Glover & LaMae
Uall-Gali
Jeanne Landls
Judy Lane

Arcadia Iiif:

Xavier Cugat Oro
Carmen Castillo
Gall-Gall
Glover & t^Mae
Jeanne Landls
Judy Lane
Eddie Asherman
Catallna Rolon
K-Mar
Hel!fivu4<-Stratford
(.Main Dinlnfc R'm)
Meyer Davis Ore
(BuTBundy Room)
Frank Juele Oro
Cliff Hall
Murray Dancers
SdiMund DeLucca
Adolph Lanza
Benn) the Bum's

Johnny Howard
Lillarie & Mario
Betty Gale
Jean Marshall
Harrlette- Slttar
Jean Lewis
Deloyd McKay
Johnny Graff Oro
Sherman Gin (12)

Club 10

Frances Deva
Arno & Lane
Judy Cummings
Dick Thomas
Mae Masters
Tommy Lambert
Beverly Fisher
Johnny Young's Or

Embassy
Helen Benton
Bert Clenioux
Frances Williams
Owen & Parco
Andrews Sis
Gloria Mausler
Betty Lynch
Peggy Taylor
Betty Davis
Barbara Jonnston
Ann Klrwln
Pedro Blanco Ore

Evergreen Casino
Beth Chains
Joe Mllikopf Oro
Franlile Palombo's
Les Barclay
Zephyrs
Bobby Morrow Ore
Bobble Tremalne
Bert St Clair
Llonial Kaye
O'Connor Bros
Whitney & Parker
Yvonettes (6)

Henri's

Freddy Baker Ore
Caspar & Roth
M Laval

Hlldebrand's
Sid Raymond
La . Vonne
Madame Dorea
French' & Camllle
Mona Monez
Miss Babs
Richard Bach
Bobby Lee Oro

Hotel Adelphfa
<Ca^e Marguery)'

Aljen Fielding Ore
Renee de Jarnette
La Conga Gls
Don Angelina Oro

'Latimer Clob-
Virginia Renault
Jill Adrian
Virginia Llndaley
Lillian Keea
Mltzie 7.>ane
Llnwood Barnes
Manny LaPorte Oro
Little Hathskell«r

Jack Grilfln Oro
Roy Sedley
Gaye Dixon
Stump & Stumpy
Lloyd & Willis

Jack Lynch's
Jeiio Donath Ore
Vincent Rizzo Oro
Barney Zeemnn Oro
Estelle Taylor
Powern Gourand
Ghezzl
Readlnger 2

Herman Hyde
Jimmy BiHke
Jack Lyn<-h Gls (6)

Parrlsh Cafe
Blanche Saunders
Anna May b'laher
Billy tlr Flo Gross
Ted Miller
Rhythm Duke's Or

Rendezvous
Alan Gale
KInley & Grant
Helen . Shaw
Frenchie Martin
Mtlrey Gls
«ally LaMarr
Chet Fennis Ore

Stamp's Cafe
Bud & Betty
Duke Art
Evelyn Dutchess
Bobby Graham
Gene Buylos

,

Jack Hutcnmson
Irving Kraatnw Ora

811%-er l^ke Inn
(Clemenlon)

Mickey Familant Or
3 Escorts .

Jlmmle Costello
Daphne Stauffer
Lana Mono
Bob Ryan
Ilutkln'M Knthhkeliev

Marie Duval
Nanette
Viola KlalsB Oro
Frank Pontl

20th Century
Gae Foster Gls
Jlmmle Walker
Beth Bond
Southland Gla
Henry Patrick Oro
Harold Beawlck

31 Club
Mitzi . O'Neill
Freddie Bernard
Ruth Martin
Ann Rush
Bill Hey
Jerry Foster
Doll Morris
Marty Landls Oro

1.193 locust
Linda • Ray
Renee
Dolores Merrill
Peggy Bowen
Gladys Crane
Dave Layton
Bubbles Shelby
Swing King Oro

1214 CInb
R'bberleg's Williams
Mile Cream'-'
Lillian Fitzgerald
Sue Brown
Blondle Scott
I..aura .(Tathrlll
Flash & 'Son
Butter & Charlie
King's Swinger Oro

Vlklntr Caf«
Frankle ' Richardson
Suez Si Meln
Dot Landy
Sla McCall
Mildred Gilson
Marlon Llndsey
Audrey Jordan
Jerry Delmar Ore

Village Barn
Dolores O'Nelli
Dlaiie & Wlnton
Pepper Carat
Derby "Wilson
Pen Raym'ond
Harry .White Dogs
Teddy Oliver Oro
Weber's Hof Braa

(Camden)
Nino Carmino
Karl & Gretchen
Bavarians
Eldoradlans
Use Hart
Rudy Bruder
Ray Miller
Agnes D.wyer
Willie Solar
Al Bedell
Granger 'Eros

Yacht Club
Kitty ftelmllhg Oro
Jimmy Bailey
Peggy -Shielda
Eileen Faye
Roberta
Selmo Sis
Eunice Smith
Betty Hpffper.
Patricia Robinson

BOSTON
Brown DetbS

Dick Stutz' Oro
"

Blllle & .B Burnell
Virginia Stuart
Chandler 8
Lucille Doran
Gls (8) •

Club .Miiyfalr

Lewis Bonlcjt Ore
Cross & Dunn
Gj8 (8)
Renee DeJarnette
Lois & Jean

Cuconnut Grove
Freddie Craig Jr'
Jacques Renard Or
Allen & Kent
.A.rlerte Wallaco
Hylton Sla (3)
Robberts & White
Margo
T>eary & Lee
D Parrtsh

Congo
Eddie Deas Ore
Underwood & V
Hazel Diaz
Elln Johnson
Barnes & B
Crawford House

Ray PhMllps Ore
John Steele
Anno RlclianTs

Humllburg s
Don Humbert Ore
Ginger Gordon

(Continued

nofbraa '

(liAwrenre)
Jackie Duggan.

Hon i.oy i>oo
Joe Marot Ore

Hotel Essex
Duan^ Mai>:;Uiill Or
ijniy JCelly

'

Hotel * Imperial
CUlt Jarvls Oro

Hotel Statlcr
<Terra::e Room)

Clyde .Luca$ Ore
Lyn Lucas
Johnny Voogdt
' (Lounfce Bar)
Alfredo Seville
Musical Rogues
Hotel We4tmln<;ter

(Bine Room)
Knrl -Rhode Ore
Knotty Pine Room
(Hotel Woodcock)
Freddy Green Ore '

.Men'y-tio-Roand
(Copley Pl'za ll'tel)
Jimmy Avalone Ora
Old Fashioned «'»r«
Virginia Kennedy
New .\mer. Hotel

(Lowell)
Lou Clarke Ore

Ort's

Don Humbert Ore
Charley Shea
Grace Coliane
Ellis Mills

on page 53)
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Metro $ *Boys Town' Inspires Neb.

Home to Tour lO-Boy Roadshow

Omaha, Oct. 4.

On the heels of Metro's 'Boys

Town' comes the first roadshow out

of Father Flanagan's boys home m
10 years. A 70-boy unit, including

the home's choir, starts a 40-week

booking, first in Iowa and Nebraska
towns for practice, and then towards

the Coast.
, ^ , ,

Show is produced and directed by

Will J. Harris and contains two hours

of music, comedy and concert. In-

cluded in bookings are 10 weeks at

the San Francisco Exposition and
later an appearance at Radio City.

There'll be five teachers along to see

that the boys do their school work.

BOYS TOWN REVUE

Fremont, Neh., Sept. 29.

Boys Town (Neb.) Capella Choir
and roadshow. Features 70 boys

from Father Flanagan's hoys home
just west of Omaha. Staged by Will

J. Harris. Choir directed by Ed
ward Paul.

Almost 20 years ago Father Flana-
gan's lads went on the road in horse-
drawn wagons. The boys, khaki-
clad, tooted out a few simple marches
and that was that. For the past 10

years there has been no Boys Town
roadshow.
The premiere of a 40-week run

from New York to San Francisco and
many points in between proved that
the Boys Town roadshow has gone
'big time.' Producer Will Harris has
seen to that.

This time the B.T. show travels in

three car train, two carrying the 70
lads in the show and the third carry-
ing 500 costumes and expensive sets.

That'll give some idea as to the
changes that have been made -in the
show itself.

It's professionally written, di-

rected and staged. But the per-
formers are non-professional lads
from Boys Town—good looking, alert
young fellows. The show is well
balanced with music, dancing and
comedy.
The 'Wild and Woolly West' num-

ber was a show-stopper when the
boys began twirling ropes. Another
scene featured a stageful of Edgar
Bergehs and 'Charlie McCarthy's and
had them guessing which were the
wooden and which the human Mc-
Carthys.
Royal Brent, colored singer, is the

star in 'Snow Black and the Seven
Dwarfs,' one of the best of the seven
Sroduction numbers. Royal apes
tepin Fetchit'g mannerisms.
'Toy Trumpet Cadets' has an eye

catching set, snappy uniforms, simple
but fairly well executed formations
to the music of Rayn\pnd Scott's
•March of the Toy Trumpets.'
John Special's harmonica ensemble

will smooth things over with a few
more practice sessions. Casey JOnes'
number a nifty in spite of few weeks'
rehearsal.

Little Bobby Lyons wins his audi-
ence with his singing of 'Little
Buckaroo.' Harry Glasser's ac-
cordion playing will improve rapidly.
Show makes mistake in trying to

pass off Dawson Butler, impersona-
tor; Marvin Merritt, xylophone, and
Ernie Glasser, dancer, as lads from
the home. Professional experience
of this trio makes them stand out too
much from rest of show. This might
not be too noticeable after the show
gets going.

Choir's concert took last half hour
of the two«bour show and is stand-
out act. Group does 14 numbers of
classical and religious nature with
good tone control and excellent har-
mony. Director Paul has handled

. the group several years. Monte.

MUSIC MALL, N. Y.

Richard Leihert, Music Hall
Symph, Ruthanna Boris, Leon Fo-
fcine, Marie Grimaldi, Ballet Corps,
Glee Club, The Nightingales (3),
Ruth Harrison and Alexis Fisher,
Clifford Herzer and Jascha Zade,
Rockettes; 'Drums' (Korda-UA), re-
viewed in Variety April 20, '37.

In contrast to the Korda-UA film
in Technicolor, 'Drums,' current
presentation is captioned 'Black and
White.' a Russell Markert produc-
tion, settings by Nat Karson, cos-
tumes by Willa Van-H. Rogge and
lighted by Eugene Braun. The
black-and-white idea, production
ally, is good, but the sum total is
eluggish. /

Stage portion is svelte but too
classic and lethargic. 'La Sylphide,'
terped by Ruthanna Boris, Leon
Fokine, Marie Grimaldi and the
corps de ballet, is more concert than
Eicture house. The Glee Club (Vin
indhe, director) with The Night

ingales, femme trio, are the vocal
interlude preceding another terp of-
fering. The choir essays 'You Go to
My Head,' corkingly arranged by
Anthony R. Morelli.
Thence, in 'Amphitryon 40'—two

up on S. N. Behrman, in other words
—a terpsicfaorean. impression , of the
legendary Greek ' romance, wherein

Alexis Fisher as Jupiter, comes down
from Olympian heights to dancingly

romance Alcmena (Ruth Harrison).

It's probably the nearest thing to sex

on the Music Hall stage, but, being

a loan from the classics, that prob-
ably makes it all right. It's a neat

conceit and this suave dance team
may well continue the routine, al-

though the elaborate production
doesn't easily lend itself for the

average rostrum or floor.

At the 'White Pianos'—further in

the black 'n' white motif—Clifford
Herzer and Jascha Zayde were
scheduled for two piano duets but
only offered 'Blue Danube' when
caught, and elided the programed
'Rush Hour in Hongkong.' 'Minuet
in Jazz,' the Raymond Scott jazzique,

brings on the Rockettes for their in-

variably surefire hypo.
'March of Tirne' in lieu of the

newsreel, and Sabu, personaling in

the loge, flanked by the tJA exploit-

eers and a couple of Hindu guards
in native costume, further high-
lighted the opening evening. Time'
is further detailed under the news-
reels, being a particularly apt edi-

tion, as timely as that day's political

powwowing in Munich. Biz good.
Abel.

but not as emphatic as their encore.

Boys go into a strong-mah buiflesque

for a good laugh and surprise with
some legit acrobatics.
Al Gordon's trained dogs give

show swell sendoff with their well-

known but expert tricks. Tdmmy
Mann on next with rubbery, clever

dances but Is rather overshadowed
by rest of talent. Class act, Mann,
Dupree and Lee, do everything,
from adagio and taps to contortion
work, with agility and decisiveness

that would bolster any bill.

Last half given over to 'American
Ice Carnival,' giving customers a

lot for their money. Although cut
considerably ice show creates

breathless speed. Douglas Duffy
cops best applause with drunk act

arid rhumba with flaxen-haired
dummy. Buxom Dorothy Franey,
a speedster, tears around ice while
Norman Wait puts on exhibition of

figure skating.
Frances Johnson is no slouch,

either, in similar work, while Dick
and Irene Meister add an effective

waltz. ' Barrel-jumping by Bobby
Hearn is an exciting highlight.

Dozen chorines on skates wear at-

tractive costumes, Pullcn.

EARLE, PHILLY

Philadelphia, Sept. 30.

Wayne Morris, Johnny Davis Orch,
Slate Bros. (3), Frazee Sisters,

Conklin & Thomos, Meredith, Roy
Bast, Lou Schrader house orch;
'Garden of the Moon' (WB).

PARAMOUNT, N. Y;

Tommy Dorsey Orch, Connie Bos-
well, Gil Lamb, Three Titans, Edythe
Wright, Don Baker, Jack Leonard,
Tommy Sanford;, 'If I Were King'
(Par) , reviewed in Vabiety Sept. 21.

Paramount again provides the
roost for the jitterbugs this week
with a sparkling show topped by
Tommy Dorsey, Connie Boswell and
Gil Lamb. Talent is pleasantly
varied and attractively presented.
Show is a trifle shorter than usual,
running only about 45 minutes when
caught.
Of course, Dorsey is the ace of the

pack. As usual, his music is loaded
with rhythmic dynamite, and, par-
ticularly in this temple of swing,
infuses the mob with excitement.
Outfit offers four numbers on its

own, plus a hot 'Alexander's Rag-
time Band,' with Don Baker joining
in the beat at the Hammond organ,
Connie Boswell vocalizing and the
audience joining in the last chorus.
Dorsey offers some torrid trom-
bonin^ in several spots, with the
band ]ust a step in the background.
He features, himself in a trombone
arrangement of 'Star Dust.' Pretty
tasty.

Miss Boswell joins the festivities
late, then takes complete charge, of
her audience. With her customary
infectious and rhythmic lilt, melodi-
ous voice and clear diction, she
scores with 'Let a Song Go Out of
My Heart,' an arrangement of 'Night
and Day,' 'Go to -My Head,' 'Soli
tude' and 'Through the Night,' adds
the Larry Clinton adaptation of
•Martha' and winds up with the
'Alexander' finale." It looked as if

she could stay on for another half
dozen numbers at this show.
Lamb is also solid smash with his

familiar Ray Bolgerish tapology
He's especially forte in a variation
of the machine gun tap popularized
by Fred Astaire in 'Top Hat.' De-
spite his goofy clowning. Lamb con
trives to put over an- extraordinary
amount of hoofing and he deservedly
holds his house. He then presents
Tommy Sanford, young harmonicist,
who offers a speedy series of num-
bers, concluding with the sound ef-
fects to Lamb's ludicrous faking, in<

eluding a pretense of having swal
lowed a baby harmonica.
Rest of the show brings the Three

Titans, standard strong man bal
ancing turn, who score as always
Edythe Wrighfs acceptable vocal
izing of 'A-tisket.' 'Mulberry Bush'
and 'Marie,' and Jack Leonard join
ing in the vocal of the latter tune
Baker is at the house organ for the
opening, at occasional moments
the show and moves to the Ham
mond for the finale. Hobe

PALACE, CLEVE.

Cleveland, Oct. 1

Stroud Twins, Al Gordon's Dogs,
Mann, Dupree & Lee, Tommy Mann,
'American Ice Carnival' with Doro
thy Franey, Norman Wait, Frances
Johnson, Dick & Irene Meister,
Bobby Hearn, Skating Line (12)
'Hold That Co-Ed* (RKO).

For flash variety and surefire hu
mor. Palace's current bill outranks
previous two of season. Last time
Stroud Twins were here, 10 years
ago, they were spotted as 'dumb
act' acrobats. As names now, with
a radio rep from the Edgar Bergen
Charlie McCarthy programs, two co
medians still go acrobatic in one skit
but are best-sellers in breezy pat
ter.

Gabby Clarence Stroud m.c
with dour Claude heckling from
audience, which leads to walkuo to
stager Familiar stunt but- a
twi.st. Then they j»o in+o f

ABC, PARIS

Flock of independent acts have
been taken this week by 'Skip'

Weshner, Warner's zone- exec, and
with one rehearsal, melded into a
romping, well-integrated revue
Wayne Morris, who was pretty
nervous when caught, and Johnny
Davis, who, after a couple weeks
of solo, is debuting with his pickup
band, are the bill's topliners. Open-
ing.show was naturally_ragged, but
went over anyway, exhibbing
plenty of possibilities.

Davis' U-man band gets things
under way. Crew is very ordinary,
but plenty okay as the frame for the
maestro. H6 m.c.'s also, and does a
couple of the scat numbers with
which he clicked in pictures and
while with Fred Waring's band in
vaude. Rotund and good-natured,
he's a natural and needs only a little

more polish. His type of chirp-stuff,

of course, gets over big with the kids,

but only so-so with the adults.
Warbler with the band is Meredith

(that's all), femme looker with nice
pipes, but who fails to use the mike
to advantage. She's awkward on
gestures and bows. Followed by
shaggers, Conklin and Thomas,
swell-looking youngsters, who lack
variety but get over. Frazee Sisters

(2) look nifty, but their harmonizing
is n.s.h. Voices are pitched too high.
Do 'Says My Heart,' -'Moon of
Manakoora' and 'Joseph.* Arrange-
ments are tricky and good and one
of the femmes tosses in some fair

comedy.
Band comes through with a swell

novelty, 'Sweet Sue' played on vari-
ous-sizfed pop bottles. N.s.g. musically
but a neat change. Slate bros. (3)

in their usual routine next, some-
what between the Ritzes and the
Marxes, are good- for laughs. Davis-
follows them with a couple of scat

numbers and then introes Morris.
Morris sneaks out behind Davis

and tosses him out of the way. As
good-looking on the boards as in

films, star goes well' with the aud.
His turn is short, but lines are pretty
fair and he gets in some good
comedy with the Slates and Davis.
Another turn by the shag team
brings on a reprise for the curtain

Herb.

Paris, Sept. 24.

Yvonne Vionnet, Georges Bostio,

McKay & La Valle, Christiane Nere,
Boy Foy, Germaine Sdblon, Charpini
& Brancato, Rita Georg, Hanne
Musch, Wiere Bros., Ed Castel, Rog-
ers, Lilo.

Mitty Goldin's reopener returns to

mu'sic hall offerings, carrying suf-.

flcient good variety to keep them
coming. Bill carries several acts that

have been seen repeatedly in Paris,

like Charpini and Broncato, but the

pull is still there.

As always, bill is heavy on singers,

but okay. There are three Ameri-

cans who glean their share of the

payoff, the Three Wiere Bros., Boy
Foy and McKay and La Valle.

Opener is French warbler, Yvonne
Vionnet, who has difficulty warming
the house when caught. N.s.h. either
on looks or voice, she caught fair be-
fore curtain. Soft-shoe steps should
be dropped.

Caricatures and chatter by Georges
Bastia take well, including some
pretty cutting satire at world figures,
including Roosevelt. McKay and La
Valle's two appearances were split

by Hanne Musch. Boys catch best
on second drunk contortions but
some of more difficult falls not ap-
preciated by audience. Musch clicks
with two dances.

Christiane Nere, another French
warbler, catchtjs on with type of
songs instead of way presented. Fur-
nishes good substance. Foy jug-
gles atop his one-wheelers, never
seen here before and received ac-
cordingly. Especially does his jug-
gling atop the high bike bring re-
sults. His work is clean and well-
presented.
Always liked in these parts, Ger-

maine Sablon, gets by with sad of-
ferings, well sung. Although done
in French, American songs flt into
her repertoire. Charpini and Bran
cato pull applause with songs often
heard, plus fast cracks by Charpini.
They always pull at this house.
Opening second section, Rita

Georg, Viennese looker, does Strauss
waltz tunes with the Lest voice on
the bill. She'll hold her own on any
show. The Wieres put over dum^}
comedy. Bill closes with short
sketch by Charpini, Ed Castel, Rog-
ers, Hemdey, Miss Nere and Lilo,

Good comic situations , for French
audiences hold interest. Hugo.

STANLEY, PITT

TOWER, K. C.

in

nt

Kansas City^ Oct. 1.

Horace Heidt Orch with Alvino
Rey, Frank. DeVoe, Bob McCoy,
Bertie Madison, Larry Cotton, Agnes
& George, Art Carney, Jean Far
ney, Red Farrington, Three King
Sisters, Peggy Pope, house line;

'Safety in Numbers' (20th)

Horace Heidt leads his orchestra
and company, totaling 25, into the
Tower this week for his second p.a
in K. C. The first was some yea;'3
back before the leader had enlisted
radio as a publicity avenue
The hour's presentation is solid,

diversified entertainment. The lead-
er briskly m.c.'s in addition to jug-
gling, dancing, and baton whirling,
The orchestra is well equipped vo-

cally, with Larry Cotton tenoring
both pops and classicals, little Jean
Farney torching. Bob McCoy bass
ing and Peggy Pope sopranoing and
working as One of the King Sis-
ters (3.) The vocalists lay little em-
phasis on current pop songs but turn
to more solid material such as 'Ave
Maria,' with Cotton backed up hy
the prchestra as a glee club; drink
ing song from 'La Traviata,' with
Miss Pope and the g.c; 'I Can't Give
You Anything But Love' from Miss
Farney and 'Wagon Wheels' from
McCoy. ' Each goes over big
By way of an instrumental novelty

Alvino Rey plunks a 'singing' guitar
and is jiredited with its invention
Art Carney is an excellent mimic
Agnes and George, youngsters, click
in a fast, jitterbug routine, with
Heidt also taking a turn at it. Com
edy is handled mostly by Red Far
rington and Franks DeVoe in novelt.v

partee. Majority of gags good for .<;ongs but is also sprinkled through
laughs while tapping exit has punch ' the show. Quin.

Pittsburgh, Oct. 1.

Chester Morris, Lou B'reese Orch
(12), Martha Perry, Nancy Healy, 6
Antaleks, 3 Sophisticates; 'Three
Loves* Has Nancy' (M-G).

WB deluxer's essentially a band
house. Give it the best vaude acts

and they won't mean a thing. This
week, first-rate turns, headed by
Chester Morris, are lost because Lou
Breese's orchestra doesn't make the
grade.

Not exactly Breese's fault either.
He's strictly a dance-floor maestro
and hasn't made essential corrections
for de luxe houses. This is a last
minute booking for Breese since
Ben Berne pulled out because his
new network show opened this
week also.

Breese's music Is basically good
and his novelties are all right, par
ticularly his banjo solo of Liszt's
'Second

,
Hungarian Rhapsody' and

trombone player's wizardry on
Plight of Bumblebee.' However,
whole thing has been slapped to
gether without any showmanship.
Bzttoneer should at least cook up a
popular mfedley instead of his hoke
Plorodora Girl number, a weak fin-

ish. He doesn't haye a single hit-
parader on the stands. Sole conces
sion to the currently grooved" pops is
number turned in midway by his
femme vocalist, Martha Perry, al
right on looks but just average on
pipes.
Maestro also m.c.'s none-too-surely,

Opening are 6 Antaleks (New Acts),
punching out a flock of aerial thrills,
and they're followed by Nancy
Healy, cute, talented hoofer. Tries
to fit some of her stepping to _
lyrical story but gal's voice is weak
and necessity of going back .to mike
to introduce each terp bit slows her
down. She can click sufficiently on
her agile footwork and should can
the musical chatter.

Sophisticates, three gals, patterned
somewhat after knockabout Three
Sailors, do practically everything
but dismember each other. Sock
possibilities here but kids haven'
polished their stuff sufficiently.
Marquee strength lies in Morris

and film player delivers nicely.
Starts out with suggestion that one
of these days film players may be
booked into private homes for per-
sonal appearances, and then proceeds
to demonstrate the plan. Packs a lo ;

of laughs and he finishes with a brief
session of hocus-pocus. Magic isn'
particularly hot, but coming as it

does from a Hollywood satellite, gets
by with room to spare.
Breese takes over the finish for

the corny Florodora sextet, with, six
of the boys in \vigs and bustles.
Biz off at show caught. Cohen.

LOEWS STATE, N. Y.

Mol HaXletVs orch J13) with Lola
3ard, Jerry Perkins, Roy Eldredge,
Gus Van, Frankie Conville & Sunny
. 5ole, Jocic Gioynnc, Ruby ZxoerUng's
iouse orch; 'Letter of Introduc-
tion' (U).

Mai Hallett's orchestra is carrying

most of the marquee weight this

week, but the other three acts in

the layout, Gwynne, the magacian,

Frankie Conville and Sunny Dale,

and Gus Van are carrying mo.st of

the entertainment, Show reads well

on paper, but hits its peak long be-

fore the 76 minutes run. out.

Hallett's crew is blasting to the

rafters via the nine-man brass sec-

tion. It leaves little room for sweet

music, with the result that the or-

chestral end of this bill is strictly

for the jitterbugs. And making it

a little tougher on more sedate ear-

drums v/as a long-winded solo by the

drummer, who, from the very be-
ginning and by every facial gesture,
was a close takeoff on Gene Krupa
at show caught. Latter, though,
was never given as prominent a spot
as Hallett's trappist. He was all

alone on the stage, rest of the tobters
walking out—but the audience paid
and took it at this catching. If this

display of little else than excellent
physical co-ordination is entertain-
ment, so is an artillery barrage.
On successive shows, though, the
drummer was given a less conspic-
uous spot.
Another blast is the long spot

Hallett gives Roy Eldredge, colored
trumpeter, whorA the maestro introes
as Paul Whiteman's choice on his all-

swing band in a Collier's mag ar-
ticle. Eldredge hits the high notes
all right, but here again is the ques-
tion of whether a flock of tied-to-
gether shrill sounds is entertainment
for the majority of the audience in
ignorance of the actual skill and sup-
posedly excellent technique El-
dredge displays.
Other specialists with Hallett are

Lola Bard,, who gives out with the
now time-worn 'A-Tisket' and Jerry
Perkins, -tenoring a medley built on
'My Own.' Both are pleasing sing-
ers, if not smash. Buddy Welcome,
sax player, leads the crew through
'Posin' in so-so fashion, and there's
some comedy via the bass-smacker
that's more on the serious than
laugh side. Almost totally negative
is that radiolite finale, with Miss
Bard singing 'Underneath the Har-
lem Moon,' while members of the or-
chestra wave props, which form fig-

ures and finally the word 'rhythm.'
Entertainment' would be a better
slogan.
Show's opener is Gwynne, expert

Illusionist and a swell tee-off for any
bill. He's personable and deft in
making birds, fishbowls and a girl
disappear and reappear. No. 2 Is

the now standard Frankie Conville
comedy turn, with Sunny Dale as the
roughhouse vis-a-vis. It's effortless
but effective nonsense, climaxed by
Conville's Charlie Chaplin mimicry
and dime-a-dance routine with Miss
Dale. One bit that could and should
go is Conville's strip-tease. Suffers,
in comparison with similar material
done by others, notably Art Frank.
'Added attraction' currently is

Van, who has been soloing success-
fully and masterfully since the me-
morable Van and Schenck combo
was split up by Joe's death eight
years ago. Van's formula for never
letting down is a lesson to all vaude
actors—a constant change of mate-
rial. He's still doing the Italian,
Irish, Jewish and Russian talk-song
characterizations, but the specials
are almost entirely new. He s also
slipping in a sentimental poem about
Hank Greenberg, baseball slugger,
with equal effectiveness, Van spells
showmanship and plenty of it.

Biz good opening night (Thurs
day). Scho.

HIPP, BALTO

Bolfimorc, Oct. 1.

Goodrich and Nelson, Ben- Yost's
Varsity Eight, Art Frarik, Chaney
and Fox, Felice lula house orch;
'You Can't Take It With You' (Col.)

.

Held to rather brief show because

of film's length, current layout,

nevertheless, has plenty of sock and
variety. Utilizing four standard acts

for 39 mins., show gets under way
speedily via Goodrich and Nelson,

smart-working hand-balancers.

Ben Yost's Varsity Eight, in the
deuce, sing two medleys of musical
comedy and college selections, hold-
ing pace well and setting ideal spot
for Art Frank, whose impression of

femme hotcha singer is good for
plenty of laughs and a begoff.

Femme foil fits in nicely.
Chaney and Fox close in rousing

fashion. Utilizing full stage, and
supported by Camille De Montes at

the ivories, dance duo opens with
smartly-routined 'Blue Danube
Waltz,' an audience pleaser. Vocal
in Spanish and English, handled by
Miss Montes, splices wait for more
ballroom stuff by duo, this time a

potpourri of trucking, Lambeth Walk,
tango and shag. Team- has come a

long way since last caught here.

big. Burm.
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72 ST NEWSREEL, N. Y.
(NEW)

Situated in new, modern structure

at 72d street and Broadway, latest

theatre in Newsreel (Embassy), Inc.,

group opened Thursday (29). House

planned only invited audience tor

two-show preem, but then theatre

decided to open it to the public for

three shows.
Grind policy starts at 10:45 a.m.

and continues until midnight, with
special midnight show Saturday.
Newsreels, featured with enough
shorts or 'March of Time' to fill put,

follow procedure in effect at its ace
Embassy on Broadway. Admission
scale of 15c. for early afternoon and
25o. top at night also is same. It's

one of most luxurious smaller houses
in Manhattan.
New 72d Street carries out the

atreamline motif in seating, general
design and decorating. Four-tone col-

or scheme gives house .hues - anging
from pink to rust. Seats are ar-
ranged to give considerable" space
between rows. Seats are semi-re-
clining, making for comfort.
' In basement is a large lounge, with
couches and modernistic chairs. Here
is located a ticker providing latest
news. Phone booths and rest rooms
are also on this level.
Theatre seats 548, even front rows

considerable distance from screen.
Richard Cutting, youthful veteran
with Newsreel organization, is house
manager. Most of newsreels at open-
er provided special greeting screen
trailers for the theatre newcomer,
with Lew Lehr's humorous session
for Fox Movietone

.
topping thein.

War clouds in Europe, with atten-
tion focused on the Germany-Czecho-
slovakia dispute, dominate opening
program, Metro's 'News of Day,'
Pathe and Paramount give first
really graphic summary of an ob-
viously difficult camera yam without
reverting too heavily to library clips.
Par is used most, doubtlessly be-
cause it has most to offer and the
freshest material.

Introduction to Par's, coverage is
screen claim that material is the
latest to arrive from Europe, much
of it hurried past censors abroad.
This shows war preparations in
France, Germany, England and
Czechoslovakia. Reservists are pic-
tured boarding trains for front in
France. Prize shot is of Hitler and
Chamberlain going up steps to their
first confab. Use of gas masks also
Is featured. Something of bustling
efforts to call out troops is contained
In succession of scenes, climaxed by
three opinions expressed by typical
Londoners.

a^so shows library shots of
Hitler Mussolini, Daladier and
Chamberlain, arrangement of close-
ups allowing audience to hiss first
two and then applaud last pair. Reel
also has Roosevelt's final note to Hit-
ler and captures the bustle of ac-
tivity by two radio networks in
keeping up to the minute on Eu-
ropean developments.

N. of D. shows Roosevelt, the U. S.
cabinet meeting, . Chamberlain's
radio talk, library shots of English
fleet and other items touching situa-
tion. Pathe shows Benes' brother,
in America, listening to Hitler's
Sept. 27 radio speech and offers his
comment. Same newsreel' secUries
strbng story of Amer-ican naval
maneuvers in the Pacific, for benefit
of American Legion visitors to Los
Angeles.
1 Fox Movietone covers night pro-
cession at Legion convention in L.A.,
In which Hollywood stars are spot-
lighted. Also, Harry Warner's ad-
dress on ban against, 'isms' in the
Cinema capital. , Ih same Legion ma-
terial Dorothy Lamour, wearing
jungle garb, is pictured kissing the
Old and new American Legion com-
manders.
After summary of European crisis,

even the graphic shots in follow-up
story on hurricane that swept the
New England

. seaboard and Long
island fade into background. How-
ever,. Par and Movietone summarize
storm's huge toll well. Par has an
unusual view of a cameraman grind-
ing in. terrific downpour. Also shows
missmg train that stopped when
roadbed was swept away, with toll
of two dead. Fox newsreel stresses
the surprise element of storm and
weird tricks played by storm, in-
cluding a small craft that landed oh
a railroad track.

Arrival of the gridiron season is

covered by 'News of Day,' Movie-
tone and Paramount. First named
captures nice shots from Pitt-West
Virginia game while Movietone's
Army-Wichta U contest is dramatic
and much more effective than its

Minnesota-Washington battle. Par
presents its 1938 football forecast.
With California. Rice, Minnesota,
Duke and Pittsburgh shown in train-
jnEf. with verbal description by Bill
Slater. Reel boasts that its all-
American selections of last year
were confirmed later by 'other* ex-
perts.

New York^s truck strike is handled
Well by Pathe while Universal makes
something of Flint. Mich., motor
strike. Latter also shows wreckage
of plane crackup in Japan and a re-
cent fatal one in California. Pathe
has a fierce blizzard and fire in Aus-
tralia. Burying timely articles and
aocuments in cylinder at the N, Y.
World's Fair ground is interestingly
shnwn by Movietone.
Besides his smooth handling of

KTid games for Movietone, Ed Thor-
gersen also furnishes neat running

description of Cubs-Pirates first
game in crucial Chicago series. His
narration on Patty Berg's golf
triumph also is effective.
'March of Time,' with European

subject, 'Prelude to Conquest,' fills

out timely handling of war crisis.

Embassy Newsreel
Practically the same subjects here

this week as at the 72d St. News-
reel, with 'March of Time' and "a
special Emb newsreel of the Colum-
bia-Yale

.
game. This supplements

the elaborate Paramount dopester-
ing of the outstanding teams.
The Emb?s special coverage of big

local games is a seasonal stunt, with
Ted Webbe doing the spieling. It
lacks the eclat and polish of the
major news commentators, but is
sufficient for the purpose.

March of Time
Advancing schedule considerably,

March of Time was smart in rushing
its newest subject into ' the Music
Hall, N, Y., a week following a pre-
ceding releiase. Normally the sub-
jects play at the Hall about once a
month. Britain's Dilemma, as the
No. 2 portion is captioned, explains
the rush, and though it's already
dated somewhat, it's by no means
incapacitated for b.o. The dating is

explained by the fact that the di-
lemma has been solved through the
four-power parley last week, which
wrecked the Czechs.
The European mentality, as it

exists today, with special eye to
averting war and its attendant eco-
nomic strife, has been capitally
captured for cinematic documenta-
tion, under Time's expert celluloid
mirror;£g and editing.
The first subject is less exciting

but equally vivid a coverage, treat-
ing with another war, U. S. Fire-
Fighters and the progress made in
1938 to keep down fire hazards.

APOLLO, N. Y.

Cherj/l and Phillips, John La Rue,
Sandu Bums, Dolores BTowni Her-
man Reed, Duke Ellington Orch
with Ivy Anderson, Johnny Hodges
Bill Bailey; 'Boo-Loo' (Par).

This odd mixture of burlesque,
vaudeville and band is a value, some-
thing that could stand watching by
those vaude theatres that are still

floundering. House just goes on of-
fering the best colored talent which,
while it gets less money, probably
gives more show than elsewhere,
since it's in its own backyard.
With Duke Ellington topping this

week, house has less to do than usu-
ally, since maestro-composer brings
along his own topnotch production.
Currently' Ellington is doing his
fourth session here within a year
and is still packing 'em in and wow-
ing 'em. Unlike others here recently,
band does not play the pit for first

half of show but is staged behind
drop while playing for preceding
acts.

Usual snappy production number
opens show line. Number breaks up
into four tap specialties, finally tak-
ing to prop telephone switchboards
for novelty song. Dolores Brown
solos briefiy followed by Cheryl and
Phillips,, white adagioists. Latter
offer fast three minutes before suc-
ceeded by customary blackout com-
edy.
Somehow, the Apollo manages to

put a punch into its blackout lines
that none of the New York hurleys
can muster. What's more, it's lots
cleaner. John La Rue and Sandy
Burns are in this category, currently
filling Pigmeat Millard's usual spot.
Latter's almost a fixture here but
goes out regularly for other dates.
Present pair more than hold their
own and compare favorably with
Pigmeat in two routines, a telephone
mixup and a panhandler bit. It's all

in loud burley costume and lan-
guaged in. the Harlemese, which
never misses."

A Siamese dance number, with
line in production number, features
Herman. Reed, • house . singer. He's
back again in a solo, 'At Your- Beck,
and Call.' Has some voice but little

artistry before the mike. White, toss-

terpers again appear' in Siamese
number for a fast whirl of neck
hanging, etc.. after a costume change.
Routines of line are again worthy.

Ellington takes the rest of the
time. Special lighting effects and
production are good for his turn.

Offers Bill Bailey,, excellent tapper,
who does some homey gagging be-
tween taps; heavily-encored Ivy An-
derson, vocalist, Johnny Hodges' jam
group and instrumental specialists.

Band dresses the stage to kill with
ever-impressive Elliiipton at piano
fronting rhythm section and wind
instruments. Miss Brown also gets

in one song with the band, but with
poor results. Good-looking, digni-

fied lieht-skinned singer, with hair

done in bun style, doesn't look well
kootching and trying to be hot.

House lifts the roof when band
plavs 'St. Louis Blues,' Hodges' crew
piping of 'Deep Blue' and Miss An-
derson's singing interspersed. Mob
wouldn't let 'em go off after Elling-

ton's medley of his own tunes and
especially arranged others, A finale

of the Lambeth Walk seems rather

snti-climactic and unnecessary after

Ellington but house policy-of a finale

just has to be last thing in the 88-

minute show. Time is a bit heavy,

but entertainment makes it seem
less. It's that good. Hurl.

ROXY, N. Y.

Lathrop Bros. & Virginia Lee,
James Evans & Co., Del Casino.
Three Bonos, Gae Foster Girls, Paul
Ash house orch; 'Straight, Place and
Show' (20th), reviewed in Varietv
Sept. 28.

Nothing particularly distinguished
about this new Fanchon & Marco
production at the Roxy, yet inter-
esting to watch partly because of
unfamiliar faces and routine. There
are three acts, plus usual three en-
sembles by Gae Foster girls, latter
highlighting a harlemesque sequence
that offers excuse for tedious arm
and limb bell ringing drill. Not
well received. That's the chief
criticism of stage show. Also, it's

too leisurely paced.

After Lathrop Bros, 'and Vir^nia
Lee do their tapping specialties, it's

merely a procession of acts inter-
rupted and wound up with Foster
girls' efforts. Opening is slowly
paced, with line allowed to do too
little stepping, subsequent numbers
also don't permit them to step,
which past performances proved
they can do. Foster crew is divided,
one-third in male dress suits and
remainder in evening gowns for
opening. Makes for adroit posing
and a good stage scene but fails to
get the show off to a zestful start.
Lathrop Bros, and Miss Lee are
adequate without being standout,
either here or in brief finale routine.

Tempo is not helped much by
spotting James Evans, foot juggler,
immediately after this. "Veteran
turn clicks neatly but works under
handicap when prograni cries for
lively act. Evans e:ipertly handles
colored balls but climax is reached
when he balances a bed on one foot.

Del Casino (New Acts) from radio
networks, apparently is the money
name on bill. Sings five numbers
though he really gets credit for one
less because repeat of 'You Go To
My Head' is sung at side of dark-
ened stage for ensemble.

Three Bonos, tabbed as European
comedians, click after slow start.

Since reviewed in 1934, trio has
eliminated playing of musical in-
struments and has developed knock--
about acrobatics and clowning.
Two still stick to grotesque makeup
but pace has been quickened and
comedy brightened. Head-balancing
and some of roughhouse aero feats
are not new but have original
twists and win approbation because
they're neatly executed. Boys ap-
pear to have the makings of a clean-
up act if a couple of their comic
stunts, such as the fast-stepping
walk and the unusual headrto-head
arch, could be further strengthened
and others pared down.

After the opening spiel, telling
who's who on the bill, over the pub-
lic address system, the audience is

kept guessing about what's happen-
ing. Meantime, Paul Ash is waving
his baton silently over 16 musicians
in the pit.

^

There seems to be an apparent
need for an m.c. or some way in
which the acts could be better iden-
tified.

Biz only fair for second show
opening (Friday). Wear.

STRAND, BROOKLYN
Three Stooges & Eddie Laughton,

The Honeys (6), Helen Honan,.
Douglas & Roberts, Midgie Fellows,
Teddy King house orch; 'Campus
Confessions' (Par).

Passable show for the typically
Brooklyn audience here. Three
Stooges are strong enough marquee
to draw the customers and they de-
liver satisfactorily.' The Honeys are
also big-time .though no name. Bal-
ance of the bill is filler. As viewed
opening night (30), the main fault
of the show is skimpy production,
with insufficient attention to rou-
tining and pace.

Of course, the Stooges, with the
deft straighting of Eddie Laughton,
are surefire. - It's broad and low
comedy, expertly timed and pre-
sented, though some of the indigo
could be dropped profitably. Also,
Laughton's ' '"Voice of Experience'
bow-in material is bewhiskered. Act
recently played the Paramount,
N. Y. •

Also just off Broadway (from the
State) are the Honeys, mixed six-
some, offering proficient acrobatics
and taps. Former are better. Act
is strong enough to bolster any
vaude bill and would also sock in
niteries. But the dialog is home-
made. Why can't acrobats and
hoofers stay away from a micro-
phone?
Helen Honan, who's been around

for several years with various line-
ups and on her own, is back again
solo, offering impersonations and a
few characterizations she labels 'pet
peeves.' Latter apparently is an at-
tempt to get away from the over-
done impersonation field and as
such are fairly successful. Portraits
include a swing singer^ boop-a-doop
singer, concert coloratura (with a
few unci*edited lifts from Beatrice
Lillie), torch singer and femme
souse. Balance is virtually the same
Miss Honan has been offering for
years and it's pretty threadbare. A
sharp director could improve the act
considerably.
As m.c, Teddy King is good

enough for the pushover audience

—

but that's all. His band is also just

ordinary, both as to playing and ar-
rangements. There's nothing dis-

tinctive or crisp about the work;
the boys either blow away in a
groove or, when they turn on the
heat, merely make more noise. As
for King's batoning, it's plenty ani-
mated, but apparently all for the
audience, as the band ignores it.

Final two turns on the bill are
Midgie Fellows (New Acts), lively
vocalist, and Douglas and Roberts
(New Acts), shag dancers. Both
so-so. Hohe.

LYRIC, INDPLS.

Indianapolis, Sept. 30.

Hugh .Herbert, Masters & Rollins,
Sarann McCabc, The Royalists,
American Gauchos (7); 'Stroight,
Place and Show' (20th).

Counting on names . to bring' . in
the customers, house has gone light
on stage fare this week, presenting
five acts in 51 minutes, with the
lion's share given, to Hugh Herbert.
Royalists open, composed of two lo-

cal dance teams, Rochelle and Rita
and Dean and Don (new .acts).

Foursome does a good job of rhythm
tapping in pairs : and as quartet,
turning in seven minutes.

Masters and Rollins follow with
comedy antics built mostly on their
ability to make faces. Male mugs
and milks for his hand, legit laughs
being garnered by femme with her
body contortions. High spots are
novelty song, 'Chiropractor's Daugh-
ter,' illustrated bodily by woman,
and burlesque on Astaire and Rogers
in finish..

Sarann McCabe, billed as a colora-
ture swingstress, gives a jitterbug
twist to 'Mocking Bird,' 'Now It Can
Be Told,' 'Cara Nome' and 'Says My
Heart.' Has nice pipes and scores
heavily.
Herbert's turn is split into a

sketch in which he has the assist-

ance of his wife, and a single de-
voted to jokes. First is funny bit

built on Herbert's -wacky efforts to
send a telegram. Wife takes bow
and exits to leave Herbert on for
a series of unrelated jokes told out
of character. He accompanies his
jokes with a paper-snipping magic
trick.
American Gauchos (new acts),

seven men, close with skilfull

teeterboard tricks stacking three-
high on shoulder stands, and finish-

ing with triple somersault to tall

pole. Do breath-taking tricks ex-
pertly to click heavily.

Biz good at last show Friday (30)

,

which had standees. Kiley.

ORPHEUM, MPLS.

Minneapolis, Oct. 1.

Benny Goodman Orch (14), Eu-
nice Healy, Martha Tilfon, Lionel
Hampton, Teddy Wilson, Bud Free-
man, Johnny Woods; 'Valley of
Giants' ("WB).

Instead of offering a large number
of acts, Benny Goodman- wisely
gives the customers mostly what
they apparently come to hear—his
swing music. Show - is largely a
swing session and the jitterbugs. In
a frenzied delirium, eat it up. They
swing and sway in their, seats, shag
in the aisles, stamp, whistle and
shout their approval.

It's Goodman's first visit here and
his swing is the hottest ever to
strike the city. . Goodman on the
clarinet and the colored lads, Teddy
Wilson, at the piano, and Lionel
Hampton, at the drums, stir a vir-
tual pandemonium. With the addi-
tion of another -hot drummer, .and
Hampton moving to the xylophone,
it's even better.
Goodman's renditions of 'Stardust,'

•After You've Gone,' 'Don't Be That
Way' and 'Dinah' also go over big.
And the trumpeter wows 'em with
his swing interpretation of 'Ciri-

Biri-Bin'.
Eunice Healy is an attractive dan-

cer whose routine is frequently un-
conventional,' and contains some dif-
ficult steps. Martha Tilton gets 'em,
too, with .'A-Tisket.' Johnny Woods
returns with his sock impersona-
tions of radio celebrities. Material
is little changed from previous visits,

but continues to garner laughs.-
Biz big.

Rees.

EARLE, WASH.

Washington, Oct. 1.

Lucy Monroe, Gaston Palmer, 16
Roxyettes; 'You Can't Take It With
You' (Col).

Picture build-up and rsp figured
to carry the week with little help
from vaude. House has skinnpH
names to whip together three-act,
25-minute revue, which admiraol.v
maintains stage show policy, but
properly stays in the background.
Opens with 16 Roxyettes in 'A-

Tisket* number, girls cavorting under
huge, suspended basket. Lucy Mon-
roe, operatic soprano from radio,
takes over next to do an Irving
Berlin medley, 'Italian Street Song'
and 'Girl in the Bonnet of Blue.'
Gaston Palmer gets footlights

alone^ for juggling, getting over
after several misses by flicking
10 spoons into 10 glasses. Gals back
on full stage to hoof on 22-inch
white balls to earn applause and
ring down curtain. Biz bi«r.

Craig.

CHICAGO, CHICAGO

Chicago, Oct. 1.

Veloz & Yolanda, Madie & Ray,
Marion Bellett & English Bros., C.
Ray Smith, Bob Oakley, Adrian
house orch; 'Four Daughters' (WB).

"Very often the production and
chorus formerly at this theatre is

sadly missed. This week is one of
those times. Despite four acts and
the splendid efforts of tKe orchestra,
on stage, the vaude lacks color &nd
bulk.
Madie and Ray have to work hard

with their rope spinning and
tumbling to warm up this mob, a job
that the excellent line used to ac-
complish easily. After the first few
minutes, however, the two-act man-
aged to get the sluggish audience
and garner considerable palm-beat-
ing. Marion Bellett and the English.
Bros, follow with additional acrO'
batics, though they also have diffi-

culty getting across. Two fellows do
some fine pratt-falling and tossing,
but one of them is annoying by hid
persistent cadging for applause^ Miss
Bellett works- hard, as ever, but
indicates a tendency to overdo the
monkey strut.

'

From the nite clubs comes C. -Ray
Smith with his puppets. Smith works
the marionettes in front rather than
behind the curtain. Showing the
manipulations gives .the turn a touch
of novelty, however, act has more
than just novelty to put it over.
Smith tosses off three items, an off-
key soprano, a piano duo and an
impression of "Veloz and Yolanda.
Comedy puppet work on the piano
bit gets the best results.
Headlining are Veloz and Yolanda,

who just closed at the Empire Room
of the local Palmer House. Their
presence on this week's bill, with
'Four Daughters' (WB), makes this
a session for top coin. "Veloz is toss-
ing Yolanda around more than
previously, and the act is veering
away from the quiet, dignified style
that it previously exhibited. Waltz,
tango and a comedy number com-
prise the team's turn, each execute^,
with consummate skill. They're
among top stage ballroom dancers
and surefire at all times.
Bob Oakley is a quiet, unassuming

m.c. Adrian leads the orchestra
through an overarranged medley of
Jerome Kern tunes.
Biz strong last show Friday (30).

Gold.

Bills Next Week
(Continued from page 51)

June Klrkland
Polly Allen
Al Shack
Billy .Stone
Saflle Perry
FanKlSae Restaarant

(Lawrence)
Freddie Coombs Or

I'entlionoe
(Bradford Hotel)

Frank Ward Ore
. Ken & Roy Page
-Oeauvllle Bros
Barbara Lynn
Gls (8)

Royal Palms
Margie Dorello
BesBle Frofltt
Jimmy Kenny.
Jfthnny Dixon
RItz Carlton Hotel
Bunny Berigan Oro

Oro

Seville
Don Rico Oro
Sher&tnn Room

(Copley Pl'ea H'tel>
Walter Miller Oro

Southland
Jim Liunceford
Princess Orella
Pete Co
JSn^aKl
Jimmy Skelton
3 Phantoms
Gls (8)

Steuben's
(Vienna Boom)

Jack Fisher Orb ^

Towne Club
Cteorge Harris Oro

l^ocadero
AI Booris Oro

MILWAUKEE
' Bert Phillip's

Pep Babler Oro
Ethel Seldel

Billy Knack's
Donna LuPae
Louis Streeter

Blae .Afoon,

D Davidson Oro
Irene Burke
Shuttae & Kent
Virginia Rosen
Jay Jayeon
Gale t'arter

Cardinal Club
Bud Vionl Ore

. Chateau Club
John' Poat
Andrlnl Bros
Bert Gilbert
Curly Fate
Peggy Moore
Saxon Sis

Clover Club-
Weber Ore
Helen Rita
Ruth Phillips
BUen Rookaa
X.ynn Barclay
Mltzl Raye
Evelyn White

Club Madrid
Stan Jacobsen Ore
Bornle & .Yovanna
Roberta Roberts
Betty Adler
Marie Marsh
Rofie StelTeh
Frances AUls 8

Club Tcrris
Jack Teeter Oro
Phil Kestin

Comies Ship
Red Billings Oro
Gene Emerald
Ralph Lewis
Devlnes Eattles

Red Roberts Ore
Vallle Jay Ore
Wally Miller Oro
Hotel Schroeder
(Empire Room)

Eddie Varzos Oro
Tung Ping Soo
Jahe -Wiiard
JoHe Bethencourt
Ruth Martin
Lurlo Garcia
C Gold Coasters
Ruth & B Ambrose

Karl Ratflch's
.''epple Boch Ore
Helene Sturn

Lornen's
Ray Meadows Oro
Hans & Ann

LIndy's
Rick & Snyder

Ix>ff Cabin
Carl Bergman I Oro
^ MlamJ Clnii
Nick Lucas

'

Ray Wencll
Jackson & Nedra
EUisn Kaye
Skippy Reel
Rita Devere
Peggy Oeary
Johnny Davis Oro

Milwaokean
Helen Kaye . .
Bert Snyder
Ramona Costello
Teddy Capp -

Oasis
Marty Gray Oro

Old HeidelberiB
'Seppel Bock Ore
Herman Rebfedt Or

Open Door
Tlnncy Liveng'd Or
Paradise tiardena

Anthony .Dorla Oro
Pfltrls

Ben Boe Oro.
BUI Moore

Rendezvous
June "West
Marcella Mann
Weiss 2
Cleone Hayes
Vera Robsel

Beno
Rudy Sager Oro
Harry Rayburn

Schwartz
B Cummins Ore

State Gardens
Joe Le Grand
Mildred Seely
Shirley Little
Vlndlck Sis

Tic Top Tap
Jackson & Clifford
Sally Joyce
Florence Barlow
Herseys
To«vn and Country

Club
Cliff Burmek
Wlrtii'N Jt^turlstle
Steve Swedish Ore
Bill Schweitzer Oro
Jack Fexer
Ford & Barnes
Maureen Rosay
Jackie Rogan
Jane Rubey
Rogan & Mann
Wisconsin Root

Nlc Harper Oro
Loraine De Wood
Frankle Masters Or
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10 to 11 Yiddish Legit Houses

In America This Season Augurs

Best Year in Deade; 9 in N. Y.

Yiddish legit is slated for a mild

upbeat this season. There will be

10 active theatres in the country this

season, with the possibility of an

11th, the Walnut, Philadelphia, open-

ing. Nine are in New York, the other

in Chicago, the Douglas Park. This

compares with the 24 active theatres

that operated throughout the U. S. a

decade- ago, when Yiddish legit in

this country was at its height,

Once more setting the pace among
the field's producers is Maurice

Schwaxtz, who recently returned

from 'abroad, where his 'Brothers

Ashkenazi* troupe toured. They
played six weeks in Paris and two

in London. Schwartz also directed

the Ohel Players of Palestine in their

production of 'Ashkenazi' in Pal-

estine. He did not appear in the

Holy Land production, however.

Schwaftz will once more operate

his Yiddish Art theatre, N. Y., where
last year 'Ashkenazi' played for 25

weeks, following with an eight-week

American tour. Currently rehearsing

Sholem Asch's 'Three Cities,' sched-

uled to open Monday (10) night,

Schwartz has also scheduled Aaron
Zeitlin's "Esterke' to follow. 'Who Is

Who,' written especially for the Yid-

dish Art, or 'American Messiah,' mu-
sical comedy by Ossip Dymow, may
folIo>7. Former is not to be confused

with! the Leonard Sillman musical,

'Who's Who,' presented on Broadway
last season.

Besides Schwartz, others who will

appear in his group this season are

Jacob Ben Ami, Samuel Goldenberg,

Berta Gersten, Paul Baratoff, Genia
Schmitt, whorh Schwartz brought
over from Russia this season; Mi-
chael Goldstein, from the Artef Play-

ers, and Anna Appel.
Julius Nathanson's National Thea-

tre troupe, playing at the National

on New York's lower east side, will

Introduce- a novelty in its presenta-
tion of 'David and Esther,' musical
comedy by Louis Freiman, with score

l^y lUya Trilling. 'David' opens to-

night (5) at the Metropolitan, New-
ark, then goes to the Walnut, Philly,

following which it returns to the
Newark Met for a couple of more
performances before opening at the
National Saturday (10) night. Ah out-

of-town tryout for a Yiddish play
is unprecedented. Nathanson, in

addition to producing, will also star,

along with Ola Lillith, I^o Fuchs,
Irving Grossman and Diana Gold
toerg.

Five Preem Tonight

Five theatres open in N. Y. tonight

(5), when the Jewish Day of Atone-
ment holiday closes. The Yiddish
Dramatic Players, newly" formed,
debuts at the Irving Place theatre,

N» Y., with 'Round the Family
Table,' by Nathan Stutchkoff, from
his radio series on the same theme.
It's a drama with music, directed by
Michael Rausumni and music by
Harry Lubin. Featured performers
are Celia Adler, Michael Rosenberg,
Muriel Gruber and Zelda Gould,
Joseph Buloft, who had quit Yid-

dish legit for the English stage, has
joined the Players. While he won't
be in their fiist production, he'll ap-
pear in their second, a comedy, in
which he'll play the lead and direct.

Both plays will be shown in reper-
tory. Buloff last season appeared in
Michael Todd's short-lived produc-
tion of 'Man from Cairo,' on Broad-
way.
The Second Ave. theatre preems

tonight, tpo, with 'My Baby's Wed-
ding,' a musical comedy by William
Siegel, score by Alexander Olshanet-
2ky. Itzik Feld will be starred and
will produce. J'rincipals include
Hymie Jacobson, Miriam Kressyn,
Goldie Eisman, Yetta Zwerling and
Muni Zerebrov. Latter was in the
road company of 'You Can't Take It

with You' last year.
The Public comes through with

"Wise • Fool,'* also by Freiman, with
ecore by Joseph Rumshinsky. Men-
asha Skulnikj who has the title role,
and Menachem Rubin are co-starred.
Two Bronx theatres, the McKlnley

and Bronx Art, are due to open re-
spectively with 'Forgotten by God'
and 'The Woman Who Loved,' a
melodrama by Sophie Gaby, starring
Ethel. Dorf. Former is a drama by
Ben Zwi, with incidental score, by
Phil Laskovsk.', starring Sadie
Shoengold, Sam Auerbach and Max
Kletter.

The 'Hopkinson and Parkway the-

atres, both Brooklyh, opened Sept.

26 with *ttm Eternal Melody' and

'Gambling Madness,' respectively,

both to continue indefinitely. Former
is a musical drama by Simon Wolf
and Harry Hoffenberg, with a score

by Abe Schwartz. Max Wilner is the

star and director while Hannah
Hollander is featured. 'Madness,' a

drama, by Harry Kalmanowitch,
stars Rose and Nat Goldberg and
Jacob and Betty Jacobs.

The Artef Players, who have been
presenting plays in New York for

some years, are reported without
plans for the current season due to

inability to secure a theatre. The
troupe played at Daly's last season

but the Federal Theatre Project took

over the house this year. The Nora
Bayes was dickered for recently by
the group but it failed to come to an
agreement with the house manage-
ment on the rentaL

TOaOSE

London , company of 'Golden Boy'

was reported, closed Saturday (1) on
orders from Equity, although there

was a two-week notice which does

not expire until the end of the cur-

rent week. Group's show had been
slipping ever since the original cast

was withdrawn and British audi-

ences sensed it was not the No. 1

troupe that originally opened and
scored so solidly.

Robert Goldstein had the show
over there and after saying he would
pay salaries, appears to have changed
his mind. The players guarantee
coin was on deposit with Equity in'

New York. Deputy with the show
frantically cabled that the money
was needed. Equity asked it part

of. the salaries would be acceptable,

with the final pay-off in N. Y. upon
return of the company.
Again the actors in London asked

for all that was due them and $2,250

was transmitted by cable. Cost of

sending the salaries In that manner
was more than $5ffj which amount' is

chargeable against Croldstein, should
it be figured that not enough guar-
antee money had been pbsted.

Equity stated that while the two-
week notice applies regularly, the
rules stipulate that if the cast is not
regularly paid off, the association

has the privilege of ordering its

people out and the manager may be
required to pay the players for the

current week. Group Theatre
people do not appear to be involved
in the matter.

Group's original cast is on the road
in 'Boy,' but it is slated to start re-

hearsing 'Rocket to the Moon' while
on tour. Understood the players will

be gradually withdrawn, with the

London bunch probably replacing.

'Rocket* is due into the Belasco,

N. Y., in December, but the show Is

booked through the fall in the sticks.

Current Road Shows

(Week of OcL 3)

A Woman's A Fcol—To Be
Clever,' Erlanger, Philadelphia.

'Abe Lincoln in Illinois' (Raymond
Massey), National, Washington, D. C.

•Amphytrlon'-'Sea Gull' (Lunt and
Fontanne), Colonial, Boston.

'Brother Rat,' Werba, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

'Candldn' (Ann Harding), Curran,

San Francisco.

'Golden Boy' (Liither Adler-

Frances Farm(;r), Harris, Chicago.

'I Am Differcul' /Tallulah Bank-
head), Selwyn, Cl.scago.

Td Rather Be aixht' (George M.
Cohan), Forrest, Fhiladelphia.

'Knickerbocker Holiday' (Walter

Huston), Shubert, Boston.

'Madame Capet' (Eva Le Gal-

lienne), Locust, Philadelphia,

'Pins and Needles,' Shrine Aud,
Des Moines, la, (a); Aud, St. Paul
(4-5); Lyceum; Minneapolis (6-8),

•Shadow and Substance' (Sir

Cedric Hardwicke), His Majesty's,

Montreal.
'

'Susan and God' (Gertrude Law-
rence), Paramount, Salt Lake City

(3-4); Aud, Denver, Colo. (5-6);

Paramount, Omaha (8).

'Soliloquy,' Aud, Santa Barbara,
Cal. (7-8).

'Tobacco Road,' Saratoga (3); Hud-
son, N. Y. (4); Kingston, N. Y, (5);

Plainfield, N. J. (6); Morristown,
N. J. (7).

'What a Life,' Wilbur, Boston.
'Whiteoaits' (Ethel Barrymore),

Plymouth, Boston.
'Women,* Erlanger, Buffalo (3-5);

Strand, Ithaca (6); Masonic Aud,
Rochester (7-8).

'Yen Can*t Take It With You/
Nixon, Pittsburgh.

AGENTS SEEKING

com BOOST

Future Plays

'Why Not Now,' a new musical
with book, and lyrics by Harry du
Pree, now being cast, is said to be
the first of a series of three new
plays to be presented by the new
firm of Harold Kline & Delyce Deer-
ingl

'Million Dollar Gate,' prize fight

comedy by Damon Runyon and
Irving Caesar, preems after the New
Year as a Jack Curtis production.
'Dear Octopus,' current London

play by the English playwright,
Dodie Smith,, will soon be placed in

rehearsal by John C. Wilson, who
plans to offer it late in November.
'The Land of Living,' which repre-

sents three years of effort- by Marc
Connelly in depicting social condi-
tions of this and past eras, will be
presented by the author in associa-

tion with Bela Blau late in No-
vember.
'The Traitor,* new dramatization

by Michael Davidson of 'Chocolate,'

Russian classic, has been acquired
by I. A. Jacohy.

New York's legit casting agents
have started a movement for an
increase in allowable con\missions,

which at this time is fixed at 5%
for most of the engagements se-

cui^ed. Representations have been
made to Equity to that end and a

commission has been named by the
actors' association to consider the
proposals.

Equity committee met with one
acting, for the casters, without con-
clusions being reached. Session
followed a.meeting of the agents last

Thursday (29) in the office of Bris-

coe & Goldsmith'.; Casters cbmmit-
tfee is George Goldsmith, Jane
Broder ' and Lestfer Shurr. Equity
people were Rebecca Brownstein, of

the legal staff; Albert Kappeler,
Maida Reade and Hugh Rennie,' lat-

ter three being of the council .

Chances of the agents upping
commissions appear to be doubtful,

according to Equity leaders. Latter
say that not all players obey the
5% rule and that casters in many
instances receive more than they
will admit to. Equity realizes the
difficulty in checking on members
who are believed to pay a higher
rate to their agents. Claimed that
some pay 10% or more on the
chance that the agent will favor
therti in securing engagements.

Thei agents, however, indicate by
the present movement that a large
percentage of players are paying
only the Equity rates. Equity still

controls the casters through its per
mit system. There are three
classifications, one calling for a 10%
conimission for the length of the en
gagement provided the actor is

guaranteed 20 weeks per year, and
another permitting the same per
centage for 10 weeks under certain
conditions,

Equity aims to shake down the
list of accredited agents, some of
whom are virtually inactive, or op
erating for hustlers who have not
secured permits. Association de
Clares its permit system will con-
tinue along the • same lines as be-
fore, although some changes in the
regulations may be made.

'Chillun' Halted
Los Angeles. Oct. 4..

Protests by Equity caused a tem
porary halt in the plan to move the
L. A. Federal Theatre Project show,
'Run, Little Chillun,' to the Geary
theatre, Sdn Francisco.
Equity protested against commer-

cialization of Federal shows. Com-
plaint was referred to Washington,
where a decisipn may set a precedent
for future tie-ups with private pro
ducers.

Radio and Yesteryear W.K.s Giving

Legit Theatre Plen^ New Faces

White Flag

Lynchburg, Oct. 4.

After six years of strife, Local 390,

lATSE, and officials of Randolph-

M8(c6n Woman's College have buried

the hatchet. College auditorium had
been blacklisted since 1932 because

it refused to hire union labor for

travelling shows.
Trouble that brought dispute to a

head was cancelling out of National
Symphony Orchestra last season,

after several hundred ticket3 had
been sold. Plenty embarrassing to

the college. Under the one-year
truce, college is required to call in

union help whenever admission is

charged for a touring attraction.

When no admission is charged, no
union labor is to be used.

FTP TO SUPPLY

D A T A 0 N

^ show-down on WPA's intentions

in regards to its theatre project

wedging into the commercial end of

show business has been demanded

by Equity.. As a result, J. Howard
Miller, assistant national director of

the Federal Theatre Project, Came

from Washington and conferred at

length with Equity's WPA commit-

tee late last week, when many
questions were put and Miller de-

parted promising to issue a state-

ment clarifying the WPA theatre

aims.

Equity has taken a firm stand
against the government arm com-
peting with commercial showmen,
but the' relief th.;atre project heads
have put up an argument defending
their d^als thu*. far. Referring to

'Run Lil Chillun,' • a colored .WPA
musical on the Coast, now undet
commercial management with the

project having a participating ar-

rangement, Miller stated it should
not be regarded as competition
jagainst legit,, because there are no
shows touring in that territory.

Over Equity's Minimum
Stated that Equity will insist that

Equity conditions must apply to any
WPA attraction that enters the com-
mercial field. That particularly ap-
plies to the minimum salary of $40
per week. Miller pointed out that in
the case of 'Chillun,' the players will
receive more than the association's

minimum, because of the allowance,
of $3 per day for maintenance, which
is paid Federal employees when
traveling. The allowance of $21
weekly, plus the $23.50 security
wage, means the 'Chillun' cast will
all get $44.50 each weekly. Show is

scheduled for six performances
weekly, whereas legit is .usually
given eight times. It was agreed that
the price of tickets be $1.65 for the
showing under commercial manage-
ment, as against the $1.10 and less
formerly.
While the- explanation was partly

satisfactory to Equity's committee,
the association's officers are still un-
convinced about WPA's course in
making commercial contacts.' In
particular, they want to know if the
relief outfit intends trying out shows
for managers under the relief set-up.
Stage hands and musicians want to
know about that, too.

Indicated that WPA puts no limit
on the cost of production, at least ih
respect to long rehearsals during
which time the actors are paid.
Pointed out that WPA is in actual
competition with the managers in
that direction, since the Equity rules
limit the rehearsal time and stipu-
late when salaries must start. There
is a growing belief among actors not
on relief that those in WPA are paid
more during the yiear'thah the aver-
age player who does not land in a
hit.

Millet contends that WPA has
been a factor in elevating a number
of its people, and he cited the names
of those who went from the relief

payroll to commercial legit attrac-
tions and into pictures.

Although the talent hunt for the
stage is keen and there has been a
cry that because stock is out the
training source has dried up, the
new season has already proved that
other fields are developing players.
In addition, it is evident that some
of the standouts of other seasons are
back behind the footlights.

Radio is now recognized as being
the new training ground for talent

and that field is far flung, the stage
now having players from both coasts
through alert casters. Last week,
'Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' which
opened at the Miller, N. Y., dis-

played two radio names—Helen
Claire and Benay Venuta. Both ap-
peared in legit before, but it was
over the air waves that they really

scored.

Both are radio favorites, with Miss
Claire the best known. She is now
in position to earn double salary, but
is definitely established on the stage

through her work in 'Kiss the Boys.'

From the Coast via radio in legit

are Mary Martin (for 'First in the

Hearts') ahd Joy Hodges, who
was in 'Id Rather Be Right,' while

Mary Jane Walsh, yrho was In

the same show, is no^ in 'Sing Out
the News' at the Music Box. She
was on the' aiff and sang with a

band prior to Broadway. Currently
agents &nd casters are scouting

Ginny Simms, who is entertaining

with Kay Kyser's band. Conductor
knowfi he will lose the artist, but
is frankly urging her' legit progress.

Favorites Reappearing

Among the favorites of other years,

the standouts in action are high-

lighted by Vivienne Segal, whose
performance in 'I Married,an Angel'

(Shubert, N. Y.) is rated tops. Elsie

Janis is returning in a new musical.

Helen Ford is coming -back in an-

other called 'Great Lady,' while

Frltzi Schefl is in 'I Am Different,'

not a musical and not sure of reach-

ing Broadway, after an uncertain

start on the (5oast.

After 15 years in legit as a straight

player, Walter Huston comes back as

a song-and*dance man in 'Knicker-

bocker Holiday,' bne of the highly-

touted shows due on the Main Stem
soon. Huston swore off Broadway
following a disappointing appearance
in 'Othello* and declared he was go-

ing to the Coast permanently. The
lure of the stage, however, caused

him to change his mind. There is

little doubt that Huston wanted- to

get back into the going that devel-

oped him from a vaudevillian (Hus-

ton and Whipple) to a Stage star.

.

World's Fair season promises to

attract, too, any number of names
from California's' gold coast, if not

from radio.

Clarify Duties Of

FTP Heads in L A.

To Curb Protests

Los Angeles, Oct. 4.

Recent complaints of actors and
others that they have been getting

the runaround in their dealings with

the local Federal Theatre Project

have resulted in an official defini-

tion of the powers and functions of

the chiefs in this territory.

While administrative and financial

activities of the local FTP are su-

pervised by the Works Progress Ad-
ministration in Southern California,

under direction of Lieut.-Col. Don-
ald H. Connolly, full control of tech-

nical personnel rests with Georg*
Gerwing, Southern California direc-

tor of the project.

Gerwing is directly responsible to

Mrs. Hallie Flannagan, national di-

rector in Washington, for the tech-

nical personnel, including talent,

scenic, costume, construction, house

management, publicity and research.

Gerwing, and not Col. Connolly's

office, handles directly all assign-

ments and adjustments where tech-

nical personnel is involved. As a

consequence, numerous complaints

filed at WPA headquarters are being

referred to the theatre project di-

rector, Gerwing, who has sole juris-

diction.

Federal Project division, located at

WPA headquarters, handles adminis-

trative and financial matters for all

five of the 'cultural projects' in

Southern California: theatre, art.

music, writers and historical records

survey.
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TMArSCONSimmONALWOE
HeDzapoppm' Raisiiig Hob Ainoi^

Critics, NotaUy WincheD-AndersM

The critics have hammered several

of the new season's attractions with

indicated justification, but along

Broadway show people figure that

most of the reviewers have leaned

backwards in not giving the better

arrivals promising notices. Case in

point includes 'Hellzapoppin' at the

46th Street, which was accorded mild

mention at best with the exception

of Walter Winchell, whose opinion in

the Mirror was a rave. Excellent

attendance last week substantiated

the opinion.

Mirror columnist, who decided to

cover the premieres this season,

wrote followup plugging comment
on the revue and ribbed John Ander-
son ol the Journal, who slammed
'Hellz' aplenty. Anderson came back

and questioned Winchell's memory in

saying that the critics thought the

revue too rough, but countenanced
such stage business as spitting in the

face. The reference was to Lunt and
Fontanne in 'Point Valaine,' several

seasons ago. Check-up showed that

five of the nine reviewers gave that

play adverse notices, three being
favorable and one non-committal. It

is claimed that Noel Coward, who
wrote 'Valaine,' was so piqued over

the reviews that he refused to write

for a year. Show flopped.

Anderson's Comeback
Winchell was so enthusiastic over

'Hellz' that there were cracks that

he bought in on the show. Anderson,
in his article last Friday (30), re-

taliated, yarn including George Jean
Nathan, who also liked the show.
In part he wrote:

'Walter ('Hellzapoppin') Winchell
has been giving his gentle aisle-

jnates a wild razoo for their failure

to admire what must be almost his

favorite entertainment, the Olsen-

John rowdy-do. at the 46th St. Thea-
tre. He and Mr. Nathan, another

•Hellzapoppin' poppa, snicker and
point and indicate, to the rest of us

that they are men about town, who
• know a good corset joke when they

hear it, and as one who delights in

their Minsky happiness, I can only

offer them my envious congratula-

tion?,

'They were gossiping jovially

about their unfortunate colleagues

the other night and Mr. Winchell
said that the other critics laughed at

'Hellzapoppin,' but wouldn't admit it,

and Mr. Nathan's five cents worth
was to the effect that if an American
comedian slaps a woman on the

bustle it is vulgah, but when Noel
Coward does it, it is no end chic'

Journal's reviewer also quoted
from his o\yn notice anent 'Valaine,'

proving the Mirror reviewer wrong.
Anderson alluded to the Coward
play as 'a weak, trashy job.'

WtTake It' Pic

Vs. Legit in Cleye.;

OK Season in Sight

Cleveland, Oct. 4.

Warner's Hipp got the jump on
Bill Blair's Hanna, legit house which
reopens Oct. 10 with 'Ybuf Can't Take
It With You,* by bringing in Colum-
bia's film version for current week
Poster fight between two theatres

rather confusing, but not hurting
business. Film is doing very satis-?

factory, and play is getting a strong
advance sale on strength of all the

unusual publicity.

Legit outlook for Hanna looks

brighter, than it has for last two
years. After Sam Harris' opener,
Blair has twelve attractions in the
bag. 'The 'Women* arrives Oct. 17;

'I'd Rather Be Right.' Oct. 24; 'What
a Life,' Oct. 31; Katharine Cornell in

'Herod and Mari.amne,' Nov. 7 before
hitting New York; 'Pins and Needles,'

Nov. 14; 'White Oaks.' Nov. 21; 'Blos-

som Time,' Nov. 28; 'Shadow and
Substance,' Dec. 5. and Helen Hayes'
'Victoria Regina,' which cracked
Hanna's records last year. Dec. 12.

^fter 'On Borrowed Time,' Dec. 19.

"^lalr is booking 'Of Mice and Men'
" Xmas Week.

CONNELLY ANGLES FOR

HOWARD TO DO 'LIVING'

Leslie Howard is being considered
for the lead in Marc Connelly's new
play, 'The Land of the Living,' for-

merly called 'Spring Legend.' Flor-

ence Williams is set for the femme
lead. Cast will number 45. Story
deals with Colonial days in the light

of present social conditions.

Connelly and Bela Blau will pro-
duce, the author will direct and Jo
Mielziner will do the sets. Opening
is planned for November.

EQUITY CLAMP

ON HELLZ'

FORHM
'Hellzapoppin,' musical at the 46th

Street theatre, was nearly closed by

Equity early last week. Failure to

pay rehearsal money to the cast and

chorus brought about an impasse

that affected the chances of the sur-

prise hit. Around $4,000 was owed,

with the management stalling. Show
is owned by Olsen and Johnson,

with Lee Shubert and Harfy Kauf-
man in.

The revue received mostly mild
notices and the management was
dubious about it draw. Word-of-
mouth anent the laugh show, hqw'
^ver, jumped attendance to capacity,

with the aigencies selling all allot-

ments and calling for more tickets.

Still the coin for rehearsals was un-
paid and Equity virtually said 'kick

in or else.* Only then did the man^
agement come across.

It appears that the chorus was told

that . it was a revue and their re-

hearsal pay wa due from the start.

Not until the' Associated Actors and
Artistes of America ruled the show

revile, was the status of the cast

established so far os the rehearsal

pay and the eight-performance rule

were concerned. American Fediera-

tion of Actors, which is the vaude-

ville union, attempted to assify

'Hellz* as a variety show, to the

satisfddtion of the management,
which proposed to play twice daily

including Sundays. Equity proved

its point by .showing the'- there

were as many rehearsals as for a

musical comedy, pointing out that

vaude bills needed no such prepa-

ration.

Rush on the b. o. was so heavy
shortly after 'Hellz' opened that both

Shubert and Kaufman were in at-

tendance, .pulling what is called 'a

George White,* latter having hrd the

habit of selling tickets to his shows.
Matinee biz was considerably under

nights and the Wednesday afternoon

performance will be replaced by a

Thursday midnight show this week.

"Understood the Theatrical Managers,
Agents and Treasurers union advised

the b. o, people that they were risk-

ing the standing of their surety

bonds and indirectly ordered the

managers out of the ticket compart-
ment.

Bordoni's Foreclosure

Irene Bordoni, comedienne, was
named defendant Mondayjj^O) in N.

Y. supreme court in a foreclosure

suit filed by' the Bank of Savings on

the singer's former home at 78th

street and Park avenue, N. Y., on
which she had obtained a loan of

$45,000 on a qiortgage in 1928. Miss

Bordoni had obtained the loan from
William Henry Corbitt, who assigned

the mortgage to the bank.

The latter claims the singer has

faJe*. to pay either the interest or

any part of the principle since 1935.

Union's Meeting Marked by
Heckling and 'Factional

Differences — Yiddish
Group Sides with P.A.s

to Push Through 'Neiy

Laws Which Would' Di-

vorce Different. Elements

AUTONOMY ANGLE

All Sunday afternoon (2) and close

to midnight the Theatrical Managers,
Agents and Treasurers union battled

in the Hudson theatre, N. Y., over
its proposed new constitution with-
out coming to a conclusion. Fac-
tional differences cropped up fre-

quently arid heckling interrupted the
adherents of one side or another fre-

quently. It was finally decided to

adjourn and convene again next
Sunday (9), with those opposed to
the new document declaring it has
no chance of acceptance.
Afterwards it was charged 'that

radical elements among the ptes's

agents' group attempted to steam-
roller the new draft to their' own
advantage. Lined up with them is

the Yiddish group, which conceded
that their pay limit downtown was
less than that earned on Broadway;.
The treasurers had nixed the pro-,

posed constitution prior to .he ses-

sion and during the week the man-
agerial (house and company) group
followed suit. Reported that mem-
be^ in Philadelphia and Washington
are^also opposed.
Claimed by opponents to the pro-

posals that the constitution sub-
mitted would partition the union and
thereby defeat the very purpose of

the organization. Among the pro-
posals is that each group have, its

own officers, a council and treasury
Coin would come from the dues, 75c
of each $2 paid per month going to

the various proposed chapters. It

would rtiean that each chapter would
have autonomy, v/bereas up to now
the various groups rfteet

. separately
and make recommendations to the
board. Proposed clause would per-
mit the formation of a chapter by
25 or more members and one objec-
tor said TMAT might soon have more
officers than average members.

P.A.S' Burnup •

Reason for the press agents striv-

ing for the proposed constitution is

not clear, although it is believed
they did not get the best of it froi.i

TMAT. P.a.s were virtually forced
to join the union, biit they, received
a document assuring them of the
right to make their own rules, that
group being alone in this respect at

first. However, .the .manager$ and
treasurers have since deriianded the
same leev/ay. Since joining the union,
the p.a.s must have associates if tak-
ing more than- one shp;w apd the
'share the A^ork idea' is known to

have irked some of. them.
Difference of opinion about split-

ting TMAT into .separate chap ers has
resulted in the formation of a fac-

tion that would like to see the or-

ganization much more compact than
it has been to date. This group aims
to work for a union along the lin;s

of the New York stage hands (local

1, lATSE). That union has two gen-
eral classifications under one head,
they being stage hands and picture
operators. Idea is to have one group
for the legit in entirety and one for
pictures, all other groups being
dropped.
Any number of TMAT members

want more leeway in the chances to
obtain .iobs. Anv head of depart-
ment in the deckhands union can go
after a .iob in any othdr rlennrtment
(carpenter, props, electr!cin!i). but
here are limitations in TMAT. The
N. Y. Dress a«ent group oxrlndes
road advance men, for one thirty.

The latter w?n+ the ri«ht to tn!.? a'

job in publicity posts, or to -mnnntc
a hou.se or attraction. Not infre-
quently such showmen are trained

(Continued on page 58')

Ticket Code in Partial Operation,

But Mgrs., Brokers Differ On

Benefits; Agencies' Protection

ABSENTEE DOLLS

Chorus Equity's First Quarterly
Meeting Draws Only 40

Chorus Equity held its first quar-
terly meeting in New York' Friday

(30), as required by ;.he new regula-

tions adopted last year. It was a rou-
tine session, with no issues being
raised. About 40 members were in

attendance, a negligible percentage
of. the associavion.

Arthur Byron, president of Equity,

presided.

TOMORROf DID

NOT HAVE

A FUTURE

Quickest Broadway flop of the new
season was 'Thanks For Tomorrow',

which stopped • after two perfor-

mances last week at. the Bayes roof

theatre only occasionally used. Show
which drew a heavy critical ^drub-

bing, opened on Tuesday (SepL '27).

with bankroll trouble prevailing.

There was no matinee the nes^t day
because a truck" arrived and . the (Elec-

trical apparatus was carted away
after no coin had been paid the
lighting company.
Show went on without lighting

effects that evening and then stopped.

Carpenter back - stage demanded $73
due him, but there was. but. a few
dollars in the ' box office. Tickets

had been alloted' the cut rates and
the management phoned Leblang's
asking how many had been sold. ' At
the time $6 worth had been disposed
of by the bargain mar*, and it' was
decided to fold. Actors, however,
•\vere paid off by Equity, which had
the salaries on deposit....
'Tomorow* was presierited hy Jay

Strong, said to. be. a pal. of Richard
Whitney, the Wall Streeter who stole

a couple of millions and is now in

Sing Sing.

Understood that Strong built up
his own subscription list, raising

around $10,000 from 1,000 persons
who kicked in $10 each. He sched-
uled .four plays per. season, operat-
ing mostly at the Heckscher, little

theatre in uptown N. Y.
Actors in .'Tomorrow' burned plenty

over the notices, ' talzing patticudaf
exceptioh to that in the Mirror by
Walter Winchell. At least one of the
leads threatens suit on the grounds
that he called most of the players
amiateurs.

Broadway's legit theatre ticket con-
trol system is at least, partially func-
tionmg, with the managers saying the
code is helping, the brokers, and the
latter claiming the League of New
York Theatres committee has' been
slow in carrying out the re.gulaticns,

particularly concerning the box office

end of its restrictions.

Managers pointjout that several not
so hot attractions have opened, for

which the brokers would have, been
forced to make buys. As such trans-

actions are ruled out by the code,,

showmen contend the agencies are
thereby being protected against loss

on tickets they would not be able to

sell.
~ Brbkers admit that th,ey might

have been alloted more tickets than
they are selling for the shows in

question.

With the league not yet policing

the agencies, it is not certain what
percentage of tickets are being sold

at the 75c premium ' maximum, but
some agencies are reported getting
high prices from patrons who do not

.

care about limitations so. I6ng as
they get desirable locations, "rhere
is no doubt -about the heavy ticket

demand for at least two new hits, and
that is what raises prices.

Claimed that the code's restriction

that b.o.'s retain'25% of capacity for
direct sale was not ^operaiting, biit the
league sent out instructions to both
the agencies and managers concern-
ing that provision jand other require-'
ments, and thi^ weliBk should find the
code operating rnore fully. . it was in-
tended to have a different Ic'ol'oi* for
tickets retained by the.-.th^atres, b.ut

that was found to be in^practical. and
such tickets will be stamped by box-'
office people, with a warning to bro-
kers not to' deal in such allotments^

No Official Sked
;

Although still refusing to tiame
which managers, brokers and what
theatres, or shows, they must not do
business with, the agencies signatory
to the- code have been instructed to
deal only with accredited persons,
managements and theatres. Agencies
nave been, instructed tq start paying
the league three and ^ half cents on
every ticket sold, coin, to bp remitted
each Tuesday, checks to be ma^e oiit

to the 'Theatre Ticket Enforcement
Account.'

.
Forms to be made out by thelagen-

cies list 29 legit theatres, the number
of tickets sold for each to be account-
ed for. There are mpre than half a
do2en houses unlisted, and the agen-

(Contlnued on pag^ 58)

Switching Albany House
Into Sports, Dance Arena

Albany, (Dpt. 4.

Capitol, Albany's
.
sole legitimate

theatre for 10 years biit open only,
occasionally in recent seasons with ?
variety . of -policies, apparently is to'

be altered into a boxing-wrestling,
dance arena.

William W. Farley, owner of this

and other theatres and o^e-time
chairman of the Democratic State
Committee, filed with the Municipal
building department a sketch of pro-
posed interior structural changes.

^Eeilard's B'way Comeback
Ralph Kellard, vet character ac-

tor, has returned to Broadway from
the Coent and v/ill try a comcbnek
in Iftgit. He l:as been in filims for
many ycaic, hflviii.'j gone to IlolJy-

v;o.i>3 d'.uing the siior.t rloys. Ka v/as
fonooily ii) sioc'<: a:iJ oj» Broadway.
Robert Kellard. a pen, is an actor

on the 20lh Century-Fox lot.

Probers Into Cleve. Aud

K^t Claim San Carlo

Was Taken for KOOO
Cleveland, Oct. 4i

Investigation of alleged misman-
agement of Cleveland's civic audi-
torium, particularly in dealings with
Fortune Gallo, revealed that" the
opera promoter .allegedly lost sev-
eral thousand dollars in January,
1936, when passes were illegally
sold.

Irregularities involved the box-'
office sales during performances of
the San Carlo Opera Co., according
to assistant city -law director, Ed-
ward Blythin, who is checking the
books. Exact amount of the loss has
not been figured, but Blythin claims
it might reach $4,000. Gallo rep. in
N. Y., however, estimated the loss at
$1,500, top.

PAGING THE WPA
Greenville, S. C, Oct. 4.

Among the many Charleston land-
marks damaged by last week's tor-
nado was Charleston's .historic Dock
Street theatre, only recently restored
by WPA funds.
A huge chimney and a skylight

over the stage were fUined, while
several beams from a nearby build-
ini; were blown into the theatre,
causing internal damage.
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Plays on Broadway

Kiss the Boys Goodbye
Coniedy In three acts presented at Henry

Miller's, N. Y., Sei)t. 1!8, '38. by Hiock
Peinberton; written by Clnie Boothe;
staged by Antoinette Perry; tS.30 top.

Millard Mitchell
\Vyninn Holmea
....Uelcn Claire
, .Fmnk Wilson
, .OlUe Burgoyne
John Alexander

I^loyd Lloyd
Conductor
Cindy Lou Bethany
OcorRe. :
Malmle
Madlaon Breed
R J. WIckneld.; Edwin Mcnnder
Leslie Rand Carmel VTMle
orace Rand PhlUp 01>er

Herbert Z. Harner Sheldon I^eonar*
'Top' Rumson Hugh Jlarlowe

Mvra Stanhope Benay Vemita
Oscar Lex Lindsay

Mitchell, as the director (with the
burps); Benay Venuta, as Myra from
Brooklyn, and Philip Ober, as the

host. The two colored servants,

Frank Wilson and OUie Burgoyne,
may have too many lines, but they
belong in this unusual diversion.

Ibcc.

There is enough humor, satire and
laughter to insure a run- for TCiss

the Boys Goodbye*; and the title is

attractive, too. It's the kind of a
script that Brock Pemberton and
Antoinette Perry have been looking

for ever since 'Personal Appear-
ance,' which clicked in the same
Henry Miller theatre.

'Kiss' has more substance than the
latter play, with a welter of bright

lines, so many in fact that Miss
Perry asked Clare Boothe to take
some out. It is the second sparMer
from Miss Boothe, whose 'The
Women' was a top draw for more
than a year on Broadway. First-

nighters did not agitate themselves
over the new show, but that is not
always indicative, and it seemed
clear that the play possesses plenty
of entertainment for theatregoers.

With Georgia, Holljrwood and
Westport as backgrounds, the author
has arrayed an assortment of char-
acters, including newspapermen
and magazine people, ,to speak the
brilliant lines concocted by Miss
Boothe (Mrs. H. R. Luce). The pro-

ducer selected a cast that acts the
play to the full, too much so at the
premiere, though there is a compara-
tive newcomer, Helen Claire, who all

but runs away with the show.
Story really has to do with the

search for a girl to play Scarlett
O'Hara in the contemplated fllmiza-

tion of 'Gone with the Wind.' For
the stage the yarn is 'Kiss the.-.Boys

Goodbye,' and the femme lead for

it is Velvet O'Toole. It, too, is about
the Confederacy's side of the Re-
bellion—and 'way down South they
still argue that they won the war,
perhaps somewhat in the manner
that the heroine does here.
" Play, which is all theatre, starts

too rapidly, the actors talking so
fast in the first act that they over-
lap each other's laughs. The second,

act is the bell-ringer, both for action
and comedy, while the third act

slides along at nearly the same pace.

Lloyd Lloyd, director for the Her-
bert Z. Harner Productions, selects

Cindy Lou Bethany, a southern, in-

experienced Ingenue from Athens,

Ga., for the Velvet OToole part
Early in the performance the author
is- rather caustic of this type of

actress. Lloyd is confident that she
will not make the grade, reaUy
wanting to finesse his current sweet-
heart, Myra Stanhope, into the -plvan

job:
They arrive in New YOrk and on

i6 Westport for a week-end at the
place of Horace Rand, magazine edi-

tor. Other .guests are a publisher,

who may be a composite of Roy K,
Howard; a radical columnist, who
approaches the size and could'be rec
ognized as Heywood Broun; Harner,
the fllni producer, and a- wealthy
polo player/ who thinks he is the
fiance of Myra, a flickle blonde, de
scribed as 'a Brooklyn tramp.'
The house guest^ and host start

picking on the girl' from Dixie with
her 'geeter* (guitar )< Cindy Lu de-
cides to show Harner that she can
act and when jibed over limit s'ne

goes into action,, butting the cor-

pulent columnist in the mid-section
and exhibiting so- m'och spirit that

the 'fllmite declares she is lust right

lor the part of Velvet That does
not end the play, for in the third

act Harner insisting On his right
as a producer to come to Cindy Lou's-
bedroom, disrobing in fie shower,
attempts a seduction and gets shot
by the little (backer. Back in the
livin** rooTi the diilog and action
tanars. bft is still funny. Myra^ is

detected after having a little session

out amoR" t}ie flower beds with the
.husband of her hostess, and eive.<; no
'explanation except to ask: 'Well
isn't this a weeJc-end?' The direc^3J>

. is canned^ so iff'-the editor, and the
columriTst is on the rafj<»ed edge for
"planning; a sit-r'own strike by the
Newinaner fruiid.

There are Southern expressions in
trbduced by M'iss Claire, making for
some fri»sh lin'»n on the stase. U»>-^n
asking for a drink she thinks she'll

go for 'slight go.' which is straight
corn lini'or. Miss Claire exolains th?i

her 'Covin?»ton control over my Cul
pepper temoer' doesn't work when
she goes into a 'snit.' The ac+ress
had parts in several Broadwa-"
shows, is. hi<!hly rated in radio and
Is a commentator fc Movietone, par
ticularly fashion clios. She main
tairts that Southern accent, which is

rather natural for Alabama is h^r
home state. Some of the best bUs
0/ direcHon are noticeable in Miss
Claire's, fine nerformance.
Players who stand out include

Sheldon Leonard, as the olctU'-e m-'^n:

John Alexander, as the columnist;
Huarh Marlowe, as the noloist: IWwin
NIeander, as the publisher; Millard

30 Days Hath September
Comedy In three acta, presented at the

Hudson, N. Y., Sept. 30, '88, by Klrby
Grant; written by Irving Gaumont and
Jack Sobell; Aliaun Skipworth featured;
staged by Bertram Harrison; $3.30 top.

Grandma Henny Alison Skipworth
Robert Barnes Harry Antrim
Ellla Leyla Tyler
Edward Gene Gerlcke
Mathilda Julia Johnston
Mr. Seam Otis Sheridan
Vera Kllsabeth Wlldc
Dr. Parson WllHam Crimans
Mrs. Johnstone Alice Fleming
Mrs. Gleason Rose Flynn
Mrs. Hartford Florence Vroom
Jay Carter Nat Burns
Chic Collins ..; "Wmis Claire
Punk David Evans
Rork Thomas Patrick Dillon
Kane Douglas McMuUen
Interne Earl J. Briegal

Drama In three acts (five scenes), by
Theodore Prutl;; Jiainailzcd from his
own novel. Directed by Anton Bunds-
mnnn; produced by Morris Ankrum; asso-

ciate iiroducer, George Brewer: settings,

Samuel Leve; lighting, Feder; music, Hana
Bruno Meyer; orchestra directed by Joseph
lOeln. Presented by the Federal Theatre
Project of WPA. at Maxlne Elliott, N. Y.,

Oct. 1, '33; *1.10 top.

Wade Etarnett Kendall Clark
Aunt Jane Barnett EHaabeth Matone
liMrst Cracker Leslie Hunt
Deefy George Mathews
Orey Thurman Jackson
Sarah IMirnett Dei-othy Raymond
Celle Partin Amelia Romano
Ony Mell Iturton Mallory
Clay Doe Doe Green
Carney Jolks EUwln Cooper
Holy Holler Preacher Gregory Robbins
Preacher's Daughter Ftancea Ware
First Woman elba Palmer
Her Husband Jack Smith
Second Cracker 'illlam Gallagher
Third Cracker George Probert
Second Woman llzabeth Hawkins
Woman with Baby Kate Cloud

This affair resembles some of the
shows that wander onto the boards
at the fag end of a season. New au-
thors, new management, but that's

about all.

It was more diverting noting the
number of people who walked out
during the premiere than paying at-
tention to the conversation on the
stage. A few hardy souls stuck to
the finale, probably having nothing
else to do.

That '30 Days' brought Alison
Skipworth back from Hollywood is

the only thing to its credit. The
ample Miss Skipworth is a clever
comedienne, but is wasting her time
in this stage curiosity.

Play has to do with a legacy, the
beneficiary of which is a youth who
shoots a good game of golf, but
has no coin. That he ma^ marry
some sort of broker advances money
on the will, which stipulates that
the bequest shall not go to the lad
until his mother passes away. The
latter is naturally much agitated
over the situation, giving her a
chance for emoting. It seems that
another man with a strange occu-
pation re-purchases the legacy,
which complicates matters. Story
is not clear, either to the audience
or the actors, much less the authors.

One scene has Grandma Henny
(Miss Skipworth) getting three
matrons stewed on punch, a scene
which was only funny to the
players. There are racketeers, de-
tectives, and so forth, in the pro
ceedings, all of whom impressed as
being as phony as the plot.

'30 Days' is in on a rain check,
for another attra-ction was booked
into the Hudson before this one
opened, which was a wise move on
the part of Sam H. Grisman, who
operates the theatre. Ibec.

Thanks iFor Tomorrow
Melodrama In three acts, seven scenes,

by LeRoy Bailey; directed by Walter
Brooks; setting by Louis Kemtel; incidental
music by Jewel Bennet, Beatrice Roderick
and Raymond Curtis. Presented by Walter
Brooks, at Nora Bayes, N. Y., Sept. 27, '38,
at 9X30 top.
Bart Keeler Robert Williams
Bllse Graham Mary Drayton
Melley May Vokea
Peter Francis Da Sales
?aza Adelynn Owens
lune Keeler EJeanor Wells
Jack GiaOam Ralph Holmes
Joe- Morrison Frederick Manatt
Jtean Del Cleveland
Frank Martin Scott Moore

BIG BLOW
Plays Out of Town

Knickerbocker Holiday
Boston^ Sept. 30.

Musical in two acts, two scenes, by Max-
well Andersou. Walter Huston atatred.
Presented by the Playwrights' Company.
Music by Kurt Weill; book nnd lyrics by
Anderson. Staged by Joshua Lagan; scenes
by Jo Mielalner; dancea by EBwln Donby.
At the Shubert, Boston, Sept. 80. 'SB;

AVashlngtnn Irving Ray MIddlcton
Anthony Corlear Harry Meehan
TJenhoveh Mark Smith
Vanderbilt George Watts
Roosevelt Fvancia Plerlot
DePeyster Charles Arnt
DeVrlos ..John E. Tonng
Van Rensselaer James Philips
Van Cortnnrtt, Jr Richard Cowdery
Tina Tlenhoven Je««ne Madden
Brom Broeck Richard. ICoIlraar
Tenpin Clarence Nordstiwm
Sohermerhorn .Howard Freeman
Pleter Stityvesant Walter Huatoii
General PolTenbureh Donald Black
Mistress Schermerhorn Edith Angold

Probably everyone concerned with
this is properly remorseful, so why
rub it in? LeRoy Bailey, the author^
also wrote the lugubrious 'Curtain
Call* of two seasons ago. Even he
must know better now.
Opus is about a tough racketeer

nitery operator, .his blind sister ancl
an assortment of oetty hoodlums and
molls. There's a murder and a lot
of talk about destiny, the futility of
selfishness and the beauty of life

—

or words to that effect. It had the
opening night audience in the aisles
after the first act—but they were
all on- the way out.
Production, settings and direction

are what's politely known as inade-
quate. Francis De Sales does what
he can with a minor gangster part
and Ralph Holmes makes the Rich-
ard (Himself) Merriwell hero as ac-
ccpt:;rble as possible. Except for
May Vokes, who overacts her part,
re.st of the cast is negligible.

It can't last long. Hobe.
(Withdraton after ttvo peTfofm-

ances. Printed Jor the record.)

'Mice-Men' In Chi
Chicago, Oct. 4.

Next show due for the American
Theatre Society season is 'Of Mice
and Men,' which comes Into the Sel-

wyn Oct. 24. This will be the second
ATS show, the initial offering being
'Golden Boy,' current in its last week
in the Harris.

Into the Erlanger on Nov. 28 comes
'Amphytrion 38' for four weeks.
Lunts come in with 'Sea Gull' Dec.
26. Other show set is 'Our Town,*
but dates are still indefinite.

Federal Theatre project has a
gripping show for its season opener.
Theodore Pratt's drama about the
Nebraska family that migrates to
inland Florida to take up farming
and becomes embroiled with the
nativie white trash is skilfully writ-
ten and the hurricane that rages
across the stage to provide the
climax almost tears down the thea-
tre. 'Big Blow' is by no means a
perfect work, but it provides an en-
grossing evening in the theatre and
should have a .satisfactory run.

Naturally, Pratt's play merely sup-
plies the setting for that magnificent
storm. Yet, despite its incompletely
worked out pattern, its disjointed
plot development and its inconclu-
sive scenes, the drama is studded
with arresting characters. And when
that wind begins to howl through
the winjjs and roar across the foot-
igbts, it's enough to make even a
hardy spectator cling to his seat.

Much of the impressiveness of the
Big Blow' is due to the storm sound
effects recorded from the sound
track of Samuel Goldwyn's picture.
'Hurricane.' Yet the physical mani-
festations of the gale are also admir-
ably handled in the production. As
the noise of the wind batters against
the walls of the theatre, the sides of
the log cabin shudder, the windows
rattle and the door cringes under
the force of the elements, while the
players seem almost wrenched off
their feet. It's sup^erb • illusion for a
stage production.

For the most part Anton Bunds-
mann's direction shows keen insight
and a deft touch. After a mild first

scene, the action suddenly springs to
life at the first curtain. Then in the
second scene the leisurely pace and
hushed voices create a slowly mount-
ing terror. The Holy Roller meeting
is particularly well handled, with the
action accelerating to- a tremendous
climax. Unfortimately. much of the
momentum is dissipated by an over-
long scene change for the climactic
htirricane scene. Furthermore, in
that scene the- action is permitted to
dawdle, instead of almost .falling
over itself in a pell-mell rush to «c
centuate the fury of the storm. How-
ever, throughout the play there is no
unnecessary- movement, yet the ac
tion never becomes static.

While the playing is generally
commendable; the performances
vary. Kendall Clark has a direct
manner of playing the hero. His
voice is well modulated and he
speaks clearly, but his timing is off.
Elizabeth Malone is excellent in the
shrewdly-written role of the . great
aunt. It's the best part in the play
and she^makes the most of a
fortuitous bit of casting. Amelia
Romano has trouble with the ini'

perfectly worked-out, under-written
part of the- scrub-country girl,
though she- achieves some persuasive
moments.

.
Doe. Doe Green is superb as the

hulking, terrified Negro sought by
the mob. In the stirring second
scene he creates agonizing tension
by hushed speech and underplayed
eniotion. And' in- several bits during
later scenes he- gets jiist the right
effect by explosive violence. Edwin
Copper wisely plays the villain
straight and so avoids phony teeth
clenching n6t in the part, while
Gregory Robbins uses his froggy
voice convincingly as the Holy
Roller preacher. Leslie Hunt, George
Mathews, Thurman Jackson and
Burton MallxiTy are believable
(arackers and Dorothy Raymond is

acceptable as the sick farm wife. A
weakness of the production is the
welter of southern; accents, oft-and
on accents and no accentS' at all.

Samuel Leve's settings are simole,
yet add to plausibility of the play
while Feder's lighting is again
outstanding. The music for the first

act seems unsuited to the drama, but
that for the- second and third acts
helps create the proper atmosphere
All of it is woefully played.

Hobe.

WPA's 'Nation' in Philly
Philadelphia, Oct. 4.

Six-month lease has been inked
by Federal Theatre Project on the
Walnut, midtown legit house, for
presentation of 'One Third of a Na-
tion,' opening Oct. 17. Show will

have 125 in cast and run six eve-
nings a week at 25c. to $1.

Maxwell Anderson's first musical

is a distinctive one, and its star,

Walter Huston, is a new type for this

medium. It has only two sets, no

line girls and few belly-laughs, but

it has a beautiful score, a com;pany

of very competent singers, eye-

arresting costumes and an air of re-

freshing fim-poking that most play-

goers will automatically associate

with Gilbert and Sullivan.

Show people, especially, will be

interested in this novel piece of qual-

ity craftsmanship, and the carriage

trade will almost certainly flock to

see the . first production offered un-
der the impressive auspices of the

five playwrights.

Anderson's book is more substan-

tial than most musical plots, and his
lyrics are a far cry from ttie 'June
Moon' days, because they are literate
and assist in developing plot and
characters. They are, for that rea-
son, one of the brightest elements in
a distinctive pattern that lifts

'Knickerbocker' well above the pro-
saic plane. On the production side
there is the intriguing device of
planting the character of Washington
Irving at a desk on a platform in
front of the proscenium, at one end
of the orchestra pit. Irving .(played
by Ray Middleton) introduces the
show in the role of author as the
story unfolds. Occasionally he inter-
prets developments of the plot In
song, and when his characters be-
come too' ebullient he steps onstage
to guide them towards more placid
pursuits.

This particular business is so well
handlied that it does not interrupt
the action in the wrong places, and
yet holds enough to raise the role
from the minor league. Middleton
performs it with the right flair.

Walter Huston, as peg-leg Peter
Stuyvesant, does some grand troup-
ing and some adequate vocalizing
and hoofing^ Intelligently arranged
music and sustaining lyrics t^rmit'
him to deliver his few musical mes-
sages capably, while others in a good
supporting company take top honors
in this specialized department. As
a tyrannical governor of New Ams-
terdam, letting an iron fist peek
through his soft-gloved greetings to
the populace, Huston is a full-
blooded Stuyvesant whose dictatorial
dealings constitute- one of the
smoothest ribs of modern, polities
yet staged. In briskly courting his
prospective bride, he lays down some
laws for his intended household that
should provide the press department
with nifty material lor the Sunday
pages and mid-week readers.

Two newcomers who distinguish
themselves are Richard KoUmar and
Jeanne Madden. Kollmar is cast as
the unruly young man who can't
take orders; but who can think fast
enough to. outwit Stuyvesant in their
race for the girl. Miss Madden, who
is a logical goal for any such con
test.

A male council of New Amsterdam
politicians provide most of the com
edy of the piece, and they stop the
show twice with 'Our Ancient Lib-
erties' and 'Ve Vouldn't Gonto Do
It,* as they voice objection to Stuy
vesant's tyranny. Outstanding tunes
of a score that will probably outlast
the run of 'Knickerbocker* arfe 'It

Never Was You' (duet by Madden
and Kollmar); 'How Clan Yop Tell an
American?' (duet by Middleton and
Kollmar); 'Will You Remember Me?
(duet by Madden and Kollmar);
'September Song' (by Htiston); 'We
Are Cut in Twain' (duet by Madden
and Kolmar), and 'The One Indis-
pensable Man' (by Huston and en
semble). A good mixed singing en
semble is well blended into the pro
duction scheme,

'Knickerbocker* is neither raw
beef nor a delicate lily. It lacks the
girlie flash and bawdy comedy of
some of its successful predecessors,
but on the other hand it constantly
effuses a warming, delightful charm.
With running time clipped a half
hour, and with Huston introduced
earlier to his audience (a solid hour
after ooeninp night curtain), the
Maxwell Anderson entry appears
destined for a substantial run on
Broadway.
The two Mielziner sets are excel-

lent. Fox.

MR. ANP MRS. PHIPPS
Pittsburgh, Sept. 30.

Comody by John Hamilton; presented by
Kllbuck Theatre, Directed by Robert Alan
Green. Opened Sept. 24.
Mr. Skeeter John Larkln
Kaith Phipps Kay Harmon
Henny Phipps Robert ' CarlisU
Annabelle Sara H«mill
Illll Hogan.. illon O'FerrIa
Paula Lienile , Bula Ma^ Jackson
Stephen Leslie Jay Keith Lundy

For opening show of season at
world's smallest theatre, 44-seat Kil-
buck, Robert Alan Green has picked
mediocre comedy in 'Mr. and Mrs.
Phipps.' It's by John Hamilton, on
play-reading board of Pasadena
Community Playhouse, production
here the result of Green's meeting
with playwright on Coast last spring.

Piece starts out promisingly, but
after opening scene in first act falls
apart and staggers through the re-
maining distance along strictly con-
ventional lines. Deals with a young
couple from Indiana^ who go to Cali-
fornia on an inheritance she has re-
ceived from an aunt. They*re both
ambitious kids, Benny wants to vrrite

a novel and she*s expert at water
colors. Rent a house near Malibu
Bleach and find it's inhabited by a
shiftless, acid-tongued, but entirely
likeable young l>each-comber who
gets his meals free by posing as an
author in a cafe for tourists. Phipps
decides he can stay when he prom-
ises to • help out- in the housework
and also to keep them from being
taken in by the wrong people.

However, wife of a imovie star who
lives'nearby meets young Benny and
goes after him. She's a predatory
female who's been married four
times and he's impressed by her
glamour and empty promises that
she can get him a studio writing job^
In. meantime, star's husband comes
home from Hollywood after finishing,

a picture and he makes a play for
Mrs. Phipps. Youngsters finally re-
alize that Indiana's the place for
them after all and go back. How-
ever, they leave behind their cousin,
who has finally reformed the like-

able beach-comber-guest and talked
him into marrying her.

People in 'Mr, and Mrs. Phipps'
are nice enough, but they're too
plain and ordinary and situations are
all uncomfortably pat. Dialog grows
pretty monotonous and when play's
over, there's a 'so what?' feeling.

Nothing here to suggest either com-
mercial or film Dossibilities.

Acting is uniformly good, with-
Robert Alan Green accomplishing a
nice direction job and getting bet-
ter performances than the script de-
serves. DUlon CFerris first-rate as
the wastrel and Sara Hamill is a cute
maid. Kay Keith Lundy Is a suave
pic star; John Larkin has a. good bit
as the gabby real estate agent, and
Eula Mae Jackson gets considerable
out of the role of the aging dame on
the make. Young couple is done by
Kay Harmon, who does an earnest
jobr and Robert Carlisle, best in his.,

less mature moments. Setting is a
model of miniature excellence.
Small canacity and tie^-up with

Women's Club, which handles sale
of tickets here (£1) assures 'Mr, and
Mrs. Phipps* Kilbuck run through
February. Cohen.

Abe Lincoln in Illinois

Washington, Oct. 3.
Drama In three acts (IZ-acenes) by Rob-

ert E. Sherwood; staged by Elnaer Rtce;
settings by Jo MIelz]ner; presented by the
Playwrights' Co.; featuring R«ymond Maa-
sey; at the National, Wash., Oct. 8, '3S:

$2.75 top.
Mentor Graham ......Frank Andrewa
Abe Lincoln Raymond Massey
Ann Rutledge Adele Liongmira
Judith Iris Whitney
Ben Mattllng George ChrJsU»
Judge BovUng Green Arthur Griffin
Ninian Bdwards Lewis Starlln
Joshua Speed Calvin Thomaa
Trum Cogdal Harry Levlan
Jack Armstrong Howard DaJbllva
Bab Everett Charlton
Feargua David Clarke
Jasp Kevin McCarthy
Beth GaJe Herbert Rudley
Nancy Green Lillian FoRter
William Herndon.... ..Wendell K. Phillips
Elizabeth Bdwards..... May Collins
Mary Todd MurJel larklond
Edwards' Maid Dorothy Allan
Aggie Gale Marlon Rooney
Gobey Hubert Bi-own
Stephen A. Douglas Albert PhllHpa
Robert Lincoln John Fayna
Lincolns' Maid Iris Whitney
Crlmmln , Frank Tweddell
Barrlck John Gerard
Sturv'eson Thomas F. Tracey
Jed ,Harry Leviaa
Phil • Stuart MrCIurft
Kavanagh ; . . , Kevin McCarthy
Oftlcby John Trlggs
Donner DavJd Cterke
Cavalry Captain Rverelt Charlton

New Playwrights* production combo
swings its heavy artillery into play
with this one and opening night re-

action indicates a solid hit. Nearly
three-hour humanization of how the
Great Emancipator got that way is

almost bereft of comedy and physical
action, but . maintains a pace of un-
derstatement that keeps audience
tied in an emotional knot through-
out. Only problem now is how to

tighten here and loosen there to

make its breathing practical. Show
is too long, for instance, and, as

mipht be expected of author-con-
trolled venture, too wordy in spots,

but oruning should be easy.
Everything is built around Lin-

(Continued on page 58)
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Chi Evidences Legit Yen and Houses

Hunt for Shows; Talhdah Good $7,51)0

Chicago, Oct. 4.

Activity along legit row is perk-

ing all the hovises, with the excep-

tion of the Erlanger, into setting

shows for the immediate future.

Auditorium is especially hot, snatch-

ing off straight legit attractions as

well as the usual stream of opera
and concert shows for the mammoth
arena. Booking of 'The Women' in

the 4,000-seat spot for Nov. 6 repre-

sents an experiment in legit biz.

'Golden Boy' finishes its' stand here
Saturday (8) after four capacity
weeks and heads to Detroit and
points east. Group Theatre show
was dynamite here and could have
£one an additional month at capacity.
Possibility .that the Group will send
the show back into Chi later in the
season, but with a new cast.

New entry of 'I Am Different' in

the Selwyn on Wednesday (28) drew
mixed notices, and business is pretty
good for the Tallulah Bankhead
show. Goes out shortly, however, to
makA room for 'Of Mice and Men,'
the second American Theatre Society
play.
Grand will relight for the season

Oct. 16 with the perennial 'Blossom
Time,' Everett Marshall being as-
signed the lead. On Monday (10)
'Susan and God' replaces 'Golden
Boy' in tiie Harris.
WPA production of 'The Mikado'

with an all-colored cast proved to
the liking of some of the critics and
indicates a good stay in the Great
NoMhern.

Estimates for Last Week
1 Am Different,' Selwyn (2d week)

(1.000; $2.75). Opened in midweek,
Wednesday (28), and got away to
fairly good start in a city that
seems to be anxious to patronize
legit shows at this time. Finished
six-performance short week to good
$7,500.
*GoIden Boy,' Harris (4th-final

week) (1,000; $2.75). Practically ca-
pacity at all performances. Finished
third session to mighty $16,500. Has
been a terrific winner here. 'Susan
and God' replaces on Monday (10).

WPA
'The Mikado,' Great Northern (2d

week). Getting fine play from all

classes for the all-colored version.

Cohan in Phily

With %m
Mnm Sale

Philadelphia, Oct 4.

Philly has three legit houses open,
all at once, starting tonight; " and
there's a chance that the full quota
of four will be lighted and occupied
within two weeks' time. Locust
J'oined the parade tonight with Eddie
)owling's historical-dramatic pro-
duction, 'Madame Capet,' with Eva
Le Gallienne in the title role. Last
night, 'I'd Rather Be Right,' with
George M. Cohan, reopened the
Forrest after a week and a half's

darkness with a tremendous advance
sale of $35,000. Both shows are
skedded for fortnight's stays.
Although biz was nothing to write

home about, George Wildberg, pro-
ducer of 'A Woman's a Fool—To Be
Clever,' which opened two weeks
aga tonight at the Erlanger, was
sufficiently encouraged by the fa-
vorable press and by steady (if

small) Increase in attendance,, to
hold the comedy try-out for a third
week. Show is figured to have a
fairly good chance of eventual suc-
cess after doctoring, and manage-
ment thinks it wiser to hold it here,
where its reputation has been grow-
ing, rather than risking further ex-
pense of traveling. Current week is

announced as last, but there is some
talk of still a fourth week. Er-
langer has nothing official to follow
until Nov. 21 (the new Mask and
wig Show), but another try-out is

reported likely for mid-October.
Chestnut Street Opera House

makes its long-delayed 1938-39 bow
Oct 17 with Lunt-Fontanne in
Amphitryon 38,' which will play
two weeks on subscriotion and will
be followed by a single week of the
same two stars in 'The Sea Gull.'
During the same week, but not

bowing in until Oct, 20, the Forrest,
formerly skedded to get the Lunts,
v/ill have the premiere of Dwight
Deere Wiman's musical, 'Great
Lady.' Run is for two and a half
weeks, with Norma Terris, Irene
BOrdoni and Tullio Carminati fea-
tured.

Oct. 24 brings 'Whiteoaks,' with
Ethel Barrymore to the Locust for
a two-week stay, and Nov. 7 finds
Golden Boy' at" the same house.

,
Only show in town last week was
A Woman's a Fool—To Be Clever,'
which nicked up in its second week
to approximate a $5,600 figure and
just warrant holding over.

Take It' Rides to im
h Wash, on Pic BaSy

Washington, Oct. 4.

Return engagement after last
season's success of 'You Can't Take
It With You' made a definite play for
pop trade last week and won. Not
only was top fixed at $1.65, but show
was brought in on Monday (26) be-
fore Friday (30) bow of Hollywood
version. Latter was getting hefty
build-up and it helped legit edition
plenty, critics' preview notices on
film being practically forced to note
that stage show was in town, .and
one paper ran two five-col. strips,

one of flicker cast and one of legit

cast

Current . is 'Abe Lincoln in Illi-

nois,' Playwrights' Co. offering, with
five of the writing boys in town to

see that it gets off o. k. Their pres-
ence c«pping extra space in the
dailies for show. Next week due to
be dark, but quick booking will
bring in 'Knickerbocker Holiday,'
other Playwrights' production, for
extra pre-Brbadway week. .'I'd

Rather Be Right' due to follow week
of Oct 17.

Estimate for Last Week
Tou Cant Take It With Yon' (Na-

tional; $1:65 top). Low top and in-

terest stirred up by flicker version,

which' opened . same week, cracked
the pop trade for approximately
$10,500, good.

'Can't Take ItV Mex

Standoff on Pitt Price

Shsh; D.E^ Burn Up

Pittsburgh, Oct. 4.

For 24 hours lost we^, prospect
of lowest legit 'Scale in burg's^ his-

tory wa» held out to Nixon custom-
ers for opening show of season, cur-
rent 'You Can't Take It with You.'
Top of $1.50 had originally been an-
nounced and several hundred ducats
had gone over the window on ad-
vance sale at that price when- UBO
office in New York learned that
screen version would be playing
simultaneously at Alvin for 50c.

Sam H. Harris, producer of Pulit-

zer hit, was inunediately contacted
and agreed to $1 top for all per-
formances, inclviding mats, first time
Nixon would have ever peddled its

best seats that cheaply. Newspaper
advertisements were at once changed
and previous purchasers were in-

formed that 50c rebate awaited them
at the boxoffice.

"

What produced a change of heart
couldn't be learned, but day later

ads were changed again and price of

$1.50 was fixed. Flock of additional

ducats in the meantime had gone out

at the lower top and 50c returns had
also been shelled out same day. Dra-
matic desks, which had previously
gone overboard on annovmcing bar-
gain scale, burned plenty at theatre

management because they weren't
informed of decision to return to

original scale. Some of the d.e.'s, in

fact, continued to run stories on the

new-low legit top even after change
was made.
Hardly likely all this confusion

will react in play's favor, since this

already makes third time 'You Can't
Take It with You* has played here
(twice last season within three
months), and. plenty of squawks
about shooting two oldies in succes-

sion for the beginning of a new legit

season. 'Blossom Time,' the second,

is coming in Monday (10).

Reviews for flicker version may
have some bearing on gross, too. In
several cases, comparisons were
made with original version and most
of them leaned to the flim as the bet-

ter of the two.

Engagements

Florence Williams, 'The Land of
Living.'
Joe Brown, Jr., Don Richards,

George Petrie, 'Why Not Now.'
Maxine Stuart, Eda Heinemann,

William Brisbane, Robert Strauss,
'Generals Need Beds.'
'Eglevsky, Annabelle Lyon, Leda

Anchutina, 'Great Lady.'
David Wayne, Fred Herrick, Mel-

bourne Ford, Charles Mendrick, Ed-
ward Mann, Gail de Hart, Judy Par-
rish, Lillian Green, Anthony Dwyer,
Harry M. Cooke, 'Dance Night,'

Clay .Spencer, Tonia Lawton, Ann
Thomas, Houston Richards, Sara
Arms, Edith Leslie, 'Window Shop-
ping.'

Shows in Rehearsal

'Waltz in Goose Step,' Julien
St. Chs^les ChaqueneAu.

•First in the Hearts' ('I'm an
American,' 'Clear All Wires'),
Vinton Freedley.
'Herod and Marlaiine,' Kath-

arine Cornell.
'Dance Ni^ht,' Robert Rock-

more.
'Generals Need Beds,' Cheryl

Crawford.'
'Window Shopping:,' Thomas

Kilpatrick.
'Great Lady,' Dwight .Deere

Wiman.
'Knights of Song,' Laurence

Schwab.
'Case History,' Louis S. Bar-

doly.
'Hamlet,' Maurice Evans.
'Oscar Wilde,' Norman Mar-

shall.

'Danton's Death,' Mercury.
. 'The Fabulous Invalid,' Sam
H. Harris.

"susAirmm
mikmm

Los Angeles, Oct. 4.

'Susan and God' wound up three
big weeks at the Biltmore (1) .and
after a week of one nighters, jumps
into Chicago for a run. 'Biltmore re-
lights (10), when Ann Harding
comes in with her fir^ Coast

,
legit,

^Candida,' current at the Curran in
San Francisco.

Estimate for Last Week
'Susan and God' BilUnore (C-1,-856;

$2.75) (3d-final week). Gertrude
Lawrence's engagement all too short
and filial stanza near capacity at all

performances; close to $20,000 in six

days.
WPA

'Concert of Modern Dance,' Bel-
asco. Features Myra Kinch and
Group. Closes (9) with 'Alein Corn'
coming in (14).

'Havln^^ Wonderfal Time,' Holly-
wood Playhouse. Arthur Kober
faree held over to (9).

'Run, Little Chillun,' Mayan. Con-
tinues to hit capacity pace and sticks

to end of month.

HARDING'S 'CANDIDA'

GOOD lOG IN FRISCO

San Francisco, Oct 4,

First week of 'Candida' at the Cur-
ran, starring Ann Harding, was good
at $10,000. Max Reinhardt's produc-
tion of Goethe's 'Faust' had a one-
week run at the Civic Aud, following
a four-week stretch at the Pilgrim-
age, Hollywood.

Estimates for Last Week
'Candida,' Curran (1,771; $2.75) (1st

week). Opened on a Tuesday night
for a two-week run. Ann Harding,
who did the George Bernard Shaw
play in London last season, will take
it to Los Angeles, where it is vmder-
stood the company will disband. CJot
$10,000 in seven performances, good.

•Faust,' Civic Auditorium (6,200;

$2.50) (one week). Max Reinhardt
offering, most crix agreed, was a bit
tedious, although beautifully staged,
directed and acted by a cast headed
by Conrad Nagel, Margo, George
Houston and Lenore ULric. Radio
stations and dailies went overboard
in giving time and space to the ven-
ture, which was sponsored by the
California State Chamber of Com-
merce, Group handling venture here
would not- talk about the biz at the
box office. Auditorium was heavily
papered on opening night

'

WPA
•These Few Ashes' (Alcazar)

(1,269; $1.10) (2nd week). Moved
across the bay to Oakland for two
weeks at the 12th Street theatre;
starting last night (Monday).

Cowl's Jersey Click
Maplewood, N. J.. Oct 4.

Jane Cowl, in 'The Road to Rome,'
gave the Maplewood theatre another
big week, with the b.o. accounting
for nearly $7,000. Current attrac-
tion is Margaret Anglin in 'Fresh
Fields.'

Estimate for Last Week
'The Road to Rome,' Maplewood

(1,420; 25-1.00). Jane Cowl's follow-
ers strong here and this timely com-
edy on war drew nearly $7,00.0, big.

*Rat* Nice 4G, Newark
Newark, Oct. 4.

'Brother Rat,' in its third engage-
ment at the Shubert, did nicely, hit-
ting near the $4,000 mark. House
dark this week.

Estimate for Last Week
'Brother R«t,' Shubert (1,960; 50-

$1.50). With the aid of two-for-one
1 Monday and Tuesday, military school

I

comedy on its third trip here got
I near $4,000 on the week, nice.

2 CKcks in B way s Sept. Crop,W mm, and 'Kiss Boys

14G Pace; 'Sing News' Fair 16G

September's crop of premieres on
Broadway disclosed at least two
clicks, one musical one comedy, and
there may be some moderate suc-
cesses registered among the others.
The indicated standouts are 'Kiss the
Boys Goodbye,' Miller, and 'Hellz-
apoppin,' 46th Street 'Kiss' opened
last midweek and turned in well
over $10,000 in five times, normal
gross probably topping $14,000,
'Hellz' approached the $20,000 mark.

'Sing Out the News,' another re-
vue which was touted, is expected
to make the grade at the Music Box,
first week's takings of $16,000 hot be-
ing exceptional, however, at a $4.40
top. 'You Never Know,' third
musical of the month, did fairly well
at the Winter Garden considering the
notices, being estimated around '$15,-

000, but reports are around that it

will not last. 'Dame Nature,' Booth,
claimed $11,000, mostly subscription
coin, yet the agencies report no de-
memd for tickets. 'Thanks for To-
morrow' flopped out of the Bayes.
'30 Days Hath September,' Hudson,
also drew a press drubbing, but is

slated to stay a week or two.

•I Married an Angel' more than
held its form against the newcomers
and again topped $28,000, to easily

hold list leadership. Business among
the other survivors was in and out
last week and several are expected
to be pushed out by new arrivals by
or after the end of the month.

•Victoria Regina' opened a repeat
date Monday (3) at the Beck, again
being lauded by the critics. There
are other debuts this week, but in-

terest centers on 'The Fabulous In-
valid,' due Saturday (8) at the Broad-
hurst
Next week's heavily scheduled

opening card has been somewhat
lightened, six attractions now being
the total: 'Abe Lincoln,' Plymouth;
'Dance Night,' Belasco; 'Hamlet* St.

James; 'I Have Been Here Before,'
Guild; 'Oscar Wilde,' Fulton; 'Three
Cities,' Yiddish Art Theatre (Jol-

son's).
WPA finally opened 'The Big

Blow,' Elliott, and it won a good
press.

Estimates for Last Week
•Bachelor Born,' Lyceum (37th

week) (C-957; $3.30). Slated into
next month and may stick through
fall period; takings last week around
$5,600.
'Dame Nature,' Booth (2d week)

(C-708; $3.30). Drew so-so press, but
first week quoted around $11,000;
claimed to be over $4,000 in cash
over the subscription coin.
•Devil Takes » Bride,' Cort (1st

week) (D-1,059; $3.30). Presented by
Montgomery Ford; written, by Joe
Bates Smith; first called 'Death Is

My Lover' in summer spo't; opens
Friday (7).

'Hellzapoppin,' 46th Street (3d
week) (R-i,375; $3.30), Climbed
steadily during week, agencies sell-

ing all allotments; rated around
$20,000, which indicates revue has
chance for run despite weak press.

1 Married An Ane^ei,' Shubert (22d
week) (M-1,367; $4.40). Went well
over the $28,000 mark again, proving
that the new . musicals have _ not
affected pace of list's front runner.

'Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' Miller
(2d week) (C-944; $3.30). Drew fair
press, but after midweek opening
climbed to turnaway business Satur-
day night; got $10,300 in five times,
indicating normal pace of over
$14,000 weekly.
'On Borrowed Time,' Longacre

(36th week) (D-1,019; $3,30). Slipped
under $6,500 last week and end of
run in sight; slated for road early
next month,
'Our Town,' Morosco (36th week)

(D-961; $3,30). Frank Craven back
heading cast after two-week vaca-
tion; business quoted around $9,500;
and closing date indefinite.

'Missouri Legrend,' Empire (3d
week) (D-1,096; $3.30). Over-
estimated; second week dropped con-
siderably under .starting gross;
takings were less than $6,000.

^Slng -Out the News,' Music Box
(2d week) (R-1,013; $4,40). Drew
fairly well, though not up to ex-
pectations; first full, week's takings
approached $16,000 mark.

'Tliauks for Tomorrow,' Bayes.
Heavily panned and yanked after
two performances.
The Fabulous Invalid,' Broadhurst

(CD-1,11(5; $3.85). Presented by Sam
H. Harris; written by George S.
Kaufman and Moss Hart; number of
former w.kv^ in cast which is

numerous; opens Sat. (8).

The Good.' Windsor (1st week)
(D-969; $3.30). Presented by Norman
C. and Irving Pincus; written by
Chester Erskin; opens tonight (5).

'30 Days Hath September,' Hudson
(2d week) (C-1,094; $3.30). Opened
late last week and proved second
play of the week's card to get
thumbs down from first-nighters and
critics.

'Tobacco Road,' Forrest (252d
week) (C-1,107; $1.65). Long running

drama seems to get enough coin
most weeks to show a profit; rated
around $4,500; costs little to operate.

•Victoria Regina,' (repeat) Martin
Beck (1st week) (CD-1,214; $3.30).
Opened third engagement on Broad-
way Monday (3); slated for one
month, but figures to stay longer.
'What a Life,' Biltmore (25th

week) (C-991; $3.30). Eased off last
week, but operated to goodly profit
with gross quoted over $7,500; in-
definite.
•You Never Know,' Winter Garden

(3d week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Light
business for • musical, ' although
brokers did well enough last week;
also some cut rates; estimated
around $15,000; staying chances ap-
pear doubtful.
'You Can't Take It wHh You.'

Imperial (95th week) (C-1,466;
$1.65). May end fine run at end of
month; 'First in the Hearts' ('I'm An
American') due in early in Novem-
ber; laugh show okay around $8,000.

REVIVAL
•Liehtain',' Golden (4th week)

(0-789; $a.30). Old boy getting fairly

good coin, with the -takings quoted
around "$8,000; claimed to make good
profit at that level.

ADDED
•Pins and Needles,' Labor Stage

(45th week) (R-500; $2.75). Expected
to run through fall period; intimate
revue of trade \mionists a freak at-

traction nearing year's stay; quoted
over $6,000.

WPA
'One-Third of a Nation,' Adelphi

(38th week).
'On the Boclu' Daly's; resumed last

week; Shavian piece originally
opened last spring.
-Troloeae to Glory,' Ritz. (25th

week).
The Bier Blow,' Elliot (Ist week);

opened Saturday (1) and drew
favorable press.

INIRJB

Boston, Oct 4.

Now Boston has four: 'What a
Life,' 'White O^,' TCnickerbocker
Holiday,' and 'Amphitryon 38.'

•Knickerbocker,' first of thie Play-
wrights' Co. productions, tallied best
gross, last week, but the b.o. count
was by no means sensational. One
local prophet figures this a good
omen for its Broadway debut It's

getting the same tepid treatment
here accorded 'I Married An Angel'
and 'Our Town.*
Ethel Barrymore continued i<i

draw -out her faithful to see 'White-
oaks' in its second week; and 'What
a Life' attracted the younger, crowd
in its fourth frame, as the 'last two
weeks' sign was hung out this nast
weekend. 'Amphitryon' opened Mon-
day (3) at the Colonial.
On the slate: 'Clear All Wires'

(new Freedley musical), 'Shadow
and Substance' and 'Ciktlden Boy.' all
for Oct; 17; 'Generals Need Beds'
(new). Oct. 18; and 'The Boys From
Syracuse,' Nov. 7.

Estimates for Last Week
•What a Life' (Wilbur) (1,200:

$2.75) (4th . wk). Maintained good
$7,000 gait in fourth frame. Twomore weeks*
•Whiteoaks' (Plymouth) (1.480;

.t3.30> (2d wk). Satisfactory $8,000
for Ethel Barrymore starring vehicle,
wh'ch Boston likes better than any
of her recent offerings. Two more
stfi"2as.

•Knickerbocker Holiday' (Shubert)
(1,590: $3.30) (1st wk). Local press
rayed and 'hotved* it would click, but
none tagged it a smash. Novel musi-
cal has elements that fend them-
selves to good word-of-rnouth: $9,000
for opener (7 performances) not
socko, but encouraging.

V 4Gm fi'ldyn

,^ ,^ ^ Brooklyn, Oct 4.

,wT^P^4®" didn't disappoint at
Werbas Brooklyn last week, where
it showed to healthy biz. Rosemary
Ames got ton billing. Current at-
traction is 'Brother Rat'

Estimate for Last Week
'Golden Boy' (Werba's Brooklyn)

.(1,529; 55-$1.10) (2d week). This
production played at Brighton sev-
eral weeks agp and returned for an-
other engagement this time in down/-
town area. NIcr *!4.00Q resulted.

WPA
'^gondoliers' (Acaden^r .of MusicK

Three-night stand drew mild blz^
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Plays Out of Town

Abe Lincoln in Illinois

(Continued from page 56)

coin's mixture of shyness and
strength, which drives him alter-

nately to shrink from and to seek out

responsibility—and to remain always
uncertain and lonely. Were he fic-

titious, the play might drag around

her longest, .nost important scenes
until the last net, so that the otl]er

members of the cast, notably Cava-
nagh, stand out.

Miss Harding, who did the Shaw
play in London last year for a 16-

week run, is a warmly sympathetic
Candida, a devoted, understanding
wife who becomes the subject of the
adoration of a shy, lovelorn young

a central character as unsatisfying
p^^.^ The delightfully musical quali

to "the audience as to himself. Be
cause he is Lincoln, and the audience

always feels he is Lincoln, it stands

as a magnificent delving into the

whys and wherefores of a great man.

Play begins in- 1830's with Abe a

young postman in New Salem and
carries him through his leaving for

the White House in 1861. Out-

wardly he has clianged from a clumsy
youth, who 'sat in the state legis-

latiure and drew three dollars a day
without opening his mouth,' to an
orator who has beaten the great

Stephen Douglas at his own game.
Inwardly he is the same unhappy,
undecided, uncomfortable Abe Lin-

coln..

Only romantic element is Ann Rut-
ledge, who dies in first act, his mar-
riage to Mary Todd—'who uses two
i.'s. in her name although God gets

along with one'—being inspired by
mutual ambition and becoming sub-

sequently bitter. Infrequent gentle

humor becomes comedy only during
Lincoln-Douglas slavery debate,

which is full of suprisingly timely
property rights vs. human rights

lingo and slaps at the Supreme Court.

First -scene, the darkened cabin,

sets mood for entire play with Men-
tor Graham making Abe read Daniel
Webster's speeches aloud. Second,
in Rutledge Tavern, finds group of

county politicians getting Abe to

agree to run for the legislature and
Abe professing his love- for Ann be-
cause she has been jilted by another.

Third, in Judge Bowling Green's
home, where Abe boards, finds him
returning With the news that Ann
has died. Act two jumps to Spring-
field in 1840's, with Lincoln lolling

about his shabby law office and scoff-

ing at the urgings of his young clerk,

Billy Herndon, to join the abolish-

ionist fight. . Second scene, in home
of Ninian Edwards, one of his spon-
sors, finds Edwards' popular sister-

in-law from Kentucky, Mary Todd,
• shocking- Mrs. Edwards by announc-
ing she 'has decided upon Abe Lin-
coln,' the curtain falling just before
he proposes. Third scene, back in

Lincoln's office, finds him on his

wedding day balking at the mar-
riage,, fleeing the exhortations of his

friends to begin his fight to power
and leaving the office to ask Mary
for release. Fourth scene, out on the
prairie two years later, finds him
wandering into the camp of one of

his old friends, en route to Oregon
with his wife and ill sOn. In the fifth

scene they begin their climb to fame.-

[ MasSey does an excellent job as
. the young Lincoln, clumsy, sincere,

lovable. He -dominates ' entire cast*

Muriel Kirkland ig excellent as Mary,
Adele Longmire as Ann, Wendel ' K.
Phillips as Herndon. and Albert
Phillips as Douglas. They stand out
from the large and competent sun-
porting cast larjTelv because of easily

distinguishable roles.

Minor first night trouble with
lines and stickinrt doors marred sev-
eral : climaxes, but scene changes
were unusually quick and smooth
and settings are among Mielziner's
finest to date. Craig

CANDIDA
San Franqisco, Sept. 28.

Play In three acta by George Bernard
.Shaw; presented by Homer C'lrr.Tn nnd
Luther Greene. Staced by Phyllis -.Lousb-
ton Setting, Norman Rock. At Curran,
noeninf? .Sept. 27, '38,

^
Miss Proserpine Garrett. ,, .Rafnela Oltlnno
Rev. Jniiies Mavor Morrell . t-Faul CavnnfiRh
Rev. Vlcxander Mill Ifln Purvis
Mr. Bnrgoss Ernest Coss^irt
Candida Ann HnrdlnR
Eugene Mar?hbanUs Clay iler.-'er

ties of her voice, her graciousness
and simplicity of manner enhance to

no small degree her fine portrayal
of the parson's wife.
Cavana<»h is impressive as the Rev.

Morell, the brilliant clergyman who
depends so much, and so unknow-
ingly, upon the strength of his wife.

Outstanding also are Miss Ottiano's

amusing characterization of the
straisht-laced secretary and Ernest
Cossart's *Mr. Burgess,' father of

Candida. Clay Mercer, as the poet,

displays undeniable talent in a dif-

ficult role. Purvis' part, though small,

is ably handled.
Single sot, designed by Norman

Rock, is homey and eye-pleasing,

while Miss Loughton's direction is

expert.

BURNS MANTLE GIVES

RALPH HOLMES CREDIT

Forest Hills, Sept. 28.

Editor, Variety;
Merely to clear your mind of a

trivial irritation, and to re-establish

my credit, if any, with you, I enclose

a letter I have written Ralph Holmes
explaining my oversight in giving

him full credit every time the fund
idea was mentioned

I assure you again, the slight was
hot in the least intentional. Fortu-

nately, up to now, I do not need that

sort of advertising

Thanks for your very fair report of

the matter.
Biirns Mantle.

Malting her first San Francisco ap
pearance on the lei^itimate stage in
the title rolci of George Bernard
Shaw's 44-year-old comedy, 'Can
dida,' Ann Harding was given s

warm welcome at her initial en
trance and a dozen curtain calls by
an enthusiastic, capacity first-night
audience at the Curran. The sli-ihtly

irregular Tuesday hi^ht opening was
scheduled to avoid competition with
the local prem-ere of the Max Rein
hardt production of 'Faust' at the
Civic Auditorium the nijht before.
A v/aU-chosen. capable cast, in-

cluding Paul C?ivanagh, Rafaola Ot
tiano. Erneat Cossart, Ian Purvis,
and Clay Mercer, young college gvad
said to have had no previous pro-
fessional aopearances to his credit,

support Miss Harding. Indeed, as
Candida, Miss Harding does not have

AuKlriillan and New Xealarid Thea-
tres, Ltd., Mannglnff OlrectorB* Prank
S. Talt. S. a CriPk, G. B. Pean,
I.'*n'spnf ;—

VIOLET CARLSON
nft tin* fltnr

"ROSE-MARIE"
UOVAIi THEATRE

BYDNBT, AUSTRATJA

Mantle to Holmes
Dear Ralph Holmes:

I'lTi sorry. I had not the slight-

est intention of robbing you of

honor, glory, credit or even
proper mention of your insur-

ance plan, as may be discovered
by reference to the [N. Y]. Daily
News report of the convention
and a record of my own remarks
the following day.
Yours was a plan to have the

showmen insure each other
against loss, and in that way
insiure the public against bad
shows.
Mine was a plan to have the

showmen raise a fund to be de-
voted to the rehabilitation of the
road through a campaign that
should excite civic pride and
playing interest.

After the convention, and wbien
I wrote the resume, the two had
become disassociated in my mind,
though had I given the suggestion
proper thought I should have
realized that you might be sen-
sitively interested in a proper
credit for putting the fund idea
first before the world

I shall take occasioji to correct
the thought that I was trying to
steal your thunder, and regret
exceedingly that you were caused
even such uneasiness as prompted
you to write Vahiexy.
Good luck to you in all your

enterprises.

(Signed) Burns Mantle.

Green's Heavy Sked

Charlotte, N. C, Oct. 4.

Paul Green is a busy man these

days. Asheville has asked him to

write a combined pageant-drama
based on Indian lore of western

North Carolina for production there

next summer. He is also trying to

complete a play for Broadway, a

novel for Harper's and a historical

drama for New York production by
the Federal Theatre.

Green's 'Lost Colony' pageant on
Roanoke Island has been rained out

only two nights in' two years, which
sounds like a record of some sort.

SUNDAY SHOWS

OO IN NEfK

BY EQUITY

Actors Equity Council, at its meet-
ing yesterday (Tuesday), agreed to

permit the stock company at the
Market Street theatre, Newark, N. J.,

to give Sunday performances for

four weeks. Request was made by
William Caryl, of the Shubert office.

Caryl was informed that the players

would have to be paid extra one-

tenth of their weekly salaries and
that the number of performances
would be limited to nine a week. If

the Shuberts want* to continue the

Sunday idea after the experimental
period they will have to make an-
other application to the Council.

Equity had .
previously refused to

deviate from its rule, which bars

such performances where they are

not legal or have not been customary
prior to May 1, 1934.

Council at the same meeting
handed down an adverse ruling in

the application of the Mercury
Theatre for an extension of rehearsal

time, at rehearsal money, in the case
of the cast of 'Too Much Johnson.'

Opening had oeen_ delayed two
weeks, it was explained by John
Houseman, of the Mercury organiza-

tion, by the illness of Orson Welles
and Howard Smith, and Houseman
sought to have one of these two
weeks put on a rehearsal money
basis. After listening to the opinions

of several members of the 'Johnson'

company, the Council held that the
Mercury Theatre must pay regular

salaries between the original re-

hearsal period of four weeks and
the actual opening date.

Ticket Code

(Continued from page 53)

Mantle critic for the N. Y. Daily
News, and Holmes, critic for the
Detroit Times, both made addresses
during the legitimate theatre con-
vention held in New York last month.
Holmes suggested that 2% of the
gross of all attractions be placed into
a fund, with Mantle amplifying the
idea. Money, would be handled by
the American Theatre Council which
conducted the convention. ATC
committees have not considered the
suggestions as yet.

Late Balto Start

Baltimore. Oct. 4.

Le^it season, slow to start here
this year, will get under way week
of Oct. 10. with Ford's playing half
week of 'Abraham Lincoln in Il-

linois' and the indie-boked Mary-
land listing Tom Kilpatrick's pro-
duction of 'Window Shopping,' new
comedy by Norman Clark, local

News-Post crick, and Louis Shecter,
local ad agency head.

Host of lino-up to date has Ethel
Barrymore in 'Whiteoaks,' in for

three days beginning Oct. .20 at

Ford's, and 'Tobacco Road,' set for

week of Oct. 24 at same house.

cies are not supposed to do business

with .such theatres by implication.

Agencies' are instructed they must
make returns of unsold allotment to

theatre by six o'clock for night per-

formance and 12 noon on matinee
days. If any are retained beyond the
time limi^, such tickets are not re-

turnable. If extra tickets are pro-
cured above the original allotment,

none of the latter may be turned
back to the box office; Theatres are

not permitted to allot tickets to agen-
cies more than two weeks in advance.
Explained that the reason the tickets

held for direct sale will not be of

different color is to allow b.o.'s to

allot any or all to premium agencies,

or cut rates, if not sold 24 hours prior

to oerformance-
Brock Pemberton, who was largely

instrumiental in framing the code, is-

sued a statement concerning his 'Kiss

the Boys Goodbye,' which opened
like a hit last week. Manager says
patrons applying to the theatre in

person, or by mail, will receive the
blest seats available at the time the
application or request is made.

'This does not mean that the ac-
credited brokers will not be given a
fair share of the best seats. They
have a distinct service to perform in

distributing tickets, and patrons who
prefer to buy through them will,

therefore, be accommodated.

Hsaleans' New Post
Birmingham, Oct. 4.

George J. Healeans, local theatre
man. former manager of the Ala-
bama and active for years in Little

Theatre work, now regional direc-
tor, of WPA's Federal Theatre Proj-
ect, with headquarters in Chicago,
Nealeans will have charge of proj-
ects in ei.iht or 10 states cnst and
west of Chicago, will direct public
relations, and supervise bookings.

Inside Stuff-Legit

Margaret Anglin's return to Albany last week as star in 'Fresh Fields,'

under the aegis of O. Wee and Frank McCoy at Fabian's Harmanus
Bleccker Hall, coincided with the 32d anniversary of her tryout at the
same theatre in 'The Great Divide,' which became one of the Canadian
actress's greatest vehicles, with Henry Miller. It was during the same
week, in 1906, that she appeared in William Vaughn Moody's drama at
the Hall.

She was the first veteran star booked into the Hall under the new,
rotating stock-with-names-policy at k low admission scale. Jane Cowl
is this week's attraction in 'The Road to Rome.'

Past week at Brooks' costumery looked like a costume designers' con-
vention, with eight creators milling over the place. Over 300 dressmakers,
tailors, milliners and embroiderers kept busy completing ideas.

Raoul Pene de Bois there for Vinton Freedley's 'First in the Hearts';
Lucinda Ballard and Scott Wilson for Dwight D, Wiman's 'Great Lady';
Leo Van Witzen for Mercury theatre's 'Danton's Death' and 'Too Much
Johnson'; Kate Drain Lawson for Lawrence Schwab's 'Knights of Song';
Jean Le Seyeux for Clifford C. Fischer's International Casino Revue; Billi

Livingston for St. Regis hotel's Ice Show and Ted Lewis' new unit, and
Harry Horner handling Cheryl Crawford's 'Generals Need Beds.'

There are some 35 music cues in the new George S. Kaufman-Moss Hart
play, 'The Fabulous Invalid,' with all of the old mysic .tunes to coincide
with the re-created characters of the original stage immortals. Harry
Levant is conducting for the premiere and first week; then he shifts to
the Gdorge Abbott production of Richard Rodgers-Lorenz Hart's 'The
Boys from Syracuse."

OscSr Levant takes over the baton from his older brother for the Sam
H. Harris production. Latter Levant is also set on a radio commercial
with 'Information Please.'

Although Laurence Schwab's production of 'Knights of Song' is announced\
to open at the 51st Street theatre, N. Y., that house is also known as the
Hollywood theatre. Auditorium is the same, but when It's used for legit

the 51st street entrance isused and the house is called the 51st street.

When WB offers films there, it's called the Hollywood and the Broadway
entrance is used. Last legit to play there was George Abbott's 'Sweet
River' two years ago; lasted four days.

Trend among ticket brokers has been to eliminate high rents in street
level stores on or near Broadway, but Sam Beckhardt will reverse the
order. Like some others he has operated his agency from quarters in an
office building, but has taken a store on 49th street, west of Broadway,
and will specialize in tickets for sporting events along with theatre tickets.

Code restrictions do not include tickets for sports events or other attrac-

tions outside of the legitimate theatre field.

Samson Raphaelson has sold his first serial, entitled 'Lydia,' to the Satur-
day Evening Post, the deal being completed six days after the script was
confpleted. Playwright is now engaged in dramatizing the book, it having
been his original intention to write it in play form. Leah Salisbury
agented the Post transaction.

Author won attention on Broadway first with 'The Jazz Singer* and
more recently with 'Accent on Youth.'

William Collier, Sr., is in from the Coast on his annual visit to Broad-
way, but the chief reason for the trip is to gander the world's
series. Prior to going to Chicago for the opening game, he went to Phila-
delphia to see Creorge M. Cohan, who opened his tour of 'I'd Rather Be
Right' there Monday (3).

Former stage star stated he may return to the stage if an acceptable
play is obtained.

Fred Stone had a narrow escape from injury while making a curtain
speech Monday night (3) after a performance of 'Lightnin',' at the Golden,
New York. Ti-ap door over which he was standing was accidentally re-
leased, but actor was saved by a heavy linoleum covering on stage apron.
Sagged into a hole up to his waistline and finally managed to scramble
out of what would have been a 15-foot drop.

Harry Schumer, whose trucks haul a goodly percentage of legit pro-
ductions on Broadway, is recovermg at his hbme aiter a sudden, serious
illness. He was stricken while walking through the Shubert alley with,
internal hemmorhages as the result of gastric ulcers.
Blood transfusions helped his condition considerably". Doctors have

ordered him to remain abed for several more weeks. '

During his brief appearance in Frank Craven's leading part In 'Our
Town,' Thornton Wilder put back nearly all the lines cut out by Jed Harris
during rehearsaL Harris made no squawk about it and there's a question
whether he could have done anything, anyway, since, as author of the
play. Wilder has final say on script changes under the Dramatists Guild
minimum basic agreement.

Production of 'I'd Rather Be Right' was moved to Philadelphia last
Thursday (29), two days ahead of schedule, Sam H. Harris office shifted
forward the date for fear the trucking strike in New York might tie up
the show if the scheduled date was carried out. 'Right' opened Monday
(3) at the Forrest, Philly, to a $35,000 advance sale.

TMAT'S Woes

(Continued from page 55)

to handle either assignment. Like-

wise, box office men want the priv-

ilege of becoming house manaigers if

the opportunity arises.

Committee Stymied

It was hoped that the committee,
which was appointed by William
Green, head o*" the American j'eriera-

tion of Labor, would straighten out
the problems of TMAT, but appar-
ently its recommerdations were not
accepted. Affairs of the organization
had been reported improving, part-
ticularly from the financial side, but
the battle over the proposed consti-
tution evidently upset the apple cart.

After the new draft was read and
the arguments started, an alternate
constitution was read Sunday eve-
ning, but that did not get approval
either. Reports were recently cir-

culated to the effect that some mem-
bers had been propositioned by pro-
ducers to work under the scales set

forth in tlie basic agreement. That
resulted in TMAT. sending out copies
of rule No. 9 which sets forth the
punishment which would be meted
out to any member failing to report

such infractions. The rule:

Any member of this union who
Is asked to accept or continue to

occupy a position when such ac-

ceptance or continuation would
constitute a violation of the laws
of wage schedules of this organi-

zation shall immediately send
complete information hereof to

the general office of the union.

Upon being satisfied that. the

information is correct, the gen-

eral office shall deny to the em-
ployer concerned the right to

employ members except by di-

rect application to the Board of

Directors. i

Failure on the part of any
member immediately to report

any such proposal shall subject

him to a fine of not less than $50

for each violation.
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Plays Abroad

GOODBYE, MR. CHIPS
London, Sept. '24.

Come<ly In three acts by .Tames Hilton

and B«i»bftra Uurnhum, Adapted from Hil-

ton's novel; presented by O'Bryen, Llnnlt

A Punfee. .Staged by Murruy Macdonald.

At the Shaftesbury, London.
Alnsworlh Peter Copley
^nii.v < enry Hepworth
y„ford' Hobin Maule

Mr stickleback........ Hubert Harben
Mr Chips Leslie Banks
Mr' Blake Michael Shcpley

Mr Welherby Charlcd Quartermalne

Mr Upton Godfrey Kenton
Mr 'Temple Ronald Simpson
Blaine Gillian Llnd
^n„le ..Ann Wilton
Kfttherlr.e Constance Cummlnus
Ilobert« Tony Halfpenny
Saunders Michael McNcIle
Mr. Chatlf-rls Lawrence Hardman

In a curtaln-speecTi opening night,

.Iicslie Banks expressed pleasure that

the audience seemed to have en-

joyed 'this quiet play,- In addition

"to the quietness, the show runs much
too long. Almost' the entire first act

could be eliminated. One gets an
episodic narration of a timid school-

•master's career, from his first term
.to his death in a little cottage ad-
joining the college, to which he had
retired.

Banks scores a personal triumph
as the kindly young man mellowing
into the beloved octogenarian, whose
heart and soul had gone into his

life's work.
The only action besides the blos-

soming of the central character, con-
cerns the master's marriage with a

lovely young woman, who dies in

childbirth. This role is charmingly
handled by Constance Cummings. By
contrast, Gillian Lind is a vixenish,
dominating wife of another master.
More than a score of principals

bring to life the skillful character
drawings. Production is well di-

rected and the scholastic atmosphere
replete with traditional dignity. Play
might be transferred pleasantly to

the screen, but is too gentle and un-
eventful for other, than local con-
sumption, Clem,

HENRY V
London, Sept. 24,

Di-araa by William Shakespeare; pre-
.uented by Tom .\rnold. Stars Ivor Novello.
Staged by Louis Cnsson. Incidental music,
Novello, Norman O'Neill. At Theatre Royal,
Druiy Lane, London.
KhiK Henry Ivor Novello
Dulte ot Exeter George Sklllan

Sir Thoniaa Erplneham. .Vincent Sternroyd
CSower Stanley Vine
Fhiellen Frederick Bennett
MacraorriB Eugene Leahy
Jnn-.v .'Vlei McCrlnUle
AVin'lams A. B. Imeson
piBtol Lawrence Baskcomb
.Nym Sydney Bromley
Boy Leonard Thorne

• Charles ihe Sixth Charles Doran
Lewis, the Dauphin Peter Graves
Constuble of France W. E. HoUoway
Montjoy Stephen Jack
French Ambussa Stephen Jack
iBabel Beatrice Wilson
Kathailne Dorothy Dickson
-Alice Joan Swinatead
Hostess Veronica Brady
Chorus Gwen FCranggon-Davles

Tom Arnold is presenting a splen-

did. 'Henry V at Drury Lane with
Ivor Novello outstanding in the title

role. Lewis Casson has given the
play excellent staging.
This Shakespeare play is usually

regarded by producers as one in

which the title role is greater than
the play; so aoparently it was re-

garded by Richard Mansfield in his

flamboyant, dominating personality;
Lewis Waller, with all his intense
and thrilling elocutionary fervor;

Godfrey Tearle, with a perhaps less

blatant sincerity, and F, R, Benson,
as though caning his army to a foot-

ball match. Novello joins them with
a very human, romantic, sincere and
modest portrayal. Without being
modern, he's a majestic Henry and
one of the handsomest ever to play
the part.
Dorothy Dickson is a surprisingly

good Katharine, impressing with her
eloquent French. Alsj outstanding
are Beatrice Wilson, as the Queen
of France, and Charles Doran's as the
king, Gwen Ffran 'con-Davies chorus
falters, though the rest of the cast
IS adequate. Settings are excellent,
best being the English and French
courts.

degree, comes to a tiny village in
Wales, where progress has remained
stagnant for years, and the English
language is unknown. With a small
legacy she intends opening a school,
but is thwarted by the local squire.
Who resents her proposal to with-
draw some of his youthful miners
from work and enroll them as schol-
ars.

About to abandon her plans in the
fac6 of so much opposition, she
fancies an intelligent youth and con-
centrates all her energies on- devel-
oping his talents.
But the boy seeks solace in the

alluring arms of the kitchen maid,
and all hopes of his future career
are wrecked when the girl an-
nounces the advent of a baby and
demands marriage. The schoolmarm
keeps this fact secret from the boy
and he wins the scholarship, but on
hearing of his paternity he insis^
on 'doing liis duty.' The situation
is saved by the spinster promising
to adopt the child so the boy can
have his chance and perhaps become
one day a great statesman.

The author dallies for the entire
first act with minor characters and
situations before defining' the issue.
He eventually contrives to find vital-

ity in commonplace happenings.

Emlyn Williams, with so much of
his own experience to draw from
(being a miner's son who won an
Oxford scholarship), gives a moving,
satisfactory performance as the pit-

boy, who, while eager for knowl^
edge, resents being, under the domi-
nation of a woman. Sybil Thorndike
is outstanding as the benefactress.
Rest of cast is excellent, Clem.

Film Reviews

RENEGADE RANGER
(Coninuted from page 21)

liam Royle political faction which
seems to run the community, and
active in gaining the rich land of
the area on a tax collection dod^e.
Freak happening causes him to save
her life in a scrap, and he's taken
into the gang. He's soon in the
middle—not wanting to give up the
gal to the crook authorities, and not
able to do anything else in following
the line of duty. She turns into the
bait, however, which wins him con-
fession of the guilty parties.

Tim Holt, a young hothead who
gets kicked out of the rangers for
fighting in saloons; Ray Whitley, a
tuneful ranger; Lucio Villegas, a de-
landed Spanish gentleman; and Ce-
cilia Callejo, his dancing daughter,
are the rest of the cast of primary
importance to th« action.

Direction of Dave Howard is good,
and the screenplay by Oliver Drake
is well done. Photography and
sound is above the western average.
Exhib who does business with the

overall patronage will find this' a pic
to play up and give the personal rec-
ommendation of the management.
The O'Brien westerns have come for-
ward stronger this year than ever
before. * Bern.

THE CORN IS GREEN
London, Sept. 21.

Comedy In three acts by Emlyn Wil-
liams; presented hy Sleptien Mitchell.
Staged by Wllllixms. At the Duche.os,
London.
Mr. ^ohn Goronwy Jones.. John Glyn-Jones
Miss Ronbrrry Christine Sllvor
luwal Morris William John Uavlcs
Sarnh Pugh Dorothy Lnngley
Groom Mbert BIddlscombe
Squire Frederick Lloyd
Bessie Watty ; Betty Jardlne
Mrs. W.itty Knlhlpen Harrison
Miss Moffnt Svbll Tliorndllte
Robbart Robbatrh Kenneth Hvans
w yn Thomas Wynford .Morse
Will Hughes Jack Glyn
John Oxvpn Glan WllUams
M<>i'«?an Rvans Jmlyn Williams
"J'u Tom Frank Dunlop

The Corn Is Green' is a simple,
homely story that, in part, parallels
ine life of the author. Its quiet sin-
cerity and unforced interpretation
should make it acceptable in any
theatre.

Play deals with the days when
women stayed at home and were
;alf educated. An intellectual, mid-
jje-aged woman, with a university

MEN OF IRELAND
(WITH SONGS)

J. H. Hoftberg release of. Irish National
Film Corp. Directed by John Dutty. Story
und dialog, Donald O'Canlll; camera, Sid-
ney Eaton. At Squire, N. Y.. week Sept.
'M, Running time, 64 mins.
Neai O'Moore.. Cecil Ford
Eileen Guheen Eileen Cunan
IJam Brian O'Sulllvan
P.ither O'Sulllvan Gabriel Fallon
Pes ; Daisy Murphy
The Boy Gerald -DufTy

In attempting another 'Man of
Aran,' producers of 'Men of Ireland'
selected a good, high sounding title

that might mislead to the extent of
attracting business. Contains none
of the excellent photography or nat-
ural value of 'Aran' as a sure-seater
entry. Only a rabid nationalist Irish-
man, a student of ethnology or a
travelog bug could sit through this

very turgid importation that seeks
to portray the peoples and customs
of the Blasket Islands, situated off

western coast of Eire. Instead of
really going into the thing, producers
dabbled, confining most of film to the
shoreline and a muddled romiance,

. In depicting the hazardous ex-
istence of the Irish islanders, cam-
eraman kept his lens trained on a
never-ending parade of men taking
their small fishing craft to and from
the water. Seems that every time
they wanted a scenery change they
switched to the rocky shore to view
tubs carried overhead. Rest are uni-
versity shots in Dublin, choppy wa-
ter, a few interiors and lovers on the
hills.

Starts off as a narration between
an old salt and a new visitor. Story
concerns a Dublin boy-about-town
student who takes to the islands,

after a serious bout with Irish

whiskey. His c6ming breaks up a
budding romance between two lo-

cals. Couple of mild drowning res-

cues, a boat race, community danc-
ing and singing at a party comprise
all the action. Jigs, reels and come-

all-ye's (Irish singing) at a house
party take care of musical end.
Acting for most part is of the little

theatre school. Femme lead, Eileen
Cunan, is a Shakespearean actress
and never forgets it, out-Baraing
Theda with her melodramatics. Also,
though billed as an all-Irish cast,
lack of brogue and general appear-
ance of many combined with names
indigenous to Northern Island, some-
what belies this and might react at
b,o. Hurl,

SLANDER HOUSE
Progi'essive release of B, N. JuUell pro-

duction. Feotu.'es Adrienne Ames, Craig
Keynolds, Esther Ruls^on, George Mee::«r,
Pert kelton, William Newell. Directed by
Charles Lumont. From novel of same name
by Madeline Woods; adaptation, Gertru<le
Orr and John W. Kraftt; editor, Roy Luby;
photography, M. A. Anderson. At Central,
N. T., dual, week Sopt. 30, '38. Running
time, (io mine.
Helene Adrlanne Ames
Pat Kenton Craig Reynolds
Ruth De MIlu. Esther Ralston
Dr. Stalling.s George Meeker
Mazle Pert Kelton
Terry Kent William NewcU
Mrs. Hortoii Dorothy Vaughn
George Horton Edward Keane
Mrs. Comvay Vivien Oakland
.\lme.' 'llbriauH: v.". ?..

. !

;'.
.

'. .'JilitK
' Gllletie-

An indie that is sufficiently worth-
whilie to get by on double bills as the
No. 2 feature. Lack of cast names
prevents it from having drawing
power on playei strength but the
litle and what it might suggest is

likely to attract somewhat, plus any
exploitation effectiveness in con-
nection with tipping that the story's

about a rejuvenating salon.
Novel of Madeline Woods, on

which based, deals with a young
lady who runs and gets involved
through a reducing parlor which
specializes in upper-crust patronage.
Some strong comedy is developed
through a dog and a monkey which
find their way into the salon. A
stew done by one of the women, un-
billed, is also laugh-producing.
Adrienne Ames plays the much

too young operator of the beauty
parlor but, otherwise, she turns in a
neat performance. Ooposite her . on
the romantic end is Craig Reynolds,
cast in too nervy a role which makes
him a partly unsympathetic char-
acter, George Meeker ' does the
doctor engaged to Miss Ames; a mis-
cast. It is also a little bit unbelieve-
able that any place such as Miss
Ames runs would have Pert Kelton
around with her distinct 11th Ave.
manner and dialect. William Newell
is a gossin columnist and okay.
With better casting, this could

have been a much more meritorious
production that it is. The adaptation
by Gertrude Orr and John W. Krafft
is above that of indie standards and
the photography is satisfactory but
the direction, by Charles Lamont,
lacks sparkle. Char.

'MALACHY,'W CLICK

IN flOLLAND OPENINGS

Amsterdam,- Sept. 24.

Three American plays opened
Dutch legit season. Brian Doherty's
'Father Malachy's Miracle' opened
at Town theatre here. Cor van der
Lugt-Melsert directed. Official cen-

sor, who saw play opening night,

forced some cutting for subsequent
performances.
Cees Laseur did a good job in di-

recting and playing main role in

Clifford Odet's 'Golden Boy.* 'School

of Scandal' has opened at the Royal
theatre, The Hague.

FAHIS GSOUFS MERGE
Paris, Sept. 25.

In order to co-ordinate their work,
all the young theatrical groups of

Paris have banded into the Les Ar-
tisans du Theatre.

Modern Trend Dwarfs Turkey's

Once-FaniGus Oriental ffight Life

2 NEW PUYS OPEN IN

LONDON, BOTH UNLIKELY

London, Oct. 4.

'Official Secret,' conventional in-

ternational spy play, opened at the
New theatre last Tuesday (27). Was
nicely received, but looks extremely
unlikely.

'Room in Red and White' opened
at the Savoy Sunday night (2) for

one performance. Well received, but
if it receives commercial production,
it will probably share same fate as

New York presentation of the play

two years ago.

Bulprian Populace

Held 'Stage-Struck';

Sofia's 8 B.O. Mos.

Sofia, Sept 22.

Of all th« Balkan peoples, Bul-
garians iare considered the most
stage-struck, Sofia's 300,000 inhabit-

ants fill four full-size legit theatres
every evening for eight months.
State-subsidized National's repertory
alternates between straight drama
and grand opera; Odeon, Popularen
and Koop theatres present mainly
comedies and light musicals.
Acting is on a high level; not only

In the capital, but also in provincial
touring companies. Guest engage-
ments include famous Continental
artists, especially in opera.
The cost of living being very mod-

erate in Bulgaria, seats are cheap
accordingly. Tickets at the National
range from 20 to 100 levas. (100

levas are equivalent to $1.20, but will

buy twice as much.) Seats in Sofia's

de luxe cinemas cost much less, top
being 20 levas.

Zorka Jdrdanova is Bulgaria's pet
glamour girl on the stage. The most
popular male actors are Trendavelov
and Sarachov. Anna Todorova, Mme.
Milkova and Sabev are stars of opera
since public favorite No. 1, Theodore
Mazaroff, has gone off to the Vienna
Opera.
There's an important national

drama production, and authors of
other Balkan countries are foremost
among foreign favorites. Kastov,
Poljanov and Savof, unknown abroad,
are considered "dramatists of real im-
portance, while Nusic, Yugoslavia's
ace playwright, is also very popular
in Bulgaria.

Musicals are also prevalent in the
cinemas. There are about 30 picture
theatres in the capital and 100 in the
provinces, all wired, catering to Bul-
garia's 5,500,000 population. There's
no national film production, studios
or newsreels, although beautiful
mountain scenery and folk costunves
for attractive outdoor shots are to be
had for the asking. Nothing but a

few travelogs have ever been made
in Bulgaria. American imports are
first on the list, with Germany a

close second and France pressing
close behind.

Airing Pos^flity for Royal Command

Vaude in London Feared by Theatres

London, Sept. 27.

Switching of Royal Command
variety performance from the Palla-

dium to Coliseum has got 'em all

guessing again as to whether the

show goes over the air as well and
delivers its yearly wallop at normal
theatre biz. For a long time, legit

and picture theatre bodies sat back
content, having obtained a guarantee
from Lord Chamberlain's office there

would be no broadcast, but lately

situation has changed, due in part to

fact Lord Chamberlain has been re-

placed.

Harry Marlowe,
,
secretary of

Variety Artistes' Benevolent Fund,
which benefits from show, has asked
Lord Chamberlain to raise .the bar,

and is supported by Geoi^e Black,
president of VABF. Theatre Man-
agers' Assn., and Cinematograph Ex-
hibitors' Assn., together with the pic-

ture dislribs (Kinematograph Renters
Society, are to meet again this week.

with a view to re-emphasizing their

original case.

BBC, meantime, makes no state-

ment whatever. Corp would cer-

tainly be glad to have the. show on
the air, because it's the peak broad-
cast of the year,, and gives it the
cream of the variety world for little

more than a nominal fee. Larst year,
BBC paid slightly more than $5,000
to the und. '

Arthur Anderson May
Return to London Legit

London, Sept. 26.

After 20 years of Londo.n musical
successes, Arthur Anderson heeded
the call of family busit ess 10 years
ago. Current report has him back
with a new musical, 'Alpine Rose.'

Stated Bert Feldman interested
following audition of first act, but
his recent illness has deal hanrjini:

firie.

By E. P. JACOBI

Istambul, Sept. 21.

Turkey's once-famous Oriental

night life is no longer what it was.

For one thing, the 'danse du ventre'

(cooch dance), has lost its popular

appeal. Flesh display in screen re-

vues and touring musical companies'

choruses make the abdominal charms
of Oriental dancers seem tame.

Cafes, both Turkish and Viennese,

and confectioners' shops are still the

most popular places of entertainment.

Bands playing in cafes, hotels, bars

and gardens are nearly all foreign,

for the most part Hungarian. Wafees
are good. Musicians eal'n $6-8 a day,

but the cost of living is very high.

An evening at one of the smart bars
(Garden Bar is the ritziest at the
moment) 'easily runs into 20 Turkish
pounds ($20) per head.

There is only one permanent Turk-
ish theatre here, playing a repertory
of classical and modern comedy and
drama. All other stage entertain-

ment is provided by touring com-
panies, mainly foreign, in musicals
and revues. At Ankara a new gen-
eration of actors is being educated at

the new State Stage Academy, but it

will be some years before the foun-
dation of national Turkish drama is

laid.

Experiments with national film

production haven't fared well.

There's a studio in Istambul, but
equipment is not up to the mark.
Turks are enthusiastic film fans.

American pictures, dubbed in Turlo
ish or French, constitute half the
imports, which are about 200 a year.
American adventure pictures, wild
westerns and gangster subjects have
the greatest popular appeal, whereas,
highbrows fall for French films,

which are next in the number of im-
ports.

Last year only 25 pictures were im-
ported from all countries 'other than
U, S; and France. Of the 60 picture
theatres in the country, the ihajority
are in .Istambul, while Ankara, the
political and administrative capital,

only has two. But, then, Turjcey is

only just getting into her stride of
development. There's a big niarket
waiting for pictures here, but it must
be built up first.

FISCHER SEEKS FORMER

ACE PARIS VAUDE HOUSE

Paris, Oct. 4.

Clifford C. Fischer and Henry Lar-
ti£ue are dickering to take over the
Empire, formerly Paris* No. 1
straight vaudeville theatre. It's been
through financial reorganization.

Lartigue, who didn't go to New
York with Fischer for the new In-
ternational Casino show, on .Broad-
way, due to being an officer in the
naval reserve, and subject to possi-
ble mobilization via the mid-Eu-
ropai political strife, is now ready-
ing a new reyue for the Restaurant
des Ambassadeurs, due to open Its

fall season shortly.

Fischer is slated to return here In
a fortnight, sailing from New York
Oct. 12, and not returning until he
brings back a new revue in the
spring.

Current London Plays
(With Dates When Opened)

'French Without Tears,* Criterion—Nov.
C, ':io,

'Holjcrffl Wife.' Globe—Xbv, 23, M7,
'Mfr und My Girl,' Victoria Pakiee—Dec,

10. ',17.

'Nine Shiirp.' LlCtle—Jan. 20. '38.
'Xaiot'a Delight,' Apollo—March '38,
'Wild Oatu,' PflncesB—April 13. '38.
'Bannna RWge,' Strand—April 27, '38,
'Olotioua Mornlngr,' Whitehall, May 20,

,j^HprIng Meeting,' Amhasandor — May 3t,

'f-rtl'fl Wife.' Aidwych—.Tunc lO.
'(Comedienne,' Iliiymarket—June 10.
'.She Too Wbb Young,' Wyndham's-.4^ug.

^^'The Fleet's IJt Up,' HIppodromo- Aug.

^^'George und Margaret,' Piccadilly—Aug,

•Thou Shalt Not.' Plnyhouse-Aug. 31;
'Running Klot.' (Jalety-Aug, 31.
'Fla.ihlng Strrnm,' T,yrl(v-.«?pnl, J.
'Room for Two,' CrmiPdy—.S'ept. 0.
'Trblrt-i und the Anpel.' St. Mnrtln's-

'The Last Trump.' Duko of Tork's-Sept.

nc.nr Oflopii.q.' Quoons—.Srpt. 14.
'ITcnry V.' Drury I..?nf>—Sept. 17.
'The Corn 1h Green,' Duchesfi—.Sfpl, 20.
'(JooilUye, Mr, Chip.-!,' KhJiftCBbury " n».

•'officinl Secret.' New-.Sept. 27
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Flock of Local 'Raers in N. T.

Und6r its sophisticated crust, New
'York is still Main Street—from a

newspaper standpoint. Tiiis is indicat-

ed from a survey that several million

readers in metropolitan New York
read a veritable library of weekly
regional and local newspapers. Exact

figures are not available, but num-
ber is very conservatively put at

well over a hundred. Figures do not

include local dailies and weekly

foreign pajiers. Analysis of what
makes them all tick discloses a new
kind of publisher who never learned

the hard way, but one with an en-

tirely new approach, new staffing

system, and a new payoff. Moreover,

they are nearly all distributed

gratis.

Number fluctuates in this very

mushroomy field with mortality rate

very high. Birth or re-birth rate is

such, however, that there are always

as many as before, if not more. Situ-

ation is akin to the opening and
shuttering of little nabe stores. Same
open, fail and are tried again by
another.
Someitimes started by local Boards

of Trade or Chambers of Commerce
to stimulate biz and residences in

their locale, they also are just as fre-

quently started by print shops which
enter the newspaper biz through the
back door. When printers cannot
induce local merchants to spend for

Circulars, cards, 6tc., they piublish a
paper. Sheet insures greater circu-

lation and some assurance of being
read before discarded. It can offer

advertising space 'for cheaper rate,

than individual forms of ballyhoo
would tally.

Method Of keeping readers is sim-
ple. Tieups with local churches, un-
dertakers, social and labor orgs,,

schools, etc., cinches data on births,

marriages, deaths, meetings, parties,

socials and What have you. All go
on the premise that everybody likes

to see h|s name in print—and they
get it plenty.*"
Foreign papers also have their

own little form of subsidy in shape
of rakeofl firom political factions, and
in some cases, support from foreign
governments; There is one for every
racial group around New York.
Among some o£ the more prominent
is the East Side News, North Side
News, Yorkville Advance, Washing-
ton Heights Leader. Advance re-

cently won a prize as the best week-
ly sheet in the coiintry.. The, Bronx
Home News, a 4aily now, started out
as a weekly many years ago'and now
caters to same homes as it did in
the other capacity. Brooklyn, niost
thickly populated borough, has the
most, one sheet to every few blocks.
Bensonhurst, Greenpoint, Coney
Island, etc., ditto.

Storm Hiis Prov. Dailies

Hard., hit when flood waters
drowned its pressroom, and when the
shutting off of electric power forced
closing down of other departments,
Providence (R. I.) Journal and Eve-
ning Bulletin continued publication
of the papers through the coopera-
tion of the Woonsocket Call, Boston
.Globe and. the Providence Visitor.
Necessity for a thorough cleaning of
the pressrom and lack of electric
power until Saturday (1) forced
printing outside, the city for two or
three more days.

,
Besides editions printed regularly

since the flood in Woonsocket and
Boston, the Evening Bulletin received
the cooperation of the Providence
Visitor in printing a 'Peace Extra'
Friday (30). The Globe, a weekly
which Is printed at the Providence
Visitor plant, and which had been
printing semi-weekly since the hurri-
cane, delayed its regular edition by
several hours when the Evening Bul-
letin was given first preference of the
plant presses.

Lack of newspaper advertising
forced downtown theatre managers
to press sound trucks and radio into
service as -advertising mediums.
Sound trucks were used in the city's

outlying districts to acquaint public
with the theatre's reopening dates.

More Paper-Backs

Another new publishing company
to get out paper-bound books is Won-
der Story Press. Organized by Ber-
nard H. Wood, Jr., reputedly an in-
surance man, who steps into publish-
ing as a business sideline and a
hobby.
Wonder Story books will sell for

50c. afid will be similar in format
to the many others in the field. Non-
fiction only.

Lese Majeste

Angle of the agency state-

ment that Danton Walker's
'temperament' was instrumental

in his being dropped from the
Gruen program over CBS last

week is an incident which took
place at the show's first broad-
cast. Walker, who explains he
was jittery, anyway, just before
he was to make his ether debut,

was bothered by a flock of kibit-

zers just before the program
was to go on the air.

On top of that the N. Y. News
columnist saw a couple of

strangers in the sound control
room and requested 'Get those
palookas out of here,' not know-
ing the key was open. The
'palookas* turned out to be
Gruen officials.

Scribes as Lecturers

Series of weekly lectures by
prominent newfspaper men -and

women in New York City, designed
as a practical course in newspaper
work, has been arranged by the New
York Newspaper Women's Club.
Lectures, to be given at the mid-
town quarters of the club, will be
available to both meii and women.
Start Oct. 19, and weekly thereafter.

Opening lecturer will be Stanley
Walker, of the Herald-Tribune.
Others will be Burns Mantle, drama
crick of the News; Inez Callaway
Robb, King Features; Eugene Young,
head of the Times cable desk; Lee
Wood, m.e. of the World-Telegram;
James C. Hickey, Sun copy desk slot

man; Dorothy Dunbar Bromley, Post
columnist; Lucius Beebe, Herald-
Tribune; Martin McEvily, News pic-

ture assignment editor.

Also, Anne O'Hare McCormick,
Times; Harry Hansen, World-Tele-
gram, book crick; Prunella Wood,
King Features fashion editor; Max.
Hill, head of the AP New York
bureau; Mary E. Watts, yeoman's, edi-

tor of the Sun; Warren Hall, News;
Emma Bugbee, Herald-Tribune;
John Itieran, Times sports editor.

Joe Williams, sports editor of the
World-Telegram; Helen Rowland,
King Features; Antoinette Donnelly,
beauty writer for the News; Miles
Vaughn, UP night news manager;
Mabel Greene, Sun, and Joseph V.
Connolly, Hearst newspapers general
manager.

Carrent History Back on Sked
Current History, monthly mag on

cbntemporary international events,
has resumed regular publication
after missing a couple of issues.

Management and editorial staff as

formerly, with M. K Tracy continu-
ing as publisher and editoi'.

Day-Putnam Tieup

Four-year association between John
Day Co. and Reynal & Hitchcock ends
at the close of the year, at which
time Day Inaugurates a somewhat
similar arrangement with G. P. Put-
nam's Sons.
Under the new Day-Putnam agree-

ment, Putnam" will handle sales,' dis-

tribution, publicity and all other
publishing details, excepting edi-
torial, of the Day books. Arrange-
ment similar to. that which, Putnam
has with Coward-M'cCann, except
that Day editorial department will
be away from the Putnam quarters.
During the Day-Reynal & Hitch-

cock tieup, Day editorial department
quartered with the latter. Now be-
ing moved by Richard J. Walsh, Day
head, to the offices of his Editorial
Publications, where he gets out Asia,
Antiques, and a number of other
mags. Walsh continues as editor as
well as general director of the book
firm. Advisory editor is Pearl S.
Buck, who is Mrs. Walsh.

Prof. Odell's 10th Tome
George C. D. Odell continues his

brilliant account of New York's stage
history in the 10th fact-crammed
tome of Annals of the New York
stage (Columbia University Press*

$8.75, illustrated, 884 pp.). A vivid
and meticulous history, Volume X,
recounts, the colorful but trying era
of 1875-79, when Lester Wallack,
Edwin Booth and their hallowed con-
temporaries ruled the footlights in

namesake theatres.

Upbn its. completion. Prof. Odell's
"Annals" will be a monumental en^

cyclopedia of entertainment, the
greatest contribution of its kind ever
made by one man.

Knickerbocker's Jam
INS' re|)ort that the Sudeten Ger-

man authorities were detaining its

correspondent, H. R. Knickerbocker,
comes on the heels of a cable last

week from Knickerbocker to the
Hearst news service that he was ex-
periencing financial difficulties in
Prague, Czech capital.

At that time, his German cur-
rency was unrecognized by the
Czechs and he requested some im-
mediate funds be wired him. Since
leaving Prague for the Sudeten terri-

tory he ran into complications with
the Nazi authorities.

Put Annenber; on 'Spot'

Legislative committee has been
appointed in Pennsy with its pur-
pose openly to 'get' M. L. Annen-
berg, publisher of the PhiUy In-

quirer, Morning Telegraph, flock of

mags, and operator Of Nationwide
News Service. Committee's assign-

ment is to delve into dissemination
of news and track results to horse
race rooms. Annenberg's Nation-
wide News Service supplies prac-
tically all of this dope. Offices of

the Service in Philly were once
raided and the whole business has
been tested in court several times.
In each case it was decided that
there is nothing illegal in providing
results if there is no touting, or if

bets are not taken, Associated
Press, it was pointed out, also pro-
vides race results,

New move, however, is entirely
political, as Annenberg's Inquirer is

strongest Republican mouthpiece in

the state, while the administration
is Democratic. Probers, though,
found themselves stymied right off

the bat when it was discovered that
all the NNS records had been re-
moved from the state. Service is

now being supplied by rerouting
wires through Wilmington, Del.

Worcester Post Quits

Worcester, Mass., Evening Post
passed out of the newspaper field

Oct. 1 by suspending publication
after 47 years of existence. Its pass-
ing leaves the Worcester Telegram
and The Evening Gazette, published
by Greorge F. Booth, as the only
dailies in the city.

Defunct sheet had been operating
at a loss for many months and was
unprofitable practically since pur-
chased by Winfield A. Schuster.
Booth bought Post assets and will
liquidate the property.

NEW PERIODICALS
You're Wrong About Tliat is the

title of a new monthly pocket-size
mag added by J, I. Rodale, the Penn-
sylvania publisher, to his string.

(Jives Rodale three now, other two
being Fact Digest and Everybody's
Lif^. Additionally, Rodale publishes
books under the imprint of the
Rodale Press. Purpose of You're
Wrong About That is to show up pop-
ular fallacies, reprints and occasional
original pieces used. Rodale editing,

with Haden E. Norwood aiding.

.
.Escort is a new semi-monthly peri-

odical, pocket-sized, for the resident
of and visitor to the Greenwich Vil-
lage section of New. York. Latest of
long line of similar publications, dat-
ing back to the time when the Vil-
lage was, America's Bohemia. Un-
like most of its predecessors, notably
Bobby Edwards' The Quill, Escort is

conservative and after the fashion of
Cue. Publisher of Escort is Roland
Killingsworthy with- .Spencer Colis
editing.

Building and Real Estate,, new
monthly mag devoted to news of
those allied trades in western Penn-
sylvania,, with headquarters in Pitts-
burgh. W. I. Berman, formerly with
Sun-Telegraph advertising depart-
ment, is editor and publisher; Ed-
mond C. Travis, advertising director,
and John Colouer, art director. It's

slick paper layout.

America's Future, new tabloid-
sized monthly selling at lOc, and
sponsored by a group headed' "by
Frank Gannett, pres of Gannett
Newspapers. Aimed at the New
Deal and will carry pieces by promi-
nent personages who are anti-New
Deal in sentiment. Printing order of
first issue said to be around
500,000.

Crime Detective, Inc., and Mystery
Book of the Month, Inc., have been
chartered to conduct a publishing
and printing business in New-York.
Both have the same capital stock,
100 shares, no par value, and the
same directors. Morris S. Levine,
N. Y., is filing attorney and a direc-
tor.

TAC is a new monthly mag of the
entertainment arts, growing out . of
the bulletin issued by the Theatre
Arts Committee. A slick-paper
periodical, to sell . for lOc, it will
cover every branch of amusements.
Editorial board consists of Edna
Ocko, editor, and Herbert Levine and
Seymour Roman.

Collegre Years, new mag in serious
vein for college students, by Staff
Publishing Co. Will have both free
and paid circulation, idea being to let
students at a number of the. better
known high institutions of learning
have it gratis, with others to pay for
it.

Sportangle is the nam', of a new
weekly to be published out of Bos-
ton by Edv/ard Barneti. As indi-
cated by title, will be devoted
mostly to sports. Barnett also
editing.

Subs for Gag Mags

At an informal powwow of
American editors and publish-
ers some brought up the fact

that American humor publica-
tions have virtually become
extinct and displaced by some-
thing else, to fill U. S. laugh
tastes. Pointing to foreign pe-
riodicals like Punch, London
Sketch, Figaro, La Vie Pari-
sienne, Fluegende Blatter, etc.,

and pointing out that nothing
approximating the old Life,

Judge or Puck exists in Amer-
ica 'today, the journalists con-
cluded that radio and the car-
toon sections of the dailies

(weekend editions) must be
filling the laugh bill.

Radio seems the most con-
clusive field. The funnies now
run extra pages. Then, too, the
national periodicals like Sat-
evepost and Collier's have been
interspersing their text with
considerable cartoon matter.'

Dempsey's Sports Mag Folds
Jack Dempsey's Sports Magazine

has halted publication and upper
Broadway, New York, offices of the

periodical have been shuttered.

Edited by Ned Brown, former
sports writer and. now a sports

publicist, periodical began publica-

tion less than a year ago. Dempsey's
arrangement for the use of his name
was reputedly for a share of the
hoped-for profits.

Det. Times Resumes Supplement
Pix, mid-week supplement dropped

several months ago by the Detroit
Times (Hearst) following an unsuc-
cessful six-week run, was resumed
last week in roto tabloid with col-

ored roto advertising.

In original form supplement was
in black and white on newsprint.
Distributed every Wednesday.

Meet the Boys
Barthold Fels, New York agent,

who represents many emigre scrib*

biers now in this country, is holding
a series of receptions whereby the
foreign writers will be able to meet
the various leading figures in the
American book and mag crafts.

Most of the emigre scribblers in-

tend settling here permanently and
becoming citizens.

LITERATI OBITS THIS WEEK
AnnaX. Dawes, 87, daughter of the

late Senator Henry L. Dawes, author
and former Washington corresond-
ent for the Springfield (Mass.) Re-
publican, died at Pittsfield, Mass.,
Sept. 25. She was the author of sev-
eral books and magazine articles, in-
cluding, 'How Are We Governed?',
'The Modern Jew, His Present and
"Futiire' "and '"Charles Siimrier.^

"

"
~

Lillian E. Eaton, 75, fiction writer,
died in Long Beach, Cal,, Sept. 27.

She started writing in her 70th
year, had several of her short stories
published and recently finished her
second novel.

Hugh 'McCarron, 65, writer and
cpntributor to Irish papers, and civic
leader, died Sept. 24 at his Forest
Hills (Boston), Mass., home.
John T. Cushing, 50, former pub-

lisher of the Boston Daily Bir6ord,
Boston Evening American and Bos-
ton Sunday Advertiser, H[jjtfrst sheets,
died suddenly in ChyiAi^o, Sept. 24,

with funeral serw-fl<i^^'"at his Newton-
ville. Mass .Jj^jft'ie Sept. 28, and burial
in St. AlLdns, Vt. He was in Chicago
on a business trip as a member of the
general management of the Hearst
newspapers, where he was stricken
with pneumonia. A blood trans-
fusion failed to rally him. Several
weeks ago he joined the general
management of the Hearst news-
papers. Survived by his widow, two
sons and a daughter.

Raymond L. Carr, 32, for 10 years
city editor and staff photographer of
the Greenville (S. C.) News, died at
a hospital there Sept. 20 after an
illness of about three weeks. Carr
was also the inventor of a self-ad-
justing automobile braking system
and a storage battery terminal ap-
pliance.

Thomas Roberts Atkinson, adver-
tising manager of Lowell (Mass.)
Sunday Telegram, died at his Lowell
home Sept. 19.

George Carpenter Arnold, 71, di-
rect, descendant of one of the 13
original proprietors of Rhode Island
and publisher of the Numismatic
Guide, died in Providence Sept. 20.

John D. Rufr, 79, newspaper and
magazine writer, died- at his home
in Philadelphia Sept. 27. He served
for 15 years as assistant Sunday
editor of the Philadelphia Record,
prior to his retirement a decade
ago.

Ticker-Tape Scribes' Feed
Recently organized association of

financial writers on New York dailies
is tossing a dinner and show at the
Astor hotel, Dec. 16. William O
Douglas, head of the Securities &
Exchange Commission, and William
Martin, president of the New York
stock exchange, will be guests of
honor.
Organization began last summer

with first business session held in
September. Association still is seek-
ing a name, with Scribes and
Pharisees among tags mentioned.

CHATTER
Ishbel Ross may go to Mexico.

• Ford Madox Ford leaving soon for
Switzerland.

Another daughter—her second—
for Theresa Ballln.

One hundred years of publishing
this month for Putnam's.
War scare kept Vincent Evyer-

sleigh from sailing to Italy.

Mrs. Robert Thomas Hardy, N. Y,
agent, getting over the grippe.
Lee Stacke tinkering with a play

ao a respite from short stories.
Bill Curley, m.e, of the N. Y. Jour-

nal-Amerlcah, has a new Park av-
enue penthouse.
Dorothy .Van Doren goes over to

Houghton Mifflin with her next
novel, her fourth.

Mrs. Louis Bromfleld over for a
brief visit, her novelist husband re-
maining In France.

Collier's bought 'Glamour Boy,' by
Richard English, his seventh yarn
for the ipag in five months.

Elizabeth L Wye, fiction editor of
AP feature service, will be wed to
Henry A. McCashin next month.
"Theodore Pratt, author of 'Big

Blow,' WPA production on Broad-
way, is a Vabiety, correspondent.
Arthur Lubin's two novels, 'Mur*

der at Airport Gardens' and 'Sa-
markland,' will soon be published.

Publication of John Anderson's
book', 'The American Theatre,' post-
poned until the middle of November.
Real name of Frances Winwar is

Francesca Vlnciguerra. Scribbling
name is literal translation into Eng-
lish of the original.

Kay Mulvey named Hollywood
representative of Crowell Publishing
Co. and contributing editor of Wo-
man's Home Companion.
Donald Klopfer, of Random

House, will start off the BOok and
Mazaine Guild's course in principles

of book publishing this month.
Ramona Herdman, who handles

publicity for Harper's, will have her
third novel published by the firm.

Calls if'Flve o'clock Whistle.'
Lou Holtznian, of N. Y. Journal of

Commerce, has gone to Los Angeles
to handle the southern California
territory for the sheet's San Fran-
cisco edition.

Dr. Allan Dafoe, of Dionne
quintuplet fame, has been sig-

natured by King Features -to -do a
series on health diets. He Is due to
arrive in New York Oct. 27.

Jeff Keen, editor and film crick of
the Philly Daily News, confined to

his home with a broken ankle, suf-

fered when he fell in the Fox the-
atre. His daily column being
guested.

New Rights Plan

(Continued from page 1)

would sell both legit and picture

rights in one deal. There would be
a standard minimum price for both

rights, plus a sliding scale of royal-

tie^ for each. In the case of the film

rights, the price would be based on
length of run and total gross of the

legit engagement. There would prob-

ably be a maximum for the length

of riin, say one season. However,
that detail hasn't been settled.

Plan is Still merely outlined and
will be considered further by the

conferees only if the Guild council

considers that it has promise. Under-
stood the principal difficulty is to

make the plan workable and various

complications are believed to stand

in the way of that. Idea for the plan

was first suggested by attorney John
Wharton and has been studied for

nearly a year by spokesmen for the

film companies, representatives of

the Dramatists Guild; and an official

of the League of N. Y. Theatres.

Of coiirse the adoption of any plan

to set a standard for determining the

price of film rights to plays would

involve revision of the Dramatists

Guild minimum basic agreement.

That is why the approval of the

Guild council is necessary before

anything definite can be done. So far

the Guild council has shown no in-

dication of favoring any revision of

the pact, but the studio reps are

hopeful that some satisfactory form-

ula can be worked out.
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Broadway

Ben Atwell ahead of the Mordkin

ballet

Joe Brandt leaving Saturday for

New York.

Mercury theatre stage being re-

built and enlarged.

Enid Markey is being considered

for 'Run, Sheep, Run.'
• Fredric March-Florence Eldridge

due east soon for a Broadway legit,

Maurice Silverstone threw lunch-

eon Monday (3) for Hal Roach.
Harry Reser considering opening

a music school. May drop band biz.

Joey Keith celebrated his 25th

year with Leblang's ticket agency.
Dave Bennett, Paramount dance

director, in from Coast for a month's
stay.
Y. Frank Freeman, Jr., son of Par-

amount V. p., is an ensign in the

naval reserves.
Ted Lewis readying a new unit to

tour after exit from Casa Manana
end of this week.
Henry Jaffe, show biz attorney,

•flew to the Coast Sunday (2). Due
back Friday (7).

Max Karper, Yiddish legit p.a.,

hospitalized with rheumatics after

10 weeks at hom6.
National Variety Artists will hold

first Clown Night of the season Oct.
9 in club rooms on West 46th street.

'Billy Gould will officiate.

Harriet Reynolds, of the Screen
Actors Guild eastern office, remain-
ing two extra weeks in Florida.

Pffil Baker's dicker with Milton
Blow agency for the Philip Morris
radio commercial didn't come off.

Tamara ' Geva . sails from London
today and is due here next week.
Had been starring in 'Idiot's De-
light.'

Par legal lights ho took in the
Yale-Columbia game in New Haven,
included Louis Phillips and Arthur
Israel.

Harry Rubin, of Paramount, and
Gaston L. Stern^ National Screen
executive, have had their tonsils re-
moved.

Sylvia Sidney, currently working
in 'One-Third of a Nation' at Astoria,
will also do a play on Broadway this

season.
Maxwell Arnold, new talent scout

for Selznick-International, in town
eyeing legits and other talerit

sources.
Horace McMahon returned to Hol-

lywood last week after a hurry call

from Universal but is due back late
this month.

,

Jack (Stork Club) Entratter and
Dorothy James walk the plank Oct.
23 in New York, and will settle down-
in Brooklyn.

Jill Stern has replaced Valerie
Cossart for the 'Shadow and Sub-
stance' tour. She recently returned
from England.
Frank Seltzei:, Hal Roach's pub-ad

head, in town for the premiere of
'There Goes My Heart' at the Music
Hall tomorrow.

L. W. Conrow, head of Altec Serv-
ice Corp., back in New- York from
regional confabs in Kansas City, De-
troit and Chicago.

Since the De Marcos' matrimonial
-.and ilanciniL split,. Tony DeMarco has
reopened his Ziegfeld theatre studlbs
for young amateurs.
Charlie Shribman, Mai Hallett's

manager and himself a ballroom
operator, opening several bowling
alleys in New England.

Clay Bryson,, former vocalist with
George Olsen's ban.', back from Eu-
rope. He was there some time be-
fore war scare chased him.
Herbert Rudley. In the forthcom-

ing 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,' has
written a drama. 'Shadow on the
Wall.' which is going the rounds.
Erik Kalkhurst will operate the

Cape playhouse, Cape May, N. J.,

strawhat, next summer. He opens
tonight (Wednesday) in 'The Good.'
Open Door, Greenwich Village

nitery, in bankruptcy, via Sol Jaffa,
its co-owner with Charles H. Miller,
latter not ioining. Debts, $22,335;
assets, $1,224.
Herbert Rheiner, junior VArtiuTT

mugg, Normandied last week to
Scotland where he'll prep for an
M. D.'s sheenskin at the University
of Edinburgh,
New newsreel theatre in the A:so-

ciated Press building. Radio City,
will be opened some time in Decem-
ber by Newsreel Theatres. Inc. (Em-
hassy theatre group).
Armahd Denis, producer of 'Dark

Rapture' (U), back from Boston,
where he was luncheoned by Y. W.
C. A. Denis will give lecture in

Boston some time in December.
C. M. White, assistiant general man-

ager of Gaumont-British, plans vis-
iting exchange centers in south be-
fore returning to N. Y. He recently
finished swing through midwest.
Claude Collins, who served with

Pathe News before becoming news-
reel contact rep for N. Y. World's
Fair, snowed under with exploitation
clips he's been turning out for the
exposition.
Leonard Schlessinger, assistant to

Joe Bernhard, WB theatre chief, will
be bachelor-dinnered at Benny the
Bum's in Philly, on Oct. 12. He is to
marry Rose Coyle ('Miss America,'
(1036).

,Harry De Costa, Gus Van's first

pianist when latter started in vaude-
ville around 1905, is currently with
Van on latter's date at Loew's State.
Pair got together couple of weeks
ago for first time in years.
A startling innovation at lonig'ht's

'•eem of Cliff Fischer's new Inter-

national Casino show will be a life-
size replica of the famous manikin
statye from Brussels, rather daring
for American consumption.
Herbert Drake, drama editor of

the New York Herald Tribune, lost
his sailboat in the recent hurricane.
Craft was at City Island, N. Y. flank
Senber, M«rcury theatre p.a., had
his boat taken out of the water- th^
weekend before the storni^ .

Paris-

By Hugo Speok

Boite ' a Sardines open again.
Cirque d'Hiver ditto.

Street being named 'after Maurice
Ravel.

•Three Blind Mice' (20th) at Cine
Balzac.

'Le Valet Maitre' revived at Mi-
chodiere.

'Le Corsaire' revived at Theatre
I'Athenee.'
Jacqueline Francell set to star in

'Balalaika.'
Alberta Hunter - singing ^at <.Fre.d

Payne's bar.
Bnmo Walter becoming natural-

ized Frenchman.
Professor Beware (Par) at Cinema

des Champs-Elysees.
Suzy Solidor, back from tour, re-

opening her cabaret.
La (Tabane Cubaine celebrating

seventh anniversary.
'Bois de Boulogne' revived at The-

atre des Nouveautes.
'C'etait Moi' Fernandel's next,

with Christian Jacaue.
Edith Dahl, now Edith Rogers, ap-

pearing at Villa d'Este.

Simone Simon being considered
for film with Jan Kiepura.
Don Juan, Montmartre nitery, re-

opening, with Greta Keller topping.
Irene de Zillah in from Hungary to

start George Milton in 'Le Prince
Bouboule.'

Theatre de Quatre Sous company
presenting 'Le Bal de Vouleurs' at

Theatre des Arts.
New Marsillaise revue, 'Le Roi

des Galejeurs,' starring Alibert,
opening at Theatre des Varieties.
Raymond Boulay constructing two

new Paris cinemas, one of 1.500
seats, other 500, latter on the Rue
Royale.

(Cirque Medrano show this trip
100% women, starring Chrysis de la

Grange and featuring Marie Hollis
and Cilly Feindt.

Budapest

Rosalind Russell gave Budapest
the once over on her recent visit

here.
Ferenc Herczeg, Hungary's play-

wright laureate and novelist, passed
75th birthday.
Ferenc Hont forming a theatrical

co-operative on a subscription basis.

Purpose is to present Hungarian re-
vivals and foreign plays.

Julius Kabos said to be contracted
for American tour in February.
He's to personal in Hungarian nabes
with his picture, 'Henpecked Hus-
band.'
.. .yigszinhaz and Magyar theatre
both opening wltli ' American plays;

Vig has 'On Borrowed Time^ and
Magyar- putting on Elmer Rice's

'Street Scene.'
Lajos Zilahy producing pictures

based on his two plays, 'The Sun
Shines' and 'Musical Clowns,' on his

own. He's starring Alice Nagy, ju-

venile player, who made her statge

debut last season.
'I Married An Angel' to be re-

vived here, with the American mu-
^cal version, at Andrassy theatre,

with Maria Lazar in the lead. She
was in the original cast of the play

here six years ago.

Sydney
By Eric Gorrick

Betty Balfour figures on remain-
ing in Australia.
Herman Flynn in charge of ex-

ploitation for Par's reissue of 'The
Sheik.'
Thousands of pulpers are await-

ing return to American publishers
following government ban.
Greater Union oringing in ama-

teurs once weekly at thfe Capitol in

association with dual pictures.

Exhib interests are worried over
Victorian government allowing night
trotting to come into territory.' All
protests have been in vain.

Ken G. Hall readying production
of 'Mr. Chetworth Hits Out' starring

Cecil Kellaway. Cinesound would
like another title for pidture.

Little Theatres concluding a very
good winter season. Ckirrent shows
include 'Seventeen,' 'Three-Cornered
Moon,' 'You Can't Take It With
You,' and 'The Sea Gull.'

Commonwealth Broadcasting net-

work, Albert-Doyle commercial unit,

will be augmented shortly by .addi-

tional stations under personal direc-

tion, of Stuart F. Doyle.
Williamson-Tait suffered a heavy

loss with their 'Personal Appear-
ance,' starring Betty Balfour. Also
took the knock with Nati Morales,
Spanish dancer, and her troupe.
Cinesound very hopeful now that i

th6 New South Wales government

;

will permit production of 'Robbery
j

Under Arms' next year. Hal Roach •

had announced that his unit would i

produce 'R. U. A.,' but wa."? '
wiseri

j

that Cinesound owned the riffV't*.

London

Jack Taylor, ill in Blackpool, now
on the upgrade.

Mat McKeigue in hospital getting
over internal ailment.

^^Earl Bailey with chipped spine as
result of^fall. May need operation.

Bies'm.o.nSvTew, local financier, has
bought Worton Hall Film studios.

The Royalty Jtheatre,-Soho, is to be
demolished. Theatre has been up
98 y€ars.

Dave Shelley, son of Buddy de
Sylva, here. May land lead in West
End show.

In Elisabeth Bergner's next picture,

'Stolen Life.' she will do the Lam-
beth Walk.

Drury Lane theatre made a trad-
ing profit of $14,000 for the year
ending June 30.

Emlyn Williams will play the lead

in the next Warner Bros. Teddin.fton
production, 'They Drive by Night.'

Ev,ely,n li-^ye will be- principal in

•Tom ' Arnold's Dantomime; ''Sl6ei)ittB'

Eeputy,' in B'rminfrham at Chr'st-

mas.

Gene Sheldon playing one week
for Si. Oswald StoU'.*; circuit bsfore
going to the Sc?la, Berlin, for two
months.

Jack La Rue to play lead in 'Mur-
der in Soho,' being made by As.'so-

ciated British Pictures at its studios
in Elstree.

George Beatty offered work i;i

London but refused to accept since
he would have to leave his aged
parents in New York.

Stoll Film Studios, Cricklewood.
cradle of miny early film stars, will

be auctioned Oct. 26, unless privately

sold in the meantime.

General Theatres Corp. although
claiming it has plenty of work for

American acts in England, is onl.v.

booking from week to week.

Hvams Bros, purchased' building
at Kingston. London suburb, to erect

picture theatre. WUl be built in con-

junction with Gaumont-British.

Caligary Bros., due to open a four-

week season at the Savoy hotel, post-

poned owing to Steve Caligary's wife
having an operation in Stockholm.

Emanuele Zama,, European sales

manager and head of the export
business in Europe for Columbia, is

leaving th'-t company after nine
years.

Buster Shaver, with Olive and
George, booked to return to London-
Coliseum for another fortnight after

their eight-week stay at the Scala,

Berlin.

Reports from Brighton, where the
new Palladium show, "These Foolish
']?hings,' is breaking in prior to its

London presentation, are praise-

worthy.
Alfredo's orchestra booked for the

New York World's Fair for June and
July, 1939, may have trouble in get-

ting permit for the Russians in his

aggregation.

Roy Niel directing 'A Gentleman's
Gentleman,' which Warner Bros.

(London) is doing at its Teddington
studios, and in -which Eric Blore- is

to star, with Dave Burns in support.

Diana Ward, who's starring in the
Cocoanut Gfrove, London niter" is

in private life the wife, of Jack Cole-
grave, British sportsman, who gave
the club to his missus as a Wedding
gift.

Joe Fisher ('Singapore Joe'), who
represents Amalgamated Theatres in
Singapore, passed through London
from the U. S., en route to his head-
quarters. He made the journey from
London by air.

Lew Jackson, head of Radio Lyon,
has formed new film-renting organ-
ization, and appointed Jerry Freed-
man, brother-in-law of Maxie
Thorpe, sales manager- of Columbia
Pictures, as managing director.

Despite meagre takings on his first

vaudeville venture, Louis Levy, di-

rector of music for Gaumont-British,
and- radio name in England, will

make another tour, this time with a
smaller outfit instead of a 32-piece
band.
General Film Distributors has ar-

ranged for production at , Pinewood
of 'Me and My Girl.' Picture goes
into production shortly as 'The Lam-
beth Walk,' with Albert de Cour-
ville directing from scenario by John
Paddy Carstairs.

fold for femme lead in 'It Can's
Happen Here.'
Marilyn Meseke, 'Miss America,'

and three runners-up at Italian
Gardens for week.
Fran Eichler, the orchestra loader,

best man at brother Bill's marriage
to Lee Montressor.

Dillon O'Ferris, from Par stock
school, playing in Kilbuck theatre's
'Mr. and Mrs. Phipps.'
Gray Gordon weekended here on

way to Syracuse for hotel engage-
ment with his orchestra.
Two local gals, Jean Moorhead

and Marie DeForrest, in cast of 'You
Never Know,' currently on Broad-
way.

Hodywood

Boston

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Carroll Spear, saxman, joining
Billy Brooks' Band.

Hotel Lenox's The Blue Train now
dubbed The Riviera.

Lee Steele in as producer of the
Brown Derby shows.

'^Ndt -FUrst,' 'mianti^r 'foi:' ^Warner
Bros, in New England, has resigned.
Local Federal Theatre has moved

to Roxbury, 'way out of town.
Agency has been on move . continually
since its inception.
Congo, operated by Rose Chapman,^

town's only femme nitery operator,
set with a sepia revue policy. Ad-
joining is other Harlem opposish, the
Southland.
Newcomb F. Thompson (N. F. T.,

radio ed of the Boston Evening
American) handled hurricane news
direct from the American's editorial
offices via WCOP.

Kansas City
By John Quinn

Clark Gable stopped off here be-
tween trains.

Danny McCarthy, Omaha United
Artists salesman, honeymooning in
town last week.
John Carradine, Fox character

player, danced at the Muehlebach
grill despite beard required for his
part in 'Jesse James.'
Roy Miller, Universal exchange

manager, planing into Chicago for
meeting of U execs with President
Nate Blumberg relative to company's
fall policy.
Henry Fonda here last week re-

ceiving medical attention for slight
wound incurred in the filming of,

'Jesse James' at Pineville, Mo. Off
by plane for a visit with friends
and relatives in Omaha.

Cost Webs 193 G's

(Continued from page 1)

George JafTe fighting flu.

Harry Sherman rounding out a
year's run at Al Mercur's Nut House.
Pete Antopolos and frau celebrat-

ing their silver wedding anniversary.
Eddie Paytoh has converted his

big night spot into a barbecue place.
(iuitarist Bunny Rang has joined

Ra.v Herbeck's crew at the Willows.
Burt Layton . revue returning to

Plaza cafe from Buffalo next month.
Carmen Carnevale opening his

own puppet theatre in Oakland dis-
|

trict.

Lawrence Welk reopened William
Penn Hotel's Chatterbox Monday
r>!ght (3).

Angelo Di Palma's son has come
..n from Cleveland to enroll at Du-
"uesne U.
Helen Wayne back in Playhou.se

portant news were received from
abroad it would be interpolated in

the course of the show. Networks'
view on the subject of rebates will

be that by making these bulletins

available aif all fiirieis they were able
to gather abnormally large audiences
for such programs.
Home offices costs were also in-

creased substantially for all three
webs. There was the matter of

maintaining translators and steno-

typists to take down the shortwave
broadcasts. Also of paying the ex-
tra expenses of regular employees
kept on the job from 12 to 20 hours
a day. CBS had some 60 employees
concerned almost exclusively with
the handling of the German-Czech
crisis.

Among the notable achievements
by the networks during the crisis was
their massive marshaling of expert
observers in the various European
capitals. It was an unprecedented
merging of the best correspondent
talents that all the leading news col-

lecting agencies and newspapers had
to offer.

Included in the list of foreign cor-

respondents picked up by NBC
(besides the networks' own repre-
sentatives) were Larry Allen, Asso-
ciated .Press, Berlin; Alvin Steinkopf,
AP Prague; Reynolds and Eleanor
Packard, United Press. Prague; An-
drew Rothstein, T a s s Agency,
Geneva; John Lloyd, AP Paris; Louis
Lochner, AP, Berlin; Joe DriscOlI,

N. Y. Herald Trib, London, William
Bird, N, Y. Sun, Paris; Henry Cas-
sidy, AP Paris; George Kidd, UP
Berlin; Edward Traus, AP Brussels;
and Dorothy Bess, Christian Science
Monitor, Geneva.
CBS retinue of temporary news

ind opinion disseminators included
Ralph Whiteleather, AP Paris; Ver-
non Bartlett, London News Chroni-
cle, Paris; Webb Miller, UP, various
capitals; Mathew Holton, Toronto
Star, Paris; Pierre Huss, Inter-

national News Service, Berlin; Ken-
neth Downs, INS, Paris; Frank Ger-
vasi, INS, Rome; Selkirk Patten,
London Daily Express, Berlin; Sigrid
Schultz Chicago Trib, Berlin; Ralph
Barnes, N. Y, Trib, Prague; and
Maurice Hindus, author and free-
lance, Prague.

Ray Milland's car stolen.

Al Jolson to Palm Springs.

,

Morris Stoloff to Honolulu.
Harold Adamson convalescent.
William Wellman to Bermuda.
Harry Ruby out of the hospital.
Tubby Garon back from Frisco,
Benny Baker east on p. a. tour.
Peter Holden in from Broadway,
Jimmy Dursnte fishing in Mexico.
Scott R. Dunlap to San Francisco.
Luis Alberni east for 12-week tour.

Bob lO!oriarity in from New '"orlc.

Adrianne Ames laid up with flu,

Harry Nace planed in from Phoe-
nix,
bcott Holton and bride, deer hunt-

ing.

Nedda Harrigan' in from Broad-
way.
Albertina Rasch back from Broad-

way.
Robert Richman home from Ha-

waii.

Joe E. BrOwn recuperating at
home.

Hother.Hellenberg. here>fFom. Denr

.

mark. .

Joseph I. Breen checked out. of
hospital.
John Payne visiting his mother in

Virginia.
Doane Harrison vacationing in

Montana.
John McCormick to hospital for

operation.
Allen Jenkins returned from east-

ern holiday.
Jack Bobbins here to look • over

musiw' field.

Stanley Marlowe here from Man-
hattan stage..

Sig Marcus back to work after
long illness.

Luise Rainer returned to work
aftrr illness.

Rita Stevens recovering from ap-
pendectomy.

Sidney Rawlings to hospital with
back injury,

Billy Gordon back from Mexican
fishing jaunt.

Bill . Lawrence recovering from
appendectomy.
Violet Cavette back to work after

six-month illness.

Tex Ritter back with string of Ne-
vada rodeo horses.
May Robson, broken arni mended,

returned to work.
Jeanette MacDonald recovering

from minor operation.
Movita, John Carroll and Jack

Rpndall back from Texas.
Dimitri A. Naoumoff giving the

studios a Bulgarian gander.
Dick Powell and Joan Blondell

ya^htlnff in Mexican waters.
Bill Boyd injured by -rock in

blasting sequences on location near
Kernville,

. Carole Lombard and Janet Gaynor
celebrate their birthdays tomorrow
(Thursday).

WBnneapoils
By Lcs Rees

National Screen held annual picnic.
Walter Nass, National Screen

homeolfice technical expert, a visitor.
' Hunting season's inaugural found
niahy of the Film ROW boys treking
north. '

Bill Green in from Chicago to
handle Benny Goodman's engage-
ment at Orpheum.
Moe Levy, 20th-Fox district man-

ager, visiting his Omaha and Des
Moines' branches.
Frank ' Mantzke, transferred to

Milwaukee as Universal branch man-
ager, back to move family,
Earle Perkins, Warner Bros.'

Omaha branch manager, in to see
Minnesota-Nebraska football game.
Lowell Smoots, Little Falls, Minn.,

exhibitor, medalist in Twin City
Variety club's final golf tournament
of season.
U. of Minnesota theatre to open

season Oct. 18 with 'Father Malachy's
Miracle,' succeeding offerings to be
'The Guardsman,' 'Johnny Johnson,'
Peter Pan,' 'It Can't Happen Here'
and 'Cyrano de Bergerac'
Bennie Berger, independent circuit

operator, accompanied President W.
A, Stefles, of Northwest Allied, to
Washington, where latter will sit in
on national Allied confab and at-
tempt to obtain radio station permit.
Pair due to stop in New York be-
fore returning home.

Chicago

Lee Shubert in for a squint at
'I Am Different.'
Marion Claire, warbler, mulling

legit return in straight dramatic
role.

Jerry Lavan new nitery squinter
for the morning Her-Ex under the
moniker of Cab Barrett.
Dennis Cooney tossed a $10 open-

mg for the new season's get-away
at the Royale Frolics nitery.
Charlie Collins, new ed of Trib's

Line 0' Type,' getting plenty of
show- biz color- .into the column.

Bill Stein. Music Corp. of America
v.p., at Chicago headquarters for a
spell after a tour of the kev burgs.

Phil Tyrrell opening his own
nitery and vaude booking offices. As-
sociated with him are W, E. Sny-
der and Harry Hoyt.
Joe Abram<!on, who has been with

the Capitol film exchange here, to
the Coast with his family for p""
manent residence there.
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OBITUARIES
CONWAY TEARLE

Conway Tearle, 60j stage and

,

screen star and son ot the late Os-

mond Tearle, English tragedian, died

in Hollywood Oct, 1 after a short

illness.

He made his first appearance on

the English stage in 1901 and the

following year went to Australia to

play the lead in 'Ben-Hur.' The
burning of His Majesty's theatre in

Sydney disrupted his plan and he

returned to England.

In 1903 he appeared with Ellen

Terry in 'The Viking' and Grace

George brought him to New York to

play the opposite lead in 'Abigail.'

He found quick favor with American
audiences and played a number of

important engagements, including

•Suzanne' with Billie Burke and

with Ethel Barrymore in 'Mid-Chan-

nel/

In 1910 he went to Hollywood
where he made his debut in 'Seven

Sisters* in support of Marguerite

Clarke. Among other important pro-

ductions were 'Black Oxen,' 'Danc-

BEATRICE INGRAM
Passed Away September 27, 1938

Beloved Wife of Clmrles Borland

SIftter of Joseph R. iDgram

ing Mothers,' 'Stella Maris' and two
versions of 'Common Law,' the first

with Clara Kimball Young and again

opposite Corrine Griffith.

The advent of sound proved a
handicap in spite of his long stage

experience. His voice did not regis-

ter well and he returned to Broad-
way and the stage. He was in 'Din-

ner at Eight' and 'Living Danger-
ously' and last season, was in the

Tallulah Bankhead 'Antony and Cleo-

patra.' With the decline of the stage

he returned to Hollywood, appear-

ing in 'The Gold Diggers of Broad-
way,' 'Vanity Fair' and 'Romeo and
Juliet.'

He was married to Josephine Park,

Roberta Menges- Corwin Hail and to

Adele Rowliand. The latter survives

him, as does a brother, Godfrey
Tearle.

N. Y., Sept. 29. He had been ill only

a short time. Survived by his wife

and six children.

He entered show business in his

youth as agent and manager of east-

ern burlesque houses, turning
eventually to independent picture

production. After a period in New
York, he went to Hollywood in 1928

with the Chesterfield Motion Picture

Corp., of which he was principal

backer and president. He retained

the' position un1;il he retired in 1936.

Since that time "he has been living in

the east. Only one of his sons,

George Bacheller, Jr,, is in the pic-

ture business. He is with Republic
pictures.

Private services were held Oct. 1

with interment in Ferndale cemetery
Hartsdale, N. Y.

WILFRED DRATCOURT
Wilfred Draycourt, 90, English

actor well known from his appear-

ances in the U. S,, died in London
Oct. 1. His real name was Frederick
William Drayson,
He came to the U. S. in 1882 sup-

porting Charles Wyndham in reper-

toire. He was back early in- the new
century with Weedon Grossmith,

and in 1909 came over with Marie
Tempest. Between 1912-16 he ap-

peared in numerous New York pro-

ductions including 'Under Cover,'

the first of the war dramas.
He spent some time in France with

the British army as a church

worker, accompanied the Army of

Occupation to Cologne and spent

four months with the plebiscite force

in Schleswig. He was demobilized in

1921 and returned to the stage.

as an arranger and producer of mu-
sical shows. He wrote much music,

including a number of marches used

by the ' leading bands, and also' did

some radio work in his later years.

His only survivor is his sister,

Mary F, Brown. Burial was locally.

HOWARD W. LENOX
Howard W. Lenox, 79,t\vhft'ttouped

with some of the outstanding

minstrel companies of the late 19th

centui'y and who had conlucted the

Casino at Round Lake, N. Y., for 20-

odd years, was found dead in bed at

the Casino, Sept. 29.

Although suffering from heart

trouble for several months, he con-

tinued active at his business until

the end. For years he produced an
annual minstrel show in Round Lake.

CON CONRAD
Con Conrad, 49, songwriter, died

Sept. 28 at his home in Van Nuys,
Cal., after a long illness. One of the
most- colorful of. -the contemporary
tunesmiths, he arrived in Hollywood
with the advent

,
of talking 'pictures

and contributed greatly to the suc-

cess of the early musical films. Best
remembered of his many song hits

are The Continental,' 'Memory
Lane,' 'Barney Google* and 'Margie.'

Illness
,
forced Conrad to retire

from the songwriting field until re-

cently, when he came back to do one
of the current hits, 'Colorado Sun-
set.' His' last song, 'Dancing My
Heart Away,' written In collabora-

tion with L. Wolfe Gilbert, was pub-
lished the day before he died.

Aside from his .song writing, Con-
rad was the discoverer of Russ Co-
lombo, and was active in musical
affairs before illnesis caused him to

restrict his activities. Surviving are
his widow, living in Van Nuys, and
two brothers. Dr. Sigmund Dober
and Arthur Dober, of New York*
Income tax deficiency warrant for

$8,217 was filed in N. Y. County
Clerk's office by the N. Y. State
Tax Commission last week against
Con Conrad, who had his name
legally changed from Conrad K.
Dober. Judgment allegedly covers
1932-36. Conrad's N. Y. address, c/o
ASCAP.

REV. P. J. TAYLOR
Rev. P. J. Taylor died at Oklahoma

City, Sept. 27 of injuries in bus ac-

cident. He was the father of Lee
Morse, radio, recording and vaude-
ville artiste, Ferris Taylor, picture ac-

tor; Slade Mike Taylor, tiab come-
dian and producer; E. K. Taylor,

manager of the Wilma theatre in

Missoula, Montana; Eleanor (Mrs.

Leo) Blondin, former dramatic ac-

tress; Jack Taylor, musical comedy
leading man; Glen H. Taylor, radio
actor and repertoire show manager;
Paul Taylor, draniatic actor, and
Mrs. Fred Barrett, non-professional,

of Yakima, Wash.
Rev. Taylor, one of the ori inal

Texas Rangers, had been a minister

for 60 years.'

AURELIO GIORNI
Aurelio Giorni, 43, pianist and

composer, whose body was recovered
Sept. 30 from the Housatonic River,

Pittsfleld, Mass., disappeared Sept,

24,

Giorni came the United States

from Italy in 1914 and had been an
instructor at New York College of

Music, Philadelphia Conservatory,
Springfield Conservatory and Smith
College. Survived by a wife and
three children.

MARTHA KELLY
Martha Kelly, 23, member of the

Kelly Sisters, a harmony trio fea-

tured in Maj. Bowe's broadcasts,

died Sept. 26 at her home in Grove
City, Pa., after'a lingering illness.

The trio gained fame thru the
Major's broadcasts and appeared on
the stage for several months with:

one of his units. Besides her two
sisters, including Paula, her parents
survive. Burial locally.

MRS. ADELTN ENGLE
Mrs. Adelyn Engle, 42, well-known

actress of a decide ago, died Sept.

25 in Milwaukee after an illness of

two months.
Born in Milwaukee, she spent 10

years on the road touring with her
sister. After retiring from the stage,

she spent another 10 years as an
organist for Milwaukee theatres be-
fore the advent of talking pictures.

Surviving are her mother, daughter
and two sisters.

ELMER FELDKAMP
- Elmer. Feldkamp, 36, for more
than a decade vocalist with top name
bands, died suddenly in San Fran-
cisco, Sept. '27. At the time of his

death he wa& with Freddy Martin's

IN MEMOBIAM

Bernard A. Moriafty
nied Oct. 6th. 1937

In Our Hearts and Memory Always

FAMILY

ROBERT M. MADIGAN
Robert M. Madigan, 44, manager

of the Lincoln theatre, Lisbon, O.,

died suddenly in that city, Sept. 23,

of apoplexy. He Went to Lisbon 12

years ago as manager of two the-
atres owned by the Valley Theatre
Co., of Cleveland. He leased the
Lincoln theatre when the Cleveland
company disposed of its holdings
there.

Prior to coming to Lisbon he had
managed the Standard in Cleveland
and also had been identified with
Universal Film exchange tliere. His
father, two brothers and a sister

survive. Burial was in Cleveland.

GEOKGE JR. BACHELLER
.George R. Bacheller, 46, • former

president of' Ch^s.terfleld- Pictures,

died qt his..home 'in''Pelham Manor;

orchestra and previously had been a
member of the bands of Vincent
Lopez, Bert Lown and Peter Van
Steeden among others.

Survived by his father Frederick
A, Feldkamp, two brothers, Freder-
ick and Walter, the band leader, and
two sisters, Helen and Hildegarde
Interment in Newark, his birthplace
and family residence.

GUILIO SETTI
Guilib Setti, 69, chorus master at

the Metropolitan Opera House in

New York for 27 years, died at

Turin, Italy, Oct. 2. He had entered
the Met in 1908 with Guilio Gatti-
Casazza and retired with the latter

in 1935, returning to his native Italy.

He trained the Met chorus in all

languages and when he retired was
replaced by two chorus masters, one
for French and Italian, second for
German.
He was feted here in 1933 upon

completion of 25 years of service
with the Met, and presented with
an appropriately inscribed gold
watch. Music critics lauded the
chorus' work under his direction
He is survived by a widow and one
daughter.

ERNEST MELVILLE BROWN
Ernest Melville Brown, 77, com

poser and musical director, died in

Poughkeepsie, Sept. 19, of a foot in

fection.

For many years he • acted as

traveling musical dire'ctor for vaude^
ville companies and was well known

WALTER RICHARDSON
Walter Richardson, 53, former di-

rector of the St. CJha-les Stock Com-
pany, legitimate actor and one-time
director of the Little theatre in New
Orleans, died in that city Oct. 1.

He was connected with the stage

the greater part of his life. In re-

cent years he had been a portrait

photographer. -

MELCHIORRE .MAURO-COTTONE
Melchiorre Mauro-Cottone, 56,

organist of the N. Y. Philharmonic-
Symphony society, died in New
York Oct. 29. For many years he
was the organist of the N. Y, Capitol
theatre.

His widow" and two daughters
survive. Interment ^n Long Island
City.

ELMER L. BENGSTON
Elmer L. (Benny) Bengston, 37,

formerly production manager KLZ,
Denver, and free lancing in Cali-
fornia, died of a heart attack at his
home in Hollywood, Calif., Sept. 29.

Burial was at his old home in

Golden, Colo.

News From the Dailies
This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as pub-

lished during the week- in the daily papers of New York, Chicago,
San Francisco, Hollywood and London. Variety takes no credit for
these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

East

HARRT MONTGOMERY
Harry Montgomery (Menselsohn),

50, former vaudevillian and later ra-

dio actor, died in New York, Sept,

22. He had been ill for three months,
Montgomery formerly worked as a

burlesque comic and later in vaude
ville before turning to radio.

EDMUND FELLEGI
Edmund Fellegi, 25, special effects

man died Oct. 2 from injuries when
he feirfrom a scafl^olding at Selz-
nick-International studio, Hollywood,
during filming of 'Made for Each
Other,'

Parents survive.

JOE CORRIGAN
Joe Corrigan, 52, for 14 years, bill

poster at Loew's State, N. Y., died
Sept. 27 in New York.

ELMER BENGSTON
Elmer Bengston, 37, radio script

writer, died Sept. 27 in Hollywood
after taking poison.

MRS. HUNTER B. FERRY
Mrs. Hunter B. Perry, wife of the

president and general manager of

Dominion Theatres, Inc., Virgi ia

chain, died Oct. 2 at her home in

Charlottesville, Va., of a sub
arachnoid hemorrhage suffered two
months before. 'The body was. sent

Arturo Toscanini left Milan for
Paris by train Tuesday (4) to sail for

the U. S. as scheduled today (Wed;).
Conductor refused to comment on
recent passport difficulties. It had
been reported that he had been re-

fused an okay to leave Italy and
fulfill radio engagements here.
Three cops hur\ in the annual Po-

lice Show at the Garden last week.
Al were motorcycle riders;

.

James P. Lardner, son of the late

humorist, a prisoner in Spain. Cap-
tured by the rebels.
Helen Vinson in an auto crash in

N, Y., last Wednesday. Deep cuts on
her chin and bruises on her oack and
legs.

Fire destroyed four vacant con-
cession stands at Rye Playland last

week. Damage about $20,000.
Rosalie Spatcher, Radio City Music

Hall dancer, willed a considerable
sum of money by the late Mrs. Edna
Elliott.

Special performance of 'Lightnin'

'

next Sunday (9) for the Stage Relief
Fund.
Fred Stone heading the B'way

campaign under the Red Cross for
hurricane sufferers.
Town of Harrison, N. Y., seeks to

restrain contractors from removing
topsoil from about 25 acres - of land
to supply the World's Fair. Decision
reserved.
N. Y. Philharmonic-Symphony ap-

points seven new members, three
viola players, a 'cellist, two double
bass and an oboeist. Season opens
Oct. 20.

Eugene Ormandy made music di-
rector of the Phila. Symph. Will re-
tain his co-conductorsnip, but has
more to say about personnel and
program building.
Before the U. S. Board of Tax Ap-

peals, John Charles Thomas testi*

fled he paid $1,613 in tips in 1935
when he was living at the Ritz
Tower. Regards it as deductible ex-
pense.
Bud Hulick (Stoopnagle and Bud),

and Mrs. Hulick ordered to pay
$1,750 for an auto crash in which
they were concerned Jan. 24, '36.

Happened in N. Y.
John Golden entertained 25. guests

of the Percy Williams Home at the
matinee of 'Lightnin' ' last Saturday.
Peaches Browning awarded $300 a

month from the estate of the late Ed-
ward Browning. An advance against
her dower rignts, which cannot be
determined until the estate is
settled.
Philips family, hillbilly quartet,

from the Bronx, won the tops in the
finals of the family music contest
held by the Dept. of Parks.- Second
award went to a drum, piano, xylo-
phone combination.
National Council of Women start

ah agitation against barkers at- the
N; Y. World'sl-Eair midway. Also
protests possible indecent shows.
Ernest Schelling, conductor of the

Young People's Concerts of the N. Y.
Philharmonic-Symphony,' will make
four appearances in the Netherlands
before coming home to take up his
season's work here.
Vincent Sardi has applied to the

Alcohol Board for a permit to es-
tablish a temporary bar in the St.
James lobby during the marathon
'Hamlets.'
Angna Enters to open in N. Y. Nov.

27. Theatre to be picked.
Brooklyn department store gave

Brooklyn zoo a baby elephant to re-
place the one recently destroyed

(Continued on page 63)

to Atlanta, where the Perrys form-
erly lived.

ARSENT GEST
Arseny Gest, 52, brother of Mor-

ris and Simeon Gest, died Oct. 1, in
Los Angeles, after a long illness.

Mrs. Sadie Kaufman, mother of
Edward Kaufman, picture producer,
and aunt of Charles Kaufman, screen
writer, died Sept. 29 in Ocean Park,
Cal.

Mrs. Belle Kohn, mother of Ben
Kohn, screen writer, and aunt of
Sid Grauman, died Sept. 30 in Holly-
wood.

Rev. William E. McKenzie. father
of Maurice McKenzie, executive as-
sistant to Will H. Hays, died Sept. 28
in Pasadena.

Infant daughter of Snowflake,
Negro actor at Republic, - died Oct.
1 in Los Angeles.

Wife, 42, of Fred Datig, Metro cast-
ing director, died Oct. 1 in Holly-
Wood.

Coast

Mother of. George Goodale, Holly-
wood p.a., died Oct. 1, In Tulsa.

Sam Mintz, screen writer, was sued
for divorce in L. A. by Faga Mintz,
who demands $1,000 monthly alimony
and $2,500 counsel fees.

Suits were filed in L. A. by 45 cow-
boys to recover prizes and guar-
antees aggregating $6,898 which they
claim was offered for participation
in a rodeo during the American Le-
gion convention. Defendants are the
Rodeo Del Legionarro, Inc., W, Swan,
Milton Shaffer, A, L, Sands and
others.

Margot Fragey, screen writer, filed
$50,000 suit against 20th-Fox in L.A„ .

claiming her story, 'Skating Cinder-
ella,' was rejected by the studio and
later made into the picture, 'My
Lucky Star.'

Fannie Brice filed suit for divorce
in L. A. from Billy Rose. They have
been separated since June 10. 1937.

Ernest Truex was sued for divorce
in L, A, by Mary Jane Truex,
charged unreasonable jealousy.

Latest crop of income tax liens
against film folks amounts to $89,104.
Amontr those listed as delinquent in
L. A. Federal Court are Alice Brady,
!»17,119; Edwin Justus Mayer. $10,313;
Howard Hawks, $5,795; Charles Ken-
yon, $1,081: John P. Medbury, $5,010;
Ralph Modjeski. $9,673; Karen Mor-
ley, $926, and Gilbert Adrian, $3,576.

Ira C. Overdorff and Edward W. -

Rose, president and vice-president of
National Talent Pictures, convicted
of false advertising, were given their
choice between a $300 fine and a
60-day jail sentence in L. A. They
served notice of appeal.

Bill Robinson, N'egro tap dancer,
was cleared of assault charges by
L. A. grand jury. He was accused
of hitting Paul Moffat on the head,
with a revolver in an argument
over a traffic accident.'

Thelma Mills Wunder, screen
player, obtained a final divorce de-
cree from Dr. Clinton Wunder, radio
lecturer, in L. A.

Harry Dean, film stunt man, was
cleared by L. A. court on charge of
making false statements to collect

accident insurance.

MARRIAGES
D. J. McCarthy to Marjorie Cruise

in Omaha, Sept. 24. Groom is UA
salesman out of Omaha exchange,
nephew of L. J. McCarthy, UA ad
official.

Loretta Metka to Freddie Carlane,
In Cleveland, skedded. for tomorrow
(Thursday). Bride is an ex-shbw-
girl; he's an orchestra leader.

Jean Wessa to Dick Joy, in Los An-
geles, Sept. 30. Bride is Lynn Carol,
air warbler.

Benita Hume to Ronald Colman, in

Montecito, Cal., Sept. 30. Both are in

pictures.

Peggy O'Neil to Arch Bowles, gen-
eral manager of Fox-West Coast's

northern California Theatres Oct, 2,

in Reno. Bride operates a dancing
school in Frisco.

BIRTHS
Mr., and Mrs. W. J. Edwards, Jr.,

daughter, in Whitman, Cal., Sept. 14.

Father operates indie theatre chai

in Southern California.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert M, Harris,

son, in Santa Monica, Sept. 26. Father
is head of ticket department at Fox-
West Coast Theatres.

" Mr, and Mrs. Paul Wrangel, son,

in Los Angeles, Sept. 28. Father is

in the research bureau at Metro.
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Sherman,

daughter, in Hollywood, Sept. 28.

Father is writer at Warners.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Reith, son, In

Pittsburgh, Sept. 24. Father is

booker in RKO exchange.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Harris, daugh-
ter, in New York, Sept. 28. Father
is with Skouras 'Theatres; mother is

sister of Charles C. Moskowitz, head
of Loew's theatre end, and. Joe Mos-
kowitz, 20th-Fox exec.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hansen, son,

in Culver City, Sept. 27. Father is

in Metro's scenario department.

Mr. and Mrs, Austin Grant, daugh-

te., in Detroit, Sept, 24, Father Is

newscaster at WWJ, Detroit.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Blanchard..

daughter, in Albany, Sept. 29. Father
Is a WGY singer.

MrSi and Mrs. E.' K. Bauer, son,

In- Cincinnati, - Oct. • 1. Father ' Is

WLW-.WSAI, Ciricy, biz manager.
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Jai Ahi in N. Y.

Of; SeeW
hvestment Lest

Jai alal, the Spanish gllffe that

opened' promisingly at the Hippo-

drome, New York, has tapered off

sharply at the box office in the past

two weeks. Sport is in four weeks

and the arrangement lor the Hipp is

for three months. Understood that

Mike Jacobs, fight promoter, who
operates the spot, is in as a land-

lord, with Lee Shubert and asso-

ciates doing the financing. All tick-

ets are counted at the Shubert office.

Cost of installing the jai alai fron-

ton (court) was $60,000. Claimed
that no money has been lost in op-

erating, but the chances of recaptur-

ing the investment are dubious.

Schedule of nightly and Saturday
and Sunday matinee games appears

too heavy and the fact that the lead-

ing players appear only every other

evening has been a handicap. Man-
agement has refused to reducfe the

number of nights for the contests.

Afternoon gates have been as low as

$250.

Gallery tapered off so much that

it was closed early this week. The
nightly banko contest, with $250

given' away to those who guess the

winners of the four contests which
comprise the card, has been dropped.

Indicated that while the games
continue to draw class patronage,

not enough general interest has been
aroused and detectives have inter-

fered with people making small

wagers! Boston and Hollywood are
being considered for jai alai.

Advisability of cut-rate tickets is

questionable! Cards are being dis-

tributed, calling for a $1.65 ticket

upon the payment of 50c, which in-

cludes tax. Said that such cards
were given an ad agency in ex-

change for publicity! Tbp at the

Hipp is $2.20.

News of Dailies

(Continued from page 62)

when she was pushed into a moat
by her pal.

Automobile Club of N. Y. hales a
Yonkers cop into court for stopping
motorists to sell tickets to police-

men's ball. There's a law against the
practice.
Aurelio Giorni, pianist, who dis-

appeared, last week in Pittsfield,.

Mass., drowned in the Housatonic
river. He was professor of piano at

the N. Y. Conservatory'of Music.
Bela PaiSSstOT, Budapest film pro-

ducer, fought a sabre duel last week
with Zoltan Egyed over a criticism

the latter had written. Badly
wounded, but the critic got off

lighUy.
Stokowski to conduct 11 concerts

for the Phila. Symphony. May do
three more, but the 11 are definitely

set.

George !M» Cohan, Jr., paid $2 by
proxy in traffic cOurt Friday.
Parked 45 minutes in restricted zone.

• Crosby Gaige developing quite a
reputation on the cookbook pages^
Of N. Y. papers. He's marketing a
flavor blender commercially.
Bruno Walter now a citizen of

France. Will direct a cycle of
operas at the Comique, Paris, this

Season..
Clare Boothe working on a new

play, 'The Wedding Day.*
Elodie Renau, concert singer, and

John. Bensch, 'salesman, arrested
charged with attempted gtand
larceny. They had adjoining apart-
ments in the swank rooming house
of Mrs. Clara Delar, who claims she
found about $3,000 worth of missing
decorations in their rOoms. They had
planned to be married, according to
the .singer, and were collecting
furnishings.
Harry E. (The Great) Lester, Paul

puke, W. R. Williston and Theo
Hardeen, all professionals, were
Judges of the magic contest staged
by the park department on the Mall,
Central Park. Kids of from five to
20 showed their tricks; Ruth Dore
and James Horan getting tops in the
youth and adult classes respectively.
Kids are taught legerdemain in the
vacation park schools.
Brass plaque commemorating the

first public showing of a motion pic-
ture was dedicated yesterday (Tues.)
by Will Hays at the New York store
of R. H. Macy and Co. Plaque was
unveiled by Mrs. John E. Sloan,
daughter of Thomas A. Edison. Store
Is built partly on the site of the
Koster & Bial's Music Hall where
films were first presented in -1896.

Six hundred head of riding and
bucking horses, cOws and calves ar-
rived in New York by train from
Texas Monday (3). For the rodeo
which opens at Madison Square Gar-
den, N. Y.; Friday (7).

RKO May Emerge
(Continued from page 3)

plan was unconstitutional because
the backers of it (Atlas and RCA)
never had obtained the necessary
two-thirds vote for the reorganiza-
tion. He declared his client, Stirn,
who is in a hospital and could not
be present, had obtained informa-
tion that many of the proxies used
at the stockholders' meeting in 1931
were fraudulent and asked time to
have Stirn submit this proof to the
court. Judge Bondy advised him to
put his facts in his brief.

The attorney classified Atlas as a
'professional reorganizer under 77B.'
Stover charged the unfairness of

the whole setup .by declaring that
M. M. Ayleswbrth, former president
of RKO, is a xlirector of Irving
Trust, trustee, and at the same time
acts as advisor to the Atlas Corp.
Leo Spitz, who succeeded Ayles-
worth as president, is receiving a
salary from Atlas, the attorney
chat'ged. 'as its agent.
Cohen , was mor^ specific in his

arguments. He told the court that
RKC) has written off on its books
about 900 pictui^es at $1 each. Of
these 42, he claims, earned over
$1,000,000 in 1937. This is to further
show that the stockholders have a
greater equity than credited with.

In 1931, the company rewrote its

property valuation from $58,000,000

to $41,000,000 which was all wrong,
he claims. Today, according to the
plan, RKO goodwill is valued at $2,-

500,000. "RKO has no good will,"

the attorney declared. He claimed
that the award under the new setup
of one share of preferred and five

of common to the secured creditors

for .each $100 bond, was out of pro-
portion. He contended that the
common stock will sell at $12.56 a
share instead of Atlas' estimate of

$9.81. He asked that in the new is-

sue of $1,600,000 of common to be
sold exclusively to unsecured credi-
tors that the . stockholders have the
right to purchase them also.

After, hearing the opposition Judge
Bondy heard Rickaby, who denied
many of the statements, but was in-

clined to rest, his case on the plan
itself and the briefs in support of it

he had already submitted. Carlos
Israels, of White & Case, counsel
for a group of independent deben-
ture and stockholders, and W. A.
Caldwell, also representing deben-
ture holders, declared their clients

were receiving the minimum under
the plan, but that they were con-
vinced it was feasible and fair. To
prolong the proceedings, Israels

said, would only mean further de-
fiation of profits and accrued inter-

est to the detriment of all.

Thursday's Session
Atlas Corp., proponent of the RKO

reorganization plan, on Thursday
(29) formally petitioned Federal
iTudge William Bondy for confirma-.

tion of tiiis plian' and' approval of

Special Master George W. Alger's rie-

port on the plan at a hearing today.

Hearing was then adjourned' until

Monday (3).

One of the most curious questions

brought up at the initial session was
permissability of the new company,
"after reorganization, to borrow new
money, if that were to become neceS'

sary, in the future. These are vir

tually the same arguments that have
been going .on for six years.

Whatever - that is new which was
argued related to how the new
Chandler Act' (bankruptcy laws)

now affected the plan.

Present hearings are on the fair-

ness and feasibility of the plan, and
it's hoped that Judge Bondy will

render a very early decision which
will enable RKO, now' in the courts

for six years, under 77b; to emerge
from bankruptcy.
RKO is operating in the black un-

der Leo Spitz, president, after sev-

eral months of tough sledding during
which some heavy commitments
were liquidated. For the 26 weeks
ended July 2, according to the report

filed with Judge Bondy by Irving

Trust Co., RKO shows a net loss of

$480,176, which figure includes an
accrual of interest on all outstanding
secured 6% gold notes, iO-year 6%
gold debentures and extended 6%
gold notes.

A.ggregate net, as reported, is in-

clusive also of $416,478 earnings of

theatre operating end for the first

26 weeks, this year.

Durine this period, fixed indebted-

ness of RKO and subsids was further

reduced by $967,095, including pay-

ment of $150,000 principal amount of

RKO's secured (Chemical National

Bank) 6'?^ cold notes, and interest on

suc'i indebtedness amounting to

S;65!1.0!54 C^a.sh of RKO and its sub-

sids increased in. the period from
.«W.282.613 on Dec. 31, 1937, to $6,073,-

791.14. '.

RKO Radio Pictures, Inc. fpicture

29 Wins Out of 37

Variety's football swami has
managed to abracadabra 29
wins"out of 37 games in the first

two weeks.
The 29 wins doesn't include

tripping over two tie games
this past weekend. Auburn-
Tulane, and Idaho-Washington.
Batting average to date, .784.

NOVA BEATS BARLDND

IN GAHdEN'S OPENER

By JACK PULASKI
Madison Square Garden's first

boxing show of' the season was held

Monday (3), the card being topped

by the initial heavyweight elimina-

tion contest of a series which is ex-

pected to disclose an opponent for

Joe Louis next summer. Neither

Gunnar Barlund, who was licked,

nor Lou Nova, the winner, appeared

to be suitable opponents for the

champ. Roscoe Toles, colored De-

troit heavy who recently stopped

Jimmy Adamick, was introduced,

and he looked more like the goods.

Had the Nova-Barlund bbut gone

the limit, the latter would probably

have copped. Tlie Dane was cut so

badly around the left eye, which
poured claret, that the referee

stopped the contest midway through
the seventih round.
Nova was on- the short end of

paper odds of 5-to-2, but the layers

would not offer better than 15-to-lO,

an upset b/sing sensed. Lou is a Cal-
ifornian, young and powerful former
football, player. He went out in

front in the first two rounds, shoot-

ing snappy, short blows, but in the

third was near to defeat when he
was dumped to the canvas.

The Coast lad made a rapid re-

covery and he" actually had the rug-

ged, game Barlnud, who made Buddy
Baer quit in the same arena, back-
ing around the ring. Nova was in-

clined to lead with his right and
was warned by the fans to use his

left. When he followed that advice

he repeatedly popped the Gunnar's
head back and countered effectively

with the right mit. Looked like Lou
was getting tired around the fifth

round, but in the sixth Barlund's
damaged lamp spurred him on and
the men mixed it furiously.

There is little doubt that Nova
.won six rounds, but he had never
traveled the 15-round route and was
up against a skilled scrapper. Wheth-
er the technical kayo will eliminate

Gunnar from the heavyweight pic-

ture will be decided later. There
were" two "Other heavyweight con-
tests which ended in the first round
by knockouts, so the fight bugs^who
had dates were able to escape at

10:15.

With the rodeo taking possession

of the Garden Friday (7) and re-

maining for the balance of the

month, .the next figh' show is dated
for Nov. 2, when Henry Armstrong
will defend one of his three titles

(welterweight)- against the hard-
socking Cerefina Garcia.

FgqM
By Nat Kahn

With 20 ^ames on the menu this

week, the campaign reaches mid-sea-
son proportions on Saturday. Co-
lumbia-Army in the east, U.C.L.A.-
Washington on the Coast, Purdue-
Minnesota in the midwest and
Louisiana State-Rice in the south are
the outstanding games < this week.
So, grab your hats, boys—here goes:

Bay-lor-Arkansas
A free-scoring affair with both

tossing plenty of passes. But Baylor
gets the edge.

Columbia-Army
Army is heavier and more experi-

enced but Sid Luckman should lead
the reserveless Lions to victory

Auburn-Tennessee
Tennessee has the scoring punch

while Auburn hasn't.

Lafayette-Brown
Brown, from its performance of

last week in defeating Harvard, one

Wisconsln-Kowa
Wisconsin packs too much power,

Iowa State-Nebraska
The Cornhuskers will snap into

the victory column.

Missouri-Kansas State

A nip-and-tuck affair with the

show->me footballers on topi

Vanderbilt-Keniucby.
Kentucky has a high-scoring team,

as indicated last week in runninrg

up a 66-0 score against Oglethorpe.
But 'Vanderbilt get the nod in a close

one.
ice-La. State

La. State is favored but it's about
i time that Rice actually showed its

power.
Purdue-Minnssota

Don't sell«the Boilermakers short.

The Minnesotahs are the choice,

though.

Wras^' Fan Slugs fiim,

Groan-and-Gninter Sues

St. Louis, Oct 3.

Emil N. Firpo, professional grunt-
and-groaner in East St. Louis, last

week filed suit against William F.

Crenshaw, also a resident of the

same town, for $10,000, alleging that

Crenshaw assaulted him after he had
been thrown .from the ring during
a wrestling match in East St. Louis
last December.

Firpo's petition charges that Cren-
shaw beat and kicked him In the

face as he fell to the floor and the

assault not only caused him to suf-

fer a large scar on his face but also

resulted in his being held up to

ridicule by other members of the

grappling fraternity.

end), and subsids for this period

showod a net loss of $1,135,522 after

all charges.

At Thursday's (29) hearing, at
torneys for Ernest Stirn, Milwaukee
holder of 1,234 shares of old Class A
stock of the company, and attorneys

representing H. Cassel Co., down
town brokerage house, owning 150,

000 principal amount of company
bonds, were chief objectors to the

plan.

Probable Football Winners
And Proper Odds

(October 8)

By NAT KAHX

GAMES
Baylor-Arkansas
Colambia-Army Columbia
Auburn-Tennessee Tennessee
Lafayette-Brown Brown
puke-Coleate Duke
Cornell-HarvaFd Cornell
Dartmonth-Princeion Dartmouth
Indiana-IIIinots Indiana
Wiseonsin-Iowa . .Wisconsin
Iowa State-Nebcaska Nebraska . .

.

Missouri-Kansas State Missouri- . .

.

Vanderbiit-Kentncky Vanderbilt
Qiee-Louisiana State Bice
Purdue-Minnesota Minnesota >.

,

U. S, C.-Ohio State Ohio State
Oklahoma-Texas Oklalioma .

,

Yale-Penn Penn
,

Texas A&M-Santa Clara Santa Clata
Wash. State-Stanford Stanford ...

Washington-U. C. L^ A : Washington

WINNERS ODDS
.Baylor !5/6

V«
8/S
8/5
7/5

9/6
9/5
6/3
9/5
8/5

; . .Even
5/«
5/«
t/l

7/5
2/1

Even
7/6
7/*

."Even

{Predictions ' Based on Fair Weather)

of the season's early upsets, should
stem the Pennsylvanians by a couple
of touchdowns.

Duke-Colgate
Duke should find tough going in.

an improved Colgate eleven, but the
Blue Devils should get through,

Cornell-Harvard
The Crimson" can't hope for much

here against the potential champs of

the Ivy League.
Dartmouth-Princeton

Should be closer than most would
think, but the Green will probably
break out into a scoring " spree "in" the"

second half.

Indiana-Illinois

Close, but from its performance
last week in losing 6-0 to a strong
Ohio State team, the Hoosiers get
the call.

U.S.C.-Ohio State

The Trojans are on their way up
but aren't likely to reach their peak
in this game.

Oklahoma-Texas
Oklahoma, with a little to spare,

Yale-Penn
Penn is climbing and the £lis have

slipped. Penn.
Texas A & M-Santa Clara

This might very well be the upset
of the day. But the Broncs get the
edge,

'

Wash. State-Stanford
- Stahfoi:d "ish't'¥s"bad" as Its 22-0
defeat at the hands of Santa ~Clara
last week would indicate. The In-
dians are due.

Washlnrton-U.CL.A.
When at first you don't succeed

—

Washington.

Fun with Earlaps

Detroit, Oct. 4.

Lured by prospects of doubled in-

take, western Michigan has decided

to place its lucrative tourist indus-

try on a year-around basis, in con-

trast to the strictly sun.mer proposi-

tion in past years.

At least 25 counties in western
portion of state are setting up a
series of attractions to lure fall and
winter tourists, including 'color

tours' through woodlands after first

frost; toboggan and ski jumps, out-

door skating rinks, and winter sports

carnivals, Expected other sections

of Michigan will fall in line in effort

to make state a winter 'paradise' as

well as a summer one.

Cole-Bealty Bankrupt

South Bend, Ind., Oct. 4.

Cole Bros. & Clyde Beatty circus,

Rochester, Ind., today filed consent

to a judgment of bankruptcy in the

United States district court in South

Bend, thus bringing to a close part
of a suit filed against it by four
foreign acrobats who are seeking to

collect back salary and claims.

The case will now be turned over
to Alvin F. Marsh, referee in bank-
ruptcy, of Plymouth, Ind., and no
decision on the case is expected
within a month.

H-W Closes Season On

RaOroad Siding Near L A.

Los Angeles, Oct. 4.

Tied up by court orders, the Haj
genbedc-Wallace circus closed its

season on a.i-ailroad siding at Bald-
win Park, near here.

About 500 performers and work-
men ate waiting for the officials to

untangle the show's financial and
legal troubles.

'

45G for a Dime Ride

St. Louis, Oct. 4.

Jimmy McLaughlin, Sikeston, MS.,
owner of a 'tllt-a-whirr ride at
camys, was made defendant in a
$45,000 damage suit filed in Osceola,
Ark., last week as the outgrowth of
an accident in which a woman was
killed. The suit was filed by Hujrh
T. Dlllhunty, whose 31-year-old wife
was killed in a fall at the carny,
Sept. 24.

•.The case is set for January term
in the Osceola Circuit Court.

aRCUS ROUTES
Week of October 1%

Barnes-Sells-FIoto
f'ueio, Tex., 0; Hou.-.ton, 10-12; Bguu-

DKint, :;!, Lafiiyi'ttc, I-a.. 14; New
OrlCHns, 16.

Bobbins Bros.
Miami. Fla., 10-11; West Palm Beach,

12; nnytoiia Boaoh, 13; St. AujTU8tl«i*,
H; Viildnnta, Ga., 15,
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Actors Upset the Dope; Would Grant

Legit Agents Plea for More Conmiisli

Report of an Equity committee as-

signed to consider the appeal of legit

casting agents in- New York to in-

crease commissions from five to 10%
Is reported to have greatly surprised

officers of the association. Latter

are opposed to disturbing the present

rate, but the actors on the commit-
tee appear to favor the casters.

Recommendations favoring the

agents are said to-be plentiful and
some suggestions are reported to be
so [radical that the report was mime-
ographed and sent to every member
of. the Council. Because a number
are on the Coast, final consideration

of the agency matter was set back
two weeks and is now due for coun-
cil,' .action next Tuesday (18), by
which time it is expected the opin-

ions of those out of the city will have
been received.

George Goldsmith (Briscoe 8c

Goldsmith) addressed the council for

the agents' side. He declared that it

is Impossible for agencies to operate
on a 5% commission basis. Ex-
plained that ^. the volume of pro-
duction had dropped so far under
Ihit "'extant "w^^

inade, that there are not enough jobs
available to net, enough commissions
to -'pay the overhead.

Stated, top, that wheii Equity made
th6 rules thie agents were told that
the .5%' classification was experi-
inental- and might be changed if

found unworkable. But Equity has
never attempted to make changes
in "the permit system rules. Permits
went on about "10 years ago, when

(Continued on page 54)

Newsreets $50,000

In the Box on a War

That Never Came Off

Newsreel companies during the
past week were checking up on the
total cost of preparations for the
European war that did not come off.

Virtually every one of the five reels
and 'Starch of Time' either had laid
out big sums or had begun extra ex-
penditures- in order to have full

coverage if general conflict broke
put in Europe. ' Estimated that
about $50,000 was spent in pre-
liminary costs by six companies-
M. of T. sent A. Varges to Europe

to handle the situation while Pathe
already had- Allyn Butterfield en
route to the other side when peace
terms were decided upon. Fox
Movietone was starting Initial ship-
ment of some -30 • hand cameras,
representing

' cost of nearly $15,000,
to Europe while Universal had
taken out extra war insurance to
protect camera crews abroad.
Paramount and News of Day were

lining lip outfits for coverage,
though hopeful -that the actual gen-
eral outbreak would be halted.
Both were .arranging for extra
cameramen and shipment of addi-
tional supplies when peace news
"v^as received.

BOOKERS WATCHING

GOODMAN AT WAIDORF

Bands and band bookers look upon
Benny Goodman's invasion of the
Waldorf-Astoria (N. Y.) Oct. 28 as

something of a guidepost for the fu-

ture of dance music activities in thj

smart hotels of N. Y. and elsewhere.
If Goodman clicks in the rimpire

room at $1.50-$2 policy (informal,

in contrast to Emil Coleman's dansa-
pation at the formal Sert rooin), it

means the elimination of alleged

mental hurdles as regards 'class'

bands only for class rooms.
Thus, it limited certain type hos-

telries to combos of the Eddy Duchin,
Pancho, Leo Reisman and Dick Gas-
parre type.

EXHIBS' RADIO

EASING

While a certain number of com-

plaints continue to corhe In this

season from exhibitors, there is not

the same loud squawking that was

heard last year and in 1936 over the

appearance of stars on big radio net-

work shows. There still remain

numerous exhibs who are convinced

that a number of popular radio

programs grouped on such big

money nights as Thursdays and Sun-

days hurt their boxoffice and are

still after the scalp of stars who con-

tinue on such ace broadcasts, but

several factors have lightened the

problem, according to trade 'associa-

tion recent survey.

A factor some showmen contend

is reacting in favor of exhibitors is

the trend towards 15-minute and 30-

minute broadcasts. This enables

regular film patrons to adjust their

schedules so they can take in the

usual 'must' broadcasts, and still

have time to leave their homes for

the theatre.

Some exhibitors use local radio

stations to plug their shows either

with spot announcements or canned

excerpts from forthcoming produc-

tions. Another reaction in the film

trade perhaps is best expressed by
an exhibitor in a small city of the

east. After hearing one radio-pic-

ture star's new fall broadcast, he

cracked:
'That guy's material is getting as

bad as his last two pictures. Wait

till his air-rating gets down to level of

his screen productions—and we won't

have to worry any more about him

either as radio competition or as a

so-called film star.'

Jitterbug Contests a New Hypo;

The Old Biroom Stuf in Jive

Boake Carter Says Unfet-

tered Comment 'Thingf of

Past*—Flare-Ups Continu-

ous

SEE NEW LAWS

One. of the great social problems
facing the United States, democ-
racy, politicians, propagandists and
the radio industry in general, is the
need to clarify the relationship and
responsibility of broadcasting to the
questions of free speech versus cen-
sorship. Who, Vfhen and what of

radio has gotten hopelessly tangled
up in the .machinery of modern
life. Up to now the Federal, Com-
munications Commission's efforts to

simplify have not been successful.

It is probable the next Congress
will have to write a whole new se-

ries of laws clarifying what poli-

ticians may demand and what sta-

tions-must - deliverv -where t refusal,

may be legitimate and just what
public interest means. Present un-
willingless of the regulatory author-
ity (FCC) to be definite, specific and
clear, combined with innumerable
local frictions all over the country,
has illuminated the need. Auxiliary
problems include libel and slander
as unique unto radio; also such
questions as the 'ethics' of a broad-
caster having political .Interests and
using his station to further them,
a charge now pending against' John
Shepard 3d of Boston.

It begins to be clear to many that

the initiative in any real clearing

up of these problems must come
from Congress. Many in the radio
industry share this view and wUl
welcome relief from the present
haziness under which broadcasters

may guess, but cannot know, where
(Continued on page 34)

DON BUDGE TURNING

PRO; IfWOOD DICKERS

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Donald Budge, No, 1 world's ten-

nlster, is figuring on jumping out of

the amateur class into the films. Net
ace has signed an.^ agency contract,

intent on making a series of tennis

shorts. , ,

While in New York recently
Budge also talked to advertising

agencies on endorsements, radio
sponsorship, etc.

IjOS Angeles, Oct. 11.

Film Tioosfes here are cashing in
on the jitterbug inania. All the man-
agement does is furnish an emcee^
and the bugs do the rest. They pay
regut^ admission prices for the
priviiJeSe of jittering on the stage.

Fox-%e?t Coast's Glendaie the-
atre, the li^escander, drew capacity,

2,100, at a ml(inight show, with the
customers bringing their own music
in the form of swing recordings.
House plans a six-week Wednesday
night series. Mesa, another F-WC
theatre, and Warners Forum are
also going in for hot insteps.

4A'$ IN MIDDLE

OFAFUlO

TEACE'

Pacifist Song

Green-L^ed

After Crisis

Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. has de-

cided to go ahead with the publica-

tion of an anti-militarism song, 'They
Gave Him a Gun to Play With,' now
that the threat of a European war
has been dissipated. S-B got the

number this fall from Peter Maurice,
London publisher, but held off put-

ting out an American version while
the crisis over Sudetcnldnd pre-

vailed.

Hamilton Kennedy and Tommy
Connors co-authored the song.

Current battle within the Ameri-

can Federation of Labor ranks over

the question of 'peace' with the CIO
offers a possible threat to the theatri-

cal unions, particularly the Associ-

ated Actors and Artistes of America.

With AFL -President William' Green
and Daniel J. Tpbin, president of the

International Brotherhood of Team-
sters, at odds ori the issue, show biz

union heads fear becoming involved
in the quarrel.

Scrap is being waged at the Fed-
eration convention in Houston, with
feeling running so high that Tobin
is reported threatening to bolt the

AFL ranks with his union. Team-
sters are the most powerful outfit in

the entire AFL ranks and their with-

drawal would be a serious matter to

the organization. Matter, has serious

implications to the Associated Actors

and Artistes of America since Tobin
has in the past been reported friend-

ly to Frank Gillmore, Four A's prez,

and others in the actors' unions. His
stand has been figured particularly

potent in view of the repeated

threats by George E. Browne, Inter-

national Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees president, to take over
jurisdiction of all stage unions.

Tobin has consistently opposed
Browne in the Federaton's execu-
tive committee sessions.

Another reason the Four A's might
find itself in the middle, of any AFL
battle is that all member unions in

the Federation vote in alphabetical

order. As first on the list, the Four
A's would presumably have to take

a stand on any question without hav-
ing any fore-knowledge of how the

balance of opinion would go. How-
ever, it is possible for any dele-

gates to be absent from any voting

session or merely to refrain from,
voting. Large number of delegates

failed to vote Monday (10) on the res-

(Continued on page 54)

Quaking in Quakertown
Philadelphia, Oct. 11.

•Jitterbug Contests,' '

started, by
Warner Bros, five weeks ago in five

houses, are clicking terrifically and
building splendidly at the b.o. Cir-
cuit has already 'announced another
contest as soon as the present one is

finished and many indies are rush-
ing to take up the idea for their
own use.

Gimmick is really only an old-
fashioned-terping -contest.set to shag-
rhythms. As Warners is working it,

contest is held in each house one

(Continued pn page 45)

j. Harold Murray's

Hat in the Cm. Ring

For State Senator (D.)

Hartford, Oct, 11.

J. Harold Murray, of Killingworth,
former musical' comedy star and
film player, president of the New
England .Brewery here, was nom--
inated as candidate to the state seti-

ate -by Democrats of the 34th Dis-
trict at East Haddam ' Friday night
(7).

As result, a campaign in music
se6ms to be in prospect with Mur-
ray probably choosing, for his cam-
paign song, 'Without .a Song,' his
favorite,

Murray was unanimously selected
as candidate, having no opposition.
He expects to make his musical
campaign more modern than ^ that of
hillbilly W. Lee 0't)aniel, successful
gubernatorial candidate for the
Democratic nomination in Texas this
year.

Murray was in musicail comedy
from 1918 lihtU 1935 at which time
he became an officer of the brew-
ery. He has appeared over WTIC
as a singer. He has appeared in pic-
tures for Fox, Warner Bros,, Uni-
versal and RKO. He broadcast
with Vallee, Whiteman, Hammer-
stein and Sigmund Romberg. Last
summer he appeared with the Clin-
ton Players at the Town Hall in
Clinton.

Starting Sunday (16) Murray will
be m.c. of a i5-minute show for
Sally's Fur Shop of Hartford over
WTIC. Warren Hymer will be
guester for the first program. Mur-
ray will sing on all programs.

.J
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Amus. Tax Analysis Shows N. Y.

DecM in Past Fiscal Year

But Chi, LA. Upped; D.$. Rise 5%

Washington, Oct. 11.

Healthy rises in a few leading sec-

tors overcaime the effect of declining

amusement business during the Ascal

year ended June 30, a Treasury

Department analysis showed last

week. Despite lower receipts in 32

of -the nation's -65 collection districts,

Federal grab from the 10% admis-

sions impost rose 5%—or $1,060,588

—over the prior year.

With a few exceptions, the dips in

the Government haul were only

from $5,000 to $10,€00, but several

much sharper increases wer^ noted

in a few of the healthier spots. Bulk

of the slump was in agricultural

states,, although revenue offices in

some urban sectors showed the effect

of the down-swing in theatre busi-

ng.
T'otal Government take from the

ticket .surcharge waSy
.
$20,800,775.

Wider use of Annie Oalfleys shown,

with payments on account of free

admissions climbing $15,510 to^peak

of $575,954. ~C9mparabte rise m the

receipts from ihe preniiiua sales of

brokers, which were up an indicated

10%. Tightening up oh diversion hit

roof gardens, cabarets, and- such

places, to the extent that Federal

revenue from food and drink checks

was off nearly $40;oeO. Collections

from latter source aggregated $1,516,-

748,

Patronage in New York^ by far

the biggest source of admish tax re-

ceipts, was off sharply, the summary
revealed, but in the other two prin-

cipal spots, Los Angeles and Chicago,
mounted. Report of the Los An-
geles office showed collections of

$1,668,574, . an upswing of $386,414.

Windy City take rose $262,102 to $1,-

850,744. The -outstanding slumps
were in the third New York (Man-
hattan) area, down $75,864 to $6,276,-

736; first Pennsylvania (Philadel-

phia), down $93,945, to $560,438; first

Texas (Austin), down $26,417; Mas-
sachusetts, down $23,414, and first

Ohio (Cincinnati), down $22,925.

H. M. Warner East
Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Harry M. Warner leaves for New
York today (Tuesday).
He will be east several weeks.

THIRD SUfT AGAINST

CONDOR FOR $34,318

Los Angeles, Oct. 11.

Suit against the directors of Con-
dor Pictures, asking the risturn of

$34,318 invested in 10,455 shares of

the company, was filed in Federal
court by Lester E, Wogohn in behalf

of 46 stockholders. Action ' was
aimed at the directors because of

Condor's reorganization under 77b.

Plaintiffs charge Condor made
misstatements to the Securities Ex-
change Commission, resulting in the

withdrawal of, the company's stock

from the market. Two similar suits

have been flled locally and others

in New York.

flX STARS' PAS

WANTS MORE

PhUadelphia, Oct 11.

With the popularity of class B
film stars as draws in personals at

the vaudfilm Earle again demon-
strated by Wayne Morris, manager
Maurice Gable is on the hunt for

rhore. Morris is third star in recent

months to garner more than $20,000

gross for the house, which gives it

a nice profit.

Morris was inked in following suc-

cesses with Tony Martin and Chester
Morris. Mdrtin, Chester and Wayne
Morris drew femme turnouts that
amazed Warner execs. Martin was
strongest and cops were needed out-

side the stage ddor ' almost continu-
ously to check too-enthusiastic

crowds.
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Mildred Harris Chaplin's

Personal in St. Loo Burley
St. Louis, Oct. 11.

Bill Pickens, manager of the Gar-
rrck~ncFuTle§k)7~isooked~iTr-"MTldred-

Harris Chaplin for one week starting

Friday (7) to break a trip to the
West Coagt. Pickens figured she
would bolster biz by attracting

femme, customers. She is dragging
dowii $350 for this engagement and
is clicking in Impersonations, etc.

House getting a big play from
femmes who want to gandpr
Charley's former frau.

Scrib Involved m Agent

Switch, Sued for $15,000

. Los -Angeles, Oct 11.

Howard Emmett Rogers, screen

.^yriter, denied indebtedness in an
answer, filed with the State Labor
Commission, to fl $15,000 suit brought
by the Charles Kenneth Feldman
agency.

Litigation dates back to 1933 when
Rogers Was under managerial con-

tract to Nat Goldstone. Writer al-

leges that Feldman, acting in A legal

capacity, advised him that his pact

with Goldstone was not valid. He
signed with Feldman, Rogers claims,

but later learned the statement was
untrue and dismissed the attorney-

agent as his representative on Oct.

1, 1933.

Feldman claims Rogers has earned

$150,000 since the contract was
termihated. He wants his 10%.

DE BRA SUPERVISING

'CAVALCADE' PICTURE

Initial work on 'Cavalcade of

America,' film industry's feature pro-

duction for the New York World's
Fair, is under way in New York
under the supervision and guiding
liand of Arthur H. DeBra, of the

Hays office. 'Various producing com-
panies having features that contain

shots depicting American history

have been asked to submit prints so

that suitable scenes can be clipped

for use' in the' picture business' fea-

ture.

Compilation of historical material

will be edited and put together to

make a running story, covering his-

tory of America back to revolution-

ary days. Actual once-over to foot-

age is being . done in the Preview
theatre auditorium on Broadway.
Presently planned to use a super-

imposed specially staged background
or overhead scenes plus narration to

round out the film.

Production, which will be the in-

dustry's "gift to the exposition next
year, is to be presented by the Fed-
eral Government in its byilding.

Suitable auditorium in. this structure

will make possible continuous show-
ings.

L. A. to R y.
Freddie Bartholomew.

John Brahm.

Buddy de Sylva.

Robert Ellis.

Glenda Farrell.

Ben Goetz.

Samuel Goldwyn.

Martin Gosch.

Dolly Haas.

Bill Heineman,

Henry Jaffe.

George Jessel.

Roscoe Kams.
Dan" Kelly.

Carl Leserman.
Sam Le'Vene.

Janet Martin.
Groucho and Harpo l.h \ .

Joe Moskowitz.
Allan Mowbray,
Kay Mulvey.
Ona Munson.
John B. Nathan.
Pat O'Brien.
Troy Orr.

Lee Patrick.
Jack Pierce.

B. W. Richards.
.Joe Rines.

Kay van Riper.
William Saal.

Joseph M. Schenck.
William Scully.

Anne Shirley.

Bob Taplinger.

Harry M. Warner.
Sam Wood.

Con Conrad's Swan Song

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

The last tune written by Con Con-
rad before he died, called 'When
You're in My Arnis, is spotted by
RKO in The Castles.'

Conrad sold the number to the
studid three days before he was
stricken.

Stone Takes Over Unit

While Wurtzel Yacashes
Hollywood, Oct. 11.

John Stone takes over as execu-
tive producer of the Sol M. Wurtzel
unit at .20th-Fox while Wurtzel,
Normia'n Foster and Sally Blane are
vacationing in Mexico.
Party sailed Sunday- (9) for Mazat-

lan, where ' thiey train for Mexico
City, scheduled to return (30).

West Sees Ice Vogue as BX). Bugaboo

Akin to Miniature Golf, and Spread

Of RoDer-ftating Worries Cenerally

DENY METRO LOANING

GABLE TO GABE PASCAL

London, Oct. 11.

Report thiftt Mietro would lend
Clark Gable to Gabriel Pascal for

'Devil's Disciple' has been denied

by the company here.

The report is said to have come
from Pascal's office and on seeking
explanation was told that Pascal had
sailed for America. He, got in Mpn-
day- (10) afternoon.

Pascal's first Shaw pic, 'Pyg-

malion,' is being released in America
by Metro.

SmiTOMME
FEATURES D(

IHE EAST

Estabrook's Walk
Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Howard Estabrook, producer-
scenarist for Samuel Goldwyn,

;
handed in his resignation and
checked off the lot.

Estabrook had been with the
Goldwyn organization for eight
months and did the preparatory
work for two pictures, 'The Real
Glory' and 'Seventh Cavalry.'

CAPRA'S SEEVICE PIC
Washington, Oct. 11.

Frank Capra is here confering with
the War Dept.

His next .production for Columbia
will be a service picture.

ARRIVALS
Elsa Maxwell, Mr. and Mrs. G.

Sturani, Irving^ . Berlin, ' Marjorie
Lawrence, Josephine Huston; Ar-
turo Toscanini, Giovanni Martinelli,
Claire Luce, Colette D'Arville, Rob-
ert Birffault, John Strachey, Ray-
mond Gram Swing, AUyrt Butter-
field, Julius Steiger, Ladislaus Szucs,
Mr. and Mrs. August Janssen, Mr.
and Mrs. Bing Crosby. Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Crosby, Greta Garbo, Tamara
Geva, Gabriel Pascal, Mr.' and Mrs,
Robert H. Dfivis, Minriy Ruske,
Vienna Choir, Chester Hale, Reg
Connelly, Harry Foster, Saul H.
Bornstein, Francis Gilbert, John'
Barbirolli, George Black, Hugues
Panassie.

Oscar Serlin, former Paramount
eastern talent executive and pro-
ducer, is planning to produce fea-

tures in the east. Probably will not
begin actual shooting on any pic-

ture until he has launched two legit

plays, but understood to contem-
plate getting under way before the

first of next year. Pictures would be
turned out at the Eastern Service

studios, according to present plans.

Production plans also will include

a few shorts.

E. I. Lopert, foreign-language dis-

tributor, is planning to launch ex-

tensive feature production in the

east. He has a. contract with ,Siy-

mour Nebfenzahl, producer of 'Mayer-
ling,' which Lopert distributes in

U. S., and will start his first pic-

ture as soon as a suitable story is

chosen.

Nebenzahl, who is known for his

'M' arid 'Westfront 1918' besides

'Mayerlihg,' would be used in turn-

ing out American product after suit-

ahle French or other foreign lan-

guage story is found.

—Serlia'i_legi.t_piaxs.^re: .'Life_With_

Father,' by Clarence Day, adapted

by Howard Lindsay, while 'Sing

Sweet Angels,' by Belford Forrest,

is in the throes of being rewritten.

SAILINGS
'Nov. 12 (Vancouver to Manila),

L. von Haverveck (Empress of

Canada). >

Oct. 19 (New York to London),
Sam Wood. (Queen Mary).

Oct. 15" (New York to Havana),
Massimo Frecchia (Oriente)

.

Oct. 14 (New York to Caracas),
Dr. Domingo Narvacz, Finy Vera-
cochea (Santa Paulo).

Oct. 13 (London to New York),
Sam Smith (Queen Mary).

Oct. 12 (New York to London),
Mr. and Mrs. Fausta Magnani, Clif-

ford C. Fischer, Mr. and Mrs. Julien
Duvivier, Mr. and Mrs. Earle W,
Hammons (Normandie)

.

Oct. 8 (New York to London),
John Mock (He de France).

Oct. 8 (New York to Rio de
Janeiro), George Black, Lothar
WgIH, Charles Gilson, Bert Pike
(Brazil)

.

Oct. « (New York to London),
Lily Damita, (Sail Borden (Queen
Mary).

Chicago, Oct. 11.

Ice skating, which has been
steadily growing in popiilarity for
the past few years in its many
phases as spectator entertainment, is

sprouting up throughout the country
as« a boom winter sport for personal
participation. ' Indications,' according
to activity in various key cities in
the midwest, are that ice rinks will

be tough competition to theatres this

winter. Exhibs are beginning to talk

about skating rinks afi they did about
miniature golf during that fad.

Chicago, which was formerly de-
void of ice skating rinks, will have
at least four rinks in operation this

winter and poqsibly a half-dozen as
soon as the season really gets going.

Largest and most pretentious is the

Chicago Arena on the swank . gold
coast. Arena, scored a click with its

ice rink last yeat for its initial

venture and is headed for a bigger

season currently, according to open<
ing response....

Other big cities wliich have gone
in for ice rinks Include Detroit,

Cleveland, Columbus, Indianapolis,

Minneapolis, St. Louis, Kansas City,

Omaha and Des Moines among the,

key burgs in the midwest. Getting
25-75C, with added revenue from
skates, food and drinks.

Department stores are .tying in
with the rinks on fashion stuff, ap-
pealing to the femmes not to go near
the ice unless they have the proper
St. Moritz costumes.

Hockey long ago became a top
spectator sport for the winter trade
in most of the key cities, with the
big stadia garnering 10,000-18,000

people once or twice a week for the

hockey matches. Theatres have
found that hockey is direct competi-
tion, since the ice game fans have
been potential theatre-goers, rather

than being strictly sports addicts.

Furthermore, skiing parties which
are being more and more popular
each season, weekends seeing "10,000

or more hitting the snow trains or
autos for the suburbs. It used to

be that the summer was the worry
season for theatres, due to the many
outside attractions for the public,

but now exhibs are beginning to

yelp that winter sports are becoming
even more dangerous competition
than summer ever was.

Growth, of roller-skating and_tha_
roller-derby vogue, seen as an~oif-

shoot from the ice arenas, has been
an increasing headache to theatre
owners. So much so that in Texas,
Bob'O'Donnell and Karl Hoblitzelle,

heads of the Interstate circuit, de-
cided that since it's so strong they
nlay as well buy in on the roller

rinks in their sector.

In communities around New York,
such as Long Island, the roller-

skating rinks jin summer haye been
vieing with the ice rinks, in winter,

as a popular mild exercise sport and
amusement among the young folks.

This deflects against the b.o.

N. Y. to L. A.
Robert Armstrong.
Barney Balaban.
Mr. and Mrs. Bing Crosby.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Crosby.
Paul Douglas.
Dr. A. H. Gianninl.
Stanton L. Griffis.

L. von Haberveclc
Lou Irwin.

Carmel Myers.
Hal Roach.
Maxie Rosenbloom.
Rosalind Russell.
Frank Seltzer.
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Metro-Maxwell show as is Page 24
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well show, Kate Smith, Crumit and Sanderson, Joe E.

Brown, Fred Allen, Fred Waring, Guy Lombard©, Sir
Cedric Hardwicke, Hal Hode; 'Viva Villa' (Lux); Al Pearce,
Ben Bernie, Lew Lehr P. 30-31
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George W. Leder-ers career ; ^ Page 49
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Amusement Stocks Appreciated

$107,805,S00 Since Sept. 28, Low Ebb

When Munich Inspired War Jitters

By MIKl: WEAR
Manner in which the stock -imarket

has rebiounded after the European
y/ar scare- . has : astounded eyen the

most optimistic financial observers^

While they looked lor higher prices,

once .the European situation cleared

up, they were not prepared for such

a bullish upsweep.
' Amusement shares have continued
in the foreground of this drive, be-
cause of added possibility that earn-
ings would I'ise as a result of the

greatest picture year drive. Com-
parison of stock prices at the low
ebb on Sept. 28, just before the
Munich conference was announced
the same day, and the highs in' last

week's trading, reveals an apprecia-
tion in value of $107,805,500 for 12

representative amusement stocks

listed on the stock exchange and
curb exchange. Including additional
preferred issues and other shares not
directly connected with the picture

business, an additional 43,000,000 is

added to the total.

Many film stocks rose 1 to 10

points in this period, with selected

preferred stocks gaining 11 to 18.

The bellwether of picture shares,

Loew's common, shewed an advance
of nearly 10 points while the active

Paramount common gained more
than 4 points on the top in last Sat-

urday's trading.

The greatest amount appreciation

for any common stock in film group
was Loew's, with $15,200,000.

Wall. Street's Kindly Look
Wall Street again is looking favor-

ably on picture issues because of

evidences of desire to put the indus-

try's own house in order, lengthen

the margin of profit and boost prod-

uct by means of the $1,000,000 ad-

vertising - exploitation - contest cam-
paign. The Street figures that

numerous pictures on which nice re-

turn now is assured were produced
at a minimum cost- instead of at

high budgets. They believe this

further enhances the ircome possi-

bilities of individual companies.

Possibly the most u- usual feature

about the recovery of film shares is

that they have made great gains,

even in the face of the pending Fed-
eral anti-trust suit. It will be re-

called that shares were sold off

heavily for a couple of. days after

this action was filed. The stocks

subsequently .recovered practically

all they had lost, and have joined

the procession of other shares to

higher levels with the European war
scare out of the way.
Present bullish market sentiment

is a continuation of the optimism
over business conditions, which be-

gtn last summer only to be held

back by the threat of a world con-

flict.

How Peace Boosted Amus. Shares
stocks Sept. 28 Oct^lO Gain Appreciation

Columbia Pictures 10 Vi 14% 4% $1,541,750

Con. Film preferred.^ 614 8% 2 400,000

Eastman Kodak 162 180 18 40,500,000

Loew 44^4 533/4 15,200,000

Paramount 8 llT'a SYs 10,081,250

Pathe 7% 9% 2 1,160,000

Radio 1st preferred 52 633/4 IPA 10,622,000

RKO 13/4 2% IVs 2,902,500

20th-Fox 20 27 7 12,194,000

Universal—Pictures-.-.-.-. . . —35 r 46 11 187>000

Warner Bros.... 5 7 2 7,402,000

Technicolor 16 '/2 23 '/4 7 5,215,000

..Total $107,805,500

SAM ENGEL SET AT

PAR AS A PRODUCER

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Paramount gave Sam Engel a pro-
ducer's contract and he checks in

next week for his first assignment.
He left 20th-Fox two months ago
after producing several Important
pictures.

Engel originally started at War-
ners as a second assistant director
and later became a writer.

Joe Schfinck and Goldwyn
East on Biz; D. C. Huddle

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Joe Schenck and Sam Goldwyn are

training east tomorrow (Wednesday),
former on 20th-Fox business, and

Goldwyn on the recent United Art-
ists shakeup.
Schenck will also visit the Presi-

dent in Washington on the infantile
paralysis campaign to be conducted
in Hollywood..

Legiter Draws Pic Lead

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

James Craig, who withdrew from
the N. Y. legiter, 'Missouri Legend,'
to carve out a picture career, re-

ported at Columbia for the male lead
In 'Life Is Cheap.*
Ross Lederman directs from script

hy Maurice Rapf and Hatold Buch-
anan.

Balaban, Griffis West

For Huddle with Zukor

Barney Balaban and Stanton L.

Griffis leave for the Coast Satur-

day (15). They may be back in

time for the next Paramount board
meeting set for Oct. 27 but if not,

it will probably be set over.

Duo goes out to huddle with
Adolph Zukor, chairman^ of_ board,

and others on present studio and
other problems, fall production
plans, etc.

Cowdin's Quickie Abroad

J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of

Universal's board, who sailed for

Europe last week, will give the for-

eign situation in England and France
only a brief checkup on this trip. He
will be . absent from New York three

weeks.

Most attention will be devoted to

affairs in England, with possibility

of new pact with U's present Great
Britain affiliate looming.

Gilroy's Pooch Pic
Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Bert Gilroy's first feature since he

became a producer at RKO is 'The

G-Dog,' an original about a govern-

ment agent artd his dog, written by
Guy K. Austin and Earl Johnson.

Gilroy will produce features in ad-

dition to his usual shorts and west-

erns for this year's program.

TO

SMPBONTO
Platform for Cure of Indus-

try Woes Outlined—Sid

Kent's. Committee Muster-
ing AH Forces for General

- Intra - Industry Co-opera-
tion-—Outline Points

See Geo. J. Schaefer to RKO, as Prez^

Succeeding Spitz; Silverstone At

UA Helm; RKO Emerging from 77B

MPTOA DEADLINE

Discussion looking toward self-

regulation of trade practices affect-

ing distribution and exhi ition, re-

gardless of what .effect any such ef-

forts may have toward softening the

U. S. anti-trust suit against majors,

will go forward on a scale which

heretofore had never been antici-

pated. All leading exhibitor organ-

izations and prominent theatre op-

erators are to have a hand in the
drafting of a plan along lines under-
taken by the committee on trade
practices set up with Sidney R. Kent
as chairman last summer but stymied
by the sudden filing of the Govern-
ment suit seeking theatre, divorce-
ment, among other things.

The Kent committee during the
past week informed the Motion Pic-

ture Theatre Owners of America,
Allied, and various other indie

groups that meetings will be held at

the earliest possible date, consistent

with the ability of interested parties

to get together in New York. It

was indicated this would be some
time this month prior to the MPTOA
convention Oct. 30.

The MPTOA is inviting represen-
tatives of all its units, regardless of

affiliation, to sit in with its execu-
tive committee on drafting pro-
posals. The Kent trade practices

committee, which includes W. F.

Rodgers of Metro, Ned Depinet of

RKO and Abe Montague of Colum-
bia, has asked various indie exhibi-
tor groups to appoint committees
with which it can meet on any dayj x

coinm'encing""'Oct: 1^r~wheii~~it~ "Isrii
scheduled to. start conferences with
the MPTOA and AUied's major
groups.

This appeal for participation and
ideas was sent to Independent The-
atre Owners Assn. of New York; In-
dependent Theatre Owners of South-
ern California; West Virginia Man-
agers Assn.; Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Kentucky; Theatre Own-
ers & Managers of the Rocky Mount-
ain Region, Inc.; Allied Theatre
Owners, Inc., of Iowa; Allied The-
atres of Oregon and Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Virginia.

In his appeal to State units, E. L.
Kuykendall, president of the
MPTOA, indicated that the diiscus-

sions in his camp will center around
demand for 20% cancellations, setup
of conciliation boards, abolition of

score charges and elimination of

designated playdating, plus other
problems to be worked out. Kuy-
kendall invites any outside units to

sit in with the MPTOA crowd, if de-
siring.

The MPTOA president believes
that industry problems can he
worked out Within the industry if

interested parties are sincere in

their efforts and points out 'that the
result of the coming meetings will

decide, to a great extent, the action

to be taken by the MPTOA conven-
tion the end of the month.

A Number of Points

On the agenda for the convention,
pending any possible disposition

meantime by the self-regulation

committees are the following:

1. Can clearance and competitive
over-buying disputes be adjusted
locally by organized conciliation or
arbitration?

2. Do the present anti-trust laws
actually prohibit constructive co-

operation between exhibitors and
distributors?

3. Will the Government's anti-

trust suit clarify the confusion and
uncertainties that legal opinions and

(Continued on page 42)

Selznick and RKO
Future status of Selznick-In-

ternational (Jock 'Whitney) is

still open to doubt. Selznick has
what is considered a good deal
with UA, and, according to re-

port, very good terms have been
offered him on a renewal fol-

lowing delivery of two pictures

yet to go under the old contract.

If any negotiations with RKO,
via George J; Schaefer's move-
over, do not lead to a deal theire,

such negotiations, however,
could act as a wedge in forcing
better terms ' under a UA re-

newal.

GN Tees Off -38-39

Season Oct. 14; 44

Fix, 24 Westerns

Preceded by a sales meeting in

Chicago a week ago presided over
by Ed Alperson, Grand National held
a two-day session in New York Sat-

urday and Sunday (8-9), and has
laid plans to start releasing its 1938

program Oct. 14 with -'Shadows Over
Shanghai.' A feature a week is

planned thereafter among the 44 fea-

tures and 24 westerns. Others for

early release will be 'Frontier Scout'

and 'Titans of the Deep.'

E. W. Hammons, who heads the
reorganized GN, presided at the

N. Y. sales meeting.

GN's New Issue

Sacramento, Oct. 11.

State Commissioner of Corpora-
ions_granted^ Grand National Pic-

tures. Inc., permission to issue 30,-

poo shares of its $10 preferred stock
and 429,345 shares of $1 common.
Company also filed a copy of its

New York incorporation papers.

Wing's 'Malay' for GN
Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Ward Wing signed with GN to pro-
duce and direct his original story,

'Malay.' He will shoot the picture

in Singapore with a cast from Hol-
lywood,

Minneapolis, Oct. 11.

William Crystal, formerly GN
salesman here and more recently

Omaha branch manager, has been
appointed local exchange head, suc-

ceeding Glen Gregory who becomes
Denver and Salt Lake City branch
manager. Jimmy Berchell, sales-

man here, goes with Gregory to

Denver.

Giannini's Quickie

East and Then West

In the east on a brief visit. Dr. A.
H. Gianni i left Thursday afternoon

(6) by train for Coast. He conferred
with Murray Silverstone, George J.

Schaefer and other UA executives

while in New York, just before
Schsfer's resignation.

Hal Roach, who will be accom-
panied west by Frank Seltzer, his

studio publicity head, will probably
steam out Saturday (15).

WB Renews Robinson
Hollywood, Oct, 11.

Warners and Edward G. Robinson
signed a new deal to go into effect

at the expiration of the actor's cur-
rent pact Jan, 1.

Last picture under the old con-
tract is 'Brother Orchid,' which
goes into production about Nov. 1.

Favored for the presidency of
RKO by the Rockefeller^ Atlas, Leh"
man and other groups, including
various ' creditor committees* having
any authority in the matter, George
J» Schaefer will, in all probability,"
succeed Leo Spitz on the latter's

resignation fronn the post he has held
for nearly thriee. years with that
company. The way was cleared for
Schaefer during the past week wheij
he resigned from United Artists as
v.p. and- general manager of distribu-
tion, and it is only a question of timo
and certain routine before he will be
proposed as the new president of
RKO.
That could conceivably occur prior

to emergence of RKO from 77B, ex-
pected shortly, but unlikely that this

will be the course of events. That
Spitz will resign is declared certain,
since he wishes to return to private
law practice and his other interests

in Chicago. The anticipated pror
cedure is that with approval of the
RKO reorganization plan, final hear-
ing on that • being set for Oct. 25,

Spitz will resign and the board will
then consider Schaefer's appoint-^

ment as his successor. It is indi-
cated that while Schaefer will in all

probability be elected to the post,
there will hav? to be unity of accord
in, his favor. That is expected. If

there is to be any opposition, it isn't

known from what" quarter that may
come.

Rathvon's Post
Peter Rathvon, associated with

Floyd Odium in Atlas, is reported as
a possibility to head ihe executive
board of RKO on its final reorgan-
ization, while Ned E. Depinet will
continue as v.p. in charge of distrib-
ution with Jules Levy under him as
general sales manager. Depinet's
Qbntract has another year to go and,
although he does not step up as
president into Spitz's shoes, he is

highly regarded in RKO quarters
and among downtown interests in-
volved.

Spitz -will have been with RKO
-three - years -rthis—coming—November^-

(Continued- on page 21)
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Would Deed a Park as a Bonus

If Given OK to Build Theatre

Minneapolis, Oct. 11.

With trade developments keeping

the Paramount circuit out of St.

Louis Park, local suburb which, de-

spite its Ave thousand popula-

tion* never has had a film

theatre, a hot three-cornered fight

among independent interests h&d

Harold Field, Minneapolis resi-

dwit and owner of a large circuit of

Iowa theatres, sending an 'open let-

ter' to all St. Louis Park residents,

describing his proposed $100,000

project in detail and appealing for

support for his application.

If granted the permit, Field prom-

ised he'd deed 10-14 acres of prop-

erty In the suburb for a municipal

recreational and amusement field.

The council referred the Field

application and two others to a

committee of the whole.

While Paramount circuit and in-

dependent exhibitor foes ' believed

that the matter still was in commit-

tee hands, a permit was issued by

the city council to H. L. Griffith to

, construct a new $150,000 independent

uptown theatre, opening the Way
to further independent neighbor-

hood showhouse construction here if

the action stands.

Griffith has been fighting two

years to obtain the permit and other

Individuals, also desiring to build

new theatres, have been standing by
awaiting the scrap's final outcome.

However, he was granted the license

once before and later the permit was
rescinded. Now efforts will be made
again to rescind, it's announced.

After the council revoked the per-

mit previously, Griffith went into

court in an unsuccessful effort to

havje it reinstated.

Opponents of further local theatre

construction have contended the city

already is considerably overseated

and mote new showhouses would

Jeopardize their Investments.

More New Theatres
Philadelphia, Oct.. 11.

Main, new 1,000-seater in Ephrata,

Pa., will be ready for unveiling later

this month, operated by Harry and
Oscar Stiefel, who already run the

Hoxy in Ephrata and houses in other

neatby towns. ^ ^

New Alden, being erected in East

FaHs^ section by Charles Goldflne,

Preparing for debut in November,
eats 1,000.

New 650-seater has been contract-

ed for by Leo Posel in Frankford.'
Construction will start shortly.

Keystone, Middleburg, fa., taken
over by E. J. Clifford and P. J.

riynn from Jones & Rabbltt.

Deer Crashes Mrs. Kenny

iBaker*s Car; Bad Accident
Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Deer coming out of mountain
habitats to gander Hollywood fig-

ured in two incidents Monday. One
strayed on the highway just outside

the film capital and caused the car

driven by the wife of Kenny Baker,

radio sii>ger, to crash, killing the ani-

mal and Injuring her seriously. Mrs.

Baker was rushed to the hospital

with critical injuries.

A spike buck wandered into the

Walt Disney, studio and was lassoed

by Larry Lansburgh,. assistant direc-

tor.

Stocklioiders' Suit

In Delaware Vs. Loew

Officers^Directors

Aged in Film

Hollywood, Oct 11.

Tom Neal, young actor recently

signed by Metro, has 14 makeup
changes in his first role, that of

Father Damien in 'No Greater

Love.'
Although Neal is only 23, his

role ages him gradually to 78.

Bear Down On

National Bally

At Fox-20th

OfflahTa7t)ctrl:l^

—

Lester DoUison, former indie at

Kermit, Texas, will open the 350-seat
Nebraska.

L. O. Marshall purchased the 200-

seat Empress at Verdigree, Neb.
Hymie Novitsky, former Republic

manager and co-franchise holder,
named Gt'and National exchange
manager, succeeding Bill Crystal.

V/arren G. Hall and JameS Walker
Opened a new 300-seater at Bur-
well, Neb., Oct, 5.

'COWBOY' RIDES IN

AFTER RANGING FAR

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Samuel Goldwyn's "The Cowboy
and the Lady,' in production since

June 15, finally reached the cutting

room after three directors had
worked on it.

Trouble started with the script,

which had to be rewritten after the

cameras started. William Wyler,
first director, withdiraw after three

days of shooting. H. C. Potter shot

most of the picture, but was called

.ftwey by another commitment before

he could finish. Stuart Heisler shot

the'linal scenes , and retakes.

S-l Suspends Tallichet

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Selznick-International has sus-

pended Margaret Tallichet for walk-

ing out on a part at Republic, where
she -is on loan.

Actress contended her role in

'Strongheart' minor to that of the

dog and the boy, and that it would
not help her career.

Wilmington, Oct. 11.

Assorted irregularities in manage-
ment of Loew'S( Inc., are charged in

a stockholders' suit filed in Dela-

\yare Chandfery Court. The principal

allegation is that, excessive compen-
sation is paid executives .and others

through contracts which provide for

fixed and percentage payments and
stock options. Defendants include

Norma Shearer as a co-executor and
trustee of the Irving Thalberg es-

tate with Edwin J. Loeb and Bank
of America National Trust & Sav-
ings Association, also named as de-

fendants.

Others listed as defendants are

Louis B. Mayer, Nicholas M.
Schenck, Arthur M. Loew, David
Bernstein, J. Robert Rubin, George
N. Armsby, Isidor Frey, Leopold
Friedman, Charles C. Moskowitz,
John R. Hazel, Alexander Lichtman,
William A. Parker, William A. Philr

lips, David Warfleld, Thomas N. Per-
kins, Bernard H. Hyman, Sam Katz,

Edgar J. Mannix, Harry Rapf, Ben-
jamin Thau, L. A, Weingartenj Mer-
vyn LeRoy, Hunt Stromberg and the
Loew's corporation as such.

Complainants are Edgar F. Stiner,

Hana W. Goldstein and Louis Sus-
man. Bill is filed by Clarence A.
Sutherland, attorney for complain-
ants.

Albert L. Massey of Wilmington,
secretary to Chancellor Josiah O.

Wolcott, was named by the chan-
cellor as sequestrator for 1,000 shares

of stock each of Mayer and Schenck,
ana~500"shares~^cli ~of~Arthur-Mr
Loew and the Thalberg executors.

This is to insure their appearance
in the suit ..Nov. 12.

Bill charges the contracts 'defraud

the corporation and stockholders,*

that they 'illegally dissipate the
profits' and 'are, in effect and sub
stance, a spoliation, a gift and waste
of the corporate assets and prop
erty.'

Executors of the Thalberg estate

illegally continued to operate stock
options after Thalberg's death, the
complaint asserts, and Loew's il

legally made payments to the es

tate.

Also charged that competitive
bidding was ignored when the cor.
poration bought supplies, let conces-
sions and transacted other business
Mayer is accused of forcing actors,
directors, producers, extras, authors
and songwriters, to obtain employ-
ment with Loew's through Orsatti
booking agency at 10% of the sal-

aries, while Mayer and Rubin di-

rectly or - indirectly controlled the
agency.

Intimates, reliatives and associates

have been persistently placed on the
payroll, is anotlier charge. Also as-

serted -theatres were not leased and
pictures obtained to the financial

benefit of stockholders.

Accounting asked, with cancella-
tion of contracts, injunction against
continued payments under the con-
tracts, and a decree awarding dam-
ages to Loew's.

National exploitation and its box-
office results oh 'Alexander's Rag-
time Band' prompted Darryl Zanuck
to take up the idea of inaugurating

national campaigns on many other

20th-Fox films. He talked it over

with Harry Brand, studio press chief,

and Charlie McCarthy on the latter's

recent Coast visit, with result the

latter installed Marc Lachmann in

charge of that department.

New move is being tested out on
'Submarine Patrol' which, until a

fortnight ago, was called 'Splinter

Fleet,' For that reason 'Suez' has

been rushed out, going into the Roxy,
N. y., Oct. 14, and permitting an ex-

tra lime leeway for 'Submarine.*

National tieups, patriotic coordina-,

tion, etc. are being worked out now
by Lachmann prior to his returning

to Hollywood. He will commute be-
tween both coasts.

Bainter in 'Darling'

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Pay Bainter gets a lead spot in

*Yes, My Darling Daughter' at War-
ners, due to start Oct. 17, with
Jeffrey Lynn and Priscilla Lane.
William Keighley directs.

WORLD PICTS BACKS ,

ARTY CINEMA CHAIN

Initial two theatres in a new for-

eign-arty circuit have been set with
the takeover of the Waldorf film

house on West 50th street between
Radio City Music Hall and Roxy, and
the Belasco in Washington. New
group. Theatre Booking Offices, Inc.,

headed by Irvin Shapiro and Arthur
Mayers, chief executives with World
Pictures Corp., plan to extend opera-

tions.

Waldorf, about 1,000 seats, is being
remodeled with old policy of duals
continuing for the time being. House
was taken over by Theatre Booking
on Oct. 1. Foreign-made features

and so-called artistic films probably
w,ill predominate when permanent
policy Is fixed. Would use any first-

runs available in . domestic field but
"managemeifrtrhas—no~ 'irite"h"tle¥i

—

ot
bucking existing operations, either

in the domestic picture area or the
foreign-arty houses.

Besides Shapiro and Mayers, S. A.
Rossbach, New York business man,
is associated in the theatre circuit

plans. Shapiro, who will supervise
bookings for the new group, formerty
directed film policies at the Little

Carnegie, Cameo and 8th ' St. Play-
house.

Lefty Preems His Radio Station;

Finds it s the Same Old Prop Speech

By Joe Laurie^ Jr.

Coolacres, Cal., Oct, li.

Dear Joe:

Well, we flnaUy had the grand opening of PHEW, our Coolacres radio
station. I wanna tell you there's as much trouble running a radio station

as there is running a picture house. You may think you own the joint

but it's the engineer that really has everything to say about it. He can
put the broadcast ov?r good or bad the same as the exchange can send
you good or bad pictures. This guy they sent me up from Los Angeles
is a student and is kicking all the time about our equipment. He don't
like ^ carbon mikes, and claims we got birdies and bugs. They got a
language all their own. Bugs and birdies means that the broadcast has
a squeak in it or somethin'. Anyway we had a pretty swell opening in a
small way. Of course we had a few things go wrong, which was to be
expected; First place we didn't have enough power and the lights in the
studio were very .dim, and we had to use flashlights to read the script.

We had the broadcast wired into my theatre upstairs, and somehow Her-
man, my operator, got the wires all balled up and hooked it into the
loudspeaker of the picture and both things came on together. After 10

minutes of that the audience came out too and- wanted their dough back.
The serial we had, 'Heigho 49'rs,' went over swell. We got a little balled

up In it because we had to double up on parts and I had to work the

sound effects. Vic had a line where he said, 'Here comes that beautiful

city gal walking down the street.' I put in horses' hoofbeats. It got a
laugh so to cover up my mistake I said, 'She has calloused feet, aint' she?'

Well, that got a scrfeam from the studio audience. Aggie claimed it hurt
the continuity, but I claim a laugh is a laugh. I've been listening into

them serials for a long time and I never heard a belly laugh in any of

*em. So you see I introduced something new, even on my first broadcast.

We opened the show with a speech by the Mayor which I wrote lor

him. I ain't much on writing that straight stuff so I copied it from a

speech a guy made to open a bridge. I only had to change it around a
little bit. I put the w6rds 'radio station' where the word 'bridge' was.

Those governors, mayors and city officials all have one speech that almost

fits anything* from welcoming a fan dancer to opening a railroad station.

Then the president of the Chamber of Commerce spoke about what a

wonderful place Coolacres was to live in, and what a progressive town
we had. He put in a few words about his real 'estate business, too. Ain't

it funny, as soon as a guy- gets Jiear a mike he starts boosting his business.

Then the banker got on as a news commentator a la Winchell—you know,
the ticker sounding like mad and radio going while he was ^peaking, and
he put a lot of excitement into his voice. That is as much excitement as

a banker can put in his voice.

The Show
We announced, 'We now present the news from our own press-radio

service,' which is Vic who gets all the papers and picks out the best stuff,

and the banker comments on it. He forgot it was a inter-town hookup
and kept saying and 'You folks in London'. . . . Then me, Vic and Aggie
did our Hillbilly Trio. I was kinda burned up because Aggie was away
oflkey, but the fan mail the next day all raved about her being so won-
derful. It just goes to show you how screwy this radio racket is.

We read a lot -of wires we receiv.ed congratulating us on our opening

from all the big guys of all the radio ^stations in the^U. S. and Canada.

We really didn't receive them, but I fixed 'em up. I don't call that cheat-

ing. I call it good showmanship. The big guys won't know it, the yokels

loved it and it did us a lot of good. So you see It didn't hurt anybody
and, besides, the radio stations got a good plug out of it. I know I coulda

got a wire from Johnny Royal of NBC if I asked him, because he always
sent in a good report on our act when we played for him in Cleveland, but

I know how busy he is with sustainings and other 'business, so I didn't

bother him.
Tell the boys and girls back there If they have any new radio Ideai

to send 'em on to me. I'll be glad to try 'em out for them and if they're

any good they can tell the big stations that I recommend it. SEZ
Your pal.

Lefty.

£.^.S.-Whistler sed. 'Poverty may induce Industry, but it does not pro-

duce the fine flower of paintlng7"^fie" test is noT; poverty, Irs money.'"

And He Did Mean Him

Los Angeles, Oct. 11.

Jimmy Fidler was served with a
summons in $500,000 suit filed by Pat
O'Brien, freelance actor, against Pat
O'Brien, Warners' star; Louella Par-
sons and Fidler.

Freelance O'Brien charges the de-
fendants with conspiracy to prevent
him from obtaining work in the
films.

Fox Theatres Receiver

Granted Another $15,000
Additional service allowances in

connection with the affairs of the
former Fox Theatres Corp. were
granted last week by Circuit Judge
Martin T. Manton when he acceded
to the request of Basil O'Connor, at-

torney for Milton C. Weisman, re-

ceiver, for a fourth ad interim al-

lowance of $15,000, for services ren-
dered from July 1, 1937, to July 30
last. O'Connor had previously re-

ceived $32,500.

At the same time the court dis-

charged Courtland Palmer as special
miaster with a final allowance of $1,-

000 to add to the $12,500 he previous-
ly received. Palmer presided over
70 cases as special master in the Fox
proceedings since July, 1932. He set-

tled claims totaling $27,351,252 for

$6,035,514 during this period.

Three Men on a Pic

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Stuart Heisler took over the Job of

directing added scenes for Samuel
Goldwyn's "The Cowboy and the

Lady' to allow H. C, Potter to pilot

'The,Castles'*at RKO.
Heisler is the third director tor

'Cowboy.' William Wyler, who start-

ed the picture, withdrew in favor of
Pottei* after three days of shooting.

Tarkington and Warners.

Suing and Counter-Suing
Booth Tarkington, author of the

'Penrod' stories, on Friday (7) with-
drew a motion to dismiss the coun-
ter-claim of Warner Bros., which it

brought against him in answer to his

suit for an injunction and account-
ing resulting over the picture, 'Pen-

rod and His Twin Brother.' Both ac-

tions are pending in the N. Y. fed-

eral court. Tarkington claims that
while he sold certain rights to his

'Penrod' stories to Warners he never
gave them permission to use the
name in connection with stories

written by other authors.

He avers he never had anything to

do with the latest picture, although
his name is used in its buildup. War-
ners countered by suing the author
for $19,000, which it claims his suit

is costing them.

That Makes It Official

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

To make 'The Last Frontier' au-
thentic, Samuel Goldwyn signed Col.

William Shutan, former military gov-
ernor of the Island of Mindanao, as

technical adviser.

Pictvu*e, localed in the Philippines,

goes into production early next
month.

Staub Encores Autry
Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Ralph Staub, who directed Gene
Autry in 'Prairie Moon,' comes back
to Republic to pilot another starrer

for the warbling cowboy,. 'Romance
on the Range.'

'

Picture is Autry's second for the
1638-39 program and gets an in-

creased budget.

CRITERION, N. Y., FOR

LOEW-MOSS OPERATION

Operation of ' the Criterion, New
York, passes to Loew's under a deal

closed during the past week in

which this circuit acquired a 50%

interest from B. S. Moss, lease to run

for 20 years, with an option for an
additional 21 years. Moss controls

th*» other 50%, the half goi/ig to

Loew's having been the interest for-

merly held by Harry Charnas, now
back with Warner Bros.

Understanding is that Loew's will

use the CriteHon for first run pic-

tures, including Paramount and Re-
public, which are now being used,-

together with others, including any
of its own that are not required for

the Capitol, Not all the pictures

Metro makes are played at the Cap.

Several during the year have been
going to the Rialto, while now and
then, but not often, one is given a

first run playdate at the State. Lat-

ter is Loew's most important second

run in New York, taking Metro,

United Artists, Columbia and Para-
mount product following initial runs.

Sam E. Morris' Estate

Sam E. Morris, v.p. and foreign

head of Warner Bros., has purchased
a 300-acre estate at Brewster, N. Y.,

which will be operated as a selN

sustaining farm with livestock, etc.

Also includes its own water frontage.

It means that the Morrises will

sell their present place at Mama-
roneck, and that Edwin H. (Buddy)
Morris, his son, will also occupy one

of the houses on the new estate.
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WHAT TO DO ABOUT DUALS?
What Do You Think of it?

Pittsburgh, Oct/ 11.

Walt Framer, WWSWs show-shopper, into Alvia theatre for broad-
cast of question-answer type inside film house.

Framer, with a lapel mike, utilized quarter-hour period, stopping

at aisle seats, quizzing customers in low tone and asking them for

opinions on 'You Can't Take It with You,' film they were watching
at time. Dialog from screen came through at same time.

Alvin management admitted it was dangero.us stunt in that some
patron might have come through with a pah, but also felt pretty
safe in working out idea for first time with such a safe film bet as
'You Can't Take It.'

PHILLY IN NO

RUSH 100)

DUALS

Philadelphia, Oct. 11.,

Action of the U. S. Supreme Court

yesterday (Monday) in giving a vic-

tory to Indle exhiba in their three-

year-old battle against six major

producers for the right, to double-

feature Is expected to have little real
- effect here. For, although they now
technically have the right to use,

anyone's film in twin-bills, there is

foreseen no rush into the duals.

In the first place, anyone who
wanted to double-feature was doing

so anyway and finding very little

difficulty put in his way by the ex-

changes unless there was an actual

complaint from a competitor. And,
irt thfe second place, exhibs have be-

come convinced from experience in

Other cities and the handful of houses

dualing here, that* the extra-long

shows ai'e not the key to extra-long

profits.

Actual key to the double-feature

sltuash here Is Warner Bros, circuit.

As long as it keeps away from the

twins there is no chance of the-

Indles adopting it generally. And
»the indies fear to go In strong for

duals because they don't want to put
WB in theQposition of being forced

into themTso the outlook along this

line seems to be for continuance of

the status quo.
—HigH~trlbDnBl-yesterday (-Mondays-

refused to grant a review to the six

majors in suit brought against them
by Harry and Louis Perelman, Philly

exhibs. Opinion of the Circuit Court

"in Philly, which was in favor of the

Perelmans, thus automatically sticks.

Way is now open, however, for the

indies to sue for damages, as the

majors are guilty of violating the

Sherman act. Whether they will take

advantage of this, though, is prob-

. lematlcal, for they must be able to

prove that their inability to double-

feature cost them money.
Final decish is more of a personal

yictory for Ben Colder, ex-Congress-
man who fought the indie case, than

'anyone else. Originally backed by
exhibs as well as indie exchanges
which hoped to profit by double-

featuring, Colder was shortly left

high and dry and carried the case

- through at his own expense.

LASKY-WRIGLEY DEAL

Looks Like Film Producer Will
Enter Radio

Jesse Lasky and Wrigley Gum
were reported yesterday (Tuesday)
as having practically got together on
the former's do-you-want-to-be-ain-
actor proposition. If bought, the
Lasky show will replace the variety
stanza that Wrigley now has on CBS
Sunday nights. Shift would occur
at the end of this year.

Lasky's talent hunt idea would
devote the first 12 weeks to picking
that number of mixed finalists in at

least three sections of the coimtry.
The boy and girl selected on the
13th broadcast would be assured
contracts on the RKO lot.

Mae West And

Group Theatre

Owe N. Y. Taxes

Mae West owes N. Y. State $4,019

taxes on her income for 1931 and
1933, according to a warrant filed

last week in the N. Y. supreme court

by the State Tax Commission. The
warrant is really a. judgment and
Miss West is due to pay or have her
New York property or any income
due her here tied up in a suit. The
legal notice gives the actress' ad-
dress as the Ravenwood Apartments,
370 North Rossmore, Hollywood, and
her N. Y. agents as the Crescent
Theafre Corp. (Par)715013fOadway;

N. Y. City Tax Commission offices

knew little about the matter except
that it had been ordered by Albany
to prepare the warrant. Miss West
over a year ago, while involved in

legal proceedings over her alleged

marriage, announced that her legal

residence was California.

Group Theatre, Inc., is named de-

fendant in supplementary proceed-

ings filed in N. Y. supreme court by
the State Tax Commission which is

seeking to recover $643 and penal-

ties on the corporate income of the

group for 1935. Judge Rosenman
has directed Kermit Bloomgarten,
manager, to produce books and
records of the corporation for exam
ination before trial of the action.

BUMPER SEASON FOR

MY PUYERS AT M-G

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

.^Ixtras and bit players get a big
play 9t Metro in the next two
.months, with seven pictures already
•in production and two more ready
to be launched this week, and a
long lineup, including 'Idiot's De-
light,' due to follow.
Studio uses 525 atmosphere play-

ers in 'Ice Follies' and 200 more in

'Stand Up and Fight.' 'Idiot's De-
light,' slated to start around Nov. 1,

V^ill need 1,000 extras.

Burns Pic Moved iTp

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Success of 'The Arkansas Traveler'
. caused Paramount to move up the
Bob Burns starrer, 'I'm from Mi?-
souri,' to Nov. 7.

Shift forces the withdrawal of
Burns from 'Union F.icific'

'

20TH NIXES PAR'S ROLE

FOR AMECHE LOANOUT

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Paramount's casting of Don
Ameche for the lead in 'Hotel Im
perlal' was spiked by 20th-Fox for

the reason the part is not deemed
suitable for the actor.

Loanout deal will now have to ap

ply on another picture several

months later as he's needed back on

his home lot.

The Nipponese Switcli

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

'Mutiny on the Bounty' became a

gentle travelog, titled .'Travelers in

the South Seas' when the Japanese

cut out all violence and insubordina-

tion. Back talk to officers is ver-

boten in that country, according to

foreign residents there.

'Mutiny' was one of the last films

issued in Japan before the ban went

on imports last year.

SOME WOID CUT,

[

Legalists in ia- Quandary
How to Proceed with

Suits in Different Parts of

the Country—Philly, for

Example, Wants No Re-

strict ions on Duals,

Whereas Chi Seelcs to En-
join the Practice

HERE FOR THIS YEAR

With double features expected to

remain dominant in the majority of

theatres for at least another year,

picture company attorneys ad-
mittedly are nonplussed as to what
Independent exhibitors want done
about dual programs; and, also,

whether the wishes of the Philadel-
phia circuit court of appeals, the
U. S. Department of Justice or the
Chicago court should be followed on
the double feature problem.
Mulling the situation this week,

the trade finds exhibitors in Phila-
delphia wanting duals to run un-
hampered by any distributor restric-

tions; whereas, Chicago exhibs now
are seeking court injunction to curb
double-featuring.
One of the reliefs sought in the

anti-trust civil suit brought by the
Federal Govermnent is treatment of

dual situation. This is said to coin-
cide with the Philadelphia court
opinion which forbids distributors
from specifying use of certain films
only in solo program alignments.
Whether this phase of an important
industry problem is to be further
developed, or possibly altered in ap-
proach, by a Chicago court decision
is something stiU unknown to the
industry. One thing that major
legalists would like to know is

whether the same rules that apply
to their selling also will control in-

dependent distributors.

The Perelman case in the Circuit
Court of Appeals in Philadelphia re
suited in a ruling which forbids diS'

-tributors—from—specifying—when—or
where certain films could not be
dualed. In contrast, Joe Rosenberg,
attorney for ilidies in Chicago, seeks
an injunction to prohibit dualing.
Such a setup means that such con-
trasting ideas on double-featuring
leaves the major distributors in the
middle, so they aver. But they will
go along with dualing as long as
public demand continues for them or
is halted by new court ruling.

Loew's is experimenting in a few
scattered spots with solo picture
policy, with no indication that single
features will prove successful where
double feature competition of other
houses is felt. At present there is

no sign that the public will go for
single features on an extended scale,

even throughout the Manhattan por-
tion of the circuit.

Mpls.' Twinning Outbreak

Minneapolis, Oct. 11.

Although the Paramount circuit

will restrict its double-featuring in

the Twin Cities to one loop house
each in Minneapolis and St. Paul,

the worst outbreak of twin billing

in film history hereabouts threatens

to precipitate warfare among the
neighborhood theatres. As the re-

sult of failure of the Princess, in-

dependent nabe, to discontinue

double featuring Sept. 1, as its al-

leged owner, W- L- Hamilton, prom-
ised, Max Torodor, another indepen-

dent exhibitor, declares he'll start

twin-billing at his Ritz this week.
If Torodor goes through with his

threat, other independent neighbor-

hood and suburban exhibitors de-

clare they'll be forced to inaugurate

the policy, too, as much as they're

opposed to it. It's a certainty, then,

that Paramount circuit uptown the-

atres also would be forced into line,

the trade believes.

With the Agate, St. Paul neighbor-

hood , house, double-featuring five

days a week without advertising

(Continued on page 54)

U. S. Supreme Ct Snubs Majors

In Review of Perelman (PhiDy)

Duals Case; Some Respite in Texas

Washington, Oct. 11.

Serious setbiack for six major dis-

tributors—inferring that by imposing
a ban on double features they have
acted in violation of the anti-trust

laws—was received Monday (10),

when the U. S. Supreme Court re-

fused to review a lower court de-
cision holding them responsible for

asserted flaunting of the Sherman
and Clayton acts.

Snub delivered by the highest tri-

bunal applied to the case in which
Harry and Louis Perelman, Phila-

delphia exhibitors, accused six lead-

ing distributor corporations with
conspiring to abolish dual-billing.

Blow was slightly softened, however,
when the Supreine' Court found
'probable jurisdiction' in a Texas
case, also involving double billing,

and indicated that the subject would

Chi Indies bij.

Plea Comes Up For

Argument Thurs.

Chicago Oct. 11.

'Attorneys for the defense in the

89 Allied indie exhibitor suits against

Balaban & Katz and the major dis-

tributors last week asked for and
obtained a continuance to Thursday
(13) on the exhib plea for a tem-
porary injunction against the en-

forcement of the present releasing

and clearance system.
Indie exhibs are particularly

anxious to obtain this injunction

since they are now in the midst of

negotiations on product for the new
season and feel that with the pres-

ent releasing system they cannot

. jnaks_deals.imja_isetmJMt_ma:^ .be

ruled out later by the courts.

RITZES' lOONSHINE' IN

$1,050,000 THEFT SUIT

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Ned Washington, Sammy Stept and
Hal Green are suing 20th-Fox, Dar-
ryl Zanuck and the Ritz Bros, for

$1,050,000 on plagiarism charges. De-
fendants are accused of making
'Kentucky Moonshine' from their

'Nitwits Holiday,' which assertedly

they submitted, to the studio last

year.

It was returned six weeks later

with the notation it could not be
used.

Stanwyck-McCrea in 'U. P.'

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Barbara Stanwyck gets the lead

opposite Joel McCreai in C. B. De-
Mille's 'Union Pacific' for Para-
mount.
Akim Tamiroff draws a featured

spot.

Brulatour Settles

Forest Hills, N. Y., Oct. 11;

As result qf an automobile crash

which occurred here in 1935, Jules

Brulatour and his wife, the former
Hope Hampton, will pay a total of

$1,200 to four persons who were in-

jured when their car collided with
a machine operated by Michael
Heckers of Bellaire. Supreme Court
Justice Charles J. Todd announced
the settlement in Long Island City
Supreme Court.
Brulatour's car was being driven

by Joseph Carberry, his chauffeur,
at the time of the accident

be discussed during the current
term.
Distributing ends of Vitagraph

(Warner Bros.), Paramount, RKO,
Metro, Fox, and United Artists were
charged with violation of the anti-

trust laws by conspiring to restrain
interstate commerce through the in-
clusion pf contract clauses against
double billing, in equity proceedings
brought by the Pereleman brothers
in 1934. Monday's fiasco was the
result of a determined effort by th<e

distribs to have the finding of the
Eastern Pennsylvania federal dis-
trict court and the affirmative opin-
ion of the Third Circuit Coiurt of
Appeals re-hashed by Supreme
Court Justices.

Four principal poijits were at is-

sue in the majors' plea to the high-
est court:

1. Whether -a combination -or con-
spiracy in restraint of commerce
may be deduced from the fact thai
a ^^^"^^^'^ distributors over a
threeVyear period adopted similar
policy against duals, particularly in
view of widespread opposition to
the practice.

2. Whether, assuming the dual ban
results from 'concert of action,' in-
sertion in their contracts of clauses
banning double-billing is a violation
of the Federal code.

3. Whether violation can be predi-
cated upon a finding that six distribs

substantially lessened competition
when there was no finding that such
action by any individual company
would restrain trade.

4. Whether the Third Circuit
Court could affirm the lower court
decree in its entirety while saying
there is some question as to the suf-
ficiency of the pleadings.
Harassed companies went to con-

siderable lengths in attempting to
prove themselves guiltless of any il-'

legal conduct. Played up the' fact

that, double-billing- has been de-
nounced as a 'Vicious practice con-
demned as injurious to the motion
picture industry by most producers
and—exhibitors—and- as-Injurious-4:o—
the public,' by organizations includ-
ing the Parent-Teachers Association,
The General Federation of Wom-
en's Clubs, and other civic, religious

and educational groups. No intent
to conspire, they claimed, and
gradual adoption by the industry of
anti-dual clauses sprang from ne-
cessity and not from conspiracy, af
charged by the District Court.

The Texas Tangle
While failure in the Philadelphia

case heartened exhibs whQ like to
superimpose two full length pictures
in a showing, the Supreme Court's
finding of 'probable jurisdiction'^ In
the Texas tangle provided some
comfort.

'

Again Involving WB, Par, RKO,
UA, Metro and Fox—plus Columbia,
Universal, M-G-M of Texas, 20th
Century-Fox of Texas, Interstate
Circuit, Inc., and Texas Consoli-
dated Theatres, Inc.—Texas trouble
was a civil case in equity, brought
by the Government. Defendants
were enjoined by the Dallas District
Coiurt, in 1936, against maiintaining
an asserted conspiracy in restraint
of interstate trade. '

,

Licensing agreements between the
Texas theatre chains and the dis-

tribs, requiring an admission fee of
not less than 25c for night show-
ings of flicks, already featured at
first-run houses charging not less
than 40c, and prohibiting exhibition
of such features on double bills,

were labeled as an illegal agree-
ment between distribs.

Decisions were appealed, early in
the year, apd the case was re-
manded, after argument, to the Dal-
las court. Order was complied with
and problem was sent to the Su-
preme court several months, later.

Cold comfort remains that double-
billing may come up in all its as*
pects in the Texas rehash—^possibly

offering a new legal springboard for
the majors in fighting the Philadel-
phia suit.
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ONE FILM DRIVE INVESTIGATOR LEARNS

MUCH OF LOCAL PRESS ANTAGONISM
Newspapers' Good Will Wordi Much and Consider-

able Editorial Space Obtained-r-But Ire Against

.the General Industry Stems from Petty Things

By Al Sfelig

Motion PiCtures*^ Greatest Year
campaign will be of incalculable

benefit to the motion picture indus-

try if those having the general ad-

vancement and welfare of it at .heart

will profit by the many and sundry
things its investigators have learned.

In interviewing more than 100 daily

newspaper editors I have gleaned
facts that have entirely been over-
looked, by those who are furnishing

picture' entertainment to more than

85,000,000 people every week in

these United States.

When the production department
In Hollywood has turned out a fin-

ished picture, and the sales organi-

zation has sold the product to the
theatres, they feel that that ends
their responsibilities. However, they
have not considered that several fac-

tors, which tliey deem trivial, have
a vital bearing on the present and
the future of the industry.
From this campiugh .has emerged

a Maginot line of friendship between
the editors of newspapers and the
motion picture industry which must
be fostered. It was* such men as
Howard Dietz of Metro, and Paul
Gulick, the coordinator of the cam-
paign committee, who realized that,

in the last analysis, the newspapers
were the important contacts, and the
results have proven they are right.

We have received criticisms and
helpful suggestions from editors

which, if followed by the leaders of

the picture -industry, will cement
cloc.r friendships between them and
the newspapers of the country. And
the friendship of the editors is vital

to the industry.

The basis of antagonisms which
are displayed by many newspapers
throughout the country, regarding
the motion picture industry, are
astounding. Many of the editors, in
rather forceful language, criticized

certain phases of the industry; in
many instances these criticisms

are based on incorrect facts.

Editorial Cooperation

That personal visits to the editors

were well worthwhile is amply at-

tested by the fact that, to date, more
than 500 editorials, laudatory to the
motion picture industry, have been
printed. That, alone, is an achieve
ment-whiGh-pr^ves-the-neccssity-loi^-rightlyT-this--^^
the right approach to editors, who,
as a class, are broad-mind^ and
public-spirited and who are more
than Willing to cooperate.
This letter from the editor of a

leading newspaper bears out this
contention, and am quoting from it

(with fictitious names, of course):

'The enclosed was written to
help the industry. It is not to
be construed committing the
writer or the Daily Bugle to
anything but fair and honest,
and uninfluenced* treatment of
pictures. The colun-'^ in which
the article appears has for 40
years been the most widely read
local feature outside of the news
columns in Blank'to^yn. The
Bugle has the largest daily cir-

culation in this state outside of
the Press and the News. No ad-
vertising is permitteti on its edi-
torial page, or any observation
not honestly conceived.

'I mention these things out of
no vainglory, so you will under-
stand that in the circumstances
there is an obviously enhanced
value to any items such as are
here discussed.

'I wrote this article on the
basis of whether it is deserved
-on account of the merit of what
the producers are trying to do
and because, if that objective is

attained, it will help the general
public as well as the whole busi-
ness of production, distribution
and showing in the local com-
munities,

'You got this cooperation be-
cause you did not demand or try
to put on pressure; because you
shot straight and asked our help
in this proper objective.

'There's a right and a wrong
way to get things, if what you
want is on the level, and I would
like to compliment you on the
way you go about trying to help
the industry and appeal to the

newspapers to cooperate with
you. Of course, we, on our part,

sell advertising; but we would
gelt our fair ^hare of that on the
merits of our circulation and the
value we give„ so you can be
assured thjjt what you received
in today's Bugle ' was because
there was merit In your stoty
and merit in trying to give the
public a chance to say what it

wants, instead of it having to

take what it gets, and like it,

regardless of whether pictures
are good, bad or indifferent.'

Undiplomatic Local Mgrs.

The first and foremost criticism

voiced by nearly every editor con-
tacted is the matter of the relation-

ship between the managers of the
picture theatres and the newspaper
editor, the most vital link of all.

Most conversations with editors

brought out the fact that, more or
less, the theatre managers were un-
diplomatic and tactless.

Many managers consider the
newspaper a necessary evil, some-
thing that takes up time in making
up ads, okaying advertising bills

which ihcreases the overhead, and
decreases his net It also, keeps him
away from utilizing idle moments
for pleasure or otherwise on the

days he has to paste up. his ads atid

deliver the copy to the editors and
advertising department. Obviously
all managers do not belong i,n that

category, but, sorry to say, a great

many do. The manager who culti-

vates the friendship and good-Will of

the editor of his local newspapers
is in the minority."

Those managers who belong in

that tactless category feel that, as

long as they add to the newspaper's
income with their weekly, check for

the advertising st)ace they buy for

their theatres, that they have the
right to demand more than their

share, of publicity. If, due to cir-

cumstances, this demand cannot be
met, they threaten to cut down their

advertising budgets. '

This attitude, of course,, is not only
unwise but unfortunate, because
managers .who have had no news-
paper experience do not realize their

mistake. The editor resents, and

LOEW DICKERS-METRO

FOR JOE L RELEASE

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Latest Joe E. Brown picture,,

Flirting With Fate/ Is likely to .be

released by Metro. David L. Loew,
who produced six Brown comedies,
is dickering for release of the last

film. Three of the others were han-
dled by BKO and two by Columbia.
Loew leaViCs for a South Ameri-

can vacation as soon as he finishes

retakes on 'Flirting.'

the manager, a resentment which re

suits in no publicity. Worst of all,

the theatre manager has created an
antagonism In the editor who takes it

out not only on the local theatre but
on the entire picture industry.

This may seem rather far-fetched
but, in the mind of the editor, the
local theatre, and its manager, are
representative of the entire indus-
try, and the ahtagonism aroused by
the tactlessness of ttie manager re-
acts on the entire industry. Such a
situation encountered in some 30 or
40 cities brings home the significance
of publicity' detrimental to the in-

dustry. These editors cannot be ac-
cused of animus against the indus-
try as a whole, but it is only natural
that when they receive 'threats' they
will not cooperate.

This brings to mind an incident
that occurred in one of the cities vis-
ited, After a talk with the editor,

who told of a threat he had received
to withdraw advertising, we visited
the manager of the' theatre in ques-
tion. He told me that the local editor
had refused to place certain material
in his newspaper and that he was
'strafing' him by cutting down his
advertising space. If one tries to ex-
plain that tact and diplomacaT are
much better than threats, his answer
is to the effect that only by cutting
down their advertising income can
the editors come to terms.
This is just an ejcample of a man-

ager who hasn't the least conception
of what a tremendous asset it is to
cultivate the good will of his local
newspaper. He, as many others, is

laboring under the dangerous im-
pression that he can dictate to the
editorial end of the newspaper
through the business office.

The managerial problem as it af-
fects the friendship and good will be?
tween the newspapers and motion
pictures is a vital problem which
must be investigated thoroughly, not
only by the entire industry, but by
chain operators and the independent

Chi JDallicg Co-op
Chicago, Oct. 11.

The Times, Herald-and-Examiner
"pana~the~Anrericaii ' are carrying-cp^
operative plugs on the film drive

FILM DRIVE'S

HUSK BALLY

Week beginning Oct. 31 will be of-

ficially observed as Musical Week in

the greatest picture year campaign,
it was decided by the general com-
mittee last week. Bobbins Music
Corp.'s theme song, 'How's About the
Movies Tonight' is ready for distri-

bution, to be made into a trailer em-
ploying Max Fleischer's 'Bouncing
Ball' device. American Society of
Composers, Authors and. Publishers
is working with the campaign com-
mittee in exploitation ideas for the
week.
Plan is to have , leading orchestra

leaders play at least one program
during this Music Week, devoting it

to hits from outstanding films of the
past and dedicating it to 'Motion Pic-
tures Greatest Year.'

Compilation of comments made by
newspapers throughout the U.S. and
Canada on pictures' greatest year has
been completed by the Motion Pic-
ture Producers & Distributors asso-
ciation as of Oct. 1. Check showed
that editorial and feature comment
has been 95.7% favorable, with 1.6%
neutral and 2.7% adverse in nature.
Meeting was held yesterday after-

noon (Tues.) at the Hays office, N.Y.,
by the advertising and publicity
committee of the Greater Season
campaign, Howard Dietz. made a re-
port on the progress of the campaign
to date.

while the Her-Ex is going along for
the ride by offering cash prizes to
its readers' for correct answers to the
questions in contest.

Warner Bros, circuit, with houses
only in the southside nabes, is par-
ticularly active in making the most
out of the nation quiz campaign un-
der the local guidance here of ad
chief Larry Stein. Indies, which had
been pretty lethargic about the
whole thing, are npw dressing for
dinner and tying their theatres in
with the contest as much as possible.

NEW WB PACT, COIN

HIKE FOR BEHE DAVIB

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Warners handed Bette Davis a new
contract and tore up the old one,
which had four years to run. New
pact ups her salary consideraLly over
the previous $2;500 a week.
New ticket came voluntarily from

Warners, indicating that their past
arguments are forgotten. Miss Davis'
next picture is 'Dark Victory.'

DUKES AKE UP
Hollywood, Oct, 11,

Metro's pioneer caravan goes on
location at Butte Meadows Thursday
(13) to start shooting 'Stand Up and
Fight' under direction of W, S. Van
Dyke.
Robert Taylor ind Wallace Beery

head a troupe of 60.

exhibitors. Some method of educa-
tion must be devi.sed whereby the
manager can be taught the value of
good will between himself and the
newspapers—that threats and de-
mands for free space are like a red
flcig to the newspaper editor.

New Born Bally

Hollywood, Oct, 11.

Nothing is being overlooked
here to promote tho picture

campaign.
In the maternity ward of the

Madison hospital, where fath-.

ers get the first glimpse of their

offspring, they are confronted
with a 'Picture* Are You Best
Entertainment' banner.

CANT TAKE IT

IN PIC^TAGE

BATTLE

Cleveland, Oct. 11.

Age-old academic feud between
stage and screen is becoming a real,

knock-'em-down test battle in War-
ner Hippodrome's current booking of

filmed 'You Can't Take It With You'
against the Hanna's stage production.
Pic opened last week and is being
held over, conflicting directly with
the legit theatre's opening of the
season Monday (10).

Cricks and rival house managers
are avidly watching novel fight, for
situation is unprecedented in local

theatrical history. Odds of three to
one are being laid by film exchange
wiseacres that the Frank Capra film
will kill business for the Sam Harris
roadshow, headed by Clarence
Oliver. Some of the bets have been
covered by William Blair, Jr., Hanna
manager, who claims that- play's bar-
gain-prices and the film's publicity
will react favorably for his show.
Predicts his 1,475-capacity house at

a $1.50 top will go over $10,000 in

eight performances. •

There was a bitter poster war be-
tween the two theatres. Hipp got
the jump by opening a week in ad-
vance, plus the fact it began four-
sheeting the town a 'fortnight ago.
Hanna retaliated by slapping up its

posters next to the film's, causing
duplication of titles that had natives
dizzy. Got another break from news-
papers, which had to tout play in
special large-sized layouts as open-
ing the legit season. 1

Pay-off In publicity war carne
when one of Blair's postermen pulled
an unintentionally risque gag. When
WPA street workers Installed a port-
able Chic S^le house over a sewer
in the theatrical section, be glued a
'You Can't Take It With You' sign
right on its door. A city official had
door and sign destroyed, but by that
time the incident had become a city.
wide classic.

WB, PHILLY MUSICIAN

UNION ROW AGAIN SEEN

Philadelphia, Oct. 11.

Fox theatre pit crew, perennial
issue between Warner Bros, circuit
and the musicians union when con-
tract-making time draws around
each year, again threatens to be the
fly in the ointment. Preliminary
meeting was held yesterday (Mon-
day) between Ted Schlanger and
'Skip* Weshner, WB zone chiefs, and
union exec committee. First sub-
ject up was the Fox,
Theatre operators indicated their

annual desire to ditch the 35-piece
band at the house, a relic of vaude.
which recently proved unsuccessful
in a five-week .revival experiment.
House actually has no use for it, it's

claimed. Now used solely for over-
tures.

Union was just as adamant as it

has been in past years that the Fox
crew stays or there will be no music
in any WB theatre In Philadelphia,
This is an ultimatum which the cir-
cuit can't beat down, because music
is an absolute necessity to the vaud-
fllm Earle. Battle over exactly the
same situation two years ago re-
sulted in all WB houses being
picketed by the union and the Earle
going without flesh for about a
month. Musicians finally won out.

Bad Ear Benches King
Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Henry King went to the hospital
for treatment of an ear infection,
while Irving Cummings took over
temporary direction of 'Jesse James'
at 20th-Fox.
Arthur Von Kirbach, sound tech-

nician, and William Nugent, electri-
cian, members of the same troupe,
had similar infections.

PITT DAILIES

CLAMP DOWN

ONPK
Pittsburgh, Oct. 11.

Action of three Pittsburgh news,
papers, Post-Gazette, Press and Sun-
Tele, last week in dropping free
nabe film directories In return for
trailer advertising on icreen will
cost WB and Harris circuits in
neighborhood of $50,000 yearly in
future. For some time now, sheets
have maintained practice as more of
a good-will gesture to local film biz
but publishers of late have been
burning because they figure chain
operators have been taking advan-
tage of the handout.

Started several months ago when
both Warners and Harris'es, who had
been using paid space for several of
their top nabe situations, decided to

cut down and had the houses in-

cluded in directories they were
getting for nothing. Spots in ques-
tion were immediately eliminated
from papers' 'Where to Go, When
to Go' guides and latest action of

publishers followed only a few days
ago.

Both WB and Harris execs tried

to get publishers' association to re-

consider or postpone action, but
journals refused to alter their stand.

Understood they have agreed to

carry circuit nabe ads at $1 per in-

sertion daily, same as rate for indie

houses. For a long time as well, in-

dies have been kicking about favors
being shown, to major operators,
claiming they were more than will-

ing, too, to give papers trailers on
screen in return for cuffo advertising.

WARNERS WINS $100,000

'CHAIN GANG' SUIT IN GA.

Atlanta, Oct. 11.

Jury in Fulton superior court
Thursday (6) night returned « ver-
dict in favor of Warnet Bros., et al.,

in the $100,000 libel suit brought by
Judge Vivian L. Stanley, chairman
of Georgia Prison and Parole Com-
mission, stemming from fllmlzatlQa

of 'I Am a Fugitive From a Chajn
Gang. Attorneys for Judge Stanley
filed motion for new trial Friday
(7) and Judge E. £. Pomeroy set

Dec. 2 as date for hearing. Trial

consumed nearly three weeks. Other
defendants in suit besides pro-
ducers were Vitaphone Corp., Vita-
graph, Inc., Rialto Theatre Corp,
R. B. Wilby and . Earle M. Holden.
"Film was'showu al Georgia theatrer"

operated at that time by Wilby and
managed by Holden, who now man-
ages Lucas & Jenkins' Capitol.
Judge Stanley contended pic, re-

leased In 1932, was based on novel
by Robert Elliott Bums, an escaped
Georgia convict, titled *I Am a

Fugitive From a Georgia Chain
Gang,' and held hini wid- other
members of the then Georgia Prison
Commission up to ridicule. Burn?
was convicted in Atlanta of robbery
and escaped twice from Georgia
chain gangs. Several similar suits

by other prison commissioners and
state oflUcials were settled out of

court for unknown amounts.
Suits growing out of 'Fugitive' got

national attention in 1937 when the

governor of New Jersey refused to

honor the Georgia govek-nor's request
for extradition of Burns because of

alleged inhuman treatment of pris-

oners in this state.

Mono Sales Up ^^%
Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Monogram's sales are up 43.49%
over 1937-38, according to president
W. Ray Johnston, here to stimulate
the nation-wide sales drive with a

goal of $6,345,000 for the season.

Indie company has added 896 new
accounts, raising the total to 4,000

theatres, Johnston declared.
In keeping with increased sales,

production and advertising budgets
have been upped, the Mono prexy
said.

Bilson at Columbia
Hollywood, Oct. 11.

George Bilson is at Columbia to

work with Harriet Parsons on

'Screen Snapshots' and supervise

trailer production.
He recently left Universal where

he produced one picture and
scripted anot>rer.-
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AGENTS FIGHT GUILD HOLD
IPPEm TO NLRB

LICENSE

SAG Denies Intent to Trim
%era>* Commissions— Ar-

bitration Clause Bone of

Contention—Clip on Ra-
dio Deals Draws Fire

19 POINTS

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Meeting was called for today

(Tuesday) to map plans for

a united front by the Artists

]VIanaerers Guild and the inde-

I

pendent agrents In Its fight against

the SAG's franchising move.

Percenters are considering a

proposal to ask for an injunction

either here or in New York,,

where the SAG has eastern,

headquarters.
Complaint would likely be

based on the premise the Guild
Is trying to usurp State Labor
Commission authority in arbitra-

tion matters.

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Plan of Screen Actors Guild to

license agents and modify contracts

between actors and their clients met
stiff opposition from the Artists

Managers Guild.
AMG filed a verbal protest with

the National Labor Relations board
and at the same time served notice

that its members would not attend a
proposed meeting at which SAG
committee was to explain details of

its program to assume control of the

agents. AMG took the position that

a special committee, rather than a
large meeting, should discuss any
problems relating to artists and their

representatives.
"

Tops in ' AMG declined to discuss

their action in consulting NLRB,, but
intimated that a formal petition

might be filed to determine bargain-
ing representatives for agents.

Latter insist they are employes of

actors and have a right to choose
"thelT~i5wn~bifrgaiirini

as any guild or studio craft. M. C.

Levee, AMG president, refused to

discuss the situation other than to

admit that NLRB had been con-
sulted about the matter.
Heads of SAG said they were

merely carrying out the mandate of
the membership that agents be
licensed and that the present type
9f contract be modified to give the
actor better representation and pro-
tection. They denied that the plan
called for any reduction in. the 10%
lee received by agents.

Arbitration the iRub

One of the 19 points of the SAG
plan over which the agents ex-
pressed much concern gives the
actor the right to demand arbitration
should he feel that the agency with
which he is signed has too many
clients to look after his business
properly, or has other players whose
representation conflicts with his
Vork,
Meanwhile SAG started a move

to cut down what it termed ex-
orbitant commissions charged by
certain radio agents for air bookings.
While^ the regular fee is listed as
15%, leaders of ' the Guild asserted
that some agents were charging as
much as 50% for booking musical
artists on the radio, and that other
charges ranged from 15-35%.
SAG committee, headed by

George Murphy and Kenneth Thom-
son, met with 150 independent actor
representatives last Wednesday night
(5) and explained the 19 tentative
points in their new plan. After each
clause was read, agents were given
an opportunity, to ask questions and
rnake suggestions. Various pro-
visions were read by Laurence W.
Beilenson, counsel for. SAG.
Actors' committee announced it

^ould hold a joint meeting this week
with committees from the indies and
AMG. At this session committees
Will analyze various points in the

licensing program. Highlights of the
19 points are:

Screen Actors Guild shall require
its members to deal only with agents
licensed by the Guild.

All agents licensed by the Guild
shall agree to the arbitration of dis-

putes between the agent and his

client.

All contracts between actors and
agents shall be for a term not to

exceed one year.

Actors shall have\ the right .to

terminate their agency contracts if

in any four months period during
the contract they have not received
18 days employment. Under these
circumstances the agent may also

terminate the contract.

In the event that an agent ob-
tains a term contract for an actor,

the one-year limitation on the

agency ctrtract shall not apply, but
the conlract shall continue so long
as the actor remains at the studio.

Contracts between agenls and ac-

tors must be written. No ojal agree-

ments will be rccog'.uzcd.

Agents shall file copies of all con-

tracts with actors at the offices of

the Guild.
An agent shall be entitled to re-

cieive commissions not in excess of

10%.
The relationship of actor and

agent shall be deemed fiduciary in

nature. An agent may not sell or

transfer his client's contract without
the client's consent.

Corporations shall be permitted to

practice as agencies provided that in

such cases the individual owners of

the corporation shall be responsible

to the client.

Every agency shall be required to

file a sworn statement with the
Guild setting forth the owners of the
agency.
Contracts between agent and ac-

tor shall specify what person or per-
sons in the agency shall handle the
actor's business.
An agent or representative suit-

able to the actor must be available

at all times during reasonable busi-

ness hours.
At His Beck and Call

"The scope of the work of an agent
is not limited to obtaining employ-
ment for his client. He shall also be
available at all times to represent
his client at the studio, and shall

endeavor to advance the client's pro-
fessional interest to the best of his

ability.

At any time at the request of the
actor, his agent shall supply him
with written information as to the
efforts made in his behalf.

tinpanner's Big Cbance

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Latest addition to the. increasing
list of film serials is 'Melody Mor-
gan,' to be produced by John Speaks
of Colonial. Screen play, of the first

picture is by Richard Wormser, au-
thor of the original story.

Speaks is hunting a name actor
who can sing and play the piano for

the part of Morgan;

CHI'S GOT THE

HORRORS, BUT

ITS GOOD B.O.

WMe Efforts Hade Qsewhere

To Do Away with Gireaways, In

N. Y. Area the Cash Idea Grows

;he~same-.—Any^er-son—who-bas-been-denied-
a license by the Guild may. not work
for an ag6nt. An agent employing
such person may have his license

suspended by the Guild.
An agent shall not be required to

limit the number of his clients so

long as his clients are satisfied "with

the representation accorded them.
However, should a client feel that

additions to the agent's clientele are
minimizing the service ' he is en-
titled to receive, he may apply for

cancellation to the board of arbitral

tion.

Agents licensed by the Guild shall

pay to the -Guild a licensing fee to

cover the cost of licensing and ad-
ministering agents.

Existing contracts between actor
and agent shall be modified In ac-
cordance with the terms thereof.

Agents shall be subject to the
regulations of organizations in other
fields, affiliated with the Guild.
No agent shall be allowed to op-

erate if he, the agency, or anyone
interested in the agency, is an em-
ployer of talent, except in such
cases as the Guild may deem a
proper one for which to grant a
waiver.

HIGH SCHOOL BOY

WEST FOR REPUBUC

Philadelphia, Oct. 11.

Charles Hogg, 16-year-old WIP
warbler, left for Hollywood last

Monday under contract to Republic.

Goes into 'Texas Ranger.'

Kid is a sophomore in high school

and has been chirping profession-

ally since he was six years old. He
has been airing regularly on WIP
since 1935 and Murray Arnold, as-

sistant program director at the out-

let, was instrumental in getting him
the break with Republic.

Chicago, Oct. 11.

Showmanship seems to be coming

back to Chicago, with the exhibs try-

ing special stunts with their product

in a campaign to aid business. Instead

of relying strictly on giveaways and

cut prices for trade," they are now
stepping out and trying to make
something of their shpws to attract

customers. Newest gag for trade

arotmd town is the 'horror' show,

which has caught on and is garner-
ing excellent b.o. at all spots.

Started by Herb Elisburg in the
loop Woods, the chill-and-shivers
programs have become a box office.

Woods coupled two chillers, 'Walking
Dead' and 'The Crimson Hand,' and
ballyhooed the streets with skeleton
walkarounds, etc. House began that

four weeks ago and now has set a
policy of one horror show each week.
Over the week end gave 'em 'King
Kong' and 'The Ghoul.'

Setup spread through the city

quickly with practically all the nabe
houses now devoting one or two days
each week to the squint-and-faint
combinations. Are adding to that by
putting on regular midnight show-
ings of the blood-curdlers, with the
response excellent in all situations.

More Creepers By U
Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Universal is dickering for players
and-storiesi-Of the creepy variety to
cash in on the revival of interest in

horror pictures. Idea is prompted
by the heavy grosses drawn by
double-bill reissues of 'Frankenstein'
and 'Dracula.'

Chillers Hot in St. L.

St. Louis, Oct. 11.

Natives accepted a dare from Fan-
chon & Marco here 'to see 'Dracula'
and 'Frankenstein' on the same pro-
gram and an additional challenge to
attend a midnight show of these
chillers brought the mob out en
msisse. The one-week run of these
blood curdlers that began Sept. 30
produced such fine biz that the
dualer was held over for another
seven days.

The midnight show, one day after
opening, found the St. Louis, a 4,000-

seater, packed to the rafters and the
next day customers stood in line

nearly all day awaiting an oppor-
tunity to see the pics which had
their first runs here in 1931. It was
estimated the first week run grossed
$12,000, best the house has enjoyed
in months.

Loew's Pfd. Diwy Sooa

Directors of Loew's, Inc., are due

to act on preferred dividend at ad-

journed meeting scheduled for to-

morrow (Thurs.). Originally sched-

uled for first Wednesday this month,
it had to be postponed until this

week because of lack of quorum.

Company's 'annual financial state-

ment, covering the fiscal year end-
ing last August, will not be ready
until next month or early December.

Trans-Lux Corporation declared a
dividend oL 10c. per share on capital

stock this week. Divvy payable Nov.
1 to stock on record Oct. 18.

While attempts are being made by
some affiliated circuits outside of

New York to' do away with, give-
aways and contest nights, game con-
tests continue unabated in Greater-
New York neighborhood houses.
Cash prizes are big inducement to
build patronage on specific nights
when contests are held.

In some neighborhoods the play
has been taken away from film

houses by lodge, club, church socie-

ties and privately operated bingo and
similar contests. However, they con-
tinue to lure plenty of trade, accord-
ing to independent exhibitors and
operators of indie chains.

Indication of continued popularity

OPTIMISTiC

NOTE IN MPLS.

Minneapolis. Oct. 11.

Attesting to greatly improved lo-

cal general conditions and decided

spurt in show biz is fact that Orph-

eum, for second time within month,

broke its house record and that last

week was the largest in total down-
town theatre takings in more than

a year.

Benny Goodman, pulling $26,000,

set a new high Orpheum mark last

week, just after Horace Heidt a
fortnight before had ' smashed the
house record with $24,850. Aggre-
gate gross for five loop first-run
theatres was slightly under $50,000.
This contrasts with a low of around
$15,000 last summer.
Recent straight films that have

soared to sensational boxoflice
heights here include 'Boys' Town,'
^Alexander's Ragtime Band ' 'Marie
Antoinette,' 'Letter of Introduction'
and 'Rage..of Paris.' .

REPUBLIC'S 5-YEAR

FRANCHISE IN CAN.

Republic has closed a five-year
franchise deal covering Canada with
Empire-Universal Films, Ltd., con-
trolled by the N.. L. Nathanson in-
terests which wiU niarket the Rep
product for that term out of Toronto,
Montreal, Calgi»ry, St, John, Van-
couver and Winnipeg branches. P. L,
Nathanson, v.p. of Emp-U,. . signa-
tured the deal for that company.

The franchise setup for Canada
completes Rep's new five-year dis-

tribution plan except for Atlanta,
Buffalo and Albany territories. Un-
der the new arrangements. Rep is

making its deals retroactive to July
1 last, with the new terms applying
from that date on product handled.

Cut to Director's Size

Hollywood, Oct, 11.

Terry Morse, recent graduate of

the cutting room, gets his first job as

director at Warners in 'Jane Arden,'
beginning a new series dealing with
the exploits of a femme reporter.

Picture starts Oct. 17. Femme
lead is- being decided by, a national
newspaper contest.

Keeping Him Busy

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Three more jobs as associate pro-
ducer-director at Republic were as-

signed to John H, Auer at the com-
pletion of 'I Stand Accused.'

New films are 'Flight Inspector,'
'Forged Passport' and 'Girls of the
Road,'

is that several important circuits

have added new type games or dif-

ferent contests. Exhibitors report that
biggest inducement for box-office
boosting is setting up a grand prize
which often grows to $200 to $800
total, money piling up over a period
of weeks if winning selection is not
made previously. It is a favorite with
smaller independent houses just out-
side the Times Square area.

See a Return of Premiums
Flood of court and police actions

taken against so-called lottery games
and contests in the last 14 months is

paving the way for the return of
premiums of all types, in the opinion,

of trade showmen who have been
closely watghing the trend. Some
•were inclined to see a tremendous
revival of giveaways such as glass-

ware, crockery, etc., if present drive
against bank nights, bingo, screeno,
and similar games continue on such
a widespread scale.

Game contests took the play away
from the premium giveaway habit
during the last two or three years.
No chance , of bucking cash prizes •

with merchandise distributions worth
considerably less.

While few in the industry antici-
pate many additional theatres will
adopt premium giveaways, it will be
simply a matter of the outright give-
aways supplanting the alleged lot-

tery contests. Exhibitors doubtlessly
will welcome the return of pre-
miums because they represent only
a fraction of the aniount which must
be laid out for cash prizes.

In most of the cash prize contests,

in which an element of chance is in-
volved, exhibs have operated on the
theory that no admission price must
be paid in order to be eligible for a
prize. Thus, bulk of theatres adver-
tise and let patrons know that they
can participate in awards by merely
standing in the lobby. Many employ
a loudspeaker system and cards
when the games require such. In
many cases, they have been able to
duck the. gambling charge in this

way, their theory bping that lottery
-angle is-remoKied if it i_s_free tft ihe_:_
public.

Years of Games
Hamilton, O., Oct. 11.

What is believed to be a record for
Ohio in co^itinuous operation of a
theatre game is claimed by the Para-
mount, one of the three local units
in the So^thio chain. The house has
conducted Sweepstakes without in-
terruption for three and one-half
years, with accunmlated prize$ run-
ning into many hundreds of dollars.
The drawings, which are conducted
on Wednesday nights, continue to
attract capacity, and there is no sign
of interest diminishing.

'Wahoo' Tabu
Detroit, Oct. 11.

'Wahoo,' employed for several
months at the Colonial and Majestic
here, has been declared a lottery by
Judge Henry G. Nicol, who dissolved
an injunction which Advance .Thea-
atrical Operators, Inc., had obtained
threie months ago to restrain police
from interfering with device.
Because device requires patrons to

first play keno in order. ta qualify
for the archery contest portion, game
was declared illegal because 'the ele-
ment of chance is part of the game.'

Philadelphia, Oct. 11,

No further appeals on 'Quizb' and
'Hollywood Party,' new games which
were.outlawed by Judge Gerald F.
Flood * last week, are planned by
game companies pending final de-
cision by the Pennsy Supreme
Court on entire gimmick situash
next month.
Judge Flood ruled that the skill

element which has been added to
games which we're banned last win-
ter is too light a subterfuge to take
the new games out of the class ol
chance.
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'Can't Take Itm 2nd Wk. LA. Leader

Atmm, Ritzes Out of Money, 176,

'Campiis Fair 12|^| 'Drums' $5,500

Los Angeles, Oct. 11.

Gravy train highballed through
the town this week, making only one
or two brief stops. Holdover of 'You
Can't Take It with You' at RKO and
Pantages doing best biz in the first

runs. Two Fox-West Coast neigh-

borhood aces, Wilshire and Four
Star, and circuit's downtown con-

tinued first runner. United Artists,

posting figures that smack of pay-
ing trade. 'Straight, Place and Show'
at State and Chinese is pretty disap-

pointing for a combined total of

$17,000.
Only plaint of house managers is

•we haven't the pictures.' Weather
has been perfect for the theatre-go-

ing, with just the right amount of

nip in the fall air. No competish in

the town to speak of.

Estimates for This Week
Chinese (Grauman-T-WC) (2,024;

30-40-55-75) — 'Straight, Place and
Show' (20th) and 'Time Out for Mur-
der* (20th) dual. Just under its

downtown running mate and not
healthy at $7,600. Last week, 'Too
Hot to Handle' (MG), fancy and
-forte at $13,400.

Ddwntown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55-

65)—'Girls on Probation' (FN) and
'Secrets of Actress' (WB) dual. With-
out especial lure or names and will

level off at around $8,000. Last week,
'Garden of the Moon' iWB), $6,500,

which isn't e»;actly pay dirt.

Four Star (F-WC-UA) (900; 40-55)—'Drums' (UA). Proving somewhat
of a -surprise in view of general let-

down. Will hit about $5,500 and
stick aroimd for the expected build.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55-
65)—'Girls on Probation' (FN) and
•Secrets of Actress' (WB) duaL Just
getting by and won't cause any hand-
springs at $7,500. 'Last week, 'Gar-
den of Moon,' no great shucks at

$7,000, as indicated.

Orpheum (Bdwy.) (2,280; 25-30-35-

40)—'Big Top' (Mono) and 'Crime
Ring' (RKO) dual and vaudeville.

Usual week's biz at $7,000. Last
week, 'Renegade Ranger' (RKO) and
•Bulldog Drummond' (Par), $6,800,

in stride.
Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 30-40-55)—

•Can't Take If (Col) (2nd week).
Still hitting aippy pace and will roll

up a nifty $13,500, which should give
it a third week. First stanza clicked

for a terrific $19,000.
Paramonnt (Par) (3,595; 30-40-55)
—^"Campus Confessions' (Par) and
stage show. Doing fair at $12,500

considering general tone locally.

Second week of 'Sing You Sinners'

(Par) closed at $11,000, as indicated.

RKO (2,872; 30-,40-55)—'Can't Take
If (Col) (2nd week). The town's
sweetheart and tolling in dough.
Another sock $12,500 in store, and
xoDXfi te_cgme if it holds for a third.

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $300,900

(Based on 12 theatres)

fetal Gross Same Week
Last Year $260,600

(Bosed on 14 theatres)

terbug Jamboree,' clicked with
younger element for better than
average $5,300.
RivoU (Indie) (1,100: 20-25) —

'Birth of Baby' (Special) (2d wk).
In its revival in this house, nice

$1,500. First week lower than ex-
pected with $2,000.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30-

35.40)—'Daughters' (FN) and 'Miss-

ing Guesf (U) (2d wk). Nice,

$4,000. First week registered strong

$5,500.

MARXES m,
HANDLE' BIG

17GINPR0V.

First week a grand slam dt $18;000r—
Stete (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-55-

75) — 'Straight, Place' (20th) and
•Time Out' (20th) dual. Biz under
half of preceding week's take. Ritzes
riding no winner in this house, as

$9i406 testifies. Last week. •Too Hof
(MG), $18,600, plenty good.
United Artiirtfl (F-WC) (2.100; 30-

40.56)—'Too Hof (MG) and 'Meet
Girls' (20th) dual. Clicked off $6,000,

sugary. Last week, 'Algiers' (UA)
and 'Co-Ed) (20th), $3,600, just fair.

Wilshire' (P-WC) (2,296; 30-40-55-
65)—'Too Hof (MG) and 'Meet Girls'

(20th) dual. Sweet biz for this nabe
at $8,000. Last week, 'Algiers' (UA)
and 'Co-Ed' (20th), okay $5,200.

Marxes, 7G, Durbin,

$5,000, OK in Port

Portland, Ore., Oct. 11.

General biz is climbing upwards
with total grosses in ~the leading
spots hitting around 20% higher.
Deanna Durbin's 'That Certain Age,'
on dual, is okay.
Other new opening was 'Room

Service' at the Paramount,' clicking
to strong results. The pic, 'Monas-
tery,'- was road-showed for three
days at the City Auditorium to fair
bl2.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parket) (2,000; 30-35-

40)—'Certain Age' (U) and 'Kid'
(Rep), Good biz at $5,000. Last
week, 'Drums' (UA) and 'Reno' (U),
good $5,6(10.

Maylair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,500;
30-35-40)—'Boys Town' (M-G) and
•Freshman' (U) (5th week). Okay
at $2,500, Fourth week, $3,000. First
three weeks at UA great total ol
$16,000.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(1.800; 30-35-40)—'Giants' (WB) and
'Numbers' (20th) (2d wk). Good
$4,300. First week registered strong
$5,700.
Paramount (Hamrlck-Evergreen)

(3,000; 30-35-40) — 'Room Service'
(RKO) and 'Moto' (20th). Great
$7,000 and may hold. Last week,
'Co-Ed' (20th) with stage show 'Jit-

Providence, Oct. 11.

'Too Hot to Handle,' at Loew's

State, and 'Room Service,' at RKO
Albee, are only biggies in town.

Strand is finding going tough since

temporary move out of downtown
biz district. Playhouse is opening
tomorrow (Wednesday) with first-

run films and vaude.

Estimates for This Week
,

. Albee (RKO) (2,200; 25-35-50)—
'Room Service' (RKO) and 'Personal

Secretary' (U). Marx Bros, antics

still drawing card hereabouts and
pacing for swell $8,500. Last week,
•Breaking Ice' (RKO) and 'Annabel'

(RKO), nice $7,000 in five-day run.

Carlton (Fay-L.oew) (1,400; 25-35-

50)— Daughters' (WB) and 'Danger
On Air' (U) (2d downtown week).
Heading for $3,500, okay. Last week,
•Letter' (U) and 'Rackets' (RKO)
(2d wk.), nice $4,000 despite short
notice opening.

State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50)—
'Hot Handle* (M-G) and 'Juvenile
Court' (Col). Gable and Loy com-
bine unbeatable hereabouts with
record-breaking $17,000 in offing.

Last week, 'Boys Town' (M-G) and
-iLady- - -Objec±sL__(Col)j^ faltered
slightly after hurricane -lor^below
average $9,000.

Majestic (Fay) (2,300;' 25-35-50)—
'Co-Ed' (20th) and 'Moto' (20th)
Weak $5,000. Last week, 'Daughters
(WB) and 'Danger Air' (U), zowie
$10,0d0 in six-day run.
Playhouse (Indie) (1,400; 20-35)

•Air Devils' (U) and vaude. Closing
of Fay's for necessary fiood repairs
should help draw yaude fans.
Strand (Indie) (at Metropolitan)

(3,100; 25-35-40)—r'Touchdown Army'
(Par) and 'Kid' (Rejp). Sidestreet
spot hurting plenty. Poor $4,000 ex-
pected. Last week, 'Gladiator' (Col)
and 'Bulldog Drummond' (Par),
$3,000, very weak.

Grid Helps Lincoln;

Town' Record $7,000

Lincoln, Oct. 11.

'Boys Town,' late but good, is driv-

ing past all existing records ior the

Stuart on its present price scale and

will gather around $7,000 from all

appearances. Helped by a big week-

end due to the 35,000 here lor the

Iowa State-Nebraska game. Film

has played the territory heavily, but

still good here.
Otherwise, two holdovers, both un-

earned, dot the row. 'Four Daugh-
ters' is staying at the Varsity, al-

though the first week's run seems to

have milked the town, and 'Marie

Antoinette' was moved to the Or-

pheum for an extra three days. Move
was made when it started to pick

up late.
Estimates for This Week

Liberty (Cooper) (1,200; 10-16)

'Secretary' (Mono) and 'Champ
(Mono), split with 'Marines' (Mono)
and 'King Kong' (RKO). Heading
for- $1,000, okay. Last week, ,'Boy

Friend' (Rep) and-'Saint New York
(RKO), split with 'Strawberry Roan'
(U) and 'Numbers' (20th), good $900,

Lincoln (Cooper) (1,600; 10-25-35)

—'Shopworn Angel' (M-G), split

with 'Toy Wife' (M-G). AU right,

$3,000. Last week, 'Vivacious' (RKO)
and 'Devil's Party'^-(20th), finished at

$2,900, pretty good.
Orpheum (Cooper) (1,350; 10-25-

40)_'Antoinette' (M-G). Moved over
here for three days, then split with
'Gateway' (20th). Duo only so-so

$1,000. House previously has been
a second-runner.

Stuart (Cooper) (1,900; 10-25-40)—
'Boys Town' (M-G). Aiming to break
house record and Will probably bet-

:er $7,000, superlative. Moves to

Orph for another week. Last week,
'Antoinette' (M-G), managed $3,600,

slightly better than average.
Varsity (Noble) (1,100; 10-25-40)—

'Daughters' (FN) (2d week). Due
for lair $1,900. First week swell
$3,500.

DURBIN $11M

LYILLE KIDS

HELPING

Pitt B.O. Sails Into Calm Waters;

Marxes-Morris-Davis Orch OK 21G

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross

This Week $1,168,700

(Based on 26 cities, 172 thea-

tres, chiefly flrst runs, including

N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $1,099,300

(Based on 16 cities, 111 theatres)

Louisville, Oct. 11.

Plenty of good product came in on
the heels of the Kentuckiana Wo-
men's Institute and had to buck
Rudy Vallee's orch-revue at the
Armory at bargain prices, which
closed the week's events sponsored
by the Courier-Journal. In spite of
the stiff opposish, pic houses puUed
sweet biz over the weekend.
Word-of-mouth is building 'That

Certain Age' at the Rialto to near-
smash takings,- with plenty of pub-
licity on Florence Krause and Jack
Starkey,_two local_ moppets who get
plenty of footage ay "members of
Deanna Durbin's gang. 'Can't Take
It With You,' at Loew's State, going
okay to push into second place in the
b,o. rating currently.

Estimates for This Week
Brown (Loew's Fourth Ave. ) (1,000;

15-30-40) — 'Hot Handle' (M-G).
After a fine reception at Loew's
State, moved over here to sweep up
the leftovers. Pacing for fair $2,100.
Last week, 'Sinnets' (Par) and 'Con-
fessions' (Par) (dual), average
$1,900 on moveover from Rialto.
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—

'Carey's Chickens' (RKO) and 'From
City' (RKO) (twin), split with 'Fare

Det. Spotty, but Quints-Spitalny,

23G, Horror Dual, $8,400, in Black

Detroit, Oct. 11.

Maybe ifs the recurring labor dif-
ficulties, which are just about nulli-

fying gain in auto plant employment;
maybe it's lack of consistently good
product; whatever it is. biz isn't as
expected.
World preem of DIonne quints'

'Five of a Kind,' plus Phil Spltalny's
all-gal band on stage, is doing pretty
good at the Fox, but way under ex-
pectations, Same is true elsewhere,
except at Michigan with 'Algiers'

and 'Touchdown Army' 'and at the
Palms-State, which brought in 'Drac-
ula' and 'Frankenstein' for a 'Double-
Horror' week and is getting a big
play.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)—

'Mr. Wong' (Mono) plus 'Hoosier
Cchoolboy' (Mono), dual. Another
Boris Karloff opus competing with
two horror films at opposish house;
should garner about $4,300, okay.
Last session good $4,500 for 'Straight,
Place' (20th) (2d run) and 'City
Streets' (Col).

Pox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—'Five
of Kind' (20th) plus Phil Spitalny
band on stage. World preem of
Dionne quints' opus Under expecta-
tions at $23,000, but still pretty good
Last week very mild $16,000 for
'Cavalcade' (20th) (reissue) with
Ethel Shutta topping vaude.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

30-40-65) — 'Algiers' (UA) plus
'Touchdown Army' (Par), dual. Fig'
ured for close to $16,000, good. Last
week, 'Daughters* (FN) and 'Divorce
Lady' (UA), good $10,500.
Palms-State (United Detroit

(3,000; 30-40-50)—'Dracula' (U) plus
'Frankenstein' (U), dual, both reis-
sues. Billed as 'horror week,' looks
like plenty of activity at swell $8,400.
Last week, about $5,100, fair, for
'Texans' (Par) (2d run) and 'King of
Alcatraz' (Par).

' United Artists (United Detroit)
(2,000; 30-40-50) — 'Hot Handle
(M-G). Looks like $10,400, good
Last week, third, 'Boys Town' (M-G)
okay $5,100, following sessions oil

$10,500 and $7,200.

well Arms' (Par) and 'Texans' (Par)
(dual). Heading for okay $1,800.

Last week, 'Littte Women' (RKO)
and 'Racket Busters' (WB) (twin)
split with 'Penrod' (WB) and 'Pro-

fessor Beware' (Par) (dual), normal
$1,700.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 15-

30-40)-'Can't Take' If (Col). Quite
an interest in pic version of stage

play, which played Memorial aud
last winter. Will wind up with nice

$7,000. Last week, 'Hot Handle'
(M-G). smashed through lor socko
$12,000.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;

15-30-40)—'Garden Moon' (WB).
Single facing severe competition and
hardly looks strong enough to stand
the gaff. Probably $3,000, average.
Last week, 'Giants' (WB), caught
visitors in town and rounded up
good $3,700.
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)^'Subma-

rine D-1' (WB) and 'Love I'm After'

(WB) (dual), split wUh 'Man
Found' (RKO) and 'Nothing Sacred'
(UA) (pair). Pacing for normal
$1,200. Last week. 'Breakfasf (RKO)
and 'Swing Lady' (WB) (dual) split

with 'Lancer' (20th) and •Broadway
Girls' (UA), okay $1,400.

Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000: 15-30-
40)—•That Certain Age' (U) and
•Freshman Year' (U) (dual). Deanna
Darbin whamming through for an-
other sock b.o, hit and helped plenty
by appearance in the pic of couple
local youngsters who are just re-

cently out of school. Jack Starkey
and Ploren<ie Krause. Pace should
hold well into a second week. Cur-
rent looks like big $11,000. Last
week.' 'Room Service' (RKO) and
March ol Time, rousing $9,000.

Strand (Fourth Ave.) (3,000: .15-

30-40)—'Youth Fling' (U) and 'Road
to Reno' (U) (dual). Pair are be-
low par and won't get over mild
$2,900. Last week, 'Co Ed' (20th)
and 'Murder* (20th). helped tremen-
dously by p.a. of Marjorie Weaver
for two days, lifting take to fine

$4,200.

WM IN TEARS;

BUT'BABY'

WLWr
Washington, Oct 11.

•You Can't Take It With You* Is

leading town again this week as sec-

ond show in eight years of Earle's

history to be held over intact. Vaude
spot recently turned same trick with

•Robin Hood.' Everything else in

town is way off.

Only exception is 'Birth of a
Baby,' Installed in Rialto, operating
under auditorium policy. Special
screening lor critics with boost by
local medical society started it off

well.
Estimates for This Week

Capitol (Loew) (3^434; 25-35-40-66)
.—'Straight, Place' (20th) and vaude.
No marquee value in stage show
and pic alone won't better poor $14,-
500. Last week, 'Algiers' (UA), weak
$15,000.
Columbia (Loew) (1,243; 25-40)—

•Antoinette' (M-G) (2d run). Fourth
^eek on mainstem will see good $5,-
000. Last week 'Has Nancy' (M-G)
(2d run), oke $4,200.
Earle (WB) (2,216; 25-35-40-66)—

'Can't Take If (Col) and vaude (2d
week). Still leading town with
$17,500, which would be acceptable
on average first week. Last week,
same pic socked with $22,000.

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 35-55)—
'Youth Fling' (U). Sneaking by with
light $6,000. Last week, 'Room Ser-
vice' (RKO) (2d week), held on for
same figure.

Met (WB) (1,600; 25-40)—•Daugh-
ters' (WB) (2d week). Second re-
peat stanza after big stay at Earle
looking toward good $4,500. Last
week, same pic, nice $6,000. /
Palace (Loew) (2.363; 35-55)—

•Spawn' (Par). Light $11,500. ' Last
week, 'Boys Town' (M-G) (2d run).

Elalto (Indie) (1.100; 35-55)—'Birth
of Baby' (Special). Interest still big
despite delayed showing here; get-
ting nice $9,500 for auditorium off
main stem.

Pittsburgh, Oct. 11.

After shuttling between the spec-

tacular and the awful lor past fort-

night, grosses this week are settling

down to a lair degree olcQ&sistency.

Nothing unusual, but' {here's a
steadiness that's encouraging. On
the heels ol its poorest stanza in

months. Stanley is rebounding nicely

With 'Room Service' and Wayne
Morris and Johnnie Davis' orch on
stage, while Alvin is holding fast

with second week of 'You Can't Take
It with You' and will stretch the run

at lea^t another seven days.
Fulton, announcing h.o. for 'Hold

That Co.-Ed.' kept the gridiron mu-
sical only three extra days and then
shot in 'Road to Reno' ai>d 'Meet the
Girls.' with dual getting away slowly
and headed nowhere. Warner doing
nicely with 'Too Hot to Handle' on
second run. while Penn is stagger-
ing along leebly with 'Spawn otthe
North.'

Estimates for This,Week
Alvin (Harris) (1.850; 25-35-50)—

'Can't Take If (Col) (2d wk). Hold-
ing fast and has the field to itself,

now that stage version has departed
after engagement at Nixon. Latter
may have cost screen copy some coin

on its opening session, although
$16,000 lor a ^rter not bad at all.

Looks like "better than $11,000 on
h.o., which makes a third week cer-

tain.

Ful'tvn (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-40)

—'Reno' (U) and TWeet Girls' (20th).

Opened Saturday (8) at last-minute
when second week ol 'Co-Ed' (20th)

nosedived in three days. Current
twinner just another one ol those
things and will be plenty lucky to

get even weak $3,500. First week of

'Co-Ed' fair enough at $5,100, but on
the extra three days way off at

$1,500.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-
50)—'Spawn' (Par). They don't go
for this type of picture at the Penn.
Notices weren't bad, but biz terribly

depressing Just the same and out
afetr six days to brutal $6,800. Last
week, 'Algiers' (UA). also a major
disappointment, catching only around
$10,500, a deep shade ol red.

Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60) —
'Room Service' (RKO) and Wayn«
Morris. Johnnie Davis' orch on stage.

Lukewarm notices lor Marxes not-

withstanding, they're still marquee
and combined with two young Holly-
wood players in person, it makes an
attractive combo. That's being re-

flected impressively at the ticket
window, where $21,000 will bring no
squawks at all. Last week, how-
ever, 'Has Nancy' (M-G) and Ches-
ter Morris in person with Lou
Breese's band, took a real walloping
at $13,500, miserable.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50) —
'Hot Handle' (M-G). Played week
belore last at Penn. where it

reacB€d~li:or flgurer~but-conldnt-ge
in here because ol big 'Boys Town'
trade. Waiting hasn't hurt its

potency any. and $5,500 all right.

Last week, 'Town' (M-G), biggest
thing here in some time, got $8,000

on top ol $10,500 first seven days
here and $26,500 before that at Penn.
Could have held again, but booking
jam got acute.

THEATRE LAMP SUIT

POSTPONED TO OCT. 25

Baltimore, Oct. 11.

With technical experts, on hand
from all over hte country, the patent

infringement suit filed by the C. S.

Ashcraft Co. against the National

Theatre Supply and the Grand, local

nabe, was postponed for further

hearing to Oct. 25, by Federal Judge
William C. Coleman in the U. S.

Court here today. Suit, which was
instituted in 1936. claims infringe-

ment by the Peerless high intensity

lamphouse sold by National on

patents granted Ashcraft in 1933,

Theatre was included to give case

local jurisdiction.

Against claims ol National that

features of lamp involved have been

generally in use In trade for a period

prior to Ashcraft patent in 1933, Ash-

craft contention is that, by unique

assembly ol these and other leatures,

process patent w?is granted which

fully protects rights to sole manufac-

ture. Are receiving royalties at

present from other manufacturers for

use ol such Innovations, Peerless

lamp has had wide distribution by

National.

National Theatre Supply is repre-

sented by L. A. Watson, New York
patent attorney, with Samuel Darby,

also ol New York, appearing for

Ashcraft. J. Calvin Carney, local,

sitting in for Grand.
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Hugh Herbert Aids 'ArmyM 12G,

Vaude Hypes 'Annaber to $17,000, Chi

Strong; Take It' Big 40G/Boys 29G

Chicago, Oct. 11.

Great lineup of pictures and at-

tractions throughout the loop cur-

rently, with each house putting its

best foot forward on the screen or on
the stage. So good, in fact, that B&K
put the Ritz Bros, flicker, 'Straight;

Place and ShoW,*^ into- what is usually

a sluflferoo spot—the Apollor
In the Chicago, *You Can't Take It

With You' is garnering coin for the

big arena. Much play being given
Frank Capra on direction, Capra fig-

uring as a b.o. name around this

town.
'Boys Town' at the United Artists,

with word-of-mouth adding steadily,

makes gross prospects on the week
look smashy, Hugh Herbert is pulling

Elenty "of business Into the State-
ake, pushing the gross far above

normal on his personal appearance.
Vaude is the only biz backbone of

the Palace, also, with Bert Wheeler,
Stroud Twins and Doily Kay on the
rostrum giving the house a total that
will make the. treasurer happy all

week.
'King of Alcatraz' at .the Garrick is

above average.

Estimates for This Week
ApoUo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)

—'Straight, Place' (20th). Ritz Bros,
still a draw locally and adding to a
good take currently to $9,000. Last
week 'Sinners' (Par) finished to neat
$5,700.

Chicagro (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
'Can't Take It' (Col) and stage show.
Another big session in view for the
house at $40,000, thouh slow to start.
Last week, 'Daughters' (WB) wound
up to great $51,000.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)—

•King of Alcatraz' (Par). Winning
:to $7,000, fine take here. Last week
'Touchdown' (Par) a blooper with
Boggy $3,300.

Palace (RKO) (2;500;~3S-55^65-75)
—'Annabel* (RKO) and vaude, with
Bert Wheeler-Strouds-DoUy Kay.
Headliners on bill accounting for the
trade, which will- hit strong $17,000
currently. Picture is holding down
biz. Last week, 'Youth Fling' (U)
poor $13,400.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-

75)—'Giants' (WB). Not much from
this one, despite Technicolor, and
wilF conclude with mild $11,000 on
the session. Last week, 'Nancy' (MG)
took good $8,600 for second half of
fortnight's stay.
State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-35-45-

55)—'Army Girl' (Rep) and vaude.
Hugh Herbert on stage getting the
money into the house, which will
boom to strong $12,000 on the per-
sonal. Last week 'Rich Man' (MG)
squeaked in with so-so $9,500.
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;

85-55.65-75)-;Bpjr:s_TownT-^MJl)^
__GQt-away':fifsrandbuilding. Will hit

Very nifty numeral at ^29,000 for ini-
tial' stanza. Last week 'Algiers' (U)
faded to $8,100, soggy, for second
gallop.

(RKO) and 'Moto' (20th), plus
vaude, $3,100, fair.
Paramount (Hamrick -Evergreen)

(3,039; 32-37-42) — 'Straight, Place'
(20th) and 'Crime Ring' (RKO).
Paced at $5,800, nice. Last week,
'Co-Ed' (20th) and 'Painted Desert'
(RKO), Plus 'Jitterbugs' on stage;
(second week for latter), $5,000, fair.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-32)^

'Carey's Chickens' (RKO) and 'Re-
formatory' (Col). Expect-good $2,000.
Last week, 'Clitterhouse' (WB) and
'Sky Giant' (RKO), solid $2,200

RITZ BROS. ON

HUB DUAL

G0OD17G

Seatde Looking Up;

Handle' Large lOG

Seattle, Oct. 11.
Encouraging fall improvement is

Underway.
Major b.o. goes to Fifth Avenue

this week for 'Too Hot to Handle.'
Estimates for This Week

Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(850; 32-37-42)—'Boy's Town' (M-G).
Moved from Fifth. Indicates $6,000,
wonderful. Last wedc, 'Four's
Crowd' (WB), six days, $2,100, fair.
Coliseum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(1,900; 21-32)—'Crowd Roars' (M-G)
gnd 'Woman' (M-G). Anticipate good
53,000 in eight days. Last week, 'Miss

froadway' (20th) and 'Give Mfllion'
WOth), six days, $2,000, slow.
Colonial <Sterling) (800; 21-32)—

Mrahge Adventure' (Ind) and short.

n'^^ to Undress Before Husband'
J^ind), Admish uppedand plenty of
Daily Good $2,200. Last week (10-
21) 'Arizona' (Par) aad 'HeU Circus'
<^nf). $2,000, okay.
,„^'/*h Avenue (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(2,349; 32-37-42)—'Hot Handle' (M-

Nice campaign and indicates

fjfat $10,000. Last week 'Boys Town'
(M-G) 11,500, immense.
Liberty (J-vH) (1,800; 21-32-42)—

Can t Take It' (Col) (2d wk). Look-
»ng for $10,000, plenty marvelous.
•Liast week, same film, $10,600, great.

/oeJ"*''' (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(850, 32-37-42)—'Antoinette' (M-G)
KVLh week'. Expect okay $1,700 in

wli^A^^^^' Last week, same film,
*2j6O0, good.

ro^AA"*
h e u m (Hamrick-Evergreen

)

32-37-42)—'Garden Moon'
\«N) and 'Blackheads' (M-G). An-
Jicipate only fair $4,200. Last week,
.p'^aking Ice' (RKO) and 'Sailor'
(RKO), $4,700, fair,

't'?^
(Sterling) (1.350; 16-27-

wV"T,^fom City' (BKO) and 'mght
i^<^P> dual, and vaude. Expect

eood $3,500. Last week 'Annabel-

Boston, Oct. 11.

'Boys Town,' after breaking all
straight pix records at Loew's Or-
pheum in its opening week here,

Slaying day and date at the State,
olds over and is ftgain leading the

town. 'Straight, Place and Show,' on
dual bill at the Met, is taking good
money. Football mob (Cornell-Har-
vard) helped hypo the weekend
trade.

Estimates for This Week
Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 25-35-40-

55)—'Daughters' (WB) and 'Confes-
sions' (Par) (2d run). Third week
in town, but okay $6,000 indicated.
Last week, 'Alcatraz' (Par) and
'Touchdown Army' (Par), dual, fair
$5,000. .

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 25-
35-40-55)—'Co-Ed' (20th) and 'Break-
ing Ice' (RKO), dual. Only pale
$13,000 for six-day week promised.
Last week, 'Youth Fling' (U) and
'Annabel' (RKO), double, $13,000.
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 25-35-

40-55)—'Straight, Place' (20th) and
'Musketeers' (WB), dual. Good
$17,000 gait. Last week, 'Daughters'
(WB) and 'Confessions' (Par), dqal,
six days of second week, $12,500.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40-

55)—'Boys Town' (M-G) and 'Lady
Objects' (Col) (2d wk.). ' Very
staunch holdover, aiming at dandy
$18,500. First week smasho $25,700,
breaking house record for cash and
attendance since straight film policy
began three years ago.
Paramount (M&P) (1,797; 25-35-

40-55)—'Daughters' (WB) and 'Con-
Jfissions" (Par), dual (2d run). Okay
$8,000. Last week, 'Touchdown Army'
(Par) and 'Alcatraz' (Par), medium
$7,000.

Scollay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40-50)— 'Crowd' (WB) (3d run) and
'Giants' (Par) (2d run). Pair $5,000.
Last week, 'Spawn' (Par) and 'Num-
bers' (20th) (2d run), $5,000.

State (Loew) (3.600; 25-35-40-55)
—'Boys Town' (M-G) and 'Lady Ob-
jects' (Col) (2d wk.). Very good
$12;000. First week very big $19,000.

NELSON-HILLIARD-'MOTO'

GOOD 12G IN OK INDPLS.

Indianapolis, Oct. 11,
Black continues to be the style on

the ledgers of the first-run houses
here as business maintains its con-
sistently good pace of the past, few
weeks. Ozzle Nelson's orch, in com-
bination with 'Mysterious Mr. Moto'
at the vaudfilm Lyric, is top grosser
of the Week. Runner-up honors go
to 'You Can't Take It With You,' at
Loew's. 'Room . Service,' at the Cir-
cle, is having a healthy session.

Estimates for TMs Week
Apollo (Katz-DoUe) (1,100; 25-30-

40)—'Sinners' (Par) and 'Campus
Confessions' (Par). Moved over
from Circle and will gjirner $3,200,
okay. Last week, 'Giants' (WB),
moderate $3,600.

Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2,800; 25-30-
40)—'Room Service' (RKO) and
'Rackets' (RKO). Not up to pre-
vious Marx Bros, films, but nice at
$7,500, Last week, 'Sinners' (Par)
and 'Campus Confessions' (Par),
swell $9,000 to justify its move-over
to the Apollo.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)

—'Can't Take It' (Col). Well-ex-
ploited, this one is clicking off ex-
cellent $10,500. Last week, 'Hot
Handle* (M-G), nice $5,500 in sec-
ond week.
Lyric (Olson) (1,900; 25-30-40)—

'Moto' (20th) and Ozzie Nelson. orch
on stage with Harriet Hilliard.
Combo headed for $12,000 tak«,
sturdy. Last week, 'Straight, Place*
(20th) and vaude headlining Hugh
Herbert, also in the groove with
$12,000.

First Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Change)
Week of Oct. 13

Astor— 'Marie Antoinette*
(MG) (9th wk).
Capitol—Too Hot to Handle'

(MG) (2d wk).
Criterion — 'Broadway Mus-

keteers' (WB).
Globe — 'Dark Rapture' (U)

(2d wk).
Music Hall—'There Goes My

Heart' (UA).
(Reviewed in Vahietv, Sept. 28)
Paramount—'If I Were King'

(Par) (3d wk).
Rlalto — 'The Last Express*

(U) (11).

RIvoH—'Youth Takes, a Fling*

(U) (15).
(Reviewed in Vabiety, Sept. 28)
Roxy-^'Suez' (20th) (14).

Strand—'The Sisters' (WB).
{Reviewed in Vabieiy, Oct. 5)

Week of Oct. 20

Astor — 'Marie Antoinette'
-.(MG) (10th wk).

CapUol—'Stablemates' (MG).
(Reviewed in Varietv, Oct. 5)
Criterion — 'Girls on Proba-

tion' (WB).
Globe—'Mr. Wong, Detective'

(Mono).
Music Hall—'There Goes My

Heart' (UA) (2d wk).
Paramount—'If I Were King'

(Par) (4th wk).
RIvoU—'Youth Takes a Fling'

(U) (2d wk).
Roxy—'Suez' (20th) (2d wk).
Strand — 'The Sisters' (WBi

(2d wk).

TRACY - RODNEY

HNE $22,000

IN BDFF.

Buffalo, Oct. 11.

•Boys' Town' and 'Can't Take It

With You,' latter in its second week
at the Lafayette, are standing out
this week, with the level elsewhere
somewhat above average. 'Take It'

is hitting a clip which will closely
approach its rousing first stanza.
'Boy's Town' looks to bring home an-
other top gross.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)—

'Boy's Town' (M-G). Should get
around fine $22,000. Last week, 'Boy
Girl' (WB) and Rudy Vallee's orch,
eight days for the picture, though
only six for Vallee, brought neat
$1.9,300.

Century (Shea) (3,000; 25-35)—
'Touchdown Army' • (Par) and
'Smashing Rackets' (RKO). Under
$7,000, fair. Last week 'Giants'
(WB) and 'Crime Ring'^ (RKO), good
$7,300.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50)—'Algiers' (UA), Looks to'get only
fair $7,500. Last week 'Room Ser-
vice' (RKO) dropped down to poor
$6,800.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 25-40)—'Four's

Crowd' (WB) and 'Jones Family'
(20th). Okay at probably over
$7,000. Last week 'Hot Handle'
(M-G) (2d run) poor $5,800.
Layfayeite (Ind.) (3,300; 25-35-50)

•Can't Take If (Col) (2d wk). Hit-
ting on high and looks good for third
stanza. Current gross swell at over
$13,000. Last week lived up to an-
ticipations and hit ceiling for $19,000.

B'KLYN B.O.S CLICK

'Lady'-Vaude Good $11,000; -'Spawn,'
'Town' H.O.'s OK

Brooklyn, Oct, 11.

Mighty array of flicker fare in
downtown emporiums, with two
holdovers, 'Spawn of North,' at Para-
mount, and 'Boys Town,' at Metro-
politan. Albee also gathering shekels
this stanza thanks to Astaire-Rogers
in 'Carefree.' Vaude and single pic
policy at Strand doing nicely.

Estimates for TMs Week
Albee (3,274; 25-35-50)—'Carefree'

(RKO) and 'Annabel' (RKO). Will
get nifty $19,500. Last week, 'Co-Ed'
(20th) and 'Fugitive Night' (RKO),
weak $14,500.
Fox (4,089: 25-50)—'Garden Moon'

(WB) and 'Missing Guest' (U). Sat-
isfactory $14,500: Last week. 'Giants'
(WB) and 'Leathernecks' (Rep) (2d-
final week), good $12,Q,0Q. . . .

Met (3,618; 25-50) — 'Boys Town'
(M-G) (2d wk). Holding up well
and.will pull fine $15,000. Last week,
first, good $18,000.
Paramount (4.126; 25-50)—'Spawn'

(Par). and 'Barefoot Boy' (Mono) (2d
wk). Dandy $17,000. Last week big
$24,000,
• -Strand (2,870; 25*50 )

— 'Lady • Ob-
jects' (Col) plus vaude with EsteUe
Taylor. Good $11,000 in sight. Last
week,' 'Campus Confession' '(Par) and
vaude, fair enough $10,000. House
nut with vaude is a little over $9,000.

B way Holdovers Strong, Colman

$5a000 2d/Drum$85G/Handle28G;

'Rapture $11,000, Mess' NSG 22G

This is another week where the
calendar helps the box office. More
Jewish holidays and Columbus Day
will push most of the pictures far
beyond what they'd normally get,

but there's nothing outstanding ex-
cepting the Par on its second week
of 'If I Were King' with Tommy Dor-
sey, plus Connie. Boswell.. (5ne of
the most powerful shows this house
has had since going into stage shows
Christmas, 1935, the second lap end-
ing last night (Tues.), was close to

$56,000. This is the second biggest
week the house has had under its

present policy and also betters most
of the first weeks. 'King' and the
Dorsey-Boswell combination, down
for a four weeks' stay, starts the
third today (Wed.) on the holiday.

Yom Kippur a week ago today (5)

was tremendous everywhere, in some
theatres bigger on the matinee than
at night, but that day none of the
houses charged holiday prices
whereas today (Wed.), they do. This
will close 'Drums' on its second week
to a possible $85,000, after snaring
$88,000 on the first seven days. Pic-
ture got good notices and drew a
majority of carriage trade, with re-
serves sale big.

The second week of 'Too Hot to
Handle' ought toJ)e close to $28,000,
good, and goes a third, while the
second (final) session for 'Straight,
Place and Show,' not a strong one
for the Ritzps, the gross, however,
will be quite okay at $34,000 or
thereabouts, Ritz comedy got $43,-
000 on the first week for a total of
around $77,000 on the 14 days, satis-

factory profit, though, under hopes,
'Sue%' opens at the Roxy Friday (14).

'Secrets of an Actress' and Johnny
Messner's band, together with Ches-
ter Morris and Mary Small, are dis-
appointing at the Strand, but with
the aid of Columbus Day take may
be no poorer than $22,000. House
needs more than this under its stage-
show policy.

A very good showing for Harry
Brandt's little Globe is being made
by 'Dark Rapture.' Excellent notices
were obtained and on the first week
the ticket sale should go to $11,000
or over. It holds. Loew's, which has
taken a 50% Interest in the Criterion,
starts off auspiciously with 'King of
Alcatraz,' which has a chance to top
a fine $11,000. House has seldom
gotten over $iO,000 isince it opened
two years ago.

'Antoinette' is dropping a bit and
probably will close in two or three
weeks, though nothing is set as yet
to succeed. It might be 'Citadel,' on
which the reports are good. Last
week (its 8th), 'Antoinette' got $8,-
900.

State stages a comeback this week
with 'I Am the Law' and the Clyde
McCoy band, possibilities looking fa-
vorable for $24,000 or bit over.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—

'Antoinette' (MG) (9th week). Near-
ing its close, though date not set; last
week (8th), $8,900.

Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
'Too Hot to Handle' (M-G) (2d
week). Garnering $36,000 last week,
its first, the Gable-Loy starrer is
standing up well on holdover, prob-
ably $28,000 or close. Remains a third
week.

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'King
of Alcatraz' (Par). May top $11,000,
very good. Last week. 'Sons of Le-
gion' (Par) floundered badly, only
around $5,000.

Globe (1,274; 25-40-55)—'Dark
Rapture* (U). Jungle picture, get-
ting flne notices, is doing splendidly
here; probably $11,000 or near.
Holds. Last week, 'Road to Reno'
(U) was a road nowhere, under
$5,000.

Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Lucky
Star' (20th) (2d run) and 'Time Out
for Murder' (20th) (1st run), dualed.
Business very disappointing on this
pair, probably no more than $6,000.
Last week's coupleton, 'Boy Meets
Girl' (WB) and 'Racket Busters'
(WB). both 2d run, wasn't much bet-
ter, $7,000.

Paramount (3,664 ; 25-35-55-85-99)
—'If I Were King' (Par), with
Tommy Dorsey and Connie Boswell
in person <3d week). Smashing
through tremendously, this show on
its s6cond week ending last night
(Tues.) scoied close to $56,000, best
holdover week under the policy. The
figure is also over what most of the
first weeks have been. Two more
weeks are scheduled. The first seven
days, $67,000, beaten only by last
New' Year's week.'

Radio City Music Hall (5,980; 40-
60,84-99-$1.65)—'Drums'. (UA) and
stage show (2d-flnal week). Tom-
tomming the carriage trade and oth-
ers for -a second- week tliat may hit
$85,000. The first time around the
hebdomadal clock was $88,000 for a
total on the two weeks ' of around

'

$173,000. nice profit. Picture excep-
tionally well sold and got a break on

notices. 'There Goes My Heart*
(UA) opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
Rialta (750; 25-40-55)—'Last Ex-

press' (U) opened yesterday (Tues.)
and started out well. In ahead, 'Per-
sonal Secretary' (U) brought no
huzzahs, just topping $5,000.

Rlvoll (2,092; 25-40-55-85)—'Room
Service' (RKO) (3d week). On the
third week .ending last night (Tues.),
a bit over $10,000, mild, after having
dipped to around $15,000 the second
week from initial first seven days of

$37,000. Being pushed three more
days, with 'Youth Takes Fling' (U)
opening Saturday (15),
Roxy (5,836; 25-40-55-75)—'Straight,

Place and Show' (20th )^ and stage
show (2d-flnal week). Ritz' Bros, entry
goes to pretty good profit, though
more was expected; probably $34,000
this week (2d) after first of $43,000.
'Suez' (20th) opens Friday (14),
backed by heavy campaign.
Strand (2,767; 25-55-75)—'Secrets

of Actress' (WB) and, on stage,
Johnny Messner band, plus Chester
Morris and Mary Small. Weakest
show to date here and lucky if scal-
ing $22,000, disappointing. Last week,
second for Jan Garber, Ethel Mer-
man and 'Garden of Moon' (WB)
was $19,000, not strong.

State (3,450; 35-55-75)—'I Am Law'
(Col)' (2d rtm) and Clyde McCoy
orchestra. Things are much better
here this week, probably $24,000 or
bit above. Last week gross didn't
reach $17,000, lean, with 'Letter of
Introduction' (U) (2d run) and Mai
Hallet orchestra', plus Gus Van.

miETORRID
$16,000 IN BALTO

Baltimore, . Oct, 11.

Nice lead for 'Too Hot to Handle*
at Loew's Century, with only one
other pic coming close, 'Can't Take
It With You' holding up a booming
pace for its second week at the
combo Hipp. 'Four's a Crowd' hold-
ing fairly well at Stanley.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15-

25-35-40-55) — 'Hot Handle' (M-G)
plus musical stage flash directed by
D'Artega. Leading town in bullish
style to okay $16,000. Last week,
second of 'Boy's Town' (M-G), added
steady $9,700 to robust opening ses-
sion of $16,300.
Hippodrome (Rappaport). (2,205;

15-25-35-40-55-66) — 'Can't Take If
(Col) and vaude (2d wk,). Picking
up momentum to rousing $14,000
after big initial go to $16,400,
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 15-

25-35-40-55) — 'Youth Fling' (U).
Rather mild going to $5,500. Last
week, 'Sinners' (Par) in second ses-
sion, held nicely to $5,300 after
pleasing opener to $7,800.
New (Mechanic) (1,558; 15-25-35-

55)—'Straight, Place' (20th). Unex-
citing at sluggish $3,500. Last week.
'Co-ed' (20th). mild $4,900.
Stanley (WB) (3,250; 15-25-35-40-

5^)—'Four's Crowd' (WB). Going
along at fairish pace to possible
$7,000. Last werfc, 'Giants' (WB), got
some daytime and juve support to
$5,800.

'CERTAIN AGE' BRIGHT

$5,600 IN OKLAHOMA C.

Oklahoma City, Oct. 11.
'That Certain Age,' at the Cri-

terion and 'Four Daughters,' at the
Midwest, are pachig the town. State
and Liberty remain town's only first-
runs with double biUfi, but State is
scheduled to go solo in couple oi
weeks.

Estimates for Tbli Week
Criterion (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)

-'Certain Age' (U). G^od $5,600.
Last week, 'Clitterhouse* (WB),
$5,400, okay.
Liberty (Stan) (1,200; 20-25) —

'Painted Desert' (RKO) and 'Sailor*
(Par), split with 'Secretary' (U) and
'Numbers' (20th). Good $2,600. Last
week, 'Blockheads' (M-G) and 'Speed
Burn' (20th), split with Roadsiiow
Pictures, Inc.'s 'Songs and Saddles*
with Gene Austin, Candy and Co-Co
on stage, very nice $3,400.
Midwest (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)—

•Daughters' (FN). Good $4,800. Last
week, 'Room Service' (RKO), nice
$4,700.

State (Noble) (1,100; 20-25) —
'Crime Holiday' (Col) and 'Flight
Fame' (CoL).. . Okay $2,300. Last
week, 'Lady Objects' (Col) and
'Juvenile Court* (Col), average
$2 200

^
Tower (Stan) (1,100; 25-35) —

'Carey's Chickens' (RKO). Sweet
$3,300. Last week, 'Carefree' (RKO)
split with 'Annabel' (RKO), nice
$2,800.
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Hpls. Skids Slighdy, but No Blues;

Ue Big IIG, Marx Bros. MOd SG

Minneapolis, Oct. 11.

After last week's sensational rec-

ord-breaking b.o. spurt, the present

set-back seems quite In order. Inas-

much as there Is only one important
loop newcomer, 'Too Hot to Handle,'

and Inasmuch as more heavy sugar
impends next week when the Minne.
sota-Mlchlgan homecoming football

game will bring an army of visitors

here, the temporary reaction isn't

causing too much grumbling.
Gable-Loy bucking the downward

trend successfully and will wind up
to big returns. On the other hand,
'Room Service' hasn't been able to

get up any momentum. 'Boys Town'
on the heels of its tremendous initial

State week, continues at a fast sec-
ond canto at. the Century.
Another stage show headed by

Jimitiy Dorsey and his orch and the
Andrews Sisters comes into the
Orpheum next Friday (14),

Estimates for This Week
Aiier (Par-Singer) (dOO; 15-25)—

'King of Alctitraz* (Par) and 'Chaser'
(M-G), dual first-runs. Heading for
good $1,500, Last week,. • 'Speed
Burn' (20th) and 'Fugitives Night'
(RKO), dual first-runs, split with
'Rackets' (RKO) and 'G-Man'
(RKO), also dual first-tuns, fine

$1,800.
Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 25-

35-40)—'Boys Town' (M-G) (2d wk).
Moved here from State for extended
loop run and still clicking. Word-
of-mouth keeping this one in run-
ning. Looks like big $7,000. Last
week, 'Has Nancy' (M-G), $6,000, big.
Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2,800; 25-

35-40)—'Room Service' (RKO). Marx
Bros, slipping here and mixed recep-
tion for this one. Football weekend
crowds, however, helped some. Light
$5,000 indicated. Last week, 'Giants'
<WB) and Bennie Goodman on stage,
latter responsible for $26,000, break-
ing house record.

State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25-35-
40)—'Hot Handle* (M-G). Easily the
town's current acje attraction and far
in front in the box-office race.
Gable-Loy combo pulling. Big $11,-
000 in prospect. Last week, 'Boys
Town' (M-G), $12,700, immense.
Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—

•Farewell to Arms' (Par) (reissue).
En route to satisfactory $700. ° Last
week, 'Vice Trust' (Indie) (2d week),
$800, mild after big $1,500 first week.
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 25-35)—

•Spawn' (Par). First neighborhood
showing; satisfactory $3,000 indi-
cated. Last week, 'Alexander* (20th),
$4,500, very big.
World (Stefles) (200; 25-35-40-55)

i^'Scarlet Pimpernel' (UA). Poor
$800 in prospect. Last week, 'La
Boheme' (Foreign^, went out after

five days of second week, light $800.
First week, $1,600, okeh.

GABLE-LOy SOCK

mm IN OMAHA

Omaha, Oct. 11.

Too Hot to Handle' is burning up
the town this week with a very ex-
cellent $10,500 at the Omaha, practi-
cally double • house's average take.
Will undoubtedly hold over for at
least part of a second stanza.

After leveling off for a breather
last week,- first-run grosses continue
to climb. Strong competi'sh for one
night (7) from Ak-Sar-Ben Ball,
town's annual social whirligig, which
draws W.OOO, and also one night (8)
of Gertrude Lawrence in 'Susan and
God', who drew 2,500 to the Para-
mount.

Estimates for This Week
Avenue - Dundee - Military (Gold-

berg) (950-650-810; 10-25) — ^Qrowd
Roars' (M-G) and 'Fast Company*
(M-G), dual, split with 'Hobsier
Schoolboy' (Mono), 'Carey's Chick-
ens' (RKO) and 'Trip to Paris'
(20th), tripler. Comfortable $2,200.
Last week. 'Shopworn Angel' (M-G)
and 'Clitterhouse* (FN), dual, split
With 'Professor Beware' (Par),
Wives Suspicion' (U) and 'Girl
Young' (G-B) tripler, dandy $2,300.

^ Brandels (Singer-RKO) (1.250; 10-
25-35-40)—'Can't Take It' (Col) (2d
wk.). Looks like $5,600, good. Last
J^eek, same pic pulled $7,400, excel-

Omaha ( lank) (2,200; 10-25-40)—
Hot Handle' (M-G) and 'Rich Man*
*M-G). dual. Aiming at socko $10,-
500. Probably hold. Last week, 'An-
toinette* (M-G), held for nine days
'0 get house back to Thursday
opening. Middling $7,400.
Orpheum (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40)

r:Has . Nancy* (M-G) and 'Miss
Thoroughbred* (WB), dual. Looks
hke nice $8,200. Last week. 'Boy Girl'
(WB) and 'Gateway' (20th), dual.
Strong $8,400.
Town (Goldberg) (1.250; 10-20-25)
Life Returns' (GN). 'Mystery

woiise* (WB) and 'Go Chase Self
first-runners, split with

Married Spy* (GN), 'Brothers West'

DENVER'S HEAT AUBI;

XO-ED'-AMS BIG 12G

Denver, Oct. 11.

Perfect Indian summer is keeping
grosses below what tliey should be.
However, four first-runs' are above
average and three films, two on a
double bill, will be moved for ex-
tended runs.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—

.'Girl's. School' (Col), Strong $4,500.
Last week, "Daughters (FN), nice
$4,000,' after a week at the Denver,
and went to the Rialto.
Broadway (Fox) (1,100; 25-40.)—

'Giants* (WB), after a week at the
Denver. So-so $2,000. Last week,
'Breakinf*Ice* (RKO) and 'Annabel*
(RKO), after a week at the Or-,
pheum, were not so good, being
pulled after three days; 'Great Zieg-
feld' (M-G) was brought back to fin-

ish week. Total gross fair $2,500.
Denham (C:ockrill) (1,750; 25-35-40)—'Campus Confessions' (Par) and El

Brendel's stage show. Latter put to-

gether here, but not forte. Combo
getting only $6,000. poor. Last week,
'Touchdown Army* (Par), average,
$5,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-50)—

'Co-ed* (20th) and Major Bowes'
unit. Getting big $12,000, and film

moves to Rialto. Last week 'Giants*

(WB) with stage show, neat $9,500.

Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)

'Boys* Town* (M-G) and 'Rich Man'
(M-G) (2d wk). Still plenty strong
and may hold third week. Currently
$10,000. Last week, same films,

broke record, doing $15,000.

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 25-40)—
'Musketeers* (WB) .and 'Missing
Guest' (U). Fair $3,000. Last week,
'Army Girl' (Rep) and 'Numbers'
(20th), nice $3,000.
Rialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Daugh-

ters' (FN), after a week at each the
Denver and Aladdin, and 'Moto'
(20th). Nice $2,000, Last week
'Frankenstein* (U) and '^racula' (U),
second week, very nice $2,500.

GLEN GRAY-'SEC

HAPPY 13G

Technicolor's Expansion

Hollywood, Oct. 11,

Construction of new buildings, ad-

joining its laboratory started last

week as part of Technicolor's expan-

sion program.

When finished, the enlarged plant

will be capable of doubling its pres-

ent capacity of 80,000,000 feet per

year.

Frisco Full of H.O.s; Horror Dual

Terrific $15,000 from Kid Trade

W STRONG $6,500;

REST OF CINCY N.S.G.

INK.C.

Kansas City, Oct. 11.

Fox-Midwest operated Esquire,

effective this week, enters a day-and-
idate' playing arrangement with -the

Uptown on A films single featured.

Esquire is 820-seat deluxer on 12th

street, which was formerly the grind
Downtown. House was completely
renovated in mid-August and since

has been operating with the top
films on a single feature, extended
run policy.
Tower continues fts biz on the

upper bracket with Glen Gray and
orch on stagehand 'Personal Secre-
tary* as film half of bill. In way of

straight films, 'Stablemates' at Mid-
land has a fairish edge, although biz

at the Newman, with 'Valley of

Giants' on a twin bill, is reassuring.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox-Midwest) (820; 10-

25-40)—'Straight, Place* (20th). Gets
assignment of inaugurating new pol-

icy here. Mild at $3,000. Last
week, second of 'Lucky Star* (20th),

barely average $3,000.
Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40)

—'Stablemates* (M-G) and 'Vacation
Love' (M-G). Beery-Rooney combo
showing strength, $13,500. Last week
'Can't Take It' (Col), very good
$15,000.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10-

25-40)— Giants' (WB) and 'Touch-
down Army' (Par). Okay $6,000.

Last week, 'Four's Crowd' (WB) and
'Sons Legion' (Par), so-so $5,500.

Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40)

—'Garden Moon' (FN) and 'Actress'

(FN). Acceptable $4,500. Last week,
'Room Service' (RKO), held screen
solo for good $5,000.
Tower (Fox-M'idwest) (2,043; 10-

25-35-55)—'Personal Secretary' (U)
and CJlen Gray orch. Name band
leader the biggest share of draw,
eood $13,000. Last week, 'Numbers'
\20th) and Horace Heidt's orch,

strong $15,000.
Uptown (Fox-Midwest) (1,200: 10-

25-40)—'Straight, Place' (20th), Run-
ning day and date with Esquire.
Good $4,000. Last week, 'Letter'

(U), $2,500, fair, in five days.

I

(Cap) and 'Miss Broadway' (20th).

Headed for $1,600, good. Last week,
'Zamboanga' (GN), 'Kid Returns*

' (Rep) and 'Highway Patrol' (Col),

first-run triple, split with 'High Com-
mand' (GN), first-run, 'Cowboy'
(FN) and 'Clitterhouse* (FN),
tripler, nice $1,700.

Heat Hits Cleve.;

Ellington-Touth'

N.S.G. AT $14,000

Cleveland, Oct, IL
'Stablemates' easily the winner of

current meet, earning pbssibly juicy

$18,500, or better, for Loew's State,

but rest of the runners are appar-

ently mudders. Weather still phe-

nomenally warm, the only factor

that can be blamed for the generally

spotty biz.

Duke Ellington's vaude unit,

teamed with 'Youth Takes a Fling,'
is stumbling in HKO Palace, al-

though house has been ballyhooing
return of flesh shows for last four
weeks. 'You Can't Take It' com-
paratively much stronger in h.o. at
Hipp, which is having a cat-and-dog
fight with legit Hanna's stage pro-
duction and profiting by competish.

.
Estimates for This Week

Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)—
'Lady Objects' (Col). Another
weak-sister, that will be nipped af-
ter three days, $1,500; Gladiator'
(Col) also yanked after three, $2,500,
fair. Last week, 'Smashing Rack-
ets' (RKO) for three worked up
$2,800, good, while 'Breaking the
Ice' (RKO) on four-day stay got
poor $1,600.
Hipp (WB) (3,700; 30-35-42-55)—

'Can't Take It' (Col) (2d wk.). Held
second stanza to cash in on publicity
given Hanna's legit veVsion and -do-
ing it by about $14,000, excellent.
Last week landed $16,000, sweet.
Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55)

—'Youth Fling* (U) with Duke El-
lington*s orch on stage. Ellington,
lacking usual punch; poor $14,000.
Last week, 'Co-ed' (20th) plus
Stroud Twins and ice carnival revue,
disappointing $15,500. .

State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)
—'Stablemates' (M-G). Kidded by
cricks, but galloping for powerful
$19,000, with Beery and Roo;iey
names proving dynamite. Last
week, "Sinners^ (Par) got good
$16,000.
StlUman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-

42-55)^'Sinners* (Par). Moved
from State and liked here enough to
collect satisfactory $7,500. Last
week, 'Hat Handle' (M-G), on sim-
ilar move-over, fine $8,500.

Cincinnati. Oct. 11.
'

General pull of pic parlors cur-

rently is only fair, biz in first-half

being offed by Indian summer balm,

world series radioing and local col-

lege football sloughed.

'Youth Takes a Fling,* at Albee,

and 'Room Service,* at Palace, are

under par. Ditto for linking of 'Al-

ways in Trouble* and 'BOoloo* at the

Lyric. Other fresh release, 'I Am
the Law,' is racking up a dandy fig-

ure for Keith's. ^
Moved from the Albee, 'Boys

Town' is doing exceptionally well at

the Capitol. Pic came in for a gob
of space in the dailies last week
whien Msgr. E. G. (Father) Flanagan,
head of Boys Town, Neb., personaled
at the Albee. He stopped oft, in

Cincy, Thursday (6), wail^ en route
to the National Conference of Catho-
lic Charities at Richmond, Va.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42) —

'Youth Fling* (U). Poor $6,500. Last
week, 'Boys Town* (M-G), tremen-
dous $19,000, . .

Capitol (RKO) (2,aO0; 3.5-42) —
'Boys Town' (M-G) (2d run). Wham
$8,000. Last week, 'Hot Handle'
(M-G) (2d run), good $5,500,
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)

'Kid' (Rep) and -Limberlost' (Mono),
split. Okay $2,200. Same last week
with 'Juvenile Court' (Col), 'Marines
Are Here* (Mono), 'Convicted' (Col),

Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25^40)—'Hot
Handle' (M-G) (3d run). Good
$3,000. Last week 'Daughters* (WB)
(3d run), good $2,800.
Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 35-42) —

'Am Law' (Col). Excellent $6,500.

La;st week, 'Sinners' (Par) (2d run),

fair $4,500.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 35-42) —'Al-

ways Trouble' (20th) and 'Booloo'
(Par), Terrible $2,800. Last week,
'Breaking Ice' (RKO), poor $3,000.

Palace (RKO) (2,600^ 35-42) —
'Room Service' (RKO). Maybe
$9,000,- disappointing. Last week,
'Co-Ed' (20th). sik days, poor $7,000.
Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 35-40-55)—

'Can't Take If (Col) (2d week).
Great $11,000.' Very good $15,000 on
first week.

''

Harlan's 'Troubadour'
Hollywood, Oct. 11,

Richard Harlan was borrowed
from Paramount to 'direct 'Radio
Troubadour,' first of a series of Span-
ish jfeatures to be produced by Dario
Faralla on the Grand National lot for
Paramount release.

Harlan piloted iSpanlsh. films for
Faralla several years ago. Series will

star Tito Guizar.

San Francisco. Oct. 11.

PhiDy Pix Strong, but Biz Weak;

Wekb-FitzgeraU-'Campus' High 2SG

Philadelphia. Oct. 11.

Midtown biz this sesh, with fairly

strong layout of pix all arotmd, is

only so-so. Below what was being

done at the same time last year, but
not too bad, either. Nabes, on the
other hand, continue to suffer, aided
only by 'Alexander's Ragtime Band'
as it gets around to them. Following
a very bad summer, they experienced
a short pick-up then b. o.'s fell back
again.
High figures being posted by Chick

Webb and Ella Fitzgerald, at the
vaudfllm Earle, with 'Campus Con-
fessions' on the. screen. Clicking off

$25,000. Broke a house record on
Sunday at the Stanley, Camden, with
'Four Daughters' flickering, by gar-
nering $3,500, which is $70 bigger
than Benny Groodman drew in Feb-
ruary.
Strongest straight pic is 'That

Certain Age' at the Fox, which is

in its first week of the new no-fiesh
policy. Capturing $18,000 and a sec-
ond week, while 'Hold That Co-Ed'
and Ina Ray Hutton band on the
stage got only $14,400 last sesh.

Estimates for This Week
Aldihe (WB) (1,303; 42-57-68-75)—

'Drums' (UA). So-so notices from
the crix and doing just that kind
of biz at $13,000. Last week, 'Boys
Town' (M-G) got six days of a third
week and rolled ud $8,900, good.
Boyd (WB) (2.350; 37-57-68-75)—

'Marie Antoinette' (M-G) (3d week).
Continues at a fairly healthy pace
with $11,000. Last week very strong
$16,800. Won't go another lap.
Earle (WB) (2,758; 25-37-42-57-68)

—'Campus Confessions' (Par) and
Chick Webb's orch with EUa Fitz-
gerald fieshing. Hitting swell clip

at $25,000 after an* opening day that
approached the house record. N.B.g.
after-sundown biz keeping it from
cracking everything In sight. Last
Week,' ^Garden' Moon' (WB) and
Wayne. Morris and Johnny Davis'
orch on the stage, also good at
$22 400.
Fox*(WB) (2,423; 37-57-68-75)—

'That Certain Age' (U). Swell hand-
outs from the reviewers pushing this
up to lush $18,000, which entitles it

to another ride. Last week, 'Co-fid'
(20th) with Ina Ray Hutton band
on boards, marked the end of the
five-week experiment with revival
of vaude here. Poor $14,400.
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 37-42-57-68)

—'Hot Handle' (M-G) (2d run). Do-
ing much better in comparison here
than in initial gallop and being con-
sidered for h. 0., which is unusual;
$6,000. Last week, 'Daughters' (WB),
in second week of second run, very
nice $5,800.

Keith's (WB) (1,870; 37-42-57-68)—
'Co-Ed' (20th) (2d run). Doing no
better here than on opening week
with n.s.h. $4,000. Last week,
'Straight, Place' (20th) (2d run),
poor $3,400.

Stanley (WB) (2,916; 37-57-68-75)
—'Stablemates' (MG). Tearjerking
kid pic oke, although not big, at
$16,000. Last week, 'Room Service'
(RI(:0), weak $1»,500.
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 26-42-57)—

'Alcatraz' (Par). Small profit at $5,-
000. Last week, 'Road to Reno' (U),
limped In with $4,209,

With the exception of the
Orpheum, which is having things
pretty much its own way with 'Dra-
cula' and 'Frankenstem,* and the
Warfield, with a weak bill in 'Gar-
den of the Moon' and 'Campus Con-
fessions,' all of the other first runs
are holding on to what they have for
a second or third week. The two
horror reissues from Universal are
standing them up at the Orpheum,
which will double its usual week's-
take with these two spine-chillers.
Second session of 'Boys Town' at

the F03c win be ahead of some of the
first week's biz which several bills
have gotten in that house of late.

Estimates fer 'Thiu Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75)—

'Boys. Town' (M-G) and 'Vacation
Love' (M-G) (2d week). Tracy-
Rooney give indications of nabbing
sodco $15,000 on holdover. Last week
ended with terrific $25,000 hi the
tin.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2.850; 35-55)
—'Room Service'.' (RKO) and vaude
(2d week). Holdover stanza being
lucky to get quiet $12,000. Last
week also under expectations at $18,-
000.

Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-55)—
'Dracula' (U) and 'Frank^tein*
(U). Both of these reissues were to
have been booked into the Embassy,
about a block away from the Or-
pheum, but Herman Cohen, owner of
the shuttered Embassy, couldn't get
together with Universal on prices.
Pictures are geuing the same out-
standing biz which they have been
doing elsewhere, with first week at
the Orpheum pointing to extra spe-
cial $15,000. About 00% of the trade
seems to be highschool kids. Last
week (9 days), 'Youth Fling' (U)
and 'City Streets' (Col), fairish
$7,200.
Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 35-55-

75)—'Straight, Place' (20th) and
'Musketeers' (WB) (2d week). Hard-
ly strong enough to justify the hold-
over, biz on the initial stint being
just average. Second stanza will be
just fairish at $7,500. Last week,
$14,000.

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 35-55-
75)—'Hot Handle' (M-G) (3d week).
Hopeful of getting $6,000 after two
good weeks at he Warfield across
the street. Last week (3d), 'Daugh-
ters' (WB) and 'Higgins Family'
(Rep>, $4,200, mildlsh.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-

55-65)—'Drums* (UA) (3d week).
Holding up very well, WiH get
around $7,000. Last week (2d),
healthy $8,200.

Warfield (F-WC) (2,680; 35-55-75)—'Garden Moon* (WB) and 'Campus
Confessions' (Par), Both pictures
are definitely weakies, so wiU be
lucky to get $12,000. Last week (2d),
'Hot Handle,^ good $12,000.

Montreal Frenchmen Give

%rie' B«7G 3d Week

Montreal, Oct. 11.
'Marie Antoinette' again took

most of the picture money in town
last week and in second repeat cur-
rently is heading for good $7,000.
Capitol and Princess nosedived.
Loew's vaude showing some falling
off from first week with likely fur-
ther decline currently.

Estimates for This Week
His Majesty's (CT) (1.600; 25-34-

50)—:'Damaged Goods* (GN). Big
advertising may get results with best
guess for $4,000, lair.
Palace (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55) —

'Marie Antoinette' (MG) (3d week).
Above average French biz putting
this pic out in front with likely good
$7,000 currently.. Previous fortnight
garnered very good $9,000 and ex-
cellent $12,000.

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55) —
'Spawn of the North' (Par). Re-
duced competition helping, looks
paced for okay $6,400. Last week's
dual, 'Carefree* (RKO) and 'Mar-
riage Business' (RKO) dropped to
less than $5,000.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 25-34-40) —

'Give Me Sailor' (Par) and vaude.
Just about getting by with possible
$7,000. Last week, 'Rich Man' (MG)
plus vaude, fair $7,500.

Princess. (CT). (2,300; 25-34-50)—'I
Am Law' (Col) and 'City Streets'
(Col), dual. May gross fair $4,000.
Last week's dual, 'Mother Carey'
(RKO) and 'I'm from . City' (RKO)
skidded to poor $2,900.
Orpheum (Ind) (1,100; 25-40-50)—

•Breaking Ice' (RKO) and 'Fugitives
for Night' (RKO), dual. Fair $2,500.
Last week. 'Gladiator' (Col) and
'Man's Castle' (Col) (revival), so-so
$2,000,
Cinema dc Paris (France-Film)

(600; 35-50)—'Nults de Prihce.' Shap-
ing for good enough $1,600. Last
week repeat of 'Port Arthur' fair
$1,400.

St. Denis (France-Film) (2,300;.20-
34)—'L'Etrange Monsieur VlctOt' and
'Didine des Martigues',.dual. Paced
for fair average, $3,600. Last w^k,
'Maman Colibri* and *4 Heures du
Matin.' fair $3,900.
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nktlV:^ '^^rfi^^uH liow Is heinf blamied

S;;:^l?<4-vfliW ;l^e!i*fh'prQdu«
distiflbiitiir 6^
p^lrtipil^ asklftjij i^fe? highest fee ih«
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taig^ feeble -i*^ Aim^cii^

' B0Ui;l8i;tQr$ :a^ bejsiru

duee iheiiepnditiiMi predictedvsiy^

imoiilthsV :ai{9 -by .vfft^ra^^^^^ exhibitors
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:
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;

•scribfcf|^;jthfe: aoTaf. ,6t

thiei^ifhiries iBls^ lind^/pirbm*

isinfvipi;^fUitb the firms
disifrMiijiwiiSp^

5Ji!ipjjP(ij^ jtovJpMhch: pro-
ducUi^;'^:n||l^ ruiv^

reaijij^lll^tggl^^
gettibihjiU^itf^iheiipjrii^ft^^
Net>i|fiM!uUx'?te;^?thN|!'-;!Ci^^

are tabpui'thrce'.tlm'ejr -niiaKll;'' -idiiir;

tributdi|: of ^ei|m' i>)ctu^iQ
Yorit'than a|t:«^
majoi^ty fbatiuiiniE^F^

Th(^;^di{rttibutora epnfriphted

wither 'theatiresi^^^

likeianytting^they hiive:0^^
befbns. ^-^e^' itBr^^^lw^hii^
theatires'haye had to huelt «bii8taii^ily

risli«g;'.jaiK>r.rahd'''''

-witlji. jjimali chahcb for uppingradmllr*
siona or ihcreajsihj; theii^ 'audiehiiS^^^

Setqip is such th^t /Uiree or lour dull

produe(ioiis; may shtttfe^^^ hoiisib;

Pooi^ quality of severaVRecently
leasad featiiiries also M injuring .faith

of liiew 'patr^^ of Firehch; pictU
Oite diitributbr^

week estimatfid that^there Were- li^w
feature! costing' tW yAmericwi id

tributbf more thtah 'IS.OM^than have
a chance of i^etuimini a d?beHt profit:

Only 8; negligible /humWr of French
productions actuahy : hiive' made^ r<eal

money for distribMtor's, in the U.
Of ihestironly *Ma|r«rlihg' has shown
marked^ prc#' ahd)itiU is tet^^
a hahdsbmeCvrev^^tttjie. But pl^^liine

disti^U>s, describe thiis prbductl5>Ii^^•i9

alnnbsta freaJ^ mphey-makeri«m
lil<ifei3(r^;.td:S|e''-re^^

N^|rttiel«^ thisM is the,^pictu^re

wiiiplpl^ tTi & l(>reigh distribii-i

totill^l^ vttnd: pn#)j(^ted them ;tb

buy'iPsb|tv!Wy^ihr availrv-

able^cM'^wn'.-

N4w. ihreait to foreign Incpitte bf
Amtfr)iean> fllin

.
coiiripiahiesf loohfit in.

pr6pb|0i$; jlOO^ increase In Puerto.
Rico" inijpMiiirt tax/ . Planned to place
the iie^' taxes in effbet^Jfan. i; 1930,

but th^lirviirblsbing bitterly^f by
foreigh . department bxetiutives; , in

Newi ;Ybtk already because they
would "bil^deep:^ into the minor ih^
come demeid irbm the island.

Piptiiii^ people class Puerto Rico
virtuaUy as arji AmerHean protector
rate^ialhjd f^ that thb^iadminlstrktibh!
at ,,|;^ashhigtbn: 'should; exert tuii^

limli(«ii;;prbjisure^ to b*ihS5 about ii

readiustineitt Of/pending tax scale.

(Wijt)^ pates When Opened)

^ 'Frflfiich without Teare,' ^Nov.

'Robert;* Wife.' Olobe-Nov. 28. 'ST*

10 •Sr""*
^^'^ Olrl,' Victoria Palace-pec.

H"?* fii«««>V lilttle-Jtn. 20. '38.

WIW oati/ Pflnces»^Aprll 18. '38.

Bniiaftfc=lifdiie.' Strand-April 27. '38. _
^iJpic^ldua Ubrning,' WhltehaH, May 2»,

.g^Sprl'nf Meeilii(,VAtnbaasador — May 81,

W««.* Savoy-Xune 10.

'Comedleniie,' Aldwy^h-^Juhe IS.

Pleet'a tit. UP/ Hippodrome-Ausr.

,g*<3e<|rSf,''|ind Margaret,' Piccadilly-Aus.

:Th<i«i: iihijit Kot.' Playhottse-i-AiiB. 81.

njHihlnj^Blot,' Galetyr-AuK. 81.
riuJiiiiit. Btream,' Lyi'lc-Bept. 1.
Room lor Two,' tCoinedj'-&'ept. 6.

jjjTh^ JLait- Triiinp.' Puke of York'a-Sept.

I^e <Jort» Is Oreeh/ Duche«*T-8ept. 20,
.'Troliui .ana Ccesalda,' Weattnlnater--
apt. 21;... »• r ' -

j^'Goodb^ye, Mr. Chlp«>' ^
ZiiF^i 111'Arcady^ Kfegawar^t;
t^ha JVhlle Ottart/ Wio^nU-Oct. «.

Behind Bllrtds,' Winter Oarden-Oct. 10

liondon, Oct 4.

• Picttire biz . reactbd yic^entlyy to

liftiniK the intern

the;:w'e<^bnd».'a^^

^Wn 'key ^eistres IttwVthem^
.bflL-'they' i^ge- ::bf,

^

;.;-new.' b^aniai,

~Aii£npsi)iw'ithbu^

main- iij^bts dre\y way over hbrmal

takes' $atuirday, imu' toppjUig; it, bh

Sunday, tiie Uptowxl; a

hotises drift was, :^nbt so phenbmehal,'

but;p}enty good;jcoih .r^

^bpxpfiicb.;-: ' ''J^mpst,-. th^';::'ciit:cuit

joints.'
';

was 'Alex-

>:'which

^40 l^ai^tl^t^^^^I^^

The llague^ XJ>ct, 1.

• Grosses are climbing hbipe;: : IhJirst;
W/:eek :pf : September, the ^National
Fibii, Years/ tpbk hekrly all the
liht>6rtaiii b6okiht|s;> but noW that
the :: festiyitiesl -are ; holdbVer;^
piptures vdbmiciaie in' the ' key-«itie|;

• IhH^ihsteir^am;
iSi .npyr in.. itis^/wVehthr^^w^

Alhambrar while 'M^^

(U), afte? a gpbd' staii, is S()ivfo^^ b.

Ibn^ run; :In The Hbg^^
and ~ 0irrV(trx^ult after 23 con-
secutive weeks,-: a hatlbhal recbrd.v

.
•Baronert bhd vthb^Jtl^^

at. the iieti^oi^^ ahd' 'Maii^bauin'
:(!i^i&y 'were .hbid 'over and !did good';

bbxoffice. Thei^jtradei^is .hbw waiting,
for 'Snow White' (RKO).

vHpWjrwbod, Oct, Hi
Market : for JfoUywopa. ipictiires.

continues to jgrpw in 'South /tinerica
in spite pf;interhatibnaI; comj[M^^

France is running isecphd.to ATheHca;
With perman'y a ppor ihird: and .the

restlrailiiig.^ .'
-'i::-'-'-:

Thatfis thb neWjs brought from thft,

Argentinj^; by John B, Nathah, Par^^^^^

mount repre$ehtative< .visiting . thb ^

jBtudip for the^iPirst tiine"ii^ i5;ybars^
Biggest,^''grps^irs'M iiie 'laisi yea^. 'hi-

Buenbs :Aii^St^v hes: sAidl»rwere ' tBlub-^

t«ard?s Eighth :wifei^^^e; Biicca-

nee^,^v:'Thei•^l*i^e:.^;^b^i:.E^i^

'Sh(j>W Wiite' ^^hd/'Cbn^

.•^.Best-.'grbsser-.; .

^

andet's Ragtime B^
brbke ' fortunately i^at Regal the

day . the 's^are >^^^;c

(Pridby); ; Prebrnj attended byftry*
Ing^ Berlin and ^many; «elebs^' Was^ a
n«iar4ript,;ian4/-weekend^^^ evefjjr

houseVrecprd but tpr the^^^^^

tiirb^ ' hatiirally : had^ eiijni^aticvp^
'rai]io ahd b^llyhpoy jbut

(War fears eyapi^Pratel mast pf ^ Mi
il^ildup ^yaliiey .

'
.

;Tivoii^with ail-faug^ dual ,bi]I^

ibblli^, to have "^heeir^hext ;te ibbp^^^

larity.^ lhdibaitlng deaixH of the croWd
fdr?llght;^reliCf. Saturday; here
bMost seUbiit pace, wi^h: the Sunday
biz showing up to maihtained S;R.p.

irtandards^ Combo .of RifcE Brbs. inl

'Kehtiieky Moonshine* rtZOth) and
palladium's 'Alfs Btittbh AfloatTwpte
jiist- whet the dbctor ordered tP iire-

vivb tjte: scared populace;
/Straight " ^ntertahiment, ..though,

also had Its definite ' puU^ - 'Boys

Town' (Mrd),' ;at tlie: Eihptre/.ahd

'Spawn of the North' (Par); 'at the
Piazb, being among thpsb- 'which
brbuj^t bapk i almpst ' lorgbtten

queues to the sidbwalks in Leicester

Sqiiarb and; Regent street . fSnbw
White' (RKO), at the; NeW GaUeiy,
jeirkedi up. violently /in its thirj^^

:third Week, packing; 'erti iti despite

the fact the
;
Disney pictjjre had air.

ready playied the nabes7bhdi UP*^
houses.

.

Kbrda's 'Firison Without Bars' at

the Lohdon' pbvilipn, at the dose of

its. third" week; topped its previous

receijpts for the . run, and the

Odepii * Leicestei- Square queues

for. .'Algiers' (UA) Sunday . evening

Wa^ an unusual phehomehoh for the

theatre.

iieactlQii, nevertheless, appears to

havie been no.more than ihoinentaTy,

with Monday biz returning to a dull

IpW level. Optimists hbre are cryr

ihg' fbrecasts of - new: boptn, but
tiHere is still wnsiderable disti^ist of

tjhib. European situation, which ;inay

staU off some theMPUblic's *

thusiasm.

Henie Autobiofl^ $cit

Oslo,; Oct.

In a few weeks SonJa.Hehii^'s iautb''

biography. ^The Story . Of My tife.'

Will appeat h!^:?. iswed l*ynSfiarsk

GyldendaK .

Miss :Henie reported to, have

written her life stOry withPut any
ghosting assistance;'"

Ik>ndon, Oct; ;;;

"BPbby Get Ypur GuhV <>pieb;ed.;^a^^

thtf Adelbhi theatre last^Friday (7)

ith a full complerheniipf tii'^

comedy ingredients. Spiehdidly re-

ceived and ;ipt^s 'succe^fttl>^;;r7j|ck

.Waller presehting With Bpbby Howe
iltarring./"

•Behind the Blinds,'
;

,Eng.lish

pai;aphriule bt. 'Street Scbhe,' opened
at the ; Wittier .Gai^deh "Mbnday; (iQ)l

Appeara.' unilkriy. comedy entry by
Vivimn Tidmairsh.-'r

^ot's\ Delight' will return . to
WSt OElhdit bpehihg atcHis Majest's
0i<^b Oct'' 24 with Tatlana' tieven
rbplacihg Tarnara Geva. Marks .first

tu^'that ;iL,,Me^t-•Ehd'^hitliAsf.,Vr^

tunibd'.'aftei^\a''-'tptir.; ;;^;;u ^*;:"^r;-;;\

'0h BptToWed Time' opebtsd'M'Afa^:.

Hayniarket. liist Tiiesday (^^^^ ahd:V;ra{ir

ehlBhuslasticaUy i^ceiyed.^^

shb'«m iolded aftet flVe daya d^^^

linfbvoit'able preM :Wew York com^
paiiy :isj currentliit ii^^ itR;37th^We«*. ;:

^Elephant in Artady' bowed at the
Kihgisway'''' ;jW'ednesdayv'':(5li. "-.it's":; a.;

splbndid .musical production^ .but in

need-of ;drastic;ftUttihg»^;v^
,
"^•v:':-;-^

^e' White Giibrd/
;
an ;adinirablb-

adaptbtibh frbm the .Russian,- opened
Bt.the Phoienix Thursday X6):; It^as
exceptionally well ;actfetf and

ich opened at

Sept. 2t;; ;;cjibsed

Wasthbnght.un-
likely* thouj^^ w^^^^

•Ofliciai; Secret.'

the New; .theat?:e

herb Saturday (8).

FRANCE SETS ilODY

;;piris,v-.]Qctif.'--4,C'

' Pespite feybrish cabinet ;pctivity^^^ i^

the Ibst ' iew ivePks "cau^d by the
Czechbi^oyakian :

crisis,; vthe French
goveimipeht, has fbund ijme to ciirbate

a new cqihnussibh .whoW duty it Will

bfc: to : coordinate jM plans thus 'far

'eyolved - by Vbrious federal bodies

for soiyittg French picture ihdustry

ills. Commission mUst assbmbif all

material, from'^different ' ministries

and rbpbrt bbfpre Jan: 1, iWDJi

While some' tilbns call for hationalr

izatioh the; industry..tPihakb^^^f^^^

eignei-s iiay^' thtpiiiih setup Siiinilar

to that: atartbd in Itoly, it webcis

dOUbtful\ if it ban be promulgated
in such a way as to ietiaround:tbrms

of the FrahcO'Anberican trade treaty.

i)utiph liist Indued Vixiti ;

:H; ;;' .V^V' ^5rt!|;!iibgub,'-bctr
'

C;''The/'dbpartmeni';-c^^^

faits;::in thb:Dut«Hv^ iii^

tendii; haying seyei^lilinib^pdubed
fbir i>rPpBgbnda purp^
wprld- and Icspiecially fbrj thb .New
York: Wotld^s Fair; Ijiese- ictiires

ITtast^hbi only stlirtulate^|biii«

iiieir biih is: prinfibriliy ^> sprw^
better khbwledj^e 'Of; the i^iantatibns,:

the products t and- the gpvc^mbntf^^
institutibiiji..

,
•., .^'L.'; ''^'.v'

The commercial reprbsentatiyei bf

thb tJ; 5;-;in Diitch Jtadiap neg^
ihg' withV; several Abftericari . /cpnii"^

pianie^ Emd;;pi^Pbabiy^ M
bp appPi^nted tp; produce 12 cbloredi'

dbctmentary pictUres^^^^

Sydney, Opt 11.

Fremier Stevebs has infornied the

ilTpw' $outh; .l!V!btb$ FarUambnt ;that

egisJIatibh designed tb bnfbrbe a<4Uota

isippj.;;: :He;':"btij»ted';that';:-^^ -be

fir^^lMd w^
sitUtibii' bis no
Obphbl(?b.v:Sribkfc^ for

A^erlbaiit: , ^istjrib}!^^^ tbSdefy the

'The'^^i^nitiiNif;^p;ih pre«
yibuii etfbrtb! tb fbstbbli^

bus :qUbt» d^is^tributbi^

bbS5faV*iiS ifih^wi:^ Ibbpli^^
aVit IJndiiifiitopd^^ 6^
agrees

.
^^iiat therb; r^^hbtUd b^^^

sQrt:^f ^upjia;!ell^|w^ce^^
brs here'are awbitih;^ idevelbpmieiita

before. mbiMnig;?®!^

Peirbigh- . de|«ttmeht:-;d^^^^^

filrh;:bpihpbniwrIb^il^ev^^ ' "i

portbd;>:to;;beivbe)HiiBh»::c

law ^n'Neiiir;-^^ is

ihfallible. :; apd : bertati^v ^pi^

„. p?t.,ll;'
.

Representatives of ykiiierican . dis-

tributors and xrfilJ<.S,:5tate ;deiJart-

are >cbhiihUihg hi

Italian :biSiciajs'? r ; ;; ttiev propbs^
p4i^ohal{zbttpn' < 6^^^^^^^

creb-without ray i^ngible. ;reBults .bp*

pbbirihig ;oh iii^ Reptesentbtiohs.

of American sta^^^^ depaitmeiit. bfr

flciais: have been :brt the thepiy that
th* hatibnalijiatibn act; will ' drivb

17; S; pictufe /;cbh»pahies from- the;

Italian Piisticbtwdii^^

vidiiib thb ItaliaiiCpf cburse,;belleye

a ib^/ Ambr|cah:^featurbs;.w^^^ .

comhig ovjsr f^^^

ahd^b:^distribute by^Italia^
Ambrfcah;^^ vcomiirtihies are

#a}ptaini|ig - bflib0s'> h^« aiid idis-

tributinit j;i^e>y act is not efr^

fectiyb;^untit Jfiim;; i next ;3r€aif;:: and
®^ distriWt^; )^^^

Sbpeful tlSi^the teeth of ;preabnt

arste itbtutfe iwill b» rembyed Jy
thb^i^^i'X.:^

'

.

i; i^^dbrstodd ;thBt>: ParampUnt;! ha»
'^pped pending :bupplibs .Rbme
untilfthe >ct. Js settled;;!^*-

the btheiv; Conipiahy and inpsfe bthi^

briv have ; bhbwgh'v^iilSodUc hand
to ibst untilvfehd^;6f thb- ;^ ^v

. - .'f.';"vv.,';,:,,;^:.-J;:^r^^^.v;

'AmericiUt PbiAnpaniesvh

a state, quota law; IhTAUiifi'alla be^

bausb' .bf\ thbri^wcbilbhii^^
teblish^ r ThbyJrb^
statb*:^Wi» ^det^^^^gl^
sihillar'mbbsOrbiiKnid-^th^^^^
tiph^^M»Ug«but"'tbi-;^^
woulii ' ;l)b;:4e(ib6ui-ai^^

quota 'atfituteb^i-if .'anj^: ' i%^(!!ilijBit'r.alia-

Is.'biiforced^^;^:;^/:^^'^^^

KsiyS office directors "may survey?

the Italian distribution: situation at

thb meeting schbduied Ibr iieict Sit-

urday- Iii-^W Ybrk 1j|ui; «ctlp^

prohably Will be .taken until atlihopb
of 'sbftbaing /Italy's 'nationaUzbtlon

act hbs beett abbhdbned^ WilV Hays
might Visit Italy as a taift

though nipst companies helieve ;the

situation wiU right itselfibefpre that

becpines nebessary;

.0 The .HagUe/.0ct;':4.\

Piaiis of Mbtrb to erect -a theatre

db' in : Aijairterdam.;haye been

abahdoned dblUilifbly.
"

London, Oct. 11.

John W. Hicks, Jr.j naimed himself

to succeed/ Jphii Cpcil Grbham as

managihg 4irbcfor Paramount

hereilbst week:, It's a pro tein 'ar-

rangement, nebbssary tinder English-

law when such a reisiwnsibie; offlice

becpmbi opbh. ; lUcks tbok charc^e of

:

company in Erigiattd on Oct. . 7, iin»

mbdiateiy aftbr;:the. Grahahi;^^^

tion became effebtive.; : H^^ in

on' the bbbrd. Votes iand; has sup*^^

vislbh pyet theatre and ptbdubbil;
prbblbiinis.'

.

.

Any . oificlbl /cotinected with the
Fn'glish^corporatidn cpuld have .been

named, but tiiclcs. Par foreign sbleif,

bhief, was .selected sinbe he was in

Lbhdioh on a visiti'. .

"
;

"". - ^^
*^i*aramPuht will' extend its ;f«£lvr,

itibs in the .th^atri^ field ih Eiiglaijid'

by obtainingvadditionai hdiliseB here,

jrticks statbd iw^« vpJfesii kiterview.

N4 other -details wPre"" given. Hicks

said that therp was a probability

that American picture cpmpahies

Would Withdiraw from Italy bebausb

of Mussolini's' antagonism;

plained this is not :definite. Refer

enc^ to Mussolini's antagonism ipph-

cerni the natibnahBtic distributiPn

act, in

John W. Hicks^ Jr.; still rbittaiiisNeix-

ecUtive li^ad bf PataniouhV^
sales dppartmentv he^/ Job of mkrir

aging direbtoip fbr Paif ?ih jSiiglbnc

simply .belrig' ahVe^
tairy deity. He yrill . rfembi^^^^^

ipbsition until? a p«rmaheht hibnag'

ing> direptpr Is appbihted tb succb^
Johh C. ^Gtaham;; whb resigned^
"^Hieks is ew*bted bbqk: Ift;;^"

York :by Ghrjistihasi Bbcbvuib loi

sire-^:n5bhbentrete7^ijr^%h
liiiaricet he ihay; do' the;;

'

of ;hls 'buiiiihess iil. If^urbpb
tendon bliibe^'not ylsiting .*^^

countries bs lib e^t-lleir h^id plisihiiedi:

They, ohiy;feBr' that the ,ne'i^

: jb/'miuich^ thah ;;thb;pre-

BUYSU.&
NARTAiEZBACST05.il

Dr. Obniihgb Natvabi^^^^^
.

edub&tiob; ;:.bi.^hezublb'^:|khd%' 'fihn

pr<kiiipbi^.:;'#ali»^^

Ybrki>^»b^»«ais;b^e4d^^
wbf>^iuhekpj^dly'^'ca^^

home 6n~ gpveriiimbnf?buito
buying

.$«8i(W 'wbr;ttiv;of ; film v;equip-

menti ,

'•

^aryBezi;;^;ip»M

vbhezii^i-svvwai^ .

piny •Vbifacbiijhbb? bt^lh
CaKwait-^dibttl^^
bwWed-by?^^

Prpduber'#: outfit-hab ihreadji:"

bzuela;iv;;Rpbdueed-^'afterv!^^

:tfeSv\lairt^^ybiM^^^i*i

hatch'^.bf^*i#iujw

partly bankrolled 'by r the ifliyern-

iineht^;:?oh'i;;^wlfe,;e«^^

Fihn wiU npt he vshbwh aoUtside

Venezuela. , Nbw; |tutt;;w»l: - outfit

btudlbs'imdyiibs^^fei^-;:-^:^^^^ .

diat*lbutbii^iai^^
y»rt«rday-'HTiibl^ ' ^-W-day
VlSiti^ Plbhb^^ftriR^

^hhb."prbjbbtlim b^ th^trb fquiP*
ment. ^^^:^^^^•vsr;i:;•r^^;;;=.^:^'^y'

iibhdbili; :Octi II.

lawbhhii;^^^ ^pbMbdium
showl^ hdrb; 29i iGeb<rge?:Black

rbtirbdj'/toiv.'§ >;; nuriiihg/iw^
ininbr dpbiratibft^atid

.her^H»r|y-tbilter.<w^.l^^
week, Pait will hui^^^^aJj^ii^^
iadliiitt'v-^Clfiflq^

Ftfiiier!a iuddeit dbpiiibii' tb^^t^^^

WbbK^'wattylbi^
ma^riaV'jfbr^iteitt^'yeari:;; ../;;;'^^'i>;;-^

:Blaofe'WilIbb;i(ccPm^
Abudd, ; Lpndoh ii>iSpducetV;:^hp has
the / Britibh rights to i TRoisb; Mbi^
whlbh;he woidd produce 1h;:|i^hdbh.

He'b looking foir a priihjfcdbriha^bnd

is talking, of Jeahette. MaeI)bii|a]id as

a'ppsilblUtTf^v.:.

iihg t}ahiiiK, ffctrit^i'^sa;'^^
who hbir bepQ^twdfit^bbhtracf'
CbhturyrPPx, i^Wltp
pol<yi|^^yift|^•^h^^^ to-

IIbllywp6d;ih^h(^;^cihths^^to
^oik oh ihei; 'first

arrived herb iPh-jthb Piifliti^^^

is;:gbingy to; in^ke;
;

''^^hit^
'1Xft:'^^Mu^:^!^, -flrbt '|tthlsh'i!t>letiff

wbirl'iiniiucce
.bpihpany', '• -hbiibb;' '-her,- -w0y#<>bdv:,

|lisb.Mi«#^^s:''bk^^
ehgagbn)^;;^cide<|rti^

1Ier3hPlt,m t)bnIsh-Ahibricatt' ba^^^^
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The Mfwi? MiflliMflW^

RKO release of;P. J, IVolfepn' production,

fltara Parbara StanwycH aixl Henry Fdnda<.

Directed by Xelgh Jsaon.y Soreenplay. by
Philip O, EMtem, trdm.v/tQi'^r ' by W.Uaoh

ColilBon. Phofoaniphy, N^hWa* Muauracij

Id tor. George Hlvely: aftt; dlrectdh ?Sd-

ward Donahue, Previewed at Pafltages,

Hollywood, Oct. 5, '88. ItunnJnj time, ,78

mins.

Melaa Manton.,.. .'Barbara Stanwyck-
p^ter Araea. Henry FoiidA.

tjieut. Brent i'>"- ' . .Sani Levene
Helen Frayne , . Frances Mercer
Edwaicd Korrla Stanley Hldses
pat James..' .Whitney Bourne
Kit Beverly Vlckl ^eter
jjoe WIlBon..* Ann Everii

Pora Fenton, erlnci O'QuInn
Myra Frost'. '

• • • • LltidB '
Terry

Jnne. » Eleanor Hansen
Hilda Hattle. McOanlela
Sullivan/. .•>'..... James Burke
Bat Regan.; ^...Paul Oulltoyre

Frances Olesk. ^ Penny Singleton

Sheila tanff.vv. . ; ..... . rj .Lieona-' Mfirlcle.

Gloria Hainllton..... .Ka/ Sutton
Sir. Thomas. ....Miles Mander
Subway Watchman.;..... John Qtialen.

O. A.'s Secretary..'. Grady Sutton

Ur. X '

• Olln Howland

Decidedly amusing and wacky
whodunit, yfii)^ interweave of screw-
ball romance' and mystery, 'The Mad
Miss Mah:««h' will hbld its own with-
oat support ' It 'carries substantial
boxoflice •. merit. Picture .t>ackS

plenty of laugh situations and line^«

with enfOUgti drainiatic foundation to

nicely rihotivate" thfe story action.

Yarn'cl'eyetops at a zippy pace which
easily' covers,'several . story deficien-

cies and bumpy.iiipts that appitron^
resulted In' editing process.

; ; .. r

Barbara Stanwyck brilliantly

acts the title role of the ihadcap
jheiress. disj^laying versatility of :'top

ratings Henry 'Fohda is exceUent ;m
the newsfis^ev ^editor in-, love. .with,

the deb ^biitj ,whiett a scoop lopin$i

tosses aside ' romtiitie^ciAclinations;

Sam> levene complet£s^|ti0:i^iQ^ Ithat

:

carries most of the;;fbotage witlk ef-

fective pierformances. • rliievene com-,

mands - attention, as ; the^ police lifiii-

tenant who continu^Oly tani^es with
the girl and her v. murder clues,

Lengthy Supporting clutv^^^ nicely,

balanced, with Ja'meis Biirke, Hatti0/

McDaniels and Stjsinley Ridgj^s stand-
ing out prominentljr* Ridges dpeis ^a

particularly diflficiilt ssflUeniie: i^t the:

close when uneciveiSeid by Miss; Stan-,

wyck'M the murderM".
'

Story is presented without attempt
to explain credulity of its premise or
situatidns: Rather, there is a
feeling of believe-it-or-not-but-let's-,
bave-fun, and oft it goes.

Miss Stanwyck heads a group of
wealthy debs whose escapades . be-
come l>roblems to the police and
headlines for the papersr .But when
the girl discovers a body that mys-
teriously disappeairs biefore the cpps
arrivei and she 1$ given ai birushoif;

detiitjtnination laimches her . as , ah
amateur detective and carrilis

throiigh series of fast-tempo se-
queh'ced until murderer is uncove<*ed
and she falls into the waitintfatms of
reporter Fonda, who cracks, 'We'll

^e .A' hoineymoon te Europe—with
your Inoney.'
Leigh Jason handled the dlrectiPiji

for maximum speed and animationil
Fine judgitient was u^ed In cat^Ihjg
a lightness and frivolousness thi^ujsh;,

out the - romahtic paspges betlveen
Miss^Stanwyck -aiid Fonda. Philip
EpaitewftvGiciriptK Ihlects many . surprise
ing tv^eits, iind nicely spaced iseveral

weljtd^H:^iriuiiatic, episodes that laid
groundw<>flc<;^r utmost reaction on
coihedyr-lsie^uehce^ that Immediately
followed.

SecFjisU of an Actress
Warner Bt-os. release of David tiewls

produotion. Stars Kay Francis .an4-6ebrge
Brent: featttrea Ian Hunter, Gloria Dick-
son, Isabel - Jeans. Directed by"' William
Kelghleyi Stoly and atdaptation, Mlltbn
Krims, Rowland Leigh and Julius J-. Ep«
stein; editor, Owen IMarks; photography;
Bid Hickox. At Strand, N, T.. week Oct.
T, '38; Running time. 70 mIns
Fay Carter Kay Francis
Dick Orr. Georgii Brent
Petei-.Snowden Ian Huhter
Carta Ottr;.-.
Marian Plantagenet
Mias tteld.
Miss Blackstone....
Thompsoit...;.
Hari-ljwH
Spencer{!

CarsUjlj*.;

••••••••
.1 •

*••*««•«••«••«•

... lorla Dickson
Isabel Jeans

..Penny Singleton
, ...'.Dennie J/Loai^
..Selmer Jncksoh
erbert RawUhsoh
....Emmet Vogan.
• James B. Carson

'Se;eret$ of An Actress' involves no
seci'et' othei;(.rthan why it was made,
It's aii|<tther^ ,Kay - Francis Clothes-
horse. :'t:61e put, except for suiting
Miss, Frauds "aS' i sartorial model it

goes' wild"'. XThfortunately for Miss
Franpls;f#hQ deserved better tailor
Ing iti^stPrie^; and for Warner Bros.
•Seteieti' )^ill.hbt wear w6n.

StSjip 4 has glamour, can wear
«otbesV is a strong romantic char-
actei^ and: ihay be able to live up to
most i^equirenieiits except an
acrobatic dance on the toes, but it's

no us0^ hifchlni' race horses to milk
wagons.
As temains .undisputed in view of

the titl0, Mi^ Francis plays an ac-
tress: ShP has ia legit piece in which
she'^ bjicked by an architect who
falls ^n^lovfe With her at about this

san\e. hPHi' by' Longine's ^^^^
that h^/ijtrchltect partner also takes
the cpunt. The complications, fPr
plot purposes, involve the last-men-
tioned Lothario, with a wife who
stubbornly .refuses to give him a
divorce to deatf the way for action
Jintil the last miiiute of play. It's a
touchdown when Miss Francis rusheis
to stop Brent froi i sailing for Nor-
way and soihe fiords on which to
cool his troubled brpw.
William Keighley has directed

jyith as mu^h skill as could be
brought to a banal story, getting

good perforinances at the same time
frpnt the stars; Ian Hunter; Gloria
DiCksph, Isabfel Jeahs and others of
lesser, iipte; Hunter charmingly steps
aside .when he learhs his architect-
Sartner is aliSQ, hot for^Miss Fr^ncis.^

;

irent at all times does a v^ry credit-
able job; everything considering. To
the .part of the ; selfish wife standing^
In the. way' of romantic .progi:ess Uliss
Bibkson imiiarts alt .of, ihe spleen
called:for by the script while, as ,the
actress-bitddy' Df Miss |'rancis, ;th(^

clever' Miss Jeahs; stands , but' Penny
SihglieitQn has a Very minor .pkrt and
no singirig, which is her forte; Chan'

FIVE OF A KIND
; . Hollywpod; Oct/!8.

20th-Fdx' release of Sol Mi ' Wurtzel' pjr)>-

duotloni.'. .S.tara thAi'DIorindLQIntuplets;' fea-
tures

.
lean Hersholt; Claire. Trevor, ' Ces^r

Romero.' 'Directed; by;- 'Herbert 'L-^eeds..
Original, ticreenplay' by- Lou > Breqlow ' and,
John .. .Patrick; , pambiia, / Daniel B, .. Clark :

:

film Editor; Fredi AlIeni musfcal' direction,',
Samtiel Kayllh; : Previewed at -Alexander.
Olendale, Oct. 7, '8S. Running 'time, 83
mtnp. ,
Dr. John^ I«Uke . , . . i ; . :;; .'. . Jeaio.. Hersholt
Chrtstihe .Ifelsoh ; .

.

i , i ; . .s, Clialre .Trjevor
Dtike 'Iieste'r. i ,. .;-; ,", . ,' .Cesar Romero
Jim Ogden. • • • • < >•.., .'v , .Sliiri'Sumniervllle
Dr. Scott .Williams. . . ; ; . . .Henry WHcoxph.
Llbby ' Long:".. .... ^;; . . * ; . ; Inez jCoiifthey

•

Asa; Wyatt, ; . .v. .;.;.'/. iJohn'iQualen
Mrs. Wsiidrohkk J';; .'.Jnh6', Dnrweir
Eleanor Kiiigsley. . ;;; .... .. ..Pauline' Moore
Dickie ..... . . .... ; , . . .;John ^ Rusgelf:
Dr.. Bruno ; . . ;. . .

.

'.
.'.-. ;:'. ;.Andrew Tombes

Sir Basil Crawford,.;. ..\;>David Totirence
Nurse Corday . ..... .

,'. . . , .'. ... Marloh ByrbA
Andrew Gordon. . . ; .'. i Hamilton. MacFadden
Rev. Matthew Brand.... ^ Spencer Charters
;Edltor Crane . , * . . ; , . . , , < Cba^les^ D, Browiii

As third* Pf the litibntie ' <Quiiit fea^
tures, 'Five of a Kind' wUl find dif-
ficulty in generating much audience
.enthusiasm except 'in spots' whete
women patronage predomiiiates^ Pic-
ture has been strung tpgether on a
hoHey and slaipsticky framework that
has. many ' dull, moments .' and , situa-
tions.
Quints appear seven }imes,T and

on for' total: of around 18 minutes;-
Youngsters are at the 6ute age-^that
is gi^dnted-rr-but r(epetition,bf their apr
pearances in the picture to do nbthr

inore than the same ;cute triicks

that :aU; fbur^jrectfrblds peilorin for
doting : parents and friends getis

mohbtpnous. . Without training to
perform, in unisbiw-'for ipresentation
Pf!; either.; sohgs or, diahces,\ Quints
cbnsuiAeentirely too mtich fPotagip,

ExtemporanePus-^'antics of , the
ybimgsters are; .paraded to extreme..
Most interesting is early secjuence of
the Quints being.presehted with five
puppiesv . At ihe ; finish/, Quints sing
a!rsbng and attempt a minuet, while
laugh is sequired when the; five dis-
mantle a radio ihike affcrvb]^oad(iast>^^
ihg;V'; .:r^..: v.. ..:.

^ '^•'v^-f
Biackgrbund stpfy is not ai particu-.

fOPd showcast! for the Qiiints:
s lightly strung tPgether and

ftill of bbvibus situations that fail tP
sustain interest. Directibh dbes not
help things, seversa, gas(s bf
$tbne cbp ^ra being injected to top>

bff the uninteresting sequences.
; ;Glpire rTireVbr and Cesar Rbnierb
struggle 'through the picture with
implausible sitiiatibns.. As cbmpet
ing repbrters ^and .radiP newA broad<
casters; pait starf ei^ossing eabh pther
on. stbries: ' Girl devises remPte:
broadcast witH; the Quints from the
Canadiiih town, and later lines up
spbnsbr. for regiUar program bf the
ybiingsters; When Rbroerb lupsets
deal fbr Quints tb broadcast iii New
Yprk for chari^, he hias change, of
heaitVnhd arranges for televisipn..ap-
pearahce' of the ybungstbrs at : the
benefit;-: vr-'^-r^: •

'

Switches In tempo during the tin-

fblding are hiunerous;^ The ; Quints
are on ; with Vtheir own material
which looks, ihbstly^ extemporaneous.
;Jean ;.Hersholt as ' the Ibvable and
^ndly 014 doctPr carries through his
charactbrki&tions of the piart; froiri

.the>two earlier pictures. Slim Sum
merville And JPhn Qualen also coh'^

tinue roles as established preyiPusly;
Sumtoierville is the ,tP^n^ constable;
With Qualen gfettih'^ several laughs
in/brief appearances as the -slender
lather of thie miracle ; girls; '{'Inez

Courtney; pal Pf Miss TreVbf, gives
her i>rbficient dumb 'characterizatibn.
Henry. Wilcbxon" and 1 Andrew
Tombes are best bf balance of sUp
PPrtii,.'--- ,

Picture has been given fine pro-
diictlPn mounting. PhbtogTiaphy is

effectlve^-par^tieularly seqiieiibes shot
of thle'Quin'tuplets ,at Csaiahd^^^^

^ki LADY PBLIE^
(WITH spifG^y;

^

-

Columbia .Pictures release of, William
Perlberg Prodtlctlon. Feature's 01orla Stuart'
and Lanny R698. Directed,by Erie C^ Ken-
ton. Screenplay, Gladys . Lehman; and
Charles Keriyoh; camiera, - Allen O. Slcsrler;

editor. Ar Clark; sooga. Osicar Hammerstelh
2d, Milton Dral<e and Ben Oakland. At
Strand, BrboklynV week Oct. 7, 'SS. Run-
rilng timcOO mInS,

- - ?
William Hayw4rd
Ann' Adam's;....'..
June Lane. . '. . . . .

.

George Maftln. .;,

Mr. Harper.......
Kqn' Harper ;

Charles Clarke...
Baker......
Mrs. Harper
Miriam Harper...
Miss HolUhs
Langham,... .....

, . ..... .. .Lanny. Ross
.. .... .^Gloria Stu$rt

,

.', . . , 4 ;'.
; Joan ' Marsh
Itoy Behsoii

. , . ; . . Pierre Wnlkln

.; . ..^KobCrt Pftlsre

Arthur Loft
... .Stanley. Aij.drowa
i.,;.Jan Buckingham
. . . ..Besfl'-'PIowcra

. i . ; . . . . . . Ann' Dornh
; . . .A'easy O" Davoren

'Lady Objects! holds a fair cast,

but its stereo story is a challenge to

the film's succiess. • Gloria Stuart,

along with\.Lanny Ross,? tries tin-

availingly tPilift it above mediocrity,

It all deals ith a :1ial£back Who
weds his college sweetheart and the

repercussions wheh' :he continues to

be a plugging architect and sh6 rides

to prominence ias a icrimihal lawyer
There's the separation, his en

. /l*e
,
;B|ad Manton'

" (RICO ), Ekcellent cbntedy, Whb''

:

dUnit Reared fprv healthy
grosses. ;

^Secrets of an Actress' (WB );

.

Another that wiil hpt aid Kay
Frarids' stock; at the b;b. .

•
-rfFIve'-of

.,
;4'''-Klnd'..;-.<20th);--

Di .Qufiiitiiplets idiSplayed,,.
'. oh 'ppbip stbriy^ framework, . iAp-'

.

peal limited. ' f ?

JThe Lad^ ObJectiT XCpl).;

Dualer ; that's wealceMla^^^ by the

old stpi^ of wilfe mbre siiiiccess^

;ful -Uhdn •/husbarid.^'''^-;';^':-

, fTerchy Gets Her^l^n' (WBX
Ayerage; for Tprchy Blane

'
. series, iwitli GJenda FarreU and*
Barton >Ma^cLahe ; baPk, Dualer.

roown on. i*e Fi^
tiatbst pf " Jbnei VFajtiily series

. maintains standard' Pf past, re-

. leases.. Good prbgramrner,
}'^;}- •.•Dp^ ;ln-';Arkiihsaw^:, '(Rep).' .

Minor hillbi Aeiiiry . stkririnj

;

Weayer Brbs/and Elvir^^^ '
;

'>-;Weef-;v. ' ',:;Majwr^VtT^^
Franjc Fa^.play:teg F

' meiler ;fbr. sejeondain^: duale^S'

. . rioUywbPd, ,Oct, 7.

,
20tK-Pox relcnae; of John Stone prbduc-

tlon, Foaturea Jed Prouty. .."Spring Byingr
ton; Louise Fazenda. Directed' by Mai St,
Clair.' ''Based on- Jones v Family, characters :

created by Katharine , Kav'anaugh', i^om
original st.orlea by Homer Croy, Frank
.Fehtbn and Lynn Root; screenplay^ Robert
Bills and Heieh Logan; -editor, Harry .Rey-
nolds; photogrpahy, Bdward. Snyder. Pre-
viewed ViUptowh; ~L, 'A„ Oct. 0, '88. Run-,
nlng tl ,';(ll): mihs,
John JqneQ.;;..../,............^.;Jcd Prbuty;
Mrs; John 'Jphes.f , . . ; y ; ; ^ . Spring. ByIngtbh
Aunt Id's. . .-V.;;-. , .v;^;'.';L'ou|Be..Fa'zenda'
Herbert.- ^h'bmpso'hi . . Riiseell Gleasoii \

Jack Jonea, . , i. . . , . ..'*; , . , . . . ; . .Keil Hon^cU
Rog^r Jones. , .> . ... . , , . . ; .Gebrg^ Ernest
^Liicy JoheBi.'.i..'...>;.^;.;i...June Carlson
Oraiihy Jones. . . ... . . ; v. .Florence Roberts

.

Bobby J.one^,v . . . .... . iBlJIy Matiqii
Cyrus SEathitaoh.. . . . . .. ...jCddle ColUor"
I'essle 'Mqbdy ; . . i . . ^v^Dorrls Bbwdbh
EthtoaMbody... ....'......;;';. Roberta^Smlth'
Tbrbmi^ McGulre. . . ; . ;. .y.MsfrvIn Stephens

:

Hef(erk'a[mp.'. . . ... . .; . . . William Haade:
Marvin.:,; ... .> . ... .-; t-^ . ;« .John: % Murray

.

Coleman. ...... . . . . ,'.,WllIlattt ^ Itrvlhg

trance . .into' night . cliib .
singing- to:

earn mijire "money*:; : death through
strangulatibh bf a nitery .warblej,

subsequeht trial P!^ Ross as: the' girl's

murderbi:. and -his. wife's tearful plea

to a : jury, . whith acquits: him;
Joaii' Marsh is' the other girl in thb

;

case :.8ihd she. sets . the pace, fbr .the

suppprting cast, which /contributes
as well:: as may -be exP«.cted. :

'

Roi5s' singing velevates the • song
context ,

cbnsiderably> ; *A Mirt^^^ I^

Over: the. Moon' is; ithe only one to

shpw pbssibiliti
'

':\:;' H(HlywOQdi -Oct ^'
.:,

Wft^iier. Brojj. .relense of Brj'an/.Foy, I>rb-

diictloh. ,. Stars Glenda Farrell and: vBOTton;
MacLane. Directed by^.Wllllam Beiaudlne;.

Original' . acre^rtplair: , by!' ;;Albairt: JJeSfohd.^
based '^ on chatac.ter; -created >Uy. .:Pired*r|ck

Nebel.' :Camerar Arthur Todd - aijd .Warrm
Lyhrb; dialog director,-: John.r-Langani_edl..
tor, Harold McLernon. ,

- Previewed at "Warr'
ners Hollywpod, Oct. B. .'38; .: Running ttmef,

c2- iiiutes. ...
'::.'':•

Torchy Blane....»....'..';l;..:. lendai Farreli
Steve McBrlde;. ..'.•..;.;.. .Ba'rtoti MncLane
Gahagan; ; ;. ;:. i .';*.;. k i iTolm Kenhey

• •••-•-»•«•'•»•«

I • •'« • e » *.* s

SlOO. Bailey.;;..
Desk -j^ergeant. •

BUg8<.4.
Gloomy.
Profeasor. <

GOnzitle's.

.

Stohehnin.
Schmidt.;.
Capt; -

MaXie., .

,

J)rennnn....<.
Wllklns.......
Moll.;........
Mrs, ^^chmidt.
O'Brien

t • a • • «

• • • ••«-••• *

'lllard. Robertson
, w . ; ;-;Gebrge.' Giihl.,

. ;;Jbhh',RldgeIy:
.';Tomniy Ja'cksoii'
'. ; . Pi-ank vRelChSr:
.Fdward RaQuello.
.. ... ..;Fd Kesine

Nat ^Corr
..;l<'rank.Shanncin
. .Joe Cunhlnghaiii'
erbert Rdiwllnsoi\

John -Harroil
,;.;.L6ia Cheaney

Greta Meyer
.......CllttSaum

.

' ::-Ml
With Glenda Farreli aind fiioibiri

MacLan^ back as the' top characters:
in the Torchy series after; bbin^ oiit

fPr one picture, .Wamerjs^<contihiie$

the gi'bup with. a. mildly, entertaiiii'ng

prpgramme'r that, fits acceptably into
the B grPPVe for which it Wa^'ih«
tended, .Script takeis wide latitude
with dri^atic license, but fast pace
m'aintaihed ^by ; director William
Beaiidine leaives little) time for- audi-
ence second-guessing pn the imjilaus-'
ible situations that cpnstahtly

:
.crop'

upi Main piirpPse pf the serieis, is to
preseht Torbhy romping through afn

admixture 'bf cioinedy^and drama tb
Anally uhcov'er a big: jstbry and the;

ciilprlts concerned. ' '
. . ; ;

This time Torchy getis tangled In
mesh of a slick counterfeiting: gang
that mbvbs into town and- dupes the'^

police.to unload queermoney thrpugh
the paypifl windows: of the racbtraek^
Willard. RobertsPn, leaider bf the out-
fit, poses asi a secret iserviPb bp^erative,

hPt oh . trail, of the: cPuhterfeiters to
cross, up. MacLane and the cops,, get-
ting latter 'ketep newspapers 'bfl

while he. suppbsedly trails :the gartg:
Torchy, - .digs'; in and uncovers

enongh.4p.get a story, which the:pa
per refuses to print. With the aid
of ,dumb bop Tom,Kennedy, she ttins
through series of adventures tP Wind
up ais captiv^ in hidieout Pf the 'gang
where Robertson's identity is >dis-
closedv Rescue is efl^ected by policje

dog .that ;~brings - MacLane : ahd his
squad'^abbpming fbr final capture.
" Racetriack .^ background cWas pro
vided by Hollywood Park, In.^leWood.
in whch Warners hold a substantial
interest. : NUinber of crowd .shots

were used to ;cUt -into the draimatic
action, and tp givb proper rtiicing

flavor "to the sequences.' ,

',-

Glenda .Ferrell nicely qualifies as
Torchy; ,giviiiig the charactiBr ,. a
bteezy,. quickrWitt6d:^6rsbnality thai
does much tb maintain interest,- de-
spite the story, handicaps. TPih KenA
nedy continues to provide cbrti^idy

with his super-dumb cbp portrayal,
which at fjireseht. is sketched entirely
too broad; 'JMacLane fits intb sp%t of
the police lieutenant okay. George
Guhl and. Job Cunningham continue
froth previous pictures in the series,

Rbbertsbn tries 1p make his role of
counterfeiter ganlg leader aS'coiivinc

ing as script Will aliPW.
PictoreMvas. ihade -on moderate

budget, and shows it.: From results

script looks; like it wc^isr tossed togeth-
er fast.and with main idea being to
get a background for a Torchy fea-
ture. DirectiPh lift^ values some
what with breezy pace.

Latent Pf the JPnes Fiaihily
,
series,

takbs^ Jeil Prbu^:'ahd his menage.
dbVirn^; on!.a farm for a vdicatipn, buti
hiPre, iinpbrtant; to prbVide': ari'-m^^tr:

esting backgrpuhd ..an4 situatibns ; to

'

Irbuhd but- an hour's.gPod: $cr(eenveh-'

tertainment.' Tuned'" to moderate
b.u4i£bt> ' fbature is aimed vfor the.

duals; ^ and :'Dbwh bn, . t^^
etherge;^ als tbl), B qialibre tbtit will
satisfy ^nbrally^'...'?'iv "V''':^v.''^

^
, Excuse: for. thfe^ Jbhes; hop Is pro-?

vided 'when the town fire)tl^partment
turns things^at;tbi^lK)use top^y«turvy
a^rid Washes everything but.;

,
Prouty

biindles 'the gang :ihtp;.ihis c.eirv fpt ^^a

trip to farih bf Loui^: Fazehd^ aiiid

latter's hick husband; Eddie; Cbllinif
Rural : setting allbws for insertion -pf

several humbrous - sequences,' and
final ^wlndup vwhenvFrouiyi.'is f^^^^

to appj^aii in :the ;CPrn<-huskihg cham-
l>ionsnip.;.^:^;:;^."^.;;Oj^;j;-.> .'!::;:vro-

•^:.^'

: . InclUsion-'bf.:Colm^
zehda

'

' as the fanning:: cbttple pro-
yidest bppbrtuhity fPr brbiaid gsbgs and
^lapsticKt which has been wpirked ib
tlfe limit by thb writerii^ and director
Mai St. Clair. Lattei^; i vet ot the.
twb-reel : cbftiedy schbbi; takbs . full
adv^ihtagfr ofcT sequences:. Whei^e henV
pecked Collins manipulates his jug of
corn: liqvior; ihilking the - laughs out
bf . Miss Fazehda'i ::husband-callin£r
rbar^.~ '-

.*

;: ;Of
' other iieS^ jadditiOiis Iter thi^:

/particular : picture;* Rbbefta ,' Smith
puts over -her tomboy, characteriza^:
tibrt in excellent stylev: ; Girniefcklihg
George': Erhest IS also -felling; ^ "^U of
the bther ,faihiliai^faces '<^f prffviPus
•JPnes^. Faniily: f^dtiiiresv aire.npiresent;

with .rexcefttionP ;bf ;\ Shirley; DeartfeJ-

Russelt Gleajs^bn^lsVohly^^in a fe
qtiencbsr-atrW and fli
^issing^lvhen ;:the.

the-:%rin.-'''w/>.'k-'-!'-: .

;-''.:':^^:'--:->'

• Spirit Pf ;Maitt Street htiniPr hals
been nicely retained in . latest : bffbif- •

ing of the^'JohfiS; adventureii;: CoinbP,
blL; writers

.
ahdvrdirebtbif'^hias; |noide.d

anlttsinf! situation^ intb t'satisfbctpry
bfffering. Prbuty; Collins; and' Miss
;;Pazenda capably, cofry rrtost ^ot the
action^ tuiid situations^ >;Directlbri vfs

.. I^epublie release .62 ArmAi)d.-Sciiii'e^^^
ducttpn;:. Stars :Weaveir Bros.' :jBnd .-Clvliy:;
fec^tUres June Storey, plhkjr TorallHi- Bertoii
Qbiircblll,. ,aulnii WU<lamw;j

; .Directed, ^by
.Ninir Grinde. Spreenpjay,:'; 'XtorriH' b^A

Universal .release ot; Armand Denis, pro*
ductlpniv ° Ffimed. on DeniB<.R6(;iaev<>lt ex-a
pedlttbtf, io Belgian Copgo; Directed bjr,

Armand. Derils;. Camera, Leroy Phelps. At
Globe, K.- T^; st. 8. '38. Running tlme»
81. mins.

Filmed result , of a Congo expedi*
tion

: that ' hoyrhere apprpaches : the
siiggestiph ' the -. title cPnveys, ; Als<»
haS: little : of ' the*' three of .Denis*
former entries,: being, _ nearer a
straight! zoblogical^ atid , .ethnblogical

of i the ultra black belt; b^^^^^^^^

Africa. ^Rapture' is informative
rattier than ,, entertaining, and. as
jsiichV willvundbubtediy find a hai^d
time^getUhg /any of the word-of-
liliPuth i:bf -v'^lldi JQargo;' ^.^Gboha
Goohar' ' etc,

,

'; Labeling suggests a pic
of the -'PfliVibrMidi 1 However, it's

.widb bpehv j^or.. exploitation, so who
>;an ;teli?:>. Iii fPtai -rates ; as an edu>
catiPnial for: thosb: -who care. As a
thrlUej^J^s^'rib^Wllbr;- ::::^ v.-

,'Raptur0' SfeeittS' ; to' ":pffsr inore
really gbbd^-photps^^^
studies: of BCtivevVplcanoedi. i^^^

rangbis and Jiihglb life than' its prb"
dbcessbr^ii; - It falls::shprt' in the ara<^

matie race-wititi death thrills, ; db.viV-
ou^ diii-iectpriai tPirches in hinnbr and
sUspeniie 'are ; thb^^^^^^^^^^ hot fre^
quehtly enouigh 'in <the-j^atchihg to*
irether of African cihematic&^^^

'
- StartlnjBt ' v^with : jj^eihbarkatlbh oh

journey ;frohi Belgium, trail leada
thrbiigh : MorbQcp and the deserts
very> quickly. Little time is glyeii
to .:aniinallife! study« cameraman just
glanbing. over, ispf^cies: seen en rout^:
tb:.'their- destinations. :-;

^ElephsmtV captureiif ''and trainiiig

:

stand put Vas^^vneai'e^^^

side, vBag:gihg itself Ibbks compara-
tively simple .until the brbncb-bust-
itig pf foehemPths- takei^place. Nar^,
row ' (ejfcape$, from':^swlnging^. irtinks^^^

and pbiisible^rushUigimal^.f
thrUlis;: v d&^lPSbups- : otAVplcm^
eruptiPns and the ?high / altitude
^^VingingVoi

.
tfygpinie^ .! ^vyine, iijr

building of^spansfpi:':rivcI^,i»bssi
Runts suspend ivat^i^StO^itM^tt^e
and span;, the' Mreaih;:ii)^:^^^k^

sail, once released trbih^taut ahchbr.
Most; of the: footage is - cbhdhed ta
the tiny, races, iii extrehicl^ contrast
to- the:- giants ojt th^:Valley cbUntiyj
sbme' ,01 whbm ;talL

Latter pfler nothing esEci^tibg bt^^^

of .: their i^^ y;rhy;th^ic dancing^
totaUy 'djUferent frbij* 1 that .of iungle_
natives' &hdi/j$uggbsiu^^
backgi^Puiid,vpb^iblyz:from^^
-:: StPi^:- gbts ii a vllttfcf disgusti^^

•

,jbne.:|)oi^ph;^;l#hbte^ex

tall(?nvrj*lbl^hiUi^t^^^
eat^v^Jlide iii '^piWiJ^ afterilayipff/

fbr:'severdl:':d^y^^^^^

are 'Visibly fiymgtarpi^^^ the
fest.^ A?^;i>tiby^> wtl^tHrbUgh t^^
Unal :inehi1^rahe;,:^hich^,'i^
.th'e"abci^ittUla((^''AaMs/^tcij

:jated ;w^t<k;;tti^^da*ji!ef^
fadeoUt>%6Icbhi»|y5%dsi^^v

- Narratibh ' is'nbnb tbb ; gobd, . and a
lotv^ 01'^ fobtigb ^:sbbniis-- ;:^v,a'^^^^

stress ' bl: JiPmedy '--toiiches'i^^^^^^

tnust:<b(K:nttPi!«:^tt;i;6e3^ V^tritbryi';
;^o-^laiiger>5:a6i><thi^.s^C -la^

.finaUy .tfeibf^^-*
'"''^'^ '

.'Mts^'gn
Js^the prder, -hut p^e^-^^^^
to hPld oh- to his; to bPic the rest In
mght;iwhae :'th^vfiaihes^ lick :iit liis

heels; - .:'^GW^-'<he ;^;flliit:';wi|s •' SBved;-'

Maybe:, jBome.' ,tnus:eumS ' ;,willj cara

irtedl'IMheh'tii^'dry-::^
lablaie:: Abandpn> cainiera

Nick. „ _
Stuaint .Mc'dowah : ; edrtbr,'^:WMIIani;-Morgan
camera, -Ekiiest ,Miller, 'Revlii^iived 'In- Pro-;
Jectloh .Room; Ti.^ct.', &, '88/ ::|tuifninr-
tlmer'e5< mihs. '

:
.'!.-. "J-i>.v

Abneri.. . . . . . -r^^ ............. .Leon .'wia.'iae:
Blvlry ...... w •'•.;....;.......,...'.'.».. . ^ Blvlry,
Cicero. , .'>:.. .FrankiWettver.
Johh-^ ..... ...i.; ;;'..'. ....;. ..'. ; ^;;R.alph'j^Sycd
Mary.,. ...... ;Jijn'e '.'Storey
Pinky. .. . . . . ..... ....... 7. .Pinky ToMIri
Judge.. ;.. . ;

.- .. . ; . . . .Beribri ;Churc1)liri
Juble ... ;

.-.
'. . -. .... .Qulhri -rWlHiaiiia

Marks> . . . ....,..;.,. ; . . . . . ., .Walter, Miller
Glsle.> ....... ^. .;...;...,. . ,Oeirthidj» Green

.
BdWfltrds. ... .... . ;;.SeU|iei'v Jabkson

- TUrnet. ..
.'. . . . . . , ;. . i .';.;;;.«Arthur :Loft

Iiewls'.. .-..v.'. .;;;'.'.» .Ivdit':; >Mllier
Gi^ve^.^;.. t-. .... ; .>;«y,T6nn; 'Slliioh,

Wllklns.'.

,

it\ ; . .... . . .... ;.',|Cajrl Hftckett^

•Down
. ih Arkatisaw* : Is ilfeather-.:

tyeight film fa^e^ an added'-s^^^
for the less Darticular;-dualers;': It's

ah iniplaiiisible :hill^illy sto^ry/given
less credence by minbi; !!^rodtictibn
and nbne^tobrfbne- dirbctibri. -

:

Weaver Bros, and Elviry, 4 faVbrite
act in vaudeville, fpr many years; .:get

the;itiirrihg libsition in this Repub-
lic bpufi, but arbh!t half as fuiiny ,ort

the screen as they are 'bn 'the stager
The difference, hiiturallyVlies in their
thaterial: Having tbl follow the
threads bf,' stbry^ ho matter how
thin, clamps down on their, more ef-
fective nbnsensev This, however, is
not theiic first filrti. ; ;^

TPp .featured;pliayer is Ralph fiyrdi
stiff-necked:; hCf^mah. 'with . Bertbh-
Churchill, - Guinn : Wilhamav ;

'?Juiie
Storey^and Pinky Tomlin also shar-.
ing::the billing: under the title. ?Mis3.-
Storey is. niretty in a Wooden fa^hlbrtj^
and

, hPthini^ : mbre, ,
while?: TPmlin

is^ih-t. bvercome; a very silly:'tbie; as
Byrd's- sidekick.- He- sings bhe- song,
renrising frequently a hur^ery ditty.

Stbjy cpncer'ns the Government's
a;ttempt tb^ take over ' some hack-
woods land iii order to btiild a dath'<

Hillbillies, led by the Weavers, re^
fuse to give up, but fl^iialiy 'Byrd
Overcomes the bpppsitloh b.y winning
the love Pf their : daughtejr, -June
Storey, and fbilihgr theimachinatiohs
of a nrivatel.v owned, pp'#er plant
Chief enteritainment Is cbihedy and
the WcaversV: singirig arid Kistru-
mental Work, but the la'ughs are few
and far 'between; :

:

'
'

,

'

' Nick Grinde's directibn is slow and
unimaginative, ^hd Ernest Miller's
photography is rbiitine. Scho.

b
.
IiAi| relHui*; 0|~:Fnink'

Rutta/QaU«: pd,dI«'Kii««nt? Bert
.Directs br ' lUiili; ,Ced*r. ; Orlflnal br
' Frank:;F|ty ; .^creenplAj; aind .dialing: by ,Wiil-,
t«r.: DeLeAfiriuiA-.; Cli'arles.v^Mden; jnuslcat

.«<Ses;
; At,;CiBYltr»l, il?:s:.V^ du4r,-.»eek^Octi^.^'

'T;-.'89. J%uti|ilnr;tlBFi<i;::.^.: ' ;Hiii...'.v.f;-Kr^ ?';

Spent!er.SrowD.'V;;^^i.'i.i';;^v>'.';:,Frank. Far
Xoi^t^; Salter, r. ; .:, ; , v:. ...Buth^ HaJI
George'; Dlamond;l^.i.»:;»'.;:^HaIt''.K9ih(It<iiit
.Hdtiy.'Bayl.lB*.-;:i.-^.i:.i,,>',y,;>^Ge6rg»;':M*'«{cr-
Martin -Sloan.". ; vi i^^s^ i.^imtf^jeti^manr

Mr«y:'PreM.ttv*i''r.,';';iVv*v*;Bather^^
'Hotel 'tnerkw.2>.--^.f.';:;,Ek«iikH
Kc]Uy-,>:.yii:;,;i>i'i'i *Vi>v;Nat' P^
coipelBna ; .'. .VV»v; .>; .NlcK- -Copelind
Ca>iei.^.i:. .>«;-i-vv';'t'£iddt^ .Boirdea

'

•• •
::' rjyr '•':

:•'''"

i"

jj^-rf- 'r
-

Frank Fay^all oyer aigain.v; His radio
and ;Viitiidevme hiatbrlbL b^^^^

terliifeboB up aU thro^^
H^i fliPrei^lttti^htlbhv been: :given> itP

stbry dbvelbpnienti dhfebtiPn;- dialPj^^^

ing and /actlhft'.. film ;\v^ptild : hiaVe
stacked W^ l^e(;teif. v;A&iat^itandfc^
iSicture. " Is • virtually,, a SO-mirtttte
inoHplog for: F^ailH Fay ;whiftftV«veh
his 'most'^ardmt > admirer^ will' cPn--
cede; is ipverbbard fbi' .vpuiiching^
acrpss :^ve|^:-' the nirtbst lidrpitii s,qene3
pr: cpmedjTi^ =For the-lessei!;'duals;"
^^'^ayt^'-yuuiBelS^isV hilled ' '^Vac-

cPuhtabllT. IPr : ,th*^;*yirp, ; a ; piece
abput-: a .'iniiiii-^Btreet ibhar
siucceedisi:^hi,vspitp:ibf liis' aiitt w
only tP lose put in.;hig, bheilbvb ufair.

,

ThereV,-^^the:-.f^'eihbarrassed-:f''SReech:
at: -the . pplltical -rally; . his ;;descrip«
tiohi.pf string-savers; ^b^delivery
in exchange of hbniely remark^ arid
other famuit^r;4tems.
' Cast

.
'as, veteran elevjitbi* oiperator

In the small tpwh hotels,Fay is pic-
tured as b^bashful pbUritry iype wbP
is so Well knbw'h^^ln the ebiritnunity!
that his support is invoked Jri a
spirited pPlitico . battle for:: iriayor.
Gives role careful pbrtrayalv bttl:ih^'
pathos somehow" j ust 'ieeiris but Pt
pilace, mjich as he struggles' tb'litttjt
over^ Only in the filial .<^i6bd» nd6bs
it seem id ttitty -0dp^fyfiii\f^^ :;; ;:;

Geprge Meeker> aS; his :;t);at ln th#
voice-reCPrding Inventibit . tvhicit

(Coniiniiieid bh jtiage^^^^
'
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kELBASB
VltLB. QISTBIB. TYPE TALB|(T biBECTOB

•; WHEN
TIME BEVIBWIE9

Bt VABiBTV^

8/5/38

SOUTH OV ABIZOKA V
jSTBANQE BOABDEBS

^xms' CHASEB^^'-','..
PBQVE9SOB HEWABE

M0TtaEB CABET'S CHICKENS
HEBQES or THE HiLtS

'

'

JLIXTLKilWISS <^
AMAZING PB.l3LITTEfcHOPSg^

:

Col c
,

Geo. B. Masbn
Frank David
Harold Lloyd
P. S. Berniari

i Wrrt. Bprke
vD, Hempstead
:Ahat61e LitvafcV

8/12;l'38

THE QtOWB BOABS

.

i iv- BABBPOOT'-BOy'- --'

BULLDOG: OBVMMOND> INf AFBIC^A;
VM -FBOM: THE' CITt ' :=••-^;•^v-

:

COME ON. LEATHBBNECKS
MAN PBOM> MU3IC MOUNTAIN'

PALS OF THE SA0|»Le:
"

' GATiEWA'T''-

'

LETTEB OF iNTBOlJOCnbN
v•^^jttB..CHUMK•:•;.^;i

I THE .QLADIATOB ^
BlCH MAP , rOOB GIBL
••\-.V.tHE-TEXAN$^v;;;-.
PAINTEP OESEBT
KEEP SMILING

THE MISSING GUEST
BACKET BUSTEBS

, A. Hitchdbck
Sam Zimbali^t

vHarojdHurlejr
; Wni Shitlrcnttv

vHerman iScblom
! I^Cbaii E.. PoW

. . jVm. -Birke

.

Samiiel G. iEhgel
John Staht
Bryan Poy

David Ii».L66w
" EdW: Chodorov
Lucieh Hubbatd -

Bert Gilrby
SblJ Wurtzet'
Bi Sarecky

.
Sam r'schort

8/19^38

Col
GB
MGM
Par

. BKO
"B«p:''.

MGM
' 'Mon»
.VPaf'^''

BKO
-'Bep^

'^^SBep.-;:

.,'U- v-

_WBx.
Col

;

MGM
•^•p•l•.

BKO .

u

.

WB

: Western^ C. Sterrett-I. Mertdlth
Mysteiy . ::T; :Walb<B. , Sabit Cyr
:Gom-Dr . 0'Kee(e-A. Niirrls<^L. Stone
Gdmedy .

H. Lloyd^P. Welch .

Pramk B*' Kceler<^A. Sblrl^y
.

;Western Me'arqiilteer$: •

'>

HoiTi-Com S, Tempii»KG; Murpby-Jbiiraiite
V Dramia :-

;

.E, G.- Bbblnten-C. Trevor
Bom-Dr
."Dritma
;;.Mystctry

Coiinedy
Sports
Outdoor
Western

.

•Drama
BOm-Dr
C&m-Rom^
"^.Comedy

.

Corti-Dii
Qutdbor,

; Com-Rbiin i

Mystery
Meller

<Sam •Nielsbn' .i

Gebrgj^ Masbii
E.- Li-Marlh'-'-."-

Elliott NiigehtV
Rowliind V, Lieiai

Geo. Shei^ihan ,

-
;

Irving Cumriiinga
.Analtble Litvak;

B. Taylor-M. O'Sulllvan
:X ;MOraii-Mi M<i Jloncfii>B.' Mo#faia
J, HowardrH.- AinceUH^ B^^arner

:'>'- Penfier-L;:^Kra'efei^.v-

B; CrdmwellfM. Hnnt
G;; ^Aatryr3. Bnimette .

Threie'- IjAelqiilteeil'':
.

Ameiehe^A; WheiainBatofr
, Leeds-Ai:MenJea>BcriCB—

jQltpnte^Lola Lahtf
'

•'•R;'Thorpe ^"

Ka^l.Brown
Louis. Kjnjs :

Ben Holmes
- Jas^.Cruze
Jbe:Kat|r-^

—
^

, Geo. Sherman :

< KAl..WerkeirX.

;

John Stahl ;
^

i^m;'Cl«mfens;.
:,J. ,E. ;Brown-J. travl*
' R. Tonng^-B; Hussey;

'J. Bebnett-B; Sdbtt v.

O'BrlenrL^ :JOhiuon
.: J, .Wlth«ii8: . stoart . . . .

P. Kelly^C^ Moore-Loiidigan
R. Boicart-GIoriB Dlekabn

r-: CONVICTED
; ft^VBL6CK4iEA0S

: GIVE;Me A SAILOB
SMASHING THE RACKETS;

:. A ROMANTIC 'ROGUE ;

ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BA1|ID

'

' r-^;Cbl:' v-wCo^A.-'- •Meller-'' •

•

Hal Roach. MGM. '
: Gbmfedy;

Jeff Laisairus Par; ; . Combdy
. B; P, .Finemah RXO. Meller
Jbhh H Auer 1 Repi •

; • Ronv-tDr:
H. J/Brown 20tli .'

: Itltisieal

Ed Sedgwick

:

R. Schun^el

:

Jas. Hogan
David Howard ..

Herbcfrt i.^Leeds.
John Rollins
Lloyd. Bacon

'

R.. Hayward-C^ Qolgley.
<

.

: Ladrel: and - Hardy

'

Mi Rsye-Bi Hopd-B.
'

C, Morris-F. Mercer
R{. Novarro-M. Manli

. ,
Pbwer-A. Faye-Ameche

L^h Barsha

.

Jbhh Blystone
EUibft Nugehtv

. Lbw Landers?
'Johh 'H. Auer -

.. Henry King

^55-
79

SI

•.55

:«»

71
•5

w

59
:65

65
j65
•. 80
-i.

'55

M
r: ?i;'

itr

10/5m
7/13
7/27
8/3
7/8
6/22

6/31
8/31
8/10
8/24

9m
8/3
8/10
8/31^
;8/lT
8/8
»/21v
;8/17^'.

0/14
8/17
8/24'"

8/31
7/27;
8/10

6/1

8/26/38 liARIE ANTOINEttE
SPAWN OF THE NORTH

.

>^r>BREAKlNG THE ICR
TENTH AVENUE KID

: SPEED Tttk BUBN
BOT MEETS GIBL • ••

H. Strbmberg
Al Lewih
Sol Lesser
Harry Grey

Jerry Hoffman,,.
Sam Bischoff>'

9/2/38 PHANTOM GOLD
. . AM THE LAW
THBEE LOVES HAS NANCT
: ;.UNDER THE BIG TOP

r SING. TOU SINNEBS
./'.'C'ABEFREE' '^..v.-

THE HIGGINS FAMILY
BILLi THE KID RETURNS

MT LUCKT STAR
FRESHMAN TEAR

'

; FOUR'S A CROWD

•-,..:;••,•• Gbr.-;--
':.'•

Everett Risikth:

Norman Krasha
Wm. T. Lackey
Wesley Ruggles
Pandro Bermain.
; Sol C ' Siegel

',
. .Chas. Ford

.

Harry J. Brown
;;Geb. Bilso^ ,

David Lewis

9/9/38
V THE; I.AD jT GBJECTS

. COLOBADO TBAIL'
• BOY'S TOWN :i

STABLIGHT OVER TEXAS
in; OLD MEXICO

AFFAIRS OF ANNABEL
JiAFETT IN; NUMBERS
PERSONAL iSECBETABY

SECBETS OF AN ACTBESS

Wm. Perlberg
Col ;

John Considine
, Ed Finney ;

Harry. Sherman
LOM, Lusty
John Stone

Maxf.H. Golden
David: Lewis

9/16/38 JUVENILE COUBT ^
TOO HOT TO HANDIiE

; MBXICALl- KID -
KING ALCATBAZ

THE BENEGADE'BANGER
HOLD THAT CO-Bir ^
THE BLAiDK BANIHT V
VALLEt OF GlANtrS

CbT. V

L. Weingarten
Robi Tamsey

Par
. Bbrt Gilroy
:D. Hempsltead
Trem Carr;

Lou Edelmain:

MGM
Par
BKO
Bep.

,

20th.
^B.A^

do!
.v^CoI^;-;

MGM
Mono
.rpaf;:.
BKO:
-Rep^'-..

Bep
2«th• v:
__WB^
Col

V.sC.Ol:-

MGM
Mono
"Par .

BKO
29th
U

^WB^
Col

'

mgm^
.Mono
Far
BKO

•u
;..-1?B

. Drartia . •:N. .Shearer-Ti.--'Pow«r^"'

Qiildbor Ratt-H. Fonda^Lapoar^
Muisical x ; B. Breen-C. Bofcles ' .;

Meller :

' : B^ Cabot-B^ . Bbberts

'

Sports v.' M. Whalen-L. Bar! . .

Goniedy CagneyVO'BrieiirM. WHsoh

W- Sii Van Dyke .

-Henry Hathaway
.: Edward Clihe
iB'iiMrd Vbrhaus.
Otto Brower,
Lloyd. Bacon'

;Western , J. Lnden-B, Marlon
Meller I . E. i G, Roblnsoii-W, Barrte

' Rbm-Dr ;
- Montffombry-GayiiorrTone'

Rom-Dr ^ A. NagelFj.'LaRne
Com-Rom Crosby-F. MacMnrray
Musical ;

Aatalre-G.. Rogers ..

Cdinedy I. Gleasbn-L. ; Gleason
Western ; R. Rogerij«S. Bairiieite

.

Mus-^Rom ' ,Henle-R; Grfeiie-Rbmerb
Comedy Oanbar^E. Trnex-LimdlgaB

.

Cbm-Bom .
'•R. RilMel|?E<;:;FlyiiB :

Joe Levering
Al Hali r

R. 'Thorpb.
Karl Birown

,

Wesley Buggies
Mark Sandrich
Gus Meins.
Joe Kane :.

Roy Del Ruth
;'Frank McDonald
Michael Giirtiz

CbihrRoiii
Western

: : Drama. .

Western
Western
Comedy

.

Comedy
Drama.

:

Rom-Dr

G;. Stdart-L. Ross
.. Starreit^L: Meredith

. 'Tracy•M..Biiioiiey<;Ha1l

.

Tex Bitter.C;: LaBott*
W. BoydrO. Hayei: {

J, OaUe-i: BsU
prbtity-S, JBylii|rt«!n :

'

W. OargaBHl. H^Hiei*
K.. Fraaels-G. BriiBt

Erie C Kenton -

Sam Nelson
k /N^Tauroga:-

Al Herman
£dw,D.VbntUrihl.

BehStbloff/
afti St Glair -

, Otta Gari-ett
Wro>vKelghley

:,I8*

lit
:89

58
.69

86
>*54"

81

88
83.

62.

58;

99
65
95
lis"

Drama - .; P. . Kolly-R.- . HayworthTDarrb
Cbm-Dir Gable-Loy^Oarrlllb
Western X Baiida1l<-Wo': Barry
Drama G^ . PMrlek-Ii. iNbia^
Western :, G. Q'BrlbiihRt' Hayworth

'

Roin-Cbm J/ Biirtyimbre-G^ Marphyl
Western. Beb'-Raker-M.'.Beyn,Dldi| ^' -

• Outdoor . ; .W^-Mbrrls-C/. Trevor

D. B.: Ledefman
./ Jack Cbhway'

.

. WallAce Fox .•

.
vRbbei^ Plorey
David Howard

: Geo; Marshall
' Geo.;'Waggnfir
Win. Keighley;

98
•:58v
6»r

:'«2.;

79

-61k;

,8/24..

9/7.
.8/31
6/8
8/31
"0/28^

8/31
9/T .

0/14
8/17
8/3i;
0/7'

:

8/21
8/14
0/21
8/17

•10/5^

0/7:
••

0/21
.0/28

:-'^v/'"'0/28--

L^o/12'.;::

••58-m
v«9;-

89
.69^:

;m5-

"•^v'0/2I^:V.
v:.'^0/7- -

.;^10/5.;;:'

:^f:'lo/5^.;;

^.:C^^'0/26;
' 0/21

8/lT-

9/23/38 STBANGEB ?'BOM ABIZON

A

WANTED ;BT POLICEV r

CAMPUS CONFESSIONS

'

FUGltlVES FOB NIGHT
. PRAIBIE MOON ;

TDitE OUT Fob MUBDEB
. BOAD to BENO

v'
FOUR DAUGHTEBS .

.-: Monroe Shalt : Col

.

Lindsay;Parspns Mono
' Par.\;\ ,

Par
, Lou Lusty BKO
Hatty Grey ^ Rep
SoIWurtzel J?9th

Ed Grainget U
; Ben Glazer, . WB- ./

9/30/38

10/7/38

10/14/38

. T^'^y.rs. school
lOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH

MAN WITH;.199 faces.
VACATION FROM LOVE
SONS OF THE LEGION

BOOM SEBVICE
'

OVERLAND STAGE: RAIDERS
DOWN„iN ARKANSAW

STRAIGHT, PLACE AND SHOW
•V, -ViiEUMS:'
TOUtH TAKES FLING
GARDEN OF THE MQON
CRIME TAKES HOLIDAY ;

WEST OF THE SANTA PE
STABLEMATES

.

MR. WONG; DETECTIVE
TOUCHDOWN; ABM¥-

MB. DOODLE KICKS OFf
THE NIGHT HAWK
. Meet THE GIRLS
THAT CEBTAIN AGE : -

RROADWAY MUSKETEERS
FLIGHT TO FAME
LADY VANISHES-
LISTEN,- DAHLINC^

WHERE THE BUFFALG. ROAM
• ARKANSAS TRAVELER
A MAN TO REMEMBER

.- FIVE OF A KIND Xv
THiBBE goes.:my heart
SWING THAT^ CHEER

THE SISTERS.

Samuel Marx
" Frank Capra
A* Hitchcock

MGM ••

- Par. ...

P. S. Berman
• Wm. B6rke
Armand Schaefer

' D. 'Hempstead
Alex.. Kprda
^oe Pasternak
Lou Edelman

Col
Col

.Harry Rapf

.

W. T. Lackey
Par

Bbb Sisk
Herman. Schlom
Howard J. Green
Joe Pasternak:
Bryan Foy
Ralph Cohn
A; Hitchcock

Jack Cummings
Ed Finney
Geo. , Arthur
Bob Sisk

Kir MacGowan
. Hal Rbach
Majd'Golden^
David Lewis

21/38 YOUNG DR. >aLDARB
MYSTERIOUS Rn>ER
MAD MISS^ANTON; .

MYSTERIOUS MR; MOTO
YOUNG IN:HEART

,

SERVICE DE LUXE '

GUtLS ON PROBATION

Lou Ostrpw :

Harry Sherman
P. J. Wolfson
Sol Wurtzel

D, O. Selznick
Ed Grainger
Bryan Fby

Cbl
Cbl
GB
MGM
Par
BKO
-Bep
Rb*
29IU
UA
U.^

JWB_
Col
Col
MGM
.Mono
Par ,

BKO
Bep
.29th
U .

Cbl
GB
MGM
Mbno
Par
BKO
29th
UA
U

_WB
mgmT

.;,Pair.,

rR^o
20th
UA
U
WB

Western
Meller
Football

. Comedy;
Western
Meller
Cbm-Dr .

. Goih-Df
Rom«Com
Comedy
Drama
Comedy
RothrDt
Com

Western
Drama
Gbm
Drama
Com-Dr
Musical

r- o ^r.il. -Jboes-Div^Faiy:

.

Darfo^E^'-Knapp .-''0

B. Grablc-H. LnlsetU
;F. AlbertsbiirE»^^Xynn
G< A1itry-S;'Bnnietfe:. ;

G. Staart-M; Whaien"
B,>Scott-H« Halnptbn

PrtidHa-*Bbsemary-LaiiO

Elmer ClKtoh .

H. Btbthorton:
yG;: Archaihbaudf
Leslie Gbb4w(n$

.

: , RalpH Stayb .

HiB.Humbtrstbn«
S.- Sylvan Simbn
Michael Curtiz

A;.vShlrley-N> Grey-^Bellaihy :

'$, ArihurrL^ Barryinore-J.Stewarl
x-v.X. Pjilmbr-Tr. Walls ••

V -D..; 0*Keefe-F;' Bice,
0'Conjiior4. Lee-ft Cbok
^VMarx;Brb«^L. Ball-

: Threb: Mesfalteers

,

.':B^.'.Byrd-W(M»ver''Brbs.'.
.

;
'"''-Bite ;Brbs.<R. 'Arlen.:; ' .

)3aba-Ri Massey-pl^: Llfb^y
Jfi McCrea-.A* Leeds-.../'.;

•

P. 0'Birleit*J» faynb'M. LlBdwi^r: •

Meller
Western
Com-Dr
Mystery
Football
Com
Drama
Comedy
Mus-Rbm
^Comedy—
Drama
.Rom-Dr
Rnm-Dr
Western
Com-Dr

, Dfania
RomrCom
Rbm-GOm
College
Drama
Coin^tJr
Western
Myis-Com
Meller
RoniTDr
Com
rama

J. Hoit-M. Ralston :

C. Siarrett-L Meredith;
i
W.'BeeryrM. Rboney;;

's^i :B.v Karloff-E. ;Breni>;>
. Hpward-R. Cnmnilhgs
j. Pentter-jf. Travis

. ; ^Livingston-J« Travis
Lang-L. Bairl-B; Allen
D. barbln-l; Cooper .

M> Llndsay^Mi WMabnrJ/Lltel

John Brahrh
Frank Capra
A. Hitchcock

G. Fitzmaurica.
Jas. Hogah .

Wm. Seiter
. ,.

Geo. Sherman
Nibk Grinde
David Butler
Zbltan Kbrdflf

. Archie Mayo.
Busby BerkelbjT

^

Lewis D.TidoUihs
: Sun. Nelson :

v.-. Sain Wbbdr
.;-v>;:Win^^^Niislh:-'

Kurt' Neum&nn ;

Leslie. Goodwins
Sidney Salkow
Eugene Fordel .

y- EdW. LiidWig

,

Johh Parrbvy .

Ml
u' J8,
..••v»9-

rvr
..128;;

69
•••76'

65
66
191

.v::78

•V^>10/5"^
r.8/17

0/28^
• 0/7'

r;;io/5-
;10/5

•

0/14
:

0/28>

10/12
; 0/28

> 4/2q:
0/28
0/21

•8t-
67
78
15
65

...ft:

190
63

0/21
10/5
10/5:
:8/31^
10/5

; Ci Farrcll-J; r Wells :

': M. Xbbhwbbdwp.; 'Locas-
Barlhblbitte^ir-li Garland
-••"i:!tex..Rltter:v.-'^''

. Barns-'F. Balnter
. Ellls-A. Shirley

Ibiine . iQaiiis-HershbIt
;F. March-V^ Bruce

. T, rown-A. 'De.vine
_E.' Flynn^B' Davla-A. LoMlsb

; L.^S^esiU* Barrymore
'"'

Diy DaimbrlUe-C. Fields
Bi Stanwy6k-H. FOnda
Pi Lbrrc-JW.. Magulre

Jr Gaynor-D» Fairbanks^ Jr.

C. Bbnheli-Vv'Prkc-Boggles
E. FlynnrBi Davls-A. Louise

C;C.Coleman/.Jr.

.

Alt Hitchcock
'Edw. Marin

-

:Al Hbrman ^.

Al Santell
Garson

. Kahin
H. 1. Leeds

Norman McLeod
Harold:.Schuster
Ahatble ; Litvak'

83
.»0.;

83
81

9i6

10/5
10/5.
10/12
.0/28

io/5
H, Bucguet
Les Selander
Lbigh. Jason-

Norman Fbster .

Richard Wallace *

Rowland Vi Xeb,
Ahatolt; Litvak

74',:

78 • :

61

65

38

11/4/38

:• LAW OF THE. TEXAN
THE Little :ADVENTURESS

THE GREAT WALTZ
THE LAST RIDE
MEN WITH WINGS
I STAND ACCUSED
MIRACLE RACKET

SUEZ
THE STORM

THE LAST EXPRESS
BBOTHEB RAT

IN EARLY ARIZONA
THE CITADEL

GANGSTER'S BOY
. ILLEGAL tRAFFIC
Always in trouble

tbade winds
EXPOSED

Mbnroe Shaff
Col

Bernard Hyman
Jeff Lazarus

Wm. A. Wellman
John H. Auer
B. P. Pineman
Gene Markey
Keh Goldsmith
Irving Starr
Robert Lord

.V Col '

.

Victor Saville
W. T. Lackey
Harold Hurley
John Stone
W. Wansier
Bert Kelly

Col Western Buck Jbneil-D; Fay
Cbl Action-Dr - Fellbwbs-Ji: Wells
MGM - Musical . Ralher-F. Graybi
Par ROm-Dr A; Taiailrpif-F. Fariner . .

.

Par Drama F; MabM«ii*tay-R. iMIlland
Pair Drama R; Cummlngii-Hw Mack'^L;,Talbot
RKO Drama S. E|ters-L. Bowman
29th Spec T. Power-L. Yobng

IT Drama < Blekford-B. McLane
U Meller K..Taylor-D;Keiaf
,WB Comedy W. Mori'l»-P. Lane*

J

. .
Wyaan

'

, Col Western B. EllloitrD. Gnillyer"
^^GM .Drama B. Dionai-R. iRussbll
Mono Meller I. Cooper-L. Gllman
Par • Meller j; C. Nalsh-M. Carilsle
29th Comedy J. Wlth^s-^A. TreabherrJi Rogers
UA Rom-Cbm J« Bennbtt-F. March
V Drama O. Kruger- . Farrell

Elnter; CUftohr-
D, R; Ledernian

.

Ji Duv'ivief
Alfred E..;Greeri
Wm.Av Wellman
John H. Auer

Leslie Goodwins
; Allan Dwan
Harold Young

. Otis Garrett
Wm. Keighley

Jos. Levbring*"'
King Vidor
Wm. Nigh
Louis King
Jos. Santley
Tay Garnett
Max Goldbn
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JIMMY FIDLER "Moves foster than a 3-riiig circus, wHh one laugh

piling on top of another ... A special treat for the ladies, who will get a kick out of the clothes

worn by Miss Stanwyck and the six beautiful girls who appear in her support Be sure to see it"

GEORGE McCAIi "One of the funniest pictures to come out of

Hollywood. Take my advice and see it —it's a grand evenings entertainment"

M. P. DAILY ^'Combines the thrills of an exciting detective story and the

laughs of a high-speed comedy. It is all-audience entertainment ... No fears of competition need

harass exhibitors who know how to sell their shows when 'The Mad Miss Manton' comes to town.''

. . AND THETLL

ALL BE SAYING

n B /t JR M
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Film Reviews

MEET THE MAYOR
(Continued from page 15)

eventually turns the tide in the
mayoralty campaign and both of

their lives, is a typical Meeker por-

trayal. Ruth Hall is satisfactory as

the girl both fall for without having
much to do. Berton Churchill and
Hale Hamilton, ias rival candidates,

manage to breath some life into their

characters, despite stilted lines and
situations. Heading the support are
Eddie Nugent, Franklin Pangborn
and Nat Pendleton in typical roles.

Lighting and photography is weak
while scripting and dialog is mighty
thin"'excepting Where Fay is con-
cerned. Wear.

UTAH TRAIL
(WITH SONGS)

Grand National release ot Edward Finney
production. Stars Tex Rltter. Features
Horace Murphy, Snub Pollard' and Adelo
Pearce, Directed by Al Herman. Story,
Llndsley Parsons and ISdmond Kelso;
screenplay, Edinond Kelso; songs, Bob Pal-
mer, Franlt Harford and Rudy Sooter. At
Arena, N. T., dual. Oct. 7, '38. Running
time, 00 mlns,
Tex Lawrence Tex Rltter
Ananias.,.* Horace Murphy
Pee Wee Snub Pollnrd
Sally Jcffers A4ele Pearce
Slaughter Karl Hackett
Badger, Charles King
Sheriff Edward Cassldy
Idnson David O'Brien
Hank Bud Osborne
Cheyenne Lynton Brent
Orchestra Leader Rudy Sooter

Poor oat opera that will lean

heavily on the Ritter namie for a

crutch. Much of it's laughable, even
to kids, and none of. it's plausible.

Thought that some new scenery

might be seen, from the title, is mis-

leading. It's same old trip through
California badlands with the familiar'
'let's beat 'em to the border' (maybe
they mean Canada ior a change) and
*head 'em ott at Eagle gulch.' Ouch!

Ritter is a dick in disguise, hired to
thwart rustlers who use their own
private railroad to hijack beef on the
hoof. Use part of a regular line and
add their own spur which leads into
•Hidden Valley' where none can And
it, the^cattle, the thieves or the loco-
emotive. Double ouch!

When not shooting Ritter is sing-
ing or strumming, songs (five) being
thrown in whenever there's a lull.

All of" the same school of western
clelTing and all none too good. When
he puts down his pipes and picks up
his pistol Ritter is a miracle man,
letting loose untold volleys from only
two guns. When he puts down his
guns, he- picks off the gal who didn't
believe him, She's not alone,
though. Hurl.

La Femme Du Boulanger
('The Baker's Wife')
(FRENCH-MADE)

Paris; Oct. 1.
Marcel Pagnol release and production.

Stars Ralmu: features GInetto Leclerc and
Charpin. Directed by Marcel Pngnol, from
Btory of same name bj' Jean Glono; music,
Vincent Scotto; camera, G. Benolt and
I^edrii. At Marlvaux, Paris. Running
time, 00 mlns.
Cast: Ralmu, Glnette Leclerc. Chorpln,

Robert Vattlcr, Delmont. Maxlmlllenne^
Bassac, Maupl. Dullao, Blavette, Odette
Roger, AUda Roufte, Charles Moulin, Cas-
tan, Maffre, Charblay, Merle.

Carrying a simple story with im-
plicit force, 'La Femme du Boulan-
ger' marks u*^ another hit for Mar-
cel Pagnol. Always out in front with
productions showing life in the
French provinces, Pagnol has out-
done himself with this picture, while
Raimu proves definitely he's one of
the best character actors in France
today. But because it's typically
French, success in other countries is

doubtful.
Pagnol allows his usual flair for

dialog too much play in this film. It
has a pungency because of its true
ring, but tempo could be stepped up
with some competent scissoring.

Picture deals with a small village
in the south of France. A new baker
(Raimu) with a pretty wife (Ginette
Leclerc) has installed himself. Char-
pin, the marquis owning the district,
comes to introduce himself, bringing
his shepherd, who will collect the
bread. One look and socko, the shep-
herd (Charles Moulin) and the wife
know with beast-like ferocity what
each wants. That very night the
baker's wife disappears with the
shepherd. Raimu, first unbelieving,
but finally convinced, first takes to
drink, creates a scandal in the vil-
lage and refuses to make any bread
as long as his wife is gone. A coun-
try-wide search is organized, the
"Wife is found, the shepherd flees, the
Wife returns and bread is again
made.
Extremely simple. But in this

case simplicity emphasizes its force.
Raimu is given every chance to show
nearly every emotion a man in his
station of life might have. And he
does so with conviction. Ginette
Leclerc, as the' young erring wife, is

overshadowed by Raimu, but does
^ell, though Charpin has turned in
oetter performances, but Robert Vat-
iier gets in some good licks. Good
support comes from Maximilienne,
as the village spinster, while Moulin
does, well, tqo. Hugo.

A ROYAL DIVORCE
(BRITISH-MADE)

London, Sept. 21.
Paramount release of Herbert Wilcox-

Imperator Film Production, StaTs Ruth
Chatterton, Pierre Blanchar. Directed by
Jack Raymond. Adaptation, Mllos Malle-
son, from story by Jacques Thery. Camera,
George Stretton. At the Carlton, London.
Running time, 85 mlns.
Josephine I Ruth Chatterton
Napoleon Pierre Blanchar
Talleyrand Frank Celller
Madame TalUen Carol Goodner
Napoleon's Mother Aurlol Lee
Barras George Curzon
Metternlch Lawrence Hanray
Joseph John Lourle
Capt. Charles Jack Hawkins
Hortense , Rosalyn Boulter
Murat , Alan Jeayes
Eugene Moran Capiat
Junot Romllly Lunge
De Tracy ....Hubert Harben

'A Royal Divorce,' starring Ruth
Chatterton and Pierre Blanchar, is

an impressive film, based on the
lives of Napoleon and his Josephine.
Screenplay by Miles Maileson,

adapted from a story by Jacques
Thery, is an outspoken, alive account
of the French general's love for
France's famous courtesan and her
subsequent acceptance of his mar-
riage proposal when, ambitiously,
she realizes the power lying before
him.
Film, too, tells of Josephine's

struggles through widowhood with
her two children and her subse-
quent rise to social position through
^he use of her wiles. There's the
meeting with Napoleon, their mar-
riage; later, their divorce and his
iibsequent marriage to Marie Louise
so that he might have the heir
Josephine was unable to bear him.
The screenplay has drawn a merci-

less portrait of the Empress Jose-
phine. Every scene is vivid and
every character authentic. Dialog,
however, is inclined to be ovejwrit-
ten.
Napoleon, played by Blanchar, a

Frenchman, who looks and acts the
role with all the mannerisms of the
Latin race, is played sincerely and
stands out effulgently. Miss Chat-
terton looks the buxom Josephine,
but lacks .ihe Latin temperament,
and wKile she gives a good por-
trayal, isn't entirely the personality
for the role. Rest of cast is=««i,de-

quate.
Jack Raymond's direction Is

smooth, Jolo.

Paroled from the Big

House
J. D. Kendls production and release. Fea-

tures Jean Carmen, Richard Adams, George
Eldredge, Gwen Lee. Directed by Elmer
Clifton. Original- screenplay by George
Plympton; camera, Eddie Linden. At Chal-
oner, N. T., one day. Sept. 80, '88. Run-
ning time, G7 mlns.
Pat Mallory Jean Carmen
'Slicker' Nixon Richard Adams
'Red' Horron .....George Eldredge
Blnnle Bell Gwen Lee
Dlst. Atty Downey Mllbournc Stone
Joe 'Killer* Brltt Walter Anthony
'Torchy* Ole Olesen
Hoke Curtis alias 'Tha Duke'

Earl Douglass
'Gunner* Garson ; Eddie Kaye
Jed Cross.'. Joe Devlin
Rita Eleanor De Van

One of the many built recently
around the parole evil this is

mediocre entertainment. Release
hasn't a thing to recommend it or
keep it out of the five and dime dual-
ers. Cast is studded with unknowns,
the emoting of several of whom is

painful to watch. The lead- femme,
Jean Carmen, attempts at registering
various moods brought guffaws from
the shelf when caught. Milbourne
Stone as the crusading d. a. who
would clean up the parole racket
stands head and shoulders above the
rest of the cast.

Direction and story allow so many
unbelievable twists to creep in that
it isn't even funny. For instance, in

the first reel the mob is gathered
for a round-table discussion. Gang
is composed of a recently sprung
con man, pickpocket, arsonist, and
a trigger man, all admittedly small
time and in conference to plan grad-
uation to 'protection' racketeering.
Yet the leader has the chairman of

the parole board under his thumb
and controls the release or further
incarceration of pals or enemies.
Jean Carmen is the daughter of a

storekeeper erased' for refusing pro-
tection, and she • spends the rest of

the film's 57 minutes catching up
with his killer. It's eventually ac-
complished with the aid of a police

lieutenant who joins the pang to get

the goods on the leader for knock-
ing oft a cop pal of his.

Sound, photography and dialog

just as amateurish as the story and
direction, dialog allowing numerous
unintended grammatical errors.

FLASHBACKS
London, Oct. 1.

C. B. Cochran presentation. At the Pal-

ace, London, Running time, 1-0 mine.

a whole run of sequences, from the
lantern slide to the landslide of 1914,
but from that time nothing of par-
ticular merit is shown.

It still leaves to be explained why
the advent of talkers, surely the
greatest development of pictures,
just didn't happen as far as 'Flash-
backs' was concerned.

Still the film as a whole, bears
naturally the touch of the showman,
expected of C. B, Cochran; the years'
varying gifts to pictures, from The
Continental spectacles to American
silents, Bernhardt to John Bunny, et
al., and an array of oldtimers once
as familiar as today's stars. For two
hours 'Flashbacks' gives all these, a
real panorama, if you like your en-
tertainment that long.

March of the Movies
Associated British Pictures release. At

the Regal, London, Running time, 45
mlns.

'March of the Movies' is obvipusly
not intended to be anything more
than gaily entertaining propaganda
for pictures.
This includes the coming of sound

and talkers. It's in thejcoverage of

the technical side of films that

'March' scores. You are told how,
when, and why in smaft patter. You
see the old films; you can listen to

the first talkers. The student is not
left to browse—he's hurried along,
perhaps a little too rapidly, for those
who take their 'March of the Movies'
too seriously.

On Kiddie Bandwagon

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Beverly Jane Stillwagon, 13, makes
her film debut in 'Star Maker,' first

Charles R. Rogers production pro-
duction to be made at General Ser-

vice studio. Her screen name is

Linda Ware.
Young singer's aunt, Mrs. A. C.

Stillwagon, appointed her guardian

by superior court, signed a term con-:

tract with Rogers. Picture is based
on the career of Gus Edwards.

This was intended as a full-length

feature. There is nothing simple or

retiring in its assembly; it has been
carefully hitched and publicized as a

history of films. But in this it fails

to jell because 'Flashbacks' is not

thoroughly representative of the de-

velopment of films. True, it includes

STUDIO CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Jack Carleton inked player pact
with Metro.
Columbia signed Don Beddoe to

player contract.
RKO contracted Paul White, mop-

pet.
Charles R. Rogers asked court Ap-

proval of minor's pact with Linda
Ware, 13.

Metro signed Dorothy Yost to a
writer ticket.

20tti-Fox lifted Joan Davis' player
option.
Endre Bohem handed writer pact

by Metro.
Richard Harlan inked contract to

direct series for Dario Farralo at
Grand National for Paramount re
lease.
Metro renewed Kay Van Riper's

writer ticket.

Tom Neal penned player contract
with Metro.
Metro signed William Trummel as

assistant director.
Samuel Goldwyn handed Stuart

Heisler a director pact.
Christina Wells inked player ticket

at Metro. *

RKO contracted Roger Daniel,
moppet,
20th-Fox lifted Joseph Schild

kraut's option.
RKO picked up Chester Morris'

player option.
Warren William signed by Colum-

bia.

20th-Fox handed writer tickets to
Erwin Gelsey, Peter Milne, Jack
Vernon and Camerop Rogers.

George. W. Sayre inked writer
ticket at Columbia.
Metro picked up Melvyn Douglas'

player option.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Columbia purchased 'Repaid,' orig
inal by Harvey Thew and Manny
Seff.

Warners bought Jerome Odium's
original, 'It Might Happen to You.'
Paramount acquired film rights to

'Disputed Passage,' the new Lloyd C.
Douglas novel.
Guy K. Austin and Earl Johnson

sold their story, 'The G-Dog,' to
RKO.
Samuel Goldwyn purchased an

original, 'The First Co-Ed,' by Mary
McCall, Jr., and Stanley Rauh.

'I'll Take the High Road,' by
Robert Andrews, acquired by Repub-
lic.

Inside Stuff-Pictures

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Oct. 11.

'It's Spring Again' is third title for
'Zenobia's Infidelity' at Hal Roach.
Second was 'This Time It's Love.'
Release title for 'Thoroughbred' at

'Columbia is 'The Little Adventuress.'

Hockey Across the Border
Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Robert Taylor and James Stewart
co-star in 'Hands Across the Border,'

an international hockey story which
gets the gun at Metro as soon as

'Stand Up and Fight' is finished,

Harold Shumate and Harvey Hais-

lip are doing the screenplay for Sam
Ziinbalist production.

Newsreel executives who have gone over the original rough draft of
the wage-hour agreement that comes up for settlement soon believe
that the tilt in the daily scale to $50 per day for meq working on a day
basis will mean considerable trimmings of

.
correspondents in smaller

cities. These correspondents now get enough work, even with one and
two-day jobs, to be classed as regular newsreel operatives, but newsreels
do not think it economically feasible to maintain many such special
cameramen on piece work if the scale' is to go up from $35 to $50 per day.
Newsreel officials also are inclined to look askance at the plan of plac-

ing regular photographers on an eight-week arrangement which makes a
320-hour period the basis for laying off. .They claim it will prevent stag-
gering of cameramen and fear it may increase operating costs. Old plan,
now in use, provided a two-week base as -medium for rest period .of

cameramen.

Youngster whose picture appears in recent issue of Liberty along
with' Father Flanagan, titular head of Boys Town, Omaha, to illustrate

Metro's smash picturization of the venture, is Johnny Walsh, son of Jack
Welch, for many years general manager with Cohan & Harris, and later
Selwyn attractions. Youngster was written into 'Boys Town' at the last

minute, but due to overfootage was given only a brief scene.- This se-
quence, however, created such a favorable impression that studio has
placed the lad under a term contract. Lad's name does not appear in
the billing, but despite this his work is receiving comment in the film
colony. He's appearing with Father Flanagan in 'The City of Little Men*
as well as in a short, 'The World is Yours,' made as bally for 'motion-
pictures are your best entertainment' campaign.

George Abbott will not get screen credit for the film version of 'What a
Life,' which Paramount recently bought. It is the first time the producer
has not put a clause for such billing into the contract of sale. He re-

ceived screen credit for 'Boy Meets Girl' (WB), 'Room Service' (RKO) and
will get it in the forthcoming 'Brother Rat' (WB).
Reason Abbott is receiving no billing on 'Life' is that he made no pro-

vision for it when the contract for the sale of the screen rights were
drawn. Producer's idea is that too many screen credits merely bore an
audience and he's so much in favor of the current, effort to cut down the
excessive listing of such credits that he's willing to be eliminated from
the billing.

Wider . use of color in pictures within the next year Is predicted by
technical engineers in touch with new two-color processes. They claim the
two-tihter method will be satisfactory for modeirate budget pictures, par-
ticularly those carrying a lar^e amount of exterior fdotage. Two of the
bi-pack systems, it is asserted, can easily add a' third tint to bring the
quality up close to that of the tri-color process. One of, tjie new two-
color methods, now in its final research stages, may be able to turn out
prints for about 2c. a foot—only slightly higher than the present cost of
black and white.

Mary Pickford, in Columbus until Buddy Rogers recovers from auto
accident injurieis, burned plenty at a story in one of the afternoon rags
which she felt reflected on her orchestra leader-husband." Story in the
Citizen stated that reporters were kept waiting while Rogers had makeup
applied before facing the flashlights. Understood that Miss Pickford called

the city desk and told off the newshawks in no imcertain terms. Rogers
is convalescing from a shoulder injury suffered Monday (3) when his auto
overturned north of Columbus.

Ralph Staub is mulling the idea of producing a three-reeler, 'Jimmie
Fidler at the World's Fair.' Staub has a contract with Fidler running
through 1939 and combined forces with him on 'Fidler's Personality Pa-
rade,' which is hanging up some kind of a record for a novelty short.

Made at a cost of $4,000, it has already grossed $54,000. Metro is figuring

on an additional $20,000 before the prints are withdra-wn. Briefie has been
shown in 8,400 theatres and for foreign distribution has been dubbed -in

10 different languages.

A deal for a George M. Cohan screen biog for Metro Is not entirely cold.

Jack Curtis, who is agenting, has been running between Cohan and Al
Lichtman, Metro exec. Curtis expects to huddle with Cohan fn Philadel-

phia this week on details, when and if, as the actor-manaiger is currently
playing there in 'I'd Rather Be Right.' Metro, likewise, lis "virtually set on
a George Gershwin cavalcade. The Cohan film would utilize his songs
and life-story, sans any personal appearance.

Exhibitors are being checked now to see if they want 20th-Fox to con-
tinue with the Charley Chan series in which the late Warner Oland was
starred. Unless there is an insistent demand, company probably will con-
centrate on- 'Mr. Moto* series rather than try to get a new actor to play
Chan role production on these pictures. •

Meantime Sidney 7pl^.r.gQd Charles Coburn are being tested at 20th-Fox
for Chan rqle. Thirty other candidates also in the running.

New kind of trailer, nine and a half mhiutes long and based oh the Idea
of entertaining as well as selling forthcoming films, was turned Out at

Warners under the title, 'The Smiths Take a Short Trip.* The Smiths,

played by Joe Cunningham and Lois Cheaney, plan a trip around the
world, so Larry Williams, in the role of a theatre manager, shows them
scenes from locations of 11 pictures on the fall and winter schedule.

Candid camera Interviews of picture personalities by the Associated
Press is leading all Hollywood features in newspaper space in America,
Canada and England. Hubbard Keavy, Interviewer, invades the homes of
players with a candid cameraman, who shoots while the actors answer
questionsi Facial expressions and gestures coincide with the words' of
the interview. Keavy is doing two a week.

Editor of a major company's house organ, published In New York, is

the subject of a loud beef by the studio production head. Complaint is

that ye ed refuses to consult the studio about deals to borrow stars from
other companies. Instead, he prints the chatter wired, to a Manhattan
daily by one of Hollywood's coliunnists. Production head claims the
chatter often ruins impending player deals.

Dictatorship by a foreign-born assistant director on a major studio lot
backfired when the star of the picture handed him a good old American
bawling out and was backed by exces of all departments. Not only the
star but 200 extras rebelled against the autocratic treatment. When news
of the uprising reached the front office, the assistant director was ordered
to soft-pedal his tactics.

Employes of the Warner studio have been asked to contribute, on a
graduated scale, to the plant's quota of $55,000 for. the Commimity Chest
H. M. Warner suggested a donation of one day's pay by those earning less
than $100 a week; two days by those making from $100 to $300, and three
days by those in the $300-to-$500 class. A committee will fix the allot-
ments for the higher brackets.

Big Philly guessing game now Is what does Lewen Pizor, prez of United
Motion Picture Theatre Owners, do in his recently-annoujiced position as
an 'executive of the Comerford Circuit.' No one's been able to figure it

out, including Pizor, who just shuns the query. Pizor released the story
about his being made an exec after he sold his Hollywood, Pottsville, tt»

Comerford.
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Your copy of our I938^939

Announcement Booklet is

the mail. Our sales represen-

tatives are now in the field
'iSj:''«--Ot';''^^-*-0 ^^^^^^^ ^\

and will call on you shortly.

Our first four feature re-

leases of the new season

are already completed. Ask

your branch manager to

screen them for you.

INCORPORATED

A FEATURE PICTURE A WEEK • • EVERY WEEK
STARTING OCTOBER 14
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EXPLOITATION By Epes W. Sargent

Anothei: Phone Stunt

.
Lincoln.

Opeiiing with -Four Daughters' as

the beginner for the new price and
policied Varsity, Howard Federer,

city manager ol the Nebraska The-
atres, Inc., doped out a two-way
conversation from the stage of the
theatre to the home of Priscilla and
Rosemary Lane in Van Nuys, Cal.

Talk was amplified so both voices
could be heard by the theatre audi-

ence, as well as on KFOR, the radio
outlet.

Interview was handled by Barney
Oldfield and Lincoln mayor, Oren
Copeland. Both Priscilla and Rose-
mary talked, and since it had never
been pulled here before, went over
well. Sam Clark, Chi p. a. for War-
ners, and Bob Taplinger, at the
studio, co-op. Caused more chatter
around town than any stunt this

year. -Priscilla talked about five

minutes and Rosemary two.

Ballot Built. Biz

Greenville, S. C.
As the first result of balloting of

patrons as to which swing bands
should hold the usually staid stage
of the Carolina here George Hall
and orch did the groving here last

week on a one niter. Balloting
proved good stunt and caused Lash-
ley to have to dust off his SRO sign.

Vital Statistics

St. Louis.
There are at least 300 families in

St. Louis that have four daughters
because that many young women
accepted an invitation from Manager
Harry Crawford of Fanchon &
Marco's downtown deluxer. Ambas-
sador, to see WB's 'Four Daughters'
on opening day. 'The invitation was
part of a exploitation -campaign in

which Crawford, Les Kaufman and
John Hoeflinger of F&M's publicity
and advertising dept. joined hands.
The four daughters stunt got un-

der way when Crawford implanted
the idea with a local columnist a
week before the pic began run.
Other stories followed on the pic
pages of local rags and those who
were eligible were requested to
write to Crawford. He, in turn, sent
an identification card and fixed the
time his guests might see the pic
cuffo. The attendance hour was
staggered to prevent confusion.
On opening day the groups of the

four daughters visited the theatre
and as they left they were asked to

write their criticisms on cards. These
comments were tacked on a 40x60
board which was placed near the
b. o. Crawford had so many that
he could use only a small portion
of them.

In the .meantime Kaufman and
Hoeflinger dug up all the St. Louis
relatives of Fannie Hurst, author of

the story from which the pic was
made, as special guests at the the-
atre. Pix of Miss Hurst's aunt, imcle,

three cousins and their families were
tised. together with a feature story

as St. Louis was formerly Miss
Hurst's home, in a p. m. rag.

eight-week contest period during
which L-P screens in city showed
400 feet of film of local children shot
by Herald cameraman. Juve foot-
age, changed weekly, proved effec-
tive b.o. builder, according to Harry
L. Shaw, circuit g.m. Closing night
was sell-out.

Harry Neigher, columnist of Her-
ald, handled for paper.

Paper Marxes
Kansas City.

'Room Service' gave R. J. Haley
of the Orpheum a chance to exert
some out of the ordinary ballyhoo.
Figuring the Marx. ..Brothers as the
keynote of the campaign he capital-
ized on their comic get-ups by using
giant paper mache heads of the trio.

These were worn by three men imi-
tating the costumes of the comics.
Haley used the mimicking trio

about the downtown streets two days
previous to opening and two days
following, getting considerable word-
of-mouth comment.
He also enlisted the dozen or so

Katz drug stores which plugged a
'Room Service' sundae at their foun-
tains and devoted window space in

each store to a display on the film.

A classified ad contest in the Jour-
nal-Post on the subject of 'How to

run a hotel' netted extra daily space,
and would have provided some
timely art breaks had not the Hitler-
directed European stage taken all

available space at that particular
time.

In addition Haley staged a sneak
preview for which he circulated 10,-

000 cards and packed the house.

Theatres-Exchanges

Wilmington.
Richard V. Kirsh. manager of

Stanley-Warners' Palace, Philadel-
phia, will replace Arthur D. Cohn as

manager of the Queen here. Cohn
has been appointed manager of the
Roosevelt, Philadelphia. Jack Mul-
hall, publicity and advertising direc-
tor of the Earle and Stanton, Phila-
delphia, will be assistant to Lewis
S. Black, manager of the Aldine
here, who has been appointed man-
ager of the $600,000 Warner, now
under construction in Wilmington
and scheduled to open Dec. 26. No
successor yet for Black at the Aldine.

Long Island City.
Michael Vogel, former assistant at

Earle, Jackson Heights, manager of

Garden, Springfield Gardens.
Gerson Diamond, now handling

Drake, Rego Park, replacing Sidney
Kane.
Joseph Ghiglione, of the Boule-

vard, Jackson Heights, won $125 last

week for the second best service in

Skouras' 60 houses in New York.

APPEAL GRANTED 3 IN

HOMAN SCANDALS' SUIT

Permission to bring their $1,000,-

000 plagarism suit against Samuel
Goldwyn, Inc., United Artists, Inc.

and Eddie Cantor to the Court of

Appeals was granted Mort Eisman,
Clara Delia and Robert Lewis
Shayon Friday (7) by N. Y. federal

judge Goddard. The suit which al-

leged thefting of the plaintiff's play,

'Oh Shah,' in the picture 'Roman
Scandals' was originally dismissed by
Judge Goddard in July.

The court held there was no evi-

dence of plagarism. Plaintiffs are
appealing from his judgment.

Religious Group's

Vox Pop Campaign

For Toulh' Short

'Marie's' Marionettes

Lester Pollock, of Loew's, Roches-
ter, used the Metro touring marion-
ette show for his main plug on
'Marie Antoinette,' truck arriving in

town the day the feature opened.
Given an escort of eight motorcycle
cops and about 30 autos and paraded
the downtown streets for an hour
before parking. Local station, WHEC
picked up the show and sent it on
the air and late in the evening the

pilot of the show got a half hour
interview over the same station in

which he told all about the puppet
theatre. Stunt drew eight mentions
In the dailies. ,

Pollock also used all of the stand-

bys, serialization, radio, costume dis-

play in the lobby and rather prides

himself on having been permitted
to place a small ad in Civic Music
News, Eastman theatre tab for its

concert subscribers, which does not

ordinarily accept theatre advertising.

All told his exploitation report tov-

erfed 28 different angles.

Boosting 'Boys'

Norfolk.

Ministers and social workers were
brought into the buildup for 'Boys

Town' by the management of.Loew s

State with such success that film

started second week, Sept. (23). Spe-
cial prevue was presented for the

ministers and relief leaders.

Further good will step was enter-

tainment of boys homes by the Nor-
folk Lions Club, the theatre passing
the youngsters into the house, the'

Lions giving the transportation.

Filmed Contestants
Bridgeport.

Best-looking child contest of Sun-
day Herald, tied up with Loew-Poli
houses in Bridgeport, crossed finish

line with paper and theatre chain
completely satisfied with stunt.

Presentation of cash awards to

winning moppets on stage of Polls,

with Gov. Wilbur L. Cross of Con-
necticut and Mayor Jasper McLevy
of Bridgeport p.a.'ing, wound up

Geneva, N. Y.
Alfred Marqusee, Syracuse, comes

to Geneva theatre here as manager,
succeeding Gerald Fowler, who went
with Lockport Schine houses. A.
Glenn Rogers, former newspaper
man, becomes assistant manager.

Philadelphia.
Poplar, owned by Charles Steer-

man, has changed its title to the
Cinema Art. House showing foreign
releases.

Fay's reopens with films and stage
units Sept. 29. Sid Stanley will
again manage house.

New York City.

Several changes in personnel in

the Belle Circuit, headed by Max
Cohen. Charlie Steiner out as gen-
eral manager of the Belle Harlem
theatre, the Cosmo, Palace, Jewel
and Regun. Joseph W. Kligler
(Kay) has resigned as manager pf

the Regun, and replaced by L. Gib-
bons, Charlie Solodowsky out of

the Jewel, and succeeded by P. Gar-
ber, who moves over from the Har-
lem Grand. Al Shanley given a num-
ber of Belle houses for supervision.

Bernard Zimetbaum has reopened
the Park Lane, dark for a spell. M.
Weintraub managing the theatre in

Yorkville.

Schaefer to RKO
(Continued from page 3)

Bronx, N. Y.
Salem Yellen, formerly general

manager and booker for the Lefl-

Myers Circuit, now the Five Boro
Circuit, handed a block of stock of

the Tremont, which he is managing
for Bernard Zimetbaum, for keeping
the house well in the black. Stock

was formerly held by Harry Brandt.

Atlanta.

Emory thetftre. Atlanta's newest
nabe house, will light ud Oct. 7 with

Tom Miller in managerial post.

Pittsburgh.

John Goring, for the last two and
a half years manager of the Shea-
Hyde Fulton, announced his resigna-

tion last week, stating in personal

letters to film desks that it was
because of unsatisfactory booking
arrangements made by S-H circuit

for its first-run site here. No suc-

cessor named yet and Goring will

(Continued on page 53)

He stepped into the company at the
request of downtown interests in

RKO and, it is said, would not have
remained this long but for being
urged to do so. He has a large law
practice in Chicago, plus racing in-

terests, being on the Illinois State

Racing Commission, but between
RKO and Paramount has not been
able to devote much time to Chicago
the past six years.
Under Spitz's administration, RKO

has reached the position where it is

in a good shape. It is anticipated

that the final (fourth) quarter this

year will be excellent, with business
advancing every week since the
quarter began. That it will better
the same quarter last year is cer-
tain." Starting with " September, the
indications are that theatre business
wiU be as good as last year for the
same quarter, while distribution will
be away ahead. So far in the fourth
quarter, theatre earnings for two dif-

ferent weeks have been better than
last year for the same correspond-
ing weeks.

Schaefer's Record

The record Schaefer leaves in UA
on his resignation from that com-
pany is equally meritarius. On top
of the fine record on sales last sea-

son (1937-38) and on the season be-
fore, after he had joined UA, sales

at the present time are running
25% ahead of last year. This
is all the more remarkable in view
of the fact the number of accounts
are behind, meaning contracts thus
far closed are on terms that produce
the 25% increase.

Schaefer, long reported as resign-
ing from UA, handed in his notice

late Friday afternoon (7) and it was
accepted that same day by the board,
with another meeting on Monday
(10) deterrhining that there would
be no successor. Although an ap
pointment to a general sales post
may Ije made later, for the present
it is known the board does not want
to bring anybody in from the' out
side. If later the post under Murray
Silverstone is to be filled, it may be
A. W., Kelly, who formerly headed
dist'ributibn and for many years sub
sequent to that, has been in charge
of the foreign department. Another
possibility from the inside is Harry
Gold, who is well regarded in the
company.

Gold and Schlaifer

Decision reached Monday (10) was
that Silverstone, as chairman of the
executive committee and general
manager, will be in charge at the
top, with Gold" continuing as eastern
division sales chief and Jack Schlai

fer as western sales manager. Both
have been with the company many
years. Paul Lazaru: continues as

head of the contract department and
James A. Mulvey remains in his

threefold post. Mulvey is sales man
ager for Samuel Goldwyn product
in the east; is eastern representative

for Goldwyn as a producer-owner of

UA, and is a director of Walter Wan
ger Productions which, enjoys UA
financing. Harry D. Buckley is v.p,

over administrative matters, Kelly
over foreign sales.

The presidency • in UA remains
open following resignation of Dr. A
H. Giannini, who was in the east

last week, but expected that if it is

to be filled, Silverstone will take on
that 'itle. That may occur shortly,

It is possible, however, that Silver-

stone may continue his present titles

with complete authority at the h,o.,

with the presidency for prestige rea-

sons going elsewhere. Mary Pick-

ford is again a possibility in that

event.

Question of what changes Schae-
fer's resignation may leave in his

wake, followed by his going to RKO,
is mostly speculative at this time. He
may not bring anyone into RKO
with him.

'Youth Marches On,' 23-minute
featurette with some dialog, a score

and theme song, which has been
playing at the Belmont, New York,
is receiving support of the Oxford
Group (religious) movement. Pro-
duction was made by Oxford en-
i;husiasts in Canada with scenes
taken at the 1937 camp attended by
200 and in England when 24 of their
number went there for a conclave.
Backing of Oxford Group has

taken form in a letter-to-the-editor
campaign with hundreds of such
notes of commendation received by
New York daily newspapers. Variety
and the Belmont theatre.

Short feature, while unusual in

that it holds interest for an obvious-
ly non-professional production, prob-
ably will find attentive audiences in

arty theatres, some foreign language
houses and for showing before spe-
cial groups. It was not deemed suit-

able for general theatre consumption
by companies which previewed it.

Theme song of picture, which fig-

ures in adroit treatment of theme,
is being sold in,vlobby of Belmont
theatre in sheet music form.

FILM EXECS TAKING

OVER ARROWHEAD INN

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

A picture group headed by Joseph
M. Schenck and Louis B. Mayer is

taking over the Arrowhead Springs
hotel and baths, which has been a
mecca for film folk the past 15 years.
It's about 70 miles from here.
Spot is figured to be an all-year-

round resort. Many new improve-
ments are going on now.

CANDY BtJTCHERS PICKETING
Unsuccessful in obtaining recogni-

tion from various major and inde-
pendent New York theatres selling
candy, gum, etc., the Theatre Con-
cessionaires union has started" a
picketing campaign aimed against
Harry Brandt.

It may spread to other houses
which have been sporadically pick-
eted in recent months.

NOW PHILLY'S

PEEVED VS.

COLUMBIA

Philadelphia, Oct. 11.

Columbia, long a rankling organ-

ization to a group of exhihg here,

will be the next victim otthe United

Motion. Picture Theatre Owners*

wrath, it was hinted this week. Fine

treatment accorded them by George

J. Schaefer, until last week United

Artists' sales manager, when he
came over to hear their beefs against

his company two weeks ago, has

highlighted CoVs take-it-or-leave-it

attitude^ one exhib leader declared.

Specific complaint at present

against Columbia is on 'You Can't

Take It With You.' It is charged

that although the pic was promised

on last year's worksheet and was
finished in time to deliver, the com-
pany withdrew it to resell at 40%.
Clause in the contract legally per-
mits them to take such iiction, but
exhibs feel that Col is violating the
moral issue at stake. There is also
an unsubstantiated report around
that Warners got the film for their
houses at last year's figure.

Issue here Is the same as in the
Paramount trouble of last year and
in the recent complaint against UA.
Exhibs, despite contract clauses,

have never recognized the right of
producer to. withdraw a promised
picture if it is ready for delivery.
UA backed up on its withdrawal,
Schaefer promising the pix to any-
one who insisted • on getting them,
but tactfully explained •\Vhy the
company couldn't afford it. Result
is good feeling and spirit of co-oper-
ation with UA.
Another beef atises out of a con-

fab with CoL execs two months ago
when Harry 'W'elner, branch 'Tnan-
ager, on a squawk carried to the h.

o. by exhibs,
^
proniised to adjust

oversold situations. Certain exhibs
feel, that because of the recent in-

ternal split weakening "UMPTO,
Weiner hasn't done this.
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ROXY
ALL 25* "^^

SEATS 1 PM.

"SBET
—On th« stftK^—

Nevr fltace Show

NORMA TXKONE
SHEARER POWER

MARBE ANTOINETTE
M, G. M. Hit

mWj 2:30. SMC. MUInlslit
Khoir 8at.: Sun. 3, C. U:00.

MaU. SOc. to $1. Eves, 50c.

to $2. Sat, & Sun. MatR,.

Sat, Mltl. & Sun, « VM.
,'>0c. to tl.SO (Plug Tax)

ASTOR
B'way & 45tb

BEG. FRIDAY

|e«rol flyhm
betteOAVIS

,

"Fhe SISTERS"

ON THt
iSCIIIINOPCHt

8J0i»
Lait 2 Days! 'S-'crets

Kay Franc«s-Gee. Brent.
MoiTlg. Johnny Mairner

.HURACE REIDTl
WMiiriJmnfri hiquics

)TRAMp.
•WAV « 47lh II. 25c
HieNiKmHiiiptaV mnim
of an Aetrass," with

In Person, Chatter
and Orchaitra,

FINALLY STRIKES
Hollywood, Oci. 11.

After two postponements, 'Love
Match' went before the cameras yes-
terday (Monday) at RKO with Leo
McCarey as producer-director.
Delay was due to script revisions,

HELD OVEB SBD WEEK
CLABK MYBNA
GABLE • LOY
'TOO HOT TO HANDLE'
Coming—TVallaoe Beery and
Ulokey Booner, 'Stoiilcmates'

MOAOWMT
•I

TODAY
Edw. G.

ROBINSON
"I Am the Law''
CLYDE McCOT and
IITS OBOHESXBA

f
otartt Thuriday

"BOYS

TOWN"
IN PERSON

Freddie
Bartholomew

PARAMOUNT TIMES
.SQUARE

RONALD
COLMAN

in
Frank Xiloyd's

"IF I WERE
KING"

HELD OVEB
IN PEBSON
TOMMY
DORSEY
AND BAND
CONXIE

BOSWELL

BADIO
CITY MUSIC HALL
"THERE GOES
MY HEART"

Spactacular Stag* Production*
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KE EP

YOUR EAR
TO TH E

GROUND!

The whole industry is asking: "Can M-G-M keep delivering

one 'A* picture after another as it has been doing since the

start of the season?" Here's the happy answer—keep your ear

to the ground and look over the M-G-M releases so far:

a m nA
ii m iiA
ii m. iiA
ii ^ iiA
A
A
A

ii .-m- ii

a m, a

Si m a

MARIE ANTOINETTE (Shearer, Power, a sensational triumph everywhere)

THREE LOVES HAS NANCY (America flocking to Boh Montgomery, Janet Gaynor,

Franchot Tone comedy)

BOYS TOWN (The year*s smash with Tracy grand and Rooney your new money star)

TOO HOT TO HANDLE (Gable and Loyl What a pairl "Test Pilot** records go bye'hye!)

VACATIONFROM LOVE (Dennis 0*Keefe,FlorenceRiceanewteamfor thefans, lt*sa riot I)

STABLEMATES (Beery, Rooney in laughs and tears! Mickey has captured America!)

YOUNG DR: KILDARE {Just previewed! And what a drama! M-G-M's new series idea

will equal the "Hardy Famly." Lew Ayres and Lionel Barrymore great!)

And here are some that follow/ one "A" picture after another from

now to December, almost all of them completed and previewed:

JUDY GARLAND, FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW in "LISTEN DARLING" • LUISE RAINER, FERNAND
GRAVET, MIUZA KORJUS, "GREAT WALTZ" • ROBERT DONAT, ROSALIND RUSSELL in "THE
CITADEL" • JEANETTE MacDONALD, -NELSON EDDY in "SWEETHEARTS" (Technicolor) • MICKEY
ROONEY, LEWIS STONE, etc. in"OUT WESTWITH THE HARDYS" • LEW AYRES, MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN
in "SPRING DANCE" • JOAN CRAWFORD, MARGARET SULLAVAN, ROBERT YOUNG, MELVYN
DOUGLAS in "THE SHINING HOUR" • LUISE RAINER in "DRAMATIC SCHOOL", etc.,

The industry's new slogan is: "\fs Metro-Gpldwyn-Mayer's Grade 'A' Yeor!"

A
METRO -GOLDWYN -MA\yER
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WHAT AFFILIATES WANT
Networks Crant Cooperation To

AB-Radio Digest (of Talks, Etc.)

A pocket'Sized publication entire-

ly devoted to reprinting material
'Ijroadcast over the networks is to

appear sometime in December. It

will bear the title Listeners Digest

and has the blessing of the webs,
-who will make all manuscripts of

talks, dramatizations an-*, so on avail-

able to the magazine, which will

be issued monthly and sold on news-
stands for 25c a copy.

rt is stated there is no connection
between this project and a proposal
advanced some months ago by David
Bosenblura, former NBC v.jp'., who
sought to interest the networks in

supporting a 'mouthpiece.* Profes-
sional publication men plus outside
business men are behind the Listen-

ers Digest. George Eggleston, who
has been with .College Humor, Life

and Scribners, is editor.

Stockholders include D. M. Stew-
arti of the research ho\ise bearing
his name; Harlan Logan, publisher

of Scribner's; Fred Hagelberg, Gen-
eral Financial Director of Hearst
Magazines; Fred H. Fidler, of J.

"Walter Thompson agency, and Fred
Foy of Wilding Industrial Pictures.

No advertising will be carried, and
for the present no material other

than broadcast reprints will be pub-
lished. Conde Nast Press will print

and American News will distribute.

Slogan will be 'Good Things from
Radio Presented in Brief.'

NORMAN MORRELL TO

JOIN LORD & THOMAS

Notman Morrell, assistant pro-
gram manager at NBC, is joining
Lord & Thomas to assist on program
production.

Starting date depends on the net-

work's convenience in relieving him
of his present duties.

New Mennen Announcer

Takes Pullman to Work
Bob Hark set to conduct the 'Peo-

ple's Rally' for Mennen over WOR-
Mutual, will be forced to commute
between New York and Chicago
when he starts Oct. 16.

Hawk has a daily commercial on
station WGN, Chicago, running to
Saturday. Mennen show is a Sunday
entry.

WSAI'S NEW SALES REP

Transamerk Confined to WLW—
Se^reffation Policy of Shouse

WSAI, Cincinnati, has joined the
national representation list of Inter-
national Radio Sales. It makes the
first time that WSAI and WLW,
jointly owned by the Crosley inter-
ests, are spot agented. out of the
same office.

Transamerican Broadcasting &
Television Corp. will continue to

represent WLW. It was Transameri-
can that suggested the split and
urged IRS* appointment.

In announcing the change, James
D. Shouse, general manager of both
stations, said: 'It was occasioned only
by the increasing necessity for
separating representatives of WLW
and. WSAI.' Since joining the
Cro.sley organization a year ago,
Shouse has been building separate
set-ups for the two stations.

Angell Angels a Party

Philadelphia, Oct. 11.

Dr. James Rowland Angell, for-
i^ifir prez of Yale and educational
counsellor of NBC, has named an
NBC unit to provide music for com-
ing out party of Mrs. Angell's daugh-
ter, Caroline Woodman, in New
Haven on Oct. 21.
Crew skedded for reception and

Jance in Jan Savitfa Top-Hatters,
nouse band at KYW, which Is op-
erated by .NBC.

Cancellation Warning

Finis Farr, the script writer,

after Frank Norris, of Time,
did a radio date for Cal Tin-
hey's 'If I Had the Chance,'
wired him:
'Caught your act. Don't send

out your laundry.'

WTIC ORCHESTRA

PLAYS FOR ITSELF

Hartford, Oct. 11.

WTIC has a sustaining orchestra
with nothing to sustain. Daily mem-
bers of the orchestra rehearse in

front of dead mikes wondering if

and when" they'll ever be heard.

Strange paradox arises as a re-

sult of the filling of all daytime
spots, for which the orchestra was
being groomed, by new commercials.
Studio has an agreement with the
Musicians Union to maintain a full

orchestra, whether the orchestra

broadcasts or not.

Wilfred King Back To
Mathes Agcy. Radio Job
Wilfred S. King is back as radio

director of J. M. Mathes, Inc. He
had this post when Mathes stepped
out of N. W. Ayer to form his own
agency about five years ago.
King will be the contact on the

'Information Please' show (NBC)
which Canada Dry starts underwrit-
ing Nov. 15.

F^rgiTson with Weed

R. L. Ferguson became a Chicago
salesman for Weed" & Co. last Mon-
day (10). For the past year Fer-
guson' \yas with Jesse L. Kaufman,
selling talent and programs.
He was station manager of WINS,

N. Y„ from 1934 to 1937, and before
that he was with NBC's Chicago
sales .department.

WEEI Execron WORL
Boston, Oct. 11.

New angle In search for fresh tal-

ent is the series of interviews, begun
Oct. 7 on WORL, W. Cort Treat,

general manager, initiated a string of
interviews with Arthur Edes, pro-
gram director of WEEI, thedretically

a competing station.

In the series Edes gets plugs on
his teaching job at a local dramatic
school, and a new atmospheric res-

taurant he has recently opened in an
ancient house in Ipswich, Mass.
WEEI also comes in for its share of

mention.

LOOMS AS ISSUE

Stations Push Webs for Con-
cessions, New Arrange-
ments — See Present as

Ideal Opportunity for Ad-
vance

50-50 AS GOAL

Elaine S. Carrineton, radio script

er, leaves New York Oct. 21 for Hoi- Ur^^ _

lywood. In Pasadena will be met'by^ breaks when they (the webs) them
Fannie Brice.

Networks and affiliates are fight-

ing a determined battle behind the

innocent-sounding explanations of

their recent meetings in- New York.

Affiliates are frank among them-

selves in regarding this as Czecho-

slovakia time in trade politics. How
far they may be able to drive the

networks with the latter desperately

anxious not to have trouble with a

government investigation pending

is a matter for future determination.

But it does not appear that the. affil-

iates will feel any compunction in

using a favorable opportunity to

even off what they regard as a one-
sided score.

Not for today or tomorrow per-
haps, but for a vague future date,

affiliates of tactical turn of mind
are aiming for a 50-50 split on card
rates instead of 70-30 as now. Such
a revision would also be accom-
panied, if this coterie has its way, by
a parity between networks and af-

filiates in the matter of program
schedule supervision and controL
Networks are in a tough spot.

They want to discourage radicalism
among the -affiliates, but must be'

careful of how they proceed, even
behind the scenes. Particiilarly the
networks must not, they feel, consult
each other in any way that might
seem like collusion.

Copy Control

Independent Radio Network Af-
filiates meanwhile are currently
trying to get NBC and Columbia to
lay down' strict rules governing the
amount of commercial copy and to
agree to eliminate spot announce'-
ments between two quarterrhour or
half-hours shows controlled by the
same sponsor. A special committee
of three, composed of Paul Mo-
rency, WTIC. Hartford; Arthur B.
Church, KMBC, Kansas City, and
Samuel Rosenbaum, WFIL, Phila-
delphia, are doing the huddling on
these two issues with the networks.
On the first issue the affiliates ar-

gue that lengthy commercials not
only tend to cut down their audi-
ences but can affect their standing
with the Federal Communications
Commission when it comes to li-

cense renewals. It is also their con-
tention that it is unfair for the net-
works to bar them from interpolat-

announcements in the chain

selves allow accounts to do the same

Tlieatre Authority May Propose

A Tax on Studio Seats for Railb

When AFRA Meets in St. Louis

St. Louis, Oct. 11.

Among plans to be laid before
convention of the American Federa-
tion of Radio Actors in St Louis,

Nov. 15-16 ..will be proposed tax on
radio studio free admissions for dis-

tribution to theatrical charities by
the Theatre Authority. Latter would
also like to use branch offices of

AFRA as possible collection points
on a greater national coverage of

the benefit situation. Signing of per-
formers -on sustainers of two major
nets, irrespective of origination

point of program, gives broader
scope than heretofore possible since

other affiliated unions have branches
only in important keys.

It's understood that the original

plan of forcing through an obliga-

tory tax on all admissions has been
abandoned for compromise plan of

making the stunt a donation a la the

Seaman's Fund. Ide- was first pred-
icated on Seaman's system -anyway.
Alan Corelli, executive secretary of

the T. A., will attend the sessions

here to outline plans to union. Mat-
ter of putting through any kind of

tax has been carefully guarded, and
it's not officially affirmed.

Explanatory Booklet

A booklet describing T.A.'s aims
and purpose is reported being
readied for distribution among the-

atrical unions which it embraces.
Opening up of new avenues through
recent creation and affiliation of

new unions has somewhat compli-
cated the T,A.'s picture, so T.A.

wants to educate men\bers of all

groups.
Frank Gillmore, prez of Associated

Actors and Artistes of America, also

has a plan which will probably be
discussed at the meeting. He would
use branch offices of AFRA as

watchdogs to aid Four A's in over-

seeing theatrical legislation and
problems which might otherwise es-

cape the national body. AFRA is

looked upon as the talent union with
greatest possible scope due to many
locals and prospective branch offices.

Authority's Authority
Meeting of board of Theatre Au-

thority in New York last week
brought up the question of whether
or not a majority vote can rule on
policy. American Federation of Ac-
tors threw a monkey wrench into

the works when it declared that

hereafter all AFA acts (vaude,

thing. An added squawk is that. this

latter practice deprives the stations

of spot income from these very an-
nouncement-products.
Talks on the two issues are be-

ing confined to NBC and CBS, un-
like the situation which prevailed

a few weeks ago when Mutual was
invited in for a conference with the
main IRNA committee.

NBC Has Under Advisement Sweeping

Bargain Discounts to Glamorize Blue

NBC's sales heads are considering

the establishment of a new discount

structure which, it is hoped, will

serve to stimulate client interest in

the supplementary groups of the blue

(WJZ) network. If the plan as orig-

inally devised and now being dis-

cussed goes through, NBC customers

using all the supps as well as the

complete basic, will find themselves

entitled to almost 50% off the sup-

plementaries rate card.

As proposed, the new discount sys-

tem would allow an extra 5% deduc-

tion on the blue to those accounts

using a supplementary group intact.

It would be 10% for two groups, 15%
for three groups and 20% for four

groups, while clients contracting all

supplementaries including the Pacific

blue link would be entitled to 25%
extra. All these discounts would be
additional to the weekly discounts
on gross expenditures which run up
to 15% plus 10% rebate allowed for

52 consecutive weeks of broadcast-
ing.

First Aid to Blue
These additional discounts would

have to come out of the network's
share of the proceeds, as the con-
tract with associated stations allows
only for the weekly gross billings

discount and the all-year-around de-
duction. NBC has already outlined

this new discount plan to several af-

filiates with a view to getting their
reaction and also to show them that
various devices are being mulled in

the drive to build up business on the
blue trail.

One of the recent drastic moves in

that direction was to set up a base
for the number of stations that a
client must buy to remain on the
blue during the choice listening

hours of the week. The minimum,
which becomes effective at the end
of this year, is 50 stations. NBC's
other gesture was to bring in A. E.
Nelson from KDKA, Pittsburgh, and
assign him to the newly created post
of sales manager of the blue net-
work.

nitery, etc.) must get consent of the
union before playing any benefits. A
clause to that effect has been in-

serted in all AFA contracts.

T.A. is normally governed by ma-
jority rule. Reps of that body en-
dorse or refuse benefits with actors

abiding by decisions. AFA's attempt
to sever this rule throws T.A. for a
loss since it could no longer control
the benefit situatnin from one posi-

tion.

T.A. will seek a ruling from the
Four A's (parent union), forcing

AFA to align its practice with the
rest. A circular has been distributed

during past week informing all acts

and actors of T.A.'s position as final

judge on benefits.

Alan Corelli left yesterday (Tues-

day) for Philadelphia for his first

invasion of that territory. Will look
into the annual Jack Lynch (nitery

operator) benefit tomorrow night
(Thursday) and annual Variety Club
benefit for collection of 15% clip ot
gross where actors appear cuffo.

Behind action of AFA is the re-

ported delay in getting its alloca-

tion of benefit melon, annually dis-

tributed to unions and actor chari-

ties.

RENFRO TO DAYTON'S

3,000-SEAT AUDITORfliI

Cincinnati, Oct 11.

Renfro Valley Barn Dance troupe

concludes long run of Saturday night

stage shows at Music Hall this week
and transfers to Dayton, Ohio, for
indef series in 3,000-seat Memorial
Hall. With, 50 people hillbilly opry,
directed by John Lair, did its biggest'

road biz on two-day engagement in
Dayton last January and won admir-
ation of city's Chamber of Commerce
as a magnet for merchants. Gate is

25-42-75C. -Renfro aggregation feeds
three Saturday night half-hour com-
mercials to WLW for Keystone
Fence, Pinex and Bugler Tobacco
and its star, Red Foley,- is on earlier

half-hour broadcast same night on
WLW and NBC for Avalon Cigar-
ettes. 'Avalon Time* originates in
Crosley studios. First three pro-
grams will be piped from Dayton.

Ariet5

Rcu/io 7 7 (Mil'

;
/// II ,//,./// ( .

Protected Material Dept.
(For Writsrs)

Locat Program Registry
(For Sponsors, Stations)

Mail Department
N«w York—.154 W, 46th Slr««t
Chtcago-<4 W. Randolph
Hollywood—170a N. Vin«
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BUCKEH AGENCY DEMANDS STATIONS

PAY FOR PART OF TRANSCRIPHON COST

P. G. Parker Raising Question Before Station Reps

in Chicago—Skeptics Ask: 'WilJ^JThey Ask

Newspapers to Pay for Mats?'

Chicago, Oct, 11.

Blackett-Sample-Hummert agency

Is asking stations getting B-S-H

shows on discs to make a rebate to

the advertiser to defray the cost of

making the ether platters. P. G.

Parker, general manager of the

agency, last week called in the heads

of the key station rep outfits and ex-

plained the B-S-H side of the pic-

ture to them. Letters were also sent

to the stations subscribing to the

"World Broadcasting System plan,

asking them to drop in at their

earliest convenience so that the com-

mercial platter setup could be dis-

cussedk
Acency Argument

It is the contention of the agency

that if the stations can pay 15% to

World and to Transamerican on the

rate 'card on commercial platters

booked on the stations through

World or Transamerican, that they

should also be willing to pay .a fee

to B-S-H for the same service. Par-

ticularly sinte B-S-H is placing more
platter biz than any other organiza-

tion, and therefore should rate as

much remunerative consideration as

brokerage companies.

Going further back into the dis-

cussion B-S-H states that stations get

only from 35% to 40% of their rate

card on network commercials and
some 72% on spot business on plat-

ters. Discs, the agency contends, ac-

tually save the stations considerable

coin besides giving the outlets many
audience-building shows which they

might not otherwise get. Agency
now asks that the stations rebate a

part of that cost, which money will

not be kept by the- agency but turned
over to the advertiser. This money
may later find its way back to radio

(or other advertising" media) and
thus obtain fuller advertising cover-

age for thie client for the same ap-
propriation. Agency figures that an I

advertiser with an. appropriation of
|

$100,000 using spot through the. year

on a five-a-wefek basis will spend. 1

$35,000 of the appropriation in pro- 1

duction and mechanical costs.

No % Set 'Tet

B-S-H has set up no figvire or per-

centage as the proper rebate ion the

disc business placed on stations, but

is waiting for the stations and reps to

subibit theii: id^as ' on matter,

Whether it will be a straight sum of

money for each disc or a percentage
figure on the rate card remains to

be seen.
It is estimated in the field that

World retains some 7%% of the 15%
commission on business placed
through its organization, the' other
half going for production and han<

dling.

Some 15 of the key station men
aroimd the country are schedijl^ for

a meeting with B-S-H execs, today
(Tuesday^ to discuss the matter.
Station -reps which h^iye already
been in confab Vrith Parker, on the
subject are the Petry. compapy,- Free
&^ Peters, E. Katz and John Blair.

Others are slated for meetings' this

yreek.

Colossal Modesty

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

For opening new NBC plant

next week without the usual
ceremonial trimmings, Don Gil-

man, western division topper,

was called to Authors Club at

last Wednesday's (5) luncheon
to receive a plaque.

Inscription read 'in recogni-

tion of NBC's colossal modesty
in premiering Hollywood Radio
City without fanfare, klieg

lights, pretty girls and 'vice-

presidents' speeches.'

BIXBY-BECKER OPUSES

CONTIGUOUS FOR P&G

Procter & Gamble will debut the

serial, 'This Day Is Ours' on the CBS
basic Nov. 7, It will take the Crisco
tag and fill the 1:45 to 2 p.m. niche
Mondays through Fridays, On the
same day 'Life Can Be Beautiful,'
likewise authored by Carl Bixby and
Don Becker, will take over the pre-
ceeding quarter hour in behalf of
Ivory snow. Latter serial is cur-
rently on the NBC red (WEAF) link.

Both strips clear through the Comp-
ton agency.

P&G has also arranged to move
'The Gospel Singer' and 'Vic and
Sade' back to NBC from Columbia.
'Singer' will take a combined red
and blue (WJZ) to Chicago (9:30-

9;45), while 'Vic* will, go over the red
in the afternoon and the blue in the
morning.

MYRON KIRK OUT

Buyer Had S^i^ltched Into Seller for

Hollywood Talent Setup

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Myron Kirk, former radio official

of Ruthraufl & Ryan agency, in New
York who quit advertising lor the

talent biz, is now headed east look-

ing for a job. His deal as radio ex-

pert with Famous Artists was a

wash-out. Kirk was on the selling

instead of the buying side for the

first time. Understood Famous paid

him $15,000 annually.

George Rosenberg is now radio

head of the Famous Artists set up.

Horace Heidt winds up four years

with Stewart-Warner Alemite on
Dec. 25. At that time the sponsor

withdraws entirely from radio, Heidt

was under a 52-week-per-annum ex-

clusive pact throughout the years.

Heidt bunch now consists of 35

members and the Biltmore, New
York, is home plate. Organization

has been on a road tour of «^ance

dates for some time.

Connecticut's WICC Has

New Long Island Hour;

Unusual Interstate Angle

Bridgeport, Oct.. 11.

WICC's nabbed an account across

Long Island Sound, Connecticut sta-

tion's signal being strong on L. I.

New show, 'Long Island Hour,'

preems tomorrow (12) with Jean
Hallock of Riverhead, L. I„ prepar-
ing and presenting copy based on
imaginary tours supplemented .by

other civic pride-pointing. Partici-

pating are E. J. Wier Co., tree sur-

geons; Jacob Meyer market, and
Riverhead roller skating rink.

(Commercial regarded as unusual
not only because of trans-Sound na
ture but because program is really

interstate, from a Connecticut sta-

tion to a region in New York state.

Charlotte Buchwald Back

Charlotte Buchwald resumes her
'Playgoer' program this Friday (14)

over WMCA, New York.
Will have Toby Wing as her first

guestee.

HEIDT RUNS ENDING

After Four 52-Week Tears Alemtte

l8 Quitting Radio

JIMMY HDLER ON CBS

IN GEO. McCALL'S SPOT

Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Jimmy Fidler (Drene) will be on

both CBS and NBC, starting Nov. 15.

He moves into CBS on Tuesdays,

taking over the Old Gold spot now
tenanted 'by George McCall's Screen-

scoops. Fidler retains his Friday
time on NBC
McCall will have been on a year

for the cig account. Robert Benchley
starts for OG next month in a com-
edy series from New York.
On his new Columbia time, Fidler

broadcasts for the east at 7:15 p.m.

and is heard on the Coast in the

7:30 p.m. repeater. His NBC Friday

time remains unchanged.

Gottlieb Timetabling
Lester Gottlieb, public relationeer

for Mutual, plans taking off on his

annual good-will p.a. tour of net's

stations and local newspapers Oct.

16. Wil be gone about two weeks.
Will cover about 15 towns, going

as far west as Minneapolis and into

New England. He's
,
only net p.a.

getting annual cuffo trip through
hinterland. May be postponed short

while due to illness of couple of

prospective contacts on itinerary.

MERSERVY TO BERMUDA
Douglas Merservy, John Royal'i

assistant, is en route to Bermuda for

his honeymoon.
Married Mrs. Thelma Trieste in

N. Y. yesterday (Tuesday).

THE COMEDY PROBLEM: 1938-39

Wbo Fays fpr Mats, Cuts?
In New Yoifk ;agency circles the

proposed move by the Chicago di-

vision of Blackett-Sample-Hummert
is regarded as merely a case ' of try-

ing; to collect mor$ commission, de-
eply the promise o^ reifunding to the
client. ... If the 'stations yield- to

B-5-H's demand that they pay for
the. trsfcuscription, it logically follows
that tlie.agency will also seek to get
newspapers an^d magazines to absorb
the costs of riats and cuts. It is

contended that the costs of transcrip-
tion Is u comparatively small item in

a spot campaign and that it would
be hard to recall any occasion where
an oi^cr to toss in the discs gratis

swung a dea).

Suspicion burrent in New York
quarters is that the Chicago end of

B-S-H has lent an attentive ear to

suggestions advanced by certain ma-
jor station reps who are bitterly op-
posed to World's and Transameri-
can's plan of stimulating spot busi-

ness through the free transcription

route.

Bette Davis set for di:am'£^tic lead

on Silver theati^e double header' Dec.
11 and 18.

Couple of 'years ago John Carlile, CBS production
chief, wrote up a , 'Haftdbook' of *dos' and 'donts* as

regards the bviilding of radio programs. Among 6ther
things, announcers were told, to wear dinner jackets
at premieres, and orchestra leaders were' warned not
to write swing versions of' 'Ave. Maria' or other re-
ligious compositions; It was also made plain that a
song called 'Ciasey Jones' was riot nice on thie ether

—

presumably because Casey Jones' widow was consoled
(in the last verse, of the lyric) by an engineer boy
friend on the Salt Lake Line.

Fred Allen apparently is not acquainted with Car-
lile's standarcjl opiis, mentioned

: above. Nor has he
apparently ever' heard that sponsors quake to their
marrow when a Joke is cracked on Franklin pelano
Roosevelt or a recent strike. For Allen on his opening
show (5) not only had,.the Jones song prominently
spotted on the half-way Mripe. (With lyrics as is), but
he also gave put a ^ag on Frank , (the President) in
connection with hot dogs, and then topped everything
oil with a pun .on trucking (the dance) vs. 'trucking
(the recent truck-drivers' strike).

All of which may show, that verbo^ens of previous
years will soon be effective only as .textbook material.
In actuality, donts for comedians no longer can be re-
duced to mere formal rules, bedause context, delivery
a:nd cleverness play such a largie role in making a gag
offensive or pleasant that mere 'rules are useless. Ask
Mae West or Miriam Hppkins. This evolution is simi^
lar' to the one in the legit theatre (after 1927) wheii.
rising expertness and sophistication no longer made
it a sin to say, 'damn* or show legs up to the knees:
(Incidentally,

. from this yievjrROint. /the recent FCC
furor over <BeyAnd the. Horizon* is an outmoded flare-
up involving legal angles rather than moral considera-
tions.)

Vets

Gag writers who have analyzed the new trend
toward more liberal use of material claim that it's due
to the fact^ that every ranking comedian today is an
old-timer in "radio. Or else the comedian- is being
coached and fed with material from veteran radio
writers. These veterans can consequently get away
with stuff that ahy newcomer might mangle and bring
the hurricane down on the broadcasters.

Not only is Fred Allen a case in point, but Eddie
Cantor for several' years has used stuff that, in any-
one else's hands, would be considered a loaded shot-
gun. Cantor is one of the best showmen in radio", and
usually pre-tests everything he uses. Uses references
to human anatomy, etc, which would cause a dead
faint to the censors if anybody but Cantor had them
in a script. Cantor, however, manages to let the audi-
ence skate thrillingly on the very edge without soiling
the hem of a single skirt, which is art.

Causes of Trouble

Heavy censorship of several years back was based
on three considerations: (1) practically every comedian
was a two-line gag man, which means that not a single
joke got enough buildup to take off the edge if it had

HOBLER SEES

METRO SHOW

AS IS

such an edge; (2) gag writers were burning up ma-
terial at such a terrific pace that they were trying to

find hew grass in fields beyond the legal limits of the
fence; (3) gag writers, often from v^de days, had not
yet found, out the gimmicks that can put across ma-
terial without any danger.
As the situation is today—and the writers have all

analyzed it well—no comedian is any longer a gag
man. He uses entirely different tricks. |Iere are some
hints:

Jack Benny: serial comedy. This serial business is

an emergency brake guarding against any potential

slide in popularity. Even if one show should happen
to be below par, the audience is so engrossed mentally
in the entire serial picture that the below-par stuff

still registers.

Edgar Bergen: the acme In. timing. Bergen not only
,has a split^second register of cues and rejoinders, but
he also hai material which is a semi-continued story
aro'imd a character.
Burns and Allen: nut comedy, but also plastered

with enough character-situation stuff to keep it going.
Eddie Cantor: high-pressure Americana .by an ex-'

pert showman. Cantor works his head off getting up
a potpourri of stuff that defies analysis. But it's human,
and it has some of that human Ingredient—coarseness.
Nobody but Cantor would use a formula such as his.

Fred Allen: acknowledged by all comedy writers as-

rniles ahead of this time. Allen's stuff has class. It

is dry; humor, well timed,- arid it- has beautiful pre-
. cision in word-twists, etc. • But Allen, because of his
very art, can't touch .Benpy, in. popularity, so far as
CAB ratings go. The Messrs. Morrow arid Beloin, who
script Benny's stuff, know that a continued story is

better, fodder for masses than a polished gem or pun.

.The Load Ones

Comedians like Joe Penner and Lew Lehr are still

popular exponents of a once-great form of comedy;
the loud-mouth variety. .Sheer noise, gurgling gags
and continual bedlam. Noise is now considered ,best

fit for kids, which is probably why Penner was plug-
ging a primarily kids' product last year. But both
Penner and Lehr are lasting (and getting okay notices)
because they, don't overdo their stuff. In short, it's

salted with other program ingredients, and is backed
up by good orchestras, etc.

Phil Baker—one of the hardest comedians in radio
to write for because of his absolutely straight delivery
—-is not on the air at the moment (negotiating), but
his stanza last year was practically the only two-line
gag show left. Baker, however, had intended to change
to a new kind of comedy, probably serial, under a new
sponsor.
Other comedians are all using variations on the

themes noted abpve, and all are making some nod in
the direction of "a continued character, or continued
situation (as Bob Burns' references to characters in
Arkansas, etc.). It's a break for the writers, too.

And by way of an over-worked funny catch-line,
'Hi-ho-Silv^er' (from 'The Lone Ranger') is still tops.
Previous to that the invariable gag line was 'Today I
am a man.'

Atherton W. Hobler, president of

Benton & Bowles, declared Monday
(10) that the Maxwell House divi-

sion of General Foods and the agen-
cy had no qualms about the 'Good
News' show (NBC) continuing for

the balance of the 1938-39 season,

Hobler said that he knew of nothing
that stood in the''way of Metro and
Maxwell getting together around
Nov, 15 on an extension of the pres-

ent contract,- which runs until

Dec. 29.

Current agreement between the

java packer and film producer is for

20 weeks, which includes the ^even
that remained from the previous
contract.

DEPT. STORES USE

RADIO IN STRIKE

San Francisco, Oct. IL
With Immediate settlement of the

department store strike here un-
likely, both radio and newspaper ad-

vertising have been resumed by re-

tailers affected by the three-week-
old walk-out of some 6,000 em-
ployees.
Back on the air are the Joseph

Magnin Company's 'Who's Dancing
Tonight?' program Friday nights on
KPO; the Roos Brothers thrice-

weekly Sports Page of the Air with
Ernie Smith on KYA, among others.

KNOW, WACO 100% MUTUAL

New Status of Roosevelt Stations Is

Now Determined

KNOW, Austin, and WACO, Waco^
which Elliott Roosevelt is buying
from Hearst, slated' to become 100%
Texas State and Mutual Network.
CBS has agreed to release KNOW
from its own affiliation setup Oct. 15

and to do the same thing for WACO
Feb. 1, 1939, Forriner outlet has been
linked to KTSA, San Antonio, as a

unit and sold at $250 an evening
hour. New rate for WTSA alone
will be $175.

KRLD, San Antonio, is figured to

add 25 to 40 miles to the radius of

its present primary area after the
station installs a new 10,000-watt

transmitter by the end of this year
arid this additional spread is ex-
pected to make up for the exit of

WACO from the CBS picture.

Marty Melcher Radio

Man for Band Booker
Marty Melcher, formerly with the

Mills Artist Bureau, has joined. Asso-
ciated Orchestras of America as head
of .the rddio dept. He headquarters
in New York.
Firm Is a new management agency,

being in existence only about three

months. It set Raymond Scott for the

Le Mirage, N. Y., where he and his

quintet opened last night (Tues.), iand

Hazel Scott, now in 'Sing Out the

News,' in the same spot.

Paid Off in Glory

Seattle, Oct. 11.

Singing portion of the 'Let's Har-
monize' program on KOMO, with
Ben Tipp, local jeweler," as the plug,

Is strictly on the cuff. The 50 young
persons .who comprise the sirtging

audience, are mostly highschool stu-

dents and ineriibers ' of local vocal

groups. They' come to the studio a

couple hours before program time

for an intensive rehearsal.
'

Troupe's only reward is the pro-

fessional experience they might re-

ceive from distant shooting at the

mike.

Connie Boswell's Pact
Connie Boswell's new contract

with the Co-operative Brewers show
on CBS is for 25 weeks.

It's on ah non-exclusive basis and
either party can cancel on four
weeks' notice.

Withycomb Rests Vp
Miami, Oct. 11.

Don Withycomb is resting here
after withdrawing as general man-
ager of WFIL, Philadelphia, two
Weeks ago.

Will remain another month.
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LOCAL PROGRAM TYPES

LOCAL SHOWS
4. —. '

Size of Cast Pay Costs on Local Shows

Joe Cook Offered

B.B.D. 8c O. has started putting
together a show that it proposes to

audition to General Baking (Bond
Bread), which has been off the air

since Guy Lombardo quit it this

summer to go with Lady Esther cos-

metics.

Cast of the new one will be head-
ed by Joe Cook.

In the chart helow; local jtrograms ^rom Variety's Program Service File

are broken into types. Program types having a big turnover or which are

just coming into vogue naturally have many new shows.. The ratio of old

to new shows is shown below by each type. A plus sign indicates many
new shows. A minus sign shows a preponderance of old established shows.

Audience participation -f :
— ^

Evening <+)
Daytime .t..*.«t.... (—

)

Drama
Evening ......*.... (+)
Daytime ^ .... « «<••••••• ('~')

Inatruotlon (Daytime) (+)

Popular muslo
Evening (+)
Daytime No ratio*

Musleal olock ....« (—

)

News commentators
Evening Sample insufficient

Daytime ...... .Sample insufficient

*Slnfle act
Evening (+)
Daytime ....No ratio

Variety
Evening (+)
Daytime ...... .Sample insufficient

Woman's pare (—

)

Contests
Evening (+)
Daytime ....*«. (—

)

Children's prosranu (—

)

*By 'no ratio' is meant that new
and old programs balance each other

perfectly, and there is no prepon-
derance of one or the, other.

A 'single act' is a program type

In which one man provides one-man
variety entertainment such as songs

and philosophy, or poetry and songs,

eto.

IS milllYZED

Stations Register 170 Pro-

grams with 'Variety's'

Special File, Open to

Sponsors and Advertising

Agencies

TENDENCIES

C. J. Ingram Spieli

C. J. Ingram, radio editor of the
Jersey Journal, Jersey City, started

a radio chatter series on WOR-
Mutual yesterday (Tuesday), 7:15 to

7:30 p.m. Will be called 'Of Mutual
Interest.'

Ingram has been conducting a
chatter session on WAAT, Jersey
City.

Local showmanship applied by ra-

dio stations in building programs for

hometown consumption is as diversi-

fied, effective and timely as the com-
mercial'web brand. If anything, the
local gang is way ahead of bigtime
network sponsors in the current
trend toward informality.

These conclusions are -based on a
study of the 170 odd programs now
in Variety's Program Availability
File. While the sample is numeri-
cally not staggering, it probably rep-
resents the biggest sample ever
gathered with such intensive wealth

Average
size of

cast

Program type required

Audience participation 3 . .

.

Drama (evening) 8-9 ...

Drama (daytime) ' 5-6 ...

Instruction (dajiiime) 1 . .

Averag:e
pay for

entire cast

per
broadcast

$30

$85

$70

$20

Popular music varies widely varies widely

Familiar Music (daytime) 4 $21

Musical clock 1 Usually included in time costs

as package
Rural entertainment (dajrti 14 ., $69

Single act (evening) 1 ....$26

Single act (daytime) 1 ...7. .$24

Song-patter teams (daytime) 2 $27

Sports commentator (evening) 1 $39

Talks (evening) < 1 $20

Variety (evening) 13 $109

Woman's page ^ 5 ^ ......$50

Contests <evening) 2 .$35

Contests (daytime) 3 .$22

Children's programs ..........> 2 $25

of detail. In every instance, the fig-

ures and breakdowns are so coherent

that it seems safe to- say they are

very close to a bull's eye.

Average Salaries

Not only have individual stations

a good eye to the future of program-

Zworykin Wins

Yisio Patents

Priority Rule

Wilmington, Del., Oct. 11.

A decree awarding priority to the

patent application of Vladimir K.

Zworykin on a potassium layer

photo-electric cell with discrete par-

ticles or elemental areas, used in

television apparatus, was contained

in an opinion handed down in U. S.

District Court here yesterday (10)

by Judge John P. Nields.

Judge Nields directs the U. S.

Commissioner of Patents to allow

the 14 claims In controversy in

controversy in Zworykin's 1923 ap-

plication.

Patent rights were involved In the

suit of Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company, owner of

the- Zworykin application, against

the Radio Corporation of America,

owner of the application of Henry
Joseph Round for a patent on a simi-

lar invention. Round had been

awarded priority by the U. S. Com-
missioner of Patents largely on. the

basis of earlier application for

patent, May 20, 1930, for reissue of

his May 11, 1927, letters.

However, Zworykin in three inter-

ferences had moved to substitute for

his 1930 application an earlier one

filed Dec. 29, 1923, on the same in-

vention.

Opinion stated, 'New evidence is

sufficient to carry thorough convic-

tion that the patent office erred m
awarding priority to Round.'

Connecticut Web SlaDed

Waterbury, Conn., Oct. 11.

Connecticut Broadcasting System

(WATR, Waterbury; WELI, New
Haven; WNBC, New Britain; WSPR,
Springfield, Mass.) is inactive at mo-
ment. Wire charges made it im-

practical.

WSPR hadn't been exchanging

with across-the-border wafters for

some weeks, but WATR^ WELI and

WNBC had been volleying steadily.

If and when a circuit commercial
comes along, hook-up will resume.

All three latter exhalers will so(Jn go

full time.

STATIONS I

Register Your Local

Programs with

NO CHARGE

ATTENTION
RADIO

SHOWMEN

SPONSORS!
Consult the Local

Program File at

NO CHARGE

Following Out Original Invitation of Some Weeks Ago

170 LOCAL
STATION PROGRAMS

(Suitable for National or Regional Sponsorship)

Have Been Registered—^the

Service Is Entirely Free—with

154 West 46th Street, New York City

Broadcasting Stations are again invited to take

advantage of this service.

There is only one condition—station must use

a file fornn provided by Variety.

[Read this week's news story on Progrann Trends Among the

Local Stations—Data was extracted from the Registry]

ming, but they also have just about
a standard scale of charges for ac-
tors' services. If a national sponsor
wants to hire an actor in Seattle or
in Boston for a spot program, he
would most likely have to pay about
$10 per man per program. Gals dish-
ing out recipes, sobby philosophers
and commentator-gossipers are the
aristocrats of the payroll. For their
services the scale goes up to around
$20.

Hillbillies are at the bottom of the
pay ladder. Can be had for less than

$5 apiece per broadcast—guitars,

washboards, spitoons, and all. (These
figures are what stations charge
sponsors for actors' services; whether
the actors get all of the money col-

lected by the stations, or whether
they get more, is anybody's surmise.)

Furthermore, the dizzy era of pro-
gramming now in vogue is right

down .the local station's alley. • Swing
music, a recent forte with the young
jitterbugs, can be spun off a platter,

or concocted by a group of local mu-
sicians. That the latter make morft
noise than music, is perfectly okay.
Young America frequently does hot
distinguish too nicely between what
is swing and what is sheer racket.

That goes for 'audience participa--

tion' programming, too. The local

station has Built this t3rpe of pro-
gramming from a mere novelty into

a steady ingredient of the daily
schedule. And why not? It's cheap.
Mistakes which would be fatal in a
dramatic program turn out to be
merely funny in an audience partici-

pation stanza. And the sponsor
thinks it's nice that this form of pro^
gram Is so handy for passing out
samples, prizes, etc.

In fact, the local station has gone
'audience participation' one better.

These stations have now revived the
bleached bones of the old contest
gags, and are using them at a great
rate. In a content you don't have to

bother about a studio audience, or
confine your audience participdtioii

to that small group. A contest In-

,
volves the whole listening audience.

. The latter is asked to guess names of
songs, to stump a piano player by

' phoning in names of odd tunes, etc.,

;
ad infinitum. Every listener Is

drafted into telephoning, writing, or
sending by carrier pigeon an im-
mediate answer to some goofy ques-
tion or proposal coming through the
loudspeaker. And it works—a grand
slam in spades, v

More Rurals ,

Hural entertainment is another re-
vival under the oxygen tent. Hill-

billies are as old as radio itself, but
currently the farmer has suddenly
becomes an obsession with stations

and sponsors, and a flock of new
rural shows is blossoming out. Again,
these shows ' are cheap (because of
the low pay scales for hasal singers
and guitar punchers). Again, the
shows are funnier because of mis-
takes than without them.

It's apparently the age of informal^
ity. The local stations find infor-
mality more to their liking than for-
mality, and hence, are probably
cooking, up a frantic ixiess of informal

I

shows' which sponsors on the webs
will copy this wlnter.>

In appiended charts are S0me~riew'
and interesting figures on local

shows, culled from the Variety Pro-
grsCm Service File.
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AFRA Grimaced but Did Not Act

On Non-Union Opera Commentator

RADIO

SPONSORS-AGENCIES

Florist Telegraph Delivery Ass'n

has appointed Young & Rublcam to

handle its advertising account.

Series Under Wraps and Dull

San Francisco, Oct. 11.

Threatened attempt to stop NBC
airing portions of performances by

the San Franci.sco Opera unless an

announcer-membfer of the American
Federation of Radio Artists was

given the mike job evaporated last

Friday night. First of the broad-

casts went out on the blue network

as scheduled, with a non-AFRA
NBC staff announcer, Archie Presby,

handling, the assignment. No at-

tempt was made' to interfere with

the broadcast, although it laad previ-

ously been reported that AFRA and

the American Guild of Musical

Artists, to which many of the opera

singers belong, would insist that an

AFRA announcer do the spieling.'

(Local NBC mikemen are mem-
bers of the Associated H&dio Em-
ployees orgainizatlOh of NBC work-

ers. No difficulties ai-fe anticipated

during the remainder Of the opera

Beason, which opened ' Friday (7)

•with 'Andrei Cheniet.^)

Patricia O'Connell has joined the :

Compton agency as a radio copy
By the Fourth Game Nobody Ciired

For radio the World Series probably achieved the same lack of interest

GALA SOUSA BROADCAST
l
writer, she was formerly with Jo- ' for listeners as for the crowds at the games. Particularly was this true

Gillespie Launches Campaign for

Monument to Bandman

seph Katz
Hummert.

Drive for funds to establish

John Philip Sousa memorial will get minute announcements, several times
under way this Saturday (15). Head-r

'c[aiiy, on Rumford Baking Powder.
ed by James F. Gillespie, it will at- ,

tempt to pile up $750,000 to build a I

heroic monument in ,Washington. . 1 Earle Ludgin, Inc., Chicago, one-

CBS starts it off with a 30-min. ' minute transcriptions for Rit Prod-

and Blackett-rSampIe- ' in the fourth game. Flagging interest apparent. AH three networks
unconsciously reaected, 'Well, here's the last game, boys, and let's get it

over with quickly.'

There wasn't the color and snap that accompanied the earlier contests,

though, basically, it was good broadcasting in that listeners knew at all

times the state of the game. It was very apparent that the dull series

caught up with the mikemen in the" final, and certainly not without good
reason.

Atherton & Currier, New York,
3 using WGY, Schenectady, for ohe-

sustainer Sat. (15) at 7 p.m., with

Mutual to follow Oct. 22 with the

first of. a^ contemplated 13 weeks on
the same basis. Columbia line-up

will, have. B. A, Rolfe orch., Robert
Ripley and a cast to . drainatize the

com^ser's life. Conductor Arthur
PryOr, an all city band of 100 .pieces

culled, from the high schojol- bands

fit, N§w York, directed by Dr. George
.ij, Gartlan; a male choi)r.of 20 voices;

'Ger\e Buck, and Uncle Bob Sher-

wood,. Qld.est is.uryiy.ing -clown of P. T.

Bafpmip's .circ.us..,

.

ucts Co. (dyes).

KRSC, Seattle, has Leo Lassen

sportcasting Fridays for B. F. Good-
rich Tire & Rubber.

Announcers ' linbrgaiilzed

ispiite with NBC . in . San . Franr

Cisco arises . out .Of the . inability of.

AFRA so far to gain a foothold for

.aniJflua<;eES,,.i![i ,that. .area. ^WJijJle.

AGMA has .no direct interest in

what announcers handle the, mike
fbr opera broadcasts, its rti!|)ti^;Vii^

raising the issue is to helI^'"ifs' As-
|

sociated Actors and Artistes of

America affiliate, AFRA, become
eistablished there.

Existing AFRA contract with NBC
and CBS covers all sustaining

Bhowfe, but does not include an-
nouncers. There is no announcer
contract with CBS and that with

NEC covers only the New. York area.

Little first-hand knowledge of the

tussle is available at the AGMA and
AFRA headquarters in New York,

as the Coast offices of the unions arei
handling it.

For Kaltenborn

CBS is tossing a luncheon for H.
V. Kaltenborn in the Ambassador
hotel, N. Y., tomorrow (Thursday)
at which occasion he will receive a

He Stopped War

'I Broadcast the Crisis' is the
title of H. V. Kaltenborn's book
just signed with Random House
for immediate publication. CBS
is cooperating.
Gag

,
campaign is reported

under way in radio circles to
nominate Kaltenborn for the
Nobel peace award.

Seeks 'Vertical Union
Philadelphia, Oct. 11.

. Sam Sabaroff, prez of Philly

broadca'st division local of the Amer-
ican .:Communications Association,

revealed to Variety yesterday that

his- organization is actively recruit-

ing all radio station employees so

that, they may be brought under a

,

single industrial unioh type cOhtract present described as coming from

with their respective employers re- the network's 11.5 affiliated .stations

gardless of capacity in which they for his coverage of the European

work. ,
crisis;

Sabaroff, who is a panelman at Frank Sowell, of "WLAC, Nashville,

WCAU, said a standard contract 1
'wUl do the presenting of the present,

form, is now being worked out. He
declared that steady gains in organ-

, «|/vmfiimf/^ ma on I

Sr^^Sip-'^oS'^ aSJll NOTHING TO SELL,
liuiperoiis porters, phone operators,

and clerks, as well as engineers, for
|

whom it was started.

Sears-Roebuck will bankroll KHJ
'Midmorning Matinee' six days a

week, starting Oct. 17. Program is

half hour variety type, with Hal
Hodge as emcee-producer. Other

ta'ent includes Noriran NesbUt,

Singing Strings, Norman Young and
Bob Mitchell.

Elson Sounded Unfamiliar

Prior to the opening of the first game of the World Series it was stressed

over WOR the seven years'- experience young Bob Elson has had in covf
ering this event. And -then, in the very first inning,. Elson pulled a boner
on one of baseball's oldest strategic plays, .the. hit->andrfun.. . Stan Hack,
Cubs' leadofl man, singled, and English, up second, was given the hit-and^

run sign. Dickey, Yanks' catcher, called. fpr, .prtqliio.ut*. hqwever, and
tossed out Hack. Elsph described it as a b^d .and.add.c.d .that English
'tried to confuse the catcher by swinging at the ball.'

6uy Wallace's quiz-bee, dropped

by Royal Furniture after 58 weeks,

was re-sold by WHK, Cleveland, last

weekt-to Interstate. Hoaie Improve-
ment Co., without a pause in the se-

ries. Clem" Gerst Ad Agency swung
deal,,with Leslie Delmgge continuing

as producer and Mickey Burnett as

announcer.

Foreman & Clark (Men's clothing)

placing spot announcements follow-

ing all major sports events on KSFO,
San Francisco. Smith & Bull, Los
Angeles.

Lynden Chicken plugged thrice

weekly in spot announcements over

KSFO, San Francisco. Burchard
Co., Seattle, placed.

Fo<»tba11 Much 'Preferred

Because of previous comniereial commitments; WOR; NeiVark, offered

the -Mutual network's broadcast Of last Saturday's (8> Wdrlds Series game
to all the indie commercial outlets in the New- 'Y<»>k -area buf without
getting a. taker. -Each of the outlets approached preferred to carry football

games, "while WHN .was- already: taking the series ^from NBC. WOR had
to air the .Yale-Penn game for Atlantic Refining: i

Muzak, the wired radio service, fed Mutual's description of ,
the games

to its restaurant clients by. running a line frojn .WOR.. ..^11. that the vreb

got out, of the tieup was the expected publicity, .deriving, from network
identification' announcements.

'

New Century Beverage Co., Oak-
land (Par-T-Pak) bankrolling wrest-

ling matches from Dreamland Audi-
torium, over KYA, San Francisco.

Guaranty Union Life Insurance,

Los Angeles, .through Allied agency,
San Francisco, 100-word spot an-
nouncements KYA, San Francisco.

Gebhari- Chill, San Antonio, 12

wks., 15 min., Sat. morn, over
KOMA, Oklahoma City. Features
Danny Daniel at organ, piano duo of

Mickey Reynolds and Marjorie
Speer.

SPONSOR GOES ON

P
DEBATE AINT

Through a misunderstanding NBC
fiarnered plenty newsprint space
yesterday (Tuesday) on the John
Lewis-William A; .Green .'feud. Net-

Philadelphia, Oct. 11.

,
Powers Gouraud, commentator on

WCAU, probably, has -the "only daily,

spohjsored' show in the country in
which the sponsor h^s nothing to
sell.

Spielet is b. r.'d by Yellow .Cab
Company, whose cabs have been tied
iip by a strike for more than two
months. So; commercial consists of:

'towers Gouraud, presented by the
Yellow Cab Co.'

, Biram Shern^an of '^ing- Out the
l^ews,' -current : Broadway legit, .set

.Recorded Intervleiy With Ruppert
WOR, Newark, took a recording outfit to the bedside of Col'. Jake Rupr

pert Monday (10) to record an interview with iiim' about his N.Y. Yankees.
Results were broadcast as part of the station's 'Famous First Facts* pro-
gram that night Item had to do with the- Yankees- winning three worlds
series -in succession.

NBC and Columbia, It is understood, had. tried ?tQ .get the Yankee owner
to allow them to run lines into his sickroom for a live broadcast, but were
refused.

Legal Maze Over 'Stella Dallas

NBC Seekis to Cut Through—Blackett Agency Would
Enjoin Air Features, Its Own Clearing House

4-

TIME MAY' HALT

News Dramatization Continuance
Now Being Weighed

WBT, CHARLOTTE, N. C.

Fairmont Tobacco' Board of Trade,
seven 50-word announcements per
week for 11 weeks. Direct.

Acme White Lead, one .15-minute
program- a week for 39 weeks, Henri,
Hurst & McDonald.
Wesson Oil (Siiowdrift Sales),

New Orleans, Blue Plate Mayonnaise,
three 100-word announcements . a

week for 13 weeks, Fitzgerald Ad-
vertising Agency. ' ' ,^

Carolina • Baking Co. (0'B6y
Bread), three 15-minute programs a
week for 26 weeks, renewal, Freitag
agency.
Commercial Credit. Co., Baltimore,

for safety campaign and -time pay;-

njent plan, one '5-minute program
a week foi 13 weeks, O'Dea, Shel-
don &' Canaday.

March of Time radio show may go
off the..air after next -week's (21)

session. '' Fate of the series Is in
doubt, with the sponsor and B.B.D.
& p. having reached no decision

late yesterday. (Tuesday) about con-
tinuing beyond next week.
Program is broadcast over NBC

red (WEAF) blue (WJZ) Friday
nights. It is bankrolled by Life mag
when another sponsor canit be ob-
tained.

GANNEH STATIONS

APPOINT LIAISON

worfc.'had invited^ both to^kebaieY^SlS'^^y^'^^^^^^^^
their .difference -over • a hodkuix last |

1*9^- 'S.

.

ftight, Green- thinking that LeWls.
had accepted- advised-his p'.a: thatW
was going- on- NBC in: the" evening;
And the p^a. told the newspaper men
at the Houston; Tex-i convention- of

-.the. American Federation - Of -LSt)o;r:

that Green and Le.wls' =had"agrped

_

to engage in .a verbal tilt over Nsq.! Takes in Bob Wamboldt, William Joyce, Helen Belke
Later in the day, when- Lewis igot ^ ;

'

Transaiherk's Chicago Production

back, to his office in Washington Si^d

learned that he had beeh reported
as taking* to. the air that night . he
protested against the maneuver &nd

Startier

&
p.

Trahsamejicari Broadcasting
said he wouldn't consider the id.ea Television Corp.. has Acquired M,
lintil a future date; Meanwhilp (Bob) Wamlsolclt's . program pror
Crreen's • p.a., Philip Pearl, got in ducing setup in' Chicago, and put
touclh

.
with NBC and said that his hwamboldt himself under a long term

boss had just been asked via phoiTie contract. Wamboldt and his staff,

by CBS whether the debate couldn't which includes William Joyce and
be made a joint broadcast. Also, MHelen Jane Belke, will move into
some dozen NBC affiliated .stations .Transamerican's Chicago office, with'
called to find oiit whether the n^ike these serving as the nucleus for an
debate was really going to take place extensive program production divi-
60 that they could arrange to switch sion which the company plans to de-.

or cancel, schieduled local commer-
|
velop locally.

. cials. . .

• What prompted the NBC approach
was a statement' by John L. Lewis
In the 'morning., prints that he was
prepared 'to resign as head of the

CIO if Green agreed to quit as presi-

dent of the AFL.

Wapribbldt will •continue.„tp prof'
duce personally such shows as
'Tom Mix' (Ralston Wheat Cereal),
'Checkefboard. Time' (Ralston Pu-
rina), 'Public Hero No. 1 (Falstaff

Beer) and 'Judy and Jane' (Folger
Coffee).

IF THOSE HORSES

REAUYUNEUP-
•NBC believes that it has a client

that will underwrite the broadcast
of the Seabiscuit-War Admiral race
scheduled at PImlico Nov. 1.

• Contest between the two nags, be
cause oi frequent cancellations, has
taken up the air of a myth but NBC
still

. contends that if will have the
airing-rights when and-.if they run
togethct.

Hartford, Oct. 11.

. Norbert 0*Brien, commercial man^.
ager of WTHT, has resigned to join

the staff of J.- P. McKInney & Son,
to be representative for several sta-
tions operated by the Frank Gannett
string of newspapers.

.
C. Glover

Delaney, formerly commercial man-
ager at WESG, Elmira, N. Y., re-
places. = '

.

WTHT, oFterated by the Hartford
Times,' is" orie 'oiF the statiphs in Gan-
nett strin'g.

,
p*Brieh, acting as star

tion manager.'during the illness .,of-

Cedric. Foste?," will' assume his neW
duties on Foster's return. He will
represent WTHT,: WESG, WDAN;
Danville, 111.,' and WHDL, Olean,
N. Y.

Churcliill od NBC

NBC has resorted to the declara-

tory judgment route to "clear up the

legal' maze over the radio rights to

'Stella Dallas' which developed when
the author of the original n<3vel,

Olive Higgins Prouty, ' filed suit

against the network in Boston last

October^ In an action brought in the
N. Y. federal court last week, NBC,
joined by the Charles H. Phillips
Chemical Co. and Blackeit-Sample-
Hummert, asked that Air Features,
Inc., be enjoined from further use of
the 'Stella Dallas' title. Also named
as defendants in the action were
Selwyn & Co., Inc., Samuel Goldwyn,
Inc., and Miss' Prouty.
NBC's purpose is to get the local

U. S. court to determine just who
or what company has the radio
rights to the tmeSind character of
.Stella Dallas. B-S-H had obtained
the rights for Phillips Milk of Mag-
nesia Cream through Air Features,
the agency's semi-official clearing
house for serial production. Air
Features' transaction was with Sel-

wyn & Co., which did the original

stage version of. the novel. Sam
Goldwyn entered Into, the tangle re-

cently by notifying NBC that his

contract with the author gave him
the radio rights. Miss Prouty claims
that she had at no time relinquished

these rights.

Legal Device
Legal device exercised by the net-

wojrkr' is.known as an affirmative acr

tion, and the only -rub tiiatI«IJ^C may
encounter -is getting'serVice ofi .Miss

Prouty. - . Since she has a suit '6t her
6-v/h .pending in anotjier federal jur--

Isdi^tion the question' arises as to

whether" she can be affected by any
flnfJihg of the court ii Nley/ York.

'istella Dallas', serial is currently

on the red -(WEAF) link five after-

noons a week.

NBC will ail* Winston Churchill's
attack on the Munich Agreement at

6 to 6:30 EST
,
this Sunday evening

(16) over the blue link.

- It will be the 'first talk' of the kind
that any of the networks has brought
o.ut of Britain since the ending of

the Sudetenland crisisl

Biil Demline (Gill and Demling)
goes off the deep end. next month.
She's Margaret Mallett, non-pro.

Cheri McKay on WTMV
St. Louis, Oct. 11.

Cheri McKay, pnce on NBC and
CBS as one of the original . 'Merry
Macs' is on 'WTMV, three times
a week. Recently moved into East
St. Louis when husband was trans-
ferred there on -business.

Miss McKay m.c.'s own show and
Paul Godt, station's musical director,

furnishes the music.

ENGINEER A CONCERT

PIANIST ON SIDE

Philadelphia, Oct. 11.

Roy Anspach, panelman of KYW,
has left on his annual autumn con-

cert tour. He gave his initial re-

cital last Thursday (6) in Town Hall,

New York.
In addition to his work as engi-

neer at KYW, Anspac'h^ is a concert

pianist.

Elvia Allman (Mrs. C. C. Pyle) do-

ing comedy turns on the Bob Hope
and W. C. Fields programs.
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England's Fabulous Invalid, Vaudeville,

To Be Glorified on John Watt Series

London, Sept. 30.

Famous music halls are to be sub-

ject of series of fortnightly shows for

airing by BBC during^ the fall. First

(Oct. 14) will be the South London"
Palace, oldest active vaude theatre

in the capital. Other ht(ils down for

biog treatment are Ari^le, Birken-
head; Coventry Hippodrome; New
Metropole, Glasgow; Palace, Plym-
outh; Empire, Belfast, and London's
famous Holborn Empire. An eighth,

in North England, is still to be se-

lected.

Series is devised by John Watt,

director of variety, but BBC regional

areas will co-operati by handling
individual broadcasts in their own
territori6s. All programs have been
organized by Leslie Baily, variety

script editor, and several scripts

have been written by Roy Speer,

v/ho will produce the two London
shows. Watt aims to emcee the lot,

but for the Oct. 14 broadcast Brian

Michie will be heard as interviewer

at the South London theatre.

Each program will recall, by story,

song, dramatized scenes and record-

ings of old-time stars, the history of

the theatre under review. Also each
program will include remote broad-
casts from the theatre itself, with
interviews off stage and excerpts

from the show.

SPY TRIAL MUST BE

COVERED BY LEGMEN

Station WMCA has secured a room
In Federal Court building to broad-
cast the forthcoming German spy
trials. Martin Starr will relay the
bulletins.

Station has been refused permis-
sion to bring a mike into its quarters

and must obtain space outside court

for remote pickup. Starts Oct 14 after

having been postponed from Oct. 4.

WDAS' Yiddish Operettas

Pluginng: Peanut Oil
Philadelphia, Oct. 11.

Series of operettas in Yiddish be-

ing aired Simday evenings onWDAS.
Sponsored by Planters Peanuts to

plug High Hat Peanut Oil.

Joseph Schreibman, musical chief

of the station, directing.

London Calling

BBC picked up half an hour of

Duke Ellington from the Apollo the-

atre in Harlem, through tie-in with

CBC.

Sir Hugh Walpole is contributing

to BBC series of weekly literary

talks over the fall.

Raymond Gram Swing's first

'American Commentary' talk of the

season relayed to BBC from the Nor-
mandie in which he was returning

to New York.

Charles Morgan's 'Flashing Stream'

aired from London, with author

reading from his own preface.

Carters Little Liver Pills has in-

creased its Normandy broadcasts

from three to six a week. Placed by
J. Walter Thompson through the In-

ternational Broadcasting Co,

Borwicks has renewed its Friday
morning Normandy quarter-hour.

Saward, Baker & Co. is the agency.

FAIR FOB JEM ARTHTJB
Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Jean Arthur and Don Ameche will

do a capsule version of 'Seventh
Heaven' for Lux Oct. 17.

Actress also appears on Chase &
Sanborn program Nov. IS iat 'Co-

quette.'

BIG VISIO SPLASH

BBC Marshaling for a Trail-Blazer
Program Oct. 14

London, Sept. 30. ••

Visio has at last gotten around to

planning out its own dramatic
methods, and show being aired by
BBC Oct, 14 may go down as a mile-

stone in history of looksee radio. En-
tire technical resources at Alexandra
Palace transmitter station will be
mobilized for one-act play called 'Of

Unsound Mind,' which is an episodic

treatment in nine scenes.

Studio technical 'staff will have a
field day, as script makes use of

camera' devices, trick photography
and interpolation of film shots to de-

velop suspense. Latter effect is in

frequent use by BBC, which has de-

veloped technique in mixing studio

and film sequences.

HARD TO FIND

ANY NEUTRAL

ITALIANS

Philadelphia, Oct. 11,

As a result of a new consciousness

on the part of the public concerning
un-American propaganda and activi-

ties, following revelations of the

Dies Committee and the President's

recent squawk on spies, local outlet§

are leaning over backward to check
lingual scripts.

With disclosures that many sta-

tions are airing pro-Fascist propa-
ganda, foreign language material is

being given even a more scrupulous

double-o than previously. Difficulty,

station managers complain, isn't only

with the scripts, but with the cen-

sors. It's a tough job in Italian

shows, for example, to find a censor

whose political -beliefs are neutral.'

And, it seems, no matter what is

said, there's a squawk somewhere
along the line. There was some dis-

cussion at one heavily-lingual outlet

here of yanking all Italian programs
until the present hub-bub dies down
completely, but commercial commit-
ments being^0 great, this was voted

too grandstandy.
Straight Music

Trend now is to straight musical

programs, with even the Italian

lyrics getting a microscopic going-

over. Lyrics in the past have been

a great source of grief, as many of

the Italian songs have a double-

entendre, being either topical or far

from innocuous.
Former complaint by station man-

agers here that gabbers were slipping

ad libbed propaganda into previously

approved scripts has been eliminated,

for non^. but personally known and

checked spielers are allowed to work
the foreign language airings. Scru-

tiny in this ' respect was intensified

after WPEN, about a year ago, was
charged by the anti-Nazi league with

broadcasting German propaganda.

Station, which was then under difr

ferent management, discovered its

announcer was ad libbing and imme-
diately canned him.

Marconi engineers installings a

new 1,000-watt transmitter for sta-

tion CKPR, Fort William, previously

operating on 100 watts.

CKPR is a CBC basic station, with

Hector Dougall managing.

Gordon Fleming, CKLW organi^^t,^

starts' shipping his melodies this

week over a new international hook-

up of Mutu&l and Canadian Broad-

casting Corp. Will continue his

twice-weekly recitals over MBS.

Customs Duties Will Range
Up to 1,000% of Former
Impost—May Have Wide-
spread Effectt Upon Use
of Radio Discs in Do-
minion

HELPS FLESH?

Montreal, Oct. 4.

Following an investigation con-
ducted by inspectors of the Canadian
Customs of transcription methods in

New York, Hollywood and San Fran-
cisco, Canadian broadcasters and
agency nfeK-wefe last week notified

by the Customs Department that
duties on American transcriptions
wiU be jacked up as much as 1,000%
in some cases.

Importation of transcriptions from
the United States will be seriously
affected by the new ruling which not
only raises the tariff on discs but also

fixes a duty on the royalties paid to

American companies for transcrip-
tion rights. Heretofore Canadian
importers of transcriptions paid duty
only on the discs, not on royalties.

Canadian Customs Department
has had the findings of . its spe-
cial investigators, who spent consid-
erable time in the United States get-

ting figures, under consideration for
several months. Representations
from broadcasting circles were made
asking the Department not to fix a
duty on royalties and it was not ex-
pected that the Government decision
would be unfavorable. Severity of

the increase came in the nature of a
shock.

Hollywood and San Francisco disc

manufacturers stand to lose most as

a result of the new ruling although
Eastern transcription producers will
also be affected to a large extent,
since a considerable volume of busi-
ness is done in the East also. In
Canada itself the entire transcrip-
tion business as now organized may
suffer- a serious setback as a result
of the Government decii^ion.

Encourages Flesh

Some broadcasters believe that one
result of the new ruling will be that
with quality transcriptions becom-
ing so expensive sponsors will be
obliged to encourage development of

live talent shows to a greater extent
or stick to low-priced library discs

which are not greatly affected. Only
change, as far as can be ascertained,

on records where no royalties are
paid, is that both commercial and
non-commercial transcriptions will

be valued at $7.50 for duty purposes.
Previously records without commer-
cial copy were valued at only $4.00

while commercials were valued at

the current rate $7.50 on which a
duty of approximately $3 was paid.

Under the new ruling, where the
cost of a single copy of a transcrip-

tion, including royalties, is $50 the
importer will be obliged to pay a
duty of $20. Previously the im-
porter would have paid a duty on
the disc only, or $3. That represents
an increase of over 600%. But where
a Canadian importer should bring in

ten duplicates of a transcription on
which the royalty is only $50, the
Customs Department would ignore
the royalty basis and assess a valu-
ation of $75 on which a duty would
be levied of $30 which is ten times
or 1,000% greater than the sum of

$3 which has been paid in such
cases until now.

It is understood that in every case

the Customs Department intends to

assess on the maximum cost, not on
the minimum. It is reported th?it

due to the scarcity of details some
broadcasters are not quite clear on
the new basis for computing costs.

Entire affair began strictly by ac-

cident. In shipping some records to

Associated Broadcasting, Canada, a

New Jersey transcription company
included an invoice of $7.50 for the
master record. Until then no duties

had been paid on masters since these
were not shipped into Canada, Cus-

Jewish Composers, Artists Banned

From Italian Radio (Phonograph);

lamheth Walk' Also Atkcked

Shadow of the Dole

London, Oct. 1.

Second of the ' brochures de-
veloped by the International
Broadcasting Co. on behalf
of Radio Normandy (France >

again emphasizes the southern
counties of England as its cov-
erage area. One angle that will
perhaps seem unusual .ta Amer-
ican advertisers is this selling

caption^
'50% less unemployed than

the rest of the country.'

THEY eiVE EM

ACHANCEDi

LONDW

London. Sept. 30.

Two youngsters of BBC variety

effects department, tired of produc-

ing noises for other people's shows,

have got together on an idea for an
ingenious program of their own.
Lads are John Simmonds and Bill

Flanagan, and gag is to link together

50 different dance tune recordings to

tell an entire story. From some discs

will be taken complete vocal re-

frains, ifrom others only two or three

words.

Program calls for manipulation of

six turntables and tone arms, and
each disc is marked with colored
pencils on the exact groove where
the needle must be dropped and
lifted. Problem needing much brain
flogging was to correlate the keys in

which many tunes are played so as

to avoid discords.

Airshow will be called 'Sailor Be-
ware, or The Girl in the Jacket of

Blue.'

Arizona Can't Make It

Arizona Red (christened Edward
McBride) cannot accept a cabled
offer to go overseas for Radio Nor-
mandy. . Bid to sing his American
cowboy chants from the French sta-

tion in English to the British public;

came via International Broadcasting
Co., Ltd., of London, agents for Nor-
mandy. Richard Meyer, general
manager of the station, knew of the
performer through tuning in WNEW
on his trip to America last spring.

Meanwhile CBS has tied up Ari-
zona Red for a series with a partner
at 8:45 a.m., and he likewise con-
tinues on WNEW.

toms officials investigated and de-
cided that duty should be paid on
the master records as well as on the
duplicates even though the masters
were not brought into the country.

But while going through the files

of the importers concerned the in-

spectors stumbled across correspond-
ence wherein it was shown that Ca-
nadian importers of transcriptions

pay not only for the discs but also

pay royalties for the right to use
the discs. Customs department then
decided that a duty shpuld be levied
not" only on the physical importa-
tion of transcriptions but also on the
royalties. Special investigators were
then sent to the United States to in-

terview transcription makers there.

Rome, Oct. 1.

EIAR, which holds monopoly for
radio broadcasting in. Italy, has is-

sued regulation forbidding any more
broadcasts of records made by Jew-
ish composers or executed by Jewish
artists. Regulations do. not specify

what is to be done about records
made by symphony or other orches-
tras in which Jews play along with
other musicians.

Part of EIAR's daily program is

always devoted to broadcasting of
records. This part will now be
'Aryanized' in line with new 'Defense
of the Race' policy, which Mussolini
borrowed from Hitler.

Meanwhile a few Italian papers
have of late been editorializing

against the* 'Lambeth Walk,' Eager
to show that they, too, »are on the
alert to do their bit for the 'Defense
of the Race,' they hold forth against
'these negroid dances.' One paper,
even referred to the 'Lambeth Walk'
as an Anglo-negroid dance. Another
paper asks: 'Shall we allow a Congo,
Bantii, negroid mentality, however
totally re.pugnant to us, to ruin

—

through the suggestiveness of the
dance—^the flower of our race, the
youth, the greatest hope of the coun-
try for tomorrow?'
But these zealous worries have not

resulted in 'any ' great 'mobilization of
public opinion against the 'Lambeth
Walk.' On the contrary, they- have,
perhaps given, it a little bit of pub-
licity. As a matter of fact; the 'Lam-
bet Walk' could hardly have been
said to have taken -Italy by storm,
anyway.. - Only occasionally has one
seen couples, a bit uncertain about
what to do next, going through its

steps.

NORMANDY'S SWAY
SPONSOR AIR UNEDP

Jack Kemp has joined CJRC, Win-
nipeg, sales staff. Was recently man-
ager of Sudbury, Ont., Star station,

CJOGf- and prior to that was man-
ager CHWC, Regina, Sask. prior to
assimilation by CKCK.

Paris, Oct, 2,

With the advertising season well
started the Sunday (best sponsor
day) schedule of Radio Normandy's
English language commercials for
Great Britain is lined up as follows:

7 :00—Open—RecordB.
7:-J5—Rev. James WoU,
8:0t>—Novoplne Foot Enerslaer (oi-ch.),
8:1,V-Parmers Olory (orch.).
8:!?0—rrenoh news.
8:40—Heudel Bath Cubes (Murraj- Lister,

astroIoBCr).
8:45—Laddarlx, Ltd, (familiar music).
9:00—Cookleen Cooklnfc Fat (Helen

Clare).
9:1S—International Laboratories (Donald

Watt, organ).
0:30-IM8to (Muriel Kirk, Bob Walker),
0:45—Rlzia ClRnrettes (Fred Dougrlaa.

Wyn Richmond),
10:00—Pepsodent (Harry Jacobson, piano).
tO:l.')—Oxydol (Carson Roblson). .

10:80—Monkey Brand (Eddie Pola).
10:4,V-FeenamInt {OeoTKe Fdrniby):
11:00-D.D.D. Prescription (Donald Peers).
11:13—Stork Margarine (Bobby Howell

orch.).
1:,10—Lux (Eddie Carroll orch,).
2:00—Krart (Fred Duprez. Phylls Jloblna).
2;.'J0—Genatosen (Phi Park, organ),
2:4,7—Carter's PlUs (sketch).
3:00-Pond's (Jack Jackson orch,, Bar-

bara Back).
3:80—Fynrion (Aunt Dnisy).
;{ :4r;—Lux (Colin Cooper, lllm gossip).
4:00—Horlick's (Bl)ly Milton).
.l :0ft—Lyon's Tea (Plantation Mln.strels).
5:15—Quaker Oats (Carroll Levi.?, ama-

teurs).
5:30-Phllllps Magnesia (Hutch. b=rl-

tone).
5:4."—O.K. fiaure (revue).
0:00—Fynnon (Harold Bnmsav, orcan).
(!:l."i—Cilirornla Syrl<j of Figs (orch.).
n::!n-Rlnso (Jack Hylton),
7:00—IJinck Magic (3hocolftte8 (orch.^
:lo—Seagers Cocktails (Ivy St. Heller,

Jan van der Gudt).

Carson in New York

^'. R. Cai'son, general manager of
All-Canada Radio Facilities, Ltd.,

station reps and program producers,
is currently in New York.
Plans to stay a couple weeks and

make W6ed & Co. his headquarters.

Myers* Ha,walian Quiokie
Portland, Qre.,. Oj:t...U. ..

C, W. Myers, president of KOIN,
and Mrs. Myers left ior Honolulu to
attend a Shrine Session there.

Press of 'business at KQIN will
bring them back -within three weeks.
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This, more than ever before in the history^ of the motion picture indus-

try, is a time of thanksgiving. Thanksgiving that the world is not whirling into the

chaos of war. Thanksgiving that the hearts of our own country are lighter. Thanks-

giving that the wheels of industry once more are turning, that the business indices

show steadily mounting gains, that our hopes and our faith in America and

American enterprise are once more gloriously justified.

More than that, this is a time for us to be proud of our own industry.

Proud of the courage and the enterprise which every single motion picture company

has shown during recent months, the courage and the enterprise which created, dur-

ing months of despair, the very pictures uow making record showings at the nation^s

box ofi&ce. Such pictures as Metro's "'Marie Antoinette," R-K-O's '^Room Service,'

20tb Gentury-Fox'fe "Alexander's Ragtime Band," United Artists'* "Drums," Warner

Bros,' "Four Daughters," Columbia's "You Can't Take It With You," Universal's

^That Certain Age."
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Proud of the spirit of cooperation and good-will which made the great

united front of the Motion Picture Industry drive possible. Proud of the fact that

the words of criticism hurled at us during those worried months last Spring and

Summer have returned to haunt their small-visioned authors . • *

we write this, crowds of joyous fans are storming the doors of the

New York Paramount Theatre to see ^*If I Were King/' Another hit is about to

take its place among such new record breakers as *^Sing You Sinners" and '^Spawn

of the North,'' The critics confirm our belief that 'The Arkansas Traveler" is another

potential smash. And there need be no guesswork about **Men With Wings." The

hope and faith which kept us planning and working and spending during the Spring

and Summer are bringing golden returns . . .

So, last but not least of all, we say this, is a time to go forward with even

greater courage, with even greater enterprise. And we at Paramount, with grateful

hearts for this pleasant present, promise to our exhibitors and to our industry that we

shall strive with every energy we have toward an even grander, more glorious future.

Paramount Pictures
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TEXACO STAR THEATRE
With Bette Davts. Adelphe MeB]*a.
Una Merkel, Jane Froaian. Krany
Baker, David Broekman orebesini,
Cliarles Raeeles, Ned Sparks, Max
Reinharili

69 Mins,
TEXAS CO.
Thursday, 9:30 p. m.
WABC-CBS, New Terk

(Buchanan)
Although the Max Reinhardt in-

sert starring Bette Davis was a flam-

ing dramatic plum pudding, the Tex-
aco banquet was otherwise a ho-hum
hodge-podge. It stands in need of

plenty of fixing. Most of all there's

too much variety and too little co-

hesion. It was big, but not big
tirriey; expensive, but not exciting;

a package, but not a prize. .

Show was especially wobbly; in

the comedy denartment. Whole
[stretches of crossfire between Men-
.lou and Miss Mericel, Menjou and
Ruggles and other combinations
were stage waits. None of the film

recruits (save Miss Davis.) stood out
as clear-cut personalities. Menjou
was drab, semi-fatuous, a high-

anc wiiiwi, —^- — 7 - -i^ior. I

priced
road show» is otherwise unayaiiaDie

| script. Miss Merk'l was neither

even in the largest cities m the uo- comedienne nor ingenue. And Rug-
minion, gles was mugging a la Ruggles with

This production, starring Sir
|
results that cheapened the proceed-

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE
'Merchandt of Venice*

With Charles Warburten, El^beth
Sifton, Ivor Lewis, WUliam
Strange, Georee Patton, AUm
King, Rupert Caplan, Gordon For-

sythe, A. i. Rostance, Betty Boy-

Ian, Robert Elliot; Reginald Stew-

art and Orch. "

Dramatic
60 Mins.
Sustaining
Sunday,. 9 p. m.
CBM, Montreal

This is one of the shows that Ca-

nadian v.x money and Ameucan
commercials built. And if the tre-

mendous popularity of operatic and

symphonic -programs with Canadian

.listeners is any sort of a g^ide, then

the success of this series of Shake-

soearean plays is a foregone conclu-

Ifon It's a feather for Gladstone.

Murray.
Canadian BroadcasUng Corpora-

tion ?s making a brilliant try at the

production of classical drama. It s

aimed at providing Canadian listen-

ers with an hour of legitimate tne-

atre which, except for an occasional pj-jced nonenity as written into the

Cedric Hardwicke, is the first of the mgs. ,
, . ,

Qoheduled series of 11 and, as an ar- Show opened on the high promise

t^tic venture will probably be rated of that spirited salute 'Great Day.'

bv critics as an unqualified success. In this and in other opportunities

T^. • ^ «nptiv <!n«:tainine throughout- the hour, the orchestral

prSons%r^isn&^^^^^^^ Broekman was help-

is possible, thaijs
|"I^"^J . a routine ot puns, oetween wien-

bf approximately $2^500 000 derived
Merkel started the talk

from vearlv license lee oi ^^.ov
\ gorney. v^^^,.. n^v«^

levied on
>f

^,--5
1

.0" SToudT?," Sot
.1,S?oSa,?4Vl5SS35«£.n'SS"roS! ^^^^^^^ the Umellght He

from yearly
levied on C
And to that is added a
approximately $500 O00^u«iio^x^^^

, .j Carried an Angel' and
commelrcials, mostly from American

pj^j^ptiy^ncored with 'Love Walked
sponsors. In.* j. Walter Thompson uses this

Current series of plays is the mosi g^unt of slow-starting an hour's re-

^imbitious of the government s pro- having Nelson Eddy give out
ductibn efforts since *lie^aPpoi"'J?|Jv double as the olio goes up. In this

of Major Murray as head of the cm^. p^gg^ ^he reason wasn't clear, as the
These plays represent the success- performance did not pick up from
ful culmination of a sagacious con- ^^at point.

sistent and wdl-planned policy ot instead went into a snoring rou
the CBC to carry out the mandate ^j^g ^j^at wasn't intelligible as heard
with which it was entrusted for the j^g^ york over a loudspeaker and
development of Canadian talent certainly wasn't comical,
coupled with the presentation ol Ruggles and Menjou slipped into

shows planed at a level higher than g Grade B equivalent of Shelton
what .is usual in radio. and Howard and minutes ticked
**

If 'Merchant of Venice' is repre-
|
away without a giggle. Their costly

sentative of the programs to come

the series may be rated as a distinct

accomplishment for the originators.

And it should be effective in disarm-

ine those ranting critics of the CBC when Una Merkel inquired 'do you
policies who objected to American think it's worth bothering about?^

commercials on the government net-
|

By this time the program had been

work. Because without American
commercial appropriations sustain-

ers like this .would have been impos-

sible.

Although Shakespearean drama
may sound like rather heavy going

for radio (it was when NBC and

CBS tried) this offering hasN>een
presented

P^atSlfrtf.2?'",;Sjf hal I

aching void entertainment?'

fcefteFhy Se'^BC t"%^ec? '
"-^^^

this as well as other programs of

this series, merits a bow in recogni

tion of his compact and forceful ar

rangements. Warburton's judicious

highlighting of the most impressive

Script-Rattlers

Minor irritation of several

current large network shows is

careless manner in which
scripts are torn apart in front of

-the mike after a page is fin-,

ished. Result is a crunch of
paper which kills the illusion

and sticks a' thorn into an
otherwise smooth production
job.

Couple of recent offenders

have been the Bob Burns stanza

(Kraft) and Clifton Fadiman
question-answer session (set

now for Canada Dry). Both
shows otherwise fun as easily

as butter in July, but that

crackling of paper is an offense

so easily remedied that un-
doubtedly it hasn't even been
noticed.

personages as here heard were ac-
tually program liabilities. Neither
was in his element. Perfect summa-
tion to the whole tedious session was

on the air 15 minutes or so and noth'

ing had happened. Remarks by the
actors about the quality of the show
were frequent, all through the hour,
and many were startlingly literal

(although not so intended), as when
Ned Sparks presently broke in to

brutally speak what must have been
in many minds: 'do you call this

Sparks exchange with the Texaco
announcer hit a better level and
average than the rest of the pro-
gram's comedy (which is .mild
praise). Twas a sprawling awkward
arrangement of tepid components up
to the moment the Max Reinharcft

parts in the play, boiled down to l^ss 'laXt/came a^^^ Jane Froman
?han 60 minutes', actual running

|

Playlet^^a^^^^

erly spotlighted.
Bette Davis covered herself with

time, without detriment* to the se-

quence or interest in the play, is a

feat,

Sir Cedric Hardwicke, as Shylock,

delivers in brilliant style. His char-

acterization is emphatic in such a

manner that it impresses despite the

handicap of being unseen. Compel-
ling force of both Sir Cedric's and
Warburton's portrayals visualized

the scenes enacted. Supporting cast

of players is uniformly capable. Miss
Sifton, who is featured^ was a little

thin in the court scene, though oth

erwise satisfactory.

A factor which it might be well to

consider is that the warmth of a

studio audience is missing here. Ef-
fectiveness of the presentation would
be increased to a considerable ex
tent if the merited applause of a
studio audience could be heard. And
it would add a realistic touch of the
theatre whv?h is being represented,

Incidental music is ably directed
by Reginald Stewart, of the Toronto
Symphony Orchestra

Charles Warburton, who directed.

Is also slated to direct 'Henry VIII,'

next of. the se:-ies, and will be
starred in 'Merry Wives of Windsor'
and 'Julius Ce.esar,' third and ninth,
respectively ,of the series

Corp. has made arrangements for
other biggies, most of them British,

to appear in other plays in the series,

Among those who will appear in

these programs will be Margaret
Anglin, in 'Henry VllI,' Walter Hus
ton in 'Othello,' Walter Hampden in

•King Lear,' Raymond Massey in

•Richard the Second,' Eva Le Gal
lieiine in 'As You Like It' and
'Romeo and Juliet,' and Maurice
Evans in 'Hamlet' Supporting play
ers will be Canadian,, in conformity
with the principles to which these
programs are .devoted.

Entire series of plays goes over
the CBC ne.f of 34 stations, and is

alSQ being off^ed to privately-owned
stationJu, .In Montreal, this series is

spotted in opposition to the Ford
Sunday Hour, over CKAC from 9 to

10 p. m., while Album of Familiar

an ample shawl of acclaim with her
performance as the girl and her evil
alter ego. Playlet was produced with
a canny sense and flair..for effects
and for mounting tension, although
it was odd to hear a Max Reinhardt
piece with a line of dialog 'Just as
you say, sugar.'

Skillful montage einploying cin-
ema technique,' graphic illusion-com-
pelling atmospheric stuff all bespoke
care and imagination. It was the
metaphysical narrative of a soul
writhing between its evil and good
voices, tortured on the brink of mad-
ness, .finally committing a murder.
Charming denouement has the little

lady spring on the gallows and the
sound effects were superbly convinc-
ing as the evil spell and her neck
were simultaneously broken. But is

it entertainment? Sing out a ringing
No, Bette Davis' glittering reading
was something, the direction was
something, but the story was just an
author (Arch Oboler) tossing in his
sleep after reading Edgar Allan Poe
on top of welsh rarebit.

Having dropped Bette Davis into
eternity, the show then tried to re-
sume a spirit of gaiety. By now they
must know (unless misled by that
idolatrous Hollywood studio audi-
ence!) that this can't be done and
that the program was a patch-work
of unrelated items.
The unhappy ghost of Texaco's

costly stage pet, 'Jumbo,* walked
again. Spare-no-expense philosophy
of sponsors and reached a new high
in 'angelic' absurdity. Whole under-
taking showed a basic ignorance of

what is and isn't entertaining. Land.

FRED WARING
With Glee Club, Murray Kane, Hal
Kanner, Lydia Perrone, Donna
Dae, Patsy Garrett, Twin Trio,

Stuart Churchill, Gordon Good-
man, Ferne, Poley MoClintock

Sonsrs, Band
30 Mins.
GROVE'S BROMO QUININE
Sat., 9 p.m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

(Stack-Goble)

For Grove's Laboratories it's an
extreme swing in mood and text
from what the account had last sea-
son. Rambunctious Gen. HUgh John-
son kicked up so many complaints
from persons and organizations men-
tioned in his comments that the
heads of the company must have
been hard put manufacturing enough
headache tablets.- After: this experi-
ence it was natural that'Grove should
revert to type and seek to sell medi-
cinal balm through the medium of
musical bahn. It was- Fred Waring's
brand of musical balm that Grove
instructed its agency, Stack-Goble, to
get, even though the price was $8,000
per innoculation.

Waring's compound is even more
honeyed than it was while doing
service for Henry Ford. Even what
is described as a comedy interlude
comes out soft and low, There were
all sorts of melodious arrangements,
with each item prettily wrapped and
bow-tied. Waring's doing an old-
fashioned job in an old-fashioned
way—^for radio. He may run the risk
of becoming permanently encased in

a norm that has seen its day and the
chances are that his C.A.B. rating
won't become the source of green-
eye misery for other mike maestros,
but those paying the bills got what
they wanted, and that sihould make
it even-Stephen all around.

Program's piece de resistance of
the evening (8) was the All-College
Glee Club's interpretation of 'The
Rosary,' with Stuart Churchill lend-
ing his tenor to the solo interpola
tions. Incident showed that Waring
was still aces in getting the utmost
out of a group of male voices. Out-
side of the glee club there isn't much
that he can boast about in his pres-
ent personnel. Swing trio, composed
of Hal Kanner, Murray Kane and
Lydia Perrone and billed as Two
Bees and a Honey, packs somewhat
of an ear-fetching style. The IT-

year-old contralto. Donna Dae, may
have what it takes but the proof
failed to- make itself noticeable on
the initial pro-am.. Outside of
these and the straight-harmony Twin
Trio, the cast dates back to the Ford
era.

Production side of the occasio'n
was all in Waring's favor. It was
well-knit and smooth. Opening item
was a conglomeration of short ex-
cerpts from the styles of such dance
maestros as Guy Lombardo, Hal
Kemp, Wayne King, Eddy Duchin,
Richard Himber and Paul Whiteman.
Program also made much of a med-
ley of old American standards. A
punning bee, with all the soloists
plus .the frog-voiced Poley McClintic
participating, proved a skimpy cause
for mirth.
Ad copy was brief and well

phrased. It combined the product's
recommendation of quick relief for
colds with the reputable angle, in
this instance based upon 50 years of
background. Odec,

WESTON BROOKS
News

1 3 Mins.
PHILADELPHIA COKE
Every hoW on the honr
WDAS, Phllly

(W. W. Ayer)
News airings - every hour on the

hour set by N. W. Ayer for Philadel-

Mu.sic, fyom 9:30 to 10 p, m. is piped
|
phia Coke on "WDAS sevei[al weeks

In {brough CFCF.. New series wUl ago is strictly still experimental. Al-
eut Into both. Mori. \ though the idea Is grabbing much

favorable comment and apparently
is building up a good aud, actual air-
ings are weak in several respects.

First is in choice and editing of
news, particularly the latter. With
necessity of getting three minutes ot
copy out every hour, ^eems wher-
ever possible it might be better to
pick the most important items and
give enough time to them to make
them meaningful. Station at pres
ent is taking hodge-podge of minor
stories along with the significant
ones. All about the same amount of
time. Result is comparable to
newspaper loaded with stories two
paragraphs in length and scattered

,

about the pages indiscriminately.
Brooks' delivery is n.s.h. His voice

is good, but he reads too rapidly. 1;
is impossible to grasp a news bulle-
tin in a flash and pass on to another
as Brooks makes necessary. There
must be a pause after a one-sentence
story or some follow-up explanation
to give the news a Chance U, make
an impression. Herb,

FRED ALLEN
With Porthuid Holla, Peter Van

Steeden, Harry Von Zell, Merry
Macs, Lynn. Murray Choir. Min-
erva Pious, Eileen Douglas, Johnny
Brown, Charlie Cantor.

Variety-
eft Mins.
BRISTOL-MYERS
Wed., 9 pan.
WEAF-NBC, New York

(Young & RuScarn)

Fred Allen took up last Wednesday
(5) where he had left off last June
with but a single change in his

weekly pattern. He's eliminated all

the hub-dub about it's being Town
Hall tonight that used to usher in

the program.
Allen remains radio's No. 1 authentic

wit. What he unveiled as the in-

itial installment for the fifth season
under the Bristol-Myers banner
wasn't a consistently funny show but
when the comic did score; as fre-
quently happened in the first half,

the results were of the high-powered
sort.

Allen's penchant for finding lots of
solid humor in commonplace things
stood out in a big way during the
interview with the evening's candi-
date from the People-You-Did-Not-
Expect-to-M'eet department. Guestee
was described as the dean of hotdog
merchants around the local ball-
parks. Theme proved rich for the
comic, with the mirth mounting as
Allen recalled cei-tain problems
about the frankfurter which he
;hought was deserving of research;
such as manufacturing a weenie that
fitted the roll, or vice-versa, and a
method of protecting the vest from
the peddler's enthusiasm in applying
the mustard.
Other high comed.y moment of the

occasion was the burlesque on a sav-
ngs bank's program. Usual inter-
ude featuring Portland Hoffa didn't
jell so well. Passage with- the
Mighty Allen Art Players turned out
one of those best-be-forgotten pieces.
An especially ,effective nifty was the
'Applausogram' bit.

Cast is the same as laist season's
with but one exception, a Lynn Mur-
ray choir. The singing, including
that of the Merry Macs, ran almost
exclusively to the novelty side. Macs
are hot.

In the plug division Minut Rub is
this season's added starter from the
Bristpl-Myers list. It means one less
mention for either Ipana or Sal Ha-
"patica. Odcc.

VIVA VILLA'
With Wallace Beery. Noah Beery,
Leo Carrlllo, Edmund Lowe, Edu-
ardo Clannelli, Ellen Drew

LUX
Monday, 9 p. m.
WABC-CBS, New York

(J. "Walter Thompson)
Above-mentioned cast (all expo-

nents of heavy roles) might be ex-
pected to stage a' mike-hugging all
around-mugging race in such a
swashbuckling opus as 'Viva Villa'
(10). That this did not happen was
due to the fact that if was a fixed
race, Wallace Beery was scripted
to come in first, Edmund Lowe sec-
ond, and the rest somewhere behind.
But it was almost a photo-finish be-
tween Beery and the commercials.
If the latter get much punchier, they
can ring the drama into the station
breaks and let the dramatized com-
mercials fill the other 50 minutes.
Performance of 'Viva Villa' by the

cast, and the job done on trimming
the opus down from its film antece-
dents, were first rate. Sound effects
in places were a little hollow, but
not enough to. mar or leave too bad
an impression,
Wallace Beery and Leo Carrillo

played the same roles (Villa and his
side-kick Sierro) as in the film and
rendered substantially the same job
as they did in front of the camera.
Noah Beery, Wally's brother and
first-time comrade on the air on tois
occasion, played the part of Presi-
dent. Edmund Lowe was Johnny
Sykes, the reporter, while Ciannelli
depicted Gen. P?scal, and Ellen Drew
took a whack at Mexican chatter in
the i-ole of the peppery Rosita.
Yarn itself was fine material for

the Lux stanza, both, because of its
inherent speed and its ability to give
a change of pace from straighter dra-
matic fare. Hoke it was, to be sure,
but hoke well done.
Between-scenes chatter was stand-

ard. James Wong Howe, Chinese
camera ace. was rung in as guester,
and would have done better had he
studied his scriot a little in advance.
Commercial palaver is going in for
sweater trouble right now, punctuat-
ing the point with little domestic
dramas sadder than Villa's sad death.

Edgo.

SAM LEVITAN
Corner Kibitzers* Club
10 Mins.—Local
RUSSELL-MILLER
W-T-F-S; 12:30 p. m.
KDAL, Duluth-Superior
. 'Trick question' gag and Levitan's
genial handling make this stint en
joyable listening. Besides human in-
terest queries, each person quizzed
takes a crack at a 'trick question'

—

with first pne answering correctly
receiving an armful of baked goods
in addition to the regular loaf of
bread giveaway. If no one answers
it, fan sending in the stumper col-

lects the groceries. Makes for lau^ls
without embarrassment.
Studio commercial, for a 10-minute

spot, are somewhat overlong.Ras/i.

JOE E. BROWN
With Harry Sosnlk Orch., Prank

Gill. Bill Demllnff, Margaret Mc.
Crae

3» Mins.
POST TOASTIES
Saturday, T:30 pjn.
WABC-CBS, Now York

(Benton & Bowles)

A ccMnedy show without—or very
nearly—any comedy. Stooges that
turn the star into a stooge. A name
program that gets its only distinction
from the musician who directs the
orchestra. Add it all up and it spells

clambake.

There is a presumption of a wide
juvenile audience for Joe E. Brown
created by films, Kids are the lev-
erage through which cereals are
often sold, and Brown is therefore

a logical booking. But separated
from the fact of his inherent starting

advantage, meaningless' 'entertain-

ment' can only remind the kids and
the advertising world that Joe Pen-
ner states his ^case for Huskies far

more eloquently. This is the invidi-

ous essence of the matter.

Frank Gill and Bill Demling are
script writers turned actors and,
actor-like, writing themselves into

the spotlight and an overwhelming
number of the lines. Brown is sub-
ordinated, softpedalled, and almost
ignored while the boys-who-sold-
themselves keep on—selling them-
selves. It's murder on the kilo-

cycles.

In the final analysis the advertis-

ing agency must take the blame.

That Joe E. Brown is partly re-

sponsible (after years on stage and
screen) in not protecting himself

goes without saying, but in 1938 no
reputable- agency can duck out of

its sponsor responsibilities by mak-
ing an fector the patsy. This is be-

yond the horizon—it's fantasy.

Sosnik's music and the solo work
of Miss McCrae were so obviously

first-rate that the L.T. (loyrer than

1%) finesse of the writing and pro-

duction was glaring.

It was all about a talking horse.
Land.

PINE CORNERS PARTY'
With The- Bob-O-Llnks, Flo Seidel,

Prof. Aloysius Q. Wart, Banjo
BUsters, Wally Olson Lineriders,

Hugh Aspinwall, Max Karle, Roy
Brandt

Variety Show
1 Hour—^Local

KEYSTONE STEEL-PINEX
Saturday^ 8. p. m.
WCCO, St. Paul-Minneapolis

Just about the time all the day's

pigskin hubbub is over, along comes
this Restful two-sponsor 60-minute
spot. Bob-O-Links comprise a nifty

male quartet, one of this sector's

radio standbys, and Flo Seidel's deep
contralto soloing is plenty easy on
the ears. Instrumental side of the

stanza is okay, too, though stint

caught (8) was the initial one of a

series and stacked up as needing
closer cohesion throughout.

Prof. Wart is a local slip-tongue
artist with the King's English. He's
really going over to the tune of

rapid-fire local bellylaughs. Aspin-
wall's rustic drawl is ins right sur-

roundings here. He emcees the
stanza which is designed as a Satur-
day ni^t meetin' of the clodhop-
pers who, incidentally, must hark to

the merits of Keystone's Red Band
farm fences, and the benefits of

Pinex Cough Syruo. Brandt and
Karle are the WCCO announcers
who come in for a quickie spiel here
and there.

Though the hour sums up as en-

joyable it - bogs occasionally from
confusion. When Aspinwall invited

listeners to do better, at one phase
of the • program, • it indicated that

program olanners themselves are un-
certain about the spot's future, and
very likely may inject a touch later

on of Dat Ole Debbil Amatchoor
Night. Rash.

JEAN ELLINGTON
Drama, Songfs, Bapd
15 Mins.; Local
DOELGER BEER
Thurs,, 7:30 p. m.
WJZ, New York

(Rav McCarthy)
Crowded into this quarter-hour ara

dramatizations of true stories con-
tributed by listeners, some rhythhiic
vocalizations by Jean Ellington and
the syncopation of a small combina-
tion. Everything mpyes along at

rapid-fire tempo, and, when it's all

over, the impression left is one of

hurley-hurley vagueness.
Sketches themselves make

strong play for the tremolo stops,

and have about as much imaginative
appeal as an old boot. There's mer-
chandizing association between the
dram-atic tabloids and the item that

the House of Peter Doelger is plug-
ging on this program. This elemen-
tary tieup embraces the first prize

awarded for' the best story contribu-
tion of the week and the sponsor's

First Prize Beer and Ale. For the

winner of the sketch contest it's a

wrist watch.
While her assignment is pretty lim-

ited. Miss Ellington infuses the pro-

gram with what little sheer warmth
and entertainment it can claim for

the 15 minutes. Plug emphasizes the

company's long history as a caterer

to beer tastes, and reminds that

there's a 'priceless difference' jn the

brew's flavor. Odec
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yim Arlene Harris, Carl Hoff

Orchestra

SO Mins.
GRAPE NUTS
Monday, 8 p. m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

.

(Young & Ruhiwtn).

Pearce's disengenuous whimsical-:

Ity- captured a lot of listeners for

Ford, with Ford's well-bred commer-
cials considered as an integral part

of the formula. But here Pearce

has been high pressured, an element

of 'worried preoccupation with the
announcements has been injected.

Result is not too promising. Much
pf'.the quiet « appeal h9s been ex-
changed for advertising agency sUck-
nef:!?. And it's a bad trade,

Grape Nuts announcements are in

what is supposed to be the modern
style of makine a personality out of

the spieler. His Dushy meglomania
on the subject of the product is sup-
posed to' be invested with impunity
because the others ,on. the, program
Sraictically tell him to his face that
e's a boor and a bor?! They're not

kidding. This sort of 'cleverness' is

;iow old stuff. Copy is right back
' Vhere -it was • before Fd Wynn • and
Jack Bennv caused sponsor goose-
pimples by trying to siigaf-coat the
pill.
• Pearce's performance and script
were not 'bad.' Just, different. „ An
«asy-goirig style is now a self-con-
.scious.one, ' Maybe—so it seenied—

^

self-conscious about ' .that $7,500
weekly stipend, thinking about- grocr
.erie^ to .the. suborxlinallQii,. .of enler-
tairiment. .nerspectiye.'

, Still . doing
the- same Elmer Burb - and sam^
gabby dame and .the other farrullar
items, but the 'tout 'ensemble^ has",

somehow lost flavor. Carl Hoff'Sj

music is excellent." Land.
'

' '
' .

"

HAL HODE
Arts and Sciences
15 'Mlns.; -Local
Federal Theatre Project
WQXB, New York

. In answer to attacks against the
film industry made several -\yeeks

ago by Leslie Bain, a lesser known
In production on the Coast, Hal Hode.
exploitation director of' Columbia
and for years identified -w/ith the
home office, sought to justify a num.-
ber of complaints thgt had been
raised. His was a feeble, 15-minute
effort to cover a range of problems
by lightly skimming over them,
though the time was not too short
for a couple plugs, including ' for
Col, which Hode claimed had made
Gable what he is today. This com-
pany may have helped with 'It Hap-
pened One - Night,' but Metro also
probably had something to do with
it, just as Paramount had something
to do with Claudette Colbert's rise.

Points that had been raised in the
recent ^attack included .that- the av-
erage picture" is cheap and silly; that
production overhead is unnecessarily
nigh; that retakes are due to. studio
stupidity, that censors prevent the
making of good pictures: that stars
and long-term contracts are a bane;
:that directors are typed' and that
block booking is an evident evil.

' Hode's answer included what
might have been interpreted as
whitewashing censors in six states
though he made no mention, of : Joe,
.Breen. He also indicated that terni
contracts are lesis popular with stdrs
now and called .block booking, a
wholesaling of pictures (as everyone
must realize since the theatre is the
retailer) rather than acknowledging
that' buying en bloc' means a prac-
.tice Under which distributors force,
exhibitors to buy whole programs
"or the major portion of such pro-
grams when they buy. No less en-
lightening was Hode's reference to
canceUatfons, the Columbia execu
tive saying exhibitors could cancel
pictures they didn't think were suit-

able to their patronage. He neg-
lected to mention that this cancella-
tion privilege is extended to only
a very mii\or percentage of the pic-

- -tures.

,. Hode's statistics on box office fig-

.ures Xvould lead his listeners to be-

lieve that business is up 25%. He
.didn't say it was up 25% over last

month, over last April or thiat .if was
25% ahead, of the corresponding pe-
riod last year. Grosses are hot even
lip to the level iaf which they sto6"d

last year at this time.

AGOING OUT ON THE LIMB'
Sylvia Klarsfeld, Ed Flynn
ttrlth 'Womata Sportscaster
K Mlns.
MORRIS PLAN BANK
fiatorday,' 11:55 a,m.
^GY, Schenectady

(heighton & Nelson)
Novelty program, which presents a

femme in the traditional man's role
.of gridiron prognosticator, unveiled
Oct. 8. On initial shot, idea was bet-
ter than execution. Main flaw was
that it sounded too much like a
voman reading a script prepared by
one of male sex. Stereotyped
t)hrases of sports writers and sports-
casters, along with the nicknames
coined by college press agents
tended to emphasize masculine-writ-
•ten angle. Presumably, a femme
football expert, if there be such
would use different lingo.

.

Setup has the brisk-spoken Flynn
tehhirif thf* dav's important games
and Miss Klarsfeld, as 'Eliza Yale'
making predictions thereon. A little

localization attempted on first salvo.
Miss Klarsfeld's voice was okay but
her reading was a little too obvious

Jaco.

WILLIAM A. BRADY
With Elliott Reed, Janet Gilbert
Dramia
15 Mills.

SWEETHEART SOAP
Friday, 7:46 p.m.
WEAF, New York

(Peck)
A revie>y of this stanza must pre-

suppose one major incphsistency in
the whole setup: the sponsor wants
drama; he has gone to the expense of
getting Wolf Associates to . produce
the show and William A. Brady, a
w.k. legit producer, to m.c. it; he
has hired okay actors and scripters;
but—and here is the hitch—he has
purchased only 15 minutes to con-
tain this entire package. It needs a
halt hour.
Peewee stanza otherwise shapes

up as an acceptable offering, and is

even worthy of commendation in

doing so nicely in such crahiped el-

bow quarters. Show caught (7) was
an historical drama 'ailent the youth-
ful years of Mary of Scotland, spent
ill France, where she was briefly

(until his early demise), married^ to
the Dauphin. Called" 'His Majesty,
My " Playmate,' . the, capsule was
cleverly, fashioned by Doris Gilbert.

Carlo de- Ahgelo directed. Elliott

Reed and. Janet Gilbert split vir-

tually . all the '

lineis between them,
and got by ,dkay.
Brady- comes, on foi- chatter at the

end. His spiel to the effect that
plenty of talent is around waiting for

a Columbus to discovei: it, is old
stuff 'SO far as the listener is con-
cerned. Thd -spiel is undoubtedly a
bUild-'iap. for. a .possible later- tie-in

between the sponsor jaYid Little The-
atre-groups, but unless the audience
knows this—and it doesn't—the
B.rady chore needs glariflcation to

escape banal arorha.
Sponsor is> sparing • in plugs, ring-

ing in only one singleton at the end.
Amount of time allotted to the entire

show should be stepped up, however,
if the well-chosen investment is to

pay out the dividends which logi-

cally could be expected of it. Edga.

METROPOLITAN AUDITIONS OF
THE AIR

With Edward Johnson, Wilfred Pel-
letier,. Margaret Carlisle, Mack
Horell, Vivian Bauer, Milton Cross

30 Mins.
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
WJZ-NBC, New York, Sunday 5 p.m.

{Warwick & Legler)

As the Met's managing director,

Edward Johnson, aptly put it, what
was an experiment four years ago
returns to the air a proved success.

Johnson reeled off names which had
come to attention on the .show. At
which point Milton Cross throws a
abuquet to sponsor Sherwin-Wil-
liams Paint that it would again re-

frain from the commercial plug until

the very end of the show.
Follows Margaret Carlisle, Mack

Horell and Vivian Bauer, two so-

pranos and a baritone, all click-

worthy, and with professional ex-
perience which qualifies them for a
Met opportxmity. This is by no
means a . Bowes ring-the-gonger;
nothing hit or. miss about these as-

plraints. They're seasoned, trained
voices and the fact that the first. Miss
Carlisle, impressed just a shade more
is probably best explained by her ex-
perience also being In like ratio.

She premiered Goossens' new opera,
'Don Juan,' opposite Lawrence Tib-
bett, in London's Covent Garden.
Her chore here was an excerpt from
'La Boheme.'
Similarly the others did grand op-

eratic excerpts and encored each
with a lighter concert ' piece. All
three voices combined Schubert's
Music on the Water.'
Met's eye to the lush radio 'and

Hollywood spheres was twice evi-
denced by its managing director.
Johnson, in the intro, spoke of the
wealth and fame that's come to a
host of Met aspirants via film and
radio opportunities, since scouts for
both media constantly cock their
ears to these auditions.
For the top-off, one of those oulz

feelers was propounded, a skillful
means of gauging direct-mail sta-
tistics both for the sponsor and the
Meti Operxi. assuming that the latter
is genuinely or particularly .inter-

ested^ ! Qfiery was -whether the aur
ditbr believed, that full-length grand
opera, in motion picture form, would
prove commercially successful, and
would you .patronize it' at your
neighborhood cinema. That's some-
thinst' Hollywood would Ereatly -ap-
preciate from Johnson's statistics no
doubt. Abel.

Trouble Chart

Consensus of opinion around
the trade (in New-York) is that
the' three, piroblem childreh re-

vealed so far in the parade of.

new network commercials are
the Joe E. Brown, Tommy
Riggs '^nd Texaco shows.' Two
are^ 6n Saturday night ' sched-
ules.

Brown opened last weekend
(8) for post Toasties, with Ben-
ton & Bowles the agency, while
Riggs bowed in -the week before
as a Quaker Oats Offspring via

Riithrauff & Ryan.'

GUY LOMBARDO ORCHESTRA
30. Mlns.
LADY. ESTHER
Monday, 10 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New York •

(Lord & Thomas)
• Cosmetic Sticks to the reverie

formula. Guy Lombardo carefully

sidesteps any 'waltz king' suggestion
or similarity, but otherwise the mu-
sic is muted, subdued and caressing

as before. Range of selections was
wide. ..There w?is. familiar music
and current music and even a slice

of Wagner's 'Tha'nhauser.' What was
new was the fairly, abundant sample
of singing, . . • .

It was music marked by the long
bJickground of one of the country's
top terrace orchestras. Others have
failed toi analyefe or explain the
Lombardo. appeal. ' No attempt will

be,made here. Suffice that what it

gives out should^ be appropriate to

the assignment. — ' -

For the getaway Lady Esther was
a lady—she scarcely mentioned she
was in trade. Land.

JIM McWILLIAMS
'Ask-It-Basket'
30 Mlns.
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New YOrk

(Benton & Bowles)
Claiming to be the original ques-

tion-and-answer man, Jim William^
is back on the networks in a pro-
gram that should carry its share of
popularity. Its only drawback lies

in that it has failed to achieve any
novelty, a factor to be reckoned
against the now-numerous quiz con-
tests.

(McWilliams; for years a single in

vaudeville, brought- his quiz contest
to the air a counle of years ago in
Washington, D. C).
Questions 'were timely, and varied

of course. Usual cinches to open the
program showed off McWilliams'
showmanship. He realized that he
must first acclimate his audience to
the tests. Then delved into deeper
ones.

. Gag of the opener was that a den-
tist, in addition to winning the first

prize of $25, also was awarded a
year's supply of Colgate's dental
cream. There wei-e also second and
third place prizes.

PEG LA CENTRA
With Johnny Gart, The Jesters. (3).

Musical
15 Mins.
GULDEN'S MUSTARD
Wed.-Fri., 6:30 p.m.
WJ25-NBC, New York

(Charles W. Hoyt)
Opening network show for Gulr

den's Mustard on Wednesday (5)

night lacked the spice that the com-
mercials implied for the product.

Basically, it was sound entertainment

that Peg La Centra, singer; Johnny
Gart, accordionist, and the Three
Jesters, harmonists, contributed but

the total was not effective due to

poor showmanship.
Miss La Centra was on for one

number, then off; the Jesters fol-

lowed, and so on, without much at-

tempt to pace the proceedings, which,

in addition, were slowed by the com-
mercials, one of which went in for a

time-worn sketch on the advantages

of the product.

Robert Taylor returned to Metro-
Maxwell.'s hour last Thursday in
fairly bright fettle, foiling with
Meredith Willson on his equine ven-
ture, and ' segueing into a corking
waltz medley under the Willson
baton which

,
trailerized . Metro's

forthcoming 'Great Waltz.'- The rest
of the stock company—Fanny Brice',

Ralph Mbrgan, et al., augmented by
a Beery-Rooney excerpt from
Stablemates'—lacked the verve and
electricity of one little bit as done.by
Leni Lynd, a Metro find from Pas-
saic, whose 'Heart That Is Free' solo
rang the bell. Thirteen-year-old
Miss Lynd was sent to her Holly-
wood opportunity via a dime school
fund from Passaic school children.
By and large, the 'Good News'

show is big- ia- Its si^e and kilocycle
marquee power.

Seth Parker opus for Vicks con-
tinues to .be an linclassiflable pot-
pouri of hymns, ' familiar • -music,
cackling .dialect, plus an admixture
of some of the most dismal Inferno-
like situations ever put on- the
ether. Utterly defying criticism

along standard lities, -this oddity im-
presses as toying with aspect of re-
ligion popular in the Middle Ages
(i.e., the end of the world, etc.), but
no longer voiced today.

It naturally suggests a query as to
what the publicity-minded State of
Maine thinks about it (the scene is

laid in JoneSport," Me:) and what re-
ligious groups will have to say. It

also brings up the query of why
these Dante angles were ever in-

serted in the first place. Sounds like
a mor"bid turn of mind In the author.

'BATTLE OF THE SEXES'
With Frank. Crumit, Julia Sanderson
Quis
30 Mlns.
MOLLE SHAVING CREAM
Tuesday, 9 p.m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

(Stack-Gohle)
Crumit and Sanderson, - whip, were

plenty forte with a song in radio and
vaude, have completely dropped the
vocals for this tepid quiz program.
Questions and the method used in
their presentation between male and
femme teams of four are extremely
simple and timeworn, with the re-
sult that this MoUe commef-cial
doesn't stack up' against most of the
other - response programs ..currently
coming over the ether. ^

. Show caught (4), uncovered noth-
ing that would stymie a 14-yearrold
with an average I.Q. .One question
j^as: 'If a tonsil operation is :a ton-
silectomy,. what is. an appendix
operation?' . The contestant stiinibled
plenty and then only guessed, at the
answer. Another query, anent the
capital of Colorado, was completely
muffed by one of Crumit's male
team. .Behind.it all is the gushing,
puerile .phoney competitive animosi-
ty - between (Jrumit and Sanderson
(Mr. and Mi's,), which- doesn't, en-
hance .their .professional dignity, and

;

standing or carry conviction. It's"

coy.
MoUe injects plenty of commercials

into this 30-minute broadcast. Besides
the straight plugs, tlfere's frequent
mention of the product when a con-
testant Is handed a' tube ,of the .shav-
ing cream foi" a particularly: 'bright'

answer. This is ;along -the ' lines, of •

the same product's -Vox 'Pop\ show
last year, grinning team alsq rgets.

wrist . watches. . But listeqiers get.

nothing for their fortitude. Scho.
'

HOBBY LOBBY
With Dave Elman, Harry Salter orch.
30 Mins.
FELS & CO.
Wed., 8:30 P.M.
WJZ-NBC, New York

(Young & Rubicam)
Program picked up new (its third)

sponsor a week and a half after fad-
ing from the Jello spot it occupied
as a summer replacement. New goal
is to convince the housewife that
Fels-Naptha Chips do a better job
on the family wash.
Program remains a good formula

with a wide base—the more or less

universality of hobbies (be it only
tinkermg with the family jallopy).
Elman has made no changes in the
setup of his program, shifting it in-
tact except for replacement of an-
nouncer Harry Von Zell with Allan
Kent. And, it seems, widening the
variety of the lobbyists he brings to
the mikel
Hobbys on thie leaidoff for Fels (5)

included a retired Chiciigo lawyer
whose time is spent digging up data
on persons convicted of murders that
never were committed. Daughter of
Aimee Semple McPherson;' who col-

lects perfumes that she calls, 'scents
that make men lose their sense.' And,
among others, a pianist that banged
out 'Tiger Rag' on a keyboard cov-
ered with a blanket, blindfolded and
hands encased in heavy canvas
gloves..
Half hour was well produced and

smooth.except for the nervousness of
one or two entries which is okay for
authenticity.' Allan Kent's spiels

registered well, 'and Harry Halter's
crew • popped several pleasantly
rhythmic interludes.

GERTRUDE ALDERMAN
with Theodore A. Simpson
Talk •

.5 Mlns.
MAYFAIR, INC.
Sunday, 1:30 pan.
WGY, Schenectady

<Hci;cnoT)
A five-minuter that should inter-

ests segment of home folks. It has
an experienced woman miker ques-
tioning a recognized decorating ex-
pert, Mrs. Alderman, formerly of

WFBL, Syracuse, is cast as the seek-

er of information; Simpson,-member
of the National Advisory CbUncil,
American Institute of Decorators, is

the importer. Fbrmer, new io WGY,
s^hd -called- here 'Marion<- possesses
an- excellent voice arid delivery; Plus
just enough , of that swank supposed
to impress listeners of this type pror
gram.

. Simpson is a straightforward talk-

er, with" no 'arty' side. Obviously
lyiows his subject.' Prograni is aimed
at modest as well as fairly - large
b'udgeters. Jaco.

Ben Bernle was a fugitive from a
nurse Sunday afternoon, on behalf
of Half-and-Half, but nobody would
susoect it from his crisp comedy
style. Bandman was in fettle. Nary
a reference to his being under hos-
nital observation, or that he was go-
ing back fpr another session in the
hopes of ducking a stomach opera-
tion. Lew. .Lehr's dialectic comedy
was in the boffo groove and .Mairy

Small's vocalizinp dittoed.

Bemie and Col. Manny Prager got
off a neat 'Duchess Is Learning to

Rhumba' novelty ditty.

JOE PENNER
With Dtck R,yan, Gay Seahrook,
Margaret Brayton, Roy Atwell,
Ben Pollack, Tommy Lane

30 Mins.
HUSKIES
Thursday,, 7:30 p. m.
WABC-CBS, ^Tew York

(Benton & Bowles)
Pcnner is a good buy for the kid-

seeking . cereal. His noisy raz-ma-
taz with its broad slapstick kind of
laugh technique is further enriched
this time by having Penner imoer-
sona;-s a gor^fy football playsr. This
ties in • easily and memorably with
the eat-Huskies-and-be-husky ap-^

proach.
As before, there are interruptions,

stooges, and a. constant activity. It's

mass, not. class, entertainment. Pen-
ner has worked out a formula that
work. It's good-natured,- unassum-
ing beyond- its- objective of providing
.giggles., P^enher is the 'keystone of
the arch.- Dick -Ryan 'is his mock
dignified butler. - Roy Atwell gets all
twisted up. A little of Atwell, goes a
long way, and there is. only a little,

so that's okay. ;

Script and general . 'showmanship'
at the getaway emphasized that the
Penner: organization' doesn't take it

for granted. -Formula was -widened,
material bettered and ;the: fempp
tightened. Nice music .to fill out
the-spiaces and some -pleasant- vocal-
izing,

Hokey, Penneresque and grocery-
selling. Lari'd.

'SPORTFOLIO'
With Jim Eberle, Bob Stanton, Bob
Evans

15 Mlnf.; Local
SUFFRIN CLOTHES
Sunday, 6:45 p. m.
WWJ, Detroit
WWJ's sport staff snend.s six days

of week waxing highlights of spot
happenings—in—Detroit^ and. --weaves
'em together for a snaopy 15-min
uter Sunday evening. Show caueht
included highlights of past week's
Roscoe. Toles-Jimmy Adam-ick heavy-
wei.eht battle, Don Budge-Gene Mako
exhibition match, etc., with Bob
Evans handling the disc end neatly.

Jim Eberle supplies the necessary
continuity, and Bob Stanton the
commercials, which are okay.
Has plenty of zip, selection of sport

happenings is noteworthy, and should
find big following, supplying, as it

does, dramatic episodes of sport do-
ings probably missed by lottn lis-

teners. Pete.

•KATE S>nTH, Commentator
With T«d ^Collins
15 Mlns.
DIAMOND CRYSTAL SALT.
Tn.-Th.-Sa,; 12 Noon
WABC-CBS, New York

(Benton & Bowles) ^

Among ranking radio names, the
duo of Rudy Vallee fihd Kate Smith
can be set down as a pair -with a,
real head full of sense. VaUee real-
ized long ago that tootling saxo-
phone or. singing through the nose
has natural limits, and thus branched
out, Kate Smith—which is to say
Kate Smith piloted by Ted Collins

—

has likewise got the idea that
hugging a mike with ballads is not
the beginning and the end. Now
she's an m,c., a singer, and separately
a newscaster. This evolution has
taken years and it's been iOresighted.
New stint for Diamond Crystal

Shaker Silt—a mouthful of verbiage,
that title, and hard to work into -

a

good commercial—is put across by
Kate Smith's glossy delivery and a
nice choice of material. Saturday
comment. (8) included bits on. the
World's Series • and on football, a
pair of subjects most femmes 'auto-
matically reject as ether material in
favor of sob tabloid headlipes.. That
they were included on this stanza in
itself is an indication that the show
is considerably above the averagp
level of vacuous gab. Actual script-
ing is standard, but the combo of
suave delivery and good coverage of
topics makes the thing mature.
Commercials are, however, pain«

ful. They should be cut down.
Semi-dramatized, yarns anent the
virtues of. Diamond Crystal's sodium
chloride are hard to stomach. Why
not just say it's- good salt and call
it a day? Patter about bad salt
spoiling good cooking savors of so
much Bouliabaise.

. Show, caught was a bit overboard,
but Ted Collins, who introduces
Kate Smith, managed to chop it . off
without damage. Range of topics
included the weather, baseball,, foot-
ball, Helen Keller, the defunct
Hollywood S500, ltaly*s anti-Semitic
measures (more evidence of daring),
an appendicitis victim on. mid-ocean,
and the I,ulu Belle role in that
Kentucky jailbreak. Edga.

FUNNY BONERS
Soniers .and Comedy
15 Mlns.—Local
BLACKST0NE CIGARS
Mon. and Tues.; 6:30 p.m.
WGY, Schenectady

(B. B. D. & O.)
Trio,- familiar to listeners of net-

workers :"briginating . in- .New York,
may not have the easiest job in ac-
celerating immediately the -sale of.
Blackstones hqreabouti. -They; broad*

-

cast on|y flrgt two- days /of weeK. It's

.

initial' attempt 'to -mert^iandise cigars
in this area wlth tl IS'-minUter which,
does not have ; a sports- background.
WQY's loaded -schedule madie the
odd blocking -necessary. Also ruled
out sports, by teason of fact Monday
period -is just ahead of Leo Bolley's
TydOl shot NBC did sell this, spot
across the board for Paul Douglas'
Chesterfield baseball salvos, but no
local account could cut in with a
similar setup on time opened by
Douglas' farewell. May be that new
sponsor will automatically pickup
part of 'the Douglas and BoUey audi-
ences. '

•

First .pair, of Funny Boners' broad-
jcast&..moved smoothly^. Jjut-did.jnoi..
pack any particular sock. Even the
copy seemed to lack identification
punch. Show came in on gumshoe.
No newspaper advertising and vir-
tually no ballyhoo. Trio, listed in
the dailies as 'The Troubadours,' call
themselves, on the air, 'The Funny
Boners.' • 'Black istoneers' might be a
better name for this series. Three-
some can and do harmonize, but they
bear down on comedy interludes.
Some of these are lairly- funny,
others a bit strained. Boys work,
with zip and professional pbise;
Piano accompaniment. Announcing
only fair last week. Jaco.
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Three Newspapers Relent

V.'

Louisville^ Buffalo and Shrevesport Sheets Restore

Radio Chatter and News

Three more newspapers have

again opened their columns to radio

chatter and news. They are the

Louisville Courier Journal and

Times, the Buffalo Times and the

Shrevesport, La., Journal.

Louisville paper; which owns
WHAS, dropped its radio column six

months ago, while the same thing

happened with the Buffalo sheet

after Scripps-Howard sold the prop-

erty to its local editor. Radio p.a.'s

hope that it's all a sign that the
pendulum is beginning to swing
back in broadcasting's favor. Within
« period of eight months €8 news-
papers in various parts of the coun-
try had eliminated their r^dio col-

umns, with not a small number also
dropping the program listings.

ittsburgrh Pur^s

Pittsburgh, Oct. 11.

Belatedly falling in line with gen-
eral Hearst policy, Sun-Telegraph,
afternoon sheet here, has dropped its

radio column, printing only daily
log. Understood space would have
been eliminated some time stgo were
it not for fact that Hearst owns pros-
perous WCAE. Broadcasting outfit

continues to get page-line across top
of daily schedules, but the regular
two-col news and gossip spread is

out.

Zora Unkovich, who wrote the
Sun-Tele air column under name of
Jane Hamilton, has been transferred

to news department. First Iwkling
she had of by-lined stint being
di'opped was when she reported for
work one morning last week and
found note in her typewriter read-
ing: 'Jane Hamilton is dead. -Report
at city desk for obsequies.'

Town's other two papers, Post-
Gazette, with Darrell V. Martin con-
ducting radio column, and Press, SI

Steinhauser up, are continuing, al-

though rumors have it that recent
press-radio war may eventually
reach into those sheets as well. P-G
has its own station, WWSW, while
Press is tied in with KDKA on co-op
plan.

Buys Full Face Listing:

Boston, Oct. 11.

WNAC is crashing through the ra-

dio vs. Newspaper battle by buying

single-line bold-face listings in the

Boston Post radio program column.
In the Sunday Post (9) WNAC had
five listings in bold-face type: four
for Yankee Network News Service
and one for a new commercial, *Dur-
kee Mower Flufferettes.'

These WNAC lines in the program

Thompson s Timeless Option

J. Walter Thompson last week tried to get the Peck agency to
waive the production of a Doris Gilbert sketch, 'His Majesty, My
Playmate,' on the Sweetheart Soap period (NBC) but the latter
agency saw no reason why it should change its plans just because
Thompson had suddenly decided to use the script on tomorrow's
(Thursday) Rudy Vallee session. Thompsqn had had the script on
ice for about six months. When Peck stood pat and produced
'Majesty' as scheduled Thompson resorted to another Gilbert script,
'Sea Fever,' which it had also in its files for months.
Thompson's practice is to make no down payments nor ^isk for any

options on scripts submitted. Understanding conveyed to the author
is that the script will remain in the agency's files until an oppor-
tunity to' use it develops and that the former is free to peddle it

elsewhere.

list are starred, to indicate they are
advertisements.

Dallas Cheered Up
Dallas, Oct. 11.

• WFAA cites as 'a ray of sunshine
;
In the publicity darkness' the fol-

lowing letter dated Oct. 8:

,
Quite a number of our rural re^d-

is happy to announce the appointment of
Mr. DEWEY H. LONC

as manager'
Mr. Long comes to WSAI with a wealth of radio experience both as assistant

manager of WBT, Ghariotte, and as southeastern representativie of Radio
Sales, with headquarters at WAPI, Birmingham. His broad vision, pro-
gressive ideas, alertness and sense of showmanship will contribute sub-
stantially to the increased tempo of WSAI. His appointment as manager
should be of keen import to both national and local advertisers because
they can be assured that the progressive principles of broadcasting in-

augurated by^ WSAI in the past year will be maintained and advanced,

CINCINNATI'^S OWN STATIO
1 330 KC

ers have asked us to carry in our
weekly paper a schedule of radio
programs for each coming week.
These readers do not have access to
the larger daily papers and conse-
quently find it difficult to select and
hear radio programs which particu-
larly interest them.
We want to give our readers what

they ^iint and have accordingly de-
cided fd Inquire from you what, co-
operation you would be able to give
us in publishing a weekly program
of your radio station ' a week in
advance.

Will you let us know soon what
co-operation you would be able to"
give us?

Very truly yours,
Childress County News,

By Wells Burton.

Marie Cochran's New Column
Toledo, Oct. 11.

Marie Cochran, former radio edi-
tor of the defunct News-Bee, editing
a new tabloid weekly newspaper
here. First issue of sheet, called
The Toledo Mirror, appeared Friday
(7). George Yakobian is listed as
publisher.

First issue carried a radio column
by Miss Cochran, also a shoppers'
column like one sh« did for the
News-Bee several years ago.

WHITEMAN TEST

SUITVS.WNEW

UP OCT. 25

Trial of the test action which th«
National Association of Performing
Artists brought against WNEW, N.Y.,
in behalf of Paul Whiteman, Is now
due to come up before Judge John
C. Knox in the N.Y. federal oourl
Oct. 25. Case has been pending for
almost two years.

It is through this suit, that the
NAPA is seeking to establish the
principle that an interpretive artist
has a property right in the phono-
graph records he makes and that as
such he Is entitled to license the
record's commercial user.

Ted Collins' Stable

Ted Collins, .manager of Kate
Smith, has installed Sam Schifl, for-
merly with Columbia Broadcasting,
to handle bookings of other person-
alities tied to him. Some of them
have been handled by Collins for
some time, but other duties curtailed
his efforts in their behalf. With the
addition of Schift full time will be
devoted to selling them.

Collins has Allan Drake, character
actor and monologist; Jimmy Crow-
ley, football commentator; Betty
Garde. Jack Miller, whose band is

now on the Kate Smith hour; "Eed
Straighter's Choir, also on the pro-
gram; Henny Youngman, and the
radio rights to the Joe Palooka serial.

Harry Ackerman transferred from
Detroit to Hollywood to produce
Young & Rubicam's 'Phantom Pilot'
and News Dramas for Langendorf.

nteanS SuiineSS

Ut'BaCtuncie.
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'Sympathetic Buyer of N.A.B. Library

Important Along with Cash Terms

Washington, Oct. 11.

Concrete offers for the transcrip-

tion library of the National Associa-

tion of Broadcasters are expected to

be laid before the executive committee

at the next session, Oct. 24-25 and

weighed for recommendation to the

full directorate.

While only a few commercial wax-
works appear interested, negotia-

tions have reached the point where
terms are being discussed and de-

tails of the arrangement under

which the Bureau of Copyright will

fold shortly are under consideration,

liooks as if Lang-Worth will be
favored, although E. V. Brincker-

hoff, who has done the recording and
cutting for the NAB, is actively bid-

ding.
Sympathy

Cash may not be the chief factor,

although there is anxiety to make
the best possible recovery of the

more than $50,000 already sunk in the

disc venture. Directors are more
concerned about turning their off-

spring over to sympathetic parents.

Assurance of a continued supply and
high quality are the points being
stressed in the conversations.

The NAB has plans for substantial

increase of- its repertoire, although
nothing has been done since spring
toward expanding the library. In
addition to the 20 hours already on
ways, arrangements have been per-
fected for 30 hours more of public-
domain, royalty-free program fod-
der, half of the desired 100-hour
supply.
Liquidation of the Bureau is vir-

tually an accomplished fact. Staff

pruning is under way and dissolu-

tion will come to a climax by Nov.
1, when Ed Fitzgerald, director of the
venture for more than two years,

departs.

World Expands
Five newcomers to the World

Transcription System's station list

are WTIC, Hartford; WSFA, Mont-
gomery; KOY, Phoenix, and the Ari-
zona regional composed of KOY,
KGAR, Tucson, and KSUN, Tucson.
Additions bring WTS' 'Gold Group'
up to 36 stations.

'

Czech Talks, Nazi Silent

Seattle, Oct. 11.

When KIRO (CBS) offered the
Czech Seattle consul 15 minutes'
free time to state the case of his
countrymen over this outlet, he ac-
cepted and used it, but the same offer

was turned down by the Nazi consul.

Latter said any word regarding the
Nazis would have to come from of-

ficials elected to do the talking and
they were not here in Seattle.

Station explained non-appearance
of Nazi rep and offer for free time as

9 safeguard against listeners hot" in"

the know who might think KIRO
was taking sides.

WCKY at U. of Cincy
Cincinnati, Oct. 11.

WCKY this week started a series
of Monday night quarter-hour pro-
grams origiating in the studio of the
University of Cincinnati's new Stu-
dent Broadcasting System, of which
Samuel O. Beall is executive direc-
tor,

Stanley Posthorn, a grad of the
school, is directing the programs in

co-operation with Bev Dean of the
L. B. Wilson station's staff. Men'del
Jones, WCKY production manager,
Is general supervisor of the broad-
casts.

Grace Gatiinjr JBetter
' Norfol'k,~Oct. 11.

Grace Gatling, secretary to Camp-
bell Arnoux, general manager of

WTAR, Norfolk, expected out of the
hospital this week.
Was injured 10 weeks ago in an

auto crash.

KrBH
PW THE NBC RED NETWORK
NnTIONRL REPRESENTRTIVES
EDWqRD PETRY & CO.

WNLC Near Normal
New London, Conn., Oct. 11.

WNLC, New London indie, caught
in the middle of last month's big
wind, almosfback to normal. Trans-
mitter plant, practically demolished,
being rebuilt.

Station has been operating on
emergency equipment with special

FCC permission. Offers of help from
WHHT and WTIC, Hartford, and
WELI, New Haven, acknowledged.

EIBO Takes Transradio

Seattle, Oct. 11.

KIRO (CBS) has reopened its own
news room with Transradio press
providing service. Johnny Forrest
will continue.

After a buildup of the station's

news service from the Trans the
KIRO salesmen will go after spon-
sors.

Rooster Contest

Philadelphia, Oct. 4.

Unwilling the let anyone get
ahead of it since a coverage sur-
vey by engineer Paul Godley
recently showed it was as

powerful as 50,000-watt WCAU,
thousand-watter WFIL last

week changed its station break
announcements. WCAU uses
•This is Philadelphia's WCAU.'
So WFIL gabbers now say,

'This is Pennsylvania's WFIL.'

Waite Hoyt at WNEW

Waite Hoyt, ex-baseball pitcher,

last with the Brooklyn Dodgers, new
sports commentator at WNEW, N. Y.,

starts a nightly 15-min. spiel Mon-
day (17) at 7 p.m.

Will cover hockey, basketball and
football in their respective seasons
through fall and winter.

Frank Byrnes resigned from
KJBS, San Francisco, to join Calavo
Growers of Southern California.

Sdlmg Hearst Radio Stations;

Only WCAE, WBAL May Remain

With WINS, N. Y., sold to Milton
Biow and deal pending on three
more of its stations, Hearst Radio,
Inc., will be left with the ownership
of but two outlets, WCAE, Pitts-

burgh, and WBAL, Baltimore. .Price

paid by Biow is close to $200,000, or
about $50,000 less than the sum
which was stipulated in the contract
that Col. Arthur O'Brien, Seattle

lawyer, failed to consummate several
months ago. Biow-Hearst proposi-
tion'is, of course, subject to the ap-
proval of the Federal Communica-
tions Commission.

Three Hearst stations whose dis-

posal is under negotiation are KYA,
San. Francisco; WISN, Milwaukee,
and KOMA, Oklahoma City. No hitch

is anticipated in any of the instances

as far as closing contracts is con-
cerned.

Biow, ad agency owner, currently
operates WNEW, N. Y., and is inter-

ested with Arde Bulova, watch
manufacturer, in other station in-
vestments. An associate of theirs
in these broadcast operations is Har-
old A. LaFount, former FCC com-
missioner.

Bipw has set up Metropolitan
Broadcasts, Inc.; as his corporation
for the WINS deal.

Don Donahue's New Job
Chicago, Oct. 11.

George HoUingberry has added
Donald Donahue to his station rep
sales staff in New York.

HoUingberry has known Donahue
since they both worked for Hearst
in the old days. At the time of his
switch to the Hollinberry outfit

Donahue was sales manager of the
radio department of the J. J. Devino
company in New York.
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Free Speech vs. Slander

(CoDtinued from page 1)

they stand in ticklish matters with

political connotations.

In the overlapping field of re-

ligion there are political dangers,

too. Many broadcasters feel that a

rule or law making impossible such

broadcasts as Judge Rutherford's

•Watchtower' type would be healthy.

Since some stations will take the

money, no matter what the danger

to themselves, and the radio indus-

try as a whole, a law that would
restrain their liberty to this extent

and in this direction would not be

unwelcome to some observers.

Boake Carter's Hunch
Philadelphia, Oct. 11.

Date of his return to the air is un-

certain, Boake Carter declared here

last week, because he can't find a

sponsor who will refrain from 'but-

ting in' and telling him what he can

and cannot say. Commentator praised

freedom of speech in newspapers as

against the restrictions of radio in a

long diatribe on air censorship. Al-

though other reasons were officially

given. Carter, it Is understood, blames
censorship and pressure groups for

failure of General Mills to renew his

daily broadcast contract when it ex-

pired in August
'The unhampered radio, commen-

tator is a tiling of the past/ Carter
declared. 'He is no more and there

is no real free ^eech on the radio.

It is absolutely impossible today to

be a genuine radio commentator on
a sponsored program. The sponsor,

we will say, manufactures soap. You,
as the commentator, say something
about the Germans and the sponsor
objects because the Germans buy his
soap. You mention the Italians and
he gets jittery for the sanoe reason.

Everybody uses soap and he sells

soap everywhere,- so there is noth
ing to talk about excepting the
weather, and even there you might
offend ';he weatherman, who also

buys soap.

'For ttiat reason the date of my
return to the air is uncertain. Only
time will tell I have always ex-
pressed my views and intend to keep
on doing so, but this butting in on
the part of the sponsors gets worse
with the passing months.

Press Much Freer
Carter said that, on the other hand,

newspapers are the closest thing to

free speech in this country. Despite
the fact that newspapers also depend
on advertising for their buns and
coffee, he declared, j>ubli^ers can
Vrite what they want. He said he
liever has been told what to write

and what not to write in his syndi-
cated column, which, is why he likes

being a newspapertnan better than
a commentator.

Spieler is at present starting on an
eight-week lecture tour that will

take him cross-country. He is filling

in many dates vacated by Winston
Churchill because of conditions

abroad.

Miller's Boston Talk
Boston, Oct. 11.

Neville Miller, paid prez of

N.A.B., addressed the New England
district meeting of the trade org last

the allocation of large sums for

newspaper advertising (with none
for radio) for the current promotion
of motion pictures as *y6ur best en-

tertainment.' Shepard raised the

question of free ^ace for the mo-
tion picture industi'y on the air. No
resolution was passed.

Affiliates Cancel

Shows for Politics

NBC and Columbia are be-
ginning to git cancellations of

their commercials from local

stations that want to clear the
time to broadcast political

speeches. These cancellations

are expected to be exception-
ally heavy this year because of

a concerted tendency among
outlying broadcasters of avoid-
ing any q' .atce by political can-
didates that local commercial
commitments had prevented
them from getting their mes-

^sages to the electorate during
the choice broadcast hours.
While the advertisers don't

like the idea of these local

drop-outs there's nothing they
can do about it. As far as the
NBC-owned and managed sta-

tions are concerned, strictly lo-

cal commercials will only be
canceled if the political party
concerned agrees to pay the bill

for the unused talent

week. His theme, political broad-
casting, was one very close to the
New England district's president
John Shepard who is under citation

by the FCC on a charge that he
abused his radio license (WAAB) by
taking an editorial position favor-
able to his own personal interests in

a partisan political fight

Said Miller (in part):

'Newspapers do not have to give

equal space to all candidates for po-
litical office. Then, too, engineers
are asked to act as lawyers in cut-

ting from the air a political speaker
^ho might deviate from hi^ original

manuscript. Engineers are expected
to know slander.'

Shepard, in his talk, referred to

WFIL's Slander Salt

Philadelphia, Oct 11.

Bitter political situation here,

which is tieing station owners up in

knots, finally exploded with a ter-

rific wallop in radio's face last week-
end when Moe Annenberg, publisher

of the Philly Inquirer, filed a libel

suit for an undisclosed sum again

WFILi and Sam Rosenbaum, its presi-

dent.

Suits were simultaneously brought

by Annenberg against Senator

Joseph Guffey, who made the speech

on WFIL which caused the action;

the Philly Record, which reprinted

the speech in full; J. David Stern,

Record publisher, and Albert M.
Greenfield, millionaire realtor, who
reputedly has an interest in the sta-

tion and who- recently made a speech

on it attacking Annenberg.

No statement of claim has yet been
filed, so exact sums asked or causes

for complaint against the parties are

not yet known.
Predicament

Whole thing was just another case

in which' the station was between
the devil and the deep on the broad-
cast although there are numerous
and complicated behind-ihe-scene
^angles involved. Rosenbaum was
warned in advance by Annenberg's
attorneys that libel suits would be
filed if Guffey were permitted to give
his speeph. attack^ig Annenberg's
conniectioii with horse-race gambling
industry. But he was also, warned
by Guffey that the outlet would be
hauled before the Communications
(Commission if he were barred from
the air.

After mubh hurried consultation
with attorneys and owners of the
station, . Rosenbaum took what
seemed the only way out. He al-

lowed Guffey to speak and sent the
following telegram to Annenberg:
'In view of the controversial char-
acter of the political speech by Sen-
ator Guffey ttiis evening referring to

you in broadcast carried by this sta-

tion and the Quaker network, we of-

fer you the facilities of this station

and the .Quaker network on equal
terms in all respects in order to afr

ford you the same opportunity If you
wish to present opposing views.'

In addition to WFIL, speech was
carried on KYW, Pittsburgh, and 14
other stations throughout the state.

None were named in the libel action.

Following a request from Annen-
berg's attorneys the morning after

RAY NOBLE
And His Orchestra

for

Chesterfield
more pleasure

for millions

with

GEORGE BURNS
and

GRACIE ALLEN

Every Friday Night-8:30 EST, CBS
Coast'to-Coast

Management WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

Few Reformers Asked for Hearing

Washingtoh, Oct 11.

Few outside groups are scheduled to participate in the Federal
Communications Commission's chain-monopoly' investigation, which
may not get under way as scheduled two wdeks hence.

Possibility the opening may be deferred until November, instead of
occurring October 24, was seen last week in the continued absence
from his office of Chairman Frank R. McNinch and the delay in
compiling data from the information submitted by all licensees in
response to formal orders for contracts and financial statements. No
decision yet on postponement with the members anxious to begin
hearings if physically possible, even though McNinch may not be
able to sit in.

When the books were closed Wednesday (5) only a handful of §ip-

pearances had been filed with the commish, although all networks,
both national and regional, are automatically respondents in the-pro-
ceeding. Surprise was the small number of reform organizations
asking chance to present testimony.
Non-broadcast evidence producers will include the Committee for

Industrial Organization, NAB Bureau of Copyrights, National Com-
mittee on Education hy Radio. American Federation of Musicians,
World Broadcasting System, Radio Transcription Producers Associa-
tion, RCA Manufacturing Co., and Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Co.

the speech was given, WFIL agreed

to accept service, of .the suit and
Rosenbaum issued a statement de-

claring:

•WFIL is not in politics. It has a

duty, under its license, to serve the

public interest and afford all reputa-

ble parties to political controversies

an equal opportunity to present their

views. As a public facility, WFIL
broadcasts political speeches by Re-
publicans, Democrats, or any recog-

nized poUtcal party and will con-

tinue to do so.'

There, is actually more to Annen-
berg's libel action than appears on

the surface. It is really a battle of

the giants, with the publisher pn one

side and Greenfield, Stern and the

station on the other. Annenberg's

paper has been going strong on at-

tacking Greenfield and Guffey's

speech was just a shoe on the other

foot.

Inquirer, since the action was
started, has dropped all WFIL
publicity and does not use the call-

letters in its highlight box. Listings

in the regular log are still given, but

the Sunday radio page didn't carry a

single WFIL item tor the first time

in months. No local WFIL shows

are given in the highlights and, on
network airings, call letters of orig-

inating station, WJZ or WOR, are

given instead of WFIL's.

Socialist Barred

Another side of the censorship an-

gle cropped up earlier in the week
on WPEN. Joseph Pirinzin, candi-

date for Governor on the Socialist

Labor party ticket was barred from
the outlet because he" refused to de-

lete certain passages from his speech.

One of the passages to. which objec-

tion,was taken said:

The Socialist-Labor party is the

only working-class political party

that advocates the abolition of the

political state and the organization

of the working class into revolution-

ary. Socialist ' industrial unions, for

the purpose of taking, holding and
operating the Industries of the na-

tion for the benefit of all the useful

producers of the land.

Pirinzin contended that under the

law a station which sells time to one
party must sell it to all and that

political speeches are not subject to

censorship. Arthur Simon, g.m. of

the outlet said he had no objection

t(y giving time to the Socialist-Labor

party, 'but I do not believe a politi-

cal candidate is exemptied from hav-
ing his manuscript scrutinized; It

would be absurd to think a candidate
might say anythihg he liked.'

Whole subject of political airings
is now being investigated by the
National Association of Broadcasters,
Neville Miller, prez, speaking in
Philly several weeks ago, declared
that in his opinion a whole new set
of laws is necessary to clarify the
rights and obligations of radio sta-
tions on points like faced WFIL
and WPEN last week.

W(MCO's New Studios
Albany, Oct 11.

Reconstruction of a four-story
building into a modernistic Radio
Center for WOKO and WABY has
been started. Will be completed
within three months.
WOKO, purchaser of the Structure,

will lease part of it to WABY.

Longwell in Indianapolii

Indianapolis, Oct. 11.
Bob Longwell has been named

program director of WIBC, Indian-
apolis, which is slated to go on the
air this month. Ottis Roush will be
continuity chief and double as an
announcer.
Longwell was formerly with

WFDF, Flint and WIND, Gary.

WOULD RADIO SPONSOR

CATHOUC SERVICES

Chicago, Oct. 11. „

Perpetual noyena services, which
have proven sensational throughout
the country's Catholic churches, are
being offered for radio sponsorship
through Ed Roache of the Bozell &
Jacobs agency here. Father James
Keane, who began the present surge
of novenas' at the Our Lady of Sor-
rows Church here, is personally in-

terested in all negotiations, and
would aid in the broadcast of the
services.

Novena services have been on each
Friday here over WCPL and have
proven a big ether draw, getting

non-Catholic as well as the Cath-
olic listeners. Novena in the Our
Lady of Sorrows Church alone draws
more than 40,000 people each week.
It is estimated that in some 400 serv-
ices weekly in approximately 150
churches from coast to coast, some
350,000 worshippers- attend. It is

figured that the figure will reach
650,000 people by the end of the
year.

Survey was made of approxi-
mately 25,000 people to find their

feelings as to the commercial spon-
sorship of the nov&na services aiid

the result showed less than 1% who
objected.

60DT, WTMU, DIVOKCED
' St Louis, Oct 11-

Mrs. Mildred Godt of East St
Louis obtained an uncontested
divorce last week in the East St
Louis City Court from Paul O. Godt
organist and program director of
WTMV. Mrs. Godt, who alleged
desertion, testified they were mar-
ried in October, 1024, and separated
September, 1937. Godt filed an en*
try of appearance, but did not con-
test the action. A property settle-

ment was made out of court,

Godt is marrying Una Paisley of

WTMV later this month.

Dorothy Devlin, Commentator
Pittsburgh, Oct 11.

First Pittsburgh femme newscaster
to go commercial is Dorothy Devlin.

Signed for six quarter-hour morn-
ing shots weekly over WWSW.
Sponsor is Jerome Wolk & Brother,

furriers.
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N. A. B. ON RUTHERFORD
Inside Stuf-Radio

Hollywood stalls ol NBC and Young & Rubicam tossed around a hot •

. potato last week with the steaming spud finally taken by the seller of the
time. Man-sized headache was brought about by a man-sized chap, one
Jlobert Wadlow, who can look down on you and you from an eight-foot,

eight-inch elevation in his stockinged feet When the big boy barged into

. . Jack Benny's broadcast, the combined press agentry of the chain and
agency lost little time getting their photogs on the job, Wadlow posed for

a .dozen publicity stills with Benny and other members of the Jello cast,

isnd then for being a good guy was tossed out on hfs-ear.

NBC preferred to take the rap for the shabby treatment of the over-
grown kid, claiming that his presence in the studio at the broadcast would
steal the show from the gang on stage. Chain further defended itself by

• saying no seat was larjge enough for him and that the fire laws prohibit
' standing. Neither Y & R or NBC would assunle responsibility as donor
of the tickets. Wadlow took .it as big as his chassis but later* told friends

of his disappointment as Benny is one of bis air favs and he always wanted
to watch him broadcast. It marked one of the few instances in Hollywood
whei-e a studio utilized its prerogative of denying admission to a ticket

Itolder for this, that or the other reason.

Repeated Flare-Ups Put
Broadcasters in Bad Odor
with Churchmen and
Laity

STATIONS STUPID

In a tieup with Harry Link of the Irving Berlin pub firm, the Kate Smith
office mailed out 5,000 letters to bandleaders' and radio stations last week
asking that they schedule the tune 'Living in a Great Big Way' sometime
during this week, Oct 9-15, as a tribute to Kate Smithy and concurrent
with the release of her autobiography bearing the same title. Book hits

the stalls today (Wed.).
Time was written some time ago by -Jfimmie McHugb and Dorothy

Fields. It's said to be the first instance of a number being revived for an
entertainer instead off by one. Link is supplying those without orchestra-
tions of the tune, with ones done in modern style: on the cuflf.

Bill Meenam, WGY Schenectady, read on his 'Scissors and Paste' pro-
gram last week Vahiety's front-page box article on 'Radio as Peace-Maker.*

WERC Gesture ta WCPO

Cincinnati, Oct. 11.

Through courtesy of WKRC and

CBS; world series broadcasts w«re

carried this year for the first time

l>y WCPO, operated by Scripps-How-
•rd Radio, Inc. Indie reciprocated

with spot announcements that on
Saturday (8), WKRC would be the
only Cincy station not carrying the

ba.seball broadcast, and that instead
the local CBS outlet was substitut-

ing a play-by-play account of the
Ohio State-Southern California foot-

ball game at Columbus. WCPO splits

with WSAI on daily broadcasts of

the Reds games,

WKRC is piping all of Ohio State's

games this season except the one
with New York University, which
wilt be reported via telegraphic de-
scription.. Allen Stout is doing the
miking.

Washington, Oct. II.

Increasing popular resentment

over epidemic of anti-religioi»s

broadcasts by Judge Rutherford and

his Jehovah's Witnesses today drew

veiled warning to station owners
from the National Association of

Broadcasters. In the middle, on ac-

coxmt of its policy of vigorous oppo-
sition to all forms of censorship,

N. A. B. seized_ upon Rutherford's

repeated refusal to permit stations to

preview his speeches as" a means of
helping broadcasters to protect them-
selves.

'The National Association of

Broadcasters has always taken the
position that every speech must be
seen before it is broadcast—not only
for an appraisal of the content but
for practical purposes,' Vabiexy was
informed.

Hands Tied

Organization's hands have been
tied, it was explained, though it has
been acting as a clearing house for

the unfortunate experiences recently

suffered by stations; N, A. B. is

stepping cautiouslj in order not to

raise the bugaboo.censorship. But is

thoroughly aware of the serious

On Their Own

Los Angeles, Oct. 11,

Town's new mayor, Fletcher

'

Bowron, is making it plenty
tough on radio guesters, who
are accustomed to a motorcycle
escort when making fast trips
to the studios from their pic-
ture jobs, etc. Hizzpner
cracked down last week when
Gene Autry's p.a. asked for a
sirening accompaniment so
sagebrush yodeler could do a
guest air turn and get back to
stage of Paramount where he's
personaling.

City's headman, who's doing
a cleanup, sez the putt-putt
gendarmes are too bu^ with
more important things than"*

convoying pic stars through the
traffic.

.""graph

problem of preventing further in-

stances where stations—'often unwit-
tingly'—have aroused a tempest of

listener criticism by carrying Ruth-
erford talks.

Today's declaration of Federal
Council of the Churches of Christ in

America, declaring that censorship,
'except within canons of decency,
propriety and public safety clearly

defiixed by statutes is dangerous and
contrary to public policy* is quoted
by N. A. B. heads as their own at-

titude. General consensus of opinion
is that Rutherford's anti-Catholic,

anti-Profestant and anfi-Jewish ti-

rades are a menace to .
the industry,

but hard to handle by the individual
station owner.
Feeling in local broadcast circles

is that N. A. B,'s suggestion that a
definite policy of examining all

speeches prior to their delivery was
virtually the only concrete solution

.to the problem. Unpleasant sur-
prises,, which have forced numerous
transmitters in all parts of the coun-
try to. cut the Rutherford programs
off the air or print oflickil apologies.

Rittkrford L^htaii^

Strikes Second Time

Id Seattle; KE0I in Jam

Seattle, Oct 11.

KEEN, local,part time platter sta-

tion, being panned plenty by Catho-
lics „ for speech of Judge Joseph J.

Rutherford. Station had the example
of discomfiture of another local sta-

tion some time ago when Rutherford
blasted. Speech from Rutherford
over KEEN, was pumped in over a
direct telephone wire from the east
and the Pacific Telephone & Tele-

Co. also may be spanked, it is

said.

Rutherford went through his cus-
tomary attacks. He declared all

churches and the Catholic Hierarchy
and the Pope in particular are con-
nected with Fascism, Nazism and
Comniunisni. And he drew on Jere-
mias interpolated with his own ideas
to h»n-l such epithets as *Ye vipers
and hypocrites:* respite scores of
telephone protests during the broad-
cast, KEEN carried it through to the
end.

could be prevented if station au-
thorities were first permitted to scan
the script, it was pointed o\it'

Latest trip-ups made KEEN,
Seattle, KFKA, Greeley, Colo., and'
other stations, are being criticized by
local broadcasters as evidence of
gross stupidi^, particularly in the
case of KEEN, which received a first-

hand lesffon last summer, when a
neighbor's station, KOI^ Seattle, was
boycotted by angry knob twiddlers
after a witness blast. ~

George MeGarrett producing W. C.

Fields inserts on Luckies Hit Parade
from Hollywood but looking around
for a replacer so he can return east.

BLACK MAGIC
over the air

The Magicians* Society met in Cincinnati.

WKRC arranged to use their talents exclusively

for a unique special event broadcast. On

the program: a magician from Singapore;

a millionaire banker; the wortd^s youngest

professional vetitriloquist... others fatuous ia

the world of magic. Of course, most radios in

the big Cincinnati market were tuned to

WKRC— Cincinnati*'s aggressive radio station.

WKRC* COLUMBIA'S STATION FOR CINCINNATt

350 Kilocycles. Owned and operated by Columbia Broadcasting

System, Represented by Radio Sales : New York • Chicago * Detroit

Milwaukee • Charlotte, N. C. Los Angeles • Saa Frandsco
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'OFFENDER' NOT SOLD

Sheriff's Show Had National Nibbles

—Returns Locally

Bridgeport, Oct. 11.

'The First Offender,' juve correc-

tional drama series presented by

Sheriff J. Edward Slavin of New
Haven county, Saturday (15) goes

into another season on WICC, second

on station and third since anti-

crimer started on WELI, New Haven.

Colonial net will carry half-hour as

sustainer. Some talk of major net

and film interest in 'First Offender'

was heard during summer, but noth-

ing has materialized to date.

Cast of 'First Offender,' directed

and produced by Mack l^arker and
Judson La Haye of WICC, will in-

clude Jeanne Poli, Sherman Reillyj

John Callahan, Keith Brown, Ami
McPartlandt, Lois McLean and Ray
McGrath.

Ben Grauer to announce Vitalis

'For Men Only' show.

ALL YOU
NEED IN

CENTRAL OHIO

LISTEN TO

DORIS RHODES
WABC

5:30 P.M., MON.—3 P.M.. TtJES.
SaO P.M., THURS.—6:45 P.M., FRI.

Mgt Columbia Artists Bureau

F. C. C's WASHINGTON DOCKET
M » M »»» M M I M »

MAJOR DECISIONS
Washington, Oct. 11.

Alaska! Protest ot Edwin A. Kraft nsnlnst new stntlon

grant ot the Midnight Sun Broaacaatlng Company, FulrbanKs,

ashcannod by the ComiTilsh because of complalnnnfa failure

to stiunwlc In time. Pact that Kraft Hied nn application for

n Fairbanks station 10 days after Midnight Sun group re-

QClvcd an okay could not make hlni u person 'aggrieved

or whose Interests may be adversely affected,' Commlsh rea-

soned. Should have put In his plea—which requested same
facilities which Midnight Sun Co. had been given—before-
hand, decision stated, citing court case In which 'nnalliy

of the grant' was referred to as a factor In determining the

rights of protectant.
Missouri: Additional time for KWOS, Jefferson City, re-

ceived Gommlsh stamp of approval. Change from daytime
smallle' status to doy and night operotlon (with 250 walls

days, 100 watts nights) approved to give the Jolfer.ion City

area a break on night service. Only primary service now
received from KFRU, time-sharer located at Columbia, and
this ceases when KFRU Is off the air, It was pointed out.

Jump In day power will Increase KWOS coverage from
C-),000 to 90,000 listeners, decision stated. Some small Inter-

ference will bvi caused to KCKN. Kansas City, Kansas, by

the change but only in a relatively small area and during

the second hour after sunset. KWOS, owned by the Tribune
Printing Co., pro-nlsed to step up its programs, adding new
broadcasts and Increasing Its news and special events cover-

age. Was represented by Ben S. Fisher.
New York: Pica for a new station at Poughkcepsle, to

operate days only on 1000 kc with 1 kw, turned down In. the

Interests of public need. Desire of Piatt & I'latt, Inc., lo

climb aboard the clear channel now occupied by WHO, Dps
Moines, was squelched because community was found to bo

'as much In need of nighttime service as daytime service'

Decision pointed out that 0,000 Industrial workers in Ihe

area would be unable, to avail themselves of the propo.'ed

daytime service—declaring 'this group deserves consideration.'

Corporation, owned by Poughkeepsic Publishing Co,, showed
plenty of cash and promised a superior program service.

Five "fetb.tWh'd,"' however, are located within the normally
recommended mileage separations, Commlsh pointed out, and
proposed stotlon would be limited to Its approximate C milli-

volt per meter contour by WHO around sunset.

Applicant retained Ben S. Fisher and Charles V. Wayland.

MINOR DECISIONS
Indiana: Evansvllle on the Air, Inc., Evanfivllle. granted

new relay broadcast station u> be operated on 1C22, 2058, 2150
and 2790 kc with 50 watts.

Nortli Carolina? WEED, Rocky Mount, granted operation
on unlimited time, simultaneously with WCHV, Charlottes-
ville, Va., using present power of 100 watts.
North Dakota-. WDAY, Fargo, granted new relay station

to be operated on 31100, 34C0O, 37C00 and 40C00 kc experi-
mentally, with 10 watts.
Tennessee: WSIX, Nashville, granted new relay broadcast

station to be operated on IGIC, 2090, 2190 and 2 30 kc, with
40 watts.
Texas: KPRC, Houston, granted extension of special

temporary authority to operate with B kw nights, from
Oct. 10 to Nov. 14.

Virginia: WCHV, Charlottesville, granted unlimited opera-
tion, Blmultanooualy with WEED. Rocky Mount, N. C:, using
100 watts.

NEW APPUCATIONS
Alabama; "WHHB, Solma, authority to transfer control of

corporation from S. A. Clsler, Jr., II. A. Shuman and O. "W.

Covington, Jr., to Bascom Ilopson (40 shares from each),
120 shares of common stock.

Colorado: Eugene P. O'Fallon, Inc., Denver, new relay
station (experimental) to be operated on 39700, 39900, 40800
anil 41400 kc with .8 watts, A-3 emission.

IlIInoiR: "WOXAA, Chicago Federation of Labor, York
Township, \'oluntary assignment of temporary llcen.se to
Radio Service Corp., of Utah; A. Corenson, trading as North-
we.<!tern Broadcasting Association, Evanston, new station to

be ojierated days only on 1.110 kc with 100 watts.
New York: WKEM. Hearst Radio, Inc., New York, re-

instatement of relay broadcast station on 1022, 2058, 2150
and 2790 kc with CO wattii—A-3 emission; \V2XVP, City of
New Yorjc, Municipal Hroadca.^tlng System, changes in trans-
mitter and power boost from 100 watts to 1 kw; Onondaga
Radio Broadcasting Corp., Syracuse, now low fretiucncy rolity

brondca'st station on 10411, 2090, 2190 and 2830 kc with 50
w.itts.

Oregon; Southern Oregon Broadc(i.<!tln(T Co., Grants Pass,
new station to bo operated on 1310 JvC with 100 watts, day-
times only.
Pennsylvania ; Preaqno Isle BrorMioaslin,? Co., Erie, new

station to be operated on 1500 kc wlHi 100 wolt.s nights, .'^G0

watts days; WJAC, M'JAC, Inc., J^>lln>•own, change frequency
from 1,110 to 1370 kc, hours of opi'niiA'u from sharing wUh
"WFIK} to unlimited.

Soutli Carolina: WCSC, Charleston, boost night power
from COO watts to 1 kw.

Toiincssce: National Life & Accident Inaurnnoe Co., Inc.,
NaslivlIIc, new high frequency broadcast station lo bo oper-
ated on 31000, 3r.000, 38000 and 41000 kc with 1 kw.
Texas; KTSA, San Antonio, voluntary assignment of

license to Sunshine Broadcasting Co., Inc.
Virginia: Suffolk Broadcasting Corp., Suffolk, new station

to be operated on 1420 kc with 100 watts nights, 2C0 watts
day.<!; AVTAR, WTAR Radio Corp., Norfolk, two new relay

•. broadcast' stations to bo operated on 1000, 2022t 2102 and
2758 kc with CO watts, A-3 emission.
Wnslilngtnn: AVestcoast Broa(^^^tJinK^Co., Wenatghc/f, new

low frequency relay broadcast station' to be operated oh 10'i2;

•iOoS, 2150 and 2790 kc with 20 waits, A-3 cmissjlbn,
'

SET FOR HEARING
Maryland; 'U-JEJ, Hagerstown, changes In equipment and

day power boost from 100 to 250 watts.
Qlilo: WS.M, Crosley Radio Corp., CIncinnall. jump night

juice from 1 to C kw, move transmitter site locally, Install
directional antenna system for night operation.
Rhode Island; "WJAR, Providence, Jump night power from

1 to 5 kw.

ART GRAHAM MOVES

Manages WKST, New Castle, for
Present Boss, Sam Townsend

Akron, Oct. 11.

Art Graham, program director ot
WJW for the last four years, has left

the Akron station to take over the
management of WKST, New Castle,

Pa. Station goes on the air for the
flrst time Sunday (16).

With Graham's departure. Station
Manager Sam Townsend—who also

is president of the New Castle sta-

tion—will take charge of WJW's pro-
grams and announcers. Wilma Doug-
las, Akron blues singer and pianist,

will become WJW's musical director.

Graham's own program specialty,

'Jolly Joe,' will be continued oyer'
WJW by the transcription route.

New WKST station in New Castle
will be a 200-watt station, operating
on 1,250 kilocycles.

Ray Lewis, manager of National
Transcription Recording Company,
San Francisco, on two-months' leave
of absence due to illness. Andy Pot-
ter of R.M.I. Productions subbing for

Lewis at NTRC.

E. Katz Gets WIRE

WIRE, Indianapolis, switches its

national sales representation to the

Katz agency Jan. 1. William G. Ram-
beau is the current rep.

With WIRE Kutz wil' have a total

QjL 24 stations.

ALTER WNEW MATINEE

Endin^r of 'Little World's Series' Gets
Station Sked Smoothed Out

Thank you Harry Mayer and

Harry Anger for two grand

headlining weeks at the Eitrle

Tlieatre in Washington, D. C.

Lucy Monroe

Clearing of the Newark Bear's Lit-

tle World Series games from the
schedule, which had WNEW, N. Y.'s

production staff in a dither due to

cancellation of programs, has allowed
the placement of several new sus-

taining and sponsored programs.
Station has added 45 mins. of light

concert music to the afternoon sked
at 3:30-4.15. Ell Bee Furriers bought
the 15 mins. immediately following
the Make Believe Ballroom usually
occupied at 7-7:15 p. m. by Earl Har-
per's sports comments and results,

and 'another 15 mins. at 11:30 p. m.
Both are recorded music' sessions.'

Horror series at 10 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
has been waiting weeks to debut.
Richard Brooks, news commentator,
does the latter. Newark club went
19 games over the season in the play-
offs. It took Syracuse and Buffalo in'

succession in 12 games, then lost to

Kansas City in seven for the title.

WKRCs New Faces

^EARLE, PHIt.
Week Oct. 14th, STANLEY, PITTSBURG

Cincinnati, Oct. 11.

Allen Stout moved up Monday
(10) as sports editor of "WKRC, re-

placing Bill Ware, resigned. Ware
joined Bill Schudt's staff last spring,

coming .on from WCAU, Philadel-

phia.

Maynard Craig, WKRC announcer
for several years, also took depar-

ture last week. Replacing him is

Charles Lutz, formerly with WHK,
Cleveland, and WHKC, Columbus, O.

TUMS Varieties

WLW and NBC Red
Tues.-Thurs. ,7:15 P.M. EST

DOW CHAIN'S MORNING

HOUR GOES TO WSAI

Cincinnati, Oct. 11.

Dow Drug Co., local retail chain,
inaugurated a weekday morning
hour's show series on WSAI Monday
(10). Stanza is styled the Daily Ex-
press and has dialog for Ray and Kay
as conductor and hostess. Blends
reports on time, weather and tem-
perature at five-minute intervals,

with news and transcribed music.
Account placed by the Chester C.

Moreland agency, Cincy.

By JANE WEST

NOW RADIOS MOST POPULAR

FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE

AUGHTER JeARS /»nd |-| EART-THROBS

Presented by Ivory Soap 99*' ico ^ o pure

IKTEM TWIC£ DAILY
LI^ICI^ NBC Red Network, 12:15 to 12:30 P.M. EST

IM WA^C— 2:15to 2:30 P.M. EST
Irl • • COAST TO COAST

Dir. COMP^raN ADVERi;j[SING AGEKCY
MGT.. ED WOLF—RKO BLDG.. NEW YORK CITY

St. L. Stations De-juiced
St. Louis, Oct. 11.

KSD, KXOX and KMOX, located
in downtown district, were off the
air for an hour Monday a.m. (10).

An automatic switch on a 4,400 volt
feeder line in a Union Electric Co.
underground sub-station exploded
in the alley in the rear of the Post-
Dispatch building where KSD is

located.

HARRY SOSNIK . .

.

. . . MUSICAL DIRECTOR . . .

CHARLES BOYER-WOODBURY PUYHOUSE
(ORioiNAii score:)

Sundays—9 P.M. EST—JjmJ
JOE E. BROWN-POST TOASTIES

Saturdays—7:30 P.M. EST—CBS
l»ANAGliM£NT MCA

WHY AM I ADVERTISING?
This Question Wins $2 for PETER DONALD of ne^X^JrTc.tvi-iMi^MAil. i^WA^AAUib^

(SU. 7-7475)

Who is also M.C. and Writer of "The Light Up and Listen" Club. Writer of comedy material for Texaco Circle Service Program.
M.C. for NBC Television.

Comedian-M.C "SATURDAY MORNING GETTING UP AND SINGING LIKE ANYTHING WITH MUSIC CLUB"
WEAF, Saturday, 10 A.M. EST
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Craven and Payne Repudiate Move

Of McNinch to Scuttle Civil Service

Washington, Oct. 11.

Final flare-up on the increasingly

unpopular move of Chairman Frank

r; McNihch of the Federal Commu-
jiications Commission to remove the

protective coverings of civil service

protection from approximately 75

Commish employees was staged Mon-

day (10). when two fellow Commis-
Eioners made public a formal letter

to the Civil Service agency.

George Henry Payne and Comdr.

T. A-. M. Craven requested the Civil

Service Commission to 'please be re-

ferred' to McNinch's letter recom-

mending upheaval of personnel, and
please be informed' that they had

rot been told of the proposal or even

heard of it until it was made public.

Craven and Payne have since

•studied this matter very carefully,'

they declared in their joint letter,

and have, come to the 'deliberate

opinion' that the positions in the le-

gal, .press and examining divisions

shouid not be exempted. They point-

ed out that none of the positions

listed was 'either policy-making or

any more confidential than other po-

Bitions on the staff.'

'W(B want to say, further, that the

•wholesale exemption of positions like

these seems to be entirely contrary

to the spirit of the Presidential Order
and not jn keeping with the Presi-

dent's policies as to Civil Service

matters,' the letter continued. 'In

any event, this subject has not been
up for discussion before the Commis-
sion, and we have not had an oppor-
tunity of examining it before the

letter was sent.

*We therefore strongly recommend
that no action whatever be taken in

the matter before this Commission
has had an opportunity to make a

deliberate decision.'

Internal Resentment
Definite statement of Payne and

Craven marked a climax in resent-
ment already informally expressed
by a majority of Commish members
who felt that the chairman acted sub
rosa in his capricious decision to

Rishworth Clears Throat

St. Paul, Oct, 11.

Two KSTP staff menrbers are go-
ing to find plenty to keep 'em busy
this winter in teaching young punks
about radio.

Thomas Dunning Rishworth, sta-

tion's educational director, will tutor

three'courses in -jdio at the College
of St. Catherine (girls' school) in

St. Paul and, in addition, has been
appointed radio consultant foT nine
radio workshops installed in Minne-
apolis public schools* Latter phase
is an outgrowth of Rishworth's
northwest broadcasting educational
conference of last year.

Bee Baxter, conductor of KSTP's
Household Forum, will teach radio

in Mary Miller Vocational High
School in Minneapolis, in addition to

her regular stints on the air.

Team Barber and Bray

Cincinnati, Oct. 11.

Red Barber and Dick Bray, Crosley

sportscasters, will be teamed in a

new stint for Bavarian Brewing Co.,

Covington, Ky., on WSAl, starting

Oct. 13, Called Football Highlights,

it will be aired Thursday, Friday and
Saturday nights at 7:30 through the

gridiron season. J. Ralph Corbett is

handling the account.

Barber returned Monday (10) after

doing a chore with Tom Manning in

broadcasting the world series for

NBC.

make public his own views pointing

toward a shake-up of personnel. Mc-
Ninch, still in. the hospital with stom-

ach trouble, put out a letter opening
the way for firing of subordinates

who were protected under Civil Ser-

vice status, assettedly without con-

sulting a majority of his colleagues.

Craven-Payne letter was written

last Friday (7), but was held over for

five days before it was released.

Parlor Rules

Omaha, Oct. 11.

Elegance of WOW was long a
spear-point in the ribs of KOIL.
Latter recently overcame its in-

feriority complex with red lac-

quer, oriental drapes, thick car-

pets. To. keep the new leader-
ship in swank station bosses
warned employees with the fol-

lowing orders:
'For leaning against the wall,

10c.

'For intentionally dropping
ashes on the floor, 10c.

'For snvoking in the studi

25c.

'For dropping lighted cigaret

or cigar on floor, $1.'

WALDO ABBOn'S 378

IN YEAR OVER WJR

Detroit, Oct. 11.

Starting with 10 programs in

1925, University of Michigan will

turn out total of 378 broadcasts this

year over WJR, most of 'em origi-

nating on campus at Ann Arbor.
Prof. Waldo Abbott, head of U's

radio department who started the

programs 14 years ago, will super-
vise student broadcasts, with stude
announcers, U speakers, college band
and dramatic groups participating.

Program will originate in U studio,

to which WJR last season donated
thousands of dollars worth of equip-
ment

Besides broadcasts. Prof. Abbott
will conduct two extension course
classes in Detroit weekly, using WJR
studios as lab.

WHK Staff Changes
Cleveland, Oct. 11.

Four personnel shifts at WHK-
WCLE. Eleanor Hamson goes from
directorship of womens' programs to

head of sustaining continuity de-

partment. Leslie Biebl, announcer,
takes her former job. Dolores Ham-
merstrom into continuity depart-

ment. John Byrnell, who was asso-

ciated with William Esty Agency in

New York and with WXYZ in De-
troit, has joined announcing staff.

Lawyers Utterly Sarcastic;

Say FCC Forced $6,118 Report

That s 'Superfluous, Unnecessary

Washington, Oct. 11.

Response to the FCC's petition to

remand the long-drawn-out 'Brook-
lyn cases' made Monday (10) by
counsel for WLTH and WARD in a
second withering blast filed with the
District appellate court. Following
up their slashing attack on Com-
mish's legal right to judge the con-
duct of stations—in which obvious
flaws were picked in the FCC's deci-

sion — Attorneys Paul M. Segal,

George S. Smith and Harry P. War-
ner charged that appellants had been
compelled to pay $6,118 for the

printing of a 'huge record which
both the Commission and the inter-

vener now unequivocally admit to

be superfluous and unnecessary' and
numerous other injustices.

Barristers, who are battling for

preservation of the two Brooklyn
transmitters which have long since

been slated for deletion and whose
facilities are to be given to WBBC-
WVFW, found new grounds on
which to criticize the Commish.

Petition to remind says that the

FCC 'now learns for the first time
that it is necessary for it to make
basic findings of fact in its statement
of facts and grounds for decision,' at-

torneys commented sarcastically, yet

the 'requirement for basic facts and
grounds for deciiion has been piart

of the Radio Act of 1927 as well as

the Communication Act of 1934.'

Final note was added by a spe-

cially-drafted order of remand at-

tached to the memorandum, which
Segal, Smith, et el., suggested would
be -'suitable' in case the court' felt

the motion was well taken.

Order would award appellants the

cost of the proceeding to date, and
give the Commish opportunity to:

'Enter an order postponing the ef-

fective date of its orders heretofore
entered terminating the radio broad-

casting station licenses of the appel-
lants to a date not less than twen-
ty days beyond the publication of

the revised statement herein pro-

vided for, and
'Should the 'Commission not enter

such an order within five days of the

date hereof then this mandate shall

be recalled and set aside.'

New Radio Bankroll

Moves to Seattle

Seattle, Oct, 11.

Foreman & Clarke, chain clothiers,

opened ninth branch store on Pacific

coast this week and C. E. Fisher, ad
mgr., signatured KOMO-KJR and
KIRO for direct lines to the store

for opening.

Izzard agency is servicing the ac-

count for Logan & Stebbins of Los
Angeles agency. Firm habitually

uses plenty of radio time and local

outlets have fingers crossed. A six

months' local radio program will be
signatured this week.

Pete Nelson Sales Mgr.

Of KGAR, Tuscon, Ariz.

Chicago, Oct. 11.

Pete Nelson has joined KGAR,
Tucson (Ariz.) as general sales

manager.
Nelson was formerly radio time

buyer for Blackett-Sample-Hummert
here and previously on the Mutual
system's sales staff.

Richard EUers, supervisor of an-
nouncers at KPO-KGO, San Fran-
cisco, recuping from a 'strep' infec-

tion which will keep him home unt
next month.
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Inside Stuff-Music

Professional Music Men's dance at the Manhattan Opera House, N. Y.,

Sunday (9) night, for the benefit of the PMM relief fund, drew an esti-

mated 2,500-3,000 to the hall to dance to tunes which they themselves

probably plugged the bands on tap to use. Dance netted the fund $3,000

according to PMM officials.

A new Oldsmobile sedan, for which 2,500 tickets had been sold, was
raffled off and the name pulled out of the barrel of stubs awarded the new
jallopy to Harry Henneman, arranger with on^ of the WB music pubs.

Tommy Dorsey, Jan Garber, Henry Busse, Sammy Kaye and Count Basie's

orchestras showed up during the course of the evening to pop the musical

menu.
Larry Clinton and Russ Morgan were also skedded, Clinton didn't show

at all and Morgan was there but had to rush away to the Paradise before

he could be put on. Cab Calloway came down with June Richmond but

without his crew. Zinn Arthur's outfit was used to keep things going

between arrival and departure of name bands.

Music Publishers' Protective Association has apparently been passed

over in the investigation of trade associations which Sen. Joseph C.

O'Mahoney's business monopoly committee recently launched. Question-

naires have been received by the committee from some 2,300 trade groups

throughout the country.

It is possible that the pass-up was due to the MPPA's status as a joint

defendant in the anti-trust action which the Government brought against

the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers four years

ago. Government counsel shelved the action in midtrial.

Tommy Dorsey is in a spot through socko business being done at the

Paramovmt, New York, by 'If I Were King' (Par) with himself and Connie
Boswell topping the stage show. Last night (Tuesday) Doraey preemed
at the Hotel New Yorker and since the Par looks to go four weeks, ac-

cording to the present b.o. pace, that means two weeks of overlapping

doubling. When originally booked it was anticipated a fortnight's stay

would just about bring it out right, and possibly a third week might work
a. little hardship, but the four weeks' anticipated run is more than banked
upon. Doubling schedule being what it is, Dorsey must make arrangements
for a substitute band at the hotel for the dinner session.

George Dobbs last week filed a notice of discontinuance with the N.Y.
federal court in connection with the infringement suit he had brought
against the Joe Morris Co. on the song, 'Beach of Bali Bali.' He had claimed
that the time of 'Bali Bali' was similar to one contained in an unpub-
lished manuscript of his.

Morris had previously got a dismissal, after trial, of a like infringement
action filed by Jack Daarrell, a Baltimore fireman. Letter's manuscript
was titled 'Does Anybody Want a Kewpie Doll?,' while Dobbs tagged his

'My Baby's Wise/ Writers of 'Bali' are Al Sherman, Abner Silver and
Jack MeskilL

Terms of the new wage scale for arrangers, copyists and proofreaders
employed in publishing houses has been submitted by the New York
musicians union- to Walter Douglas, board chairman of the Music Pub-
lishers Protective Association. Wage increases for all three classes of
employees is sought by Local 802.

Present contract, which expires this Dec. 31, was for three years.

Kay Kyser and his publicity staff are still wondering (in public any-
how) who paged the bandleader on the p.a. system at the final game of
'the World Series at the Yankee Stadium Sunday (9).

a customer
. . . just because I'm sittin' in Seventh

Heaven don't mean I shouldn't hear
the showl" I had to do something. A
theatre manager can't afford to play to

half-empty houses, especially in these

times. But good soxmd systems cost

money-rand I wanted a good one. So I

looked around a bit

Hete's What Happened,
A Lafoyette dO-watt Remotrol Sound
System was installed at stirptisingly

low cost—and the power proved
conple. Two 12" auditorium speakers
provide enough clear-toned voliune to

cover the entire theatre. Provision is

made for operating two modern
"mikes", and the new Remotrol de-
lights every orchestra on the bill with
its complete control of volume at any
distpoice from amplifier proper. Lafa-
yette Remotrol Model 858-T is one of
the Lafayette advanced line of soimd
systems in our new FREE catdog.

LAFAYETTE SOUHD

SYSTEM
aa WATT

Modtl

COMPLETE

READY TO OPERATE

UJHOLCSflLE fiflDIO SEflVICC
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-^j cay-

Network Plugs. 8 A.M. to 1 A.M.
Following is a totalization of the. combined plugs of current tunes on NBC (WEAF and WJZ), and CBS

(WAB&) computed for thq^i^eek from Monday through Sunday (Oct. 3-9). Total represents accumulated
performances on the two major networks from 8 a. m. to 1 a. m. In 'Source' column, * denotes film song, t legit

tunes, and 'pop' speaks for itself,

GRAND
TITLE. PUBLISHER. SOURCE. TOTAL.

I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams .Santly-Joy *Sing You Sinners 45
Change Partners Berlin "^Carefree 45
So Help Me Remlck Pop 41
At Long Last Love Chappell tYou Never Know 38
Small Fry Famous •Sing You Sinners 33
Stop Beating Around the Mulberry Bush. .BVC Pop 33
Summer Souvenirs BVC > Pop 31
Who Blew Out the Flame Feist" Pop 30
My Own Bobbins *That Certain Age 30
Alexander's Ragtime Band ABC *Alexander's Ragtime Band , 28
Heart and Soul. ... , Famous *'A Song Is Born 27
What Goes on Here Param'ount *Give Me a Sailor 27
Lambeth Walk Mills Pop
I've Got a Date with a Dream Feist *My Lucky Star.
A-Tisket A-Tasket Bobbins
Don't Cross Your Fiagers Ager-Yellen
If I Loved You More Words-Music
I'm Gonna Lock My Heart Shapiro ....
When I Go a-Dreamin Lincoln

Pop
, Pop
Pop
.Pop
tU. of Penn.

27
23
21
21
21
20

Mask and Wig 19
Garden of the Moon Harms *Garden of the Moon 19
All Ashore Shapiro Pop 19
While a Cigarette Was Berlin Pop 18
Now It Can Be Told Berlin *Alexander's Ragtime Band 18
I Won't Tell a Soul Crawford Pop •

, 17
There's a Faraway Look in Your Eye Tenney Pop 17
Why Doesn't Somebody Tell Me Thl . . . Shapiro Pop » 17
Don't Let That Moon Get Away .Santly-Joy Sing You Sinners 1ft
iGirl Friend of the Whirling Dervish* Harms *Garden of the Moon 16
You Go to My Head Remick Pop 16
The Yam Berlin Carefree 15
Love Is Where You Fi Harms Garden of the Moon 15
Ya Got Me Lincoln tU. of Penn Mask and Wig 14
You Never Know Chappell tYou Never Know 14
Bambina Spier Pop
Monday Morning Witmark- Poo
Love of My Life ABC Pop
Love Doesn't Grow on Trees Paramount

' A Song Is
How Can We Be Wrong? Crawford Pop
Sixty Seconds Got Together Santly-Joy Pop ......
Is That the Way to Treat a Sweetheart. . . . Olman Pop
When a Prince of a Fella Remick Pop
Lullaby in Rhythm '. Robbins Pop
Day Aft^ Day Green Bros: & Knight Pop
Could You Pass in Love? Feist
Forget It If You Can >. . Marks
I Haven't Changed a Thing Mills Pop 11
Put Your Heart In a Song Miller Breakin' the Ice 11
Ten Pins in the Sky Ager-Yellen Listen Darli ' 10
Marilu Fox Pop 10
Tu-Li Tulip Time Chappell Poo 10
No Wonder Crawford tHellz-a-Poppin 10
I Used to Be Color Bli Berlin Carefree 10
My Walkini; Stick Berlin Alexander's Ragtime Band 10
Teacher's Pet Marks Pop 10

14
14
14
14
14
13
13
13
13
12

My Lucky Star 12
Pop 11

RCA Victor

AppealsW9r
Award of 65(i

RCA Victor yesterday (Tuesday)
took the 'Wreck of the Old 97' case
on appeal for the second time to the
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
Philadelphia. David Graham George,
who claims he wrote the tune, has
already been awarded a judgment of
$65,000 by a lower court.

Victor made the record in 1924
and George filed his original suit
three years later. Victor lost in the
lower court. Appeals tribunal ruled
in the company's lavor and when the
issue went to the U. S. supreme
court the latter refused to rule on
the merits of the case but held that
the first appeal had not been filed in
time. This put the case back in the
hands of the district court which in
turn ordered Victor to make an
accounting.
TDavid MacKay filed the new

notice of appeal for Victor.

REQUESTS TICKED IN

DIRECT TO DORSEY

Postal Telegraph has installed a
teletype printer next to Tommy
Dorsey's bandstand at the Hotel New
Yorker, N. Y., where his crew
opened last night (11), 'to transmit
request niunber wires to the leader
on his broadcasts.
Dorsey will have two CBS wjres

and three Mutual remotes, former
picking him up opening night and
Friday (15), at 11:30 p.m.. and
Mutual Thurs. and Sat. Next week
Mutual adds Tues. to make it three.

On the Upbeat

Eddie Varzos stays at Schroeder
hotel, Milwaukee, through October
on renewal.
Freddy Goodman, Hollywood res-

taurant, Tonawanda, N. Y., Oct. 8 for
four weeks.
Art Mooney, Webster Hall, De-

troit> Oct. 13.

Fletcher Henderson, Chateau and
Park Casino ballrooms, Chicago,
Nov. 26-27.

Floyd Ray, Paramount theatre, Los

Angeles, for week .Oct. 20.

Al Donahue, Strand theatre, N. Y.,

Nov. 4.

Tommy Tucker opened at Bill

Green's Casino, Pittsburgh, last

week (6) for indef engagement, re-

(Continued on page 53)

PANASSIE'S U. S. VISIT
Hugues Panassie, French jazz

mitsic critic, author of 'Le Jazz Hot,'

arrives In New York today (Wednes-
day) for a first-hand study of
American swing music.

It's his first visit to U. S.

SANTLY-JOY-SELECT
BiNG CROSers Hit of the Nation
From Paramount's "Sing You Sinnei^"

I'VE GOT A
POCKETFUL OF DREAMS

By BURKE and MONACO
< Id 4> « *

the Next Hit of the Nation
Tho Novel "Around the Clock" Ballad

SIXTY SECONDS
GOT TOGETHER

By LIVINGSTON and DAVID
41 « * « # «

Another Up and Coming Hit from
Paramount's "Sing You Sinners"

DON'T LET THAT MOON
GET AWAY
By BURKE and MONACO

Pinky Tomlin's Latest

IN OLE OKLAHOMA
.

A Ballad With a Real Western Punch

A ^ively Jingle That Has "Stuff"

LET THIS DE A WARNING

TO YOU, BABY
By HANDMAN and DAVIS

SANTLY-JOY-SELECT, Inc. ]JWR*K°r.^^
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ASCAP DUCKS PUB FEUDS
Gumble to L A.

In WB Music

Staff Shuffle

In a general reshuffling ot the pro-

fessional staffs in the Warner Bros,

publishing combine last week, Mose
Gumble was transferred to Holly-

wood to supervise the contacting of

commercial programs for the three

WB firms, Witmark, Remick and
Harms. Gumble's post as manager
of Witmark went to Norman Foley,

who has been with the group for 10

years. Hollywood assignment for

Gumble- is a newly created one. He
goes west next week.

Harold Lee remains in the Wit-
mark firm but returns to Chicago
as branch manager. Lee had been
brought into New York to become
Gumble's assistant. Foley's profes-

sional staff will include Ronny Lan-
thier, a transferee from Remick. Joe
Gold has taken over Foley's previ-

ous spot on Harms' professional staff.

OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR PROGRAMS
JIMMY McHUGH'S

WHERE ARE YOU?
LEO FEIST, Inc.

Shapiro Firm Wins

Song-thefting suit brought by
Murray Tannenholtz against Sha-
piro-Bernstein, Inc., publishers, was
dismissed Friday (7) by N. Y. Fed-
eral Judge Alfred C. Coxe.

Plaintiff sought an injunction and
damages on claim that the Shapiro
firm had plagiarized his song, 'Just

Mem'ries of You,' in 'So Many
Memories.'

WHN FioaUy Gets Fiiil

Release from Case

Filed by Jewish CPS

Society of Jewish Composers, Pub-
lishers and Songwriters called off an
infringement suit against WHN,
N. Y., just as the case was coming
to trial Monday (10) before Judge
John M. Woolsey in the N. Y- federal

court. Action had been pending
since February, 1936, with the rec-

ord sho^ying three dismissals and a
like number of amended complaints.
Before agreeing to the discontinu-

ance, Julian T. Abeles, counsel for

WHN, insisted that the society sig-

nature a conclusive release.

SJCPS's original complaint was
that a Max Rosenblatt had broadcast

a number by the late Benjamin Wohl
over WHN during one of the Sophie
Tucker program series in 1935. WHN
has contended that not only did it

never use the composer but that no
such person ever participated in a

Tucker broadcast.

\V F IM ]\ I I II

ALL ASHOR€
VUW IMLI - -

I N - \ I l'»NM M \v I'M 1. \ !)

WHY D0E5^I'T SOMEBODY TELL ME
THESE THINGS

II \' MS

YOU'RE THE ONLY STAR IN MY
BLUE HEAVEN
i.i Ni. \i n;^ > w \i i /

WHEN THE CIRCUS CAME TO TOWN

SIf VPIKOIU.RNSri IN \ (<•. !N(
.

LOnS EER\>TriN rrc^idont JOMl T\V- ... :

MiUe/ixMih. . .

THAT HIT THE Sftot!

Th« San»«tional New lalNid

SIMPLE AND SWEET
By Bu4 Gr««n and Abel Baer

Fr«m the Sol Le»»er Picfore, "Breakin© The Ue"

PUT YOUR HEART IN A SONG
By Pavl Francif Webster and Frank Churchill

The Neweit Novelty Smash I

JULIANA
By Raymond B. Egan and Horry Tierney

.127D SIXTH AVENUE • NEW YORK,

S OFF OF New Royalty Source for Pubs Opened;

Also Vital Recognition of Principle

Recommends That Arbitra-

tion from Outside Trade
Be Adopted and Costly

Litigation Avoided

LAWYERS* ADVICE

Board ot directors of the American
^

Society of Composers, Authors and
|

Publishers has taken the advice of
the organization's counsel, Frohlich
& Scbwcu:tz, and put itself on record
as preferring to sidestep any contro-
versies t' at might arise over con-
flicting claims to the renewal rights

of old copyrights. As suggested by
the lawyers, the board asks that the
members submit such arguments to

either the American Arbitration As-
sociation or some independent tri-

bunal, such as an ex-N. Y. supreme
court justice, which they themselves
would.have to set up.

Opinion from Frohlich & Schwartz
held that neither the ASCAP board
or the Society's officers had any au-

thority to mediate the issue as to

which publisher should be credited :

with the renewal rights to a numbar.
j

All the Society could do was to set

aside the royalties involved until the

controversy had been settled.

Favor Ex-Jadge
In a letter on the subject which

John G. Paine, general manager, sent

to the membership over the ' past

week end it was pointed out that

the board leaned to the ex-judge
idea, preferably a jurist familiar

with copyright law and practice.

Board felt, wrote Painc^that such
arbitration woxdd avoid the bitter-

ness and heavy expense of litigation

that these controversies over re-

newal credits are bound to incur if

th« publishers resort to the adjudi-
cation route.

Waroer Bros, publishing group
brought this question of renewal
credits to Paine's attention several

weeks ago. Group urged that the

Society withhold any monies in-

volved in a copyright renewal under
dispute until the matter had been
settled by a committee made up of

ASCAP board members.

New source of income for the

music industry was opened last week
when Harry Fox, as agent and
trustee, closed a contract giving H.

J. Kronk, fretted instrument manu-
facturer, the exclusive rights to pub-
lish and sell special arrangements
for such stringed instruments. Deal
involves popular music only. Kronk,
whose staff will do the arranging,
guarantees a minimum of $1,000 for

every number in advance, with an
added royalty of 5c a copy for all

sales over 50,000. It is agreed that

his publications will in appearance
be radically different from the regu-
lar sheet copies, that the arrange-
ments be submitted to the publishers
concerned and that the latter receive
duplicate copies of all printing

orders.

It's the first time that the industry
has been able to collect royalties on
music specially arranged for those

engaged in teaching fretted instru-

ment playing. For years this type
of instructor has been making a

practice of composing their own ar-

rangements and thereby infringing

on the rights of th** copyright owner.
As the practice widened the Music
Publishers Protective Association be-
came concerned to the point that it

issued a series of warnings to fretted

instrument teachers and also had a
representative address conventions
of such instructors on the serious-

ness of their transgressions.

Impoctant Principle

Inherent In the agreement with
Kronk is the recognition of a prin-

ciple important to the music indus-

try at this time, and that is the copy-
right owner's exclusive right to

grant permission for the arranging
of his work. It is on this principle

that Fox is basing his campaign to

collect an additional fee for phono-
graph records used in coin- operated
machines. This exclusive right to ar-

range, which F>x' has made an
amended part of recording licenses,

is contained in Section 28 of the

U. S. copyright law.

Kronk's firm is Fretted Music
Manufacturers, Inc., but he proposes
to do his publishing and distributing

through a new enterprise, the B. K.
Music Co. Kronh's olan la to con-
fine these arrangements to current
hit number and he figures that he
will turn out from 70 to 100 a year.

Schwegler Into Pub Biz

Paul Schwegler, former personal
rep for Tay Garnett, film director,

is going into the music publishing
business east and west Schwegler,
who last week married Edna Hell-

man, of the Marco Hellmon banking
family in Los Angeles, is east on
combined honeymoon and business,

setting arrangements.
Kenneth Davis, former antl-

ASCAP counsel in the northwest
(now in L.A.) and a classmate of
Schwegler at Washington U., is ad-
vising him.

Claude Lapham, composer and ar-
ranger, wiU play and conduct a pro-
gram of his Japanese compositions
over WNYC, N.Y., this afternoon.

NEW ASCAP

DECISIONS BY

^URT
Washington, Oct. 11.

Second step in scufiQe between
broadcasters and copyright owners
over state acta seeking to break the

grip of the American Society of

Composers, Authors and Publishers

wds taken Monday (10), when the

United States Supreme Covurt noted
'probable jurisdiction' in two im-
portant cases.

Involving state laws in Florida

and Washington—and probably pro-

viding ?. milestone for two similar

suits pending in Montana and Ne-
braska—high tribunal's decision to

stay its hand provided flicker of en-

couragement for station owners who
(Continued on page 53)

Bing and Bob Crosby

Brother Act for Decca
On his way back to the Coast

Bing Crosby will stop over a day or

two in Chicago to do a brother act

with bandleader Bob Crosby for

Decca Records. Pair get together

tomon*ow (Thurs.) to cut two plat-

ters for release next month. Both
are Decca artists.

Bing returned to New York late

last week from a vacation in Ber-
muda. He picks up where he left

off on the Kraft Music Hall radio

show Oct. 20.

Gordorv an* R«v«f» ^""^

PVE COT A DATE Wm ft DKAII

P.o^tH.2qthCentu..rox Picture. "My LucKy star-

Bi«er Than "That Old Feelln*"

WHO BLEW OOT THE FlftME?

. By Mltchall Parish and Sammy Fain

Honolulu's No. 1 Song Hit

ftSONGOFOLDHAWMI

By Gordon Beechar and JohnrwNobl.

Th« Year's Most Beautiful BaUad

MIDNIGHT OH THE TRAIL

By Clay Bol.nd and Bickley R«tclf.ner

prom th. M-G-M Picture "Th. 6r«t W.lt^'

0HEDAYWHEHWEWEREWBH6
By Oscar Hammcrstel^.^ and ichann Strauss,*
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Nitery Reviews

International Casino
(NEW YORK)

an assistant for the show, the hI-»

di-ho Artist singing and taking part
in many of the show's bitj^ starting
right from scratch with the opening,
'A Lesson in Jive.' This biso high-
lights Harold Nicholas. For the

wi +K..«,.«u -o^^t^t isf- dance session, Calloway give? out
ble through Pans n ght life start- his usuaUy strong hooftunery.. Al-

{^^f««^^o*^«K«^1«^nf"**'Shir''p^^^ ri^ ' temating rhumba band is. Soccarea*
Monocle, lesbo .joint. wherem.,De-|

j^j.^^ ^.^g^ ^-y^^^ „
Cruz, a personality looker, had the j'^q^ (^y^;^,

Clifford C. Fischer production of ;

first-night'irs wondering as to her
Scho.

two revues, 'Plaisirs de Paris' and
'Montmartre a Minuit' (different din-

ner and supper shows), staged by
Louis iLemarchand and Jean Le
Ssj/eui, respec; dances, Natolic Ko-
marova; music, George Komaroff:
costumes, Mme. Jeanne Saunai
(Paris) from sketches hy Freddy
Witiop; scenery, Lavignac & Pellegry
avd Ravmcnd Deshays, also slzetched

by Wiitop; plostic groups, Femand
Buton.

Principals:. Chase, Szrban, Kreis,

Veronica: DeCruz, 3 Shvrettos,
Alexis Kosloff, Vera Naroo, Georne
Bruay. flood & flood. Carmen Tor-
res. Ernie Dillon, Tito, Valde.t .&
Corinne, Rio Bros., Les .Christiani

(6). Marian Manning, Grace &
N'.lzko. Franklyn D'Amore & Anita,
Harald & Lola, Eileen O'Connor,
Emma &' Henry, 50 shonogirls.'chori^-

tars, ballet, etc.; Larry Clinton and
Vincent Travers orchestroji; $1,50
m',nimum; opened Oct. 5,- '38, to $10
premfere.

Clifford C. Fischer will put the
International Casino unquestionably
into the black this and next year^

His two revues, marking his initial

adlvent into this Broadway soot, con-
stitute money entertainment of the
nth degree—b. o, for the gross and
exceptional value on lavishness of
production, spec, flash, color and
general extravaganza.

It's the No. 1 cabaret entertain-
ment in New York today, for pro-
duction .and value, and that means
probably also in America. It's a
type of Ziegfeldian presentation
which only a 1,000-capacity audi-
torium, such as the International
Cs'ino. could afford. As it is, from
a trade aspect, it's fortunate for
Fischer, and both the managements
of tl^e I-ntemational (N. Y.) and the
London (Eng.) Casinos, that the
shuttling back and forth of the
shews makes possible an amortiza-
tion of production investment which,
ot 'rrwise, no one spot could afford.

rverythin f». about the current re-
vue is bigtime and showmanly. To
be;'in with, the dinner show,
•Pleasure of Paris' and the suxjper
revue. 'Montmartre at Midnight.' are
two entirely different specs.

.
Thus,

it doubles the incentive for return
trade. Having seen the dinner
show, it's a lure to come back for
the after-theatre portion, and vice
versa. In London, this idea worked
out excellently for the b.o. In Lon-
don, too, where the tariffs are high-
er, ihe dinner hunch pays a guinea
(a shade over $5) and then, if want-
ing to linger until the midnight
show, there's an extra tariff of five

shillings ($1.25 J as a couvert charge.
This doesn't take into consideration
that they're more given to wincr
•buying than in America, so the av-
erage checks are quite high. [The
London Casino was the, old Prince
Edward theatre; Marius Poulsen is

managing director, partnered with
Fisher and others].
On Broadway, Fischer and Bob

Christenberry, v.p; of the Hotel As-
tor, and also managing director of

the International Casino since the
bank stepped in, have worked out
a nifty idea of a Streets of Paris.
This is on the spacious second-floor
lounge, with all sorts of Parisiana,
cide-shows, gadgets, .knicknacks,
etc., plus the usual supplementary
dance floor where Larry Clinton al-

ternates from within and without.
As for the -show itself, brought

over intact from the' London Ca-
sino, it's a much more lavish revue
than what this reporter saw in Lon-
don this summer. Elaborated, em-
bellished and extended, it's embar-
rassied by riches of talent and pro-
duction investiture, but an editing
job can take care of that easily,

'

The girls are lookers. There's quite
a bit of nudity. There's one act,
Tito Valdez and Corinncwho wear
the limit in- little, and the most dar-
ing terp routine seen on any New
York or Parisian rostrum. It's part
of the 'exotic' sequence, and it's cer-
tainly that. Valdez is a Cuban
youth, with a fine figure, which he
shows almost wholly, wearing a G-
string almost comparable with a
burley stripper.
The highlights are many. The

"beauty* factory opens smartly. The
lace wedding is a sumptuous oroduc-
tion, primaed by, Marian Manning,
and deftly motivated by Grace and
Nikko. They later, register with . a
fine comedy conception , of hokum
ballroomology which almost fools
one from the start, until the stu-
diously accidental trip-uns croo uo.
Les Crlstiani (6), acrobatic offshots
of the famed Christiana equine
family, known in America, do amaz-
ing feomersatUts and risleys to three-
hif'h and four-high catches.
There are disconcerting seouences

which the pruning will correct, such
as the bike act and the acrobats
In the Paris street carnival scene.
Then, too, the Rio Bros, somehow
intrude as b.eing too American in
this Frenchy show.
Franklyn D'Amore, with his amaz-

Infe lifts over the back-of-the-chair
(his old mainstay), now has a shape-
ly looker, as an aero foil. The. chamr
paghe finale is a flash.

'

'Montmalrtre at Midnight.' staged
by Jean LeSeyeaux, is a saucy ram-

identity; Les Ambassadeurs (class

spot on the Champs-Elyseses, which,
incidentally Fischer and his aqso-
cite, Henry. Lartigue, operate); the
Nudiste. Gn<l Rn^My MaximJs (IQr.'i)

for the finale. It's a snappy supper
revue, ideal tor the hour, and apain
hiffhlights Tito Valdez, Eileen
O'Connor in a ballot solo. Hnrr^'i

and Lola (with their tiptop snake
dance which they first .showed in

Fischer's original French Casino re-

vue). Marian Manning, and others.
Fischer nut the .French Casino

into big money for three seasons,
until overexpansion . .by. i his ,. asso-

PERSIAN RQOM
(HOTEL PLAZA. N, Y.)

Snliy Clark, The Hartmans, Eddy
Duchin Orchestra.

NEW ACTS

ci£it.9s started to count tjgainst- them,
and it looks like he'll moi-e than '•e-

peat here at the International. The
French Casino is now Billy Rose's
Casa Manana, with a vaudeville pol-
icy, so it's not a case again of two
Frenchy, revues bucking each other
as occurred when Jacques Charles
and Pierre Sandrihi inau.gur.ited-

the I.C.'s new policy last year, thus
further helping the French Casino's
financial undoing. Abel.

COTTON CLUB, N. Y.

Cab Calloujoy Orch (15), Soccares
Cuban Orch (7), Nicholas Bros. (2),

Dandridge Sisters (3), Whyte's
Lindy Hoppers (6), Mae Johnson,
Timmey & Freddie, Sister Tharpe,
June Richmond, Jig Saw Jackson,
Estralita, Berry Bros. (3), W. C.
Handy.

Razz-ma-tazz in full blast moved
back to Broadway Thursday night
(6), when the Cotton Club reopened
its third winter season below New
York's Mason-Dixon line. It pos-
sibly was the most auspicious in

ertertainment-promise . of several
nitery openings that night, but this

tee-off production unfolds disap-
pointingly in contrast with the
C.C.'s shows of last season and the
year before.

It's the type of production that
shows a heavy coin expenditure,
but not in the right places; plenty of
costumes and dusky girls, hoofers
and shouters, but too few actual
entertainment socks in a show that
runs well over 90 minutes. And
with the exception of Cab Calloway,
there's little in the way of marquee
lure in the numerous talent lineup.

Also, and per usual with colored
shows, there's almost a complete
lack of comedy. With only one laugh
break in the layout, .and that a spe-
cial song by Mae Johnson ('Scarlet

O'Hara From Lenox Avenue'), the
show sums up >to continuous and
successive shouting and hoofing
Brash and, brassy, its forte becomes
•a blasting din upon the ears long
before the finale. Naturally, it's"

Harlemese and not making any pre-
tentious claims of sedateness, but 90
minutes of this type of stuff is too
much. With the pruning probable
after the tee-ofi performance, the
presentation should shape up as bet-
ter and-more bearable entertainment.
Benny Davis and J. Fred Coots,

as in tlie past, contribbed the score
and lyrics. Tunes are good, but,
with the exception of Miss John
son's delivery of 'Scarlet,' they
aren't given flattering vocalizations.
Charles Davis, new for this spot,
staged the i^roduction and routined
the overworked chorus of 16. Dances
and the show's pacing are both
okay.
Plus Miss Johnson's Mae Westian

interpretation of .the 'Scarlet' spe
cial, which pokes David O. Selz-
nick and Clark Gable in its ribald
lyrics, show's standouts include the
Dandridee Sisters (3) (New Acts),
Sister Tharne (New Acts). Bf»rry
Bros. (3), Nicholas Bros. (2), Tim-
me.y and Freddie. The Dandridge
girls swing 'A-Tisket' and 'Swing
Low Sweet Chariot* in their first

spot, later helping in the delivery
of 'Madly in Love* with Calloway
June Richmond, buxom shouter. and
a choir. Their style is refreshinslv
unique. Sister Tharpe is also novel,
giving a lively roller interpretation
to 'HfiUeluiah Brown.' 'Rock Me'
and The Preacher.' Fast and fu-
rious hoofing of the Nicholas and
Berr.v Bros, is standard and effective
in their respective spots, but oil

greater Imnortance Is the uncover
ing of Harold . Nicholas (evidently
the younger' of the two brothers) ?s
a distinct personality by himself. In
general, he's greatly reminiscent of
Bill Robinson. Timmey and Freddie
are good hoofers, but their comady.
somewhat along Buck and Bubbles
lines, doesn't carry much weight.
They al-so sing I've Got a Heart
Full of Rhythm.'
Other personalities Include Jig

Saw Jack"3on, acro-contortionistic
dancer with a dash of snakehins,
and Estralita, whose thigh-grinding
and shimmying fronts Miss John-
son's sinking and the chorines danc-
ing to 'Congo Conga' (Harlem ver-
sion of the rhumba). In the pro-
gram, it's Pableto and Estrdlita, but
the former wasn't in the show bnen-
ing night. For the finale, 'St. Louis,
Blues,' W. C. Handy, composer, is

brought out for- some" trumpet licks.

Wl^yte's Lindy Hoppers (6) are Aver-
age.
Calloway turns the baton over- to

Paul is back at the door, Eddy
Duchin is back on the podium and
all is well' with the Persian Room.
It's old home week again. It's also
New Year's eve «^n dertaln nights,
with turnaway biz. and the bright,
young things fighting their way in.

If you have it good mme, it's not so
much of d - struggle, because this is

one of tl>osc fortunate rooms wheve
they can well afford to pick their
cusooniers.
Show, per se, is boxoffice. Eddy

Duchin pianologing his dansapation,
and Grace and,. Paul Hartman with
their smash, hoke ballroomology
and magico, insure that. Then, too,
there's Sally Clark (New Acts).
She's in on a rain-check, a Roose-
velt in-law relationship and a Back
Bay background. That's probably
wortk $100 a week to any smart
nitery, even if it didn't figure to
drag' in a few ol her socialite pals
as potential customers.
To return to the professional as-

pects. The Hartmans were extended
to do everything in their libretto on
the night caught and, from under-
standing, that's a usual occurrence.
They work hard and generously, and
are met with commensurate acclaim.
They're an ideal booking in this
smart room. As for Duchln's terp
tunes, they're the samt sparkling as-
sortment which e'^tablished him in
the old Central Park Casino days
and onward. Abel.

Grosvenor House, London

London, Oct. 4.

Al Trahan, with Sandra Lynde, is

an outstanding act in a well-bal-
anced show. Probably his biggest
laugh is 'I don't sing so good, but I
sing like a real man.' His routine
is^lightly changed from his last
isit here, .but in essence the act is

e^same. '

A goodly portion of the hour's
entertainment is provided by the
choi'us. Their first number reveals
them in -unusual costumes, but not
overly attractive. Perhaps Paul Os-
card knew this and deliberately de-
signed .them with that in mind so
that their, several appes^rances would
be cumulatively appealing. If so,
he succeeded admirably. Captain of
the troupe. Christine Forsyth, re-
vegls an attractive personality, but
might make it even more so if in
her solo dance the costume was de-
signed for less out and out leg dis-
play. The young ladies clean up
with their finale, which is the 'Yam'
number from the Astaire-Rogers
film, 'Carefree,' supplementing it

with their conception of 'The Lam-
beth Walk.'
Agar Young and Co., a two-men

acrobatic burlesque team, are good
gymnasts, do a lot of ludicrous
things, but do not seem to be in-
nately funny. The only other act is

Flora Duane and Earl Leslie. Miss
Duane was here three years ago and
scored emphatically with her Bat
Dance at Grosvenor House, but with
Leslie she does a routine burlesqing
dancing of the tintype era, clad in
the period. Acceptable to the cus-
tomers.
Paul Oscard's back drop settings

and costuming help materially to
the generally good effect. Jolo.

JOHNNY MESSNER ORCHESTRA
4&Mino.
Strand, N. T.
The Johnny Messner band, includ-

ing the music-box style, is from the
Hotel McAlpin, N. Y., but lias not
reached the point of perfection as an
entertaining outfit where it can comr
pete on Broadway ,'• with better

known orchestras. It needs much
more* polish, a more effective setup
all around, better handling of swing
numbers, arrangements, etc., and an
improvement in the vocal 'depart-

ment.' '

On engagement here, Messner
closes with, the .number that should
open- his performance. He. is teeing
off with an arrangement of 'Exactly
Like You,' while sighing" off with
an arrangement of 'Marie.' Other
numbers art 'Pocketful of Dreams,'
murdered vocally, a college medley
and . the music>'box portion with one
of the boys, billed as Prof. Cole-
Slaw. The Vocalizing' .'by Messner
and bandsmen in connection with,
the collegiate medley is Very weak.
Two numbers are done •<vith the

piano-like music - box', excellently
played and a novel feature of the
band. Messner 'himself specializes

on the clarinet.. He is a modest type,
making a nice appearance. He has
been getting a moderate radio build-
up of late around New York.
Band carries a vocalist, Jeanne

D'Arcy, covered also as a New Act.
Chor.

BILLY GIBSON LOSES

FINGER IN A BRAWL

Billy Gibson, ex-vaudevillian, lost
a finger in a brawl with Frank Lom-
bardo in a Broadway drugstore.
Latter i.s out on bail after pushing
Gibson through a showcase and
slugging store's cashier early last
Sunday a.m.
Lombardo entered the store bleed-

ing and asked for aid. When told
t(J pay he got tough and allegedly hit
the cashier. Gibson, standing nearby,
slugged the inebriated Lombardo
with a chair, and was then pushed
through the glass case.

Raze Pitt Vaudeir

Pittsburgh, Oct 11.

Davis theatre, mecca of Pittsburgh
vaude's heyday, will be torn down to
make room for a parking lot.

Following vaude's decline, Davis
was taken over by Warners, which
tried vaudfilm for awhile and then
straight pictures on double-feature
policy. All flopped here and when
Warner leaso exoired, two years ago,
house was closed.

MARY SMALL
Sinking
11 IVlins.

Strand, N. V.
Mary Small has been playing

around considerably, but not in New
Acts. Her 11-minute stint with
swing songs is close to tops. She is

a singing entertainer who is going
much farther, probably both on the
stage and on the air. She's currently
with the Ben Bernie radio commer-
cial for Half-and-Half.
When clocked here, she was clear-

ing the jumps very creditably with
a routine consisting of 'Alexander,'
'Small Fry' and a clever operatic ar-
rangement of 'Flat Foot Floogee.'
plus a brief encore. Armed with a
lot of personality, fine selling ability
and an appealing voice, the in-
gratiating iVIiss Small (she's a rather
petite type in keeping with her
name) stopped the show here open-
ing day. Char.

JEANNE D'ARCY
Singing
8 Mins.
Strand, N. Y.
Jeanne D'Arcy, vocalist with the

Johnny Messner Hotel McAlpin
music-box orchestra, may develop,
but she looks far from an overnight
possibility on present form.
Doing two numbers here with the

Messner band, 'Jump, Jump' and
'You Go to My Head,* she fails to
show well in the first-mentioned, but
goes smartly in the other. Faulty
amplification may have Interfered
with her swing rendition of 'Jump.'
The other pop is done in a sweet,
subdued manner and sold effectively
Miss D'Arcy is pretty weli

equipped as to personality and looks.
Char.

SISTER THARPE
Singinr
6 Mins.
Cotton Club, N. Y.
Holy Roller interpretation of

spiritual-type songs is something
new for show biz, and Sister
Tharpe's delivery, vocal and physi-
cal, IS plenty forte. She was a stand-
out click with the Cotton Club's
opening night (6) mob.

First tune is 'Hallelujah Brown,'
written by Benny Davis and J. Fred
Coots, following with 'Rock Me' and
The Preacher.' She accomoanies
herself on a guitar. Scho,

DANDRIDGE SIFTERS (3)
Sinsringr
9 Mins.
Cotton Club, N, Y.
Dandridge Sisters, introed by Cab

Calloway as from the Coast, are
something of a sepian edition of the
Andrews Sisters. They swing the
pops and nursery rhsrmes in much
the same rhythmic style, also giving
a jeep interpretation to 'Swing Low
Sweet Chariot.'

Girls are light-skinned and nice-
looking, with the middle femme
especially strong vocally. First time
out in this show they run through
'A-Tisket' and 'Swing Low.* Later
they get some help from Calloway
on 'Madly in Love,' Cotton Club
show tune by Benny Davis and J.
Fred Coots.
They, impressed the opening night

crowd. Scho,

SALLY CLARK
SonTs
S.Mins. .

Hot I PlazJi, N. Y.
Sally Clark is a Boston socialite,

related through marriage to the
Roosevelt family. She started her
professional career at the Ritz, Bos-
ton, and is now here for a couple of
months on an alleged competitive
buildup to Eve Symington which—
it has/ benn publicized—^has its

foundation in a back-of-the-gcenes
scran with MCA, the same agency
nov/ booking Miss Clark. The q.e.d.
epH<? th*!re.

The blueblood blues-singers had

their vogue for. a spell and may still
continue to do so if for no other rea-
son than they have wide socialite ac-
quaintanceships; But, of the bunch
Miss Symington (Senator

•

' Wads-
worth's daughter) alone achieved
anything like professional standing
or anything like a big league in-
come.
Miss Clark is strictly tyro. She

does two pops at the mike, 'Devil
and Deep Blue Sea' and 'Small Fry

'

in uncertain, throaty-voiced manner,
sans style or distinction. But, as
stated, she must bring in some busi-
ness, so that should make it all right
with smart rooms of this calibre,
where polite audiences usually de-
port themselves in ratio to their
white ties and .Mainbocher models.

Abel.

MARILYN MESEKE
('Miss Ataierloa')

yfi\h Miss Utah and Miss Jack-
sonvllle

Sifi.?lni:. Dancinr
20 Mins.
Italian Gardens, Pitt.

Nice little^ turn that's bpen built
around 1938 'Miss America.' In last
couple of years Atlantic City Ijeauty
crown hasn't been based exclusively
on looks; talent counts a lot, too,
so at least gals can show something
in addition to pretty gams and faces.
Most recent winner- has the old-time
requisites and the "new ones as well.
Better than average tap-dancer and
novelty of seein»( 'fairest in land,*
who can also turn in a neat bit of
hoofing,' should put the act into im-
mediate favor.
For niteries 'Miss America' is ac-

companied by two other contestants
in '38 Atlantic City pageant, 'Miss
Utah' and 'Miss Jacksonville.'
They're likewise plenty easy on the
eyes, with the Utah gal revealing
an excellent voice of almost operatic
caliber, and Florida miss coming
through with first-rate acrobatic
control dance that looks strictly pro.
Their specialties consume major

portion of the act, but gals do a little

floor parading as well, first in eve-
ning gowns and then in bathing
suits, a la the pageant For local en-
gagement, Ruth Willock, 'Miss Pitts-
burgh,' has been added to the turn.
All right on face and figure, but
short on talent, with a slight, un-
cultivated singing voice that has
tough time making grade even via
the mike. Cohen.

TWO NOVELS
Danolng^
4 Mins.; One
Apollo, N. Y.
With something more conservative

than their current bliie or purple
tails, this pair of colored hoofers are
okay fof lower case niteries and
such. Work hard here, but are con-
fined by time and space and seem
to have the ability to enlarge upon
the four minutes alloted their fast
and rhythm taps.
Two beat their, plates in near per-

fect unison In speed taps, then shift
to close quarters, one behind the
other, for rhythm work.

EARLE and FRANCES
Dancing
Apollo, N. Y.
Blanche Calloway couldn't remem-

ber this mixed pair's names when
introducing them with plenty of ad-
jettives. They're on twice here, first

time in unimpressive soft shoe rou-
tine and again fronting Miss Callo*
way's orch.

It's the latter spot where they
shine for a few minutes In hard shoe
taps. Act is from the west and pre-
sent a neat appearance in white tails,

femme half togged out same as her
partner. Alternating in solo breaks,
legging of each is neatly executed,
with the male appearing the
smoother. Adds up okay.

THE KIDOODLERS .(3)

Songs, Instrumental
6 Mins.
Century, Balto.
Kidoodlers have some draft via

radio network build-up. Nice ap-
pearing lads, dressed a la collegiate,
remain seated throughout entire act
behind bank of xylophones and as-
sembly of assorted musical props.
JSing to accompaniment of lone
guitar, interpolating licks on toy in-
struments. Have developed rather
unique style and give out With fair-
ish potoourri of vocal imoressions.
After brief opening, do "Tiskef a la
moppet singer, accompanied by toy
'fiddles, horns, whistles, cymbals and
xylophones. Close with b'»rnyard
medley, including all the familiar
sounds.
As caught here, spotted in pit, act

contributed a novel and entertain-
ing interlude. For.regular vaude lay-
out, stationary set-up behind bank of
gadi'ets, will prove monotonous in
nerformance and a problem in

handling. Burm.

BETTY HUTTON
Sin«:.ing

11 Mins.
Casa Manana, N. Y.
A swing singer find. Betty Hutton

is an overnight discovery at a time
when

, the hotter the vocalistics the
better. And she's as burning as they
come.

,

Miss Hutton Is a petite and some-
(Continued on page 42)
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Loew s Denies Reports of Vaude

Return for 1 New York Theatres

fteports that Lioew*s is considering

tesiiining stage shows at the Para-

dise, Bronx, and Valencia, Jamaica,

have no foundation at this time, id-

wording to company execs. Admitted,

however, that the future cannot be
predicted, but right now the oncie de

luxe New York presentation houses

are said to be in the black with

strxiight pictures*

Same condition exists for the cir-

cuit's Capitol, on Broadway. As yet,

it's claimed, the house hasn't felt the

pinch of competition from Warjiers'

Strand, which put in name band
shows late in August Capitol has
been haying a run of pretty strong
picture product.

Gtnerally felt within Loew's. how-
ever, that the Capitol will put in

flesh ot some sort whfen the influx of
World's Fair visitors begins late this

winter and. early spring.

Savoy theatre, Brooklyn, part of
the Randforce circuit, will try vaude-
ville for three days beginning of
next week and if it clicks will keep
the .policy. Initial bill topening next
Monday <17) ^yill comprise four or
Ave acts, m.c.d by Henry Youtigman.
If it's successful, it will spread later
to the Tivbli, Ridgewoo'd and Walker,
also' Randforce houses. Will Green
booking and producing.
Newark's Shubert reopens with

full week vaude either Oct. 16 or 23.

Date depends on availability of acts.

AI and Belle Dow again booking.

Providence, Oct. 11.

With Fay's, heretofore city's only
vaade house, closed for repairs, the
Playhouse opens tomorrow <12)
for a season of viude and first-run

films.

Opening show includes 'Air Devils'
(U) and on stage, Helene, bubble
dancer; Three Cyclones, colored boy
dancers; Fay and Wellington, ball-
room dancers; Chester Daulphine,
Harry 'Hickey' LeVan, Helen Boles
and a chorus of 16.

AFA SUES ACENTS IN

ACT'S PACT RENEGE

INJUNaiON ISSUED VS.

DETROIT ACT IN RENEGE

Detroit, Oct, 11.

Temporary restraining order was
issued last week prohibiting Sausage
and his Five Pork Chops, nitery en-
tertainers, from appearing at Club
Plantation here until settlement is

made on Club Villa D's complaint.
Joseph De Viller, operator of Villa

D, complained to Circuit Judge
Henry G, Nicol that he had con-
tracted with Sausage Tyson and his
act to .appear for four "weeks at his
nitery for $90 weekly, commencing
Oct. 3. Act didn't show up, so. De
Viller hopes to keep it from appear-
ing elsewhere.

Brandt Sisters to Open
New Coast Icie Show
I Chicago, Oct II.

Brandt Sisters set to open the hew
Westwood Palace, Westwood, Cal.,

on Nov. 11. In for 10 weeks with
options. Dr. Arthur Brandt, father
of the girls, will produce the new
show, which will include ballet of

36 people, Show slated to run 130
minutes with a 35-piece orchestra in

the pit.

Brandts flew to the Coast Satur-
day (8) after completing 21 weeks in

the College Inn of the Hotel Sher-
man here. Hal Steinman, personal
rep for the Brandts, booked.

Free Show from PiAEc Square

Gala Stunt by 7 St. Louis Stations

As Paid Name Promotion Flops

B^ONRETCAT

ACTSIPMIY

Chicago, Oct 11.

Suit for fulfillment of contracts is

being filed here by the American
Federation of Actors against the
Barnes & Carruthers fair agency on
behalf of three AFA-member acts,

Alice Kavan, Lady Marie's Pals and
the Four Randalls.
AFA, which is furnishing the legal

eervices for .the suit alleges that
B.&C. failed to give these acts the
playing time stipulated in the orig-
inal contracts, and will ask that the
agency deliver this time on a 'pay
or play' agreement or give the acts
proper restitution for the Unplayed
time.

It's understood that AFA now has
three additiOhal cases against the
B. & C. agency on similar squawks
from other acts, and these may also
eventuate in court action unless an
agreement is reached.

Major Doyle, Vet

Midget, Dies at 69

Major Doyle, 69. vet vaudeville
midget, died yesterday (Tuesday) in

Spartanburg, South Carolina.
For years he was an outstanding

ftgure in labor movement - among
professionals, active in the White
Hats, where he gained m'ost of his

prominence. Never a headliner in

show biz, his fame came from mix-
ing' in' labor controversies. He
reached his peak in early HHW's.
In vaudeville for many years as a

sonologist, Doyle left that field with
its decline. Since that time he had
teen pretty inactive, except for fairs,

etc. He was mayor of Midget City
at Chicago World's Fair, and also at
the San Diego Exposition. He also

appeared for Billy Rose at' the Casa
Manana, Ft. Worth. Before that he
had been with the Ton. Thumb com-
pany in Ringling-Barnum & Bailey
Circus and once toured Europe in

blackface.

Doyle's standing feud with
HiSfry Mountford of the White Rats
Was legendary amonj actors of that
period. He was regarded as one of

JJ'c
leaders of a radical element in

tne[ club. At one time he wrote a
series of articles for VARiEmr, lam-
basting the administration of the
White Rats, particularly Mountford.

FOR VAUDEVILLE

Philadelphia, Oct. 11.

Repetition of acts in Philadelphia
niteries is bringing heavy beefs from
regular patrons here. Operators ac-
cept the indictment, but reply that
the fault isn't theirs, claiming that
it's impossible to find new talent and
even more idifficult to develop it

from the raw state.

That's all the bunk, however, ac-
cording to agents here. There are
plenty of new atfts .and new faces,

theiy declare. The only shortage is in

money to buy them. Dearth, ex-
plained Tony Phillips, ex-prez of
Bookers' Assn., is not in acts, but in

$25-a-week acts. He claims nitery

operators in most cases are. unwill-
ing to spend what it costs to bring
new talent into Philadelphia.

; As a result, local acts, which Can
work for as much as '$15 a week less

than imported ones, because of

smaller living expenses, get the jobs,

and are just shifted from one cabaret
to another. Topnotchers manage to

work pretty steadily . or get another
job after a short layoff. once they've
completed the ^rcuit. Others have
longer waits, but always catch on
somewhere when the season is in

swing.
Bigger niteries, like Arcadia, Wal-

ton, Adelphia and Benny's naturally
undertake a heavier nut for shows
and get a fair sprinkling of new tal-

ent. Even so, however, they fre-

quently repeat, too. So it becomes
evident what faces the small opera-
tor who can or will pay only $25 for

a single and $50 for a double. Ac-
cording to 10 percenters, hundreds of

new acts are available to spots pay-
ing $45 and upwards for a single.

Very few acts are tied up with
a single agent, which causes more
of the repetition. As soon as their

booker has no more spots for th6m,
they go to anothe and he swings
them around his local circuit. Then,
when he runs dry, they frequently
book themselves, back independently
to spots they formerly played.

Boston, Oct. -4.

Editor, Variety;

Since you are the only outlet for

news of show business I have been
wondering- if you would be kind
enou£(h to enlighten me on the sub-
ject of Boston vaudeville.

Have been a great vaudeville fan
since 'way back in the days of B. F.

Keith's. In the past few years the
R-KO Boston has been my favorite

theatre, not because of those second-
rate movies but because the stage

show was always worth-while.

This fall, Boston is entirely with-
out vaudeville.' Will you be kind
enough to tell us why? Certainly
it is not because these shows were
not supported, for many times I have
had to wait over a half-hour to get

into these vaude houses.
Bostoji is not in the ''sticks'; we are

a large city, tired of pictures and
anxiously awaitng the return of a
'live' show.
Many of us Bostonians would like

to get the lowdown.
F. L. Swain.

FISCHER SAILS TO SET

NEW LONDON SHOW

Gray Orch Booked for

N. Y. Par Xmas Week
Glen Gray's orchestra is set to play

the Paramount, New York Christ-

mas week with the Andrews Sisters.

It will make the third Christmas
that the band has spent in the Broad-
way spot since it inaugrated the

name orchestra policy there four

years previous.

S. L €itj Caf€ Reopens

Salt Lake City. Oct. 11.

After an outlay of nearly $5,000

for a new maple dance floor and
subdued tubular electric illumina-

tion system, Rendezvous, swank
beer-pretzelry in the Hotel Utah, re-

opens Friday (14) with the Sports-

men, four-piece band from Los An-
geles, replacing 'ally Williams'

home town cleffers.

Harry McKenzie is manager of the

spot, one of the three danceries in

the hotel. Don Roland's tunesmiths

are currently playing in the Empire

Room, while Starlite Gardens is

-Hutlered for the winer.

Clifford C. Fischer sails today
(Wednesday) on a quickie to London
and Paris, now that his International

Casino, New York, show is set. Fisch-
er is going over to set the new show
that comes into the London Casinb
around Xmas, this to be the revue
that will eventally come into the In-

ternational on Broadway.
Fischer, with his associate, Henry

Lartigue, is also dickering, to take
over the Empire, formerly Paris' ace
straight vaudeville house, which has
been in receivership. Meantime, his

Ambassadeurs, in Paris, also jointly

operated with Lartigue, preemed
wjth a new show last Thursday (6)",

and a new personality at the helm,
Georges (Darpentier, as greeter. Ray
Ventura is the band.
Mrs. Fischer is remaining in New

York. He's due back in three weeks.

SHORTLIVED VAUDE

COMEBACK IN NEW'K

Newark, Oct. 11.

Vaude made a comeback here, but
iVs gone again.

Gay Nineties Variety Revue, four
acts, played Skouras Terminal the-

atre in conjunction with the indie

picture, 'Gay Nineties,' special Uni-
versal RKO release. They Opened
Saturday (8) and closed Monday
(10). Picture world-preemed on a
dual bill after exploitation worthy
of a roadshow feature that had the
town talking.

'
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Al Donahue to Double,

Cafe to M Strand

Currently set at the Rainbow
Room, New York, until January, Al
Donahue's orchestra doubles into the
Strand, N. Y,, for two weeks, start-

ing Nov. 6.

It's "the first theatre personal for

the crew since its date at the N. Y.
Paramount early this year.

Louisville, Oct. 11.

Third annual Kentuckiana Fall

Festival, which brought name bands
with floor shows to the Jefferson

county armory, and Mrs. Franklin

D. Roosevelt and Alexander Wooll-

cott heading a contingent of lec-

turers, ended Saturday (8) with pair

of .performances by Rudy Vallec and
company. First show was a sellout,

but second was to a half-flUed

house. Admission to single band
shows was 40c, but advance tickets

were sold in combo at $1.05 for

Vallee, Gene Krupa and Buddy
Rogers orchestras.

Rogers, who with two members of

his orchestra, Ben Feaman and Jack
Henderson, were injurred when
their car overturned near Colum-
bus, Oct. 3, cancelled the local date.

A substitute' booking was made,
bringing in two orchestras. Jack
Denny and Jimmy Greer, who com^
bined their musicians into one band,
in support of Bobby Breen. Rogers'

orchestra was to have been first of

the three names to appear, and was
set for Wednesday (5). Gene
Krupa's bandsmen jgave a swing con-
cert, to a capacity house, and later

played for dancing at 50c. a head on
Thursday (6).

Lecturers, cooking school, style

show, publicity school and all other

activities were free to the public, the

cost being assumed by local news-
papers.

Probe Murder Angle

In Ga, Death of Two
Reidsville, Ga., Oct. 11.

Police are probing murder angle
in deaths of Carl Butler,. 25, road-
house proprietor, and Bessie Carter,

20, a waitress, whose charred bodies
were found in smouldering embers
of night spot known as 'Old Jennie's

Place.' Theory was that couple was
slain and nitery burned to hide
crime.

Flames were discovered by Billy

Davis, waitress, who summoned help

about 3 o'clock on morning of blaze,-

when she returned to roadhouse

St. Louis, Oct. 11.

Seven of the eight radio stations in

the St, Louis area oo-oped in giving

a 60 min. open air sho,w cuffo oh
the Memorial Plaza, downtown, to-

night as a climax to the annual

Veiled Prophet parade which is sim-
ilar to the Mardi Gras spectacle in
New Orleans., From" a stage erected
in the plaza the radio talent, sup-
plemented by Gladys Baxter, mu-
nicipal operetta fave, and Sonny Ar-
lington performed before a throng
that gendarmes estimated at in ex-
cess of 75,000. A piiblic address sys-
tem enabled those in the rear to
hear.

Show arranged by Gene Kemper
of KWK aiid Jerry Hoekstra of
KMOX was 'designed as a substitute
for the one planned by the St. Louis
Festival Assn. and the C of C where-
by Edgar Bergen, Charlie McCarthy/
Bobby Breen, DoroHiy Lanieur and
other screen and radio stars were to
have made p.a.^. When that plan
fliwered oiA the local show was
conceived by Merle S. Jones, gen,
mgr. of KMOX; Robert T, Convey,
prez KWK, and Thomas N. Dysart,
prez of the St Louis C of C.

Donated Talent

WEW contributed the St. Louis
University Glee club of 45 voices
and the Lowther A Capella chorus
of 26; KWK donated the services of
Coyita Bunch and Betty Barrett,
songbirds; KMOX furnished the
Harmonettes; 'Pappy* Cheshire and
his hillbilly gialaxy and Henry Mc-
Ross and a men's chorus i>f 16; WIL
contributed Donald Heeves, warbler;
KXOK donated Clark Sparks and
June Curran, songsters; KSD kicked
in with Bert Granoff and WTMV
furnished Cheri McKay. 'Garry Mor-
flt of KWK served as m.c. and the
music was supplied by a symp orch
under the baton of Ben" Rdder. M5ss
Baxter and Arlington were the fea-
tured entertainers.

Street singing and dancing fol-

lowed the program whicTi began at
10:15 p.m. and Was broadcast by all

of the stations. Commercial com-
mitments prevented any.-one station
from airing the entire show but all

broadcast a portion of it

m kESm TESTIFY Bi

PHiuY cmmwm
Philadelphia, Oct 11:

Six agents of the State Liquor
Control Board testified before that
body last Thursday (6) that they
had bought drinks at the Walton
Roof after closing hours. Offense,
however, was committed last Jan-
uary, before rool was taken over by
Jack Lynch, who now operates,

Walton Hotel management, replied
to the board that it no longer con-
trols the license and asked that the
January violation not jeopardize
ticket it now has for a first-floor
bar. Board reserved its decision.

Check4 Unen^yment Insurance,

S. S. Seen l&tting Uidicensed Agents

New York State Unemployment
Insurance and Social Security bu-
reaus are putting the finger on un-
licensed agents and bookers who
have heretofore avoided licensing

through various dodges. Unable to

escape the two new taxes, agents
must declare themselves employers
or agents of talent Under last men-
tioned are subject to licensing. Both
bureaus are lining up theatrical em-
ployers to assure payment of their

levies and are thus revealing the
names of those who are either em-
ployers or agents.

Hotels, niteries and radio stations

have been declared employer.". Club-

date bookers are now being regarded
as employers in the Unemployment
Insurance setup since they pay sala-

ries from monies collected for dates
which they arrange. Social Security
has not yet ruled on the club-date
bookers, but likely that it will take
same stand, which would be accept-
able to club-date bookers.
Where person contacted does not

have a payroll, it's said to mran that

same acts as agent or booker on en-
gagements and as such must be li-

censed. Agents who have alternative
of collecting salaries for acts might
be liable for accidents to the per-
f'lrmcrs under employer statu.".

Neai, Ex-Det. Censor,

Faces Jail m iUsault

Detroit, Oct. 11.

Convicted of felonious assauU, Ed-
gar C. Neal, ex-police censor here
and a nitery tenor, will be sentenced
Friday (14). He faces four years
imprisonment the maximum penalty.

Neal, who resigned police post
here year ago when he wasn't moved
up to head censor upon death of
Lieut. L«ster Potter, was found
guilty last week of attempting to

' shoot his wife to death in the Blue
Lantern cafe here last July 26.

Mrs. Neal, formerly of the 'Hotcha'
burlesque revue, testifi^ that only
the Intervention of Lowell Bern-
hardt ov^rner of the cafe, where she
was supervising floor shows, saved
her life when Neal fired two shots
at his estranged wife.

JOE LEWIS' PHIILY DATE
Joe Lewis inlo Jack Lynch's Wal-

ton Roof, Philadelphia, 'next y/aek.
He follows Benny Fields^ who'« cutr
rent.
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Theatre Authority Asks Pohtico Aid

In Chicago to Protect Acts at BeneHts

Self-Regulation~\

• 15 YEARS AGO •
>

(From Variety end Clipper)

Chicago, Oct. 11.

Theatre Authority offices here

have sent letters to leading political

figures and to many acts booked

into nite clubs and theatres for the

coming season; stating the TA stand

on benefits.

Notification to the political lead-

ers,* who have used acts for all

types of political benefits in the

past, explained that no member of

the American Federation of Actors,

Actors Equity Assn., Screen Actors

Guild, American Federation of Radio

Artists or the American Guild of

Musical Artists is permitted to par-

ticipate in any benefit performance

without the authorization of the TA.
Letter asked the co-operation of po-

litical chieftains.

Performers were also told of the

arrangement, which is submitted as

a general plan for the protection of

the performer and to see that he's

not unfairly exploited.

AIXENTOWN'S DISTINCTION
AUentown, Pa., Oct. 11.

With the opening here of the

Lyric, Jack Beck, presents flesh

shows three times a week. It's split

between Izzy Hirst burlesque and
eight acts of vaudeville booked by
Hairy Biben; out of Philadelphia.

As far as known, the Lyric is the
only theatre in the U. S. presenting
a 100% straight vaudeville bill, sans
pictures.

(Continued from page 3)

Irene Castle lost

tached in Baltimore
cert agent for failur

tract the previous

I

out and headed for

the train was held
and arrived too latie

to refund $3,482.

two dates. At-
by a local con-
e to keep a con-
scason. Bonded
Washington, but
up by a wreck

, Theatre forced

ENRICA

NOVELLO
LOEWS STATE. NEW y6rK

Week October 6th

NETHERLANDS PLAZA
CINCINNATI
October 20th

(Four -Weeka £ng;ageinent)

Thnnks to KOCKtVELL-O'EKEFE

Interpretations have created about

the law?

4. If regulation of the busines."!

practices -in distribution and exhibi-

tion by criminal statute is inevitable,

what sort of laws will be acceptable

to the responsible independent ex-

hibitors?

.5. Should the responsible inde-

pendent exhibitors and the country

town theatre owois have any voice

in Federal and state legislation to

regulate business practices?

6. What is required of exhi itors

by the new Federal Wages and
Hours Law?

7. Will there be new Federal and
State admission taxes for relief and
social security?

8. Will the unions force a closed

shop on small town theatres through
unionized film' exchanges?

9. Was the national advertising

campaign worth the cost and effort?

Should it be I repeated next year?

10. What can exhibitors do to curb

unfair competition between theatres,

to increase boxoffice receipts, to im-
prove theatre operation?

11. What should local exhibitors do

to curb and restrain (rather than
encourage and inflame) public preju-

dice and hostility towards our busi-

ness and towards motion pictures?

12. What pictures will be released

the rest of the season that have box
office possibilities?

13. What does the public want in

entertainment? What is being done
around the vfjuntry to develop new
audiences?

One -niters clamoring for more
road shows. ' Only 40 troupes out and
350 dates.

Eddie Leonard back at the Palace,

N. Y., with E^nother new act, using a

banjo, band. Old act had too much'
kind-applause talk.

Nellie V. Nichols- had been resting

in Los Angeles for several months.
Found time to create a new act,

which she broke in at the Hillstreet.

Julius Tannen one of the hits at

the N. Y. Palace. Was getting his

joke material from, the -newspapers,
and keeping it right up to date.

Powers elephants; new to this house,
scored strongly with their dancing.

Five of the nine acts at the Alham-
bra, N. Y., were full stage and three
of them had three or more scenes
each. Plenty work for the grips.

Unit Reviews

Hollywood Surprises
(DENIIAIVf, DENVER)

Denver, Oct. 8.

El Brendel tend Flo Bert, Ray and
Virginia Coldtwell, Caprino Sisters,

Darrell Payne, Vic and LaMar with
Keene Twins, Samrny Laschel house
orch (10); 'Campus -Confessions'
(Par.)

Jack Benny doing a single at the
Broadway, N. Y., and getting himself
over to a big hand with the aid of his

fiddle. Next to closing and earning
the place.

The El Brendel unit, 'Hollywood
Surprises,' is getting a stiff tryput
here, with heavy competition from
two- other - local stage shows and
strong films. But it's getting across
and -with a Ititle polish will do even
better.

Darrell Payne, who also m. c.'s,

opens well with Impersonations of
Popeye, Olive Oyl and Stepin Fetch-
it. His airplane gag is a little too
long, however. Ray and Virginia
Caldwell do dead pan stuff. She
starts by getting into all sorts of
shapes while reading the ' funnies,
and Ray tries to straighten her out

—

and all the while she's reading the
comics. A little less deadpan for the
start of the act would help. The
Caprino Sisters (3) sing, with the
older one being eye-filling brunet.
Brendel and his wife, Flo Bert,

have no trouble getting over. He
starts with his dummy ventriloqOist
and with his mate also sings a couple
of songs that click. The two also

put on a Garbo-Stokowski love scene
hat has punch. Brendel finishes

with a hula in a grass skirt.

Vic and LaMar and the Keene
Twins, acrobatic teams, are an effi-

cient quartet.
House fair at the opening Saturday

show. Rose.

Houdini was headlined at the Chi
Palace, doing his straight jacket es-

cape. Backer-up was Anatole Fried-
land's 'Affairs of 1923.' Both over
big.

ARREN and BRODERICK
UresBed by

SIDNEY FISHER
75/77, . Shaftesbury Avenue

PICCADILLY. LONDON, ENG.

JACK and JUNE

BLAIR
On Tour Fullcir Circuit, AuNtmlln

%vltli

"Hollywood Hotel" Revue

Oklahoma City, Oct. 11.

Trade practices of the film indus-

;ry as a whole will come up for a
big buzz at the national . MPTOA
convention starting in the Biltmore
hotel Oct. (30). In a letter to gen-
eral convention chairman Morris
Loewenstein, president .Ed Kuyken-
dall states that, 'It looks, as though
we are going to have something defi'

nite to announce in the way of trade
practices during the convention.*

Cal. Indies to Attend Meet

Los Angeles, Oct. 11.

Independent Theatre Owners- of

Southern California accepted an in-

vitation to send representatives* to

the trade conferences between major
]

distributors and exhibitors, opening
|

Oct. 19 in New York.
Invitation was' extended by Sidney '

R. Kent in a wire to Albert Galston,

ITO prexy.

Majestic, Chi ou-ovcd a .iczz baii3

composed entirely of Indians.

Leader, Chief Blue Cloud, also con-
tributed a rope spin and did a little

singing. Claimed to be the only In-

dian jazzers in vaude.

Herbert Hoover, then Sec. of Com-
merce, discontinued the distribution

of trade films to foreign countries.

Impossible to obtain a sufficient

number pf prints from manufactur-
ers benefited.

New Orleans declared to be the
worst town in the country for pic-

tures. People just simply didn't like

'em.

World series baseball helping the
N. Y. theatres.

Film producers nixed Maud Adams-
offer to produce 'Kim.' She wanted
to stipulate for a free hand.

Equity put the Winter Garden on
an eight show basis. Had been al-

lowed nine.

Frank Hall to Montreal

Frank Hall leaves m.c. post at Vil-

lage Barn; Philly, this week to han-
dle similar role at th Mount Royal
hotel, Montreal.

Amplifiers tried out at the State,

N. Y. Just what the doctor ordered,

TheJHEATRE of the STARS

New Acts
(Continutd from page 40)

what unusual type who puts giant
poundage into her singing, screwing
her face up into poses at times that
are very different and effective. She
has a manner of working and diving
into her work hard that finally gets
under the skin, even if vocally she's

I

far from' the doors of the Met. Miss
Hutton employs a slightly wild,
rowdy technique that really sells
her.

,
'A-Tiskef and 'Old Man Mose' are

right up her alley. Char.

THE BILTMORETTES (3)

I
Acrobatics
5 Mins.
Casa Manana, N. Y.
Very clever trio of tumblers on

from the Coast should find the pick

I

ings easy all over the east.
Girls, youthful and personable,

open with some fast tumbling,
topped by some work through hoops
and acrobatics over a tope swung in

I

the hands of two of the girls.
This act will hit anywhere. Char

HAYNES and PERRY
Dancing
5' Mins.
Folly, Brooklyn

Pair of male tapsters, one ordi-
nary and the other good, work on a
set of stairs after opening rhythm
tap, alternating on the breaks. First
half, which includes fast up and
downstairs stuff, is doiie in. tails.

Boys shift to"^ the wings when the
going becomes semi-acro for .a quick
change to white mess jackets. Well
liked here, with speed of the turn
helping plenty.

Saranac Lake
By Happy B«away

Harold (Warner Bros.) Rodner
here to install Dr. Karl Fischel, who
took over the medico-in-chief- job
at the Will Rogers.
Helen Morrisey, formerly with

WB's contract department, is a new
arrival at the lodge.

Bedders who have improved are:

Margaret Newell,, Vera Hanlon, Joan
iElton, Rose Honig, Dave Rose,
Irving Wilbur, Mickey Schultz, Fred
Schrader and Pat Mitchell.

Hank (Atlanta) Hearn and his

frau took' time oft from the Will
Rogers to hold an anniversary blow-
out. Those attending were: Evelyn
Baker, Alice CJote, Phoebe Gregory,
Tena MacGillis, Sally Rooney and
Ann Rogers. Dr. Clarence Sharp,
from Stony Wold sanitarium, was
the' top speaker.
Eddie Dowd, ex-vaudevillian, and

a Will Rogersite, in bed due to molar
trouble.

Jimmy Fox allowed to go home,
absolutely cured.
Also convalescing at the Will

Rogers: Syd Grill, Lillian Kohler,
Maxine Miller, Buddy Emmett; Josie
Barrows, Lee Rinzlow, Arline Vil-

lone,. Dolly Davidson and Betty
Hessier.

Lois Thompson (Will Rogers) back
to the Rogers after Birmingham air.

Actors Colony thanks Mrs. Jes-
sica G. Navin, of Schenectady, N. Y.,

for the reading matter sent to the
Will Rogers library.

Russ Kelly went to New York for

the World's Series. He's Si Cub fan,

Write to those who are ill.

ELLINGTON REVUE
(FALACE, CLEVE.)

Cleveland, Oct, 9.

Duke Ellington Orch, Bigtime Crip,
Chuck and Chuckles, Ivy Anderson,
Dolores Brown; 'Youth Takes a Flina^
(Col).

While Duke Ellington is okay for
• dyed-in-wool jitterbugs here, his
band is somewhat of a letdown after
sevelrar n^nie shows which opened
Palace's flesh season.

Mftin Criticism is that Harlem re-
vue* doesn't .differ enough from El-
lihgton's edition which*^ visited here
last spring, including practically the
identical talent and set-up. Only
change is more dramatic lighting in
opener, - spotting maestro playing a
piano standing up as he directs.

Initial three numbers are familiar,
although Dolores Brown gives a Vel-
vety-toned, tricky version of 'Music,
Maestro.' Band lets oft a lot of
jungle steam, hitting a steady tempo
that grows a trifle narcotic. Trumpet
specialists ride the groove frequently
with Intricate, high-pitched solos.
'Boy Meets Horn' impresses cat fans
more than regular customers, who
are getting tired of straight swing.
Single variation is a gusty, clever in-
terpretation of 'Prelude in C Sharp
Minor.' Ivy Anderson encores with
one .song but isn't played up as much
as formerly.

Bigtime Crip gets house a bit
warmer by tearing oft a fast one-
legged tap with crutch, dropping it

for some scorching, agile acrobatic
work. It's a clean-cut act that reg-
isters well. Second best assets are
Chuck and Chuckles, whose mugging
is swell comedy. Terps are even bet-
ter, imbued with effective zing.
Biz fair. Pullen.

Mort Downey to Follow

Hartmans in N. Y. Plaza
Morton Downey is slated for the

Hotel Plaza's Persian Room, N. Y.,

Nov. 26, for eight weeks, following
The Hartmans.

Currently ' in Coast vaudfllmer,
Downey is also, up for a radio show
via Music Corp. of America.

WILUE and EUGENE

HOWARD
"Hollywood Hotel" Revue

TOCRINO

Fuller Circuit, Australia

Per. Address

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
NEW YORK

FRANK PARIS
AND HIS MARIONETTES

PARADISE CAFE
NEW YORK

Exclnslve Blanasement

SHERWOOD & MATHEWS
nireotlont INGAIXS ft DAYIEB

ROBINSON TWINS
Just Completed 6 Successful Weeks

RIVJEBA, N. J.

Now—^Beverly Hills Country;

Club/ Newport Ey.

Beat Coffee in England

QUAUTY INN
Leicester Square

LONDON, WEST-END

DeZURIK SISTERS
(ALSO KNOWN AS C.\CKLX; «S)

CHAMPION YODELERS
FROM RADIO STATION WLS

THIS WEEK. STATE-LAKE, CHICAGO
Msrt.: BART. KUBTZE—WI,8 ARTISTS BUREAU

6 SKATING MARVELS
THE FASTEST ALL GIRh ACROIt.VTIO SKATING ENSESI'BLE

THIS WEEK, PALACE, CHICAGO
East. Rei*.: MAX TISHMAN West. Rep.: JACK KALCHEIM

I>er. Address REN'SSELAER* IND.
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Variety Oills
NEXT WEEK (Oct. 17)

THIS WEEK (Oct. 10)

Numeralli in connection with bills below indicate opening day of
show, whether full or iplit week

NEW YORK CITY
State (IS)

Gautler St'plechose
Allen & Croel
3 Swifts
p Bartholomew
Saul Grnumnn Rev

BALTIMORE
Century (13)

e Loria Bros

Raymond Balrd
EVAN8VIIXB

Mnjeatlo (13-16)
Paris on Parnde
WASHINGTON
Capitol (14)

Chester Hale Gls
Frederick Sylvester
Gale & Carson
Rlmacs

Paramount

>EW YORK CIXTf

roramount (12)

Tommy Dbrsey Ore
Connie Boswell
GII J^amb
Titan 3

CHICAGO
Cli'lcagro (14)

Jean Florlan

3nNNEAFOLIS
Orpheum (14)

Jimmy Doraey Ore
Andrews Sis
Harris & Shore
Paul Sydell & S

ST. PAUI.
Orphenm (14)

Gene Krupa Ore
3 Sophisticates
Franlt Payne

ALLAN and CROEL
SAUL GRAUMAN CO.

I.O£W'S STATU, NEW TORK
WEEK OCT. 13th

VIA
MARK J. LEDDY

RKO

NEW TORK CITS
• Mofllc Hall (13)
Bob Wllltams Co
Gloria. Hills
Robert Topping
3 Olympics
Corps (le Ballet
Kockelte.s

AT.RANT
Bleeker Hall
(16th only)

H'wood Laff P'rade
8 Jitterbugs

•CHICAGO
Palace (14)

Chester Hale Girls
Ross "Wyse Co
Sybil Bow.in
Gaston Palmer

(7) •

< Skating Marvels

Dolly Kay
Bert Wheeler Co
Florence & Alvarez
Duke- McHale
Stroud 2
Schnlckelfritz Oro

CI.EVBLAND
. Palace (14)

Conklln & Thomas
Frazee Sla
Wayne Morris
Johnny Davis
Billy Baer Ore
Slate Bros

(7)
Duke Ellington Orc-
• SCHENECTADY
Palace (13-15) .

H'wood Laft Par'de
8 Jitterbugs

Warner

NEW YORK CITY
Strnml (14)

Horace Heldt Oro
(7)

Johnny Messner Ore
Mary. Small . -

Chester Horria
Ray & Trent

BROOKLYN
Strand (14)

Howard & Shelton
Mldgle Fellows
Toy & Wing
Ray Smith
Teddy King Oro

(7)
4 Vespers
Frank Oonvllle
Estelle Taylor
Cappy Bnrra Co
Gloria Franklin
Mldgle Fellows
Teddy King Ore
PHILAPELPHIA

Earle (14)
Ted Lewis Ore

(7)
Chick Webb Oro
Ella Fitzgerald
Llndy Hoppers
Buck &, Bubbles
-PITTSBURGH

Stanley (i4)

Chick-Webb Oro
Ella Fitzgerald
Chuck & Chuckles
Lindy Hoopers

(7)
Wayne Morris
Johnny Davis
Slate Bros
Frazee Sis
Cnnklin & Thomah
Billy Baer Ore
WASHINGTON

Earle (14)

Jan Garber Oro
(7)

Lucy Monroe
Gaston' Palmer

Independent

HEW YORK CITY
Rosy (18)

Abbott & Costello
Maria & Florla
•Var Gambols
Gae Foster Gls
Paul Ash Ore

: CHICAGO
State-Lake (14)

Mcliean Ice C'rniv'l
Vic Hyde
Monroe & A Sis
1 O'Connors

^ DAYTON
Colonial (14)

Burns M'rlarity & D
Jackie Green
Demay Moore & M
Milt Douglas Co
7 Fredysorts
INDIANAPOLIS
„ Lyric (14)

Spitalny Ore

Ozzle Nelson Ore
Harriet Hilllard
Benny Baker Co
Marc Ballero
Freda Sullivan
Evelyn Poe
KANSAS CITY
Fox Tower (14)

Orin Tucker Ore
LAFAYETTE
Marn (16)

Folles D'Parce i

MILWAUKEE
Riverside (7)

Chester Hale Gls
Charley Althoft
Pinky Lee
Troy & Lynn
Grare Dysdale

ROOKFORD
Coronado (16-10)
Hugh Herbert

London

Week of October 10th

Retta Ray
Trocadero Cab

Hutch
Bob Bromley
Max Wall
Llpinskaya
D'Alba
Adam Troc 6rc
CAMDEN TOWN

Gnumont
Jewell & Warriss
Miriam
Murray & MlJIer^ Pomme & sia

CLAPHA}>^
Ofanadn

Bobby Howell Bd
Avant Bros

EAST HAM
,. . Gmnada
Melody Maida

PREMIER
Savoy Jr Bd
Silver Songsters
GREENWICH

Gmnnda
Eastern Bros
Melody Maids
IIAM!\<.ERSMITH

Palace
Hutch
DeTroy & Lady
DeHaven & Page
Eddie Gray
Dennis Fam

ISLINGTON
Blue Hall

Jewell & Warlss
Retta Ray
LEYTONSTONE

Rtalto
Don Rico Glfl

SHEPH'RDS BUSH
Pavilion

Eddie Gray
8 Harmonists
Dennis Fam
DeTroy & Lady
DeHaven & Page

STRATFORD
Broadway

Savoy Jr Bd
Silver Songsters

TOOTING
Grannda

Bobby Howell Bd

Avant Bros
WALTHAMSTOW

Granada
Dbn Rico Gls

WANDSW'RTH RD
. Granada

Trolse Mandoilers
Johnny Nit

WOOLWICH
Granada

Lee Donn
4 Auroras
Velda & Vann

Week of October 10th
DUNDEE
Palace

Levis' 'Discoveries'
Tracy & Dtxey
Adrien & Andree,
3 Knaves
Les Hall

ABERDEEN
Tlvoll

Alec Plnlay
Rita Andre
Jack Marks
Marjorle Stevens
Velvey Attwood
Kathleen Astor
Lovely Ladles
Victor King
Bettlna Richman
Pearce & Grunden
Bsnfte Marshall
EDINBDRGH

Royal
Navaree

Donald Stuart
Robin Richmond
Van Dock
Jny & Cullen
Warwick's 4
Bimbo

GLASGOW
Pavilion

Stanley King
Nora Williams
Harry Jerome
Young & ReiUy
4 Palm Beach Gls

LIVERPOOL
Slinkespeare

G H Elliott
SelmS) 3
Falrweather & L
Bobby Henshaw
Alphonse Berg Co
M & H Nesbltt

Cabaret BiOs

NEW YORK CITY
Armando's

Jimmy Vincent Ore
Reed La-wton
Ethel Sayers

Aroolp Inn
(Areola, N. J.)

Jerry Carr Ore
Chjqulta Venezia
Ruth Warren
Kay Blaire
George ScottI
Wnlter Cole
Harney Gallant's

Angela Velez
Carter & Bowie

Bill Bertolottl's

Angelo's Rh'mba Bd
nils Dion
Eleanor Etherldge
Velyne Hague
Roberta Kent

Bin's Gay OO's

Charles Touchette
John Panter
John Eliot
Don Cortez
Jim Phililpfl
Mary Roberts
Harold Wlllard
ArthurBehan
Harry Donnelly
Spike Harrison
Bernle Grauer,
Bonlevard Tavern
(Elmliurst, L. I.)

C'ntinental Thrlirrs
Aubrey Noorian •

Mildred RoGelle
June Boyd
Mac Arthurs
Dorothy Wenzel
Cameron Crosby
Jan Fredrlcs Oro .

Cafe Loyale
Penn Wayne Oro

Casa Manana
Vincent Lopez Ore
Jay Freeman Oro
Lanny Ross
Sheila Barrett
George GIvot
Frances Faye
Paul Gorrltts
Frank' Llbuse
Blltmorettes
Betty Hutton
Mary Low
Lester Allen
Ann Pennington
Yvette Rugel
Joe Howard
Harry Carroll
Irving Conn

Casino Cubuno
Don Alfredo Ore
Consuelo Moreno
Ramon & Lucinda
Central Park Casino

Pancho Ore
Dezl Arnaz Ore

Club Casanova
Dave Apollon Ore
Mill Monti
Darlo & Diane
Wences
Horatio ZIto Ore

Club 18

Jack White
Jerry Blanchard
Doc Lee
Shad Mitchell
Hat Harrington
FranK'le llyers
Willie Grogan
Leila Gaynes
Beule St Boys
G Andrews Ore

Clnb Gnuolio

DImltrl & Virgil
Natalia Kordova
Trini Plaza
Don Miguel Oro

Club Yumurl
Don Mario Ore
Kantasla Nova Ore
Nona Montes

Coreo

Sam Robblns Ore
Krnest Kramer Ore
Rhoda Chase
Ann Hudson
Nathano Bros
De Rondo & Barry

Cotton Club

Cab Calloway Ore
Nicholas Bros

Berry BrosW C Handy
Dandrld^e- Sis
Slsl^er Tharpe
Mae Johnson
TIm.mie & Freddy
June Richmond - •
Jigsaw Jackson
Vodery Choir >

El Chico
Don' Alberto Oro
Joylt & Maravilla
Dorlta & Valero
Francisco Ramos

EI Morocco
Ernie Hoist Oro

£1 lo

Hugo Marlanl Ore
Gus Martel. Oro
Peggy Fears
Baron & Blair

Famoas Door
Count Basle Oro
Mary Burton
Glen Island Casino
Will Osborne Oro
Greenwich Village

Casino
Ray O'Hara Oro
Larry MacMahon
Jimmy & Nora Bell
Diana Reed -

Alpha Arlyne
3 Maniacs
Joe Land
Havana-Madrid

Nand Rodrlgo Oro
Ju'anito Sanabria Or
Carlos & Carito
Pancho & Dolores
Felipe de Florea
Sarlta Herrera
Roslta Ortega

Hlckoi7 Honso
Joe Marsala Oro
Hotel Ambassador
Dick Gasoarre Ore
Vincent Gagale Ore
Albins

Hotel Astor
N Brandwynhe Ore
H'tel Beimont-Plaza
Val Olman Ore
Nan Wynn
Ray Hunt
Dlosa Costello

Hotel Klltmnre

S'rank "Novak Oro
Hal Hutchison
Crawford & Caskey
Fashlonettes
Emily Stephenson
Claire Sherman
Joan Whitney
Orio Thomas
Lowell Pontee
Virginia Stanford

Hotel Commodore
Sammy Kaye Oro

Hotel Edison

Les Brown Ore
Miriam Shaw
Herb Muse '

Hotel Essex Hoase
RIch'd HImber Ore
Dell & Hamory
Hotel Gov. CHntnn
Eddy MayehoiT Oro
Betty Gale

Hotel Lincoln
Tito's Swingtette
Hotel Txtmbardy

Cholly Drew
Hotel McAlpIn

J Messner Oro
Gnnzalen A: Menen
Jeanne D'Arcy
Hotel Neiv Yorker
Tommy Dorsey Ore
Edythe Wright
Jark Leonard
3 Esquires
Maurice & Cordoba
Rosini

Hotel Park Central

Jerry Blaine Oro
Sklppy Burton
Randy Brooks
Garland & Maria
Hotel Pennsylvania
Kay Kyser Ore
Hotel rlccudllly

Adrian Rolllnl 3

Hotel Pierre
Harold Nagel Oro

Hotel Plaza
Eddy Duchln Ore
Don de Vodl Ore
P & G Hartman
Sally Clark .

Hotel Roosevelt
Roger "Pryor Or*
Hotel Savoy-Plaza
Emtle Petti Ore
Dwlght FIske

Hotel Sherry-
Netlierlnnd

Teharkovsky Ore
Geo Scherben
Hotel St, Morltz

Basil Pomeen Ore
Yvonne Bouvler
Theod're & Denesha
Hotel St. Ki'Klo
(Iridium Room)

Charles -Baum Oro
(Maisonette RoHNe)
Xlathey Ore
Billy Hicks Ore
Eva Ortega
Boris Belo.stotskl

Hotel Taft
Enoch Light Ore
Peggy Mnnn
George- HInes
Light Brigade

Hotel Waldorf-
Astoria

Geo- Olsen Ore
MIsclia Borr Oro
Crane 2
Aarons & Glancz

Hotel Warwick
Gerry Morton Ore
Elinor Sheridan
Dell O'Dell

Hungaria
Gene.Kardos Ore
Ference Vlllany Or
Victoria Ra,ne
Peggy Ware
International Casino
Larry Clinton Oro
Vincent Travers Ore
Val Ernie
Eileen O'Connor
Tito & Valldez
Eddie. Rio & Bros
Bood & Bood
Shyrettos 3
Grace & Nikko
Marion Manning
Maria Serban

Ivan Frank
Ruth Elroth
Sonny Tucker
Ivan Frank

,

Jimmy Kelly's

Joe Capello Ore
Gladys Faye
Mary Lane
Montmartre Boys
John Rockwood
Vaughn Comfort
Danny Hlggins
Ii-a Yarnell
Sid Hawkins
Tanya
Carter & Schaub
Lee Leslie
Gloria Marsh
Peggy, de la Plante
Lynn & Deerlng
Inga Borg
Margaret Grey

Kit Kat Club
Al Cooper Oro
3 Peppers
Orlando Roberson
Cook & Brown
Smiles & Smiles
Pearl Baines

La Conga
Ramon Ramos Ore
Oscar de la Rosa Or

Larue
Eddie Davis Oro
Joseph Smith Oro
Graziella Parraga

Le Coq Rouge
Geo Sterney Ore

. Le. Alirage

Bay Scott Quintet
Harry "Horton Oro
Katherine 'Maytleni

Leon «t Eddie's'

Eddie Davis
Lou Martin UrO
Ward Crane
Lina Basquette
Iris Adrian
Helen Walnwrlght
Wally Wantter 6

Meyer's Cellar
(Hoboken)

Gl'dys Gooddings Or
Maxl & Mary
Peggy Bovard
Harold Blaine

Midnight Snn'

Jark Melvln Ore
Chlqulta

CackleeO'Nell
Dorothy Darrell
Ann Peterson
Katherine Buckley

Mon Paris
Charlie Murray Ore
Vlrginfa Uppercu
R'yal Lukewela B'ys

Alonte Carlo
Senorlta Nina ^

Lois Leeds
Jack Rosello
Maya's Congans
Pierre Beaucaire
Mildred & Maurice
Julian Altman
Gaston

.Place Elegante
Bin Farrell
Benn Kouf
Tommy Mills
Joe White
WttUy Shulan
Leo Lazaro Oro

Plantation Club
Skeets Tolllver Ore
Baby Scruggs
Hazel .Calloway
Jim Harris

Paradise
Russ Morgan 'Ore
Delia Carroll
Harry Jaclcson
Noll & Noland
Frank Paris
Gloria Day
Gloria Whitney
Mexican 3

Pepper Pot
Joe D'Andrea. Oro.
Harold Aloma Ore
Iris Ray
Boyd Heathen
Frank Carey

(tueen Alury

Joe Ellis Ore
Katherine Tate
Corlles & Palmer.
Florence Herbert
Ann White
<lueen'8 Terrace
(WoodBide;.!.^ .1.)

Charlie Strong Ore
George Scotti
Kay- Hamilton
Ruthanla & M'lq'lm

KainbotT Grill

Paul Kain- Ore .

Marlynn & MIciiael
Kuiiibow Room

Al Donahue Ore
Eddie LeBnron Oro
Paula .Kelly
Ruth Nlgey
Alec .Templeton-
B Talbot-Martin
Rasslan Kretchma
Volodia Katov Oro
Nastia Pollakova
Simeon Saksonsky
Simeon KdravaefT
Marusia Sava
Daria Birse
Michel Miohon
MIscha Osdonoff
Klavdia Kapelova
Sergei Ignatenko :

Stork Club
.

Sonny 'Kendls Oro
JoRe Lopez Ore
•Tavern-on-<)lreen

Hughte Barrett Ore

Tokay Slagyar
Frank Douglas Ore
riona de Thury
Johnny Carter
Marget
Marina & Norlna

VerHailles

M Bergere Oro
Panchlto Ore
D'Avalos Dancers
Yacht Club Boys

Viiluge Barn
Mitchell Ayres Ore
Walter Donahue
Maryann Mercer,
Zeb Carver Co
/ Whirling Top
Geo Morris Ore
Russell Dracken
Irene 'Stanley - • •

.Trent Patterson
Ramon RIngo
Stephen Harris

Wivel
Charley Bowman Or
Bob Lee
Amefla Gllmore
Deane Dickens
Marjon Carrol
Connie Joyce
lAl Small

Yndit Clnb
Bobby Parks Ore
Fats Waller
Lee Wiley
Mildred Fenton
Sonny & S Dahl.

LOS ANGELES
Hall

Charlie Lawrence
Bruz Fletcher

Beverly WiiHbIre

Howard Jerrard
Viola Vaughn
Lou Sallee Uro

Biltmore
Billy & J Severin
Annabelle
Hal Derwin
Jerry Stewart
Tommy Trent
Shep Fields Ore

Cafe Callente

Elenita
Diana
Leo
Luz Dasquez
Juan Navarro
Eddie Agullar Ore

Cafe De Puree

BIssels
Luke Peaslee
Geo Burns
Meta Acree
C^harlle Ament Ore
Paul McLean

Cafe l.ii Maze
Park Avenue Boys
Myrus

Clover Club

Kings Jesters

Co4^oanut tirove

Lola Whltenian
Harry Harris
Edna Sedgwick
Wayne King Ore

Hawaiian
- Paradise Club
Searles & Lena
Uobby Ramos
Prlnce.ss Iguana
Kay Kalalnl
Eddie Bush 3

Andy lone Ore
It Cafe

Joe Moshay

Bob Searles
Bill Roberts Oro

Jerry's Mandalay
Lillian Bernard
Flo Henry
Tommy Howard
George Junior
Jimmy Kerr Oro

La Conga
Harry Rosenthal
B Durondo R'ba Bd
Blue Stone Oro

Little Club
.Fane Jones
Tiny Merldlth
ChttS Thorpe

Omar's Dome
Geo McDonald
Ray Bradford Ore
Dorothy Hoberts
Walter Wade
CImer

Pulomar
Emll & Evelyn
William & Charles
4 H'wood Coeds
Elmo Tanner
Red Ingle
Parker & Glbbs
Country Washburn
Ted Weems Ore

Purls Inn
.Marguerite & M
Domirilo Columbo
Thora .Matthison
Ken Menryson
Kliill O'DcU
Norska
The Gregorys
Henry Monet
Chuck Henry Ore

P Selznick's Clnb
Rose Murphy
Richard Dennis
Grey & JJergen
Evelyn Earney
Nanlta Torrass
Max Fldler Oro

Billy Lankin

Sevea Seas
Candy Candida
Joe Frisco

Bill Hoffman

Somerset House
Hal Chancellor

Noel Nell

Dorothy Ellers

Harry Ringland

Topsy's
3 Debutantes
Nick Cochrane
Muzzy Margelllno
Ted Flo Rlto Ore

Trocadero
Jose's Cuban Bd
Fernando Ramos
Bob Grant Ore
V Hugo Restaurant
Griff Williams Ore
Charlie Vaughn

CHICAGO
Bismarck Hotel
(Walnut Room)

Arlene O'Day
Betty Grey
B Cunimings Ore
Madeline Stratford
Ruth Pryor

Bluckhawk
Bob Crosby Oro
Marian Mann
Jim & J Byrnes
Loma Cooper
Jack Gauike Oro
Maclovia Kula

Blondies

Dolores Green
Billy Kemp
Pritzle Bey
Edna Leonard
Pam Adair
Eleanor Johnson
Hazel Talbot
Roslta

Blue Goose
Ralph Hovey
Frances Roma
Jane Imes
Harry Singer Ore

Krevoort Hotel
•(Crystal Room)

Florence Schubert
Charles Baldwin
Grace Kat rot
Norma Ballard

llruudmont
Sank Simons
Virginia Dovell
Rusty Ward
Betty Wren
Btllie Fargo
Helen Durfee
Herble Rudolph Ore

Caravan
Eddie Gorman
Rooke Romano
Toddy O'Grady
Don Morgan
Dot & Jerry.
Edna Leonard
Carl SchoUz Oro

Chez Pares

Abe Lyman '.Oro

Harry Richman
3 Oxford Boys
Dolly Arden
6 Jitterbugs
Rose Blane
Don Orlando pro
Evans Adorables

Club Al
Steen Bright
Bob Riley
Suzanne
Jean Lane
Susanne Kessler
Oliver Harris Ore
Flo Polus

Club Alabuin
Harriet Norrls
Jane LaVone
D'r'thy D' Houghton
Sadie Moore
4 Ambassadors
Phyllis Brooks
.Marjorle King
Bme Burton
Bernle Adler
Dave Unells Ore
Chalk' Robinson Ore
Eddie Roth Oro

Clnb Spanish
Hal Barber
Mllll(ient DeWltt
Cooper & Madras
Dorothy. Dawn .

Loretta DnBoer
R'alstbn Enn
Joa Nlttl Oro

Colony Club
Lillian Carmen
Hlldegard'.
Jose Manzanares Or
Hugo dePauln Oro

Cdlo.simos

B & F Gilbert
Zang & Todd
Helen Holmes
Blllle-Machell
Jackson. Reeves A S
Olga Dane
Fritzle Lure
Banflelds
Bobby Danders
Bob Hyatt
Pron^ph Gls
Hollywood 6
Henri Gendron Ore

Club Dellsa

Evelyn White
Elolse Williams
Bristle & Gay
John Oscar
Rhythm Winie
Bunny
Uoss & Butler
.Sam Theard
Charles Isom
Partello Gls
Red Saunde.rs Oro

Drake Hotel
(Gold Coast Room)
Hal Kemp Oro
Judy Starr
Bob Allen
Saxle Dowell
Harry Wlllford
Mickey Bloom
Jack LeMalre
Eddie Kusby

Dutch's
Ralph Cook Rev
Itittman Dancers
Roberta
Peggy .Moore
Helen Dove
.Mort Lund Oro
Edgmvuter lleoch

Hotel
(.Marine Room)

Leighton Noble Ore
Kdlth Cnldwell
Chick Floyd
Muriel Gray
Harriet Smith Gl»
Evelyn Reiser

El Dumpp
Frank Donla
Joan Clark
Avis Miller
Geraldlne Grey
Dolly Dolllne

"

Bl Dumpo Gls
.

Vic Canova Oro
Famo'uH lloor

Jimmy Kennedy
Shirley Grey"
Esther Whlttlngton
Jimmy Dunn
Al Robinson Oro

^ 4th Club
Homer Roberts

Olga Anton
Annette Elwood
Joan Costello
Kitty Frances
Shorty Bull Oro

Frunke's Casino

Jue Feng
Harvey & Haxton
Betty Bennett
Dick Hardin
Honey Lee
Del Marcelll
Evelyn Waters,
Jerry Hunter
Buddy KIrble
Rocke Ellsworth
Bob TIn.sley Oro

Gay 008

Madeline GIddlngs
Ruth 'JMiomas
Lew King
Colleen
lone O'Donnell
Jack Connors
Dot Keith Gls
B Danders Jr Ore

(iny Puree
Wellinglun
Eve Yvonne
JIlcKey Dunne
VIrg O'Brien
Miss Ellis
Bernlce Bodel
Bob Riley Oro

Grand Terrace
Sonhy & Sonny
Dusty Fletcher
Howell & Coles
Sallle Gooding
Dot Soulters
Connfe Harris
Leonard Reed Gls
Earl HFnes Oro

' Gniemrre Hotel
(Glass House Rni)

Don Pedro Oro
Ted & Mary Taft

Harry's N Y Cab'ret

Bill Anson
Mildred Rock
Natasha
Sally O'Day
Marcia Wayne.
Jean Mode
Frances Wilier
Art Buckley
Al Wagner
Blllie Myers
Lee Berling
Dorothy Johnson
Muriel Love
Rankin Gls
Charles Engel Ore

Hickory Inn

Casa Royale Ore
Fred Casey
Terry 0*10010

HI Hnt
Bert Wheeler
Frank Todd
Prances Maloy
June Glory
Pal-Mar Gls
Sid Lang Oro

Hippodrome
Flo Whitman Rev
Jerry Marks Ore
Sherone
Nyra Lou
Dee Adrian
Muriel Joseph
Genevieve Val

Ivanhoe
Helen Sutnners
Helen Irwin
4. Hawaiians
Earl Hodman Oro

' L'Alglon
Mary W Kilpatrluk
George Bay- Bd
Ennio Bolognlnl Or

' Hotel La Halle
(Blue Front Room)
Richard Schrelber
Biltmore Boys
Dixie Frances

Liberty Inn
Stanley Mack .

Mickey Sheridan
Thelma White
Dorothy Hlggins
Millie Erdmaq <

Earl Wiley Oro
Limehouse

Annette
Pam Winters
Charley del Rio
Barney Richards Or

Mcl>aughllns
Dick Gale
Marie Peters
Louise Seymour
Nadja
Mllo Miles
San^my Barry
Jules Novit Oro

Melody Mill

jack Russei Oro
Miami Club

Beza White
Billy Meagher
Lois Lorraine
Cookie Sydell
Johnny Parkers Or

.MillHtone

Anne Howard
June Wagner
Pat PardiBo
Patsy Mack
4 .MonteCiirie Sis
Roy Swift Oro

Minuet Club
.Minuet Gls
Joe Rio
Joy Kall.o.e

Patricia Bloor
Rita DeVore
Harry Fisher Ore

.^lorrlson H4»tel
(lloHton Oyster

House)
Manfred Gotthelf

Namelerts Cafe
Joan LaMae
Onu Mae
Ed Leon
Evelyn Waters
RaMundl's Ore
Helen Samms
Mae di Fill

Old Heidelberg
Old Heldelbera Co
Herr . Louie Oro
Goo Gunther Oro

Pulnier House
(Empire Room)

Guy Lombardo Ore
Tommy Martin

HoUand ft Hart
J & M Mulcay
Abbott Dancers
Dolly Then
Phil Dooley Ore

Parody Club
Freddie Abbott
Marlta Ryan
Honey Lee
Sara Thebold
Marie Thomas
Freddie Janis Oro

Hose Bowl
Paulette LaPlerre
Gloria Pariico
Tom Ferrl.x

Royale Frolics

Bee Kalmus
Radio Ramblers
Eddie White
LeBarron 3
Spencer & Foreman
Jack Hiniard
Frolics Ens
Mark Fisher Oro

Eiherman Hotel
(College /inn).

Buddy Rogers Ore
Dick Kissinger
Bob Hanon
Elizabeth Kllton
Joe Murphy
Dezzo Retter
Polly Day
8 Marines
Don & A LeMalre
Boots McKenna Gla

Dome
Tony Marks
Spinsters
Marie Sari

Silver Cloud

Eleanor Leonard
Billy : Ferber
Honore & Gladlss
Betty Bennett
Dixon Bros
Mae Dee
.Marian Boyd
Hazel Zaius
Nord Richardson
3 Tops
Johnny McFsIl Ore

Silver trrulICB

Continental 4
Ealalne Rabey
Roma 'Noble
Fay Wallace
Art Freeman

.006 Club
Billy Carr
Renee Villon
Mtrg Faber Gls
Jessie Rosella
Vllma Joszy
Ruby Bennett
Ethel Brown •

B & L Cook
Collette
Peaches Strange
Dolly Sterling
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli 3

Sky Rocket
,

Marjorle Whitney
Dictators
Mathews & Shaw
4 Kings

B Tanks Spclalltsa

Stevens Hotel
(Continental Room|i
Don Julian & M
Lois Harper j
Louanne. Hogan
Jackie' Heller. Oro

Stockade Inn
Charles Cbaney

Snbway
Tlmmy Meyers
Francos Sills
Opol Adair
Eileen Evans
UOZQ
Katherine' Campb'll
Ozzle Jackson Oro

SUHl-<i

Dick Buckley
Molly Manner
Betty Harris
Ann Hein
Ginger Wood
Edith Principle
Verne Wilson Oro

Swingiand
Joe Johnson
•Mae I'JiBgs
Alma Smith
2 Rhythm Pals
Fals' Patterson
Ted .Smith
Billy & Charles
JImmlo Noone Oro
ThompHon't) 16 Club
Rny Peynoids
Jean & Jack
Nate Churney
Dot Keith Gla
Joan Dawn
Frisco's Ore

Three Deocea
Art To turn
Baby Dodda
Freddie Reed
Lonnie Johnson

Tower ~ Inn
Buddy Lake
Florle Manners
White Sis
Inez Gonen
Helen LaMarr
Alice Tanner
Rhythm Gls
.Kurtis .Marionettes
Jerry Lynn
George Arnold
Frank Davis Oro

Trocadero
Gloria Romano
Adelle St Clair
Terry Circle
Roy Rankin Oro

Villa Modeme
Tony Cabot Oro

Yacht Club
Gareth MeOrath Of
Mona Leslie
Jaekle Fields
Ruth Denning
Alfredo & Dolores
Yacht. Club Gla

yjg Zag
Sunny Bnucbe
Helen Dove
Veronica McKay
Larry Luz Uro

PHUADELFHIA
Anchorage

BUI Honey Oro

Arcadia lut'S

Gall-Gall
Glover & LaMae
Happy Felton Ore
Mario Villanl
K-Mar
Bellevne-Stratford
(.Main Dining R'm)
Meyer Davts Oro

(Burgundy Room)
Frank Juele Oro
Cliff Hall
Murray Dancers
Edmund DeLucca
Adolph Lanza

Benny the Bum's
Johnny Howard
Xlllane & Mario
Ruth Brent
Val Setz Co
J3eloyd -McKay
Johnny Graff Oro
Sherman Gls (12)

Cadlllao Tavern
De Mayos
Selma Holman
Henrlck'& Adrlenne
Darlene Jones
Jeanne Van
Dick Thomas
H Reynolds Ore
Jack Newlon

Club 15

Frances Deva
Dean & Thomas
Laura Manning
BUIle France
Hal Bronson
Mae Masters
Tommy Lambert
Beverly Fisher
Johnny Young's Or

Douglas Show Boat
Jackie Mabley
Bobby & Jimmy
Jennie Dancer
Bea Morton
Bon Bon
Harold Reed
Yack Taylor
Beach Combers
Hardy Brothers Ore

Embassy
Helen Benton
Bert Clemoux
Owen & Parco
Gloria Mausler
Betty Lynch
Peggy Taylor
Betty Davis
Barbara Jonnston
Ann Ktrwin
Pedro Blanco Ore

Bvergreen Casino
Beth Chains
Joe Mlllkppf Orb
Franhie X^alumbo's
Les Barclay
Gay & Scrrell
Sidalr & Kaye
Bin Ames
Palmer & Forresta
Mel-O-Dy
Bobby Morrow dro

Henri's
Freddy Baker Oro
Ralph Fielder
Margie Smith
Delmar & Nile
Cape May 3

Hlldebrand's
Babe LaTour
Wanrtetta
Doris Fields
Jean Harlow
Bddle Gray
Madame Dorea
Richard Bach
Bobby Lee Qro

(Continued

Hotel Adelphio
(Cafe Margnei7).

Alien Fielding Oro
Renee de Jarhetto
La Conga Gls .

Don Angelina Oro

Latimer Clnb
Virginia Renault
Evelyn Lampshlra
Sonle Petrova
Virginia Llndsley
Lillian Keen
Manny LaPorte Or*

Little Rathskeller
Jack Grltnn Oro
Roy Sedley
Oaye Dixon
Stump & Stumpy
Arden & Benaud
Chlqulta

Jack Lynch'a
Jeno Donatb Oro
Vincent- Rtzzo- Oro
Barney Zeeman
Powers Gourand
Ghezzl
Readlnger 2
Benny Fields.
Billy Blake
Jimmy UlHke
Jack Lynch Gta (6>

OpOn Door
Marjorle Coates
Crosettl Sis
Marlene Rogers
Don &' Doresse
Dottle Mlddleton
Jim Rossi
Bob Spcdden

Parrlsh Cafe
Blanche Saundera
Anna May Fisher
Billy & Flo Oroaa
Ted. Miller.
Rhythm Duke's Or

Rendezvous
Alan Gale
lOnley & .Grant
Helen Shaw
June Lorraino
Arlene Grant
Ben Tracy
Mllrey Gls
Cbet Fennis Oro

Stamp's Cafo
Mlml Stewart
Johnny <tWel8h
Tom Belknap
Starke & Dorne
Evelyn Dutchess
Bobby Graham
Gene Buytos
Jack Hutchinson.
Irving Braslow Or«

Sliver Uike Inn
.iCIfmenton)

Mickey Famiiabt Or
Ted Meza
Ashburns
Chita
Dutkln'n RnthNheller
Irma Lynn
Marionettes (4)
Nadine Wajtz
Viola KlalsB Oro
Prank Pontl

. 20tb Century
Eddie Thomas
Debs
Jane Vlckers
Ozzle Wells
.Southland .Gls (4)
Henry Patrick oro
Harold Benwick

21 Clab.
Mitzl O'Neni
Freddie Bernard
Ruth Martin
Aftn- Rush
Marlon Kingston
Jerry Foster
Don Morrltl"

*

.Marty Landts Ortf
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STATE, R Y.

Collins & Peterson, Enrica t No-
rello, Sims & Bailey, Frederick Syl-

vester Co, (3), Clyde McCoy Orch
(13) with Bennett Sisters, Wayne
Gregg, Tiny Garland; 'I Am the Law
(M-G).

Pretty fair vaudfilm at the State

this week which will please once

they're in.

Clyde ('Sugar Blues') McCoy's or-

chestra tops and Lee Slms-ilomay

fcailey bottomline. In between, Col-

lins and Peterson, with their stand-

ard low-comedy, m.c. and bring on

the four other acts with the saving

grace of not intruding on any of

them. Sandwiched in among the acts,

they work hard and frequently, be-

sides holding down a sizable slot on
their own.

Collins is the particularly low
comic, with his muggery and trum-
peting, while Peterson essays a little

counter-ballast. First turn is Enrica

-and Novello, svelte ballroomologists,

who impress anew as to their great-

er likelihood for cafe floors, although
registering handsomelv on the ros-

trum. They're conventional in the

studious polish which permeates all

acts of its type but their terps are
differently patterned ' and routined,

going from the opening waltz into

a bolero and finally a paso doble.

He's in tails, she in a becoming
•brchid-hued number.

With Sims whipping the keys

evidenced by the fumbling on the
hand-to-hand acrobatics. But their

quiet crossfire is still solid for prac-
tically all audiences.
Wheeler, in the three-hole, socks

solidly. He has ti sharp crossfire act,

with laughs from start to finish. Top-
notch straight man works with him
flawlessly. Pemme, for a bit of s.a,

dress-up has - little to do or offer,

merelv warbling a torch tune to give

Wheeier a chance to do his crying

bit.

For real vocalizing there's Dolly

Kay, an outstanding fave in this

town. In the deuce, she socks 'em
with three powerful numbers and
has to speech away.

Opening are .the Skatihg Marvels,

femme troupe, tossing off the regu-

lation roller stunts in good style.

Florence arid Alvarez scored in thtee

numbers, particularly winning with

the bolero routine. While they are

off for the costume change Duke
McHale taps with his okay precision.

Winding up the bill is the Schnick-

elfrltz Band, low-down musical

hoke, which starts slowly and fin-

ishes strong. Boys have a good
flair for musical clowning and fig-

ure for particular favor in the houses

catering for family trade.
.

Business good at last show Fri-

day (7). Gold.

Liberty, Okla. City

Oklahoma City, Oct'. 8.

Gene Austin, Joan Brooks.^

wiSy, thl stunnr^^^^ '^on^s and Sad

hits the top registers but mixes up ..

dies (indie),-

the concertizing with the pops, in

'

highly saleable ratios. Medley of

Gershwin's 'Rhapsodie in Blue' with
•Summertime' — 'in tribute to our
very good friend, the late great

George Gershwin,' says Miss Bailey
—deftly and modestly couples Sims'
black-and-white dexterity with the

Date at the Liberty marks debut
of Gene Austin as a singing sage-
brusher and indications are his
backers hope to make him a No. 1

western star, modeled on the Gene
Autry style. Sixty-nine 6ther dates
are scheduled over the country with

Gone, 'Music,
Heaven' and 'Nobody's Sweetheart
Now.' Receives good response.
Joan Brooks is introduced as a'

former Oklahoma City girl and does
okay with 'Small Fry* and a special
arrangement of "Tavern in the
Town.' Miss Brooks costars with
Austin In 'Songs and Saddles,' cur-
rently on the screen , here.
Co-Co and Candy draw a couple

of laughs from the audience: Co-Co
with a dead pan expression and
Candy b.y straddling the bull fiddle
for a ride across the st?f.e. Com-
plete bill rates fairly good enter-
tainment.

STRAND, BROOKLYN

fact he's the only other American
j

Austin and his supporting cast,

composer who will perform with the i Accompjaiied by Candy at the
London Symphony when it prem- ! bull fiddle aud Co-Co on the guitar,

ieretf Sims' symphony next winter, Austin opens with 'I ¥el\ Down and
with the composer at the ivories. Broke My Heart In Two.' carrying
Gershwin was the first, dittoing with through on 'Forsaken,' 'After You've
•Rhapsodip.' Gone, 'Music, Maestro.' 'Blue

Standard midget turn of Frederick
Sylvester and his Nephews (3) is

heralded as being from the London
Palladium. The normally-statured
Sylvester and his three mites have
been around for years. They get
off a snappy six minutes of a<:rolifts

and holds.^^ere's a Lambeth Walk
entrance and a drum-major .finale

sandwiching the acro-calistiienlcs.
Collins and Peterson n6xt for what

is their major act, carrying out the
same sidewalk comedy pattern pri-
marily established. Collins' trumpet-
ing doesn't clash with McCoy's vir-
tuosity later, although the suspicion
is to the contrary. Actually, it's

later capitalized for a challenge
routine, with 'St. Louis Blues' to
contrast. McCoy's 1938 style vs. the
old-school git-off horn-tooting by
Collins.
McCoy, who established himself

with his 'Sugar Blues* recording for
Decca, uses that for his sig song,
reprises it later, as he do^s 'Tear
It Down.' another McCoy disk best-
seller. The Bennett Sisters (3) as-
sist with vocal harmony and a mili-
tary tap (in cute neo-military cos-
tuming); Wayne Gregg baritones a
couple of pop ballads to effective
returns, both on voice and appear-
ance, and a somewhat gargoylesque
jitterbug. Tiny Garland, a heavy-
weight soiig-and-dance specialist, is
also featured in 'Some of These
Days.' Young Gregg's 'Change Part-
ners' and "You Go to My Head' ring
the bell. Lad rates an o.o. from the
Hollywood scouts'.

McCpy's act, despite 'th6 fact his
technique 'on the horn may be
termed corny-hot, is highly palata-
ble. It's sweet-hot, not too blatant,
and wears well throughout its 20
mins. Abel.

London Palladium

London, Sept. 29.

Revue, devised ond produced by
George Black, assisted bit Charles
Henry. Book by George Black, Bert
Lee and Harris Weston. Decorations
by Professor Stern, Erie, Deshayes
and McConnell Wood. Cast inclttdcs

Nervo & Knox, Flanagan & Allen,

Naughton & Gold, Sue Ryan, Stuart
Morgan Dancers, Badminton Cham-
pions, Bob Dupont, Manley & Aus-
tin. 'Crazy Show' at London Pal-
ladium, Sept. 28.

Teddy King house orch (13); Mid
gie FellotDs, 4 Vespers, Gloria
Franklin, Estelle Taylor, Frank
Conville with Sunny Dale, Cappy
Barra Ensemble (7); 'The Lady Ob-
jects' (Col), retnetued in this issue.

RALACE, CHICAGO

»^ Chicogo. Oct. 8.
Skating Marvels. Dolly Kay, Bert

Wheeler & Co.. Florence & Alvarez
with Duke McHale, Stroud Twins,
Schnickelfritz Band; 'Affairs of An-
nabel' (RKO).

Vaudeville lifts itself out of the
storeroom, dusts itself off and cur-
rently is parading on the Palace
stage in all its former glory. There
are 100 minutes of bang-up variety
on this show.
According to indications opening

day, house will do well enough this
week. But that is not the point. If
there isn't business it won't be be-
cause they don't like vaude. It will
be because it's impossible to create
a following for any type of enter-
tainment in one week. It is not pos-
sible to give 'em years of ?o-so vaude
and then expect them to break
down the doors when " you happen
to come up with a single good one.
In addition, picture this week gath-
ei^ed the worst verbal slapping heard
from this audience in many a day.
, There is only one we^^ess and
that's in the spotting of the good,
but quiet, turn of the Stroud Twins
in the next-to-clpsing niche. This
should he allotted to the louder and
hokier Bert Wheeler act. Strouds
are back in vaude after a year on
the ether, and despite their rep, re-
turn with practically the identical

turn of their vaude days. They are
l^Iumper and a bit out of practice as

House has gone in for a simple
little show this week that isn't des-
tined to create-any rush to the box-
office. There's little name value
here, which, coupled with i>oor pac-
ing, adds up to negligibility.
Of course, there's Estelle Taylor,

Once of the films, whom some obvi-
ously come to see for curiosity's
sake, biit when once they're seated,
there's little enough that Miss Taylor
contributes to satisfy 'em. Her so-
prano is pleasant enough, but not
sufficiently cUcko for a vaude house,
where her not-too-strong voice fails
to gain the intimacy it does in the
niterles.

Particularly
. disadvantageous to

Miss Taylor opeAing night (7) was
her choice of numbers. ^There's
Something in the Air* was only fair,
but the quickened tempo required
for 'Alexander's Ragtime Band'
snarled her up. However, 'In the
Still of the Night' was excellent.
Program is well rounded in that it

has' Frank Conville, with Sunny
Dale, for comedy; the Four Vespers
on the teeterboard; Gloria Franklin,
darkrhaired looker, tapping, and the
night's biggest clicker, the Cappy
Barra harmonica ensemble (7).

Conville and Miss Dale were at
Broadway State last week. Their
stint is based on the old premise:
little guy, big dame and the usual
roughhouse repartee. Some of the
material is good, while the skidders
are braced by ConvlUe's ability to
reach the audience.
The 4 Vespers are youngsters who

still need plenty of work before they
can hope to gain some measure of
success. They were missing plenty
when caught and it didn't exactly
look like a showmanly stunt to make
the tough ones look tougher. They're
promising, though. Miss Franklin is

of the dance-school type.
The Barra troupe is okay musi-

cally, but should can the comedy
stuff, since it appears too much on
the Minevitch angle. Teddy King's
house orch is still ogi the bandstand,
with King m.c.ing with somewhat
nostalgic effects. Midgie Fellows is

his vocalist and kicks 'Ol' Man
M'ose's' bucket right out from under
him. . Band's playiiig of 'Bolero* is

capital punishment, do&e as Maurice
Ravel never intended.
Biz only fair.

Since the Palladium started its

'Crazy' vogue some four yeai's ago,

each show has been more elaborate
than its predecessor, Started as a
clowning thing; a sort of afterpiece,

it developed into a semi-revue, with
comedy interspersed, it is now a full-

fledged revue, with some 'crazy'

antics here and there, but gorgeously
mounted with really expensive
scenery.
Charles Cochran, in recent years,

has limited his sets and scenes in
revues to $60,000. Black tops it with
another $15,000, which Is good going
for a 'Crazy Show,' as. it is still

known. Cast's, weekly salary is not
less than $9,000, which, with over-
head, brings weekly budget close to
$15,000. But house can take $40,OOQ
on a 14 shows per week policy,
which is a good yield.
Show is not overburdened with

comedy, and at times the players just
fumble around the stage as if not
sure of their, whereabouts. An. early
scene, depicting fashion psurade, with
display of furs, has mediocre comedy
Ijiy Flanagan and Naughton, but re-
veals a nude femme, which is some-
thing new for this house.
Bob Dupont, formerly of the Jug-

gling Duponts, gets a spot for him-
self. A cross between Stan Kavan^igh
and the late Rich Hayes, even to his
last trick of juggling with apple,
club and plate, gradually consuming
the former, Dupont bullseyes and
could easily dispense with some of
the interruptions from members of
the gang. This is followed by the
Stuart Morgan Dancers, 'two mem-
bers of which were formerly with
the Kitchen Pirates. Against a lavish
azure blue background, team's
adagio work is most effective, prov-
ing an advance on most imports of
their type, with Lita D'Orsay being
tossed about at terrific pace.
A scene enacted on a silver screen

has Flanagan and Allen splitting up,
with latter getting a new partner.
Flanagan, in a box, crossflring with
Allen, still on the screen, is one of
the best things in the show, although
the finish is weak. Somebody has
obviously seen Joe Morris and Flo
Campbell,

' in the days when vaude-
ville was a career in America.
'Wedding Songs,' a scene of the

90's, replete with crinoline, is used
as an alibi to introduce oldtime hits.
Including Chirgwin's 'My Fiddle Is
MV Sweetheart,' and Vesta Victoria's
'Waiting at the Church.' Good sen-
timental stuff and always surefire.
Most interesting is 'Sports,' which

leads off with some cycling, arid
fencing, .just as a prelude to Bad-
minton. Team are Ken Davidson and
Hughle Forggie, who were booked
by Harry Foster when he spotted
them at the .Roxy, New York, last
year. Game is on the lines of ten-
nis, b.ut is played with shuttlecocks,
and can be very dull. But with JoeTobm as conunentator. the thing
developed into a thrill and had audi-
ence on tenter-hooks.
Sue Ryan, booked into show

months ago, soon after opening In aTom Arnold ice show in the sticks,
ha^ the toughest assignment in next-
to-shut. Follows immediately after

f.,i,-°v*^u^*^®"f, during
which they disoort ttemselves for
sun bathing. Pintsized songstress
soon asserts herself with her impres-
sions, topped off with the varied
styles of rendering 'Alexander's Rag-
time Band.' Receotion was bigShow received hefty receotion by

^i"^® was lucky to
siriKe the day when war scare situ-
ation was eased. Looks like certain
moneymaker and should have no
difficulty m returning' production

^

cost m a coupla months. Rege

a bad cold and laryngitis opening
day. She did 'A-Tisket' for an en-
core but Mvas best in a scat 'St.

Louis Blues,' used by the band as

curtain-dropper. Piece is given an
extrp-long interpretation by the or-

chestra and used for a reprise, but
it's pretty well swung and the over-
time is plenty okay.
Buck and Bubbles do their usual-

ly neat routine. Comics are equally

at home terpine, warbling or pound-
ing ivories. Coutouriered funnily
enough to nab laughs right from
their entrance, tall and shorty are
fortified with new and original
material for their patter. Terp by
shorty Buck is tops.

Lindy Hoppers open the bill. Ad-
vertised as sI!k. there were only
four when caught. Wild antics fail

to click big but perhaps they are
stymied by lack of space. Herb.

TOWER, K. C.

Kansas City, Oct. 8.

Glen Gray Orch (15) with Kenny
Sargent, Pee Wee Hunt, Sunny Dun-
han, Marcy Bros. & Beatrice, Iris

Wayne, House Line, Judy Conrad
house orch; 'Personal Secretary'
(U).

Judged by b.o. of the past several
.months name bands have been the
best bets here. The Tower this >veek
pins its hopes on Glen Gray's orches-
tra. Date at the Tower is the crew's
second in Kansais City within six
months, first being a one-night dance
stand.

With a crew of 15, heavy on the
saxes and trombones, musical num-
bers are ably dispensed, and the
band shows itself to have a capable
swiog as well as smooth style, which
has long been its trade mark. The
leader contents himself with direct-
ing the crew and m.c.'ing, and he
does both well.

Most of the acts' are drawn from
the band members. Kenny Sargent
leaves his tooting* to croon a trio of
pops and registers solidly with the
sentimental type. Novelty vocals
are taken by Pee Wee Hunt and
Sunny Dunham is featured at the
trumpet.

Iris Wayne does an adagio acro-
batic solo euid the Marcy Bros, and
Beatrice offer a comic dance and
knockabout. The Adorables, house
line, are in two good routines.

Qutn.

Roxy, Salt Lake City

EARLE, PHILLY

r^u- T «, P!^ilo.deTvhia. Oct. 8.
Chick Webb Orch, Ella Fitzgerald,

fuck & Bubbles, Lindy Hoppers,
i^ou Schrader house orch; 'Campus
Confessions' {Par).

Strictly for the jive-nutty kids,
and sometimes even too much for
them. Chick Webb crew at the Earle
this week has a distinct tendency
to be received on the cold side in
comparison to the enthusiasm en-
Sendered at the spot by Benny
uoodman. Tommy Dorsey, Kay Ky-
ser and others In the past. Biz, on
the other hand, is strong; for there's
much curiosity to view the 'suner-
cats' and Ella Fitzgerald, warbler,
with them, who first introduced
'A-Tisket.'
With the aud expecting much

from the Webb crew, it's straight
jive. The novelties that make shows
by the better-known ofay swing out-
fits entertaining seem lacking.
Finales are always a letdown, fre-
quently causing ba4 pauses before
the house realizes , that now's the
time for pounding palms.
Another Sisapointment was that

Miss Fitzgerald was bogged down by

Salt Lake City, Oct. 8.

Col. Jack Major, Delmar & Com
pony, Pendleton & Saunders,
Schroder's Dogs, Bill Floor's house
orch (5); 'The Rat' (RKO), 'One
Mile Frorh Heaven' (20th).

Current flesher at burg's lone
vaudfilmer is the most diversified in
months, ranging from hypnotism to
uncanny knife-tossing. Rain pre-
vented heated action at the turn-
stiles when caught.

Heading the bill Is a personable
corral-crooner, Col, Jack Major,
whose prarie laments are embel-
lished by yodels and whistling.
M.c.'s commendably, too.

Bill Floor's pit quintet opens with
a medley of pops, paving the way
for Major's opening -song, 'Last
Roundup,' followed by several
minutes of laughjible gab. Closes
with 'Ride, Tenderfoot, Ride.'
Major's trump cards are his Informal
gestures fronting a mike, lusty bari-
tone and his bunk-house variety of
homey philosophy. Sans ten-gallon
hat or cowboy apparel, he works in
a double-breasted suit, but while
ankling across the stage, patrons
recognize his bandy-legs.
Dog acts nearly always click in this

hou&e and Schroder's trained pups
are no exceptions. One dog discerns
colors by commands or via ^ngs
played by the band with the name
of a color incorporated in titles.

Another is adept at gliding across a
pair of slack wires. Baloney-eaters
also perform comedy antics, but it

remains for a small fox terrier to
steal the bone from his kennel mates
by climbing a 25-foot swaying ladder
and jumping off into a blanket held
by Schroder and an unbilled femme
assistant.
Sharing the top-billing with Major

is Delmar, hypnotist. Delmar's act
is split in two parts. His initialer is
devoted to mesmerizing- volunteers,
chiefly youths ' recruited from the
patron section. Eye-staring session
highlighted by laugh - provoking
antics of kids on the stage,
Pendleton and Saunders, mixed-

team of knife flingers, are sand-
wiched in between Delmar's rou-
tines. Pendleton is the boy, handy
with the blades, while his comely
blonde assistant is the target. Act
ends dramatically with Pendleton,
blind-folded, projecting a dozen
knives at his aide, successfully pin-
ning the fenunets costume to a
wooden backboard.
Delmar's closing act is devoted to

escapes from a variety of handcuffs,
leg chains, straight]ackets and as-
sorted manacles. Houdinish atmos-
phere pervades on stage as Delmar,
working cooly, squirms out of more
than a dozen of supposedly fool-proof
gadgets. He has an unbilled femme
assistant, !Pape and Conchita, perch
act, skedded to appear, did not show
when caught. Flesher lasts 72
minutes. Gust.

CASA MANANA, N. Y,

ViTicent Lopez Orch., The Bilt-
morettes, Frank Libuse, Sheila Bar-
rett, Betty Hutton, Mildred Law
Paul Gerrits, Lanny Ross; George
Givot, Frances Faye, Joe Howard
Harry Carroll, Yvette Rugel, Irving
Conn, Lester Allen, Ann Pennington.

A lot of singing; a fair measure of
comedy, some dancing and Vincent
Lopez's hlgh^^r acceptable music, plus
acrobatics and roller skating, blend
In Billy Rose's, seventh Streamlined
Varieties for satisfactory results.
Nostalgic charm, most redolent for
those who remember them away
back when, is provided by several
old-time vaudevllllans, grouped to-
gether in the second half of the show
and billed as 'The Broadway Hall of
Fame.'
These inch 'e Joe Howard, over

from Bill Hardy's Gay Nineties club,
N, Y.; Yvette Rugel, who was also
there recently; Lester Allen, Ann
Pennington, Harry Carroll and Irv-
ing Conn. Last-mentioned is the
composer of 'Yes, We Have No Ba-
nanas,' which he high lights at the
piano. Carroll is also at the piano
playing numbers he wrote, one of
which is sung by a lad spotted in
Lopez's band. Miss Rugel, whose
voice still has great' charm and
strength, and Howard are the big
hits r.mong the old-timers. Miss Ru-
gel clicked best Sunday (9) at the
first .dinner performance with three
numbers.
In his misfit clothes, later chang-

ing, Allen does a familiar routine.
He tops with an acrobatic dance he
once did in a George White's 'Scan-
dals.' Miss Pennington, looking well,
is on for two dances, one- of them
pretty hot, while Howard, after a
couple of his ovirn songs, tops with a
Cakewalk. He's pretty spry yet.
Show ran slightly over two hours,

when caught, and could be tightened
up" a little, particularly in the first

half where Frank Libuse, clown,
Lanny Ross and Betty Hutton (New
Acts), a new-comer, are the big hits.

Lopez leads off with a salute to
John Philip Sousa, followed by The
Biltmorettes (New Acts), fast and
very clever acrobatic trio. George
Givot m.c.'s the show, doing his
Greek good-will ambassador be-
tween the Biltmorettes and Frances
Fay'e's spot. Miss Faye, hot, though
also very noisy, works very hard at
the piano, as she wUdly swings it in
the fashion of 52d street, which pro-
duced her. Her routine of 10 minutes
might be cut a little, also that of
Paul Gerrits on the rollers. Gerrits
is doing 12 minutes, all good, along
with the chatter.
In addition to Miss Hutton, the

singing division is strong with Lanny
Ross and Sheila Barrett, although
latter does not work to such good
advantage in. a large place like tha
Casa. She gets ajcross well, how-
ever, particularly with her mimicry.
The Lulse Rainer number isn't so
hot, though, Ross is a powerful entry
with a new poo, an old one, two
numbers from 'Show Boat' and an
Irish tune.
Miss Hutton. with her swing sing-

ing, done a bit wildly, tied up the
show Sunday night, but she had
nothing else rehearsed to go fur-
ther. She has an intriguing, hot per-
sonality.

Givot, with his accent and his im-
.pressions, one of Harry Richman be-
ing excellent, shares laugh-getting
honors with Libuse. The type of
Al Trahan technique employed In
Libuse's hoke act, with a soprano as
butt of most of the burlesque, is a
Dushover for Rose's trade here.
Libuse, too, as a waiter, mixes with
the customers and gets in every-
body's way, creating laughs, but alsc

a little annoyance. Mildred Law
does a fair tap dance ahead of Miss
Hutton's spot.
Lopez has been here before. Char.

CAPITOL, WASH.
Washington, Oct. 11.

Chester Hale Girls, Jean Tanner,
Melbourne Christopher, Fred San-
bom. Ethel Sherman, Eddie Garr;
'Straight, Place and Show' ^'20th).

Night club revue idea, with apron
over Orchestra pit and house band
at rear of stage, has tough time get-
ting going in 3,000-seat house. Singles
have to work on oversized stage, but
Fred Sanborn takes hold midway
and Eddie Garr's specialty, which
follows, sends latter half through to

satisfying finish.-

Show opens with 24 gals in 'A-
Tisket' number, with green and yel-

low baskets. Garr onto immense
stage alone to hit blank wall with
chatter. Brings on Jean Tanner for

adequate rhumba and comedy tap.

Melbourne Christopher tackles cen-
ter mike for rope magicianship, beat-
ing head against same blank wall
until Sanborn starts appearing from
wings for gag bits. Latter leads into

Sanborn's xylophoning, helped by
Melbourne's stooging, and when San-
born really gets - warmed up, the
house is his. Gals on with top hats
and canes for cleVer marching tap.

Ethel Sherman fills in by warbling
•Alexander's Ragtime Band' and
'Having Myself a Time.' Garr picks
it up again to scOre heavily with his

mimicry of Richman, Chevalier,
Sparks and his sure-fire drunk. Gals
on for the curtahi. Biz bad. Craig.
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AUDITORIUM
(HASTINGS^ NEB.)

Hastings, Neb;, Oct/ 7.

Close on the heels of the national

playing time given 'Boys Town/ the

M'etro flick about Nebraska's Father

Flanagan boys home near Omaha,
comes this 115 minute roadshow,

•Boys Town 'Unit,' produced by Will

J. Harris, the songwriter, and the

Central Booking Office (Al Borde,
Leo Salkin, and Dick Bergen). It

features 60 youngsters actually from
the " Nebraska home for boys, who
have been groomed for musical
novelty and dancing assignments for
about nine weeks by 'Harris at the
home. This was the second date for
the show, the opening having been
at Fremont, Neb.-

Roadshow hope is a faint one^ the
only future for the unit being in un-
merciful cutting all the way which
will skeletonize it to 55 minutes, in-

crease the pace to three times its

present velocity, and not wear out,

the welcome. It's not a whale" of. a
show, only a novelty in' the mariner
of Bowe$^ units and to be handled
as such—one .number to each single,

. and an encore if the acclaim merits
it. As it is,

.
every kid doe's thi-ee

before he- even recalls how h^ came
on the stage and realizes exit can be
made,the same; way. •.

'

Its strength is dual—sympathy and
Catholic interest, coupled with addi-
tional appetite' Whetted by the "film.

Nobody will fail to give a homeless
youngster a- courtesy hand, or fail

to fall over for him |f he delivers in
any kind of shape. Pep talks to
Catholic clubs and societies before
the show hits town will be an aid.
As- a roadshow, -the GBO has four or
Ave men hitting town during the two
weeks previous to the show g[oosing
the sponsor bodjr from behind to
stir up any lagging interest. The
Nebraska dates were not too good,
nor the sponsoring grouos very
hapt)y about the thing. Unit was
asking an $80Q guarantee for the
one-nighters in towns of 18,000 nopu-
latiori, representing a sponsor's loss
in both cases. A lot of this was
caused by insistence on the scale be--
ing too high, considering the bum
crops this year. Fremont (Neb.), the
flrst date, asked $2.20 top and $1.65
was the gate here.

Talent in order includes Master
Jerome (Marvin Merritt). xylophon-
ist, okay; Snow Black and the Seven
Dwarfs number, featuring Royal
Brent, should be deleted as it pro-
vides nothing; Harry Glasser, kid-
accordionist, good; cowboy number,
songs by ensenible, rope tricks and
featuring Bobby Lyons singing 'My
Little Buckaroo,' a neat number:
Royal Brent, singer, does one num-
ber too many; McCarthy-Bergen
number with impersonations by
Dawson Butler of McCarthy, excel-
lent; a military number, too long,
but a hand-getter; dance evolution
by Ernie Glasser, all right; harmon-
ica ensemble led by Johnny Special,
oke; and the finale, a rah-rah stunt,
good.
'Intermission taken at this point

precedes the a Cappella Choir, led
by Edward Paul, and it does a string
of semi-classical and religious tunes
taking from 3'5 to 40 minutes. Boys
ire in good choral voice.
Runnmg too long are the numbers

by Master Jerome, the Harry Glasser
accordion bits, the western and riiili-

tary numbers, although some are ob-
viously stretched to give the stage
time to be set for ,the next number.
Sets are not complex, but involve
come building. One religious num-
ber by the choir and the 'BOys
Town' tune for a closer would be
plenty in a pic house. Incidentally,
the 'Boys Town' tune is written by
the show's producer. Will J. Harris.
Too much credit can't be given

Harris in this show, because he had
almost nothing to work with when
he started and brought the kids to a
remarkable degree of stage personal-
ity, without losing their simon-pur-
Ishness.

.
In. the cowboy . number,

where eight boys spin ropes and do
many clever things, with them, is

alone a terrific assisnment to accom-
plish.

The show is already interesting
toew, and B. & K. houses, so in its

present size its life will orobablv be
short. Comoany manager is Billv

Mick and the musical director is

Arsprie Siegel. Mick says the hone
Is to eventually bring it to the N. Y.
Worldli Fair.
Show, carrying as it does 70 peo-

ple, is not burdened with too much
salary, although the' coin is cut ut> a
lot of wavs. None of the youn»T-
sters is paid, of course. Iheir money
earned comint? to Xhc Fr+^er Flana-
gan home, so to speak. Six teacher"
travel with the comoany ?nd school
Is held every morninf. During the
day, they're taken in pronn.<? on tour
of whatever town they're olavins as
part of their educational pro<"'am.

Born.

per man, takes some definite shape
this week. Evidently convinced that
pop type of doings more salable
than long haired attempts hereto-
fore, current layout has D'Artega,
jazz arranger, in as guest conductor
for 'Jitterbug Symphony,' with in-
terpolated specialties in the groove.
Opening with orchestral treatment

of 'Limehouse Blues,' D'Artega, han-
dling announcements as well as
stick-waving; brings on Dixie Dean,
blues singer, in fairish vocal of
Tm Gonna Lock My Heart.' Fol-
lows with "tricky and colorjful ar-
rangement, of 'Dinah,* .nicely re-
ceived. .

Kidpodlers (New Acts) ,. three lads
with radio background, punch out a
fairly interesting Interlude on make-
shift instruments. Set good spot for
jam session next, a hectic if some-
what corny performance of 'Flat
Foot. Floogee' by orchestra, aided by
vocal of house organist Harvey
Hammond. Show takes a " decided
lift with entrance of Hayden and
Mowrey. shag team, who hoof away
to fairish curtain. Symphonic ar-
rangement of. 'Where Or When' rets
good reception. D'Artega makes
good anoearance and handles him-
self With considerable showmanship.
Biz big. Burm.

FOX, DETROIT

Detroit, Oct. 8.

Phil Spitalny Orch (22)_, Evelyn,
Maxirie, Three Little Words, Loiiis

Da -Pron, Rochelle & Lola, Ginger
Harman, Sam Jack Kaufman's house
band; 'Five of cTKind' (20).

Phil Spitalny's gal orchestra

socked 'em here last summer when
he chalked, up a record af Westwood
Gardens. He's picking up currently

where -he left off in August, if not

in a boxoffice way, at least in enter-
tainment.
Evident, however, Spitalny is the

big draw despite much-publiciz'efd
world preem of Dionne .Quints' 'Five
of a Kind' (20th). Biz is generally
pretty dull hereabouts, with resump-
tion of work in auto plants marred
by labor difficulties.

Set spiffily, Spitalny's aggregation
turns in good job. Hot or harmoni-
ous tunes, 22-piece band rates in the
top bracket along with its bright spe-
cialists. Especially Ginger Harman,
billed as America's No. 1' jitterbug.

Tag or not, she's about the cutest

and ablest swing warbler to hit town
in long time, and has to beg off.

Evelyn is equally adept with her
violin, and ditto Maxine and her
torchy pipes. Three Little Words
also offer couple oi nifty tunes, es-

pecially their contribution in band's
novelty, 'A-Tisket.' Spitalny's glee
club shows to good advantage in the
same number. Band's cleverest, how-
ever, is closing rendition of 'Bolero.'

Lone male act is Louis Da Pron,
gangling, nimble tapster. Provides
needed contrast midway after nu-
merous femme offerings. Spitalny
himself rates ace on his m.c.'ing.

Sam Jack Kaufman batons his

house band in overture. Frank Con-
nors, house tenor, is on a week lay-

off.

Biz good at early show Friday eve-
ning (7). Pete.

GARRICK, ST. LOUIS

CENTURY, BALTO

Baltimore. Oct. 8.

D'Artead House Orch <^0). Dixie
Dean, Kidoodlers (3), Hayden &
Mowrey; 'Too Hot to Handle'
(itf-G).

, Loew's local experiment with mu-
sical stage, flash, limited to 20 min-
utes by deal with musicians' union,
which okayed slash in scale to $35

St. Louis, Oct. 8.

fiillV Fields. Billy Hagan, John
Cook, Irving Karon, Romano, Ming
<fe Toy, Harry Bardell, Deehold
Twins & Meredith, Phil Bernard. Al
Tint, Joyce Brazelle, Lillian Har-
rison, Joan Mavis, Sunny LovAtt,
Line (14). '

It's costing Bill Picftens, operator

of the Garrick, plenty to reviVie

vaude here through the medium of

acts he books weekly to augment

the traveling burlesque shows. That

success of the enterprise may be
near is indicated by. a steady upbeat
of patronage, especially from
femmes. .Inquirifes at the b.o., 'when
do the vaude acts go on?' convinces
Pickens that natives here are about
ready lor this form of" entertainment
agtfin. .

Currently, Pickens has the Dee-
bold Twins and Meredith, ballroom
and adagio trio; Ming and Toy,
Chinese accordionist and singer;

Harry Bardell, juggler, and Al' Tint,

yodeler and barnyard imitator.

These acts, clocked at 44 minutes,

COP approval. Miss Toy. a looker,

without a trace of accent, scores

with her interpretation of 'A-Tisket.'

among other numbers, and her
change from native costume to a

glistening white evening gown puts

the palm-pounders into action again.

Bardell also draws heavy applause,

and Romano, who mandolins and
sings, also scores.

Irving Karon outs over 'Now It

Can Be Told,' Billy Fields and Billy

Hagan, the comics, please, and
Fields tops his efforts in a cafe scene

when he produces rhythm with a

couple of tableknives thumped
against plates, cups, saucers and bot-

tles. Some of the blackouts drag

in reaching a climax. The line, with
plenty of routines, also choruses a

couple of songs. The strippers. Joan
Mavis. Lillian Harrison and Sunny
Lovett each make two appearances

and peel right down to the G-strinf.

They work with speed, in keening

with the fast tempo set. for t>;e bal-

ance of the show. Sahu.

Embassy Newsreel, N. Y.
Opening game of World Series be-

tween Yankees and Cubs in Chicago
(5) was headlined in program- here
last Thursday night (6). Movietone
reel used by house for this contest*.

Besides pre-battle color and closeups
of celebs, reel follows' closely every
scoring play, including Crosetti's
alertness in pouncing on the ball
that caromed off R'olfe's glove, to
halt the tying Chicago run in the
third inning. Also captures another
snappy Crosetti defensive" play; in
the seventh, when he grabbed Rey-.
nold's. grounder, to slart .a double
play, which squelched another Cub
rally. It's a graphic photographic
story of the first game.
With every newsreel apparently

having . received surplus items on
the critical war scare days in Eu^
rope before the Munich peace settle-

ment, editors • are confronted with
trying to adjust it to present setup.
It means painstaking commentation
to bring it up to date .and even then
seems a bit anti-climactic. Anyway,
Paramount had vital phases of situa-
tion the preceding week. None has
films of Munich confab.
Movietone and Par break even on

showing hurried call to colors, call

of reservists in France, tearful fare-
wells, trying on gas masks, digging
bomb-proof cellars, etc. Crowds in

streets of " Praha, caught by Par,
show apprehension felt there.
Sumner Welles, speaking' in staged

interview; on U. ,S..' • ,'prop.ei; course'
for the future,; seems' too much" of a
plug for the adrriinistration 'as- done
by JRathe. Clips; from- Japanese'-Chii
nese warfront by N^ws of .Day- fur-
nish a little action, though, some of
scenes are foggy. ' Universal "depicts

group of Chinese natives "who have
volunteered to fight for Japan. Nom-
ination of Thomas Dewey at Sara-
toga Springs and Governor Lehman
at Rochester for N. Y., State's chief
ex:ec post are handled impartially
and adequately by Par, with. audi-
ence, rather lukewarm to both.
"' Columbia-Yale gridiron battle
leads procession of football contests,,

and is easily the best handled. Movie-
tone's straight coverage gives a;fair
idea of Luckman's clever passing, the
splendid drive of Columbia's back-
field and the team's expert blocking.
Par's treatment" of same game is

largely a series of closeups superbly
done.
Universal has the Southern Cali-

fornia-Oregon State game, won by
former, 7-0, with the sole scoring
play adequately stressed. . Movie-
tone has a tough one in the Notre
Dame-Kansas runaway, which for-
mer took^ 52-0, being impossible to

show all of touchdown marches

—

just the easiest ones. U shows youth-
ful military school teams tangling at
Cornwall, N. Y., for laughs. Lew
Lehr comnients on chiropractors ex-
aming perfect femme backs on the
Coast, subject being in his groove for
punning.
Remainder of newsreel material is

more humdrum than usual. Included,
for instance, are N. of D. shots on
ballet dancers, launching sister air-

ship of Hindenburg (U), Coullee
dam (Fox), -roller-skating derby (U),
Society horse show at Piping Rock,
L. I. (Fox). Whitestone bridge, near_
Flushing, L. I., fair site, and also $1,-

000,000 fireboat being tested in N. Y.
harbor (both Pathe), tornado dam-
age scenes in Charleston, S. C.
(Fox), man buys circus and invites
Chicago children (U), N. Y. police
parading at Madison Stjuare Garden
(U), preview of new 1939 auto
models (Pathe) and Will Hays speak-
ing at site of Edison's first film show-
ing in New York (Fox). Wear.

here for years but never have
worked so well. Like the Ritzes in
their -"more recent vaude • days.
Slates', hoofing, once a long suit with
them, accounts for only a minor sec-
tion of the act. Most of it is patter,

situations and bits,^ and all in the
groove. For additional guffaws, they
bring on Faye Carroll, as the dumb-
dor'a, who takes a ribbing from the
boys. They give her a chance, how-
ever, to get off a song at the end and
femme, a looker, reveals an okay
voice. Par had Slates for 'College
Swing' and any major studio look-
ing for Ritz competish could do
plenty worse.
Frazee Sisters, both, stunners,

smack over a vocal session at the
mike and go over big in. three num-
bers, winding up with swell ar-
rangement of 'Joseph.' Femmes have
come a long way in the harmony
line in few years and no reason why
they shouldn't eventually reach the
top. Conklin and Thomas round out
the talent with some vigorous shag-
ging, good-looking kids fitting the
atmosphere like a glove. Band Davis
leads' has its own femme vocalist,

gal billed simply as Meredith, and
she's on early for several click min-
utes.
Biz big. Cohen.

STRAND, N. Y.

JoHiiny . Messner Orch, Chester
Morris, Mary Small, Ray & Trent^
Jeanne D'ArcVi, 'Secrets, of An Ac-
tress' (WB), Tevi:^wed in this issue.

>-This is a-bnerweek show and some-
what weak. It's the first .under the
new policy, that isn't, in for a fort-

night. Johnny Messner, not as well
known as bands preceding him, bias

the boxoffice "misfortune of having
been booked with a weak. film. :

Messner, however, has Chester
Morris on .the bill with him, plus

Mary Small, both of whom do much
toward boosting the. week's pit show.
Morris is carrying a good act, in-

cluding some • magic, while Miss
Small helps with her swing songs.

Harry Gourfain's show lacks color

generally and does not pace well.

Messner opens weakly and except
for the music-box interlude -with one
of his men, billed as Prof. Cole-
Slaw, his band does not excite. The
closing swing number is his best

and should open the show. -Vocal

soloing and choral work by Messner
and his men lack punch, poorest ef-

fort being in the medley of college

songs. A pop on top of the opening,-

led vocally by Messner and two of

the boys, particularly staggers.
Messner carries Jeanne D'Arcy,

who sells one of her two numbers,
'You Go to My Head,' very effec-

tively.
Messner's orchestra, from the Mc-

Alpin hotel, N. Y., uses the novel
music box specialties to advantage.
He and George Hamilton's band have
been spatting over the music box
style.

Show also includes Ray and Trent.

On perhaps a little too long, male
team of contortion acrobats clicks

nicely. Char.

PALACE, MWKEE

STANLEY, PITT

Pittsburgh, Oct. 8.

Johnnie ('Scot') Davis Orch (12),
Miss Meredith, Wayne Morris, 3 Slate
Bros., Frazee Sis (2), Faye Carroll,
Conklin & Thomas; 'Room Service'
{RKO).

Here's one of the smartest book-
ings for the WB flesh spots in years.
It's a crackerjack layout, fresh, live-
ly and entertaihing, a. miniature
edition of ,thp sort of thing Schwab
and Mandel Used to grind out in the
good old days.^ It's long on youth
and plenty of zip.
Covers more than an hour , and

seems half that long. What's im-
portant, too, unit has beaucoup
marquee pull from Johnnie ('Scat')
Davis and Wayne. Morris, ^oth of
them, but Morris particularly, with
above-average film reps.

Davis, of course, is right at home,
having made the deluxe circuits for
several seasons with Fred Waring's
outfit. Batoning a 12-piece crew
that's not bad at all on its own, he
turns in a slick job all the way,
m.c.ing like a veteran, pushing the
show out at a rapid-fire tempo and
knotting things in his own. niche.
Gives out hot on the trumpet and
scats through a flock of songs -he's
done in pictures for heavy returns.
Davis likewise brings on Morris

cutely ne::t-to-closing and latter
keeps UP the pace with an amusing
and self-kidding monolog. Packs
bundle of laughs and his boyish per-
sonality, to.gether with an attractive
shyness, helps loads. For laugh fin-

ish. Slate Bros. (3) come on and in-
dividually get his autograph and
then tear then) up when they dis-
cover it's Wayne instead of Chester
Morris, who played Stanley last
week.

Slates have been coming around

Milwaukee, Oct. 8.

Veloz & Yolanda, Jerry Shelton,
Ben Beri, Carter & Holmes, Jimmy
Innes' house orch (11); 'Campus
Confessions' (Par).

With "Veloz and Yolanda current
and Benny Goodman . and Gene
Krupa to follow, house is having no
trouble playing to capacity with its

off-and-on vaude pojiicy.

Jimmy Innes* house orchestra
clicks with a medley of smooth
tunes, spotting trumpets, sax and
trombone; Classical violin solo from
Innes is followed by Carter and
Holmes, from Chicago. Comedy act,

which includes "terps and acros, has
audience laughing continually.
Jerry Shelton, with his accordion,

is surefire with old but streamlined
numbers, including 'Stormy Weather'
and 'Flight Of the Bumble Bee.'
" Ben Beri,- better-thauraVerage
juggler, Offers a satisfactory comedy
routine, getting the . laughs consist-
ently. This paves the way for Veloz'
and Yolanda, who slip from their
usual dignified ballroom stuff to of-

fer 'Darktown Strutter's Ball' .and
'Alexander's Ragtime Band.'. 'Waltz
Poem' and 'Cobra Tap^o' go over
big as encores.

Jitterbug Hypo

APOLLO, N. Y.

Blanche Calloway Orch with
Charles Pharm, 3 Harvards, Johnny
& George, Two Novels, Earle &
Frances, Pigmeat, Jimmie Baskette,
Vivian Harris, House Line (.16);

'Prison Break' (JJ).

Apollo has been setting up some
better than ordinary stage fare late-

ly and the current offering suffers

slightly in comparison. Biggest slice

of the overboard show (85 mins.) is

taken up by production numbers
and skits, splitting the remainder of

the time among Ave .acts. Blanche
Calloway's crew with Charles Pharni
doing , the vocals okay, is hot and
ordinary alternately, and cuts in for
35. mins, but the Two Novels (New
Acts), and Earle and Frances take
return .shots during the band stint.

Lineup rates with .the customers,
though, a packed house indicating
its approval often when caught (8).
Opens in a gym setting with the
house line decked out in maroon
sports sweaters, lettered with a
white H, and white tights, and
Jimmie Baskette piping via the p.a.

hookup.. . Line neatly paces itself

through a dumb-bell Swinging routine
that fades into the 3 Harvards. Lat-
ter are comedy dumb-beU lugglers.
Tuxedoed straight foils lor the
deadpanned gags of. the other two .

while tossing the wpbd with speed
"and accuracy in three-cornered
exchanges. Gags could stand re-
fu'rbishing.

, Johnny and George have been
around in theatres and nlg^t clubs
and had . a finder in the .cTebut.^of
last year's hit,--'Bei Mir 'Bist'Du
Shoen' while at one of the New
York 'bistros. ' The A-'v"-. sin-
ters, click recording of the tune out-
distanced them in t^e resuiiani, snuf-
fle. They duet with one at th6
piano, then solos by the noh-play-
ing half make turn click. First, it's

bombastic style then in soft 'Music,
Maestro,' tempo. Wind up with scat
version of 'St. Louis Blues.'
Pigmeat clicks, as usual, but his

stuff is from the book. First trip is

with Jimmie Baskette and Vivian
Harris, using hurley's unexpected
husband blackout.- Gets howls,
thoU'^h. Second, also a blackout, is

familiar to burley, too, and uses the
same straights, it's the picture-set
bit,' with Baskette as. the director.
Punch line in ,the latter is weakened
by cleanup.
Line girls haye more, to do than

usual, showing pretty evenly in
four dances. Midway, they're on for
the standout try in long, hobpskirt^d
dresses for their 'Champaene' dancre,
neatly coupled "w^ith" the current 'You
Go to My Head.' Again near the
close ponies return for a tap bit done
in eye-searing black and white cos-
tumes, , eight togged as femmes and
eight as boys. Femme half of Earl
and Frances (New. Acts) helps here
with a tune. Costumes are retained
for the finale, which brinfs on the
whole company, and . fades under
fast-changing lights, simulating slow
motion.

Blanc)ie Calloway'js outfit.- hasn't
been under her baton long. .She
picked un the band in Boston sev-
eral months ago. It's in the. nit here
for the show under a sub-leader
then shift to the stagfe where Miss
Calloway picks up. Crew is ham-
pered bv some poor arrangements.
.Miss Calloway, pipes plenty, -

LYRIC, INDPLS.

(Continued from page 1)

night a week for four weeks.
Champs .chosen each night nrieet for

house championship the fifth week
—which is this one. Next week,
winners at each theatre will vie with
each other at the midtown Earle,

Following week they will play the

Earle at regular pro salaries and the
week after that they go to Brooklyn
to make a short at Vitaphone.
Warner houses holding the contests

are the Alhambra, Allegheny,
Frankford, Oxford and Kent, Indies
going for if include Faye, Philly;

Runnemede, Runnemede, N. J.; and
Broadway, Camden. Instead ot pro-
fe'ssional engagements offered by
WB, indies giving straight prizes of

$25. $15 and $10.

Indianapolis. Oct. 8.

Ozzie Nelson Orch with Harriet
Hilliard, Benny Baker with Lew
Spencer & Jeffry . Gill, Marc BqI-
lero, Evelyn Poe, Freda Sullivon;
'Mysterious Mr. Motto (20th).

Packed into 62 minutes of well-
staged entertainment, Ozzie Nelson
presents one of the most pleasing
dance band revues to come to town.
Band has original arrangements and
special lyrics, with Nelson m.c.'ing

^effortlessly,

: He opens with 'AlexsLnder's Rag-
time Band,' then swin|;fi ;qfl into
'Old Gray Bonneti,' in: which orch^'s-
tra members join lor vodal. Eyelyn
Poe conies on to torch 'Rhythym
Man,' followed" by •A-Tisket' and
then repeats on .

'Lo'ttie Bug,* which
she duos with Nelson. - -FreiJii Sul-
livan scores solidly with a' re-
strained, polished aero dance.
Band giv6s out once more as N<el-

son vocals 'Band Leader Blues,' in
which he. extolls the trials and tribii-^

lations of a band leader. .Low spi)t
of the Ijill is Marc - Ballerb, ' "ivho
gives quantity of imitatioris • which
lack quality. Miss Hilliard clicks
with her special lyrics on 'Remem-
ber Me?' in refierence to her marital
life, and straights on 'Says My
Heart.' 'Kid in Three-Cornered
Pants' and 'Music, Maestro.'
Benny Baker shows that he has
net forgotten his former -vaude days
before going to Hollywood, by per-
forming in a free and easy- comedy
style. He gags and then introduces
Jeffry Gill for a vocal of 'Thanks
for the Memory' ant! 'tiew Sncncer,
who tans. Baker walks up and down
the aisles and sits with the aiudience
during the turns o! his partners.
Show closes with band pl&ying

I

'Martha.'
Biz good at last show Friday (7);

' with standees. • Kiley.
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Midget Litde Theatre in 5th Season;

Air-Cooled and Seats 44 at $1 Top

Pittsburgh, Oct. 11.

Kilbuck little theatre here last

week opened its filth season with

a sellout premiere of 'Mr. and Mrs,

Phipps,' a satire by John Hamilton.

Although the play was new, the sell-

out was a familiar story at Kilbuck.

Its shows are nearly always sell-

outs, for it's something- of a local

institution—and the house seats only

44 persons. Standees are never ad-

mitted.
Whether, as its enthusiasts claim,

It is the 'tiniest legitimate playhouse

in America' or the 'most completely-

equipped little theatre in the* world,'

it does . have a unique background
and a colorful history. It's believed

to be the only air-conditioned little

theatre and the only cellar play-

house in the country.. And even

doesn't care about profit, many per-

formances are sold to women's clubs

for benefits. In such cases the club

gets $20 and Ifilbuck keeps $24 of

the $44 gross. In all cases the club

must turn over its entire $20 to the

charity, paying the expenses itself. Haven (13-15).

Current Road Shows

(Week of Oct. 10)

'Abe Llnooln In Illinois' <R*ymond
Massey), Ford's, Baltimore (10-12).

'Amphytripn'-'Sea Gull' (Lunt and

Fontanne), Colonial, Boston.

'Blossom Time/ Nixon, Pittsburgh.

'Candida' (Ann Harding), Bilt-

more, Los Angrites.

'Circle,' Queensboro, Elmhurst,

L. I., N. Y. (16).

'Leave It To Me,' Shubert, New

Futherm6re, the charity must be an-

nounced in advance.
For many other performances,

which no outside organization spon-

sors, 50% of the gross is given to

charity. In addition, Green invari-

ably refuses to sell his stage furni-

ture, props,, etc., but turns them over

'Golden Boy,' Cass, Detroit,

'Hiffh Tor,' Werba, Brooklyn.

'I Am Different' (Tallulah Bank-
head), Selwyn, Chicago.

'Knlckerboeker Holiday' (Walter

Huston), National, Washington, D. C.

'Madame Capet' (Eva Le Gal
to needy families. He also spares

| ugn^g) Locust St., Philadelphia,
no expense in Production For m-

1 Needles.' Davidson, Mil-
stance the current play, 'Mr. Phipps,'

|
.Q^

has a Malibu Beach, ^Calif., locale, : , , .^v
so while visiting there last summer, i

'Shadow and Substance
•
(Sir

Green bought the proper furniture ; Cedric Hardwicke), Royal Alexan-

though it is run as much as possible for the production on the spot and dria, Toronto,

like a professional theatre, its set- had it shipped east. 'Soliloquy,' Curran, San Francisco,

up is such that it always operates Advance Sellout 'Susan and God' (Gertrude Law-
at a loss—even at virtually constant; f^^^ y^^^ history, Kilbuck's rence), Harris, Chicago.
capacity business. ' reputation has grown steadily. When
Kilbuck was started as the private

, j^e current season got under way last
plaything of Robert Alan Green, re

tired legit actor, but- it is- iiow,. his.

principal interest in life and he
gives it all his time. Green doesn't

care about making money on the

venture—he doesn't even care par-

ticularly how much he loses. He's

intensely serious about the theatre

and spares neither expense nor ef-

fort to do artistically worthwhile
productions.

Givinir Kids » Break
But more important, ' he's trying

to give experience and training to

ambitious and talented young peo-
ple. His company numbers 31,

chosen frpm 1,800-odd applicants.

week the house was already entirely

sold out clear through next Febru-

'Tobaoco Road/ Shubert, Newark.

'Wbat a Life/ Wilbur, Boston.

'Whlteeaks' <Ethel Barrymore),

Only Slightly Professional

The 'cultural and recreational department' of the International

Ladies' Garment Workers Union, which operates 'Pins and Needles'

at the Labor Stage, N. Y. (formerly Princess), is engaging some out-

side players, although the outfit is supposed to use only ^imateurs

from various shops and offices in the garment center. An Equity
member made complaint to the association, -alleging discrimination

and pointing out that the 'Pins' players are also members.
Equity put the matter up to the management, which replied in

detail to the effect that while a few professionals had been engaged,

the union preferred to 'use our own people.' Union has made it a
point not to deny that their players are virtual amateurs, although
they were required to join Equity or its chorus branch by the man-
agement.

In support of its contention that Labor Stage does not propose
going outside the membership of ILGWU for players except only
occasionally, the unionists have relinquished the rights to 'The Out-
ward Room,' which was slated for presentation this fall. Announced
that Sidney Kingsley, who dramatized the Millen Brand story, had
bought back the script.

Matter was said to have been amicably settled and in view of- the
fact that 'Labor Stage had decided to adhere -to its general policy to
confine its cast for all production to membership in ILGWU, it was
felt that presentation of' 'The Outward Room' under the circum-
stances might not be advisable.' Explained that at least several parts
called for players of experience, with the unionists conceding they
would not supply the talent from their ranks.

'Pins' is making a run of it, date in New York being indefinite,

intimate revue no.w being in its 46th week.

ary. In professional theatre circles Plymouth, Boston

as well as among Gren's acquaint
ances, the name of Kilbuck has like-

wise spread. During their Pitts-

burgh s «igag<^ihents touring stars

frequently visit the place to meet
Green and, althpug.h conflicting

schedules prevent their seeing a per-
formance, they always insist on in-

specting his theatre. The local
_

dailies also regularly send their first-

string critics, to. cover the Kilbuck
openings. A special.,,preview per-
formance is always given for the re-

viewers, as Kilbuck's 44 seats are

'Women,' Shea's, Bradford, Pa.

(10^; Shea's, Jamestown, N. J. (ID;,

Shea's, Erie, Pa. (12); Colonial, I

Akron (13) Park, Youngstown
(14-15). I

•Yoii Cant Take It WitH You/,
Hanna, Cleveland.

hside Stuff-Legit

However, he's trying to draw more ^„^^„Z^T on^o^«^o+r +1,11^
aspirants! for he feelsW is in." "^^^«^"f2«

accomodate them

sufficient opportunity for beginners
, ^> i,.,

to gain experience. He expects to : , ^f.^^^ ^^f^.^
most of his own pro-

enlarge his theatre and even hopes i

<*"ctions, but is assisted by Madeline

to form another similar project on Ske"^^ ^^^^ <*^ama

the Coast. It should be added, in-
school at Duquesne University,

cidentaUy, that besides coaching his

.proteges gratis, Green tries to sup-
ply them with carfare and other
costs of working with his group.
Players, however, do not draw sala-

ries.

Green organized the Kilbuck the-
atre as an outlet for his own
thwarted acting ambitions. ' After
lachieving some success in the toy
business, he went on the stage and
played in stock and some early

films, as well as appearing on
Broadway. Then just about 10 years

ago, on the eve of leaving with
Spfencer Tracy to try for a career

in Hollywood, he was run down by
a taocicab and his leg was crushed
He spent 18 months in a hospital

and has had 14 ojperations. He ex-
pects to undergo a 15th in New
York this fall, but regardless of its

outcome he plan's never to give up
his present activities for an acting

cs^reer.

Meantime, Green had taken
highly profitable flyer in New York
real estate, which he has retained.

He also married Mrs. Dora Elliott

Bain^ widow of Benjamin Franklin
Bain, toy inventor and manufac-
turer. Mrs. Green continues to op-
crate the toy firm, which is located
In Pittsburgh, next door to the 115-

year-old Kilbuck mansion. The the-
atre is located in. the latter's cellar.

Lower-Gase- Stage
The playhouse not only has a mere

44 seats, but the entire place is built

on similar diminutive lines. Stage
measures only five paces by three,,

with an eight-toot proscenium. It

Is supposed to be a replica of the
celebrated experimental theatre in

Bergen, Norway, in which Ibsen di-

rected for a time. The house is so

players must contend with a solid

backwall pierced only by a single

arch, and there is just one side exit,

right. But sQme ingenious effect: are
"WJO^ttorTxy arranging playing space

' "and sight lines. Sets are built in

four pieces: one right, one left and
two rear. Both sides of the flats

are used.

'

Green is a stickler for theatrical

«tiquette. He never permits late-

comers to be seated during a scene.

He has call boys for his players,

there is handsomely ' furnished

(though small) green room and
showers in the dressing rooms. As
stated above, the' house is air-con-

ditioned. The theatre cost $4,000 to

build.

There is a single admission—$1,
Including tax That figures a capac-

ity week's business at only $264

and (oh a normal season of 40 weeks)
M total gross of $10,560—from which
taxes must be deducted. But that's

only the beginning. Since Kilbuck
Js'a community enterprise and Gr^en

Andrew Wise, at 21, is said by Green
to be the youngest regular stage
manager in the business. Other
principal members of the troupe are
Eula Mae Jackson, leading character
woman, her son, Reid Jackson, juven-
ile, and Keith Lundy, young leading
man. Among the Kilbuck produc-
tions have been Ibsen's 'Ghosts' and
'Doll's House/ as well as 'Wedding.
Clothes,' 'A Gauntiet,' 'The Illusion
of Glamour,' 'Contacts' and 'Jack and
Jill.' Productions are generally, con-
tinued for 20 weekSy but 'Mr. and
Mrs. Phipps' may play, all season.

Despite all its other novel qualities.

Green claims Kilbuck's most unique
asset for the training of young ac-
tors is the proximity of the audience
to the stage. When a player gives a
bad performance, he explains, it isn't

necessary for the director to tell him
so—^he can hear the audience conx-
ment to that efFecL What's more,
he not only hears how bad he is,

but just what it is th« spectators
don't like. It's 'mighty humbling,'
Green says.

Engagemente

Ethel Merman, 'Swing to the Left.'
Maide Reads, Terry Fay,. 'Dance

Night.'
Beatrice Herford, 'Run, Sheep,

Run.'
Barry Sullivan, Barry Sumpter,

'Yankee Fable.'
Elsie Ferguson, Charlotte Green-

wood, 'A Cry AnirOng the Reeds.'
Eustace Wyatt, Erskine Sanford,

Vladimir Sokoloff, 'Danton's Death.'
Ned Wever, Ruth Lee, G. Patt Col-

lins. Ruth Abbott, Muriel Starr.
Grace Fox, Babs .Bavage, Evelyn
Mills, 'Case History.'
George Sidney, CJerta Rozan, Clay

Spencer, Ann Thomas, Houston Rich-
ards, Edith Leslie, Tonia Lawton,
George Spaulding, Sara Arms, Mor-
timer H. Weldon, May Gerald, Don-
ald Mackenzie, Marjorie Blair, Tony
Lord, Muriel De liisa, Perle Kincaid,
Franklyn George, {Alven Dexter,
Martha Mitchell, 'Window Shopping'
(complete cast).

OPERA IN STBAGUSE
Syracuse, Oct. 11.

Undaunted by the failure of sev-
eral previous operatic efforts in
Syracuse, the National Opera Co.,
headlining James Melton, will try
performances here Oct. 26 and 27.

The presentations will be in the Em-
pire theatre, now a film house, but
one-time legit showplace. Carded
are 'Martha/ 'Carmen,' and
Traviata/'

If the new attempt clicks, several
other operatic series will probabl/
be slated during the season, and
there is also a possibility that legit

may be tried again at the Empire.

Sklar, Levy, Marshall,

Turney, Lewis Set For

Golden's Fellowships

Remaining five recipients of the

John Golden fellowships for prom-

ising playwrights are George Sklar,

Melvin Levy, Robert Turney, Philip

Lewis and Janet Marshall. Pre-

viously awarded one of the fellow-

ships was Stanley Young. Commit-

tee which made the selections in-

cludes Frank Crowinshield, Golden,

Burns Mantle, George S. Kaufman

and Sidney Howard.

Fellowships will be awarded from

a fund of $5,000 donated more than

a year ago by Golden, who was in-

spired to put up the coin by a speech

by Howard at the first American

Theatre Council convention. Idea at

first was to award five fellowships of

$1,000 each, but the committee de-

cided to divide the fund between
six authors who have shown prom-
ise. It is not indicated how the

money is being distributed. All the

recipients of. the fellowships are al-

ready at work on new plays.

Sklar collaborated with Albert
Maltz on 'Merry-Go-Round' and
'Peace on Earth' and with Paul
Peters on 'Stevedore,' all of which
were produced • on Broadway. His
'Life and Death of an American' is

being readied for production by the
Federal Theatre. He also wrote
'Away From It All,' which was.
tested last summer at Carmel, N. Y.
He collabbed with Vera Caspary on
'Exiles,' an original which Samuel
Goldwyn bought and is now writing
a play, 'Powerhouse/

Levy's produced plays are 'Gold
Eagle Guy' and 'A House in the
Country.' His 'The Democrats' is un-
produged and he is now working on
a modern one, tentatively called
'The Wise Father.' His novels in-

clude 'Matrix,' 'Wedding/ 'The Last
Pioneers' and 'Sons of All These
Men.' He has also written for RKO,
Metr^ and Paramount.

Turney' wrote 'Daughters of

Atreus,' which Delos Chappell pro-
duced in 1936, is rewriting 'Don
Carlos' and 'American Eagle' and
also adapted 'David Copperfleld' and
Esther Forbes' 'A Mifror for

Witches,'' the latter two unpro-
duced.

Lewis has written a number of

plays which have been held under
option by Broadway producers, but
none produced. They include 'Some
of the Time,' 'Follow the Furies'
(collaboration with Eleanor Carroll

'La
'O^* °* Control' and 'News

from ~ America/ He has half fin-

ished a new one.
«

Miss Marshall has written 'A
Streak of. Pink,' *A Liberal Educa-
tion' and 'The Walrus Said,' none of

which have been done on Broadway.

'The Fabulous Invalid,' which Sam H. Harris opened at the Broadhurst,
N. Y., Saturday (5) ^night, is said to represent an investment around $80,000,

although it is not a musical. Program is flooded with credits responding
to the assistance given during the time show was prepared. Management
expresses its gratitude to May Davenport Seymour, of the Museum of tha
City of New York, and George Freedley, of the New York Public Library^
for 'their invaluable assistance in supplying source material for this pro-
duction.'

At least 45 managers, authors and directors are thanked for their per-
mission to use scenes from dramatic plays, and 35 composers, lyricists

and publishers are given the duke for allowing the use of many songs
used in the performance.

Lyceum theatre, N.Y., is seeking damages from Philip Dunning on the
grounds that he did not fulfill a booking of 'Bedtime for All Baba' and
thereby kept the house dark three weeks. Show was tried out two seasons

ago with Jimmy Savo in the lead. Dunning did not consider the play
had a chance on Broadway and scrapped it after having invested $24,000
in the production.

Manager contends that had he brought 'Bedtime' into the Lyceum the
house might have missed getting 'Having Wonderful Time,' which scored
a goodly run. House people claim it cost $3,300 to keep the house dark,
however. Attorneys are seeking a settlement rather than have the matter
go into court.

Dean Carlton, in the cast of 'Leave It to Me,' forthcoming Vinton
Freedley musical, is the only one who was in the original Bella and Sam
Spewack play from which it was adapted. Show was then known as
'Sweeney' and was the Spewacks' first playwrighting effort. It was first

produced in 1930 at Hedgerow theatre, Moylan-Rose Valley, Pa., with
Carlton, then known as Carl Reukauff, in one of the leads. Play was not.
a success and was extensively rewritten, subsequently reaching Broad-
way under the title of 'Clear All Wires.' Present version of the show
has songs by Cole Porter. Victor M9ore, William Gaxton and Sophie
Tucker have the leads. Carlton has been active mostly in radio the last
couple of seasons.

Lewis Howard, Who is making his Broadway debut portraying Alfred
Lunt in a brief scene in 'The Fabulous Invalid' at the Broadhurst, N. Y.,
is a protege of the Lunts and got his first stage part through the inter-
cession of Lynne Fontanne. Lad is an admirer of the acting pair and savT
them in 'Idiot's Delight' 63 times, frequently writing Lunt comments on
their performances. Finally met the pair just before they sailed for
Europe last spring. Miss Fontanne asked Joseph Heidt, Theatre Guild
p.a., who summers at the Suffern (N.Y.) playhouse, to get Howard a job
at the strawhat. He debuted in 'Petrjfied Forest' there and during a
company party one night did an impersonation of Lunt in 'Idiot's Delight/
Kaufman and 'Hart heard of it and put him into their 'Invalid' show.

Perhaps a minor echo to the $500,000 casualty that was 'The Eternal
Road' at the Manhattan Opera House, N. Y., is the claim of an
indemnity bond broker for the premiums on sureties of the box office staff.

It appears that the management of the religious spectacle had promised
the treasurers it would pay for the bonds. Broker was unable to collect,
however, and started action for recovery. ^
. Last week Saul Abraham, Frank Frayer and Harry, Benson, who han-

j

died tickets at the Manhattan, were handed summonses and will probalbly
' be forced to pay the premiums.

Moss Hart and Geo, S. Kaufman whenever opening shows cold, as hap-
pened with 'Fabulous Invalid/ distributes cuCfo ducats for the dress re-
hearsals to the cast with the solemn vow they're not to go to any profes-
sionals. Only laymen are to be invited. It's for the double purpose of (1)
getting a truly representative, average theatregoer reaction at these dress
rehearsals (which are in lieu of breaking in out-of-town), and (2), also to
eliminate any wise-guy enthusiast—or lack of it—as results when the
showfolk are prominent in any theatre audience.

One evening last week at the Miller, N, Y., the theatre was sold out
to the East Side House, a social settlement movement along the East River
front, 'a dead end' section of the city of New York. Those high-hatted
people who saw 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye' that performance paid as high
as $20 per ticket.

The lower floor represented $4,000 alone to the charity. House capacity
is $2,300 nightly at $3.30 top regularly.

Carnegie Tech drama school, Pittsburgh, is well represented this year in
'You Can't Take It with You.' Franklin Heller, 1934 graduate, has stepped
into Muni Seroff's shoes as Russian ballet master in company on Broadway,
while Patti Littell, who finished year later, is playing role of Essie on road.
Ingenue in touring edition of Kaufman-Hart Pulitzer winner currently is

Katharine Stevens, daughter of Sam Wood, the pip director.

Joy Hathaway, who has a small singing part in 'The Fabulous Invalid,*

j
at the Broadhurst, N, Y., was almost prevented from -flaying the preem
when a tiny bone became lodged in her throat a couple of days before
the opening. She hasn't missed a show, although she is under a doctor's
care. Actress gave up parts in the Seth Parker and 'Stella Dallas' radio
programs to do the Kaufman and Hart legiter.
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ftp's Commersh Plan to Meet

Or Better Unions Wage Scales;

Spotlight 'Supper Players Protest

WPA has outlined its proposals if

and when the Federal Theatre Proj-

ect makes tie-ups with commercial
managers. Plan was drawn up at

the suggestion of Equity, which, with

other stage unions, has been con-

siderably concerned over the ten-

dency of FTP to stray from the re-

lief field for which it was designed.

Commercial deals have already been
entered into on the Coast, although

several proposed around New York
were dropped.
The proposed contract to be fol-

lowed, should a WPA show be

turned over to a manager, Was
drawn up in letter form by J. How-
ard Miller, assistant to Hallie Flana-

gan, national FTP director. While
the government would continue to

pay the security wage of approxi-

mately $23 weekly, the manager
wQuld assume an additional pay-
ment of $3 per day, which would lift

the actors' stipend above the Equity
minimum.

In addition, the manager would
pay transportation, which would in-

clude lower berths in Pullman's if

required, all theatre rentals, all ad-

vertising, provide additional stage

hands other than three department
heads which would be with the out-

fit, and all musicians other than a

musical director, who also would be
in the original FTP unit. Latter's

end includes all the production.

Proposed that the shows would play
percentage as with regularly booked
shows, with WPA getting a share of

the managerial end.

Stated that while the players

would receive $44, or $4 over the

minimum, the stage hands would get

the scale wage, lowest being $56

weekly, while departrnent heads on
the road ate paid $100. It is not un-
usual, however, for deckhands to re-

ceive more than players, that going

lor some Broadway snows.

'Haiti' First on Toiir

First FTP show to go on tour is

'Haiti,' colored-cast drama that

played the Lafayette, Harlem and
then Daly's. Attraction is going into

the "Copley, Boston, but it will be
under the WPA direction and the

players will be allowed $3 per day
subsistance money in addition to

their wages. A company of /One
Third of a Nation* is also going to

the road, with Philadelphia the first

stand.

While Equity is considering the

WPA commercial tie-up plan, it is

known that officers of the associa-

tion are opposed to the idea because
it would, eliminate the right of the
individual to bargain with the man-
ager as to salary. ' Understood that

Equity will advise Miller that thete
be no limitation of pay to players on
the part of managers, should the plan
eventuate.
should Equity take the stand of

(Continued on page 50)

Equity Nixes Plea For

Rehearsal Coin Relief

Due to Welles' IDness

Mercury Theatre made an unusual
application to Equity's council last

week, which was rejected. Manage-
inent stated that Orson Welles, who
is directing 'Danton's Death' and 'Too
Much Johnson,' was ill for a time
and for that reason wanted relief
from payment of rehearsal money.
Players involved, however, appeared
and stated that rehearsals had con-
tinued right along. Mercury was
thereupon ordered to pay whatever
was due. Rehearsal pay is $20 week-
ly after the five-day probationary
period.

Welles appears in 'Danton,' which
is due to begin a series of dress re-

hearsals late this week. As such
showings are generally sold to or-
ganizations, players will receive full

salaries, although the show is not
due to formally debut until Oct. 24.

Loftus Wins First Round

In 50G Suit Vs. Shuberts

Shubert Holding Corp., must go to

trial on the $50,000 accident suit

brought by Cissie Loftus for in-

juries received by her on the stage

of the . Shubert Boston theatre last

February, N. Y. federal Judge God-

dard decided Saturday (8), when he

refused to dismiss the action on

jurisdictional grounds. Miss Loftus
sustained injuries on the stage of the

theatre during a performance of

'There's Always a Breeze,' in which
she was co-starred.

Shuberts contended the suit should

have been brought in Massachusetts.

Judge Goddard held that the cor-

poration has a N. Y. office and that

Lee Shubert had been served in the

suit in New York.

THAT HARMONY;

IRONS OUT

KINKS

Situation within the Theatrical

Managers, Agents and Treasurers

union, has again quieted down, much,

to the surprise of those who "partici-

pated in the turbulent meeting over

constitutional changes. After an

orderly session last Sunday (9) last-

ing from early afternoon until 9 at

night without intermission, the kinks

which caused ructions on the pre-

vious Sabbath were ironed out.

Around 200 members were pres-

ent, about double that required for

a quorum, so that the result is offi-

cial. Copies of the third draft of the
proposed reconstructed constitution

will be mailed to" all members, and It

is predicted that adoption will' be
virtually unanimous. Result of ih%

vote is expected to be known early

in November, after which TMAT
will go about the business of electing

officers' and a new board.

Pacification of the factions was
accomplished at a round table ses-

sion of those who had expressed op-

posing views previously. The con-

ferees realized that concessions

would have to be made by. each of

the various groups,- • which- will re-

main much the same as now.

The idea of forming" chapters,' each
having a council and officers, also a

treasury, was eliniinated. The' sev-

eral groups will continue to operate

under th^ir own rules,' but. will be
subject ':o the assent • of the board.

Believed that later^ when "TMAT ex-

pands, there will be further consti-

tutional changes, but it was agreed

that should be taken care of when
the time is ripe.

While the chapter idea was de-

clared out, it was explained that so-

cial clubs within the union could be
formed without objection. Suggested

that if the press agents formed such

a club and each p.a. wished to pay

$1 per month in addition to the

union's dues ($2), it would not be
counter to the new constitution-

Recognized that with the varied

assignments of p.a.'s company man-
agers and treasurer, the same rules

coul'' hardly apply. It w.is that

argument that appears to have mol-

lified the factions. Ths.n.a.'s have a

valid agreement with TMAT giving

them a certain amount of autonomy
and the same will probably apply to

the others.

Showmen Urging ATC to

Wave Olive Branch at

Hollywood— Claim Film
Companies Face Increas-

ing Material and Casting

Problems If the Legit

Theatre Is Permitted to

Wane

Brokers and League Huddle On

Code, but Squawks Don't Count;

75% Delay Paying '^/ic Ticket levy

NOT ENOUGH ANGELS

Spokesmen in inner circles of show
business are speaking very frankly
about, the delay in patching up the
rift between Hollywood and Broad-
way and they believe that negotia-
tions should be initiated by the
American Theatre Council. Claim
that picture chieftains should be in-

formed that if legit productions are
not backed by Coast coin, it will not
be long before the picture companies
will have to come east and put on
the shows themselves.

The reason, they declare, is obvi-

ous—too few legit showmen have the
money necessary to keep actively

producing. It is true that a certain

amount of outside money is coming
onto Broadway, but not as much as

was indicated early in the summer.

That the ATC's board could set in

motion proceedings which would
doubtless be entertained by Holly-
wood, there seems to be little doubt.
Ways and means to start the move-
ment alone appear to be worked out.

It is proposed that instead of an
arbiter to iron out the kinks in the
situation, an operating board be
formed, consisting of picture people
and managers. Believed that sev-
eral leaders in the picture industry
would welcome the suggestion of a
get-together, despite, stubborn op-
position by a few film men on the
eastern end. There are distinctly

more favoring the east-west tie-up
resumption, however, among the
execs in home offices.

Hollywood Needs Material

Declared that .JHollywood needs
much more material from the stage

than it has been getting. Play pro-
duction calls for careful preparation
and much changing in scripts and
'there can be. no such cutting after

a play is in the cans.' The frequent
suggestions that a new basis for sell-

ing film rights to plays be adopted
are .being mqlled oyer, particularly

concerning that -^he amount paid for
tights depend on the length of run.

There must be. a motivating . force,

however, not merely • conversation

and furtive announcements and that
is why it's suggested that more alert

showmen in ATC be assigned ,to

handle the problems. Those man-
(Continued on page 50)

Kozlenko-Grisman's

1-Act Rep on BVay

Starts in November

The One Act Repertory Theatre,

New York, is slated to start casting

this week for its first bill of three
short plays, due on Broadway next
month. It will be the first of sev-

eral such ventures, planned last sea-

son, to eventuate, at least one of

which having bepn set back because
of bankrollitis. Interest in this type
of presentation was roused through
the success of Noel Coward's 'To-

night at 0:30.' On tour last season,

sans the original cast, the attraction

is reported having netted $74,000.

Playlets to be presented are 'The
Red "Velvet Coat,' 'Heart in the
Highlands' and 'Mr. Scyamore,' all

having been published in the one-
act play magazine edited by William
Kozlenko, who is concerned with
the stage showings. Sam H. Gris-
man will also be interested and the
show will be spotted in one of his

theatres.

Exception

A Broadway theatre ticket
agency head was asked how
many brokers were getting ex-
cess prices, despite the code
limitation of 75 cents premiums.
He replied:

'Practically everybody— but
us.'

BOrS' LONDON

CAST FACES

EQUITY IRE

Although Equity ordered the Lon-
don company of 'Golden Boy' to

close there Oct. 1, the show con-
tinued another week and finally rang
do-wn last Saturday (8). Reason fot

Equity, taking such action was the

fact that though money was cabled
from the funds On deposit guaran-
teeing salaries, there was some ques-
tion whether enough coin remained
to pay off in full last week.
The matter will come before the

Council upon the return of the com-
pany and the player^ may be dis-.

ciplined for not following orders. It

appears there was some mix-up over
the closing date, which the Equity
deputy sketchily explained. Robert
Goldstein, who had the London
rights, was closing on the original

date, l3ut O'Brien, Pimphey & Leon-
ard, who presented the show in Lon-
don, declared that an additional
week was' scheduled and ordered the
engagement continued.
Understood, too, that more money

than required was sent to the play-
ers for the first Equity pay-off, sum
being $2,250. Friday (7), when salary
coin- was sent for by the players,

it was found that $1,350 was on bal-
ance. That money was similarly
cabled. Mixrup over the amount of
salaries is explained by the switch
in casts, original players having re-
turned some time ago to appear in
the current tour of 'Boy.' Business in
London steadily declined after the
changes were made.

Livingston Loses Out

To Ted Hammerstein

Roadshows are out of the Queens-
boro, Elmhurst, Queens, after two
successful weeks of 'Tobacco Road'
and 'Room Service,' and John J. Liv-
ingston, who operated the house on
a short lease with verbal options,

is burning. A weelc of 'Golden Boy'
was' set to begin Oct, 3, but he
couldn't get the show. It was 'then
Livingston also learned he no longer
had the house.
Advertising already was out on

'Golderi Boy' and the short-notice

cancellation on Saturday for a Mon-
day opening left Livingston without
a vehicle. Report has house now
leased to Teddy Hammerstein for
stock productions, to open Monday
(17) with Grace George in 'The Cir-
cle.' -Following week Jane Cowl
comes in with 'Road to Rome.'
House has been a white elephant

for some time.

The ticket brokers were invited to

visit the League of New York Thea-
tre's board last midweek and talk
over the rules and regulations at-

tached to the code, or ticket control
system, which started operating last

month. The session was quickly
plunged into a protest meeting, ticket

men registering many complaints.
They were promptly informed that
they had signed the code and it was
not under discussion. There were
some changes in the iHiles an-
nounced, however.
Brokers objected to 25% of the

tickets being retained' for direct sale

at the box office, and an official of
the league said they thought them-
selves entitled to. allotments of all

preferred seats because of their func-
tion as distributors. They sought to

have the rules dhanged concerning
interchange of tickets between agen-
cies. League said it had no objec-
tions to interchange, ' provided the
premium limit is not boosted.

It was disclosed that 75% of the
agencies had not come to scratch
with the scratch, which is the coin
payable to the league at the rate of
three and one-half cents per ticket

as required. Checks were supposed
to have been sent Tuejpday (4) of last

week, but the brokers asked for
more time, saying they were un-
familiar with the report forms.
There was -objection over the re-

quirement calling for setting ' forth,

the number of tickets sold for each
theatre, because stich information
may work to a disadvantage if the
information is disclosed to individual
managers. Six agencies, out of 28
paid the levy, and the others were
ordered to pay off by today "(I'ues-

day). Levy applies to all agency
tickets sold since Sept. 12, when the
code was signed by the brokers.
With the agency- men not satisfied

with the rules, it was decided to
huddle again in about one month,
brokers Insisting the code won't
woTk out to the welfare of the the-
atre.

Two Changes
Two changes in the rules were

effected by the managers. Instead of
requiring the agencies to return all

unsold tickets to the box office by
six o'clock for evening performances,
and noon on matinee days, agencies
may keep ticHets on sale up to cur-
tain time, if the manager elects. The
other change concerns advance allot-

ment of ticket^ to the agencies.
There was a rule to the eflect that
not more than two->weeks tickets
were to be allotted, but instead the
manager .may make it four wee^s
should he wish. Both changes are
considered benefiting the agencies.
Rules for policing the agencies

will be announced to the brokers,
the checkup on whether the rules
are obeyed . being financed by the
levy paid by the agencies. This week,
-theatre programs start listing the
names of accredited bl:()k6r3.

What percentage of theatre-goers
will confine their ticket purchases to
the list remains; to be seen. Those
who are Broadway-wise are knowii
to deal with other agencies if having
difficulty in securing choice locations
from thfe larger agencies. Price does
not apparently concern such .patrons
who have been regular customers of-

their favorite brokers, because they
can secure tickets for the hits in pre-
fered locations.

Gill's Little Theatre Berth

Pittsburgh, Oct. 11.

Robert Gill, who resigned produc-
tion berth at WCAU, Philly, month
ago to return to Carnegie Tech
drama school for graduate work,
has just been named director of Cue
and Curtain Players, little theatre
group here.

He takes over after first .show of
season, 'Blind Alley,' which is being
staged by Walter Derdeyn.

Giving Bea Liiliie

AB-EngGsh Support

Supporting cast for Beatrice Lll-
lie's next appearance on Broadway,
slated for late fall, will be entirely
cast in England. It will be a revue
type of show, but with a limited girl
line. Only six choristers are sched*
uled for the show, they being chosen
in Blighty also*

John C. Wilson will present the
show, as yet untitled, with Harry
Kaufman being interested. Under-
stood that Lee Shubert wlil not be
'in.»
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nays on Broadway

The Fabulous Invalid
Drama In two acts, with mualc, presented
t the BroaUhurat, N. Y., Oct. 8. '3S, Uy

y,un H. Harris; written by Moss Hart and
tirforge S, Kautman; staced by latter; $3.85

„ ,

John W, Cnrleton Richard Gordon
I'AUla Klngaley Doris Dalton
Laurence Brool: Stephen Courtleltjh

Tlie Valet Walter Beck
The Mixld Vera Fuller MelHsh
The Character Man WlUlam Dorbln
Ushers KdwurU riMher, Donald Baker
Oaorge Haskell William JS. BlaUe
The Coroner Sydney Grant
The Dooi-nian Jack Korworth
mil Bruest I^awrord
Cnrleton's Secretary Unrnn Osterlof;

An Office Boy dward KlUo.t
A Manager .Tumcs Moore
Another Manager Klch«rd Woyd
Saunders Percy Helton
Sheridan Chnrle.<( KinR
Curtis John Lorenz
A Policeman Perdl Hoffman
Kewsboys Alec Courtney, Jerome Thor

i.'^^^J'^::::::::::::::'":^.^^ iood'titV.""ai^ but a few of the

Usher Melvln Parks
f Amy Kevere

I'aherettes -I
Toy Knthawoy

I Vlrftlnia Burke
1

Robbe Arnst
Prizewinners i Ada Sinclair

t Boy Johnson
A Boy PhlHi> Tmex
A Girl Marlon Kdvrards
Goidle It!ith Clay. on
Mr. Jamison Jomes MncDonnUl
The Auctioneer Solly "Ward
JMa Assl.stant Al Amato
A Vendor Robert Rhodes
A Photogranher Prul Pn^ne
A Ticket Girl., Elsa Ecsl
SolinsUy Curds Kirpe
The StnKC Manager -....Eddie Nelson
Daisy LaHlft Iris Adrian
A Comedian Clancy Cooper
A Plainclothes Mn David Leonnrd
A Salesman Sid Stone
Jpssie Jeanne AVardley
Annte Grace Valentine
A Director Lewis Howard

one of the largest casts on record.

The program lists 73 players who
are assigned to 250 parts. The artists

hail irom every phase of show busi-

ness and it seemed a prodiijious job

of assemblage. Alluring Doris Dal-

ton distinctly stands out as Paula
Kingsley, with Stephen Couttlei^h
(who was in WPA's 'Prologue to

Glory') very good as Brooks, while

Jack Norworth is a corking selec-

tion as the other, ghostly figure.

Richard Gordon, as the manager;
Solly Ward, as ah auctioneer; Iris

Adrian (from Leon and Eddie's night

club), as a hurley stripper and other

bits; Eniest Lawford, playing an old

Shakespearean actor; Bobbe Arnst
contributing several attractive bits;

Charles King as a grind picture

house showman: Grace Valentine, as

a charwoman, Janice Joyce in two

Fabulous is the correctly descrip-
tive adjective for such a show, which
virtually blankets show business
from the turn of the century until

the present times. There is so much
that is entertaining in what could
be called a cavalcade of the Broad-
way stage, 'Invalid' should be a defi-

nite click. The performance figures
to attract unusual attention, as do
most of the plays from the pens of
Moss Hart and George S. Kaufman.

Play is not to be classified as
drama, for there is plenty of music
throughout, pit being well peopled
with musicians. Bits, numbers, or
brief scenes from the hits^both dra-
matic and musical, that were pre-
sented for -more than a generation,
are integral parts of the show. That
called for costuming that probably
cost as much as for a revue.
Many of the 50 odd shows mini-

« lured in this performance of
reminiscence were spotted on 42d
street and it i$ surprising to note the
number that played the Liberty
theatre, long since a grind film
ihouse. Actually the authors have
written a saga of 42d street—in its

. heyday, when the block was the hub
of show business and now a wilder-
ness of neon signs, grind pic houses,
hash houses and stock burlesque
joints, Nat one of the 11 theatres
is now playing legit.

It all takes place in some parts
of the Alexandria theatre, easily rec-
ognizable as the New- Amsterdam,
last of the legiters that went pic-
tures. Story displays the decline of
the stage.and how the theatre nearly
passed out. Hart and Kaufman
turned historians to prove the- point,

but it is curious that they should
arrive at that thought, beeause they
have delivered so many Accesses.
Some of the playing is in the front

of the house, the boxes on both sides
of the house being used liberally.

Same is true of the rowdy 'Hellza-
poppin', but there the similarity

ends. Early in the play Paula Kings-
ley and her husband, Laurence
Brooks, are seen in their dressing
nooihs at the Alexandria on the
opening night of their newest hit,

receiving the congratulations of
John W. Carleton, the manager, and
also a host of socialites who invite
the stars to a supper party.
But she is stricken with a heart

attack and dies. Few minutes later
& ^ot is heard and- her husband is

found to hiave joined her in the be-
yond. Thereafter they wander
through the theatre as ghosts, ac-
companied by the philosophical
doorman, who also has passed on.
They see what goes on^as the sea-
sons successivelv are indicated by
the* scenes from great shows from
1900. on uiitil wen into the 20s.

.
Frequently the trio discuss the

decline of the stage, either from
vantage points on the s^age or in
the'boxeus. They see Garleton lose
his theatre and root tor- him when
he tries to -buy It back; Finally,
they see the street as it is now and
it is quite evident that the authors
made a broad jump between the first

and' second acts, for the hurley
houses csOTie along some time later.

In the final scenes the Alexandria
Is shown boarded up, while the hu-
man riff-raff that wanders along the
legitlesB street mooch by—prosti-

tutes, hawkers, biuns. Yet the 'story

does not end in. despair. A group
of young, ambitious players and a
fisry, youthful director- are shown
on the sta>»e. Thcqr have fhe theatre
and the urjre to do worthwhile thin-^s

In It. In such groups, such as tL?
Mfc ^'^ury Theatre, which proved It

could be done, the authc^s see ttit

reJ'eneration of the stage.

The numerous incidents call for

people who make up this extraordi-

nary spectacle of show business.

Word was around following pre-

views that 'The Fabulous Invalid'

could not miss. About 15 minutes
was sliced ft-om the first act, which
is still too long. The scenes from
the hits are introduceil by slides

projecting what resemble the front

cover of published songs and these

are frequently reproduced. The
projections are shown on a screen in

stage center, with— the characters

emoting or singing on either side.

In the final scenes of wornout 42d
street there are real neon sighs on
a shop, from the doorway of which
a loud speaker blares, the announcer
giving the details of a prize fight

for the edification of the drifters.

Certainly the play will appeal to

those who know Broadway, and that

means the adult end of the playgoing
class; but it may also attract those

of the younger generation, for the
performance exudes a definite asso-

ciation with the seasons when the
legitimate theatre was on high and
had few of the pposing diversions

that have constricted the theatre to

its present limitations. Ibcc.

LEGITIMATE
ture of Dorian Grey' is among th6

Srose classics. Play was brought

ere by Norman Marshall, who pre-

sented and staged the work in Lon-
don and who supplied an excellent

production. That the play does not

win enough audience sympathy for

a man of Wilde's habits, despite his

I genius, is indicated.
Sometimes the performance is

' monologistic in the hands of Robert
' Morley, the English player who
scored so well in the film 'Marie An-

I
toinette.' Wordage of the brilliant

author flows so easily from Morley
! that his characterization seemed un-
canny. Regardless of whether the
play clicks or not, his Wilde will

probably rate as one of the best per-

formances of the season.

Another part that stood out is that

of Frank Harris, another tmusual
person, as played by Harold Yoyng.
In make-up and appearance he seems
to be a ringer for the original. The
most solid laugh came during the

trial scene, when Charlie Parker, one
of Wilde's young friends, is asked by
the prosecutor whether he has given
up such practices. Lad says he has,

having joined the navy. Part is

played by John Carol. Mark Dig-
nam. as trial counsel, opposed to

Wilde, contributed another striking

performance. John Buckmaster, as

Douglas, plays well, and the tyoes of

fops who were attracted to Wilde
are simulated with little screening of

their kind. Ibee.
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Plays Out of Town

Drama
Windsor,

THE GOOD
In three acts presented at the
NT. Y.. Oct. 5, '3S, by Norman

and Irvln Plnci'.s: written by Chester
Erskln and stngod by same; Frances Starr
and Robert Keith featured; ?3.30 top.
Archie Payne John Baby
Rose DubrowslU lorence Sundstroni
Whltey Warren Bryan
Harriet Eldred Frances Starr
Alice Wltte Elwyn Harvey
Malcolm Eldred Robert Keith
Clarabeile Wltte Eleanor Panner
Rev. J. Luther Wendell Herbert Tost
Israel' Bnruch,.... Frederick Kaufman
Howard Eidrcd , JftrvJs Rice
Francis- Duncan .....Erie Kalkhu rat
Norma Babcock Leona Powers
Dr. Vincent Ten Broek. .. .Harry Bannister
Ell Baruch Douglass Pari<4ilrst

OSCAR WILDE
Drama In three acts presented at the Ful-

ton, N. Y., Oct. 10. '38, by Norman Mar-
shall; written by Leslie and SewcU Stokes;
Robert Morley featured; staged by. pro-
ducer: $3.30 top.
Lord Alfred Douglas John Buckmaster
Louis DIJon Edward Trevor
An Arab BDy Richard Ch.irUon

i Oscar Wilde Robert Morley
I
An Hotel Walter Kenneth Treseder
Eustace Wyman Kane
A Walter Reginald Malcolm
Frank Harris Harold Young
Charlie Parker John Carol
A Butler , : Colin Hunter
Allen , /Vrthur Gould-Porter
Sir Edward Clarke. Q. C J. W. Austin
Mr. Justice Henn Collins .'Frederick Graham
Clerk of the Court Lewla Dayton
Mr. E. H. Carson Q.C... Mark Dlgnam
The S'ollrltor-General Gordon Richards
Mr. Justice Wills Oswald Yorke
Jules Jean Del Val

Americans who visited London,
where the new play was shown at
the Gate theatre, had a distinct dif

ference of opinion over the worth of
'Oscar Wilde.' Reaction may be the
same on Broadway, but the chances
are its appeal will be mostly to in^

tellectuals, with a limited draw in-

dicated.
'

First half of the play scintillates

with the- glitteringly humorous
phrases of the amazing English poet-
dramatist and that pace was partially
held during a sustained courtroom
scene, which makes up the second
act. Third act saw a let-down, nat
ural in light of the biographical na-
ture of the play, which is stated to
be historically true.
Wilde, the man described as 'fas

cinating the masses and amusing the
upper classes,' is first shown on a
hotel terrace in Algiers, he then going
back to London with his closest
friend, Lord Alfred Douglas, son of
the Marquis of Queensberry, to score
the biggest-stage success of his career,
('The Importance of Being Earnest.';
Wilde- frankly states his credo, that
he doesn't want happiness, only
pleasure. This 'prince of paradox'
with unnatural desires, likes to ac'

for 'acting is more real than life.'

Cast is entirely hiale because of
the nature of the

.
story and there is

not even mention of the feminice
Wilde's penchant for young men
less than half his age is his imdoing,
He entertains any number of young-
sters with dinners in private troomSi
giving them money, and presents. He
drew no line on such acquaintainces
—a jockey, a groom and a vale ;

were among his guests, according, to
facts brought out at his trial.

Wilde comes a cropper after being
goaded to sue the marquis for crim
inal libel, when he refused to brea'
with Douglas, who always basked in
the brilliance of the- writer. The
marquis had left a card at his club
addressed to Wilde, 'masquerading as
'a sodomite,' He refuses the advice
of his friend, Frank Harris, notec
English editor and author, who tells

him not to go to court. Wilde no ;

onlv loses the case, but the evidence
is turned over to the prosecutor and
he is srjit to prison for two years,
Thereafter,, his decline is stesidy anc
the final scene' shov^s'hl'rn in a lowly
Parisian bar, an absinthe addict
Pby doe.s not, however, depict his
comparatively eariy demise.
The authors have turned out

f< ^d job about a man whose *Pic

MADAME CAPET
Philadelphia, Oct. 5,

A new drama ad&pted from the French
of Murcello Maurctt* by George MIddleton.
Produced by Eddie Dowltng. Stogod by
Jose Rpben; settings by Watson Horrntt.
Presented at Locust ,

Straet, Pbllacfelphla,
Oct. -1. '38.

Emperor of Austria Fr.erterlc To^ere
Count de Mercy Hiar»ld Gould
Marie Antoinette Eva Le Gatllenne
Madame de Misery Alico John
Augeard Nelson Welch
Rose Bertln.... Blanche Ring
Sylvia Phyllla Holden
li'nnette ' Carol Evans
Axel de Fersen Wllllatn Post, Jr.

Morle-Thereao Helew Rehee
The Dauphin lana Donnenwirth
Madame Brunler Merle Maddern
Count da VaudreuU .Staato Cotsworth
ITaron de Besenval George Baxter
The Duchess de Pollgnac Mary Michael
A Market Womon ....Suzanne Steel!

Another Market Woman .... Diane de Brett
•A. Court Lady EHxabeth Dewing
Another Court Lady ...Merle Maddern
J>"ouciuler-Tinville George Baxter
Herman ....Harold Gould
Fabrlclus William Sanders
Chauveau-Lagarde. ...... .Staata Cotsworth
Another Guard W. T. Hackett
Leonard Lo Rol Opertl
Count de L% Bram NoBsen
MIrabcau.' , QeovRe Coulourls
Miidame Elizabeth Marian Evensen
SliTi«n Louis Veda Quince
Marle-Therese (aged 1.^) Charlta Bauer
The Dauphin (Charles) Warren Mills

Tragedy has a place on the stage,
but when drama details the- woes of
small town folk it is hard to take.
Broadway has repeatedly turned
down that type of play, and prob-
ably will^ditto as regards to 'The
Good,' sponsored by two young
aspiring managers.

Upstate police records shiow that
mm'orality in small communities
and- rural- districts " exists in about
the same proportion as the metropo-
lis, and that probably includes neu-
rotic conduct as clearly indicated in
the play, localled some distance out-
side of Albany. Perhaps that is what
The Good' purported to show, but
that such stuff is diversion in the
theatre seems a distinctly erroneous
theory.

First act is deadly quiet. Second
secomes highly emotional and' the
author might have made a better
job of it had he stuck to the main
theme. Instead, he rings in addi-
tional miseries, but it probably
would not have made much differ-
ence in the result.

The Eldreds, though substantial
people, are snobbish to the core.
Malcolm, the father, runs the fac-
tory. Harriet, the mother, is. the
dau'ghter of a deceased clergyman,
who is described as having been
heartless, which trait she also em-
bodies. Their son, Howard, 16, whom
she. wishes to folldw in the footsteps
of her father, is neurotic. He be-
comes the constant companion of
Francis Duncan, the choir leader
who is 30, latter urging the lad to
be a poet. Convensation between
them clearly indicates an unnatiu-al
affection.

Discerning Dr, Ten Broek, who
had lost his license over a life and
death illegal operation, but whose
war service regained him good
standing, perceives the homosexual
proclivity in the boy and advises the
parents to break off the relation. The
revelation infuriates the father and
he turns on Harriet, blaming her for
raising, the son with sueh results,
The scene is violent and it is brought
out that, husband and wife have
hated each other throughout the 17
y^ars of their marriager—she hac
fled from him on their wedding
night.
Third act rather side-tracks the

main issue, bringing in the. case of a
lad who 'had used $17 belonging to
the schoors publication. He insists
he merely k^t the coin temporarily
and intended putting it back. Har
riet, along with the others on the
school board, rules it was theft and
the lad is expelled. He bitterly
claims that they acted so because he
is a Jew and, being expelled, spoils
his ambition to become a doctor,
Unable to get Harriet to side with
him, the boy suicides by taking car-
bolic acid on the street nearby. The
play ends with Malcolm starting an
-affair with an attractive housemaid
as their son leaves hoihe to join the
perverted choirmaster who had left

for New York, all leaving the 'good'
wife flat on the lot alone.
There is a tense scene between

Frances Starr, as Harriet,* and Leona
Powers, playing a school teacher
who pleads unsuccessfully for boy
who used the money. The mother is

what »Bother schoolboy calls 'ice

water.' It is revealed that the teacher

(Continued on. page 52)

•Madame Capet' has a mild chance
for a successful New York run.
Pruned down from its almost three
hours' running length at the open-
ing night here, and sharpened and
dramatically emphasized in several
of its more dramatic sequences, 'Ed-
die Dowling's new dramatic produc-
tion should warrant considerable
lat-waving and general huzzahs.

Certainly no costume piece has
been given a more sumptuous or
sympathetic recording thpn 'Madame
Capet.' Slow in starting and late in

ending, this footlight Version of the
tragic story of Marie Antoinette,
characterized by the French people
as 'that Austrian woman' cordially

hated by the men and women of her
adopted (by marriage) land, and
considered by historians as far more
responsible for the onset of the
French Revolution than her vacillat-

ing royal consort, Louis XVI, carries

with it a very real conviction and a
theatrical effectiveness far and away
above most stage pieces of its kind.

Eva Le Gallienne, portraying the
title role of Marie Antoinette
('Madame Capet' according to the
ironic description of the Revolution-
ists), has a role in which she is in-

termittently noteworthy. In her later

scenes—the trial in the "temple and
the Tribunal—Miss Le Gallienne
evoked memories of such famous
Continental stars as Bernhardt,
Rachael and Modjeska.
Really brilliant performances are

contributed by George Coulouris, as
Mirabeaxi (a character for some un-
known reason omitted from the cin-
ema version), by Frederic Tozer, as-

the Austrian Emperor, by Alice John
and Blanche Ring as an aristocratic

lady and a hair-dresser, respectively,
and by Staats Cotsworth (a Phila-
delphia lad) in an interesting dual
role.

Watson Barratt has supplied some
really intriguing stage settings, all

of them enhanced a great, deal by
especially beautiful lighting effects.

As already stated, Dowling has
given 'Madame Capet* the advan-
tage of every possible visual asset.

The- play's chances over here (it has
long been a reigning Paris hit) will
necessarily depend on Broadway's
willAigness to accept a- costume
dramaj played without satire, sex
appeal or extra adornment. Waters.

WINDOW SHOPPING
Farce comedy in three- acts by Louis

E. Shecter and Norman Clark; presented
by Thomas Kllpatrick; staged by Bcrtrand
Robinson; settings by Tom Adrian CrAcraft;
nt Maryland, Baltimore, Oct. 10, '38; $2.20
top.
Trudy Huber Gerta Rozan
Mrs. Madden thel Strickland
Janet Canfleld Ann Thomn»
,Tack Garfield Clay- Spencer'
Victor Houston Richards
Nurse..., Marjorle Blair
Herman °G»i George Sidney.
Mary Tonla, Lawton
MIsa Miller Maftha MltchcU
Mr, Friaby Moctiraer R, 'W«ld«ai
Miss Snodgrass Muriel De Lisa
Mr. Wlmpson Franklyn George
Mr. Tnlbot George SKaulding
Miss DoUtlle May Gerald
Mr. HawkJn.i.. Alvm Dexter
Photogrnpher Gcoree. Bp^lvln
Molly Mvran Edith Leslie
P^nrtopi* ; Kara Armfl
Mr, IC^nnv Tony Lord
Howard While Russell Morgnn
Mr.'». Stansbury Perle Klncald
MHyor .....Donald Mackenzie

making the rounds of the Broadway
booking offices to help pay the room
rent for the apartment she shares
with a chorine- pal, working at Gar-
field's perfume counter between
shows.
Meeting the junior Garfield, via

;he girl friend, Trudy tells about
icrself and the proposed picture,
thus giving the college bred retailer
an idea to bring customers into the
old man's store, which has been slip-
ping badly of late. He sells his old-
fashioned father the window act as
a ballyhoo and Trudy goes to work
for $1,000 a week. Lots of complica-
tions develop to stymie the setup,
the main blowoff coming when the
old man discovers his offspring in
a rather unexplainable situation in
the window after working, hours. The
usual bust-up is straightened out to
everyone's satisfaction and the store
is soon on its way to prosperity
again.
Cast Is fairly good. Gerta Rozan,

newcomer from abroad, turning in a
good job. as Trudy, and George Sydr
ney gagging and mugging his way
to considerable laughter as the de-
partment store tycoon. Rest fairly
adequate. With plenty of work and
astute direction, 'Window Shopping'
might have Broadway possibilities
and is good picture material.

r Burnt.

Baltimore, Oct. 11.

Here Is a funny idea, some funny
situations and spots of snappy dialog.
Taking a> department store, its daily
laughs and headaiches, and making
it a background for farce has in it

natural possibilities. There must be
a Roodly portion of the theatre-going
public identified in some way- with
the business of buying and selling.
With considerable tightening un am
resh^run.e. 'Window Shopping' should
be able to attract sufficient of this
el«vnent to bring pay dirt
Trudy Huber Is a Viennese actress

brought to America with the pros
pects of making a picture siwut a
^1 who spends a month living, in a
deoartment store window. The film

I doesn't materialize and Tr\idy is

SOLILOQUY
Santa Barbara, Oct. 7.

Drama in three acts by Victor Victor,
presented by Homer Curran-John Cameron-
N. H. Rappftport, Oct. 7. '88. at Lobero,
b'anta Barbara, Calif, ; John Bcal, Helen
Craig. Clarence Derwent featured; staged
by Eugen Schulz-Brelden; scenery, Not-tnan
Hock.
Jimmy's Thoughts ) two.
Jimmy Mlmma J : John Beal
Ella Alimms ...KUen E. Lowa
Mrs. McCorkle Daisy Belmoi-e
Ann Jenkins Helen Cr»ig
Eddie Page Alexander Lockwood
Sidney Turleton Gwyllyn Fordl
I'Mrst Neighbor Harry Holllngsworlh
Mr. Danvers Clarence Derwent
Lieutenant Simmons Phtll}> Morris
Medical Examiner Louis Labey
Mr. Braithwaite Edward Brondley
Stcnographor Robert Dolun
Girl at Summer Resort. .Gvace V. Howard
Miss Lnllue Joan Blair
Night Stroller James Varsl»
Honey" Bin Ice John E. Rutherford

Reporter Cruse Marvin Klein
Reporter .lohnson George Reynolds
Miss McUlll Ruth Meredith
Turnkey Paul Marlon
Al Uraumann Jack Duval
Mr. Slunmn Elmer Jcroma

There are several interesting
things in Victor Victor's 'Soliloquy,
but they don'c add up. Play is doubt-
ful for the big time in its present
break-in form, and for films the plot
has little to recommend it.

Two departures from formula
playwrighting technique are its most
striking features, and dQminant
enough to make this almost a nov-
elty show. One of them is the stac-
cato scenario-style of writing, with
31 scenes in the three acts* most of
them running no more than a min-
ute or two. The other is the use of
backstage phonograph for inner-
thought 'asrides' by the leading man.
John Beal. A yardstick probably
would show that the phonograph
does more actual talking than Beal,.
by about two to one, which means
the leading man is doing pantomime
most of the way as a sort of dra-
matic Edgar Bergen.

Beal, as a milquetoast bookkeeper
who has never asserted himself sud-
denly breaks out, dates up the new
file clerk, who steeps with him the
first time he takes her out, and then
murders the pregnant wife he ab-
hors. He escapes momentarily when
it Appears the wife committed sui-
cide, but his conscience gets the best
of him and -he finally confesses. The
pushover file clerk takes the- rap
along with him in the form of public
condemnation, although she sticks
with him to the end.
He kills his wife by cutting her

throat with a carving knife, this oc-
curring at the end of the first act,

and for the rest of the way there's
enough conversation about gaping
holes in ladies' throats and blood,
blood, blood, to give the customers
a good case, of nausea. That was
the author's biggest mistake.
The film-like- scrifrt, by which

brief scenes come and go in quick
succession, some containing but a
half dozen lines of dialog, do man-
age to .give the gruesome play a
pace beyond its inhwent ratio; but
scene-changing does require curtains
and waits., and as. brief as they are
they're still lapses.
No full stage sets. Only portions

of the rostrum are Used at a time,-
and no stage dressing aside- from a
few bare necessities, such as atmos-
pheric props. Production hook-
up looks inexpensive, although that
may be overbalanced by the quite
large cast,

John Beal is good in the difficult
lead role, and his screen training
must be a help in the ventriloquial
moments that call for mugging only.
"Helen Craiff, femme leAd, is a clever
newcomer whose work is fine, but
who doesn't get a break on looks
because of the freak lighting. ITir

difficult to resemble anything but a
Chost under a slen.^er...sh^iy; of elec-
tricity from above aiiid on an other-^

wise sepia stage. Clarence Derwent
does a slick job as the district at-

torney. Daisy Belmore- in a char-
acter role is the show's scene-stealer.
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B'way Divided on Playwrights Group;

Some See End of Conmiercial Prods.

George W. Lederer, Dean of Musical

Producers and Star-Maker, Dies at 76

•By HOBE MORRISON
Considerable difference of opinion

exists among commercial Broadway
managers over the Playwrights' Co.,

co-operative producing outfit formed

by Robert E. Sherwood, Sidney How-
ard, Elmer Rice, S. N. Behrman and
Maxwell Anderson. Few theatrical

enterprises in recent years have
aroused as much interest in legit

circles.

None of the producers questions

the authors' right to present their

own plays instead of giving them to

commercial managers for produc-
tion. Chief Interest appears to be in

the likelihood of the venture's suc-

cess and speculation, about the possi-

ble consequences to the theatre. One
fairly surprising angle of the situa-

tion is that the managers who might
be expected to be most directly af-

fected by the formation of the group
seem to be the most friendly to-

ward it.

First two Playwrights' productions

are in work. Anderson's 'Knick-

erbocker Holiday,' with music by
Kurt Weill, is scheduled to open Oct.

11 at the Barrymore, N. Y., with
Walter Huston starred. It's current
in Boston. Sherwood's 'Abe Lincoln

in Illinois' is slated to bow Oct.

15 at the Plymouth, N. Y., with Ray-
mond Massey starred. Rice, cur-

rently engaged in directing the

Sherwood piece, will put his own
'American Landscape' into rehearsal

BS soon as his present duties permit.

Behrman recently returned from the

Coast and is understood readying a
play, while Howard is due back in

a few days, and is reported to haVe
a piece outlined.

Outside FInaneine
Although early announcements

were to the effect that no outside
coin would be used, several financial

figures and Broadway managers are
believed to have invested in the
forthcoming productions. John Hay
Whitney, David O. Selznick, John
Wharton, Dwight Deere Wiman and
Max Gordon are among those said

to have - supplied backing. How-
ever, the playwrights themselves
have put up much of the money.
Broadway response to the an-

nouncement of the formation of

Playwrights at first was that it fore-

shadows the eventual doom of the

commercial managers. Proponents of

that view argue that the dramatists,

already in the ascendancy in the
modern theatre, are now taking over
the prime function of the producer,

namely the promoting of finances

and handling of the business end.

That step, they claim, is a logical

follow-up of the authority taken
over by the dramatists in their mini-

mum basic agreement, which gives

them final say in aU matters of

cript changes or revisions.

Now that the playwrights are

banding together to take over the

financing and production of their

own plays, it is contended, there will

soon be ^o place for the commercial
producer, and he will be eliminated.

According to that line of reasoning,

the commercial managers will find

more difficulty getting scripts by un-
established authors, since the Play-
wrights' Co. has indicated it intends

to help younger dramatists. The
assumption is that such help means
production of their plays. It is con-

ceded that the Playwrights will have
an enormous advantage in obtaining

such scripts, as any young authors

would jump at the chance of help
and advice from Sherwood, Howard,
Rice or the others.

Done Before
Of course dramatists have pro-

duced their own and others' plays in

the past. There was the Playwrights
Theatre, Inc., established about 10

years ago by Edward Childs Car-
penter and James Forbes, for in-

stance. It. operated for only a short
time. And such authors as George
S. Kaufman (in a partnership ar-

rangement with Sam H. Harris),

George Abbott, Elmer Rice, Marc
Connelly, Phil Dunning and Sidney
Kingsley have produced their own
or others' works. But never before
have several such active dramatists
teamed in a producing setup. It is

that phase of the situation, plus the
fact that several of the men might
also direct their own plays, that

makes the present venture unique.
Those who foresee the eventual

elimination of the commercial pro-
ducer admit that certain of the pres-
ent crop of managers would remain.
Men like Abbott, Guthrie McClintic
and Jed Harris not only bring an

invaluable directing talent to a pro-
ducing setup, but each is recognized
as an experienced script doctor. Sev-
eral other producers also possess
those and similar qualifications. But
even in their cases, the Playwrights'
Co. would have a distinct edge.

In general, the producer-view on
the possible success of the Play-
wrights venture seems to be that
much depends on the psychological
and emotional equation. Few of the
commercial managers feel that a
playwright is well qualified to (evalu-

ate a script in commercially the-
atrical terms and to revise it. And
they also incline to . the belief that
such a condition will be particularly
vital in the case of Playwrights. To
substantiate their view, they point
out that the member Playwrights
are all close personal friends who
will discover an emotional difficulty

in criticising and editing each others'

work or even of viewing it objec-
tively.

Hopkins Okays Idea

Arthur- Hopkins, who represented
the Playwrights Theatre of Carpen-
ter and Forbes, and who a couple
of seasons ago talked over with
Sherwood, Anderson, Howard, Philip
Barry and Laurence Stallings the
formation of just such ,a venture as

has come about, is in favor of the
idea and believes it can succeed. He
doesn't fear an adverse effect on the
theatre as a whole, but says that
such an enterprise is 'in line with
the trend of the times.' The forma-

(Continued on page 50)

MeCOY & WEE DROP

ALBANY STOCK HOUSE

There has been a change in the
management of the stock outfit at

Harmanus Bleecker Hall, Albany,
N. Y., Frank McCoy and Harry Wee
stepping out after offering plays
with name players for four weeks.
They stated that the rent of $1,000
weekly proved too high a cost item
to operate profitably.

During their regime Jane Cowl
appeared in 'The Road to Rome,'
Lahny Ross was in 'Petticoat Fever,'

Madge Evans topped in 'Stage Door,'

and Erin O'Brien Moore and Doug-
las Montgomery were in 'Night Must
Fall.'

McCoy and Wee continue to oper-
ate the stock at Maplewood, N. J.,

and plan running it through the sea-

son.

Cteve. Play House Again

Has Stagehand Trouble

• Cleveland, Oct. 11.

Feud between the Cleveland Play
House, which claims it's a non-profit

community theatre, and the stage

hands, who first attempted to union-
ize its back-stage last season, flamed
up again last week when union of-

ficials told the theatre's directors

that the controversial situation must
be settled by arbitration.

Demands were further backed up
by a thinly veiled threat that if they
didn't agree to this solution picketing

would be resumed. One-third of the
grippers, in fact, favored more ag-
gressive measures until dissuaded by
John B. Fitzgerald, prez. They final-

ly voted for a more diplomatic ap-
proach and the proposed arbitration

plan.

Play House at present is using so-

called amateurs, trained in stage-

craft in its professional dramatic
school. Casts consist of paid actors,

with Frederic McConnell as director

for 21 years.

Skulnik Bankrupt

Menasha Skulnik, Yiddish actor

and producer, connected with the

Public, New York, filed a voluntary
petition in bankruptcy Saturday (8)

in N. Y. federal court, listing his

liabilities at $13,396 and no assets.

Principal creditors named are the

Hebrew Actors Union, $U000, for

dues; Society of Jewish Composers,

$120; royalties to members of the

Yiddish Society of Authors and
Playwrights, $500, and to Abe
Lyman (not the orchestra leader) for

radio advertising over station

WBNS, $400.

Reliefers Scarce

Detroit, Oct. 11.

Despite importation of aviail- ,

able New York WPA talent,

plus local volunteers, only 60
persons were available for cast-

ing in the Detroit Federal thea-
tre production of 'One-Third of
a Nation,' which opened last

week at the Lafayette here.
Since there are about 200

roles in the slum-housing play,
it meant thiat each actor had to

double, with some being cast in

as many as five roles.

Shuberts Drop

Newark Stock

After Eqinty OK

After Equity made a rare excep-

tion of its stringent Sunday playing

rules in favor of the Shuberts' pro-

posed musical stock in Newark, the

managers are reported having called

off the venture. It was indicated that

the showmen had planned to issue

an announcement blaming Equity
before the concession was granted,

although the managers failed to get

their own way about Sundays en-
tirely.

Argument presented by the man-
agers was that musical stock at the
Mosque . auditorium, Newark, would
be feasible with a 40c. top, same
scale as used by picture houses
nearby, but that Sunday nights

would be vitally impxwtant. Equity
agreed to make it a seven-day town
in this instance, but ruled that the
players must receive one-tenth ex-
tra for their stint on that evening.
Plan was to play nine times weekly,
rules for stock allowing 10 per-
formances, however. Amount over
salaries the Sunday payment would
have amounted to was not set forth,

but explained it meant $4 weekly
more to those getting the minimum.
Around Equity it was felt that the

managers sought to bring Sunday
performances close to New York and
planned introducing the same idea
in other stands. Objection to extra
pay appears to have resulted in the
cancellation, but there was objec-
tion, too, anent the chorus -girl scale.

lossom' Too Often

Newark, Oct. 11.

Huge 3,400-seat Mosque opened its

doors for an eight-week season of

popular - priced musical comedies
with 'Blossom Time,' Everett Mar-
shall starred, as the first attraction,

but called off proposed season Sat-
urday night (8), when public failed

to respond in sufficient numbers to

warrant continuance.

Sunday night performance, an in-

novation hereabouts, was not given.
Regardless of any reasons put forth
for this sudden closing, it is an in-

disputable fact that 'Blossom Time'
has been here too often and its pub-
lic used up. With running expenses
$12,000 or over, the b.o. struggled to

nearly $8,000, a poor showing.

Old Mass. House Giying

Way to a Parking Lot

Worcester, Mass., Oct. 11.

Worcester theatre, built in 1873
and for many years the city's lead-
ing legitimate house, will be razed
immediately and the area converted
into a parking lot.

Original theatre was built by a
stock company and called the Music
Hall. Edwin Booth appeared here
in 1873, and soon thereafter came a
long succession of stars, including
Sarah Bernhardt, Henry Irving, Jo-
seph Jefferson, Denman Thompson,
E. A. Sothern, Frank Mayo, Fanny
Davenport and others.

House burned down in 1889 and
the present structure was erect6d on
the old site.

Stage Wins One Back
Hollywood,. Oct. 11.

Lucille Watson deserts pictures
Oct. 15 to return to Broadway for a
legit role.

Actress is winding upi a film job in

David O. Selznick's 'Made for Each
Other.'

George W. Lederer, 76, dean of

American musical producers, who
left his impress deep on the theatri-

cals of his day, died in Jackson
Heights, N. Y., Oct. 8. Returning
from Hollywood about six months
ago, he went to reside with his

daughter, Mrs. Edward Amsterdam,
of Elmhurst. A week ago he suf-

fered from a paralytic stroke and
was removed to the Physicians Hos-
pital, Jackson Heights. He was the
producer of 'Florodora,' 'The Belle
of New York,' 'The Lady Slavey,'

'The Wild Rose' and innumerable
other productions, and brought to

notice David Warfield, Marie Cahill,

Edna May, and many others. His
last production was 'The Pyjama
Lady,' don ; in 1930.

Born in Wilkes-Barre, Pa., he
joined 'The Naiad Queen' in 1873.' He
v;as forced to quit three years later

when his voice broke. His first adult
job was with Sydney Rosenfield, pro-
moting 'Florinel.' He wrote vaude-
ville sketches, burlesque bits and
the like, and for a time was drama
editor of the N. Y. JournaL

With Tom Canary, he produced a

number of farce comedies of road,

tour gradej which made some money.
He was also in conjunction with
Alexander Herrmann, the first to

give American audiences an iall-Eu-

ropean variety show. Koster & Rial's

regularly used importations, and
Tony Pastor, in his prime, utilized

occasional, importees, but Herr-
mann's Transatlantiques was the first

show ever presented here using all

European acts. It toured the better

class theatres for a year, but the ex-
periment was not repeated the fol-

lowing season. However, the tour

gave an impetus to the specialty idea

and on the road gave the better class

of patrons their first glimpe of what
was later to be known as vaude-
ville.

Still with Canary as his partner,

Lederer followed Rudolph Aronson
into the N. Y. Casino. Aronson had
failed with Americanized versions of

the European comic operas. Lederer
decided on a new policy and origi-

nated the revue style of entertain-

ment with 'The Passing Show of 1894,'

'The Merry Whirl,' 'In Gay New
York,' 'The Rounders,' and half a

dozen other shows of the same
genre. He had the pick of the chorus
girls, and featured them, but he also

gave heed to his comedians. In ad-

dition to David Warfield, he brought

Dan -Daly and Richard Carle were
his chief comics with many others

'working at various times.

When Leslie Staurt wrote 'Floro-

dora,' Lederer obtained the Ameri-
can rights and staged the show at

the Casino. The show got off lamely.

There was nothing much to the book
and Americans viewed dubiously
Stuart's odd music, but the show was
pulled to success by the famous sex-

tet and ran for an extended period.

Edna May's Demureness

Lederer made considerable use of

Hugh Morton (C.M.S. McClellan)
as a writer, and "as emboldened to

try his fortune, with that writer's

'The Belle of New York.' With "con-

siderable daring he picked one of his

chorus girls, Edna May, for the lead

because she had thi properly de-

mure face, and demure faces were
at a premium on the stage those

days. Carefully coached, she scored

in the none tod exacting role, and
the sho\y after a long run in New
York, went to London for a run of

more than two years at the Shaftes-

bury theatre. Lederer's production

methods were a revelation to Eng-
lish producers, and his chorus girls

a liberal education to the London
Johnnies. Lederer once declared

that the show made more money
than any other musical ever pro-

duced. There seems to be no good
reason for challenging his statement.

He presented Marie Cahill in 'The
Wild Rose,' which was given con-,

siderable of a boost when the per-

formance was ^ken to Newport in-

tact for a single performance for

high society. Miss Cahill barely es-

caped fame. She was on the point of

quitting because the show had no
good song for her, but agreed to try

a number Lederer hurriedly dug
up. 'Nancy Brown' was not only a
knockout, but it served as the title

for Miss Cabin's next venture. He
presented Marie Dressier in 'The
Lady Slavey.' In this he kept the
chorus in skirts, contending there

was more allure in swishing skirts

than the frank revelations of tights.

The chorus has never since been
completely denuded of skirts

throughout an entire performance.
Following the fire at the Casino,

Lederer went to the New York the-
atre, where he presented 'The Man
in the Moon' -with dubious success.

He never quite regained his leader-

ship, but he clung to the stage until

the motion picture attracted him. He
made a number of productions at a

Yonkers studio. These were hot very
successful and the project was aban-
doned, but he kept at work and in
'35 conducted an interesting air pe-
riod, 'Glamour, Gossip and Grease-
pai ,-' lor which he drew on his in-

tensive knowledge of the stage. In
his later years he became an author-

ity on. stage matters and was fre-

quently consulted by other writers.

He always gave generously of his

knowledge.
In addition to. Mrs. Amsterdam,

he is survived by anotlier daughter,
Geraldine, both daughters by his

second wife, the former Jessie Lewis.

He was previously married to the

late Reine Dayies (sister of the pic-

ture star), who was the mother of

Charles Lederer, now a scenarist in

Hollywood. He divorced both. A sis-

ter also survives. Mrs. Tillie Oppen-
heimer.
Funeral services were held Tues-

day (11) at the Park West Memorial
chapel. New York.

'PINS' TEEING OFF

ST. LOlHS SEASON

St Louis, Oct. 11.

'Pins and Needles' will .open the
local legit season at the American
theatre Sunday (16). 'You Can't
Take" It With You' comes , in Oct. 23.

American skied also -calls for one
week engagements of 'Blossom
Time,' Nov. 13; 'The Women,' Nov.
20, and 'Of Mice and Men,' with
Guy Robertson, Dec. 4. Shows due
after Jan. 1 are 'Susan and CjOd,' 'I'd

Rather Be Right,' 'Whiteoaks,*

'Shadow and Substance,' 'On Bor-
rowed Time' and 'Our Town.'

Grand Opera Playhouse, which is

being prepped for a New York stock

company with visiting stars for pres-
entation of legit at pop prices, haa
deferred its opening until the latter

part of the month. It was skedded
to start operation Monday (3), but
the unpadlocking of the once fa-

mous theatre is being held up for

awhile.

"The Star Wagon,' Maxwell Ander-
son's success, will open the St Louis
theatre Oct, 26 and will continue for

10 performances. .Other pieces of
the Little Theatre's 1938-39 sked are
'Blind Alley,' The Front Page.' 'Loy-
alties' and a modern comedy to be
selected from current New York
successes.

Harold Bassage is back as director

of the group and his efforts will be
shared by Gordon Carter, scenic de-
signer.

Dost Off Four Kelly

Hite for Coast Staging

Los Angeles, Oct. 11.

Homer Curran and Luther Greene
are dusting off four of George
Kelly's legit plays for revival here
and in Frisco. 'The Torch Bearer,*
first of the quartet, opens at the Cur-
ran in Frisco next month, with Kelly
directing. It follows 'Candida' at the
Biltmore here and later goes on thie

road.

Other Kelly plays are 'Craig'a
Wife,' 'The Showoff' and 'Behold the
Bridegroom.'

BOYES FOLDS TENT
Lincoln, Oct, 11.

Chick Boyes Players, tent com-
pany, closed season almost as good
as in 1937, in spite of the fact that
all other show biz was off.

Season opened and closed later
than usual, it being the fourth year
for the Boyes show to summer here.
No. 2 show has been making fairs
and picnics in Nebraska. Both
troupes aire in theatres for the Win-
ter, both on l4-day swings. One
headquarters in Hebron, "Neb., and
the other in Sidney, Neb.
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Yiddish Plays

THREE CITIES
Diaina In two acts (23 scones) by Man-

rice Schwartz, adapted from the novel of

tho same name by Sholem Asch; presented

by Schwartz. Staged by Scbwiutz. Sct-

tinga. Samuel Levc. Music. Sholem Sc-

randa. At the Yiddish Art theatre, N. \.,

openrnff Oct, 10. '38; $3.30 top. , .
David Molselevltch Rubin Wendorf
Boris Halmovltch "Wolfe GoldCadeij

Kaum Grlgorovltch David PoPPer
Olga Mlchallovna CJnln Schlitt

The Countess t'Iza Sllbert

Sophia Abramovha Sonla Itudlna

Jacob Goldstein ovrls ytrassberp

Zhchary Mlrkln :,Tacob Ben-Ami
Solomon Osslpovltch Halperln

Samuel Qoldenburg
Nina ,...Luba Kadlson
Madnnie Kvasnlerova iJertha Hurt
Vasslly Alexandrovltch Albert Is-liir

Chomsky Julius Adler
Pcrellche Anna Apple
Hachel-Loha Hui-vltz Bertha Gersten
Gabriel Mlrkln Ben-f5vee Baraitoft

Natalia Ina GoId.9teln

Rcrdner Isaac Gladstone
David Hurvltz Miclmel Goldstein
Zushu (later Comrade Sofia)......,.-..

Mania Schlossbers
Helcne .Tudlth Aliarbnnpll
phlolme Hurvltz Maijrlce Schwnr.z
Shachliner (Weinberg).....,.. Izldor Cnsher
Pan ICvlntkovskI orris Sllberl-nsteh

Kocnlgsteln; Lnz.ir Freed
Gurevitch Aaron Sternberg
Nute Leib • .Zvee- Sooolcr-

Anr.tol Abraham ToltelbaMm
Sergei Koropotkfn Albert Klar
Mlshka 'Molodyetz* Zvee Scooler
Kyshkov Julius Adler
Puchanln , . . .Ben-D.ivid
Comrade Ismallovna Sonla GursUy
Markovltch , Morris Sllbcrknsten
Officer. Aaron Sternberg
Mlsha Arthur "Winters
p«->n-fl romTnls'nr "Wolfe Goldfaden
The Power of 'Revolution'

Michael Gold«-*'^'n

The Power of '"War'....... Albert IClnr

Chuyele Eleanor Hausman

Maurice Schwartz has taken the
ponderous novel of Sholem Asch and
given it one of the most lavish pro-
ductions ever to unfold in the Yid-
dish theatre. But Three Cities' as a
novel is a far more exciting tome
than is Schwartz's dramatization.

There are some ingredients of ex-
cellent theatre in 'Cities,' but Asch's
novel, one of the finer works by a
Yiddish writer on a historical theine.

is much too eventful for proper tran-
sition from book-form,to the stage.

There are three hours and 50 min-
utes of drama here, more or less

paced well, but it begins to lose in-

terest after a couple of hours.
Three epochal periods in Russian

history, which were sharply etched'
in the Asch novel, have been only
sketched in the drama, which deals
•with the class struggle prior and
during the Russian revolution.
Weighted down by two acts and 25
scenes, which are paced by means of
a revolving stage, the play takes
place first in St. Petersburg during
the period of indtistrial expansion;
Warsaw during the hectic days prior
to the World War, and Moscow dur-
ing and after the revolution.
Crux in the wheel of the story is

'Jacob Ben-Ami, as Zachary Zirkin,
the moody, sensitive son of a wealthy
railroad builder, latter played by
Ben-Zvee BaratofE. Through the
three periods, Ben-Ami is the dom-
inating forc6 with an excellent per-
formance that first borders on- un-
certainty.

Zachary's love for his fiancee's

mother, his disgrace and disownment
by his father, and his subsequent
flight to Warsaw, where he sows the
seeds of class consciousness, form the
root of the story. It is in the second
part that the^ changiiig of the social
scene - takes place, with Ben-Ami
making capital of his role.
Samuel Leve's settings show con-

siderable thought, while the cast,

headed by Ben-Ami, Samuel Golde-
burg, Berta Gersten, Ben-Zvee Bara-
tofl, Anna Appel and Schwartz,
who has a comparatively minor role^
contribute excellently.
The score bv Sholom Secunda is

briskly in pace with the story.

THE WISE FOOL
Operetta In two acU (8 scenes) by Louis

Frelman; presented by Menasha Skulnlk.
Stars Skulnlk and Menachem Rubin.
Staged' by Irving Honlgraan. Setting."!,
Michael Saltzman; music, Joseph Rum-
hinsky; lyrles, Chalm Tauber; dances,
Reglna Russlkott. At Public, N. T., open-
ing Oct. n, MS; $2.20 top.
Solomon Sadovsky........Menachem Rubin
Joseph Jack Rechtzelt
I'Hlie. Gertie Bulnian
SImcne Irving Honlgman
yrolde Rose Gremfleld
Mtrele Ola Rhllfko
Shlolme Meleoh... Menasha Skulnlk
Shimon Jacob Wesler
Maria intc Rablnowltz
^ony V .I.oon Gold
Maid Bnnhe TafCe
Bills Island Offlc'.al Michael Wllensky

For Menasha Skulnik's latest ve-
hicle, Louis Fireiman has penned an
operetta "vvhose comedy is ide?.lly
suited to th^ comedian's talents. 'The
Wise Fool' is a merry romp for the
star, despite the fact that it runs far
overboard dus to the numerous en-
cores required of the princfpals fol-
lowing each number.
Skulnik did an excellent job of

staging, while settings and costum-
ing, particularly the latter, have
achieved a Broadway touch that's

hitherto been lacking on Second
avenue.

Story is off the beaten track, deal-

ing with a couple of 'eternal' tri-

angles that manage to gain some
pathos. There's Solomon Sadovsky
(Menachem Rubin), a wealthy
widower, who brings a young wife
(Ola Shlifko) into his household,
v/ho falls for his son (Jack Recht-
zeit) and he jr her. Then, too, to

further complicate the plot, against
parental disapproval, Rubin's daugh-
ter falls for an Italian pug (Leon
Gold). •

Sifting through all this is Skulnik,
as an American immigrant, whose
ignorance of Yankee customs and
the language provide some merry
moments. But it remains for him
to provide the solution to all the
problems ^hro igh some ingenious
plotting, which gains for him the

daughter for his wife and places the
young wife in the arms of the son,

with the father apparently reconv-

ened to the idea. '

.Music by Joseph Rumshinsky is

adequate enough, though the lyrics

of Chaim Tauber, with which Skul-
nik makes holiday, are capital.

Cir.sting^is excellent, with Rubin,
who's co-starred with Skulnik, turn-
ing in a splendid performance. Miss
Bulman is best of the women singers,

while Gold, who has a minor role,

contributes a lilting tenor occasion-
ally. Miss Shlifko, Rechtzeit, Tillie

Rabinowitz and Jacob Wexler,
among others, are also outstanding.

Lunts' 'Amphitryon' Solo
Pittsburgh, Oct. 11.

To eliminate confusion for ATS
series seatholders, Lunts have de-

cided to do only 'Amphitryon 38' in

one-week stands this season. Qrigi-

nally the Nixon announced they

would split six days between an-

cient farce and 'Sea Gull' here week
of Nov. 14 but announcement last

week first brought word of more re-

cent decision.

Probable that Lunts will come
back later in year for a week in 'Sea

Gull,' although not under subscrip-

tion auspices, since series of six plays

has already been set. Will include

'Of Mice and Men' neX|t Monday
(17), then. 'Amphitryon/ 'Golden
Boy' (Dec. 5), 'Our ToWn,' 'Five

Kings' and a new Theatre Guild play
to be announced.

Australlatf and Mew Zealand Tlieu-
tr$H, Ltd., Managing Directors' FriinU
S. Talt. S. S. Crick, G. B. Dean,
Pj^dent:

—

VIOLET CARLSON
nH the Star o?

"Rose:marie"
ROy.'^L THEATRE

SYDNEY, AVSTRAnA.

Future Plays

"Twas the Night Before Christ-

mas,' new play by Charles Angoff

and Louis Weitzenkorn, has been
designated as the initial offering of

the newly organized firm of Seven
Productions, Ltd., headed by Massard
Kure-Zhene. Prior to a mid-Decem-
ber opening, play will have a one-
week road tryout.

'The Orchid,' musical dramatization

of the Robert Nathan short story of

the same nam's and possessing a score

by Vemoh Duke, is skedded for a
December unveiling by the brothers
Krimsky of American Music Hall.

'

'Everywhere I Roam/ strawhat try-

out at the Barter theatre, Abingdon,
Va., last summer, is the second opus
on Marc Connelly and Bela Blau's

schedule. Play, a comedy by Arnold
Sundgaard with choral accompani-
ment by Fred Stewart, has its setting

in the farming belt of the w6st.

'September' Out

Another show among the recent
crop of Broadway openings will end
after a brief stay, '30 Days Hath
September' stopping at The Hudson
Thursday (13), at which time it will

have completed two weeks. Attrac-
tion was in on a rental for that pe-
riod. After a bad press, very little

business was registered, takings last

week being arouhd $1,000. Two
other plays which opened doubtfully,

also may be suddenly yanked.

Shows in Rehearsal

'Boys from Syracuse'—George
Abbott. -

•The Flying Ginsbergs*—^Vin-

ton Freedley.
'Run Sheep Run' — Donald

Blackwell & Raymond Curtis.

'Of Mice and Men' (road)—
Sam H. Harris.

'Leave It to Me' ('First in the

Hearts,' 'Clear All Wires,^ etc.)

—Vinton Freedley.
•Yankee Fable' ('Generals

Need Beds')—Cheryl Crawford.
'Herod and Mariamne'—Kath-

arine Cornell.

'Kniffhts of Song'— Laurence
Schwab.
'Waltz in Goose Step'—Julien

St. Charles Chaqueneau.
'Great Lady'— Dwight Deere

Wiman.
'Case History'—Louis S. Bar-

doly.

'Window Shopping:'— Thomas
Kilpatrick.

'Danton's Death'—Mercury.

'KISS THE BOYS' MAY

MIRROR FOR CHICAGO

A Chiccfgo company of 'Kiss the

Boys Goodbye' may be cast for show-
ing there around the first of the

year. Comedy, clicking at the Miller,

N. Y., is presented by Brock Pember-
ton. Manager * figures the show
should become established firmly be-
fore considering a road company.

'Kiss the Boys' is the first of the
season's attractions regarded as suit-

able for duplication.

Meredith 3d V.P. of Equity

Burgess Meredith was yesterday
(Tuesday) elected third vice-presi-
dent of Actors Equity Assn. at a
meeting of the council. He was
named to fill the vacancy created
when Arthur Byron was elected

president. He will serve until the
regular annual election next spring.

William Gaxton was runner-up,

Meredith, who last season served
as acting president of the association
aftei" Frank Gillmore resigned, is

now on the Coast filling a Metro
commitment.

30 DAYS HATH SEPTEMBER
Opened Sept. 30, '38. Critics

didn't like this Alison Skip-
worth starrer. Richard Lock-
ridge (Sun) said it was 'as dully
preposterous a theatrical ex-
hibit as this young season has
disclosed.' Atkinson (Times)
said, 'To tell the truth it is not
very good.' All, however, gave
Miss Skipworth credit for a
good performance.

B^way Pic Coin

(Continued from page 47)

agers who have maintained a stand-
off- attitude waiting for Hollywood
to proffer the olive branch would be
discarded, so far as taking part in
discussion is concerned.

Hollywood is reminded that it has
been holding off too long in estab-
lishing legit stock companies and
thereby use players who are under
contract, but idle. Such spots would
be used, too, for the training of tal-

ent, also show cases for their stars
to appear in the flesh. Casting prob-
lems of the studios are bound to
mount if the talent supply 'is not
refreshed a great deal more than' at
the present pace.

Theatre Angle
When . the hoped for operating

board goes into action, the picture
end will be asked to call in exhibi-
tors, if necessary, to. open up terri-
tory. Shows cannot be toured if

there are no available theatres.
Pointed out that film houses could
easily set aside one or' two days per
week for the showing of traveling
attractions. If that be done, old the-
atres would not be pressed into use
and < the playgoer would have the
conveniences of the modern type of
house.

The playwrights are mostly sitting
back, too, waiting for the film end
and managers to do something about
it. One observer, who is hot for
amity between the two coasts, de-
scribed the dramatists as 'running
wild.' Whatever develops in the
situation, the dramatists will be an
important factor, but it is expected
that on a showdown they will listen
to the arguments of those represent-
ing the other elements.

It is believed that the Hollywood
end has held back in encouraging
contacts with Broadway for resump-
tion of backing arrangement because
of its difficulties with the Screen
Writers Guild. SAG is of the Au-
thors. League of America and so is

the Dramatists Guild, which is said
to explain the Coast producers' atti-

tude up to now. From all appear-
ances, they don't want to encourage
the writers.

(Continued from page 49)

tion of groups as the Playwrights,

Group, Mercury Theatre and others

is beneficial to the business, in gen-

eral, he believes.

Success of the Playwrights group
depends on getting hit plays, he says,

just the same as a commercial man-
ager's success does. Much will de-
pend on the first couple of plays, but
in any case the five members are

active workers and should over a
stretch of seasons ^e able to turn
out click material. They will meet
unforeseen difficulties, but will learn
to handle them just as commercial
managers have had to do. Their
chief problem, Hopkins feels, will be
their close friendship and the emo-
tional angle in trying to criticise

each others' works objectively.

Hopkins asserts, however, that

there still is and always will be a
place in the theatre for the commer-
cial manager who has something be-
sides promotion of money to con-
tribute to production, but he sees
the day of commercial managers
waning.

Theresa Helburn's Angles
Theresa Helburn, a member of the

Theatre Guild board of directors,

thinks the five playwrights will suc-
ceed with their producing venture,
but she also expects them to have
difficulty in satisfactorily criticizing

their work. It has "been her ex-
perience that few playwrights are
both able and willing to criticize

each other's work, just as few di-

rectors are valuable to comment on
the staging of others. She has found
directors are the best critics of play-
wrights, and vice versa.

As evidence that playwrights do
not make the best judges of their

own work. Miss Helburn poinfs to

the Guild's 1937-38 season. Although
the production schedule included
works by several of the leading
American dramatists, the only suc-
cessful one was an adaptation with
the Lunts. The others might have
been profitable, she believes, if the
Guild management hadn't left much
of the final decision as to script and
direction to the playwrights. Few
scripts submitted are ready for pro-
duction, she explains, but require
the objective viewpoint of an out-
sider.

No Profit in Production
As for the possibility of the

dramatists taking over the function
of commercial managers. Miss Hel-
burn thinks that would be an ideal
arrangement—for the managers. 'As
it is now the manager assumes the
major share of responsibility, takes
most of the risk and gets little of
the profit,' she says. 'There's no
money in production any more; the
money's in authorship,

'I'd certainly favor their taking
Over production, then we could
^^^ork for them, they'd take the risks
and we could get a straight per-
centage. I'd like to work for the
playwrights on a 10% arrangement.
We'd have all the satisfaction of
working in the theatre, pone of the
risks and plenty of profit.'

'No Time- for Worrying'
Guthrie McClintic, one of the pro-

ducers expected to be affected by
the activities of the Playwrights,
said he was 'too busy to think about
it.' He has the friendliest feelings
toward the five dramatists, he in-
dicated, but hasn't time to consider
how their plans may affect him. Re-
garding reports that he would have
trouble finding suitable plays now
that Anderson and Howard are pro-
ducing their own works, McClintic
pointed to the fact that both he and
Katharine Cornell have the heaviest
production schedules they've ever
faced; He also pointed out that An-
derson had wanted him to direct
'Knickerbocker Holiday' and offered
him a share of the fyjancing. He
expects other such offers and hopes
to take. them if he has time.
Aonor.^ing to Brock Pemberton,

the Playwrights will probably suc-
ceed in their producing venture.
He says they can duplicate or buy
most of the functions of the com-
mercial producer. Like several
other managers, however, he be-
lieves they will have trouble edit-
ing and criticizing their own works.
He sees this not so much as an emo-
tional or psychological problem, but
rather thinks that no playwright
can have as objective a viewpoint
as an experienced commercial man-
ager.

No scrint submitted to him by a
playwright was ever ready for pro-
duction, Pemberton says. Not only
must it be revised and rewritten,
he explains, but in many cases such
alterations must be made little more
than a line at a time, over mva.'y
weeks, simply because the author

I cannot see his own work In its

proper viewpoint and Insists on re-
taining portions that are commer-
cially unsuitable. He cites a case
of a name playwright who some
years ago had several plays pro-
duced in a single season. The
dramatist In question is notoriously
reluctant to allow any cutting of his
work, but did permit some deletions
from one of his plays after the
critics had lambasted his season's
first for its long-winded writing.
As a result, the revised play was the
most successful oT'Wh

Buffalo Breaks Out

Little Theatre Rash

Buffalo, Oct. 11.

Buffalo is out again in a rash of
local Little Theatre groups. Earl E.
Reese, who operated the Green Lake
strawhat near here this summer, has

'

taken over the Hotel Fillmore audi-
torium, and opened season yesterday
(filonday) with 'Apron Strings.*

Ground, floor seating 600 is given
over to tables with refreshments
served.

The Studio theatre will bow in the
new season Oct. 26 with 'Tonight at
8:30.'

,
In addition, the Catholic Ac-

tors Guild begins its now season this

month with a new policy of sending
out several casts for performances at
school and institutional auditoriums.

*Susan' Big $4,600

In One Omaha Night
Omaha, Oct. 11.

Legit - hungry Omahans pushed
$4,600 into the Omaha Drama
League's till to see Gertrude Law-
rence in 'Susan and God' in a one-
nighter (3) at the Paramount thea-
tre. Attendance, was near 2,500 in a
house seating 2,900.
Show was season's opener for

Omaha Drama League, which will
sponsor its usual four or five legit
shows during winter season. Admish
is $3.30 top.

FTP'S Plan

(Continued from page 47)
opposing the plan entirely, it will

have the backing of other stage,

unions within the Four A's, also the
stage hands and musicians' unions.
Latest to protest the commercial
trend of FTP is the Coast branch
of the American Guild of Musical
Artists, a group within the Four A's.

Communications from the Coast
were to the effect that AGMA 'views
with alarm' the WPA activities out
there. Following the semi-commer-
cial tie-up for 'Gettysburgh' in the
Hollywood Bowl, will be 'The 'Choc-
olate Soldier,' under similar arrange-
ments.

'Supper' Story
In New York the protests of the

players in 'Sing for Your Supper,'

a mixed-cast revue that is reported
having been rehearsing on and off

for one year, reached first page
mention In the Times Sunday (9).

Paul Edwards, administrator in New
York; George Kondolf, director, and
others were quoted. Kondolf said the

show was at least six weeks away
from opening and that it would fol-

low 'Nation' into the Adelphi. .Pre-
viously the show was slated for the

Lafayette. Harlem spot again being
leased by WPA. Tentative opening
date of Dec. 15 was mentioned by
Kondolf.
Story was to the effect that 'Sup-

per' was in rehearsal for six months
and, figuring the cost of production
plus w^ges paid, it was estimated
that the" cost thus far is $104,000. No
such amount was known to have
been expended for any previous re-

lief show.
'Supper' has been reported having

player trouble for a long time and it

was claimed at one point that there
was objection to the way whites and
colored players were directed to in-

termingle during performance. Pro-
ject heads decried the complaints of

the players, who principally object

to the long delay, but early this

week committees were called in to

talk it over with Kondolf. The actors

are paid whether they are appearing
on the boards or not and the project

heads cannot understand why they're

objecting.

Equity has been endeavoring to set

a limit for rehearsals, but has been
unable to pin the WPA down to a
definite schedule. Some of the com-
plaints are to the effect that, after

rehearsing for months, there are cast

changes and as a result the morale
of the company is affected.
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Chi Pointing for Legit Season;

Talulah Fine $1I),IIM Despite Critics

Chicago, Oct. 11.

That this is the y«ar lor legit in

this town is evidenced by the ex-

ceptionaUy fine business the first two

shows have gotten already. 'Golden

Boy' wound up four weeks here Sat-

urday (8) and blew for Detroit and
Joints east, though the show could
ave remained here for additional

month or so. Finished last week at
capacity.

Tallulah Bankhead is pulling 'em
in to see a play which received
meek notices. 'I Am Different' wiU
do two day less than four weeks
before also scramming eastward,
with 'Mice and Men' taking over
house Oct 24.

Opening yesterday (Monday),
'Susan and God' at the Harris looks
for real coin. The annual 'Blossom
Time* showing here gets going at
the Grand Sunday (16).

WPA production of 'The Mikado'
has caught on- in the Great North-
ern. All-colored version of Gilbert
& Sullivan is gathering all types of
audiences and is getting more coin
tlian the Federal Theatre has . seen
here since it started. Auditorium
got into its stride on the season last

week with the San Carlo Opera Co.,

and will shift to legit Nov. 6, when
'The Women' bows in for its second
showing here.

Estimate^ for Last IVeek

'I Am Different/ Selwyn (3d week)
(1,000; $2.75). Bankhead is the at-

traction, despite poor reception for
play by the critics. Got fine $10,000

'Golden Boy,' Harris (1,000: $2.75).

Finished smashing four weeks here
to wow $17,500 for finale session.

Likely bet for a repeat, if can be ar-

ranged. Came in on great advance
campaign, which had this burg
itanding in line for ducats.

'Snsan and God,' Harris (1st week)
(1,000; $2.75). Opened last night
(Monday) with swank turn-out for
Gertrude Lawrence.

Other Attractions
San Carlo Opera, Auditorium. An-

nual visit and getting solid coin lor
pop priced vocalizing.

WPA
'The IMrikado,' Great Northern. Big

money take and fine public reaction
to Harry Minturn production.

'ABE LINCOLN' FORTE

$14,500 IN WASH.

Washington, Oct. 11.

Season's second pre-Broadv/ay
showing and world preem of new
Playwrights Co.'s 'Abe Lincoln in
Illinois,' gave latter class opening.
Sock reviews plus swell word of

mouth started steady climb toward
end of week, which sent finish to

near capacity.
Current is 'Knickerbocker Holi-

day,' another Playwright's produc-
tion. Next week brings 'I'd Rather
Be Right,' with town all steamed up
over idea of George M.' Cohan's
playing F. D- R. in the CapitaL

Estimate for Last Week
'Abe. Lincoln In Illinois,' National

(1.698; $2.75 top). Slow start boost-
ed by sock notices to strong finish

with approximately $14,500.

Tresh Fields' Stale

$3,000 in Jersey Town

Maplewood, N. J., Oct. 11.

M'argaret Anglin in 'FreSh Fields'
did not fiare so well t\t the Maple-
wood here. The crix turned in nice

" notices, but the audiences did not
turn out.
Current attraction is Walter

•Hampden in 'Trilby,' with Ethel
Britton featured.

Estimate for Last Week
•Fresh Fields' Maplewood Theatre

(1,420; 25-$1.00). Margaret Anglin
. does nobly with a weak Novello com-
edy, but drew only $3,000, poor.

'Susan/ 8G, Denver

Denver, Oct 11.

'Susan' and God,' with Gertrude
Lav/rence, pulled strong at the mu-
nicipal auditorium, having three nice
houses—two nights and a matinee.

Estimate for This Week
'Susan and God' Auditorium (3,250;

$3.36)—Biggest gross for a legit at
this spot since 'Victoria Regina,' de-
spite stiff competition from other
sources; $8,000.

WPA
'Draj>ron's Wishbone' Baker Fed-

eral (456; 40c). Doing best business
in months. Saturday afternoon the-
atre was packed with children, but
grownups are going in large num-
bers at night.

TAKE IT,' $7,300, NO

PANIC IN 3D prrr visit

Pittsburgh, Oct. 11.

Belated start of legit season pretty
unimpressive here last week, 'You
Can't Take It With You' finishing up
with around $7,300 and pretty ordi-
nary. Several factors worked against
it. In first place, show was paying
its third visit here, having previously
played Nixon twice last season. Then
again, it had the film version against
it at Alvin just a few blocks away
for four bits. Thirdly, after announc-
ing "one-buck top, house suddenly re-
versed itself and went back to $1.65.

Following it up with 'Blossom
Time,' current, won't help matters
much either. Real season opens Mon-
day (17) with 'Of Mice and Men,'
launching ATS series, and 'Herod
and ^ariamne,' 'I'd Rather Be Right,'
'Whiteoaks' and 'Amphitryon' follow-
ing in order named.

Estimate for Last Week
'Tou Can't Take It Witli You'

(Nixon; 2,100; $1.65). Show got its

fill here on two different weeks last
season, getting around $36,000 for
fortnight, and lucky to get $7,300,
with screen version playing against
it on third visit, particularly when
it's the opening of a new legit season.
Figure ]ust about represents even
break all around.

lUNTS HEFTY

$18,000 INBOSTON

Boston, Oct. 11.

'Amphitryon 38,' supported. by a
big local Theatre Guild subscription
list, is getting the heftiest biz of any
show thus far this season. Not tally-
ing any record figure for the Lunts
here, however, which is good barom-
eter of current slump, since Lunts
are surefire in this town and Richard
Whorf is a local-boy fave.
Other shows felt the competish.

'Knickerbocker Holiday,' M'axwell
Anderson musical tried out here for
two weeks, will not go direct to
Broadway as originally scheduled;
opening In Washington, Oct. 10.

'What a Life' and 'Whiteoaks' both
leave this weekend, after six and
four frames, respectively.
'Shadow and Substance,' 'Golden

Boy' and new Vinton Freedley
musical, 'Leave It to Me,' booked in
for Oct. 17.

Estimates for Last Week
'Amphitryon 38' (Colonial) (1,643;

$3.30) (1st wk.). Hit around $18,000
opening week, very good, but not up
to expectations for this hit. which
enjoyed a tremendous buildup in
prestige before coming in. One more
frame.

'Knickerbocker Holiday' (Shubert)
(1,590; $3.30) (2nd wk.). Closed Sat-
urday (8) after two rather light
weeks. Second week about $9,000.
Pace of show has been improved
here and producers figure on some
more reshaping in Wash., before un-
veiling on Broadway.
'Whiteoaks' (Plymouth) (1,480;

$2.75) (3rd wk.). Fair $7,000 for
third stanza. Feeling pinch of op-
position of two other carriage trade
shows, One more week.
'What a Life' (Wilbur) (1,200;

$2.75) (5th wk.). Near end of suc-
cessful run of lower bracket takes,
with light nut. Next-to-closing -week
about $6,000. . Would have lasted
longer in normal times.

'Pins' Good $9,300

In 5 Twin City Days

MinneapolLs, Oct, 11.

.'Pins and Needles' started the legit
roadshow season at the Lyceum,
where a new p.a, ^System has perfect-
ed acoustics. Balcony was a com-
plete sell-out at each of four per-
formances. Show plaved two nights
and matinee in St. Paul to $2,800,
giving it $9,300 for five Twin City
days.

Estimate for Last Week
'Pins and Needles,' Lyceum (C-2,-

200; $2,20). Packed upper shelves,
but lots of room downstairs three
nights and matinee. However. $6,500
in three days highly satisfactory.

Lubin Directs Stager
Hollywood, Oct. 11.

Arthur Lubin moves to Broadway
to direct Lester Ilfeld's legit play,

'True to Life,' as soon as he finishes

his film commitments here.

Currently Lubin is handling 'West

Side Miracle/

LEGIT OK m B'KLYN

'Rat' Scores $3,500 In Repeat ;'Service'

Pnllinff

Brooklyn, Oct. 11.

Response to legit in City of
Chuirches is distinctly encouraging.
'Brother Rat,' at Werba's, did brisk
biz, and 'Room Service,' at Shul>ert
(formerly Teller's Shubert), is also
scoring.

Estimates for Last Week
'Brother Rat' (Werba's Brooklyn)

(1,529; 55-$1.10)., Comedy played
Brooklyn theatres several times,
clicking everywhere. Okay $3,500.

'Boom Service' (Shubert (15-35).
Very low scale at b. o. and making
go of it.

COHAN'S mm
SMASH $30,000

INPHDIY

Philadelphia, Oct. 11.

The week's legit spotlight here in
Philly last week fell full on the biz
of George M. Cohan's 'I'd Rather Be
Right,' which crashed through to
sensational returns in its first week
at the Forrest. There were plenty of
empties downstairs at the Monday
night opening and some on Tuesdays
but thereafter show went to virtual
capacity for the balance of the week,
including two top-notch matinees.
Show got around $30,000 and should
top that great mark this week. Man-
agement also claimed first night,
despite non-capacity, topped last
Helen Hayes and Katharine Cornell
figures here. Notices were as en-
thusiastic here as in New York.
Other opening last week was Eddie

Dowling's try-out dramatic produc-
tion, 'Madame Capet,' which bowed
into 'the Locust Tuesday night in
order not to conflict with the Cohan
preem. Crix all gave hearty hands
to Dowling on his elaborate produc-
tion, but were sharply divided on
merits of the play—which is an im-
portation from France—itself. Show
has had plenty of revision since
opening. It may stay a third week,
although original idea called for just
a fortnight

House has no show for next week
and it's understood Dowling wants
to get the doctoring done here. Also,
biz has been fairly good, aided by
numerous society theatre parties and
support of Dowling's many local
friends. Decision .on hold-over will
not be made until coming week-end.
Philly's third legit offering, 'A Wom-

an's a Fool—^To Be Clever,' wound
up a three weeks' stay at the Er-
langer Saturday night (8) and with
aid Of apparently friendly word-of-
mouth and two strong matinees,
probably made a little profit. The
Erlanger is dark this week, but re-r

opens next Monday with another
tryout, 'Window Shopping,' which
comes here from Baltimore.

No new ones this week, but next
week promises plenty of activity.
In addition to 'Window Shopping,'
there will be 'Amohitryon 38,' with
the Lunts relighting the Chestnut
Street Opera House also on Monday,
the WPA's 'One Third of a Nation,'
which reopens the Walnut Street on
the same date, and Dwight Deere
Wiman's 'Great Lady,' elaborate
mu.«iical which arrives at the Forrest
on Thursday (20). 'Amphitryon' will
play two weeks on subscription and
be followed by a week of 'The Sea
Gull.' 'Great Lady' announces two
and. a half weeks, and the WPA says
it ha.«! taken a six month.s' lease on
the Walnut (recently the home of
Yiririish attractions).

'Whiteoaks.' at the Locust Oct. 24,
land 'Golden Boy' at the same house
Nov. 7, are other definite bookings.

Estimates for Last Week
'I'd Rather Be Right' Forrest (1st

week) (2.000: $3.42). Opened to ex-
pected big biz Monday and went to
capacity by midweek: $30,000 and
will beat that figure this (its final)
week. 'Great Lady,* try-out, next.

'A Woman's a Fool—^To Be Clever,'
Erlanger (3d week) (1,800: $2).
Claimed .<;atisfactory biz at $5.000 for
added third week. House dark until
next Monday (17), when 'Window
Shopping' comes in.

'Madame Capet,' Locu.st (l.st week)
(1.400; $2.50). Opened Tuesday night
with reviews mixed. Plenty of re-
vi.sion being done and show may
stay a third week to do it. Theatre
Da^-ties and host of nroducer's friends
heloed It get $8,500 in seven per-
formances.

*Women' Good in Buff
Buffalo, Oct. 11,

'The Women' oicked up fine gross
of $4,500 in four performances at
the Erlanger last week. Despite
stroni comoetition Ihe show built
steadily enou'^h to indicate justifi-

cation for a full week's stand.
Fipure bettered, comparatively,

last year's gross of same attraction
and cast.

Series, Grid Hypo B way Trade;

m' $22,0110, 'Kiss Boys,' 14G,

Near Capacity, Hayes Big 15G

From. IsCst Thursday on there wds
a- rush of theatre .ticket buyers and
some of the agencies were swamped
for a change. Out-of-towners in
New York for the world's series and
football games provided the harvest
This week will probably indicate

the chances of 'The Fabulous In-
valid,' which opened at the Broad-
hurst, Saturday (8) to mixed opin-
ions. Notices were qualified, espe-
cially in the morning papers, while
the afternoon dailies were much
more favorable and included rave
notices. Press was 65% for the show
about show business an elaborate
presentation, which opened the week
with promising attendance.
Broadway's two new standouts

both moved upward last week when
the musical, Hellzapoppin' Went to
$22,000 and the coniedy, 'Kiss the
Boys Goodbye,' grossed $14,000, both
approaching capacity. Repeat date
of 'Victoria Regina" (Helen Hayes)
started satisfactorily at the Beck,
with takings close to $15,000. 'An-
gel' continues to Ipp the list by a
wide margin, despite the incomers.

'Sing Out the News' is the l>est

of the other arrivals and is figured
to climb at the Music Box. It got
$15,000 last week. 'You Never
Know' has a less definite dating at

the Winter Garden. Some of the
new straight shows are wobbly, but
'Missouri Legend' improved last

week, 'Daii(ie Nature' must improve
its second week's take to stick. 'The
Good,' Windsor, and "The Devil
Takes a Bride,' Cort, were socked
by the critics and are distinctly
doubtful. '30 Days Hath Septemljer'
stops at the Hudson Thursday (13).

(current premiere card of five

shows (plus Yiddish drama ) - in-
cludes some highly touted attrac-
tions, topper being 'Abe Lincoln in
Illinois,' but Broadway is always
somewhat skeptical of advance re-
ports. Due next week: 'Knights of
Song,' 51st Street (Hollywood);
'Case History,' Lyceum;' 'Knicker-
bocker Holiday,' Plymouth, and 'A
Woman's a Fool—To Be Clever,' Na-
tional.

Estimates for Last Week
'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,' Plymouth

(D-1,036; $3.30). Presented by the
Playwrights Co.; written by Robert
E. Sherwood; highly regarded out of
town; opens Saturday (15).

'Bachelor Born,' Lyceum (38th
week) (C-957; $3,30). Moves either
to Ambassador or Cort next week,
when this spot will house 'Case His-
tory'; 'Born' getting by with takings
around $5,500.

,

'Dame Nature,' Booth (3d week)
(C-708; $3.30). So far business not
encouraging, with claimed takings
over-estimated; last week the pack
was around $6,500, with little coin
outside of subscriptions.

'Dance Night,' Belasco (1st week)
(CD-1,000; ^.30). Presented by Rob-
ert Rockmore; written by ,Kenyon
Nicholson; also known, as 'June
Night' and 'Trio for Saxophones';
opens Friday (14).

'Devil Takes a Bride,' Cort (2d
week) (D-1,059; $3.30). Opened late
last week; press generally adverse;
better line on chances this week.
'Hellzapoppin,' 46th Street (4th

week) (R-1,375; $3.30). Roaring re-
vue virtually packing 'em in, with
gross letting out another notch; rated
around $22,000.

'I 'Have Been Here Before,' Guild
(1st week) (D-914; $3.30). Presented
by Gilbert Miller; written by J. B.
Priestley; company brought . over
from London; opens Thursday (13).

'I Married An Anpel,' Shubert
(23d week) (M-1,367; $4.40). Holding
great pace that sent it to top of list

last spring; takings around $28,000;
still the best money in town.

'Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' Miller
(3d week) (C-944; $3.30). Getting
stronger daily; first full week the
gross was $14,000. which is not much
under sellout business; excellent call
in agencies.
'On Borrowed Time/ Longacre

(37th week) (D-1.019; $3.30). Two
or three weeks more unless business
does comeback: takings around
$6,000 mark, or slightly more.

'Cscar Wilde.' Fulton (1st week)
(D-9J3; $3.30). Presented bv Norman
Marshall; written by Leslie Sewell
Stokes. Opened Monday (10) strong
press.

'Our Town,' Morosco (37th week)
(D-961: $3.30). May last through
fall period; holding profitable pace,
with taking's slightly up last week;
aronnd $9 000..

'Mi.ssouri Legend,' Empire (4th
week) (D-1,096; $3.30). Some im-
provement here last week, when tak-
ings went close to $7,000; Moderate
pace may improve on strength of
performance,

'Sinff Out the News,* Music Box
(3d we«k) (R-1.013; .$4.40). Business
around $15,000; under expectations
for touted revue: some reporta of
movine. but may build.
'The FabulnuR Invalid.' Broadhurst

(1st week) (CD-1.116: $3.85i. Opened
Saturday (8); press somewhat di-

vided, with afternoon notices more
favorable and some raves.

•The Good,' Windsor (2d week)
(C-969; $3.30). Opened latter part
of last week; very weak press and
chances doubtful.

'30 Days Hath. September,' Hudson
(C-1,094; $3.30). Going off Thurs-
day, at which time it will have
played two weeks under rental ar-
rangement; not over $1,000,-
'Tobacco Road,' Forrest (253d

week) (C-1,107; $1.65). Turned In
another profitable week at modest
money; takings last week quoted
over $5,500.
'Tou Never Know,' Winter Garden

(4th week) (R-1671; $3.30). Doubt
about revue sticking; some agency
call, but takings estimated under
$14,000.

'Victoria Regina,' (repeat) (Martin
Beck) (2d week) (CD-1,214; $3.30).
Repeat engagement fairly strong,
with matinees drawing standing
room; $15,000, which was stated to
be quite satisfactory.
'What a Life,' Biltmore (26th

week) (C-991; $3.30). Advertised to
olose last Saturday (8), then man-
agement announced continuance;
new shows took edge off business;
gross bit over .1i5,000 mark.
'You Can't Take It with Yon,' Im-

perial (96th week) (C-1,466; $1.65).
Still turning a profit and may move
to another house when new musical,
now called 'Leave It To Me,' is
ready; laUgh show over $8,000 last
week.

Revival
'Hamlet,' St. James (1st. week)

(D- 1,520; $3.30), Full length version
opens tonight (12); performance
.starts at 5:30, with intermission for
refreshments; shorter version slated
twice weekly.

Added
'Fins and Needles,' Labor Stage

(46th week) (R-5(to; $2.75), May run
through winter; labor unionists inti-
mate revue making coin right along,
with last week's takings over $6,000
again.

WPA
'One-Third of Nation,'. AdelphL..

(39th week).
'On Ihe Bocks,' Daly's. .

'Prologue to Glory,' Ritz (26th
week).
'The Biff Blow,' Elliot (2d week).

CANDIDA' OK

13G IN FRISCO

San Francisco, Oct, 11.
Ann Harding concluded her two

weeks' run in George Bernard
Shaw's 'Candida' at the Curran the-
atre Saturday (8). Biz picked up
considerably the second week, but
opening of John Beal in Victor Vic*
tor's 'Soliloquy' yesterday (Monday)
made It impossible to hold the Shaw
revival a third week. 'A Moral En-
tertainment,' by Richard Maibaum,
is currently at the Alcazar, home of
WPA productions.

Estimates for Last Week
'Candida,' Curran (1,771; $2.75) (2d

week). After disappointing first
week business perked up a bit on
the second stanza, which ended Sat-
urday (8) with a good take of
$13,000, First week Ann Harding had
Max Reinhardt's production of
'Faust' at the Civic Auditorium as
competish. The San Francisco Opera
Co. opened its annual season at the
War<'Memorial Opera House last Fri-
day (7), causing a slight let- down
at the Curran on that night. How-
ever, window draw was exception-
ally good-

WPA
'A Moral Entertainment,' Alcazar

(1,259; $1.10) (1st week). Perhaps it

was the title which caused biz to
be a little off at the Alcazar last
week.

'SHADOW SMASH

13G IN MONTREAL

Montreal, Oct. 11.
Second week of Wgit season here

ended Saturday (8;. with gross even
better than first with 'The Woman.'
'Shadow and Substancft,' featuring
Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Julie Haydon
and Sara Allgood; took around
$13,000 gross out of Montreal, with
full houses every night and matinee.
In Toronto currently for.'week.

Estimate for Last 'Week
'Shadow and Substance,' His

IViajesty's (1,600; $2.50; $2 top mats.).
Another whoppin" success here with,
excellent gross of $13,000. Cedric
Hardwicke and Julie HaydOn wowed
the town.
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Ask Book PostAffc Slash

Sporadic efforts over a long period

to reduce postal rates on books have

taken concrete form with the organ-

ization of the National Committee to

Abolish Postal Discrimination

Against Books, Behind the drive is

a host of prominent figures in all

walks of life, with leaders in the

publishing and writing fields pre-

dominating, of course.

Committee has presented a peti-

tion to President Roosevelt to reduce

postal rates on books, with the decla-

ration that 'it is at the present time

more expensive to send an ordinary

two-pound book from New York to

Phoenix, Ariz., then from New York
to Tokio. A two-pound magazine
can be mailed from New York to

Lcs Angeles for three cents, whereas
a book weighing two pounds re-

quires 26c.'

Claimed that vhe handicap put on

books 'affects the book reading pub-
lic living outside df big cities, in fact

readers living in four-fifths of the

state, for the reason that 83.5% of

all books published in the United

States are published in the east. New
York, Philadelphia anJ Boston,'

Campaign slogan adopted by the

committee is: 'Excessive postage on
books is a tax on pub intelligence,'

and tinceasing effort will be made to

get the President to reduce the rate

by executive order. Among those

active in4he drive are Luise SiUcox,

treasurer of the Authors' League;

such leaders in ti e publishing field

as George P. Brett, Jr., S. F. Crofts,

Nelson Doubleday, August Behrs,

Millard H. Jenks, Harry Scherman,
Max Schuster and Paul Willert, and
scribblers like Helen Christme Ben-
nett, Ben Lucien Burman, Carl Car-
ir.er. Marc Connelly, Elmer Davis,

Fairfax Downey, Helen R. Hull,

Henry F. Pringle and Margaret Wid-
demer.

mans, Green, with the volumes to

contain the double imprint of both.

Prez of Alliance Book Corp. is

Henry G. Koppell. He was co-

founder and general manager of A.
Seydel & Co., one of the leading
publishing houses in Germany. Dr.

Fritz Landshoff, head of the Dutch
publishing concern, Querido Verlag,

is v.p., and Donald Dfyfoos, formerly
of Random House, is treas.

Among the exiled German-lan-
guage authors whom Alliance will

publish here are Vicki Baum, Erich
Maria Hemarque, Emil Ludwig,
Franz Werfel, Thomas Mann, Stefan
Zweig and Lion Feuchtwanger,

Sllarians' (A.K.s) Clambake
Silurians, organization of old-time

New York newspapermen, will hold
their next get-together dinner Dec.

12 at the Hotiel Lafayette. Intended
to again giye the a.k. news chasers an
opportunity for a chin-fest and to

compare present-day news gathering

and gatherers with the old.

AtteHdffideTltthefDrthcomlng &xt'-

ner expected to be the largest in the
history of the Silurians in vieyr of a
recent amendment to the constitu-

tion, which permits membership to

all employed on JN^ew York news-
.papers at least 25 years ago. Pre-
viously prospective members had
been ex-newspapermen of at least 30

years ago.

'Costs nothing to join the Silurians

or to retain membership. Only
charge is for, the grub, at the get-

together dinners. Dinner applica-

tions being received by Robert
"Wilkes, the sec, at his Flushing, N.Y„
home.

Annenberg's Multiple Jams
Moe Annenberg, Philly Inquirer

publisher, last week figured in al-

most as much news as his sheet

printed. Started off by getting into

a jam on scooping the Pennsy Su-
preme Coturt on its own decision and
was called before it to explain; then
was subpoenaed by a special Legis-

lative Committee Investigating the

set-up of Nationwide News Service,

horse-race results organization,

which he owns; and, finally, filed a
libel guit for an unspecified sum
against the Philly Record, J. David
Stern, its publisher; station WFIL;
Sam Rosenbavun, its prez; Senator
Guffey, and Albert M. Greenfield,

Philly realty operator. i

Supreme Covirt severely censured
Annenberg for the Inq's scoop and
declared his publication of its de-
cision 10 hours before it was handed
down was an indictable offense. It

handed over the records to Charles
F. Kelly, Philly d.a., for legal action,

if any.
Decisions which the Inquirer

printed voided laws passed by the
last Legislature to hold up a grand
jury investigation of Governor Earle
and 13 associates. Stories were cor-

rect down to the last technical de-
tail. Called before the Coiu-t, E. Z.

Dimitman, city edtior of the paper,
said he had virtually dictated the
story to a rewriteman on a hunch
based on knowledge of the Court's
previous action.

Chief Justice Kephart frankly said
he didn't believe that story, for
while. Dimitman might use a form
chart for prophesying on the Court's

lOajpjr actions_Lit. w^ be virtually^

impossible oh small tec^hn'icaliiresT

Details of the libel suit, which
grew out of a speech by Senator
Guffey, are in the" radio section of
this issue.

Dial, Golden Eagle Deal
Deal has been . concluded between

Dial Press and Golden Eagle Press
by which Dial takes over distribu-
tion of the Golden Eagle limited edi-
tions from Covici, Friede. Golden
Eagle Press books, which are manu-
factured by S. A. Jacobs in Mt. Ver-
son, N. Y.,. are among the costliest

published in this country, and be-
. cause of the labor that goes into
their making and their limited field,

but four or>five are issued each year,
Indication of what the Golden

Eagle Press books are like is fur-
nished by one of the new ones, 'Sprig
and Turfy,' by Kurt • Roesch. A
children's book, it sells for $37.50 a
copy. There will be but 108. copies,

Tour Life Clicks
Winding up, its first year of pub

licatibn, Your Life, the pocket-size
mag published and edited by Wilfred
J. Funk and Douglas E, Lurton,
claims a couple of records. Chief
among these is the claim that the
periodical went into the black with
the first issue, dated November, 1937.
Also a continued increase in circu-
lation, even over the summer slump^
with a better than 75% circulation
Increase over the initial issue.

Despite size and format, Your Life
is not a digest mag, but uses original
pieces. Funk and Lvirton were edi-
tor and managing editor, respec-
tively, of the now defunct Literary
Digest.

Bibbing Foreign Ballet
•Blast at Ballet,' book by Lincoln

Kirstein that sharply criticizes va-
rious foreign dance groups, particu-
larly the Monte Carlo Ballet, was
released for publication Monday
(10). It was privately published,
having been turned down- as too
'combustible by three publishing
houses. Volimie is sub-titled 'A Cor.

rective for American Audiences.'
Kirstein, who is foimder and head

of the Ballet Caravan and a critic

and. writer on the dance', at first

ironically dedicated his opus to Sol
Hurok, 'without whom this book
could not have been written.' He
withdrew the dedication before pub.
lication, however. He defends Amer
ican dancers and lambasts the for
eign groups.

Exiled Authors Organize
German-American Writers' Assn.

was formed by some 20 anti-Nazi
authors exiled from Germany and
Austria at a meeting in New York
City. Group will work with Ger-
man-American League for Cultvire
to keep alive culture of pre-Hitler
Reich.t

HopsS to enrol],^in the new group
all exiled German, Austrian and
Czechoslovakian novelists, play-
wrights, screen writers, newspaper-
men and the like now living in U.S.

Exiles' Books Under Way
Alliance Book Corp., recently or-

ganized to publish in this country
works of exiled scribblers, gets going
thiii month. About 12 books will be
issued 63 a starter, all in German.
Enterprise will not be limited to
German-language works, however.
Books will be issued in the exiles'

native languages, and if they write
in English, in that language, too.

Distribution and sales of the Alli-

ance books will be handled by Long-

MacAnsland & Bowers Bankrupt
Bankruptcy schedule has been filed

by MacAvisland & Bowers, Inc.
publisher of the National Parent
Teachers Magazine, listing liabilities
of $209,549 and assets of $12,336, ex
elusive of securities pledged as col
lateral.

Chief creditors listed are Economy
Oil Trucking Corp., $104,385; Conde
Nast Publications, Inc., $41,575; Per-
kins-Goodwin Co., $40,779, and Ellen
Messer MacDonald, $22,000.

K. C. Joarnal Goes New Deal
Kansas City Journal-Post, smaller

of town's two -dailies, last week
underwent a change of ownership
and change of name. Henceforth it's

the Kansas City Journal.
Edition of Oct 4 announced the

sheet's policy as solidly and frankly
New Deal and Democratic. New
owners are leadirg local Democrats.
Change in ownership was marked by
complete change in make-up.

Gannett's Anti-New Deal Books
New publishing group headed by

Frank Gannett, the newspaper emir,

which recently begcn publication of

America's Future, is additionally

going in for book publishing. As
with its mag, will concentrate on
books with an anti-New Deal slant.

To better put across its stuff, books
will be cheaply priced. Each of the

volumes will be in cloth and paper,

to sell for $1.50 and $1, respectively.

Although second issuo of America's
Future is in the making, Gannett
group is still undecided whether the

mag is to be a monthly or weekly.
iSome more meetings scheduled, with
final decision on frequency of pub-
lication to be decided upon soon.

Mag actually has no editor, either.

Dr. Edward A, Rumely sort of han^
dling the editorial reins,* with S. S.

McClure doing a general assist.

Likely that actual editorial staff will

be determined when decision on fre-

quency of publication is reached,

Pitt Grid Coach Scribbling

University of Pittsburgh's strict

rule, invoked couple of years -ago,

against commercial radio broadcasts
or newspaper articling by head foot-

ball coach, Dr. John B. Sutherland,
apparently has been relaxed or
eliminated entirely. At any rate, the
Panthers' grid mentor has just been
signed by Pittsburgh Press for a
daily piece on football. Articles
started last week and may be syndi-
cated to other Scrlpps - Howard
papers.

Ban originally came over differ-

ences between athletic director Don
Harrison and Sutherland, but Har-
rison has since resigned.

WPA's Guide Catalog
Federal Writers' Project will Issue

this month from Washington catalog
describing more than 150 titles in
the American Guide Series.

Series titles have had wide dis-

tribution, incomplete tabulation
showing that 3,549,706 copies of pub-
lications compiled by the project
have been put out. This is apart
from material prepared for other
projects and departments.

Close to 30,000 copies of the state

guides have been distributed in New
-Englaad-aloae^ :

NEW PEBIODXCAIiS
The Woman is newest addition to

the ever-increasing number of di-

gest mags, this one strictly for
femmes. Sponsored by the Farrell
Publishing Corp.,' headed by Thomas
B. farrell. Lorna Farrell is editor,

with John Bennett, managing editor,

and Helen Stelzenmuller, Geraldine
Rhoads and Marye Reynolds assist-

ant eds. Group of editorial associ-
ates comprises Beverly Craig, Dor-
othy MYirphy, Kate Benson, Eleanor
Eastmond, Nancy Evans, Deyanne
Farrell, Anne Harris, Elizabeth Mills
and Alice Townsend. The Woman,
to use reprints only.

Bull's Eye Sports Stories will be
companion mag to recently an-
nounced Bull's Eye Detective Stories
gotten out by Fiction House. Edited
by Malcolm Reiss. Pair may be
forerunner of a group of periodicals
imder the Bull's Eye label to take
in various pulp-mag subjects. Al-
though Fiction House has Fight
Stories and Ail-American Football
Magazine, Bull's Eye Sport Stories
will carry tales covering the entire
sports field.

Nickel Comics first departure in
the comics mag field and likely to
start something. Comics mags, is-

sued by a number of publishing
houses, all set at a dime. Since they
sell almost wholly to juves, with
price therefore an important factor.
Nickel Comics is seen as likely to
bring the price of many other comics
piiblications down to its level. Nickel
Comics is a Dell periodical via its

One-Shot Publishing Co.
Free Lance Photographer, which

had appeared for a comparatively
short period as a sort of house organ
of the Free Lance Photogfaphers
Guild, becomes a monthly mag
early in November. Will continue
to be sponsored by the Guild and
edited by Arthur Brackman. Guild
is an organization of unattached
news photogs. Brackman at one
time edited the mag. Trips.
Cartoon flumor new publication

added to the Standard Magazines
chain, coincident with switch of the
same publisher's College Humor
from monthly publication to bi-
monthly. As indicated by title,

Cartoon Humor will carry comedy
drawings; Edited by Robert A.
Pines, who serves in the same ca-
pacity for College Humor.

Flair is a new monthly picture
mag published by Paul A. Newsome
and Francis E, Whipple, covering the
New England area. Publishing head-
quarters are in Weymouth, Mass.,
Where Newsome edits the Weymouth

Gazette and Transcriptr Newsome
also editor of Flair. New periodical
strictly a pictui^ mag.
Views and Reviews, new monthly,

skedded for issuance around Novem-
ber 1, Mag is proposed as Reader's

Digest of Radio, printing pertinent

speeches made on stations through-
out the country. Publisher is Thom-
as Ste.venson, who fprmerly got out

Broadcast Reporter. New mag, with
headquarters in Washington, is in

pocket-size format.
Art of Living, new local Philly

mag, is patterned after Cue, designed
to guide Philly entertainment-seek-
ers in where to go and what to do.

Publishers are A, C. Hicks and How-
ard Law. Distributed free, 2,500 first

week and 10,000 after that.

Escort has made its appearance in

New York under editorship of Rol-

and Killingsworth. Pocket size mag
of Greenwich Village activity, with
snapshots, dining and wining info,

local high spots, etc.

Range Riders new pulp in the

Thrilling Group of Standard Maga-
zines. To specialise In Western tales

of jivengings. Leo Margulies, Stand-
ard editorial head, in charge.

LITERA'n OBITS THIS WEEK
Rev. Michael J. Dwyer, 77, died

last week in Albany. His career was
unique among American priests In

that he had been a reporter and edi-

torial writer on the Boston Herald,
editor of Donahue's Catholic Mag-
azine, trial lawyer for the Boston
firm of Tyler & Young (junior part-

ner, Owen D. Young), assistant and
then district attorney of Suffolk
County (Boston metropolitan area),

professor of criminal law at Boston
U., a concert singer and lecturer,

and secretary of the Boston Munici-
pal Music Committee, before he
started to study for Holy Orders in

1916 after the death of his wife and
two children. A cold contracted
while returning from Scotland with
his surviving daughter and In-

testinal complications caused his

death.

Dietrlck Lamade, 79, president and
publisher of the Williamsport, Pa.,

Grit, died Oct. 9 of pneumonia after

four days' illness. Owner of the
paper since 1884, when it was a two-
year-old country weekly, Lamade
1juflt-Grit-into~a~Bational~weekly,
with more than 600,000 circvdation

and a home-office force of 250.

William A. Hoy, 76, who studied
law and was admitted to the bar
while city editor of the old New
York World, died Oct. 6 at his home
in New York, following a short ill-

ness. Hoy began his career as a re-

porter on the Philadelphia Press,

CHATTER
The Nelson Doubledays have gone

abroad.
Wells Reardon to Turkey for some

book material.

Daniel Kane in from New Orleans
to meet the new mag editors.

Guy Fowler sold his newspaper
yarn, 'Copy Boy,' to Munsey.
Robert Neal Leath sold a..story,

'Sex Is Only Temporary,' to Liberty.
Lucius Beebe's book on railroading

comes out this month. Called 'High
Iron.'

James Parton, associated ed of
Time, has joined the Sutton place
colony.

William Gastney has finally dug his
Massachusetts place from out of the
recent flood.

Arthur Settel, N. Y. Times corre-
spondent in Egypt, back to New
York on leave.

Starting with this week's Issue,

Time will appear on Thursdays in-
stead of Fridays.
Winifred Mulcahey, of the Fawcett

women's mags, to the Coast for a
gander at the studios.

Elliott Beach Macrae, of the Dut-
ton puiblishing firm, and Marjorie
Knight, the scribbler, wed.
Harold Strauss, who was editor for

Covici, Friede, has joined the Fed-
eral Writers Project in an exec ca-
pacity.

Hervey Allen In Bermuda and a
quarter way through a new novel
which he will call 'Richfield
Springs.'

Reminiscences of Frank Case, host
of the Algonquin, New York, will be
out Nov. 3, entitled 'Tales of a Way-
ward Inn.'

Louis Bromfleld returns from
abroad the end of the month to join
his family at Mansfield, Ohio, his
hometown.
Elsa (Mrs, Laughton) Lanchester's

new tome, 'Charles Laughton and I,'

makes its entry Oct, 20 under the
Harcourt Brace imprint.
Hamlin Garland will return to

New York to open the annual meet-
ing of the American Academy of
Arts and Letters, Nov.- 10.

Henry L, Stoddard still trying to
locate the owners of five boats
thrown up on his front lawn in

Connecticut by the recent hurricane.
'Sherman Was Bight' glorifiei

Sherman Bllllngsley, Stork Club
N. Y., proprietor, in an early Cos-
mopolitan Issue, authored by Finis
Farr, radio scripter.

Papers now using syndicated 'Tirile
Out' sports cartoon by '

Chester
Smith, sports editor, and Jack
Berger, cartoonist, of Pittsburgh
Press have reached 150.
Struthers Burt back in PhlUy from

his ranch in Wyoming. Farrar &
Rinehart publishing his 'Powder
River' next month as the fourth vol-
ume in its Rivers of America series.
Large number of authors and many

interested in the writing craft will go
to. Crossways, Mich., Oct. 23 to par-
ticipate in the dedication of the Earl
Reed Memorial Fireplace in the
Bookfellow Library.
Jack Robin, former Pittsburgh

Post-Gazette reporter and now pri-
vate secretary to Mayor Scully
there, has just announced his mar-
riage of almost year ago. He's a
cousin of songwriter Leo Robin.
Newest of the university publish-

ers is the University of Georgia
Press, which gets going shortly. Has
arranged for University Books, Inc.,
as selling agents, which already
handles the sales for 22 university
publishers.

Plays on Broadway

(Continued from page 48)

THE GOOD
had an affair long before with a fel-
low Harriet was in love with, and
that her union with Malcolm was a
marriage of convenience. Her lover
had gone to war and was killed.

Some other good players figure in
the performance, particularly Rob-
ert Keith as the father, who was so
intense in the second act that he
went hoarse. Florence Sundstrom,
as the attractive maid, Harry Ban-
nister, as the doctor, Douglas Park-
hirst, as the boy who copped, Jarvis
Rice in the difficult part of the son,
and Frederick Kaufman, as a wor-
ried tailor, all figure, but their ef-
forts will probably be of little avail,

ibee.

Tbe.-Dgjd.LTjjj^c» ^ Bride
Murder melodrama In two acts (one set)

preeented by Montgomery Ford, Written
by .Toe Bates Smith. Staged by John Hay-
den, Settings by Lawrence L, Goldwasser,
At Cort, N. T., opening: Oct. 7. '38: $3.30
top.
MesUe BIlby Evelyn Byrd
Mamaret Submit Qulmby. Joannctte Chliiley
Herbert Vanwick Clauson.J. Arthur Young
Louisa Polly .....Helen Stilelda
Gregory Jared Anthony Ilosa
Hermea Bllby .Philip Wood
George Renaley Qui Loula Heotor
Reporter Robert Llndsey
Xodd Frank Harvey
Hulbern Clcdge Roberta

This one Is well produced, but
limited by its theme and macabra
nature to a short stay on Broadway.
Modest hook-up and cut-rate support
wUl make possible whatever engage-
ment it enjoys. There is nothing for
films, since, it deals with a particu-
larly cold-blooded murder plotted by
an unpleasant daughter to get rid of
an unpleasant father.

Play "

is reminiscent of 'Double
Door,' in that the action takes place
in a semi-barricaded New York
mansion (1876) and the setting
(good) is an integral part of the
foreboding which the play is fairly
successful in achieving. It looks for
a time as. if incestuous angles be-
tween father and daughter are about
to be introduced, but this is not car-
ried out. There is some grounds to
suspect that the author may have
revised his script. If so, he lost
much in motivation that, however
grim, would have been more plaus-
ible with some more personalized
menace.

Although plotted carefully from
the moment the homicide thought
enters the girl's head, the willing-
ness of the lover to participate and
strike the blow is not developed,
His entanglement lacks the passion-
ate undertone that would swamp
reason. Most of the time this lover
is a cool and reasonable chap. Not
at all the slave of amative instincts
that take murder in stride.

Poetic revenge of deep irony Is

implicit in the quick-thinking of the
girl, who, confronted with the acci-
dental death of the wrong man, art-

fully shifts the blame on the father,
who is hung for a crime he didn't
commit.

Jeannet^ Chinley, as the daugh-
ter, carries a long role well and
with a range of emotion that only
omits (because the author omitted)
the sexual befoggment that might
have rendered it all more under-
standable. Arbitrary ordering about
of characters by the playwright has
not gotten under th? surface, and
this sort of melodrama has to. 'Pay-
ment Deferred' is a case in point,
Louis Hector is a plausible old

grouch, eccentric and autocratic.
Minor character roles are in able
custody. Phillitj Wood copped some
giggles as a meddlesome neighbor of
the disagreeable widower and his
malevolent offspring. Land.
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Broadway

Marian Spitzer in town.

Plenty of coin in circulation among
the niteries.

John Root doing / sets for 'Run,

Sheep, Run.'

Mark Hanna granted an Equity
franchise as an agent.

NVA will hold Clown Night next
month at the Sharon hotel.

Bill SharpCj press agent for state

of North Carolina, in town.

Theatre Authority meeting to

discuss plans lor collaring benefits.

Evelyn >Nesbit has some theatre

dates set. Has been playing niteries.

Tom Ewell, legit player, back from
six months in the Orient and South
Seas.

Edna Mae Harris, Negro actress,

now being managed by Fred Fulton,

former fighter.

National Showmen's Assn. (out-

door) holding annual dinner at Com-
modore hotel Nov. 17,

isilly Tanner, former 'Dutch comic
in burlesque, now bartending in an
IJighth avenue ginnery

George W. Weeks left Monday (10)

on a swing through eastern cities on
Monogram product deals.

Dezso D'Antalffy filling organist

8ost, left vacant b', the death of

[elchiorre Mauro-Cottone.

Rose Pauly, Metopera soprano,
taking out her first citizenship

papers. She's Hungarian by birth.

Alan Corelli elected national trus-

tee of U. S. Army Ambulance Corps,
organization of World War drivers.

Majority of picture company home
offices will be closed a half day today
(Columbus Day); 20th-Fox all day.

Annabella, French actress, under
20th-Fox contract, is due back from
a visit to Paris in a week or 10 days.

Norman Lloyd, late of Mercury
and Federal theatre productions, now
tutoring at the New Theatre School.

Happy Masefield, former house
band member of WNEW, is oper-
ating a cocktail lounge in Jackson
Heights.

Fay Rothman, secretary to Louis
Weinberg, of Columbia Pictures,

heads for Havana and Nassau Satur-
day (15)..

Balcony at Bi-oadhurst's opening
of 'Fabulous Invalid' loaded with
celebs who couldn't get seats on
main level.

Henri Therrien to Jacksonville,
"iFla., fofTTis Ihiiixl cb'fis€CUtive-seH5Dn -

as singer and amusement manager
at that resort.

Bill Rodgers, Metro general sales

manager, due back Monday (17)

from trip contacting branches on
product deals, etc.

Hugh Daniel, former men's fashion
tylist for RKO on the Coast, is in

New York designing for an exhibit

at the World's Fair.

^Margaret Perry returned last week
from Mexico and left almost at once
for a Montana ranch. Expects to be
back early in December.

Tom Kearns, who exited station

WOR publicity, dickering to handle
Kurt Robitschek's proposed vauder,

Palladium, nee Cine-Roma.

Felix Ferry taking over the old

House of Lords for a nitery. Ferry
also has a Monte (3arlo concesh at

the World's Fair next year.

Central Park Casino unshuttered
last night oh the site of the old Em-
bassy Club, bonifaced by Sidney
Solomon. Carl Byoir angeling.

Martin Berkeley, author of 'Roosty'

and 'Seen but Not Heard,' has com-
pleted a new one, 'The Prison With-
out.' Century Play is handling it.

Herman G. Weinberg, formerly at

Filmarte theatre, has been named
publicity-ad director for World Pic-

tures, distribs of foreign languages.

Harry Sherman, former Paramoiint
theatre.department executive, is put-

ting out a theatre game known as

Tip-Top-Toe, and WB trying it out.

Charles Pettijohn, assistant to Will
Hays in New York office of Motion
Picture Producers & Distributors
Assn., is back in his office after

illness.

Major Pat Healy, Massachusetts
amusements censor, in New York,
breaking up return to Boston from
Los Angeles American Legion con-
vention.

Scheduled to shift to the William
Morris Coast office Oct. 15, Sammy
Weisbord, of agency's radio dept.,

has had the shift deferred until De-
cember.

War scare chased Eddie Moran
back to America after only nine
days' vacash in. Paris. Hal Roach,
writer, continuing his loaf around
Broadway.
Another attempt at a snooty mem-

bership nitery being made by the
Pall Mall Club, on site of old Mun-
son residence, 12 E. 67th. No en-
tertainment.

Larry Nixon, of WNEW, who
financeid his new baby on two edi-
tions of 'Vagabond Voyaging,' hails
third printing as guaranteeing shoes
for the infant..
Anis Fuleihan. who's on the staff

of G. Schirmer, music pubs, will
have his latest composition preemed
by the Philharmonic at Carnegie
Hall, D6c. 10-11. ^
Bob Moriarty, attached to the

home office publicity-advertising de-
partment of Paramount, has
switched to the strdio ad staff un-
der Cliff Lewis.

W. French Glthens, chief executive
of Newsreel Theatres, Inc., left on
first vacation in three years Satur-
day (8). He will spend a week or
10 days in Durham, N, C,

Ben Bernie returned to LeRoy san
for a few more days' observation,
coming out in time for his Sunday
broadcast, but returning pronto.
Trying to duck a stomach op, and
it looks OK to do so.

Massimo Frecchia leaves for Ha-
vana Saturday (15) to conduct the
Philharmonica Orchestra there Oct.
23,

Ann Feigenblatt, in the N. Y. 'Pins
and Needles,' will be one of subjects
in forthcoming book, 'Women of
Achievement,' to be published by
House of Field, Inc. Among others
are Eleanor Roosevelt, Secretary of
Labor Frances Perkins, Helen Hayes
and tirace Moore.

London

ASCAP Decision

(Continued from page 39)

hope, someday, to squirm out of

ASCAP's rigid restrictions.

In the Washington quarrel, the

court contended that ASCAP's fail-

ure to claim damages in excess of

$3,0(H) disqualified the suit. Juris-

diction was refused on the
,
count

that ASCAP was bound by its

pleadings and the Gene Buck or-

ganization requested a writ of cer-

tiorari.

Ironic note in today's finding of

'probable jurisdiction' in the Wash-
ington case was struck by: (1)

ASCAP's .later contention that the

state law interferes with and in-

validates 528 contracts which it held

in tta state (with an estimated an-
nual draw of $60,000); and (2) fact

that current legal opinion is that

the Court will take the question

posed in the Washington case

(whether a plaintant is bound to

what he says in respect to damages
claimed) as a guide in the disposi-

tion of both the Washington and
Florida cases.

Florida Suit

Florida tangle involves an injunc-

fiM" BYougKt'"by- Sucfc--Bga1nst--the-

late Cary D. Landis, attorney-gen-
eral, to prevent enforcement of the

state law regulating licensing of

copyrighted songs as trespassing on
public domain. Landis died shortly

after the suit was filed and a tempo-
rary restrainer was granted in a
memorandum opinion by the Fed-
eral District Court. Following Lan-
dis's- death, other state officers

sought a dismissal of the Buck in-

junction, claiming it was directed

against the former attorney general
as an individual. ASCAP asked for

permission to amend the complaint
to- include Landis' . ssuccessor,

George Couper Gibbs.

Both of these positions were de-
nied by the Florida court and ad-
verse rulings on the first was the
present excuse for state officers to

carry their case before the Supreme
Court.

Motion of the appellees to substi-

tute was granted and Gibbs, in-

dividually and as Attorney General
of the State of Florida, was substi-

tuted as a party appellant in place

of Landis.

Theatres—Exchanges

(Coninuted from page 21)

remain on the job until one is ap-
pointed.
Frank Hughey elevated to assistant

managership of Orpheum in McKees
Rocks, another Shea-Hyde property,
succeeding Alber*. Streckels.
John Bdll has resigned as exploita-

tion director of Europa Films here
to return to his old p,a. post with
Drake and Lyric theatres in Oil

City, Pa.

Bryan, Tex.
Mrs. Morris Schulman, who owns

and operates four small houses, in

and around Bryan and College Sta-

tion, has retained architects to pre-

pare specifications for $100,000 house
at College Station, across from Texas
A. & M. Will be air-conditioned and
acoustically treated, seating 500,

Mrs. Schiilman heads the Bryan
Amus. Co.

Pittsburgh.

Bob Dunbar, WB-First National

salesman in West Virginia territory,

'has been elevated to post of office

manager and assistant to Harry Seed,

head of Pittsburgh exchange. He suc-

ceeds Paul Krumenacker, recently

•made chief of sales for same com-
pany in Albany. For the time being,

Dunbar's W. Va. post will be left

open.

Bert Coote's estate was $1,250,

The Irving Tishmans in Paris.

Atexander Korda has returned
from America.
Jimmy James In hospital with in-

ternal trouble,

London Casino has downed its ad-
mission prices to $2.50.

'Glorious Morning,' at Whitehall
theatre, going cheap prices.

Wences due here in early Decem-
ber for Vaude and nitery dates.

Ruth ChattertOn being submitted
here for vaudeville and niteries.

Bob Dupont showing a bankbook
with $100,000 '?.ved up from show
biz.

Harry Cohen looking for spot in

provinces to operate repertory com-
pany.
Jimmy Nice (Nice, Florio and Lu-

bow) to marry Helen Pelton, English
non-professional.
Laurence Olivier selected by Sam

Goldwyn to play Heathcliff in

'Wuthering Heights.'

'

Phil Reisman to head the Euro-
pean sales convention of RKO,
which starts Friday (14).

Gaumont-British Newsreel will be
regular feature in the new Warner
theatre, Leicester Square,
Emlyn Williams giving a midnight

performance of his new play, 'The
Corn Is Green,' for actors,
George J, Heilbron, head of Inter-

national Copyright Bureau, to Ber-
lin for the first time in years,
CJeorge Rhodes Parry, former Lon-

don Palladium manager, now man-
aging a J6ck Hylton vaudeville
unit.

Two switches; Ivor Norvello's
'Comedienne' from Haymarket to

Aldwych, 'Lot's Wife' from Aldwych
to Savoy.
Amidst all the troubles. Earl

Bailey flew to Berlin to see the
Georgie Hale gals, who open in the
Scala, Berlin.
Walter 'Dare' Wahl with Tom Ar-

nold's ice show, opening at the Pal-
ace, Manchester, for two weeks, from
Oct. 24, with options.
David Tennant, former husband of

Hermione Baddeley, to marry Vir-
ginia Parsons, daughter of Viola
Tree and Alan Parsons,

'Tobias and the Angel' closed at

St. Martin's Sept. 24, after three
weeks, having transferred from
Open Air theatre, Regent's Park,
Rottenberg & Golden to run a

pantomime in French at thjC ABC,
Paris, starting Christmas 'for 10

weeksr—with- -Gaudsmith. Bros »!=.

ready booked,
Dodie Smith's new play, 'Dear

Octopus,' took $12,500 the week be-
fore the war crisis, beating 'The
Barretts of Wimpole Street,' which
held house record.
The Ivor Novello 'Henry V* ven-

ture at Drury Lane closed Oct, 1

after brief run: Novello had been
drawing no salary, it's reported, en-
deavoring to keep going.

'She, Too, Was Young,' folding at
Wyndham's, being rq^laced . by
O'Bryen, Linnet & Duniee's produc*
tioitf 'Quiet Wedding,' starring Eliza

beth Allen and Frank Lawton.
Casting has started for the Cicely

Courtneidge-Jack Hulbert-Lee Eph-
raim musical, which will flnlly go to

the Palace after five weeks in the
sticks. Lew Stone and band engaged,
Oscar Deiitsch's equipment subsid,

Sound and Cinema Equipments has
been converted into a 'public' com-
pany with $625,000 capital. Stock be-
ing fixed at $1.25 per; no issue is be-
ing made,
Edmond Ryan has promoted bank-

roll to stage John Hayden's 'Thieves
Fall Out,' due for the West End in

early November, Cast already lined
up are Jack_La Rue, Charlie Chrisp
and himself.

Forty members of London Films'
Technicolor version of "The Four
Feathers,' who were to leave for
Port Said to shoot .local scenes, have
temporarily abandoned their trip.

They had already been Inoculated
against tropical diseases.
After premiere of 'Alexander's

Ragtime Band' at the Regal, a pri-
vate reception was given at which
Ethel Levey, accompanied by the
composer, sang 'Alexander' in the
manner in which it was done in pre-
war days. It went over big.

Besides Laurence Olivier, Ralph
Richardson and Valerie Hobson, stars

of Columbia's British production of
'Q Planes,' there are 21 character
parts played by prominent actors.

It's claimed to be the strongest cast
of supporting players ever assembled
in this country.

brought him in.c. contract for West
Virginia nitery,
Adele Curtis warbling at Plaza

cate again after throat ailment of
several months.

Milt Hammond, who wrote Du-
quesn^ .U, musical Ja^t season, has
joined Mills 9ros.^

''

Labor union troubles made Law-
rence Welk's opening at Chatterbox
practically a secret,

Sara Fmkel Moses, sister of Bill
Finkel, indie exhib, di^d unexpect-
edly here last week,

Dolores Bitner has retired from
chorus work to become wife* of Dave
Marino, .-a musician.
Patsy Levin is Casino's new opera-

tor, succeeding Eddie Grant, killed
recently in auto accident.
George Lefko's seek, Mabel Sessi,

will wed Ian Packman, of Mt. Ver-
non, N, Y., day before Xmas.
Burt Bishop and John Maloney

sail Oct. 22 for Paris with prize-
winning M-G sales managers.

On the Upbeat

Holiywood

(Continued from page 38)

placing Johnny Long, who goes to
Hotel Statier in Buffalo Oct. 26.
Both placed by MCA. ^

Major Olmes' band booked for fall

getaway of Imperial Room at Web-
ster Hall Hotel, Pittsburgh, Satur-
day (15). Spot will operate, as in
past, on Satdees only with Olmes'
slated for a streteh of week-ends.

Pe^ffy Neenan, 'Miss- Western
Pennsylvanian of 1938,*' has " joined
Brad Hunt's orch, Pittsburgh, as vo-
calist, succeeding Dorothy Lee Jones.

Floyd Rays* sepia band opens at
the Paramount theatre, tos Angeles,
Oct. 20, for one week.

Rudy Scoter recording music for
Bob Baker western at Universal

Henry Patrick, who won a Philly
radio chirp contest several years ago
and has since sung with various
name bands undei the tag of Pat
Henry, has organized his own orch.
Currently playing the 20th Century
Tavern, Philly.

—Javier ^ueot, -who -closed at the
Arcadia-International, Philly, oni

Saturday, opened eight-week sesh at
the Statier, Detroit, last night. From
there he goes to the Baker Hotel,
Dallas, for an indefinite stand until
he returns to the Waldorf, New
York, arbund beginning of the year,

Happy Fclton and brand new band
opened at the Arcadia-International,
Philly, on Monday, Pacted for a
four-week stand as a break-in for
theatre dates. Gave up his former
band last spring to do m.c.ing exclu-
sively. Jan Savitt and crew from
KYW, Philly, follow Felton into the
Arcadia for four weeks, while radio
outlet uses sub band. Will have an
NBC wire through KYW three times
a week.

Pittdbnrgh
By Hal Cohen

Norman Frescott to m.c. annual
Variety Club banquet Oct. 30.%

Sons of Charlie Eagle and Clarence
Eiseman have enrolled at Pitt.

Harry Kalmine celebrating sixth
anniversary as WB zone manager.
Ex-circus p.a. Leonard Littman

back in town. Managing a couple of
pugs.
Harry Brown's son, Harry. Jr.,

named head of film house chain in

Ohio.
Johnny Meklas has checked out of

Bob dayman's band and into Tommy
Carlyn's,
Syd Magidson's 22d birthday

Johnny Fielder reopened the Plaza
Hotel Roof, San Antonio, Saturday
(8). Spot to be lighted four nights
weekly.

Jerry McRae and her Rangerettes,
all-gal combo, bows In at The Gleam,
San Antonio nitery, Wednesday (12),

Paul Whiteman plays a two-day
date at Washington anci Lee U., Lexv
ington, Va., Friday and Sat. (14-15).

Tenth college date for Whiteman
this year.

Hui:o Marian! opens the Club £1
Rio, N. Y., sometime this week. Crew
spent the summer at West End Ca-
sino, West End, N. J.

Dick Mansfield sailed on a West
Indies cruise ship Sat, (8).

Dick Arlen ailing with flu.

Errol Flynn out of hospital.

Tom Petty east pn vacation.

Boyd King, out of the hospital.

Liir Damiia flew in from N, Y..

Lou Irwln in from Broadway.

Fay Wray back from Broadway.
M'onrce Goldstein out of hospital,

Rita Stevens home from hospital.

Tommy Ryan north on p.a. tour.

Franchot Tone had a m.'njr opera-
tion.

Howard Benedict north on vaca-
tion,

Claude Binyon back from fishing

trip.

Roy Rogers back from personal
tour.

Robert Richman home from Ha-
waii,

Dsn Mainwaring wrHing another
novel.

Fred Datig back at his desk after
illness,

Robert Usher in from Honolulu
vacadi.

Gary Cooper to Sun Valley for
hunting.
Harold Adamson checked out of

hospital.
Norman Alley east Nov. 1 on lec-

tui^ tour.
Penny Singleton readying for per-

sonal tour.
William Ryan in hospital with in-

fected . Jaw.
Johnny Burke back from rest at

Arrowhead.
WiUi» 1 Saal in from Manhattan

for confabs,
Nick and George Diamos in from

Tucson on biz,
' Mort Greene and Ann Lawrence
to wed next month.
M. M. Musselman building nevt

home in Westwood.
Paul Yawitz injured slightly in

falling from a horse.
Warners entertaining CCC boyi

with patriotic shorts. -

Carey Wilson lectured on drama
at L.- A. Junior High.

Earl of Poulett, here from Lon-
don, ogling! film plants.
Dr. A. H. Giannini building new

offices on Sunset stri|>.

Bill Gargan opening his winter
home at Palm Springs.
Charles P. Skouras ended his tour

of tl^ mountain states.
Robert Riskin organizing softball

team for Sam Goldwyn.
.

Bert Granet and Charlotte Lewis
due .ta.marry in December.
Sid ^rauman hosted' 50 Hewi

cameramen at skating party.
Jack Ross resigned as secretary to

Carl Laemmle •after 15 years.
Walter Bowdin in from' New York

tor his first gander at studios.
Evelyn Keyes recovering from ap-

pendicitis atiack without an. op,
Charles Bickford back from his

gold mine in northern Califorhia.
Errol Flynn, recuperating at Palm

Springs, plantiixig a Honolulu vacash
before he returns to work.
The Harlan Ifeompsons (Marian

Spitzer) have purchased the Dick
Powell-Joan Blondell home in Bev-
erly,

Paris
By fine* Speck

Harry Salzman to London.
Three Bonos off for New York en-

gagjemejit

Mistinguett, in from vacash, pre-
paring tour.

Reda Caire taking one of top roles
in 'Balalaika.'
'Kidnapped' <20th> opening at

Cinema Balzac.
Annabella selling lottery tickets to

aid needy artists.

'Alexander's Ragtime Band' (20th)
catching top houses at lie Paris.
Julien Duvivier talking of making

'Pont de Souvenins,' with Raimu a»

'Brave New World,' with Edward
'Stirling's English players, gointf on
tour.

Society of Authors, Composers and
Publishers receptioAed Irving Berlin
when he was here.

'Llntransigeant' publishing story
of 'Adrienne Lecouweur* at same
time film is being presented.

Will Osborne 'prematurely' itxited
^

Glen Island Casino, Larchmont, N.
\

Y., Oct 9. Had been positively

booked until Jan. 1, '39. Moves to

Meadowbrook Club, Cedar Grove,
N. J., Oct.,14.

blen Gray bunch play Paramount
theatre, N, Y., Dec. 21 on last book-
ing for Rockwell-O'Keefe office.

(Corky O'Keefe steps out of ROK
this v/eek). Andrews Sisters will
show with band.

Freddy Fischer's Schnickelfritz
band returns to home territory to
play St, Paul hotel, Nov, 4 for four
weeks. Came out of Minneapolis last

year.

Ramona will preem the new room
of the Van Cleve hotel, Dayton, O.,

Oct. 12.

Hfioeeapots
By Lee Hecs

Columbia closed circuit deal with
Paramount chain, including Twin
City first runs.

Lester Coleman, Paramount home-
office booking auditor, off for Des
Moines after brief visit here.

Martha Tilton rejoined Benny
Goodman here after recovering from
illness that confined her to a Omaha
hospital.

President W. A, Steffes, of North-
west Allied, back from Washington,
says that 'for strategic reasons' he's
abandoning efforts to obtain new ra>>

dio station permit.
Jimmy Walker, ex-mayot of New

York, to be toastmaster at testi-
monial dinner which Northwest the-
atre owners ajre tendering Eddie
Golden, Monogram vice-prez, here
this week...
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News From the Dailies
This department contc^ins rewritten theatrical news items as j)ub-

lished during the week in the daily papers of New York, Chicago.

San Francisco, Hollywood and London. Vabietv takes no credit for

these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

East

Lion in a sideshow at Wildwood,

N J., escaped from its cage last

Wednesday, felled a Japanese em-
ployee of an auction room and
clawed him to death. Took refuge-

under the boardwalk and was not

killed until several hours later.

' Bill, the Prospect Park elephant

which recently butted his mate,

Hilda, into a trench, got into the pa-

pers again last week when he sought

to butt his new cage-mate through a

stone wall. Elephantine lady-kilWr.

No Westchester Musical Festival

next year. Feared it would conflict

with the World's Fair. Also poor
finances.
Westchester branch of the Automo-

bile Club of N. Y. protests that no-
where else are motorists subjected to

so many nuisance taxes, including

tickets to policemen's balls. Seeks
relict
Rodeo riders went to City Hall Fri-

day to greet Mayor LaGuardia and,
incidentally, advertise th6 openmg of

the show the same evening.
N. Y. Federation of Music Clubs

opens a contest for a soprano be-
tween the age of 16 and 21 to sing at

the World's Fair.
Brooklyn had an outdoor art show

last week in emulation of the annual
N. Y, event. About 2,500 paintings
on exhibit, largely flower pieces.

Henry Ford to put out a new car
priced between V8 and the Lincoln.

To be called the Mercury.
Theresa Helburn, John Houseman

and Robert Lewis, of the Theatre
Guild, Mercury and Group theatres,

re'spectively, discussed The Problem
of Theatre Organization' as the first

of a series of symposiums sponsored
by the. Group at the New School for
Social Research Saturday morning.
East Side Dramatic Group to visit

Sing Sing to get dope for its produc-
tion of 'The Nether World.'
Members of the American Society

of Magicians attended the Strand in a
body Friday night to honor Chester
Morris, making a p.a. in, whidh he
doe3-3ome4egeFdemaHi. - • -

Cecil B. DeMiUe looking for a
wooden. Indian, but it must be a
fierce one. For use in 'Union Pacific.^

Everett Marshall in the alimony
toils. His ^recently divorced wife,
Carolina Segrera, haled him into
court in a little matter of $300 a
week. Says shell remit airrears, but
he must come to taw from how on.
He made a $25,000 settlement on
Which he has paid $8,000, but the
N. Y. courts allowed her the weekly
payment.
Refugee Theatre, composed of

former members of German organi-
zations, doing plays in German at
the Heckscher.

Cecelia Loftus to inaugurate an-
other series of impersonations Sun-
day evenings, starting Oct. 30 at the
Vanderbilt..

Gleiidon Allvine, who wrote
*Knights of Song;' tojd the American
Gilbert and Sullivan Society all
about it at their first meeting last
Friday. Operetta Is based on G. & S.
melodies:
N. Y. State Tax Commission flies

a warrant for $4,010 against Mae
West for state taxes for 1931-33 in-
clusive. Order came' from Albany,
and local officials profess ignorance
as to the basis for the warrant,
which acts as a judgment.
Roman Totenberg named concert

master of the orch of the New
Friends of Miisic. Erich Simon
tabbed assistant conductor. He's a
clarinetist when he's not shaking the
stick.

Fredric March passes up Idea for
a sta^e engagement to take a long
vacation in Bermuda.

Police barred 'campers' at the
Yankee Stadium. They could get
in line as early as they wanted, but
no boxes, stools, hot lunches or thfe

like. Thev stood and kept standing.
Peggy Fears turns down an offer

of A. C. Blumenthal to pay her
$50,000 in settlement of all claims.
It'.-? $70,000 or nothing. May go into
a N. Y.- nitery.
Drydock Savings Institution, as as-

signee of the 140 W.'57th St. Corp.,
seeks to attach the salary and in-
come of Beniamino Gigli for $9,784,
rent and telephone charges from
July, '32, to September of the fol-
lowing year. Reported to have of-
fered to settle for $7,500.

First meeting of the Met. Opera
Guild here yesterday (11). Edward
Johnson outlined the season's plans
and John Carter, picked for the
troupe through the Auditions of the
Air. gave a samplie yodel.
Mass. Institute of Technology

staged a debate with Radcliffe last
week on 'Resolved, That swing music
is detrimental to American Culture.'
Wound up in a jive session with the
co-eds shagging in the aisles. Girls
from Radcliffe had the negative in

the debnte.
New Ehgland states closing woods

to hunters because of fire peril:

Federal Theatre Project's produc-
tion of 'The Mikado' to start a six-

da)!^ run at the Brooklyn Academy

of Music Mdnday. Return engage-
ment.

Lil" Pons tells a New Orleans re-
porter her ambitions. Wants to have
Dlenty o"f children, to retire, and to

be able to eat all the food she wantis
any time she waints it.

Mrs. .Eunice Skelly, widow of the
comedian who was killed in June,
'34, when his car was struck by a
locomotive, has settled her claim
against the N. Y., N. H. & H. for

$7,500.
Yale experimenters announce that

one highball ori an empty stomach
or two after a full meal is the safety
limit. Beyond, that the drinker is

technically soused. Determined by
the alcoholic content of the blood.
Menasha Skulnik, Yiddish pro-

ducer^ filed petition in bankruptcy
last week listing $21,026 liabilities

and no assets.

Joseph Szigeti and Benny Good-
man to present a new concerto for
violin, clarinet and orch at Carnegie
Hall Jan. 9. Written by Bela Bar-
tok at the urge of the violinist. Very
little concert music written for the
clarinet.

Local furrier announcing offer of

one chinchilla wrap made from new
skins. Priced at $35,000. Chin-
cl.lllas now raised for breeding, but
still worth too much to provide pelts.

Johnny Spoon, parachute jumper,
killed at Augusta, Ga., Oct. 9. De-
layed pulling the rip. cord in the

hooe of bettering the record. Wait-
ed' too long. Got a purse of $8 for
making the leap.

Baok to Duals
Indianapolis, Oct. 11.

Double bills score again with Carl

Niesse, operator of the Vogue, north-

side nabe, forsaking his highly pub-
liciized single feature bill and hour
of shorts to go info the feature pic

duo. Got support of all film writers

in town, who decried the boredom
of double feature pictures, but cus-

tomers evidently demanded the extra

portion of film footage, as Niesse

reports a 30% increase in gross at-^

tendance since changing policy.

Coast

Gladys Renavent, former actress,

filed a cross complaint in L. A.
against Georges Renavent, dramatic
coach, asking separate maintenance
of $750 a month.
Stan Laurel pleaded not guilty to

a charge of drunken driving and was
granted a jury trial in L. A., Oct, 24.

John Langan, dialog director, in

a cross-complaint, asked a divorce
from Joan Manners, screen actress,

ThXrA.
Ivan Simpson, film player, recov-

ering in Santa Monica hospital after
attempting suicide by monoxide gas.

Mrs. Lawrence Tibbett recovered
$20,000 in jewels, stolen aboard a
steamer while enroute from an
Australian tour.
Benth warrant was isisued for

SaUy -Rand, fan dancer, who failed
to appear for trial on battery
charges in L. A.
Suit against Martha Raye by her

father, Peter F. Reed, asking $50-a-
week support, was dropped in L. A.
court. Reed also dropped his dam-
age suit for $1S0,000 against Peter
Baumann, Mids Raye's stepfather and
manager.
Geraldine Chesebro Wermouth

obtained an annulment of her mar-
riage to Don Wermuth, publicity
man, in L.. A. Married in Yuma
four months ago, the bride said she
left him when she learned he had
been married twice and had two
children.
Ann Sheridan, film actress, was

granted a divorce in L. A. from Ed-
ward Norris, stage and screen
player. . Property settlement was
arranged out of court.
Mary Kornman. film actress for

merlv with Our Gang comedies, ob-
tained a divorce in L. A. from Leo
Tover, cameraman. They had been
married four years.
Will of Con Conrad, song writer,

filed' for probate in L. A., left his en
tire estate to his widow, Leona Z
Conrad. Document specifically dis
inherited his former wife, Francine
Larrimora.

Legit Agents

Duals
(Continued from page 5)

both pictures in the newspapers, op-

position theatres there also are

threatening to go dual bills.

John J. Friedl, a Paramount circuit

general manager, says that when the

completely remodeled Grand, dark
for several years, reopens as the

New Gopher Oct. 28, it will play

single first-run features at 25c. This

means that only the Aster here and

Tower, St Paul, among the chain's

downtown theatres, will double fea-

ture first-rims. Both houses have B
25c. admission and couple only 'b'

or lower classification films.

OBITUARIES

St. Loo's Duals
St. Louis, Oct. 11.

Little or no headway is being made
to eliminate dualers in local houses
although plenty of beefs against 'em
are registered "with the theatre own-
ers and in the vox pop columns of
daily rags. C. B. Nelson, of Fanchon
& Marco, states there isn't an ex-
hibitor in the.U..S. who Would not
jump at the chance of operating his

theatre on a single-bill program basis

as it would enable him to cut his cost

of operating sharply, but that St.

Louis cusomers, along with those in

many other cities, absolutely demand
double feature programs.
Nelson cited the fact that 34,126

customers attended the St. Louis the-
atre on three consecutive days last

week to see 'Dracula' and 'Franken-
stein' on the same program as evi-

dence of the double feature taste of

localites. Nelson said 'inasmuch as

our business depends on the public,

-we-happily- -givfr—them—double-biil-
programs.'

Akron's Solo Ten
Akron, Oct. 11.

Possibility that Akron theatres

—

both first-run and nabe—will adopt
single feature policy within the

next few months appeared likely

here today. >

Robert C, Menches, president of the
Akron Independent Theatre Owners
Association^ said first-run managers
have asked him to sound out neigh-
borhood managements on abandon-
ment of the present double feature
policy found in all Akron and subur-
ban theatres. Menches said he is

now making plans to call the ses-

sion.

FRANK I. FRAYNE
Frank I. Frayne, 75, a legit per-

former .or many years, died of

coronary thrombosis at his home in

Valley Stream, L. I., Sept. 20. Dur-
ing his career he appeared in such
plays as 'Boys Will Be Boys,' 'Gen-

tlemen of the Press,' 'The Good
Earth* and 'The Wild Duck' among
others.

In his younger days Frayne toured
the country for several years in

'Mardo t^e I. unter' and 'Si Slocum,'
the highlight of each being the

actor's fall into a den of lions, which
he intimidated by shooting off a pair

of six guns, which thrillc,^ the au-
diences to the core, but which rather
annoyed the lions.

Survived by his wife, Adelaide
Gbundre, daughter, Viola, and a son,

Frank.

SAM'W. PICKERING
Sam W, Pickering,, 73, veteran

theatre manager, died in Elkhart,
Ind., Oct. 4. He went to South Bend
in 1898 from Chicago, where he had
been associated with his uncle, Will
J. Davis, in managing the Haymar-
ket.

For 21 years he managed the Oli-

ver and Auditorium theatres for the
lessee, Harry G. Somers -of New
York. Later he booked concerts
and operatic attractions. He retired

about 10 years ago. His widow, Mrs.
Ann Pickering, who was closely as-

sociated with him in the managerial
work, survives him.

ELMER J. BARNARD
Elmei J. Barnard, branch manager

for Paramount in Indianapolis, died
there Oct. 11.

He. had been associated with Para-
mount since 1924 when he started as

assistant shipper in the ad sales de-
partment of the Chicago exchange.
Later he was advanced to ad sales

manager in Indianapolis, Cincinnati
and Chicago. In 1927 he became
salesman in the Chicago office and
was made sales manager of that ex-

cTTaiTfe'In 1933r--Three-years-iater-
he went to ^Indianapolis as branch
manager.

CHARtES SAVILLE
Charles Saville, 46, pianist who

played the old Keith vaudeville cir-

cuit for more than 20 years, died
at his home In Pittsburgh last

Wednesday (5) after a short illness.

Saville was with the first band
Ted Lewis organized and later ac-

companied Eva Tanguay and Fannie
Brice. He leaves his mother, Mrs.
Sylvester Saville,

BIRTHS
Mr, and Mrs, Linwood Dunn,

daughter, in Los Angeles, Oct. 4.

Father is cameraman at RKO.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl W. Long, son,

n Duluth, Oct. 2. Father is manager
of Garrick theatre, Duluth.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie DeAngelus,

daughter, Yonkers, N, Y,, Oct. 8,

Father is associated with his father,

Phil DeAngelus, in outdoor adver-
tising.

(Continued from page 1)

there were twice as many shows on
Btoadway, Nearly the same number
of agents are attempting to operate
out of the red, or have slowed up so

much that their permits may be re-

voked; Because of the number of

casters on the list, new and more
enetgetic casters have been unable
to secure recognition by Equity ^nd
are forced to split commissions with
those who have permltsl"' although
that is a violation of the rules.

It is conceded by most agents that

10% is being paid by many actors,

but they would like to see the busi-
ness 'regularized' by having Equity
make the desired concessions. There
was an agents association which
functioned fairly well for a time,

then became stagnant. It has been
revived and the younger element Is

handling the situation with Equity
and has apparently convinced the
committee that they should be given
more leeway In operating.

Judge Directs Orchestra
Philadelphia, Oct. 11.

New series of concerts by National
YoiHth Administration ordh. of 35

pieces being aired by WFIL, each
week, as part of the cultural side of

its sked.

Podium for initial airing was held
down by. Curtis Bok, judge of Philly
Common Pleas court and grandson
of Cyrus H. K. Curtis.

Bills Next Week
(Continued from page 43)

3214 Club
R'bberlcKS WlUlama
Mile Cream
Lillian Fitzgerald
Sue Brown
Blondle Scott
I.aura Cathrlll
Flash & Son
IJuttor & Charlie
KlnB'8 Swln.>;er Orr
"Myra, Johnson

Vlklnir Cafe
Franltle Richardson
Sue'/. & Meln
Dot Landy
Sis McCall
Mildred Gllson
Marlon T.lndsey
Audrey Jordan
Jerry Delmar Ore

Vlllnice llarn

Dolores O'Neill
Derby Wilson
Marty Bohn
Kelo Bros
Orey & Arden

Frances Carroll
Nancy Lee
Louise Messa
Teddy Oliver Ore

iVeher'n tlof Hrnu
(Cnrnden)

Nino Carmino
Karl & Gretchen
Bavarians
Rldorndlons
Ilae Hart
Rudy Briider
Ray Miller
Gangler Circus
Bernard de Pace
Gladys Stewart
J & T Shellenh'mer

Ynrht Club
Kitty Helmllns Orr
Jimmy Bnlley
Watson Sis
Charlotte White
Helen Wilson
Roberta Smith
Buttlce Smith
Patrldft Robinson

WALTER McKEAN
Walter McKean, 30 years old, M-

G-M North Dakota salesman, was
killed almost instantly when his auto
got out of control, left the road and
crashed into the sement steps of a
building at Lake Mille Lac, Minn.
McKean, who rose from poster

clerk to shipper to head booker to

salesman, leaves a widow and two
children.

F. P, DENISON
Frederick Porter Denison, organ-

izer-conductor of the Albania
orchestra, a leader of other orches-
tras, former accompanist for famous
musicians on their appearances in

Albany, and for aln^ost half a
century a church organist and music
teacher, died at his home in Albany,
Oct. 9, His wife, a vocal'^instructor;

survives.

PETER TENDER
Peter Tender, 50, theatre operator

of northeastern Ohio, died Oct. 1 in

Elyria, O,, from a heart attack.

He was the partner of John Pekras
in the operation of theatres in

Elyria and Lorain, O. Burial in
Elyria.

JOE LEWIS
Joe Lewis, 40, Hollywood stunt

flyer, was killed Odt. 9 at Corning;
Calif, He was flying in an air cir-

cus when his plane crashed after
tailspih.

GEORGE GORDON
George Gordon, 52, electrical

lighting engineer, died in Kearney,
N, J,, Sept, 28 after a month's ill-

ness.

His widow survives.

RAYMOND RIPLEY
Raymond Ripley, 47, film character

actor, died Oct. 7 in Los Angeles.
He trouped with the old Baker
Stock Co: in Portland for years and
worked in pictures since 1918,

Widow survives.

BARNEY WOLF
Barney Wolf, 44, with Fox and

20th-Fox for 22 years, and lately
head cutter in the Sol Wurtzel unit
died Oct. 9 in Los Angeles. Leaves
a widow and two children,

GEORGE W. LEDERER
George W. Lederer, 76, dean of

American musical producers, died in
Jackson Heights, N. Y., Oct. 8.

Details in the Legit section.

JAMES O'NEILL
James O'Neill,- veteran' vaude actor,

and in pictures for the past 20
years, died Oct. 8 in Hollywood.

WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD
William H. Clifford, 64, film writer,

died Oct. 9 in Los Angeles.

Elwood Brown, 59, father of Clyde
Brown, manager of Fanchon & Mar-
co's Fox, St. Louis, di«d last wesk
at his home in Madisonville, Ky.,
from injuries suffered when he was
crushed between his truck anc* the
wall of a garage on his farm. His
wife, three daughters and one son
survive. Burial in Madisonville,

Enoch P. James, 90, stepfather of
Charles Grapewin, Hollywood char-
acter actor died unexpectedly of" a
heart ailment, Oct, 3, at his home in
Xenia, O.

MoUier, 89, of Anita Loos, fltm

writer and novelist, diedOct. 9 in'

Santa Monica, Cal, Granddaughter,
Mary Anita Loos, film actress, and
son also survive.

Joseph Hecht, father of Ben Hecht,
novelist and screen writer, died Oct.

5 in Los Angeles.

MARRIAGES
Doreen Carrington to Edwin But-

ler Simonson, Sept. 22, in Cooper's
Town, N. Y. She wa . of the Six
English Tivoli Girls.

Helen"Kelly "to Del MilneriSTches—
tra leader, Oct. 2, Vancouver. She's

vocal soloist with Milne's band.

Don Tiff to Betty Best in Kansas
City, Oct. 1, Groom Is pianist in

Judy Conrad's house orch at Tower
theatre. Bride was formerly mem-
ber of the house line, the Adorables.
Dorothy Alexander to Francis

Bright, in Pittsburgh, Oct. 4. She'3

daughter of Jim Alexander, Republic
franchise holder.

Martha Raye to David Rose, In

Ensenada, Mexico, Oct. 8. Bride is

film comedienne; he's a composer.
Dora M. Kiser to Harry David,

v.p. and g.m. of Intermountain The-
atres, Inc., Oct. 9, at Colorado
Springs. She was his. private sec.

His second marriage.
Jane Clayton to Russell Hayden,

Oct. 8, in Tularosa, New Mexicow
Both are picture players,

Eleanor Rennie to Glenn Dolberg,

Oct. 1, in San Francisco. Groom i»

program manager for KPO-KGQ
Bride is singer.

Birdie Byron to John Christ, ra-

dio producer, Oct. 8, Los Angeles.
Janice Hanford Kelly to Craig

Adams in Sioux City, Sept. 1. He's a
legit player.

Rose Ingram to John Warrington,
in Philadelphia, Oct. 25. He's a
tooter in Jan Savitt's KYW, Philly»

house band.

4 A's In Middle

(Continued from page 1)

olution regarding peace with CI .

If forced to take a stand in the tus-

sle, it is thought likely the Four A's

delegates would side with Tobin,

though whether they would go so far

as to withdraw from the. Federation
with him is questionable.
So far, the question of lATSE tak-

ing over the Four A's jurisdiction

has not arisen in the convention.
Neither has the matter of the Grand
Opera Choral Alliance charter revo-
cation. The former ,is not expected
to be raised, but GOCA heads have
said they would carry their fight to

regain their Four A's charter- to the

AFL' tops. Four A's delegates to the

convention include Gillmore, Ken-
neth Thomson, Leo Fischer and
Ralph Whitehead. Mrs. Florence
Marston and Paul Turner are also

attending, while Lawrence Tibbett,

who was scheduled to give a concert

in Houston last night (Tuesday) , was
expected to speak at the convention
yesterday.
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FRISCO FAIR

GRABS TOP

SHOW

San Francisco, Oct. 11.

First smash show lor the midwpy

of the 1939 Golden Gate Interna-

tional Exposition was signed yester-

day. Concession tabbed 'Streets of

the World,' will represent an out-

lay of $2,225,000, according to man-
aging director B. D. Russell of the

enterprise, which is. in business un-
der the name of Streets of the World
Corporation. Russell was formerly

an exhibit salesman for the expo.

Money for the enterprise was ad-
vanced by a syndicatie of local mer-
chants and financiers. Actual build-

ing will begin Oct. 25. Concession
will cover four acres and under the

contract signed this week all com-
petisli from similar villages will be
eliminated.

Gate fee will be 25 cents. A big

take is anticipated . from the sale of

merchandise and from Cafes, dance
spots and special shows within the

lot. s

DRIVING ON CHICAGO

FOR N. Y. WORLD'S FAIR

Chicago, Oct. 11.

Maurice Mermy arrived in town

with a stafl of six men and immedi-

ately set up concession sales offices

lor the New York World's Fair. Will

stick around town for a Mireek and

then head back, after having gotten

the local office functioning.

Capt. Jack Riley, .liaison man for

the Fair, was in also, with Grover
Whalen and set tieups with several

department stores and organizations.

Jn. view of the present and heated
'Keep Chicago Ahead*' campaign
being put on the. city fathers, it is

admitted that Capt. Riley has done
and is doing an outstanding job for

the New York festival by obtaining

such cooperation from a city which
figures to be in competition with the

nation's metropolis and would likely

jump at a chance to turn down all

angles of cooperation.

Capt. Riley has not only sold the

leading organizations here on putting

on actual displays for the World's

Fair in New York, but even has got-

ten the newspapers interested in car-

rying stories and pictures about the

eastern shindig.

Nebraska OK

Lincoln, Oct. 11.

Nebraska's state fair profited $4,-

998.71 after all bills were met, to
Oct. 1. This is approximately $1,000
better than in 1937, and would have
been a bigger profit showing, had
not $16,601 been used in excess' of
the $10,000 appropriated by the state

for maintenance.
Pari-mutuel department was the

biggest contributor, the 13% repre-
sented by the 10% and breaks al-

lowed from the handle amounting to

$28)355 for the fair, an additional

$1,474 for score cards and $690 for

entries bringing the grand total to

$30,519.

N. Y. Fair Focusing

Big Outdoor Show

Business in the East

A comparatively quiet area as far

as outdoor bookings go, the east will

hum next season, inspired chiefiy by
the New York World's Fair, and
partly by gradual expansion of book-
ers, from other realms of show busi-

ness.
• Music Corp. of America is going
out after bigger things next season,

having supplied bands and acts for

the Kansas City Jubilesta and the
Canadian National Exposition, to-

gether with the takeover of the Casa
Manana, Ft. Worth, this past sum-
mer.
The William Morris office, lor-

iHierly booking special attractions for
fairs, etc., is also of a mind for' the

grand scale, stuff. With formation of

band booking department recently,

Morris now feels itself in position to

go after such shows and enter into

direct competition with MCA on all

such deals.

Added to this is the return of

Frank Wirth to the outdoor field

this year. Latter sold out his in-

terest in Wirth & Hamid to George
Hamid about six years ago, stipulat-

ing Wirth was not to reeenter the
biz for at least six years.

Hamid office is still the largest
•and most- active in- the east -from
the 100% outdoors standpoint. Hamid
took over- the Million Dollar Pier,

Atlantic City, this suinmer as his

first independent venture, and is also

preparing for a large-scale basis for

next spring.

THAT BUFFALO JAM

AFA HDDDLINinWTH

NORTHS IN HOUSTON

Houston, Oct. 11.

Here for the American Federation
of Labor convention, Ralph White-
head, executive secretary of the

American Federation of Actors, is

also conferring with heads of the

Barnes (Rlngling) Circus. Barnes
trick took up where Ringling Bros.-

Barnum & Bailey^how left oft early

in season after AFA union pressure.

Circus is playing here from Oct.

10-12. During this time Whitehead
Is talking to Henry North, John
ingling North and Henry Dunn, lat-

ter rep of the Manufacturers' Trust.

Gist of talks cannot be learned, but
thought to be concerning next sea-

son rather than any further action

this year since season is nearly over.

Michigan Fair Seeks

Funds for Auto Show
Detroit, Oct. 11.

Michigan State Fair is seeking

PWA grant for erection of a huge
building on grounds large enough
to accommodate a national a-utomo-

^ile show. Fair board also consid-

ering proposal to change name of

annual event to Michigan Exposi-
tion, looking to broadening scope of

Bfltair.

There's been considerable agita-
tion for some years that national
showing of new autos rightfully be-
longed to motor capital, but motor
moguls have held back because of

Jhuch more favorable pulalicity ob-
«ined throughout country from
nolding display in Gotham.

13TH ANNUAL RODEO

NO HOODOO TO B.O.

By JACK PULASKI
This is the golden anniversary of

rodeo, pastime of cow punchers, and

the 13th annual roimdup of the con-

tests at Madison Square Garden.

The arena was rather well peopled

Friday (7) when the lads and girls

from the western parts, also Aus-

tralia and South Africa, started, kick-

ing that stuff around, directed by

Frank Moore, for a 24-day spell.

Again it is a very good show. The

routine is virtually set, but there are

plenty of new faces among the 188

contestants and enough •frisky cattle

to enliven any evening.

There is a starting kick provided

by the ensemble of riders and their

maneuvers to open the perfotmance

followed by the horseback quadrille.

Card then quickly goes into action
with the hands riding the buckers
barebaek. The event was copped by
Cecil Henley of Hayward, Cal.,

astride of Bay Bird. The bad pony
called Hells Angel isn't in the herd,

but there are others, such knocker-
offers as Scrap Iron and one called

Chinatown. The girls' bucking event
at the opener found all ^stftying in

the saddle, including Grace White,
known as 'two. ton.'

There is a change of pace through-
out with the mounted basketball

game providing fun, just as the wild
cow milking contest does later. The
i:o"pei:s are presented bettef this time"

and on performance they deserve
the spotting accorded to Chester
Byers, Jr.,. Eskew and Verne Good-
rich. The curious terms used for

fancy roping stunts were amplified

by Al Frazin at the microphone,
adding interest to the event.

Longhoms Stay Vertical

Longest contest on the card is the

calf roping ev«it, won by Roy Mat-
thews of Fort Worth. Jake McClure,
a consistent winner, was out of the

money, with Clay Carr and Joe
Welch getting place and show stand-

ing;—If-^e bareback bucking-event

Gambling: Promoter Pleads Guilty to

Conspiracy; Cops on Trial

Buffalo, Oct. 11.

Trial in Supreme Court here this

week of five present and former po-
licemen on charges of bribery in

connection with the Centennial- Park
gambling scandal at the Veterans of

Foreign Wars Conventioh a year ago
brought to light the exact methods in

which the gambling contingent op-

erated, as testified to by numerous
witnesses for the prosecution.

The local V.F.W. organized a non-
profit membership corporation to

handle the carnival activities. The
corporation contracted with James
P. Sullivan to provide shows, rides

and entertainments for Centennial

Park where the 'gambling and carni-

val outfits were to be set up. Sul-

livan had disposition of all conces-

sion spaces and agreed to provide

shows, the V.F.W. to receive a per-

centage of receipts as well as flat

rentals.

Concessionaires were then lined up
and, according to Sullivan who has

pleaded guilty to conspiracy, ar-

rangements were made to bring in

out-of-town gamblers with fixed

wheels so that all the play was con-

trolled. It is then alleged by the

prosecution that police protection

was enlisted and that there was a

daily pay-off.

Washed Out
Cobleskill, N. Y., Oct. 11.

Cobleskill exposition, one of the

few upstate to show a consistent

profit in recent years, sustained a

$15,000 loss due to the September

week of rains and floods.

Ticket sales for the entire week
amounted to only $3,000, whereas in

former years they have gone as high

as - $7,000 in a single day. Despite

bad business, all bills will be paid.

CIRCUS ROUTES
Week of October 17

Barnes-Sells-Floto

New OrleanP. Tm., 1»; Baton RouKe. 17:

\lc\iiiKliln. n; .MoTiioe. 1!>.: .'^hreveiir.rt,

Lm; Texnrk'inn. A 21; Mltle Hofk. -11.

looked difficult the saddle bronc con
test is even more so, bringing on
more onery critters than the earlier

contest. First man out, of the chute
copped, he being Kid Fletcher from
Hugo, jCol., riding Screw Ball. Her-
man Linder, a crack Canadian hand,
was figured to have a good chance
with a nag named Ted Husing, but
he was an alisa ran. One of the
nastiest buckers of the lot is Called

Suzie Q.. Another called Sukinsin is

plenty bad too, but he was ridden
for the 10- second spell by Jim
Bridges, hailing from San Angelo,
Tex.

The hands found the steers hard
to toss in the bulNdogging event.

Nearly all the long" horns stood with
front feet planted wide apart and
seemed to have rubber necks. Jim-
mie Downs, one more winner from
Fort Worth, was the head man. The
steer riding contest, the final ex-
citement on program, went to Floyd
Heffner, also a Texan from Wichita
Falls.

Aside from the cowhai^s contests

th<are are diversions furnished by.

Ted Allen, the wonder horse-shoe
pitcher from Alhambra, Cal., and the
high school horse Buck, ridden by
Hardy Murphy. Also present is

Billy Keen's Roman jump over a

motor car; two juvenile ropers, Don-
ald and Gene McLaughlin, and the
clever clowns who take as many
chances as the contestants.

Tw9 song interludes, both pleas-

ant, came over the amplifiers via
microphone lowered in the center of

the arena. The Ranch Boys who are

on NBC in a Western program were
featured. The trio rode here from
the coast on horses, the journey
being 3,900 miles, the warblers be-

ing. Jack Rosse, Joe Bradley and
Shorty Carson. Earlier Ray Whitley
and his six bar cowboys entertained,

and well, too, with an assortment of

accompanying instruments.

The rodeo is a G^trden fixture and
will probably pull another clean-up.

Arena secretary is Fred Alvord, tip-

ping off why his kinsman Ned went
to Texas a couple of summers. A,

of the judges is Hub Whiteman, one
of the few hands who rode Hell's

Angels successfully. Maybe that is

why he is on the side lines.

Total 'prize money at stake this

year for the meei is $43,190. Pretti-

est cowgirl noticed is blond lya Del
Jacobs of Mer iman. Neb.

In the program and signs within

the Garden the Lincoln tunnel is ad-
vertised by the Port Authority,' at-

tention being called that cars can
! reach Jersey within .seven minutes.

Football

By Nat Kahn
There are 25 games on the card

this weekend and there isn't a
breather in the lot Here goes:

Tennessee-Alabama
Tennessee is the underdog in this

one, but not by much.
Texas-Arkansas

Arkansas should snap back into
the victory column.

Army-Harvard
Army will encounter an improved

Harvard team but gets the edge re-
gardless.

Brown-Dartmouth
The G.ree»,'s backfield should stop

the up-aiicl-coming Brown Bears,
but ifs going to be closer than one
might expect

Bucknell-Temple
Bucknell gets the nod via its vie-

defeating 'a favored Indiana team
last week.

Indiana-Nebraska
Nebraska should come through,

particularly since it has shown that

it has more scoring potentialities

than the Hoosiers.
MIchlgan-lVIinncsota

That limb- is becoming crowded.
But we're going way out on it for

Michigan.
Mississippi-Vanderbilt

Vandy is favored but Ole Miss

gets the vote.
Navy-Yale

Yale might snap out of the losing

column in this one, but it isn't likely.

North Carolina-N. Y. U.
The Violets looked good in defeat-

ing Rutgers last week. But it's the

Probable Football Winners
And Proper Odds

(October 15)

By NAT KAHN

ODDS
vs
»/5

GAMES WINNERS
Tcnnesee-Alabama Alabama
Texas-Arkansas Arkansas
Army-Harvard Army t/5
Browtt-Dartmouth Dartmouth 8/5
Baclniell.<Tcmple Bucknell Even
U. C. L. A.-Callfomla California Even
•HoIy€ross*Carnerie Tech- ; . . . .;. .Holy Cross , . . ; ; i.Bvea
Colgate-Colombia Columbia 0/S
ComeU-SyraeoBc Cornell 7/5

Georgia Teoh-Dake Dj^e 8/5
Purdue-Fordham Fordham 8/5
niinois-Notre Dame . Notre Dame Even
bidlana-Nebraska Nebraska
Michigan-Minnesota , .Michigan
Missbsippi-Vanderbilt JMLisslssippi

Navy-Yale Navy
North CaroUna-N. Y. U .North Carolina
Ohio State-Northwestern » . .Northwestern
Oregon-Stanford Oregon
Oregion State-Washington . . . ; . .Washington
Penn-Princetoh Penn
Pittsburgh-Wisconsin Piit

mce-'l'nlane'~ ".TT7".~TrT.T. . JCice 7t.

Texas Christian U-Texas A&M. ,
.'. .Texas Christian TJ.

Washington State-U. S. C U. S. C.

(Predictions Based on Fair Weather)

5/8
. 1/2

5/8
. 6/5

6/5

5/8
.Even

7/5
7/5

, 7/5—
-s/s-

. 7/5

8/5

tory over Penn State last week,, one

of the biggest upsets of the day.
U.C.L.A.-CaUfornla

The Uclans are rolling but Cali-

fornia gets a wavering edge.

Holy Cross-Carnegie Tech
The Crusaders' Osmanski brothers

should march through the Skibos

in a close one.
Colgate^Colnmbla

Colgate might get the Lions,on the

rebound after the latters' 20-18 vic-

tory over Army last week. Colum-
bia, though, in a very close tussle.

Cornell-Syracuse
The big Red team is clicking bet-

ter each week. The Syracusans, too,

are improved but don't have enough
for the win.

Georgia Tech-Dnkc
Duke's victory over Colgate, by

only 7-0, should not be taken lightly.

Colgate . is much improved, Duke
should take the Georgians.

Purdne-Fordham
This is the first test for ths Rams

and they ^ould. topple a strong de-

fensive Purdue eleven, but only- after- -

a close struggle.
Illinols-Notre Dame

N. D. has" the betting edge but
Illinois didn't look like a slouch in

Tarheels in this one, despite its fitdg-

£;red stock after dropping a 17-14
defeat to Tulane last week.

Ohio State-Northwestern
Northwestern is the dark horse in

the Big Ten but should upset a fa-
vored Buckeye eleven.

Oregon-Stanford
Stanford will not have improved

sufficiently to upset Oregon by
Saturday.

Oregon State-Washington
Washington is the choice. Should

give up in the event that it loses this

.

one.

Penn-Princeton
On its form in defeating Lafayette

and Yale, Penn caps the laurels.

Plttsburgh-Wtsoontin
This might well be the upset of the

day but on form—the Panthers. Both
unbeaten.

Rice-Tulaae
Rice should come through via the

air.

Texac. Christian-Texa« AibM
T.G.U;,- with Davey-O^Brien- pitch-

ing, will eke out .a close one.
Washington State-V.8.C. -

The Trojans are soaring and State
shouldn't be tough.

Cote Bros/ No A^ets

South Bend, Ind., Oct 11.

A bankruptcy schedule was filed

in the. United States district court

here last week by Cole Bros.-Clyde
Beatty circus of Rochester, Ind.

Circus listed liabilities of $418,338,

with no assets. Unsecured claims,

notes and bills made up $319,324 of

the liabilities shown.

Pa. Pinball Meet
Philadelphia, Oct. 11.-

Coin machines operators will hold
their first State-wide . convention at

the Majestic Hotel here on Oct. 19.

Principal point on the agenda is

legislation to benefit the industry.
To attain suggestions toward this

end, Maurice Mitnick, prez of the
Pennsy group, has invited members
of the State Senate, city magistrates
and leading attorneys.
Anyone interested in pinball ma-

chines, whether or not a member, is

also invited to all sessionsi

6w;k,Ltd.

Albany, U. Y., Oct 11.

Frank Buck, of Amityville, is one
of the directors ot Jungeland, In-
corporated, chartered by the Secre-
tary of State to conduct a- business
in the breeding of animals, fishes
and birds, with principal Office in
New York.
Fact that the duration of the cor-

poration's existence is limited to
Dec. 1, 1939—the usual duration for
corporations is fixed as 'perpetual'—*
indicates this one may have a
World's Fair connection.

Ceiling Waiker Falls
San Antonie; Oct 11.

Anna Merfcel, ceiling walker with
the Al G. Barnes-Sells Flotd. tJtick,

suffered several rib firaotured. it^.Iast

performance of the two-day-, Btand.
here, Oct, 7, when she fell. I^fe net,
45 feet below, partially. ;broke t:ZT
fall.

Upsidedown stroller is recovering
in Santa Rosa hospital here.
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ANOTHER BOY

WONDER FOR

CBS?

Ira A. Hirschmann, lornierly v.p.

In charge of advertising and mer-
chandising at Saks-Fifth Avenue,

N; Y., department store, is reported

to have been submitted for the post

o£- CBS v.p. In charge of sales, re-

cently made vacant by the resigna-

tion of Ken Boice. Hirschmann,
_jth'ough_ in _ his early 30s, has for

years been ~3ecidedly active as a
speaker on advertising and mer-
chandising, specializing as a sort of

delDunker of allegedly trade secrets.

As one of the sponsors of the

Friends of Music, Hirschmann has
projected himself as the businessman
who is also endowed with the soul of

the artist. He has frequently broad-

ct^st as a commentator on symphony
programs.

Ao^e about Hischmann's candi-

dacy- that has caused speculation

among the ad agencies is how the ad-

dition of a third boy wonder would
be taken by the CBS board of di-

rectors. The two CBS personalities

that have had this tag attached to

them Tor years are William S. Paley
•and Paul Kesten, the latter a v.p.

and rated in the trade as tops in ra-

dio promotion and public relations

thinking. Both are also in the 30s.

Just Wanted Tony

Pittsburgh, Oct. 18.

'Amphitryon 38,' currently In

Philly, Is carrying a barber on
its tour to keep the legs of the

male principals cleanly shaven
before each performance. Char-
lie Washburn, p.a. for attraction,

.dropped backstage while show
was playing Boston and ran
Into flock of players he hadn't

seen since leaving New York
several weeks before,

'Nice of you to drop back
and say hello, Charlie,' they
chorused. 'I'm not here to see

you,' Washburn shot back, *I

just want a haircut.'

IWTSMULUNG

FIVE-PLAY

TOUR

TOWN BEING BUILT UP

AROUND PA. STRAWHAT

Reading, Pa., Oct. 18.

Building a theatre for a town is

nothing new, but building a town
around a theatre is a departure from
custom. At Deer Lake, 22 miles
north of Reading, where the Deer
Lake Players and William Lovejoy,
director, have just closed a success-

ful season, signs have been posted
calling attention to the fact that the

community 'that has grown up at

and around the theatre and the lake
is now a borough. So many of the
cottages erected in the theatre com-
munity on the shores of the little

mountain and meadow lake are of

permanent construction, occupied all

the year round, that a charter has
been taken out for the town and a
tegular local government estab-

lished, The theatre, will be a com-
m^inity hall for ^entertainments,
huiskin* bees and the like, over the
winter, until Lovejoy reopens his

1939 season.

Film Appreciation Course
Philadelphia, Oct. 18.

Course in motion picture apprecia-
tion,, believed to be first of its kind
m the country, has been started at

Temple University.

Listed as a 'hobby course,' it Is

taught by Dr. Arthur England, pro-
fessor of English, who has written
humerous books and criticisms on
drama.

Pittsburgh, Oct. 18,

Called back to Philadelphia from
here over weekend, Charlie Wash-
burn goes into huddle with Lunts
and Theatre Guild execs today
(Tuesday) over plan which will keep
team out on road all season in five

different plays, 'Amphitryon 38,' 'Sea

Gull,' 'Reunion in Vienna,' 'Taming
of the Shrew' and 'Idiot's Delight.'

Won't be played in repertory, how-
ever, and show will depend entirely

on town played.

Lunts' original idea was to play

only 'Amphitryon' and 'Sea Gull' this

season, but flock of towns on tem-
porary route sheet have requested

others of their past hits which they

haven't previously seen. Number of

towns in midwest have asked for

'Taming of Shrew,' with others,

where 'Amphitryon' and 'Gull' have
been booked, indicating preference

for 'Delight.'

OPERA IMPRESARIO'S

CLAN SOLD SENDERS

Sons of AlfredcT Salmaggi, popu-
lar priced grand opera impresario,

have deserted the footsteps of their

father and switched to swing, the

other extreme music. Alfredo, Jr.,

is currently batoning his own swing
crew in a Brooklyn spot, Hugo is

rehearsing an outfit of his own which
will debut next month, and Guido,

who has sung leading roles in operas

at the Hippodrome, N. Y., Is on a

swing program at WHN, N, Y.

Don Humbert and Arthur Humby,
nephews of Salmaggi, are also in the

field. Don leads a stringed outfit in

Boston, and Arthur is a singing

guitarist at the Cafe des Artistes,

N. Y.

From M. H. to Carnegie
Mischa Violin, violinist, will con-

cert in Carnegie Hall, New York,

next Wednesday (26) night.

He's assistant conductor of the Ra-

dio City Music .Hall Symph.

PEEVES AT PK
Growing Resentment Against H wood

Craze for Racing Nags and Stables

CIIEFLIH'

LIBELS THE CIUFT

Those Hollywood Versions

of Working Newspaper-
;men Gripe the Hinterland

Editors—But Nation's Pub-

lishers Admit Film Biz

Has Many Peculiar Prob-

lems

DUALS, BANKp, ETC,

By AL SELIG
Regarding the undercurrent of re-

sentment that is caused by the un-
diplomatic and tactless behavior of

motion picture theatre managers in

their dealings with newspaper ed-
itors, other matters are brbught to

light which have a very important
and direct bearing on the relationr

ship that exists between the industry
and the press of the country. What
may at first seem trivial, in the aggre-
gate form the basis of the many barbs
of criticisms levelled against the in-

dustry as a whole.
The portrayal on the screen of

newspapermen and their work, in

(Continued on page 26)

Politics and Tins'

Don't Mix in Mpls.;

Resent Vote Bally

Minneapolis, Oct. 18.

An attempt by a member of the
'Pins and Needles' cast to make a
political speech between the acts of

a performance at the Lyceum here
aroused audience resentment and
stirred some of the customers into

booing.
Mrs. Elmer Benson, wife of the

present governor who Is a candidate
for re-election in a red-hot cam-
paign, attended the performance as
a guest of the company. During the
intermission one of the cast members
stepped in front of the curtain with
a bouquet of roses which, he an-
nounced, the garment workers were
presenting to Mrs. Benson, 'the wife
of the next governor of Minnesota.'
After Mrs. Benson had stepped

from her box to the stage and re-
ceived the fiowers, the young actor
returned to the center and told the
audience, 'We hope you will have
no difficulty in re-electing Governor
Benson.' 'The storm of boos and
hisses followed.

BLUE BOOK AMS ^
Having run the gamut, amateur

night has reached the social strata

where it will be tried on debutantes
patronizing the Coq Rouge, New
York nitery.

Boite will hold weekly tyro night

to select performing socialite for

one week's engagement—with pay.
Starts around mid-November.

Sweet-Adeliners Now A
Nat'l Org.; Mebbe a Short

St, Louis, Oct. 18.

The Hollywood Chapter of the So-
ciety for the Preservation of Barber
Shop Quartet Singing will be
formally installed next December
and Metro has promised to make a
Pete Smith short, around the idea,

according to O. C. Cash, Tulsa, Okla.,

national prez^

Cash states that with this move-
ment/ whidi-is-gaining In- popularity,
he has had radio and a beer sponsor
after him to interest him in a na-
tional barber shop singfest, but such
offers have 'been nixed, asserting
that the national organization would
not commercialize its efforts. The
film short idea is an exception.

FRISCO FAIR'S

WIDE-OPEN

COH&ON

Word Is being quietly spread
around that nearly 'anything goes'
at the San Francisco Fair. Coast
entry has to compete with New
York's World Fair of 1939 and the
Casa Manana at Ft, Worth, so is re-
portedly inviting any and all in way
of attractions.

Idea is to let gambling, sex stuff,

etc., have their fiing on the midway,
as extra lure. Impression is that
New York's event will be ultra con-
servative.

Whalen's Restrictions
There will be no get-rich-quick

—

or even the opportunity for it—if

Grover Whalen gets his way, and it's

(Continued on page 53)

Chicago, Oct. 18.

There Is a growing resentment
among exhibitors and exhibitor or-
ganizations against the fad ^mong
Coast names for horses and racing
stables. They feel that the Coast
actors, producers, directors and
others who are buying and racing
horses are militating against the best
interests of their Own business;
figuratively cutting the throat of
show biz.

Especially is this brought home to

the exhibitors throughout the couiV
try by the pt6seht rumble among;
tracks to install night racing ia
many key spots. Admitting that it's

tough enough competition as a day-
time sport, the exhibs are cilready
wailing that it -will be dynamite
rivalry under lights.

Exhibs are trying to buck the com-
petition of handbooks, which in some
key towns play to as many as 100,000

people daily. Thus, even though the
horses may not attract mobs out to
the tracks, the races nevertheless
militate against the theatre box-
offices by giving the public betting
opportunities in -the handbook rooms.
Feeling among the theatrie' men is

that the activity of the Coast names
in the racing field is giving the race-
track too much glamor and appeal
through the association of Hollywood
with the nags.

See Super-Machines,

Rented Out to Parties,

As Killing Employment

Philadelphia, Oct. 18.

.Tooters' local is seeking a means—

'

and quickly—of eliminating a new
menace to employment of flesh mu-
sicians which has popped up here ia
the past couple months. Menace, ac-
cording to Rex Ricardi, secretary of
the union, consists of several indi-
viduals and firms who are making a

(Continued on page 53)

^The Hour ofCharm^

Phil Spitalny
and his

All Girl Orchestra

on tour
Riverside, MUwauliee, Week Oct. 21
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Top Execs at Hays (Kfice Meet

Hear Need for Curtaih^ Costs

Aired; Other Film Trade Pirobleins

Warning that production costs

must be controlled because of the

current foreign situation, discussion

of the Guild setup on the Coast and

[pounding of sentiment on the cur-

rent trade practice huddles were
principal matters brought before the

Hays office directors' meeting last

Saturday (19) in New York. Addi-

tionally, the pending Federal civil

suit against major companies was
touched upon in connection with a

thorough airing of intra-industry

relations between distributors and.

exhibitors. Pictures' 'greatest year'

campaign was reported on and plans

for motion pictures at both the New
York and San Francisco world

fairs came before the meeting. It

was the second .adjourned session of

the regular third quarter meeting

of the directorate which conyened

originally last month.
In^ead of touching on the Italian

situation, specifically, the director^

went over the foreign distribution

setup generally. Dwindling return

from the. foreign jfield -as a result of

the war scare and its outcome, plus

the new edict on distribution in

Italy, and other unfavorable de-

velopments outside the domestic

market, were pointed to *as clear in-

dications tiiat curbing of costs must
be practiced if companies are to

show a profit on pictures.

Dwindling: Foreiffo 6.0.

In this connection, it was men-
tioned that the fidded revenue was
not available today to justify outlay

of $2,500,000 or more for a feature,

excepting in rare instances. This is

something that foreign distribution

heads have been
.
saying for two or

three' months because they were
-fully cognizant of- the ^.iminishing

revenue outside the U. S., but the

matter was laid before the directors

because virtually a full membership
was in attendance.

After the pending Federal action

was mentioned, a thorough mulling
of trade practices, particularly as

they would be affected by the cur-

rent trade practice meetings, oc-

cupied the attention of the directors.

Because the directors present, rep-
r^ented the top executive positions

of eight major companies, general
sounding, out of opinion - in advance
of the trade parleys was possible.

Although no action was taken by
the directorate, discussion of trade
practices was one of the vital things

brought up, it being the first time
that us many ace major officials got
together around a table to size up
the situation.

.
Guilds, the Fair,. Etc.

Full' survey 'Of ctevelopments in

Att.: Waukegan Papers

Jack

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Benny's next picture for

^ZAZA^ ENCORES

Thirty-nine Years Later, Haysltes

Kick It Around Before OK

Hollywood, Oct, 18.

IZaza' still continues to kick up a

fuss long alter its first stage jpresen-

tation with the late Mrs. Leslie Car-

ter, 39 years ago, when reformers

kicked it around. This time Para-

mount is having trouble with the

Hays office getting a purity S€al for

the picture starring Claudette Colbert

Film was finished two weeks ago

and is out of the cutting room, but

work on the music recording has

been halted pending outcome of con-

versations with Haysites. Held like-

Paramount Is 'The Man In. Evening ly several sequences may have to be

Clothes,' s^ted to start in January |
scrubbed before Haysians approve,

after Benny finishes 'Man About
Town.'
Harlan Thompson will produce

the picture, now being written by
Billy Wilder and Charles Brackett.

TRULYWn
DAYS IN DIXIE

Niven as 'Raffles'

Hollywood, Oct 18.

'Raffles' gets a remake by Sam
Goldwyn with David Niven in the

role essayed by Ronald Colman eight

years ago. Player gets star billing.

Jo Swerling and Edmund North,

former writers at Columbia, have
been put under contract by Gold-

wyn. North also functions as aide

to Robert Riskin.

connection with the Directors, Ac-
tors and Writers Guilds, was made
at Saturday's session, subject of the
Guilds being brought up because a
committee oh the Coast "wanted to

know what attitude to assume in the

futute. Directors in from the Coast
advised the board fully of the way
matters stood..

It was explained to the board that
the film industry was making a fea-

ture for the New York Fair, this

to- be a panorama' of highlights
from American history with work-
ing title of 'Cavalcade . of America.'
Officially explained that the picture

will be shown in the Federal build-

ing at the fair by the TJ. S. Com
mission of the exposition, of which
Edward J. Flyhn is U. S. Commis
sipner.

Plans for a picture at the San
Francisco Fair also were taken up.

Indicated that this will be similar

to the .one for the N. Y. exposition

excepting that the western theme
will be developed.
Attending the directors* meeting

were Barney Bdlaban, Nate J

Blumberg, Harry Cohn, Jack Cohn,
Samuel Goldwyn, Sidney R. Kent,

Will Hays, Nicholas M. Schenck,

Joseph M. Schenck, Maurice Silver

stone, Leo Spitz, Albert Warner and
Harry M.. Wariler.

Atlanta, Oct. 18.

South may be the .nation's No. 1

economic problem as Governmental

bigwigs contend, but there's money
down here' in copious quantities and

show biz is just plain good. All signs

point to improved conditions, indi-

cating that Dixie is in van of na-

tion's gepgrapiiical sections in- beat-

ing its way back from recession wild-

woods into $uhshine of prosperity.
|

Statements of condition of Atlanta
1

clearing house banks' as called for

by comptroller of currency, revealed
bank deposits here have attained
highest total since beginning of 1937

and are within $5,500,000 of all-time

peak established on Dec. 31, 1936,

when $246,673,389 was cached in At-
lanta's four.bi^ financial institutions.

Present (Sept. . j3.eposi.t3 . of

$241,179,124 represent «n increase of

more than $22,000,000 over preceding
comptroller's call for conditions as of

June 30, when total was $219,125,608.

Movement on foot to get Govern-
ment to peg cotton prices higher
than present guarantee of 8.3c. per
pound is another potential ray of

sunshine for South. If figure is

boosted any amount at all it will add
millions to farmers' income and the
territory below the Mason and Dixon
line will find itself hUrled right into

the middle of Prosperity, with -a cap-
ital P—and no mistake, because
crops are good.

A prosperity note, involving the
lowly " goober,'' came out of Camilla,
Ga., last week when Roy Parrish,
manager of the Georgia-Florida-
Alabama Peanut Ass'n, announced
that the U. S. Department of Agri-
culture has made $3,000,000 available
for the purchase of peanuts through
the Association. Every little bit
helps!

L. A. to N. Y.
Beulah Bondi.
Louise Campbell.
Eddie Carrier.

Robert Cobb.
George Corcoran.
Jaime del Amo.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

Corey Ford.
Lud Gluskin.
James R. .Grainger.

Gary Grant.
Jascha Heifetz.

Henry Henigson.
Al Jolson.

Patsy Kelly.

George Laganas.
Harry Leonard.
Janet Martin.
Eve Meade.
Winifred Mulcahy.
Mr. and Mrs. t'at O'Brien.

ParkyakiHrkus.
Jay Paley.
Gail Patrick.

Harry. Perry.
Paul Price.

B. W. Richards.
Tiny Ruffner.
William, Saal.

Ann Spthern.

George Trainer^
Roland Young.

ARRIVALS
Gircomo Rimini, Rosario Scalero,

Boris Romanoff, Fritz Kreisler,

Sergei Rachmaninoff, Meyer W.
Weisgal, Richr.rd Collet, Sylvia

Sanders, Abbe Ernest Dimnet, Bev-

elridge Webster, Erica Morini, Mrs
Arturo Tcscaninl, Raymond Savage,

Aldo Spi7ldi.

SAILINGS
Nov. 5 (London to New York),

Cinda Glenn (Normandie).
Oct. (London to New York), Mar-

cel Hellman, Benny Ross, Maxine
Stone (He de France).

Oct, 19 (New York to London),
Otto Kruger, Ben Goetz, Sam Wood
(Queen Mary).
Oct. 17 (San Francisco to Tokyo),

J. W. Piper ("JTatsu Maru). ii

Oct 14 (London to New York),
Fred Duprez (President Harding).

-Fox turnings Sport, 'Alex

Aiding; llky Par 1937$ Net Take

Dalaban Sees Better Final Quarter

Ulan Last Year; Par Execs to H wood

Val PanI Oat at U

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Val Paul, .studio manager at Uni-

versal for two years and a half,

checked off the lot at the expira-

tion of his contract.

Understood Martin Murphy will

combine his duties as production

manager with those of the job left

vacant by Paul. Murphy Is one of

the few department heads left from
the Laemmle regime.

Chicago, Oct. 18,

Louis Blaine, RKO press chief

here since John Joseph resigned to

go with Universal, is also switching

to Universal. Goes to Coast to join

the Joseph staff.

BIRTH OF THE

MODERN NITffiY

Earnings of 20th-Fox took a spurt

recently with indications that they

currently are. running as high if not

above last year, at this time, ac-

cording to reports received in Wall

Street this week. Although the third

quarter report covering the first

nine months up to the end of Sep-

tember will not be available for

several weeks, this is expected to

reveal part of this gain.

Those financial observers who
foresee 20th-Fox earnings for the

full year of 1938 to be equal to those

of last year, when $8,617,114 net
profit was reported, realize that the
company must first overcome a 10%
handicap for the first six months
this year. Company's net profit for

the first half of the year was $3,-

419,658, or approxitrately 10% below
the initial six months of 1937 when
20th-Fox reported $3,755,483.

Along with several healthy money-
making features which appeared on
the horizon iii recent weeks, out-
standing one, and most definitely

checked to date, of course, being
'Alexander's Ragtime Band,' 20th-
Fox also has had the advantage of

having steady grossers from its sev-
eral group of - series production.
Based on figures for the first 26

weeks, the company will show more
than $3 per share on the common
this year with chances that it may
go around $3.50. Although no divi-
dends were received from National
Theatres, the company's theatre af-
filiate or subsid. nrpfit for Arst half
amounted to $1.55 per share on the
common. Satisfactory result and
indication that per share earnings
may pick up in the last quarter is
seen in the fact that common share
earnings were higher in the June
Quarter than the first three months
of 1938.

Loew's, Inc., directors declared the
usual quarterly dividend of $1.62i/4

on the preferred, payable Nov. IS to
stock on record Oct. 28. Trans-Lux
stockholders were voted 10c divvy
earlier in the week.

. Initial session of Columbia Pic-
tures directors voted to pay the reg-
ular quarterly dividend on' the pre-
fered stock last week.' This divvy
of 68%e. maintains the usual $2.75
annual rate on the convertible pref-
erence issue. It is payable Nov. 15
to stock on record Nov. 1. Other
business at the session wai routine.

By BILL HALLIGAN
Walked out of Billy Rose's Casa

the other night - and my thoughts

went back 30 years to Fred Train's

salo<}n in Chicago. Basically they

are both the same. It takes some-

thing to make them lay doWn theif

knives and forks. A lot of talent

emanated from Fred Train's back

room on Wabash Avenue, mostly

singers and composers. We used to

call the singers 'sawdiist canaries',

some of 'them became musical com-
edy and vaudeville stars. Now that

vaudeville is a thing of the past, the

situation is in reverse, the stars are

going back to the so-called cabaret.

.J... remember., when. ..Jesse Lasky.
tried it out at what is now the Ful-

ton theatre on Broadway, he called it

the Follies Bergere, but it was a bit

ahead of the times. It was a flop.

It started a vogue of master of cere-

monies, however, but I doubt if any
of them compared with the original

—James J. Morton, the 'fellow of in-

finite jest'. Jim lived up to the bil-

ling. Would say offhand that Frank
Fay was the runher-up

Jim Morton didn't carry a cane and
he had no stooges. When I went
to work for Fred Train in Chicago
in 1906. Fred Fisher was the
piano player at $3 a night. Bob
Adams was my partner. Bob had
been professional manager for Rem-
ick and was somewhat of a song-
writer. He and Jim O'Day had writ-

ten 'The Sweetest Girl In' Dixie',

probably the first of the glorifying-

the-south songs, and another ditty

called 'Not Because Your Hair Is

Curly'. They were both big hits.

Then Percy Wenrich took Fisher's

place at the piano and shortly after

Percy wrote 'Put On Your Old Gray
Bonnet'. One day a kid named Herbert
Ingraham strolled in and Train put
him to work after he had played a.few
of his jingles on the upright. Herb'
met Mable Hite, a musical comedy
star, if there ever was one, and went
home and wrote, 'I Would If I Could,
But I Can't, Because I'm Married
Now' and 'Won't You Waltz Home
Sweet Home With Me For Old-Times'
Sake?' Titles in those days were a

mouthful. In the meantime Fisher
had written 'If The Man In The
Moon Were A Coon' and with the
royalties he and Jimmy Lucas 'set up
a saloon in oposition to Train. It was
two doors down the block. George
Whiting had a place on the north
side called the White Palace and was
singing a song of Fisher's that soon
became another hit, 'I've Said My

(Continued on page 53)

Based on present indications, the

product Paramount is releasing this

fall and the improvement that is

being shown In theatre grosses, Bar-

ney Balaban predicts that the final

quarter for Par this year will be

much better than the corresponding

quarter in 1937. Viewing the general

outlook favorably and anticipating

that levels in box office receipts will

compare favorably with last October,
November and December, the presi-

dent of Par pointed to forward plan-
ning by his company for the 1939-40

season at this early date..

Balaban left for the Coast Monday
night (17), accompanied by Stanton
L. Griffis, chairman of the executive
committee, and Russell Holman, who
is in charge of production matters
at the h.o. Group will be joined

later by Neil F. Agnew who planned
flying out Monday (17) but had to

postpone. If he doesn't' get away to-

day (Wednesday), when distribution

meetings start on self-regulation, he
will shove ofT toward the end of the

week,
Group will huddle at the studio

with Adolph Zukor, William Le-
Baron and others for two or threa

weeks and, in addition to any ad-
ministrative matters coming up, dis-

cussion of current production prob-
lems,' etc., will plan for the '3g-'40

season. Setup on Par product

through to March 1 is completed and,

generally throughout Par, optimism
prevails as to the sales and b.o.

quality of the pictures that will go

on release this fall and winter.

Balaban believes distribution will

run very satisfactorily on the final

quarter, and although grosses are be-

hind last year at this time, the im-

provement has been notable and, if

levels are held in coming months,

the gross situation will be considered

as comparing all right with last year.

Dip last season, with recession, came
in "tBe'fihar quainter; the outlook now
leading to optimism that this fall and

early winter will be much better.

Par "has winners so far this season

in 'Sing You Sinners,' 'Spawn of

North' and 'If 1 Were King,' with

much expected from other pictures

yet to come, among them 'Men With

Wings,' shortly due, and 'Arkansas

Traveler.'

Balaban declared no changes wer«

contemplated at the studio.

E. V. Richards arrived In NeW
York Friday (14) to see Balaban and

Griffis. asi well as other execs at the

Paramount home office prior to their

takeoff for the Coast. Present plans

are to hold the Paramount theatre

convention in New Orleans, head-

quarters of Richards and the Saen-

ger chain, next March.
A week ago Y. Frank Freeman

flew to New Orleans on a quickie to

contact Richards. He was called

back to the home office and had to

cut his stay short. Hunter Perry,

"Virginia Par operator, is. also in

N. Y.

N. Y. to L. A.
Barney Balaban.
Harry Cohn.
Armand Denis.

Arthur Dreifuss.

Bill Eglinton.-

Douglas Fairbanks.
Leon Fromkess.
Samuel Goldwyn.
Stanton Griflls.

Russell Holman.
Miriam Hopkins.
Al Lichtman.
Chester Morris.
Wayne Morris.
Alan Mowbray.
Gabriel PascaL
Joe Pasternak.
George Raft.

Leila Roosevelt.
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Foreign production dip hits production , ,
Page 13

Hicks sticking in London Page 13

Freddie Bartholomew's new act Page 17

Bill Powell's radio scripts Page 30
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SELF-REG. ON
THETRADE CONFERENCES
Trade conferences between a committee representing major distributors

and various exhibitor groups Are in progress in New York. Upon the

outcome of these meetings and the .agreements for revision of,,certain

trade practices the course of future developments ' of the entire industry

is likely to depend.

Conferees would do well to widen the scope of the subjects for dis-

cussion to include the industry's public relations as well as internal read-

justments. Only by attacking the difficult- problems from the viewpoint

of highest' principle caii lasting success :Come from the meetings. Eecog-
nition at all times of the industry's obligation to the public will be a
safety zone when Internal questions create strong oppositions and debates,

as they aire sure to do.
'

It would be well for those who sit on the sidelines to withhold critical

comment of any individual ideas or plans which will, be tossed on the

table for discussion in the course of the meetings. There are some trade

practice Knots which hold industry expansion in such a tight grip that

mere debate and argimient will not loosen. Such problems will be solved

by surgery.

Decision of Warner Bros, organization to enter the conferences removes
at the beginning of the discussions a cause of much concern on the part

of proponents of the joint meetings that full values from weeks of work
might be vitiated because of lack of unanimity among distributors.

Warners have made a constructive decision to the benefit of the entire

industry by sitting ini and giving the joint groups the benefit of practical

experience, particularly in the field of exhibition.

In the background, dark clouds cast a shadow of future uncertainty on
everyone engaged in the film industry, whether producer, distributor or

exhibitor. Threat of war in Europe and the consequent diminishing

markets, which already are shrinking under stringent embargoes, are

thrusts at world-wide revenues. The slack cannot be taken up by higher

domestic film rentals. Hollywood production costs are due for slicing

And that's going to be a tougher assignment than adjusting score charges.

Immediately In the foreground a^e the several Government and indi-

vidual conspiracy and anti-trust suits against distributors. It is common
knowledge that some film executives have disregarded their own legal

advisers in joining the trade conferences because of the pending Depart-
ment of Justice action. Notwithstanding, the decision to attempt intra-

industry adjustment waS' made with the determination to solve problems
by negotiatipn, if possible.

Most important cause for industry concern is the fact that the anti-film

legislative program is likely to get out of hand during the coming Con-
gressional and legislative meetings linless the industry, as a' unit, is pre-
pared to check the zealousness of regulatory groups which would like

to see a Federal agency for films fashioned after the Federal Communica-
tions Bureau, which keeps the broadcasting industry in a state of nervous
prostration.

It is as certain as anything these days (except taxes) that failure of the
trade conferences to bring harmony in the industry will be the signal for

national and state legislation.

To the masses who find in motion pictures their best, and in many
communities their only entertainment, the industry is known solely through
the medium of the local neighborhood theatre. The entire division of

exhibition has been retarded in its natural and healthful growth because
of exhibitor uncertainties with respect to crushing competition and mount-
ing operating costs, of which film rentals and percentages have increased
faster than the ability of many operators to improve and enlarge their

plants.

There wiU be moments in coming weeks when the discussions will ap-
pear to have reached an impasse, when those who are shouldering the jobs

of representing their respective groups will be tempted to call it a day, and
let nature take its course. This is going to be no picnic for the negotiators,

which is reason enough why the delegates, once chosen and engaged in

their work, should be encouraged to carry through.

Progress in the film business has been marked through the years by
Violent readjustments of the internal machinery. From such crises an im-
proved order of things always has resulted.

The battle will be tougher this time than heretofore,

of final settlement will be worth the travail.

But the rewards

SWG SHOWOWN

HTTH STUDIOS

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Unless the producers grant imme-
diate recognition to the Screen

.Writers Guild as the bargaining

agency for all studio scribes, the Na-
tional Labor Relations Board will

issue a complaint this week against

Jnajor film companies charging un-
fair labor practice.
Producers' offered to negotiate

.
ith the Guild, but are holding out

against NLRB recognition or Guild
certification.

This marks the second such
charge against the producers, as the
Directors Guild also sought a show-
down, and a report is being prepared
for Washington, following a loiig

hearing.

Indies' SAG Plea

• Independent producers appealed
to the Actors Guild to ease the mile-
age limit burden on pictures costing
under $30,000. Indies want a 50-

HAMMONS SEHING

GN IN GT. BRITAIN

TRADE PAIILErS

Oil ALL FHOilTS

Warners Finally Coming In

with the Others on Dis-

trib-Exhib Problems

—

Film Companies Meeting
First with Both Allied

and MPTOA Committees

Selziiick May Follow Sckefer

Into RKO s New Setup as Soon

As Former s 2 for UA Completed

NO CINCH JOB

Now in England to discuss setup

of a .distributing agency for Grand

National in Great Britain, E, W.

Hammons is not expected back until

early iii November.

Louis Jackson, who was here early

in September, returned to London
after discussing the formation of a

$500,000 distributing company, which
would be controlled 50% "by Jack-

son's people and 50% by GN, Com-
plete setup on the British company
to handle GN product there, plus

possibly producing pictures on that

side, is expected prior to Hammons'
return.

mile limit, as against the present

300-mile radius from Hollywood:
'

Guild was also asked to allow the

little fellows a more liberal interpre-

tation of 'stunt work,' and elimina-

tion of time-and-half pay. Phil Gold-

stone, speaking for the indies, said

easement would give the small pro-

ducer a chance to come back and

provide work for many now unem-

ployed.

By ROT CHARTIEB
Obtaining . agreement that Warner

Bros, will participate with other pro-'

ducer-distributors in trade practice

conferences looking to self-regulation

of industry problems, and adding
Gradwell L. Sears to the conimittee
of four set up a few months ago, the
distributor group received a delega-

tion of Allied States yesterday
(Tues.) at noon and this morning
(Wed.) meets with the Motion Pic-
ture Theatre Owners of America.
Within the next week or two, the
distributor committee hopes to also

meet preliminarily with various
other independent exhibitor- bodies,

whose representatives are either here
or planning to converge on New York
without any more delay than neces-
sary.

Initial huddles are expected to con-
cern the laying of plans for proced-
ure to be followed in the parleys to

follow when an anticipated maze of

items, concerning distributor-exhib-

ittiT relations; are to be taken -upr
item by item. The task of formulat-
ing a program of self-regulation,

which among other things will be
legally binding, will not be an over-
night job. Aside from the legal as-

pects of any. points taken up, the
distributor conmiittee makes it clear

that not one, but many, different

exhibitor groups will have to be
satisfied, precluding assent on dC'

msmds sought by one- before those
same dememds are taken up with
others.

At the beginning, the committee of

five distributor members wiU be split

up sg that negotiating with the

(Continued on page 54)

RKO s Standstill

On All Prod. Ti

OcL 25 77B Date

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Work on all pictures not in pro-
duction, or without any definite

starting date, was ordered halted by
RKO in its latest economy move.
Clampdown on all spending jiot necr
essary to current production is in

effect until Oct. 25, when the com-
pany is expected to come out of re-
ceivership.

Writer and player lists have been
pared, with only 20 scribes on payroll

as against 35 a month ago.- Three
films are in work at studio, with
three more poised for start.

Talent department is at standstill,

with all tests postponed.

Par Drops Hubbard

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Paramount is not renewing Pro-
ducer Lucien Hubbard when his con-
tract expires this week.
His last picture was 'The Texans.'

H. M. Warner Back West
Harry M. Warner leaves Saturday

(22) for the Coast, following a
week's visit in east.

Grad Sears planned an early Coast
trip but has to put it off indefinitely

due to trade practice huddles.

'Lambeth Walk'

London, Oct. 18.

The stage i;nusical, 'Me and
My Girl,' will be known as 'The
Lanibeth Walk' when, it's filmed
this season by Pinewood Pro-
ductions for- Gaumont-British
release, due to the song's popu-
larity. Will be done with the
stage cast virtually intact, ex-
cepting possibly another girl in

place of Teddie Gerard.
Lupino Lane and George

Graves will top, as in the play.

UA PROD. IDLES

UNTILGOLDWYN

RETURNS

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

United ; Artists studio is in low
gear with no pictures teeing off till

Nov. 10 or. later. Saniuel Goldwyn's
'Last Frontier* Is marking time, al-

though Director Henry Hathaway
has been on the lot for three months
awaiting " Start. Producer- -hasTai*-
ready run up a nut of $350,000' on
the i)icture.^ Goldwyn's 'Wuthering
Heights' and Walter Wanger's 'Stage

Coach' are next to go.

Goldwyn's return from New York
this week should mark a spurt in

production activity.

Selznick's $50,000

For Intermezzo' Pic;

Remake from Swedish

Purchase of 'Intermezzo,' Swedish-
made feature picture rights by David
O. Selznick for approximately
$50,000, marks another in the swing
of American producers towards re-

makes of foreign language produc-
tions showing possibilities in the

U. S. mart. Previously this year,

20th-Fox made 'I'll Give a Million'

and United Artists produced 'Al-

giers,' both from French-make films.

Other majors now are scouting fol:

foreign language films that indicate

box office possibilities if made into

English-language features, under
American methods, and with U. S.

stars. 'Intermezzo' was released in

U. S. latter part of 1937.

NADE WITH SMALL

AS PROD. MANAGER

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Joe Nadel moved oyer from the
Samuel Goldwyn organization to be-,

come production manager for Ed-
ward Small.

John Burch, his predecessor, is de-
voting his time to preparation of fu-

ture Small pictures. His current
prep job Is on 'King of the Turf,'

due to roll about Nov. 15.

M-G Troupe's Freezeout

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Location troupe of Metro's 'Stand
Up and Fight' got its first taste of
winter when snow and cold drove
the crew indoors at Chico, 500 miles
to the north.

As action takes place in the sum-
mer, it's no go till frosty breaths
subside.

Although on Friday (14) factors in
HKO discussed .the immediate ac-
ceptance of Leo, Spitz's resignation

and naming of George J. Schaefer to
succeed him as president of the com-
pany prior to approval of reorgani-
zation plan, agreement was not
reached then but jnay still result iii

the. appointment of Schaefer to the
top post prior to final hearing on
plan set for next Tuesday (25). On
the inside i\iai .possibility existed

yesterday (Tues.) arid carries over
today (Wed.), as Schaefer, to be on
hand, cancelled plans for a fishing

trip. Accord ' 6f the Irving Trust
Co,, trustees in RKO under 77-B, is

required pending final reorganiza-
tion. Hearing on the plan Tuesday
(25) is before -Federal Judge^ Wil-
liam Bondy in N. Y,

Spitz is anxious to step out at the
earliest possible date and . there is

always the possibility that the last

steps in connection with approval of
the reorg plan may be delayed fur-
ther. Meantime, Schaefer is out of
United Artists and fi'^e to take over
the reins, relieving Spitz now. This
situation is reported to have
prompted plans Last Friday to try to
bring Schaefer Ih immediately.
With arrangements not completed

in that direction then, Schaefer spent
the weekend at Schroon Lake as
guest Qf Herman Rqbbins and, on
Monday (17), returned to N. Y. and
called off the .fishing trip on his

•3^chtT--pendinig -^-further , develtopg

n^ents. Present plans envisage the
appointment of Schaefer as prexy,
with .the rest of the organization re-
maining as is, including theatres and
distribution.

Although indefinite at this timo
and declared there has been no dis»

(Continued on page 55)

Columbia in High
Hollywood, Oct. 18,

Columbia's writing battery is at a
new high for the past three years.
Staff of 25 is concentrating on orig«

inals.
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Another Suit in PhiDy Zone Vs. WB;

Indies Feel Theyll Get Breaks Now

Phnadelphia, Oct. 18.

Second suit in two weeks involv-

ing the Warner circuit lor a better

break on product is being filed by

an indie here today, following settle-

ment by WB last week of another

situation in which suit was seriously

threatened. Although they won't ad-

mit it, indies feel that with the mo-

nopoly investigation coming up they

have the most favorable moment of

their careers at present to get any

and all breaks from circuit, and pro-

ducers, who seemingly are willing to

go more than half way.
Herb Elliot, operator of the Fern

Rock theatre, has retained State Sen-

ator-Harry Shapiro to represent him.

He claims that in the past three

years WB has built three houses and

is building another, so that each

time he gets pushed back a run. He
feels that by being pushed back fur-

ther, when the house now under con-

struction, the Lane, is completed, he

will be entirely out of the picture as

far -as profits go.

With only half o£ Fox, halt of Co-

lumbia, and half of Universal, Elliot

must depend on repeats for the rest

of his product With each new house-

that goes up, his availability remains

the same, but his run goes back. He
always follows the WB Colney, four

blocks away, and will still when the

ihne vmyeils, but the Lane will be

pushed in ahead ofae Colney. Other

houses which have forced him back
have been the Yorktown, Bromley
and Grange. He charges the same
prices as "the Colney and now is de-

manding an even break with it

Threatened' suit, which was settled

with a comproimise, ° was by Luke
Gring, of the Xtenel and Erlen the-

atres, and Also invcdved ° the new
Lane. Gring released some Erlen
product to the.WB Uptown fend Or-
pheum and, in return, got one-half

ahead of the. Ogontz and one-half
after it for the Hend, which gives

it. a bet^r competitive break with
len will day-and'

"

date with the Uptown and Orpheum,
getting product 28 days' after first

run, and riise its price to 40c., same
as the WB houses.
Suit couple weeks ago was filed

In U. .8, District Court by Harry
Fried, operator of .'the Suburban,
Ardmore; SeviUe,' B^n Mawr, and
Anthony Wasnoe, "Wayne, Pa., charg

WB*S TOPICALS

Nasi Spy Trial and State P*Ilc<

•NIxcfl Jimmy Hines Ezpase

Hollywood, Oct 18.

Youth 1.- stepping to the front

as b.o. draws. Pickers of box
office champ.'' for 1938 name
four youngsters among the first

10.

They .-re Shirley Tenxple,

Mickey Rooney, Deanna Dur-
bin and Jane Withers.

Hollywood, Oct 18.

Warner Is ditching its picture, in

preparation for several weeks, cen-

tering around Tammany Hall and
the recent James J. Hines trial.

Studio feared kickback in the New
York area.

Don Ryan, who worked up the

yatn, is now on the current Nazi spy

trial. Al Donoghue is writing a

yarn about State Police.

LAUGHTON PIG MAY BE

HAIMED IN U. S. BY PAR

London, Oct .18.

Surprise booking is that 'St. Mar-,

tin's Lane,' the second film of May-
flower Productions, the Pommex-
Laughton outfit goes to Paramount's
Carlton for run opening Oct 19.

This, as in the case of Mayflower's

former picture, 'Vessel of Wrath,'

was expected to go into the Regal,

a John Maxwell West End show win-
dow, as Maxwell, through his Asso-

ciated British Picture Corp.'s finan-

cial inteirests in Mayflower, has
priority right. But understood terms
given hy Paramount, which are

guarantee of four weeks, with op-
tion, were so favorable it could not
be passed up.
Understood a more important rea-

son is that Paramount is favorably

inclined to handling the picture in

America.

ASTIHUAPAIR

TOPARMKHM

MG Makes Freedom'^ Ring

Heard Across Ae Piaiiis

Hollywood, Oct 18.

Metro joins the big-budget west
em parade with 'Let Freedom Ring,'

a de luxe musical sagebrusher star-

ring Nelson Eddy.
Picture, .dealing with pioneer days,

is being '
scripted by Ben Hedit,

Harry Rapf is the producer and
Jack Conway directs.

ing une major film distribs^ with re

straint of trade and w^ir practices.

Fried asserted in his pent^n that he
—^duld not get films ior .M^'^burban

until 30 d:ys after the rivalwB Ard-
mocc aoeej^od ui* Tejecied thi^m. He
also declared^ihat he cotild hot get

prothict for the\SeviUe or\ Wayne
untin^even -days that. \

IndieNclaimcd that is^ uses 350^a-
ture& a y^sjar at his tli^e houses'to
the 180 shdwn yearly bK the Ard-
morc. \

Chl's Lc^ Skirmish
Cffiotgo, Oct. 1

First . skirmidi <of Allied sut
against Balaban. 4 KaJa and the
major picture distribxibw^ took
place this morning (Tue&i^y) in
Federal Court here.

'

Allied exhibitors at this hea^g
asked that the court grant them
temporary injunction restrsining"
the defendants from enforcing the
present Chicago, releasing and clear-
ance system. Made this plea on
grounds that they were now r -

gaged in buying product for the
coming season, and should n:i be
forced to buy .this, product on a sys-
tem which may be declared void in
the :f <rcl decision of the main case.

Judge Wilkerson gave no decision,

with . case . continued • to tomorrow
(Wednesday), . Jt so happens that
no temporary injunction has ever
been given in a motion picture mo-
nopdly aiid restraint of trade suit
but Jo6' Rosenberg, of the -plaintiff's

law firm of Rosenberg, stein &
Rosenberg, is frying to pull a long
shot;

R.' S. Wright, of the Department
of Justice, is here from Washington
to observe the suit Understood that

Wright has been' conducting, a gen-
eral investigation' of the loop situa-

tion.

Extras' Downbeat
Hollywood, Oct 18.

A new tworyear low. for extras
looms with only EfiOO working the

first half of October.
Motion Picture Relief Fund is

rushing a survey ou; the extra un
employment situation.

$45,600 Overhead Added to Mnsic Hal

For Less Work-Same Fay 802 Rule

Of the two pictures for Paramount
release in production at Astoria,

Harold Orlob's 'One-Third of a Na-
tion,' the WPA play, is slated to

wind up in 10 more shooting days,

making 28 in all. Par is anxious for

a quick release of this which has

Sylvia Sidney and Leif Ericksen in

the top spots. Other picture shoot-

ing at Long Island, William K.
Howard's 'Home Town' script (with

several title changes, and a final tag

yet to be selected), is also for Par.

Orlob is principally financing his

own picture although G. B. Odium,
cousin of Floyd O.dlum (Atlas

Trust) and Bernard K. Steele are

also on his board'. Odium and Steele,

as Odessco Productions, Inc., are
Bill Howard's principal backers, that

company also including Stanley Od-
ium, as treasurer. He's the son of

Floyd Odium.
Both Orlob and Howard started

shooting around the same time. Or-
lob, a Broadway musical comedy
composer and producer, originally

had 'Dearest Enemy,' the oldRodgers
and Hart stage musical, in view, and
Dudley Murphy, his director, brought
in the Odlum-Steele faction; also

!Paul C. Mooney, of the same group.

Thus it is that they hold some stock

now in 'Third of a Nation' although
it's principally Orlob's b.r.

Actress-Authoress Sues

20thTli^oK on *B'way* Title

Mary Orr, of the cast of 'Bachelor

Born,' yesterday (Tuesday) started

suit in N. Y. supreme court against

20th Century-Fox Film Corp. for an

injunctibh and an accounting of the

picture, 'Battle of Broadway,' claim-

ing unfair competition by the film,

in using the. title which she claims

she originated. The suit was started

with a show cause order being signed

by Justice Louis A. Valente, return-

able tomorrow (Thursday).
Miss Orr, through her attorney,

Robert Moers, complains that 20th-

Fox had lifted the title from a story

she wrote and which was published

|n the January, 1936, issue of the

pictorial Review magazine. Her
story was based on- the fortunes and
troubles of an ambitious young girl

who was stage struck. The picture,

she admits, does not infringe on her

tome, but that the use of the same
title has lessened her chances of

peddling her stories to the films.

IRISH THRUSH ADMITS

HE HAS A BANKROLL

Drive of musicians union for six
day week with seven days'- pay
has hit the N,. Y. theatres with th»
Music Hall capitulating last week,
Roxy is bedded to start with new
wrinkle thia week and Loew's Stat«
is also being lined up. An ultimatum
was delivered by Local 802 to Loew
house early this week.
Campaign, has been one of the

many new regulations issued since
convention in Tampa last June,
They've been coming out of local
802 and the national office at the
rate of nearly one ,a week and have
had music buyers and users groggy,

(Niteries have already been. ap<
proached.)
Hardest hit is, of course, the Music

Hall which ups its nut about $45,000
annually with increase. Roxy, also
using a fairly large crew, is hit hard,
but not quite' a» badly as the M. H.
State win suffer least and so on
down the line for houses using pit

crews.

MAMOSUAN DIRECTS

COL'S 'GOLDEN BOY'

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Immigration authorities clapped

Jack Doyle, fighter-smger, in jail

Sunday (16) on the charge of ille-

gal entry into this country. He is

accused of falsifying information in

obtaining a visa.

Doyle said he has a lotta . money
to spend in this country, but if we
don't want it he'll pe-1 the roll else-

where.

IHosketeers' Goes hto

20-Fox Colossal Class

Rouben
Columbia

Hollywood, Oct 18.

Mamoulian signed 'with

to direct 'Golden Boy *

based on the Clifford Odets legit

play about the fiddling fighter.

Sarah Y. Mason and Victor Heer-
man are doing the screen play.

BOT'S GDO.
Hollywood, Oct 18.

Dick Powell will have Crale Page
as femme lead in 'Always Leave
Them Laughing' at Warners.
Busby Berkeley directs.

Hollywood, Oct 18.

Budget on the Ritz Brothers'

starrer, 'The Three Musketeers,' at

20th-Fox was upped from $650,000

to $1,000,000 after Darryl Zanuck
saw rushes of the first week's shoot-
ing.

Several sets were ordered rebuilt

on a more elaborate scale, and the
shooting 'schedule extended from 35
to 50 days.

Pitt^ Peace with Musicians^
Pittsburgh, Oct. 18.

On heels of several weeks of

squabbling, theatre owners here and
niusicians union have finally come to

an agreement on a new two-year
pact Understood that no changes

in salary or conditions are being

made. Local 60 held out for 12*

month pact but managers refusied to

go along, insisting upon the two-year
clause. Present contract ran out

Sept 1 and musicians have been
working since then under retroactive

understanding.

At present, there'ii only one Pitts«

burgh theatre employing musicians,

WB Stanley, which has had field to

itself for last few years. However,
Casino, burlesque, and Nixon, legit^

were also included in deal. Stanley

may have some competish in few
months from the Harrises, who have

taken over old Aldine and rechrist-

ened it the Senator. House's stage

hp^ing pxtensively remodeled with an

eye to -flash, although no announce-

ment ntade on that yet.

Virtually every indie owner hai

signed with operators* union for next

two years, with slight increases In

pay all along the line. . Circuit con-

tract still has 12'months to l-un.

Grifitii Amus. Co. Sets Up

\ Own Sodal Security System

\^lahoma City, Oct 18.

h Amusement Co. ' partners

xexi^cutiVes £^re meeting in Okla-

homa^ity to map.^out an extensive

compa^i5t social security program,
which wiH^supplement*. the National
Social Secu^ty Act, in insuring old

age retirem«^t for Grif^th em-
ployees. A flvlSrfJoint plan.'^^our of

which are in efr^dt at preseil>t and
the last of which i^eing discussed

at the meetings, -wil^^ive complete
econoniic protection to^SHfftth's ap^
proxiniately 700 employeitis^om the
time they enter the compaSy^ serv-

ice until their retirement.

Five points of the plan are

(1) An employee benefit titajist

fund with group, life, sick and a<.?r

cident insurance has been set up\
This insures that an.' employee con- \ Added toXhis, the Griffith broth-

giving up a part of their stock,

which was .then jplaced in the Asso-
ciated Investment Co. and' given to

employees with payment being
taken from salary bonuses, etc.,

which the employees would other-
wise "have received. In the event
of the death of the employee, the
stock must be sold' back to the As-
sociated Investment* Co. in order to i

keep control in the <jircuit

(5) Present social security sup-
plement, being worked out will call

Radio Ballyhoo Film

Shown in Tacoma Houses
Tacoma, Oct 18.

KOMO-KJR's industrial picture
'Behind the Scenes in Radio,' which
has been shown to 70,000 people so
far, is booked tor two theatres; Sen-
set and Kay Street, for three days
last of this month.
Radio film is run in between the

regular features at these houses.

HG Takts Joe E.'s Pic

Hollywood, Oct 18.

Metro releases nirting With Fate,'
sixth and last of the Joe £. Brown
comedies produced by David Loew.
Brown, Carillo and other prin-
cipals have been recalled for retakes
and added scenes at Universal studio.

Chi Engineer* Settle

Chicago, Oct. 18.

Pickets of the House Englneeri

union were called off last week, and

the Interior engineers went back to

their jobs in some 125 circuit housei

pending final settlement of nego-

tiations on wages.

Circuits agrieed to pay the men

lor the two weeks ihthr failed to re-

port for work, but refused to agree

to Immediate reinstateniient of the

10% cut which the engineers topk

some three months ago. Refusal of

the 10% reinstatement was the

original reason for the walkout.

Despite the walkout the other

unions affiliated in the American.

Federation of Labor, refused to aid

the House Engineers and continued

to pass through the picket lines.

This refusal of the AFL affiliated

membiers to recognize the walkout

as an oEflcial strike was one of the

reasons for the failure of the up-

rising. Engineers and circuit the-

atres are how in confabs and it is

indicated that the two groups will

arrive at a settlement which will

restore at least a portion of the 10%

w
tionXfrOijn theXSrif^th Cq. This fund

^-cUmulat^^ until th^e employeewiU

'Gunga Din' Finished
Kolfywbbd,.Oct 18.

RKO's biggest production, 'Gunga
Din,' finally . landed in the. cutting

i-oom after three months pi. shooting

'(n the studio and tiic. hills near Lpne
pine, CaL
Ffnal battle scenes weire shot with

fiiindreds of half-clad- extras shiver-

ittg ill ibe colO.

tinues to draw salary during an
enforced leave of absence.

(2) ° Employees of the firm in the

higher salary bracket are given $1,-

000 life insurance free, with the op-,

portunity of adding as many thou-

sands to this as desired at a reduced
premium rate.

(3) All Griffith employees in the

lower salary brackets (ushers, door-
men,' etc.) are .given $1,000 life in-

surance free,

(4) . In J935, the Associated Invest-

ment Co. was formed, with L.- C,,

H. E". and H. J. Griffith' and other

reaches^ retirement age and then is

to be paM back in mohtiily instal-

ments. \

efs^operate on\a policy of company
promotion, choosing Va fill vacancies
in top-notch posi^oi^s —from their
own employees instead of bringing
in outside men. In many instances,
the retirement of one\man resi^lts

in the shifting of twelve others, each
enxployee being jumped\a notch
higher as the ppsition is vacated.
Cashiers who study, stenogsjaphic

work are moved to. jobs in th\ of-

fices as soon as they become avhal-

able, iUshers -and doormen are
trained for manager, and. assistant

managers jobs .and are given pro-

First three Brown films were re- , - . u« i,an
leased by RKO-and two others by wage sUce to the engmeers who han

Columbia. die interior machinery such as tne

cooling and air-conditioning sys-

Three Directors Ailing
Hollywood, Oct 18.

Casualty list among 20th-Fox di-

rectors was raised to three when
Roy Del Ruth and Mai St Clair
were sent home with fiu.

Henry King is in the hospital with
an infected ear.

Griffith executives -and stockholders motion at the flrst. .dpportunity«

CADE'S 1ST DANISH PIC
Copenhagen, Oct, 18.

.

Svend Gade, Hohy.wood director of

the silent erp and iiow director at

the Danish natTonal theatre, is mak-
ing his flrst Danish film, for Palla
dium.

It's. 'The Ballet Dances.'

Pichei Takes a Walk

, Hollywood, Oct 18.

Irving Pichei tossed up his ipb as

director of the dog picture, 'Orphans

of the Street,' at Republic, after an

argument with Herman Schlom, as-

sociate producer. John H. Auer took

over the chore.
,

Signed for one picture only, Pichei

walked off ihe lot

Flynn'g R«cupe Eidcnsitf:

\ Hollywood, Oct.M8.
Nprrol Flynn gets an additional

wefek to recuperate from his=rec«^
attack of- pi>eiimonia before staitinff

in 'Do^e Clty^ at Warners..- '
v

ActorXand "his. wife, Lili Damita,
are-hUntW wild boar' on the- Santa
Barbara ' Islands.

Columbia Signs Legiter

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Don Beddoe, legit player, has

signed a term contract at Columbja

and is making 'That Woman's Here

Again,' with M'elvyn .Douglas and

Virginia Bruce. Al Hall is direct-

ing.

Actor's last Bro&^ay appearance

in 'Father Malachy's Miracle-

H^ also been' active in radio »s an

actoK. and 'waiter. •
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Radio's Anti-Pix HuDabaloo Just

That; No Mike Boycotting H wood

Philadelphia, Oct. 18.

All the hullt^baloo six weeks ago,

during which stations here resolved

to bar from the air anything smack-
ing of Hollywood, publicity because
radio was not included in the budget

of 'Motion Pictures Greatest Year'

campaign, has turned out to have
meant virtually nothing. Despite

resolutions by the NAB and vows by
local station managers themselves,

actually the demise of only one 15-

minute program a week here can be
traced directly to failure of the

MPAYBE to cut radio in on the

pork. Majority of the programs are

still on the air. And the few that

aren't, are off purely for some other

reason, usually failure of sponsors to

renew contracts.

The one show that was withdrawn
because radio missed the gravy train

was admittedly a good one. It was
©n WCAU. Powers Gouraud, com-
mentator, would play part of the

sound track of a current pic in town
on a special device built by WCAU
engineers. He reviewed the picture

at the same time, not criticizing it,

merely telling about it.

WCAU, however, still carries

plenty of sponsored Hollywood
plugs, including Taylor Grant's

morning column for Horn & Har-
dart, in which he spills chatter

picked up from the papers and the
Transradio wire. Also does some
brief criticism of a pic he may have
seen the night before. Plugs from
the Columbia web, of course, are
contained in the Old Gold show,
Hollywood Hotel and Lux Theatre.
" On WFIET Ar^tevfetts- devotes part
of his 15-minute morning newscast
to Coast chatter culled from the INS
wire. He gives no criticisms. An-
other daily 15-minute shot of chat-

ter and reviews by Barbara Young
is off. Sponsor failed to renew, noth-
ing more.

, WIP continues with a 15-minute
ehow every Friday of straight puffs

_ about films in both downtowns and
'the nabes. This is stuff just sent in

by.Wai'ner Bros, circuit publicity of-

fice and house managers. - It is read
by a staff gabber and is sustaining.

Station feels that despite the way
Hollywood has treated radio, such
a show right before the weekend is

a public service.
•

• Program by E. M. Orowitz on WIP
five nights a week, in which he gave
15 minutes of solid film chatter, is

off. But that was principally be-
cause other interests kept Erno, as

he was known, from continuing. His
sponsorship expired, but station was
positive of getting him another if he
desired.

Weekly quarter-hour sustalner by
Pat Stanton on WDAS continues. He
gives gossin and critics pix he has
seen. WPEN's 15-minute once-a-
week sustainer by Edwina Snyder is

off. Outlet, however, is actively

seeking another girl to continue it,

as Miss Snyder quit to take another
job. She did gossip and infre

quently, comment. On WHAT, Susan
Porter continues with her quarter
hour of weekly chatter frorn the
Coast. KYW and WTEL haven^t car
Tied any film plugs for several years,
former for no particular reason, lat-

ter because of an active objection to

giving anybody something for noth-
ing.

Kid Bait

When Judy Garland played
the Loew's State, New York,
couple of months ago, manager
Al Rosen bought the kid a
specially-made ice cream cake.

First crack out of Freddie
Bartholmew (current there this

week), on meeting Rosen in

dressing room was, 'Do I get

one of those ice-cream cakes,

too.'

VAN DM'S $25,000

FOR HENIE ICE YARN

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

S. S. Van Dine is writing an origi-
nal sports story for Sonja Henie, to
l3e produced by Harry Joe Brown
at 20th-Fox. Reported price is

$25,000.
' Story will be done in fiction form
for publication before being treated
for films.

ICKES' FREE FEED
Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Secretary of Interior Harold Ickes
"got a feed tossed for him at 20 Lh
•J'ox today (Tuesday).

Dairy! Zanuck presided.

ANOTHER MEET

ON COPYRIGHT

ANNINEXTYR.
MaxweD-Ostrers Settle; See An hAy

Merger of Gaumont and Odeon Chains

Leaders of various Industries vi-

Tally' interested" in the copyright-

situation will meet tomorrow
(Thursday) at Columbia University,

New>York, to map a united front to-

ward copyright law in the coming
session of Congress. Among those

expected to attend the ses&ion are

representatives of the film indus-

try, broadcasting, the American So-
ciety of Composers, Authors and
Publishers, the authors and book and
magazine publishers.

Meeting is sponsored by the Com-
mittee for Study of Copyright,
which is a subsid of the American
National Committee on Interna-
tional Intellectual Co-dperatlon,
under the auspices of the League
of Nations. Dr. James T. Shot-
well, of Columbia University, and
Dr. Edith Ware are in charge] of the
committee. Group was formed early

last summer to study the possibility

of U. S. participation in the Berne
international copyright convention.
However, it was subsequently de-
cided that complete revision of the
U. S. copyright sitiaation would
have to come first. Present session

is to try to work out a united stand
by the various element concerned in

such law.
First meeting was held early last

July in the trustees' room ^it Co-
lumbia. At that session It was
agreed that the various representa-
tives would submit suggestions for
changes in the domestic copyright
situation and that each group would
then study the other proposals.
Tomorrow's meeting is for the pur-
pose of ironing out- differences In

the vafious suggestions. It is under-
stood that the various views ex-
pressed are widely divergent and
that considerable difficulty will be
met in bringing about a united
front. However, the present copy-
right law, passed in 1909, is ad-
mittedly antiquated since it ante-

dates Hollywood, radio and most of

the groups considering the changes

HEAVY MARQUEE DRAFT

IN W6 'JUAREZ' LINEUP

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Six top roles are set in Warners
high-budget picture, Juarez,' slated

to go before the cameras Nov. 7

with William Dieterle directing.

Pa\il Muni is cast'in the name role,

Bette Davis as Carlotta, Brian
Aherne as Maximilian, John Gar-
field as Dias, Claude Rains as Gen-
eral Ortega and Donald Crisp in a

featured part.

Jed Harris Huddles

Meredith on *Horn* Pic
Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Jed Harris is here for confabs

with Burgess Meredith, who has the

lead in the stage producer's first film,

'Young Man with a Horn,' to be

made in New York. Actor is finish-

ing in 'Spring Dance' at Metro.

Harris plans it as an independent

film production in Astoria.

E MEtNS TO

EXTEND DRIVE

That Was an Orig;^nal Idea

for This Season's Cam-
paign, but Nixed—Pres-

ent 'Best Entertainment'

Ballyhoo Fraught With
Considerable Headaches
—-Hissing Trailers, De-

layed Clearances of Films,

and Other Things

ANNUAL CAMPAIGN

An idea for making it the Silver

Jubilee celebration for motion pic-

tures, which had been rejected as the

basic platform for what is known
the 'Best Entertainment' campaign,
will probably be the keynote of the
11939 ' Tjallyhoo; Idea 'Stemmed- from-
the discovery that in 1888 Thomas A.
Edison took the first flilms in motioft

of Fred Ott, an actor of his day,

doing some comedy antics, laughing,

etc. However, these films -weren't

successfully shown until 1889, so next
year is just as accurate in the chron-

ological sequence.
Contest idea, based on a Movie

Quiz, is the current ballyhoo, some-
thing which is creating no little

headache for some executives con-

cerned with the drive. It runs the

gamut from rude discovery that in

some theatres the public was mildly

the knowledge that contests are al-

ways fraught with dissatisfaction and
that the final results — despite the
fact that the contest letters must be
the tie-breakers—^are bound to create

squawks.
As regards hissing the trailers,

Harold B. {"rainklin, general manager
of the drive, had to issue a round-
robin letter to. exhibs not to over
plug the Quiz, since that's the thing

that usually irks fans: Campaign
committee is constantly changing the
trailer matter, and also wants to

limit the Movie Quiz bally to one
screening per turnover,

Squawks

Numerous complaints are expected

to be registered in the next few
weeks by independent exhibitors re-

garding the manner in which Great-

est Picture Year campaign has been
conducted, with stres's laid on slow-

ness in obtaining delivery of Movie
Quiz product. ; In addition, some in-

die exhibs, will urge a different, set-

up for carrying on next year if full-

(Continued on page 19)

Par's Discovery

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Harry Davenport played 64
years on the stage before Para-
mount discovered him in 1935.

Since then he has worked in

39 pictures,

PRIME OKLA.

an CONV.

Oklahoma City, Oct. 18.

Following a two-day conference

with Morris Loeweristein, Ed Kuy-
kendallj president of the MPTOA,
left Oklahoma City last Friday (14)

for 'a return trip to New York by
way. of St. Jjouis where he met Fred
Wehfenberg, ' chairman " 6T " the
MPTOA convention here beginning

Oct. 30 includes Leo Spitz, William

C. Rogers, Eddie Golden, Charley
Casanave, Frank Cassil, president,

Kansas-Missouri MPTOA group;

George J. Echaefer, Herman Wobber,
Hal Roach, Fired Wehrenberg, Lewen
Pizor of Philadelphia; Arthur Lock-
wood of Connecticut; E. Levy, gen-

eral counsel MPTOA; M. C. Moore of

Jacksonville; Charley Williams of

Omaha; L. C. Hagman of Buffalo;

M. A. Lightman of Memphis; Bob
O'Donnellj Interstate Circuit; L. C

- -It--* ^^^^ t« Xlriffith^resident of.Griffith Amuse,
razzmg the trailers for^he "Q^ui?, *<>

I co. (Oklahoma City); iaobert Ripley

of Longview, Wash.; iS'rank J. Mar
tin, mayor of Oklahoma City; R. X.

Williams, national MPTOA board

member; Mitchell Walfson of

Miami; R. A. Harvey, Sah Francisco.

While in Oklahoma CJity Kuyken-
dall reemphasized his stand that the

film industry can solve its own prob-

lems. .'There is no problem facing

the industry which can not be solved

by the, producer, distributor work-
ing, together,' he said. 'We need
no assistance or hindrance from out-

side sources.'

Pitt Meets Oct. 31

Pittsburgh, Oct. 18.

Annual convention of MPTO of

Western Pennsylvania will be held

here in William Penn hotel Oct 31

instead of next Monday (24), aS'orig-

inally scheduled. Officers and three

members of board of directors will

be elected. No banquet slated for

this year, and entire confab will be

staged at a.m. and p.m. business ses-

sions.

Goldwyi^lairbanks West; No UA B'd

Meeting Before Scheduled Nov. 9

With no board meeting called by

United Artists for selection of presi-

dent for company or other action,

Douglas Fairbanks left last night

(Tuesday) for the Coast and Sam^
Goldwyn will shove off today (Wed-
nesday) or tomorrow aftsr squeez-

ing in as many legit shows as possi-

ble on his quick trip east.

The next meeting of the board is

dated for November 9 but it was
thought that with Goldwyn and
^Fairbanks in the east, the directors

might take deferred action on filling

presidency of UA vacated by Dr. A,
H. Giannini at this time. Mai-y Pick-
ford is also in New York and may
remain in the east for a while.
There is every likelihood that

Maurice SilverstOne will be moved
up to" title" of" president at the' h.ov,'

although, as chairman of the execu-
tive committee and general manager,
he is in complete control and func-
tioning much the same as a presi-

dent would, with Harry Gold and
Jack Schlaifer conducting distribu-
tion under him.

Meantime and assertedly to the

satisfaction of Goldwyn, UA is oper-

ated on a less costly basis than be-

fore with Silverstone the one big

boss in the east and elimination of

George J. Schaefer and A. W. Smith,

Jr., plus the inauguration of certain

administrative economies desired.

Schaefer resigned 10 days ago, while
Smith, who was general sales mana-
ger, stepped out about six weeks
ago. Schaefer resigned to consider
negotiations under which he would
become president of RKO, while
Smith, who has outside interests, may
rteurn to the field in a theatre ca-

pacity.

Goldwyn arrived east Saturday
(15) to attend a board meeting that
day at the Hays office, see shows
and discuss material for production
during- the—1939-40- season-.--Ht;—is
restricting his output to three pic-
tures this year ('38-39), instead of
four announced, but next season
plans doing a total of eight. He is

dropping production this year of
'Daring Age' with Jascha Heifetz,
postponing it to 39-40.

London, Oct. 18.

John Maxwell's suit against the

Ostrers, involving the return of

$3,000,000, in stock and cash, plus

damages for ah interest in the Gau-
mont-British circuit, claiming an un-

derstanding that Maxwell could.pur-

chase Fox and Metro's holdings in
Gaumpnt was settled Thursday
night (13) without going to trial.

Inside story is that the settlement
was made by Philip Hill, prdminent
insurance underwriter, acting as
arbitrator.

Hill underwrote the Odeon cir-

cuit's stock issue. last year. Likeli-

hood of an amalgamation between
Gaumont and Odeon circuits, which
was forecast here some time ago, is

now seen.

Oscar Deutsch's Odeon circuit and
United Artists have interlocking in-

terests and a deal woUld involve UA
which would give it an outlet in the
combined Gaumont-Odeon circuit of
over BOO' ciheihas * afid bthers tindtr

construction, with a capital of

$75,000,000.

In that event, any deal would take
over all present holdings. Maxwell
was asked to participate, but .imlike-

ly he will accept.
Reported that Maxwell was ad-

vised be had no case and should
withdraw all allegations and pay all

costs. There is also the possibility

that financial interests exerted pres-

sure on both sides, as they frown on
all charges of sharp practice as

prejudicial to their interests.

Understood that ai^y possible al"

liance between Gaumont and sny
o.ther circuit must first receive Fox-
Metro approval, which seems unlike-

ly unless their American product
were definitely guaranteed.

Still another report on thcf settle-

ment is that Maxwell's $3,000,000 is

to be repaid at the rate of $300,000

annually.

$100,000,000 Stock Issue

Latest on the 6-B situation is that
Joseph Rank and- Lord Pbrtail, with
other financial friends, will partial-,

pate in promoting a public stock is-

sue of $100,000,000 to take Over the
combine of G-B and Odeon Circuits;

with Oscar Deutach -as operating
head, and Arthtu: Jarratt second in
command.
According to present intentions,

Isidore Ostrer is anxious to quit the
industry, with Mark and Maurice
Ostrer remaining in executive prd-
duction capacities and Maurice re-
taining full control of the Gains-
borough Studios, where Robert Kane
is now heading 20th-Fox's local pro-
ductions, o

Charles M. Woolf, who distributes
Gaumont product, will remain but
not take such active part in film
production as heretofore. He will
confine hi* activities-lo -distributing
and will receive preferential treat-
ment 'for releasing Universal product
on both circuits.

Understood that 20th-Fox-Metro
execs in America are amenable to
the new reconstruction, particularly
favoring Deutsch as head of the the-
atre end. Also understood that a
special company was formed with
certain assets on deposit gtiarantee-
ing repayment of Maxwell's $3,000,-
000 in 10 annual payments, but when
the case was called this morning
(Tuesday), Maxwell's corporation at-
torney withdrew "his action for
damages and misfepresentation, and
judgment was rendered for the
Ostrers with costs.

TOLER PICKED FROM

34 AS CHARUE CHAN

Hollyv/ood, Oct. 18.
Sidney Toler gets the ChaWie

Chan Tote-ieft-racant'try—the-dea th"
of Warner Oland. Selection was
made after 34 other actors had been
tested for the part at 20th-Fox.
Toler goes to work Oct. 24 when

associate producer John Stone is
slated to roll 'Charlie Chan in Hono-
lulu,' his 10th Chan picture.
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'Horror' Pic Revivals, Chiefly

Dualed, B.O.; ITs Fresh Crop

Grosses from the key cities indi-

cate the horror revivals are mopping

up nearly everywhere. Some of the

towns where the coupling of 'Frank-

enstein' (U) and 'Drafcula* (U) are

currently proving plenty forte at the

b.o. ar< Indianapolis, Providence,

Cincinnati, San Francisco and De-

troit. Cutting in currently, however,

is some horror opposish via the

dualled revivals of 'King Kong'

(RKO) and The Ghoul' (Indie) at

the Adams, Detroit.

In Cincy, 'Dracula* and 'Franken-

stein' ate breaking a six-year house
record. In Indianapolis, the same
combo is doubling the theatre's nor-

mal average.

N. T. RUlto's Biff Biz

Rialto, N. Y, which brought in

'Dracula' and 'Frankenstein' reissues

on a double bill Monday morning
(17), ran around the clock and on
the first day groissed $2,003, tremend-
ous. This amoimts .to capacity fill

of house about 10 times on day and
playing to attendance of between
6,000-7,000 people. While difficult to

judge how dual bill of old shockers
will stand up, if opening pace is

maintained, the week may mean
around $12,000, sensational for

Arthur Mayer's small-seater.

Other reissues excepting old

Valentinos have been duds in New
-York.-

Locked Out

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

With a bankroll . of $2,250,

earned acting in RKO's 'GuAga
Din,' Anna May has no place to

park her trunk. While she was
on location the sherifT plastered
an eviction notice on the Cali-

fornia Zoological Society, her
old home.
Anna May is an elephant.

Republic's Radio Status

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

All deals lor Republic studio show,
headed by Roy Rogers, are being
held in abeyance pending arrival

here late this month Of prexy Her-
bert, Yates.

Program may sustain on Columbia
as a sponsor tease.

Oidahoma City Court

Rules Vs. Par's Suit

Over Stars' Photos

Horror Encores in Det.

Detroit, Oct, 18.

Smash success of 'double horror'

dual at Palrhs-State here last week
not only prompted a second sesh, but
also brought on the" start of wild
scramble for similar blood-curdling

lineups. Adams, another first-run-

ner, matched State's 'Dracula' and
Trankensteih' with "The Ghoul* and
•King Kong' this week, while nabes
are dickering for similar setups in

their baliwicks.

Although first stanza was best at

Palm-State -in "many-nioons,,..££cond.

session is showing a sharp tapering

6S despite a midnite show Saturday
(15). Adams biz is slightly better

than usual, but not startling. There-
fore appears chillers may have a

short, though spirited, run in this

burg.

Chis RatUe of 'Ghouls'

.
Chicago, Oct. 18

Balaban & Katz and Essaness are

locking horns In earnest as the go
Ing gets rough in the loop. With
Essaness turning the loop upside
.down with its. ballyhoo buildup of

the Woods, B. & K is beginning to

settle down on a competitive basis

against the Essaness house, and will

shove the Garrick into' the fight as

their big gun.

Woods has dropped its former
passive policy of subsequent run
flickers, and has taken up the ban-
ners with .expipitation shows. Ran
eight days with a combination 'hor
ror show' of 'King Kong' and 'The
Ghoul,' the third in the series of
chiller combinations shoved into this

house. Double lineup tossed off

great week^s- gross, and B.' fit K. is

Stepping in to answer this challenge
v^ith its own chiller setup in the

(Wednesday) with two Universal re-
vivals, 'Frankenstein' and 'Dracula,'

and turning the street into a Rue
Morgue of spine-tickling ballyhoo.
Woods is delivering its fourth hor

ror combo, with Bela Lugosi and
Boris Karlofl flickers, 'The Walking
Dead* and 'The Bat Whispers.'
There is a possibility looming that

thie Garrick will drop its present flrsi;

run and continlied-first run policy,

should the Woods continue to rise in

looj) strength, arid will shoVe the
Garrick into a straight double-fea
ture policy, running just behind the
big three B. fit K. nabe houses. Tiv<

6Ii;~DpT0wn and~M^rbro, "Which"arr
also double billing at this time.

On the other hand, it is understood
that Essaness is searching about for

some setup whereby the Woods can
be jumped to a first run spot, ant
the circuit is now looking around
for possible product deals which
would give the house at least 26
weeks of first run . product through
the year. The remainder of the time
—Mujuld-bje-deyolfed. to..6p.eqial .exploi-

tation revival and subsequent run
material.

Oklahoma City, Oct 18.

In the case of Paramount Pictures,

inc., and Paramount Pictures Dis-

tributing Co., Inc., vs. the Leader

;?ress, Inc., of Oklahoma City, Fed-

eral Judge Edgar S. Vaught ruled

that the preparation and selling of

advertising material for films by an
.ndependent printing company 'does

not constitute unfair competition.'

Paramount - had charged that ad-

vertising material prepared by the

Jeader Tr6ss~had "Incorporated-pic^-
tures, cartoons and caricatures of

stars and feature players employed
jy Paramount in a 'grotesque, in-

artistic and inferior manner—^that

the reputation of plaintiff and of

stars and feature players was dam-
aged by use of said advertisement.'

Specific charges w«re that Clau-
dette Colbert had the appearance of

a Negress In advertising matter pre-
pared by the Leader company for

Cleopatra,' and sold to state ex-
libitors. Charge also stated that

Joseph Schildkraut's name was left

ofiL _and-.,tbat,.. .Earampjmt's__^^
with Schildkraut required that his

name be mentioned in all advertis-
ng of the picture. Also claimed that
the words 'A Paramount Picture'
were left off.

On material prepared for 'Big
Broadcast of 1937,' it, was also

charged that *A Paramount Picture'
was left off and that tyj?e percent-.
Ages were not adhered to and names
of actors misspelled.

20th-Fox Adds Space

For N. T. Pub-Ad DepL

Catholic Boys School property, lo-
cated on West 55th street near 10th
avenue, New York, and immediately
adjacent to present 20th-Fox home
office building, is to be the new
quarters for the company's publicity-
advertising department. Plans for
remodeling so that the film company
could move in shortly have been
held up temporarily by a city zoning
restriction. However, this legal twist
is expected to be straightened out
soon since deal for using Catholic

Garriefc -W4H- op^n tWrWj-?S5j?|K-?E°P*£tZ

With this arrangement and trouble
gone to in order to furnish enlarged
space for the advertising-publicity
staff, apparently plans have been
abandoned to move the 20th-Fox
home offices into quarters closer to
Times Square district.

CO^RIGAN GROITimEB
Hollywood, Oct. 1'8.

Douglas Corrigan checks in today
(Tues.) at RKO to collaborate with
scribes on his picture, 'The Flying
Irishman.'

Ernest Pagano and Dalton Trumbo
are working on the story^

PhiUy's Solo Horrors
Philadelphia, Oct. 18.

Horror pix» now being dualed for

sockaroo grosses in many cities

throughout the country, played here
singly a couple of months ago in re-

vivals that drew fair houses, but
nothing spectacular. No one in the
territory has yet tried dualing 'Dra
cula' and 'Frankenstein,' which are
clicking so well elsewhere, but
neither did extraordinary biz when
exhibted singly recently.

My Fritrht Wig, James
Hollywood, Oct. 18.

New horror campaign got under
way at Universal yesterday (Mon.)
with cameras grinding on 'Son of

Frankenstein,' co-starring Peter
Lorre, Boris Karloff and Bela Lugosi,
Shocker will be rushed to cash in

on. the interest stirred by the reissue
of 'Dracula,' 'Frankenstein' and other
film monsters.

Par Gidd Unft

Scores Dihtory

Tactics' by Co.

Paramount newsreel imit • of the
N. Y. Newspaper Guild passed a
resolution this week protesting
against the dilatory tactics used by
Par News in dealings with the 'Guild
and its offer on wages and other
conditions. Guild unit asked a re-
ply to its resolution within 48 hours,
a guarantee that if negotiations are
resumed, at least two meetings
we.ekly will be held imtil contract is

completed. It also rejected latest

management' proposals and' de-
manded that counter-proposals b^
submitted, indicating a desire to ar-
rive at an agreement.
Guild resolution charges that

Paramount News did not enter into
collective bargaining with the Guild
in- good faith, and the suggestion of
E. J. Richard, editor .of newsreel,
that h^ submit counter-proposals and
statements by the 'management that
it wished to deal sincerely were
scored as tactics to disarm the Guild
and employees.
Guild at Par has been trying to

secure new wage scale since early
last summer. This is touched on
briefly in resolution, which points
out that Richard's suggestion that he
submit counter-proposals for a con-
tract were made Aug. 11, but after
several weeks of waiting, the Para-
mount News \mit sent the manage-
fflenr written protestOct 1: Eleven
days later the Guild received a
letter from Richard, containing what
the management claimed was the re-
sult of two months study, so the
resolution avers.

FALSE ARREST 5UiT

FOR $75,000 VS. PATHE

Pathe News, Inc., and Howard
Winner, one of its execs, are named
defendants in a suit for $75,000 for
alleged false arrest filed Friday
(14) in N. Y. supreme court. Plain-
tiff is Herman Van Cleef, dealer in
photographic supplies, who claims he
was illegally incarcerated at the in-
stance of the defendants who had
charged him with trying to dispose
of film supplies * which had been
stolen from 4hem. Van Cleef ad-
mitted he had purchased the ma-
terial from a stranger and had tried
to sell itJo another dealer.
He denied knowing the stuff had

been stolen and was exonerated
when arraigned in Magistrates'
court.

Hawks Takes a Ffier

Hollywood, Oct. 18.
Next directorial job for Howard

Hawks at Columbia is a fiying pic-
ture, 'Plane No. 4,' at Columbia.
Eleanore Griffin, Jules Furthman

and Willianl Rankin are scripting.

Still No Livingstone
Hollywood, Oct 18.

With 45 players screen-tested for
the role of Dr. David Livingstone In
20th-Fox's 'Stanley and Livingstone,'
the job is still open. Studio has
asked the aid of its London office in
finding a player with the explorer's
facial characteristics.

Picture gets the gun in December,
with Tyrone Power and Loretta
Young tentatively named as co-stars.

Hoover's Pic Away
Hollywood, Oct. 18.

J. Edgar Hoover' crime story, 'Per-
sons in Hiding,' got the gun at Para-
mount today (Tues.) after several
delays over script trouble.
Lynne Overman, William Henry,

Patricia Morrison and Anthony
Quinn head the cast, Jamed Hogan
directing.

Gives Thanks That fiddies'

Voices Change at 13hhi the Radio

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

Coolacres, Cal,, Oct 18.
Dear Joe;

Sure was glad to hear that Sam Harris has a hit show in Kaufman and
Hart's 'Fabulous Invalid' and that our pal, Jeck Norworth, made such a
terrific comeback. As far as me and Aggie are concerned he never was
away. His talent has mellowed with age. I guess he Is about ripe now
to be discovered by the picture and radio guys. Ha: Ha: discovered!
And speaking about, radio, that station of mine is no sedlitz powder. We
are over our mike fright and our voices sound pretty steady now and we
can hold the script without looking like we're shaking up a cocktail. But
writing the scripts, laying out the program, looking after my picture house
and dancing school keeps me busier than a fly on a hot shovel. Aggie sez
that I'm giving an audition for a nervous breakdown.

I've been hustling around town to get sponsors, because the banker
pointed out to me that we weren't running the station just for our own
amusement. Those banker guys only know two colors, red and black. I
landed Tony, the barber, for a 10-minute spot; not much dough but he pays
off beforie each broadcast. He .insisted that he do his own program. He
plays a guitar and sings spaghetti songs in his native tongue, and does
it much better than he cuts hair. I call Him a sustaining sponsor. I tried

a Vox Pop idea, taking the mike in front of the theatre and interviewing
I)eople. I would ask a guy his name and before I could stop him- they
would gab about everything and end up saying, '111 be home a little late,

Elsie.' They were using the mike for a telephone. So I cut it out. Now
Aggie calls it my Vox Flop program. She certainly can get sarcastie
when it c<>mes to radio.

I'm also going to cut out my plugs for coming pictures. I thought sure
it would help business but instead it hurt it. Aggie sez instead of it boost-
ing business it acted as a warning. And I think she's right At least

people are already in th&' theatre when they see a trailer.

Maybe She Should Have Sued

I put on a Kiddie Hour last Saturday in the theatre and packed the joint •

for the matinee. I had to put a soap box next to the mike so the kida
could reach it and one kid fell off the box and skinned his knee and his

old lady wanted to sue me. I put the fix in by promising to let the kid
broadcast again next Saturday. After hearing him I think I'd a been
better off letting her sue me. Some of the kids didn't do bad but most.'of

them were double-awful. Aggie sez that God is pretty square changing
their voices for them when they reach 13.

Our serial is going over big. I have people stopping me on the street

asking me what is going to happen in the next episode. Isn't it funny tliat

people can't wait for things to happen; they wanna be tipped off ahead
of time. I'm gonna change the time on my broadcasts because Benny and
Fred Allen are on the same time I am and as they're pals of mine I don't
went to hurt their Crossley rating, and, besides, there's lots of people like

'em in this town. I spoke to the undertaker about buying a spot on the
air but I can't figure out what kind of a program to give him. He don't
want nothing sarf at^^l y^t rinn^. jyant^ I suggested a pro-
gram of gags; you know, a lot of good laughs about the BefeafteirT 'Tlig^er^
it would take the sadness out of the commercial, but he don't think it

would be any good. Anyway I don't think I'll bother with him because ht
says he don't want to lay out any cash; he wants to give me due bills.

Well, give our best to the boys and gals back there and tell 'em that the

rest of one's days depends on the rest of one's nights. Sez

Your pal,

Le/ty.

P.S.—Cynhia White sez, "The wise men of one generation are the old

women of the next'

Dreifuss' Own Shorts

Unit with F&M Co-Op

Arthur Dreifuss has severed as
vice-president of Donald Lieber-
man's Coronado Films, Inc., and will
form a new company on the Coast
Roy Wolf, William Kent and Perry
Burch, also with Coronado, will join

briefuss in new shorts producing
setup • which will have release

through Columbia.
Lieberman was backer of company

formed to make eight westerns for

Grand National. Dreifuss, formerly
with Fanchon & M'arco, worked deal
for use of latter's filming facilities

oh" the- Coast Only one picture w.as

made. Liberman will complete his

GN commitments solo.

New Arthur Driefuss Productions,
incorporated in California, plans 19
musical shorts. Dreifuss left for
Hollywood Oct 15 to set up deal
with Fanchon & Marco after ar-

ranging New York bankroll. Shorts
will be made on stage of the Para-
mount theatre, Los Angeles, using
acts and the Fanchonettes Uine of

16).

Roy Wolf of the new combo is a
brother of Mike Marco (Wolf). ^

O' Brien, Morris Roaring -

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Pat O'Brien and Wayne Morris get
co-starring spots in 'The Roaring
Road,' an automobile racing tale, at

Warners, assigned to Max Siegel as
associate producer.
Wally Klein and Sig Herzig did

the original And Norman Reilly
Raine the dialog., Picture starts early
next month.

'Long Shot' Up Close

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Next Fine Arts production, 'Long
Shot' goes before the cameras Oct.
21, with Charles Ldmont piloting.

Evyrart Adamson is doing the screen
play from an original by Harry
Beresford and George Callaghan.

WM. S. HART LOSES UA

SUIT AGAIN ON APPEAL

Washington, Oct, 18.

William S. Hart, star of the silent

westerns, lost out before the U. S,

Supreme Court Monday (17), when
highest tribunal refused to review a

Court of Appeals decision in favor

of United Artists. Row involved a

contract, under which UA was to

have exclusive distribution for six

years of two Hart'pix—the proceeds

to be divided on a percentage basis.

Hart's claim was that United
Artists sold one of the productions
before It was completed, on a price

basis which did .not return him the

money he had sunk' in' the picture. A
trial court threw out Hart's suit to

recover the amount UA had re-

ceived, on grounds he had showed no

cause of action and ruled that the

contract set up no fiduciary rela-

tionship between the parties in-

volyed. Circuit court took the same
attitude which was upheld, by impli-

cation, by the Supreme Court.

Leads Hold Up ^Wagons'

Hollywood, Oct 18.

Start Of... RepUbliG's .$750,000

'Wagons Westward' is held up by
lack of name players to fill the three

top roles. Fredric March, Walter

Huston and Ann Harding have all

spurned overtures.
Director George Nichols is ready

to shoot as 'soon as casting is com-
pleted.

'Destry' Rides in Spring
Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Unable to borrow James Stewart

from Metro until winter, .
Universal

postponed shooting its big budget

western, 'Destry Rides Again,' until

next spring.

Universal execs decided winter

weather is too unstable for outdoor

production on a large scale.
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Fih Company Shares Keep Pace

With Stock Market on Every Bulge

picture company stocks were strong

In the stock market during the last

week Respite general dips and ir-

rfigalarity every other day. Many

Issues advanced fractionally, with

20th-Fox shares particularly strong,

in' yesterday's (Tuesday) session.

Mejority of film shares wound up

at best prices for week.
• TW market turned out to be up-

and-down affair, with the bulls hav-

ing things their way most of time

and .whenever they wanted to push

forward shares. Higher priced

amusement Issues, particularly pref-

erence stocks, readily joined in up-

ward moves • and were stubborn in

relinquishing gains. The stock mar-

ket -was shuttered Wednesday (12)

because of Cplumbus Day holiday,

but went forward again on all fronts

,the following day after Tuesday's

(11) irregularity and signs of weak-

ness.

Of some eight -most active stocks,

only Loew's common this week
showed any great appreciation over

these August quotations.. Common
shares Monday (10) closed at MVt,

while on Aug, 27 they were 49%,

an advance of nearly 5 points. But

other issues had only minor fraction-

al gains, were unchanged or actually

were lower than Aug. 27 prices.

To market observers this indicates

that picture shares have not gone

ahead too rapidly, in fact, actually

seem behind the market as a whole.

Present prices for the most part ap-

pear modestly in line with current

earnings of companies concernedr

Since quotations largely are predi-

cated on future possibilities, film is-

sues doubtlessly will take an active

part in any forthcoming continued

advance of the market.

While a number of film stocks

tieared their former highs for \he

year, including Loew's, Paramount
common and its two preferreds,

Warner Bros, common, Columbia
Pictures common and General Thea-

tres,, holders of sto"cks followed ac-

tion of others in getting to the "side-

lines early this week to await pos-

sible technical reaction or consolida-

tion of gains.

Con. Film's Action

Increased business reported by Re-
public Pictures plus generally good
Income from lab work is back of the
recent healthy spurt of Consolidated
Films preferred stock. The shares

made a new high for the year at

10%, Monday (17) after registering

new 1938 peaks on several successive

days last week. Consolidated holds
a heavy interest in Republic, higher
revenue by the picture company be-
ing reflected quickly in the status of
Con. Films. Although net income for
thff-flrgj hqif of th^_y.y.gr—jy.gg_.?.qi
particularly encouraging, net rev-
enue In the last two months has been
In excess of $150,000.
While Wall Street i? Interested in

this only as a reason for the stock
advancing, financial experts are
more interested in its dividend pos-
sibilities and net return. Preferred
recently was selling for $8 per share,

V/hich meant i2%% return on the
stock purchased if the $1 divvy is

paid this year, which now seems
Hkely. Consolidated has only 400,000
shares of preference stock outstand-
mg and the $1 dividend was- fully

covered by income even before the
.. find of the third quarter.

Pitt Variety Club's Head
Pittsburgh, Oct. 18.

Ira Cohn, 20th-Fox manager,
named Chief Barker of Variety Club
for 1939 at annual election last week.
Harry Seed, WB, and Jules Lapidus,
GN, elected first and second assist-

ants. Other officers > includes Al
Weiblihger, secretary; Mike Shapiro,
treasurer, and Harry Feinstein, C. C.
Kellenberg, Jake Soltz, C. J. Latta,
Joe Misrach and Al Weiss, directors.
^Harry Kalmine and Harold Lund

picked as delegates to annual con-
vention in Detroit next spring, with
Dr. A. I. Wise and Mark (Soldman,
i^lternates.

'Sea Wolf for Robinson

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Edward G. Robinson, Instead of

Errol Flynn, gets the starring spot
in the Jack London picture 'The Sea
Wolf.'

Picture sets sail as soon as Rob-
inson finishes 'Brother Orchid.' His
'$1,000 Window' follows 'Wolf.'

U. Stock Goes

Bullish; No Buy

By Le Boutillier

General optimism over future

earning prospects of Universal Pic-

tures was held accountable in the

trade for the sensational spurt in the

company's preferred stock last week
from around 46 to a new high price

of 5978. Part of impetus was received

from circulated resort that George
Le Boutillier, Pennsylvania R. R. v.p.,

was forming a syndicate to negotiate

the purchase of Universal, stock dip-

ping two points when he denied re-

port.

Recent strength In the preferred

was based on improved earning' posi-

tion. it is reported in financial circles

Tells Grand Jury McAdoo
Partner Engineered
Charges of Racketeering

—MG Head Credited with

Averting Studio Tieup

—

Agents Balk at SAG
Point-Plan

SDG HEARING ENDS

Several more expensive pictures

have panned out well and a couple of

minimum budget films have brought
in double their cost, or better, al-

ready. Besides being reflected in the

preferred issue, Universal's new com-
mon went to highest price of year,

nearing old $8 high level this week.

Operations of Universal are re-

ported in the black by officials, who
claim to have negotiated a new loan

of more than $2,000,000, However,
bullish attitude towards the preferred

was not .predicated on such a loan,

according to best opinion in Wall
Street. Preferred' is more than $30
in arrears on dividends, and would
be first in line to receive this if the

company shows sufficient profit to

cover any cash distribution. Higher
prices in the stock market, plus the

fact that U preferred in past fall pe-

riods has gone up, also undoubtedly
helped the advance.

Report that a proposition had been
made to R. H. Cochrane for the pur-
chase of his 70,000 shares of another
preferred issue were flatly denied by
Cochrane. Report that other pro-

posals to buy stock in the hands of

other than the present operating

group, including Charles R. Rogers,

also were aisc<5imted~lTr.lfew York.

—

Day that Le Boutillier was report-

ed forming syndicate to buy into Uni-

versal, the preferred rose six points

to a new high. Later it fell back
when he denied story.

Norman Alley to Show

World's Map Cbanges

Norman Alley, the newsreel lan,

makes his debut on the lacture plat-

form Nov. 15 in Cincinnati. He has

been booked until March oA a tour

which takes him to the west coast.

Brought to front-page atttention

by the Panay incident in China, Al-

ley has prepared a 10.000-foot film il-

lustrating history-making changes of

recent years. He culled 10,000,000

feet of newsreels (all companies) for

the finished result.

Dobson Joins Morris
Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Ned Dobson has joined the Wil-

liam Morris agency in the radio de

partment here.

Dobson formerly had his own
agency biz, and was talent scout foB

Republic

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Testimony of Louis B. Mayer be-

fore a Sacramento county grand
jury that a former- law partner of

Senator William Gibbs McAdoo tried

to create a- fight between motion pic-

ture executives and 12,000 of their

workers overshadowed the tiff be-

tween the Screen Actors Guild and
agents over the SAG's 19-point

licensing plan.

Mayer, almost dramatic at times,

unfolded a story of how he had been
approached by William H. Neblett

and asked to aid in a drive to break
up tlie International Alliance of

Theatrical Stage Employees. He then
testified that when he refused, Neb-
lett approached William Bioff, for-

mer Coast head of the lATSE, and
left the impression that the Metro
executive engineered the Assembly
Interim Committee investigation of

charges of racketeering against the
LA. He said Bioff became angry
with him, and that it was with some
HifTinilfy he was able to convince

Metro Wins Out in Twin Cities On %
Pix Demand; Par sM% forW

Col. Revives 'Chopin'

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

'Chopin,' temporarily shelved by
Columbia when Frank Capra passed
it up, is going into production
shortly.

Studio is lininjg up a hew director

and Cast. Script is ready for shbot-
ing.

SAG WITH

SEff-RES.

the latter that he had nothing to do
with the inquiry.

Mayer testified, 'Neblett told me
that William Moseley Jones (speaker
of the Assembly and then connected
with Neblett's law office) had a

legislative committee in town and
they're going after the lATSE. I

think it's a darn good chance to get

rid of them.'
Mayer said he advised the lawyer

that Metro was not -interested in

fighting the union, and asked if he
(Neblett) did not know that the
lATSE was an affiliate of the Ameri-
can Federation of Labor and had a

contract with all studios and the-
atres. He said Neblett replied: 'Hell

no, I didn't know they were A. F. of

L.'

Detailing a conversation with
Neblett at Mayer's studio office, the
executive said the lawyer told him,
'It looks like Jones has run out on
us. I picked him out as a law part-
ner but I don't suppose the public
would believe that. I don't know
whether he's tied up with the CIO.
I could blast this whole thing out
of the water.'

'Nothinff to Investicate'
Mayer said Neblett then argued

that_.Mayer._cpyM jio.
.
t,he.._Wjst^^

himself by obtaining a report made
by the Assembly Committee's inves-
tigators, Clayton Adams and William
Silliman, who told the committee
there was nothing, to investigate in

the lATSE. Witness said the lawyer
told him he could not give him a
copy of the report, but that there
was one in the back seat of his car
parked in the studio driveway and
that he could not be responsible if

somebody stole it.

Mayer said he instructed a watch-
man at the studio to get the report
and that it was turned over to Kyle
Palmer for distribution to the news-
papers.

Hollywood, Oct. 18;

In an effort to reach- an amicable
compromise with the Screen Actors
Guild on latter's proposed licensing

plan, the Artists Managers Guild at

meeting last night (Monday) ap-
proved counter proposish calling for

self-regulation and revision of one-
year contract limitation. Indepen-
dent agents also okayed plan, which
will be presented to SAG tomorrow
(Wed.)
Complete house-cleaning, with

elimination of fly-by-nighters and
chiseling percenters, is promised if

plan is accepted. Fees charged for

talent representation in pictures and
laJiu wuulJ dlbo be regulated.—Ar-
bitration would remain with State

Labor Cbmmish, with SAG sitting in.

Agents endorsed the SAG radio

show for motion picture relief fund
and promised to cooperate.
Screen Actors Guild suspended

members for working on co-op basis

with Hollywood Productions on
nearby location. Company had been,

denied a contract for failure to guar-
antee salaries.

Minneapolis, Oct. 18.

Northwest Allied apparently has

gone down to defeat in its fight

against Metro percentage pictures

and for a reduction 'of at least 25%'

in film rentals. The demands for-

mulated at the convention, prior to

the selling season's start in the Twin
Cities, have been ignored by the dis-

tributors, for the most part
It is learned that M-G has been

Insisting upon—and getting—in the
Twin Cities, ^as elsewhere, f6ur 1938-

39 percentage pictures. It has been
experiencing no trouble in closing

deals, even with Minneapolis ai}d

St. Paul Northwest Allied members,
who were supposedly pledged to

buy flat or not at all. Most of its

Twin City possibilities have <been

signed to contracts and all the deals

include the four percentage pictures.

A year ago, too, Metro was the
only company here that put through
percentage deals with Twin City in-

dependent exhibitors, excepting the
individual cases of 'Snow White* and
•Birth of a Baby.' At that time the

independent capitulated to whart was
declared to be a national policy.

This season, however, it was de-
clared that no exception would be
made for M-G. The strength of its

product seemingly caused the break
in the independents' ranks. Eager-
ness to line up this product led tor

broken pledges, according to mem-
bers of the trarde.

United Artists also is demanding
percentages in the Twin Cities, but
has made no deals yet. All other
companies again announced flexible

HARMAN, ISING SPUT

BP ON MG CARTOONS

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Hugh Harman and Rudolph Ising,

former partners in cartoon produc-
tion, will work separately under their

new Metro contracts, each producing
nine animated films for the 1938-39

program.
Fred Quimby, Metro's cartoon di-

vision head, will supervise the work.

Walt Disney moved his 'Bambi'

cartoon unit to the Harman-Ising
plant to relieve overcrowding of his

own studio.

ElentaLJiad to be okayed by U. S.

court, as H-I outfit is in reorganiza-

tion under 77-B.

Metro head told how he arranged
telephone calls to Neblett's office to
convince Bioff that he (Mayer) had
no connection with the inquiry.
When Bioff listened in, Mayer said
the former lA leader said, 'No, I'll

tell you who it was who told me you
were the one. It was Col. William
H. Neblett, I have been duped. You
can't blame me for not believing him,
as he is a partner of United States
Senator McAdoo.'
Had Mayer not checked the move,

it is believed, a strike might have
resulted with production tied up in
all studios as well as theatres
throughoiat *bi United States whose

(Continued on page 23)

PUI Lord kgm Suing

Pathe News for $48,060

The second trial of Phillips (Seth

Parker) Lord's breach of contract

suit against Pathe News, Inc., was
begun Monday (17) before N. Y.

Federal Judge Clarence Galson and
a jury. Lord is suing to recover

$48,000 which he clain»s Pathe owes

planned world "tour in HTs- 'sailing'

ship, the Seth Parker. The • first

action was dismissed last December.
Lord obtained a reversal and a new
trial.

The radio star claims that Pathe
had agreed to share 50-50 on ex-

penses and profits on the world
cruise and to supply equipment for

the making of pictures. Pathe re-

neged at the last moment, he avers,

and he had . to . stand the expense
himself. The trip wound up in the

South Sea Islands. Pictures which
'Lord produced on his own during
the- trip were duds. He thinks Pathe
should be nicked for part of the
expenses of the tour. ^

dents the option of flat rentals or*^

a combination of flat and percent-
ages, with the price marke* up
plenty high in a number of instances

for flat deals on pictures supposed
to command percentages. As far as
is known, the independents in all

instances have chosen the flat deals

.

nevertheless.

However, Paramount is asklng^

40% in the "Twin Cities, for 'Men
With Wings,' which it will selt

separately. This is the same per-
centage commanded by 'Snow
White' and 'Birth of Baby' in Min-
neapolis and St. Paul. In the terri-

tory outside of the Twin Cities,- 'Men
With'. Wings' is priced at 50%, the
same as 'Snow White' and 'Birth of

Baby.' A number of the companies-
claim their 1938-39 deals called for

more m,oney than thJse of last sea-

son. A few assert they're getting

the same amount. Only one of the
majors is known to have offered re"
ductions generally.

Phllly's % Holdout

Philadelphia, Oct. 18.

Gradual but complete switch in

the adamant all-percentage policy
spt hy TTnitpH ArfistLg at thA t^gjn-
ning of the present selling season, is

„

reported by exhibs here wha have
recently done business with the ex-
change. UA, way back about -last

April, let it be known that its prod-
uct was all going to be sold on per-
centage, or el^e. Exhibs balked and
kicked and, worst of all, apparently
didn't buy. Fact is, it -is understood,
sales resistance was so strong, that
volume slipped to an unprofitable
low.
So the all-percentage policy was

gradually changed, exhibs say. Per-
centage was- adt^ered to on a- few big'
pix but quite a few were slipped in
-at-Aat-rentate.

MUland; Miranda In

Top 'InqieriaF Bracket
Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Ray Milland shares top honors
with Isa Miranda in the long de-
layed 'Hotel Imperiar at Paramount.
Originally Milland. was slated for
'Midnight' -but passed -it up because
it would have prevented his pro-
posed vacation trip to London this-

fall.

Don Ameche, on loan from 2ftth»

Fox, goes into 'Midnight' as- c6»
starrer with Claudette Colljert
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ISisters Showing Way in L A. With

Good $25,500/Marie Dismal lSy2G;

Rohinson Par Draw, 12G; 8 Acers Solo

Los Angeles, Oct. 18.

First runs are pretty much on a

60I0 diet this week, eight of the 11

deluxers single billing to fairly good
returns, 'The Sisters' at the two
Warners houses is doing a mop-up
biz and will check in with close to

$25,500 extraordinary trade and, of

course,' holds over. Heads are hang-
ing low at Chinese and State where
'Marie Antoinette' is in its first runs

after roadshowing at Carthay Circle.

Combined take will be arovmd
$18,500, blah.

.

Town's other gold-striker is 'Cant
Take It with You,' rolling up another
big $18,500 and holding for a fourth

week. Bill Robinson^ on the stage

is Paramount's magnet and credited

for bulk of $12,000 week, although
just so-so biz. Holdover of 'Too

Hot to lfendle' at subsequent first

runs showing to good returns.

Cool weather perked biz over the
weekend, many houses showing a

nice recovery.

Estimates for This Week ^
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024;

30-40-55-75) -r 'Antoinette' (M-G).
Depresh set in here with a vengeance
and costumer hanging on the ropes
for anemic $7,500. Last week,
'Straight, Place,' $7,200, just couldn't
get going.
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55-

65)—'Sisters* (WB) and 'Road to

..Reno' (U), dual. Long lines at the
wicket tell the story of this one's

strong pull, will hit big $12,500 and
stick around for another helping.

Last week, 'Girls on Probation' (GN)
and 'Secrets of Actress' (WB), $8,100.

Four Star (F-WC-UA) (900; 40-55)

—'Drums' (UA) (2d week). Beating
the skins for., a good $4,500. First

week plehty profitable at $5,500.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55-
65)—'Sisters' (WB) and 'Reno' (U),
dual. Just a bit under its downtown
running mate and smackin«^ over the
clients with hangup $13,000. Last
week, 'Girls on Probation' (GN) and
•Actress' (WB), just piddled along to

$6,300.
Orpheum (BdWy.) (2.280; .25-30-35-

40)—'Mr. Wong' (Mono) and •Hicli

Broadway Grosses

Estimated Total Oross
This Week $344,400

(Based on 12 fheaires)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $290,800

(Based on 14 theatres)

Man' (M-G), dual, and vaudeville.
Biz hasn't varied much at this stand
of late, this week no exception at

$7,000. Last week, 'Big Top' (Mono)
and 'Crime Ring' (RKO), $6,800.

Pantagres (Pan) (2,812; 30-40-55)—
•Can't Take If (Col) (3rd week).
Holding to Its earlier momentum and
showing ' no sighs of letting up.
Clicked oft ahother $9,500 coupon-
clipping- fif^ures. Second week, big
and beautiiul $13,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,595; 30-40-55)

—'King Alcatraz' (Par) and stage
show. While not. doing bonanza biz.

Bill Robinson can take most of the
credit for $12-000 iu^the till. Last
week, 'Campujs Confessions' (Par)
find stage show. Stuck around aver
age for $13,500.
RKO (2,872; 30-40-55>—'Can't Take

It' (Col) (3d -week). Maybe the title

has somethin'^ to do with the b.o,

surge here, another smasheroo
$9,000 after a second week of $13,500

Stat« (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-55
•75)—'Antoinette' (M-G)." Let it go
at $11,000 n.s.g. Last week, 'Straight,

place' (20th), way off at $8,700,
. United Artists (F-WC) (2,100; 30
40-55)—'Too Hot to Handle' (M-G)
and 'Meet Girls' (20th) dual (2d
week). They don't hold them over
very often here but this one is jus-
tified by $3,500 take and goes third
week. First week, nice going $6,000.

WiIflhi«-<P-W<3>-42t386i-.-30-40T§5-l
65)^'Hot Handle' (M-G) and 'Meet

|

Girls' (20th) dual (23 week). Still i

a little heat left and over the coun-
ter for $5,000, Holds third stanza.
That $7,900 on the first week is a
lancy figure out this way.

Last week 'daughters' (FN), $4,400,

good.
State (Noble) (1,100; 20-25)—

'Prairie Moon' (Rep) and 'Talk
Devil' (G-B). Autry nice draw here
at $2,600, Last week 'Crime Holi-
day' (Col) and 'Flight Fame' (Col),
slipped to $2,000,
Tower (Stan) (1,100; 25-35)—'Five

Kind' (20th). Okay $3,000. Last
week 'Carey's Chickens' (RKO)
pulled after three for 'Cowboy'
(WB), poor $1,500,

BEERY - ROONEY

SMASH 19G

IN PROV.

big enough at $10,000 In their second
week to have been held a third, but
house was too far behind on film
commitments.
Paramount (Fox) (2.200; 25-40)—

'Five Kind' (20th) and 'Meet Girls'

(20th). Nice $3,000, Last week,
'Broadway Wusketeers' (WB),^ and
•'Missing Guest' (U)* fair $3,000.

Rialto (Fox) (878; 25-40)—'Co-Ed'
(20th), after a week at the Denver,
and 'Danger Air* (U), Fair $1,800,

Last week, 'Daughters' (FN), after

a week each at the Denver and Alad-
din; and ;Moto' (20th), good $2,000,

Prn HAS BLUES;

BEERY-ROONEY

SMART 22G

providence, Oct, 18,

Loew.'s State marching, towards a
smash .$19,000 goal for 'Stablemates.'
'Frankenstein' and 'Dracula' revival
at. RKO Albee next in line, with
swell $10,000. Strand closed shift to
Metropolitan yesterday (Monday)
and will remain dark until repairs
lo Strand are completed. Reopen-
ing tentatively set for Oct. 28.

Estimatefi for This .Week ,

—

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 25-35-50) *—
'Frankenstein' (U) and 'Dracula' (U),
Spine-chilling reissues ' pacing for
grand $10,000, Last week, 'Room
Service' (RKO) and 'Secretary' (U),
nice $8,000.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 25-35-
50)—'Hot Handle' (M-G) and 'Juve-
nile Court' (Col) (2d run). Head-
ing- for good $4,500. Last week,
'Daughters' (WB) and 'Danger Air'
(U), okay $3,500,

State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50) —
'Stablemates' (M-G) and 'Vacation
Love' (M-G). Pacing house for best
gross in years with knockout $19,000.
Last week, 'Hot Handle' (M-G) and
Vuvenlle Court*^- (Cor)7"?«Jcko $18;00a.

Majestic (Fay) (2,300; 25-35-50) —
•Gateway' (20th) and 'Safety Num-
bers' (20th). go-so $4,500. Last
week, 'Co-Ed' (20th) and •Moto'
(20th). n.g. $5,000.
Playhouse (Indie) (1,400; 20-35) —

'Forbidden Valley' (U) and vaude.
Wednesdav (19) opening. Last week,
'Air Devils' (U) and vaude, neat
$5,000.
Strand (Indie) (at Metropolitan)

(3,100; 25-35-40). Dark this week.
Last week, 'Touchdown Army' (Par)
and 'Kid' (Rep), poor $3,500*

0, a BIZ OK; 'HANDLE'

SUBS FOR filTZES, 5iG

Oklahoma City, Oct. 18.

'Straight, Place and Show' was
pulled at the Criterion - after three
days for 'Too H,ot to Handle.' Lat-^

"tefwill lwlj "fof amagti weelcntf-
$5,500, 'Four's a Crowd' set for
okay $4,500 at the Midwest.
Biz good all-around, if not excep-

tional.
Estimates for This^ Week

Criterion (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)

—.'Straight, Place'. (20th) pulled after

three days for 'Hot Handle' (M-G).
Latter, will keep house at average
$5,500. Last week 'Certain Ag^' (U),

okay $5,400,
Libet-ty (Stan) (1,200; 20-25)—'Al-

fyays- Trouble'- <20th^)- and 'Smash-
ing Rackets' (RKOX split with
'Broadway Musketeers' (WB) and
'Murder' <a0th). Good $2,500, JLast

week 'Painted Desert'. (RKO) and
•Sailor' (Par), split with 'Secretary'

(U> and 'Numbers' (20th), okay $2,-

Midwest (Stan) (1,500; 25-35-40)-

Tour's Crowd' (WB). Nic6 '$5,500,'

Summer in Denver;

- Burns Smash $9,000

Denver, Oct, 18.

Extended Indian summer weather;
with no frost to date^a recprd-fstill
keeping grosses below what !they

should be, but even so two. houses
are packing them in, the Denham
and Orpheum,

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 25-40)—

'Five of Kind' (20th), running day
.and date .with Paramount, Heading
for nice $3,500. Last wieek, 'Girls'

School' (Col), poor $2,000.
, Broadway (g

'ok) (i,i0tf; 25-40)—
'Boys Town' (M-G) and 'Rich Man',
(M-G), both after a week at Or-
pheum. Good $3,000. Last week,
'Giants' (WB), fair $2,000.
Denham (Cockrill (1,750; 25-35-40)

—'Arkansas Traveler' (Par). Looks
like old times, way crowds are turn-
ing out for this. Heading for big
$9,000, but won't h. 0. because of
Anni stage show coming in next
week. Last week, 'Campus Confes-
sions' (Par) and vaude, poor $6,000.
Denver -(Fox ^ (2,525; 25-35-50)—

'Certain Age' (U) and lOO-piece
WPA orchestra. Strong $10,000.
Last week, 'Co-Ed' (20th) and Bowes*
unit, very nice $12,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 25-35-40)

—'Hot Handle* (M-G) and 'Block-
Heads' (M-G). Going huge $14,000
and will h. o. Last week, 'Boys
To\v^n' (M-G) dnd 'Ridi'Mah* (M-(2r),'

Pittsburgh, Oct, 18.

Biz slipping back into same old

mediocre groove again, with plenty

of alibis available, including imsea-

sonably warm weather, heated politi-

cal -election, weakness of current
product and at least half dozen
others. Managers have one consola-
tion—they have more alibis than cus-
tomers.
Only the Penn's pounding away

above par, with 'Stablemiites^ giving
Metro another b.o. click and provid-
ing Warner with an added h.o., pic-
ture moving there on Friday (21).

•You Can't Take It With You' isn't

doing too bad, either, in third and
last week at Alvin. Others, however,
are merely marking time. Chick
Webb no evening wow at Stanley
and helping 'Touchdown Army' get
nowhere, while 'Secrets of an Ac-
tress' and 'Blockheads' sinking War-
ner into dumps once more after three
big sessions. 'Youth Takes Fling'
doing better than expected at Fulton,
although even at that no great
shakes.

Estimates for This Week
Alvin (Harris) (1,850; 25-35-50)—

Can't Take It' (Col) (3d-final wk).
Holding up in piretty fair fashion.
Class draw, as indicated by poor mats
and big nights. Looks like about
$7,500 for wind-up; not bad on top of
nice $12,000 last week, giving flicker
around $35.000 on run, plenty hefty.

^That Certain Age' opens Thursday
(20).
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,700; 25-40)

—'Youth Fling' (U). Originally fig-
ured twin-bill entry, but management
took chance on singling it and work-
ing out okay., .Nothing spectacular,
but at .'about $4,600 there should be
no complaints. That's considerably
better than 'Road to Reno' (U) and
'Meet Girls' (20th) last week at
$3,000.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-60)

—'Stablemates' (M-G). Metro comes
through with another winner in
Beery-Rooney' racetrack hoke. Shoot-
ing for big $22,000 in eight days and
•wiH-move-^Of-Wamer-^'riday -f21-);

-

giving site sixth h.o, in last couple of
months. Last week, 'Spawn' (Par),
yanked after six days to weak $8,000,

Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60)—
'Touchdown Army' (Par) and Chick.
Webb-Ella Fitzgerald. Jitterbugs
making Stanley a mat hangout, but
oldsters aren't going for the swing
stuff, and nites 'way off. Flicker isn't
particularly designed either to bring
'em in after dark, attracting strictly
]uve crowd. As result, very poor
$15,000 is all house can look for this
week. Last week, Wayne Morris^
Johnnie Davis in person, with 'Room
Service' (RKO), just fair at $19,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-40)—'Ac-

tress' (FN) and 'Blockheads' (M-G).
Back to normalcy here again, and
that means aroUnd $4,T)ffo; if that."
Twinner is strictly B, and $4,000 is
limit at .this spot. Last week, 'Hot
Handle' .(M-G), brought here after
week at Penn, still plenty potent, and
knocked off healthy $7,800.

OK fix, Biz in Port;

Me' Wanii $7,000
I

Portland, Ore., Oct. 18.
Strong pix this week sending the

burgs grosses to a new high. 'Too
Hot- to Handle' at Parker's UA is a
y.9y ^^"."er-.. 'You Can't Take It
Witli ,Yuu' at the Parggrount Is dblng

'Sisters,' I71/2G, 'Can't Take,' 19G, But

Rest PhiDy Blah; Ice-Lewis Cold 19G

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross

This, Week $1,756,600

{Based on 27 cities, 181 thea-

tres, chtejly flrst runs. Including

N. Y.)
Toial Gross Same Week
Last Year $1,570,200

(Based on 23 cities, 165 theatres)

(WB) and 'Numbers' (20th), closed
average second week at $4,300,

Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(3,000; 30-35-40)— Can't Take It'

(Col), Good $7,500, Last week,
'Room Service' (RKO) and 'Moto'
(20th), average $5,500. •

RivoH (Indie) (1,100; 20-25)-'Gold
Mine' (Rep) and 'Cocoanut Grove'
(Par), Okay $1,800. Last week,
•Birth of fiaby' (Special) held for 16

days to winning $3,500 total.

United Artists (Parker) (1.000; 30-

35.40)_'Hot Handle' (M-G), Great
$7,000. Last week, 'Daughters' (FN)
and 'MissingftGuest' (U); better than
average second week with $4,200.

OMAHA EASES

OFF;RrrZES

GOODm
Omaha, Oct. 18.

Wickets are getting a brief rest

this week after plenty of spinning

during the past two months. Ledgers

at all houses, however, showing a

satisfactory set of black figures.

Downtown patrons a bit zany from

Marx Bros. 'Room Service' at the

BranHpig and Ritz Bros.' 'Straight.

nicely.

^ A.nother heavy scorer is 'Straight,
Place and Show,' putting the Or-
pheum into big money, while 'That
Certain Age' at the Broadway ended
a smashing first week and holding
to good biz.

Estimates for This W<;ek
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-35-

40)—'Certain Age' (U) and 'Kid'
(Rep) (2d week). Strong pace for
good $5,800. First week great $7,800.
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,-

500, 30-35-40)—'Boys Town' (M-G)
and 'Freshman Year' (U) (6th week).
Still good at $3,000. Fifth week, $3,-
200." First four weeks did around
$20,000, great.
Orpheum (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(1.800; 30-35-40)—'Straight. Place'
(20th) and 'Lady Objects' (Col). Big
wihhfer at $5,000. Last Week;' 'Giantfe'

Place and Show* at the Orpheum.
Latter drew plenty of the hand-book
element.. No competish from avia-
tion exposition at City Auditorium,
which folded in midweek.

Estimates for Tliis Week
Avenue-Dundee-Military (Gold-

berg) (950-650-810; 10-25)—'Letter'
(U) and 'Miss Broadway' (20th), split

with 'Gladiator' (Col) and 'City
Streets' (Col). Headed for $2,300,
very good. Last week, 'Crowd Roars'
(M-G) and 'Fast Company' (M-G),
split with 'Hoosier Schoolboy' (Mon.),
'Carey's Chickens' (RKO), and 'Trip
to Paris' (20th), tripler, dandy $2,200.
—-Brandei^ (Singer-RKO)- (1,250; 10-
25-35-40)—'Room Service' (RKO)
and 'Lady Objects' (Col). Satisfied
with $4,800, good. Last week, sec-
ond stanza of 'Can't Take It' (Col),
very good $5,600,.

Omaba (Blank) (2,200; 10-25-40)—
•Hot Handle' (M-G) and 'Rich Man'
(M-G), dual, two days of second
week; split with 'Co-Ed' (20th) and
•Racket Busters' (WB), dual, five

days. Aiming, at $6,800, good. Last
week, •Hot Handle' (M-G) and 'Rich
Man' (M-G), smash $10,600,
Orpheum (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40)

—•Straight. Place' (20th) and 'Hunt-
ed Men' (Par). Looks like $8,500.
nice, .Last week, 'Has Nancy' (M-G)
and 'Miss Thoroughbred' (WB). |8.-

100, good,
- Town tGuldberg) (1,250 ; 10-20=25>
—'Diamond Row' (UA), 'Leather-
necks' (Rep), and. 'Ladies Distress'
(Rep), first-rim triple bill, split with
jliaw Commands' (Cap), 'Letter'

(U), and 'Texans' (Par), tripler.

Fairish, $1,500. Last week, 'Life Re-
turns' (GN), 'Mystery House' (WB),
and 'Chase Self (RKO), first-run
trioler, split with 'Married Spy'
(GN), 'Brothers West' (Cap), and
•Miss Broadway' (20th), tripler, $1,-

600, good.

B'KLYN B. 0. FORTE

'Cant Take' Swell $30,000: 'Handle'
Fine $2;t.0b0

Brooklyn. Oct. 18.

Sock attendance at Fabian Para-
mount, showing 'You Can't Take It

with You,' and at Loew's Metropoli-
tan, flashing 'Too Hot to Handle.'
RKO Albee, with 'Straight, Place
and Show,' plus 'Breaking Ice' also
a winner. Strand's vaudfilm will
show profit this semester.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (3,274; 25-35-50)— 'Straight.

Place' (20th) and 'Breaking Ice'
(RKO), Good $19,000, Last week,
.'Carefree' (RKO) and 'Annabel'
(RKO), attractive $19,500,
Fox (4,089; 25-50)—'King Alcatraz'

(Par) and 'Sons of Legion* (Par),
Good $14,000. Last week. 'Garden
Moon' (WB) and 'Missing Guest' (U),
$14,500. okay.
Met (3,618- 25-50) — Hot Handle'

'(M-tt) and' Match of Time. I^ihe

Philadelphia, Oct. 18,
Despite an excellent week-end,

aided by perfect picture weather and
lack of other competing attractions,
biz here is generally slow with the
exception of two de-luxers. Which
seems to show, more than ever, that
theatregoers "are picking their pic-
tures.

Strongles are 'The Sisters' at the
Boyd and 'Can't Take It With You'
at the Stanley, both doing fine under
strong draft created by newspaper
crix and word-of-mouth. 'Sisters'
garnering very profitable $17,500.
while 'Can't' is assured better than
$19,000. Each will get another week.

Pair of h.o.s are both doing verv
little profit-making in the second
week. This is no surprise with
'Drums' at the Aldine, which, ex-
cept for the Warner contract with
UA. was not entitled to an additional
lap after only $11,000 the opening
sesh. Grabbing $8,000, n.s.g., in pres-
ent term, 'Certain Age* at the Fox
is sinking to a weak $10,500 on this
gallop after fine $18,400 in opening
turn.
Earle, vaudfllmer, is taking a nose-

dive on the present combo, 'Breaking
the Ice* and Ted Lewis's orch. Get-
ting less than $19,000. which will
leave, very, little profit, if any.

Estimates tor This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 42-57-68-75)

—'Drums* (UA) (2d wk). Was weak
in its opening turn at $11,000 and
certainly not deserving of a second
lap, except for fact that it is in
UA's own showcase, N.s.h. $8,000
this wcdc
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 37-57-68-75)—

•Sisters' (WB), Striding along pow-
erfully for better than $17,500 and
easily winning a ticket for a second
lap around. Last week 'Antoinette*
(M-G) (3d wk). strong $11,100.
Earle (WB) (2,758; 25-37-42-57-68)

—'freaking Ice' (RKO) and Ted
Lewis' orch. Dangerously near the
no-profit zone with less than $19,000.
Last week 'Campus Confessions'
(Par) with Chick Webb band and
Ella Fitzgerald in person, whopping
$27 000
Fox*(WB) (2,423: 37-57-68-75)—

'Certain Age* (U) (2d wk). Clipped
off powerful $18,400 in opening
-stanza, but with ito appeal to a-com^—
paratively limited audience gone,
sinking to below par at $10,500.

Karlton (WB) (1,066: 37-42-57-68)

—•Garden Moon* (WB) (2d run).
Weakish $3,500. Last week 'I?ot

Handle' (M-G) (2d run), good $4,300.

Keith's (WB) (1,870; 37-42-57-68)—
'Room- Service' (RKO) (23 run). So-
so handling by crix smacking this

one down to poor $3,800, Last week
•Co-Ed* (20th) •(2d run), $3,700, very
poor,

Stanley (WB) (2,916; 37-57-68-75)
—•Can't Take It' (Col). Red hot,

with nifty greetings from the news-
paper o.o.ers, at better than $19,000.

Easily entitled to another- Jap>-Tiast-
week 'Stablemates* (M-G), good
$16,100,

Stanton (WB) (1,457; 26-42-57)—
'Touchdown Army' (Par). Despite
the pigskin season, this one's far
from the goal line with poor $4,000,

Last week 'King Alcatraz' (Par),
slightly stronger at $4,400,.

TAKE n" GRABBING

m 14G IN TORONTO

Toronto, Oct. 18.

Two h.o.s this week, but •You Can't
Take It With You' snaffles the
shekels . at $14,000. . In for second
week is 'Boys Town,' which will "do

$8,500 after that initial stanza of

$13,100; and 'That Certain Age,'
which, will do $4,800 after flrst-week's

$7,500 take.
Estimates for This Week

Imperial (FP-Can) (3,373; 25-35-
50)—'Certein Age' (2d wk.). Snar-
ing fair $4,800. L,ast week, $7,500,

good.
V Loew's (Loew) (2,611; 25-35-50)—
•Boys Town* (M-G) (2d wk.). Good
$8,500. Last weeh^ $13,100, excel-
lent.

Shea's (Fp-Cdn) (2,663, 25r40)—
•Breaking Ice' (RKO) and . 'City

Streets' (Col) good enough $4,500.

Last week, •Co-ed'. (2dth) and 'Moto'

(20th). fair gi4.100.

Tivoll (FP-Can) (1,433; 25-40)—
•Letter' (U) and 'Gladiator' (Col).

Fair $3,500. Last weelc, •Alexan-
der' (20th) (2d run) and 'Safety
Numbers' (20th); fair $3,400.
Uptown (FP-Cah) (2,761; 25-35-50)

^•Can't Take If (Col). Town's top-

grosser at big $14,000, Last week,
'My Lucky Star' (20th).' fair $8,400.

$22,000, Last week, 'Boys Town'
(M-G) (2d-flnal week), good $15,000,

Paramount (4,126; 25-50) — 'Can't

Take It' (Col), Swell $30,000, Last
week, 'Spawn* (Par) and 'Barefoot
Boy' (Mono) (2d-flnal week), good
$17,000,

Strand (2,870; 25-50) — •Actress*

(WB) and vaude featuring Howard
and Shelton, Pleasant $11,000. Last
week. 'Lady Objects* (Col) and
Vayde, good $11,000.
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Chi Perkily; Durbin-Vande Smash

$27,000, Feimnes Avoid Bnms, 96,

'Chaser-Vaude IIG, Town' 20£ 2d

Chicago, Oct. 18.

General business throughout local

show field has strengthened consid-

erably during the past few weeks,

with the undertone in all houses-

brightening. Loop has veered over to

jttore exploitation and ballyhoo, led

hy the drum-banging instituted at

the Woods by Herb Elisburg, and all

houses have noted the increased in-

terest in shows. »
Leading the win column currently

is the Palace, where Deanna Durbin
is crowding the wickets in 'That Cer-
tain Age.' Will go three weeks on its

opening session's pace. Getting a gen-
eral play- that is filling the pews both
afternoon and night.
Holding over in the Chicago is

•You Can't Take It With You,' which
built slightly towards end of initial

gallop. Also holding for added weeks
is 'Boys Town,' which has proved a
sharp click in the United Artists.

Getting solid word-of-mouth and
looks for really big money.
Gatrlck shifts into dguble feature

horror session tomorrow (Wednes-
day) with 'Dracula' and 'Franken-
stein,' in competition with the hor-
ror set-up that has been banging 'em
into the next-door Woods.
Bob Burns cracked the dailies with

great notices for 'Arkansas Traveler/
but not getting femme shekels which
had veered away from the house at

the start.

Estimates for This Week'
Apollo (B&K). (1,200; 35-55-65-75)

—'Straight, Place' (20th) (2d week).
Heading for good $6,000 currently
after touching excellent $9,800 last

week. -

Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
•Can't Take It' (Col) and stage show
(2d week). Will manage okay $29,000
currently, following solid $41,200 last
week.
Garrlck (B&K) (900; 35-45-55-65)

—'Daughters' (WB). Came in quickly
and will do $5,000, oka^", foe ^fie-t

sion. Last weeJc> ICing • AlGatfaz'
(Par), lair $4,500.
Palace (RKQ) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)
-^r-tain Age'—CUX_and___i^aucl£..

Packing 'em in for wow $27,000. Will
stay three weeks at this pace. Last
week, 'Annabel' (RKO) and vaude,
nifty $16,700.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65-
75)—'Traveler' (Par).. Male play
from start, but no femmes dipping
.gross to meek $9,000. Last week,
'Giants' (WB), meek $10,100.
-'State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-35-

45-55)—'Chaser' (M-G) and vaude.
Good week in prospect at $11,000.
Last week Hugh Herbert on stage
zoomed take above original high
hopes and took down powerful $14,-
300 with 'Army Girl* (Rep)
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700:

"S5-'55--85-75^^=^ys-Tbwn'-tM-G )-f2d-
week). Solid winner will garner
mighty $20,000 currently after grab
bing terrific $29,200 last week.

QUINTS-VAIIDE

NO B.0, 12G, D.C

Washington, Oct. 18.

Way up and way down this week.
With 'Five of a Kind' the big flop
attd'^That Certain Age' the big wow
Former in Capitol, Loew's big vaude
spot, got plenty bally from Daily
News, which has exclusive Dionne
photo rights in town, but started
slow and is going down. Deanna
Durbin pic got sock notices on pre
view, opened equal to last Durbin
pic and is building steadily.

'Too Hot to Handle' has a very
slight edge over 'I Am the Law' and
Jan Garber stage show. 'Birth of a
Baby/ which opened big at Rialto
Auditorium, dropped sharply and
Will be yanked after two of expected
three weeks.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 25-35-40-66)

—'Five Kind' (20th) and vaude. Big
bally un quinLujjlelb iii'Daiiy Nowg ^

but with no help from stage, it is

wallowing toward very poor $12,000.
Last week, 'Straight, Place' (20th),
poor $14,500.
Columbia (Loew) (1.243; 25-40)—

'Lucky Star' (20th) (2d run). Sec
ond week downtown should get ade
quate $3,500. Last week, 'Antoinette*
(M-G) (2d run), slipped in fourth

dQ.wntnwn week-ta-stiIL.gQQd..M>2.PJL

,
Earle (WB) (2,216; 25-35-40-66)—
Am Law' (Col) and vaude. Jan
Garber orch helping to nice $18,000.
Last week, 'Can't Take If (Col) (2d
^eek), built to lead everything in
town with big $18,300.

Keith's (RKO) (1,830: 35-55)—
Certain Age' (U). Best Durbin pull
to date and should hit swell $16,000.
Last week, bally on new March of
Time and Disney's 'Braye. Little

\ •. • i ^ i I t

Tailor' helped pull 'Youth Fling' (U)
up to oke $7,000.
Met (WB) (1,600; 25-40)—'Can't

Take It' (Col) (2d run). Third
we.ek on mainstem, including two
big stanzas at Earle, heading for big
$8,500. Last week, ''Daughters' (WB)
(2d run), built to nice $5,200.

Palace (Loew) (2,363; 35-55)—'Hot
Handle' (M-G). Gable-Loy will
carry week to big $19,000. Last
week, 'Spawn' (Par), light $12,000.

Rialto (Indie) (1,100; 35-55-)-
'Birth of Baby' (Special) (2d week).
Holding after sharp drop to so-so
$4,000. Last week fell abruptly to
finish with disappointing $6,500.

CINCY GOES Blfi

FOR HORRORS,

RECORD 9G

Cincinnati, Oct. 18.

Cinema trade by and large is on
the upbeat currently, despite un-
usually warm weather in first half.

Tall till tinkler is 'That Certain Age'
at the Palace. By contrast, the Al-
bee is down under with 'Straight,

Place and Show.'
Surprise pull of the week is on

the linking of revivals 'Dracula' and
'Frankenstein,' which are racking up
a six-year high mark for the Lyric.
Double features are a rarity in this

RKO burg, which accounts for some
of the draw. Advertising depart-
ment rates rest of credit for good ex-
ploitation.

Keith's is doing fair on 'Valley ^*
Giants.' Of-holdover produtff, *Boys
Town' is doing swell by the Capitol
in thifd week, after setting a five-

year house record for a second run.
Eciimftti>g fini. Thla Wi>»h; _

Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)—
'Straight, Place' (20th). Poor $7,500;
out after sixth day. Last week,
'Youth Fling' (U), blah $7,500.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35^42)—
'Boys Town' (M-G), second-run (2d
wk.). Great $6,000, following socko
$10,500 last week, which set a five-

year record at this house for a- sec-

ond run. Pic got $19,000 in first week
at Albee.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—

'Moto' (20th), 'Bar-20 Justice' (Par),

'Campus Professor' (Par), singly.

Nice $2,200. Same last week with
Kid' (Rep) and 'Limberlost' (Mono),

Griiid (RfeC)) (1.200; 25-40)—'Hot
Handle' (M-G), third-run (2d wk.).

Okay $2,500. Last week, swell $3,800.

Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 35-42)—
•Giants' (WB). Fair $4,000. Last
week. 'Am Law* (Col), excellent

$6,500.
Lyric (RKO) 01,400; 35-42)—

'Dracula' (U) and 'Frankenstein'

(U), (reissues). Smashing six-year
record for this, stand with wham
$9,000. Will probably hold. Last
week, 'Always Trouble' (20th) and
'Booloo* (Par), combo, very sad
$2 700
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—

'Certain Age' (U), eight days. Best
Durbin grosser locally to date. Very
good $16,000. Last week. 'Room
Service:..(RK.Ca. .serry. .$8,500j^^__
Shubert (RKO) (2,150; $5-10^—

'Can't Take It' (Col) (3d wk.). Hold-
ing up in remarkable fashion for

heftv $9,000. Last week (2d), big

$12,000.

Deanna, $8,500, 'Star,'

$5,500, Best in Mont'l

Montreal, Oct. 18.

'That Certain Age' at the- Palace
will take most money this week,
heading for okay $8,500. Next to

this new Deanna Durbin, will be the

Capitol with nice $5,500 on 'My
Lucky Star/ Balanrp i? sotSO .

Estimates for This Week
His Majesty's (CT) (1.600; 50c-

•$2.50; $1.50) Mordkin Ballet. Oct.

18-19-20 nights and mat. Advance
indicates $3,500, good. Last week,
'Damaged Goods' (Ind), surprisingly

good $4,500.
Palace (CT) (2,700: 25-45-55) —

'Certain Age' (U). This will easily

tCka^fiverythinc in town and is head-
ing for good $8;!50'0.

" La.st~week; -sec-

ond. 'Antoinette* (M-Ci), slipped to

$5,000. ^ ^

Capitol (CT) (2.700; 25-45-55) —
'Lucky Star' (20th) and 'Speed Burn'
(20th). Should gross good $5,500.

Last week^ 'Spawn' (Par), not so hot
at $4,500.
Loew's (CT) (2.800; 25-34-40) —

'Skv Giant' (RKO) and vaude. Slip-

ping some, but shoul(J break eveiji at

First Rons on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week of Oct. ZO

Astor — 'Marie Antoinette''

(MG) (10th wk).
Capitol—'Stablemates' (MG).

,

(Reviewed in VAHrary, Oct, 5)

'

Criterion — 'Girls on Proba-
tion' (WB),
Globe — 'Dark Rapture' (U)

(3d wk).
Music Hall—'Mad Miss Man-

ton' (RKO).
(Reviewed in Vahieiy, Oct. 12)

Paramount-'If I Were King'
(Par) (4th wk).
Rivoll — 'Service De Luxe'

(U) (22).
(Reviewed, in Current Issue)

Roxy— Suez' (20th) (2d wk).
Strand — 'The Sisters' (WB)

. (2d wk).
' Week of Oct. 27

Astor — 'Marie Antoinette'

(MG) (lltli wk).
Capitol— 'Stablemates' (MG)

(2d wk).
Criterion—'Touchdown Army'

(Par) (L6).

Globe—^"Mr. Wong, Detective'

(Mono).
Music Hall—'Trade Winds'

(UA).
Paramount—'Men with Wings'

(Par) (26),

Rivoll — 'Service 'De Luxe'
(U) (2d wk).
Roxy—'Suez' (20th) (3d wk.).

Strand — 'The Sisters' (WB)
(3d -wkX

$6,000. Last week, 'Sailor' (Par)
and vaude, $6,500., fair.

Princess (CT) (2,300; 25-34-50) —
'Am Law' (Col) tnd iCity Streets'
(Col) (2d wk). First week picked
up nice $4,500. Won't see above
$3,500 currently.
Orpheum (Ind) (1,100; 25-40-50)—

'Goes My Heart' (UA). This is get-
ting good play and -looks headed for
$3,£00. Last week, 'Breaking Ice'

(RKO) and 'Fugitives' (RKO). fair
$2,000.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)

(600; 35-50)—'Nuits de Princes' (2d
wk). Poor $1,000 after so-so $1,200
last week, . ^
.-str tfebls (^^ancfe-tlltt*.) 20-

34)—'Le Mariage de Verena'* - i»«d^.

'Mademoiselle Ma Mere/ duaL Bet-
ter than average films may gamer
fairly good $3,500. Last week,
•L'Etrange M. Victor' and 'Didin des
Mar tlgues.' only fair $3,000.

Spitalny Sending

loon to High

$12,500 in bdpls.

Indianapolis, Oct. 18.

Phil Spitalny and his femme or-

chestra on the stage, linked with
'Garden of the Moon,' knocking ofC a
healthy gross at the vaudfilm Lyric

to pace the first-run houses in a
week that's generally above average
for all spots here. 'That Certain Age,'

dualed with 'Freshman Year* at the

Circle, is tops among the straight

film palaces with the best take in

many weeks. Revival of 'Dracula'

and 'Frankenstein' on a double bill

is jamming the smaller Apollo with
horror fans to double the recent

average" g!r?rss'^^ -

with 'You Can't Take It With You'
in its holdover session, is faring
nicely enough.
Prevailing summer weather with

mercury far above normal sent thou-
saiids of motorists out of the city
over the weekend, but plenty of na-
tives remained at home to fill down-
town theatres "to near-capacity.

Estimates for This Week
Apollo (Katz-Dolle) (1,100; 25-30-

40)—'Dracula' (U) and 'Franken-
stein' (U) (reissue).- A tnarvelous
shot in the arm for business at this
recently dormant house iand gross
will be best in a year at $6,500, very
good. Last week, move-over session
of 'Sinners' (Par) and 'Campus Con-
jtessions' (Par), paaSSSble $3,400.

Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 25-30-
40)—'Certain Age' (U) and 'Fresh-
man Year' (U). Deanna Durbin pic-
ture is a wow al $10,000. Last week,
'Room Service' (RKO) and 'Smash-
ing Rackets' (RKO), $5,5PQ, ^o.-^o.

Loew's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)
—'Can't Take It' (Col) (2d week).
On profit side comfortabl.y. at .S6.500.

Same picture did- socko $11,400 last

week, first.

• Lyric (OLson) (1.900; • 25-30-40)—
'Garden Moon' (WB) and Phil Spi-
talny 'Hour of Charm' girl orch on
stage. Latter given all the billing
in ads and campaign centered on
band, with results dandy at $12,500.
Last week. 'Moto' r20th) arid Ozziie

Nelson band with Harriet HiUiard,
fiDished y/itl^ $^,2,2pp plenty, olfJjy.

Warm Weather Helps BVay; 'Suez

Sock $65,000, 'Goes My Heart' 80G,

'Sisters -Heidt 45G, Freddie P.A., ^2G

Abnormal warm weather over the

weekend and Monday (17), when
hottest day on record in New York
was hit, 87 degrees, aided business

at. the downtown film, "box offices

rather than hurt it, with result in

many instances Sunday was better

than Saturday. On Monday (17), the

balminess brought out large crowds
and inatinees were excellent. At the

Roxy, up to 6 p. m.. 'Suez' attracted
more people on Monday than it had
the opening day. Friday (14).

'Suez' is the toAvn's big winner and
away from the barrier stronger than
any picture here, excepting 'Alex-
ander's Ragtime Band,' roaring to a
possible $65,000 on its first week. It

starts the second stanza Friday (21)
and will in all probability go a third
week, Twentieth-Fox and the Roxy
put on one of the biggest campaigns
of its careers^ for the spectacle.

Topnotch business is also being
scored at the Strand and State.
Former, with 'Sisters' and Horace
Heidt's band, should hit $45,000 or
more., very big, and also .holds.
State's big draw is the combined per-

'

sonal appearance of Freddie Barthol-
omew and 'Boys Town.' House
looks to hit around $32,000, one of
best weeks this year.

Paramount unusually potent on
its third Week of 'If I Were King'
and the Tommy Dorsey-Connie Bos-
well combination at a little over
$45,000, with show starting a fourth
we^ today (Wed.). Because of its

change day. the third week included
Columbus Day (12).

Veiy nice business is being chalked
up by the Globe on its second week
of 'Dark Rapture/ gate looking
$10,000, and another stpaller. house,
Rialto, is jumping leagues ahead of
its average with a couple oldie
shockers, 'Dracula' and Franken-
stein.' Arthur Mayer brought the
bvace of reissues in Mopd>»y., morn-
'ing o «*<i \ground ^iSiciijid^ tilfe

clocl^ doing $2,003 on the day. This
should mean in vicinity of $12,000
on the week,' sensational.
There ^es JWy Heart'; is a bit.

under hopes at the Music Hall but
on the one week it remains here will
be satisfactory profit at $80,000.
'Mad Miss Manton' opens tomorrow
(Thurs.). A first run that is exceed-
ingly disappointing is 'Youth Takes
Fling' at the Rivoli, which gets only
one week and will be this side of
$10,000, 'Service de Luxe' opens Sat-
urday (22),
'Broadway Musketeers' is under

hopes at the Criterion, probably $6,-

500, but not nearly as weak as some
recent 'B' first runs here, Capitol is

on its third (final) week of 'Too
Hot to Handle,' maybe $15,000, okay.
ISt^blemates' is due here tomorrow
Cfhufs.),

Estimates for This Week
Astor (1,012; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—

'Antoinette' (M-G) (10th week).
Closing imminent as gross last week
(9th), dipped to $8,100.
Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—

'Too Hot to Handle' (M-G) (3d-final
week). Possibly $15,000 on final (3d)
lap, satisfactory, after scoring $28,000
last week (2d) and $43,500 the first

seven days. On the 21-day run, an
excellent money-maker.

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Broad-
way Musketeers' (WB). Not a badie
but also not much of a goodie at
about $6,500. Last week, 'King of
Alcatraz' (Par) hit over $11,000, ex-
cellent.

-"Gt&tnriirflfJA; g5 - 40'55 ) 'Dork Rap~^

ture' (U) (2d week). Adventure
item soared to biggest business here
in two years on its first seven days,
getting $14,300, and on the holdover
is very sturdy at around $10,000,
Goes a third stanza.
Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Carefree'

(RKO) (2d run) and 'Affairs of
Annabel' (RKO) (1st run), doubled.
Business possibilities point to fair

$8,000. Last week, 'Lucky Star' (20th)
(2d run) and 'Time Out for Murder'
(20th) (1st run) got $7,500.
Paramount (3,064; 25-35-55-85-99)

—'If I Were King' (Par) and, in pit,

Tommy Dorsey orchestra and Connie
Boswell (4th-flnal week). Ended
third lap last, night (Tues.) at shade
•&vef~$46;O60,, tromondoug» after 8ec»-
ond week of $56,000 and first of
$67,000, biggest money-making show
since policy started more than two
years ago.
Radio City Music Hall (5,980; '40-

60-«4-99-$1.65)—'There Goes My
Heart' (UA) and stage show. Gets
only one week at pace of $80^000 byt
okay prjofit.at this .figure. Last week
the same figure, $80,000, was scored
on holdover (2d) week of 'Drums'
(UA). .'Mad- Miss -Manton' (RKO)
opens tomorrow (Thurs.).

Rialto (750; 25-40-55 )—'Dra(;ula'
(U) and 'Frankenstein' (U), reissues,
dualed, opened Monday morning
(17) and, on grind around the clock
first' day," scored $2,003; Sensational;
week may be around $12,000 if open-
ing pace .Igf ,m^inta.ined. ,Jn a^^ad,

'Last Express' (U), got $6,800, all

right.
Rivoll (2,092; 25-40-55-85)—'Youth

Takes Fling' (U). Will be under
$10,000,. disappointing, and out after
one week, with 'Service de Luxe*
(U) comiing' in Saturday morning
(22). 'Room Service' (RKO) was held
three days on a fourth week, get-
ting $2,800.
Roxy (5,836; 25-40-55-75)—'Suez'

(20th) and stage show. Here's an-
other strapping money-maker for the
Roxy and 20th-Fox, being exceeded
only by 'Alex' (20th) in its b. o. pull;
away from gun very strongly, first

week will be close tp $65,000, im-
mense,. Effective ad campaign, in-
cluding heavy advance, credited with
importantly aiding atb. o. Last, week,
second' for 'Straight, Place, Show*
(20th), $34,000, some profit.

Strand (2,767; 25-55-75)—'Sisters'
(WB) and Horace Heidt orchestra.
Things are hvunming here this week,
with powerful play for double-bar-
reled b. o. show kiting gross to $45,-

000 or more, best uqder policy and
ranking with few top money-getters
of old straight fiba days when morn-
ing scale was 40c. Holds over sec-
ond 9nd probably third week. Last
week, 'Secrets of Actress* (WB> and
Johnny Miessner band, $21,000, dis-
appointing.

State (3,450; 35-55-75)—'Boys Town'
(M-G) (2d run) and vaude headed
by Freddie Bartholomew. Plenty ol
draught with this, show and probably
$32,000, very big. Last week, 'I Am
Law' (Col). (2d run) and Clyde Mc-
Coy band, near to ;l^4,000, good.

DATIS-FIYNN OK

SSJOOINLmiE

Louisville, Oct. 181"

'The Sisters,* at the Mary Ander-
son, and 'Stablemates,' at Loew's
State, are" the biright" numbers ihis
week. 'Straight, Place and Show*
at the Rialto on dual bill is taking
good money, and h.o.'s at the Strand
and Brown going along at pretty
good clip. However,, night ,high-
school football games, and pro game
on Sunday afternoon are luring 'em
from pic houses. Unusually warm
weather for this time of year also
hurting.
Strand bill in for only four days,

due to three-day conclave of state
Masonic lodges (18-20). Grand
Lodge of Kentucky owns building
and has clause in lease whereby tJie-

atre is to be turned over to them
•for their-annual-meeting. -

Estimates for This Week
Rrown (Loew's-Fourth Ave.)

(1,000; 15-30-40) — 'Can't Take It'

(Col). Moved over from Loew's
State and will garner okay $2,100.
Last week, 'Hot Handle' (M-G),
moderate $2,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (900: 15-25)—

•Letter' (U) and 'Tough Guy' (U).
Combo set for full seven-day stanza
and pacing for okay $2,200. Ldst
week, 'Carey's Chickens' (RKO) and
'From City" (RKO), split with 'Fare-
well Arms' (Par) and 'Texans' (Par)»
fair $1,800..
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 15-

30-40) — 'Stablemates' (M-G) and
'Vacation Love' (M-G), Beery-
Rooney potent combo and pulling in
-tlw-shekels i—BilMe<rih5s-4r&"Conriiad
with okay $7,500. Last week, 'Can't
Take It' (Col), wound up with okay
$7,000 and moveover to Brown,
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;'

15-30-40)—'Sisters' (WB). Got fine
notices and should click off excellent
$3,700. ,Last week, 'Garden Moon'
(WB), fair enough $2,800.
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15)— 'Hoosier

Schoolbov' (Mono) and 'Hollywood
Hotel' (WB), split with '52nd Street'
(UA) and 'Behhid Headlines' (RKO).
Mickey Rooney pic played up in the
ads, with prominent mention of his
recent 'Stablemates* and 'Boys
Town,' This jhay be misleading to
some patrons, but should grab some
additional biz. Will wind up with
43Af^-$ljZWi.—laa^ VKfik, '.Submarinp
D-1' (WB) and 'Love After' (WB)»
split with 'Man Found' (RKO) and
'Nothing Sacred' (UA). so-so $1,100.
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 15t30-

40)—'Straight, Place' (20th) and
'Moto' (20th). Ritz Bros, continue to
be a good draw locally. Pointing to
okay $6,500. Last week, 'Certain Age*
(U) and 'Freshman Year' (U), puUed
SW611 .$11,000^ and moved to Strand
for four days.

Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,400; 15-30-
40)—'Certain' Age' (U) and 'Fresh-
man Year' (U). Lined up for four-
day showing, balance of Week house
taken over by Masonic Grand Lodge
conclave. Should grab okay $2,400.
Average for week is $3,500. Last
week, 'Youth Fling' <U) and *Beno*
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Downey Hypoes Ti^tives to

In Frisco; 'Sinners Snappy $20,000

San Francisco, Oct. 18.

'Sing You Sinners/ Bing Crosby

Aimer, striking a happy note at the

big Fox, where biz is plenty sweet

this' week. Fred MacMurray, co-

stan^ed in 'Sinners,' also is quite a

favorite here and his presence in

the cast gives the picture two good

jnarquee names.

Morton Downey is making a p.a.

at the Golden Gate and biz is a

couple of grand better than usual.

•Five of a Kind,* the new quint pic-

ture, is at the Paramount, where

takings are about average. All of

the other houses have hold-overs.
Estimates for This Week

Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75)—
•Sinners' (Par) and 'Probation'

(WB). Crosby a big favorite here
and his return to the air after a pro-
longed summer lay-off also takes
place this week. Extra radio plugs
should help considerably. Fox looks

for tuneful $20,000. Last week, (2nd),

'Boys Town' (M-G) and 'Vacation

Love' (M'G), great $18,000.

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55)

-T-'Fugitives Night' (RKO) and
vaude. Morton Downey and a jitter-

bug contest round out excellent bill,

which is getting a good play in the
nabe of $15,000. Last week (2nd),

'Room Service' (RKO), $11,000, fair.

Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-55)—
•Dra'cula' (U) and 'Frankenstein'

XU) (2nd wk.X Biz is off consider-

ably, falling off to around $7,000.

First week had to call out the cops
to keep them in line at $15,500.

Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 35-55-
75)—'Five Kind' (20th) and 'Moto'

(20th). Quint picture drawing only
average $12,000. Last week (2nd),

•Straight, Place' and 'Broadway
Musketeers' (WB), fair $7,000.

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 35-55-

75)—'Boys Town' (M-G) and Vaca-
tion Love' (M-G) (3d wk). Pair did
sensationally big biz at the Fox,
where they played two weeks. Hold-
over stanza at the small St. Frandis
Will easily get $9,000, big. Last
week (3rd), 'Hot Handle' (M-G),
strong $6,500.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-

55-65)—'Drums' (UA) (4th wk). May
hold for two riiore weeks. Current
stint doing around $5,500. Last week
(3rd), got plenty of attention at

$8,000.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,680; 35-55-75)

—'Garden Moon' (WB) and 'Campus
Confessions' (Par) (2nd wk). Will
be lucky to get $7,000, poor. Hank
Luisetti, basketball star, is being
billed for all he's worth in 'Campus
Confessions.' Last week duo got

dullish $12,000.

Durbin's 'Ag€' Good

$4,300 Leads Lincoh

Lincoln, Oct. 18.

Town high-lighted by the good biz

being given 'That Certain Age' at

the Stuart. Lincoln is taking eight

days with dual, 'Four's a Crowd' and
•Romance of the Limberlost,' while

•Algiers,' replacing 'Four Daughters'

at the Varsity, is doing all right.

Business has taken an unusually

rosy complexion, three h.o. pics so

far this month despite that this is

hottest October on record. This is

coupled with the recent ante in

prices at some boxoffices as much as

100%. 'Boys Town,' after setting a
fine record of $7,500 at the Stuart, is

going good at the Orpheum.
Estimates for This Week

Kiva (NTI-Noble) (440; 10-15-25-
40)—'Daughters' (FN). Moved here
from the Varsity after two weeks,
and aiming for $800, good.

Liberty (LTC-Cooper) (1,200; 10-
15)—'Kentucky Home' (Indie) and
'King Arena' (U), spfit with 'Crime
Ring' (RKO) and 'Chase Yourself
(RKO). House is doing better also,

possibly $1,000. Last week, 'Secre-
tary' (U) and 'Fighting Champ*
(Mono), split with 'Marines' (Mono)
and 'King Kong' (RKO). $1,100. ex-
cellent.

Lincoln (LTC-Cooper) (1,600; 10-.

25-35)—Tour's Crowd' (WB) and
Limberlost' (Mono). In for eight
days; good $3,000. Last week, 'Shop-
worn Anger (M-G) split with 'Toy
Wife' (M-G). Latter so bad, was
pulled after the second day. Combo
wound up poor $1,900 in six days.
Orpheum (LTC-Cooper) (1,350; 10-

25-40)—'Boys Town' (M-G). After
record breaking week at Stuart.
Heading for $2,700, good. Last week.
Gateway' (20th), $800 in five days,
n.s.h.

^ Stuart (LTC-Cooper) (1,900; 10-25-

40)-^'Certain Age' (U). Will do
fancy $4,300. Last week, 'Boys Town'
<M-G), set record $7,500.
Varsity (NTI-Noble) (1,100; 10-25-

40)—'Algiers' (UA). Will get around
$3,000, very good. Last week, second
stretch for 'Daughters' (FN), $2,300,
unexpectedly good.

DIONNES' AT $3,000,

POOR IN BALTIMORE

Baltimore, Oct. 18.

'That Certain Age' is setting the

town's pace at Keith's in rousing

fashion, and 'Stablemates,' plus stage

flash, is placing a close second at

Loew's Century. Combo bill at the
Hipp, featuring 'Mad Miss Manton,'
up near the leaders. Rest of town
way down.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15-25-

35-40-55)—'Stablemates' (M-G) plus
new musical stage flash headed by
Artega. Holding steady pace to okay
$12,000. Last week, 'Hot Handle'
(MG), led town with bullish $15,300.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205;

15-25-35-40-55-"66) — 'Miss Manton'
(RKO) plus vaude, headed by Tim
and Irene. Going along in fairish
style to $11,000. Last week; second
of 'Can't Take It' (Col), got strong
nighttime play to satisfactory $13,800
after booming $16,400 in flr^t lap.

Keith's (Schanberger) (8,460; 15-
25-35-40-55) — 'Certain Age' (U).
Leading town with healthy $12,500,
biggest here in weeks and sure bet
for h.o. Last week, 'Youth Fling' (U),
mild $4,900.
New (Mechanic) (1,558; 15-25-35-

55)—'Five of Kind' (20th). Quints
getting some slight daytime draught
to possible $3,000, poor. Last week,
'Straight, Place' (20th), sluggish
$3,200.

Stanley (WB) (3.250; 15-25-35-40-
55)—'Garden Moon* (WB). Not do-
ing much at $5,000. Last week,
'Four's Crowd' (WB), fair $6,600.

Plenty Horror

In Del; Durbin,

Vaude Big 30G

Datvolt, Oct. 18.

'That Certain Age,' plus stage

show, 1b pushing customers through
Fox turnstiles at fastest pace in some
weeks.

After a smash "Horror Week' last

sesh at the .Palms-State, town has

two thrill duals durrently. State
holding its 'Dracula' and 'Franken-
stein' combo, while Adams jumped
into swim with lineup of 'The Ghoul'
and 'King Kong.'

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 30-40)—

'The Ghoul' (Indie) and 'King Kong'
(RKO) (reissue). Horrors session
looks for $4,500, okay but not start-
ling. Last week, around $4,200 for
'Mr, Wong' (Mono) and 'Hoosier
Schoolboy' (Mono).
Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—

'Certain Age' (U) plus vaude. Get-
ting best play house has had in sev-
eral weeks, at nifty $30,000. Last
week profitable but disappointing
$20,000 for 'Five of Kind' (20th)
world preem plus Phil Spitalny orch.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

30-40-65)—'Sisters' (WB) and 'Broad-
way Musketeers' (FN). Paced for
around .$10,,')00, okay. Last week,
'Algiers' (UA) plus 'Touchdown
Army' (Par), good $14,000.

Palms-State (United Detroit)

(3,000; 30-40-50)—'Dracula' (U) and
'Frankenstein' (U) (reissues) (2d
wk). After clipping off smash $9,400
last week, horror films figure to get

okay $4,700 currently.
United Artists (United Detroit)

(2,000; 30-40-50) — 'Hot Handle'
(M-G) (2d wk). Should gamer about
$7,500 on second session following
nice $11,200 opening stanza.

'4 DAUGHTERS' WORTH

$22,000 IN BUFFALO

Buffalo, Oct, 18.

Grosses are showing substantially

increased figures for current stanza,

despite unseasonal warm weather.
Buffalo and Lafayette are still soar-

ing in the top brackets, with the

other downtown houses strong and
above average takings.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)—

'Daughters' (WB). Due for another
top gross of around $22,000. Last

week, 'Boys Town' (M-G), swell

$22,000.
Century (Shea) (3,000: 25-35) —

'Straight, Place' (20th) and 'Murder'

(20th), Business up here. Looks
like excellent $8,00ll. Last week,
'Touchdown Army* (Par) »nd

'Smashing Rackets' (RKO), good
$7,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 30-50)

—'Drums* (UA), Fair $8,000. Last
week, 'Algiers' (UA), not so forte
at $7,500.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 25-40)—'Boys

Town' (M-G) (2d run). Indications
point to good holdover gross of
$8,000, Last week, 'Pour's Crowd'
(WB) and 'Jones FamUy' (20th),
okay $7,300.

Lafayette (Jnd.) (3,300; 25^35) —
'Can't Take It' (Col) (3rd wk). Top
admission dropped from 50c to 35c.

for third stanza. Looks like fine

$10,000. Last week, second, excellent
at nearly $14,000.

coLHAN mm.
MARXESlffiAT

22^ HUB

Boston, Oct. 18.

'If I Were King' and 'Room Serv-

ice' are running neck-and-neck for

very good tallies. 'Too Hot to Han-
dle' is good, but below par for

Gable-Loy films, 'Arkansas Travel-

er' shapes tip okay on dual bill.

Film biz benefited noticeably on

holiday (12) arid extra crowds
brought in by. ..weekend football.

Most film stands anticipate a slump
for balance of the week, however,
on theory that bulk of the -trading

was done Friday, Saturday and Sun-
day.

'Boys Town' had a smash secopd
stanza last week at two Loew
houses and would have been held
over for a third week had Hot
houses been behind on bookings.

Estimates for This Week .

Fenway (M&P) (1,332; 35-35-40-
55)—'Arkansas Traveler' (Par) and
'Wong, Detective' (Mono), dual. Get-
ting good share of nabe trade, around
$8,000. Last week 'Daughters' (WB)
and 'Confessions' (Par) (2d run),
good $8,000.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 25-

35-40-55)—'Room Service' (RKO)
and 'Reno' (U), eight days. Drawing
nifty biz, around $22,500, and aiming
at holdover. Last week 'Co-Ed'
(20th) and 'Breaking Ice' (RKO),
six days, seedy $12,000.
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 25-35-

40-55)—'If King' (Par) and 'Moto'
(20th). Will ring up about $20,000,
very good. Slated for holdover. Last
week 'Straight, Place' (20th) and
'Musketeers' (WB), pallid $16,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40-

55)—'Hot Handle' (M-G) and 'Girls'

School' (Col), Okay $16,000 pace,
but not up to expectations. Last
vWeek, second frame of 'Boys Town'
(M-G) and 'Lady Objects' (Col),
whammo $22,500.
Paramount (M&P) (1,797; 25-35-

40-55)—'Arkansas Traveler' (Par)
and 'Wong, Detective' (Mono). Sat-
isfactory $9,500. Last week 'Daugh-
ters' (WB) and 'Confessions' (Par)
(2d run), pleasing $10,500.
Scollay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40-50)—'Daughters' (WB) and 'Confessions'

(Par) (3d run). Tepid $5,000. Last
week 'Four's Crowd' (WB) (3d
run) and 'Giants' (WB) (2d run),
medium $5,300.

State (Loew) (3,600; 25-35-40-55)
—'Hot Handle' (M-G) and 'Girl's

School' (Col). Adequate $12,500.
Last week 'Boys Town' (M-Gr) and
'Lady Objects' (Col), second week,
big $18,000.

Heat, Outdoors Dent

K. C; 'Annabel-Tucker

^ Orch Good $12,000

Kansas City, Oct. 18.

American Royal livestock show
grabs the local spotlight for the
week, but is probably helping the-
atres as much as competing with
them as show is drawing visitors
from all of midwest.
Best biz is being garnered by

Tower with Orrin Tucker and orch
on stage and by 'That Certain Age'
playing day and date in Uptown and
Esquire, Newman is likewise enjoy-
ing returns on Bob Burxiis' latest!

'Arkansas Traveller,' which marks
the return to single features in this
house,
Unseasonal warm weather con-

tinues drawing complaints frorti

managers.
Estimates for Thb Week

Esquire (Fox-Midwest) (820; 10-
25-40)—'Certain Age' (U). Playing
^solo to strongest biz since holdover
week of 'Alexander,' which opened
this house couple of months ago;
$4,500. Last week, 'Straight, Place'
(20th), light $2,800.
Midland (Loew's) (3,573; 10-25-40)—'Drums' (UA) and 'Juvenile Court'

(Col). Bill doing nicely at $10,000,
but under standard of past several
weeks here. Last week, 'Stablemates'
(M-G) and 'Vacation Love' (M-G),
excellent -$13,200. - "

Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10-

T. &orsey-Andrews-'€o-M Big $16,000

In Football Mad Mpk; 'Drums'

25-40)—'Arkansas Traveller' (Par).
Returns the house to single features
and making a good showing at $6,800.
Last week, 'Giants' (WB) and 'Touch-
down Army' (Par), satisfactory
$5,700.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40)

—'Breaking Ice' (RKO) and 'Man to
Remember' (RKO) with March of
Time. Topping average at $5,000.
Last week, 'Garden Moon' (FN) and
'Actress' (FN), fairish $4,300. .

Tower (Fox-Midwest) (2,04J; 10-
25-35-55) — 'Annabel' (RKO) and
Orrin Tucker's orch on stage. Tucker
crew reason for draw, but film also
aiding cause; good $12,000. Last week,
'Secretary' (U) with Glen Gray's
Casa Loma orch, good $12,500.
Uptown (Fox-Midwest) (1,200; 10-

25-40)—'Certain Age' (U). Going it

solo to cheery $4,800. At this rate
stands good chance of holdover both
here and at Esquire, Last week,
'Straight, Place' (20th).. showed more
strength here than at Esquire. Aver-
age $3,000.

Qeve. Holds Up

In Heat; Morris,

'Giants Big Yiy^

Cleveland, Oct. 18.

For a welcome change, all cur-
rent grosses are flashing .above ordi-
nary marks. Disregarding summer
heat, 'Valley of Giants' ,&nd stage-
screen presence of Wayne Morris are
spinning Pal^ice's wickets for big
$17,500. House is dropping vaude
for a coiiple of weeks, nevertheless,
due to scarcity of high-powered
stage attractions.

'That Certain Age' also big at
Hipp. Third best biz being done by
'Arkansas Traveler' at State, which
is cutting run to six days for shift

to Thursday openings up to Thanks-
giving,

Estimates for This Week
Alhambra (Printz) (1,200; 10-20-

35)—'Higgins Family' (Rep) and
'Convicted' (Col). First of Gleason
family series drew good notices,
pushing dual to $3,800, very satisfy-
ing. Last week, ' 'Freshman Year'
(U) and 'Painted Desert' (RKO),
okay $1,900 in four days.
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 30-35-42-55)

—'Can't Take It' (CoD. As move-
over from Hipp, after two wowing
stanzas, galloping up to fine $7,500
Last week, 'Lady Objects' (Col), on
four-day fill-in, mild $2,500. 'Gladi-
ator' (Col) for three days, $1,500, so-
so.

Circle (Marmorstein) (1,900; 15-35)
—'Green Light' (WB) and '39 Steps'
(GB) (dual). Revivals nicely geared
for $2,100. Last week, 'Barefoot Boy'
(Mono) and 'Meet Girls,' dualed
firsts, died after two days, $600.
Hipp (Warner) (3,700; 30-35-42-55)

—'Certain Age' (U). One of Dur-
bin's best, with quick start looking
like profitable $15,000, or even better.
Last week, second, 'Can't Take It'

(Col), gave spot $11,000, stronger
than many first-runners.
Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55)

—'Giants' (WB) with Wayne Morris,
Slate Bros, and Johnny (Scat) Da-
vis topping vaude. Swell buildiip
for blond Warner player, with mar-
quee power worth big $17,500. Last
week, 'Youth Fling' (Col) plus Duke
Ellington stage unit, good $14,000.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)—'Arkansas Traveler' (Par). Light
comedy, but Bob Burns has good
following here; nice $14,000. Last
week, \Stablemates' (M-G), big
$17,500.

Stillman (Loew's) (1.072; 30-35-
42-55)—'Stablemates' (M-G). On a
shift from State, this h. o. is surefire
tonic, $8,500 being close to tops. Last
week, 'Sinners' (Par), $7,000, smart.

Talent Outfit Sued

Minneapolis, Oct. 18.

With an outstanding b.o. combina-

tion in Jimmy .Dorsey's orch and a
strong supporting 'stage show plus
'Hold That Co-Ed,' designed to lure
a football-mad city, the Orpheum
currently is in tlie driver's seat.

Fact that the two other leading film
emporiums, the State and Century,
are housing hold-overs, 'Too Hot to
Handle' and 'Boys Town,' ' and that
there's only one other important
newcomer, 'Drums,' at the sure-
seater World, • doesn't make the Or-
pheum's going arty tougher.
Trade was helped, all along the

line by an army of visitors here for
the Minnesota-Michigan homecoming
football game Saturday (15), which
pulled 58,000 people at $2.75 a throw.
In its third loop week, 'Boys

Town' continues to qlick. Remain-
ing at the State for a second canto,
'Too Hot to Handle' also is still i

the money.
Estjhkpates for Thts Week

Aster <Par-Sinjer) (900; 15-25)—
Touchdown Atmy' XPar) and 'Time
Murder' (20th), dual. Arst-runs. Hit-
ting good $1,600 pace. Last week,
^King Alcatraz' (Par) and T-haser'
(M-G), dual first runs, $1,400, okay.
Century (Par-Singer) (1,600; 25-

35-40)—'Boys Tovvn' (M-G) (3d wk).
One of the season's best box-office
bets here. Slowing down, however,
after traveling along on all cylinders.
Reaching, toward fair $5,000, on top
of nifty $11,000 and $7,000 first and
second weeks, respectively.

• Orpheum (Par-Singer) (2,800; 35-
40-55)—'Co-ed' (20th) and Jimmy
Dorsey orch, Andrews Sisters, etc;,

on stage. Sure-fire box-office stuff at
this football time of the year. Will
skyrocket past swell $16,000. Last
week, 'Room Service' (RKO), $4,500,
Ught.

State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25-35-
40)—'Hot Handle' (M-G) (2d week).
Still well in the black, but fortnight
run will just about wash it up. Good
enough $5,300 in prospect after big
$11,000 first week.
Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—'Sail-

ing Along' (GB). Poor $300 in pros-
pect on four days. Last week,
'Farewell to Arms' (Par) (reissue),

$600, light.

Uptown (Par) (1,200; 25-35)—
'Carefree' (RKO). First nabe show-
ing. Mild $2,800 indicated. Last week,
'Spawn' (Par), $3,000, fair.

World (Steffes) (290; 25-35-40-55)—'Drums' (UA), Given big ex-
ploitation Campaign and well re-
ceived by critics and customer's.
Good $2,000 in prospect. Last week,
'Scarlet Pimpernel' (UA), $900, light.

^ Los Angeles, Oct. 18.

Suit for $14,920 against National
Talent Pictures Corp., I, C. Over-
dorff and Edward Rose was filed by
Lillian Gordoni, Chicago dramatic
teacher, charging misrepresentation.
Miss Gordon claims she bought a

franchise in the school and brought
two pupils from Chicago to work in

a film that never materialized,
Overdorfl's school was raided by
police several weeks ago,

SOON FIND OUT
Hollywood; Oct. 24,

W. C. Fields' starrer, 'You Can't
Cheat an Honest Man,' with Edgar
Bergen and Charlie McCarthy, gops
to bat Oct. -24- at Universal. - - - ^ -

George Marshall directs.

Temp. Aids Seattle Biz;

'Service' Good $5,500

Seattle, Oct. 18.

Cooler weathef is adding- impetus
to the picture drive and wall product
pickup, so take is rating good all
around.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen

)

(850; 32-37-42)—:Boys Town' (M-G)
(3d wk). Heading for great $4,1001
Last week, same film, $6,100, great.
Coliseum (Hamrick-Evefgreen) (1,-

900; 21-32)—'Texans' (Par) and 'Rich
Men' (M-G), Indicate only fair $2,-
700. Last week, 'Crowd Roars' (M-G)
and 'Woman' (WB), nice $3,100.

Colonial (Sterling) (800; 10-21)—
'Life Begins' (20th) (reissue) and
'Paniment's Bad Man' (20th), split
with 'Strange Adventure' (Ind) and
'How to Undress' (Ind) (held over
three days of second week). Expect
good $2,100. Last week, 'Strange Ad-
venture' (Ind) and 'How to Undress
(Ind) (21-22), big $2,600.
Fifth Avenue (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(2,349; 32-37-42)— 'Daughters' (WB)
and 'Freshman Year" (U). Hitting
around $6,800, good. Last week, 'Hot
Handle' (M-G), big $9,700.
Liberty (J-vH) (1,800; 21-32-42)—

'Can't Take It' (Col) (3d wk). An-
ticipate immense $9,300. Last week,
$10,100, wonderful.
Music Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 32-37-42 )-r.'Hot Handle' M-(j).
Moved from Fifth and indicates big
$3,800. Last week, 'Antoinette' (M-G),
fourth w6ek, $1,600; fair.
Orpheum (Hami*ick-Evergreen) (2,-

600; 32-37-42)—'Five Kind' (20th) and
'Moto' '(20th). Looks like moderate
$4,300. Last week, 'Garden Moon'
(FN) and 'Block Heads' (M-G), fair
$4,000.
Falomar (Sterling) (1,350; 16-27-

37)—'Down in Arkansas* (Rep) and
'Wanted by Police' (Mono) and
vaude. Okay $3,100. Last week,
'From City' (RKO) and 'Night Hawk*
(Rep) and vaude. $3,800, good'.
Paramount (Hamrick " Evergreen)

(3,039)—'Room Service' (RKO) and
'Murder' (20th). Indicate ~ good
$5,500. Last week, 'Sti-aight Plac^
(20th) and 'Crime Ring' (RKO),
$5,500, okay.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-32)—

'Racket Busters' (WB) and 'Limber-
lost' (Mono). Good $2,200. Las*
Week,- *Carey's Chickens' (^OJ ahft"--
'Reformatory' (Col), $1,900, so-sd.^



IS VARIETY FILM REVIEWS .tTedqesday, October 19, 1938

SUEZ
20th>Fox release of Gene Markey produc-

tion. Stars Tyrona Power, Loretia Young,
Annabella. Directed by Alin Dwun.
Screenplay, Philip Dunne and Jullen
Joaephson, from original by Sam Duncan;
camera; Peverell Marley; music, Louis Sil-

vers; editor, Barbara McLean; bottle se-
quences directed by Otto Hrower, At Roxy,
N. Y.. week Oct. 14, '38. Kunnlng time,
100 mlns.
Ferdinand do Losseps Tyrone Power
Eugonle de Montijo Luretta Young
Tonl Pellerln Annobella
Prince Said .T. Bdwnra Bromberj;
Vlcomte nene Joseph Schlldkraut
Count de LesBeps Henry Stephenson
Marquis Du Brey .Sidney Ulackmer
Mohammed All Maurice Moscovlch
Sergeant Pellerln Slg Rumann
Sir Malcolm Cameron Nigel Bruce
Benjamin Disraeli. Miles Mander
Prime Minister George Zucco
TjOuIb Napo'con Leon Ames
Maria De Teba Rnfaela Ottlano
Victor Hugo Victor VarconI
Bank President Georges Renavent
General (''hnn"arnler .Frank Relcher
Count Hatzfeldt Carlos de Voldez
Millet Jacques Lory
M. Fevrler Albert Conll
Franz Liszt Brandon Hurst
Mme. Pnqulneau M.irccUe Corday
Dutchess ' Odette Myrtle

'Suez' suggests sizf—a 'big* film.

It's that, in its attempt, but misses
out on its epic aims. However, it's

a type film that is certain to do good
to above-average trade, and is a

cinch for both the Anglo and the
American market. Not forgetting
the French fans, considering the cast
prominence of Ferdinand de Les-
peps (Tyrone Power), the Parisian
v/ho dreamt his dream of a big
ditch from the Mediterranean into
the Red Sea.

Filta's 'shortcomings are chiefly

psychological, although a lethargic
pace in the forepart almost counts
too heavily against it. The . youth-
ful Power, in a world of Disraelis,

Gladstones, Louis Bonapartes, Vic-
tor Hugos, Franz Liszts, Empress
Eugenies and kindred names out of
world history, is something which
the captious may emphasize unduly.
Trtiey had their say, similarly, when
Power personated the Alej^ander' of
Irving Berlin's 'Ragtime Band,' and
while 20th-Fox this time has seen to

it that an occasional sprinkling of
gray punctuates its male lead's raven
crop, the youthful contrast is, of
course, not to be wholly overlooked.
The fictional liberties taken with

history conges under acceptable Hol-
lywood license. There's consideraible
-theatrical abracadabra with the man-
ner in which the young de Lesseps
•wins ^ over the Egyptian viceroy's
heir—^parlor magic, boxing and
fencing lessons, horsemanship, etc.

—

and there's also the inconclusive re-
lationship with the beauteous Lor-
etta Young (Countess Eugenie), who
forgets Power for Louis Bonaparte
of' France.
' Some of the dialog seems to have
deep-rooted significances, as re-
gards 1938's history in the making

—

*peace without honor'; England's life-

line through the Suez Canal to its

far-flung Empire; Prussia vs.

France, and the need of Britain's
friendship to swing the tide, etc.

—

but it's incidental to the' saga of de
ILesseps. He's the Frenchmen
whom the sons of the Sahara aided
to make Britain surer of its Indian
empire and other colonies beyond
the seas.

Annabella, co-starred with Power
and Miss Young, is a child of the
desert, enamored of the young
Frenchman, a quondam hoyden in

lier Moroccan fez and general mas-
culine attire, and at the same time
some sort of a symbolic inspiration.
Hers is a tragic ending in. the cli-

mactic sand storm.
The sepia tinting and the general

photography is splendid as are the
arresting montage effects when
called into play, notably, of course,
that simoon that almost completely
wrecks the well nigh bankrupted de
Lesseps. The desert storm is an. un-
questionable sock as are such other
produc.tional punctuations as the
sabotage by the Turks, for example.

. Production is big league and cast-

ing excellent right down the line.

Maurice Moscovich and J. Edward
Bromberg as the royal Egyptian
father and Son, Schildkraut in a brit-

tle bit, Nigel Bruce as the British

ambassador to Cairo, Miles Mander
as Disraeli, George Zucco as Glad-
stone (only identified as the Prime
Minister here, for tactical reasons),
Sig Rumann and Leon Ames are the

most prominent. Of the women,
only Miss Young and the French girl

leave their impress. Abel.

pansion of the piece for picture pres-
entatibn, it lags In a few spots where
added material has been Inserted,
but ihonients are brief and do not
detract from the entertainment
structure of the whole. It's strong
enough for solo billing, requiring
little outside support to carry
through for above average biz. Rep
of the play should help to compen-
sate for lack of star marquee names,
and exhibs who dig into exploitation
fields will hit paydirt.

Essential elements of the stage
play were retained in toto in trans-
mutation to .films. Production guid-
ance was skillful in keeping picture
close to line of the original, and
only sidelight material was inserted
in the screenplay to round out
proper production footage. None of

the factors that made the play a
success has been lost. Same authen-
tic feeling of military . college life

holds in the film as with the play.

The adventures, loves and headaches
of three cadets during their last 10

weeks at the school are finely inter-

woven to present plenty of laughs
and suspense.
Three first classmen, Wayne Mor-

ris, Eddie Albert and Ronald Regan,
involve themselves in a series of es-

capades that keep thenr moving fast

until final diplomas are received.

Things start when the girls arrive

for the big baseball game, prom and
commencement. Morris and Regan
skip quarters to romance Priscilla

Lane and Jane Wyman, while Albert
goes into a trance when he finds he
is to become a father. Albert tries:

to cover his secret marriage to Jane
Bryan until graduation, with the
other two boys assistin.T.

Thihgs move speedily throuih
series ;

of involved situations foi- the
trio, including suspenseful sequence
when two girls are hidden in their
Quarters, but boys finally slide

through to grab their sheepskins and
Albert passes out cigars.

George Abbott presented the play
on Broadway nearly two years ago
with Warner backing. Eddie Albert
is only member of the Broadway cast

in the picture, re-creating his orig-

inal role. 'Albert gives a splendid
performance of the personable youth
who plugs along to accomplish things
the hard way. As set up in the script,

it's the meatiest oart in the picture,

and he takes full advantage of the
opportunities presented.
Wayne Morris provides a good

characterization of the unreliable

and take-a-chance cadet whose de-
cisions continually keep the trio in

hot water. Ronald Resan is fine as

the third member of the ?roup,

while Pripoilla Lane, Jane Wyman
and Jane Bryan are nicely cast for

th*» romantic interest.

In sunnort. noteworthy is the oor-

traval of William Trarev as a rat re-

cruit, which he played in Coast stage

company.
J^nlance of cast is standard calibre.

WiUiam Keighley maintains a

sneedy and humorous pace through-
out, with exceotion of a few brief

?nd minor incidents. Screenolav
does little more than elaborate on
the cinch situations and byplay of

the stage presentation.

B'WAY MUSKETEERS
(WITH SONGS)

Warner Bros, release of Bryan Foy pro-

duction. Features Margaret Lindsay, Ann
Sheridan, Marie Wilson, John LItel. .Tanet

Chapman, Dick Purcell, Horace MacMahon
and Rldiard Bond, Directed by ,Tohn Far-
row. Story and adaptation, Don Ryan and
Kenneth Gamet; editor, Thomas Pratt;

songs, M. K. Jerome and Jack SchoU;
photography, L. Wm. O'Connell. At Cri-

terion, N. T,. week Oct. 13, '38. Running
time. fl3 mlns.
Isabel Dowling Margarwt Lindsay
Fay Reynolds..- Ann Sheridan
Connie Todd Marie Wilson
Stanley Dowling ...John LItel

Judy DowUng Janet Chapman.
Vincent Morrell " Dick Purcell
Phil Peyton Richard Bond
Nick Anthony Averlll

Ourk Horace MncMahon
MUt Dewey Robinson
Anna.. Dorothy Adams
.•Jklnner ;

.' James Conlon
Schoolteacher Jan Holm

BROTHER RAT
Hollywood, Oct. 13.

Warner Bros, release of Robert Lord pro-
duction. Features Priscilla Lane and
Wayne Morris. Directed by William Keigh-
ley.- Screenplay by Richard Macnulay and
Jerry Wald from play by John -Monk. Jr.

and Fred F. FInklehofte. Asst. director.

Chuck Hansen: camera, Ernest Haller; edi-

tor, William Holmes; music, Leo F. Forb-
«teln. Previewed at Warners Hollywood,
Oct. 12, M8. Running time, flO minutes.
Joyce Wlnfree ....PrlBclUa Lane
Billy Randolph W.iyne Morris
A. Furman Townsend. Jr. .. .Johnnie Davis
Kate Rice Jane Bryan
Bing Cdwavds Eddie Albert
Dan Crawford Ron.nld Regan
Claire Adams Jane Wyman
Colonel Ramm Henry O'Neill
Capt. 'Lacedrawers' -Rogers. .Gordon Oliver
Harley Harrington Larry Williams
MLsto Bottome William Tracey
Mrs. Brooks. .Tessle Bu.iley

Bllm Olln Howland
Jenny Louise Beavers
Nurse Isabel Withers

AJ.l-c^'tS^ wholesome drama, com-
edy "and laugh-lines of the original

Miniature Reviews

.'Sues' (20th). Power, Loretta
Young and Annabella. top a
strong bbx office film.

'Brother RaV (WB), Slick

version of stage play, retain-

ing . all the comedy and hiunor
of the latter. Okay solo.

'Broadway Musketeers' (WB).
i^air gangster prograinmer.
'Younr Dr. Kildare' (M-G).

B production but A entertain-
ment. First of a series with
adult appeal.

'Listen. Darling (M-G). In-
auspicious start for Judy Gar-
la n d - Freddie Bartholomew
team. Mediocre story hurts.

Service De Luxe' (U). Fine
comedy-drama that will please
generally. Constance Bennett,
Vincent Price, Ruggles top.

'Annabel Takes a Tour'
(RKO). Click farce-comedy
that assures following for An-
nabel series.

'The Last Express' (U).
Crime Club meller for dual
consumption.

'Prairie Moon' (Rep). Top
Autry western with Dead End
Kid slant in open spaces.

plus suicide of the former as the
gangmen plan to murder her. The.
kidlet is Janet Chapman, who is a
little too precocious. John Litel has
a somewhat unsvmpathetic role,

while Richard Bond, the playboy
who runs away with Liters wife,
does a good job.
Two songs, 'Has It Ever Occurred

to You?' and 'Who Said That This
Isn't Love,' latter as part of a night
club scene, are sung effectively by
Miss Sheridan. - Char.

YOUNG DR. KILDARE
Metro release of Lou Ostrow production.

Features Lionel Barrymore, Lew Ayres.
Directed by Harold S. Bucquet. Screen-
play by Harry Ruskln and Willis Gold-
beck, from original by Max Brand. Film
editor, Elmo Veron; camera, John Seltz.
Reviewed fn Projection Room. N, T.. Oct.
l.l, '38. Running time, 83 mlns.
Dr. .Tames Kildare Lew Ayres
Dn Leonard Glllisple. .. .Lionel Barrymore
Alice Raymond Lynne Carver
Wayman Nat Pendleton
Barbara Chnnler Jo Ann Savers
Dr. Steve KUdare Samuel S. Hinds
Martha Kildare Emma Dunn
Dr. Walter Carew Walter Klngsford
.Tohn Hamilton Truman Bradlev
Dr. Lane Porteus Monty Woollejr
Mr. Chanler Pierre Watkin
Mrs. Chanler Nella Walker

A programmer of average distinc-

tion that has been well cast and

ought to get by satisfactorily, 'Broad-

way Musketeers' features a trio of

young girl players on the Warner

lot, Margaret Lindsay! Ann Sheridan

and Marie Wilson. Bryan Foy pro-

ducied, turning out a workmanlike

job on a 'B' entry that makes no

pretenses to being more than that.

Obviously an economical picture to

make, 'Musketeers' ought to make
some money.
In addition to the femm'e"trru;~the

cast includes John Litel, baby Janet
Chapman, Richard Bond and a group
of gangster types. Among the latter

is the new screen killer , and tough
guy, Horace MacMahon, a heavy
menace who goes in for stabbings,

mayhem, gunplay, etc., with the
same ease as the Yanks took the
Cubs. MacMahon, formerly in legit,

is a bad boy find for films and will

be heard from more importantly or
should.
Plot of the original turned out by

Don Ryan and Kenneth Gamet is

built around three girls who were
brought up together in an orphanage.
One of thenj leaves her husband to

run off with a wastrel who finally

gets involved with mobsters over a

Metro has the makings of another
fine series in 'Young Dr. Kildare.'

While it probably won't achieve the
b.o. potency of the 'Judge Hardy'
string, due chiefly to its lack of juve
appeal, this story of the medical
profession is surefire for adults. Lack
of marquee strength indicates that
it won't pull 'em to the wickets, but
it will please 'em once they're seated.

Unusual feature of this film is that

it was made by Metro, which' also is

producing 'The Citadel,' best-selling

novel by A. J. Cronin, which is not
altogether kind to the medicos.
While. *Dr. Kildare' does not casti-
gate the profession, it is rather frank
and almost entirely devoid of the
hokum with which the healers are
usually fed the public in book, oi:

other entertainment form. Unfold-
ing of the yarn, in fact, denotes care-
ful research by the writers and di-
rector, and the result is a believable,
interesting picture that should add
prestige to Metro's B Schedule this
season.

Therie are only two major acting
roles in this teeofl of the 'Kildate'
series, both medical' and capitally
handled by Lionel Barrymore, as the
irascible, crippled genius, and Lew
Ayres, a young interne groping for
the particular phase of medicine to
which he is best suited. Major por-
tion of the 83-minute footage is de-
voted to the hazing Barrymore (Dr.
Gillespie), gives Ayres (Dr. Kildare),
but it's all a buildup to Barrymore
appointing Ayres as his assistant at
the finale. At one point Barrymore
criticizes Ayres lor snap judgment,
telling the novitiate that a 'good doc-
tor examines a patient, then x-ray's
him and then sits down and gives the
matter plenty of thought before mak
ing a definite diagnosis.' This por,
tion alone can be Considered an edu-
cational one for the public at large.

Story's opening has young Ayres
returning home from medical school
to be confronted by the front parlor
of his small-town home being con-
verted into a physician's office by
his father,' also a doctor. Ayres,
however, has received an interneship
in a large New York hospital and he
breaks tiway from his parents and
childhood sweetheart, Lynne Carver,
in order to 'find himself.' His first

jam occurs when an ambulance at
tendant fails to follow his orders to
administer oxygen to an alcoholic,
latter proving to be a powerful poli
tician who.se death brings newspaper
censure. Then Ayres saves the life

of- a young heiress who attempts
suicide, also sayjUfitt^ieKgifl frfixo in-
carceration in a sanitarium by dis

proving the theory of the hospital's
top psychiatrist. ,> This endears him
to Barrymore and wins reinstate-
ment.to the hospital stafi after he's
canned for insubordination^ Ending
lends itself perfectly to a sequel.
Besides Barrymore and Ayres, the

rest of thie oast acquits Itself ' credit-
ably. Miss Carver," as the love inter-
est, and Jo Ann Sayers, as the so-
ciety girl bent on self-destruction,
both show promise of future cine-
matic Importance. Samuel S. Hinds
and Emma Dunn, as Ayres' parents,
give their sympathetic roles nice
shading, while Walter Kingsford, as
the hospital super, ia understandable
in a hardly likeable part. Nat Pen-
dleton is in for mild comedy as the
ambulance attendant ana gets by.
Screenplay by Harry .Ruslcin and'

Willis Goldbeck, from an original

by Max Brand, is an A-1 job, both
in carry-through and dialog. Ssr^e
goes for Harold S. Bucquet's direc-
tion, nicely paced, imaginative with-
out being implausible. Lou Ostrow
is the producer and provided ex-
cellent production effects and sets
considering the small budget. Scho.

LISTEN, DARLING
(WITH SONGS)

Hollywood, Oct. 14.
Metro reloase of Jack Cummlngs produc-

tion. Features Judy Garland. Freddie Bar-
tholomew, Mary Aator, Walter PIdgeon.
Directed by Edwin I.<. Marin. Screenplay
by Elaine Ryan and Anne Morrison Chapin
from story by Katherlne Brush. Songs, Al
Hoftjnan, ' Al Lewis. Murray Mencher,
Joseph McCarthy, Milton. Ager and James
F. Hanley. Camera, Charles Lawton, Jr.:
aim edjtor. Blanche SewelK Previewed at
Weatwood Village, Oct, 18, '38. Running
time. 72 mlns.
Pinkie Wlngate Judy Garland
Buzz Mitchell Freddie Bartholomew
Dottle WIngate Mary Astor
Richard Thurlow Walter PIdgeon
J. J. Slattery Alan Hale
Blllle WIngate Scotty Beckett
Abercromble Barnett Parker
Mr. Drubbs Gene Lockhart
Uncle Joe Charles Grapewln

Handicapped by an illogical and

unconvincing story, initial effort of

Metro to team Judy Garland and
Freddie Bartholomew is a light-

weight offering that will sneak

through on the lower sections of

double bills. Has little to offer aside

from three good song numbers han-

dled capably by Miss Garland which
have been nicely ro.utined in the

action.

Yarn was an unhappy choice as

the first for the Garland-Bartholo-

mew duo. ' Action b.umps along at

an uninteresting pace for consider-

able portion of the picture, "and only

generates briet spurts during the

second half._ As result, both direc-

tion and acting suffers, with all

hands indicating they are straining

to overcome basic ^ry deficiencies.

' Teaming of Miss Garland and
Bartholomew in a feature settles of
adolescent youth would se.em to have
b. 0. potentialities, but just how far
the youngsters can go togetheir will
have to be decided' if and when they
are provided .with better material.
In a few sequences, spark of what
Metro had in mind for the pair broke
through, but these moments were
all too brief on which to gauge fu-
ture possibities.

Young Bartholomew is at the age
where he is fast sprouting. He is

several inches taller than In last
film appearance, while his voice, has
dropped down the scale consider-
ably. It's a critical point in the
career of the boy, and Metro will
have to use extreme care in guiding
him through the. next year or two.
When Mary Astor considers mar-

riage to insure security of her two
children, Judy Garland and Scotty
Beckett, Bartholomew steps in to
assist Miss Garland to prevent such
a . move. Pair abduct the mother
and young soji in a trailer for a tour,
figuring trip may change her mind,
and there is always a chance.of turn-
ing up a more likely candidate for
a stepfather. On the road, entourage
meets Walter Pidgeon, lawyer, who
goes for the wide., open spaces in a
deluxe trailer. Kids bring Miss. As-
tor and Pidgeon together in a speedy
two-day romance to put everything
shipshape.

Scotty Beckett, as the unruly kid
brother, runs through with idea of
providing comedy, but most of the
material .fails to click for laughs.
Best sequence is the routine in which
the kid uncovers a skunk family
and becomes their victim. Even here
there is a lack of spontaneity that
would have greatly heightened com-
ed.y values. Members of cast can-
not rise above script deficiencies.
Several long passages of dialog be-
come tiresome and slow things up
to a walk. Mary Astor, Pidgeon
and Hale do the best they can under
the circumstances.
Judy Garland gives out with ,three

above-average tunes that she pre-
sents in fine style. The tunes have
been around for some time, as pops,
titled. 'On the Bumpy Road to Love,'
by Hoffman-Lewis-Mencher; 'Ten
Pins in the Sky,' by McCarthy-Ager,
and 'Zing! Went the Strings of My
Heart,' by James F. Hanley. These
are pops merely interpolated Into a
film.

Metro has given picture standard
production mounting, but photog-
ffaplix cqvU^ • l?e . gi;€!^tly jipproved,
especially in the lightmg.

SERVICE DE LUXE
Hollywood, Oct., 13,

Unlvenal celeav of Edmund Grainicer
production. Stars Constance Bennett: fea-
tures Vincent Price, Charlie Ruggles, Helea
Broderlok, Mlscha Auer, Joy Hodges. DU
rectedi by BowWna V. Lee, Screenplay by
Gertrude .Purcell and Leonard Splgtlgass
from original by Bruce Manning and Vera
Caspary; camera, aeor.ge Robinson: edi-
tor, Ted Kent. Previewed at Pantages
Hollywood, Oct. 12, '88. Running time; «S
m|ns.

.

Helen Murphy, Constance Bennett
Robert Wade Vincent Price
Scott Boblnspn Charlie Rugglee
Powl. ...Helen Broderick
Bebenko MIscha Auer
Audrey Robinson Joy Hodgea
Butler Hftlliwell Hobbes
Chester Balnbrldge', ; Chester Clute

A speedy comedy-drama, combin-
ing deft direction, several topnotch
performances and' a rather novel
story, 'Service De Luxe,' will hold
its own for average biz as a leadofl
attraction in the keyj: Picture serves
as showcase for 'Vincent Price, re-
cruited from stage where he recent-
ly played with Helen Hayes in 'Vic-
toria Regina.' Unknown to general
picture audiences 'up to this point,
Price gets off to a flying start, and
Universal has a player who may go
rapidly into the top brackets.

Price is particularly capable in
handling his assignment as lead op-
posite Constance Bennett. He un-
covers a screen personality that car-
ries a zing for the femmes.
Miss Bennett carries her role with

lightness and firmness that,surpasses
anything she has .don? in recent
months. Charlie Ruggles turns in
his usual capable' performance, and
same goes for Helen Broderick and
Mischa Auer. Joy Hodges, in process
of . buildup by Universal, is especial-
ly impressive as the man-chasing,
scatterbrain deb.

Rowland 'V. Lee gives intelligent
direction throughout, keeping yarn,
moving at ai lively pace and getting
a wealth of comedy out of both sit-

uations and dialog. Lee has dramatic
spots under fine control, handling
them with delicacy and verve, yet
within the range of plausibility. Se-
quence wherein Miss Bennett dis-
closes her true identity to Price is

a particularly fine piece of direc-
tion.

Operating a service bureau for
rich clients. Miss Bennett handles
their affairs from writing checks to
securing opera tickets and staging
weddings. She falls in love with
Price, nephew' of a grouchy /client,

while trying to head him away from
New York,
Original story by Bruce Manning

and Vera Caspary is based on the
rise ;of service organizations that
have cropped up In severals parts of
the country. Many of the situations
can be tabbed as actual Hollywood
experiences provided by various of-
fices catering to the greats of the
filmy colony. Screenplay gives the
required lightness to the yarn, and
maintains a fast and steady tempo
right from the start.
Universal has given picture top

production in all departments. Set-
tings are .excellent, and photography
by George Robinson hits a high
level of quality. Gowns worn by
Miss Bennett and Miss. Hodges are
eye-appealing for the women, and
both display their creations in great
style.

New regime on the U lot Is at-
tempting to inject showmanship
into company's A releases. They
accomplished their aim in this one,
and provide exhibs with plenty of
angles for smart exploitation to
garner some extra grosses.

Annabel Takes a Tour
Hollywood, Oct. 15.

RKO release of Lou Lusty production.
Features Jack Oakle, Lucille Ball. Di-
rected by- Lew Landers. Screenplay by
Bert Granef and Olive Cooper from elory
by Joe BIgelow; based on 'characters cre-
ated by Charles Hoffman.' Camera, Russell
Metty; editor, Harry Marker. Previewed
in Projection Room, Oct. 14, '33. Running
time, (16 mlns.
Lanny Morgan Jack Oakle
Annabel ' Lucille Ball
Josephine Ruth Donnelly
Webb Brad ley Page
Viscount Ralph Forbes
Natalie Fronces Mercer
Thompson t Donald McBrlde
Marcella : Alice White
Poochy Pepito
Pitcalrn Chester Clute
Laura Jean Rouverol
Viscountess Clare Verdera
Longshoreman.... Edward Gorgan

Second of the Annabel series is a
zippy comedy that swings along at a
merry pace while press agent Jack
Oakie continues to manipulate film
star Lucille Ball in and out of trouble.
It's a strong programmer that will
materially advance interest in the
series. There is sparkle and zest to

the comedy passages which are en-
livened by snappy dialog. Picture
rolls at a fast clip with no dull mo-
ments, and maintains quality set by
first of the series.

RKO turned out 'Affairs of Anna-
bel' several months ago, and studio
execs decided the screwball adven-
tures of a p. a. and a film star was
good basis for a series. 'Annabel
Takes a Tour' is the second offering,

and indicates that RKO will have
a profitable series of moderate-
budget features in its yearly pro-
gram.
Main characters created by Charles

Hoffman in 'Affairs of Annabel' are
set against background of film star's

personal appearance tour to provide
i^efieff. pt comedy situations. Spirit

(Continued on page 27)
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NEW PRffiSTLEY

PLAYOICKS

WLONDW
London, Oct. 18.

J. B. Priestley's new comedy,

•When We Are Married,' presented

by Basil Dean, was cordially re-

ceived in opening at the St Martin's

last Tuesday night (11).

•A Party for Christmas,' light-

weight comedy with no commercial
appeal, opened at the Arts theatre

the same night.

'Tree of Eden,' by Kenneth Home,
opened at the ApoUo on Wednesday
(12). A rather poor play about a

girl brought up on an island minus
all biological knowledge. Uncommer-
cial though personal hit scored by
Ulli Palmer. 'Private History,' by
James Courage, preemed at the Gate
Wednesday (12). A more or less

male 'Maedchen in Uniform,' boldly

but inoffensively written, and pre-

sented. Well received and highly

praised by critics.

'Quiet Wedding' flimsy farce, well

played, but impossible commercially,

opened at Wyndham's Friday (14).

Press generally favorable. Elizabeth

Allan and Frank Lawton are fea-

tured.

DEANNA DURBIN FHH
TOPS SO. AFRICAN BIZ

Cape Town, Oct. 5.

•Mad About Music' (U), starring

Deanna Durbin, has been doing big

biz here, setting the pace among
Yankee films. Others playing here:

Alhambra, 'Gold Diggers in Paris'

(WB); Colosseum, 'Mad About Mu-
sic' (U); Plaza, 'Woman Against

Woman' (M-G), followed by 'Shop-

worn Angel' (M-G); Royal, 'Tom
Sawyer* (UA) and Adelphi, 'Jezebel'

(WB).

Johannesburg, Oct. 5.

Four Metro films lead here. Other
pictures: Plaza, 'Radio City Revels'

(RKO), followed by 'Doctor Rhythm'
(Par); Standard, 'First Lady' (WB);
Colosseum,' 'White Banners' (RKO),
followed by 'Mad About Music' (U);

Bijou, 'Beg, Borrow or Steal' (M-G);
Metro, 'Fast Company' (M-G), fol-

lowed by 'Crowd Roars* (M-G).

Durban, Oct. 5.

Films playing here: Criterion:

•Robin Hood,* followed by 'Blue-

beard' (Par); King's, *Hell Below'

(M-G), followed by 'Tom Sawyer'
(UA); Metro, 'Fast Company' (M-G);
•Playhouse, 'Mad About Music' (U);

20th Century, 'To Mary, With Love'

(20th); and Palace, 'Cowboy and Kid'

(U).

Fnlter Plans London

Date for Howard Revoe

Sydney, Oct. 1.

Sir Ben Fuller is considering a

flight to London soon to arrange a

season there for Harry Howard te

vue, 'Hollywood Hotel,' after it made
such a tremendous hit recently in

Auckland, New Zealand. It came in

here last week, later planning to tour

the key cities within the Common
wealth. Musical stars Willie and
Eugene Howard. Fuller also plans

selling the show for a tour in South
Africa.

Besides the Howards, Marty May,
Jack and June Blair and the Apple
Dancers are in the cast.

Jessie Matthews-Hale To

Star in London Musical
London, Oct, 18.

Jessie Matthews and her husband,
Sonnie Hale, will star in a stage mu
sical this fall, tentatively titled 'Star

dust.' Lesser Samuels has done the
libretto. Harry Woods, the Ameri-
can songwriter, will do the tunes.

Woods is due to sail for here from
New York Oct. 28, with Reg Con
nelly, now on a visit to America,

Map Another 'Paprika'

Showing After Doctoring
London, Oct. 10.

Eric Maschwitz and George Pos-
ford are doctoring their 'Paprika,*
the recent skidder at His Majesty's,
and are injecting practically a new
first act. Show will probably appear
under a new name; and will be given
a tryout in the sticks before hitting
the West End again.
The same thing happened with

'Balalaika,' originally called 'Gay
Hussar,' which toured the sticks for
the late Julian Wylie. It was then
rewritten, with the title changed, and
was a near-flop at the Adelphi, but
proved one of the season's out-
standers when transferred to His
Majesty's.

YANK COS.' LOW

NETINAUSSE

Sydney, Oct. 1.

Breakdown of total gross revenue
of eight U. S. major distributors dur-
ing 1937 shows that the net return
on each feature averaged only about
$10,000. Total gross is said to have
been about $10,000,000, but of this,

combined expenses were listed at

$5,565,000, which left net of $4,435,-

000. There were 400 U. S. imports
in 1937.

Even Australian distributors, did
not view the $10,000 net per fllm as
out of line considering high produc-
tion costs of American features. And
in securing this return, U. S. dis-

tributors were giving employment to
thousands of Australians. Also vari-
ous state governments were receiv-
ing a tidy sum via the high assess-
ment on both positive and negative
prints brought into Australia by
American companies.

H'lOD MEETS

Companies to Reshape Ac-
tivities to Conform with

tJnsettled Conditions and
Restrictions in Europe

—

Annual Income of 35-55%
Hit—Cuts Costly Pictures

CONSIDER VACATING

NADIA DAITTY HEADS

nSCHER'S PARIS SHOW

Paris, Oct. 11.

With the exception of bis own
popular bar, for the first time in
his life Georges Carpentier is an
m.c., for the old Restaurant des Ara-
bassadeurs, reopened as Les Ambas-
sadeurs by Clifford C. Fischer.

Out to get some of the middle-
class trade, Les Ambassadeurs is of-

fering a good biU, topped by Nadia
Dauty, new French singing star, with
Eddie Foy's orchestra for swing and
Aldo Campoamor's tango band. Open-
ing bill carries Eddie Vitch^ Lutter
Twins, Earl and Josephine Leach
and Menciassi Bros.

HIM ON PAUL EBITGER
Cape Town, Oct. 5.

'Oom (Uncle) Paul,' based on the

life of Paul Kruger, the last presi-

dent of the Transvaal, will start

shooting early next year.

Expected to be completed in Au-
gust,

Current London Plays
(With Dates When Opened)

'Fiench Without Tears,' Criterion—Nov,
0. 'm.
'Robert's Wife,' Globe—Xov. 23, '37.

'Me and My Girl,' Victoria Palace—Doc.
16. '37.

'Nine Sharp,' Llttle-.Tan. 20, '38.

•Wild Oatg," Princess-April 13. '38.

'Bnnnna Ridge.' .Str.-»nd—April 27, "38.

'Glorious ilornlnB.' Whitehall, May 20,
*38.

'Spring Meeting,' Ambassador — May 81,

•38.

'Lot's Wire,' Savoy-June 10.

'Comedienne,' Aldwych—June 1ft.

The Fleet's Lit Up,' Hlppodronoe-Aug.

'George and Margaret,' PlccadUly—Aug,
30.
'Thou Shalt Not.' Playhouse—Aug. 31,

'Running Riot,' Gnlcty—Aug. 31.

'Plashing Stream.' Lyric—Sept. 1.

'Room for Two.' Comedy—Kept. 6.

'The Lnst Truinp,' Dul<e of Yorii's-Sept,
13.
'Pear Octopus,' Queen.s-Sept. 1-1.

'The Corn I.s Green,' Duchess-Sept, 20.

'Trollus and Crea.sidn,' Westminster-
Sept. 21.

'Goodbve, Jlr. Chips,' Shaftesbury—Sept.
23.
'Elephant In Arcady.' Klngsway-Oct. 5.

'The White Guard,' Piioenlx—Oct. 6.

'Bobby Get Your Gun,' Adelphla—Oct. T.

•Behind Blinds.' Winter Garden—Oct. 10.

'AVhen We Are Married,' St. Martln's-
Oct. 11.

'A Partv for Christmas,' .A.rtH—Oct. 11.

'Private History,' Oate-Oct. 12,

'Tree" of Eden,' Apollo—Oct. 12.

'Quiet Wetlrtln ,' Wyndhahri's-:Oct'.M<.
' •

. ; '
I » 'V.

Unsettled conditions in Europe,
new restrictions, added taxes and
penalties not only have cut down
American income from foreign mar-
kets but threaten to continue doing
so on a mounting scale. New na-
tionalization of distribution by Italy

is regarded as ^rpical of the trend.

General foreign situation is such
that last week sill major executives

were informed that the production
policies in Hollywood must be re-

shaped to fit the heavily reduced for-

eign income.

35-55% Income Lost

Removal of foreign Income sources

would mean that no longer could

American companies depend on out-

side U. S. territory for 35-55% of

their total revenue. This would curb
those $2,000,000 productions,

Japan, China, Spain, part of

Czechoslovakia, Austria, Germany
and even Italy currently do not pro-

vide the same revwiue that was
available to American companies a

couple of years ago. In addition,

England has a more severe quota

which cuts into the net cash re-

turn on pictures distributed there.

There are restrictions in other Eu-
ropean cotmtries and 'several states

in Australia are seeking quotas.

Before any wholesale withdrawal
from Italy, the film industry will

employ every chcuinel available to

bring about a more equitable setup

than presently proposed, The big

play just now is for the picture

qompanies to offer a united front,

even' to jthe complete withdrawal
from Italian territory, in bringing a
modification of the sweeping nation-

alization order.

No new contracts are being drawn
up by most major companies beyond
next Jan, 1 in hopes of converting

II Duce to the American idea that

the nationalization order is unfair

to U. S. interests and,, of course, all

foreign interests. Also no equip-

ment is being shipped to Italy.

Exhibs May Take a Hand
Picture officials In N. Y. argue

that if the Italian market for Amer-
ican films is as big a£> recently indi-

cated, the need for HoUywood prod-
uct may become so pressing that

Italian exhibitor interests will take

a hand and bring pressure on the

government.
Actual wholesale withdrawal of

^American picture firms from Italy,

however, would mean paying con-

siderable in indemnities to Italian

employes, loss of coin on leases,

supplies, equipment and in several

instances synchronization studios

presently leased to U. S. companies.

French Decree Regulating Foreign

Imports Curtails Yankee ADotment,

Hikes Influx of Other Nations Prod.

Hicks Looks to Stick

Around London For

Quite a Long Time

London, Oct, 18.

John W. Hicks, Jr., Paramount

foreign distribution chief, who now
additionally is acting as head of

Par's British company, may continue
in the post for some time. Indicated
here this week that Hicks may go
to New York and return to London
again before any official is per-
manently named to the position.

Because of pressing duties here in

England, Hicks may accomplish
many of the things he intended do-
ing on visits to other European na-
tions from London,

Paris, Oct. 11.

Americans were caught unpre-
pared here last week when the hunt-
ing season to bag visas for the 94
foreign-dubbed films, which may be
shown in France between Jan, 1 and'
June 30, of 1939, was declared open.
Changes made in the law last June,

regulating " the number of foreign
films which may be shown in this

country each year, was the cause of
it all. The decree, regulating the
importation and release of foreign
films did not change the number al-

lowed—^that stands, at 188 each year—^but the manner in which these
films must be presented for visas
was changed, thus causing all the
grievances.
A new clause was included, mak-

ing it necessary that all films be
dubbed before they could be regis-

tered for visas. That's what caught
the Yanks short. Previously, for-

eign films could be registered be-
fore 'Uiey were dubbed' and then
dubbed after, the visas were obtained.
As a result—no official figures

have yet been released-^nly some
55 to 58 American films were regis-

tered for visas during the first days
in October, when registrations open
for films to be shown during the first

six months of 1939.

79-72 Average Heretofore
Hitherto, American companies

have averaged between 70 and 72
pictures each semester, the re-
mainder going to other foreign film's.

Now, as only 50-odd were ready for
registration, it most likely means
that the- margin of foreign films from
other countries will be greatly in-

creased over any previous yfears.

Believed that American companies
were able to present films for regis-
tration, to obtain visas, in the fol-

lowing numbers: Fox, 13; Metro, 16;

Paramount, 12; RKO, two; Warners,
two—perhaps three; Universal, one
(probable); Columbia, seven; UA,
two American and two British. Fig-
ures for the number of films pre-
sented by other foreign countries
could not be obtained with any
amoimt of surety, but it's understood
that a sufficiency of these have been
presented to almost fill the foreign
quota of 94 for the first six months
of 1939.

So, because the Yanks could not
get their product over and dubbed
in time, it's obvious where the
American business in this country is
headed. With the small number of
films some of the big companies have
presented for registration, it's indi-
cated they cannot maintain large of-
fices here. Metro, Par and Fox do
their own dubbing while the others
are forced to contract with inde-
pendents here. The law stipulates
that films shown here must be
dubbed in French territory.

Seek Old Grants
American representatives have

fought to have visas for foreign films
granted in somewhat the same pro-
portion as those granted before the
present law, but so far such pleas
have been made to deaf ears. If such
an arrangement could be made, the
Yanks would at least be assured of
their 72 visas each semester and
could register their films for visa
distribution here when they were
ready instead of having to register
those that are finished and dubbed—
and probably not the best product

—

in order to get any. visas at all.

According to figures reprinted
here, 66 French pictures will be dis-
tributed in America during 1938-39,
a big increase over any recent year.
If measures like those adopted here
were enforced in the States, it's held
likely that the French would lift
their restrictions.

Until the Franco-American treaty
came into effect Americans unloaded
their grievances on the Minister of
Beaux Arts and then on the Minister
of Commerce. Now that the new
inter-ministerial commission has
been given legal status, complaints
must now be made to that group.
For some unknown rejison it has
been placed under the premier's of
fice, as' Yves Qhataigneati, «toretary

general of the Presidence du Con-
seil, was named president. * This
move is thought to have something
to da with a tightening of the ex-
portation of certain types of French
films, which are felt to be bad for
French prestige abroad, and un-
doubtedly to check closer the fllm
business here, which includes the
importations 6t films.

In any case, for the next six
months, it appears as though the
Americans will be forced to exploit a
smaller number of films here than
in the recent past. There is nothing
in the terms of the treaty which can
be' invoked to change the present
setup.

Probe Violation

Of D.S. Act Pacts

At Casino in Rio

D'Aguair Mendonca, recently ap-

pointed sole U.- S. booker for the

Casino iSalneario da Urea, Rio de
Janeiro, has sailed for Rio to in-

vestigaie claims that American and
other foreign acts are mistreated

and their contracts violated there.

Most recent beef was that of Bar-
ron Lee, Negro band leader".

Before sailing, Mendonca claimed

that much of the skulduggery is

perpetrated in the U. S. before acts

sail for Rio. Since here, he has

been dealing with the Willian>. Mor-
ris agency. Music Corp. of America,
Charlie Allen, et al^ who regard the

Urea date highly. Opinion is that

much of South Americans poor rep

is generated from unscrupulous
agents, who juggle things from this

end.

There is never any trouble with
acts as long as they behave, says

Mendonca. When acts fail to live

up to contracts Casino has no al-

ternative but to retaliate. He agrees

that situations arise but also states

that they are frequently ironed out.

As for contracts themselves, they
must be okayed by the consulate

here and again in Rio on arrival.

Syndicate which operates the Ca-
sino also controls automobile, lum-
ber, coffee imits and newspapers.
There's no need for such, an enter-

prise to milk acts, says rep. Actual-
ly the two shows and three bands
are used as a come-on for the gam-
bling ceisino.

On taking over In New York he
was instrumental in the fifing of an
employee of the Braziliait Ibiforma-

tion Bureau who had been booking
acts out of that' semi-official office.

Acts had been invariably fleeced.

KING MAY 60 ROUND

WORLD IN 40-FOOTER

Jean Paul King, the announcer, is

sailing Saturday for Florida in a 40-

foot boat. Wife and baby along.

Whether the trip will be limited to
a Florida winter or extended to a
stunt cruise around the world is yet
to be decided.

A. IH^ Loew in Hex

Mexico City, Oct 18.

Arthur M. Loew, head of Metro's
international department, is due to
arrive here tomorrow (Wednesday)
from "Vera Cruz for about two weeks.
He's been in Havana, first stop on
his ciurent tour of Central and
South American cities.

Present trip will exteild about two
months logger after he leaves here.
Loew planning New Yoik retvtm
sliortly: be^^« ^1^.^ jjfear.
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MUSIC HALL, N. Y.

Richard Leibert, Glee Club, Rocfc-

ettes. Ballet, Gloria Hills, Bob Wil-

liams, Robert Topping, Three Olym-
pics, M. H. Symph with Erno Rapee,

conductor; Mischa Violin, Lamar
Stringfield, associated; Jacques Gas-

selin, David Novalis; 'There Goes My
Heart' (VA), reuiewcd in Variety,

Sept. 28.
,

Lat«st stage concoction by Rus-
sell Markert, 'Fun-fiesta,' has all the

contrasting elements needed for

popular entertainment Jias a dash
of old and new, touch of topflight

vaudeville, classical music and the

eye-fQling. maneuvers of the Rock-
ettes. There's also a Colonial dance
by the ballet corps, and Vin Lindhe's
Glee Clubbers even go from soft

music to swing.
The Glee Club gives further evi-

dence that it's more than just a
vocal combo in novel 'S(w)ing Ses-

sion.' Starts out with tenor aria,

'None So Rare, None So Fair,' from
Flotow's 19th century opera, with
particularly effective group war-
bling. Then the clubbers shift to

swinging same. Aggregation not only
switches from one type of melody
to another, barelj catching its

breath, but do several different for-

mations before blackboard bearing
names of music masters.

Clever opening reveals colonial

fhahsibn at night as Gloria Hills

sings 'Down Home.' This set is

perched on upper half of stage,

lower portion being finished off

with giant sunflowers from which,
ballet girls emerge. Offers excuse
for them to pirouette in spotlighted
groups and Unes.
Pop vaude appeal comes in unique

tricks Bob Williams puts dog, Red
Dust, through. Dog goes through
semi-acro feats, flips from floor to

master's hands, culminating with a
onerleg stand, hightlight of the act.

•Ball Masque' finale is introduced
by the singing of Robert Topping
and Miss Hills at side of stage as

ballroom is slowly revealed behind
scrim. Whole scene is not fully

lighted until groups of singers- do
'Three Musketeers,' 'Alice Bluje

Gown,' 'Home on the Range' and
'Snow White' at spotlighted center
stage.
This leads to appearance of Russ-^

costumed group, the Olympics. Two
men and girl roUerskate on white
circular table. T6pmost feats are
swinging of femme by one male artd

the solo ballet twirling of the other
male.

"

Gene Snyder's dance presentation,
done by the Rockettes, is a fanciful
routine with familiar formation iof

lines, but includes numerous AVhiirls

-^all done in unison. Group' wears
abbreviated white skirts with red
and w^iite upper garment and red
masks. Even to the most callous
critic the work is a big click.

•Erno Rapee's splendid orchestral
organization, of course, has the first

lew minutes as it plays highlights
from 'Orpheus in the Underworld,'
by Offenbach, which provides chance
.for the string and reed instruments
to elaborate. Added item is the vio
lin cadenza by Jacques Gesselin and
I)avid Novalis. Also, there's Rich
ard Leibert at the organ. iVteor.

EARLE, PHILLY

the aisle while he patters a corny
flood of goo to his darinet, whose
birthday is allegedly being cele-
brated. Scrim then goes up, reveal-
ing a highly attractive set and drop,
with his 14-piece crew and five
n.s.h-looking femmes dressed in
white. Lewis warbles Tm Gonna
Lock My Heart' while Loretta Lane
does some so-so tapping..
Gale Sextet, three guys and three

gals, terp. All lookers and nicely
dressed, but rdutines are only fair.

Not half so good as when recently
caught at a nitery here, apparently
stymied on the stage by. lack of
space. More Lewis chirping next
and then Whittier wanding the or-
chestra in Tiger Rag.' Lewis again
pipes 'When My Baby Cries for Me'
with Whittier, okay.
Danny White, comic terper and

pantomimic, follows. Strong. Johnny
Coy, tapster, has good technique but
fails to sell. Another good idea fol-

lows, but that, too, needs plenty
of pepping. Flat, pasteboard paint-
ing of an organ is let- down from
the proscenium. Has five holes,
through which the five gal chirpers
put their faces, lighted from he-
hind with small flashlights. They
sing While Lewis is apparently play-
ing the organ and Vera-EUen does
a ballet hit. Very slow.
Then, heavy scrim is let down,

bearing Lewis insignia of top hat
and clarinet. Spotlight iii the pit
throws maestro's shadow against
this as he warbles 'Me and My
Shadow.' Scrim later goes up
while Lewis continues on Scune
theme with Whittier and a white
and a colored gal. Then another bit
by the Gale six. Herb.

STATE-LAKE, CHI

Philadelphia, Oct. 15.

Ted Lewis Orch, Eddie Leonard,
Shelton Brooks, Danny White, Vera
EUlen, Johnny Coy, Charles 'Snow-
bdlV- Whittier, Loretta Lane, Gale
Sextet, LoU Schrader house orch;
'Breaking the Ice' (RKO).

Earle this week is Ted Lewis' first

stop on a three-month theatre tour.
He has a revue concocted, in just
a lew days. It's loaded with good
ideas and tricky- novelties but
limps most of the way.
Real bright spots in the 60-minute

setup are provided by two old-
timers, Eddie Leonard and Shelton
Brooks, both of whom are solid.

They're on next-to-closing in one of
the good Lewis ideas. He introes
the scene as the old Bsaux Arts
Cafe. Philadelphia, in the days when
B. F. Keith's and 20 legit houses
were going strong.' It's celeb night
and Leonard is up from Keith's.
Vet, who's no^y 62, in the blackface
in "which he' was familiar as The
Minstrel Man' a couple of decades
ago, goes through his old routine,
chirping his own 'Ida, Sweet As
Apple Cider' in a strong voice and
attempting his ' shuffle dance with
some trepidation^ Anpealing per-
sonality and real solid, entertain-
ment win a sympathetic house right
off the bat.
Following Leonard, Lewis brings

to the Beaux Arts' celeb night 'Wil-
liams and Walker.' 'Williams is

Brooks and 'Walker' is Lewis'
shadow. Charles 'Snowball* Whit-
tier. They go through a comic pat-
ter routine, getting off some fairly
strong gags and some okay terp-
ing. Brooks is then introed as him--
self and pianos two of the tunes
which he authored. 'Some of These
Days' and 'Darktown Strutters'
Ball.' The former ha.s become close-
ly associated with Soohie Tucker.
Brooks' warbling is good and he also

wins the hou.ee.
' Lewis oppns the show with an
usher bringing a birthday cake up

Chicago. Oct. IS.

Monroe & Adams Sisters, Vic
Hyde, Three O'Connors, Bohhy Mc-
Clean & Sun Valley Ice Revue,
(10), House Lines; 'Chaser' (M-G).

This ' is a four-act show with the
last turn bejng^ an ice routine. Mc-
Clean has assembled a pretty fair 10-

person skating flash, using a line' of
six girls, two femme solos and two
men skaters. Difficulty here is that
they're using composition for the
skating, which tends to slow up the
skaters.

McClean holds the act together,
working with a femme partner for
some figure skating and returning
later for some barrel jumping and
trick work. Femme solo swan dances
and is burlesqued by a male comic,
who takes some pratt-falls for the
-few laughs in the routine. Line is

costumed well and routine helps, too.

Act indicates haphazard production,
especialljr the music-cuing. Music is

not tied in with the routines, mere-
ly cutting off when the routine stops
instead of being arranged so that
music and performer quit simul-
tanieously.

Three acts make up a good vaude
bill preceding the Sun Valley unit.

Opening are Monroe and the Adams
Sisters in fine novelty juggling.
Rhythm juggling of the tambourines
by Monroe is especially well re-
ceived. Vic Hyde hurries his turn
here, giving 'em his one-man band
stuff and exiting without bothering
about his dance items, which is

$mart handling, due to the hoofing
turn that follows.

O'Connor Family is now the Three
O'Connors, two young men ahd the
five-year-old girl. But the trio is

still vaude dynamite. Boys display
good, clean family comedy and toss
in some neat hoofing. Youngster is

a solid scorer with her warbling,
crossfire lines and some dancing.
Biz good last show Friday (14).

Gold.

STRAND, N. Y.

CAPITOL, WASH.
Washington, Oct. 15.

Chester Hale Girls, Gale & Car-
son, i'redric Sylvester & His
Niphews, Ciro Rimac & His Mu-
chachos, Phil Lampkin house orch;
'Five of a Kind' (20th).

Mixture of vaude and .revue this
week has plenty variety and talent,
although Broadway and South
American atmospheres tend to
clash- Latter is especially true when
the Rimac's set rhumba tempo for
last half of show and entry of tall

line for joint finale makes midgets
of Cubans and deadpans of hoofers.
Swing overture, with pit maestro,

Phil Lampkin, contributing a
trumpet solo, opens show. Line
then taps to 'LaGiaconda' overture.
Fredric ' Sylvester and his three
midgets follow to kefp up interest
via acrobatics. Finish strong with
headstand stunt.
Gale and Carson hold 'em with

chatter and nut hoofing and intro-
duce the Rimacs, who take over
entire stage for sock latter half of
show with fasti smooth variety.
Nobody in act uses mike and en-
trances and exits are lessons in the
art.

Highlights are Juanita's rhumba
and 'La Congo,' Marguerita's Span-
ish dance and 'LaCucaracha' bit,

Charlie Boy's frequent bursts of nut
hoofing and vocalizing and Nina's
several dances with Rimac. Line
back in sock red and yellow scarf
costumes for clever, modified Span-
ish hoofing, which, unfortunately,
cla.shes with the real thing.
Bix light. Craiff.

Horace Heidt Orch, with King
Sisters, Alvino Rey, Larry Cotton,
Agnes & George, Art Carney, Jean
Famey. 'The Sisters' (WB), re-
viewed in Variety, Oct. 5.

Horace Heidt appears to be apolo-

gizing right and left for a sock unit

Practically every specialty he intrpes

is thrown upon the mercy of the au-

dience, but the latter, fortunatly, took

everything to heart opening night

(14).

The apologies afe^ri't necessary,

even though Heidt's aggregation

doesn't appear as strong at this

Broadway outing as it did at the

nearby Loew's State a coupl6 of

years ago, when the unit impressed

as one of the top groups around.

Weakness now, naturally, is in the,

specialties and not orchestrally, but
there are no glaring faults and
everything gets by.

Per usual, Heidt is more the show-
man than the baton-waver. He
stresses this at this date when he
goes rinto a shag routine with the
femme^alf of the Agnes and George
dance Kam. It's a swell topper for

the stint by the team itself, which,
incidentally, is introed as a new pro
entry from Astoria (L.I.) and looks
much better than the pair that won
the recent New York Daily News
Harvest M'oon Ball. Later in the
show, Heidt supplements his baton-
twirling: with a bit of juggling, but
this fs n.s.g.

Another newcomer is Jean Farney,
young torcher who Heidt claims he
picked up in Cedar Rapids. She's a
little thing with an untrained deep
voice, singing 'I Can't Give You
Anything BUt Love' and 'Meet the
Beat of My Heart.' It's only the
sympathetic buildup, though, that
gets her by,' her voice and style not
holding anything distinctive. And
her black gown is hardly suitable for

one of her stature.

Top dicks of the outfit are still

Alvino Rey, virtuoso on the steel

guitar, arid Larry Cotton, tenor, who
scores with 'Ave Maria,' 'There's a
Faraway Look in Your Eye' and
later with the drinking song from
'La Traviata.' Bernie Madison, on
the drums, beats the skins wildly
when the Heidt crew tries to satiate

the jitterbugs. King Sisters, har-
mony trio, actually have little to do,

though one of the girls shows some
comedy ability in the 'Lone Ranger'
bit. Major "stint by the girls is in

the opening special, 'Fly Outfiew the
Flea,' femmes later also delivering
and dancing (with three of the boys)
the Lambeth Walk.

Art Carney does vocal mimicry of
Lionel Bkrrymore, Al Smith and
F.D.R. that are fairly funny, but one
of the musicians, who's a dead ringer
for Charles Butterworth, can be
given more opportunities. He gets

laughs."-

Though stressing the novelty more
than the music, Heidt's crew is still

plenty forte with a tune. Fact that
the band isn't catering strictly to

the jitterbugs, mixing up the hot with
the sweet, shows smart forethought
That the idea jells was proved by
the heavy applause given everything
by a jammed house opening night.

Show's running 53 minutes, but
actually flies by, evidencing excel-
lent routining. There are 15 in the
band, but, with the sipecialties arid

male choir, 28 people in the outfit

Heidt's band is the first to be
booked into the Strand on a three-
week contract, other bands (except-
ing Johnny Messner's one weeker)
thus far having gotten only two-
week dates. B. o. strength of the
feature. The Sisters' (WB), prob-
ably had something to do with this,

but Heidt, especially when consid-
ering that radio buildup, should
niore than hold - his own at the
wicket Scho.

LYRIC, INDPLS.

Indianapolis, Oct. 15.

Phil Spitolny Orch (22), Evelyn,
Three Little Words, Maxine, Ginger
Harman, Glee Club, Louis DaPron;
'Garden of Moon' (WB).

After a successful season with
name men bands, house gives the
femmes a chance with Phil Spitalny's
22-piece

. girl orchestra providing a
nifty 50 minutes. . Set is eye-appeal-
ing, hung in white, and nicely lighted
in pinks and blues, making a pretty
picture with the white satin cos-
tumes of the girls. . Arrangements
are good, with interpolations worked
in for various sections on almost
every number.

There's class in the opening, with
fiddles setting the. pace on 'Hun-
garian Rhapsody.' Orchestra then
goes into swing, '^ilenberg Joys,' for
contrast Maiine, deep-voiced sing-
er, does well with a romantic med-
ley of 'Man .1 Love' and 'Body <and
Soul.' repeating with the Three Little
Words and Glee Club on 'Shortenin*
Bread.' Louis DaPron, sole gentle-
man visible on stage throughout,
with exception of maestro, comes on
in tails to contribute taps that are
well received.
Brass section shines on appealing

arrangement of Toy Trumpet' Eve-
lyn steps down from fiddle, section

to score solidly with 'Stardust,' re-
peating on, Music. Maestro,' in
which she has the help of five other
violins. Three Little Words click in
harmonizing four tunes, once more
showing the penchant of the ar-
ranger to interpolate. Do a hillbilly
parody, 'Left Me for the Leader of
a Swing Band,' Tavern in the Town'
and 'I Play Fiddle for the Czar.'
Ginger Harman is standout as she

swings 'Or Man Mose' and 'A-Ti^ket,'
last tune working in comedy bits by
orchestra members. She's the band's
one contribution to the jitterbugs
and garners a tremendous salvo. En*
cored *A-Tlsket' three times at show
caught
Show closes -Virith band giving

smooth arrangement of 'Bolero.' Due
to size of orchestra and predomi-
nance of strings, Spitalny is wise to
keep the girls in character, rather
than making an attempt to imitate
the brash arrangements of mal? con-
temporaries.
House full at last show Friday (14).

Kiley.

STATE, HARTFORD
Hartford, Oct. 15.

Four Warners, Harlem' Highlander
Swingsters (6),. Bob Easton «fe Co.

(3), Three Radio Aces, Worren Hy-
met Co.- .(4), Steve Evans, Five El-

gins, Sam Kaplan house orch; 'Ar-

son Racket Squad' (Rep).

House this week has a sock show,
although Warren Hymer on the

marquee fails to draw the custom-
ers.

Following a pop medley by the

house band, Bob Easton, as m. c,

introduces the Four Warners,
mother, father, their daughter and
son. Boy fiddles and dances, gal vo-
cals, and parents hoof. At closes
with all doing some fair hoofing.
The Harlem Highlander Swing-

sters, colored, are attired in red
jackets and green kilts. Four sing
while one drums and the other bull-
fiddles. Get over fair when they
swing several Scottish numbers.
Easton then gags, sings and dances
with midget, Ondee Odett. His act
lip to standard with previous ap-
pearance here'. Miss Odett vocals
effectively .'Why Should I Be Big'
to click. She encores an additional
chorus. Kay Stuart a looker, as-
sists with the gags.
Three Radio Aces' vocalizing

wins heavy palm patter. Boys
easily sell a medley, from swing to
opera, and then go into 'Let the
Rhythm Go to Your. Feet.' 'Dark
Eyes,' and Tiger Rag.'
Hyfner, assisted by his Ivife (Vir-

ginia Myers), making her first stage
appearance, hi,s manager (Guy Ren-
nie) and Thomas Tempest does a
stickup sketch. Breaking away from
his familiar stock picture role of the
dumb duck, Hymer portrays an il-

literate, but smart crook, which
goes over big. Rennie sings two
songs to get by.
In next-to-closing, Steve Evans

gets over best with his impersona-
tions, especially of a hunky on a
tear and Mussolini. He encores with
a dramatic impersonation of the
late Lon Chaney as the 'Hunch-
back of Notre Dame.' Bill closes
with good juggling by the Five El-
gins. Eck.

STRAND, BROOKLYN

STATE, N. Y.

Freddie Bartholomew, Allen and
Croel, Three Swifts, Saul Grauman,
Gautier's Steeplechase; 'Boys Town*
(M-G),

Pretty dull stage show, although
turns Are Individually okay. Freddie
Bartholomew (New Acts) may give
house okay week, with strength from
Metro's 'Boys Town.|

Bill opens with Gautier's Steeple-
chase, standard pony and dog act,
and well liked. Bartholomew then
makes his first appearance for a^ses->
sion at the loudspeaker. He handles
himself with the maturity of a mid-
dle-aged diplomat Gag routine has
him professing to be nervous, but if

he was, there was no visible sign.
On the contrary, he seemed the acme
of poise when caught
AUen and Croel (New Acts) do

nothing in particular, but do it with
easy-going eclat to ingratiate them-^
sel'ves with the customers. The
Three Swifts juggle to nice giggles.
An enco)re by Master Bartholomew
has him backed by film footage of
Judy,,..Garland specially made, to be
part of th.^ personal appearance.-
Saul Grauman's flash act climaxes

with four girls and Grauman beat-
ing out a musical number on stairs

that are hitched to chimes. It's fast

and novel. Land.

Toy & Wing, C. Ray Smith, Bill
Bailey, Cass Dalky, Tom Howard &
George Shelton, Teddy King house
orch (13) with Midgie Fietloics;

'Secrets of An Actress' (WB).

Going into its fifth full week as a
vaudfilmer; Strand is taking some
time catching on. However, busi-
ness was pretty good last show Fri-
day (14).
Tom Howard and George Shelton,

the headliners, disappoint. Act has
cleaned up since playing Billy Rose's
Casa Manana, N. Y., recently, but
in the No. 4 spot here their chatter
slows proceedings somewhat, al-
though they're good for some giggles.
Rest of the show is right in the

groove, GOmboed with Teddy King's
house band, on the stage. Toy and
Wing (New Acts) give bill a fast
'preen> with some clever tapping.
They're Chinese, but do standard
American stuff. Deucer C. Ray Smith
(New Acts) and his marionets are a
fast click.

• Bill Bailey, young Negro tapster,
handles the third rung well. Al-
though doing just a little less than at
his recent showing in his own back-
yard, the Apollo, Harlem, he more
than satisfies.' U.ses Bill Robinson's
clog style to gain plaudits of au-
dience, which makes him encore.
Like ' Bailey, Cass Daley (New

Acts), comedienne-songstress,
, has

been around in niter ies. Recently
played Loew's State, oji Broadway.
Writes swell finis to vaude portion
of show.

Flesh runs 60 minutes and is

pretty compact King breaks into the
middle of show with a song, solo and.
his vocalist Midgie Fellows, also
sontribs. She's in her. third week
here and is still a little too self-
conscious. Came from the borscht
circuit and indicates she's copying
too many styles.

Band is too brassy, and lacks dis-
tinction in arrangements. Hiirl.

HIPP, BALTO

Baltimore, Oct 16.

Gae Foster Girls (16). Lewis &
Van, Slim ft 5lam, Marjorie Gains-
worth, Tim ft Irene; 'Mad Miss Man-
ton' (RKO).

Strong lineup, with Gae Foster line
punching out .three okay routines,
which makes for pleasant change
from straight vaude and band book^
ings of recent weeks. Runs a full
60 mins., and customers go for the
works.
Opening by line, in unison hoof to

'A-Tisket,' brings on Lewis and Van,
youthful lads in tails, who give out
•with sock tappin'» on tiny stairs to
tricky musical accompaniment. Fol-
low with speedy challenge and tie

matters up tightly. Slim and Slam
hold pace with jive singing to ac-
companiment , of guitar and bull-
fiddle. Mix in licks at vibraphone,
piano aAd hoofing to sell nicely.

Softshoe rhythm tap by line pre-
cedes Marjorie Gairisworth. Blonde
has easy style of singing, giving tut
with specially arranged medleys,
from nursery rhymes to opera, all

nicely handled and adroitly sold. Has
to beg off.

Tim and Irene score.strongly with
good material, Irene' in particular
doing her tearful 'Nobody Cares' to
excellent returns. Good gagging and
strong finish with 'Bei Mir Bist Du
Shoen* earn a strong curtain. Closing
routine by line, walking on balls in
tricky formations is a swell flash.
Biz fair. Burm.

PALACE, CLEVE.

Cleveland, Oct. 15,

Wayne Morris, Johnnie ('Scat')

Davis Orch, Slate Bros. (3), Frazee
Sisters (2), Conklin and Thomas,
Meredith, Faye Carroll; 'Valley of

Giants' (WB).

Tieup of Wayne Morris on stage

with his latest film opus, 'Valley of

Giants' (WB) gives this RKO house
its breeziest vaude bill of the fall

season so far, in addition to mar-
quee socko that hasn't been equaled
here often. Hollywood player had
been slated for a date two weeks
ago, but was postponed so that pic-
ture and he could make a. strongeir
combo.
Unit as a result was also pruned,

but choppings after first perform-
ance resulted in quicker pickup and
more emphasis on young, blonde
star. Although he still takes a be-
lated walkon, cast has plenty of
amiable, smart gagging built around
the likeable lad, whose sincerity is

disarming.
Slate Bros. (3) or Johnnie ('Scat')

Davis are with him continually to
fine advantage. The Slates do every-
thing in the way of rib-tickling
heckling. Without them or the help
of picture, Warners' lad might find
it tough going.
Scat-hounds go hot for Davis'

hoarse-voiced, but galvanizing, jit-

ter songs. While he has some rough
edges, he's developing excellent
showmanship. Handles a gag neatly
and pleases with his slam-bang
trumpeting. He carries a violinist, a
gal who's called Meredith on the
billing.

Slates' familiar act of knock-'em-
down buffoonery blends well, A lit-

tle too much suggestion for conserv-
ative natives, yet by and large
they're satisfactory. Faye Carroll is
the blonde foil for the brothers.
Frazee Sisters get in some nifty
close harmony that's better than
their recent w6rk at Great Lakes
Expo, Trickiest numbers are 'Joseph'
and 'Says My Heart,' Conklin and
Thomas are - the flashiest items in
two brief but vivid shag exhibi-
tions.

Biz extra good. Pullen,
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hucky Millinder Orch, with Grace
Grainger, Trevor Bacon; Roy White,
Dorothy Jones, Sunshine and 5am-
•my. Sleepy WHliarhs, Sonny and
Shirley Dall, Sandy Burns, Johnny
LaRue, George Wiltshife, Vivian
Harris, House Line (16), 'City

Streets' (Col).

It's all production at the Apollo

this week, and plenty overboard.

Current show adds Up to 95 mlns.,

which is too much flesh when a good

portion of it is tl6d into dances, etc.

Lucky Millinderls Orchestra (Band
Eevfews) takes a healthy bite of the
tiihe, being O]l'^b6ut'40 mins., but
it's made easier to take, dye to his

two vocalists and Sonny and Shirley
pall. • Opening setting, fe striking bit

of production, runs 24 mins. It's

tagged 'Heaven to Hell* and starts

out in a druniiatic vein through a
comedy skit, and. fades with the
house line ahd Roy White, White
and Dorothy Jones duo, 'I Married

• an Angfel,' which ftts neatly into the
.thebe. Sandy Burns, George Wilt-

shire and Johnny La Rue pull
,
their

antics midway, in a skit which has
Wiltshire togged as Mephistb. Line
Is in abbreviated red costumies, en-
tire scene, after shift from 'Heaven,*

lighted by dancing red flame effect.

Ball-bearing bumper from the
chorys.gets in a few licks here.
. Sunshine Sammy and Sleepy Wil-
liams, is the only outside turn to
^work alone. Colored acrobatic tap-
sters get themselves over without
any trouble. Top hat and tails in

the getaway 'Posin" number gives
'em an overdressed appearance. Dis-
card the kellys, however, for follow-
ing soft shoe and aero. Turn is fast

and well liked.
Sonny and Shirley Dall come in on

Millinder. after the band shifts from
pit to stage. Boy and girl dancers'
forte is the shag, which by now is

passe onstage. But the way these
two handle, it gives it new life. First
call is a mixture of shag, truckin
and what have you, with the terps
not half as interesting as the ' excel-
lent rhythmic treatment given them

' by the girl, in black-pleated, full-

length evening outfit and red bolero,
and boy in tails. Clean, fresh ap-
pearance helps, too.
Dorothy Jones, nice-looking col-

ored songstress, follows the opening
bit, preceding Sunshine and Sleepy.
It's an added turn done in one while
stage scene is shifted. Her selections
are bad here; Does 'Now It Can Be
Told' in a high, thin voice that's un-
natural key for her. Previous *I

Married an Angel' was more her
style.
Line is on again about midway

lor the outstanding production piece.

It's a nursery setting, with the
ponies togged as' youngsters and
Miss Jones as teacher. Bit is built
around the tune, 'Swingin My
Nursery Rhymes.' Incorporates some
good work by the girls in unison
taps, helped immeasurably by the
solid swing from the pit.

Comedy setup is on once again be-
fore Millinder emerges from behind
a drop. Two comedians, Wiltshire
and Vivian Harris, use a meaning-
less piece that earns 'em a few
laughs. Grace Grainger and Trevor
Bacon are Millinder's vocalists and
covered under his band review.

STANLEY, PITT

Pittsburgh, Oct. 15.

Chick Wehb Orch (16), Ella Fitz-
gerald, Lindy Hoppers (4), Chuck &
Chuckles; 'Touchdown, Army' (Par)

Only letdown in Chick Webb's ses-

sion of molten melody is at the get-
away. After that, it's scat, jive and
everything else in the new musical
dictionary, with the customers going
for it all. . House has never seen any
thing quite like it, not even in Benny
Goodman's palmiest days here. Those
Urtinhibited balcony jitterbugs were
practically dancing in the aisles,

stomping, cheering, moaning and.
otherwise working themselves into
ecstasy at show caught.
• It*s a first time for Webb here, but
that's of small consequence since -his

discs and radio time have preceded
him. Crew's virtually all brass, but
Webb also has a flock of specialists
whb can step out and beat away the
hottest solos this side of jitterland.
There's about half a dozen one-man
jam sessions on the roster and they
add to the frenzy,
Webb keeps in background, letting

his drums talk for him, while an un-
billed, good-looking batoneer fronts
lor the outfit -\ Maestro is wise in
holding his show down to the 45

. minute mark since too much of this
wild swins tends to grow wearing
As it is, there's just enough and
Webb leaves 'em clamoring for more.
Weakest portion of the layout proper
is Webb's five-man jam outfit, but
it's only a brief session and doesn't
slow things down too much.
Prom a b.o. standpoint, just as im

portant as Webb himself is Ella Fitz
gerald, .so comnletely identified now
with 'A-Tisket,' which she popular-
ized, that they were yelling for it

ttiinute she put in an appearance on
opening day. Gives them three other
numbers first before swinging the
nursery rhyme and then sticks
around for the torrid finale. Miss
Fitzgerald at times has a style not
unlike Maxine Sullivan's although

she doesn't stick exclusively to the
quiet, rolling vocal quality, giving
her throaty pipes a stiff, booming
workout as well. Curtain alone got
her off.

Webb's also carrying two acts,
Lindy Hoppers (4), who do every-
thing but toss each other over foot-
lights. Kids, however, seem to have
more energy than talent but. they
iget by, although not in a class with
other hopping turns that have played
here recently. Chuck and Chuckles
hit the groove with some comedy
hoofing and a short splash of patter.
Slow in getting started and should
tighten the routine.
Dave Broudy's house orchestra in

the pit Wisely goes to the other ex-
treme in its oveirture, sticking to a
medley of light Viennese waltzes.
Biz big. Cohen.

Embassy Newsreel, N. Y.

History in the making is the way
Fox describes the Embassy's feature
clip, and history it is. For here, with
all the inordinate pomposity dicta-
torial arrogance could muster, the
victory of militarists over democ-
racies is shown, and with no holds
barred.'

Here, as Lowell Thomas describes
it and Fox unspools the Munich par-
ley, there's no questioning a chas-
tened Chamberlain and Dsladier,
representing England and France, re-
spectively, taking the bitter' pill of
subjugation from Hitler and Mus-
solini.

For Hitler and Mussolini there are
shown wildly cheering crowds, hail-
ing their .conquering heroes as if

they had just come home from vic-
tories on the battlefield. For Cham-
berlain and Daladier there are, too,
demonstrations, and yet with a cer-
tain native restraint. There is

shown the actual signing of the ac-
cord that guarantees the Reich their
territorial rights in the Sudeten,
with all four signers penning their
names, in closeups.
Fox and Metro get good closeups

from planes of the oil fire in Lin-
den, N. J., for what are probably
the outstanding clips on the bill as
far as photography ; is concerned.
But for the rest of the card, it's

football that takes the top spot, with
the house featuring Columbia's 20-
18 victory over Army, narrated by
Ted Webbe. From the way the reels
were showing off the Army backs,
one might have suspected that
Army won by a lopsided score.
Since the show opening ran over

the usual hour, house cut a couple
of the football games after the ooen-
er, namely, Pitt-Duquesne, So. Cal.-
Ohio State, UCLA-Washington and
the New. York Giants-Washington
Redskins pro game.
The verbal challenges of the

American Federation of Labor's
William Green and John L. Lewis,
head of the Committee of Industrial
Organization, are mere continuations
of the rivalry between the two
groups for labor control. For the
screen and headlines, it's dull stuff
by now.
An ii^teresting feature reeled by

Pathe of a hitherto unpublicized
talent of President Roosevelt. He's
an architect, too, it's revealed, and
the plans.. for a country home he's
drawn, and their realization, are
shown.
Metro shows British soldiers In

Palestine, attempting to stem the
fighting between Moslems and Jews.
There's some war stuff in China,
which has been forsaken of late due,
apparently, to the Euronean crisis.

But it's more , or less dull. Par has
an obvious publicity plant - in the
Martha Raye.-David Rose marriage.
Miss Raye is under contract' to Par.
. March of Time has a clip on Great
Britain's gradual forge into ' the
foreground in taking a stand on
Hitler aggression. Its preparedness,
the attitude of its people—they're
all designed to show that England
has been slowly rising to meet an
emergency :should Hitler's im-
perialistic designs exceed its bounds.

ROXY, N. Y.

'Eternal ^Ire'
Initial picture in United Artists'

World Windows series of shorts,

'Eternal Fire.' fits trirtly into most
programs. Opened at Radio City
Music Hall.- New York, last week.
It's a skillful treatment of color

backed by a superb musical score.

Simple story," if it can be called sUdh,
merely depicts the inner workings
of Mount" Vesusvius, the ruins of

Pompeii as uncovered years after

buried beneath lava from the vol-

cano back in 79 A.D.. and the mod-
ern-day Naples situated near Vesu-
vius.
Photographers have secured excel-

lent shots of the molten lava and the
smoke coming from the volcano's
peak. Odd situation is that while
color photography is highlighted, the

amazingly dramatic musical score,

nrovidin" background for the scenes,

really makes the picture even though
the patron is likely , only to exclaim
over the color effects. Wear.

Stroud's 50G Fire-

Stroudsburg, Pa., Oct. 18.

Stroud theatre, in the center of

the city's business district, was
swept by fire early Idst Wednesday.
Building, for many years a play-

house, was reopened as a picture

theatre only six -weeks ago.

Damage estimated at more than

$50,000.

F&M production with Abbott &
Cost^llo, Mario and Floria, Jeanne
Brideson, Variety Gambols (7), Gae
Foster Girls. Paul Ash pit orchestra;
'Suez' (20th), reviewed in this issue.

Current Fanchon & Marco stage

presentation, despite 'Suez' as the

major draw this and next week, no
cheater. It's a fast, compact but not

too hooverlzed set of acts which Paul
Ash Introes from the rostrum, later

descending for his pit batoning

chores. Abbott and Costello, comedy
team from Kate Sniiith's radio show
(and with a program curtsy, to Ted
Collins), have traveled fast and far
since their first stage, appearance in
Brooklyn early this year^ Their stuff

now pars their strong radio impres-
sion, the two-man combo feeding the
customers d. highly impressive total
of laughs.
Mario and Floria are preceded by

Jeanne Brideson, conceit violiniste,

who does light foxtrot ballads and
wisely eschews anything weighty,
considering the popular idiom of an
auditorium of this nature. Miss
Brideson, a repeater, at this house, is

given a ballet group surrounding to
dress the picture, this, in turn lead-,

ing into Mtirio and Floria's waltz and
tango, both impressive on their
graceful execution, plus some new
and difficult poses.

Variety Gambols (7) comprises
four men and three girls in a cute
rah-rah. costuming that blends well
with the collegiate, Opener. • The
gymnastic septet .featiure the whirl-
ing-dervish Arabian school of ground
work, plus .

three-high, pyramid-
building, and a little trampoline
work thrown in.

The Gae Foster Girls introduce a
new, tough sequence, this time walk-
ing on ladders. Like their, past
highlight performances on cycles,

spheres, etc., when ij-epeated the line

will undoufjtedly be more proficient

in .walking its unbalanced ladders
than this tirne out. .

Abbott and Costello are in the tail

spot. Bud Abbott is the bombastic,,
neo-Dutcjh ' comic; Lou Costello a
corking line-feeder. Jack Megley
introduces them, a la radio program,
and their stuff is supposedly a visual

broadcast against a CBS background
and a prop on-the-air signal, even
down unto the applause cards. Lat-
ter aren't needed, however, as the
team's results are spontaneous.

Biz big opening day. Pic had been
given an extra heavy ballyhoo in the
dailies. Abel.

NEW ACTS

TOWER, K. C.

Kansas City, Oct. 15.

Orrin Tucker Orch (16) with
Bonnie Kdker, Bailey Sisters, Gil-
bert Mershon & Joe Strassburger,
Bob Meller, Dale Wiiithrop, Emery
& Harriett, House Line (12), Jtidy
Conrad House Orcli; 'Affairs of An-
nabel' (RKO).

Vaudfilm at the Tower this week
is a happy combination of Orrin

Tucker's orchestra and added acts,

the best stage show here in months.

Band played a one-night dance date

here last spring and with that ex-

ception the theatre booking is its

first appearance, in Kansas City in
about four years.
Present date virtually inaugurates

the band to theatre work, and as a
stage unit it clicks. By Friday (14)
night it was' proceeding without a
sag, although running 30 minutes
over the usual stage show here.
Tucker as m.c. leads the band

off in a due of Jerome Kern num-
bers which evidence some produc-
tion behind them. The Bailey Sis-
ters then do • a couple of swing
songs; they're okay. Joe Strass-
burger imitates Dizzy Dean in pan-
tomiming the national pastime, and
classes as something different.
Emery and Harriett take over for

a jitterbug routine. They're local
winners of a recent dance contest
held in the Muny auditorium and
this marks their first professional
appearance.- Their jittering is in the
groove but they need . a few more
performances behind them.
Band here becomes a glee club

for an arrangement of .'Carefree'
and follows with 'A Little Kiss,'
with Tucker vocalizing. Production
shows again to strong advantage in
these numbers. Bob Neller, with his
dummy, Diz?y Dugan, is on for a
ventriloquist turn and closes by
cleverly using Tucker as his dummy.
Neller's ability is 100% and his
material is more than . adequate.
The Adorables (12). house line, ca-
vort in a modernistic routine done
to Rachmanioff's . 'Prelude.' Bonnie
Baker cops the honors. Gal is strong
on personality and voice. On for
a duo of numbers, she's called on
for several encores. She appears to
have picture possibilities, but hasn't
been used in anything but shorts
(Par) to date.
In a five-minute turn. Dale Win-

throp, K. C. taoper, marks her re-
turn to the stage after a layoff
caused by ^n accident at the Tower
a few months ago.
Band closes with another • nro-

Huction number, involving Gilbert
Mershon. tenor, leading the glee
rlub; Tucker and the gal singei's
doJng fln old-time number In a va-
riety of rhythms. Quin.

FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW
Talk, With Film
14 Mlos.
State, N. T.
Metro's 14-year-old boy star makes

an attractive personality as projected
from the State's stage. Combination
headliner and master of ceremonies,
he is,, at the same time, a young man
who needs little of the self-con-
sciously written lines of apology put
into his mouth. Whoever piloted
him thought it wise to build up the
boyish uncertainty. Actually thei

lines about being niervous were the
least plausible and convincing, be-
cause Bartholomew's cool deport-
ment belied any jitters. After all, the
State audiences are accustomed to
real stage fright—newspaper col-
umnists, for example.
His preliminary routine, at' the.

house p.a. pedestal, consumed about
four minutes. Thereafter he reap-
peared to introduce, with little com-
ment but excellent diction, the vari-
ous turns on the bill. Main dish was
a specially-produced exchange with'
Judy Garland. First they speak to'

each other, she from the screen, he
from the stage. Then, he joins her
on the screen for an exchangie in
which Mickey Rdoney Steps in for a
comedy touch. Miss Garland ,whams
over a song from Walter Pidgeon's
next picture, and Miss Garland bows
off. Bartholomew then resumes in

the spotlight.
whole thing handled in a show-

manly and intelligent manner.
Land.

C, RAT SMITH
Marionettes
10 Mins.; One
Strand, Brooklyn
This turn looks to have been

around plenty, act never getting that
much finesse, in a rehearsal room.
It's a puppet turn without illusion,

Smith standing out front and work-
ing with spotlight aid on very small
portable stage with backpiece. A
plenty oke deucer. .

Starter is a doU diva with music
coming from phonograph attachment
by aid of an assistant. Went off

night caught, with Smith having to

bring second entry to line quickly.
Ballroom dancers take' second spot
normally, but filled in for mechani-
cal difficulty on recording. Diva
later returned. Closer is a monu-
ment to ambidexterity of Smith and
his assistant, who enters for closing
trick of'a piano duet. Use two long-
haired dolls at baby babygrands.
Piano duet offer medley of three

songs, which from out front looks
very much like two midgets banging
away. Actions are the ultimate in

cleverness, they're that realistic;

don't overlook a mannerism or bit

of biz and are perfectly timed.
Similar turn is done by Bob

Bromley, who also uses an operatic
diva, colored hoofer and pianist,

with phonograph accompaniment.
Only Bromley doesn't use an assist-

ant in manipulating the puppets.
Hurl.

ELIZABETH T.kLBOT-MARITN
Mimlo
8 Wlins,
Rainbow Rooi.:,.N. Y.

Elizabeth L . .uot-M'artin is a
mimic from U.i west coast. She's
n.g. for the e:... coast, at least so far
as her bag of xxcks as shown here
is concerned. ..ay. pass as a parlor
entertainer, bu:, t»ie ballyhoo anent
her Ruth Dr. .cr penchant is so
much, exaggei.. Ion. Miss Talbot-
Martin may ^c. saivage herself by
proper routini: ' and extra material,
because she ev. iices some fiair for
that sort of th but she's as lack->

ing in materia ^ as in a proper sense
of presentation.
She :does a 1 t of little things, but

they add up. in.'./ nothing substantial.
Her Mrs; Rocs .alt takeoff; her Hep-
,burn version oi 'How Now Brown
Cow'; her satire on Aimee Semplo
McPherson; h:: conceptions of the
Russian ballet, he Siamese school of
dancing and \ :e Martha Graham
style of terp-in :rpreting a dramatic
love scene, nev:^r wholly Impress.
Miss Talbot-Mc;tin needs an author
and a stager. Abel.

KEATON AND ARMFIELD
With Duke
Comedy, Dancing:, SonffS
8 Mlns.
Folly, Brooklyn
This is apparently a vet act, with

a new addition for novelty. The
regular act is pretty much standard
vaude stuff, but the novelty addition
is surely novel. It could be worked
into a bright combo.
Keaton and Armfield offer the cus-

tomary crossfire of chatter, with the
girl doing a fairly amusing imper-
sonation of Hepburn, plus goofy in-
terjections. She also offers some
agile dancing of various styles. Not
exactly a smash, but it's faintly
reminiscent of Charlotte Green-
wood's gangling hoofology. This girl

has fair looks and a personality. Man
is a capable feed.
NoVelty is introduced as Duke, the

Ghost of Swing. .He ambles on as a
deadpan and what follows is appar-
ently the nucleus of what' may de-
velop into a funny comedy session.'
Presently, however, they let 'Duke
do his real stuff, which is siAipIy a
freak-voice imitation of hot trumpet
playing. That's okay for a brief
novelty, but is now way overboard.
When they realize the trumpet fak-
ing is only good for a cotiple of mo-
ments and get to work on the com-
edy inherent in the embalmed stooge
stuff, it should be a very funny act.

Hobe.

TOY and WING (2)
Novelty Dancine
Eight Mins.; One
Strand, Brooklyn
Mixed Chinese tap dancing team

are working in front of band here.
Theirs is a novel offering.
Opener is a waltzy-ballroomy type

of tapping while embraced. Smooth-
ness of performance, is an asset. Sec-
ond routine is challenge- work, girl
doing haunch dancing on one leg,
high kicks, etc., while boy brings in
acrobatic hurdling and trick stuff
with his gams. Do a fast puUaway
via shagging.
Boy is dressed in tails and later a

mess . jacket, while partner favors
modified Chinese dress of white
satin. All very cute but they don't
rest on that—they perform. Hurl.

CASS DALEl*:
Slnsrlng, Com ' y
12 Mins.; One
Strand, BrocI: n

• Cass. Daley i^ dynamic, personable
arid able. Sht'j probably as good a
singing comerl :nne as is around.
Closed show here with a bang after
following a pretty good bill. .

Miss Daley d.;esn't ape, she's a
definite stylist and as such looks to
have something to offer Hollywood.
Has a throaty though not a good
voice; but then she doesn't need it.

She's puts too much oomph into her
songs to leave room for tonal quali-

ties.

Comes On stage with a sock and
keeps it up until encored off. Has
so many facial, body and voice con-
tortions that its hard to keep track.
Eccentricity is keynote throughout
warbling of 'The Gypsy in My Blood'
and a medley of several pops. Lat-
ter is a novelty song of a hectic ro-
mance with lyrics. Vitality is pro-
jected clear across lights.

.

Girl has advantage of brunet at-
tractiveness and nice dressing. Wears
a white evening gown that shows off

her streamlining to advantage. She
worked in last 'Zie.gfeld Follies* and
has played the nitery belt. She's
suited {or any theatrical setup.

Hurl.

ALLEN and CBOLL
Son^s, Dance6,-'x'alk

10 Mins.; One
State, N. Y.
Man and. woman frolic without

much form or continuity, put over
in an effortless, good '- humored,
lightly kidding style. Not very funny,
not very socky,' not very anything.
But thoroughly pleasant as they fool
around a prop piano with ' trick
travelling habits. Both are in the
modem idiom.
Gal lifts an elegant hoop skirt ar-

rangement and taps out some better-
than-fair hodfery.* She is dainty
and petite. He is tall and soup-and-
fished. Jointly they re-emphasize the
importance of how, not what. Land.

BELL and BEDINI
Comedy, Sonars
Folly, Brooklyn

. Act looks as if it had been around.
Mixed pair are on twice here, be-
sides which Bedini, the male half of
the act, m.c/s the show.
Each sings a couple of numbers,

none too well. Apparently they
realize that,- however, for they use
the vocalizing only as a springboard
for cross-fire and general rough-
house. He generally straights and
she gets the flippers. He finales by
taking off his coat and pants, emerg-
ing in' a long white' nightgown. It's

that kind of an act. Tipoff on his
m.c.-ing is the fact thdt he frequent-
ly neglects to name the acts he
intros. Hobe,

FLYING MARCOS (3)
Gymnasts
6 Mins. -

Folly, Brooklyn
With a bit. more showmanship, this

wbuld be a click turn in any the-
atre. Trio of lads offer a flock
of difficult stuff on three hori-
zontal biars ranged parallel across
the stage. Tricks are all tough ahd
are all done smoothly and^ with,
casual brilliance. But they haven't
done anything to hoke it up and
give the cash customers a treal;
Even the really brutal ones are made
to look so easy that the spectators
are deprived of a wallop. There's
not even a net or mat underneath
to make it look dangerous. What's
more, the boys wear outfits that no
self-respecting stevedore would be
seen in.

Bei^ides its skill, the act has one
bright spot. That is the third mem-
.ber of the troupe, a tramp comie,
whose stuff is genuinely adept and
fimny. Hobe.

B. E. Pay Seeking Office

Providence, Oct. 18.

Bernard E, Fay, manager of Majes-
tic, has entered the political arena
and is runnin" ^".r alderman on th»
Republican ticket in the city's eighth
ward.
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Some people are allergic to charts. They

get dizzy just from watching.

We're very fond of charts, especially

those with the zig-zag lines going UP!

Right now, what with car loadings, big-

ger button-holes, second helpings and

all those other business indices it looks

like prosperity is coming out from

around that comer.

As we go to press, newspaper dispatches

published nationally tell of a sharp

business upturn, a gain in momentum
that is bringing about the greatest

second half expansion in ten years!

M-G-M prepared for it months ago, is

ready for it this Fall and Winter as

never before in its history!

Stats and stories and manpower and

resources! Big productions

!

Our release schedule from August to

New Year's is geared in anticipation of

;wha€ is happening in America!

Geared for "A" times with "A" pictures

!

Your future is very rosy, Mr. Exhibitor.

ROLUNG ALONG!
"Boys Town" continues big everywhere.

"Thanks for telling us to hold it extra

days;** writes R. L. Kehr, Nebraska ex-

hibitor, and that's typical of hundreds

of accounts. **Too Hot To Handle"
hold-overs aremounting too. It's a smart

policy to keep your playing time ready

forM-G-M hold-overs . "Stablemates' ' is

another soul-satisfying hit!

"DR,KILDAREV TONIC!
Flash! A^ wegoto press . Good medicine

is *'TouhgB!r. Kildare" in Norfolk, Read-

ing, Memphis. M-G-M's ne\v series (u^irfi

Dr, Lew Ayres) is off to a healthy start.

A NEW NOTE IN
FAN MAGAZINE
ADVERTISING!
The column reproduced to

the right will be read by your
patrons.

Leo, who has been telling you
about his M-G-M a^irs these

many years through the trade

press, now appears also in

all fan magazine ads with a personal column
addressed to the fans. Leo's happy to talk to

this nationwide audience and he believes he's

going to help you sell additional tickets. Some-
thing new all the time from that frisky Lion

!

*

"White-haired boy**

LEW
AYRES
GOING
UP!
The mailman
at the studio

is as good a

barometer of

public interest

as anything
we can name. He's carrying a lot ofletters to

handsomeyoung LewAyres these days. Lew did

a sincere job in ** Holiday," followed with an

engaging performance in "Rich Man—Poor

Girl." Then the ticket-buyers started a Lew
Ayres boom! M^G-M likes to build stars for

the public that worships them, so Lew Ayres

is going up. When you see "Young Dr. Kildare"

you'll know he is UP!

WEALTH OF TALENT!
The announcement of

"ANewYorkCinderella"
with Spencer Tracy and
Hedy Lamarr in the lead-

ing roles is evoking plenty
of trade interest. No per-

sonality within recent

years has sky-rocketed

to such fame in so short
a tune. The magazines cry for her photos.
Interviewers besiege her. "Screen find of the
year" said Motion Picture Daily. And Holly-
wood Reporter states: "She is destined to
reach great heights. She ha^ more sex, more
rare beauty than the screen has seen for many
days, and with it definite artistry. Hedy Lamarr
will be a sensation." Add another bright name,
gentlemen, to your list ofM-G-M's golden stars

!

With everybody writing ^ col-

umn. I don't see why I should
not take a crack at it myself.

My idea is to tell you about
some of the Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer pictures and personali-
ties. And folks, I've got the in-

side dope on everything that
goes on in the world's greatesit

studio.

The late Will Rogers said all he
knew was "what he. read in the
papers." All I know is what I

see on the screen (and what my
spies at the studio report to me).

You've read all about "The
Citadel" in our advertisement

this month. It's made of the

sterner stuff. Merrier, gayer,

is "Sweethearts", which« with

appropriate fanfiare, brings us

once again that thrush-throated

pair, Jeanette McDonald and
Nelson Eddy.

'^Sweethearts'* is their first

modem musical. Modem as the

dialoguebyDorothyParker(the
"gladgirl")and AlanCampbell.

Hunt Stromberg, who produced
"Naughty Marietta"'. "Rose
Marie" and "Maytime", and
Director W. S. Van Dyke II,

are the sweethearts who give

us "Sweethearts" —and it's all

in beautiful Technicolor.

And if you want to hear more
about iMctures, write for my
little book, "The Screen Fore-

cast." M-G-M
Studios. Culver
City.C^.It'sfree!

Just callme

"CITADEU' TRADE
SHOWS!
Until you see it with your own eyes you
won't really know. And when you do
see it you'll never stop talking about it.

Nationwide screenings this week at

strategic points of M-G-M*s magnificeat

drama "TheqitadeP'. We'll publish your

comments on this page if you^ll write us

what you thought

* *
We acknowledge with gratitude and
appreciation receipt this wedk of Box-
Office Magazine's Blue Ribbon ofmerit.

**Boysjrown" won the award for the
best family film.

Produced bythe company
with the best film family.

You guessed it, the
Hardysi
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(Continued from page 5)

hearted cooperation is to be expected

from them. Many independents be-

lieve that more authority should be

placed in the hands of theatre op-

erators and that there should be less

iiationalized control in New York in

the hands of major company of-

ficials.

Typical of squawks now spread-

ing through the trade regarding slow
delivery of Movie Quiz pictures was
reported this wqek by a New York
indie. He received his first feature

in this contest yesterday (Tuesday),

six weeks after official opening of

Quiz Guessing and about 10 weeks
after initial contest pictures began
playing on the screens of various

theatres. Because his theatre is in

the Times Square district and one of

ace houses of this particular indie

circuit, the exhib could not under-
stand the delay.

If a campaign similar to the one
being conducted this year is held in

1939, it undoubtedly will be planned
far in advance to eliminate the rush
and obvious confusion that marked
working out of details for the pres-
ent drive. This speed in putting the
drive together already has brought
one definite fiare-back in the Quiz
Contest; five contest films had to be
given a free, ride (any answer; was
classified as correct because of errors
in asking interrogation, t3T)0graphi-
cal mistake or change in film mate-
rial from original version). Now it

appears that one or t\yo others may
have to be given the same treatment.

Advance Production Chart
Hollywood, Oct. 18, l tures feeling the scissors.

Studios are currently shooting 39 pictures, a drop of three from the 42 So far this season, as of Oct. 12, studios have either previewed or re--
facing the cameras as of Sept. 28. Cutting rooms are full, having 76 fea- pleosed 75 pictures and still have 322 to go to meet season's promise of 512.

Aussie's Own Drive

Sydney* Sept. 22.

Talk of local move to make the
public more picture conscious al-

ready has the backing of Teddy
Lane, a member of the management
committee for Greater Union Thea-
tre's, who says that this circuit would
be solidly behind such a drive. He
believes that the plan for a 'greater

picture year' in U. S. could be fol-

lowed successfully in Australia with
the cooperation of all branches in

picture industry."

First publicity, and exploitation
material on the American campaign
was rec.eived, here from Albert
Deane, foreign publicity manager
for Paramount, G.U.T. had been
readying a campaign of its own for

the ' top theatres, but now may fall

in line with others if an industry
drive is inaugurated in Australia,
Industry here staged one a number
of years ago.

Acquit Canadian Exhib

On Manslaughter Charge
St, John, N. B., Oct. 18.

Archibald J. Mason, of Springhill,

N, S., one of the veteran picture ex-
hibitors of the maritime provinces,
was acquitted on a charge of man-
slaughter in the Circuit Court at
Amherst, N. S., last week. Mason
had been committed for trial on the
charge, which followed the killing

of a bicyclist on a road near Spring-
hill in the early morning. Another
bicyclist, struck by the Mason car
last June 13, is still in hospital. The.
prosecution sought a conviction on
the ground that the Mason car was
on the wrong side of the road. This
was admitted by the defense, but on
the stand Mason said he swung over
from the left to the right side in an
effort to clear the three cyclists, but
struck two, clearing the third.

Police, who examined the Mason
car reported the brakes and lights
in good condition.. Mason, in his evi-
dence stated the three bikers were
on the left side of the road and he
swung over to the left to pass them,
then finding he could not do so he
swung his car to the right side. Only
two of the bicycles were equipped
with flashlights.

Higgins' Carry On
Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Second yarn for 'The Higgins Fam-
ily' series is being written at Repub-
lic although the studio did not renew
its contract with James Gleason who,
with his wife and son, Lucille and
Russell Gleason, comprise the 'Fam-
ily.'

Plans are under way to sign the
Gleasons for a single picture, pre-
paratoi-y to negotiations for the
whole series, but whether they sign
or not, The Higgins Family' will
continue.

Columbia

Features
IVesterns
Serials

Number Number Now
of Plx Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted ing
40 3 3
16 2 1
4 0 0

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in

Cutting Before Prepara-
Rooms Cameras tlon

S 29 29
3 10 1013 3

Total . 60 5 4 9 42 42
Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'THE SPIDER,' serial (for 1938-39), produced by Jack Fier for the
Irvmg Briskm unit; co-directed by Ray Taylor and James Home; screen
play by Robert Kent, George Plympton, Basil Dickey, Marty Ramson;
photographed by Allen Siegler. Cast: Warren Hull, Iris Meredith. Richard
Fiske, Gloria Blondell, Ann Doran, Marc Lawrence, Johnny Tyrrell, Ken-
neth Duncan, Beatrice Curtis, Charles Wilson.
'BLONDIE,' produced by Robert Sparks; directed by Frank Strayei-;

screen play by Robert Flournoy frOm comic strip by Chic Young; photo-
graphed by Henry Freulich. Cast: Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake. Larry
Sims, Dan Mummert, Dorothy Moore, Kathleen Lockhart; Gene Lockhart,
Ann Doran, Gordon Oliver, Stanley Andrews, David Newell, Hooper Atch-
ley, Dick Curtis, Dick Fiske, Fay Helm, Charles Lane. Hal K. Dawson.
Walter Soderlmg, Eugene Anderson, Jr„ Irvin Bacon, Bud Jamison, Jen
Wulf, James Flavin, Charles Hamilton, Emory Parnell.
•REVOLT IN THE SAHARA,' produced by Lou Appleton; directed by

D. Ross Lederman; screenplay by Maxwell Shane from original by Sammy
Fuller; photographed by Franz Planer. Cast: Paul Kelly, C, Henry Gor-
don, Robert Fiske, Lorna Gray, Dick Curtis, Marc Lawrence, Stanley
Brown, Dwight Frye, Al Bridge, Raphael Bennett, Chiarles Moore,
UNTITLED BUCK JONES WESTERN; produced by Monroe Shaff; di-

rected by Elmer Clifton; no writing credits released as yet; photographed
by Eddie Linden. Cast: Buck Jones, Carmen Bailey, Jose Perez, Forrest
Taylor, Milburn Stone, Stanley Bylstone, Ernie Adams, Bob Terry, Carlos
Villarias, Soledad Jiminez, Tom London, Billy Bletcher, Paul' Ellis, Ray
Teal, Carl Matthews.
'THOROUGHBREDS/ produced by Ralph Cohn for the Irving Briskin

unit; directed by D. Ross Lederman: screen play by Michael Simmons;
photographed by. Henry Freulich. Cast: Edith Fellows, Cliff Edwards,
Jacqueline Wells, Richard Fiske, Roberti Paige, Helen Brown, •'Virginia

Howell, Charles Waldron.
'NOT FOR GLORT' (for 1938-39 release), produced by Larry Darmour;

directed by Lewis D. Collins; original screen play by Gordon Rigby; photo-
gKiphed by James Brown, Jr. Cast: Jack Holt, Beverly

^ Roberts, Noah
Beery, Jr, John Qualen, Helen Jerome Eddy, Arthur Aylswdrth, Charles
Middleton, Barbara Pepper, Harry Woods, Vic Potel, Claire Liu Brey, Paul
Everton, Jay Ward, George Cleveland, Tommy Bupp.
'HOMICIDE BUREAU' (for 1938-39 release); associate producer. Jack

Fier; directed by C. C. Coleman, Jr.; original screen play by Earle Snell;
photographed by Benjamin Kline. Cast: Bruce Cabot, Rita Hayworth,
Robert P^ige. Marc Lawrence, Ed Fetherston, Richard Fiske. Jane Morgan.

'WEST OF THE SANTA FE'-(for 1938-39 release); executive producer,
Irving Briskin; directed by' Sam Nelson; screen play by Bennett Cohen;
photographed by Allen Siegler. Cast: Charles ' Starrett,. Iris Meredith,
Sons of the. Pioneers, Bob Nolan, Hank Bell. Buck Connor, Dick Curtis,
Hal Taliaferro. Eddie Cobb.
'NORTH OF* TEXAS,' formerly titled 'CALL OF THE TRAIL' (for 1938-

39), produced by Harry Decker for the Irving Briskin unit; directed by
Sam Nelson; screen play by Charles Francis Royal; photographed by
Lucien Ballard. Cast: Charles Starrett, Ann Doran, Hal Taliaferro, Dick
Curtis, Bob Nolan, John Tyrrell, Fred^ Burns.

Columbia Plx Now In Production
'THERE'S THAT WOMAN AGAIN,' produced by B. B. Kahane; directed

by Al Hall; no writing credits released; i^hotographed by Joseph Walker.
Cast: Melvyn Douglas, Virginia Bruce, Margaret Lindsay, Marc Lawrence,
Lucille Lund, Tom Dugan, Paul Harvey, Gordon Oliver, Stanley Ridges.

'SPY RING,' produced by Jack Fier for Irving Briskin imit; directed by
Christy 'Cabanne; no writing credits released; photographed by Allen Seig-
ler. . Cast: Fay Wray, Ralph Bellamy, Warren Hull, Regis Toomey, Walter
Kingsford, Lorna Gray, Ann Doran, Paul Whitnfey, Mae Wallace, John
Tyrrell, Dick Curtis. ^

'TRAIL OF THE TUMBLEWEED, produced by Hafry Becker for the
Irving Briskin unit; directed by Sam Nelson; original screen, play by J.
Bennett Cohen; photographed by Lucien Ballard. Cast: Charles Starrett,
Iris Meredith, Dick Curtis, Bob Nolan, Ed LeSaint, Frank Bell, Eddie
Cobb, Art Mix, Slim Whittaker, Hal Taliaferro, Ed Pell, Dick Botiller,
Robert Fiske.

'WRECKAGE/ produced by Larry Darmour; directed by Lewis D, Col-
lins; screen play by Gordon Rigby and Tom Kilpatrick; photographed by
James S. Brown, Jr. Ciast: Jack Holt, Dolores CosteUo, Pert Kelton, Addi-
son Richards, Joseph Crehan, Donald Briggs, Holmes Herbeii;, Carol
Wayne. Dorothy Granger, Maxine Leslie, Al Bridge, Emerson Treacy,
Jack Rice, Harry Harvey, Ray Bourbon.

Metro

Features . . .

.

Selznick-Int'l

Total

Number Number
' of Pix Com-
promised pleted

50 5
1 0

. *5l 5

Now Balance to
Now in Be -Placed Stories In
Shoot- Cutting Before Prepara-
inc Rooms Cameras tlon
1 4 34 34
0 0 11

35

Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'THE GREAT WALTZ' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Bernard
Hyman; directed by Julien Duvivier; no writing credits released as yet;
photographed by Joseph Ruttenberg. Cast; Luise Rainer. Fernand Gravet.
Miliza Korjus, Hugh Herbert, Lionel Atwill. Minna Gombell. George
Houston. Herman Bing. Bert Roach.- Christian Rub,

'LISTEN, DARLING/ produced by Jack Cummings: directed by Edward
Marin; original story by Katharine Brush. Cast: Freddie Bartholomew.
Judy Garland, Mary Astor, Walter Pidgeon, Scotty Beckett, Gene Lock-
hart, Alan Hale. Barnett Parker.

'THE SHINING HOUR' (for 1938-39), produced by Joseph Mankiewicz:
directed by Frank Borzage; screen play by Ogden Nash from play by
Keith Winters; photographed by George Folsey. Cast: Joan Crawford.
Margaret Sullavan, Robert Young, Melvyn Douglas.
'SWEETHEARTS' (In Technicolor for 1938-39 season), produced by Hunt

Stromberg; directed by W. S. Van Dyke; screen play by Alan Campbell
and Dorothy Parker; photographed by Olivei Marsh. Cast: Jeanette Mac-
Donald. Nelson Eddy, Mischa Auer, Frank Morgan. Ray Bolger. Herman
Bing, Minna Gombei. Gene and Kathleen Lockhart. Raymond Walburn.
Lucille Watson, Florence Rice. Reginald Gardiner. AUyn Josilyn. Fay
Holden. Olin Howland. Terry Kilburn. Betty Jaynes. Douglas McPhail.

Metro Pix Now in Production

'DRAMATIC SCHOOL,' produced by Mervyn LeRoy: directed by Robert
Sinclair; screen play by Ernest Vajda; photographed by Joe Ruttenberg.
Cast: Luise Rainer, Paulette Goddard, Alan Marshall, Henry Stephenson,
Gale Sondergaard, Virginia Grey, Ann Rutherford, Lana Turner, Carol

'SPRING DANCE,' produced by Edward Chodorov; directed by C. Syl-
van Simon; screenplay by Edward Chodorov from play by Philip Barry.
Cast: Lew Ayres, Maureen' O'Sullivan, Ruth Hussey, Ann Morriss. Joyce
Compton. Jacqueline Wells, Burgess Meredith,
'STAND UP AND FIGHT,' produced by Mervyn LeRoy: directed by

W. S, Van Dyke; no writing credits released yet; photographed by Oliver

Marsh. Cast: Robert Taylor, Wallace Beery, Florence Rice, Helen Broder-
ick, Charley Grapewin.
•OUT WEST WITH THE HARDY'S/ no producer; directed by George

Seitz; original screen play by Kay Van Riper, Agnes Christine Johnson
and William Ludwig; photographed by Les White. Cast: Lewis Stone,
Mickey Rooney, Ann Rutherford, Fay Holden, Virginia Weidler, Cecelia
Parker, Ralph Morgan,. Nana Bryant, Sara Hadden, Gordon Jones.

'KATHERINE, THE LAST,' produced by Harry Rapf; directed by Nor-
man Taurog; screen play by Gerald Savery and Jack Miijitz; photographed
by Clive De Vinna. Cast: Franciska Gaal, Rita Johnson, Barnett Parker,
Franchot Tone, Walter Connolly.

'CHRISTMAS CAROL.' produced by Joseph Mankiewicz; directed by
Edwin L. Marin; no writing credits released; photographed by Sid Wag-
ner. Cast: Reginald Owen, Gene and Kathleen Lockhart, Terry Kilburn,
Gene Reynolds, Lynn Carver, Leo G. Carroll, Ann Rutherford, Lionel
Braham.

'ICE FOLLIES,' produced by Harry Rapf; directed by Reinhold Schun-
zel; no writing credits released; photographed by Oliver Marsh. Cast:

Joan Crawford, James Stewart, Lew Ayres, Ice Follies troupe.

Monogram

Features
Westerns

Total

Number Number
•f Plx Com-

promised pleted
26 4
16 3

42 1

Now
Shoot-
ins
1
0

N.ow- Balance to
in Be Placed Stories la

Cutting; Before Prepara-
Botxfls Cameras tiop

1 20 20
0 13 13

33 33

Pictures in the cutting room:

'GANGSTER'S BOY/ produced by W. G. Lackey; directed by William
Nigh; original story by Karl Brown; screen play by Robert D. Andrews;
photographed by Harry Neumann. Cast: Jackie Cooper, Lucy Gilman,
Robert Warwick, Tommy Wonder, Betty Blythe, •Selmer Jackson, Bobby
Stone, Bradley Metcalf, Louise Lorimer, Huntley Gordon, William Gould,

Herbert Evans, Jack Kennedy.
Monogram Pix Now In Production

'GANG BULLETS/ produced by E. B. Derr; associate producer, Frank
Melford; diriected by Lambert Hillyer; original screen play by John T.

Neville; photographed by Arthur Martinelli. Cast: Ann Nagel, Robert

Kent, Charles Trowbridge, Morgan Wallace, J. Farrell MacDonald, Joha
T. Murray, Arthur Loft, John Merton, Roger Williams, Duke York, Donald
Kerr, Carleton Young, Stanley Mack, Harry Strang, Ernie Adams. IsabeU

Lamalle, Martin Spellman, Tom McGuire, ' Bill Worthington, Bill Lally,

Eddie Hearn, Frank Nelson, Jack C. Smith, Kernail Kripps, Frank LaRue,
Frank HaU Crane.

Paramount

studio
Harry Sherman.

Number Number
of Pix Com-r.

Promised pleted

51 10
7 2

Now Balance to
Now In Be Placed Stories In
Shoot- Cutttoff Before Prepam*

Rooms Cameras tlon

14 24 24
3 2 2

ins

3
0

26Total 58 12 3 1' 26

Pictures now m cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'MEN WITH KINGS' (in Technicolor—for 1938-39 season), produced and
directed by William Wellman; screen play by Robert Carson; photo-
graphed by W. Hqward '"reene. Cast: Fred MacMurray. Ray Milland,

Louise Campbe" ., Andy Devine. Edgar Kennedy, Walter Abel, Porter Hall,

Gene Reynolds, Cheryl Walker, Billy Cook, Dorothy Tenpant, James Burke,
Virginia Weidler, Harvey Stephens, Helen Dickson, Lillian West, Grace
Goodall. Kitty Kelly. Lynne Overman, Donald O'Connor, pilots—Paul
Mantz, Tex Rankin, Frank Clarke, Dick Rinaldi, Robbie Robinson, Frank
Tomick, Herb White, Jerry Phillips, Ace Brunguiner, Jerry Andrews,
Howard Batt; Ray Crawford. Dick Randall, Bob Blair. Cubby Gordon, Jim
Barwick, Walter Quinton, Stanley Hicks. Jonathan Hale, Joe Whitehead,
Pat West. Frank Mills, Art Rowlands, Ralph McCultough. David Newell,
Charles Hamilton, Eddie Dunn, Ronnie RondelL Edward Earle. John T.
Murray, Dell Henderson. Claire Du Brey, Willy Morris. Billy Bletcher,

SyA Saylor, Lu Miller, Gary Owen, Bobby Tracey, James Burtls, Paul
Krueger. Al HilL George Chandler, Lee Phelps.

'ARTIS'TS AND MODELS ABROAD' (for 1938-39 season), produced by
Arthur Hornblow; directed by Mitchell Leisen; screen play by Howard
Lindsay, Rus&el Crouse and Ken Englund; original story by Howard Lind-
say and Russel Crouse; based on idea by J. P. McEvoy: photographed by
Ted Tetzlaff. Cast: Jack Benny^ Joan Bennett, Mary Boland, Yacht Club
Boys, Punkins Parker, Sheila Darcy, Yvonne Duval, Gwen Kenyoh. Joyce
Mathews, Dolores Casey, Marie DeForrest, Charles Grapewin, Joyce Comp*
ton, G. P. Huntley. Fritz Feld, Jules Raucourt, Adrienne D'Ambricourt,
Andre Cheron, Phyllis Kennedy, Louis Mercier, Louis Van den Ecker,
Charles de Ravenne, Joseph Romantini, Georges Kerebel,. Robert De
Couedic, Gemaro Curci, Marie Burton, Paula De Cardo, Carol Parker,
Linda Yale, Evelyn Keyes, Laurie Lane, Norah Gale, Helaine Moler, Jean
Perry, Constant Franke. Paul Cremonegi. Eugene Beday. George Davis.
Paco Moreno, Jacques Vanaire, Eugene Borden, Fred Cavens, Manuel
Paris, Alexander Melesh. Jean De Briac, Fred Malatesta, David Peter Mir,
Georges de Gombert, Ferdinand Schumann-Heink, Kenneth Gibson,
Joseph de Beauvolers. Martial de Serrand.

'PARIS HONEYMOON' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Harlan Thomp-
son; directed by Frank Tuttle; screen play by Frank Butler and don Hart-
man; based on a story by Angela Sherwood: photographed by Karl Struss.
Cast: Bing Crosby, Franciska Gaal, Akim Tamiroff, .Ben Blue, Edward
Everett Horton, Shirley Ross. Rafaela Ottiano. Keith Kenneth. George
Gay. Norah Gale, Laurie Lane. Louise Seidel. Paula de Cardo. Evelyn
Keyes. Harriette Haddon, Maria Doray. Louise Seidel. Judy King. Janet
Waldo, Cheryl Walker. Marion Weldon, Dorothy White,
'THE LAST RIDE.' formerly titled 'ESCAPE FROM YESTERDAY/ (for

1938-39 season), produced by Jeff Lazarus; directed by Alfred E. Green;
original story and screen play by Ferdinand Reyher and John C. Moffit;
photographed by William Mellor. Cast; Akim Tamiroff. Frances Farmer,
Leif Erikson, Lynne Overman, Vladamir Sokoloff, Wade Crosby, Dewey
Robinson, William Newell, John Bliefer, Alex Woloshin, James Flavin.

'ILLEGAL TRAFFIC (for 1938-39 release), general marta^rer office pro-
duction; directed by Louis King; no writing credits released as yet; photo-
graphed by Henry Sharpe. Cast: J. Carroll Naish, Mary Carlisle. Robert
Preston, Judith Barrett, Richard Stanley. Richard Denning. John Hart,
Philip Warren, Dorothy Howe. Sheila Darcy, Dolores Casey,

'ST, LOUIS BLUES' (for 193J-39 release), produced by Jeff Lazarus;
directed by Raoul Walsh; screen play by John C, Moffitt and Malcolm
Stuart Boylan; based on adaptation by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan of story
by Eleanore Griffin and William Rankin; additional dialog by Virginia
Van Upp; photographed by Theodor Sparkuhl, Cast: Lloyd Nolan. Dorothy
Lamour. Tito Guizar. Jessie Pialph, Maxine Sullivan. William Frawley,
Punkins Parker. Jerome Cowan. Matty Malneck and His Boys.
'TOM SAWYER, DETECTIVE/ produced by Harold Hurley; directed by

I^ouis King; no writing credits yet; photoijraphed by Ted Tetzlaff. Cast:
Donald O'Connor. Billy Cook, Porter Hall. Philip Warren, Janet Waldo,
Clara Blandick. Elisabeth Risdon, Edward Pawley, Hattie McDaniels,
Oscar Smith. William Haade, Stanley Price, Harry Worth, Si Jenks.
'KING OF CHINATOWN/ executive producer, Harold Hurley; associate

producer, Stuart Walker; directed bv Nick Grinde; no writln* credits re-
leased yet; photographed by Leo Tovar.^ Cast: Anna May Wong, Aldm

(Continued- on page 21)
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KING OF THEM ALL!
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Brings four BIGGEST weeks in the history of the New York Paramount.

TOPS all opening clay's records at the Boston Metropolitan Theatre.

Does 150^ of average in Worcester, Hartford, Springfield, New Haven.
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Advance Production Chart
(Continued from page 19)

TamirofT, J. Carrol Naish, Anthony Quinn, Roscoe Karns, Bernadene Hayes,
Philip Ahn.
•KIDEBS OF THE B<aNGE/ produced by Harry Sherman; directed by

Lesley Selander; from original story by Clarence E, Mulford; photographed
by Russell Harlan. Cast: William Boyd, Russell Hayden, George Hayes,
Stanley Ridges, Ruth Rogers, Frederick Burton, Jack Rockwell, Roy Bar-
croft,, Ed Cassidy, Sherry Tanzey, Jim Carey, Bruce Mitchell.

%(TTLE ORPHAN ANNIE/ produced by John Speaks; directed by Ben
Holmes; screen play by Budd Schulberg, Sam Ornitz, Andre Bohem; photo-
graphed by Fred Redman. Cast: Ann Gillis, Robert Kent, June Travis,
Ian MacLaren, Margaret Armstrong, J. M. Kerrigan, Dorothy Baughan,
James Burke, Charles Wilson, Sara Padden, Tommy Bupp, Ben Welden, J.

Farrel McDonald, Vincent Lombardy, Eddie Gribbon, Dick Rich, Harry
Tyler.

'DISBARRED,' produced by Harold Hurley; directed by Robert Florey;

screen play by Lillie Hayward and Robert R. Presnell from story by Harry
Sauber; photographed by Harry Fishbeck. Cast: Gail Patrick, Otto Kruger,
Robert Preston, Sidney Toler, Helen MacKellar, Clay Clement, Edward
Marr, Olin Howland.
'SUNSET TRAIL,' formerly titled 'SILVER TRAIL PATROL' (for 1938-

39 season), produced by Harry Shermaii; directed by Les Selander; screen
play by Norman Houston, from-^tory by Clarence E. Mulford; photo-
graphed by Russel Harlan. Cast: William Boyd, George Hayes, Russell
Hayden, Charlotte Wynters, Jane Clayton, Robert Fiske, Catharine Shel-
don, Maurice Cass, Anthony Nace, Kenneth Harlan, Alphonse Ethier,

Glenn Strange, Jack Rockwell, Tom London, Claudia Smith.

'ZAZA' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Albert Lewin; directed by
George Cukor; screen play by Zoe Akins; from play by Pierre Berton and
Charles Simon; photographed by Charles Lang. Cast: Claudette Colbert,
Herbert Marshall, Bert Lahr, Helen Westley, Constance Collier, Genivieve
Tobin, Rex O'Malley, Rex Evans, Walter Catlett, Robert C. Fischer, Ernest
Cossart, John Sutton, Michael Brooke, Phillip Warren, Alexander Leftwich,
Janet Waldo, Fredrika Brown, Dorothy Dayton, Harriett Haddon, Helaine
Moler, Dorothy White, Duncan Renaldo, Hala Linda, Tom Ricketts.

'THANKS FOR THE MEMORY' (for 1938-39 release); executive pro-
ducer, Harold Hurley; associate, Mel Shauer; directed by George Archain-
baud; from play by Albert Hackett and Frances Cioodrich; photographed
by Karl Struss;. Cast: Bob Hope, Shirley Ross, Charlie Butterworth, Otto
Kruger, Hedda Hopper, Roscoe Karhs, Lat>ra Hope Crews, Elizabeth Pat-
terson, Patricia Wilder, Eddie Anderson, Jack Norton, Edward Gargan.
'FRONCTERSMAN,' produced by Harry Sherman; directed by Leslie

Selander; screen play by Norman Huston from original story by Clarence
E. Mulford; additional dialog by Harrison Jacobs; photographed by Rus-
sell Harlan. Cast: William Boyd, George Hayes, Russell Hayden, Evelyn'
Venable, William Duncan, Clara Kimball Young, Charles Hughes, Dickie
Jones, Roy Barcroft, Emily Fitzroy, John Beacli.

'ARREST BULLDOG DRUMMOND,' formerly titled 'SCOTLAND YARD
VS. BULLDOG DRUMMOND' (for 1938-39), produced by Stuart Walker
for Harold Hurley unit; directed by James Hogan; original story by H. C.
'Sapper' McNiele; photographed by Ted Tetzlaff. Cast: John Howard,
Heather Angel, H. B. Warner, Reginald Denny, E. E. Clive, Elizabeth Pat-
terson, George Zucco, Jean Fenwick, Leonard Mudie, Clyde Cook, David
Clyde, Ferdinand Munier, John Rogers.
'SAY IT IN FRENCH,' produced and directed by Andrew Stone; screen

play by Frederick Jackson from play by Jacques Deval; photographed by
Victor Milner. Cast: Ray Milland, Olympe Bradna, Irene Hervey, Janet
Beecher, Evelyn Keyes, Erik Rhodes, Walter Kingsford, Holmes Herbert,
Gertrude Sutton, Forbes Murray, Billy Daniels.

Paramount Fix Now in Production

'AMBUSH,' G.M.O. production; associate producer, William Wright; di-
rected by Kurt Neumann; screen play by Laura and S. J. Perelman based
on a story by Robert Ray; photographed by William Mellor. Cast: Gladys
Swarthout, Lloyd Nolan, William Frawley, Ernest Truex, William Henry,
Hartley Tufts. Rufe Davis, Brod Crawford, Antonio Moreno, Harry Fleisch-
mann, John Hart, Raymond Hatton, Robert Greig, Richard Denning, Clem
Bevans, Max Hoffman, Jr., Jim Pierce, Eddie Acuff, Al Hill, Frank Mere-
dith, Ted Oliver, George Melford, Polly Moran, Mary Zehner, Ethel Clay-
ton, Wade Boteler, Archie Twitchell, Dolores Casey, Dorothy White,
'CAFE SOCIETY,' produced by Jeff Lazarus; directed by Ed H. Griffith;

no writing credits released; photographed by Ted TetzlafI, Cast: Made-
leine Carroll, Fred MacMurray, Shirley Ross.
'PERSONS IN HIDING/ G.M.O. production; associate producer, Edward

T. Lowe; directed by James Hogan; no writing credits released; photo-
graphed by Harry Fischfoeck. Cast: Patricia Morison.

RK^Radio

Now Balance to
Number Number N«w in Be Placed Stories in
of Pix Com- Siioot- Cuttinff Before Prepara-

Promised pleted Ins Rooms Cameras tion

Studio 60 9 3 4 34 34
Sol Lesser 3 0 0 1 2 2
Herbert WUcox... 1 0 0 0 1 1

Total 54 9 3 5 "37 37

Pictures now in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'MIRACLE RACKET,' produced by B. P. Fineman; directed by Les
Goodwins'; screen play by Saul Elkins and Joseph Pagano; original by
Saul Elkhis; photographed by Nick Musuraca. Cast: Sally Filers, Ann
Miller, Lee Bowman, Alma Kruger, Paul Guilfoyle, Jonathan Hale, Jack
Arnold, Cecil Kellaway,
'PECK'S BAD BOY WITH THE CIRCUS,' produced by Sol Lesser; asso-

ciate producer, Leonard Fields; directed by Edward Cline; no writing

credits released yet; photographed by Jack McKenzie. Cast: Tommy
Kelly, Ann Gillis, Edgar Kennedy, Spanky McFarland, Benita Hume, Fay
Helm, William Demarest, Wade Boteler, Grant Mitchell, Nana Bryant,

'LAW WEST OF TOMBSTONE,' procuctd by Cliff Reid; directed by
Glenn Tryon; screen play by John Twist and Clarence Young; photo-
graphed by J. Roy Hunt. Cast Harry Carey, Anne Shirley, Tim Holt,

Evelyn Brent, Allan Lane, Paul Guilfoyle, Bradley Page, Esther Muir,
George Irving, Eleanor Hansen, Peggy Carroll, Robert Moya, Jane Wood-
worth.
'TRAILER ROMANCE,* produced by Cliff Reid; directed by Garson

Kanin: screen play by Dudley Nichols and John Twist; photographed by
Russell Metty. Cast: Lucille Ball, James Ellison, Lee Bowman, Granville
Bates, Mantan Moreland, Dick Elliott, Florence Lake, Frank Shannon.
'LAWLESS VALLEY,' produced by Bert GUroy; directed by Dave How-

ard; screen play by Oliver Drake; original by W. C. Tuttle; photographed
by Harry Wild. Cast: George O'Brien, Kay Sutton, Walter Miller, George
Burton, Bob Clark, Walter Patterson.

RKO-Ra.dlQ Pictvrcs Now in Production

'GUNGA DIN' (for 1938-39), produced and directed^b^
screen play by Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur; photographed by Joe

August. Cast: Cary Grant, Victor McLaglen, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Joan
Fontaine. Eduardo Ciannelli. Sam Jaffe. Montagu Love. Lumsden Hare.

'SAINTS WITHOUT WINGS*' produced: and directed by P. J.. Wolfson;
original screen play by Albert Bain; photographed by Ray Hunt. Cast:

Anne Shirley, Roger Daniel, James McCallion,' Walter Ward, Charles

Powers, John Fitzgerald, Prank Malo, Paul White.
'LOVE AFFAIR,' produced and directed by Leo McCarey; no writing

credits released; photographed by Rudolph Mate. Cast: Irene Dunne,

Charles oyer.

Republic

. , Now Ba-biMi^ to

of Pix Com- Shoot- Cutting: Before Prepara-

Promisei pleted ing: Rooms Cameras tion

Total 59 5 3 « 45 *5

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews:

'OVERLAND STAGE RAIDERS' (for 1938-39). produced by William
Berk6; directed by George Sherman; screen play by Luci Ward; photo-

graphed by William Nobles. Cast: John Wayne, Ray Corrigan, Max Ter-
hune, Louise Brooks, Frank La Rue, Charles Whittaker, Duke R. Lee,
Edwin Gafltaey. Jr., Anthony Marsh, George Plimis, George Sherwood.

'PRAIRIE MOON/ produced by Harry Grey; directed by Ralph Staub;
screen play by Betty Burbridge and Stanley Roberts; photographed by
William Nobles. Cast; (Irene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Shirley Deane,
David Gorcey, Tommy Ryan, Walter Tetley, Stanley Andrews, William
Pawley, Rafael Bennett, Warner Richmond, Tom London.

'I STAND ACCUSED/ produced and directed by John H. Auer; no
writing credits yet; photographed by Jack Marta. Cast: Robert Cummings,
Helen Mack, Lyle Talbot, Gordon Jones, Thomas Jackson, Leona. Roberts,
Tom Beck, Robert Paige, Robert Middlemass.

/HAWK OF THE WILDERNESS' (serial), produced by Robert Beche; co-
directed by William Witney and Jack English; no writing credits released
yet; photographed by William Nobles. Cast: Herman Brix. Jill Martin,
Monte Blue, Mala, Noble Johnson, William Royle, George Eldredge, Snow-
flake, Dick Wessel, Tom Chatterton, Earl Askam, Jerry Sheldon, Harry
Tenbrook.

'STORM OVER BENGAL,' formerly titled 'BENGAL LANCER
PATROL,' produced by Armand Schaefer; directed by Sidney Salkow;
original screen play by Garret Ford; photographed by Ernest Miller. Cast:
Patric Knowles, Richard Cromwell, Rochelle Hudson, Colin Tapley, Doug-
las Dumbrille, Halliwell Hobbes, Claude Alister, Clyde Cook.

'RHYTHM OF THE SADDLE/ formerly titled 'RODEO BUSTER,' pro-
duced by Harry Grey; directed by George Sherman; original, screen play
by Paul Franklin; photographed by Jack Marta. Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley
Burnette, Peggy Moran, Pert Kelton, LeRoy Mason.

Republic Pix New in Production

'SANTA FE STAMPEDE/ produced by William Berke; directed by
George Sherman; screen play by Luci Ward and Betty Burbridge; original
by Luci Ward; photographed by Reggie Lanning. Cast: John Wayne, Ray
Corrigan, Max Terhune, June Martel, William F^rnum, LeRoy Mason,
Martin Spellman, Genee Hall.

'TEXAS RANGER,' produced by Charles E. Ford; directed by Joe Kane;
original screen play by Gerald Geraghty and Jack NatteforeJ; photo-
graphed by Jack Marta. Cast: Roy Rogers, Mary Hart, Raymond Hatton,
J. Farrell MacDonald, Purnell Pratt, Lane Chandler, Bruce Macfarlane,
Harry Woods, Lee Powell, Chester Gunnels.

'STRONGUEART/ produced by Herman Schlom; directed by Irving
Pichel; original screen play by Earl Pelton; photographed by Ernest
Miller. Cast: Tommy Ry^n, Robert Livingston, June Storey, Ace (canine),
Harry Davenport, James Burke, Ralph Morgan, Sidney Blackmer, Victor
Killian.

New Theatres

St, Louis, Oct, 18.

New Strand, 1,000-seater, Tuscola*

111,, owned and operated bjr
' George Barber, has opened. Barber
' also owns the Strand, 300 seats, in

same town,
Robert Cluster, Metropolis, III., has

opened new theatre, 700-seater.

Alterations costing $5,000 are being
made in Criterion, St. Louis nabe
owned by William Pappas and also

in the University, owned by Green-
man Theatres, Inc.

Sam Komm and Alex Pappas have
taken the Maryland, 454-seater,

South St, Louis,'*formerIy operated
by Louis Landau.
Glen W. Dickson Theatre, Inc., of

Kansas City, Mo., planning to build
new concrete theatre in Warrens-»
burg. Mo. Company also will make-
extensive alterations in its house at
Monett, Mo.
Controversy between the CIO and

AFL continues to hold up erection

of Hippodrome, Herrin, 111., for John
Harlow. New house will replace one
leveled by fire; $125,000 will be in-
vested in new structure.

J. W. Hayton, who operates 400-

seater in CarterviUe, 111., planning
erection of another in the same time.
Improvements, etc., are slated for

the Empire, Chrisman, III.; Com-
munity. Community, III.; State, Road-
house, 111., and the Elmo, St. Etmo,-

III.

20th Centary-Fax

Total

Number Number Now
of Pix Com- Shoot-

Promised pleted ing

55 14 8

Now Balanceto
in Be' Placed Stories In

Cutting Before Prepara-
Roems Cameras tion

6 27 27

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'GIRL FROM KBOOKLYN,' formerly titled 'BY THE DAWN'S EARLY
LIGHT' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Edward Kaufman; directed by
Gregory Ratoff ; original by Gene Markey; photographed by Karl Freund.
Cast: Warner Baxter, Alice Faye, Charles Winninger, Keye Luke, Arthur
Treacher, Willie Fung, Doris Lloyd, Leonid SnegoS.

'SUBMARINE PATROL/ formerly titled 'WOODEN ANCHORS/ for-
merly titled 'SPLINTER FLEET' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Gene
Markey; directed by John Ford; screen play by Rian James, Darrell Ware
and Jack YeHen from story by Ray Milholland and Charles B. Milholland;
photographed by Arthur Miller; Cast: Richard Gt-eene, Nancy Kelly,
George Bancroft, Slim Summerville, Douglas. Fbwley, Joan Valerie, Pres-
ton Foster, John Carradine, Warren Hymer, Elisha Cook, Jr., Ward Bond.
Maxie Rosenbloom, Harry Strang, Russ Clark, Charles Tannan, Dick
Hogan, Henry Armetta, J. Farrell MacDonald. George K Stone, George
Humbert.

«MR. MOTO TAKES A VACATION/ produced by Sol M. Wurtzel; di-
rected by Norman Foster; original screen play by Philip MacDonald and
Norman Foster; photographed by Charles Clarke. Cast: Peter Lorre, Vir-
ginia Field, John King, Joseph Schildkraut, Lionel Atwill, Iva Stewart,
George P. Huntley. Victor Varconi.

'THE ARIZONA WILDCAT,' produced by John Stone; directed by Her-
bert I. Leeds; screen play by Barry Trivers and Jerry Cai^ from original
idea by Frances Hyland and Albert Ray; photographed by Luoien Andriot.
Cast: Jane Withers, Leo CarriUo, Pauline Moore, Hienry Wilcoxon, Etienne
Girardot, Douglas Fowley, William Henry, Henry Woods, Rosita Harlan.

'UP THE RIVER,' formerly titled 'HARD TO GET/ produced by Sol
Wurtzel; directed by Alfred Werker; screen play by Lou Breslow and John
Patrick^ based' on original story by Maurine. Watkins; photographed
by Robert Planck. Cast: Preston Poster, Phyllis Brooks, Tony Martin,
Arthur Treacher, Bill Robinson, Slim Summerv^le, Jane Darwell, Eddie
Collins, Alan Dinehart, Robert Allen, Sidney Toler.

'JUST AROUND THE CORNER' (for 1938-39 season), produced by
David Hempstead; directed by Irving Cummings; screen play by J. P.
McEvoy and Ethel Hill; original story by Kenneth Earle and Howard
Smith; songs by Walter Bullock and Harold Spina; photographed by Arthui;
Miller. Cast: Shirley Temple, Joan Davis, Bill Robinsonj_Charles Farrell,
Bert Lahr. George Barbier, Franklin Pangborn. Bennie Bartlett, Amanda
Duff.

20th-Fox Pix Now in Prodnetion
'JESSE JAMES' (for 1938-39, in Technicolor), produced by Nunnally

Johnson; directed by Henry King; original screen play by Nunnally John-
son; photographed by George Barnes. Cast: Tyrone Power, Henry F-onda,
Nancy Kelly, Walter Brennan, John Carradine, J. Edward Bromberg, Brian
Donlevy, Douglas Fowley, Jane Darwell, Donald Meek, Ernest Whitman.

'KENTUCKY' (in Technicolor), produced by Gene Markey; directed by
David Butler; screen play by Lamar Trotti and John Taintor Foote; from
novel, 'Look of Eagles,' by John Taintor; photographed by Ernest Palmer.
Cast: Loretta Young, Richard Greene, Walter Brennan, Ralph Morgan,
Willard Robinson, Douglas Dumbrille, James West, Charles Waldron, Karen
Morley, Ward Robinson, Moroni Olsen.

'SAMSON AND LADIES,' produced by Sol Wurtzel; directed by H.
Bruce Humberstone; no writing credits yet; photographed by Edward
Snyder. Cast: Michael Whalen, Lynn Bari, Iva Stewart, Robert Allen,
June Gale, Guinn Williams, Edward Brophy, John Miljan, Theodore Von
Eltz, Chester Clute.

'THE LITTLE PRINCESS (in Technicolor); produced by Gene Markey;
directed by Walter Lang; screen play by Ethel Hill and Walter Ferris;
based on novel by Frances Hodgson Burnett; photographed by Arthur
MiUer; Technicolor photography by William Skall: Cast: Shirley Temple,
Richard Greene, Anita Louise, Ian Himter, Cesar Romero, Arthur Treacher,
Mary l^ash, Sybil Jason, Miles Mander, Marcia Mae Jones, Deidre Gale,
Ira Stevens.

TAIL SPINj/ produced by Harry Joe Brown; directed by Roy Ddl Ruth;
original screen play by Frank Wead; photographed by John Mescall. Cast:
Alice Faye, Constance Bennett. Nancy Kelly, Joan Davis, Charles Farrell,
Jane Wyman, John King, Waijy Vernon, Joan Valerie, Robert Lowery,
Edward Norrisj J. Anthony Hughes, Jack Pennick.

'THE THREE MUSKETEERS,' produced by Raymond Griffith; directed
by Allan Dwan; music and lyrics by Sid KuUer, Ray Golden, Walter Bul-
lock and Samuel Pokrass; no writing credits released; photographed by
Peverell Marley. Cast: Ritz Brothers, Don Ameche, Gloria Stuart, Pauline
Moore, Binnie Barnes, Joseph Schildkraut, John Carradine, John King,
Lionel Atwill, Douglas Dumbrille, Miles Mander, Russell Hicks.

'THANKS FOR EVERYTHING/ produced by Harry Joe Brown; directed
by William A. Salter; music and lyrics by Mack Gordon and Harry Revel;
no writing credits released; photographed by Lucien Andriot. ' Cast: Jack
Oaki.p A<^olphe Menjoti .TacVr H^iley, Arleen Whelan, Binnie Barnes, Tony

ilVERYBODY'S BABY/ produced by John Stone; directed by Malcolm
St. Clair; no writing credits released; photographed by Edward Snyder.
Cast: Jed Prouty, Shirley Deane, Spring Byington, Russell Gleason. Ken
Howell. George Ernest, June Carlson, Florence Roberts, Billy Mahan,
Hattie McDaniel, Marvin Stephens, Claire DuBrey.

(Continued on page 23)

Cleveland, Oct. 18.

Jerome Smith and Max Kaplan,
Cleveland exhibs, have leased Penn
Square, reopening . i'i as foreign pix
house Friday (21). Formerly oper-

ated by Al Schulman, who has
stepped out of the field.

Built a:t estimated cast of $150,000,

Embassy was preemed last week as

newest downtown theatre by<v Max
and Morris Lefkowich with Leo and-

Harry Greenberger as co-partners.

Combine operates 20 other indi

houses here. Eugene- Frank, for-

merly of Mall and associated with
them for 10 years, managing.

Fairmont, W. Va., Oct. 18.

A fifth theatre is being- promoted
by R. Earl Knight (a brother of
Fuzzy KnigHt of films) and James
H. Brownfield, who have managed
the Warner Bros, theatres here in

'

recent years.

Atlanta, Oct. 18.

Plans for immediate construction
of new community theatre at North
avenue and Techwood drive were
announced last week by Collett H.
Munger, prez of Lanier Development
Co,, which wiU operate house.

$150 Stichttp m AtlaMa

Atlanta, Oct. IB.

While throngs milled aroundT"*
lone armed bandit stepped up to the
ticket wicket of Paramount theatre
at 9:30 o'clock Friday (14) night and
forced cashier, Mrs. J, T, Eason, to

hand over $150 in csish.

Stickup man walked up and
pushed note through box «£flce

grille, which read: 'This is a holdup.
Give me all the money you have and
don't ring no burglar alarm.' ^
Cashier carried out written in-

structions and bandit took the $150'

and the note r.nd vanished into,

crowd. Although throngs passing
theatre were unaware of holdup,
cashier istated that three men. os-

tensibly companions of bandit^ stood
silent guard while robbery was tak-
ing place, their hands thrUst .omi-

nously into coat pockets. As soon
as bandit made off with swag they
disaopeared into crowd right on his

trail.

San Antonio, Oct. 18.

Tom Mooney, ex-convict, was sert-

tenced to eight years in state pen
after ha pleaded guilty

.
Wednesday

(12) to holding up Texas, Interstate
house, boxoffice on Aug. 16. Gun-
man's haul was $346:

Dusting Off 'Drums'
Hollywood, Oct. 18.

20th-Fox is dusting off 'Drums
Along the Mohawk,' on the shelf
since last spring.

Sonia Levien is polishing the
script for production by Raymond
Griffith.

Randy Scott at Col.
Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Columbia contracted Rattdolpht^
Scott to feature in a series of film»
over a period of six years.
Actor has betn freelancing ,.Biao*

he left Paramount.
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treat yourself

to a loving

look at that

sensational

new comedy

number

now being

dashed out

to all Warner

Exchanges

under the

title of

With

Dick Powell • Olivia deHavilland
-CHARLES WINNINGER • ALLEN JENKINS • BOMm GRAtfV^LLR^^^^^^^^^

Directed by RAY ENRIGHT
Screen Play by Jerry Wald, Maurice Leo and Richard Macaulay • From an Original Story by Wally Klein and Joseph Scbrank

,3ugg;e.sted,by a, St9fy by Stephen Morehouse Avery • 2 songs by Harry Warren and Johnny Meroer
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Advance Ftodueiion Chart
<Conlnuted from page 21)

Unkei Artists

Now BaliMweta
Number Number Now ^ im Be Placeti Stories in
of Pix Com- Slioot- CuU^ne Before Frepara-

Prombed plct^d in; Booms Cameras tion
Samuel Goldwyn.. 4 0 0 1 3 3
Selxniek 2 0 0 2 • •
Walter' Wander,.. 8 0 0 17 7
Chaplte 1 0 • 9 1 1
Bosch 8 1 0 1 6 6
London Films 5 2 0 0 3 3
Edward Small 5 0 1 0 4 4

Total 33 3 1 5 24 24

Pictures in the cutting room or awaiting previews are:

•THE rOUNG IN flBABT/ produced by David 6. Selznick; directed by
Richard Wallace; screen play by Paul Osborne and Charles Bennett from
novel by JLAJL Wylie, The Gay Banditti': photographed by Leon Shamroy.
Cast: Janet Gaynor, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., PauJette Goddard, Roland
Voung, BlUie Bvu*ke, Richard Carlson, Minnie Dupree, JWargarel Early.
Charles Qaltoh. lora Lys. Eily IMaly^in. Henry Stephenson. Tom Ricketts.

'TRADE WINDS.' produced by Walter Wanger; directed by Tay Gar-
nett; screen play by Dorothy Parker, Alan Campbell and Frank R. Adams
from original story by Tax Garnett; photographed by Rudolph Mate. Cast
Fredric March, Jijan Bennett. Ralph Bellamy, Ann Sothern. Alan Baxter.
Robert Sminett O'Connor, Patricia Farr, Wilma Francis, Kay Linaker,
Dorothy Tree, Phyllis Barry. Walter Bryon. Wilson Benge, Harry Painie,

Hooper Atchley, Franklin Parker. Lee Phelps. John Webb Dillion, Dick
Rush. Mrs. Sojin, Gloria Youngblood, Etfaelreda Leopold, Marie DeForest,
Earl Wallace. Princess Luana, Paulita. Arbivu, Iko Magara. Suzanne
Kaaren, Lotus Liu. Robert Elliott, Sidney Blackmer.

•TOPPER' TAKES A TMF,' produced by Milton H. Bren for Hal Roach;
directed by N'orman Z. McLeod; screen play by Jack Jevne and Eddie
Moran from the Thome Smith novel; photographed by Norbert Brodine.
Cast: Constance Bennett, Roland Young. Billae Burke. Alan Mowbray,
Verree Teasdale, Alexander D'Arcy, Franklin Pangborn, Leon Belasco.
Irving Pichel.

'MADE FOF ' CH OTHER,* produced by David O. Selznick; directed
by John Crom^.-ii; screen play by Jo 'Swerling; photographed by Leon
Shamroy. Cast: Carole Lombard, James Stewart, Lucile Watson, Donald
Briggs, Charles Coburn, Arthur Hoyt, Ruth Weston. Nella Walker. Harland
Briggs, Mickey Rentschler, Esther Dale, Edwin Maxwell, Tully Marshall.
'THE COWBOY AND THE LADY,' formerly titled 'LADY AND THE

COWBOY' (for 1938-39 season), produced by Samuel Goldwyn; directed
by H. C. Potter; screen play by Sam Behrman from an original by Leo
McCarey and Frank R. Adams; photographed by Gregg Toland. Cast:
Gary Cooper, Merle Oberon, David Niven, 'niomas Mitchell, Walter Bren-
nan, Patsy Kelly, Mabel Todd, Fuzzy Knight, Henry Kolker, Emma Dunn,
Harry Davenport. ^

Vntted Artists Pix Now In Production
'DUKE OF WEST POINT,* produced by Edward Small; directed by

Alfred E. Green; original screen play by George Bruce; photographed by
' Robert Planck. Cast* Louis Hayward. Joan Fontaine, Tom Brown, Richard
Carlson, Alan Curtis, Jonathan Hale, Gaylord Pendleton, Donald Barry,
George McKay, Lane Chandler, William Bakewell.

UiB?ersal

Starr; directed by Al Rogell; screen play by Edmund L. Hartmanij from
hovel gy Jonathan Latimer; photographed by George Meehan. Cast:
Preston Foster, Frank Jenksv Frances Robinson, Kay Linaker, Joyce Comp>
ton, E. E, Olive, Orville Caldwell; Alfred Dekker.

Total

Warners

Number Number Now
of tlx Com- Sboot-

Pmnised pleted in;
52 5 3

New Balance to
in Be Placed Stories in

Cutting Before n-epara-
Booms Cameras tioa

IS 29 29

Total .. . t

Number Number Now
or Pix Com- Sboot-

Promised pleted ing
48 1* S

Now Balance to
in Be Placed Stories In

Cuitinff Before Prcpara-
Rooms Cameras tion

8 24 24

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews:

'RED BABBY' (serial) (for 1938-39 season), produced by Barney Sarecky;
directed by Ford Beebe and Alan James; screen play by Ford Beebe,
Norman Hall. Ray Trdmpe; photographed by Jerry Ash. Cast: Larry
(Buster) C^abbe. Frances Robinson. Edna Sedgwick.
'SWING THAT CHEEK' (for 1938-39), produced by Max Golden; directed

by Harold Schuster; story by Thomas Ahearn and F. Maury Grossman;
screen play by Charles Grayson; photographed by Elwood BredelL Cast:
Tom Brown, Andy Devine, Rot>ert Wilcox, Constance Moore. Stanley
Hughes, Samuel S. Hinds. Ray Parker, Ernest Truex, 'Doodles' Weaver,
Margaret Early.

'PRAIRIE JUSTICE/ produced by Trem Carr; directed by George Wagg-
ner; original screen play by Joseph West; photographed by Gus Peterson.
Cast: Bob Baker, Hal Taliaferro, Dorothy Fay, Jackr Rockwrfl, Carleton
Young, Forrest Tayior, Glenn Strange.

'WESTSIDE MIBACLiB,' produced by Buft Kelly; directed by Arthur
Lubin; original by Quentin Reynolds; screen play by Tom Lennon; photo-
graphed by Elwood BredelL Cast: Edmund LoVve. Dick Foran, Helen
Mack, Paul Hurst, Samuel S. Hinds, Leon Ames, David Olivtf, Frances
Robinson, Dorothy Arnold; Stanley Hughes, Horace MacMahon, Clyde
Dilson, Clarence Muse, Virginia, Brissac, George Chandler, Frank Sheri-
dan, Paul Fix, Selther Jackson.

'ADAM'S EVENING.' produced by Ken Goldsmith; directed by Gus
Meins; original by Katherine Kavanaugh; photographed by Henry Sharp.
Cast: Charles Buggies, Maxie Rosenbloom. Marian Martin, Ona Munson,
Georgia Kaine, Raymond Parker, Frances Robinson, Richard Lane, Benny
Baker, Stepin Fetchit, Stanley Hughes, Regis Toomey.
'THE STORM,' produced by Ken Goldsmith; directed by Harold Young;

screen play by Hugh King, Daniel Moore and George Yohalem from origi-

nal by .Hugh King and Daniel Moore; photographed by Milton Krasner.
Cast: Charles Bickford, Barton MacLane, Preston Foster, Tom Brown,
Andy Devine, Frank Jenks. Samuel Hinds.

'E:^P0SED,' produced by Max H. (^Iden; directed by Harold Shuster;
screen play by Charles Kaufman and Franklin Coen; photographed by
Stanley Cortez.^ Cast: Glenda Farrell, Otto Kruger, Herbert Mundin,
David Oliver, Charles B. Brown, Lorraine Krueger, Chester Clut^.

'STRANGE FACES,' produced by Burt Kelly; directed by Errol Taggart;
screen play by Charles Grayson from original story by Cornelius Reece
and Arndt Giusti; potographed by Elwood Bredell. Cast: Dorothea Kent,
Frank Jenks, Andy Devine, Leon Ames, Mary Treen.

Universal Pix Now in Product on
'BUCK ROGERS* (serial), produced by Barney Sarecky; co-directed by

Ford Be^b6 and Saul Goodkind; screen play by Norman Hall and Ray
Trampe from cartoon strip by Dick Calkins and Phil Nolan; photographed
by Jerry -Ash. Cast: Larry Crabbe, Constance Moore, Reed Howes,
Wheeler Oakman, Jackie Moran, Carleton Young, Henry Brandon, Philson
Ahn.

'LITTLE TOUGH GUYS IN SOCIETY,' produced by Max H. Golden;
directed by Erie Kenton; original screen play by Edward Eliscu and Morti-
mer Offner; photographed by George Robinson. Cast: Mary Boland,
Edward Everett Horton, Mischa Auer. Helen Parrish, Jack Searl and
Little Tough Guys — Frankie Thomas, Hally Chester, Harris Berger,
Charles Duncan, David Gorcey and Lester Jay.

'THE EAGLE SCOUT' (serial), produced by Henry MacRae; co-directed
by Ray Taylor and Alan James; original story by J. Irving Crump; screen
play by Wyndham Gittens, George Plymton, Basil Dickey and Joseph
Poland; photographed by William Sickner. Cast: Jackie Cooper, Lucy
Oilman, William Ruhl, David Durand. Ralph Dunn, Fr^^nk Coghlan, Jr.,

Sidney Miller, Jason Robard's, Victor AdamSi Richard. Botilier, Bill

Cody. Jr.

'SON OF FRANKENSTEIN,' produced by Burt Kelly; irector not set;

^^^^reer^^^ljl^^^ W^^ Cast: Peter Lorre, Boris Karloff, Bela

'GHOST TOWN RIDERS,' produced by Trem Carr; associate producer,
Paul Malvern; directed by George Waggner; original screen play by
Joseph West; photographed by Harry Neumann. Cast: Bob Baker, Fay
Shannon, George Cleveland, Forrest Taylor, Glenn Strange, Jack Kirk,
Hank Warden, Martin Turner.
'THE DEAD DONT CARE,' Crime Club production; produced by Irving

Pictures in the cutting rooms or awaiting previews are:

'ANGELS WITH DIKTY FACES,' produced by Sam Bischoff; directed
by Michael Curtiz; original^ story by Roland Brown; photographed by Sol
F^iito. Cast: James Cagney, Pat O'Brien, Ann Sheridan, Humphrey Bo-
gart, Billy Halop, Bobby Jordan, Leo Gorcey. Bernard Punsley, Gabri'el
Dell, Huntz Hall.

'COMET OVER BROADWAY,' formerly titled 'CURTAIN CALL,' pro-
duced by Bryan F<^; directed by John Farrow; screen play by Mark Hel-
linger from magazine story" by Faith Baldwin; photographed by James
Wong Howe. Cast: Kay Francis, Ian Hunter, Janet Chapman, Melville
Cooper, Donald Crisp, John Litel, Ian Keith.

'BLACKWELLS ISLAND.' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William
McGann; original screen play by Crane Wilbur and Dave Marcus; photo-
graphed by Sid Hickox. Cast: John Garfield. Rbsemary Lane, Morgan
Conway. Peggy Shannon, Dick PurcelL Lottie Williams, Stanley Fields,
Charley Foy, Norman Willis. Granville Bates, Raymond Barley, Jimmy
O'Gatty. Wade Boteler. William Davidson. Walter Young.
'THEY MADE ME A CRIMINAL,' produced by Benjamin Glazer; direct-

ed by Busby Berkeley; screen play by Sig Herzig from story by Bertram
Millnauser and Beulah Dix; photographed by James Howe. Cast: John
Garfield, Gloria Dickson, Beulah Bondi, Claude Rains, Billy Halop,, Huntz
Hall, Leo Caorcey. Gabriel Deli; Bobby Jordon. Bernard Punsley.

'LOVE BITES MAN,' formerly tiUed 'UNFIT, TO PRINT.' produced by
Sam Bischoil; directed by James Flood; screen play by Earl Baldwin,
Niven Busch, Lawrence Kimble and Robffrt Buckner from original story
by Saul Elkins aind Sally Sandlin; photographed by Charles Rosher. Cast:
Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell, Bobby Jordan, Alan Baxter, Joe Cunningham,
Douglas

,
Dumbrille, Armand Kaliz. Ed- Dearing.

'

'DEVIL'S ISLAND,' formerly titled 'RETURN OF DR. X,'. produced by
i
Bryan Foy; directed by William ClemeHs; no writing credits, released as
yet; photographed by George Barnes. Cast: Boris Karloff-, Leonard Mudie,
Frank Reicher; James Stephens, Pedro De Cordoba, Nat Carr. Tom Wilson,
Sidney Bracy. Stusurt Holmes. Dino Corrado, John Harman.
'NANCY DBEW—DETECTIVE.' formerly tiUed 'PASSPORT TO LARK-

SPUR LANE,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by William Clemmens;
no" writing credits released yet;, photographed by Lew O'Connell. Cast:

Bonita Granville, Frankie Thomas, John Litel, John Ridgely, Richard
Bond. Frank Mayo, Jack Mower,' Helena Phillips Evans. Frank Orth.

'WOMEN IN THE WIND,' produced by Bryan Foy; directed by John
Farrow; screen play by Lee Katz and Albert DeMond from novel by
Francis Walton. Cast: Kay Francis, William Gargan, Victor Jory, Maxie
Rosenbloom, Sheila Bromley, Harvey Stephens, Frankie Burke^ Frank
Faylen.

'GOING PLACES.' produced by Barney Glazer; directed by. Ray En-
right; screen play by Maurice Leo. Jerry Wald, Sig Herzig; photographed
by Arthur Todd. Cast: Dick Powell, Anita Louise, Allien Jenkins, Walter
Catlett, Minna Gombell, Thurston Hall. Hal Huber,

'DAWN PATROL.' produced by Robert Lord; directed by Edmund
Goulding; original screen play by Seton I. Miller and Don Totheroh. Cast:

Errol Flynn, Melyille Cooper, Basil Bathbone, Rodin Rathbone, David
Niven, Barry Fitzgerald, James Stephenson, Michael Brooke, Stuart Hall,
Norton Lowater.
'HARD^ TO GET.' formerly titled 'KISS AND RUN,' formerly titled

'HOT HEIRESS.' formerly titled HEAD OVER HEELS.* produced by Sam
Bischoff; dir^ted by Ray Enright; no writing credits released yet; photo-
graphed by Charles Rosher. Cast: Dick Powell, Olivia De Havilland,
Allen Jenkins, Charles Winninger, Isable Jeans, Bonita Granville, Melville
Cooper, Patric KnQwles, Penny -Singleton.

«KING OF THE UNDERWORLD,* formerly titled 'UNLAWFUL,' pro-
duced by Bryan Foy; directed by Lew Seller; screen play by George
Bricker; photographed by Sid Hickox. Cast: Kay. Francis, James Stephen-
son, Humphrey Bogart, John Eldredge, Jessie Busleigh, Harles Foy, Joe
Develin, Penny Sinj^eton.

'HEART OF THE NORTH' (in Technicolor), produced by Bryan Foy;
- directed by Lewis Seller; screenf play by Robert Rossen, Vincent Sherman
and Lee Katz from novel by William Byron IVLowery; photographed by
L. William O'CoimelL Cast: Dick Foran, Margaret Lindsley, Gloria,Dick-
son, Janet Chapman, Patric Knowles, Allen Jenkins, James Stephenson,
Alec Harford, Russell Simpson, Gordon Hart, Pedro de Cordoba, Jack
Mower. John Harron. Anthony Averill, J. Crawthers.

'WINGS OF THE NAVY,' produced by Lou Edelman; directed by Lloyd
Bacon; original screen play by Michael Fessier; photographed by Arthur
Edeson. Cast: George Brent, Olivia de Havilland, John Payne, Frank
McHugh, John Bidgeley, Henry O^eill,. John Litel, Regis Toomey, Donald
Briggs, Max Hoffman, Jr., John Gallaudet.

rrORGHY IN CHINATOWN,' produced by Bryan i'oy; directed by Wil-
liam Beaudine; screen play by George Bridcer; phot<>graphed by Warren
Lynch. Cast: Glenda Farrell, Barton MaqLane, Henry O'Neill. Tom Ken-
nedy, Janet Shaw, Dick Bond, Patric Knowles, Janies Stephenson, Andy
Lawlor, Frank Shannon, George Guhl. Joe Cunningham, Jack Mower,
Charles Hickman, Bruce Mitchell, John Hatroh.

Warner Pix Now in Production
'CRIME IS A RACKET,' produced by Sam BischofT; directed by Lew

Seller; -no writing credits yet; photographed by Sol Polito. Cast: Humphrey
Bogart, Gale Page, Billy Halop. Henry ©"Neil, John Litel, Harold Huber,
Henry Travers, Harvey Stephens.
'SECRET SERVICE IN THE AIR,' produced by Bryan Foy; dire(ited by

Noel Smith; na writing credits released yet; photographed by Ted Mc-
Cord. Cast: Ronald Reagan, Irene Rhodes. Rosella Towne, James Stephen-
son, John Litel, Morgan Conway^ Joe- Cunningham, Anthony Averill,
Larry Williams, Richard Bond, John Ridgeley. Eddie Foy, Jr.

'DARK VICTORY.' produced by David Lewis; directed by Edmund
Goulding; screen play by Casey Robinson from play by George Brewer,
Jr., and Bertram Bloch; photographed by Ernest Haller. Cast: Bette
Davis, George Brent, Geraldine Fitzgerald. Humphrey Bogart, Ronald
Reagan, Henry Travers, Dorothy Peterson, Charles Richman, Lottie Wil-
liams, Virginia Brissac, Frank Reicher, Pierre Watkins.

(Continued from page 7)

operators are controlled by the
lATSE.

United Ajrent Front
Artists Managers Guild, whose

membership includes practically all

topflight actor representatives, has
joined hands with the independent
agents to present a united front
against the 19-point licensing plan
of the Screen Actors Guild.
Committee representing two

groups, at ° conference with SAC
agency committee headed by George
Murphy, demanded elimination pi at

least six of 19 points. Most objec-
tionable in program is one limiting
contracts between agents and their

clients to one year. Others would
give the actor the right to cancel

his contract with an agent if he felt

the latter had too many clients to

properly represent him, or if the
persons handling his business left

the agency.

The SAG committee listened to the
complaints of the agents and said
SAG board of directors would be ad-
vised of the situation. The actors
committee pointed out, however, that
neither it nor the board of directors
had authority to change any of the
program since the 19-point plan had
been approved by the SAG member-
ship.

Other members of SAG agency
committee in addition to Murphy are
Basil Rathbone, Gloria Stuart, Mor-
gan Wallace, Edward Brophy, Maude
Eburne.
Abe Lastfogel is chairman of'lflie'

AMG committee. Other members
are Leland Hayward, Bert AUenberg,
Frank Vincent, M. C. Levee, prexy
of the organization. Conjmittee rep-
resentirrg the indies is composed"

of William Woolfenden, chairman;
Freddie Fralick, Sam Armstrong,
Dave Thomson and William Ste-
phens. Both committees have been
given author!^ to represent their
full memberships and to take any ac-
tio nthey believe necessary. Agents
also invited the NBC and CBS artists

bureaus to join them in fighting the
SAG licensing idea.

Dr. Towne Nylander, regional di-

rector of National Labor Relations
Board, has under advisement the is-

suance of unfair labor practice
charges against major companies, re-
quested by the Screen Writers Guild.
The 3WG claims the producers have
refused to negotiate with them as the
exclusive bargaining representative
for all writers as directed by the
NLRB.
Screen Directors Guild hearing on

petitions charging 10 major compan-
ies with unfair labor practice and
asking the NLRB to certify the Guild
as bargaining representative for di-

rectors, imit managers and assistant

directors, was completed last week
with summation of the evidence by
attorneys. William R. Ringer, NLRB
trial examiner, is now lurep^ring his
reports for submission to the board
in Washington.

William Walsh, senior counsel for
NLRB, in referring to a letter to the
Guild from Darryl F. 2^nuck in

which the 20th-Fox executive sug-
gested the SDG be divided into two
groups, said:

'Move to Destroy Guild'

'By this ultimatum the producers
attempted to destroy the Guild and
lessen its effective bargaining power
in violation of the* National Labor
Relations Act. He said jurii^diction

of the board was established in the
Screen Writers Guild case, and that
producers recognized the employee
status of directors by insetting a
clause which reads, , 'The producer
hereby employs the director."

Alfred Wright, Counsel for 20th-
Fox, -wqs delegated by associate at-,

torneys to make the principal argu-
ment for the piroducers. Latter con-
tended that neither Senator Wagner,
Congress nor the President had in
mind men -who are pdifl iromi $250 to

$6,000 and more per.week -wiien the
Wagner act was enacted.
Independent Motion Picture Pro-

ducers Association, in ft state of
eclipse for four years, has been re-
organized, and will make a Ught to
secure better terms from Screen Ac-
tors Guild than those given to major
producers. The following ciynmit-
tee has been named to contact the
SAG: Edward Halperin, Sam Katz-
iVian, George Hirliman, Lou Rantz,
Phil Krasne and Phil Goldstone.
New officers of the association are

Phil Goldstone, president; Phil
Krasna, C^orge Hirliman, £Ug New-
field, v.p.'s; Sam Wolf, sec.; Bud Bar-
sky, treasurer..

Rise in production costs resulted
in a big drop in independent produc-
tion for the states-right market, the
association claims, and that revival
of independent production will prove
a boon to unemployed actors, techni-
cians, et al., but that'this cannot be
engineered without the direct co-
operation of the actors themselves.
-Community Chest has agreed to

turn over 10% of all funds contrib-^
uted by the motion picture industry
-to-4he-Motion-Picture Belief Fund.
The first day of cooperation, how-
ever, resulted in a telegraphic warn-
ing to the studios from the SAG that
there must be no compulsion^ It
was reported that certain studios had
handed pledge Cards to actors on
which the amount they were ex-
pected to contribute had already
been filled in.

Kenneth Thomson, executive sec-
retary of the SAG, filed a complaint
with District Attorney Buron Fitts
following receipt of anonymous tele-
phone threats.

Prod. Rep on Board
Producers this week will appoint

a representative to sit on an arbitra-
tion board to conciliate differences
between the producers and the SAG
which may arise over the interpreta^
tion of the new modified agreement
The SAG has already named Murray
Kinnell to represent it. These two
will select a third member.
Edwin Duden Ashton, formerly

with the publicity department of Co-,
lumbia Broadcasting in New York,
has been hired as public relations
counsel for the SAG.
Board of directors of Society of

Motion Picture Film Editors has ap-
pointed the following executive com-
mittee; Edmund D. Hannan, Edward
Dmytryk, Robert W. Carlisle, Louis
H. Sackin and Otto W. Meyer.
Frank GlUmore, president of As-

^,oci%ted .Actors & Jk.ttAstfts .Qt .Amer-
ica, is here for conferencfes with
Kenneth Thomson, of the SAG, and
leaders in other AAAA organiza-
tions. He will go from here to Sau
Francisco to discuss the Fair with
exposition officials.
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TOMORROW THEY START LAUGHING

IN RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
« "Moves faster than a three-ring circus, with one laugh piling on top

of another . . . Ladies will get a kick out of the clothes worn by Miss Stanwyck and

beautiful girls."-ifmmy Fidfer..."Carries substantial box-office merit. Packs plenty

of laugh situations and lines."-Var/efy ... "A rare item of merchandise ... has

the qualities of a gross builder and a run protractor."- m. p. Hera/d . . . "Com-

bines the thrills of exciting detective story and laughs of a high-speed comedy ... No

fears of competition . . . when 'The Mad Miss Manton' comes to town."

--Motion Picture Daily . . . "Should

be box-office hit."-SAowmen's

Trade Review . . . "One of the fun-

niest pictures to come out of

Hollywood." -George McCa/f

J P>% R B /t R /% J

Wiwi/ck

I > r

SAM LEVENE
FRANCES MERCER
STANLEY RIDGES
W H I T N E 6 0 U R N E

DIRECTED BY lEItH lASON
PRDDUCED BY P. J. W 0 1 F S 0 N

Screen Plpi M Pt.ilip fi- Epstein
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FILM BOOKINCi CHART
{For information of theatre and^ film exchange hookers, Variety presents a complete chart oj feature releases of all the American distributing

eompanief for the current quarterly period. Date of the reviews as given in Variety and the running time of prints are included.)
{R) KBISSPES COPTMGHT, 1938. BY VARIETY. INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

WEEK
OF

RELEASE
TITLE rRODVCER DISTRIB. TYPE TALENT DIRECTOR

8/5/38 THE QROWD ROARS
BAREFOOT BOY

BULLDOG DRUMMOND IN AFRICA
VM FROM THE CITY

COME ON, LEATHERNECKS
MAN FROM MUSIC MOUNTAIN

PALS OF THE SADDLE
GATEWAY

LETTER OF INTRODCCTION
MR. CHUMP

8/12/38

A. Hitchcock MOM Rom-Dr
Sam Zimbalist Mono Drama
Harold Hurley Par Mystery
Wm Sistrom RKO Comedy

Herman Schlom Rep Sports
Cbas. E, Ford Rep Outdoor
Wm. Berke Rep Western

Samuel G, Engel 20th Drama
John Stahl U Rom-Dr
Bryan Foy WB . Com-Rom

THE GLADIATOR
RICH MA> , POOR GIRL

THE TEXANS
PATNTED DESERT
KEEP SMILING

THE MISSING GUEST
RACKET BUSTERS

David L. Loew Col
Edw. Chodorov MOM
Lucien Hubbard Par

Bert Gilroy RKO
Sol Wurtzel 20th
B. Sarecky U
Sam Tischofl WB

R. Ta.ylor-M. O'Sullivan
J. Moran-ni. M. Jones-R. Morgan
J. Howard-H. An8:el-H. B. Warner

J. Penner-L. Kruegrer
R. Cromwell-M. Hunt
G. Autry-S. Burnette
Three Mesquiteers

D. Ameche-A. Wh«lan-AatofI
A. Leeds-A. Menjou-Berg:en

Johnnie-'LoIa Lane

8 19/38

8/26/38

9^2/38

CONVICTEI>
BLOCK-HEADS

GIVE ME A SAILOR
SiVIASHING THE RACKETS
A ROMANTIC ROGUE

ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND
MARIE ANTOINETTE

SPAWN OF THE NORTH
BREAKING THE. ICE
TENTH AVENUE KD)
SPEED TO BURN
BOY MEETS GIRL

Comedy J> E. Brown-J. Travis
Com-Dr R. Young-E. Uiissey
Outdoor J. Bennett-R. Scott
Western G. O'Brien-L. Johnson
Com-Rom J. Witheis-G. Stvart
Mystery P. Kelly-C. Moore-Lundigan
MeUer H. Bogart-Gloria Dickson

Col Col
Hal Roach MGM
Jeff Lazarus Par
B. P. Fineman RKO
John H. Auer Rep
H. J. Brown 2ftth

R. Thorpe
Karl Brown
Louis King
Ben Holmes
Jas. Cruze
Joe Kane

Geo. Shern->an
Al Werker
John Stahl

Wm. Clemens
Ed Sedgwick
R. Schunzel
Jas. Hogan

David Howard
Herbert 1. Leeds
John Rollins
Lloyd Bacon

Meller R. Hayward-C. Quigley
Comedy Laurel and Hardy
Comedy M. Raye-B. Hope-B. Grable
Meller C. Morris-F. Mercer
Rom-Dr R. Novarro-M. Marsh
Musical T. Power-A. Faye-Ameche

Leon Barsha
John Blystone
Elliott Nugent
L^^.w. Landers
John H. Auer
Henry King

H. Stromberg
Al Lewin
Sol Lesser
Harry Grey

Jerry Hoffman
Sam Bischoff

MGM Drama N. Shearer-T. Power
Par Outdoor G. Raft-H. Fonda-Lamonr
RKO Musical B. Breen-C. Ruggles
Rep Meller B. Caboi-B. Roberts
2(Hh Sports M. Whalra-L. Barl
WB Comedy Cagney-O'Brien-M. Wilson

W. S. Van Dyke
Henry Hathaway
Edward Cline
B'nard Vorhaus
Otto Brower
Lloyd Bacon

PHANTOM GOLD
: AM THE LAW

THREE LOVES HAS NANCY
UNDER THE BIG TOP
SING. YOU SINNERS

CAREFREE
THE HIGGINS FAMILY

BILLY THE KID RETURNS
MY LUCKY STAR
FRESHMAN YEAR
FOUR'S A CROWD

Col Col Western
Everett Riskin Col -Meller
Norman Krasna MGM Rom-Dr
Wm. T. Lackey Mono Rom-Dr
Wesley Ruggles Par Com-Rom
Pandro Berman RKO Musical
Sol C. Siegel Rep Comedy
Chas. Ford Rep Western

Harry J. Brown 20th Mus-Rom
Geo. Bilson t} Comedy
David Lewis Wp Com-Rom

J. Luden-B. Marion

'

E. G. Robinson-W, Barrio
Montgomery-Gaynor-Tone

A. Nagcl-J. LaRue
B. Crosby-F. MacMurray

F. Astaire-G. Rogers
J. Gleason-L. Gleason
R. Rogers-S. Burnette

Henie-R. Greene-Romero
D. Dunbar-E. Trnex-Lundigan

R. Russell-E. Flynn

Joe Levering
. Al Hal]
iir Thorpe

Karl Brown
\Vesley Ruggles
Mark Sandrich.

Gus. Meins
Joe Kane

Roy Del Ruth
Frank McDonald
Michael Curtiz

9/9/38 THE LADY OBJECTS
COLORADO TRAIL

BOY'S TOWN
STARLIGHT OVER TEXAS

IN OLD MEXICO •

AFFAIRS OF ANNABEL
SAFETY IN NUMBERS
PERSONAL SECRETARY

SECRETS OF AN ACTRESS

Wm. Perlberg Col Com-Rom
Col Col Western

/ohn Considine MGM Drama
Ed Finney Mono Western

Harry Sherman Par Western
Lou Lusty RKO Comedy
John Stone 20th Comedy

Max H. Golden U Drama
David Lewis WB Rom-Dr

G. Stuart-L. Ross
C. Starrett-I. Meredith

S. Tracy-M. Rooney-Hull
Tex Ritter-C. LaRoux
W. Boyd-G. Hayes
J. Oakie-I. Ball

J. Prouty-S. Byington
W. Gargan-J. Hodges
K. Francis-G. Brent

Erie C. Kentou
Sam Nelson
N. Taurog
Al Herman

Edw.D.Venturinl
Ben Stoloff
Mai St. Clair
Otis Garrett
Wm. Keighley

9/16/38 JUVENILE COURT
TOO HOT TO HANDLE

MEXICALI KID
KING ALCATRA9

THE RENEGADE ItANGER
HOLD THAT CO-ED
THE BLACB: BANDIT
VALLET OF GIANTS

9/23/38

Col
hk Weingarten
Robt. Tamsey

Par
Bert Gilroy

D. Hempstead
Trem Cafr

tiou Edelman

Col Drama P< Kelly-R. Hayworth-Darro
MGM Com-Dr Gable-Loy-Carrillo
Mono Western J. Randafl-W. Barry
Par Drama G. Patrick-L. Nolan-Naish
RKO Western G. O'Brien-R. Hayworth
20th Rom-Com J. Barrymore-G. Murphy
U Western Bob Baker-M. Reynolds
WB Outdoor W. Morris-C. Trevor

D. R. Lederman
Jack Conway
Wallace Fox
Robert Florey
David Howard
Geo. Marshall
Geo. Waggner
Wm. Keighley

STRANGER l^ROM ARIZONA
WANTED BY POLICE
CAMPUS CONFESSIONS
FUGITIVES FOR NIGHT

PRAIRIE MOON
TIME OUT FOR MURDER

ROAD TO RENO
FOUR DAUGHTERS

Monroe Shall Col Weiatem
Lindsay Parsorti Mono Melle;:

.

Par Par Football
Lou Lusty RKO Comedy

Jlarry Grey Rep Western
Sol Wurtzel 20th Meller
Ed Grainger U Com-Dr
Ben Glazer WB Gpm-Dr

B. Jones-D. Fay
Darro-E. Knapp

B. Grable-H. Luisettt
F. Aibertson-E. Lynn
G. Autry-S. Burnette
G. Stuart-M. Whalen
R. Scott-H. Hampton

Priscilla-Rosemary-Lane

Elmer Clifton
H. Bretherton
G. Archainbaud
Leslie Goodwins
Ralph Staub

H.B.Humb'rstont
S. Sylvan Simon
Michael Curtiz

9/30/38 GIRL'S SCHOOL
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU

MAN WITH 100 FACES
VACATION FROM LOVE
SONS OF THE LEGION

ROOM SERVICE
OVERLAND STAGE RAIDERS,

DOWN IN ARKANSAW
STRAIGHT, PLACE AND SHOW

DRUMS
YOUTH TAKES FLING
GARDEN OF THE MOON

Samuel Marx Col Rom-Com
Frank Capra Col Comedy
A. Hitchcock GB Drama

MGM MGM Comedy
Par Par Rdm-Dr

P. S. Berman RKO Com
. Wm. Berke Rep Western
Armand Schaefer Rep Drama

t>. Hempstead 20th Com
Alex. Korda UA Drama
Joa Pasternak U Com-Dr
tiOM Edelman WB Musical

10/7/38 CRIME TAKES HOLIDAY
WEST OF THE SANTA FE

STABLEMATES
MB. WONG, DETECTIVE
TOUCHDOWN, ARMY

MR. DOODLE KICKS OFF
THE NIGHT HAWK
MEET THE .GIRLS

THAT CERTAIN AGE
BROADWAY MUSKETEERS

A. Shirley-K. Grey-Bellaniy
3. Artbur-L. Barrymore-J.Stewart

L. Palmer-T. Walls
D. O'Keefe-F. Rice

D. O'Connor-B. Lee-B. Cook
Marx Bros.-L. Ball
Three Mesquiteers

R. Byrd-Weaver Bros.
Ritz Bros.-R. Arlen

Sabu-R. M^ssey-R. Livesey
J. McCrea-A. Leeds

P, O'Brien-J. P»yne-M. Lindsay

Col Col Meller
Col Col Western

Harry Rapf MGM Com-Dr
T. Lackey Mono Mystery
Par Par Football

Bob Sisk RKO Com
Berman Schlom Rep Drama

-

'lioward J. Green. 20th Comedy
Soe Pasternak U Mus-Rom
Bryan Foy '

. WB . Comedy.

J. Holt-M. Ralston
C. Starrett-i. Meredith
W. Beery-rM. Rooney
B. Karloif-E. Brent

J. Howard-R. Cummings
J. Penner-J. Travis

B. Llvingston-J. Travis
.J. Lang-L. Bari-R. Allen

D. Durbin-J. Cooper
°

M.-Lindsay-M:. Wilson-J. Lltel

John Brahm
Frank Capra
A. Hitchcock

G. Fitzmaiu*ice
Jas. Hogan
Wm. Seiter

Geo. {Sherman
Nick Grinde
David Butler
Zoltan Korda
Archie Mayo

'Qusby Berkeley
Lewis D. Collins
Sam Nelson
Sam Wood
Wm. Nigh

Kurt Neumann
Leslie Goodwins
Sidney Salkow
Eugene Forda
Edw.LiUdwig
John Farrow

10/14/38 FLIGHT TO FAME
Lady vanishes

YOUNG dr. KILDARE
WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM

ARKANSAS TRAVELER
A MAN TO REMEMBER

FIVE OF A KIND
THERE GOES MY HEART
SWING THAT CHEER

THE SISTERS

Ralph Cohn Col

t.
Hitchcock GB

,ou Ostrow MGM
36d Finney Mono
Geo. Arthur Par
Sob Sisk RKO

K.* MacGowan 20th
Hal Roach UA
Jl4ax Golden- U
David Lewis. WB

10/21/38

Drama O. Farrell-J. Wells
Rom-Dr M. Lockwobd-P. Lucas
Com-Dr L. Ayres-L. Barrymore
•Western Tex>Rittcr
Com-Dr B. Burns-F. Bainter
Drama' E. EUis-A. Shirley
Rom-Com Dloone Quins-Hcrsholt
Rom-Com F. March-V. Bruce
College T. Browd-A. Devine
Drama B. Flynn-B. Davis-A. Louise

CCjCpl^man, Jr.
AirHitchcock
H. Bucquet
Al Herman
Al Santell

Garson Kanin
H. I. Leeds

Norman McLeod
Harold Schuster
Anatole Litvak

LISTEN, DARLING
MYSTERIOUS RIDER
MAD MISS MANTON

MYSTERIOUS MR. MOTO
YOUNG IN HEART
SERVICE DE LUXE

GIRLS ON PROBATION

10/28/38 LAW OF THE TEXAN
THE LITTLE ADVENTURESS

THE GREAT WALTZ
THE LAST RIDE
MEN WITH WINGS
I STAND ACCUSED
MIRACLE'RACKET

SUEZ
THE STORM

THE LAST EXPRESS
BROTHER RAT

Jack Cummings
llarry Sherman
P. J. > Wolfson
Sol Wurtzel

D, 6. Selznick
Ed Grainger
Bryan Foy

Monroe Shaff
Col

Bern&rd Hyman
JelT Lazarus

Wm. A. Wellman
John H. Auer
B. P. Fineman
Gene Markey
Ken Goldsmith
Jrving Starr
Robert Lord

MGM
Par
RKO
20th
UA
U
WB

Rom-Dr Bartholomew-J. Garland
Western' D. Dumbrille-C. Fields
Mys-Com B. Stanwyck-H. Fonda
Meller P. Lorre-M. Maguire
Rom-Dr J. Gaynor-D. Fairbanks, Jr.

Com C. Bennett-V. Price-Buggies
Drama E. Flynn-B. Dayis-A. Louise

Edw. Marin
Les Selander
Leigh Jason

Norman Foster
Richard Wallac*
Rowland V. Lee
Anatole Litvak

Col Western Buck Jones-D. Fay
Col Action-Dr E. Fellowes-J. Wells
MGM Musical L. Rainer-F. Gravet
Par Roni-Dr A. Tamiroff-F. Farmer
Paf Drama F; M2cMun^ay-R. Milland
Par Drama R. Cumniings-H. Mack-L. Talbot
RKO Drama S. Eilers-L. Bowman
20th Spec T. Power-L. Young
U Drama C. Bickford-B. McLane
U Meller K. Taylor-D. Kent
WB Comedy W. Morris-P. Lane-J. Wyman

Elmer Clifton
D. R. Lederman

J. Duvivier
Alfred E. Green
Wm. A. Wellman
John H. Auer

Leslie Goodwins
Allan Dwan'
Harold Young
Otis Garrett

Wlti. Keighley

11/4/38 IN EARLY ARIZONA
THE CITADEL

GANGSTER'S BOY
ILLEGAL TRAFFIC

ALWAYS IN TROUBLE
TRADE WINDS
EXPOSED

HARD TO GET
ADVENTURE IN SAHARA

THE FROG
SWEETHEARTS
IF I WERE KINO

ANNABEL TAKES A" TOUR
STORM OVl^R BENGAL

JUST AROUND THE CORNER
STRANGE FACES

TORCHY GETS HER MAN

Col
Victor SavlUe
W. T. Lackey
Harold Hurley
John Stone
W. Wanger
Bert Kelly
Sam Bischoff

Lou Appleton
Herbert Wilcojt-

ftunt Stromberg
Frank Lloyd
Lou LuSty

Armand Schaefer
'Dave Hempstead

Bert Kelly
Bryan Foy

Col Western B. Elliott-D. GuUiver
MGM Drama R. Donat-R. Russell
Mono Meller J. Cooper-L. Oilman
Par Meller J. C. Naish-M. Carlisle
20th Comedy J. Wlthers-A. Treacher-J. Rogers
UA Rom-Com J. Bennett-F. March
U Drama O. Kruger-G. Farrell
WB Comedy D. Powell-O. de Havlland

Col Drama ~ "
P. Kelly-L. Gray

GB ..Meller ... N. Beer-y.-sG-. Harder
MGM Musical J. MacDonald^N. Eddy
Par Drama R. Coleman-F. Dee-Rathbone
RKO Rom-Com J. Oakie-L. Ball
Rep Rom-Dr P. Knowles-R. Hudson
20th Comedy S. Temple-C. Farrell
U Com-Dr D. Kent-F. Jenks
WB Comedy G. Farrell-B. MacLane

Jos. Levering
King Vidor
Wm. Nigh
Louis King
Jos. Santley
Tay Garnett
Max Golden
Ray Enright

D. R. Lederpian
Jack-Rsctpcvond
W. S. Van Dyk»
Frank Lloyd
Lew Landers
Sid Salkow

Irving Cummings
Earl^Taggpjt - »

Michael 'Curtiz

WHEN
TIME BEVIEWED
MINS. BY VARIETt

87
63
60
71
65
54
55
73

100

_60_
70
70
90
59
65
65
65

50
55
80
68

lOS

160
110
80
56
60

_86
M"
99
67
63
88
83
62
56
90
65

63

96,

58.
62
73
55
62

__70

60
108
56
55
60
80
60
75

55
59
65
63
58
73
68
90

71
126

*65

60
76
55
65
66

101
78
94

61

89
67
73
75
6S
66

100
63

8/3
8/31
8/31
8/10
8/24
8/17
»/14
8/10
8/3
8/10_

"8/31

8/17
8 3
9/21
8/17
9/14
8/lT_
'8/24
8/31
7/27
8/ia

6/1

7/13
8/24
9/7
8/31
6/8
8/31
9/28"
8/31
»/7
9/14
8/17
8/31
9/7
9/21
»/14
9/21
8/17^

10/5

9/7
9/21
9/28
8/10
9/7
9/28

JO/12
9/14
fl/21

9/7
10/5
10/5
9/28
9/21
8/17
9/21
9/28
9/14
9/28
10/19
9/7
10/5
__8/17^

9/28
9/7

10/5
10/5
9/14
9/28
10/12
9/28
4/20
9/28
9/21

10/5

9/21
10/5
10/5
S/31
10/5
10/19

83 10/19

83 10/5
79 10/5
8S 10/12
81 9/28

95 10/5

72 10/19
74
78 10/12
61 9/21

85 10/19
65

61

100 10/19

60 10/19
90 10/19

9/21
10/19
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Press 'Pet Peeves vs. Pix

(Continued from page 1)

almost every instance causes hinter-

land editors to bitterly call attention

to the many libels and inaccuracies

Jn such performances. Newspaper-
men resent anything that lowers

their profession in the eyes of the

general public. They may not have
the same belitting effect in a large

city, but in the smaller cities it be-

comes a matter of grave importance.

The work of the reporter is usually

shown in a picture in such a way
that he is lowered in the estimation

of the public, and he becomes the

butt of many uncalled-for wisecracks.

In commenting on this libelous por-

trayal of the newspaperman on the

screen, one editor resented the utter

disregard for the true portrayal of

the work of the newshawks. 'Report-

ers and editors are not drunkards,
guzzlers and picture thieves. Their
lives are not all play, drinking, res-

cuing beautiful girls, showing pro-
fane disrepect for the police, the
district attorneys, and other public
officials.' No so-called 'star reporters'

can come into the managing editor's

office, or to the city desk, sit on the
edge of the desk, his hat cocked at a

rakish angle, a cigaret dangling
loosely from the side of his mouth,
and tell the editors where they get
off. The reporter never calls up the
desk and tells him to 'stop the
presses' for a big scoop. The average
reporter goes about his assignments
in a business-like way, and follows
all the rules of a highly specialized
profession.'

This editor, to prove his point,

showed the writer the editorial room
of his paper, pointed out its clean or-

derliness, and commented upon the
gentlemanly appearance of the men
who were industriously working
away at their typewriters. He spe-
cially emphasized the lack of confu-
sion and noise, although at that par-
ticular time, bulletins of the critical

European situation were coming in

every minute. He added that not one
of his men was addicted to drink and
that picture stealing would result in

instant dismissal.

How the Rap Works
The managing editor of another big

city daily was even more vehement

in his denuncitiition of the screen's

portrayal of newspapermen. He said

that he had instructed his motion
picture reviewer to criticize severely

any picture in which a reporter or

any other member of the stafi was
unfairly depicted, and moreover to

keep pounding away about .these in-

I

accuracies during the entire time it

was being shown at the theatre.

I

All this has a detrimental effect on
;
the friendship of newspapers for the

; film industry. When a newspaper-
man, from the publisher down, wit-

, nesses a picture in which a member
of the craft is caricatured, he thus

becomes antagonistic to the picture
i industry in general, or so it would
seem, because, as stated, this seems

I

to be truer away from New York,
Chi or Los Angeles,

j
In our travels on behalf of the best

i entertainment drive, we hastened to

1
point out to the editors that most

' of the newspaper stories were writ-

I
ten by former newspapermen, and

;
that directors and producers natur-

1 ally assume that the portrayals are

I

accurate, since they are written by

I

men who presumably know about

I

their profession.

In territories where double fea-

tures are the vogue, editors gave
vent to their feelings on this subject

also. They felt that they were voic-

ing the sentiments of many of their

readers when they pointed but the
objections to having to git through
three or more houri of pictures, to

see, in many cases, only ont which
was worthwhile.
Many editors consider the stt^r

system unwise; that It Is not good
policy on the part of the Industry
to play the individual instead of the
story. They were enlightened that

stars are nx^de by the public &nd not

by the producers.

Cycles and Gambllnr

The sameness of stories and the

trend of cycles of particular themes
which, after a while become tire-

some and boring, also came in for

criticism. But when these editors

were told of the various vicissitudes

a script must go through because of

censorship restrictions In various
parts of the country, they realized

that the producers were not entirely

to blame.
Gambling in motion^ picture thea-

tres is another bant that they dwelt
upon. The newsmen seem to resent
the fact that motion picture thea-
tres, which are primarily purveyors
of entertainment, should resort to

gambling games to stimulate attend-
ance. Motion pictures, they ob-
serve, should be good enough to

bring patrons into a theatre without
the added incentive of money prizes.

As one editor expressed it, 'either

Come on ''Out Where The West Begins" for the

grandest pow-wow that ever mixed fun and exoite-

ment with profit and business! Bring the missus—

and plan for the thne of your lives! . . . Special

hotel and travel rates . . . Startling and sensational

events against a background of Indians, Cowboys,

Rodeos and Oil Fields! . . . Not to forget the talk-

tests with all the men you've always wanted to meet

... To get the best . . . MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW!

EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America

aiClAlK^MA CITY
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS • 1 GOO B R 0 A 0 W AY • N E W Y 0 R K C I T

Y

the motion picture theatre be turned
into a banknite house completely, or
remain what it was originally in-
tended to be, a motion picture the-
atre.'

All editors are practically unani-
mous in praising the progress of
pictiures and their clean and moral
tone. They praise the industry for
a willingness to conform to public
opinion regarding the moral tone of
pictures and added that parents to-
day need not worry about allowing
their children to go. to any of the
motion pictures, as tliey are assured
that nothing detrimental will be
shown.
The picture theatre as a business

asset to their cities is another matter
commented upon by the editors. AH
acknowledge that the advent of pic-
ture houses in communities enhances
the value of business property • and
brings people to the business cen-
ters and prosperity to the merchants.
On the subject of radio gossipers,

all are more than convinced that
much of the gossip by Hollywood
commentators is doing a great deal
of harm because of uncalled for slurs
on the picture industry.
The survey made of editors,

through the Motion Pictures* Great-
est Year campaign, at the insistence

of H6ward Dietz and Paul Gulick,
the coordinator of the campaign,
conclusively demonstrates the fact

that editors who, heretofore, had
been laboring under many false im-
pressions about the industry, have
become more friendly towards the

industry. They all frankly acknowl-
edge, after many of their questions"

are satisfactorily answered,- that the

industry does have many compli-
cated problems, and that, in the ag-

gregate, they and their newspapers

-

are more than willing to be the

friends of the film biz, if in turn the
motion picture industry will take in

good faith the criticisms offered.

Prog's Releasing Deal
Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Progressive Pictures completed a
deal for the release of four pictures

through Majestic.

Films are 'Slander House,' 'Rebel-

lious Daughters,' 'Delinquent Parents*

and 'Meet the Mayor.'

AL GREEN'S *TUEF
Hollywood, Oct. 18,

Alfred E. Green has been handed
the assignment by Edward Small to

direct 'King of Turf.'

Green is washing up 'Duke of

West Point* in two weeks.

STUDIO CONTRACTS
Hollywood, Oct. 18.

RKO signed Richard Clarke to
stock contract.
Alexander Hall handed straight

two-year director pact by Columbia.
Franz Waxman inked a composer-

conductor deal with Metro.
Douglas McPhaU. penned player

ticket at Metro.
Charlie Hoag inked player con-

tract at Republic.
Donald McBride handed actor pact

by RKO.
Paramount signed Marry McKay

to player contract.
2dth-Fox contracted Leonard Hoff-

man and Harold Tarshis, writers.
20th-Fox renewed Louis Silvers*

musical director pact.
Wolfgang Reinhardt, writer, re-

newed at Warners.
Carrington North signed as sce-

nario editor by Standard Pictures.
Janet Chapman, moppet, handed

new ticket by Warners.
Fred Niblo, Jr., inked writing deal

with Warners.
Warners signed Mary Lee to

player contract.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Republic bought 'I'll Take the
High Road,' an original by Robert
Andrews.
Howard Spring sold his British

best seller, .'My Son, My Son,' to Ed-
ward Small.

Sol Lesser bought 'Snow Maiden,'
by Barton Browne.
Fine Arts, acquired 'Full Speed

Ahead,' by James Henrihan.
Paul Kohner sold Conan Doyle's

'The Hound of the Baskervilles' to
20th-Fox.
Columbia purchased Mark Kelly's

original kid story, 'Call Me Muggsy.'

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Oct. 18.

'Love Affair' is latest tag for 'Love
Match' at RKO,
RKO changed 'The Pure in Mind'

to 'Saints without V/ings.'
'Tarnished Angel' is release title

for RKO's 'Miracle Racket.'
New tag for 'X&i&t to Print' at

Warners is' 'Love Bites Man.'
'Bundle of Joy' became 'Every-

body's Baby' at 20th-Fox.
Release title of 'The Last Ride' at

Paramount is 'Escape from Leaven-
worth.*
'Adam's Evening' changed to 'His

Exciting Night' at' Universal.
"
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Film Reviews

Annabel Takes a Tour
(Continued from, page 12)

and humor of Hoffman's original

idea is retained, with writers adding
embellishments of some slick dialog

•and laugh sequences in the new yarn.

Jack Oakie accompanies Lucille

Ball on personal appearance tour to

keep the star on the front pages.

Breezy p. a. runs into Kalph Forbes,

a viscount, who also authors pop
flaming-love tomes, and starts to

work tieing him up with Miss Ball

for publicity breaks. Stunt works
with fine effect, until star falls for

the reticertt novelist, and decides to

retire from pictures to marry Forbes.
This precipitates roxmd of difficul-

ties, topped by appearance of Forbes'
wife and children and dash of Miss
Ball back to Hollywood to escape
process servers.

Jack Oakie is breezily competent
as the fast-talking and fast-thinklng

p. a. Miss Ball handles assignment
of the illm star in capable fashion.
Ruth Donnelly continues as private
secretary to producer Bradley Page;
both carrying through original roles.

Ralph Forbes is okay as the vis-

count, and supporting cast is ade-
quate.

Direction by Lew Landers is at a
steady gait, and his motivation of
comedy and spacing of dialog is ef-
fective. Production has been given
standard mounting.

THE LAST EXPRESS
TJnIversal release of Irvin? Starr produc'.

tloQ. Featured Kent Taylor. Dorothea.
Kent, Greta Oranstedt, Shaw and Lee. Paul
Hurst. Directed by Otia Garrett. Screen-
play l>y Bdmund L. Hartmann from orig-
inal by Baynard Ke'ndrlck: editor, Maurice
Wright; camera, Stanley Cortez. At RIalto.
N. r., week Oct. 12. '38. Running time.
03 mins.
Duncan MacLaln ..Kent Taylor
Amy Arden ...Dorothea Kent
Spud Sava^ Don Brodle
Gladys Hewitt Greta Granstedt
Springer Paul Hurst
Trilby ; Samuel Lee
Shane Albert Shaw
Paul Zarinka Edward Raquello
Howard Hewitt. .... .Robert Eramett Keane
Jfleredlth Charles Trowbridge
Frank Hoefle Addison Richards

tion. Also, the continued amorous
mugging of the detective master
mind as soon as he spots a new
feminine face seems over-accentu-
ated.
Picture is safe dual bet, and will

go big where they like murder-in-
the-subway thrillers. Wear.

PRAIRIE MOON
(WITH SONGS)

Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Republic release of Harry Grey produc-

tion. Stars Gene Autry. Features Smiley
Burnette, Shirley Deane, Tommy Ryan.
Directed by Ralph Staub. Original screen-
play by Betty Burbrldge and Stanley Rob-
erts; camera, William Nobles; film editor.
Lester Orlebeck. Previewed In Projection
Room, Oct. 10, '38. Running time, 6S mlns.
Gene Gene Autry
Frog Smiley Burnette
Peggy Shirley Deane
Bruins Tommy Ryan
Nails Walter Tetley
Slick David Gorcey
Welch Stanley Andrews
Bar'on William Pawley
Mulllns Warner Richmond
Hartley , Raphael Bennett
Steve Tom London
Pete Bud Qsbome
Sheriff Jack Rockwell
Band Leader Peter Potter

usual arty. It's probably nearer to
"what the Fretich like in' a comedy.

• Title would suggest a story of the
banking family of that name. It's

none of that but, rather, an unrealis-
tic tale of rags to riches made realis-
tic by performances of Baur and his
bum crony, Pasquali. Baur's acting
in the title role of a hobo with a
grand name, leaves nothing to be
asked. Character delineation is

complete to the finger nails. Pas-
quali is -equally ' good in a less im-
portant though not minor role of a
scheming hobo who engineers the
elevation by Baur's misuse of the
grand surname. Pauley, as the un-
scrupulous banket, finally debunked
by Baur, is the only other cast

standout.

The magic of the name Roth-
child moves the entire story the
same as did 'Mister Hobo' (GB).
Treatment, and bits of business by
actors and director put it across. For
Yank consumption it could stand
some paring down from its 78 min-
utes. Hurl.

Workmanlike performances by
Kent Taylor and Dorothea Kent are
not enough to lift this from the rut
of detective melodrama fare. Pic-
ture is one of those Crime Club plots
which probably read a whole lot
better than it appears on the screen.

Story, which rings in the New
York subways, is fairly intriguing
despite meandering iroute taken. This
murder mystery vehicle seems to be
an instance where the audience
wonders why the mystifying ele-
ments were not more clearly de-
veloped.

Sleuth-politico fable is taken from
Baynard Kendrick's story of the
familiar link between a gangster
power and group of city officials.

It shows a private Sherlock (Kent
Taylor) and his partner (Don
Brodie), ferreting out this conniving
because the d.a. can't depend on his
own officials to recover valuable
papers stolen from city files. Two
baffling murders further complicate
things.
An added hazard for the principal

detectives is injected by having
them in a ticldish spot, both with
the police and the gangsters. Miss-
ing documents are uncovered by the
sleuths when they search an aban-
doned subway near a city hall, obvi-
ously intended to be New York,
These sequences contain the most
suspenseful moments as the search
ing party ducks into manholes, situ-
ated in the middle of subway tracks,
in time to escape onrushing trsdns.
Reference to the Sea Beach Ex^-

press, as the train which goes
through Brooklyn to get to the
beach, seems a bit stilted to New
York patrons as 'do the subway sta
tion sets. Slaying of. the special
prosecutor is done by means of a
bomb, although he is fired at point
blank by a woman, highly implaus
ible as executed on screen.
Kent Taylor does his utmost to

Inject action into sleuth character
despite stiffling lines and involved
action, and succeeds when given half
a break. Dorothea Kent is attractive
enough and sufficiently sincere to
have been given fuller opportunity,
Greta Granstedt, as the other femme
character, the wife of an involved
city official, is satisfactory without
being outstanding. Edward Raquello,
In the role of special prosecutor,
looks like a comer.
Albert Shaw and - Samuel Lee

(vaude team) are cast as rival detec
tives and manage to get some smiles
but, at the same time, detract from
main story thread- W. Farrell Mc
Donald is smothered in a subordinate
role.

Film has several passages that
w»ake it appear that the P.roduction
code boys are softening up a bit.

There's the scene where a man starts
for the ladies' room In the subway
station and another where he offers
the subway confection counter girr

$5 to do him a favor, with quick eX'
planation that she Is to trail a femme
suspect when, ghe re^i^ters Jndigna

A top western that has good
chances of cracking key houses as
second half of duals. 'Prairie Moon'
gives Gene Autry the advantage of a
good story, smart direction, a capa-
ble cast and higher production budg-
et than his previous offerings. For
houses where Autry is a favorite,

picture is a cinch.

Different twist to general nm of
westerns is provided with introduc-
tion of three tough kids from Chi-
cago to the ranch left by their

father. The boys romp through the
picture merrily, making things mis-
erable for Smiley Burnette, and
maintaining interest.

Autry loosens up for his character-
ization, with result that he gives a
personable performance. Four songs
are interspersed, three by Autry and
solo, 'Trigger Joe,' by Smiley Bur-
nette. Of the three, pair are new;
'Hoofbeats on the Prairie' and "The
Girl in the Middle of My Heart.'

Oldtimer is 'The West, "a Nest, and
You.' Autry puts them over in fine

style.

Plot has slight background of cat-

tle rustling on which to present
Autry's experiences with three tough
kids from the city. Boys are brought
west when their gangster father is

killed at family ranch, and Autry is

asked to take care of them.

Smiley Burnette is amusing as

Autry's sidekick, while Shirley
Deane provides just the right
amount of romance as the school-
teacher. Stanley Andrews, outlaw
leader, handles his role with less of

the leering melodramatics of a
western heavy.
Tommy Ryan, Walter Tetley and

David Gorcey are the three tough
kids. Ryan, discovered by Repub-
lic, was last in 'Tenth Ayenue Kid.'

Gorcey is a brother of one of the
Dead End Kids. Young Ryan is

most effective, and antics of the trio

are sure-fire for the nabes and
smaller towns.

Direction by Ralph Staub injects

smoothness into a fast-tempo unfold-
ing, and his sketching of the several
difficult characterizations to main-
tain plausibility is particularly good.
Script by Betty Burbridge and Stan-
ley Roberts has numerous wise-
cracks by the three kids.

Picture has been given better pro-
duction than previous, offerings in

the Autry series. Pictorial back-
grounds for the rides and chases are
fine, helping a good job of photog-
raphy.

Theatres-Exchanges

Buffalo.

Charles B. Taylor, advertising and
publicity director of Shea's Theatres,
awarded the $500 exploitation prize
in the 'Paramoxmt on Parade' con-
test.

Philadelphia.
Doug George, out-of-town exploi-

tation man in the Warner Bros, cir-

cuit publicity department- here, has
been switched to chief of publicity

with Standard Theatres, Inc., in Ok-
lahoma. Standard is a WB subsid.

Cincinnati.
Joe Goetz has been appointed as-

sistant to Colonel Arthur Frudenfeld,
RKO division manager. He will act
as supervisor of maintenance, serv-
ice and personnel for RKO's nine
local tihieatres.

Canton, O.
Joe Blowitz named manager of

the Capitol, a Warner house in
Steubenville, O., replacing Harry
Hans.
Harry Kendrick named manager

of Warner Bros, theatre at Am-
bridge. Pa,, succeeding William
Goldman.
Earl Bailey, present manager of

the Liberty and Family theatres.
East Liberty, Pa., has succeeded Les
Bowser as manager of the Harris
theatres at Warren, O. Bowser has
been appointed manager of the new
Perry theatre, Pittsburgh.

ROTHCHILD
(FRENCH-MADE)

Regal (Sherman S. Krellberg) release ot

a ESscalmel production at Pathe-Natan stu-

dios, Paris. Stars Hariy Baur. Directed
by Morco De Gastyne. Screenplay, Jean
Guitton and £. R. Escalmel from original

novel by Paul Lafltte; music, Guldo Curto;
camera, Gaston Nrun; English titles, Mark
A. Brum and Charles .Tahrblum. At Bel-

mont, N. Y., Oct. '38. Running time,

78 mins.
RothchUd ...Harry Baur
nip -. .Pasquali

Barsac ..Pauley

Marcel Casadessus
Madeleine Claudle Cleaves

Mile. Fallot Germalne Michel
Gaby Germalne Auger
Dlegot Philippe Herlat
Marty .'..Georges Paulals

Professor Jean d'Td

(In French; with English Titles)

This is the second screen adapta-

tion of Paul Lafitte's original novel,

first done by Gaumont-British with
George Arliss. The French carbon

with Harry Baur in the lead agam
testifies that the rather impossible

fable requires truly fine acting of

these two names to offset it. What
Arliss did for the Anglo version,

Bauer does for the Gallic entry—and
that's plenty. Minus expert charac-

terizations film would sag in any
tongue. It's that kind of meller-

farce, which is none too strong, de-

pending to largfe extent on what the

cast can do with it. Titling is very

Americanese in languaige and should

help some for Yank appreciation.

Baur's name also has some standing

thoiUgl> .'tl¥5 iigiPprlati^n is. nqt Jiie

Denver.
Westland Theatres, Inc., has taken

over the two Victory theatres—New
Victory and Victory No. 2—^from
J. B. Melton, who has operated them
for a number of years. Melton
leaves to make his home on his
Florida plantation.

Si Gertz, editor of the Civic News,
the Civic theatres' publicity paper,
will also manage the Rex, succeeding
Kenneth Richards, who moves to the
Granada. H. A. Thornbrough goes
from the Granada to the Egyptian,
succeeding G. L. Sandstrom, leaving
the company to enter other- work.

Seattle.
Guy Navarre, manager of United

Artists exchange here, appointed
member of city censorship board by
Mayor Langlie. He succeeds Vic
Gauntlett, ad. manager of Hamrick-
Evergreen Theatres, resigned, who
had served two years.

EXPLOITATION By Epes W. Sargent

Picking on Marj.

Louisville.
In connection with the showing of

'Hold That Co-Ed,' at the Strand,
manager A. B. McCoy, who has for
the past five y6ars managed the Up-
town, nabe operated by Fourth Av-
enue Amusement Company, started
his new job with a bang when he
arranged for a visit by Marjorie
Weaver, local gal, who has been on
a steady upbeat in recent pix.

McCoy received full co-operation
on the part of several local lunch-
eon clubs and organizations, the
mayor, and others, and met Miss
Weaver on her arrival at the sta-

tion with a 60-piece band, drum
corps, and a large representation of
local dignitaries. After the recep-
tion, a big parade was formed, and
proceeded from the .station through
the downtown district to the theatre.

Miss Weaver made three appear-
ances each day (Sunday-Monday),
and during the balance of the week
rested at the home <)f relatives. She
was the guest of honor at several
social functions, and received plenty
of art and stories in the local news-
papers. McCoy didn't overlook a
single bet in acquainting local peo-
ple with the fact that the local pic
name was in town.

Patting on the Skii

Rochester.
Mrs. Floi;ence' Belinson, manager

of the LitUe, has arranged co-op tie-

up with Rochester Ski Club, Cham-
[}er of Commerce and leading depart-
ment stores for showing of a ski pic-

ture as soon as weather favors out-
door sports.

Stores will plug the picture and
sell tickets in the sporting goods de-
partments as a comeon for custom-
ers and ski club will take over the
theatre for a special showing for
menrt)ers.

Horror Gomes East
Providence.

RKO Albee has been transformed
into a Coney Island fun house for

the 'Dracula'-'Frankenstein' revival.

Lobby and marquee have been flood-

ed with green lights. Ballyhoo man
out front is costumed in skull-mask
and a scream-record blasts out inter-

mittently in the lobby.

Special, spook show was given Sat-
urday eve. (15) with skeletons on
poles placed throughout the theatre.

Public loved it, according to mana-
ger Kenneth Rockwell, who points

to rapidly piling gross as proof.

Cold Feet?
Wichita, Kan.

Orpheum exploitation stunt for
double bill 'Dracula' and 'Frank-
enstein' turned out a dud. Harry
Sefton, week b'efore opening of pic-
tures here last Friday, advertised
that he would pay $5 to Wichita
woman who would enter empty the-
atre at midnight on Thursday night
and sit through the two pictures
alone in. the darkened theatre,

Shirley Tucker, co-ed, one of 25
who sent in letter of application, was
chosen. Thursday night came and
theatre kept open awaiting arrival
of Miss Tucker who never 'did show
up. Management called her next day
and her excuse was tiiat she got the
days mixed and had planned to come
Friday night. Since management
had iiiformed her it would be Thurs-
day night and both local papers car-
ried story and her pix for stunt that
night the theatre called it off.

Jnst Helping Hands
Lincoln.

When Ray Holtz, exploiteer and
ballyhooer for the Bonham, in Fair-
bury, Neb., got married, the boys
h'-''<1 always called on to help him
put over some trick—came without
calling.
Pulled a charivari nifty by having

Holtz and his new bride handcuffed
to a davenport in the lobby of the
theatre, hung up a 'Love Fmds Ray
Holtz' sign, and serenaded him with
a three-piece band. All the home*
towners took a liberal gawk and
laugh.

It's Just Waiting
Seattle.

Playing up the Catholic angle in
'Boy's Town' .(MGM) for first run
showing at tifth Avenue and Blue
Mouse, Vice Gauntlett got great re-
sults, pix doing record biz first week
and now wowing for record B.M.
opening in a long time.
Ads were placed in local Catholic

newspaper and co-op of priests ob-
tained, by direct contact an^L through
this advertising. Result ;was fav
spells at all the parishes in tiiis lo-

cale.

Carefree Bedheads
Charlotte, N. C.

The Charlotte NeWs and the Im-
perial theatre tied up otit a promo-
tional ior the Ginger Rogers-Astaire
'Carefree.'. .-The paper carried a cou-
pon admitting red-heads to the pic-

ture as guests of the paper and the-
atre."

i New York Theatres 11

11 ' '1
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Rex Stevenson, booker for Sterling
chain, left Oct. 1 for S. F. to join
booking staff of Golden State The-
atres.

Atlanta.
G. Tom Bailey, owner and opera-

tor of chain of colored theatres here,
added No. 7 to his local string when
he took over Pictorial, on Welch
street, which has been dark for a
number of years.

Pine Bluff, Ark.
John A. McLeod, Jr., manager of

the Strand Theatre here to succfeed
Tommie Dowdy who left here to as-
sume management of his own thea-
tre at Crenshaw, Miss.

Tommie Dowdy, past 12 years
connected with theatres, has bought
the Ritz theatre at Crenshaw, Miss.,
and will return to his home town
from whence he came.

Greenville, S. C.
Severn Allen to State, Henderson-

viUe, N. C, as manager with Robert
(Rud) Mosely in at Carolina. Bill
Camp from Carolina staff to Rivoli as
assistant mgr.

Salisbury, N. C^
Frank Irwin has been transferred

by North Carolina Theatres, Inc.,

from the Capitol here to the Caro-
lina at Winston-Salem. Jack Jordan
has been elevated- &-<H5>-dooFman at
the Capitol to fill the assistant man-
ager vacancy.

Moundsville, W. Va,
Grand, closed for a fortnight, re-

opened under the management of
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ROXY
ALL 25* '®
SEATS 1 PM.

—On th« Star*—

Nen Stase Show

KOBMA H?.?^SSHEARER POWER
MABIE ANTOINETTE

M. G. M. Hit
Dally 2:30, 8:45. Midnight
Show Sut.; Bun. 3, 0, 9:00.

Mats. 50c. to $1. Evei. SOc
to $2. Sat. & Sun. blats..

SrL Mid. & Sun. 6 «, akiu
50c. to $1,50 (Plus Tm)1 *

ASTOR

PARAMOUNXf""'
RONALD
COLMAN

In
Frank Xlord'0

"IF I WERE
KING"

SQUARB
OY£B

IN FEBSON
TOMMY
DORSEY
AND BAND
CONNIB

BOSWELL

(«««>ifLYIII|

"EHE DAVIS ,HOIUCE HEIDT

• Nnl e( EnUrbfnn

r a 4tiii It. 25c
Mminruita(uin« mnm

MUSIC HALL
"MAD MISS
MANTCN"

Apactaculaf Stags Productions

—STABT8 THUBSDAy—
WALLACE nUCiCEY
BEERY • ROONEY

in "STABLEMATES"
loAuy—GMlt, Jjoy In.
"Too Hot to UuiMOe"

UQADW/V
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Anothier Qwg Sm^^hed
Hollywood, Oct. 18.

'Gang Smashers,' with an all-

Negro cast, was sent into, work by
'Million Dollar Productions on the

^Harold Lloyd lot ia Westw^ood.

TODAY O^XY

Town'
lit "PEtLBOH

Freddio
nABTaOT<OM%1V

r_:artj Thursday!

^SPAWN
"OFTHE
NORTH'

Bitba ' 1

Benny. Snkrrl
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UEZ" COMES TO BROADWAY
'xperienced in handling tremendous

crowds, New York*s 5886-seat Roxy

|Theatre keeps on call extra ushers, cash-

iers, doormen for emergencies. But even

the Roxy's elaborate plans were inadequate

when the 20th Century-Fox hit "SUEZ"

ihad its world premiere run there. Usually,

four boxoffices are sufficient for the biggest,^

attractions. But with "SUEZ," even the,

Roxy's full battery of six boxoffices (largest,

in the world) was not enough. Of interest,

to all showmen, these scenes show how the

Roxy's augmented staff operates when a;

smash brings thousands storming the doors.

f
NlW I kMW what it will bo liko

.whcntheWorld'sFairopcnsl"

—

,CasIuerNo>^(£IminaIi«inwater

Just Ittk At them I Simply
imrming in J"—Cashier No._0,

0 CrOWllS StrMR against the tape. Doormen W. G..Smithj_Fred
» J!amiing, Ralph3filler_need aU theirjteength^^^

'
SNmillrillS stand in back of 1

^ lastJheirjatience.is to_b
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4
MdSnWhilC, with the Roxy packed beyond its 5886 seating capacity, a crowd of more than 500 is gathering in. the rotunda

under^apt._Walter DarrahVwatchful eye. Suddenly they break through the guard lines, completely filling the huge rotunda,.

rot;* \ ^> Ss s

Street a quarter of a mile.,

^ ^^^^

orchestra watching for a seat A

5

I

TrtaSUrer Frank E. iVIuldoon, guarded by Policeman'

James Ciimmings, with drawn gun, takes cash from"

boxoflSces to theatre vault..

6
ProtSCt6ll by bars in the vault, Treasurer Muldopn and assistants^

William Moran and Walter Corwey, count up,^
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Ike Levy and Arthur Judson May

Take Over Columbia Phonograph

Althotigh CBS has gone cold on

the deal, there's a possibility of the

American Record Corp. (Brunswick,

Columbia and Vocalion) being ac-

quired by a couple of important

figures associated with the net-

work. They are I, D. Levy, y.p.

and major CBS stockholder, and
Arthur Judson, president of the Co-

lumbia Concerts Corp., a CBS sub-

sidiary. It was Judson, backed by
Levy, who had urged CBS' board to

consider the purchase of the phono-

graph record combine .

Herbert Yates, major stockholder

In American Record, is advising as-

sociates that a deal is still pending

but he has declined to name the

p,otential buyers.

HILLBILLIES

ACCEPTED BY

UNION

ED MURROW FETED

Luncheon This Friday to Honor CBS'
London Director

Philadelphia, Qct. 18.

Quick ruling by the A. F. of M.
headquarters ordered hillbilly crew
on WCAU .(members of an out-of-

town local) taken into the Philly

branch when station threatened to

legally get around the local's de-

mand for stand-by pay by having
the mountaineers, make transcrip-

tions and playing them.

Outfit over which the trouble arose

Is the 'Sleepy Hollow Gang,' spon-
sored by Drug Trade Products in

two half-hour spots daily. They are
members of the Reading, Pa., local.

Under A. F. of M. rules, the Philly

igroup would be entitled' to stand-by
fees when ai traveling crew works
here. There is no objection, how>
lever, to playing E.T.S made by .mem'
bers of an out-of-town locaL

So, to avoid trouble, Joe Weber,
A. F. of M. prez, ordered groups to

become members of the Philly group,

Edward R. Murrowi European di-

rector of CBS, is in New York on a

visit from his London office. He will

be the one that blushes Friday (21)

at a luncheon which CBS is tossing

at the Hotel St. Regis, N. Y. This

follows by one week a similar CBS
event for Hans von Kaltenborn.

Murrow gets the vacation as a

bonus for his work during the Czech
crisis.

Johannes Steel's Book

Talks of Johannes Steel, foreign

commentator on station WMCA,
N. Y. (not to be confused with John
Steele, Mutual's London rep), will

le published by Universal Publish-

ng Co. ne:ct week. Tome is in three

parts, the foretelling, the actuality

and the aftermath ot MOnich. Will

peddle for 50c.

Book will be ballyhooed on
WMCA. Called 'The Truth About
Munich.'

Steele will also lecture on Radio

in a Democracy at the Rand School

for Social Science on Nov. 15 ,to-

gether with George Henry Payne of

FCC.

St. Louis, Oct. 18.

More than 200 exponents of hill-

billy music will complete in cham-
pionship contests, fostered by the

National Hillbilly Association in the
convention hall of the local munici
pal auditorium Sunday (23). Coh'
tests will be divided into six divl
sions; yodeling, fiddlin', string band,
girl warblers, accordionist and
guitarist. P^ppy Cheshire's KMOX
string band will defend its thrice

won national title, and the Texas
Bangers of KMBC, Kansas City, is

consulered one of the strongest chal-

lengers in this division. 'Skeets,'

champion yodeler, is also skedded to

defend his title. Susie, 'The Gal
Irom the Hills/ from WTMV in East
St. Louis,, is among thirty fenimes
Who will try for the femme warbling
champ, a title held by Susie.

Natchee, an Indian, has promised
to defend his national title as fid-

dling chsimp agalnsf a large -field

that Includes Buddy Mudd, midwest
titleholder. Others who will defend
their titles are 'B^j<^' Murphy,
guitar king; Frankie, accordion
champ. "The show, aside from the
championlihip events, will feature
Lazy Jim Day of Kentucky; Lexie
White, Arkansas yodeler; KWK's
Early Birds and 18 other individual

acts.

Sessions will be held in the after-

noon and evening with the house
scaled from 40c. to 55c. Last year
similar events sponsored by Larry
Sunbrock, prez. of the National Fid-

dling Assn., attracted 35/300 natives

to the two shows.

Kay Hansen Partnered

With Ned Williams h
New York Adv. Agency

K. K. Hansen and Ned E. Williams
will open their own advertising

agency Nov. 1. Both have so far

specialized in the amusement fields,

but it is there intention to apply the
operations of the new agency, Han-
sen-Williams, Inc., to the general ad-
vertising field.

Hansen will continue to handle the
Rockwell-CKeefe, Inc., office and
Casa Loma band accounts, while
Williams will maintain, his publicity

assignments with Duke Ellington

and Cab Calloway. Williams is not
fdr the time being severing his con-

nections with the Mills Artists, Inc.,

office completely.
Partners have taken quarters for

their agency in Radio City. Hansen
was formerly N. Y. general manager
for the Russell C. Comer agency.

Shoiise, Dunville Present

Dewey Long to Cincy
Cincinnati, Oct. 18.

Dewey H. Long, newly appointed

manager of WSAI, bowed to local

advertisers, agency and press lads at

a cocktail party in his honor at the

Netherland Plaza Friday (14).

James D. Shouse, general manager,

and Robert Dunville, sales manager,

of Crosley's WLW and WSAI, engi-

neered personal introductions at the

elbow-bending session.

J. U. Reber Stalks His

Prey but StiH No Dice

On Kellogg Super-Show

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

John U. Reber of J. Walter

Thompson, stalked out of this town
last weekend just as much up in the

air about his new Kellogg show as

before he set foot on colossal soil.

Two central figures, one of which
around the program would pivot,

fish-eyed and cold-shouldered his ap-

pealing overtures. Gary Grant gave,

him a blank NO and Carole Lom-
bard let him know she'd rather not

be bothered about an h6ur show'
every week. Just before leaving

town he lunched with La Lombard.
Answer was still NO and the tab.

was on Reber.
Reber's persistence rates with the

tradition of the mounties and the

homies are not betting the other

way.. That he wiU get his man—or

la femme—is not such an odds-on
proposition as some are prone to

imagine. He'll be back in a few
weeks and the huddling will start

anew. If he lands either it will be
no less than a terrific victory for the
great discoverer.
Until the central character is fixed

there can be no other deals on the
show, Reber let it be known. Agency
point-blank denied that Bobby
Dolan is committed to the music
spot. Big factor in Reber's favor is

the time element. First pitch doesn't

sail over the plate until early
January.

Transamerk Won t Allow McClatchy

To Terminate Sales Rep Deal

NBC IN NEW PLANT

Turns Back Theatre and Warner Hall

to Landlords

Rubinoff in Public

Detroit, Oct. 18.

Still recuping from long illness,

Rubinoff will go to bat for friend

Gov. Frank Murphy at the Gover-
nor's Ball in Naval Armory here
next Friday (21).

Will be violinist's only public ap-
pearance before leaving for Florida

and a three-months convalescence.

Ball is sponsored by state em-
ployees boosting. Gov. Murphy's re-

election campaigti.

STEVE FULD TOURS

FOR CBS RELATIONS

Steve Fuld has switched from
Radio Sales, Inc., CBS subsid, to the
network's station relations departr

ment. He will do his handshaking on
the hoof, with the initial trip slated

to start next week.
He takes over the spot made va-

cant by Lincoln Dellar's assignment
to WBT, Charlotte, as manager.

Don Lee Visio Saie

Los Angeles, Oct. 18.

Synchronization methods and ap-
paratus, long niurtured by Don
Lee's television expert, Harry
Lubcke, were sold last week by
Radio Corp. Patent rights cover
U. S., Canada, Great Britain and
Germany.
Don Lee will use new gadgets in-

vented by Lubcke.

Steeplechase Stunt Into

Cincinnati ^Ballroom
Cincinnati, Oct. 18.

Josef Cherniavsky wiU take his

Musical Steeplechase program or-

chestra into the Topper ballroom,
pop dansa'nt in Music Hall, Friday
(21) ior a break-in on a series of

dne-nighters in this section. Song
title quiz feature of the air show
will be picked up by WSAI from
10:30 to 11 p. m.
An origination on WLW, Steeple-

chase fed to the Mutual web for

several weeks. It was discontinued
recently.

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

With most of the departments
ensconced in their new Radio City

quarters, NBC is cutting loose from
its two rental sites. El Capitan the-

atre, housing 'Good News,' and the

studio on Warners Sunset lot, used
occasionally for this or that one, will

be turned back to their owners.

Don E. Gilman, western division

topper, figures that the new plant's

four big audience studios and the

two at the Melrose avenue site will

amply handle all Hollywood produc-
tion. Columbia has taken over the

Warners building for the Jack Haley
(Wonder Bread) show and one or

two others.

New plant blossomed out yester-

day (Mon.) without ballyhoo or fan-

fare. Entire personnel moved ovev
from Melrose although NBC Is re-

taining the plant largely for produc-
tion. Don Lee was on a deal for the
site but couldn't get together on the
sale price.

Local staff will be augmented by
around 25 workers " from Frisco,

Traffic and accounting headquarters
has been; moved from the Bay City
and later other departments will

gradually come south.

Gambarelii & Davitto

Adjust Affairs with WOR
After Church Choir Nix

Moosedom's Special

Philadelphia; Oct. 18.

WFIL will pump to WOR arid the
Quaker State web a full hour com-
nlercial show on Oct. 27, celebrating
the 50th anniversary of the founding
of the Loyal Order of Moose and the
25th anniversary of Mooseheart.
Show will be directed from Philly
studios by Albert H. Ladner, Jr.,

of the local order. Switches will be
made to stations in Easton, Harris-
burg, Erie and Pittsburgh to pick up
speeches and bands of orders there.
Skedded to spiel on the show are

James J. Davis, Senator from Pennsy
and director general of Moose, who
will be saluted as the founder of
Mooseheart; Matthew H. Neeley,
Senator from West Virginia; Robert
H. Reynolds, Senator from North
Carolina, and former Mayor William
F. Broening of Baltimore.

WOR, New York, was confronted
with possibility oi airing 15 minutes
of sponsored silence last week when
prospective sponsor, Gambarelii &
Davitto (wine firm) and station

couldn't agree to drop contract over
casting troubles. Told they would
have to use time signed for, vintners

and station finally ended in happy
settlement.
Account had signed Westminster

Choir of Princeton, N. J. for show
without full okay of directors. When
Presbyterian Church heard choir's

angel was alcoholic it nixed deal.

Sponsors wanted realease but were
turned down by station which said

time must be tused. G. & D. then
said they would use time to suit

themselves and proferred the silence

gag which was to be broken up
every four minutes with announce-
ment due to FCC regulation.

Finally went on with transcrip-
tions and will follow through with
George Schackley Moonbeams and
Choir Invisible starting Oct 21.

Goes on every Friday at 9:30 p.m.
Moonbeams was same program that
was popular with speakeasy tuner-
inners way back for weeping-in-
their-beer sessions.

FELIX DYCK HOFF

BACK TO COMPTON

Felix B. Dyck Hofl has quit his
post with George Washington Hill,

Jr., in the advertising department of
the American Tobacco Co. and
moved back to the Compton agency.
Compton until a few weeks ago
handled one of the ATC accounts,
Pall Mall cigarets.

Hill, Jr., said yesterday (Tuesday)
that he had no plans for replacing
Dyck Hoff.

Entertainment-DuckingAutomotives

Cause Sudden Spot BlurbBoom
Scramble ahiong the autoraotives

(currently ducking entertainment)

for spot announcement placements,

all to be run off within about the

same period, is helping to swell the

October and November grosses for

the smaller stations in an appreciable

way. With the ihajor outlets loaded

up with these accounts to the point

where they can make available only

the early a. m. and late night spots,

the minor-rating station* In auch

markets are enjoying the, overflow
business. No like situation has pre-
vailed since 1936.

Auto manufacturers have already
taken every available announcement
spot on the No. 1 stations in the vari-
ous topranking communities to call

attention, to their new nvodels, and
it now looks as though such brands
as Liiicoln, the new Mercury, Pontiac,
Oldsmobile and Studebaker wHl have
to turn to the smaller - -yvatters if

they want to go on the air. One sta-

tion last week, when asked to. quote
availability for an automobile spot

announcement campaign, replied that
the best' it had came before 7 a.m.
and after 11 p.m.
Automotives currently on the spot

announcement bandwagon are Nash
(a newcomer to this type of advertis-
ing), Buick, Dodge, Chevrolet, Ford
and Plymouth. It is possible that the
one or two others may wait imtil
their competitors' campaigns have
expired, but the belief is that they
will all want to get off on their air
plugging as quickly as possible and
they will turn to the next best facili-

tiies available.

Transamerican Broadcasting &
Television Corp. refuses to release
the California Radio System, which
is controlled by the ' McClfetchy
group, from its representation con-
tract. McClatchy last week notified
Transamerican that the deal was
cancelled as of Oct. 31, but the latter
has replied that it will hold Mc-
Clatchy to the agreement which they
signatured last November as long as
there is a California Radio System.
There was no termination date or
notice terms in the contract.

Cancellation came from McClatchy
without any prior hint of dissatis-

faction.. Transamerican claims that it

had made substantial investment in
promoting the CRS and that just as
things were starting to break for the
regional in the way of plenty na-
tional account schedules McClatchy
decided it could carry on for itself.

Guy Hamilton, general manager of
the McClatchy newspaper and radio
properties, is due in New York Oct.
22. He will likely appoint a successor
representative during his stay.

mWENRMAY
GET'S) GAMES

Chicago, Oct. 18.

Indications are that General Mills

will break down tiie local NBC set-

up against baseball play-by-play and
will have baseball here next season
on a combination set-up that will

take in both WLS and WENR, blue
outlets.

General Mills which had been on
WBBM, the Coliunbia outlet for sev-

eral years, was shut out of trans-

mitter when Kellogg signatured th«
station for the next three years.

With WGN figured as a repeater

with Old Golds next year, GM had
mulled the idea of going off baseball

entirely rather than take a rumble-
seat line-up for next season. But
now appears hot on working out a
deal whereby WLS and WENR,
which split time on the same wave*
length will merge effectively to per-

mit the continuous broadcast of

play-by-play despite the jump of call

letters and transmitters during th«
broadcast.

Mills also planning to continue on
WIND for supplementary baseball
play-by-play.

STREITMAN BISCUIT'S

REGIONAL SERIAL

Chicago, Oct. 18.

The Black Flame of the Amazon*
disc series, now being handled by
Trans-Air here, has been sold to
Streitman Biscuit of Cincinnati for
spotting, in Ohio, West Virginia,

Kentucky, Virginia and North Caro-
lina.

'Amazon' is also on in Michigan
and northern Ohio under the spon-
sorship of the Hickok Oil firm of
Toledo.

Bill Powell's Scripts

Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Six weeks of radio plays have
been lined up for William Powell
when he moves into the emcee spot
and dramatic lead on Hollywood
Hotel next Friday (21). Herbert
Marshall has been filling to. allow
Powell to completely convalesce
from his recent surgery.
Brewster Morgan productions will

be 'Tovarich,' 'Of Human Bondage,'
•Trouble in Paradise,' 'Death Takes
a Holiday,' 'Journey's End' and 'By
Candlelight.'

Chas. Kapps Quits WMCA

Charles Kapps, production head of
station WMCA, New York, has re-

signed. Left for the Coast via Chi-
cago stopoff Saturday (15). Not
known what he'll do out there.

James McCaffrey, former engineer,

will replace Kapps. McCaffrey has
been with the station some time in

mechanical department.
J > V <i J
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AIR IGNORANCE
Mann HoEner, A. L Lynn Feud

Over Old Gold Music Booking

FOC-BOUi BY Praised-but-Penalized Report

Couple of personal relationships

within the Lennen & Mitchell

agency are reported to be strained

as a result of the booking of Larry
Clinton's band for the Old Gold
show which starts on CBS Nov. 20.

What had started out as a clash

over musical tastes has developed

so many side complications that

Mann Holiner, L&M radio director^

and A. L. Lynn, executive on the

O. G. account, may, it is said, find

themselves facing a serious show-
down.

Holiner had strongly favored the

use of sweet music on the forthcom-
ing program. He wanted the

agency to buy a production music
unit of some 20 men with the con-

ductor coming from Columbia's

stall, probably Leith Stevens. Lynn
urged the engagement of an or-

ganized .dance unit, preferably one
with a reputation in the swing divi-

sion.

After Clinton's selection had been
approved by the account and the

contract placed with the RockweU-
O'Keefe office, the agency discov-

ered that it didn't have the band
on an exclusive basis. Clinton had
also been booked on the Quaker
Oats show, which bowed, on. NBC
three Saturday nights ago (1). Lat-

ter revelation upset the agency, and
there was a passage of opinions and
I-told-you-so's that did anything but
allay the already prevailing nettled

relations.

Origin Point

No sooner was It decided to ac-

cept this situation than the needle
came out again and it was pointed
out that Clinton was under ho obli-

gation to shift from New York to

Hollywood with the program's star,

Robert Benchley." Humorist's stay

in New York was only guaranteed
for eight weeks lay his studio, Metro.
If so inclined, the film producer
might order him back to finish some
shorts any time after the first of

the year.

Clinton's booking reps agreed that

while the contract committed him
to only eight weeks from Nov. 20
'on and with New York as the point

of origin there was a good chance
of his moving out to the Coast, pro-

viding the Palomar, Los Angelies
niterie, were lined up for him at the

time. Under Clinton's contract the

account is obligated to return him
to the program when the latter re-

turns east, even if the bandman
doesn't make the trip to Hollywood.

Hoad to Life' Moved

to Chicago for Proximity

To Author Irna Phillips

Production of . Procter & Gamble's
'Road to Life,' currently on NBC
and CBS, shifts from New York to

Chicago this Monday (24). Move will

give the serial's scriptist, Irna Phil-

lips, a chance to look in on the put-
ting together of the show. Miss Phil-
lips, who also writes 'The Guiding
.Light' and 'Woman in White,' lives

in Chicago. There will be an en-
tirely new cast for 'Life.'

'Life' will replace 'Vic and Sade'
cn the CBS Pacific Nov. 7 when the

general switch of P & G accounts
takes place. The morning Coast
version will at that time move over
to the California Radio System,
while 'The Guiding Light' (White
Naptha) starts on the CRA Monday
(24) as a five-time-a-weeker.

WIP Music Goes Hot
Philadelphia, Oct. 18.

WIP eliminated violins and ac-

cordion from the Clarence Fuhrman-
directed outfit and replaced with
brass. Band's now in the groove
with solid jive.

Three rhythm, three brass and
three sax combo now consists of

Herman Scott, Jack Pedrick, Al
Hubbs, Andy Egan, George Pendle-
ton, Fred i^ohnson, Jim Tryon and
Bill Davies.

WFBR DEEDS OVER ITS

PIMUCO W TO NBC

Baltimore, Oct. 18.

WFBR, which has an exclusive
.with the Pimlico race track here,

has sold the broadcasting rights to

the special match between War Ad-
miral and Sea Biscuit set for Nov.
1, to NBC. Station is a member of

the red network and has heretofore

acted as key station for airing of fa-

mous Preakness.

flBC understood to have several

commercial nibbles for race, which
had CBS also bidding. Pimlico tie

up with WFBR set by Alfred G.

Vanderbilt two years ago in appre-

ciation for promotion and co-opera-

tion since his active entry into the

management of historic race course.

TRIIDE ANGLES

Washington Staffs Approach
FCC's Monopoly Hearings

with Few Qualified. Re-

porters—Uncertain If

Publishers, Many ofWhom
Control Stations, Will Try
to Play Up Coverage

On WLW Not Final Decision;

Cincy Station s Odd Predicament

SUBTLE ANGLES

Orson Welles Off

Gulf; May Take

Screen Guild

Delegation from Young & Rubi-
cam was in Pittsburgh yesterday
(Tuesday) talking to Gulf Oil about
the selection of a show to replace

John Nesbitt in November. Among
shows understood to be on the sub-
mission list is the weekly hour's set-

up that the Screen Actors Guild has
been trying to sell for months.

Agency thought it had Orson
Welles sold to the petroleum account
and was surprised when Gulf sud-
denly nixed the proposition.

Federal Theatre Radio

Seeks Royalties for Its

Original Radio Scripts

Prepared scripts of radio shows
put on in the past by the Radio t)i-

vision of the Federal Theatre have
been made available to small sta-

tions, community drama groups, col-

lege and school and professional and
amateur organizations. Cost of the
scripts range from $1.50 per quarter-
hour program to $5.00 for full hour,
including those calling for up to 15

separate parts.

Scripts listed in a printed catalog

cover both royalty and non-royalty
shows. Paul de Kruiff 'Men Against
Death* series, the radio rights for

which were given gratis to the

FTRD by the author are listed but
are among those for which a royalty

for their use will have to.be paid.

Those available range from 15 min.
'Accident Prevention* shows to Oscar
Wilde, Jules Verne and Ibsen Cycle,

full-hour programs.

leith Stevens' 2nd Short

Leith Stevens' Saturday Night
Swing Club* orch. on CBS, makes its

second WB Vitaphone short Nov. 21-

22. Bobby Hackett, who has his own
crew at Nick's in Greenwich Village,

N. Y., will do several trumpet solos.

Vocalist to work with the band not

yet signed.

Stevens was slated to go into the

State, Hartford, with his Swing Club
Oct. 9, but the recent hurricane

forced postponement. It's deferred

until December.

For Money?
Cincinnati, Oct. 18.

Cincinnati Business and Profes-

sional Women's Club members will

be heard in a series of monthly sus-

tainers on WLW starting Oct. 29.

Initial stanza will be an insurance

exec's discussion of 'Why Women
Work.'

Washington, Oct. 18.

Daily newspapers of the United
States important enough to maintain
news staffs in Washington face a
journalistic task of the first magni-
tude in covering the FCC's investiga-

tion into alleged radio 'monopoly.'

All of these dailies sense the possible

importance of the subject and some
of them, not friendly to the Roose-
velt administration, would probably
like to make political capital of the

expected disclosures. What consti-

tutes a problem of unique difficulties

is that the keenest Washington cor-

respondents frankly admit they get

hopelessly lost in the maze of radio

politics. They say that in all their

newspaper experience there never
was a jungle of such contradictions,

confusions and technicalities.

Mislead

Almost complete absence of real-

istic and acute radio trade knowl-
edge 'background is what handicaps
the newspaper reporters. They are
easily mixed up and continuously in

the past have muffed the meaning of

stories. They are dependent upon
quotable personalities and upon what
they consider to be sources of in-

formation but which usually aren't.

Just what attitude the press will

take toward the hearings is a matter
of future 'determination. While the
FCC is looking into the networks and
.so on there is also pending Senator
O'Mahoney's committee search for

the lowdown on the giants of eco-
nomics generally. That the press,

which is big business would be en-
tirely lacking in sympathy for radio,

which is also big business, brings in

all sorts of subtle connotations and
ramifications.

Bitterness of the newspapers gen-
erally is well known. That 150-odd
dailies, many of them the most
prominent, own radio stations and
that newspaper ownership of stations
is an integral part of monopolistic
indictments also must be considered.

'Hot If You Can Get It'

Trained noses of the Washington
correspondents were hot on the trail

Thursday (13), when FCC General
Counsel's bouncing and the chair-
man's pep-talk broke almost simul-
taneously, but the news bureau big-
shots were behind the eight-baU
from the start, through an almost
universal lack of knowledge con-
cerning inner affairs of the FCC

—

whjch only a few newsmen include
in their regular beat.

Hot stuff, if you can get it, was
general attitude.

Announcement of Hampson Gary's
ousting and indication that other
heads would drop into the basket
shortly spelled only one thing to

most of those who attended the pow-
wow: Long-awaited house cleaning,
ordered by President Roosevelt last

fall, was about to start with a bang.
Most of the stories played up this

angle, but Washington correspond-
ents were generally uneasy over
mention at the press conference of

Thomas G. Corcoran, the President's
confidential adviser, in connection
with the McNinch purge, and other
hints that politics were being played
in deadly earnest behind Commish
doors.

Washington Post story (15) with
its implications that the purge had

i been brought to a head by WLW case
intensified the woes of the press.

Post story too involved for most of
the dailies to take a crack at. Some
yarq^were killed, others were not
writfm and several were chopped or
purified. Post, however, still Is

I Washington, Oct. 18. I

'• Termination of the 500 kw license
\

of WLW, Cincinnati, was unani- I

mously recommended by a special
j

' Federal Communications Commis-;
'

sion subcommittee in a report re-

lease Monday (17).
|WLW was the innocent storm-
|

center of the current Commish
shake-up. Preliminary decision was
based upon the opinion of Commis-
sioners T. A. M. Craven, George
Henry Payne and Norman S. Case,

chairman, that juice-giant's pro-
posed program of experimental re-

search did not require the con-
tinued use of 500 kw 'to result in

any substantial contribution to the
radio art.' Report also advocated
caution on the part of the full com-
mish—which must later pass upon
the recommendation—in extending

WLW's experimental authorization,

since 'no comipelling reasons' for an
extension have been advanced, and
super-power operation has had an
adverse effect on the recention of

WOR, Newark. ^Iso pointed out

considerable uncertainty as to the

economic effects generally of such
operation.

Subcommittee's recommendations
were considered as a mere prelim-

inary in the case against WLW's
continued operation with the coveted

500 kw power. Well understood that

the Commission, en banc, can upset

the suggestions of Craven, Case and
Payne, if sufficient votes can be as-

sured for the final showdown. In-

dication over the week-end was that

the matter would be kept pending
at least a month before oral argu-

ments are opened.
Carefully written 24-page report

reviewed much of the testimony con-

cerning WLW's financial structure,

technical research contributions and
interference problems that was cov-

ered in lengthy superpower hear-

ings last summer. Fact that trans-

banging away— carrying daily de-

nials by McNinch, following each
storyi Also ran a Sunday editorial

stating 'in some quarters it is said

that Mr. Gary has been dismissed
for hi« independence rather than in-

efficiency.' Same editorial voiced
the opinion of most Washington
newspapermen when it observed that

'it is extremely difficult for an out-

side observer to formulate a con-
clusion as to the merits of the case.'

Afraid of Angles

While most dailies shied away
from yarns involving sub-surface go-

ings on -of the FCC, feeling was gen-
eral- that national news was on hand
for anyone who could dig it out. Pall

of silence which descended on the
Commish after the Post story made
this difficult, however, and members
of Congress who were in town main-
tained a clam-like silence on the
whole row.
Most scribes were interested in the

connection between Corcoran and
William J. Dempsey, McNinch's le-

gal aide, who was upped to Gary's
post. Fact that Dempsey had been
described as a Corcoran protege at-

tracted interest — also his Congres-
sional connections, through his

daddy, Rep. John J. Dempsey of New
Mexico.
General attitude on almost all of

the FCC stuff was expressed by one
representative of a big daily who
mourned, 'I don't know how to write
this piece. It's all so damned Con-
tradictory.'

Splashiest treatment any Commish
story received seen in Washington
Times account of Gary dismissal.

Carried an eight-column streamer,
'FCC OUSTS HAMPSON GARY,'
qualified by note in upper left-hand
corner, 'Fired without Hearing,' but
story was brief and factual. "Times
was on the street during the four
hours which elapsed between Gary's
ousting and the McNinch parley.
Heralded by the arbitrary dismis-

sal of Federal Communications Com-
(Continued on page 32)

mitter netted $702,954, after deduc-
tion of income taxes, in 1937, and
$708,589 in 1936, was prominently
mentioned in 'Conclusions and Rec-
ommendation' of the three-man re-

port, with the notation that these fig-

ures indicated a net return in one
year of nearly 70% of the original

cost of 'all applicant corporation's

property devoted to broadcast serv-

ice as of December, 1937.'

Highly Praised

Cincy station was highly praised

as having contributed to the techni-

cal development of radio and 'aug-

mented the general store of scientific

knowledge concerning this modern
invention.' Development and utiliza-

tion of the transmitter for regular
broadcast operation have been
proved feasible, report stated, and
improved service has been given vj

remote rural areas. Applicant was
described as a 'pioneer in the field of

experimeptation' but—although it

was stated station 'normally should
be permitted to continue such ex-
perimentation'—doubts were cast

upon the necessity for 500 kw for

use in the proposed program of fu-

ture experimentation.

Decision also called attention to

objectionable interference suffered

by WOR, which operates on the ad-

jacent clear channel of 710 kc, with
50 kw, pointing out that the New-
ark transmitter, because of its clear

channel status, 'should normally
serve a larger area and population.*

While some interference would b*
experienced if WLW were reduced
to 50 kw (its regular assignment)
disparity of power between the two
stations would be lessened to a de-

gree that would reduce- present ob-
jectionable interference to WOR, de-

cision stated.

Report, which sketched the history

of WLW's operation with 500 kw
from 1932, when it received its first

experimental grant, contained a con-

densation of the engineering prob-

lems and other technical matters en-

countered up to the present time.

Investment of the Crosley Radio
Corporation was listed at $1,195,790,

in December, 1927, and net worth
$5,766,468. Original cost of the
500 kw equipment was $396,287, ac-

cording to the findings.

Services to the
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i
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Local Program Registry
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Mail Department

New York—154 Wju,46th Street

Chicago—54 W. Randolph
Hollywood—1708 N. Vin*
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mission general counsel—Thursday
(13)—for inefficiency in office, and
threat of a general purge of Com-
mish upper personnel, FCC last week
was facing one of the worst crises in

its checkered career.

While Commissioners, members of

the legal and examining divisions

and other higher-paid employees
scattered for the storm cellars to

pray for a let-up in the barrag^e of

criticism which followed on the heels

of Chairman Frank R. McNinch's
latest 'throw the rascals out' attempt,

the following probabilities arose:

(1) Fight to the death between
McNinch, Commissioners Thad H.

Brown and Eugene O* Sykes vs.

Commissioners T. A; M. Craven ind
George Henry Payne, over Commish
policies, axe-wielding apd related

subjects. (Illness of Colmmissioner

Norman S. Case—who has aligned

himself in the past with Craven and
Payne on the particular issue in-

volved—raised a question as to his

availability for the scheduled fire-

works, while Commissioner Paul A.

Walker remained silent as to whose
Bide he would support).

(2) Renewed campaign for a Sen-
ate investigation of the Commish,
with Senator Burton K. Wheeler,
Montana Democrat who has been
curious for some time about the in-

ner workings of the FCC, definitely

promising that the latest develop-
ments would provide new fuel for

an investigating committee.
(3) Inquiry into exactly how much

meddling has been done in WLW, re-

newal application for an extension

of special temporary authority.

(4) Following the November
broadcast monopoly hearings, Mc-
Ninch's special legal aide, William J/-

Dempsey, is set to be the inside

track.

(5) Possible resignation, of Case,

due to ill health.

Commish is shrouded at the mo-
ment in an atmosphere of mystery.
McNinch first announced a press
conference for Wednesday (12), then
postponed until Saturday (15), and
finally sent out notice that it would
be an unlucky 13th for Gaty and a
long string of higher-ups who are
slated for the gallows in the near
future.

No Hearing

Opposition on the part of Craven
and Payne said to be the reason for

the delay. Gary—^former minister to

Switzerland and Egypt, under Wood-
row Wilson, State Department iegal
light and one-time member of the
Commission which bounced him—^re-

ceived 24 hours' notice of his im-
pending doom. Was not given a
hearing.

Despite heated denials, it has been
authoritatively stated that McNinch
preferred charges of 'inefficiency in
the conduct of the Law Departmeiif
and 'lack of administrative ability'

at a noon rneeting before the press
conference. Before the final 4-2 ap-
proval of McNinch ouster resolution
(Case absent), both Craven and
Payne protested suddenness of the
move, with Craven pleading for
Gary on the grounds that the Gen-
eral Counsel felt that his honor was
Impugned. Payne, it was stated, de-
manded to know which of his col-
leagues had seconded the McNinch
charges, but received no repl^. At
that point, McNinch backed down
and denied that he had made actual
•charges' against Gary.

Gary's services were 'hfereby ter-
minated,' during the five-minute
meeting, and Dempsey was appointed
'Acting General Counsel'— the ap-
pointment to take effect immediately.
Ousted barrister was turned out to
pasture until Dec. .15, until which
time he will receive a salary on a
basis of accumulated leave. Demp-
sey, who has been receiving $8,000 in
his present capacity, will be upped
to Gary's salary of $9,000 in Decem-
ber.

ewildered Press

At thie press conference, which
was attended by bewildered scrib-
blers from all the important Wash-
ington news bureaus, Chairman Mc-
Ninch lead iofi with the declaration

• that he was; fit as a fiddle after his
long siege in. the hospital and- that
the proposed, shake-up would 'mature
rapidly.' His manner indicated
complete confidence in his plans.

Chain of circumstances brought
the name of Thomas G. Corcoran, a
member, of President . Roosevelt's
privy

.council, into the FCC picture.

Strongly felt, in certain quarters,

that thi unanimous decision of Com-

to recommend flat denial of WLW's
renewal of special authority had a I

definite tie-in with the impending

!

purge. !

Corcoran's Part?

Corcoran's name came up at the
McNinch press conference, but the •

Chairman denied that the Adminis-

1

tration's purge-expert was responsi-
ble for the ousting of Gary and other
contemplated changes in the upper-
personnel. Did admit, however, that
Corcoran presumably 'approved' of

|

the play, . since 'I know I have the
President's support in what I have
done and what I plan to do.'

McNinch vigorously denied 'rumors
that I am suffering from a dire and
malignant disease or that I am re-

1

signing' at the outset of the confer-
j

ence. 'Please disabuse your minds of i

that false impression,' he said. '. . .

'

Every vital organ in my body is

sound and I've been told by the doc-
,

tors that I'm in better condition than
I was in 20 years ago.' The chaiir-

Is This a Mystery?

A. M. Craven and Norman S. Case

Washington, Oct. 18.

Magical disappeartmce of a

bale of WLW decisions from the
National Press Club Saturday
<I5) proved almost the last

straw for Capital newspaper-
men who had been waiting for
two days to get a look at the
actual printed copies of the fa-

mous 'leak' story.

Scribes who for two days had
scrambled for dope and back-
ground on WLW angles of the
Federal Communications Com-
mission row were left out on a
limb when FCC releases were
not forthcoming. Immediate
reaction that the documents

—

containing a subcommittee rec-
ommendation to deny the Cincy
station further authority to op-
erate with 500 kw—^had been
scooped off the release table

by a 'person, or persons, un-
known,'—in order that harassed
scribblers would have further
difficulty in following up the
WLW leak yarn. Numerous
other copies of the decision,

dispatched through the hand-
out services, failed to turn up
at news offices during the after-

noon, though some scribblers,

who were not particularly in-

terested in the WLW yarn,
managed to Ssh copies of the
decision from their wastebas-
kets to help frantic colleagues.

Understood that the Club Is

looking into the matter. Eleven
p.m. release date was specified

by G. Franklin Wisner, chief of

the FCC Press Section, in order
to make sure "that copies of the
document would go'^ to ac-

credited newsmen. Press Club
has a large associate and non«
active membership which In-

cludes lobbyists, politioos and
attorneys, it was recalled.

man emphasized his remarks with
the observation that he was going
to take up horseback riding the fol-

lowing day, adding that 'I can ride a
bucking horse, too.*

M'cNinch plunged immediately Into

the subject of Gary's dismissal deny-
ing that he had brought charges
against the veteran attorney, though
newshawks had been told this, fol-

lowing the noon meeting.

Not a Purge

While the Chairman announced
that he was ready to make staff

changes, he denied that he was con-
sidering a far-reaching purge. Re-
ports that he had ever attempted to

get Civil Service permission to ex-
empt the position of 70 members of

his staff from Civil Service classifi-

cation, in order that they might be
opened to newcomers, were 'grossly

exaggerated,' he said. His recent
letter to the C.S.C. asking exemption
for certain positions in the legal, ex-
amining and other divisions, was in-

tended to apply solely to future ap-
pointments and was not directed at

the present personnel, he said.

Added that Commish should have the
option of hiring its top personnel
either from civil service or outside

—

thus placing in the optional cate-
gory the positions of chief examiner,
seven examiners, 33 lawyers, seven
confidential clerks and the director
of the information division.

McNinch Bitter

Throughout the conference Mc-
Ninch repeatedly criticized Payne and

taining their personal opinion that
McNincli's action was contrary to

President Roosevelt's announced at-

titude on Civil Service matters. Mc-
Ninch admitted that the Civil Ser-
vice board had taken no action on
his letter.

Quizzed as to Dempsey's qualifi-

cations for Gary's vacated position,

McNinch described his special
, legal

aide as 'extraordinarily brilliant, a
hard worker and of tremendous
courage.' The 33-year-old attorney

had not had much ejcperience before
coming to Washington to take a job

on the Public Works Administration's

power division, he admitted, but had
matured rapidly in the ensuing years.

Dempsey was graduated from
Georgetown University in 1927, Mc-
Ninch revealed, and joined the

P.W.A. staff in 1934.

McNinch revealed tliat he bad
recommended the ousted General

Counsel for a position on- the Re-
construction Finance Corporation

which paid the same salary he had
been receiving, but that Gary had
turned the offer down 'three times.'

'If you believe Gary should be
removed for ineSiciency here, why
do you think he would be efficient

in another Government depart-

ment,' McNinch was asked.

'Because a man might be In-

efficient' as the head of a legal

division, but might be completely
saitsfactory In legal work other
tlum as an administrative clhief/

the Chairman replied.

Payne and Craven will have to

fight the new set-up continuously
and are considered as definitely in

danger of removal if one false step

is made which can provide the
sought-for excuse.
Stoppers niay come from:
(1) Unexpected publicity on some

of the suspected McNineh weak-
nesses which were exposed in news
stories laying open angles of the
'purge.'

(2) Suspicion on the part of an
unknown number of broadcasters
who distrust the clean-out of the
Augean stables—^which have been
sapolioed before without any notice-

able results.

(3) Attitude of the Civil Service on
the request for greater 'freedom* In
its rearrangements.
Weekend reaction to the 'leak

story' sent shivers down the spines
of Commish employees. Pall of
silence followed the WLW accusa-
tions, which intimated that—despite
vigorous denials from all quarters

—

no one on the F.C.C. payroll will
draw an easy breath for at least

another week.-

Craven for releasing his letter to the
missioners George Hepr* 'Bayne^ T^ |i CivH Service Boacd sand>fi)ij is/sndijig.

a separate letter to the board con-

Cincinnati. Oct. 18.

James D. Shouse, vice president
of the Crosley Radio Corp., in charge
of broadcasting, jumped to Washing-
ton for conference Mondjiy (17).

Followed release of a committee
report recommendation reduction of
WLW's power from 500,000 to
50,000 watts.

MOUNTIES BUY

AIR TIME TO

GET HAN

Reglna, Sask., Oct. 18.

Royal Canadian Mounted Police
signed by CKCK here for series of
daily broadcasts. At commercial
rates! Have often got time cuffo
before and paid for spots on some
stations but this is first regular con-
tract and result of 18 months' work
by. sales staff.

Police signatured for two five-
minute spots daily but, when results
came so terrifically fast after first
two, time was promptly doubled to
two ten-minute stanzas. Broadcast
is remote from office of Criminal
Investigation Bureau and contains
information as to criminals, break-
ins, stolen cars, etc.

Inspector C, H. Nicholson opened
first morning one (12) with explana-
tion of purpose and asldng people
to help. First ' afternoon broadcast
included description of four boys
who escaped detention home and
discovery of an abandoned carload
of chickens. Before broadcast had
ceased, telephone in CIB office was
ringing with information from Lums-
den man, 35 miles from Regina,, the
four boys were resting out in his
backyard. Just 15 minutes later
Ogema' man—75 miles south

—

phoned to say chickens were his.

That sold the police*

Major gasoline and grain c.om-

PflP^q^^ • h^ypi or/Jpr^d .agents?, to .,li$t?i)

in.

Press Scorcks Comniish

Washington, Oct 18.

Something like a Journalistic bombshell, was exploded here last

Friday by the Washington Post when it carried an exclusive yarn on
the political currents below the surface of the present 'purge' activity

in FCC.
Story was pegged to an alleged news leak on the decision of com-

missioner's decision affecting WLW's temporary 500 kw license.

Hugh Johnson's syndicated article in the Scripps-Howard news-
papers Monday (17) was probably a new high in blasting the radio
lobby in Washington. It was particularly vehement in that it dealt
in personalties and dragged" in Tom Corcoran of the White House
inner circle. Said Johnson (in part):

The row in the Federal Communications Commission is beginning
to smell. The split is supposed to be on questions of policy or the
absence of policy. Actually it is over whether that quasi-legislative

body is a seven-man commission or a one-man Czardom. If it is to

be the latter the Czar will be Mr. McNinch as chief of staff for the
Corcoran coterie at the White House.
One row within the commission has been as to whether that body

shall prescribe general policies so that the radio and other communi-
cation companies may know what is expected of tthem, or whether,
as at' present, they be required to act at their peril subject, as to
radio companies at least, to a sentence of economic death by having
their licenses revoked if they guess wrong.
Another row has been as to the extent to which the commission

shall set itself up as an actual censorship of what is said or sung
over the air.

Finally, there is a disagreement as to whether the commission
shall now launch. forth a witch hunt called a 'monopoly investiga-

tion' to punish, discipline or intimidaite the radio broadcasting in-

dustry. One curious aspect of this particular row is that if a mon-
opoly has been created in this industry It was created under the very
wide power of this 'very commission. It would be a witch hunt by
some of the witches themselves.
Some of these discussions are of long standing. Mr. McNinch was

selected and sent as chairman to iron them out, Instead of doing
this his pecularly arbitrary and cantankerous personality has made
them worse.

McNinch Backing Down on Purge?

Looks Like Publicity Has Stopped His Plan—Events

Move Fast in Washington

Washington, Oct, 18.

Four officials of the Federal Com-
munications Commission, allegedly

slated for the axe by Chairman
Frank R, McNinch, reported Mon-
day (17) to have found an exit from
the death-chamber.

Word that the Civil Service Com-
mission refused to take part In the
widely-publicized 'purge,* announced
Thursday (13) by the chairman,
brought comfort to an unknown
number of the 50-odd staff members
who felt their Jobs had been jeopard-
ized by McNinch's attempt to ex-
empt them from the merit system.
Particularly cheering was the ru-

mor that a high civil service of-

ficial had referred to an immediate
investigation, if any Commish posi-'

tion was abolished with the obvious
intent to dislodge Its occupant and
create a new position, and publica-
tion of a strong letter written by
C. S. C. Chairman Harry B. Mit-
chell, repudiating McNinch's sugges-
tion and supporting Commissioners
T. A. M. Craven and George Henry
Payne.

One official was said to have ad-
Justed his difficulties with McNinch
after wide-spread publicity attending
the attempted purge had changed
the chairman's attitude. He is David
G. Arnold, F. C. C.'s Chief Examiner,
who formerly was considered a cer-

tain victim in the advertised 'house-
cleaning.'

Saved?

George B. Porter and Ralph
Walker, assistants to Hamp Gary, the
ousted General Counsel, were re-
ported to have been saved when
William J. Dempsey, Gary's succes-
sor, assertedly called a meeting of
the legal division to assure Commish
attorneys that their jobs were safe.

Fourth official, G. Franklin Wis-
ner, director of the press division, is

likely to find refuge in ttie Civil

Service Commission's stand, it was
predicted. Reported that McNinch
attempted to abolish the press post
and install a newcomer as his own
special assistant—in charge of pub-
lic relations and other matters.

Latest dope revealed that only Mc-
Ninch and Commissioners Sykes and
Brown actually favored the proposed
purge.. Commissioner Walker is un-
derstood to have said that he did not
favor the idea of a shake-up via the
Civil Service Commission. Commis-
sioners. Graven, Payne and Case pre-
viously had been mentioned as the
only Commish members who would
make a fight against the Chairman's
newest inspiration.

.. Lettejr from Mitchell to. Craven and
Payne was a definite rebuke , to, Mc-
I^inch, who had pubjiqly^ C9_n<jemned
both Commissioners for writing the

CSC chairman to air their views
against the exemption plan. Indicat-

ing his sympathy with the Payne-
Craven views, Mitchell said:

The Executive Order t>f June 24,

1938, clearly has two objectives:- (1)

The extension of the competitive
merit system to Include a large num-
ber of positions now exempt from
competition, and (2) the furtherance
of a career system In the Federal
government by increasing the num-
ber of higher positions brought with-
in the range of the merit system.

'There is no purpose whatsoever in

the executive order to increase the
number of exempt positions; and, al-

though the Civil Service Commission
has not reached a decision with re-

spect to the speci.'^c recommiendations
made by the individual departments
and independent establishments, it

may state in this connection that It

believes it would not be obeying the
direciton of the President In his ex-
ecutive order were it to concur in the
recommendation of Chairman Mc-
Ninch in the letter of September 23
to increase the number of non-merit
positions in the Federal Communica-
tions Commission.'

Unfavorable' publicity—:particular«
ly the blast which Gen. Hugh S.

Johnson, former NRA Administrator,
gave McNinch in his Monday column—^was said to b^ largely responsible
for the -about-face which seemed to
be in progress at the start of the
week. Also rumored that some of
the higher-ups in the administration
are displeased at the turn which
events have taken since the lid was
blown off the F.C.C.-WLW situation.

Flash-Sports Writer

Refuses to Pressure

Pals for Free Dates

Pittsburgh, Oct. 18.

Havey Boyle, sports editor of

Post-Gazette, set with Isaly Dairy
Co. for his commercial radio debut
on WCAE. He'll do two three-and-
a-half-minute sports talks on half-

hour show which will air every
Monday evening for 13 weeks. Boyle
vetoed sponsor suggestion that he
supply well-known sports celebrity

as his guest at each broadcast, but
was engaged anyway.

Program will also include George
Held as m.c, WCAE staff band, the

Airliners under Earl Truxell," and
Those Three Girls, harmony trio.

Second Post-Gazette sports writer to

go commercial this- year, Al Abrams
gpM on WW§W fqr pi^q^psffe^l^re.w-

ing'Co. -
I

-
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MUTUAL SHINS NOT BLUE
Important KSFO Decision Looms

San Francisco Dilemma of CBS Due for Determina-

tion—Possibly Within Week

Washington, Oct. 18.

It's expected here that the long-

awaited KSFO test -case on leasing

of broadcast stations will be out

within the week. Involving the as-

signment of license by Associated

Broadcasters, Inc., to CBS on a. flve-

year basis, the de(^i$ion on the San
Francisco transmitter will determine
whether CBS can establish a needed
operation point in the Pacific coast

city. Proposed arrangement would
include payment by the chain of

$30,000 a year for the privilege.

KSFO case, which has kicked
around the FCC for two years, was
argued before the broadcast divi-

sion prior to last fall's abolition of

broadcast, telegraph and telephone
departments by Chairman McNinch.
Later it was discussed before the

full commission.

Dope in Washington is that the

KSFO matter may be used as an ex-
pression of commission pblicy on
leasing of transmitters.

McNinch at last week's press con-
ference excepted the matter of rent-

als from a general statement that

future policies of the FCC would
not be talked about until after the
Nov. 14 monopoly investigation. He
said the next decisi(|>i) involving sta-

tion leases probably would be pol-
ished up for a formal declaration of

lasting policy.

RDTHEftlNG^

SHOOTING MESS

"The Col. Martin (Moe) Snyder
shooting mess in Hollywood, involv-
ing his divorced wjfe, Ruth Etting,

.and her second husband, Myrl Al-
derman, her former pianist, already
has the dailies' sob-sisters writing
stories of another 'typical Broadway
saga>' Jealousy was the generally
ascribed cause of the alleged attack
by Snyder on 30-year-old Alderman.
Miss Etting divorced Snyder in Chi-
cago last year, afte^ 17 years.

Alderman, an NBC pianist, was
allegedly driven, at Snyder's pistol-

point, from the stjjdio to Miss Et-
ting's Beverly Hillsi home, where the
shooting took place.

Just about a year ago Miss Etting
decided to do what she has been
wanting to do for some time—leave
the business, after she attained her
peak. She oft Spoke of a trip around
the world, at leisure, to enjoy the
fruits of her arduous labors in the
biz that started from a Chicago cab-
aret into Ziegfeld circles, and from
there into films and radio.

Show biz saga of Ruth Etting, re-
tiring at the height of her career,

was front-paged Dec. 8, 1937, by
Variety in part as follows:

SOPHIE TUCKER SOLD

starts In November for Lord
Thomas Account

Sophie Tucker will start a three
15-minutes-a-week series on CBS the
early part of November for Roi Tan
cigar. It will be straight singing,

with bits of chatter interpolated^ with
6:45 p.m. the time designated.
Lord &: Thomas is the agency.

CBS' SYMPHONY

C04PDEALIS

UNCERTAIN

CBS will decide in the next 48
hours whether it will go through
with its co-operative commercializ-
ing of the New York Philharmonic
orchestra broadcasts on the basis of

the commitments at hand or drop the
idea completely. Network states

that 63 department stores in 32
cities have already committed them-
selves to underwrite the project.

Web admits that three of its af-

filiates liad refused to co-operate at
auditioning the program locally or
in soliciting a local account for the
Sunday afternoon hookup. These
outlets were afraid that the depart-
ment stores might cancel appropria-
tions for local broadcasting or divert
some such expenditures if Induced
to come in on the symphony broad-
cast.

On the Westcoast Monday (17)

Donald W. Thornburgh, local CBS
v.-p., tossed a luncheon lor the Los
Angeles department store heads and
explained the co-operative proposi-
tion, which ha.s the support of the
National Dry Goods Association.

Mutual Does Not Foresee

Any Hurt to Itself Since

Most of Its Accounts
Want Small Hookups and
NBC Plan Appeals to Big

Spenders

MAY HURT SPOT

McGaivra Hires E^t-NBC

Researcher, Adam Young
Adam J. Young, Jr., has joined the

Joseph H. McGillvra station rep or-
ganization as a research man and
advertiser contact.

He was formerly with NBC's sales

promotion department, but more re-

cently radio director for the H. M.,
Kiesewetter agency.

Bush Pair Open WLW
Cincinnati, Oct. 18.

Don and Helen Bush, vocal, lately

on WLS, Chicago, started on WLW
Monday (17).

Team is on 'the eye-opener spot,

5:45 to 6 a. m.

In pushing sales on the blue

(WJZ) link with the aid of its new
set of discounts, NBC expects to

take a loss for the start. Added as-
tern of discounts will not: only make
the blue network cheaper for new-

comers, but require the granting of

the same deductions to customers

already on the books and using

these facilities. New schedule of

discounts goes into effect Nov. 1,

but NBC will not give any guaran-
tee as, to how long they will pre-

vail. NBC reserves the right to

drop them when it sees fit, though
it intimates that it may abide by its

usual rate card practice and allow

a 52-week protection.-

Inquiry of Mutual as to how
NBC's additional discounts would
affect the former's,, sales policy

brought a firmly negative reply.

New schedule, it wias pointed out.

was framed to appeal to clients •virVi

goodly-sized bankrolls, while Mu-
tual's accounts were with few ex-

ceptions users of small station

groups and in the basic area. Spec-
ulation in some quarters was that

NBC's latest policy might have a
serious elfect on spot business, since

major spenders in this field would
logically be inclined to take advan-
tage of the reduced rates made
available to them by a blue hookup.

A Test

With NBC's sales department the

maneuver is regarded as an experi-

ment." If after an' ample amount of

time the added rebates do not>prove
a worthwhile inducement the sclied-

ule will be dropped and something
else tried. Convinced that the blue
still maintains a sizable audience
and it is the only remaining com-
pletely national network with avail-

able choice evening hours, NBC ex-
plains that what it is primarily try-

ing to do is make it financially easy
for advertisers to try the blue with
some good shows.
Additional discount schedule for

supplementaries follows:
Percent

One group whose everting rate

equals $500 or more 5

Ttoo groups whose evening rate

equals $1,000 or more 10

Advertising on Muzak Oct 20,

Mosdy Stuff Sold in Bars; News,

Racing (No Odds) Included

Regulates Lives

Lynchburg, Oct. 18.

Announcers at WLVA evi-
dently figure their programs are
so interesting; housewives for-
get everything else.

During a sudden downpour
recently, announcer broke into

a musical broadcast to say:

"This is to remind you that it's

raining and that you'd better
go let down your windows.'

. Program resumed after pause
for window-closing.

CA.a FINDINGS

WWORU)
SERIES

Figures released yesterday (Tues-
day) by the Co-operative Analysis
of Broadcasting showed that listen-

ers are more interested in tuning
in on World's Series games when
the contending teams are from dif-

ferent cities. An average of 33%
of set owners listening prevailed dur-
ing the recent series between the
N. Y. Yankees and the Chicago
Cubs. In '36 the N. Y. Yankees-
N. Y. Giants series drew but 25%
of the dial-twisters, while the 1935
Detroit Tigers-Chicago Cubs games
had an average of 35%.
Highest listening level of the re-

cent Yankees-Giants broadcasts oc-
curred during the Sunday, clash,

with 38%. On Saturday it was
33%, Wednesday, 32%, and Thurs-
day; 30%.

Three groups whose evening rate

equals more than $1,500 15
Four groups whose evening rate

equals more than $2,000 20
Supplementaries involved are:

Blue Southern.
Blue. Southwestern.
Blue Mountain, with KUTA, Salt

Lake City added.
Blue Pacific, with KTMS, Santa

Barbara, and KFSD, Santa Barbara
added.

Added discount for blue patronag;e

does not apply to WLW, Cincinnati,

or any groups that are normally af-

filiated with the red (WEAF) link.

These special blue discounts are
payable before any dollar volume
or rate card discount is paid.

'Variety's' Story

Chicago, Dec, 7.

Ruth Etting is one person who has
followed through carefully, and to

the letter, the carefully planned life.

Many years ago she mapped her
career out for herself, following and
shaping every step according to a
preconceived pattern. Last week
Ruth Etting made the final step in
that planned career when she quiet-
ly but deliberately destroyed every
piece of rriusic she owned, her
entire set of press books and clip-

pings, all her theatrical pictures,
gave away her stage wardrobe and
completely divested herself of every-
thing connected with show business.

That .this step was taken immedi-
ately following her divorce from
CoL Martin (Moe) Snyder is inci-

dental. The show business career of
Ruth Etting has come to an end, and
at the sole wish and desire of Miss
Etting herself. It is' a istep coming
as Miss Etting wished it to; for she
was far from washed up in show
business. Her earning potentialities in

(Continued on page 38)

New Burn-Up From BldckettAgency;

Ask Stations To ExploitPrograms
Blackett-Sample-Hummert's latest

burner-upper for local stations (fol-

lowing recent 'suggestion' stations

help pay for transcription) is a guile-

lessly- devised campaign to induce the

latter to get out and spend more
time and coin on car-cards, film

trailers, store windows and news-
paper space plugging B-S-H ac-

counts. Idea is advanced as a sort

to tip-off to spot affiliations with a

letter from the agency advising them
that it proposes to start a survey

showing 'which stations do the best

job in servicing their potential au-

dience with information and inter-

esting facts regarding the station's

programs.*
Agency's 'public relations survey

letter' continues as follows:

Each month a network program
will be selected and every station

carrying the program will be Invited

to furnish us with material showing
their cooperation.

The basis for deciding the out-
standing station will be a total news-
paper lineage (picture cuts to count
double) in recognized ABC papers.

To give these stations which have
difficulty in getting cooperation from
newspapers a fair chance, they shall

be credited with a 300-line lineage

credit for each type of the following
relations they use: Billboards, car-

cards, movie trailers, store windows.
If a station uses other specialized
promotion they should advise of

same as this will be taken into con-
sideration in case of tie.

The handling and correctness of
this survey will be facilitated if the
stations submit the necessary tear
sheets of their newspaper material
and evidence of other cooperation
once each week to Robert McNeil,
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Inc., 247

I c

Park Avenue, New York City. All
material should be in our hands by
the sixth of the month following each
monthly survey.

Blackett - Sample - Hummert, Inc.,

will run an advertisement in the
leading trade papers acknowledging
that they have found station so and
so the leading station in Public Re-
lations on (such and such) a net-
work.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Inc., of

course, will use the data so obtained
as a factor in determining the plac-
ing of their spot business.

Air Features, Inc., 447 Park Av-
enue will service aU stations with
stories and pictures in connection
with all programs. If any additional
material is needed they should con-
tact Air Features, Inc., together with
copy of request to Robert |itcNell,

Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Inc., 247
Park Avenue,' New York City,

' f 2 ( < » r ' ;
'

Muzak, wired entertainment ser-
vice to restaurants, bars, clubs, etc.,

is expanding to provide Transradio
news, racing results, time breaks
and commercial announcements for
clients. It's the latter, the paid ad-
vertising blurbs, which make the
service possible. New angle is aimed
at grills which previously could not
afford the service because of the
prohibitive cost. Under the propo-
sal to cut advertisers in it will be
made available at a price consider-
ably lower, the paid commercials
making up the difference at the
originating . end. It's scheduled to.

debut late this month.

Labelled 'Sponsored Progratn Ser*
vice' it will cpst stube owning sub-
scribers $15 a month for 16 hours a
day of service, beginning at 11 a.m.
and shutting down at 3 a.m. next
morning, the official liquor board
curfew hour in New ^York. Pre-
viously a Muzak line, carrying
straight music would have nicked
owners for $40 to $50 monthly.
Commercials will consist of plugs,

delivered in station break form, call-

ing attention to products on lap in,

the average bar^ e., various brands
of hard stuff, beer, cigarettes, cigars,
etc. Present plans call for the
breaks to come every 15 mins. with
plugs spieled in innocuous manner.
Cocktail tempos in the late afterr
noon, livelier stuff in the evening
and tippling tunes still later. R^.c^
ing results, sponsored by a national
racing form, \vill be given in the
afternoon a& soon as they come in^

but will be confined to the winning
nag,' race and track and no odds
quoted.
Past World Series games was the

first time that Muzak wires carried
spiels of any kind. Even recorded
feedings are devoid of vocals except
late at night. Play-by-play descrip-
tions of the series games, however^
were made available to those sub-
scribers who wanted theni via a
hookup with WOR-Mutual sports-
casters.

Other Deal Fell Throoeli

Couple years ago Muzak intereste4
a grocery chain in placing units in
its string of stores to carry tran-
scriptions, and intermittent spiels
calling attention to the day's sales,
and reminders of things needed but
might be forgotten: But the deal
fell through. Same idea was
broached to a dept. store with the
same results.

New setup required establishing
an announcing staff to 'handle the
commercials, etc., but ivill not re-
quire additional equipment as the
current, studio layout and control
board is adequate for the added
load. Telephone company, whose
wires feed to current subscribers,
has notified Muzak .officials that lines
to carry the expanded service will
be ready Oct, 20. Announcennents
were sent to 500 prospective signees
last week, and the company claims
to have between 50 and 60 already
signatured. Several manufacturers
also have been sold, they say.
Racing news and results in bars

is not a new idea. Police cracked
down on a system of tickers placed
in- bars by a racing form owner sev-
eral years ago.

Leslie Fox Outside Radio
Los Angeles, Oct. 18.

J. Leslie Fox has become a vice-
president with the Stodel Advertising
Agency. It's his first connection out-
side of radio in 14 years.
His previous connection was with

International Radio Sales as Coast
manager. Before that he was with
KMBC, Kansas City; WLS, Chicago;
WGAR, Cleveland, and WSM, Nash^
ville.

Frankltn DeUno, distant kin of the
President, switched from New York
to Hollywood as assistant to Tom
Harrington, Coast' radio head lor
Youfig &. Rubicaob > i > >

-
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French Classks for Quebec

May Be Recorded in Paris;

No 'Nsune Actors in Canada

Montreal, Oct. 18.

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. may
shortly produce a series of classical

plays in' French as a counterpart of

the series of Shakespearean produc-
tions being aired in English. Plays

of Racine, Corneille aiid Moliere are
amongst those being mulled.

In view of the bi-lingual situation

In Canada, with a population of

about 3,000,000 French-Canadians,
the. Government radi6 intends to

cater to the French-language high-
brows as weU the English, and out-

|

standing French plays are being con-
"

sidered to serve this purpose.
j

Since well known French actors

are not available here, one sugges-
tion submitted during deliberations

of CBC production executives was
that recordings of best works of

Racine, Mbliere and Corneille be
made in Paris with leading French
legit stars such as Victor Francin.

Should production be limited to

French-Canadian players a draw-
back wbuld be not only lack of big
names such as those being starred
in the Shakespearean series, but
even capable supporting players
would be difficult to - find here.

If produced in Frapce, transcrip-
tions of the plays would be aired
over the French network oiE about
six .or eight CBG stations in the
Province of Quebec.

Cost Angles

It is not definitely kn&wn yet
whether the transcription proposal
will be carried out Understanding
is that cbst of hiring Parisian actors

end making transcriptions there,
would amount to more,than the CBC
is prepared to- spend on the classics.

In the event that the CBC should
'proceed with the production of the
French plays locally, French- Can-
adian players will bet obliged to un-
dergo rather lengthy and rigorous
rehearsals, since there is. a deficiency
of capable or even promising native-
language actors.

Difficulty of training compara-
tively inexperienced players for un-
usual assignments calling for exact-
ing and' diverse characterizations is

regarded here as one pt the major
obstacles towards immediate produc-
tion, although it is expected that
production of the French classics

.Will get under way before long.

It is also expected that an official

announcement will shortly be forth-
coming on the contest for French-
Canadian authors. Prizes will be

' lawarded, amounting to $550 in all,

ifor the best half or full hour plays
in French by authors living in Can-
ada. Committee of judges has yet
to be selected and that rules for the
contest will be lined up soon.

London Catiing

BBC tfevival of Noel Coward's
'Cavalcade' for third time (9), with
Mary O'Farrell and Martin Lewis as

Jane and Robert Marryot.

Vivian Ellis guesting in first of

Louis Levy's second series

Shall Have Music' programs.

Probable That Newfoundland Radio

Will Ape Britons, Not Canadians

'You

Paulette Mauve of Paris

Sponsored in Quebec
Montreal, Oct. 18.

Paulette Mauve, Parisian music
]

hall songstress, is here for Bucking-
;

ham -Cigarettes, new program over
\

station CKAC. With be aired five

'

times weekly, Monday through Fri- •

day, from 10.30 to 10.45 p.m. j

Another new commercial over '.

CKAC Vill be Carling's Ale, spon-
j

soring a series of original plays
j

written by Henri Letondal, produced
by Yves Bourassa.

Radio version of 'Blackbirds' being

put on by producer Archie Camp-
bell; all-colored " cast will include

V&laida, Batey and Foster, Earle and
Lewis, Chris Gill, and Mabel Scott,

with choir under direction of Sidney
John Boch. Some of the artists are

coming from Paris on purpose.

Met Auditions in Cuba
Havana, Oct. 18.

First American commercial pro-

gram rebroaticast regularly over
CMQ-COCQ, Havana, is the Sher-
win-Williams Metropolitan Opera
Auditioiis Sunday afternoons. It's a

special relay via RCA from NBC.
Station is also clearing the NBC

symphony series with Toscanini,

which uses a Spanish commentator.

American jam session to be aired

by B.B.C. Nov. 5. Bob Hackett,

'Fats' Waller, Gene Krupa, Joe Mar-
sala, Benny Goodman and Mezz
Mezzrbw ' included.

SUED BY THEATRE,

BBC NOW CAUTIOUS

London, Oct. 9.

Since BBC was sued by Golders
Graen Hippodrome for announcing
appearance of Fay Compton in a
radio program when she was actu-
ally at the theatre, Cor^kVhas become
suddenly wary when . imnouncing
programs in which - famous, star

voices ate heard. Sunday night
broadcast included 'program record-
ing the history of the Oxford Reper-
tory Theatre, and announcements
indicated Flora Robson, Diana
Churchill, Emlyn Williams, Pamela
Stanley, Gyles Isham and Glen
Byam Shaw would contribute.

Prior to program goings on the air

carefully worded statement was
made by an announcer that the
voices were all pre-recorded, and
jsam'e "Was repeated at end of broad-
cast. To make quite surie, a para-
^raph to the same eSect was isiued

to the press two days in advance.

BBC is taking no more chances.

West Canaitan

Private Group

Fears Stranding

Winnipeg, Oct, 18.

Privately-owned radio stations in
Western Canada are facing a record
crop of headaches currently. Pri-
marily there's the new Customs reg-
ulation imposing, a prohibitive duty
on imported transcriptions. In lieu
of satisfactory flesh shows small sta-
tions in isolated sections of the
Dominion depend on platters to a
great extent.

Another threat hinges on the
possibility that many stations will
be deprived of both commercial and

i

sustaining programs if unlooped
j

from the CBC network when the

!

new 50,000-watt Government trans-
mitter in the Prairies is completed.

Should stations in sparsely-settled
areas lose these two main sources of
talent then listener audience will
probably fade so rapidly that the
very' existence of these stations
might be threatened.

But, while reports have been cur-
rent that a number of Western sta-
tions will be unlooped as soon as the
new CBC prairie transmitter is

ready, informed opinion veers to the
belief that the Government may not
drop the privately-owned stations
after all.

Chances are that the new CBC
transmitter will not be able to fur-
nish complete service to sponsors
without the privately-owned stations,

due to large areas to be covered in
the west. Also to be considered is

the strong following which many of
the privately-owned Western sta-
tions have built up, which might not
readily turn to the new transmitter.
And another deterrent to the re-

ported desire of the CBC to turn the
small stations loose may be in the
political strength which some of the
broadcasters may be able to count
iipon.

So that, of the two , Government
agencies bearing down on broad'
casters, it seems likely that less un
favorable action may come from the
CBC than has already been taken by
the Customs Department.

Vaughan Williams' 'Hugh the

Drover', to be broadcast Oct. 28, will

be first full-length opera ever aired

from a BBC studio; Stanford Robin-
son conducts.

Western Canada hockey fans will

get their radio hockey early this

year. The first exhibition game be-

tween the Ne<v York Rang.ers, now
training in Winnipeg;' Man., and the
New York Americans, how. train-

ing in Saskatoon, will be broadcast
over the James Richardson loop of
CJRM, Regina; CJGX, Yorkton, and
CJRC, Winnipeg, Oct. 20, exclu-
sively.

HIGHER FEES

FOR MDSIC IN

otto Samuelson, Swedish radio
exec, told Hollywood television en
thusiasts that his country is far out
in front in visio advances.

Havana,, Oct. 15.

With the Cuban Composers' So-
ciety and 16 best orchestras here
serving ultimatums on the broad-
casters, latter think Czechoslovakia
has nothing on them. Composers
that for a long time have collected

rights in theatres, dances, hotels,

etc., but could never get any lever-
age on the stations, have obtained
help of authorities. With a new
law in their pockets are notifying

the stations that from Nov. 1 each
station, regardless of income, had to

pay $25 weekly.
Following this the 16 top Cuban

orchestras of jazz type signed an
agreement among themselves not to

play for less than $2 per man per
hour and $1 for rehearsals, and no
orchestra can play more than one
hour per day, so as to give each or-
chestra the chance to earn the two
daily bucks. In cases where admit-
tance is charged, each man will get

$3, with the leaders collecting the
same as any musician.
There is a fine of $100 cash and

a suspension of six months' for any
orchestra, breaking the agreement,
and there have been three cases of

orchestras backing out.

Result is that most of the orches-
tras are oft the air, replaced by
records and lesser Cuban combos.

Magazines In

Air as NoAing

Montreal, Oct. 18.

Magazine publishers are trying to

convince advertising agencies th^t

listener audience on some' of the

most popular Canadian programs is

practically niL Confidential surveys
unfavorable to commercial use of

radio are being sent to. agency men
by a Canadian magazine publishers

association.

Publishers have devised a rating

method similar to the C.A.B. system
in use in the United States. . Agency
men claim, however, that the Cana-
dian survey does not coincide with
the favorable results obtained from
radio advertising campaigns.
Magazine publishers survey gives

even first line American programs
lower rating with Canadian listen-

ers than is the case in the United
States. Big difference, however, is

in the estimated listener audience
in regard to top notch Canadian
commercials where the survey is en-
tirely out of line with actual results.

In cases where tho magazine pub-
lishers survey shows that listener

audience is near zero, advertising

agencies point to exceptionally suc-

cessful results from the use of these

radio programs practically to. the

exclusion of magazine and news-
paper advertising.

One advertising agency reports

that results from radio advertising
have been satisfactory to an extent
that appropriations will, be upped
considerably this year. Another
agency reports that it will spend
close to $500,000 on time and lines

'during the coming year, which also

represents a substantial increase

over the appropriation last year.

While newspaper and magazine ad-

vertising, is not beihg dropped en-
tirely, agencies find that in many in-

stances, periodicals need only be
used as an auxiliary service rather

than the chief means of exploiting

certain products.

Montreal, Oct. 18.

Strict government control of
broadcasting in Newfoundland is

foreshadowed by the construction of
a new l,00tt-watt Marconi transmit-
ter scheduled for completion in
January. Privately-owned radio sta-
tions in Newfoundland may then be
absorbed by the Government or
maintained merely as auxiliary serv-
ices, from accounts.
Understanding is that the Govern-

ment, of Newfoundland, composed of
two local and three English com-
missioners, may pattern radio con-
trol after the fashion of the British
Broadcasting Corp, rather than the
Canadian or American systems.
Currently there are two or three

privately-owned stations in New-
foundland, one of the stations being
church-operated.
Commercial programs are l>eing

accepted by these stations but sub-
ject to cancellation or drastic con-
tract modification, so that no difficul-

ties will be encountered should the
Government decide to take over.

New Government transmitter will

be erected near St. John, Newfound-
land.

SET IN CUBA

PROPAGANDA TAPERS

BBC Was Suddenly Loaded With
Linffuals During Crisis

Victor Susman. formerly with
WINS, New York, has taken over
chief accountant duties of KTSA,
San Antonio. Succeeds Harold Hig-
gins, who shifted to Fort Worth as
secretary-treasurer of Texas State
Network.

Sterritt, Thomas Upped
Detroit, Oct. 18.

Two prbmati.pns at WJBK here

place Charles Sterritt in role of chief

announcer and Ed Thomas as head
of station's production.

Sterritt has been on station's an-

nouncer staff for past four years,

"While Thomas, an lengineer-spieler

has been at WJBK two years.

Canatfian and EngKsh Name Players

Give Dominion Cdture Shows a Break

Montreal, Oct. 19.

Shakespearean series of plays be-

ing produced by the Canadian Broad-

casting Corp. are not as costly as

supposed. It is understood that legit

stars like Walter Huston, Walter

Hampden, Eva LeGalliene, Maurice

Evans, Raymond Massey and Sir

Cedric iHardwicke were; approached

from the angle that, since these pro-

grams were of cultural significance

intended to" aid in developing na-

tional talent in Canada, the CBC was

unable to offer more than nominal
compensation.
Although the appropriation for the

Shakespearean series is by no means
small, it is reported that without the
support of these internationally-

known playerJ, who are taking a
deep cut for the sakie of the Cana-
dian government and Canadian I'adio,

the cost of these productions would
have been prohibitive.

Factor of nationality was also be-
lieved involved with Canadians such
as Huston, Massey and Anglin and
the English stars, Evans and Hard
wicke.

London, Oct. 12.

As soon as the international situ-

ation eased BBC also began to ease
on its foreign language propaganda
broadcasts. During the crisis, sudden
switch of plans, whereby all regional
transmitters were commandeered by
the Government, saw plenty pro-
grams suddenly wiped out, and their

time filled with news output in

French, German and Italian.

Last few days, foreign news has
been restricted only to London re-

gional wavelength, other transmit-

ters returning to their announced
programs, and time also has been
restricted. Policy of Gov't seems
to be to let each day decide for itself,

but it is likely the propaganda will

be dropped in a very short while.

To estimate number of foreign
listeners who heard the broadcasts
is difficult, particularly as in Ger-
many millions of receivers are sold
which only permit their owners to

pick up local stations.

WKRC Sells Dawn Patrol
Cincinnati, Oct. 18.

WKRC's Dawn Patrol hour pro-
gram is being cosponsored by the
Rubel Baking Co., Cincy, and local

Chrysler-Plymouth dealers.
It's a mixture of temperature and

time reports, waxed music and has
Lee Bland as spieler.

Havana, Oct. 18.

A general shift of frequencies has
been ordered by the Communica-
tions Department .to conform in part
with the North American Regional
Pact of last December. Four of the
nine clear channels assigned to Cuba
have been distributed to high power
stations in Havansf. CMQ gets the
1010 kc Class 1-B, and CMBF shifts

to 1560, also in the same classifica-

tion. CMCY goes to 590 kc, a Class
2 channel jointly with Newfound-
land. CMCD uses the 630 kc, also

in the same classification.

. Two other channels assigned ars
not in the North American distribu-
tion, although the stations are high
powered. CMBC has been assigned
to 1140 kc instead of 1190 kc, which
is a Class B at Havana, and other is

CMX, ready to go on the air with
new 10 kw transmitter shifted to
1260 kc instead of 1270 kc, th?, re-
maining Class 2 channel for Havana
and maximum power of 10 kw.
Remaining three clear channels

were - assigned to Santa Clara and
Oriente Provinces and still remain
free.

Fact that many small stations have
been assigned to lower channels is

causing a lot of speculation, but the
general opinion is they will be day-
time stations or wiU have to lower
their power after sunset.

Complete list of shifts follows:
HMBD R."»Ok<« l(>f>watt»
f'.MCT nimico I.-, kw
CMCD KM Uc Irt Kw
CMCR m!(H:c r.l> w;*(t*
C.MK 720 Uc 2.-.(»\7aU!«
OMDG flSftkc l(>'>w.<U!»
CMBT, Tjftkc •.''•.w

f'MCir 780 kc BOfiv.aU!*
CMCF 8t«kc .Vkw
OMCM fCd ko BOO wall*
C.MW HHdUc ftlWwHlN
OMOA niOko ZVtwnMit
TMBZ Wf> no ISUi \VH 1 1»
OMCK «T0 kc r. l;w
CMQ- 1010 2.-. l.w
TMOP lOSftUc nndwnlli*
C.MBX 1080 kc 2r.0\7nlt!»
CMC.T jnOkc (W1» wills
CMBC 1140 kc ".kxr
OMRS' 117<Vkp J00w.it I*
CMCO i 1200 kc 2r.O wal I.-*

CMCB .' la-Wlcc lOHwntt*
CMX IJfilOkb to lew
CMCa 1 2m> kc 1 0<t wn 11 /•

CMRQ 1S20 ko kw
CMCA , l.ViOkc 100 wall!*
CMCW l.lSOko 230\v:.ll!*
CMCO 3410 kc nni) w.iii!»

CMBY H^Oko B00w:>ll«
CMCX 1470 ko 2.^(^wn^H
CMOX LWrtkc BOO wall*
CMC 1.1.10 kc 2:5<iwnUn
CMBF ].>f,Okc Skw

Panelmen Pacts Fend
Philadelphia, Oct. 18.

Broadcast division local of tha

American Communications Associa-
tion expected to close contracts this

week, with WFIL and WHAT. For-
mer is a renewal of- the pact which
expires Nov. 1. Several changes have
been written into it.

WHAT termer is a new one, two
panelmen at the outlet never havinj*

had an agreement with the manage-
ment before.

Will Woodhill manager of CKSO,
Sudbury, Ont., succeeding .Jack

Kemp, now selling for CPRC, Win-
nipeg.
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NBC Blue Announces

per listening Family

in the History of Network

Broadcasting

Startling savings offered by new

economy discount schedule on NBC Blue

J^JONTHS of research, including a nation-

wide study of listening habits, have

produced new, important evidence of the

eize and scope of the Blue Network's reg-

ular listening audience.

An analysis of time schedules shows that

the Blue Network is now the only com-

plete, nationwide network offering adver-

tisers any choice of periods at the preferred

broadcasting hours.

After careful review of these two factors,

NBC now adds a third advantage by offer-

ing advertisers an opportunity to broadcast

their sales message over the Blue Network

at the lowest cost per Ustenmg family in

the history of network broadcasting. De-

signed to make it easier to "go National"

on a modest advertising budget, a new
economy" discount schedule has been

set up. You can now buy the Basic Blue

Network plus supplementaries at greatly

reduced cost.

We believe you will want to understand

clearly what this new, lower-cost network

coverage can do for you—how it can help

you to solve your own advertising problems.

IfyourNBC representative hasn't already

called to tell you the whole new story, we
suggest that you phone him and tell him

you want to hear all about it—immediately

!

NATIONAL BR0A©G.4STmG COMPANY
The World's Greatest Broadcasting System - A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
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F.C.C. WASHINGTON DOCKET
MAJOR DECISIONS

Washington, Oct. 18.

MIcliIeon-rennBylvanla-Tenneasee: Cornish Knocks out three-

batrffer, with one double play, and puts Kiss of death on four ap-

ptlcatlona for construction permits tor new outlets on U20-1HO
k loivcle stripes. Decision upheld examiner's report. Tagt'ed oft

bttH^ are Voice of Detroit, Inc.. Detroit: WWPO. Pittsburgh. Pa.,

and- Times Printing Co.. Chattanooga. Tenn., seeking 1120 kc. band

a.-islgnments, OJid Cadillac Broadcaatlns Corporation. Detroit, seek-

'"wWPO^plea^.'^^'BeeklnBr 2G0-walt unlimited time smallle, slapped

down hard and used as vehicle for pronouncement of high-sounding

i>rinelDles. Appeared, quoth commlsh. that 'main purpose was to

meet alleged need for foreign language broadcasts to reach those

persons of foreign extraction In and around Pittsburgh who wero

not able to understand the English langaage.'

•It la recognized.' saya decision, 'that In some Instances these

foreign populations may be In need of particular efforU directed

toward their Americanization, and to- promote their general wel-

fare, but there are agencies of government, both national and

local, designed particularly for this purpose. To utilize Umited

laclUties solely for such a purpose Is not In the Interest of the public

generally. The emphasis placed by this applicant upon making
available his facilities to restricted groups of the public does not

Indicate that the service of the proposed station would be In the

public interest.'
, , , j i ,

Swipe at press ownership of new stations la taken in deds on

on application of Times Printing Co.. seeking, unlimited time station

with 1000 watts dny and 60© watts night power. Applicant Is pub-

lisher of Chattanooga Time.s and. as decision innocently states,

'persons having the controlling Interest In the applicant corpora--

tlon also control the company that publishes the NeW York Times.

Proposed station, decision states, would offer public little more
than service now rendered by WDOD Hitd WAPO, Chattanooga,

wltli secondary service from WSB. Atlanta, anil WSM, Nashville,

among others, and no evidence was offered of failure of existing

locals to be 'fully cognizant' of duty in public interest, etc.

(Herbert W. Bingham and Guilford Jameson appeared for Voice

of Detroit: Elmer W. Pratt for Cadillac Broadcasting Corporation;

Jeff Busby for WWPO, Inc.: and" Louis G. Caldwell. Reed T. Rollo

and Percy H. Russell for Times Printing Co., and WJR, an In-

tervener.)

Georgia: WPAX, H. Wimpy, Thomasvllle, present daytime only

amallle with 100 watts power, granted Juice Jump to 250 watts

with unlimited time operation on showing of 'compelling need' of

niBhttlme service- In this area on his frequency, 1210 kc Thomaa-
vlile not receiving any primary service nighls from any existing

station. Need also found for daytime power boost.

J. N. Peacock, Jr., for applicant.

Michigan: Harold P. Gross, Individual licensee of WJIM. Lansing
nsallle, granted permission to a.-jslgn control of station to WJIJi.
Inc., of which he Is president and treasurer, his wife secretary, and
E. C. Beatt}', vice-president, to segregate personal affairs from
radio biz, and Incidentally wipe out station liability of $9,000. In-

cidentally, procoedlngfl revealed station, with original cost of $19,296.

depreciated value of (8.94d' and replacement cost of $20,266, grossed
$99,099 during period July I, 19SS, to July S. 1937, of which $23,486-

was net profit. '
;

Arthur W. Scharfcld and Philip G. Loucks for assignor.

Ne»v Jersey: Colonial Broadcasting Co., seeking new 1000 watt
outlet on 620 kc. baiid at Morrlstown, turned down on ground ap-
plicant failed to show need for new service, that operation would
cause objectionable Interference with WIP. Philadelphia and WICC.
ridgeport. Stations WAAT. Jersey City: WHOM, Jersey City;
WOR and WHBI, Newark, provide service of type proposed by
appltcan't, commlsh found.
Josephus C. Trimble for applicant.
rennsylvania. WMBS Unlontown daytime only smalller with

2.50 watts power, given unlimited time with 100 watts night power
on application of owner, Fayette Broadcasting Corp. on 1420 kc.
Birlpe. Colnmlsh held WMBS would provide, only available primary
night service to area, that there Is need for such additional service,
and that no objectionable Interference would result,
Edward Dujnbauld for applicant.
.West Virginia: Joe L. Smith, Jr., granted permission to con-

struct new. 260 watter days, 100 watts night, on 1210 kc. to provide
service to region now spotttly isolated from radio broadcast due
to poor local reception conditions. H. H. Shlnnick for applicant.
Wisconsin: State Department of Agriculture and llarkets turned

down in plea for extension of operations of WLBL, Stevens Point,
now operating daytime only with 6000 watts on 900 kc. band. Stat*
sought to keep outlet oh air until 10 p.m. with 1000 watts power.

- Commlsh holds that while need for additional service by WLBIj
was shown, such night operation would 'severely limit' Interference

free service areas of WKY. Oklahoma City, and WBEN, Butfnlo,

thus depriving 'extensive populations and areas' of such services.

Orland S. I^omls and Leo E. Vaudrcuil for applicant.

MINOR DECISIONS
CttUrornla: KWN, KWU, KWV, KAVV and.KNY, Dl.'con, granted

extension x)f special temporary authority to communicate with
Canton, China, Cor three months from Oct. 11.

New Jtorsey: Bernard Goldsmith, Mctuchcn, granted leave Ip with-
draw without prejtidico application for construction permit for new
station using 100 watts daytime only on 1420 kc, previously set for

hearing.
Bamberger Broadcasting Service, Inc., Newark, granted construc-

tion permit for new relay broadcast station uslng^ two watts power
on 1C22, 2058, 2160 and 2790 kc. bands.

Okliihoma: KTOK, Oklahoma City, given 30-day extension ot

hearing from Oct. 24.

Hoath .Carolina: Application of Vlrgjl D. Evans, doing business as

Voice of South Carolina, Spartanaburg, for renewal of license of

W4XH, denied as in default after applicant failed to show for

hearing.
WOLS, O. Lee Stone, and Pee Dee Broadcasting Co.. both of

Florence, S. C, granted 2a-day hearing continuance from Oct. 25 In

Interlocking applications for new station and renewal.
Tennessee: WREJC, Memphis, granted extension of special tempo-

rary authority to operate with 6000 watts night power from Oct. 17

to Nov. 16 In order to overcome Interference of CMQ, Havana, Cuba.
Texas: KFJZ, Fort Worth Broadcasters, Inc., granted 30-day

continuance of Oct. 21 hearing on application to change frequency
from 1370 to 930 ko. and boost power from 100 watts nights and'
250 watts days to 600 watts all time.

SET FOR HEARING
Florida: Application of Miami Broadcasting Corp.. Miami, for

new smallle, 250 watts, operating unlimited time on 1420 kc. stripe.

Georsla: Application of John F. Arrinfeton, Jr., Valdosta, for 260
watt smallle on 1230 kc. . .

•

IlflnolB-: Plea of WCBS, SprlngAeld, for. frequenC-y change from-
1420 to 1290 kc. and Juice Jump from 100-260 watt smallle to 1000
watt unlimited tlnie.

Michigan: License modlflcatlon of WHDF, Upper Michigan
Broadcasting Co., Calumet, from specified hoVir to unlimited time;
Pennsylvania: WTEL, Philadelphia, changes Ubense modifica-

tion application already In hearing docket as to request change
in time of operation from- sharing with WHAT on basis of one-
third for WTEL and WHAT one-third, with neither permitted to
opert^te while WCAM Is on air to sharing time with WHAT two-
thirds time.

NEW APPUCATIONS
.Alabama: WALA, W. O. Pape, trading as Pape Broadcasting Co.,

Mobile, wants power boost from 600 watt? nights and 1000 watts
days to 1000 watts all time and local moving of transmitter.

Florida: WFOY, Fountain of Youth Properties. St. Atiguatlne,
seeks frequency change from 1210 to 1220 kc, plus power boost
from 260 watt smallle to 1000 watts night and 6000 watts day power,
plus moving transmitter locally six mlles._
HawaU: KQMB, Honolulu, amends application pending to seek

1000 watts night. 6000 watts dayi Instead of 6000 watts all time,
in addition to transmitter and studio changes.

Illinois: WENR, Chicago, asks license modification to use trans-
mitter of WLS at Tlnley Park.

- Application of A. Corenaon, trading as Elgin Broadcasting Co.,
Elgin, for new station on 1600 kc. with 100 watts power amended
.to request daytime only operation.

WJJD. Inc., Chicago, seeks authority to transfer control of cor-
poration from Public Service Broadcasting Co., to H. Leslie Atlass,
Ralph L. Atlass, Pauline S. Atlass; Ralph Louis Atlass (a minor),
H. P. Sherman and Philip K. Wrigley, Involving 13,397 shares
stock.

Indiana: WIND, Johnson-Kennedy Radio Corporation, Gary,
seeks- authority to transfer control of corporation same as above,'
Involving 766 shares °common stock.
Banks of Wabash, Inc., re-submlta application for new relay ex-

perimental brdadeost station using 100,000, 120,000, 160,000 and
200,000 kc. bands with two watts power. «
Iowa: WSUI, Stat» tmlverslty, Iowa City, 500-watter, seekil

power boost to 1000 watts nights, 5000 watta days and approval

new equipment and local transmitter move.
SHehlffsn: "WBEO, Marquette lOO-watter, seeks new transmlUer

api>rova,l and power boost to 260 watts days,
,

Michael J. Clancy, Charles F. Kochci-, Carl Elsen, doing bu.~>lncss

as Grand Traverse Broadcasting Co., Traverso City, Mich., toek
new station on 131i0 kc. band, 100 watls nights, 260 watta days.
Xew York: St. Lawrence Broadcasting Corp.. Ogdenaburg, le-

Bubmlts avpllcatlun for new station using 1310 kc. band with lOO
watu night. 260 watts day power.
Brown Radio Service and Laboratory (Gordon P, Brown, owner)

seeks new relay broadcast station, experimental, using 50 watts
power on IMSOO, 39100, 30300 and 39500 kc bands.

Ohio: WSXAIj, experimental station at Mason, Ohio, of Crosley
Radio Corp., owners ot WLW, comes in with plea for power Jump
from 10000 to 60000 watts.

Texas: ICTAT, Fort Worth, soek.s juice jump from 1000 watts
day and night to 5000 watts days, with transmitter site moved.
KCMC, .Texarkana, amended pending application for frequency

change from 1420 to 1340 kc. and power boost from 2C0-watt smallle
, to 600-1000 w&tts, to provide for transmitter site change.

VlrfflBUit WGH, Hampton Roads Broadcasting Corp., Newport
News, seeks authority to transfer control of corporation from
James W. Baldwin to Dally Press, Inc.; 175 shares stock Involved.

EXAMINERS' REPORTS
Illinois: Examiner P. W. Seward recommends denial of petition

of Charles R; Cook, owner of WJBL. Decatur, for authority to trans-
fer control of station to Decatur Newspapers, Inc., which already
owns -49% of outstanding stock, on ground It would tend to restrict
competition In dissemination of news and Information and In ad-
vertising,

H. H. Shlanlck lor transferor; George O. Sutton and Arthur H.
Schroeder for transferee.

Miaslsaipttl: Kxainlner Melvin H. Dahlberg recommends dental
of renewal application of WMlOlO, Kosciu.iko, 10u-260-watt smallia
on 1600 kc. band, after no testimony Is offered for applicant.
Horace H. Lohnes for applicant,

Missouri: Over objection of A. V. Dalrymple, of FCC counsel,
who maintained, examiner could not take such action, supplemental
report of P. W. Seward, examiner, recommends dismissal without
prejudice of application of Charles Porter and Edward T. EversolOi
Festua, for new daytime only smallle with 100 wa,tts on 1420 kc.

Further hearing developed facts that applicant, because labor
troubles caused closure bl^ plants In town and because of general
business conditions, wished to withdraw application because time
was 'Inopportune*' for starting new outlet. E.xaminer held that,
with no other parties In Interest^ motion to dismiss without prejudice
properly could be granted by com Ish, and so recommended.
Evert L. Bono for applicant. .

Nortli Carolina: WMFD, '\Vilmlngton, operated by Richard Austin
Dunlea, on 1370 kc. band, will get Juice jump from 100 watts day-
time only smallle to 100 watts night, 260 watts days unlimited time
category if commlsh heeds recommendation ot ' Examiner P. W.
Seward, who found need for night time service outweighed possi-
bility of Interference with proposed new station at Goldsboro. Elmer
Pratt ^or applicant.
AsheviUe Daily News (Harold H. Thorns, owner), recommended

for con.structlon permit to establish new 100-watt station, unlimited
time, on 1370 kc. band, in supplemental report by Examiner Georffe
H. Hill despite tempest in te-ipot provoked at hearing over 'Thom.s'
prior Involvement with old state law In editorial capacity and
question of whether it Involved 'moral turpitude,' which examiner
holds it did not.
Duke M. Patrick and Karl A. Smith for applicant.
Pennsylvania: Chief Examiner Davis G. Arnold recommends grant-

ing of WEST, Easton, and WKBO. Keystone Broaacastlng Corp..
Harrlsburg, for modincatlon of licenses. WEST, on 1200 kc, with
100 watts night and 260 watls day power, how has simultaneous day
operation and shares with WICBO nights, and seeks unlimited time
operation with same oower and band, while WKBO seeks same
change.

Both, Arnold held, showed need for additional nighttime service
In respective areas, and proposed operation would not cause ob-
jectionable Interference. George O. Sutton and Arthur H. Schroeder
appeai'ed for both WEST and WICBO.
WCBA, B. Bryan Musselman, Allentown, and WSAN, Inc., Allen

-

town, recommended by Examiner John P. Bramhall for permission
to withdraw without prejudice their applications for modification
ot license to permit power boost from 600 to 1000 watts on 1440 kc,
band on time-sharing basis, as at present. Rea:<on Is that Im-
portant witnesses wero unavailable for hearing.
Arthur W. Scharteld and Philip G. Loucks for applicants.

Col. B. J. Palmer on a fishing trip

to Florida and Cuba. Accompanied
by Ralph Evans, of WOC.
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Pacific Four As Convention Air

Seminar with Benny, McAvity, WSson

San Francisco, Oct. 18.

First convention of the new Pacific

Council of the American Association
of Advertising Agencies will meet at

Hotel Del Monte on 'the Monterey
peninsula Thursday and Friday of

this week, with radio and agency
men from Coast cities attending.

One- of the important' events of the
confab will be the presentation of

the radio departmental, which is

headed by manager Tom F. Harring-
ton of the Young & Rubicam radio
department in Hollywood, at noon
Thursday when ''What We Expect of

Each Other' will be the general sub-
ject of a discussion in which net-
work and agency execs, a radio
comedian and an announcer, and a

THOUSANDS!
Staffed more than a thousand days ago, the WHN^
OWGINAL AMATfUR HOUR still gets thousands ofj

telephone cdlis> thousands of listeners ever/ Friday

night. Almost a thousand facts, figures, statistics to shovr

yoO'Why If will sell your product! Write WHN now*

'NOT WITH US ANY MORE'

Quite a Few Imi, Outs, Shifts in

St. Louis

repres^entative of a leading adver-
tiser will participate.

Donald Thorhburgh of CBS Is in

charge of the Western Division;

Thomas AcAvity of the Hollywood
staff of Lord'& Thomas; Jack Benny
and Don Wilson of the Jello pro-
gram, and Harold Deal, vice-prexy
of the Pacific Advertising Clubs and
advertising and promotion director

of the Associated Division of the
Tidewater Associated Oil, will be the
speakers.

David; M. Botsford of Bostford,
Constantine & Gardner, San Fran-
cisco, is chairman of the two-day
powwow, at which seven guest
speakers will be heard in addition to

members of the Council. Former in-

clude George B. Parker, Scripps-
Howard Newspapers, Washington,
D. C; Lou Townsend, of Advertising
Federation of America and of the
Bank of America, San Francisco;
Thomas H. Beck and Dr. P. A,
Pennypacker of Crowell; L. M. Clarlc^

prexy of L. M. Clark, Inc., New
York; N. E. Wilding, of Wilding Plc-
tiu-e Productions, Inc., Detroit; John
E. Brennan,. director ot Market Re-
search, Outdoor Advertising, Inc.,

New "ifoTk.

Other .Speakers

•Advertising Marches On' will be
the general subject of talks Thurs-
day by Richard Russell, Lord &
Thomas, San Francisco; Terrell Mc-
Carty, McCarty Co., Los Angeles;
William. H. Horjsley, Izzard Co.,

Seattle; J. C. Morse, Dan B. Miner
Co., Los Angeles; Warren E. Kcaft,
Erwin Wasey & Co. of the Pacific

Coast, Seattle.

Others to speak at the confab in-

clude Henry T. Ewald, John Benson,
Lloyd Myers, art director; Bowman,
•Deute, Ciimmings, Inc., San Fran-
cisco; Allen L. BiUingsley, Don Bald-
ing of Lord & Thomas, Los 'Arigeles;

August 'J. Bruhn, McCann-Erickson,
Los ;Angeles.

St. Louis, Oct. 18.

Three have quit and one has been
added to KMOX's personnel. James
V. Huffman gave up the title of as-

sistant sales manager to become a
•v.p. of the Ch^ippellow Advertising
Agency; Lloyd Smith went from
KMOX sales to WEW as assistant to
the general manager, Al S. Foster,
while Celeste Casey, wife of
KMOX's production manager,
Arthur Casey, just gave up her office

job. Newcomer to KMOX is Paul
Hammond, who came from KOIL,
Omaha, to be a salesman.-
John J. Sullivan is back on the

sales staff of WTM'\r, East St. Louis.
For the past year he had been with
KWOS, Jefferson City, and KOAM,
Pittsburgh, Kan.

Reiland Quinn Upped
San Francisco, Oct. 18 .

Reiland Quinn is the new manager
of the Hearst-owned station, KYA,
here, succeeding Clarence B. Juneau
last week. Quinn has been with
KYA for three years, first as an ac-
tor, then as producer, production
manager and program director. He
assumed his new post under the
supervision of Jack Gross, manager
of KEHE, Hearst outlet in Los An-
geles, who flew to San Francisco
for that purpose.

Baron KeyQs .at. WIP
Philadelphia, Oct. 18.

Banon Keyes, who formerly did
kid shows on KFI, Los Angeles, is at
WIP." Across the board at 5.15 p.m.
'Clickety Clack' show has about 10
characters, all played by Keyes.

Stalking a sponsor.

Baruhart's Bad Smash-Up
St. Louis, Oct. 18.

An automobile accident in which
he suffered multiple fractures of the
jaw, in addition to severe cuts and
bruises, has put Charles E. Barnhart,
gabber and continuity, chief of
WTMV, East St. Louis, on the shelf
for four months, Vernon A. Nolte
shoved into the breach.

HIGGINS SUCCEEDS

LATE BOB BARRETT

Chicago, Oct, 18.

Harold Higgins has been appointed
chief of the local WOR (Newark)
sales office, taking over following
the death of R. J. Barrett, Jr. Higgins
has been with the WOR offices here
since their inception, being brought
in by Barrett

Joe Graham now aiding Nat Wolfe
in radio representation for ' Myroa
Selznick agency.

ALL YOU
NEED IN

CENTRAL OHIO

ON THE NBC RED NETWORK
MRTIONRL REPRESENTATIVES
EDWARD RETRY & CO,
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Artists Bureau Film Angles

A6 detailed on page seven of this issue» the Artists Managers Guild

(Hollywood 10%ers) is contesting Screen Actors Guild demand that

tbey (AMG) be licensed by the SAG. It's a stunt akin to the fran-

chised Equity ngents.

Latest move by the film agents is to call in both the CBS and NBC
artists bureaus to ally with them in combating the SAG move.

DAHROSCH SERIES

DIVERTED to WWSW

Pittsburgh. Oct. 18.

Unable to take NBC's Music Ap-
preciation Hour weekly under Wal-
ter Damrosch because -of commercial
commitments, KDKA, NBC-West-
inghouse controlled, has turned the

period over , to WWSW, small-watt

station owned and operated by Post-

Gazette.

Close cooperation has been rule

here between KDKA and WWSW
lor last year, result of KDKA's se-

ries of shows in connection with
opening of new P-G building last

spring and also through recent co-op
sponsorship by Socony-Vacuum and
General Mills of Pirate baseball
broadcasts over both stations. First

KDKA studio 18 years ago was
housed in old Post-Gazette office.

ARMY MAN WON'T TALK

Briiradler General Cancels WMCA
T;Uk on European Situation

Fearful of losing his commission
in the state militia, Brig. Gen. A. E.

Anderson cancelled a skedded talk

on station WMCA, N. Y., this week.
Was to have chinned on European
situation.

Soldier relayed refusal to station

after press matter had been sent out.

Sid Goddwin joined KNX produc-
tion staff in Hollywood. He was
formerly NBC program director.

WSMK, Dayton, Dolls Up
To Attract NBC's Eye

Dayton, Oct. 18.

Station WSMK has started work
on a new transmitter. When com-
pleted, the station will go On un-
limited time, with daylight power
of 500 watts, non-directional, and
night power of 250 watts, directional.

Station applied for permission to
install stronger equipmenta year ago
but when finally granted three months
ago the specified equipment was out-
moded and the station put in a new
application.

Stanley Krohn, Jr., president, hopes
to get into operation within 30 days.
When completed station hopes it

will get a blue NBC network tie-up.

Weiss Gets a Title

Los Angeles, Oct. 18.

Lewis Allen Weiss last week was
made a director of Doa Lee- Coast
chain and elevated to a vice-rpresi-

dency.

He has been general manager of
the 29-station network since first of
last year.

Cadiolic and Protestant Delegation

Gets RuAerford Cut Off tlie Air

Akron, Oct. 18.

Judge Joseph F. Rutherford's

Watchtower programs which have

run into so much radio opposition

throughout the country came to

grief here when station WADC
broadcast one of the group's pro-

grams. Holding that the Rutherford
transcriptions were too • offensive to

Catholics to be stomached any longer,

a delegation of three Catholics and
a Protestant minister called on the
station during the Rutherford broad-
cast Sunday and demanded that it

be halted. Program was stopped 20

minutes before its conclusion.

Allen. T. Simmons, operator of

WADC, said that he had permitted
the program to go on as he had a
contract with the Watchtower society

and because an advance copy of

Rutherford's address had not been
furnished him.
Simmons said that he has no fu-

ture contract for the Rutherford
programs and indicated that he is

not interested in carrying futur:e

speeches' by the judge.
Delegation that visited Simmons

included Rev. Fr. John Murphy, of
district Hply Name societies; C. J.

True, the president; Leo Walters,
head -of the Knights of Columbus,
aiMi the Bev. M. R. Brandt, pastor at

West Congregation^^ church.

Ike Levy to Hollywood

Philadelphia, Oct. 18.

Ike Levy, v.p., of CBS, and ^ward
chairman pf WCAU, leaving on
Oct. 21 for two-and-a-half week
trip to the Coast. Will be prinbipal-

ly in the nature of a vacation.

NEW ANTENNA RULES

FCC Prescribes Exact Height
Transmitter Towers

of

Washington, Oct. 18.

New rules governing minimum an-
tenna requirements for standard
broadcast stations were released last

•week by FCC. Designed as a con-
tribution to Sec. 5 of the Standards
of Good Engineering Practice, on
which hearings were held last June,
data on minimum antenna heights or
field intensity requirements calls

for the following observations:
Licensees requesting changes in

power, time of operation, frequency
or transmitter location must also ask
for authority to install new antenna
system or make changes in their ex-
isting antenna systems to meet the
minimum heights designated in the
new rulings—or submit evidence
that present antenna system meets
field intensity requirements, before
favorable consideration can be
•warded.
Minimum heights for local stations

tvill be:

(a) Local channel stations, 150
feet, or a minimum effective unab-
Borbed field' intensity at one mile of
150 mvym for 1 kw (100 watts 47.5

mv/m'and 250 watts 75 mv/m),
(b) Regional channel stations (or

limited time, day, etc.) or a mini-
mum .effective field intensity at one
mile or 175 mv/m for 1 kw.

(c) Dominant clear channel sta-

tions, or a minimum effective field

Intensity at one mile of 225 mv/m
lor 1 kw.
Commish is furnishing broadcas-

ters with chart to illustrate the new
antenna regs, plus additional info.

William Griskey, dramatic direc-
tor and announcer at WLEU, Erie,
Pa., has quit to go back to the stage.
He's due to appear this season at the

,
Erie Playhous^.

SALT LAKE
CITY

The

STATION

.SALT Lake city'
Representative:
John Blair & Co.

K.'^.«-::ji-H-:s«v:-:

m

...these things, too, we

think are part of the

F

George 0. BIggar, Supervisor of WLW's Rural Program activities, has been
engaged in planning and directing programs for farm folks during the

past 15 years. Born on a farm and a graduate of South Dakota State

College, he has had charge of farm and home programs from WFAA,
Dallas; WSB, Atlanta; KMBC, Kansas City; and WLS, Chicago. He was
WLS Program Director for seven years. Working with him as WLW's
Agricultural Editor and Rural Events Announcer is John F. Merrifield, a
graduate of Iowa State College in agricultural economics. He has worked
with county farm, agents and other agricultural officials in several states.

John Conrad (riyht) of the WLW Spe-

cial Events department, interviews

William Bibbee, Hamilton County,

Ohio, Agricultural Agent at Carthage

Fair, while John Merrifield of the

WLW Agricultural dept. smiles in

accord with what Mr. Bibbec says.

4-H Club Members of Hamilton County,

Ohio, participate in broadcast of third

annual carnival. Merrifield tells WLW's
vast rural audience about 4-H work,

while John Conrad and Herb Flaig,

WLW's Special Events Director, stand by.

Story ofWLW
OR years the Nation's Station has provided time for a daily eco>

nomic, educational and entertainment service to its rural audience.

Weather forecasts, livestock, grain, butter and egg, friiit and vege-

table market quotations , , . NBC's National Farm and Home Hour
. . . "Top of the Mornings" with its lively **wake up and cheer up"

rural entertainment , "Truly American" built around Barton

Rees Pogue, Hoosier poet-philosopher, and Boss Johnston, a prac-

tical farmer . . "Country Sunday" with songs and hjonns of

grandmother's day . . . "Fortunes Washed Away", a weekly dramatic

offering of the Federal Soil Conservation Service, which has attracted

national attention.

And now . . . WLW has become un even more effective farm serv-

ice medium.

Special Farm Events, handled by John F. Merrifield, Agricultural

Editor, have recently brought to WLW listeners the educational and

human interest angles of the National Dairy Exposition^ Ohio State

Fair, Hamilton County Fair, Ohio 4-H Clubs Congress and Purdue

Swine Feeders Day.

"Morning News" was recently inaugurated at 6:46 a. m. daily to

bring stories of important world happenings to rural America

at breakfast time . . Farm news end "down to earth"

information from the United States Department of Agrl".

culture, agricultural colleges and farm organizations have

become daily features on WLW's Top of the Morning .

The R. F. D. Mail Box features friendly farm information and
gossip . . . Farm leaders and authorities and 4-H Club boys

and girls appear regularly before WLW's microphones.

WLW's new Boone County Jamboree on Friday nights

brings good old-fashfoncd singiii* Bchool and huskin' bee enter-

tainment to the nation's farm folks.

The Nation's Station well knows that rdral America can be

served by radio as through no other medium. WLW Is pledged

to continue it's long-established farm service ... to make It

more effective in practical helpfulness, entertainment and
Inspiration.

WLW'S Supervisor of Rural Programs

DecreamCO Dean Jessie, famous Holstein, poses while her owner, S. S.

Smitli, Wooster, Ohio, answers John Merrifield's questions about her.

I. D. Hadley, Field Secretary of the Ohio Holstein-Friesian Ass'n looks on.

'Ji|'f:|i0i%'.;/^^
Earl H. Hanefeid, Director of Agriculture for the state of Ohio, tell*
John Conrad, John Merrifield and WLW's listening audience about
the elaborate plans for Ohio's great state fair, held annually at Colum-
bus. WLW picked up six broadcasts from the Ohio State Fair, In-
cluding everything from cattle judging to interviews on the midway.
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Columbia Initiates New Sales Policy

For Early A.M. Five-Minute Spots

WABC, ,CBS' New York key, is

now selling time in five-minute units

in the early a.m. This split-up is

confined, for the time being to the

8 to 8.15 a.m. stretch. Program can

be either live or disked.

It's the second marked change in

sales policy for WABC that CBS has

introduced " within the past year.

Previous one had to do with making
the 8 to 9 a.m. periods available to

advertising wanting to use transcrip-

tions. NBC immediately adopted a

lil:e policy for WJZ and WEAF, the

New York keys for the blue and red

links, respectively..

WABC's five-minute thing puts

that station in direct competition

with WOR more than ever as far as

the early morning periods are con-

cerned.

Time Mark Times On

March of Time program will con-
tinue 'for the present' over NBC blue
(WJZ) under the prevailing setup.

Life mag, which is bankrolling the
series, was last. week ready to scrap
it. Another possibility was that an
outside firm would take over spon-
sorship. Latter outfit dropped the
Idea, however.
No indication how long the pro-

gram will be continued.

SEARS-ROEBUCK'S

'im WISCONSIN'

Milwaukee, Oct. 18.

•Your Wisconsin/ new series of

pioneer days, opens at 26-week
stretch on WTMJ, Milwaukee, spon-
sored by ' Sears-Roebuck Retail

Stores. Written by George Comte,
who also acts as narrator. Allen
Koehler handles account.

A. heavy merchandising and pro-
motional campaign supports "Your
Wisconsin.' Includes newspaper ad-
vertising, broadsides to schools and
general .public, store and window
cards, bulletin boards and envelope
stufTers. Audition of first episode
was recorded and played for store

sales people at a get-together prior

to show's preem to get them steamed
up over the WTMJ dramas.

Pacific Council of American Asso-
ciation of Advertising Agencies con-
venes Oct. 20-21 at Del Monte, Calif.

Chief weaker is Thomas Beck, prez
of Crowcll Publishing Co.

KYW's SAvrrr into

CAFE; WCAU LAYS OFF

Philadelphia, Oct. 18.

Confusing situash that may lead

to some hard feelings will be en-
countered here when Jan Savitt's

house band at KYW opens a four-

week stand at the Arcadia-Interna-
tional nitery next month, gpot for

several yeai^s has had an exclusive

wire into WCAU. But Savitt's con-
tract with KYW doesn't permit him
to air over any other local outlet.

So arrangements have been made
for him to broadcast ifrorh the nitery

over KYW and the NBC net, leav-

ing WCAU in the cold.

Stan Lee Broza, WCAU program
director, indicated he. didn't feel too

good about the whole thing in view
of the long time the Arcadia has
been carried on his outlet, but said

no obstacles will be put in the way.
In th& meantime, plans are going

forward for a trick exploitation

stunt when Savitt opens at the Ar-
cadia. Following the spot's 'inter-

national' motif, Savitt will dedicate

each- night of the first week of his

engagement to a different
.
country.

Philly consul of that nation will be
a guest and the music will be of

the type the particular country is

noted for. Arrangements have been
made for. NBC to send the broad-
casts by short wave to the countries

for which they are intended.

WDAS Settles with AFM

Philadelphia, Oct. 18.

Agreement was • reached late last

week between WDAS and the Musi-
cians Local on a termer for the
coming season. Following the form-
ula provided in the national agree-
ment, concessions were made by both
sides in the contract which will be
ready for official inking this week.

Station's quota was cut to a little

over $7,000,, which required the lop-

ping off of one man. Music, as a
result, will be provided by four men
at $30 per week each. Hours have
been cut from two within 10 to one
and a half within seven. Pact is for

52 weeks.

Meantime WPEN is at an impasse
with the union, and is continuing
under the old contract, which suits

the A. F. of M. fine. Outlet at that

rate is spending $41,000 a year, while*

the union, under the quota, is asking

only $31,000. WPEN claims this fig-

ure is exorbitant and is asking -a

slice to $21,000. There have been
several confabs between union execs
and law firm repping John Iraci

estate.

Inside Stuff-Radio

Carlo? Franco, time and talent buyer for Young &t Rubicam, limped last
week around the office with a bandaged wrist and a strapped back. He
had involved himself in a peculiar accident while playing golf.
Franco took a hefty swing in playing the ball from the side of a hill.

As the clubhead pame down toward the ball his foot slid. In the resulting
tumble the club came up and slapped him on the wrist and there was a
general twisting of muscles in the arms, legs and back.

Texaco crowd reared up on its hind legs last week when word got around
that Columbia programmers in New York had spotted its Workshop just
ahead of the peti-ol opus. Squawk was that it didn't, add up to good show-
manship to niche the sustaiher so close to the program's Reinhardt Work-
shop. After much teletyping back and fourth the cuffo show was yanked
for another spot so as not to offend one of the chain's big accounts.

Walter Craig, who sold out his private radio production biz in order to
join Street & Finney advertising agency, has broken the ice by bringing
in Jameson's Irish Whiskey for a test. Betty Swaim moved to Street &
I'inney to continue as Craig's aide.

Dave Elman, creator of Hobby Lobby readying book for McGraw-Hill
Also dickering with King Features Syndicate to write a daily column of
hobby oddities.

Cameron King and Dave DriscoU of WOR, N. Y., went down the bay
Tuesday (18) and made a recording of the docking (without tugs) of the
Queen Mary. Was rebroadcast at 9:45 and 12:15.

CHICAGO E.n
DUCK MUSK

Chicago, Oct. 18.

Sponsors of recorded dramatic pro-
grams are solving the problems of
increased music costs by limiting
their discs to dialog and arranging
to have the local stations provide
the theme music from phonograph
records. While the musicians'
imions are aware of this develop-
ment they have yet to think up a
way of defeating it.

Phonograph music is used at the
opening and closing of the script

installments.

TUMS VOCAL VARIETIES
WLW and NBC Red

Tues-Thurs., 7:15 P.M. EST
Guest Artists

AVALON CIGAREHES
WLW and NBC Red

Saturday, 7 to 7:30 P.M. EST

Luncheon for Bropby

Montreal Oct. . 18.

Canadian Marconi threw a limch'

eon for Reginald M. Brophy, "firm's

general manager, at the Mount Royal
Hotel on Oct. 14, followin'g his return
from a trip through Western. Canada
for a survey of broadcasting condi-

tions. Occasion was anniversary of
Brophy's return to Canada.
Brophy was station relations mana-

ger for NBC before returning to

Canada Marconi a year ago. He had
previously been with Marconi be-
fore going to NBC.

Reynolds Sees Schudt
Cincinnati, Oct.- 18.

(iloncluding a week's conference
with Bill Schudt, manager, and Bill

Williamson, sales manager, of

WKRC, Edwin S. Reynolds of the

CBS sales promotion department left

Monday.
Back to New York.

Chase & Sanborn show being
moved into Hollywood Radio City.

With 150 seats more than old NBC
studio it will ameliorate the free

ducat headache.

W£ O'NEILLS'
By JANE WEST

now radio's most popular

famiiy brings you more

Laughter Jears and |-|eart-throbs

Presented by Ivory Soap 99 "
- loo ° o pure

THIS GUYS BEHER
THAN ME;' SEZ PA

St. Louis, Oct. 18.

Les Kaufman, p.a. for Fanchon &
Marco here, who doubled as a radio
gabber for 22 weeks, has given up
the latter stint. Every Saturday
evening he spent 15 minutes at the
KMOX studios with a. 'Flicker Flash'
program in which Hollywood gossip
was .

intertwined with music and
forthcoming attractions at F&M's
deluxers and the St. Louis Amuse-
ment Co.'s string of nabes. Last
week Kaufman pulled up with a
cold and sore throat and asked for
a sub at the studio. Marvin E.

Mueller drew the gabbing assign-

ment and Kaufman thought he did
so well he'll stay off the air indefi-

nitely.

F&M started its 'Flicker Flash'
program more than a year ago and
consider it a good biz getter. The
contract runs for an indefinite

period.

Ruth Etting

(Continued from page 33)

I icTCM TWICE DAILY
lil^lCI^ NBC Red Network, 12:15 to 12:30 P.M. EST I

CBS • WABC— 2:15 to 2:30 P.M. EST
IN • « COAST TO COAST

Dir. C.OMJraON AUVERXISINO. AilENCX
MGT., ED WOLF—RKO BLDG., NEW YORK CITY

HAGLTJin) FBOMOTED
Richard Haglund, former captain

of pages at CBS Playhouse No. 3,

promoted to managership of play-
house No. 2. He succeeds Jack Page,
who was promoted to supervisor of
three CBS playhouses, in New York.

iPage succeeded, George Lehnian as
supervisor of trio about a month
ago when Lehman resigned, John
Kane, another page, will succeld
Haglund as captain at No. 3 theatre.

Maternity Retires Two-Act
Cleveland, Oct. 18.

Five-year partnership of Shirley
Selden and Dave Baylor in latter's

'Morning Express' hour over WGAR
was broken last week, forcing Baylor
to go solo for at least a month.

Femme half of team is Mrs. David
Baylor. Becomes a mother in De-
cember.

show business today would run to

$150,000-$200,000 annually. But Miss

Etting has turned her back to all

that. She is retiring. Retiring, be-

cause that is how she planned it

many years, ago.

She always said when she had
reached a certain peak in show
business, a peak which she

:
thought

was her pinnacle of success in the
business, she would quit. Included
in that goal was the assured income
she sought. She has acquired that
assured income, which is still an-
other factor in her determination to

remove herself quietly but complete-
ly from the theatrical world.

^ Started In the Cafes

She had this idea many years,

when she first came from a farm in

Nebriaska, arriving in Chicago tp

take a job as chorus girl at the Mari-
gold nite club. She was a chorus
girl with an idea, a goal, a burning
ambition, and with determination.
That determination sent her to the
Chicago Art Institute to learn de-
signing. It was that ambition that
made her seek to rise from the
chorus line and become a singer of

songs.

She. had to resort to many tricks

to get out of the line and become a
singter of songs. She was thin, so

she designed clothes that would
show her off to best advantage. She
needed style, mannerisms and knowl-
edge of stage tricks and technique,
so she boldly sought and obtained
the advice of the song stylists of
those days, Grace LaRue, Nan Hal-
perin, Blossom Seeley and others.

She got to them, some way, some-
how. She impressed them with her
enthusiasm, earnestness and ambi-
tion, and they told her their stage
secrets.

She then went after publicity and
she got that. For she knew that
money depended on publicity. And-
money fellowed publicity. Step by
slep she worked her way from $75
a week in the nitery field to $250
and $400 and she moved upward.

playing the top cafes in Chicago
the Rainbow, Paradise and Green
Mill. Sh« gathered a following.

It was that publicity and follow-
ing that got her a stage date at th«
McVickers for $500. A. J. Ballaban
booked her into the theatre where
she worked with Paul Ash.

It ^yas the music publishing busi-
ness that got her a break with Flor-
enz Ziegfeld, for Max Winslow,
Rocco Vocco, and others prevailed on
Irving Berlin to talk to Ziegfeld, who
then went to catch her.

WKRC's New Top Panelman
Cincinnati, Oct. 18,

John Tiffany reached here Monday
(17) to become chief engineer of
WKRC. He came from New York,
where he doubled as head engineer
for WABC and the CBS short-wave
station W2XE.
Frank Wieringer, who was chief

engineer of the local Columbia sta-

tion since 1929, resigned last week.

Dessa Byrd Divorced
Indianapolis, Oct. 18.

' After 16 years of marriage, Ed
Resener, conductor of the Lyric the-

atre pit orchestra, and Dessa Byrd,
organist on radio station WIRE, and
formerly organist at Indiana and
Circle theatres, were divorced.

Couple has been separated almost
a year with final decree granted this

month.

mutni -SuiineU

LISTEN TO

DORIS RHODES
WAItC

5:30 P.M., MON.—» V.M., TCE.9. _
5:30 P.M.. THUK8.—6:46 P.M., FRI.

Mgt Columbia Artists Bureau

Auditions on Crutches
St. Louis, Oct. 18.

Although compelled to use
crutches because of a broken leg,

Roy Kantor, newcomer, clicked in
an audition at KMOX last week and
won a job to participate in a new
'The Land We Live In' series that
the station is prepping for an early
start.

Arthur Casey, production mgr. at
KMOX, awarded him job for the
winter.

HARRY SOSNIK .

.

. . . MUSICAL DIRECTOR . . .

CHARLES BOYER-WOODBURY PLAYHOUSE
(ORIGINAL SCORF.)

Sundays—9 P.M. EST—KBC
JOE E. BROWN-POST TOASTIES

Saturdays—7:30 P.M. EST—CBS
MANAGEMENT MCA

NOWp-STAMLEY, PITT.
Week 0€t. 21st, HIPPODROME, BALTIMORE
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AUTHORS' RADIO PEEVES

Delays, Slow Pay, Waiving

of AH Riffhts with No Off-

set Advantaires Are on
Squawk Agenda of Radio

Writers' Guild

PARALLELS

Present contractual setup govern-

ing the sale of radio scripts is being

studied by the Radio Writers' Guild
and may be ime -61 the principal sub-

jects of discussion at next month's
annual meeting. Guild officials are

going slowly in -dealing with the sit-

uation, but it is known they con-
sider existing conditions extremely
inequitable in many cases.

Although there is a wide variance
in contracts and terms governing
radio script sales, it Is claimed that

none of the existing deals is equit-

able from ' the author's standpoint.

Stated .that even the most favorable
terms .offered radio writers are rarely

as good aS' near the worst deals given
autiiors in any other writing field,

even including the cheap pulp maga-
zine* market. That condition is said

to apply in all kinds of radio scripts,

including both the sponsored • and
sustaining fields and the single pro-
gram and series classifications.

Waive All Blciits

At first glance, the prevailing
prfces for ladio scripts are fairly

reasonable. But even a cursory
study of conditions reveals how lo^

Party tit Zoo

Radio Writers' Guild will

hold its second "annual general
membership meeting and jelec-

tion Nov. 7. It will be preceded
by a dinner.

Affair will be held in the
Central Park Zoo, N, Y.

such prices actually are, it Is claimed.
In explanation, authors poiiit out
that in all sales of radio scripts, all.

subsidiary rights to the material is

covered in the contract, including
any future use in any other medium.
For instance, although a radio script

is purchased for use in a single

broadcast, the- author is forced to

relinquish his rights in any subse-
quent broadcasts or for possible use
in magazine or book form, films, legit

or recording. .Considering what
rights he includes with the sale, the
author is grossly underpaid. Guild
members feel.

In no other field of authorship
does such a condition exist, except
in the case of films, where writers

are regular employees and are paid
a stated amount for their time, re-

gardless of whether their output is

used or not. In such cases, where
the writer is a regular employee
paid for his services whether or not
it is used, it is an accepted principle

that the employer retains sole rights

to all material turned out during the

term of employment, including all

subsidiary rights. Thus screen writ-

ers turn over all rights to their nna-

terial to the studios. In this con-
ne.ction it may be pointed out in

passing, however, that authors who
turn out legit plays while they are
employed on film scripting assign-
ments have sole ownership -of the
rights to such plays, including any
subsequent picture sale.

Sec Contract Gimmick
It has been observed that in most

agency contracts governing the pur-

chase of radio scripts that the word-
ing is such, that it would convey
the in^ression that the writer is an
employe who has been hired to do
a specific piece of work. But the

authors claim that in cases of such
sales the writer is not actually an
employee in the fair or ordinarily

accepted sense of the word. That
is, he has no guarantee of employ-
ment, no security and no certainty

that his work will be paid for. He
is neither a permanent nor, as film

writers sometimes are, a temporary
employe. Actually he is commis-
sioned to write on speculation, with
the price agreed on in advance pro-

vided the work is accepted.

Another condition that is viewed
as unfair% the writers is the exist-

ijig practice of paying for scripts

when they ar« broadcast. Although
the nature of the .business usually re-

quires broadcasting of scripts soon
after their acceptance, in some cases

writers have to wait for compara-
tively long periods, six months and
longer, for payment. It's also claimed
that because of this in some cases

scripts become out of date through
continued non-use and the writer

loses all remuneration for originally

marketable work, through no fault

of his own. It is pointed out that

such conditions formerly existed in

the magazine field, with publishers

paying for material only on publi-

cation and then retaining all sub-
sidiary rights. The Authors League
of America, parent organization of

the Radio Writers' Guild, has ended
such conditions, however.

Pointed out that all of the above
conditions apply only to unaffiliated,

independent or free-lance scripters.

Those few writers who are regularly

eipployed by the agencies, networks
or stations (known as staff writers)

do not come under that classification,

as they are usually paid regular sal-

aries, or according to a fixed scale

of fees. In the case of staff writers

the Guild has for some time been
considering ways to improve con-

NBC BeW (SS

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM, INC.
485 MADISON AVENUE

NEW YORK
Editor, Variety:
This isn't a squawk. It is, what seems io me, only a common sense

suggestion.

For whatever reasons it happens, I have noticed that in almost
ever sentence referring both to CBS and NBC in your paper» NBC
is placed first.

It seems to me—rand it would certainly increase my enjoyment of
your paper—that «t least once in awhile CBS ought to come first.

Not merely for alphabetical reasons (though that always is a tood
reason) but because any of your readers will concede that—^insofar

as news-worthiness and importance are concerned—CBS ought to
be mentioned first at least as often as NBC.
You can see how busy J am these days if I can. stop to pick op such

a picayune point as this. And to dignify it by a letter is probably
to make it sound more important than it really is.

But it is something I am conscious. of every time I open your paper
and—as a regular reader—^I think CBS ought to share honors equally
in your paper on a simple item like this.

Cordially,

ic Ratner.

Nab House-to-House Coflecfor Who

Soi^lit Aid f(NT Major Bowes' Aids

Detroit, Oct. 18.

Seized on charges .of falsely col-

lecting money to 'finance' Major
Bowes program, Robert Lawson is

being held for investigiation by De-
troit police.

Accor£ng to police, Lawson has
been making house-to-Jteuse <:anvas6

ditions. In general, it would prob-

ably be along the general lines of

obtaining more favorable term§, par^

ticularly for writers in the lower
salary brackets.

asking 60 cents for subscription to

a magazine, telling victims part of

money is used to support Bowes
amateur shows. Sixteen-year-told
gal tripped up Lawton by recalling

that Chrysler sponsors shovr, short-

ly after ' her mother had given so-
licitor .25c.

In Lawson's room police found
record of more than ^00 collections

in Detroit, ranging from 9c. to $1.
'

Joe Tanlane, legii player, added to

the cast of the Sealtest pro-am.

We take pleasure in announcing

that we exclusively represent

PHIL BAKER
for Radio, Stage and Screen

WILLIAM MORRIS AOENCY, Inc.
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TOSCANI^I NBC SYMPHONI
[With Samuel Chotzinoff, commentator
90 Mins,
Sn^talnlnff
$at, 10 p.m.
IVJZ-NBC, New York

: Tospanini Is back on ^NBC. He
fitarts; at 10 p.m. and so does W. C.

Fields dtt WABC. Most of the

symph-mahlacs won't know •'about

that or much care, but it may be a

predicament for those borderlme
cases who might succumb to a jolt

of lah-de-dah, but stiU fancy the ho-

key-pokey.
. ^ . .J •

However, there's no point m judg-

ing Toscanini and what he gives out

by any ordinary or proletarian

standards. Suffice that it's still good
music that makes its listeners sit

Btill and listen hard. Not one iota

of compromise is in Toscanini's

make-up. Nowhere does he show any
ntercy. And it's a cinch nobody,
from Samoff down, has the nerve to

even hint that maybe an occasional

tra-la-la would flavor the heavy
xuisine. In fact, it looks like the NBC
llhilosophy' is to approach Toscanini
Turkish fashion, on the stomach,
NBC stands upright only long
enough to write the check (a slight

item of $4,000 per week) for the
leader.

Sleniflcant: The demi^nd for tickets

from the NBC vice-presidents is way
oft this season.

60USA MIEAiOBIAL
;^lth B. A. BoUe, William A. Brady,
Mrs. Soasa» Bobert Bipley, Arthur
Pryor, Concert Band, University
Glee Club of N. T., Combined High
Schools Band

So Mins.-
SUstainihir
'Saturday, 7 p.m.
WABC-CBS. New York
An inspirational program, the first

of the series in a campaign to raise
funds memoralizing John Philip
Sousa the 'march' king.' Clicked
throughout. CBS placed its network
at the disposal pf the committee,
headed by the conductor, B. A. Rolfe,
.Who was once in Sousa's band.
Names came, forward to support

the movement and it was the first

microphone appearance for Mrs,
Sousa, who spoke briefly, clearly and
effectively. Widow was introduced by
William A. Brady, described by
HoLfe as actor,- sportsman, showman
and friend. Feeling with which the
veteran manager spoke, not alone
expressed genuine sentiment but
stood out in th6 well paced speaking
portion of. the broadcast.

-

Prograiti started with a stirring
Sousa composition, which was pre-
ceded .by crisp military commands^
Rolfe's Voice pointing to: 'His music
speaks a' national language.' Rolfe
then explained that a national cam-
paign to the memory of Sousa had
started. There is to be a vast monu-
ment In bronzel' to be erected in

,

Washington, where the too composer
©f marches made his mark and where
he is buried. Planned to have a
replica in .every school in the coun-
try, for there probably is pot a school
band in the country that has not
played his music and the movement
js dedicated to the musical youth of
America. Contribxitions from a dime
to a dollar are sought, such coin to
be sent the Sousa Memorial Com-
mittee, Steinway Hall, New York.
Bob Ripley came on with an ap-

propriate blackout. He told of the
time when Sousa, whose music was
published in Chicago, sought to sell
a number outright to the same house
for $35. Publisher said: 'Young man,
you have written two hits and I don't
think anyone can repeat after that.'
Thought turned down, Sousa was not
discouraged and went on to compose
•Washington Post,' 'El CaDitan' and
•The Stars and Stripes Forever.* 'Be-
lieve It or Not' Ripley opened by
faying that Sousa's numbers do more
to promote patriotism than any man
in Americk.

'

Dr. George H. Gartlan then con-
ducted Rolfe's special band, which
included a flock of men who were
formerly -with th^ Solisa outfit in
•Washington Post,'- Arthur Pryor^
bandsman and cometijst,: was intro-
duced arid when' asked: if he would
conduct ne^ft Saturday replied that
nothing could stop him. Combined
school bands, spotted in another
studio, were spliced in and that por-
tion of the orogram included the
Umversity Glfee Club sinking' 'My
America, My Own Land.'
Not the least of the musical rendi

tions was a tone poem of Stephen
A. Foster's 'Swanee River.' Jhee.

JA.CK HALEY
With Virginia Verrill, Lucille Ball,

Artie Auerbach Ted Flo-Rlto Or-
chestra

30 Mins.
WONDER BREAD
Friday, 7:30 pan.
WABC-CBS, New York

(Benton & Bowles)

Jack Haley presides over a hokey-
pokey half hour that piles up quite
a few giggles and will qualify as okay
mass entertainment. It is neither a
rival of the best in radio comedy,
nor a fellow-sufferer with the prob-
lem shows. It shapes up as akin to
vaudeville's once important inter-
mediate time,' the ' houses that
catered predominately to family
patronage at pop scale.

All advertising agencies worship
at the shrine of the 'formula of the
moment,' so throughout the script
there are break-ins for Wonder
Bread. As it happens these puns are
not bad; here and there the meglo-
mania is developed with consider-
able cleverness. And it will concern'
nobody but backseat-drivers (like
"Variety muggs) that the ghastly
sameness of this kidding-the-one-we-
love

.
technique overshadows the

whole commercial schedule. Wonder
bread is fresh, but not its sales ah-
gles.

Inter-play and cross-fire between
Hidey 'and his helpers has Ted Fio-
Rito doing almost as .much talking
as playing. Virginia Verrill, Lucille
Ball, Artie Auerbach handle their
responsibilities professionally. The
show is nicely paced and its basic
impulses are gay and ingratiating.

Land.

Billy House on the Wrigley show
out of Chicago is still batting strong
in the fall and winter radio league,
although the competition is now
ougher. A summer entry, the ro-

l und comic has been maintaining a
hardy laff pace right along and his
Sunday night half hpur, 6:30-7 p.m.,
via CBSl comes in a right niche just
before ]$enny arid amidst a strong
galaxy of radio talent as the after-
noon grows late.

House had a funny 'Dr. Billyhouse'
satire on 'Clitterhouse' a fortnight
ago, and this piast week was as zingy.

Ditto Jack' Fulton's top tenoring
and Hohengarten's dansapation.
House's philosophic topoffs are

quite in order, by no- means maudhn,'
and building a little groove all by
itself.

RAE SAMUELS
Songs
5 Mins.
ROYAL GELATIN
Thurs., 8 p.m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

(J. Walter Thompson)
Rae Samuels, the singing come

dienne and a surefire headliner in
the era of bigtime vaudeville, came
out of her retirement last Thursday
(12) to give crosscountry listeners a
.couple samples of what still rates as
pungent, adult entertainment. Knack
and verve for selling a set of special
lyrics aren't a bit diminished. Pro-
gram might do itself good by tieing
her for a series.
After opening with the old rube

standby, 'Giddap, Napoleon, It Looks
Like Rain,' Miss Samuels showed 'em
how a character number can be
made an article of staple value on
the air. It was a treatment in con-
trasts, the lullabying mother of the
past vs. the young dame who ex
cuses herself from a. cocktail klatsch
to put her baby to sleep with a swing
roundalay. Odec.

CHESTER MORRIS
Sketch
SWANSDOWN-CALVMET
Thursday 8 p.m^
WABC-CBS, New York'

Xoung & Ruhicam)
Morris has been in the East doing

personal appearances betweeri pic-
tures. Hi$ stage turn consists of a
skit and a bit of magic, but television
hasn't- arrived yet and- radio can't
project rabbit producing bits into the
parlor, so Morris' used an original
by Jerry Devine yrhich was vaguely
connected with one >of his pictures.
/ Skit was light, but well handled by
Morris; still, didn't mean much as
entertainment, Morris assumed the
role of a rin^ chaihpion, and a blue
blood pet, neglecting training against
advice ' of associates in order to up
his social standing. Finally catches

up with himself after being brushed
off by his society sweetheart, going
off on ^ bat, and straightening up in

time for a ring date, winds up in the

arms of school girl crush.
Well ddne.

Foliow-Up Comment

Norman Brokenshire to some vet-

eran radio announcers is something
of an out-of-this-world spieler, be-
cause of his persuasive charm in the
manner of selling the commercials.
Ted Husing, for example, will tell

you that there's nc better mike
seller than 'Broke,' and all of that
comes to mind when hearing him on
WOR Sunday eves, with a cheapie
quarter hour of Hawaiian music, on
behalf of V-Bev.
Brokenshire does know how to

sonorously turn a phrase, and his
mike stance is fully oi^ league.

RUDY VALLEE HOUR
With Rae Samuels, Freddy Bartholo
mew, Helen Claire, Wally Bro-wn,
George Givot

Variety
60 Mins.
STANDARD BRANDS
Thurs., 8 p.m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

(J. Walter Thompson)

Standard Brands' Thursday eve
ning event seems to have entrenched
itself in a humdrum bog. Zest for
novelty is largely gone, the air about
the whole thing suggests a chore that
had been given a quick and routine
going-over, while eveh the scripting
has - come to soimd pretty flat anc
flavorless. Program's point of origin
shifts to the westcoast the first .week
in 1 November, but it .would seem
doubtful whether the change wil]

better the booking alignment, prin
cipally because of the stiff competi
tion prevailing on the ..Hollywood
front
Slowly paced Installment of last

Thursday (12) started off with Rudy
Vallee interviewing Helen Claire,
whose work in the Broadway play,
'Kiss ;the Boys Goodbye' has cap
tured miuch critical approval. Pala
ver ranged between two. topics, why
a sbutherfi 'girl; must thicken the
Dixie accent if she wants tp make
good with- New York- men, and how
important . radio experience 'can be
for a stage aspirant,
gram.
bri»Tht.

Making' his third stand on the
series, Freddy Bartholomew shufllfed

through a batch of trite dialog and
en unexciting characterization which
Doris : Gilbert had whipped up and
tagged 'Sea Fever.' It, was' about a
boy of 14 who couldn't resist the- im-
pulse to stowaway oil ships. .He
wanted to be a sailor.

In the comedy department a down-
east twang and a Greek accident
vied for laughs, but as Single acts.

Wally Brown dug away back for
most of his jokes. With a few good
writers and a shrewd editor Brown
might yet be made to click. George
Givot slipped in toward the end of
.the hour for a fairly diverting mono-
log on the 'stromberry pie* routine.
Agency wouldn't let 'him try out
that seridus baritone he's yearning
.to nroject.

Abdut the only punch to the pro-
ceedings came from Rae Samuels
(separately review). It would have
been to the program's advantage if

they had her following Wallv Brown
instead of preceding him. Letdown
wouldn't have been so noticeable.

O'dee.

Leo Reisman got the mike bally-
loo'of his life on the Fitch program
Sunday night, and, what's more,
ived up to it. Formula of the pro-
gram to biographlcally spotlight
maestros individually capitalizes on
topical idiom, in view of the great
current interest in music and its

maestros. Probably at no other time
before, save in the pioneering .days
of Art Hickman and Paul Whiteiman,
with their symphonic syncopation,
was .xe public interest so great. It's

even more so now, with the erudite
eye to swing 'n' stuff.

H. M. Neely, maestro of the show,
gave Reisman a press-agent's build-
er-unoer, but tha maestro whammed
'em with his colorfully contrasting
moods and shades, as he dispenses
his own style of terp tunes.

Mickey Rooney, the kid actor
turned song-plugger, made a per
sonal appearance with Eddie Cantor's
Camel frolic Monday (17), and ex-
acted an all-around ballyhoo gesture
for the tune which he has composed
Walter Woolf King sang it, Cantor
sang it, Fairchild and Carroll played
it on two pianos. We forget what
it's called.
Rooney. did a toughie. This was

presented as a characterization.
Later he spoke to. Cantor in a re-
spectful and deferential manner,
"Which sounded more like character-
ization. It was Rooney the whoopsie.
Tag-line had Rooney . departing for
a date with one of Cantor's daugh-
ters.

Anything for a laugh.

'TWO ON A SHOESTRING'
With Pesry Zinke, Eleanor Phelpi
Serial
IS Mins.
DIOXOGEN FACE CREAM
Daily, Z p.m.
WOR-Mutual, New York

(Klcppncr)
Off its tee-off broadcast, this

sounds as though it will biiild into

an interesting serial for the early
afternoon housefrau listeners. Con-
cerns two smalltown girls en route
to New York on a. short bankroll to

hunt the will-o.'-thc-wisp of radio
fame. Well written and nicely
paced, action In the first episode
took place on a train, with the girls

listening to some friendly - advice
about the big city from a matron.

If the author sticks to realism and
the tough hurdles newcomers have
to. surmount before landing perma-
nently in th^ profession, this serial

should be an A-1 tearjerker. But,
being of and about radio, it's more
probable that olenty of phoney
hokum 'will be dished up as a face-
saver.

Eleanor Phelps, who played the
femme lead opposite Maurice Evans
last season in the legit 'King Rich-
ard II,' is Irene. She turns .

in a
thoroughly persuasive job—use of
her voice, effective timing arid color-
ful mike personality. Sally, as the
more tremulous femme, lis satisfac-
tory, though not quite as sharply
drawn. On the show caught (17),
Dick Keith was properly pompous,
as a hotel manager. Direction is

capable.
Commercials are long-winded, fore'

and aft, but not offensive. Di6xogen
is a cleansing cream, and the ari-

nouncer spends olenty of time tell-

ing how its oxygen content keeps
the skin nicely touchable. Scho.

El stage aspirant. For this piro-

i, the 'exchanges w^fren't any t'^o

'QUITE BY ACCIDENT*
True-Life Drama
30 Mins.
NESTLES CHOCOLATE
Tues., 7:30 p.m.
WEAF, N. Y., and WMAQ, Chicago

(Warwick & Legler)
Another show that highlights dra-

matic incidents in individual lives
this one stresses those in which fate
played a major part. They are pre-
sented in engrossing manner via pro-
fessional performers in playlet form
after tlie persofa actually concerned
is first introduced to the listeners.
-First detailed how a ' nurse, on

duty for the first time in the emer-
gency .ward, discovered her sh^ll-
shocked fiance, , believed lost in thie

World War, when he was brought iri

following an auto accident. Second
incident highlighted Shep Fields'
mediocrity as an orch leader until,
in Chicago, he accidently discovered
the secret of rippling rhythm when
his girl friend .'blew bubbles into a
sbda. Fields, currently on the (ioast,
didn't put in an appearance, but it

was carefully announced that he
had given permission' for the stpry
to be . used.
Chief concern of a show of this

type is getting enough true-life in-
cidents to hold an interesting pace.
Nestles Chocolate, whose commer-
cials, are sane, is offering $25 and a
trip to New York to those furnish-
ing acceptable broadcast fodder.

Scho.

'COURT OF HUMAN RELATIONS'
Dramatic Sketch
30 Mins.
VADSCO
Sunday; 9 p. m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

(Lawrence C. Gumbiner)
Dressed up in current Family

Court style, this is still the same
hoke sob stuff that True Story's been
airing for years. It's currently spon-
sored by the Vadsco Corp., makers
of Quinlax Cold Tablets and gets

subject matter by arrangement with
True Story (McFadden). Airing
caught was the -first web show, but
the agency has been cutting and
shipping transcriptions of it to some
25 stations in the midwest
Setup involves the principal of the

story coming to the 'Judge' for ad-
vice on his problem. He explains
the beginning and it then fades into

a dramatization of the ' story. The
exchange of questions and answers
on the show caught (9) seemed cold-
ly overacted. However, there was
sympathetic and occasionally grip-
ping treatment b.- the actors.
Commercials are neatly worked in

by having the story break off at a
point calling for the judge to mull
ove'r the events and give his advice,
then continues to show the results
of the advice—^whether it's taken or
disregarded. In this instance it was
disregarded and the leading char
acter wound up in the can. While
the judge thinks it over is the oppor
tunity for spieler Paul Nugent to
get in his plugs.

B. S. BERCOVICI
Commentator
Sustaining
Wednesday, 4:45 p.m.
WCNW, Brooklyn
Buried' away in this small Brook-

lyn station is an interesting com-
mentator, B. S. Bercovici, who cap-
tions his weekly spiel, 'Footnotes to
Headlines.' That means it's topical
stuff, and the station further insures
itself by another footnote that the
opinions are strictly Bercovici's.
However, it's not inflammable

stuff. Yet not passive. Seemingly,
any commentator to be worth his
kilotycle salt must be ooiniated.
Bercovici is no exceotion. Runs the
range from the dictators to the
American labor front. Script mani-
fests careful preparation but, more
important, is his polished, almost Ox-
fordian style of address that should
command further attention. Abel.

W. C. FIELDS
Comedian
30 Mins.
LUCKY STRIKE
Sat., 10 p.m.
WABC-CBS, New York

(Lord & Thomas)
Luckies, which is usually identified

With straight mUsic, booming auc-
tioneers and frequent commercials
(but don't forget Jack Pearl as one
comedy association), has stuck W. C.
Fields into its Saturday frolic on
CBS. Thereby sending that show
from everyday-or-anyday rating to
the soft pink glow of inspired humor^

First Fields kept up his delicious
lunacy while the orchestra plaved.
He was ignoring the music while a
frantic stwlght mart t^ied to impress
him with 'the need for silence. It
made a fine sample of vibratory en-
tertainment.
Later he set the levers and went

into a comedy typhoon of telephonic
persiflage while a friend's house
burned down and he (Fields) got the
fire department to his own residence.

It's a wham. Land.

'MARY AND BOB'
Drama
30 Mins.
TRUE STORY MAGAZINE
Tuesday, 9 p.m.
WJZ-NBC, New York

(Arthur Kudner)
Through this series Bernarr MaC'

fadden is putting his philosophy of
rugged individualism to the extreme
test. He is turning the clock back
five years, and with utter disregard
for the truism that time brings
change (in this instance, listener
taste). 'True Story' pattern might
have been great shakes back in the
pioneering period of radio entertain-
ment. Today it's a antiquarian's
piece, Interesting In .so. far as It dis-
closes, by contrast, what strides have
been made in fashioning air drama.
True Story introduced the Bob

and Mary Kibitzer characters in
1927. Macfadden retired the series
in favor of 'The Court of Human
Relations' five years ago. Nothing
has been altered in de-mothballing
the old program. Technique of
presentation is exactly the same and
Bob. and Mary are still on their
honeymoon, a device that was orig-
inally adopted to offset any. eye-
brow-lifting among > listeners as to
the circumstances of the two travel-
ling around the country together.
Pilgrimages of Mary and Bob con-

tinue to serve as the fulcrum of the
narrative's mechanics. Dialogs be-
tween them and the checking source
(of True Story Magazine Stories)
weave in and out of the dramatized
portions of the program. Plot is

brought to the point of climax and
the listeners are told that the rest of
the story may be found in the latest
issue of True Story magazine. That
will annoy many.
Lots of sexy implication marked

the initial installment of the revival.
Central character was described as
orie of those laughing Casanovas who
just couldn't help spreading havoc.
Paraded for the entertainment of the
listening American family were such
themes as unfaithfulness and the
succumbing of a young girl to^the
blandishments of her stepfather,

Odee.

•PEOPLE'S RALLY'
30 Mins.
MENNEN'S
Sunday, 3:30 p.m.
WOR-Mutual, New York

(Kiesewetter)

'

Here's a combo of two currently
common radio ideas—^the quiz and
the forum. Pretty shrewdly con-
ceived on both angles and should
collect its share of listeners. Time
of day is fairly good, and the pres-
ence of the New York Philharmonic
opposite on -CBS shouldn't be too
brutal, since the two wouldn't nor-
mally appeal to the same audience.
One drawback of this entry, how-
ever, is that both the forum and the
quiz ideas have been worked pretty
hard on the air arid much of the
richest ore extracted.
Longer of the two portions of the

show is Bob Hawk's quiz.' Slight
variation of the -usual, with the
quizzer calling candidates from the
studio audience to answer tricky
questions. They aren't the info, type
of puzzlers, but incline to the clear-
headed or quick-thinking angle.
Correct guessers receive $2 each plus
a Mennen's sample package (with a
commercial blurb as wrapper).
Wrong answers miss out on the $2.
Then the candidates are yanked up
for the payoff. Hawk's so-called
'quixie doodle' contest. On the
preem program (16) Hawk had 'em
eat a cracker and try to whistle
'Yankee Doodle.' Winner got $5, but
was asked to fork over a deuce to
second placer. To bag the listening
public, dialers are Invited to send in
quiz questions. If they're correctly
answered on the show the sender
gets $3 and $2 goes to the one in the
studio audience who gives the right
answer. If. they're not aaswered
correctly the sender gets $5.
Shorter portion of the show is

handled by John B, Kennedy and
likewise seems headed for plenty of
listener response. It's a dodge to
draw heavy mail from the dialers.
Kennedy propounds what is sup-
posed to be a vital question of the
day and the listeners are asked to
vote on it by mail. As a fuse three
members of the studio audience are
called to the mike to express their
views. Question on show caught was
whether or not the U. S. should re-
quire a popular referendum on any
declaration of war. Kennedy bore
down with his most dynamic vocal
punch to

.
put the initial one over.

Implication was that the listener
response will have a weighty effect
on Congress when the question is

raised in the next session—as Ken-
nedy predicted It will. That part of
the show should likewise appeal to
listeners, although it seems pretty
hokey at a glance.
Besides the commercials after each

gift presentation, there are three
lengthy ones at the opening, midway
and close. Figuring them all, the
total wordage is pretty tough, biit

they're made fairly innocuous by
being.broken up.' .Few rash claims
are made for the product—mostly
generalities, but well worded. Tom
Slater spiels 'em. Hobc.

BRUNA CASTAGNA
Music, Singing
30 Mins.—^Local
LA ROSA MACARONI
Wednesday 8 p.m.
WOR, New York
Operatic and light classical halt

hour returns to the air after a sum-
mer laypff with about the same sort
of program as before, but with
changed principals. Carlo Morelli,
Metropolitan baritone, had it all to

himself last season, but now shares
it with Bruna Castagna and Armand
Tokotyan. Tj^o are not used on
every airing but alternate.
Miss Castagna, a mezzo-soprano,

followed a well played introductory
number by Antonini's orch.. with
Tschaikowsky's 'None But the Lonely
Heart' .Announcer painted clear

word pictures before each tune of

the setting in which each should be
sung. His descriptions preceding
contributions by the chorus, and Miss
Castagna's finale, an aria from 'Car-
men,' were particularly good.
Midway a press executive of the

sponsor spoke of the program and
it's opening date in relation to Co-
lumbus Day, hopking.up the nation-
ality of the show arid the discoverer's
birthplace. Commercials were short,

including a dramatization and no-
tice of giveaway recipe book.
,A plausible winner for'Macaronl.
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PLUG PAYOLAS PERPLEXED
Uniott Wins Victory on Injunction

Plea; Issue Must Go to Trial

New York, musicians' union won a

pertinent victory in the N. Y. Su-

preme court Idst week when Justice

George McLaughlin refused to grant

a temporary injunction to a dance

hall owner who charged that the

picketing of his spot constituted a

secondary boycott, which, practice is

unlawful in this state. Court held

that the property owner, the Witoka

Civic Association, Inc., would have

to look to the actual trial of the case

jfor relief.

Complaint stated that the hall is

rented to outside organizations for

dances and social affairs, with the

latter furnishing their own musi-

cians, and " that the picketing in-

volved only, the use of. musicians over

which the .plaintiff had no control.

Local 802 contends that the hall

owner himself conducts • dances and
hires non-union musicians, which
circumstances makes its " picketing

lawful.

Case was <lesignated for trial

around the -end of this month.

ASCAP's Louisiana 0.0.

American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers has its

special field -^crew, headed by
Richard Powers, currently checking
the licensing situation in Louisiana.

This district is represented by a

lawyer, Studebaker Lucas.
After four weeks in Louisiana

the crew will head toward the Coast.

MORE RIGHTS

CLEAR VIA

HARRY FOX

CAMPBELL TURNS A
TRICK IN AUSTRALIA

Sydney, Sept. 27.

Jimmy Campbell, former London
music publisher (Campbell-Connel-
ly, Clnephonic, etc.), who came here
•with his wife, Betty Balfour, the

British film star, currently touring

In 'Personal Appearance,' will con-

tinue to make Australia his head-
quarters. He's associated with Music
Corp. of Australia Pty., Ltd., and has
imported some American bands and
acts for local tours.

First of these is Jay Whidden,
Sylvia Sefton and Lawrence
Brookes from Hollywood, opening
here at the Palais, St. Kilda, Mel-
bourne, Oct. 1, one of the class spots,

with some 10 weeks of bookings into

the Tivoll houses to follow. Camp-
bell also has a deal on with Roy
Fox's band from London, and other
attractions.

ITALY'S JEWISH RULES

ASCAF Studies Possible Influences

on American Composers

Foreign relations committee of the

American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers is slated to

meet during the current week to dis-

cuss the action taken by the Italian

Fascist government against Jewish

composer-s and how this will affect

the ASCAP catalog in that country..

Society has no intention of entering

into any reprisals, but it is interested

in finding out whether this discrimi-

nation will seriously affect its rev-

nue from Italy.

Also due to come up is the mat-
ter of a contract with Esthonia and
various contractual problems that

have arisen in Sweden and other

European countries.

Society of European Stage Authors

and Composers has authorized Harry

Fox, of the Music Publishers Protec-

tive Association, to act for it as agent

and trustee in licensing transcription

and synchronization rights. Assign-
ment gives Fox the most extensive

agency of its kind in this country.

He also clears the mechanical rights

of publishers affiliated with the

American Society of Composers, Au-
thors and Publishers and the syn-
chronization rights of the catalogs

controlled by Associated Music Pub-
lishers, Inc.

Rights deriving from SESAC also

cover phonograph records.

Music Notes

Max Gordon and Harry Revel
completed seven numbers for

'Thanks for Everything' at 20th-

Fox.

Rudy Scoter sold his western ditty,

'Haunting M'elodies,' to Republic for

a Roy Rogers picture.

Walter Lantz bought the ditty, 'I'm

Just a Jitterbug,' from its publishers,

Kalmar and Ruby, for his animated
cartoon.

Cy Feuer and Ralph Kraushaar
scoring 'I Stand Accused' at Repub-
lic.

Heinz Roemhold's military march,
written for Warners 'Brother Rat,'

adopted by Virginia Military Insti-

tute.

I

Fewer Amateur Songs Turned k;

May Be Sign of Prosperity

Third Quarter Based on 12c
a Point Instead of 19c the

Publishers Anticipated—
Up ping Lower - Bracket
Writers

THEY PROTEST

Paul Whlteman m.c.'d Raymond
Scott's first nitery date, opening last

night (Tuesday) at LeMirage, N. Y.

The Scott quintet will only perform
after theatre.

Ralph Peer Swings'Axe

Ralph Peer, head of Southern
Music Co., last week applied the axe
to the professional department of his

subsid, Schuster-Miller, Inc., leaving
but one survivor. Bob Miller. Miller

goes directly on the payroll of South-
«rn Mijsic, while Ira Schuster is out
of the firm altogether.
StM has been the popular division

of Peer's music interests. Southern
confines itself to standard works.

Jimmy Tolson, new West Coast

representative of Green' Brothers &
Knight, music publishers.

Bud Thayer, collaborator with

Vincent Lopez on a song tagged

'Sista Para Toot,' is Lucien Thayer,

picture editor of the Boston Globe.

Ditty is derived from a Swedish
folk game, 'Sista Paret Ut.'

Hawaiian Writer Renewed
Edward B, Marks Music Corp.

has renewed the rights to 'Sing of

the Islands' with its writer Charles
E. King of Honolulu. Marks also

renewed the rights to another of

King's numbers, 'King's Serenade.'
Bill Weimann, gen. .sales mgr. of

Marks handled the negotiations with
King personally in a stopover at

Honolulu, while on a combo biz-

pleasure jaunt. He's on his way to

the Orient.

I

Franz Waxman scoring four pic-

tures at two studios: 'Dramatic

I School,' 'The Shining Hour' and 'A

Christmas Carol' for Metro, and 'The

Young in Heart' for Selznick-Inter-

national.

Credit value - per - performance -

point for publishers took a sharp
dive in the distribution of the third
quarterly dividend by the American.
Society of Coniposers, Authors and
Publishers last week, with the re-
sult that the finances of a number
of small firms were thrown out of
gear. This latter contingent had
been figuring its income oh the basis
of 19c a performance point, while the
payoff figured 12c a point. Where
the serious r.ub entered was that the
payola element had made their deals
with bandleaders on the expectation
that they continue to get 19c, thereby
making it profitable to do business
with the plug at a rate of around
10c a point.

Difference in the per performance
rate had been caused by the Society's
extension of the accumulated num-
ber of points as a base for the third
quarter's payoff. This base for the
second quarter had been 1,600,000

points, whereas in the next quarter
it was increased to 2,087,000 points.

With the third quarter's royalty
plum just about what it was the pre-
vious quarter and 25% more accu-
mulated plugs to consider in the
bookkeeping, it was natural that the
credit value per performance would
drop. Such was the explanation
publishers got when they called
ASCAP to express their chagrin at

the 35% dip in the credit value per
performance point and io ask what
had happened.

Can Figure
Publisher who 'makes a habit of

paying for his plugs has a pretty
good idea of the number of stations

that the broadcast which includes his

tune will go over. By knowing what
the Society will pay off on per point,

or station, the pub can estimate how
much he can afford to pay for the
plug and at the same time make
a profit. When at the end of three
months he finds that he had left no
margin for himself the, .result can be
quite embarrassing financially. In-
dications are that the Society will
continue to expand this performance
accumulative base, if only as a de-
vice to stop publishers from cutting
in bandleaders on their plug collec-
tions.

Distribution by ASCAP for the
third quarter of this year was $38,-

000 more than it was for the like

period of 1938. The value per avail-
ability remained at about where it

has been for the past year, $14.

Double A writers this time got
$3,600, in comparison with the $3,900
they cqjlected for the parallel period
of 1938. This drop was due to the
circumstance that the writers' classi-

fication committee has been more ac-

tive in boosting the ratings of the
members in the lower brackets.
Committee at its late September
meeting granted tilts in rating to

over 40 writers in the Class B to F
levels.

Job of analyzing mor« and more
network and local station programs
to determine the' per performance
base Is expected to increase the over-
head of ASCAP appreciably. It's

become one of the most expensive

I

items in the Society's bookkeeping
or statistical operations.

Soprano's Break

Philadelphia, Oct. 18.

Break for the sopranos was
revealed by RCA-Victor engi-
neers here this week. Chirp-
ers, who never could get their
voices disked acceptably, are
now to be done right by.
Harold J, Hasbrouck, Jr., of

the RCA staff, announced to the
Institute of Radio Engineers
that new recording equipment
has been developed registering
vibrations up to 10,000 a sec-
ond, representing an increased
range of a whole octave.

I

Eddie Cherkose and Bill Lava are

doing two songs for 'Strongheart' at

Republic.

Buddy De Sylva wrote 'Wishing

Will Make It True* for 'Love Affair'

at RKO.

! Roy Webb is .scoring three pic-
'

tares, 'Law West of Tombstone,'

i (Continued on page 43)

Jimmy Dorsey Hurt

Omaha, Oct. 18.

I Jimmy Dorsey suffered painful in-

juries in an auto accident on the

I highway near Omaha when he drove
I his car into the ditch to avoid col-

j

lision with a truck.

• Despite his injuries hs proceeded
to Norfolk. Neb., and directed his

band at a dance there.

NEW SLANTS ON

CHI AIR FEE

TO HOTELS

Chicago, Oct. 18.

While there is a tendency among
hotel men to call off their present
year's agreement not to use remote
control wires which «nds Jan. 17, the
stations are now taking the attitude
that they got along without the
hotels all these months and can con-
tinue to do so after Jan. 17. Hotel
association has been steadfastly loyal

to agreement among ' themselves not
to pay the $100 weekly fee that the
stations last year asked in order to
defray the cost of putting in remote
control wires.

Several stations men are in favor
of putting the service figure at $250
after January 1, feeling that this

charge in minor compared to the
publicity they give the hotels. On
their hand the hotel men insist that

they give the stations more value in

entertainment than they return in

publicity service.

Many band leaders have offered to

pay this fee themselves in order to

obtain the wire but have been re-

strained from this by union regula-

tions. Hotels face a booking prob-
lem due to this situation, with the

orchestra leaders, who formerly

fought for Chicago dates, now veer-

ing away frotn the town due to the

lack of wires.

MUSIC CRAFTSMEN

SEEK WAGE TILTS

Elliott Shapiro has been appointed

chairman of the committee assigned

by the Music Publishers Protective

Association to study the terms of the

new contract for arrangers, copyists

and proofreaders which has been
submitted by the New York music-

ians union. This committee will re-

port on the significance of the de-

mands to the publishing trade as a

whole in two or three weeks.
Union is asking for wage increases

all along the line. Present agree-

ment expires at the end of this year.

Music publishers are assuming
from the downward trend in the
number of manuscripts contributed

by amateur songwriters that general
employment is improving. Mail
from aihnateurs has been steadily

falling off ill. recent weeks, a situa-;

tion which is in sharp contrast with"

what has happened during the past
10 months. As business cohditions

grew worse the inflow from this

source moimted.
With even the smaller firms the-

amateur entries - average 40 manu-
scripts a week. At one point in the
recession these contributions came in

a± the rate of 90 to 130 a week.
Most publishers make a practice of

not opening this sort of mail^ unless

they are unable to spot the contents.

Others won't opea it if the envelope
lacks a return address, .while a
negligible* percentage examines
everything that cpnies in with the
hope of finding tnat song in a mil-

lion. Reason for the general shying
away from amateur entries is the

fear of infringement complications.

Publishers say that the possibility

of being bitten by a court action has
discouraged them from having, any-
thing to do with amateurs, even if

they come recommended by a mutual
friend or acquaintance. As long as
an amateur can show that his manu-
script had been -acknowledged by a
publisher there is nothing to pre-

vent him from becoming a prospec-
tive litigant, these pubs point out
A rewriting of the melody or words
in his script is a simple matter for

the am° and he can claim* that a
successful number published sub-
sequently has much in common with
the song .that he had submitted to'

the same firm.

ASCAP Hearing Delayed

Seattle, Oct. 16,

After brief hearing of five damage
suits against Seattle dance hall and
tavern operators for alleged in-

fringement of copyrights held by
ASCAP, Federal Judge Edward Ei

Cushman in Tacoma on Friday con-
tinued hearings until later date after

submission of briefs. These suits

were pending before injunction pro-
ceedings brought by ASCAP earlier

in year attacking Washington State

I Law. That action was dismissed.

'Barber Shop Qiord' Is

AnoAer Com;iScated

Renewal Controversy

,'Play That Barber Shop Chord' is

the latest tune to become involved in

a copyiright renewal controversy.
Two f^ms that are doing the argu-
ing over which now owns the lyric

rights are Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.,

and E. B. Marks. Later bas6s its

claim on a bankruptcy assignment
that was made in 1911. Number it-

self was identified lor many years
with the late Bert Williams.
'Barber Shop Chord' ' was copy»

righted originally flnfllO by the J.

Fred Helf Co., with the words
credited to Williapi Tracy and the
music to Lewis P. Muir. Shortly
afterwards Joseph W. Stirri & Co.,

a publishing house which Marks
eventually acquired, sued Helf on the
ground that Ballard MacDonald hrd
written the lyric. Court decided in
Stern's favor, but before ludgment
could be taken the Helf firm went
into bankruptcy.
Elihu Root, Jr., trustee for the

bankrupt, assigned the copyright io
Stern, whose publication of the song
never mentioned MacDonald as the
lyric writer.

When the time came for renewing
the number, the Alfred Music Co.
obtained the melody rights throui^h
Muir's estate and Shapiro got the
lyric rights from Tracy. While there
was no renewal in MacDonr'dL's
name, Shapiro claimed it had that
right, anyway, because it had ac-
quired from MacDonald and his
widow an assignment of the renewal
rights to all his works. Shapiro now
contends that all Stern got from Root
was an assignment limited to a con-
tractual obligation, but having noth-,
ing to do with privileges ?.3cruing
from a rejgistered copyright.

Jed Buell bought Fred Slrykcr's

,
song, 'I'm the Son of a Jitterbug

I

Mama,' for use in the Mack Sennett
1 picture, 'The Problem Child.'

Two Leave R-O'K
Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Harmon Nelson resij^ned after two
years with the Rockwell-O'Keefe
agency. He is Bette Davis' husband.
Reg Marshall, head of the R-O'K

band department, also resigned. He
is going on the road as manager «rf

the Floyd Ray band.
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On the Upbeat

PANCK Wednesday, October 19, 1938

Network Plugs, 8 AM. to 1 AJH.
Following is a totalization of the combined plugs of current tunes on NBC (WEAF and WJZ), and CBS

(WABC) computed for the week from Monday through Sunday {Oct. 10-16). Total represents dcpumulated
performances on the two major networks from 8 a. m. to 1 a. m. In 'Source' column, * denotes film song, t legit
tunes, and 'pop' speaks for itself.

GRAND
TITLE. PUBLISHER. SOURCE. TOTAL.

While a Cigarette Was Burning ABC Pop 55
I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams Santly-Joy 'Sing You Si 51
Stop Beating Around the Mulberry Bush. .Bregman-Vocco Pop 36
Lambeth Walk - Mills Pop 34
My Own Robbins *That Certain Age 32
What Goes on Here? Paramount Give Me a Sailor 31
Change Partners Berlin-........' •Carefree 31
I've Got a Date with a Dream .'. . Feist My Lucky Star. 30
Heart and Soul Famous *A Song Is Born 30
If 1 Love You More Words-Music Pop 29
Small Fry Famous Sing You Sinners 29
At Long Last Love Chappell tYou Never Know ;.. 29
So Help Me : . . . Remick Pop 29
I Won't Tell a Soul Crawford Pop ; ; 28
Summer Souvenirs Breg'man-Vocco Pop . . . ; , . , 25
Garden of the Moon Harms i •. . . . Garden of the Moon 24
Don't Let That Moon Get Away Santly-Joy Sing You Sinners 23
You Go to My Head Remick Pop
I Used to Be Color Blind Berlin Carefree
Who Blew Out the Flame. Feist Pop
Lullaby in Rhythm Robbins Pop
I Haven't Changed a Thing, Mills Pop ;

Sixty Seconds Got Together. .. , Santly,-Joy Pop
Monday Morning Witmark Pop
All Ashore ..." Shapiro Pop
Why Doesn't Somebody Tell Me Things. . Shapiro Pop
Alexander's Ragtime Band ABC Alexander's Ragtime Band
Simple and Sweet. Miller - Pop

22
21
21
20
.19

19
19
18
17
16
15

Could You Pass in Love? Feist ; Mv. Lucky Star 15
~ 15

15
15

Love of My Life ABC Pop
Love Is Where You Fi Harms Garden of the Moon
A-Tisket A-Tasket Robbins Pop
You Never Chappell tYou Never Know 14
Don't Cross Your Fingers.- Ager-Yellen .Pop 14
How Can We Be Wrong? Crawford Pop 13
There's a Faraway Look in Your .....Tenney .. ...i ' Pop 13
When I Go a-Dreamin' Lincoln tU. of P6nn. Mask and Wig 13
Shame, Shame '....Davis Pop 12
There's Something About ah Old Love .... Exclusive Pop ^ 12
Forget If You Can Marks Pop 12
My Walking Stick Berlin Alexander's Ragtime Band 11
No Wonder i.. Crawford tHellz-a-Poppin 11
Ya Got Me : Lincoln .

.' s . . . tU. of Penn. Mask and Wig II
The Yam Berlin ....Carefree M
Girl Friend of the Whirling Dervish Harms •Garden. of the Moon. 11
When a Prince of a Fella ; Remick.... Pop 10
Now It Can Be Told Berlin Alexander's Ragtime Band 10

Inside StulF—Music

Metro-Robbins publishing group will not be a party to any peace
agreement that the music industry enters into with the Songwriters' Pro-
tective Association.' Group so put itself on record as reps from the pub'*

lisher and writer camps were preparing to meet last night (Tuesday) to

discuss the terms of a new standard writers' contract. Covenant form
has been drawn up by A. M. Wattenberg, publisher counsel,^ following A
talk several weeks ago with John Schulman, lawyer for the SPA. Due.
to attend last night's meeting welre Walter Douglas, board chairman of
the Music Publishers' Protective Association," Irving Caesar, SPA prez,
'and members of his executive council, and the two lawyers.

Metro has taken the attitude that its interests as far as the studio son^
writers are concerned can be best serveji if it stays outside of industry
agreements and is free to its own dickering.

Bix Biederbecke tune which Paul- Whiteman dug up as an unfinished
manuscript and first introduced a couple of weeks ago is getting a radio
play these days. It's been given" the tag of 'In the Dark,' Whiteman wiU
record it for Decca and Jack Kapp, prez of the latter, plans a special label
for the disk, due to the rep of the deceased swing exponent.

Bing Crosby only had time for three tunes during his Chicago pass-
through, which he waxed during his visit with brother Bob, for Decca.
Tunes are 'My Reverie', 'Old Folks' and 'You Must Have Been a Beautiful
Baby'. Crosby's are now back on the Coast following their Bermuda
vacation.

Songwriter-publisher L. Wolfe Gilbert is celebrating his 25th year in
the business this week, (17-23). Publishing house is tying in his latest
tune 'Dancing My Heart Away' written in collaboration with the late Con
Conrad with the event.

Artie Shaw and His Orchestra, Inc.,

chartered in Albany to conduct an
artist management business, .with

principal office in Manhattan. Di-

rectors are: Benton Cole, William D.

Collier, and Andrew W. Weinberger,

filing "attorney.

Ray Herbeck ot-ch, booked into

Willows, Pittsburgh, originally for

only fortnight, has had its ' option

picked up for four additional weeks.

Placed by Frederick Bros.

Joe Beriek into Riviera, Pittsburgh,

for indef stay, replacing Baron El-

liott outfit, Latter's going to concen-

trate on job as director of staff orch

at WJAS;

Brad Hunt orch, of Pittsburgh,

booked for Home-C!oming dance at

Bethany College, Bethany, W. Va., pn
Saturday (22). Also played Carnegie
Tech's Women's Guild affair last

,week (15).

Phil .Harris and band move into

the Wilshire Bowl Oct. 25 for an
indefinite stand.

Harry Owens and the Royal
Hawaiians return to the Beverly
Wilshire hotel Oct. 25 for an eight-
>reek run.

Len Leslie set for the Spring
Valley Hunt CJub Ball at the Mor-
rislown Country Club, Morristown,
jsr. J., Oct. 22.

Charlie Strongr scrams from the
Queens Terrace, Woodside, L, I., this

week for a southern one-night tour.

rUommy .Whalen, ex-Don Bestor
drummer replaces with- a new crew
of his own.

Lucky Roberts, who has confined
!his band activities to supplying out-
fits for society dates, is going into the
popular dance band field with a new
outfit now in rehearsal.

Glen. Greys' Casa Loma. orch
echeduled for one week at the jPalace

theatre, Milwaukee, starting Nov.
:11.

Jimmie Lunoeford orch. shifts

iover to the Vocalion lahel when its

present Decca contract expires at
the end of the year. Vocalioa term

starts Jan. 3. Goes into the Kit
Kat, N. Y., tomorrow (20).

Chauccey Cromwell stays at the
Commodore Club, Detroit, until Nov.
15 under renewal.

Lewis Boniclc set for the Miami
Beach Dempsey-Vanderbilt, Dec. 26.

Benny Meroff opens Oct. 26 at the
Golden Gate, San Francisco.

Eddy Mayhoff will augment his

band for preem of new cocktail room
of the Governor Clinton hotel, N. Y.,

Oct. 28.

Ersklne Hawkins and Gray Gordon
set for recording dates for Victor
Bluebird label by CRA.

Paul Dixon, trombone, and Rod
Benjamin, trumpet, with Billy

ilrooks^ Dixieland Band. Dihny Ban-
quer, sax, ofl to New Haven.

Charlie Barnet and Lucky Millin-

der battle musically on stage of

Howard theatre, Washington, week
of Oct. 28.

Jerry Livingston set for a second
Warner Bros, short in November.
First completed this month with
Adrian Rollini Trio featured.

Benny Carter's new band taken
Over by Rockwell-O'Keefe.

Joe Glaser has taken over the per-

sonal management of Don Redman's
band and will rejuvenate and re-

dress the- vet Redman's crew. Band
was formerly handled by Century
orchestras which recently folded.

Lines have been installed by WFIL,
Philly, into the Arcadia-Interna-
tional, the Anchorage and Henri's.

Will carry 15 minutes nightly from
the Arcadia, which gets same amount
of time on WCAU. Happy Felton
crew in at present

Edna Harris Fronts Band
Edna Mae Harris, Negro legit and

film ingenue, -will enter the band biz
fronting an all-male crew. Fred Ful-
ton| former fighter, is managing girl.

She appeared in couple of legits

and last in heavyweight champ Joe
Louis' film 'Spirit of Youth.'

Malotte Conducts For

Thomas in Carnegie Hall
Hollywood, Oct. 18.

Albert Hay Malotte, composer,
checked off Walt Disney's staff to
hook up with John Charles TOiomas
in a Carnegie Hall concert Nov. 23.

Thomas will feature a series of
compositions by Malotte, who will
conduct the orchestra.

BAND BOOKINGS

Jan Sc^vitt, Arcadia International,

Philadelphia, Nov." 7, four weeks.
Plays Charlie Shribman (Niew Eng-
land) ballroom' circuit before that

from Nov. 2 on.

Buddy Fisher, Crystal Terrace,
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 27.

Lou Breese, Ring ballroom, Wau-
kegan, 111,, Oct. 21, one week.
Marvin Frederic, Park Plaza hotel,

St. Louis, Nov. 4. Exits St. Paul
hotel, St. Paul, Minn.
Eddie Camden, Madura's Dance-

land, Hammpnd, Ind.^ Oct. 29 to
Nov. 15. Emiil Velazco . replaces on
latter date. 7

Carl Ravazza, Blackstone hotel.
Ft, Worth, Tex,, Oct. 21,

Jimmy Dorsey, Earle theatre,
Washington, D, C, Nov. 11,

Rimacs, Hollywood Restaurant,' N.
Y„ Oct, 28.

Ron Perry, heldover at Daven-
port hotel, Wilmington, Del,, indef,
Larry Clintoh exits International

Casino, N, Y., Nov. 29,

Mitchell Ayres, Murray's, Tucka-
hoe, N, Y., Oct, 25. Exits Village
Barn, N. Y,
Orrin Tucker, Palmer house, Chi-

cago, Nov. 10 following Guy Lom-
bardo.
Jan Garber, Blackhawk hotel,

Chicago, Nov, 11 succeeding Bob
Crosby.
Abe Lyman, Roosevelt" hotel. New

Orleans, Nov. 11 replacing Anson
Weeks.
Gene Krupa, Palomar, Los An-

geles, Nov. 2,

Red Nichols exits two-weeker at!
Jung hotel. New Orleans, Oct. 27,

Blanche Calloway Bankrupt

Blanche Calloway Pinder, orches-
tra leader and sister of Cab, filed a
voluntary petition in bankruptcy
Thursday (13) in N, Y. Federal court
listing her liabilities at $10,182 with
no assets. Currently conducting at
the Apollo theatre in Harlem,

Lists as creditors, her brother foi'

a loan of $300; Arthur Fishbein, $200
and the Radio Orchestra' Corp,, $1,000
in commissions.

John Burke and James Monaco are
doing the songs for the Bing Crosby
picture, 'Three's Company,' at Uni-
versal,

Peewee Bussell i>n Own
Peewee Russell, clarinetist, with

Bobby Hackett's band, is enlisting
men for a crew of his own. Set for
a new nitery to be open in 52d street
caUed Little Club,
Russell is currently with Hiackett

at Nick's Tavern in Greenwich Vil-
lage.

OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR PROGRAMS
JIMMY McHUGH'S

You're a Sweetheart
ROBBINS MUSIC C6RP.

SONGS FROM

ROBBINS
From the New Universal Picture, "Thaf Certain Age"

MY OWN
YOU'RE AS PRETTY AS A PICTURE

By Harold Adamson and Jimmy McHugh

From the 20th Century-Fox Picture, "Straight, Place and Show"

WITH YOU ON MY MIND
By Lew Brown and Lew Pollack

A Smash Hit!

MY REVERIE
By Larry Clinton

Fiom the 20th Century-Fox Picture, "Just Around The Corner"

THIS IS A HAPPY LITTLE DITTY
By Walter Bullock and Harold Spina

The Year's Foremost Production Hits!

i MARRIED AN ANGEL
SPRING IS HERE

By Lorenz Hart and Richard Rodgers

From the Musical Comedy, "I Married An Angel"

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION
__799 SEVENTH AVENUE • NEW YORK

Announcing the New Song

FERDINAND the BULL
From Wall Disney's New Film, ^Terdinand the Buir»

Will Sweep the Country Overnight

And, today, the biggest and quickest No. 1

song this country ever had,

"WHILE A CIGARETTE WAS BURNING"
By Nick and Chas. Kenny

Music Corporation, 799 Seventli Avenue, New York
FRANK HEN NIGS. Prof. Mgr.
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15 Best Sheet Music SeDers
(Week ending Oct., 15, 1938)

I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams Santly-Joy

Change Partners . . . Berlin

Alexander's Ragtime Band ; ABC
What Goes on Here in My Heart Paramount
I've Got a Date With a Dream Feist

^0 Help Me , Remick
Garden of the Moon Harms
Stop Beating Around the Mulberry Bush BVC
Lambeth Walk Mills

Small Fry • Famous
You Go to My Head., .- Remick
tAt Long Last Love Chappell

There's a Faraway Look in Your Eyes Tenney
When Mother Nature Sings Her" Lullaby. . Santly-Joy

A-Tisket A-Tasket Robbins

Indicates ftlmnsical song. t Indicates stage production song.

The others are pops.

AGMA Moves Vs. Concert Bureaus;

Tieup with SAG Vital Factor

Drive to regulate concert manage-
ments and agencies has been under-
taken by the American Guild of Mu-
sical Artists. Preliminary meeting
be.twepn AGMA officials and repre-

sentatives of Columbia Concerts

Corp. and NBC Artists Service was
held Monday afternoon (17). Con-
tinued sessions "wilt-be held until an
agreement is reached, it's understood,

AGMA's move to regulate the con-

cert managements ties directly in

with the current drive by the Screen
Actors- Guild to license Hollywood
talent agents. While AGMA is not

figured strong enough to battle sin-

gle-handed against»^S. and NBC
concert managements, its affiliation

with the Associated. Actors and
Artistes of America (SAG parent
union) is rated as the weapon that

may swing the issue.

Leverage

Among the 19 points which SAG
fs demanding the agencies observe

is one , of prime importance to

AGMA.' It states that to be eligible

for SAG licenses, all agents shall be
subject to the regulations of other

Four A's affiliates. Since it's con-

ceded that both CBS and NBC de-

rive a major share of their income
from film deals, it's imperative that

they remain in the good graces of

AGMA.
Besides the above ruling, there

fire two additional SAG points

which may have a direct bearing on
the AGMA-concert management" sit-

uation. One is that SAG stipulates

that its members may deal only

with agents it licenses. Other is

i^at no agent shall.be allowed, to

operate if he, the agency or anyone
Interested in the agency' is an em-
ployer of talent, except in such a
case as SAG may grant a waiver.

It's generally recognized in the

business that both Columbia Con-
certs and NBC Artists Service are

employers as well as agents of

tolent.

Still another possibly vital ele-

ment in the current situation is that

the Government hearings on mo-
nopoly charges are expected to get

a hearing in Washington within the

next few weeks. Not known
whether AGMA plans any attempt
to take part in that case. However,
it's thought likely that the network-
owned concert managements will

try to clear up the AGMA situation

before the Government hearings

open. Figured that AGMA will

eeek to license all concert manage-
ments and agencies, but what^ other
plans or demands the organization

has are unknown.

Wonders Adds Acts To
Rockwell-O'Keefe Roster

Rockwell-O'Keefe, Hollywood, cur-
rently vmdergoing expansion, added
eight new attractions, including four
bands, to office lists this week, Ralph
Wonders was sent west recently to

hypo the branch after a visit by
three top execs of the firm.

Those taken on include Ed Bush,
quartet; Jan Rubini, violinist; Fos-
ter-Lewis band, Sol Bright's HoUy-
Vraiians band, Ralston Ayres band;
Gwen Louise, singer; Stanley Mee-
han, singer, arid Tommy Chatfield's
band.

Band Heviews

SAMMT KATE ORCHESTRA (12)
With Tommy Ryan, Charles Wilson,
Jimmy Brown

Commodore Hotel, N. .Y*

.Commodore is Kaye's first New
York stopover of any length.- His
sweet swing is well tailored to
smarter dance floors. • Currently has
seven radio pickups a .week, adding
up to four full hours.
- Crew shows versatility. Occasion-
ally unveils rhumbas, tangos and
hot tunes. Saxes dominate the in-
strumental setup, there being four
against two trumpets and one trom-
bone. Drums, piano, guitar and tuba
comprise the rhythm. An electric
guitar is an added starter to back-
ground the singers, whether solo or
as the Three Barons.
Ryan, who doubles from the guitar

to the mike to vocaUy herald forth-
coming tunes, is the focal point of
the Three Barons. Voice is pleas-
ing. Jimmie Brown and Charles
Wilson handle solo assignments
safely. Kaye uses nd femme singer.
Leader himself occasionally lips a
clarinet, but more often is contented
with leading.

LUCKY MILLINDER ORCH (17)
With Grace Grainger, Trevor Bacon
Apollo, N. Y.
Formerly leader of Irving Mills'

Blue Rhythm crew, Millinder now
has his own outfit, a bunch that's

plenty solid as is and should im-
prove with more time under his
baton. Crew was an organized band
when Millinder picked it up in Phil-
adelphia a few months ago. He's
since whipped it into his style.

. Millinder is one leader who's not
a figurehead. When the crew fades'
he's dripping, the result of literally
pulling every note from the crew by
sheer force of will.

Band's arrangements are done by
its piano player and a trumpet man,
augmented by tricks left over from
the Blue Rhythm crew. It's com-
posed of four sax, six brass split

three and three, and four rhythm.
Arrangements call for numerous
solo breaks, some on the stand and
some, particularly sax men, at the
mike. Band is a little loud at times,
but not often, and when it is it's

solid jitterbug stuff. Backing the
singers, crew sinks to the other ex-
treme, with saxes topping muted
brass for excellent effect. Latter
could be used more often.
Singers know what the Apollo

crov/ds like, and as a result get over
very good. Miss Grainger does 'So
Help Me' with interpolations of 'In

My Solitude' and 'Savin' Myself for
You,* among others. And Trevor
Bacon socks a few, including the
popular 'Y^u Go to My Head' and
'Change Partners.'

Music Notes

(Continued from page 41)

'Trailer Romance' and 'Lawless Val-

ley," at RKO.

Blue Barron Breaking In

As Theatre Attraction
Blue Barron orchestra opened its

first theatre date after exiting the
Hotel Edison at Youngstown Friday
H4). .Band does five 'weeKs of 'the-
atres and one-nighters before re-
turning to New York for its Para-
mount theatre date starting Nov, 30.

Before leaving Barron signed a
new vocalist for the crew. He took
Tiny Wolf on trial, with option for
10 weeks.

Victor Yonnp and Charles New-
Wan sold their ditty, 'Sell Your Cares
for a Song,' to Sol Lesser for the
Bobby Breen picture. 'Fisherman's

Johnny Marvin and Eddie Cher-

kose did four songs for 'Bloom On
the Sage' at Republic. Ditties are

'Balloon Song,' 'I've Never Had a

Dream Come True,' 'Old November
Moon' and 'I Love the Morning.'

Alfred Newman scoring

Winds' for Walter Wanger.
'Trade

George Antheil is doing the score

for 'Union Pacific' at Paramount.

Leo Robin and Ralph Rainger

cleffed two numbers for Paramount's

'Cafe Society.' Songs are 'Bluebirds

in the Moonlight' and 'If It Isn't Pain

It Isn't Lore.'

WHK Adds Remotes In

Raid on WTAM Bands;

Lower Air Fee Helps

Cleveland, Oct. 18.

Six new nitery remotes were set

last week by WHK. Most of them
formerly aired by WTAM, but pulled

out with complaints of getting bad

time breaks. WHK promises more
favorable network spotting through
Mutual. Station has als( cut its staff

charges to $50 monthly.
Ohio Bell Telephone- further co-

operating by offering l:ne rates that

are nqt as much as those of other
stations. Tops i^ about $100 for first

month and $50 thereafter ' for line

charges to Charlie H.rvath's Trianon
Ballroom, which is increasing air-

ings of Chet Rykes' and Henry. Bia-
gini's house bands t-l. three times a
week over WHK. Rudy 'Vallee re-

fused to broadcast Sunday (9), but
plan is to network Trianon's special

one-night orchestras over Mutual
this winter.

Hotel Cleveland is taking to air

for first time via WHK with 45-min-
ute periods with Gene. Erwih's orch
for three-a-week; including a Mutual
break. Hotel Statler, which also

goes over WGAR, signed for five

v/eekly for Dick Barrie's orch;

Ubangi Club's scat band committed
to four-a-week, while Aragon Ball-

room has reached the dotted-lirie

stage for three weeklj Bert Block
broadcasts. Green Derby, which
tried out novel 7:30 hillbilly hour,

shifted to afternoon shots and is

temporarily off until a new band
comes in.

TUCKER MAY FOLLOW

LOMBARDO IN CHI

Chicago, Oct. 18.

Possibility that Orrin Tucker's or-

chestra will be booked Into the Em-
pire Room of the Palmer House fol-

lowing Guy Lombardo, who's cur-

rent.

Lombardo slated for New York
return Nov. 11 to take over in the

Roosevelt hotel.

Omaha Abolishes 2% Tax

Omaha, Oct. 18,

Omaha union musicians have voted
to eliminate a 2% tax on their

earnings. Several previous ef-

forts were made to eliminate the tax,

and at this week's meeting a resolu-
tion cancelling the tdx was made by
Pete J. Christman, secretary of

Local No. 70, and was adopted.
Elimination affects some 300 Omaha
musicians.
Meanwhile traveling bands playing

in Omaha are taxed 10% by the
national organization, of which 4%
continues to go to the local union.
These assessments are expected to

provide enough revenue. Christman
said.

A union musician In Omaha earn-
ing $35 a week for 52 weeks has
been taxed $36.40 per year.

CLEM WILLIAMS REORGS
Philadelphia, Oct. 18.

Clem Williams band, formed dur-
ing the summer by wealthy scion of

a Philly socialite family who had
a yen to swish a stick, is in process
of reorganization. Now doing one-
nighters, has switched vocalist and
four instrumentalists,

Patti Morgan, former warbler with
the outfit, has joined Val Olman's
gang at the Belmont Plaza, New
York, and has been replaced by
Selda Castle, formerly" with Mai Hal-
lett. Miss Castle is wife of Clif

Strickland, ex-saxer with Artie
Shaw, who likewise joined the Clem
Williams combo last week. Others
added were Bobbie Fishel, ex-
Goodman trombonist; Skinny Stat-

ic drnms, and Tony Diango, sax.

Lecture Mgrs. Open Dme to Block

Moss Plan for Employment Agency

Permits Limiting Their Fees to 10^

The West Reforms

Ballet Caravan currently on
a nationwide tour, is having
difficulty booking one of its pro-
ductions, 'Billy the Kid.' Ap-
parently the saga of the cele-

brated western gunman isn't

considered highbrow enough
for aiudiences of his native ter-

ritory, for Frances Hawkins,
who books the ballet from New
York, has received a number of

written complaints.
Consensus of the squawks is

that the west desires 'refined

entertainment.*

Quick Action Averts

CanceGation of Kirk;

Hal! on Unfair List

Hartford, Oct, 18.

Temporary lifting of a ban on Foot
Guard Hall by the stagehands union
allowed Andy Kirk's band to play
for a dance given by the Colored
Elks of. Hartford Thursday night (13)

at the hall. House had been placed
on the . union blacklist this summer
by the stagehands after a summer
strawhat, Capitol Players, and some
Italian operas had performed there
without hiring the union hands.

Band, owned by Joe Glaser, had
not been warned that house was on
the unfair list. Late Thursday after-

noon it was so notified and Glaser
made a hurried trip here from New
York City to confer with Union of-

ficials, arranging for the temporary
lifting of the ban because the ban
had not been publicized.

More than $1,320 was grossed at

the dance from an approximate 1,200

people attending the affair. Ducats
were $1.10 each.
House is the only one in the city

available for large dances.. Musi-
cians' union, cooperating with, the

stagehands, has banned other dances
from being held "there.

Foster Named to Succeed

Gaines as St. L. Orch Exec
St. Louis, Oct. 18.

Donald Foster, manager of 'the

Cape Girardeau, Mo,, chamber of

Commerce, last weeir-was^f^ps^inted'
secretary-manager of the St. Louis
Symphony by the Orchestra so-

ciety's board of directors.

Foster succeeds Arthur J. Gaines,

who resigned last July to become
manager of the Minneapolis Symps.
Gaines' resignation followed a cut in

his salary last Spring when per-
sonnel of the Orchestra and office

also were given a wage slash. Later
it became known that while these

cuts were being made the salary of

Vladimir Goldschmann, who soon
will start his eighth consecutive sea-

son as conductor of the local Symph.
had been upped.

NO LECTURE DATE CURB

Clark Getts to Include Coast This
Winter in Addition to Usual Dates

A parade of lecture personalities

will make the jump to the Coast un-
der Clark Getts management this

winter. Ordinarily lecture bookings
are pretty well held to the populous
east and midwest.
Heading west will be Walter

Hampden, Theodore Dreiser, Muriel
Draper (mother of Paul), Helen
Howe, Christopher Morley, Frank
Crowinshield, Margery Wilson and
Princess Kropotkin.

Also, Michael Strange, who will
carry a harp to accompany her
poetry readings, and Miriam Mar-
mein, with a pianist, for a dance re-
cital.

Drive to stymie New York License
Commissioner Paul Moss in his ef-

forts to license lecture managers will

be formally started today (Wednes-
day) when representatives of the

orinclpal lecture bureaus will meet.

Confab will be held in the offices of

David Marshall Holtzraann, attorney.

Besides the 'big four,' Clark H. Getts,

Harold R. Peat, W. Coulston Leigh
and William B. Feakins, a number of

smaller managers will be repre-
sented.

Efforts of Moss to license the lecture

managers is in line with his cam-
paign to force all employment bu-
reaus and talent agencies to take out
licenses. According to Holtzmann,
the general employment agency law
does not apply to lecture managers^ ,

who, he claims,- are not employment
agents within the accepted meaning
of that statute. Instead, he says, lec-

ture bureaus distinctly come under
the management classification, since
they handle all the lecturer's plat-

form activities, including bookings,
advertising and in many cases pay
his traveling expenses. >

The lecture managers wouldn't ob-.

ject to the license fee, which
amounts to $25 a year, but oppose!
being classed under the employment
agency law beeaiise they would thea
be limited to 10% .commission. Pres-
ent scale of commissions in .-the. lec^

ture business^ ranging from 25.% to
50% in some cases, is claimed by
them to be fair. Aeason given for
the necessity of higher percentage^
is the cost of handling the speakers
and the difficulty in' building many
of them to boxoffice draws. The
big lecture bureaus, it's pointed out,'

must maintain large staffs in the
homeoffice as well as representatives
in principal cities and on the road.
Fees for single appearances for* lec-

turers run anywhere from $100 to
$1,200. Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt
and Dale Carnegie are among the
highest paid.
Principal weapon in the hands of

Moss is .fact that the N.Y. courts
have repeatedly thrown out cases
brought by unlicensed agents. That
has made it impossible fbr agencies
to bring court action in disputes
with clients; even when such clients

refuse to pay commissions for en-
gagements admittedly obtained by
the agents. If Moss is successful in
making the employment agency law
apply to the lecture managers, they
will be forced to obtain, licenses to
protect themselves. It's figured such
a develoijnignt_3vould lead to a gen-
efal" revision of the lecture bureau
setup. Since the' managers would be
forced to charge 10%; they v/ould
probably be forced to charge client*
for all expenses, including even fees
to road men and out-of-town repre-
sentatives.

Del Symph Despite 44G

Deficit Plans Concerts

Detroit, Oct. 18.
Although facing a $44,000 deficit^

Detroit Symph intends entering its

Silver Jubilee season with a full
program, plus incidentals connected
with celebration o£ iSymph's 25th
anniversary.

General manager Murray G. Pater-
son, who revealed that only two o£
Symph's six independent concert
series approach paying for them-
selves; said that special campaigns
are under way to sell ducats to Fri-
day afternoon series and to get
pledges from bigwigs to make up
deficit.

GOEIN OPENS IN CHI
Hollywood, Oct, 18.

Igor Gorin opens his concert *tOur

in Chicago as guest vocalist with the
symphony orchestra there. Route
takes him through the east and
south. He'll return here late next
month.

He'll do several radio guest shots

in thn east and is booked for a few
on his return here^

St. L. Symph Willed lOG
St. Louis, Oct. 11.

The St. Louis Symph. Society,
which is constantly beset by finan-
cial troubles, last week was en-
riched by $10,000 through the will of
Mrs. Alpha Ruf, Widow of a mil-
lionaire patent medicine manufac-
turer.

Mrs. Ruf's death terminated a trust
established In her behalf by her hus-
band and released his estate of ap-
proximately $2,000,000,-

Decca Bxtends Uerry Macs
Decca has signed the Merry Macs,

group of song sylists now on tho
Fred Allen hour, to a year's record-
ing contract.

Vocalists were hancocked last
week after completing six sides un*
der a previous arrangement
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Itnion of Club P A. Lensers

Sought in N.y. to Regulate Payoffs

An attempt is being" made in New
York to organize Gotham's cafe pub-

licity photographers. One of the

prime backers of the movement is

Charlie de Soria and action is. being

inspired by .the recent organization

in N. Y., under the Theatrical Man-
agers, Agents and Treasurers* union,

of nitery press agents.

Night club photogs lense celebs,

etc., for nitery praisers to distribute

to publications. Their aim, they say,

is to work in closer harmony with

the unionized p.a.s ta insure payoffs

for their worx by managements, and

to eliminate price-cutting, chiseling

and kindred evils.

Among the problems are commer-
cial photogs who accept fees only if

pictures are pqblished. Those in the

drive would stipulate payment re-

gardless of publication.

RKO Theatre, Dayton,

Schedules Five Orchs
Dayton, Oct 18.

Bands will be the mainstay of the

BKO Colonial's stage entertainment

fo? the next few weeks.

In turn, starting Friday (21) will

come Carlos Molina, Pepper Martin's

Mudcats, Jan Garber, Count Berni

Vici and Don Bestor.

B'tdyn Burley Opens

Werba's, Brooklyn, reopens Sat-

urday (22) as part of the Izzy Hirst

burlesque wheel. Jules Leventhal,

who was going to- operate a small

burley circuit of his own,. with the

"Werba", Hudson, Union City, N. J.;

and two more out-of-town spots, de-

cided instead to use the Hirst shows.

Opening unit is 'Girls in Blue,'

starring Ann Coria and managed by
Emmet CaUahan, Miss Corio's hus-
band.

SLATE BROS. SET FOR

1ST NITERY BOOKING

Pittsburgh, Oct. 18.

In show biz for more than a dec-

ade, 3 Slate Bros, will make their

first nitery appearance at Beverly
Hills Country Club, Newport, Ky.,

when they wind up in Wayne Mor-
ris-Johnnie ('Scat') Davis unit in

Cleveland this week. Faye Carroll

(Mrs. Henry Slate) will go into club

with them.
Meantime, Morris goes back to the

Coast to report at WB for 'Roaring

Road,' remake of 'Crowd Roars' he'll

do with Pat O'Brien, while Davis,

with no immediate film assignment
in sight, may remain east for a cou-
ple more weeks of personals. He'll

let the Billy Baer orchestra go, how-
ever. He's been working with that

outfit, billing it as his own, in Phila-
delphia,' here and Cleveland.

WILLIE and EUGENE

HOWARD

Neal Gets 1-4 Yrs. in Gun

Assault Upon Spouse

Detroit, Oct. 18.

One-to-four-y«ar sentence in Jack-
son Prison was meted out to Edgar
Neal, ex-police censor, balladist and
songwriter, for firing two- shots at

his estranged wife in Blue Lantern
nitery here July 27.

Judge Edward J. Jeffries passed
sentence late last week after a jury
had found Neal, who quit police post
in huff last year after he failed to
get chief censor posish held by late
Lieut. Lester Potter, guilty of feloni-
ous assault. While arguing, with his
wife, Esther Dorey, formerly in bur-
lesque, Neal fired two wild shots but
was captured on the scene.

PRYOR, SOTHERN AND

HERBERT SET FOR Prrr

Pittsburghj Oct. 18.

With Roger Pryor's band, Ann
Sothern and Hugh Herbert tentative-

ly set for week, of Nov. 18, Stanley,

Warner theatre here, i set for flesh

through Thanksgiving, with excep-
tion of Nov. 4.

Chick Webb-Ella Fitzgerald .are

current, with Ted Lewis' new unit

coming in Friday (21), to be fol-

lowed by personal of Freddie Bar-

tholomew, with h:)use building show
around him. Horace Heidt set for

Nov. 11. Pryor-Sothern date isn't

definite yet, salary holding up book-

ing. Although Pryor's band has

been around couple of times before,

this is the first time Miss Sothern,

of the films, who's also Mrs. Pryor,

will be included in act.

RKO Palace, Cleye.,

Returns to Pictures

Cleveland, Oct. 18.

After five weeks of vaude, RKO's
Palace is dropping flesh for at least

a fortnight, and perhaps longer. Con-
ditions slowly improving here, but,

according to Nat Holt, zone exec,

there aren't enough available stage

names, which are demanded by
locals.

House going back to straight pic-

tures at lower prices. .
'Straight,

Place and Show* (20th) booked for

Friday (21), followed by 'I Am the

Law' (Col), Oct 28.

Hollywood Hotel'* Revue
• TOVRING

Fuller Circuit, Australia

Per. Address

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
NtW YORK -
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SIDNEY FISHER
75/77, Shaftesbury Avbnuo

PICCADILLY, LONDON, ENG.

Fay's, Prov., Reopening

Providence, Oct. 18.

Stock damaged to the extent of
$30,000 is rapidly being replaced at
Fay's and spot is scheduled for re-
opening Friday (21). New seats in-

stalled in orchestra, new carpets
laid, orchestra pit and stage, both of
which were under water, have been
replaced, and the entire house has
undergone complete redecoration.
Stage draperies and scenery are also

new.
" Will redjpen with 'Slfaight;' Place
and Show' and five acts of vaude-
ville.

• 15 YEARS AGO •
(Trom Variety ond Clipper)

Vaudeville benefits for sufferers in

Japanese earthquake netted $204,210.

Vice society moving in on Shu-
berts and Earl Carroll for alleged

nudity. Had representatives at the

theatres.

Sophie Tucker in her third en-

gagement in Los Anseles within a
few months, and a new act each time.

Straight act "look 27 mins., but she

encored for another 14.

Eddie Miller's Unit

Eddie Miller, radio singer, has or-

ganized a 16-peopIe imit for club
dates around New York.
Miller maintains his own radio and

vocal studio, hence limitations to the
N. Y. zone for bookings.

The THEATRE of the STARS

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEW BLDG. ANNEX
160 WEST 46TH ST, NEW YORK

9'7S0O

J. H. LU B I N
aENERAL Manager

SIDNEY H. PIERMONT
0OOKINO MANAGER

Jay C. Flippen dropped his comedy
sketch for a straight talking act, and
pushed it over.

' ][rene Franklin was the clicker on
the stage and at the b.o. at the N. Y.
Palace. On for 30 mins., plus encore.

Jerry .Jarni^an. at the piano.

Hugh Herbert not so hot at the

Riverside, N. Y.

Palace, Chi, had 22 men on the bill

against only eight women. New acts

all seemed to run to male support.

Nitery Reviews

RAINBOW ROOM, N. Y.

AX Donahue Orch, with Paula
Kelly, Eddie LeBaron Orch with
Ruth Nigey, Alec Templeton, Eltzo-
beth Tolbot-Martin, Aurelia Colovio,
Volta.

One of the poorest talent lineups
at the Rainbow Room, saved only
by the redoubtable Alec Templeton,
on a return engagement. The clever,
blind pianist-comedian almost off-

sets everything else.

Show doesn't register on the se-
quence of three single acts—Aurelia
Colomo, Elizabeth Talbot - Martin
(New Acts) and Templeton, in that
order. Senorita Colomo is a per-
sonality Spanish songstress, who does
three numbers, two in her native
tongue, and Gershwin's 'Summer-
time.' Of these her rhumba chanson
is best because of her personality.
Miss Talbot-Martin is a mimic.
Templeton. still escorted to and

from the Steinway by his father,
never once trades on his affliction,
and if anything, plays away from
that constantly. His clever improv-
isations on themes suggested by the
audience and the satire on the Italian
tenor, and soprano are sock comedy.
•Pardon Me, Madame, Do You Do the
Rhumba?' is another novelty and his
Mozartian medley tops to big re-
turns.
The Donahue and LeBaron bands

hold over and dispense the terp mu-
sic as effectively as ever.
Biz good, so much so that the ab-

normal influx of customers may have
h^d some effect on what usually is

impeccable service. Possibly the
many large parties for the Ballet
Russe that night at this class room
threw the staff off keel, Abel.

'Money scarce on the Coast, and
producers being held up plenty for

loans. Had to hock the entire prod-
uct to get needed coin and pay top
interest and bonuses.

Helped by the World Series ball

games, 48 B'way theatres did better
than $700,000 on the week. Three
shows beat $30,000 each. With a Co-
lumbus Day mat, Music Box went to

$30,000, 'Greenwich Village Follies'

nabbed $32,000 and 'Artists and Mod-
els' did almost as' well.

SHOW BOAT
(PITTSBUBGH)

Pittsburgh, Oct. 15.
Jack Peck, Line (6), Sherry Lane,

Hartzell & Benson, Ragtime Moun-
taineers (3), Al Marsico Orch. (&).

Biz at John Maganotti's spot on
the river can invariably be reckoned
by quality of show. And things
aren't so hot of late. It's strictly
low-budget fare and just a filler.

Outstanders are Hartzell and Ben-
son (New Acts), singing team and
good anywhere. Jack Peck m. c.'s

and just about covers the ground.
He has personality and might be
able to put over a song, too, but his
gab is way out of line and those
imitations of Ted Lewis and a repfer
bug are pretty corny.
Boat has a good-looking line In

the Bee Gardner Girls (6), but
they're making a mistake in that
Ghandi number. Gals are all easy
on the eyes and cover 'em with
gruesome Ghandi masks and outfit-
ting them in dirty, safety-pinned
sheets is abortive. One of the line,
Sherry Lane, steps out for a fair
aero number, and the other two
-ensemble-routines- aren't- bad. -

-

Next-to-closing. Ragtime Moun-
taineers (3), youthful looking lads,
have possibilities but so far are
underdeveloped. They're a cross be-
tween a hillbillies and a below the
Rio Grande combo. Efforts of one
of them to be a comedy announcer
fall fiat. Use violin, guitar, accord-
ion and a rigged-up washtub that
serves as bass fiddle. Better instru-
mentally than vocally, but they need
a showier presentation.
Al Marsico's orchestra Is in sec-

ond year here and for an eight-piece
outfit it's one of the best in town.
Marsico's a theatre veteran and
knows how to play a show in addi-
tion to keeping dancers contented.

Cohen.

In its 47th week in N. Y. 'Abie's

Irish Rose* topped its record, taking
in $16,797.50.

Edna Wallace Hopper was making
a personal appearance tour to boost
her cosmetics. Women replaced the
regular theatre staff as she took a
demonstration bath. Now and then
they caught a couple of Peeping
Toms in the projection booth.

Eva Tanguay tour went bust In

Huntington, W. Va. She was under
management of Fulcher & Bohan,
concert agents, and quit when pay-
days grew irregular.

Professional amateurs talking of a
union under Federation of Labor,
Some got only 50c a night. Wanted
a buck.

Thomashefsky planning a Yiddish
vaude circuit. Claimed to have 12
spots lined up. Just a bright idea.

Cort theatre, Chi, on the block.
Asking, price was $(t00,000. Had made
$100,000 psofit the previous season.

CASANOVA, N. Y.

Dave Apollon Orch, Horacio Zito
Orch, Senor Wences, Dario & Diane,
Milli Monti.

"

Dave Apollon Is now In the nite
club business. He's the conferencier,
host, m.c, prime podium ' attraction—and the boss. He qualifies in all,

excepting probably the idea of put-
ting up his own bankroll to run a
nitery. If it clicks, and there are
indications it may, it will have been
a long shot come through. Apollon,
of course, is standard in show biz.
He's been a sock touring attraction
with his Filipino biand and his di-

alectic comedy; now he's a straight
dance maestro and all right, too, with
that,

What's more, he has an almost
.fool-proof show around him. Milll
Monti, just closed at the Savoy-
Plaza, N. Y., is the class chanteuse

J="*® ballads in English
with her French chansons. She's
eschewed almost wholly her native
Italian now.
Dario and Diane are standard ball-

roomologists, equally socko, and
Senor Wences is a ventriloquist whomay well ride the crest of the Ber-
gen-McCarthy cycle. The Spanish
voice-thrower was seen before in
America, a few years ago, but he's
considerably improved with his two
duinmies, a little girl, and a male
heckler. His stuff is clever, well-
paced and consistently clicky.
Horacio Zito's tango tunes are

standard and withal, Apollon has an
effective setup. It's a new tag for
an old spot, at Madison and 54th,
which Haiigf Kannen built for Helen
Morgan and called the House of Mor-
gan. Nick Bates since had it for
his Merry-Go-Round bar, and still
conliEpls that (front), but the inner
foom is 100% maestroed by Apollon,
on a deal with Bates. Abel.

GOODMAN, TOM DORSEY

SET FOR PHILLY RETURN

Philadelphia, Oct 18.

Benny- Goodman and Tommy Dor-
sey, who ran up phenomenal grosses
at the Earle last winter, will make
return visits early in 1939. Dates
have not been set yet, but negotia-
tions are understood to be virtually
completed. Bob Crosby also coming
in, undated as yet, too.

Inked at present are Freddie Bar-r

tholomew and Herbie Kay on Fri-

day (21), Henry Busse and Ella
Logan, Oct. 28,- Horace Heidt, Nov. 4,

and Jimmy Dorsey, Nov. 11.

MCA Sets 3 Bonos Bros.

For Chi; 1st of Imports
Chicago, Oct. 18.

Music Corp. of America has sched-
uled severial European turns for
America. First to arrive are the
three Bonos Bros.
Open imnjiediately in the College

Inn of the Hotel Sherman here on
a four-week guarantee.

FRANK PARIS
AND HIS MARIONETTES

PARADISE CAFE
NEW YORK

Exrlnslve IffnnngreniMit

SHERWOOD & MATHEWS
Direction: INOAI.rS Ss DAVIES

Best Coffee in England

QUAUTYINN
Leicester Square

LONDON, WEST-END

ROBINSON TWINS
Just Completed 6 SucceNsfol Week*

Rn'IERA, M. J,

Now—Beverly Hills Countrv
Club, Newport. Ey.

JACK and JUNE

BLAIR
On Tour Fuller Circuit, Anntmlla

with

"Hollywood Hotel" Revue

PAUL GERRITS
NOW IN SECOND WEEK

CASA MANANA, NEW YORK
GUEST STAR, Thursday Evening, October 20th

RUDY VALLEE HOUR (WEAF)
Still Under Direction of

M. J. LEDDY
1270 Sixth Avenue. N. Y. C.
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AFA May Be Charged with Coercion

h Suit Over Act s Loss of Cafe Joh

Charges of coercion, threatened

blacklisting of agent, actor and nitery

from which he was cancelled via

fOleged American Federation of

Actors pressure, are expected to be

aired in trial of suit brought by Jack
Miller, skating act, against the Monte
Carlo, N. Y. nitery, Act is suing for

$150, which he claims is due him
Bince he got no two-week notice

called for by contract secured for

him by Agent Barnett GiUman. Trial

opens tomorrow (Thursdiay).

After GiUman had booked Miller

and his partner for the Monte Carlo,

along with another act, Norma
Mitchell, the owner cancelled." It's

claimed that, pressure from Jack
Kramer of the AFA, who acted
'without authority' for former agent
Harry Dell, forced cancellation. In
correspondence between the union
and Gillman, it's stated that AFA
never entered into the matter.

Much of the action has been en-
gineered by Gillman who, as 'an un-
licensed agent, could not successfully

go into court himself.' Act has car-

ried the action in which it's hoped
'real' reasons for the cancellation

will be disclosed. Miller is said to

be imdecided whether or not to go
through with the suit, which is un-
usual in that it doesn't name the
agent.

Gillman claims he was approached
and asked to settle matter as best

he could. He was determined to go
through with it, he claims, and so

same emissaries are said to have
approached Miller and applied the

heat;

With pair charging that each was
selling out the other, Miller and
his agent almost came to blows in

latter's office last week due to issue

on whether or not suit was to be
dropped.
AFA last winter was slapped with

a $250,000 libel action brought by
the National Variety Artists for an
allegedly libelous letter sent to Sally
Rand regarding the NVA. The let-

ter was signed by Harold Koenigs-
berg, Ralph Whitehead's assistant.

Kramer is an organizer. The NVA
suit is pending.

KAN. NITERY HELD UP,

DESTROYED IN 20G FIRE

Wichita, Kan., Oct. 18.

The Riverside, popular $20,000
night club outside city, last Wednes-
day (12) was completely destroyed
-when-two -masked-men-held up four,

employes, poured inflammable liquid

over floor and set fire to it. Building
was soon completely leveled, as it

was out of reach of city fireplugs.

Bandits looted cash register and
emptied pockets of the employes, ob-
taining about $500 in all, before
forcing them into hijacked car, one
In his shorts, later releasing them.

Included in loss, only partly cov-
ered by Insurance, were instruments
and music library of Vern Nydeg-
ger's orchestra, recently installed

electric organ and costumes of Texas
Rockettes, entertainers who had been
appearing at the club.

* Max Cohen is owner of club which,
early in the summer, had undergone
extensive remodeling and had new
heating plant installed last week.

Biy Gibson's Fing«r OK

New York, Oct. 15.

Editor, Variety:
True facts of the fracas at the Par-

amount drug store of last Saturday
(8) have been ascertained as being
the following:

The drunk, who hit the owner of

the. store, Mr. Freedman, and
knocked him through a glass show-
case, and then assaulted 60-year-old
'Doc' Boyer, caused me to remon-
strate with him. The gay boy then
made a pass at me. I slipped on a
piece of glass and fell into the
broken showcase. I did not lose a
finger as previously reported, al-

though it was, naturally, cut by the
glass.

Billy Gibson.

VAN CELLO IN HOSP.
Baltimore, Oct, 18.

Van Cello, of Van Cello and Mary,
forced to leave bill at the State here

• 0* pneumonia.
* Th" fiQspit'al 'Here.'"

t J » 4 *

FREEDOM OFJHE PRESS

Indpls. Times Crltfo Panned a Show
and the Daily Lost Ad

Indianapolis, Oct. 18.

An unfavorable' review of Phil
Spltalny's band in the Indianapolis
Times last week caused Charles
Olson, operator of the Lyric where
Spltalny is current, to withdraw his

advertising from, the daily.

James Thrasher, in the Times, had
called Spitalny's crew 'just another
girl's band,' resulting in Olson's lift

of the ads, and additional spending
in competing sheets.

ILLNESSES CURB TODR

OF 'BOYS TOWN' SHOW

Boys Town, Neb., Oct. 18.

Bad luck continues to dog the
'Boys Town* roadshow, cast with 70
boys from the Father Flanagan
home made famous by the Metro
film.

Several of the youngsters got sick

on the jaunt and had to be brought
back to the home.

AFA SUES R-B&B

CIRCUSES ON

LABOR PAQ

3 Detroit Agents Face

Indictment in Violation

Of State Kid Labor Act

Claiming that Ringling Bros.-Bar-

num & Bailey Combined Shows,

Inc., had violated a five-year agree-

ment by closing its circus and throw-

ing 1,400 men out of work, Ralph
Whitehead, secretary of the Ameri-
can Federation of Actors, filed suit

in N. Y. federal court yesterday
(Tuesday) for an injunction to stop

the Ringling outfit from turning over
its equipment to the Al G. Barnes,

Sells-Floto Circus in order to avoid
the labor agreement. Besides the in-

junction, the plaintiff seeks an ac-

counting and damages from, the

Ringling, Barnes-Sells, outfits.

Whitehead claims that the five-

year agreement- was entered -be-

tween the AFA and John R. North,

of the circus, on May 31, 1937. The
contract called for certain wage
scales, working conditions, closed

shop, etc. Last June, the complaint

charges. North cut the working staff

25% and refUsed to take the dis-

charged union men back. A strike

was declared and North moved the

circus equipment to Sarasota, the

Florida winter quarters, and closed

up the outfit. Whitehead now
charges that North has transferred

the major part of the outfit to the

Barnes and Sells show in order to

avoid living up to the original con-

tract, resulting in loss of dues and
dssessm"ents tcrtlre union through" the-

unemployment of its members.
AFA caused shuttering of the cir-

cus last spring after a very short

season. Since then AFA has har-

assed Barnes show because it ab-

sorbed some of the Ringling outfit.

Due to pinch of the circus activity,

the AFA was forced to put through

a salary cut throughout the organi-

zation recently. Circus activity, de-

void of any revenue, was eating up
funds taken in other activities.

AFA also upped the scale at Broad-

way niteries this past week with
introduction of $50 net for principals

at the International Casino, an in-

crease of $10. Chorus was raised

from $36.50 to $40. Cotton Club was
also upped $5 for principals from
$40. Paradise and Hollywood will

be hit shortly. Latter has still to

reopen. A minimum of $60 in the-

atres will also be set up, with scales

in both fields being graduating de-

pending on type of house or nitery.

However, AFA is not limiting it-

self to any set figure for the present
and will let the demand cteated by
the forthcoming New York World's
Fair regulate its scaling.

Detroit, Oct. 18.

Accused of violating provisions of

state -child labor act, three local

booking agents face warrants this

week following testimony of Farrell
E. LaTarte, 13, terper, that she
worked in more than 20 local niteries

to which she had been sent by the
bookers.
Those for whom warrants were

recommended are Harold Brown,
head of Amusement Bookinjg Co.;
Leo Curtiss, head of Curtiss Book-
ing Co., and Charles Burns, head of
Michigan Vaudeville Exchange. They
face suspension pf licenses as well
as fines. Brown was fined $25 on a
similar charge three years ago, po-
lice said.

Agents were accused late last week
by Stella McLeod, special investi-

gator for state department of labor,
after conferences among the depart-
ment, booking agents and nitery op-
erators. Terper testified she de-
ceived everybody by her apparent
maturity, but Miss McLeod said
that was no excuse because agents
are required to have entertainers'
birth certificates when there is ques-
tion of age.

State rum board is delaying action
against the niteries which hired the
juve hoofer until some labor board
cases are settled.

Chi Spot Signs

Chicago, Oct. 18,

Two hours before the new bill was
scheduled to go on, the Hi-Hat Club
signatured an agreement with the

American Federation of Actors last

Friday (14). Bill includes Bert

Wheeler. Spot was being picketed.

First instance of cafe picketing in the

present organizational campaign.

Also signed to an exclusive AFA
contract last week was the Minuet
Club.
The top Chez Paree has called off

negotiations with the AFA on an ex-

clusive contract. As a result, AFA is

putting the Chez Paree on the unfair

list and has so notified the various

agents and performers dealing with

the nitery.

BLUE, BRENDEL, DOWNEY
UNITS IN NATIONAL TOUR

Los Angeles, Oct. 18,
Cross-country tours of four stage

units have been booked by Paul
Savoy, of the Coast to Coast agency.
First unit is currently playing Den-
ver, with dates in Salt Lake City,
Kansas City, Wichita and Memphis
being lined up. El Brendel heads
the group, with .the Keene Twins,
Vick and LaMarr, Caprino Sisters,
Ralph and Virginia Caldwell and
Darryl Payne.
Second group, opening in Denver

Friday (21), is headed by Morton
Uowriey,' with FaTtK'~BacOn," "Elite

Trio, Blue Streaks and Frances Val-
ley. Opening there following week
is . the third unit, headed by Ben
Blue, with Fritz and Jean Hubert,
King Sisters, Eddie Hanley and Amil
and Leona. Harlem on Parade, all-

colored Unit No. 4, opens in Seattle
Saturday (22) with 25 people. The
Kings are not to be confused with
the same act with Horace Heidt's
band.

Split of N. Y. Booker Group Checks

Plans for National Merger of EMA;

10 Quit, Snarl Over Minimum Scale

Soft Pedaling

Philadelphia, Oct. 18.

Single juggler on a bicycle is

billed at Benny the Bum's as

'Val Setz and Company.' When
customer complained of misrep-
resentation, wanting to know
where the 'company' was, Ben-
jamin Fogelman, the operator,
replied:

'Waddaya mean. Ain't he got
a bike?'

Pin SEPIA CAFE

TO REOPEN

NOV.l

Pittsburgh, Oct. 18.

Pittsburgh's No. 1 sepia nitery,

Harlem Casino, will reopen Nov. 1

under Sam Blandi, who operated

Blandi's Inn, roadhouse spot' here,

for last two sumrhers. Casino, which

seats around 600, has been leased for

the winter from Mark Browar and

past policy, colored show and band,

will prevail.

Some doubt here for last several

weeks about Casino's reopening.

Spot has been under Lew Mercur for

two years but closed prematurely

last spring when Mercur lost his

booze license for 90 days on charge

of selling after hours. He an-

nounced, however, he would reopen

it last month but dropped plan when
he and Browar couldn't agree on
rent. At present, Mercur is asso-

ciated with his brother, Al Mercur,
in operation of highly profitable Nut
House on the outskirts.

Indpls.' 2 New Spots

Indianapolis, Oct. 18.

Two new night spots have been
opened for weekend business here.

Ruth Hawkins, former publisher of
a nitery sheet, has imshuttered
5hawboat,..._currently playing .. BJU.
Cole's orchestra, with Thelma Jones,
vocalist. Log Cabin is reopened for

Friday and Saturday nights, with
Ray Roach orchestra and Mary
Kaye, tapper.

Louie Lowe band Is back at

Athletic Club for the winter; Denny
Dutton is opening Columbia Club;
Amos Otstot stays at Starlite Ball-

room and Harold Cork is playing the
Sky Harbor week-ends.

PhiDy Musicians Union Seeks Hike

In Nabe Vaude from WB for 1

Philadelphia, Oct. 18.

Vaude increase in nabe houses is

being asked by the musicians' union
in negotiations now getting under
way with Warners for next year.

Tooters are demanding three days
of vaude in houses now using two,
and seven houses instead of five.

Understood, however, that this has
been introed by the imion more as

a bargaining point than with any
expectation that it might pass. Real
battle is 35-piece orchestra in the
Fox, Since the house is now vaude-
less, it has no use for the music
and wants to get rid of it. Union
won't consent to such a move,
threatening to pull out all bands and
picket if necessary.

Rex Ricardi, Union secretary, de-
clared that once the Fox problem is

settled, he anticipates no trouble
whatsoever in clearing up the rest of

the pact for other houses.

Weekenders for Denver
Denver, Oct. 18.

The Tabor, P subsequent-irun. Fox
house, is adding five acts of vaude

for Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
with one film. Policy for the re-

mainder of the week will remain
double bill, with no vaude.
The Denver, first run and also

a Fox house. Is using stage shows
nearly every week. Some are built

here.

Newark Par's Vaude
Paramount, Newark, resumes a

vaudfilm policy tonight (Wednesday).
Stuff Smith and Howard Woods'
bands will battle musically. Three
Chocolateers, Amanda Randolph and
Stump and Stumpy, Negro perform-
ers, augment Negro band. Eight
Jitterbugs and Bob Easton will work
with Woods' crew.
House is being booked by Al and

Belle Dow on reported straight book-
ing fee arrangement. However, re-
port is that pair are in on a per-
centage over certain figure for oper-
ator. Full week policy will prevail
Same duo will spot vaude' in the

Palace, Stamford, Conn., starting
Nov. .3^ , ,Wbiiero?in -will preem
split week policy.

On eve of lining up other key city

booker groups into a national body,
the Entertainment Managers Assn.
of New York had a split in its ranks.

Led by Bill Bobbins, ten members
have tendered their resignations.

Disagreement with older members
over the group's policy is blamed
for the rift, said to have been started

by comparatively recent members.

Those .dropping out or EMA are
Charles Rapp, George Kuttin, Al
Rocke, Fred Nevins, Tom O'Connell,

Robbins, Sid Hall, Tom Kelly, Dan
Harrington and Carl Freidburg. Re-
ported they will attempt to form
their own organization. Original
group is applying for corporation
papers in New York State as the
Entertainment Managers Assn. to

protect the name that's been used by
the group for 15 years. At present,

it's incorporated in New Jersey.

Dissenters discredit proposed mini-
mums offered the American Federa-
tion of Actors for union acts work-
ing club dates. They have been at

odds with administration since it

started campaigning to eliminate

many agent evils -and to become
affiliated with unions and other out-

side bodies in its drive to achieve
that goal. EMA, on the other hand,
is not especially opposed to exit of

recent joiners, who have been a
thorn in its side.

EMA in. N. Y. states it has the
support of. N. Y. License Commis-
sioner Paul Moss for its revised
Breitbart-Quinn bill which would
place theatricals under an entirely

separate agency law, to be segre-
gated from rest of commercial and
industrial agency measures slated for
presentation in Albany next Janu-
ary. Moss was at first going to pre-
sent his own bill but is said to have
backed that of agents and managers
who attended his last conference.
Moss will concern himself .with com-
mercial and industrial groups only.

Bill to be presented by the EMA
will for the first time define the
three types of percenters, agents,
artist representatives and -Entertain-
ment bureaus. There have been so
many guises assumed by dodging
agents that a permanent classifica-

tion of each is an aim of EMA.
Group is also attempting to enlist

artist bureaus of N, Y. radio stations.

Nat Abramson, bureau head of WOR,
is heading the radio drive.-

Me Beaumonrs _

Jump from Windor,

Grieved Over Sister

Grieving over the death of her sis-
ter Rose; Some months ago, Nellie
Beaumont fell or jumped from the
window of their home at Georges
Mills, N. H„ and although both
ankles were fractured it was neces-
sary to place her in a straight jacket
at the State Hospital, Concord,
where she w.as removed," The Beau-
mont Sisters were inseparable on
and off the stage, but although am-
ply provided for, the stricken actress
was melancholy ever, since the be-
reavement.
Rose Beaumont was formerly wed

to Billy B. Van and in private life

was Mrs. Phillips, having been the
widow of a wealthy Boston citizen.
Estate at Georges Mills was consid-
erably damaged by last month's hur-
ricane. Her son, Charles Gray, is

well known In Broadway box office

circles.

Billy B. Van, who left the stage
to form Pine Tree Products Co,,
makers of BiUy B. Van's Pine Tree
Soap, has seveired relations with that
company, and has launched a new
venture as Billy B. Van, the Candy
Man. Will operate from his home
city, Newport, N. F.

Grace-Scotty, ofNBC,
Form Scotch Vaude Unit
Grace and Scotty, NBC duet, have

formed an all-Scotch unit, with a
Scotch swing band which they will
break in at the RKO theatre. White
Plains, N. Y,, Friday (21), in a one-
night stand.
Being set to tour other RKO one

and / two «• ni^tesis ffor^ additional
smoothing.
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Vslrietv Bills
NEXT WEEK (Oct. 24)

THIS WEEK (Oct. 17)

Numerals in connection with bills below tndicut* opening day of
show, whether full or split week

Loew

NK»V YORK CITX
Stnte (20)

Helen BeynoUls Co
.T & J McKenna
Sohnlckelfrltz Ore
Benny Baker
Sallcl Puppets-

BAI.TmOKK
Century (20)

Smni'ties
I^arry Collins

KVANSVIM.B
Mnjetitic (20.22)

Talk of Town Rev
KICHMOND
lK)6w (21)

Major Bowes ("o

WASHINOTON
Cnpltol (21)

Chester Halo Cils

Kldoodlers
3 Swifts
Marj'rle GaJnswoi in

Prltchard & l-ioi-d

Mfty, .Tack «& Buddy
Villi Dock
B tTnndey'a Circus

JilVEKl'OOI..
jSUnkeHpeare

Gautlei-'B Doi;s

Stanley King:

Lewis Rollins: St'nes

Edttli Walllngton
Nora Williams
Koblii Klchmond

Cabaret BiHs

Paramount

NKW YOWK CITY
PMramaant (20)

Tommy Dorsey Ore
Connie Boswell
Gil. Lamb
Titan 2

CHICAGO
Chloaso (21)

Orrln Tucker Ore

Harris & Shore
Paul Sydell & S

NEW YORE CITY
ArinnndA'A

.Tii»my Vincent Ore
Reed Lawton
Kchel Snyers

BILLY ROSE'S
CASA MANAl^A, NEW YORK

NOW

PAUL GERRITS
VIA

MARK 4^ LEDDY

CHICAGO
Palace (21)

Cheater Hale Gls
Ross Wyse Jr Co
Sybil Bowan

.

Gaston Palmer
CLEVELAND
P:tlac« <14)

ConUlin & Thomas
Fi-azce Sis
IVayne Morris
Johnny Davis
Billy Baer Ore
Slate Bros

COLVMBCS
Palace (21)

Ozzle Nelson Oro-
Harriet Hilllard
Johnny "Woods

Pansy the Horse
Eunice Healy
MINNEAPOLIS
OrphQum (14)

Jimmy Dorsay Oro
Andrews Sis

ST. PAUL
Orpheum (14)

Gene Krupa Ore.
SAN FRANCISCO
Golden Gate (21)
Gypsy Rose Lee
SCHENECTADY
Proctors (20-22)

Ina Ray Hutton Or
Wlnsted 3
Rex Weber
Gertrufle Briefer
Clilt Crane

Diana Reed
Alpha Arlyna
3 Maniacs
Joe Land

NEW YORK CI'TY

.S:nina (21)

Horace Hiedt Oro
BROOKLYN .

Strand (21)

N T G Rev
(14)

Toy & Wing
Cas? Daley
C Ray Smith
Howard Si Shelton
Mr(ieie'~FeiioAvs
Bill Bailey
PHILADELPHIA

Earle (21)

Fred Bartholomew
Bellett & Ener Bros
Nancy Healy
James Evans
Herby Kay Oro

(14)
Ted Lewis Oro

PITTSBirRGH
Stanley (21)

Ted Lewis. Ore
(14)

Chick Wehh Ore
BUa Fitzgerald
Chuck & Chuckles
Lindy Hoppers

BEADING
Astor 121-S2)

Frank DalJeyOra
Yojrk

Strand (21-22)
Rlinars-
WASHINGTON
Earle (21)

8 Juggling Jewels
Gae Foster Gls
6 Continentals
Stroud 2
Reynolds & White

(14)
Jan Garber Ore
Lorraine & Rognan
Sergei Flash

Independent

INDIANAPOLIS
Lyric (21)

Pepper Martin Co
Milt Douglas

12 Aristocrats
Gilbert Bros
Carlton Emmy Co

(14)
Phil Spltalny Oro

Week of October 17
Dominion

Itn\vlc7, & Landauer
4 Phillips

CAMOEN TOWN
(iaumont

Trolsc Mandoliera
CLAPHAAI
(ironada

Bel Muchachoa
KA§T HAM
Granndn'

Bobby Howell Bd
Donovan & Hayes

Pf^mlcr
N Arnaut & Bros
Neumann, W & Y
Rome & Leonard

GRKSBIN^VICU
o Granada
Bobby Howell Bd
onovan & Hayes

HA^IAIERSMITH
Palace

Terry's Juves
ISLINGTON
Blue Hall

Velda & Venn,
Hepburn Bros
SHEPH'RDS BUSH

Pavilion
Terry's Juves

STRATFORD
Broadway

N Arnaut (k Bros
Neumann, W & Y
Rome & Leoniird

TOOTING
Grnnnda

Bel Muc-hnchos
WELLING
Grnnndu

Rico Gyp.<<leR
WOOLWICH
Granada

Roeo'8 Gypsies

Provincial

Week of October 17
ABERDEEN

Tlvoll
Levis' DlBcovevlea
Kemble Kean
Adrlen 8c Audre*
3 Knaves
Les Hall
Tracy Sc DIxoy

J>tTNDBI<:
Kalace-

Jack Rndcllfta
vent McLean
Harold Dayne

Sherman Fisher Gls
Neller & Clare
Pratova & Jules
Norman & Curnot
4 Smith Bros

GLASGOW
Pavilion

Donald Stilart
MoJia" Warwick '4

Leslie- Strang» '

Selma 3
,

Bhnljo'
'

Jay & Cutlen

Areola Inn
(AtcolR. N. J.)

Jerry Carr Ore
Chiquita VenezI
Ruth Warren
Kay Blalre
George Scottl
Walter Cole

Barney Gallant's

Shirley Mayo
Carter & Bowie

Bill. Bertolottl's

Angelo'^ Rh'mba Bd
nils Dion
Eleanor Ethertdge
Velyne Hague
Roberta Kent

Bill's Gay OO's

Charles Touchetts
John Panter
John Ellot
Don Cortez
Jim Phillips
Mary Roberta
Harold Willard
ArthurBehan
Harry Donnelly
Spike Harrison
Bernle Grauer
Boulevard TaverA
(Elmliurst, L. I.)

C'ntinental ThrllTra
Aubrey Noonan
Mildred Roselle
June Boyd
Mac Arthurs
Dorothy Wenzel
Cameron Crosby
Jan Fredrlcs Oro

Cafe Lnynle
Penn Wayne Oro

Casa Mannna
Vincent Lopez Oro
Jay Freeman Or<i
Lanny Ross
.Sheila Barrett
George Glvot
Frances Faye
Paul Gerritts
Frank LIbuse
Blltmorettea
Betty Hutton
Mary Low
Lester Allen
Ann Pennington
Yvette Rugel
Joe Howard
Harry Carroll
Irving Conn

Casino Cubano
Don Alfredo Ore
Consuelo Moreno
Ramon Sc Luclnda
Central Park Casino
Pancho Ore
Dezi Arnez Ore
Ramon _& Rentta_

Club Casanova
Dave Apollon Oro
Mtii Monti
Dario & Diane
Wences

' Horatio Zito Oro
Club 18

! Jack White
Jerry Blanchard
Doc Lee
Shad Mitchell'
Pat Harrington
Frankle Hyers
Willie Grogan
Leila Gaynes
Beale St Boys
G Andrews Oro

Club Gauoho
DImltri & .Vlrgll
Neltalla Kbrdova
Trini Plaza
Cella Villa
Don Miguel Oro

Club Yumurl
Don Mario Ore
Fantasia Nova Oro
Nena Montes
Los Marines
3 Aztecas
Cortez & Ma Ida
Tia Mllon<|ulta

Coruo
.Sam Robblns Ore
Krnest Kramer Oro
Rhods Chase
Ann Hudson
N'athano Bros
Ue Rondo Sc Barry

Cotton Club
Cab Calloway Ore
Nicholas Bros
Berry Bros
AV C Handy
DandrUlge Sis
Sister Tim roe
Mae Johnson
TUnmlp & Freddy
June Richmond
JIffsnw Jackson
Vodery Choir

EI Clilco

Don Alberto Ore
Joylt & Maravllla
Dorlta & Valero
Francisco Ramos

El Morocco
Ernie Hoist Oro

El Rio
lYugo Marlanl Ore
Gus Martel Ore
I'eggy Feai'fi
Baron & Bltiir

Famous Door
Count Basie Oro
Alary Burton
James Rushing
Greenwich VlllaKO

Casino

RsUf O'Hara Oro
Ijalrry MacMahpn
Jimmy & Nora Bell

Havana-Madrid
Nano Rodrlgo Oro
Juanito Sanabria Or
Carlos & Carlto
Pancho & Dolores
Felipe de Florea
Sarlta Herrera
Rosita Ortega

Hickory Houso
Jos Marsala Oro
Hotel Ambassador
Dick Gasparre Ore
Vincent Bagale Ore
Renee de Janette
Albins

Hotel Astor
N Brandwynne Ore
H'tel Belinont-PIaBa
Val Olman Ore
Nan Wynn
Ray Hunt
Diosa Costello

Hotel Blltmore
Frank Novak Oro
Hal Hutchison
Crawford & Caskey
Fashlonettes
Emily Stephenson
Claire Sherman
Joan Whitney
Orlo Thomas
Lowell Pontee
Virginia Stanford
Hotel Commodoro
Sammy Kaye Ore

Hotel Edison
Lea Brown Oro
Miriam Shaw
Johnny Johnson
Hotel Essex House

Sliyrettos S
Grace & Nlkke
Marlon Manntnr
MurlA Serban

Ivan Frank
Ruth Elrotli

'

Sonny Tucker
Ivun Frank

JImiuy Kelly's

Joe CapoUo Ore
Gladys Fnye
Mary Lane
Monininrtre Boya
.lohn Rockwood
Vaufhn Comfort
Danny Hlgglns
Iru Yarnoll
Sid Ifawklna
Tanya
Ciutor * Schaub
l^ee Uesllo

I
(Uoria Marsh

I
P«'H:gy de la Planto
Lynn & Deering
ln;^ii Borg

' .Miugaiot Grey
Kit Kat Club

J liunceford Oro
I.M Conga

Rauton RamoS Ore
Osciir (le la Rosa Or
Tommy Goodwin

Larae
JCddle Davis Oro
JoHeph Smith Ore
Gra^lella Parraga

I I.e Coq Rouge
Geo .Sferney Ore
TIsHlale 3

I.e Mirage
RAy Scott Quintet
Htirvy Horton Ore
Katherlne Mayfleld
Hazpl Scott
Llowellyn Morse
Le Ruban Bl«n

Eleanor Sheridan
Elsie Houston
.Morgane

i^nn A Eddle'a

Eddie Davla
Lou Martin Oro
Ford Crane
'ferry' Walker
Carlyle Sis
Lura Bennett
Midgie
Renee
Carmen
Iris Adrian
Wftlly Wanger <

Meyer's CeUav
(Hobok«n)

. „ J.:.. „ Marget
Gl'ilya Gooddings Or Marina & Norlna

Plaatatloa Olab
Skeata ToIIIver Ore
Baby Scruggs
Ha«el Calloway
Jim Harris

Paradise
Rusa Morgan Oro
Delia Carroll
Harry Jackson
Noll & Noland
Frank Paris
Gloria Day
Gloria Whitney
Mexican S

Pepper Pot
Joe D*Andrea Oro
Harold Aloma Oro
Irla llay
Boyd Heathen
Aloha Shaw

Queen Mary
Jos Ellis Ore
Katherlne Tate
Corlles & Palmer
I^'lorence Herbert
Ann White

Rainbow Grill

Paul Kaln Ore
Marlynn & Mlcliasl
' Rainbow Room
Ai Dona Hue Oro
Eddie LeBaron Oro
Paula Kelly
Ruth Nlgey
Alec Templeton
B Talbot-Martin

Round Room
Paul Humphrey
Margo
Gene Conte
Marie Renard
Jack Hulup
Madeleine de Sator
Lou Williams

Russian Kretcbma
Volodla Katov Oro
Nastln Poliakova
Simeon Saksonsky
Simeon KaravaeB
Marusia Sava
Oaria BIrse
Michel Mlchon
Mlscha Osdonoff
Klavdia Kapelova
Sergei Ignatenko

Stork Civb
Sonny Kendis Oro
Jose Lopea Ore

Toltay Mnsyar
Frank Douglas Ore
Ilona de Thury
Johnny Carter

,1 Miixl & Mai'y
! J'eggy Povard
I

Harold Blaine

Midnight Sun
I Jack Melvin Oro
[ Diane Raye
Carol Bruce
Letty Kemble
I-ya I/ane
Marguerite Adams

Mon Paris

Charlie Murray Ore
Virginia Uppercu

Rlch'd Himber Orc |
^'i"*^' ^^«>^ewela B'ya

MiVnte Carlo

Senorita Nina
IjoIs Leeds
Ja<'k Rosello
Maya's Congans
Hlerre Beaucaira
Mildred & Maurice
.lulian Altman
Gn!>ton

I'luce Elegante
Bn'r Farrell
Benn Kauf
Tommy Mills

; Joe. White
Wally Shulan

- Leo Lazaro Ore

Dell Sc Hamory
Hotel Gov. Clinton

Eddy Mayehoft Oro
Betty Gala

Hotel Lincoln
Tito's Swlngtette

Hotel MoAipin
J Mesanar Oro
Gonzales Sc Menen
Jeanne D'Arcy
Hotel Mew Yorker
Tommy Dorsey Ore
Emery I>euteh Ore
Edythe Wright
Jack Leonard
3 Esquires
Maurice & Cordoba
Roelnl '

'

Hotel Park Central
Jerry Blaine Oro
Sklppy Burton
Randy Brooka
Garland & Maria
-Hotel JEennsylvania
Kay Kyser Ore
Hotel Piccadilly

Adrian RolUnl 3
Hotel Pierre

Harold Nagal Oro
Hotel Plaza

Eddy Duohln Oro
Don de Vodl Ore
P & O Eartman
Sally Clark
Hotel I^lts-Carlton

Bmil -Coleman Ore
Happy Relss

Hotel Boosevelt
Roger Pryor Ore
Lane Truesdale
Hotel Savoy-Plaza
Bmlla Petti Oro
Dwlg:ht Fiske

Hotel Sherry-
Netherland

Teharkovsky Ore
Geo Seherben
Hotel St. Merits

Basil Fomeen Oro
Yvonne Bouvler
Theod'ra & Denesha
Hotel St. Regis
(Iridium Room)

Charles Baum Ore
(Maisonette Busse)
Mathey Oro
Billy Hicks Oro
Eva Ortega
Boris Belostotskl

Hotel Taft
Enoch Light Oro
Peggy Hann
George Hlnes
Light Brigade
Hotel Waldorf-

Astoria

Geo Olaen Ore
Mlscha Borr Oro
Crane 2
Aarons & Glancz
Frakson

Hotel Warwick
Gerry Morton Ore
Elinor Sheridan
Dell O'Dell

Hungaria
Gene Kardos Ore
Bela Vlllanyl Oro
Victoria Rane
Peggy Ware
Walton & Joanne
Dr L Barsony
Lillian Dawson
Zlga Bela '

Leon ICramer
International Casino
Larty Clinton Ore
Vincent Travers Ore
Val Ernie Or6
Eileen O'Connor
Tito A Valdez
Eddla Rio & Bros
Bood A Bood

VersaUles

M Bergere Oro
Panehito Ore
D'Avalos Dancers
Yacht Club Boya

Village Barn
Mitchell Ayfes Oro
Laura Dean
Zeb Carver Co

Whlrllnc Top
Geo Morris Ore
Russell Dracken
Irene Stanley
Trent Patterson
Ramon RIngo
Stephen Harris

Wivel
Charley Bowman Or
Boh .Lee
Amelia Gilmora
Deane Dickens
Marion Carrol
Connie Joyce
Al Small .

Yaclit Club
Bob'by Parks Ore
Fats Waller
Lee Wiley
Mildred Penton

LOS ANGELES
liall

Charlie I^awrence
Bruz Fletcher

Beverly WilBhlre

Lou Sallee Ore
lllltinoro

Bob Hall
Rlla & Rubins
3 Konrlialanles
Annabeile
Tommy Trent
Shep Fields Oro

Cafe Callente

Elcnita
Diana
T..e«

i liUX Dasquez
Junn Navarro
Eddie Aguliar Ore

Cafe Da Paree
Geo Bookesta Oro,

<!H(e La Maze
VI Bradley
Park Avenue Boya

Clover Club
Kings Jesters

C««'oanut Grove
Lois Whiteman
Harry Barrls
Wdiia Sedgwick
AVayne King Oro

It Cafe
Joe Moshay
Bob Searlcs
Bill Roberts Oro
.lerry's Mandalay

l''rankle Gallagher
Oliver Albert!
.llmmy Kerr Oro

La Conga
Marry Rosenthal
li Ournndo R'ba Bd
norolhy Dare
Ted DnwHon

LUlle Club

i
.lime Jones

\
Tiny Ntcrldlth
('has Thorpe

I

Omar's Dome
I Ray Bradford Oro
I T(>rry Green
llornlce Lynn

F.ddy & Tours
Dorothy Roberts
Walter Wade
Elmer

Palomar
Emil Sc Evelyn
•4 H'wood-Co-Eds--
Elmo Tanner
Red Ingle *

Parker & GIbbs
Country Washburn
Joe Mote
Laura Lee
Perry Como
Ted Weems Ore

Paris Inn

Paul Winchell A T
Carolina Dyne
Marguerite & M
Dominie Columbo
Thora Matthison
Ken Henryson
The Gregorys
Henry Monet
Chuck Henry Ore

P Selznick's Club
Nanlta Terras
Jan Rublnl
Rose Murpby
Evelyn Farney
Max FIdler Oro
Billy Lankin

Seven Seas
Danny ICawanna
Bob Matthews
Kay Kanaal

Somerset House
Hal Chancellor
Noel Nell
Dorothy EUers
Marjorie Dee
Harry RIngland

Topsy'B
3 Debutantes
Nick Cochrane
Muzzy Margelllno
Ted Flo Rlto Ore

Trocadero
Ice Carnival
Joaa's Cuban Bd
Bob Grant Ore
V Hugo Restaurant
Griff Williams Ore
Charlie Vaughn

CHICAGO
BiMmarrk Hotel
(Wulnut Room)

Ai'Ipne O'Day
litMly Grey
B Cummings Ore
Mnilftline Stratford
Rulh Pryor

Illackhawk
Bob Crosby Oro
Afarlap JMann
.1l«n Si J Byrnes
l.oma Cooper
.lai-k G^ulka Oro
Maclovid Ruiz

Blondies
Dolores Green
Billy Kemp
Fritzle Bey
Edna Leonard

Pam Adair
Eleanor Johnson
Hazel Talbot
Roslla

lue Goose
Ralph Hovey
Frances Roiua
Jane Imes
Harry Singer Oro

Br«v«iort Hotel
(Crystal Room)

n'oranea Schubert
Charles Baldwin
Grace ICatrol
Norma Ballard

Broadihont
Hank Simons
Virginia Dovell
Rusty Ward

Botty Wren
Billle Far^o
Helen Durfee
Herble Budolpli Ore

Caravan
Eddla Gorman
Kocka Romano
Toddy O'Qrady
Don Morgan
Dot & Jerry
Edna Leonard
Carl Scholtz Oro

Ches Pares
Aba Lyman Oro
Harry Richmnn
3 Oxford Boys
Dolly Ardcik
6 Jitterbugs
Rose. Bluiie
Don Orlando Oro
Evans Adorablas

Club Al
Steen Bright
Hob Riley
Suzanne
Jean Lane
Susanne Keasler
Oliver Harris Oro
Flo i'blus

Club Alabam
Harriet Norrls
Jane LaVono
D'r'thy D'Houghton
Sadie Moore
4 AmbassuOors
Phyllis Brooks
Marjorie King
Effla Burton
Bernia Adler
Dave Unells Ore
Chalk Robinson Oro
Eddla Roth Oro

Club SpaniNb
Hal Barber
Mllllcent DeWUt
(.'ooper A Madras
Dorothy Dawn
Loretta DeBoar
Ralston Ens
Joa NIttI Oro

Colony Club
IJllIan Carmen
Hlldegard
.Tose Manxanares Or
Hugo dePauls Oro

CulORimos
B A F Gilbert
Zang Sc Todd
Helen Holmes
Blllle Machell
Jackson. Reeves A S
Olga Dane
Fritzle Lura
Banflelds
Bobby D.mders
Bob Hyatt
Fronaph Gla
Hollywood 6
Henri Gendron Oro

Club Dellsa

Evelyn White
Eloise Williams
Bristle & Gay
John Oscar
Rhythm Wlllla
Bunny
Ross & Butler
Sam Theard
Charles Isom
Partello Gls
Red Saunders Grc

Drake Hotel
(Gold Coast Room)
Hal Kemp Oro
Judy Starr
Bob Allen
Saxie Dowell
Harry WlUford
Mickey Bloom
Jack LeMatre
Eddla Kusby

Dutch's
Ralph Cook Rev
Rlttman Dancers
Roberta
Peggy Moors
Helen Dove
Mort Lund Oro
Edgewnter Beaob

Hot4tI
(Marine Room)

Lelghton Noble Ore
Edith Caldwell
Chick Floyd
KiirleL.fijeX-

I
Harriet Smith Gls
Evelyn Pclser

Kl Dumpo
Prank Donia
Joan Clark
Avis Miller
Geraldine (irey
Dolly Dolllne
El Dumpo Gls
Vie Canova Oro

Famous Door
•Tlmmy Kennedy
Shirley Grey
Esther Whlttlngton
Jimmy Dunn
Al Robinson Ore

4th Club
Homer Roberts
Olga Anton
Annette Blwood
Joan Costello
Kitty Frances
Shorty Ball Oro

Franke's Cn.iino

Jue Fong
Harvey & Haxton
Bettj» Bennett
Dick Hardin
Honey Lee
Dol Marcclli
Evelyn Waters
Jerry Hunter
Buddy Kirbie
Rocke Ellsworth
Bob TInaley Oro

Gay DOS

Madeline Giddlngs
Ruth Thomas
l;ew King
Colleen
lone O'Donnpll
Jack Connors
Dot Keltli Gls
B Danders Jr Ore

Gn.v Puree
Wellington
Kve Yvonne
Mickey Dunne
Virg O'Brien
Miss Ellis
Bernire Bodel
Bob Riley Ore

Grand Terrace
Sonny Sc Soniiy
Dusty Fletcher
Howell Sc Coles
Sallle Gooding
Dot SouUers
Connie Harris
Leonard Reed Gls
Earl HIncs Ore
Graemere Hotel
(Glass House Rm)
Don Pedro Oro
Ted A Mary Taft
Harry's N Y Cab'ret
Bill Anson
Mildred Rock
Natasha
Sally O'Day
Marula Wayne

JOan Mode
Frances Wilier
Art Buckley.
AI Wagner
Blllla Myers
Lee Berllng
Dorothy Johnson
Muriel Love
Rankia Gla
Charles Engel Ore

Hickory Inn
Casa Royalo Oro
Fred Casey
Tarry O'TooIa

III Hat
Bert. Wheeler
Frank Todd
Francos Maloy
June Glory
Pal-Mar Gls.
Sid Lang Oro

Hippodrome
Flo Whitman Rev
Jerry Marks Ora
Slierone
Nyra Lou
Dee Adrian
Muriel Joseph
Genevieve 'X'al

Ivanlioe

Helen Sutnnars
Helen Irwin
4 Hawailans
Earl Hoffman Ore

L'Ali^lon

Mary W Kilpatrlofc
George Bay Bd
Ennio Bologninl Or

Hotel Ln Salle
(Bine f>ont Room)
Richard Scbrelber
BlUmora Boys
Dixie Frances

Liberty Ina
Stanley Mack
Mickey Sheridan
Thelma White
Dorothy HIgglnb
MilUa Erdman
Earl WUey Oro

LImehouse
Annette
Pam Winters
Charley del Rio
Barney Richards Or

McLaushlins
Dick Gale

.

Marie Peters
Louise' Seymour
Nadja
Milo Miles
Sammy Barry
Jules N'ovlt Oro

Melody Mill

Jack Russel Oro
Miami Club

Bexa White
Billy Meagher
Lois Lorraine
Cookie Sydell
Johnny Parkers Or

Millstone

Anna Howard
Jane Wagner
Pat Pardise
Patsy Mack
4 MonteCorte Sis
Roy Swift Ore

Minoet Club
Minuet Gla
Joe Rio
Joy Kallse
Patricia Bloor
Rita DeVoro
Harry Fisher Oro

Morrison Hotel
(Boston Oyster

'

House)
Manfred Qotthelt

Nameless Cafe
Joan LaMaa
Ona Mae
Ed Leon
Evelyn Waters
RaMundi's °Ora'
Helen Samms
Maa di Fill

Old Heldelbers
Old Heidelberg Co
Herr Louie Ore
Geo Ounther Oro

Palmer- House-
(Empire Room)

Guy Lombnrdo Ore
Tommy Martin
Holland Sc liart
J & M Mulcay
Abbott Dancers
Dolly Thon
Phil Dooley Oro

Parody Club
Freddie Abbott
Marlta Ryan
Honey Lee
Sara Thebold
M'aria Thomas
Freddie Janls Oro

Rose Bowl
Paulette LaPlerre
Gloria Panlco
Tom Ferris

Royale Frolics

Bee Kalmus
Radio Ramblers
Eddla While
LeBarron S
Spencer & Foreman
Jack HlUiard
Frolics Ens
Mark Fisher Ore
Sherman Hotel
(College Inn)

Buddy Rogers Ore
Dick Kissinger
Bub Hanon
p:ilzabeth Ktlton
Joe Murphy
Dezzo Better
Polly Day
5 Marines
Don & A LeMalre
Boots McKenna Gls

Dome
Tony Marks
Spinsters
Maria Sari

Silver Cloud
Eleanor Leonard
Billy Ferber
Honore Sc Gladlss
Betty Bennett
Dixon Bros
Mae Dee
Marian Boyd
Hazel Zalus
Nord Richardson
3 Tops
Johnny McFall Ore

Silver trrollca

Continental 4
Ealalne Rabey
Roma Noble '

Fay Wallace
Art Freeman

006 Club
BUly Corr
Renea Villon
Marg Faber Ola
Jessie Rosella
Vilma Joszy
Ruby Bennett
Ethel Brown
B A L Cook

CoUetta
Peaches Tltrange
I>oliy Sterling
Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli 3

SIcy Rocket
Marjorie Whitney
Dictators
Mathews,A Shaw
4 Kings
B Tanks Socialites

Stevens Hotel
(Continental Room)
Don Julian A M
Lois Harper
Louanna Hogan
Jackie Heller Ore

Stoclcade lAn
Charles Chaivey

Subway
Timipy Meyers
Franoea Sills
Opal Adair
Eileen Evans
Bozo
ICatherlne Camiib'll
Ozzia Jackson Oro

Susl-Q
Dick Buckley
Molly Manner
Betty Harris
Ann Hein
Ginger Wood
Edith Iprlnclpla
Verne Wilson Oro

S^vinglnnd
Joa Johnson
Mae Digge
Alma Smith
B Rhythm Pals
Fats Patterson
Ted Smith
Billy A Charles

Jlmmta Noone Oro
Thonapkon's 1« dab
Ray Reynolds
Jean Sc Jack
Nate Churney
Dot Keith Gls
Joan Dawn
Frisco's Oro

Three Deuces
Art Tatum
Baby Dodda
Freddie Reed
Lonnle Johnson

Tower Inn
Buddy Lake
Florie Manners
White Sis
Inez Qonen
Helen LaMnrr
Alice Tanner
Rhythm Gls
Kurtls Marionettes
Jerry Lynn
George Arnold
Frank Davis Ore

Trocadero
Gloria Romano
Adella St Clair
Terry Circle
Roy Ranklii Oro

Villa ModeDio
Tony Cabot Ore

Yacht. Club
Gareth McGralh Ot
Mona Leslie
Jackie Fields
Ruth Denning
Alfredo & Dolores
Yacht Club Gls

?ag
Sunny Boucha
Helen Dove
Veronica McKay
Larry Lux Ore

BOSTON
Brown Derby

Dick Stutz Ore
Blllie & B Uurnell
Virginia Stuart
Chandler 3.

Lucille Doran
Ola (8)

Club Mnyfalr
Lewis Bonlck Ore
Cross A Dunn
Gls (8)
Renee DeJarnatta
Lois & Jean

Cocoanut Grove
Freddie Craig Jr
Jacques Renard Or
Allen A Kent
Arlene Wallace
Hylton Sis (3)
Robberts & White
Margo
Leary A Lee
D Parrish

Congo
Eddie Deas Ore
Underwood & U
Hazel Diaz
Elln Johnson
Barnes A B
Crawford House

Ray Phillips Oro
John Steele
Anne Rlc'hards

Hamilburg s

Don Humbert Oro
Ginger Gordon

Hotbrau
(Lawrence)

Jackie Duggan
Hon ItO}' Doo

Joe Marot Ore
Hotel Essex

Duane Marshall Or
BUly Ivelly

Hotel 'Imperial
Cliff Jarvis Ore

Hotel Statler
(Terrace Room)

Clyde Lucas Ore
Lyn Luoas
Johnny Voogdt

(Lounge Bar)
Alfredo Seville
Musical Rogues
Hotel WestmhiNter

(Blue Room)
JCaci-JRhode. Qcc . .

.

Knotty PIna Room
(Hotel Woodcock)
Freddy Green Oro
Merry-Go-Round

(Copley PI'ca H'tel)
Jimmy Avalone Oro
Old Fashioned Caf«
Virginia Kennedy
New Amor. Hotel

(Lotveil)
Lou Clarke . Ore

Ort's

Don Humbert Ore
Charley Shea
Grace Coharia
Ellis Mills
June Klrkland
Polly Allen
Al Shack
BUly Stone
Sadie Perry
Paradise Kestanranv,

(Lawrence)
Freddie' Coombs Or

Penthonse
(Bradford Hotel)

Frank Ward Oro
ICen A Roy Paga
Deauvllia Bros
Barbara Lynn
Gls (8)

Royal Palms
Margie Dorello
Bessie Profllt
Jimmy Kenny
Johnny Dixon
Rttz Carlton Hotel
Bunny Berigan Ora

Seville
Don Rico Ore
Sheraton Room

(Copley Fl'za U'tei|
Walter Miller Ore

Southland
Jim Lunceford
PrlncesB'Orelia
Pete Co
Engagi

'

Jimmy Skelton
3 Phantoms
Gla (8)

Steuben's
(Vienna R4Hm))

Jack Fisher Ore
Towne Club

George Harris Ora
Trocadero

Al-BttorJs ,Oi;9..

Oro

MILWATJKEE
Bert Phillip's

Pep Babler Ore
Ethel Seldel

Billy Knuck'a
Donna LuPae
Louis Streeler

Blue Moon
D Davidson Ore
Irene Burke
Shuttae Sc Kent
Virginia Bosen
Jay Jayson
Gale Parker

Cardinal Club
Bud Vlonl Ore

Chateau Club
John Post
Andrlnl Bros
Bert Gilbert
Curly Fate
Peggy Moora
Saxon Sis

Clover Club
Weber Ore
Helen Rita
Ruth Phillips
Ellen Hookas
Lynn Barclay
Mitzl Raye
Evelyn White

Club Madrid
Stan Jacobsen Ore
Bernle & Yovnnna
Roberta Roberts
Betty Adler
Marie Marsh
Rose Stetfen
Frances Allls 8

Club Terrls
.Tack Teeter Ore
Phil Kestin
BUUe Herbert

Congo Club
Bob Freeman
Mary Reed
Jelt Tljomas
Leonn-d Gay Ore

Cornles Ship
Red Billings Oro
Ray Block Ore
Gene Emerald
Ralph Lewis
Devines Eagles

Red Roberts Ore
Al Buettner Ore
Wally Miller Ore
Reggie Chllds Ore
Gloria Gale .

Jimmy De Pnlma
Howard Gelger
Hotel Seliroeder
(Empire Room)

Eddie Varzos Ore
Tung Ping Soo
.Tane Wilard
Jose Bethencourt
Ruth Martin
Luclo Garcia
6 Gold Coasters
Ruth A B Ambrose

Karl Rntscirs
Sepple Boch Ore
Helene Sturn

I^arsen's
Ray Meadows Oro

Llndy's
Rick Sc Snyder

Log Cabin
Carl Bergman Ore

Miami Club
NIok Lucas
Ray Wenell
Jane Buhey
Ford & Barnes
Ellen Kaye
Skippy Reel
Rita Devera
Peggy Geary
Johnny Davis Ore

Milwaukeun
Helen Kaye
Dorothy HamlUoa

Oasis
Marty Gray Ore
Snooks Hartman

Old Heldelberir
Herman Rehfedt Or

Open Door
TInney Llveng'd Or
Packard Ballroom
Al Cavalier Ore
Paradise Gardens
Anthony Dorla Oro

Paris
Ben Boe Ore
Jimmy James Ore

Rendezvous
Katherlne Kaya
Ruth Gar.v
Eleanor Sulherlau
Melen James
Vera Robsel

Reno
Rudy Sager Ore
Harry Rayburti

Sohwartz
B Cummins Ore
Earl Cagnle Ore
H Henderson Ore
Joe Vogt Ore
Claude Parminter

Stata Gardens
Dorrlne .

Alma Williams
Tommy Reynolds

Tic Top Tap
Jackson & Clifford
Sally Joyce
Florence Barlow
Herseys
Town and Country

Club
Tiaureen Nevella
Cliff Burmek
Wlrth's FuturiNtio

Steve SwedlHli Ore
Bin Schweitzer Ore
Jack Fexer
l<''ord Sc Barnes
Maureen Rosay
Jackie Rogan
.Tana Rubey
Rogan A Mann-
Wisconsin Root

Nlc HirpefOro '

Loralne Da Wood
Lou Breese Ore
Martha Perry
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BROUN BLASTS BLASTERS
'HamletV Qosing Notice Over Crew

Impasse; Britiskrs Win Strong Press

Notice, of closing lull length 'Ham-

let' with Maurice Evans at the St.

James, N. Y., was posted before the

premiere last Wednesday (12) as the

result of a dispute between the man-

agement and stage hands. Presen-

tation was greeted with rave notices

by eight out of nine Manhattan

critics, the press reception being a

'surprise to Broadway. Second night

business was substantial but theatre

parties for two other ^Performances

do not clearly indicate the show's

commercial chances as yet.

Union sought to have 'Hamlet'

rated as two performances, this

claim coming from, deckhands and
clearers whose wage is $56 but who
sought $112 weekly. Boris Said^

yfho operates the theatre, and is co-

producer with Evans in the Shakes-
pearean revival, vigorously objected

and posted the notice. Understood
that local No. 1, the crew's union,

.was adjusting the squabble and fa-

vored the contentions of the man-
ager. Eddie Bowling, who was in

with Said on' Evans' 'King Richard'
click, is not interested in 'Hamlet.'

Performances for the full length
*Hamlet' begin at 6:30 and finale

around 11:15, but there are two per-
formances of the more familiar con-
densed version, so that the play is

given seven times weekly. Said
claimed that the crew should not be
entitled to more than an extra two

(Continued on page 52)

Wmf PIC

PRICE SET AT

'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,' the Rob-
•rtE.-Sherwood-play-which- started
the Playwrights schedule at the Ply-
mouth Saturday (15), was immedi-
ately tabbed as a valuable picture
possibility. At an affair following
the premiere, the film value was
broached to the author and it was
estimated at $200,000. Picture people
"Who witnessed the promising open-
ing, agreed that the rights had ex^
teptional value.

Another major Lincoln play has
been set for presentation shortly

after the first of the year. It is 'Fol-

low Me Ever,' by Paul Horgan,
whose story is quite different from
that of 'Abe' and 'A Prologue to

Glory,' WPA'er on Lincoln. Brock
Pemberton will produce 'Follow,'

which has to do with the martyred
president during the last few weeks
he lived. 'Prologue' has been play-
ing since last spring and is slated for
Chicago after two more weeks in

New York. Booking was arranged
Bome weeks ago and it is not indi-
cated that the show is being sent out
of town because it might be regarded
as unfair competition to the Play-
wrights attraction, because of the ad-
mission scale difference.
During the Washington date 'Abe'

wuilt to turnaway business. Spot
I'adio announcements were made to
the effect that the play would show
In Baltimore the first three days last
Week.

Sherwood's Lincoln is considered
TO be a better biographical play of
«imilar text than the Englishman
John Drinkwater's 'Abraham Lin-
coln,' which commanded wide atten-
tion over here.
Pemberton slates his Lincoln play

to follow the presentation of Mar-
iery Sharp's 'The Nutmeg Tree,' due
on Broadway Thanksgiving. Man-
jeer is not definite about the date
for 'My Dear Children' which will
have_ John Barrymore and Elaine
~^rrie, but plans two companies of
Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' one for
Chicago and the other for the west
coast.

'BOY' LONDON CAST

FURTHER IN DUTCH

CALLS

'SOET

London cast of 'Golden Boy' is

further involved with Equity, latter

this time questioning the kmount of

money on deposit with the associa-

tion to cover a second week's sal-

aries. When the residue on hand
was cabled the players, a message
came back that the amount was in-

sufficient. Equity people, quite an-
noyed over the matter, firstly be-
cause the show did not close when
ordered, replied that there was no
more coin to the 'Boy' cast credit.

Although the show closed Oct; 8,

late last week the players had not
embarked for New York, but are be-
lieved to have sailed over the past
weekend.

Originally the amount of salary
guarantee money covered the pay of

the original cast. When the latter

returned, part of the deposit money
was drawn down by Robert Gold-
stein, who had the London rights.

Equity was acquainted of the ap-
proximate total for replacement
players, but the deputy failed to in-

clude certain items, it is believed,
and that resulted in the mixup.
Group Theatre, which .presented

the play over here and acted in Lon-
don for three months, is not in-

volved in the financial argument.

But Gets No Replies from
N. Y. Reviewers, All of

'Em Sensing a Trap—Re-
call Columnist's Old Trick
of Creating a Controversy
to Furnish Self with Ma-
terial

ONCE AN ACTOR

Heywood Broun blasted the critics

in his N. Y. World-Telegram article

last Thursday (12), but the reviewers

laughed, saying they planned no re-

turn shots, several detecting a trap.
One said he read the Broun piece
with relish, another said it was de-
lightful writing, while a third re-
marked: 'Well, he didn't mention
my name.' The essay was a collec-

tive rap, however.
It was pointed out that Broun was

a reformed sports wfiter, turned
critic for the old Morning World.
Then he re-reformed and turned
columnist for Scripps-Howard. Un-
derstood that about 50% of the critics

are members of the Newspaper
Guild, .a" white collar affiliate of

CIO, a pet reporters organizatioh

(Continued on page 50)

B way Turns Tables on Wall St., B'z Off

As Stocks Boom; No Rise in Legit Scale

REINHARDT DIRECTS

WILDER'S lERCHANT'

Hollywood, ,Oct. 18.

Thornton Wllder's 'Merchant ' of

Yonkers,' a dramatic spectacle of

New York City in the '90s, will be
directed by Max Reinhardt. Herman
Shumlin produces and opening is set

for Dec. 15 in New York. Reinhardt
leaves for the east Nov. 1 to start

rehearsals.

Several members of Reinhardt's
Workshop are now being auditioned
and will be taken east for supporting
roles.

Wiman After Ballerina

For *Swing to Left'

Tamara Toumanova, young leading
balleirina of the Ballet Russe de
Monte Carlo, is being considered tor

a part in th6 forthcoming Dwight
Dere Wiman show, 'Swing to the
Left.' Understood the dancer is

having some trouble leaving the bal-

let troupe, which •ttranlls her to go
on tour, including Australia.

Also being considered for the J. P.

McEvoy-Arthur Schwartz musical is

Eleemore Whitney, Paramount play-
er. Latter was previously talked
about for Vinton Freedley's 'Leave
It to Me.'

Murder in 46th Street

Skit played as a stunt in single midnight perform-
ance of 'Hellzapoppin' recently, but not retained in
the Ole Olsen and Chic Johnson revue at the 46th
Street, N. Y. Most of the critics panned the show,
with John Anderson of the Journal the most severe.
Concocted' by Edward Duryea Dowling, Tom
McNight, Ole Olsen and others, plus some Olsen and
Johnson 'gravy.'

(Script description is that 'Hellzapoppin' is in the
Supreme Court, as critics parade in a la bathing
beauties, dressed in misfit morning clothes, each
auith. sllk baniier jpinned across his_ ch^st begjin^^^

name, entering in the following order: Bums Man-
tle, Richard Lockridge, Sidney B. Whipple, Brooks
Atkinson, Arthur Pollock, Dick Watts, John Mason
Brown, while the eighth entry is a midget with a
Readers Digest banner. Seated near the bench they
stretch out their arms and chant: 'John Anderson';
he enters alone, sits on bcnc?i in a breakaway chair,
which collapses and he disappears.)

Atkinson

Gentlemen: We of the Critics Circle are gathered
here tonight because we are faced with a crisis.

Anderson
(climbs back up on bench)

Right!
And what have we been working for?

All
(in uTiison)

To keep people out of theatres.

Anderson
What has been our goal?

All

To close theatres.

Anderson
Yes. And unless immediate and drastic steps are

taken, all we have worked for, prayed for and ac-

complished will have gone for naughtl
AH

(groan)
Atkinson
(brightly)

We entered the current season with hopes of driv-

ing enough people out of the theatres to be able to"

end up with a grand score of 99% pure flops.

All
(rub hands)
Atkinson

Why not 100%?
Anderson

Helen Hayes is bound to appear in something, but

next year she may stay on the road and then we
would have attained our goal—no actors, no plays,

no theatres; nothing but critics.

Atkinson

But we have been betrayed.
Anderson

Betrayed by one of our own group. A man we
have heretofore looked on as a brother. I am re-

ferring to Winchell.
All

(hiss)

Anderson
He has gone over to the public. He not only ad-

mitted he liked 'Hellzapoppin' as a show, but ac-
tually urged people to go and see it.

All
(boo)

Atkinson
Good God! Do you know what that means? It

means that if we're not careful, the first thing we
know shows are going to be succesisful. And after
all if we can't pan Olsen and Johnson, whom can we
pan?

Whipple
. _,

There's always the Guild.
Anderson

Mr. Whipple, this is no time for trifles.

Pollock
I saw 'Hellzapoppin' and thought it was kinda

funny.
Anderson

(bangs gavel on Pollock's hand; picks up seltzer
bottle and squirts it in his face)

I suppose you think that's funny?
Pollock

Yes. It has an element of surprise.

Anderson
(picks up pie and socks Pollock in the face with it)

Do you mean to tell me this is funny?
Pollock

It's primitive, but there's a certain public demand
for it.

Anderson
(picks up water bottle, grabs top of Pollock's

trousers and pours water into them)
I suppose this feels funny !-

Pollock
(pulling His pants out at the sides)

It feels damned funny.
Anderson

That settles it. Mr. Pollock your chevron!
(rips banner off his chest)

Your club!

(tears up note book)
Your sabre!!

(breaks pencil over knee)
Anderson

Now go back to Brooklyn and never darken the
bridge again.

Atkinson
Just a minute. . .before this revolt goes any fur-

ther I think we should get Winchell here.
(all assent)

(Boys and girls rush down aisles paging him, with
Anderson spotting the fellow in the third row.)
There he is!

All
(hiss)

Anderson
(glaring at Winchell)

You Benedict Arnold. A critic sitting out there
actually enjoying a show. If this keeps up, what is

going toJwppen to us?
(entire qrchestra stands up and shoots the critics).

johnaon in 1>ox

The show must go on.

For the first time Broadway did not
react to the vagaries of Wall Street,

that being instanced last week. Up
to now when the stock market drop-
ped, legit show business was adver-
sely affected; at the same time when
stocks boomed theatre attendance as-

cended, so that the market was re-

garded as a sort of barometer for

shQw business.

Last Thursday (13), however, .when
150 new highs were registered down-
town, business in the legits, dropped
that evening, causing no little sur-
prise in show circles.. Attendance
the first three days of the week was
stronger than the last half in most
instances. Profit taking dropped the
stock levels xmder Thursday there-
after, but that was not interpreted as
affecting theatres.

Some boosts in box office scales

over last season are noted, with foiir

attractions priced at $4.40 top, but
there are no indications that mana-
gers will attempt to re-establish any
$9<5p tops, and the tendency is to hold
to ia $3.30 maximum, that going for

at least three musicals. 'Hellzapop-
pin' and 'You Nevei: Know' have that
top, along with 'Knights of .Song',

which opened at the 51st Street
(Warners Hollywood) Monday (17).

Another incoming musiccQ, 'Knick-
erbocker Holiday,' -which opens at

the Barrymore tonight, has a $4.40

top, but it is explained the compara-
tively limited capacity pf the lower
floor, compared to other theatres
pltoned for musicals, is the reasbh.

Other musicals at the same scale are
'Sing Out. The News' and 'I 'Married
Aii Angel'. 'The Fabulous tnyalid*

is topped at $3.85, having a cast com-
parable in size tp a musical> vWhil*
the performance is virtually that
type of attraction.

coHAirs itiorr

TOP ROAD

Earlier forecast that I'd Rather Bo
Right' would be the. strongest drayt,

on the rpad .^this season, is strongly
indicated in the. first two stands, la
Philadelphia the^Sani H. Harris musi«
cal starring George M. C.ohan grossed
$62,000 in two weeing. Show opened
tP an advance sale of $35,000 there.
In Washington, where 'Right' is cur-
rent, the advance take was $23,500
though the box office did npt start
selling until Thursday (13), Mail
order? up to then amounted tp pver
$9,000.

First week's gross in Philly was
around $30,000, and it was reported
that the statement revealed a profit
of only $150. Actually the net was
$6,000 more, because the amount of
preliminary expense was charged ofl
the initial week of the tour. Instead
of being spread over a number p1
operating weeks.

REJECT'$35,000 BID

FOR GILLETTE ESTATE

Hartford, Oct 18.

Top bid of $35,000 for the castle,
miniature railroad, 115 acres of land
and other properties of the late Wil-
liam Gillette at East Haddam and
Lyme was rejected* by the two ex-
ecutor's of the estate Saturday (15)
at an auction. The estate, inven-
toried at $65,000, was put on the
block, in one parcel.
The executors, Carlos S. Holcpmb,

v.p. and trust officer of the First Na-
tional Bank of Hartford, and Gil-
lette's cousin, Joseph K. Hooker, had
reserved the right tp reject thfi hii?h-
est and all bids at the auction. Bid
was made by Louis Schlessinger, of
Newark, real estate a^ent.
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Plays on Broadway

Abe Lincoln in Illinois
rangy Canadian's career. It may be
years before he takes another as-

Drama tn three acts, prcaented at the I signment, for after America there
riymouth, N. y., Oi t. 13. "38. i>y the

, vviU be England waiting to see his
Playwrlfrhts Companj-; written by Ilobei t j

•

K. Sherwood; Raymona Massey featured;

etaeed' l>y Slmar Rice; $3.30 top.

Mentor Graham Frank Andrews
Abe Mnootn Uoymond Maasoy
Ann Rutledpe Adele Loiifrmlre

.Itidlth Xrls Whitney
Ben MattHnc .- Goorjje Chriille

JudfiT BowHnir Green Arthur «rlf«n
Klnlan Bdwords Lewis Murtln
Josliua Speed Calvla. Thomas
Trum Cocrdal Harry Lfvlixn

Jack Armatrong. . .• Howard Da Sllva

Bab laverelt Charlton
FeargruB David Clarke
Jasp Kevin McCorihy
tffth Gale Herbert Rudley
Nanry Green.... Lllllaii Fosti-r

\Vllllam Hei-ndon Wendell IC. Phillips
Klizabeth Edwards ay Collins
Mary Todd Muriel KIrkland
The Edwards' Augusta Dabney
Jimmy Gale Howard Sherman
Atrirle Gate Marlon Uooncy
(iobey Hubert Brown
titephen A. Douslas Albert Phillips
Willie Lincoln Lex Pftrrlsh

Tad. Lincoln Lloyd Barry
Robert Lincoln ...John Poyne
The Uncolns' Maid Irle Whitney
Crlmmln Frank Tweddell
Barrick John Gerard
Slurveson Thomas F. Tracey
Jod Harry Lcvlan
Phil Kevin McCoj-thy
KavanRgh Glenn Ooiiltpr
Cavalry Captain Everett Charlton

The Playwrights* that quintet

consisting of Anderson, Behrman,
Howdrd, Rice and Sherwood, rang

the bell with the starting attraction
of a schedule that lists plays by all.

It is a most inclusive and am-
ibitious program and should they fol-

low up with anything as absorbing
as 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,' Robert
"E. Sherwood's cohteibution, they will
[gain -the plaudits of the entire the-
atrical world collectively as each has
done individually. Their- second
presentation, originally slated to be
the first, 'Knickerbocker Holiday,'
(goes on the Broadway boards
(Barrymore) tonight Wisely
the dramatists have used some
managerial advice, if hot for 'Lin-
coln,'- certainly lor 'Holiday.' As a
matter of fact, Elmer Rice, Who
(Staged the opener, has had plenty of
experience as an jtuthor-manager.
He once declared himself out of the
theatre, yet is back with a bang.

There have been other Lincoln
plays and at least one more is due
this season, but the Sherwood work
will probably be rated the finest yet
written aibout the rail-splitting law-
yer,, abolitionist and, country poli-
tician who was, to be America's mar-
tyred president. It is the theatre's
illustrious addition to the history of
the great humanitarian leader.
'A Prologue to. Glory' may be said

to have started the current cycle of
Lincoln plays, but where the WPA'er
stopped, Sherwood's play really be-
gins. It takes the story irom the
time he began studying .law that he
anight 'wed Ann Rutledge, of New
Salem, 111., in the 1830's, until . he
starts for Washington in 1861. The
untimely passing of the girl caused
young 'Lincoln vast anguish from

- JwMcfi he. _never .recpveredi • j
When Ann died . he set iforfli on

one of those wanderings for which
he was known and loved by his
friends, for Lincoln had the per-
fionality that bound those to him
throughout the years. Much has
been written abput him after he
entered the White House, so that the
average person may wonder what
else could be revealed, John Drink-
water's fine play on Lincoln was an
eye-opener dramatically, but Sher-
wood's transcends the English-
man's, .for it more clearly displays
Lincoln's humaneness, compassion
And love of mankind.

' EHirther' than that, the play em-
phasizes his unhappiness upon being
elected to the presidency. On the
back platform of the train that is to
take him from Springfield to Wash-

Lincoln
As postmaster of New Salem, Linr

coin's character first shines through
in the Rutledge tavern, where he is

urged to run for the state legislature
after quieting some boisterous Fourth
of July celebrants who aimed to

rough up a dandy from Springfield.
Sometimes the play seems to be a
tear-perking western, especially in
scenes such as in the home of his
kind friends, Bowling Green and
wife, who console the lad over the
death of Ann. Then again, when he
breaks his engagement to Mary Todd
to range the. prairie, still grieving
over Ann. The scene has Lincoln
praying for an ill youngster, beside
a covered wa£on on the trail to Ore-
gon.
The scenes in the Todd home in

Springfield, while not exactly ani-
mated, are spirited at times. Mary
decides to marry Lincoln, regarded'
as the least eligible of suitors by her
sister. Mary said she would wed a
man who would become president.
Then, after 17 years, during which
three children were bom to them,
Mary, the shrew, becomes a bitter
woman, although her girlish ambi-
tion is about to be realized. Here
again the author indicates that Lin-
coln's home life was none too placid,,
tied up to a vixen who tried ta urge
him on. Clear, however, that 'Lincoln
had his own way and time in going
forward to the most exalted post in
the land.
Massey exhibited nervousness only

during rebuttal debate with Stephen
A. Douglas, who became sen^ator
from Illinois, latter part being han-
dled very capably by Albert Phil-
lips.

'Lincoln' is studded with meritori-
ous, individual performances, such as
Arthui: Griffin's Bowling Green, with
Lillian Foster playing his wife;
Muriel Kirkland's vexatious Mary
Todd; Adele Longmire's brief but ef-
fective Ann Rutledge; the Joshua
Speed of Calvin Thomas; the Ninian
Edwards of Lewis Martin; the Billy
Herndon of Wendell K. Phillips; the
Seth Gale of Herbert Rudley, and
other parts abl-' played, by Frank
Andrews, Everett Charlton, Howard
DaSilva.

'Lincoln' is in and the Playwrights
have started on their way. Ib'ec.

KNIGHTS OF SONG
Musical In two acts and 10 scenes pre-

sented by Laurence Schwab. Staged by Os-
i-ar Hammersteln. Written by Gendon All-
vine around Hves of Gilbert and Sullivan;
sattinga, Raymond Sovey. At the Slst
Street. N. T., Oct. 17, 'SS; top.
Harris Victor Beecroft
WnUam Schwcnk Gilbert Nlijel Bruce
Arthur Seymour Sullivan John. Moore
Richard D'Oyly Carte Reginald Bach
McManua.,.. John Adair
AVardrobe Woman Shirley Gale
Mrs, Gilbert .Rosalind Ivon
Maid .- Carrie Glenn
Mrs. Cynthia Bradley..." Natalie HaU
H.R.H. Albert Edward, Prince of
W'al e.*; Monty Woolley

Oscar TVTTiTeV.'r. .
~ TT. .' r.TTtnUm -ChlshoUir

<>cor^e Bernard Shaw Winston O'Keefe
Sarah Burnside Martha Roberts
Vera Tmcy..., Shannon Dean
Mary Lou Si Eva Paul
Butler Robert Collins
Her ajeal/. Queen Victoria. Molly Pearson
Flunkey l>onard Rocky
His Grace, the Archbishop of Canter-
bury Henry Mowbray

Ponsonby Orlo Rejcford
Lady-in-Wai Ling Dorothy Johnson
Times Reporter Gladstone Waldrip
.SVin Reporter Norman Gray
Tribune Reporter David Showalter
Orffon Grinder Burr Orandall
.Tames Cnldwell Bradley ^Bruce Kvans
Union Delagalo Wimam Koran
f^lara Myrtls Jackson
Thomas Everett West
Lord Anspl David Showalter
.Tamfs McNeill Whistler Charles Atkin
Perkins. Bruce Evans
David. Grandson of Edwnrd VIl

Edward Ryan, Jr.
rnat.*) or musical portions:

, . ... - -
.

Ralph Bunker, Shirley Dale. Enrle Mac-
dngton, With a corps of soldiers . V<>rgh, Myrlls Jnckson. Mary Dyer, Evorelt— 1 J. ^ , . , . , West, Orlo Rexford. Geortre Vaughan, Lau-

rence Slegle, Mnvtha • Burnett. Laurence
Slepel. Annamary Dickey, ' ary Hoppel,
Vera Deane.

done in full stage^ with complete
scenic dressing and attractive cos-

tuming. Others are introduced less

elaborately, but equally effectively

as incidents of the plot. Played by
a cast of 60, about equally divided
between the comedy and the vocal
side, the smoothness of presentation
Is the result of expert staging and
direction by Oscar Hammerstein 2d.,

Previous performances of 'Knights
of Song' at the Pasadena Playhouse,
last winter, and at the Mimicipal
theatre, St. Louis, during the recent
summer, where it was produced by
Laiirence Schwab, sponsor of the
Broadway production, offered Glen-
don AUvine .ample opportunity to

condense and revise his script. There
is no lost motion or dull periods in

his play, which is in two parts of

six scenes each, and which purports
to tell the story of the rise, the tri-

umphs, the temperamental clashes

and eventual dissolution of one of

the memorable partnerships of the
theatre.
Allvine has written most of his

scenes with a black-out technique
that is cleverly used to sustain the

suspense of interest over a series ol

incidents, which encompass more
than a quarter of a century from
'Trial by Jury' to 'The Mikado.' He
uses a background of late Victorian
characters, which include the great
Queen, Edward VII, Oscar Wilde (he

is doubling on Broadway this sea-

son), George Bernard" Shaw, James
Whistler, Richard D'Oyly Carte, and
others. The drawing room of Mrs.
Cynthia Bradley, Sullivan's patron-
ess, is used as the base of lively plot

invention and the springboard for

some witty repartee.^
Despite the frequent interruption

of plot by musical interpolation, the
story of the piece, which is con-
cerned chiefly with friendly inter-

cessions to hold the team of Gilbert
and Sullivan under one set of har-
ness, is deftly narrated. Nigel Bruce
creates a likeable and sarcastic Gil-

bert, and John Moore conveys Sulli-

van as a sensitive musician who be-
lieves his talent worthy of finer

things than the operettas of their

collaboration.
Best incident in the play is a

scene between the two creators,

which ends in disagreement and re-

crimination and the prospect of a
final break. Natalie Hall, as the
American Mrs. Bradley, persuades
Sullivan to glance at the recently
completed libretto of "The Mikado,'
and soon the composer is under the
spell of the Gilbert lines. From the
piano come the first notes of a mel-
ody that soon takes form as 'The-

Flowers That Bloom in the Spring,'

The incident . is excellently written
and acted and quite deserving, of- the-

spontaneous applause which it re-

ceived at the first performance.
Good in supnort are Reginald Bach

as Richard D'Oyly Carte; Robert
Chisholm as Wilde: Winston O'Keefe
as Shaw, and Charles Atkin as
Whistler. Rosalind Ivan plays Mrs.
Gilbert with charm, and Monty
Woolley makes the Prince a- stand-
out. On the musical side. Miss Hall
sings delightfully, and the chorus
abets with spirit and enthii.<!>asm.

Production and costuming are in
good ta.cte, and the presentation has
every ch^ince of attracting patronage.

-- — Flin, .

closely guarding, him, Lincoln ex
presses hiis reluctance at leaving his
neighbors and tells , them that with
11 states- ready to secedip he must
face the Civil War., which soon after-
wards began. That is the finale, one
which kept first-nighters lingering
within the- Plymouth Saturday (15)
night applauding four tp five min-
utes after the play was over, though
the clock was on the way to rriid-

night. The curtain rose and fell so
niany times that the count was al-
most forgotten and was remindful
of the premiere in this sj^me theatre
of 'What Price "Glory.'

'Lincoln*^ is .a subdued play, but
throughout there never seems to be
a dull moment. It is episodic, stir-

ring at times in a . modulated way,
and doubtless the direction by Rice
is largely to be credited. Handling
of players is admirable, there bein^
34 speaking parts programed in addi-
tion to 18 extra people; Casting is as
expert as the other elements, but the
selection of Raymond Mas.<!ey for the
Lincpln part was a nattiraL

Massey not only looks the part, but
seems to picture the gangling, awk-
ward Lincoln tQ the last detail. As
in unkempt young man he appears
strange when contrasted to the well-
groomed men of the ' period, who
were attracted to the homely coun-
sellor and never deserted. There
have been some brilliant perform-
ances in the past week or two on
Broadway, but Massey's Lincoln i.s

tnatchle5;s, the top performance of the

Mere mention of the names of Gil-

bert and Sullivan to some of the

theatre-going public and there fol-
lows usually a- mass boxoftice as-
sault featured by handsprings, cart-
wheels and highway terpsichore.
Recite the first line of any Gilbertian
lyric and a chorus picks up the al-
literative doggeral and carries on to
the final period. There are millions
who never hum an ordinary tune,
but feel qualified to hurst into song
and attempt (with more or less suc-
cess) any SuUiyan melody from
'Pinafore,' 'Pirates,' 'Ruddigore' and
'The Mikado.'
'Knights of Song' is an unabashed

plea for Savoyard' patronage, and the
Gilbert and Sullivan addicts are sure
to give it enthusiastic support. It's

an ingenious piece of theatricalism
and showmanship, sometimes quite
naive In its writing, but it possesses,
notwithstanding, a certain reverent
feeling towards the masters of lib-
retto and score and, on the whole,
comprises an eveninjj's entertain-
ment which is delightful and satis-
fying.
Play is a mixture of biographical

material familiar to Gilbert and Sul-
livan enthusiasts, and the presenta-
tion of a dozen or more musical pas-
sages from their most familiar oper-
ettas. Some of these numbers are

DANCE NIGHT
Drama in two acta presented at the Be-

losco, N. T., Oct. 14. "M, by Robert Rock-
more; written by Kenyon Nicholson; «lagcd
by Lee Strasberg; |3.3I> top.
Klla Gant7. .- Molda Reads
Cliff Gantz ....Bdward Hodge
Bu^z Johnson Del Cleveland
Winfleld Stout Melbourne Ford
Homer- DlUz Anthony Dwyer
Arlene Hooper Marian Leach
Wallace Tinsmun ]Bdwln Mann
Grover Pnxton Ctiarles Mendick
Rhoda Carver Jo.iephln^ McKlm
Leonard Kerr Frank Maxwell
Irma Lucas Terry Fuy
Frances Hiuht Judy Parrlsh
Lloyd Pedrlck .David Paul
riaude Swayze-. Perry BrusUln
Harvey Bodlne David Wayne
Miss Spamjelmjin Mary Boylah
Blanche Hendricks Mary Servoas
Jewel Hendricks Mary RoUc
Roy Titus , Lvle Bettger
Reba Clark Lillian Green
Ruth Tabor Darthy HIncIcley
Eari Hendricks Fred Herrick
Hobte Morgan B^rt Conwny
Dora Roach June Curlia
Marvin Kinney Richard Clayton
Alble Kline Robert Mayors
Midge Opdyke Fr.inces Carden
Leona f^killman Gall de Hail
Otis Sklllman .Gordon Peters
Art Manson Harry M. Cooke

With SO many young people In

'Dance Night,' the expectation was
that it would be at least partly gay.
It proved a long story, though not a
lengthy nlay, and impressed as a dis-

tinct in-betweener.

Among other better things, the
author collabed in the writing of
the boisterous 'Sailor Beware.'
Where that had a liberal laugh-
wooing element, there is very little

in his newest work-, tried out last
spring under the title of 'June Night.'
The show, if getting across, would
satisfy the urge to act of quite a
flock of aspiring youthful players and-
because of that show people rooted
for its success.
Drama tells a serious story of

adolescence, unfolded one night in
June on the veranda of Gantz's
'Grove Dansant' and the woods
nearby, a spot in Hunterdon county,
N. J. Some of the lads and girls in
their late' 'teens have paired off in

some fashion, but only one of the'

damsels, Jewel Hendricks, is set for
matrimony.
Jewel is very much In love with

Hobie- Morgan a boy of spirit, the
toughest thereabouts, who had got-

ten in wrong. His. offense was re-

taliation for the shooting of his dog
by Roy Titus, Hobie trying to even
it up by sniping at the other fel-

low's chickens, but wounding him in

the arm. For that he was sent to

the reformatory at Rahway,
After one year he is paroled, but

in the interim Jewel's foster mother
has steered her into an. engagement
to marry Roy, whose" folks are
wealthy, Hobie comes nearby the
dance and Jewel meets him in the
grove, tearfully explaining she aims
to wed Roy, for that means secur-
ity. But Jewel has an ailair with
Hobie, something to remember him
by, believing she can go ahead with
her marriage plans.
Jewel witnesses a fight between

the two boys, Roy intentionally
seeking trouble in the hope that
Hobie will break his parole. The
scrap is well steamed up by the
score or more kids and is supposed
to be the big scene of the play,
near the finale. Bit later hot-tem-
pered H<Jbie takes a sock without re-
taliation, declaring to all that he has
grown up and demonstrating he can
control his temper. It's the clincher
for Jewel and he gets the girl.

Story is transparent in that re-
spect. These are points which may
or may not be believable, and one
is that fact that every youngster at
the dance idolizes Hobie, none sym-
pathizing with Roy.

''

'Dance Night' should mean some-
thing for the future of Mary Rolfe,
a trim little actress who enacts
Jewel, She is the product of a dra-
matic school, was on tour in 'Brother
Rat,' this being her first Broadway
try. Bert Conway, who plays
Hobie, is also a drama student, and
impresses favorably in his^ first im-
portant assignment. Lyle Bettinger,
too, is from a school of the drama,
playing the thankless part of Roy
Quite creditably. Mary Servoss, as
the foster mother, and Maida
Reade, as mistress of the dancehall,
are the best of the more mature
players.

(Withdrawn Saturday after two
days, printed for the record). Ibee.

HAMLET
Tragedy in three acts (W) scenes), by

William Sliakespeare. Presented by Maurice
Kvans, staged by Margaret Webster,
scenery and costumes by DaVld Ffolkes,
incidental music by Lehman Kngel. At St.
James, N. Y., Oct. 12, '88; at $8.aO lop.
Francisco...'. Donald Arbury
Bernardo Wesley Addy
Marcellus Donald Cameron
Horatio... Donald Randolph
King Henry I3dwards
Queen., Mady ChrlHtlana
Hamlet Maurice Kvans
Polonlus George Graham
Laertes Sydney Smltti
Voltimand Reynolds Kvans
CorneUus Kmmett Rogers
Page . William Prince
Ophelia Kathcrina Locke
GttoBt. Augustin Duncan
Reynoldo Henry Jones
Rosencrantz Alexander Soonrby
Gulldenstern...., Everett RIple?
Player King ..Rh.vs .Williams
Player -Queen Paul Nevens
Third Player Donald Arbury
Fourth Player Emmett Rogers
.I^-ady.. inJVVKy\.lng^^,^^..A^u,J.ri'nf> Tedrow
Fortinbras Wesley Addy
Captain Alfred Paachall
Gentleman George Keane
Sailors (Richard Jnnaver

{ Kmmett Rogers
Gravedlgger .Whitford Kane
Second Gravedlgger Henry Jones
Priest ....'.Reynolds Kvans
Osric , Maury Xuckerman
.Embassadors from England ( Rhys Williams

iPaul Nevens

This production is one of the most
distinguished achievements of mod-
ern theatrical history. As the first

uncut 'Hamlet' ever offered in New
York, it is, of course, a milestone of

the American stage. But more than
that, it is a courageous enterprise,

exalted in conception and masterful
in execution. And it is artistically

so brilliant that it may prove a com-
mercial success as well. Here is

surely great theatre.
One of the amazing things about

this full-length 'Hamlet' is that it is

not only more comprehensible than
the edited versions, but also more
entertaining. Here at last is a fully-
rounded 'Hamlet,' dramatically bal-
anced, lucid in characterization and
overpowering in its tragedy. It is

no longer a schoolbook exercise to
agonize grubby urchins, a cause
celebre for scholars and antiquarians,
nor even a star vehicle.. Instead, it

is what it must have been originally:
an adult, headlong, passionate, spec-
tacular and exciting drama. In short,
it is a thrilling show.
In its unabridged form, 'Hamlet*

runs about three and three-quarter
hours actual playing time, or about
four a half hours elapsed time, in-
cluding>a half-hour intermission for
dinner. That extended playing time,
plus the dinner complication, is

bound to be a box office handicap.
It not only requires the playgoer to
get to the theatre two hours earlier
than regularly, but it limits the per-
formances to seven a week (includ-
ing a short one). At a $3.30 top, that
slices the Weekly gross by nearly
$3^000. In this case, 'Hamlet' can
gross just a trifle over $20,000 a week,
which doesn't allow too much mar-
gin for such a lavish production. In
addition, unless superbly played,

(Continupd on page 55)

PLAY ODWF-TQWN

LEAVE IT TO ME
New Haven, Oct. 15.

Musical comedy In two acta, 17 nceneq
by BeHa and Samuel Spewack. Willinin
Gaxton and Victor Moore starred ; Sophie.
Tucker and Tamara teatunxl. Presented
by Vinton Freedley. Music anrl lyrics hy
( ole Porter; staged by Samuel Spewnck-
dances and ensembles by Robert Alt on -

sets by Albert Jofanson. At Shubert
Haven, Oct. 18-15, »88: $8.30 top

'

Principal*: WlUlatn Gaxton, Victor Moore
Sophie Tucker, Tamara, Mary Mortln. Kdl
W4ird H. RoUlhs, Ooorge Tobias, Deon Curl,
ton, Alexander Asro,
Balance of cast! Ruth Bond, Beverlv

Walter Monroe.
April, Iflldretf Chenaval, Rnth Dnye. Ay-
drey Polmer, Kay Picture, Chet Bree
George E. Mack, Watter Armin, James W
Carr, Gene Kelly, Maurice Kelly Roy
Roas, Jack, Seymour, Jack ytanton, Waller
B. Long, Jr., Joseph Kulilnl, Hans Hansen.
Ivan Ismailov, Peter Lopouhln. John Kllot.

•J"/?" K""*^' Micha«l Forbes. Thomns Ja-
follo, Don Cortez, J. Colvllle Dunn, Charles
Campbell. Eugcn& Slgalofl, Stanton Kler,
Alexia Bolan, Eddie Helsler, Monica- Biinl
niater. Betty Dougtaa, Adele Jergens. RuiU
Joseph, Viva Seltvood, Prances Tftnnehll,
Evelyn Bonettne. Vickie BolUng, Dorothy
Benson, Pearl Harris. Dorothea Javbson.
Nancy Lee, June LcRoy. Evelyn Moser,Mary Ann Parker. Barbara Pond. Jeim
w'*^'' ,T"<^wrle Shevlin. Zynald 8t>encer,
Mario Vanncman, Mario Vaughn n.

Vinton Freeley's musical produc-
tion of 'Clear All Wires' opened here
with good hit prospects. Show is in
fairly good shape now, with plenty
of material on hand, and should be
moulded into click entertainment by
the time it hits the New York Im-
perial Nov. 2. Book, score and dance
routines are spread about evenly
through the production, with terp
angle, if anything, predominating.
Play employs somewhat the 'Oil

Thee I Sin^' technique, being polit-
ical ih nature, and again features
Victor Moore in a tyoical slow-think-
ing role. In its present state, show
gives most of the comedy breaks to
Moore and has shortage of material
for Gaxton, making the latter appear
almost in the light of a stooge. Piece
has some pretty rough stuif for cer-
tain elements to swallow, such as
planting, a boot in a Nazi ambassa-
dor's midsection, hissing of certain
other ambassadors and a general
lack of respect for foreign diplomats.

Production goes heavy on cast
numbers and in this respect draws
its greatest appeal from ensembles,
both singing and dancing. There's a
sock terp routine early in the show
that builds up to a smash finish. In
stanza two, Sophie Tucker takes the
company through a punchy song-
and-dance setup* that crowds full
stage with plenty of action. Soph,
incidentally, carries the show's
heaviest sinking assignment well,
with three discreetly-spaced single^
plus a duet with Moore.

[

Moore grabs off every opportunity
to put across his characterization of
a U. S. ambassador to Moscow, who
never wanted the job anyway and
got it because 'somebody in Wash-
ington didn't like him.' Comedian
scores heavily with a nostalgic solo,
'I Want to Go Home.' Gaxton is

given a lot of work to do in this
show, but not enough of '

it offers
oppDrtunitiB5~for-this"lad ta sell him* •

self as he has done in previous pro-
ductions. A potential hit tune, 'Far,
Far Away,' is handled by Gaxton
and Tamara so briefly it has no
chance to register with the audience.
Tamara, a bit thin on the pipes, over-
came opening night nervousness at a
later performance and subsequently
showed to better advantage.
Standouts among supporting enter-

tainers are dance specialties by April
and Walter B. Long, Jr.; a couple of
knockout solos by Mary Martin,
making her musical debut, including
a Siberian strip-tease number; en-
semble work of a quintet of lookers
(April, Kay Picture, Audrey Palmer,
Ruth Daye, Mildred Chenaval) por-
traying Sophie Tucker's five daugh-
ters. Miss Martin, a Claudette Col-
bert type, registers also.
Score is generally pleasing, with

a potential iiit tune in 'From Now
On.' Others due for popularity are
'Most Gentlemen Don't Like Love.*
'My Heart Belongs to Daddy,' 'Far,
Far Away' and 'Tomorrow/ Peculiar
situation has one of . the sweeter
tunes, *I Want to Go Home,' deliv-
ered as a comedy number, with the
result that much of its musical value
is lost to the audience. 'Get Out
of Town* rates among the lovelier
types of melody.
Authors have worked up -a good

comedy plot based on tlie efforts of
Alonzo P. Goodhue (Victor Moore)
to get out of his job as ambassador
to Moscow because he preferred the
simple life of his home town of To-
peka, Kansas. His wife (Sophie
Tucker) is sore because they got
Moscow instead of London and
blames it all on the fact that she has
only five children, while the Ken-
nedys have nine. Buckley Joyce
Thomas (William Gaxton), Paris
correspondent of the Chicago World-
Tribune, offers to help Goodhue get
recalled by writing insulting speeches
for Him, having him kick the Nazi
ambassador amidships and even tak-
ing a pot shot at a Russian noble-
man, but everything Alortzo tries to

do wrong turns out right and he be-
comes an international hero. Finally
gets recalled by offering a peace plan
that would inter-marry all nation-
alities and thus eliminate wans.

(

1
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Plus TOt in Coimnisk Agents Now

Ask Equity to Revise Permit System

CORNELL'S HEROD' GETS

ONLY 4 DAYS IN PITT

With legit casting agents in New
York hopeful that Equity will favor-

ably act on suggestions to increase

commissions, indications are that if

the council is receptive there will

also be changes made in the associa-

tion's -permit system. Council in

total has mulled the committee's re-

port on the agents appeal, after the

latter claimed that all have been
operating in the red. Report was
that of a combined committee of

Equity people and casters. At least

one of the foi*mer contingent favored
concessions and it is also claimed
that a number of the councillors are
likewise so inclined.

In seeking Equity's nod for a boost
from Ave to 10% commissions, on the
ground that the lower rate is inade-
quate, the agents also believe that

the permit system is- obsolete and
have asked that it be revised. In-

stead of three classifications, they
seek one general working arrange-
ment for all.

Present system calls for a number
one or personal representative per-
mit, holder getting 10% for the run
of the play or other engagements,
but stipulates that the agent guar-
antee the actor 20 weeks per season.
In between permit calls for 5%
for the run of the play, pro-
vided the agent personally intro-
duces the player to the manager and
arranges the contract and that the
salary be at least $125 weekly.
Third type of permit calls for a
straight 5% commish for 10 weeks,
agent not making the personal con-
tact for the player.

Same Minimum
Casters point out that the mini-

mum for the highest type of permit
is $100 and that the same figure
should be set by the proposed new
permit covering the field, although
leading agents will handle people
who do not command more than
that level.

Agents contend that the 20-week
guarantee, which also stipulates that
thfe actor receive salary that aver-
ages his earnings for three years
prior to the tie-up with the caster,
has rarely been made in recent sea-
sons. They ask Equity to reduce
the guarantee period to 10 weeks,
eame including engagements in radio,
niteries or any other amusement
field secured for .the player. Agents
Concede that a caster should be re-
quired to guarantee 10 weeks in or-
der to qualify.

Officials at Equity do not seem to
agree with..the council people re-
ported in favor of the agency con-
cessions They prefer to see the
retention of the agency system
as is, with 5% commission apply-
ing to mose engagements. Argu-
ment is that the agents readily col-
lect 10% for so-called outside en-
gagements including radio, pictures
and clubs and. thereby should do well
enough without tilting on the legit
engagements. From the Coast, how-
ever, it is reported that the Screen
Actors Guild wants to reduce com-
missions to 5%.

CASTING STARTS ON

50-YEAR CAVALCADE

Although the second act is incom-
plete, casting is starting on Moss
Hart and George S, Kaufman's his-
torical calvacade, which will be pre-
sented in the Center, Radio City,
late in the fall. Drama, which has
Jiot been titled, will cover a 50-year
period. Deal for the presentation
was signatured last week by Sam H,
Harris and the authors, who will be
in on the production, and Kenneth
Hyatt, acting for the Rockefellers.
Stated latter will not be in on the
financing,

Harris' press department is al-
ready taking quarters in the Center,
With Jphn Peter Toohey in charge.

Li^ie's Preem Set

London, Oct. 11.

Noel Coward's new play, destined
for New York with Beatrice Lillie,

opens in Boston, Dec. 26. In addi-
tion, he is taking over the 'fish' man,
Richard Hadyn, who has scored so
Strongly In 'Nine Sharp,' in broad-
casting and cabarets.
Coward show, as yet untitled, will

have an all-English cast.

W. H. WRIGHT DIES

IN NEWYORK AT 72

Waiiam H, Wright, 72, long in the

legit field and formerly operator of

many stock companies in the middle
west, died in New York last Wednes-
day (12) and was buried in the Ac-
tors Fund plot at Kensico Saturday

(15). One of the most colorful men
in show business, as company man-
ager and agent, he was also closely
associated with one time toppers,
including A. L. Erlanger, George
Tyler and George Broadhurst.
Broadhurst was inspired to write

'The Wrong Mr. Wright' by Wright,
and the latter followed suit with a
play called 'The Country Editor,'
the former author-manager having
once published a small town news-
paper. Wright handled the lecture
tours of the late Robert IngersoU,
the agnostic who attracted consider-
able attention in the 90's. He man-
aged or agented many shows for
Klaw & Erlanger, and was back with
'Everywoman,' H. W. Savage hit.

At one time he had 15 stock com-
panies, mostly spotted in the Michi-
gan string of theatres then known
as the Butterfield Circuit. At the
peak of such activities, he was known
to have paid actors salaries in ex-
cess of $750,000 in one season, con-
sidered exceptional for stock.

Wright frequently talked about
players who were developed in his
stocks, particularly Carole Lombard,
who came to him as Jane Peterson
of Indianapolis. Pat O'Brien also

with no experience, joined one of his

companies at Benton Harbor, coming
by boat from Milwaukee and land-
ing broke, then sitting in the ark
throughout the night. Wright also

mentioned a number of actors now
in Hollywood as directors, or other
studio berths.

legend' Cast

Takes Cut; Ue
Goes Part Co-Op

Downward salary revisions have

been made for two shows on Broad-

way, they being 'Missouri Legend,'

Empire, and 'What a Life,' Biltmore.

Latter attraction, which has been
running for six months, is now on
a sharing basis. Cast is guaranteed
the Equity minimum of $40 and, if a
profit is made, all share pro rata.

CSeorge Abbott, the producer of
'Life/ assumes any losses, if sus-

tained.

'Life' was announced' to close two
weeks ago, but continued under the

sharing plan. Equity does not regard
the arrangement as a cut in salaries

because of the possibility of shar-

ing in the profits, and did not re-

quire the management nor players to

appear before the cuts board.

•Legend,' while well regarded at

the premiere, dropped after a fairly

good first , week. Players agreed to

take a cut, show being guaranteed
for two weeks. Play can break even
at $7,200, but dropped under the

level. Should it exceed that figure,

full salaries will apply.

Jobn Shubert No Dice

As Company Manager

John Shubert, son of J. J., filed an
application for membership in Com-
pany Managers, the admissions com-
mittee holding it up because his

qualifications as a company manager
were questioned and it is indicated

that he will not secure a card. Young
Shubert has bean concerned with

back stage activities of several mu-
sicals produced under J. J.'s di-

rection.

Currently his name is linked with

the managerial end of 'You Never
Know,' Winter Garden, N. Y., billing

being 'Messers Shubert in associa-

tion with John Shubert Present,'

show's title then following.

Pittsburgh, Oct. 18.

Originally booked for full week's
engagement at Nixon, Katharine Cor-
nell will play only four days here
next week in 'Herod and Mariamne.'
Show preems locally. Customary
opening iiji Pittsburgh is Monday,
then actress-manager set it back until

Tuesday and over week-end an-
nounced she, wouldn't get underway
until Wednesday (26). She'll do reg-
ular two mats, however, shoving
Wednesday's back to Thursday.

'Herod' is a heavy show, and Miss
Cornell' wanted more time to set and
rehearse it here. Conipany hits town
Sunday (22) and will spend four days
in intensive dress rehearsals. Plays
four additional weeks on road, and
then goes to New York for engage-
ment she's limiting to two and a half

months in order to do at least one
more new show this season.

STAGE REUEFS

BENEFTTA

HASCO

Literally a day and night of
false starts, the first 'monster benefit'

for the Stage Relief Fund looks to

be its last. Formerly confining its

activities to Sunday night benefit

legit performances, Fund was pro-
moted into an outdoor show- that
proved a fiasco Sunday (16) on the
grounds of the New York World's
Fair. It was a total loss of time,

money and effort for the Fund and
the Fair.

Misadvertised and miscarried, stunt
made money for none and ill fe,el^

ing for all concerned. The only
showmanly touch was the Long Is-

land Railroad's barker at the east-

ern subway exit shilling for the
adjacent line.

Dave and Frank Behrends and
George Clarke, p.a., promoted.
Dwight Deere Wiman and John
Golden assisted in handling, from
the Fund end.
Promoters claim about $2,000 was

dropped. There was no net yield to

the stage Relief Fund. Expenses for

lights, fixtures, power, construction
of stage and booths, advertising and
publicity, rain insurance and p.a, sys-

tem cut in so heavily that the ad
vertised show had to be cut to the
bone. Stated that 8,500 admissions
were clocked at the combo ump-
teenth preview of the Fair that
proved unfair. Promoters claim
they got no co-operation and plenty
of arrogance from Fair officials who
had made the deal for the grounds
direct with the Fund. Promoters,
in turn, gave little to spectators who
were ballyed with such lines as 'all

the stars,' 'continuous performance,'
etc., none of which they got ,for

a nick of 35c for kids to as high as
$10. The so-called 'Big Show,'
skedded for one of halls, was also
omitted because of expense. Same
hall only housed a bingo game.
There seemed to be more than a
charitable interest in that section
of the Fair by some of 'officials'

who used shill methods to get rub-
bernecks inside, and misrepresenta-
tion to keep them there. Business
of telling crowd that Stars' would
soon arrive at the hall (using
names) was stopped by Alan Corelli
of the Theatre Authority, benefit
clearing house. Incidentally, Fund
show had no clearance from T, A.

No Star Talent
A last minute SOS resulted in

some small time sight acts showing
up in place of stars. Kitty Carlisle
(took a bow), Fred Stone and Olsen
and Johnson were only other legit-

ers present. Radio and films were
without representation. Total of
about 15 acts and solo performers
had to be stretched into five shows,
over a seven-hour period. Absence
of any lighting for stage called a
halt at 6:30 p. m. to whatever else
could have been induced to take
the stage. P.a. system was inade-
quate, seating very limited with bet-,

ter than two-thirds standing.
Fred Stone, John Golden, Audrey

Kargere, Lucy Monroe, Olsen and
Johnson, Mioler and Janette, Dude
Wranglers, Hoey Sisters, Jerry
Mann, Lucille Johnson, Marshall
Mortgomery, Al Waldman, Joe
Wong, Hughey Fitz, Frank Parish
and Ben Nelson's and Jules Lenz-

(Continued on page 52) '
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League Starts Policing Ticket Code,

I Gum-Shoers Checking Agencies

'Hellz' Staff{aOed on Carpet

League of New York Theatres, as-

signed with the enforcement of the

ticket code, has started policing

agencies and possibly theatres on a

check-up on violations. Methods

used are not revealed and at present

there are two persons on the job un-

der salary, with some volunteers in-

dicated. Stated that more people

will be placed on the policing job.

Code li. being discussed plenty by
agency people and box office staffs,

the consensus of opinion being op-
posed to the control system. That
was expected by the matiagers and
those in favor of the code. Claimed
by brokers that when they sell their

allotments, further transactions' are
out since no profit can be made if

securing extra tickets from other
agencies. Result is that they are
losing last-minute customers, patrons
who have long done business with
them. Mosf agencies are 'careful

about selling tickets to unauthorized
agencies, but a certain* amount of

bootlegging is conceded.

Managers Satisfied

At a meeting of the league last

week it was stated that all 15 man-

'Lightnin' Jam

On Press Comps

Riles Drama Eds

Outlying newspaper people were

riled plenty over Invitations to

'Lightnin', at the Golden, N. Y.,

when calling at the theatre and be-

ing told there were no seats remain-

ing. It appears that the manage-
ment ordered undated cards of ad-

mission sent to the drama' desks of

all small publications in the metro-

politan district, and 700 were mailed
out.

'

The comps called for two tickets

each over a period of four days.
First night about 50. were_turned inj

with 100 coming the second . night
but most of the remainder applying
on the final evening. Nat Dorfman,
press agent for the John Golden at-

traction, was in a quandary and
spotted many applicants who made
the trip into town from considerable
distances in other attractions.

Understood the p.a. was opposed
to distributing tmdated cards of ad-
mission, fearing such a situation as

arose. Dorfman, who has been on
friendly terms with the outlying
papers for many years, apologized by
^ail, offering to fill ticket requests
on specific dates.

Socialite Wrights May

Go Backwoods in New

TiDow Puncher' Musical

Cobina Wright, Sr., and* possibly

Cobina, Jr., socialite entertainers,

may be in 'Pillow Puncher,' new
Broadway musical for later thi$ sea-

son, which Marjorie Fielding, with
her husband, Charles Barnes, co-

composed with Harold Orlob. Latter

will produce. Book is by Grace John-
son, who is in charge of entertain-
ment at Yellowstone Park, and that
constitutes the background of the
new musical.
The U. S.^insists that all forestry

employees at Yellowstone must lit-

erally double in brass—be collegiate
guides and also be capable of mak-
ing their own funfests in their leisure
time, through home-staged shows,
since the forestry staff is so far re-
moved from other entertainment.
The younger Cobina Wright is

presently slated for a new Broadway
show, hence the! uncertainty of get-
ting her. Richard Cromwell, from
pictures^ and Grace and Ray Mac-
Donald are other cast' potentials.

agers present. In addition to some
proiics, expressed satisfaction with
the code. It was brought out that
one regulation in effect is that if a
manager is interested in an agency
he must make it known to the
league. Suggested that if an agency
is interested in a show that should
similarly be checked. Case in point

was the Tyson agency, of which
Harry Kaufman is a partner. He,
too, being interested in 'Hellzapop-

pin;' Ticket man, in answer to an
implication that his agency was
pushing the ticket sale for ths show,
declared that was untrue, pointing

out that the revue did not need such
activity because of the sell-out busi-

ness.

Reported, however, that one of the
46th street theatre box office staff

that houses the show was called in

by James F. Reilly, secretary of the
le5>gue, after a complaint that pre-

ferred tickets C3uld not be obtained
for 'Hellz.' Inference was that 25%
of th-J tickets were not held at the
box office for direct sale. Treasurer
stated that tickets were sold at the
direction of the management, spe-

cifically the Shuberts. The detail of

code enforcement appears to have
b-^en placed in the hands of Reilly,

nlthoush a committee is supposed to

have that assignment.

Agencies Paying Levy

The ZVz cents levy on each ticket

is now being paid by agencies to the
league as required, the actual amount
for the first three weeks not being
disclosed. It is close to a. propor-
tionate share of the estimate, how-<
ever. Figured that agencies sell .750,-

000 tickets annually, which would
give the league's enforcement com-
mittee slightly over $22^000 annually.

Coin is to be used mostly for polic-

ing, which is the burn-up to the
agencies.

Some theatres remain on the out-

side, managements refusing to join

the league. Included is the St.

James, which opened last week with
'Hamlet,' show getting glowing no-
tices. Agencies are in a quandary
on what to do about ticket calls for
the show. ' Some - are guarding
against possible law suits by the
house management and clerks have
been instructed not to state that

tickets for the attraction are not
being sold. Understood that 'Ham-
let' tickets ate around, however.
One broker" is taking brdefsr uh-.

able to decide whether they can be
filled or not.

Officers Be-elected

League meeting was partly de«
voted to the annual election, the
same officers be;ng renamed^ while
two new members .were placed on
the board. Idea is to have the board
of 14 equally divided, seven being
producers and seven being theatre
owners or operators. It was difi-

cerned, however, that some elected
are both producers and house opera-
tors.

One of the principal proponents
of the code, Brock Pemberton,! who
produced 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye'
(Miller, N. Y.), Inserted extra space
a<^s in Monday's dailies headed 'How
fo Buy Hit Tickets.' Manager pcjat-
ed out that those who prefer to buy
tickets from a broker may do so at
75c over the box office pri(!e, but
if the broker asks for more 'please
report the fact to me.'' Ad concludes
with suggestion that, by ordering
v/ell in advance, seats in any row for
any performance may be secured for
any performance, 'including the pe-
riod Qf the World's Fair.' Play is a
click, and is figured to run through
the season.

Colt's Payers on Tour

Indianapolis, Oct. 18.

Jitney Players, managed by Ethel
Barrymore Colt, began its national
tour at Ball State Teachers' College
in Muncie, Ind., last Wednesday
(12), where they presented 'Both
Your Houses.*
Thursday they took buses to Ma-

rion, O., to do a matinee of 'Rip Van
Winkle,' and evening performance of
'End of Summer.' Fridaythey went
to Notre Dame at South Bend to put
on '—and for Yale,' collegiate cptti-
edy. '

•'-•'.•?« I )
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Broun Blasts Blasters

(Continued from page 47)

which Broun heads. He wrote un-

der his columnar head 'It Seems to

Me":
You might not mind so much if

your sister married one of them,

and two or three asked in after

dinner would not for a certainty

spoil the party, but taken as a
group the dramatic critics of New
York are so much suet pudding.

n really isn't safe to trust an
art to the judgment of a body
which every other year goes out

and votes a prize to Maxwell An-
derson. This may be the bitter-

ness of an old man who once was
privileged to touch the hem of

William Winter's mantle and to

catch the epigrams of Alexander
Woollcott as he delivered them in

person. It is true. Your Worship,
that I have seen better days,, and
did not always press my nose

against the pane of passing
|

limousines in an effort to find

someone to buy my violence.

Possibly the fault lies not with

the presfent generation but with
the very nature of the craft of

criticism. Though you deal him
from the top of the deck or the

Broun's Rave

Heywood Broim, although he
smacked the critics last week,
reverted to type and his yester-

day's (Tuesday) column was a
rave over 'Abe I<incohi in

Illinois.' John Mason Brown
(Post), hammered the play but
Broun said, 'It' is the great

American drama. And it is the

flnest^iece of propaganda ever
to come into our theatre; Bob
Sherwood did not write to- lay

a wreath at the tomb of the
mighty dead. This is the tale,

of days which are gone but
also of days which are to come.
Here is the living Lincoln
whose soul goes marching
on'. . .

Column was somewhat longer
than his usual daily, contribu-

tion.

Auatrailian und New Zealand Tti«a-
trek, Ltd., Mannirii? Directors' ITrank
S. Ta«, a. S. Crtrk, G. B. r>enti.

VIOLET CARLSON
lit* tlif star of

"KOSEMARIE"
KWS-Ah TKJSATRIC

SYDNET, ArSTK.^MA

bottom, the critic remains a
kibitzer. One need- not be a- hen
to know, good eggs from bad, .but

things enter into the philosophy of
an omelet which are never dreamt
of by the man who downs it.

Just Try It on Qim
The cry of the critic is that he

wants novelty in the theatre, but
he will slap down any author who

- utters a sudden boo in- his.-good
ear. Look how little- he did, for

The Cradle Will Rode.' The ex-
planation lies somewhere within
the works of Sigmvmd Freud and
Karl Marx. I'm not 'sure which
one of these $ages said it, but no
man can as&ociate < with stuffed
shirts over a period' of seasons
without coming to take on some-
thing of the outward manifesta-.
tions and the inner spirit of the
species. I defy any stranger at a
first night to distinguish the tired
business men from the critics..

During the first intermission of
the first show of the new theatrical

year I ran- into a revie\Ver. He
yawned and said, *How I wish the
season was. over!'

Anybody who knew the poor
fellow's background could not
possibly blame hiin. He had just
returned to town after a summer
spent in lecturing to women's
clubs on 'The Development of the
American Drama.' There are

.
those, I understand, who find this

column dull, but I only wish they
could have caught a load of it in

my chicken salad days when T, too,

v/as • engaged in carrying culture
to Columbus. It embitters the
mihd. And it isn't the sleeper
jumps so much as the old' ladies

who say, 'Tell me honestly, what
is Tallulah Bankhead like in

private?'

Also Soft-Hearted

Not for a moment would I sug-
gest that the critics of today are
cruel sophisticates. On the con-
.trary, their approadi to. an art

form has all the naive cheerfulness

of Little Audrey. It was Little

Audrey, wasn't it, who thought
that Rex Beach was a summer re-

sort? Well, I know a critic who
thinks that Clare Boothe is a
dramatist.

Modern criticism is indulgent
without being generous, It neither

i

bums nor blesses. Indeed, most i

of the reviews are written in the
mood which Percy Hammond once
described as 'praising with faint

damns.' The theatre can be killed

by 'yes men' and mdimed by those
who must say 'No.' But the crud-
est and most lingering death to

which the stage can be exposed is

to pinion it upon an ant heap and
leave it to the attrition of 'yes £^d
no.'

The theatre can give out emo-
tion only w:hen it faces those
capable of receiving it or of

chucking, it back. There should be
a brick wall behind the stage and
not in front of the footlights. Let
the boys bring either bombs or
bouquets. Not even a 'Fabulous
Invalid' can long survive the
ministrations of the man with the
feather duster.'

Critics -Know Broiin

Most of the critics have known
Broun ovet a period of years and
they say that he is probably up to
his 'old tricks' of column-filling. Re-
called that when on the World he
would spring some pointed comment
that would excite enough response
through the mail from readers to
supply source material for several
days. For instance, he once wrote
that all people of a certain race were
cowards and bingo came scathing
replies, which he used as he wished.
That is why nearly all the critics-

were amused and said they wouldn't
even blush, much less give Broun
material to make his columning easy
for a spell..

The reference to Clare Boothe may
be- a bit of pique, since a character
in her new hit, 'Kiss the Boys Good-
bye,' Miller, N. Y., was recognized
as caricaturing Broun. Woollcott
was a former criti'c, too, withdrawing
to become an author of books, actor
and radio personality.

One- critic did mention that as a
columnist Broun is a pretty good
actor, that meaning his appearance
in 'Shoot the Works,' a revue which
he bankrolled some seasons ago.
Reference to Maxwell Anderson, who
formerly wrote editorials on the
World, may be somewhat personal,
but the Critics Circle did vote in
Anderson's 'Wintersef and 'High
Tor' on successive seasons. Press
on The Cradle Will Hock' was favor-
able, but the attraction did little bet-
ter than break even.

3 Shows Out

There were three fast, flops on
Broadway last week, all drawing an
adverse press. 'Dance Night,' which
opened at the Belasco Friday (14),
was <withdrawn the following night.

DANCE NIGHT
Opened Oct.' 14, '38. CrlUcs

didnt like It. Anderson (Jour-
nal), 'There's simply 'no play to

sustain the whole business.'

Coleman .(Mirror),- 'Negative
ballot.'

'The Good' stopped at the Windsor
Wednesday (12) after playing one
week.

THE GOOD
Opened Oct. 5, '3S. Critics

unanimously accorded it little

chance. Whipple (World-Trie),
saidr 'Badly written, stiff; lull of
cliches, and tedious.' Atkinson
(Times), 'Do 1 ef nl d rani a.'

Variety (Ibce), 'Will follow
others of its ilk-^ut.'

Current Road Shows

(Week of Oct 17)

'Amphitryon'—*Sea Gu\V (Lunt and
Fontanne), Chestnut St., Philadel-

phia.

'Behind Red Ligrhts,* Werba, Brook-
lyn.

•Blossom Time,' Grand, Chicago.

'Candida' (Ann Harding), Bilbnore,

Los Angeles.
'Circle,* (G»ce George), Queens-

boro, Elmhurst, L. I. (16).

'Golden Bey' (Luther Adler-

Frances Farmer), Plymouth, Boston.

'Great Lady' CTuUio Carminati-
Irene Bordoni-Norma Terris), For-
rest, Philadelphia.

1 Am DilTercnt' (Tallulah Bank-
head), Selwyn, Chicago.
' I'd Bather Be Btffht' (George M.
Cohan), National, Washington.
'Leave It to Me,' Shubert. Boston.

'Madame Capet' (Eva Le Gallienne),

Locust St, Philadelphia.

'Of Mice and- Men,' Nixon, Pitts-

burgh,
'Pins and Needles,' American, St.

Louis (16).

'Shadow and Sabstance' (Sir Cedric
Hardwicke), Wilbur, Boston.
'SoUloQny,' Curran, San Francisco.

'Susan, and God' (Gertrude Law-
rence), Harris, Chicago.
'Tobacco Road,' Playhouse, Middle-

town, N. Y, (17-19); Playhouse, Wil-
mington, Del. (20-22).

'What a Life,' Royal Alexandria,
Toronto.

'Whiteoaks' (Ethel Barrymore),
Shubert, New Haven (17-19); Ford's,

Baltimore (20-22).

'Women,' Hanna, Cleveland.
Taakee Fable' (Ina Claire), Co-

lonial, Boston (18).

Tou Cant Take It With You,' Cass,
Detroit (le).

Shows in Rehearsal

'Lorelet'—Richard Aldrich.

*The Flyfaif GItesberffs'—Vin-

ton Freedley.

*B*y9 From Syracuse'—
George Abbott.

'Run, Sheep, Rnn'—Blackwell
and Curtis.

'Herod and Marlamne'—Kath>
arine Cornell.

•Waits in Go«Be Step'—
—Julien Chatiueneau.

'Too Much Johnson'—Mer-
cury.

'Danton's Death'—Mercury.

IINCOLN' OK $6,500

IN 4 BALTO SHOWS

Baltimore, Oct. 18.

Town's belated seastm of legit got
underway last week, with bullish do-
ings marking openings of both 'Abra-
ham Lincoln in Illinois,' at Ford's,
and 'Window Shopping/ at the indie
booked, Maryland. Lincoln opus, in
for only four shows, built strongly
with s.r.o. for closing night (Wed.).
Rave notices and quickly spreading
comment started steady march on
b.o., with regrets all around that
booking didn't run for entire- week.
'Window Shopping,* with George
Sydney featured, pre-Broadway try
of new farcQ by Norma Clark,-

drama crick of lo^l News-Post, and
Louis Shecter, also local, opened big
and held up s^idly throughout week.

Ethel Bartymore's 'White Oaks' is

in at Ford's last half of this week,
with Tobstcco Road' slated for third
return week, Oct. 24, at same house.

Estimates for. Last Week
'Abraham ~Llncoln~ 'In Illinois,*

Ford's (half week) (1,900; $2.78).
Chalked, up one of biggest grosses
for tryout in house history, with
steadily buildine biz to' complete sell-

out closing night <Wed.) and strong
$6,500 in the till^

*Window Shopping:,' Maryland
(1,750; $2.22). Nicely received by ca-
pacity house opening night and
steady play thereafter to $5,400. Good
comment for pre-Broadway tryout
by Norman Clark and Louis Schecter,
localite's.

'BLOSSOM' IN Pin
FADES TO $8,000

Pittsburgh, Oct. 18.

Second week of legit , season here
found the brakes still on. 'Blossom
Time,' coming into Nixon right on
heels of 'You Can't Tbke It With
You,' failed to turn on steam neces-
sary to start a new year properly,
and operetta, playing its 'upteent^
visit here, floundered around to me-
diocre $8,000. Started off terribly,
but picked up slightly at the finish,

balcony selling big on Everett Mar-
shall's draw, but more expensive
pews goings begging.
Nixon has its actual getaway cur-

rently, with 'Of Mice and Men'
launching A'TS season as well. Looks
bri^t from this point on right
through to holidays, with 'Herod and
Miriamne,' 'I'd Rather Be Right,'
'Whiteoaks,' 'Amphitryon 38' and
'Golden Boy' following in the order
named.

Estimate for Last Week
'Blossom Time' (Nixon; 2,100;

$2.20). Too many visits for this one
and it's just abbut worn out its wel-
come. New blood injected this time,
however, iii person of Everett Mar-
shall, and that's the only thing that
gave aging operetta a moderate
break. Little better than $8,000 and
there's no balm in that for a new
seaon on heels of previous $7,300
with 'You Can't Take It With -You.'

THAT, LEAGUE

SET SCALE FOR

3 (MS
Committee from the Theatrical

Managers, Agents 8c Treasurers

union and the labor committee of

the League of New York theatres

have agreed on out-of-town pay in

three o.ut-of-town cities. Those con-

cerned are house managers and box-

office staffs who are reported getting

comparably the same scale as in New
York. Reason given was that some
stands have short 'seasons, or fre-

quent dark weeks. However, scale
in Philadelphia, which was agreed
on some time ago, is virtually the
same as Broadway and TMAT has
used it as a precedent.
Scales for Pittsburgh, Los Angeles

and Cincinnati were arranged last

week, but the committees are at odds
over Boston, while local groups in

Baltimore and Washington have not
signified their ideas on salaries.

Complaint was made that the Shu-
berts had placed a number of their

office staff in house managerships*
including a booker and a play reader.

They were accepted for membership
some time ago, however, and no ac-

tion is expected to be taken.

Pro<Ain Stock
Permission .was .granted a stock

operated at Short Hills, N. J., for

the use of amateurs who will ap-
pear with professionals. Manage-
ment explained it wished to fill out
casts from among local highschool

students.

Otherwise regular Equity condi-

tions as to pay and performances

are observed.

'The Devil Takes a Bride* was
yanked from the Cort. Saturday (15)
after playing one week and two
nights.

THE DCVIL TAKES A BRIDE .

Opened Oct. 7, '38. First

stringers didn't waste many
M'ords in negrative reviews.
Waits (Herald Trib), 'Will

hardly snffice.' LeckrI dffc
(Sun)-, Tonderously funereal.'

Variety (Land), 'Limited to a
short stay.'

; L I.

Harding's 'Candida' Grabs

$10,500 First L. A. Week
Los Angeles, Oct. 18.

Ann Harding's revival of George
Bernard Shaw's dated comedy, 'Can-
didav* opraed fairly strong on its

two-week stand-and, aided by heavy
matinee biz, got arouind $10;500:
Company barged in after two weeks
in Ftisco and breaks up following
the local run, nixing a New York
stand.

Estimate tor Last Week
'Candida,' Biltmore (1st week)

(C-D-1,6S8; $a;50). Ann Harding's
personal following* overcame mixed
press notices and. aided by picture
turnout on opening night polled
$10,300 on the week. 'Soliloquy*
comes in Oct. 24 for two weeks.

WFA
'Rnn Little Chillun,' Mayan. Sold

out three weeks in advance and may
hold through the holidays. Now in
13th week.
'Two-«-DAy/ Playhouse, cavalcade

of vaude comes in Oct. 29 for a run.
House- dark for two weeks in prep-
aration of FTP gigantic.

'Alien Corn,' Belasco. Opened (14)
and stays for two weeks. 'Volpone'
next.

Inside Stuf-Legit

Charles Collins, former dramatic critic now writing the column 'A Line
O' Type or Two' in the Chicago Tribune, ventured in last Wednesday's
contribution to observe: 'Perhaps the neglected drama is coming- to its

own after the seven lean years* (in the Loop). The comment concerned,

the draw of 'Susan and God,' at the Harris, and he wrote that one disap-

pointed patron turned from the boxoffice and remarked: 'Apparently you'va

got to talk to God before you can see Susan.'

Claimed that the advance sale is something of a record for the Chicago
house, columnist crediting John Golden, whom he- said had been 'fertilizing*

the road with 'Susan' publicity for nearly a year, also mentioning national

salesmanship. John Pollock, former Orpheum Circuit press head, is chief

.

p.a,'for 'Susan.* " -

'Man of the Year,* contributed by the colored contingent in 'Sing Out
the News,' which is the most animated number in the revue, clicked so
strongly last Wednesday night (12) that it actually stopped the show.
PoUowing skit started with Philip Loeb impersonating Groucho Marx as

president, but plaudits- drowned out the dialog, until Rex Ingram came on
in a dressing gown and quieted the audience. Loeb drew a laugh by
cracking: 'Well, Ingram, you finally made the White House.'

Bell-ringing 'Man* number, which celebrates the naming of an infant

pickinniny as F. D. Jones, was originally in the first section of 'News,*

which was the best part of the show. As presently routined, the second
half tops.

'Bachelor Bom' moved from the Lyceum, N. Y., where most of its goodly
run was made, to the Cort Monday (17), but will shift again next week
to the Mansfield, according to present plans. Former house to get 'Madams'
Capet* presented by Eddie Dowling, who appears to have preferred the
Cort over the Mansfield, which was announced to get the Eva Le Gallienne
show.

It will be the fifth spot for 'Bachelor,' which war originally at the
Morosco.

During the illnes?. of Margie Ann Kaufman in Philadelphia last week,
Louise Beggs replaced her for four performances in 'A Woman's a Fool

—

to Be Clever.' Miss Kaufman then returned to the cast.

Miss Begg& is the wife of David Stern, 3d, v.p. and general manager of
the Philadelphia Record and New York Post, and son of J. David Stern,
publisher of the two papers. Before her marriage Miss Bieggs was a lead-
ing player at Hedgerow theatre, Moylan-Rose Valley, Pa. Her appearance
in 'Woman' was her pra debut.

Will Geer, who is m 'Sing Out The News', Music Box, N. Y., was wed
Saturday (15) to Herta Ware, young actress whose mother has been active
in the Communist party for years. Known as 'Mother' Bloor, she made
any number of fiery speeches around the country, for which she was under
arrest at various points.

Geer was of the Actors Forum, militant group within Equity that is

supposed to have dissolved.

HENDEBSON IN ALBANY
Albany, Oct. 18,

Robert Henderson, founder-direc-
tor of the Ann Arbor Drama Festi-
val and stager of road productions
of Noel Coward plays, is resident di-

rector under the new setup at Fa-
bian's Harmanus Bleecker Hall. Paul
31aufox Js ,pg:od)}(cer„

Jane Broder is given program listing by the Playwrights Co. as casting
assistant for 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois.* at the Plymouth, N. Y. . She was
also given program credit by Jed Harris as casting, director of 'Our Town,'
Morosco, N. Y. Agent didn't ask for such credit in either case, although
it is considered rare for any percenter to be accorded such recognition.

Olsen and Johnson now insist on six personal seats for 'Hellzapoppin.*
Can't start getting them until next week, but due to demands from visit-
ing. Coast friends, and others, the stars of the vaude-revue decided on that
with Harry Kaufman (Shuberts).

Capt Jack Potter, formerly connected with the late Charles Diliingham,
is back on Broadway, being company manager of 'Lightnin' ' at the Golden.
He was with NBC's program department for several years.
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Gert Lawrence Pacii^ Qii's Terrilic

Legit Season with Capaci^ $18,

Chicago, Oct. 18.

Chicago's greatest legit season in

years is underway, with the shews
all 4oing flve-flgure business. 'Gold-

en Boy' did four capacity weeks; *I

Am Different' is completing lour

strong sessions, and 'Susan and Grod'

is doing absolute capacity currently.

Gertrude Lawrence show is cracking
records in the Harris and looks to

stay until the holidays easily at ca-

pacity pace. Tickets at a premium,
with the show already booking
$40,000 in advance sales.

For the ninth time in 15 years
Chicago 15 getting a showing of 'Blos-

som Time,' which opened in the

Grand Sunday (16) with Everett
Marshall top-lined. In for a short

stay,, however; 'On Borrowed Time'
set for the house Nov. 8.

WPA is having its most successful

show currently, a modem version of

•The • Mikado' bringing plenty of ac-

tual cash into the Great Northern.

Estimates for Last Week
"Blossom Time/ Grand (1st week).

Opened Simday (18) for short stay.

Good returns indicated.
1 Am Dlllerent/ Selwyn (4th and

final week) (1,000; $2.75). Going on
a tour through southern territory,

figuring on the Tallulah Bankhead
moniker for box-offlce. Turned in

^ood $10,000 last week. 'Of Mice and
Men' replaces Monday (24).

•Snsan and God,' Harris (2d week)
(1,000; $2.75). Dynamite. Shoehorn
necessary to get 'em in; $18,000 for

initial session.

Other Attractions

San Carlo Opera, Auditorium.
Winding up three weeks currently
and has done e:tcellent trade. House
goes to straight legit Nov. 8 with
second Chi showing of 'The Women.'

WPA
"The .Mikado,' Great Northern.

Feaeral theatre has a winner in this

Harry Mintiirn version of the Gilbert
& Sullivan comic opera. Gross -of

$3,500 is remarkable, considering the
low tariff set-up.

PhiDy HasPlenty

Legit, but Spotty

Biz; 'Right' 3%

PhUadelphia, Oct. 18.

Old times were recalled in the

dailies last weekend, when no less

than six legit shows were represent-

ed in the advertising blocks on the
amusement pages. That hasn't hap-

f')ened here iis a blue moon, but the

egit people have their fingers

crossed. So far biz has been spotty.

Season's first smash, George M.
Cohan in Td Rather Be Right,' left

town Saturday night (15) after two
v/eeks of sensational trade at the

Forrest. There was a long gap,

though, between this one and the

rest of the season's show crop to

date.
Next Indicated b. o. wallop is

•Amphitryon 38,'' which opened last

night (Monday) at the Chestnut
Street Opera House to terrific biz.

Show is likely to hit near capacity

on its two weeks' stay, but actual

grosses wiU be held down because of

lower ATS subscription rates.

Forrest is dark after first half of

this week, but has another big one
set for Thursday (20th) in 'Great

Lady,' which is having its preem
here. Engagement is set for two
and a half weeks to give manage-
ment chance to ^et show perfected.

As predicted, Eddie Dowling will

keep his costume try-out. piece,

•Madame Capet,' at the Locust Street,

not so much because of an over-
whelming demand (although biz has
been good) as to whip production
Into smoother shape. Next Monday,
Ethel Barrymore comes to the same
house in 'Whiteoaks,' which will be
followed by 'Golden Boy' Nov. 7.

Erlanger last night got its second
try-out in a row when Tom Kirk-
patrick brought his 'Winfaow Shop-
ping' up froiri Baltimore for an
engagement of indefihite length. And,
finally, to round up all the unprece-
dented legit activity, the WPA's
'One Third of a Nation' relighted the
Walnut Street, leased for a six

months' period.
Estimates for Last Week

Id Rather Be Elfht,' Forrest (2d

week) (2,000; $3.42). In second and
getaway week, this Cohan vehicle

mounted to $33,000, which meant
virtual capacity. 'Great Lady' open-
ing Thursday.
'Madame Capet,' Locust (2d week)

(1,400; $2.50). Eddie Bowling's cos-

tume production held for this week
(3d), although b'z hasn't been sen-
sational. Show is much better now,
however, and rated as having an
excellent chance on Broadway even
though costumed. Claimed $10,000 last

Week.

High Tor; $3,000. Hat,'

$3,500, Okay in B'klyn

Brooklyn, Oct. 18.

Good results .at Werba*s Brooklyn
with 'High Tor/ and nice returns at
Shubert, where 'Brother Rat' was
displayed. Current attraction at
Werba's 'Behind Red Lights' and
Shubert is offering 'Mulatto.' WPA
version of 'Mikado' is at Academy
of Music.

Brattlebofo theatre opens second
season ^at St Felix Street Playhouse
Oct. 3li with 'Conjur,' new opus by
Waller Freeman, first in series of
five new productions. Negro drama
was optioned by Theater Guild last
season.

Estimates for Last Week
'HIeh Tor* (Werba's Brooklyn)

(1,529; 55-$1.10). Received good no-
tices in local gazettes and brought in
okay $3,000.

'Brother Rat' (Shubert) (1,750; 15-

85). Familiar to fans, but still go-
ing stxpng. Nifty $3,500.

'Sofiloquy Fair

$7,500 in Frisco-

Going to B way

San Francisco, Oct. 18.

Encouraged by excellent audience

reaction; contradictory to most of

the press notices, 'Soliloquy' will not

fold here following . its run at the
Curran Saturday (22). Instead, the
company will open in Los Angeles at
Biltmore, Oct 24, and will then jump
to Chicago before hitting Broadway.
Originally in three aets, Victor Vic-
tor, author, has cut it to two and has
eliminated some of the choppiness
which marred its presentation open-
ing night here.

.

Estimate for Last Week
'Soliloquy,' Curran (1,771; $2.75)

(1st wk). Off to a slow start but
word-Of-moiith publicity helped and
biz picked up considerably at the end
of the first week, with the advance
sale on the second week way ahead
of the initial stanza. Play has un
dergone some rewriting and con-
densed to two acts. John Beal clicks

in the star role, with supporting cast

unusually good. First week only
fair $7,500.

WPA
'A Moral Entertainment,* Alcazar

(1.269; $1.10) (2d wk). Even the

WPA crowd didn't go for this one,

which had a bad second week. 'An-
imal Kingdom' opened two weeks'
engagement last night (Monday) un-
der the direction of Walter Gilbert

'CAN'T TAKE' GETS NO

PAY DIRT IN CLEVE., 6G

Cleveland, Oct. 18.

Outlook for this year's legit is far

brighter than last season's, although

•You Can't Take It with You' got

Hanna's semester off last week on
the wrong leg.

First handicap was that it was
third repeat for the Kaufman-Moss
show. What hurt most was terrific,

unparalleled competish of Frank
Capra pix version at Warner's Hipp.
Besides confusing theatregoers, situ-

ation gave road-show slow start that

held it down to $6,000. , ^
•The Women' doing much better

currently at Hanna* which has 'I'd

Rather Be Right' set for Oct 24.

'What a Life' follows Oct 31, then

Katharine Cornell in 'Herod and
Mariamne' Nov. 7. Cleveland Play
House getting excellent trade with
stocked 'Star Wagon' and 'Tonight at

8:30' in its two theatres.
Estimate for Last Week

'Ifou Can't Take It with Yon,'

Hanna (1.435; 50-$l-$l-50), Got bad
breaks from warm weather ana
flicker. Third engagement collected

$6,000, about $3,500 less than last

visit's gross^

Hampden 6G in Jersey

Maplewood, N. J., Oct. 18.

Walter Hampden in 'Trilby,' with

Ethel Britten featured, did a fair

week at the Maplewood, doing a

little over $6,000 in nine- perform-

ances, with a special Friday matinee.

Current attraction, 'The Petrified

Forest,' with Douglass Montgomery.
Estimate for Last Week

Trilby,' Maplewood theatre (1,420;

25-$1.00). Hampden followers turned

out in fair numbers, b.o. reporting

$6,000.

leave It to Me' Itrisk

$12,500 in New Haven

New Haven, Oct. 18.

Second attraction of Shubert sea-
son, preem of Vinton Freedley's
'Leave It to Me/ did heavy week-
end biz (13-15). In four perform-
ances, got $12,500, which is aces here.
Current is Ethel .

Barrymore's
'Whiteoaks* (17-19), which packed
the shelves Monday hut ran jsl light
downstairs. House has booked Bal-
let Russe for one night, Oct 31, and
will follow with preem of 'Boys from
Syracuse,' set for Nov. 3^5,

Estlinate for Last Week
'Leave It Co MeJ' (Shubert) (1,600;

55-$3J0). Good word-of-0MMith, plus
Yale-Navy football weekend, shoved
figure to hefty ^12,900.

B'way Biz Spotty; Invalid $16,000

And Bnikk,W OK $14,1

3 New Entries Exdient Press

BRIGHTUm
INmm

Boston^ Oct 18.

Entirely new crop of shows came
in this week, offering gdod diversifi-

cation of entertainment. 'Shadow
and Substance,' 'Golden Boy' and
'Leave It to Me' all opened yester-
day (Monday), bringing out third-
string reviewers for first time in a
long while. Ina Claire opens tonight
(Tuesday) in 'Yankee Fable,' which
has been given a hefty advance bally
here.
Three quit town Saturday (15):

.'Amphytrion 38/ 'What a Life' and
'Whiteoaks.' Miss Barrymore gave
an extra matinee last Tuesday for.

Actors' Fund.
Federal Theatre opens winter sea-

son Oct 24 at the Copley with "Haiti.*

'Boys from Syracuse' (George Ab-
bott) and 'The Flying Ginsburgs'
(Freedley) slated for Nov. 7 open-
ings.

Estimates for Last Week
'Amphytrion 38' (Colonial) (1.643;

$3.30) (2d week). First of the The-
atre Guild subscription series perked
up in its final frame, with holiday
and football hypos counting as rea-
sons. Finished in blaze of b.o. glory,
$21,500.
'What a Life' (Wilbur) (1,200; $2.75)

(6th week): Okay $7,500 for final

stanza of this George Abbott comedy,
which garnered good word-of-mouth
and press during its run.

'Whiteoaks' (Plymouth) (1,480;

$2.75) (4th week). On the weak side
after opening frame, but closer,

$7,500, satisfactory.

Leventhal May Lose

Newark Shubert; Sixth

Itoaf Repeat OK 7G

Newark, Oct 18.

Tobacco Road,' on its sixth re-
turn engagement locally, did nearly
$6,800 on the week, at the Shubert,
splendid for this oft-repeated show.
House is in darkness this week.
Jules Leventhal, operator, is hav-

ing difficulties with owner of the
Shubert Prudential Life Insurance
Co., in regards to down payments for
house, there being a misunderstand-
ing about the cash 'terms. Leven-
thal's company was to pay $1,200 first

of each month, and $500 each week,
of which $385 was to be considered
as rent Purchase of property from
insurance company was set at

$285,000., Leventhal claimed he did
not receive proper written agree-
ment and held up payment Insur-
ance company claims terms of agree-
ment were violated by non-payment,
demand complete possession of prop-
erty. Future of house is in doubt.

Estimate for Last Week
'Tobacco Road' Shubert (1,940; 50-

1.50). Apparently there is a steady
demand for this show, the supposed^
ly 'farewell engagement,' sixth,

getting $6,800, good.

mOEN BOY' TEES^FF

DETROIT; HEFFY $18,500

Detroit Oct. 18.

Although starting late, Detroit's
legit season got 6ff auspiciously last

week with 'Golden Boy* clicking off

spiffy $18,500 at the Cass. Given
hefty bally, especially on Frances
Farmer, and nearly s.r.o. on most of
nine performances.
Current is 'Ycu Can't Take It With

You,' which Dlayed here last season,
at reduced prices. Top of $1.65 as
compared with $2.75 for 'Golden
Boy:' Cass is booked solid for next
nine weeks.

Estimate for Last Week
.'Golden Boy,' Cass (1,000; $2.75).

Ballyed nicely to get town off to late,

but spiffy start About $18,500, hefty,
for nine performances. Current: 'You
Can't Take It With You.'

Three attractions on last week's
premiere card of five were accorded
exceptional press attention, with
only, few. critics dissenting and
should land in Hie money. These
shows, in addition to one possibility
from the previous week, definitely
mark the new season as progressing
must faster thaih last year's.

First lull week of The Fabulous
Invalid,' Broadhurst, was quoted
around $16,000 and agencies report
active demand, with better weather
probably sending up the pace. Oscar
Wilde,' first of last week's crop to
get the nod, started with a $14,000
week and looks set at the Fulton.
Full length version of 'Hamlet,' a
midweek debut at the St. James, and
'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,' which
stirred first-nighters at the Plymouth
Saturday CIS), comprise the likely
new Quartet
The earlier standouts onore firmly

became established, 'Hellzapoppin'
going to $23,000 and 'Kiss the Boys
Goodbye' topping $15,700, both draw-
ing capacity. 'Sing Out the News*
was slightly up at $15,000; 'You
Never Know' also so at $16,000, but
neither is hot.

Two other arrivals last week did
not rate so well and one, 'Dance
Night' at the Belasco, was yanked
after two days. The other, '1 Have
Been Here Before,' an English im-
port, does not figure to stay around.
Two quickie flops were registered,
The Good'- disappearing from the
Windsor and The Devil Takes a
Bride' ditto at the Cort.

Business was in and out genAkUy
last week, with football crowds again
helping in the latter days. Due next
week: 'Madame Capet,' Cort; *Dan-
t(m's Death,' Mercury, and something
Called 'The Girl from Wyoming,' one
of those night club mellers at the

[

American Music Hall.

Estimates for Last Week
'A W-eman's a Fool,' National (1st

week) (C-1,164; $3,30). Presented by
John J. Wildberg; written by Dor-
othy Bennett and Link Hanna;
opened last night (Tuesday). '

'Abe Llacoln In Illinois,' Plymouth
(1st we^) (D-1,036; $3.30). Opened
with high promise Saturday (15);
generally fine press with some
raves and one adverse notice.
'Bachelor Born,' Cort (39th week)

(C-1.050; $3.30). Moved here from
Lyceum Monday; run comedy has
been getting modest coin, but mak-
ing some profit; rated over $5,000.

'Case History,' Lyceum (1st week)
(D-957; $3.30). Presented by med-
ical men under corporate title of
M. D. Productions; written by Dr.
Louis D. Bardoly; opens Friday (21).
'Dame Natorc,' Booth (4th week)

(C-708; $3.30). Claims several thou-
sand "oversubscriptions^- w~h i~e h
amount to about $6,500 weekly; an-
other attraction slated in and 'Na-
ture* may move.
'Dance Night,* Belasco. Opened

last Friday; weak press; yanked Sat-
urday (15).
'Devil Takes a Bride,' Cort With-

drawn Saturday; slim trade; played
one week and two nights.

'Hellzapoppin', 46th Street (5th
week) (R-1,375; $3.30). Rated smash
musical; nutty revue commands
heavy call in agencies and approxi-
mates capacity throughout week; up
another notch to $23,000.

'I Have Been Here Before/ Guild
(2d week) (D-914; $3.30). Opened
last midweek to mild press; English
import doubtful of sticking around.

'I Married an Aneel,' Shubert (24th
week) (M-1,367; $4.40). Incomers
have not dented musical, which is

close to half year's run mark; line
at box office most of the time;
$28,000.

'Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' Miller
(4th week) (C-944; $3,30). Season's
first straight play sock; stronger as
it progresses, with last week's tak-
ings going to new high; quoted at
$15,730.
'Knickerbocker Holiday/ Barry-

more (1st week) (M-1,096; $4.40),
Presented by the Playwrights; their
second attraction; book and lyrics
by Maxwell Anderson; opens tonight
(Wed.).

'Kniirhts of Song,' 51st Street (1st

week) (M- 1,547; $3.30). Presented
by Laurence Schwab; written by
Glendone AUvine; Gilbert and Sul-
livan cavalcade opened Monday (17);
mixed notices.

'Missouri Legend,' Empire (5th
week) (D-1,096; $3.30). Still disap-
pointing, but management playing
on with expectation of improvement;
rated under $6,000.
'On Borrowed Time,' Longacre

(38th week) (D-l,0l9; $3.30). Gees
to road after another two weeks;
jumped to around $9,000 last week on
announcement of leaving.

,

'Oscar Wilde,' Fulton (2d week)
(D-913; $3.30). Following excellent
press business built steadily during
week and takings went to $14,000,
indicating click.

'Our Town,' Morosco (38th week)
(D-961; $3.30). Leader among

strai£ht play holdovers is expected
to last ^through fall; business ap-
proximately ^,000.

'Siiiff 0«t the News,' Music Box
(4th week) (R-rl,013; $4.40). Some
flights very good, but has not built
as expected; last week the take was
"$15,500; fair for revue, at scale.

The Fabulous Invalid,' Broadhurst
(2d week) <CD-1,11€; $3,85). First
fun week fairly sirong; agencies re-
port improving ticket call and indi-
cations are promising; approached
$16^)00.

Tile' Good,' Windsor. Taken off

after last Wednesday night; played
one week to lean trsAe; 'Run, Sheep,
Run' jiext attraction.
Tobacco Road,' .Forrest (254th

week) <C-1,107; $1.65). With tow
cost set-up may break run record;
goes along to some profit weekly;
'$5,000.

Ifou Never Snow,' Winter Garden
(5th week) <iR-l,671; $3.30). Claimed
to be getting better than '$16,080, but
said not to better .even oreak and
maybe loss at that level.

'Victoria BeffMta,' (repeat) (Martin
Beck) (3d week) (CD-i,214; $3.30).

Climbed well over $18,000 mark and
four-week -date extended; will stay
at least two weeks beyond Oct. 29.

'What a Life,' . Biltmore <27th
week) (C-991; $3.30). Semi co-
operative, which is reason for show
staying for time; business last week
slightly over $5,000.
'Yen Cant ^Take It With Too,'

Imperial (97tH week) XC-1,466;
$1.65). Bounced upward last week
when £Toss went around $9,000; im-
usual fbr play which has been pic-
turized; moves to Ambassador to
make way for 'Leave It To Me.'

^ REVIVALS
'lAgbtahi,' Golden (6ih week) (C-

789; $3.30). One time run leader
getting fair trade and may last

through fall; rated around $8,000. .

'Hamlet,' St. James (2d week) <D-
1,520; $3.30). Drew, rave notices at
opening laist nddweek; fuU-length
version drawing capacity upstairs,
with lower floor strong, too,

ADDED
'Pfais and Needles/ Labor Stage

(47th week) (R-500; $2.75). Holds
its own against new season^s atttac«
tions and may stick well into new
season; making profit weekly at
$6,000 and better.

WPA
'One-Third of a Nation,' Adelphi

(40th week); closing Saturday.
'On AelEtocks,' Daly's.
'Prokftne to Glory,' Ritz (27th

week). Leaving in two weeks.
The BIf Blow/ Elliot (3d week).

Fair atendance for new melodrama.

F.D.R, Bffi 186

DIWASH.

Washington, Oct. 16.

'Knickerbocker Holiday' not only-
gave Playwrights .group its second
pre-Broadway success here in as
many weeks, but got President
Roosevelt to the theatre for the first

time in five years. Coincidence is

that F. D. R.*s last trip to only local
legit spot was to see the same star,
Walter HUston, in 'Dodsworth.'
President notified theatre on Fri-

day afternoon that he would attend
last perf<^ance of week Saturday
night (IS). Information leaked out
at White House, although papers all
followed tradition by not playing it

up in advahoe.
President laughed and applauded

at satire on New Deal and incidents
involving one of early New Amster-
dam Roosevelts, staying throughout
show and waving to cast as house
kept curtain up with hefty applause
for both show and guest of honor.
Previous to 'Dodsworth," F. D. R.
had visited National for 'When La-
dies Meet.' Herbert Hoover never
went to the theatre, although Wood-
row Wilson, Howard Taft and Teddy
Roosevelt were regular theatregoers.
Walter Huston and Mrs. Huston

were guests at the White House
briefly after the show.
Current is 'I'd Rather Be Eight*

with plenty pointing to fact that this
is only country in world where chief
executive can be burlesqued by name
in the nation's capitaL Next week
is dark, with Ina Claire in pre-
Broadway showing of 'Yankee Fable*
due Oct. 31, and the Lunts in 'The
Sea Gull' due Nov, 7.

Estimate for Last Week
'Knickerbocker Holiday,' National

(1.698; $3.30 top). Rave reviews and
political interest topped by attend-

I

ance of President Roosevelt on last
I night built to approximately $18,020.
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Intl. P.E.N. Concliive in May

At a meeting of the members of

the board of the American Center of

the P.E.N., otherwise the Interna-

tional Association of Poets, Play-

wrights, Editors, Essayists and Nov-

elists, May 8, 9 and 10 was set as

the dates for the organization's pro-

posed international convention of

scribblers at the N. Y. World's Fair.

Dates are now subject to ratifica-

tion by the fair's management, and

as soon as okayed preparations will

be begun for the conclave.

Among those at the meeting at

•which the scribblers' convention

dates was set were Henry Seidel

Cr.nby, Dorothy Thompson, Mrs.

"William Brown Meloney, George
Stevens, Maxwell Aley, Nathalie

Colby and Bessie Beatty.

Expected that representatives from
every one of the 62 P.E.N, centers

throughout the world will attend the

convention, with a number of cen-

ters in Europe and South America
having already indicated that repre-

sentatives will be on hand.
While convention program is still

to be drawn up, it will include lec-

tures, discussion§j, etc. International

conventions of thfe P.E.N, not a new
thing, since internationalism of the
organization is stressed. But this

year's conclave at the N. Y. World's
Fair will be the most pretentious of

any yet held.

Prez of the American Center is

Miss Thompson, with Henry Goddard
Leach vice-prez.

fiction. Forman is also editorial di-

rector, with Sylvester J. Tobin as as-

sociate editor.

Purging Love in Japan
Fiction in Japan will get a dash

of cold water as a means of elevat-

ing standard of public morals^ De-
cision was reached at a conference
of around 30 of the leading mag and
book editors and publishers called by
the Library Section of the Home
Ministry.

According to a Japanese informant,
'roguish' novels 'which deal noh-
critically with bloody strife involv-
ing women's virtues, gambling, etc.,

will be banned.*
Love novels 'which make light of

Women's virtues and deal with adul-
tery or playful loves will be strictly

prohibited/
Ban also to be placed oh novels

and stories 'which deal with love af-

fairs of those starring in society, or
novels devoted to abnormal sexual
psychology, or to the current po
litical events for the purpose of en-
tertainment only.'

Use of 'demoralizing words'- such
as 'boku' (for the first person); 'kimi'
(for the second persdn), . 'kareshi'
(for sweetheart), etc., 'which are
liable to be popular among girl stu
denes, 'also are but.

, New Nipponese regulations are of
little, or no concern to American flc

.tion writers. -Japanese translate very

.little fiction, going in almost exclu
lively for-the home-grown product

Reading By the Clock
Thomas Fleet Publishing Co. has

undergone a change in name to Two-
Hour Books, as better illustrative of
the reading matter put but by. the
organization. Publishes paper-bound
books selling fpr 25c, and providing
two-hours' reading each.

Editorial plan for Two-Hour Books
Is to build a topical outline for each
volume, approved by a panel of rep-
resentative readers.' Outline is then
filled- in .with material from three
Eourdes—digest articles and chapters
of books already published, original
articles, and s':afl interviews with
specialists in the field.

Publishing plant and editorial of-

fices of Two-Hour Books in Green-
wich, Conn.

Guild Rushes Pitt Elections

Three Newspaper Guild chapters

in Pittsburgh holding election of of-

ficers early this year due to immi-
nence of new contract negotiations.

Morning Post-Gazette has just named
Bobert Thompson, renoirter, 'presi-

dent. He downed Arthur Grant, an-
other newshawk, by only eight votes.

Others named were: Wilbur Bal-

dinger, vice-president; Maurice Sul-

livan, secretary; .Mrs. Margaret Don-
nelly, treasurer", and Walter Burson,

NEW PERIODICALS
Intimate Romances is a love-story

pulp mag added to the Blue Ribbon
Magazines chain. A companion pub-
lication to Intimate Confessions, it's

edited by Lois Allen. Ten stories in

each issue, with the mag selling for

10c. Publication bi-monthly.
Comedy, new thing in pulps, goes

on the Dell list, coincident with

firm's dropping of a pair of vets.

Western Romances and All Western
Stories. Comedy gives 100 jages of

gags, humorous cartoons and the like

for 10c. Victor Bloom editing. Cur-

rent issues of Western Romances and

All Western Stories are last for the

two, and Arthur Lawson, who edited

both, has already departed the Dell

organization. Some possibility of the

resumption of the two mags, but

only if and when Western tales find

more favor than at present.

Undercover Detective Stories ne\y

addition to the Double-Action Mag-

azines group. In line with the ac-

tion of the variou. pulp mag pub-

lishers to expand on detective-story

output in view of the current sharp

demand for that type of reading mat-

ter. Undercover Detective bovving in

with a December issue.

Cycling Herald is a "new monthly

newspaper for the bike fan prompted

by the renewed popularity of cyclmg

in this country. Published in Brook-

lyn, N. Y., by Julius Perzweig, who

also edits, but giving the sport na-

tional coverage. May go weekly

next spring if interest in cyclmg

holds up.
Anti-Nazi Forum is latest mag to

fight subversive influences in the

U. S. To be issued quarterly, at 50c

the copy, and through reprints and

original articles will endeavor to

show up. Fascistic activities. Pub-

lisher of the Anti-Nazi Forum is a

group headed by Barton Pittman,

with Pittman editing first issue.

Likely* however, that another wilt be

installed as editor of the quarterly.

Omnibook, literary monthly mag,

will make its debut with a Decem-'

ber issue, sponsored by Robert K.

Straus. Will .be a digest periodical,

contai ing each month five current

boolcs in abbreviated forni reputedly

after the fashion of The Book Di-

gest. Initialer will have abridged

editions of Louis Adamic's 'My
American,' Douglas Reed's 'Insanity

Fair,' Margaretta Byers' ^Designing

Women,' Ruth and Helen Hoffman's
'We Married an Englishman,' and
Thomas Wolfe's "Look Homeward,
Angel,* Straus, New York City Coun-
.cilman, is of the- family which owns
Macy's. An attorney, he niaintains

offices on Lexington avenue, but
quarters of Omnibook will be in

Rockefeller Center.

H^tha^ay's Grudge unique- new-
mag but of Hollywood; Many unique
things in print emanate. Published
and edited by C. A. K. Hathaway,
with George C. Turner as associate

-editor, monthly, is a slick, class, fun-
sized periodical, purpose of which is

to permit airings of grudges or
peeves. Hathaway is an ethnologist

who has spent much time in out-bf'

the-way places. Before going to the

Coast he was. in a Soviet prison,

charged with sabotage and espionage.

Upon return advised by George
Palmer Putnam, the one-time pub
lisher, to do a book on his experi-
ences. That gave him a liking for

printer's ink, and Grudge followed
The Lowdown will mark the re-

turn of Charles Angoff as a mag
editor. Is to jointly edit' The Low-
down with C. H. Smyth, with .the

periodical, sponsored by a new pub
lishing concern, Fireside Press, to

make its initial appearance around
Nov, 1, Lowdown will give the in-

side on a different subject in each
issue, with propaganda to get

treatment in the opener. Despite his

new editorial duties, Angoff con-
tinues at work on a monumental
five-volume book. He also did a play
recently with Louis Weitzenkorn.
Book Mark, monthly book review

mag, pocket-sized, makes its initial

appearance this week. A giveaway
to bookshop patrons. Blackstone

Authors' Guild's Annual Confab
Authors' Guild of America, sub-

sid of the Authors League of Amer-
ica, will hold its annual luncheon
meeting and election of board of di-

rectors Nov. 2 at the Midtown hotel,

N. Y. Among the matters to be con-

sidered will be the membership
campaign, grievances against pub-
lishers and the drive against the

existing postal laws as relating to

mailing of books.

Among the possible steps planned

against certain publishers is the

dropping from the manuscript mar-
ket list, which is published annually

in the Authors League bulletin, of

the names of all publishers who pay
for material only upon publication.

The membership will be asked to

vote on such action. Heretofore, vir-

tually all magazines have been in-

cluded in the manuscript market list.

Only a few of the cheaper pulp mags
still pay on publication. Nearly all

pay on acceptance.

Guild's drive against the prevail-

ing postal laws is based on the

ground that the present law is dis-

criminatory against books, as against

magazines and other published mat-
ter. Postal rates at present are sev;

eral times as high on books as on
magazines and periodicals. Those
agitating for a change in the law
are planning luncheons and radio
sroadcasts to publicize their views.

First broadcast is scheduled for to-

morrow night (Thursday), but time
and station had not yet been de-
cided late Tuesday afternoon.

WPA Editor's Foreign Tieups
John M. Taylor, state editor of

Federal Writers Project in. Texas, re-

signed Oct, 10 when San Antonio
newspapers printed Washington dis-

patch revealing scrib's connection
with eold-shirted outfit in Mexico
and the Nationalist party of China
as publicity agent, WPA'er is a

former London Associated Press
man who enlisted with British army
in 1914,

Bess (Mrs. Sam) Woolford, wife of

Antonio Light amusement editor,

was upped from assistant, to state

editor. Eddie Cope, Variety mugg,
joined project, admi istrative staff

during shakeup.

Leo Fmegold and Harry Kodmsky, publishers the sponsor, Sylvia New-
executive committeemen

I
burger editing, with Howard D

Althot^?h P-G contract doesn't ex- goghm as her aide. Associate ed
pire untjl March 1, Sun-Tele re-

; jtors are Edwin Giventer and Paul
newal comes .up m couple of weel« Travers. Many leading book com-
and Guild wants to present sohd ^entators and prominent literary
front of new officers for meecmgs figures ^ill be regular contribbers,
•with all publishers.

Paul H. Forman on Qwn
Paul H. Forman, whose interest Ma'^azine.

In Pyramid Press was recently ac-

quired by his associate, Le.wis Rob-
ert Burroughs, has formed a new
book publishing house of his own.
Calls it Saravan House".

Gagging the Dictators, subtitlec

The Comedy of Terrors, one-shot to

appear this month published by Ace
Latter is the A. A. Wyn

years, was awarded a $5,000 verdict

Monday (1) by a jury before N, Y.
Federal Judge Murry Hulbert, He
had sued Real Detective Publishing
Co., Inc., ,owners of the mag, Real
Detective Stories, its officers and the
Collegiate Reporter Co., Inc., for

$200,000 damages for libel.

The face-lifter claimed he was
held up to ridicule in an article pub-
lished in the November, 1933, issue.

Sponsoring Mich. WPA Books
Noted Michigan literary figures

have decided to sponsor publications
of the Federal Writers . Project,

which maintains force of 111 persons
in Michigan. Sponsoring group in-

cludes Paul DeKruif, scientist-au-

thor; Carl Sandburg, poet; Dr. Ran-
dolph G. Adams, director " of Clem-
ents Library,. U. of .Miohigin, and
foi'mer Gov. Chase S. bsborn.

First Michigan undertaking, under
the new sponsorship, will be a

biography of Gov. Lewis Cass, de-

scribed as Michigan's greatest citizen.

Planned to "be 'first adequate "stofy"of
Cass' life, v

Bray Pathfinder's Prexy
Board of trustees of Fathfinder

Publishing Co. has elected James L.

Bray president of the company and
publisher of Pathfinder, weekly
news mag published out of Wash-
ington. G. M. Lewander was elect-

ed vice-prez.

Bray, formerly publisher of the
United States News, succeeds Sevel-
lon Brown, who served in the dou-
ble post for two years. Continuing
with the weekly are William H, Har-
rison, editor; Alvin C. Stewart, busi-
ness manager, and L. Irving Lam-
phier, circulation manager.

Publishers Hold Incumbents
Between golf and tennis tourna-

ments, mostly the former. National
Publishers Assn. held its 19th an-
nual meeting at Skytop Lodge Pa.
Re-election of most of the officers

gave the assembled mag-publishing
execs more time for golf.

Officers re-elected are William B.
Warner, of McCall Corp., pres.; Wal-
ter D, Fuller, Curtis Pub. Co., and
Mason Britton, McGraw-Hill Pub.
Co., vice-presidents, and Francis L.

Wurzburg, Conde Nast Publications,
sec. Arthur S. Moore, Hearst Maga-
zines, elected treas.

publishing organization, operating
also Periodical House and Magazine
Publishers, and getting out a long
list of mags. Gagging the Dictators'

is a smart reprint job in mag format
Policy will be similar to that of. of the most pointed and amusing

'JPyramid and will Include a general . things .in cartoons, -gags and anec-

. line of books, both fiction -«nd non-* I dotes dictatorship. A 25c: buy;-

Munsey Merges Two Mags
AU-American Fiction Magazine,

monthly periodical of the Munsey
chain, has been combined with the
firm's ace mag, the weelcly Argosy
Combined mag will carry both titles,

with Argosy stressed.

Chandler H, Whipple, Argosy edi
tor, continues as is, George Post,
who edited AU-American Fiction,

will aid Whipple in getting out the
combined publication.

Rsal Detective's 5G Tap
William E. Balsinger, Hollywood

plastic surgeon, who has worked
over the facial features of film stari

and other celebs during the past 10

LITERATI OBITS THIS WEEK
Joseph A. Larkln, 58, for 11 years

city editor of the New York City
News Association, died at his home
in Woodhaven, Queens, Oct. 6. Born
in Brooklyn and began newspaper-
ing 35 years ago on the New York
American. He joined City News in

1912 and became city editor in 1927.

In 1936 he was operated upon and
never regained his health com-
pletely, although he remained at his

desk until three v^eeks before his

death. Surviving are his second
wife, two sons by his first marriage,
and two sons and a daughter by his

second marriage.

E. C, Segar, 43, creator of the
comic strip, 'Popeye,* died Oct. 13 in

Santa Monica, Cal. He had been ill

since January, following an opera-
tion. Segar's cartoons appeared in

500 publications. He began his news-
paper career with the Chicago
Herald and joined the Hearst pub-
lications in 1919. Surviving are his

widow and two children.

Charles H. Zuber, 63, veteran Cin-
cinnati newspaperman and theatrical

press agent, died Oct. 15 at his home
in Newport, Ky., to which he was
confined by illness for several years
past. During that period he directed
publicity for the Shubert-leased. Cox
theatre, Cincy's lone legit stand, and
also contributed a column to the
Sunday Enquirer dealing with his-

tory of the early theatre in Cincin-
nati, Survived by. daughter, son,

sister and. two brothers, one of

whom, John, is a Cincinnati stage-

hand,

Joseph C. Craig, 69, retired San
Antonio,. Texas, newspaperman, died

Oct, 12 in San Antonio hospital. Sur-
vived by widow, daughter and two
brothers.

Rosa Riley, wife of William J.

Riley, of Cine Mundial, died in New
York Oct. 17.- She was correspon-
dent for a number of picture and
theatrical papers.

^Hamlet ^ Notice

(Continued from page 47)

hours' wage for the long version,

which is bi-sected with a half hour
for dinner. Expected that the mat-
-ter will- be adjusted-on that-basisi -

Balcony Draw
Box office was swamped with

ticket buyers who purchased for the

balcony and gallery, but there ap-

pears some doubt about the lower
floor draw, with the early start a

possible hazard for the so-called

Broadway bunch. Pointed out that

some seasons back, 'Strange Inter-

lude' started at 5:30 and commanded
a long run to virtual capacity. In

that instance, however, the Eugene
O'Neill classic was something that

'had to be seen then,' whereas the

average person figures that 'Hamlet*

will always be around. St. James
is scaled at $3,30 top and can gross

around $20,000 weekly,

Robert Morley, another English-
man, also grabbed the limelight last

week in his Broadway debut as

'Oscar Wilde* at the Fulton, Critics

accorded his performance something
of a masterpiece and, while all no-
tices were highly laudable, 'Hamlet*
was regarded as having nosed out
•Wilde,* Little doubt, however, but
that the Britishers won the best
press notices of the season to date.

Morley was starred following the
opening on the strength of the press
acclaim. Agencies are reputed to be
getting a steady demand for ''Wilde*

tickets. Play was originally sho-wn
in London.

A third Britisher among last week*s
appearances drew press acclaim, be-
ing Raymond Massey, who opened
in 'Abe Lincoln in Illlinois*. Massey,
wha is a Canadian, is known in Lon-
don, also on Broadway, but 'Lincoln'

is rated his top performance over
here. As with 'Hamlet', the critics

were not in full accord, one notice
in particular being distinctly adverse,

Wilfred Lawson, another English-
man on last week's premiere card,
who appeared in 'I Have Been Here
Before', caught the nod of some re-
viewers, but was hardly in the run-
nmg with his compatriots and the
play is regarded as ditsinctly doubt-
ful of landing.

CHATTER
Frances Parkinson Keyes back

from Europe.

"Wheeler Barnes closed his place i

Provincetown.
'

Steve Fisher sold 'Girl From No-
where' to Liberty.
Howard Denbar Lawn getting set

already for his winter Florida mi-
gration.

William Howland Taylor, yacht-
ing editor of the N. Y. Herald
Tribune, a new father.

Lee Samuels, formerly writer for
Selznick-International, is back in
New York and freelancing.
Dinner celebrating the 100th an-

niversary of Putnam's will be held
Oct. 27 at the St. Regis, New York.
Houghton Mifflin publishing the

first novel of Mary Manning, the
Irish actress. Called 'Mount Venus'.
Number of November lecture dates

being lined up for Laura Krey.
She's the '...And Tell of Time'
author,

Dorothea Lawrence, radio, and
opera warbler, named music, drama
and art crick of the Plainfield, N, J.,

Courier-News,
Mabel Search, the new editor of

Pictorial Review. Succeeds Herbert
R. Mayes, appointed m.e. of Good
Housekeeping,

Leslie McFarlane, Canadian hu-
morist and flctioneer, has just sold
a story apiece to Liberty and Coun-
try Gentleman. .

Jack Curley back covering the
races for the N. Y. Journal-Ameri-
can, after being laid up for six weeks
with an ear infection.

National Federation of Press
Women has named Agnes Carr, of
the Boston Traveler, poet laureate
for the coming year.

Emil Zubryn, American rep for a
number of British mags, on a swing
of the country to select editorial

aides at various points.

Although an American citizen

since 1919, Sholem Asch' has^ only
now decided to make his home per-
manently here. Had been living in

France.
Leo Townsend passed up his job as

western' editor of Modern Screen to

become a radio writer. He is work-
ing with Hal Block on Texaco Star
Theatre.
Constable and Co., Ltd., has taken

the British publication rights to

Robert Nathan's new novel, 'Jour-

ney of Tapioia,' which Knopf is pub-
lishing here,

Hillman-Curl brought out 'A
Penny fpr the Poor,' novelization of

'Drei Groschen' ('The Beggars'
Opera'), by Bertolt Brecht, German
author now residing in Switzerland.

T. J. Maloney's 'U. S. Camera

—

1939' will be limited to 20,000 copies
this year. Volume, which Morrow
is publishing Nov. 9, will have an
introduction by Frank Crownin-
shield^

Raymond Savage", E^nglfslT Titerary
agent, arrived in New York this

week. He's sole rep of estate of T. E.

Lawrence. Comes to America to ar-

range a picture deal for Lawrence's
works.

Benefit Fiasco

(Continued from page 49)

berg's bands played for perform-
ers, all those listed.

Apathetic and indifferent reaction

of attendees reflected itself at the

wickets of concessionaires who
were permitted a two-by-four,
semi-circled spa-ce. Brought down
from the Danbury (Conn.) Fair,

the few scattered rides, sideshow
men and game men nearly starved.

Abseupe of kids at show precluded
any chance of speculators getting

out with their skins. Only ones
who made out were food peddlers.

Three were outright buys; rest of

concessions were on 50-50 basis,

with checkers watching.
Only people paid were checkers,

program butchers, treasurers, two
bands and clowns. Acts all worked
cuffo and were paid off in sand-
wiches and pop, as compared to the

Terrace Club fest prepared .for the

top execs. That session was by spe-

cial invitation only via engraved
cards.

Half of the mob there • seemed to

ignore the show completely, look-
ing very much like they would have
been there, show or no show, just to

see how Fair was progressing.

Autograph hounds littered ' the en-
tire place, but they were fooled,

too, and were settling for any and
all signatures asking indiscrimi-

nately and then inquiring later, not
wanting the day to be a total loss.

There's talk of making it all up
to those who were nicked with $10
ducats, the Center theatre being
mentioned for another attempt.- '
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Broadway

Mary Mason on a week's visit to

Topeka, Kans.
Lou Cowan, Chicago p.a., on a

quickie to Manhattan.
Deal to turn old Friars clubhouse

Jntb night spot fell through.
Vicki Abbott understudying Claire

Luce in the toui'jng 'Mice and Men.'
Seaman Jacobs has exited Irving

Lehrer's praisery to join Dorothy
3ROSS.

Terry Walker, ParaiYiount starlet,

follows Llna Basquctte into Leon &
Eddie's.
•Troy Orr, in charge of 20th-Fox

Coast advertising, in town for home
ofAce confabs.
Clarence Jacobson is the company

nienager of 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois'

at the Plymouth.
William Caryl, manager of 'Hellza-

poppin,' hobbling on cane because
of foot affliction.

Jack Norworth issues a punched
'courtesy card' as a gag to those
bracing him for a touch.
Wayne Randall has returned from

Maine to his post at NBC and for
the wedding of his son.

Charlie Einfeld (WB), with Mrs.
Einfeld, due in from the Coast for a
month, -or more, Nov. 1.

Hub Whiteman, cowhand-judge at

the Madison Square Garden rodeo, is

cousin of Paul Whiteman.
Bob Taplinger east to handle

•Brother Bat' bally for Warners at

Virginia Military Institute.

Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe,
Inc. is the corporate name of his new
spot in the Piccadilly hotel.

Entertainment Managers Assn.,

booker group, holding annual ball

at the Capitol hotel, D9C.*4.
The 'aamba' or 'samba' is the new

dance (from Brazil) that the smart
spots axe trying to put over.

Universal poured yesterday "aft for
Joe Pasternak, Deanna Durban's pro-
ducer, at the. Rainbow Room.
Tyree Dillard, Jr., Metro attorney,

returns to N. Y. this week *fter
brief vacation in North Carolina.
Ben Goetz and Sam Wood sail to-

day (Wednesday) to start Metro's
third London production, 'Mr. Chips.'
John Monks and Fred Finkelhoffe,

Jr., have finished a new musical
comedy whi(^ Marc Connelly may
present.
• Duke M'cHale is assisting George
Balanchine in staging the dances for
(Seorge Abbott's 'The Boys from
Syracuse.
Dan Kelley, Universal's casting

department chief, in town to give
New York screen possibilities the
once-over.

I<Iew York nitery biz so good, de-
spite the flock «f new joints opening,
th^'re wondering where all the
coin's coming from.
Mrs; Dave Taps,' Wife of booker

and mother of Jonie Taps, Shapiro-
Bernstein's professional manager, in

hospital for operation.
Jim Crowley, Fordham's football

coach, to be initiated into Circus
Saints and Sinners tonight (Wednes-
day) at the Commodore.

Chester Morris -left Friday (14) for
the Coast after closing a tour of per-
sonals which wound up at the
Strand, Due back at RKO. .< . .

Harry M. Warner interested in

*Abe Lincoln in IHinqis' for WB. Sam
Goldwyn personally saw 'Dame Na-
,ture' and may take that Broadway
jplny.

Si . Irving Berlin's private office

litreamlined, air-conditioned and
.' generally tricked up ' during the
^pngsmith's London absence. A sur-
prise.

Less than a week after the preem
of his marathon 'Hamlet,' Maurice
Evans has already put his next pro-
duction, 'King Henry IV,' into re-
hearsal.

(Miss) Buddy Hemming, known
also as Patricia Worthington, long in

show busing, is ill. May bC: reached
care of General "Delivery, Nevada
City, Calif.

Al Allen (and Croel), current at

Loew's State, uses beer in his act.

Keeps a supply backstage in cooler
with label on it: 'Please do not
touch props.'

Clifford Goldsmith, in New York
once a week for his Kate Smith
broadcast, always sees at least one
«ct of his comedy, 'What a Life.' at
the Biltmore.
While Ralph Whitehead was away

from his AFA office recently, book-
keepers' and office workers' union
stepped in and organized girls. Lat-
ter had complained of long hours
and no extrasT
Newest 52d street spots are the

Constantinople, Turkish cuisine,
transplanted by the Eurenjys from
30th street, and the Troc, new Mike
Riley swingeroo, yet to open.
To ease the doubling strain on

Tommy Dbrsey, from the Paramount
to the Hotel New Yorker, Emery
Deutsch's band is pipch-hitting for
the dinner sessions at the hotel.

Oliver Stabilla, head of Seliciones
Multicolor^ Caracas fllm firm, leaves
for home Friday (21) after only one
week here. Recalled home before
being able to negotiate distribution
deals for Venezuela.
John Murohy, operator of a Brook-

lyn cafe, calls himself the Billy Rose
of Brooklyn. Derives label from fact
that he takes acts that "have exited
the Casa Manana, i.e. Charlie King,
Eddie Leonard, Pat Rooney, et al.

.' Robert Bowers has succeeded
Frrnk Heller as one of the G-men
»nd as general understudy in the
original company of 'Yoii CJan't Take

It With You.' Heller succeeded
George Tobias as the Russian danc-
ing master.
George D. Cronan; 66, house detec-

tive at Hotel Astor since 1916, who
three weeks ago was stricken with
an attack of heart disease and was
confined to the Post-Graduate hos-
pital, now convalescing at his home
in Brooklyn.

New Haveii
By Harold M. Bone

- Gene Rodney back home on the
farm.
Thornton Wilder home here for

several weeks.
Boake Carter due at Arena Oct.

17 on lecture tour.
Adelina Leonard .granted divorce

and resumption of maiden name of
Poll.

Rube Goldberg among celebs in
for 'Leave It to Me' preem at the
Shubert.
Alexander Winnick elected state

v. p. of American Federation of
Musicians.
Arena working on plan for occa-

sional vaude, with opener penciled
for Oct. 23.

Wilcox's Savin -Rock, trying name
bands Sunday night, with Mai Hal-
lett as starter.

Poli manager Bob Russell carried
appeal for salary claim against Poli
estate -to high court.
Reversing the usual procedure

about child attendance at pix, local
Lincoln, advertising special kid
Saturday a. m. shows, states, 'No
adult will be aUmitted unless ac-
companied by at least one child.'

Birth of Nitery

(Continued, from page 2)

Paris

Last Farewell, Toot Toot, Goodbye'.
Wenrich countered with a coon song
describing the plight of a sepia gigolo

called, 'I Wonder What's The Matter
With The Mail? It Never Was So Late
Before'. After Ingraham had been
signed by Shapiro, Bernstein & Von
Tilzer, Bernie AdIer came to work
for Train and wrote the first rstgtime
song ever set to lyrics. It was called
'That Lovin Rag' and was first intro-
duced at the Pekin theatre, a colored
house run by Bob Mott at 27th and
State Streets. Harrison Steward was
the comic of the show, Aida Overton
Walker the prima donna and old
Tim Brymm the musical conductor.
The song caught on and swept tiie

country.
Chlrpers All

Vaudeville was coming along at a
rapid pace and the talent scouts cut
into the saloon talent until there was
hardy any left. Harry Fox got -a

job with Dave- Marion in burlesque:
George McKay w6nt with Richard
Carle in a show called 'The Maid
and the Mummy'; Felix Adler* signed
with Sullivan & Considine; George
Whiting opened in a cabaret act at
Hamihierstein^s that was produced
by Charlie Grapewin; Jack ' Lewis,
who had been singing Irish songs on
Chicago's 31st street, left for l^ew
York where he met Ed Wynn. They
had an act written by Wolfie Gilbert
called 'The Freshman and the Sopho-
more' and that was the birth of
Wynn and • Lewis, one of the best
two-men acts of the period. Al
White' joined out with Earl Taylor
and Harry Kranzman and got some
vaudeville dates; Artie Mehlinger
grabbed himself a banjo player
named Louis Stepner and a tall

comic named King, and the Ham-
merstein audience heard 'Casey
Jones' for the first time and liked it.

Terry Sherman, Morty Hyman and
Eddie Van. Shack teamed up and
were booked immediately; Fred Sos-
man did a single. I opened with
Richard Carle in the 'Mayor of

Tokio'; Sidney Gibson went with
Carter de Haven's sister.

The cafes of the hinterland had
heard of the talent around Chicago
and the Shift Bros, and Pratt &
Tierney, San Francisco cafe owners,
sent emissaries east to try and en-
tice the talent west. They were
lucky in getting one of the greatest

back-room entertainers that ever

lived, Lee Lloyd. It wasn't long be-

fore he had his own place on the

beach at Frisco. It was called The
Breakers. The 'Porterhouse Kid*

went west with Lloyd, but didn't like

Frisco and went south to Los An-
geles, where he got a job with David
Wark Griffith. Bob Adams met a

lad named Bob Alden. They doubled

up for the first time in New York
and were signed for England where
the name, 'The Two Bobs,' became a

household word, 'Bobs' still over

there.

Then came' the deluge. Within a

short time the market was flooded

with piano acts. Harry Carroll,

Harry Tierney, Nat Ayres, Benny
Fields, Benny Davis and a host of

others. Variety was a bonanza. No
NVA; no WPA, just talent. , Ah„
there, Mr. Rose.

By Hueo

Bob Ritchie in tovv...

Raimu in from Berlin.

Eddy Moran in town.

Chester Hale over for look.

Ray Goetz over for weekend.

'Jezebel' (WB) at the Apollo.

Jeanne Aubert topping European
bill.

Serge Glykson's orchestra at Bag-
dad.
Lambeth Walk hitting Folies-Ber-

gere.

Raymond Cordy oft for military

duty,
'Sabotage* will be Pierre Chenal's

Andre Daven planning Hollywood
visit.

Lyda Sue looking over Hamburg
offers.

Hollywood is Montmartre's latest

cabaret.
King Vidor and wife in tfrom Juan-

Ford Harrison's band back into

Bagatelle.
Jim . Witteried over for weekend

from London.
Georges Rigaud mulling new Hol-

lywood offers.

New Casino de Paris revue sched-
uled to open soon.
Five new films this week, three

French, two American.
'French Without Tears' closing at

Theatre Saint-<;eorges,
Fernand Dally out of army and

back into Lune Rousse revue.
'Leonidas,' new one by Louis Ver-

neuil, in rehearsal at Theatre de
Paris.

Pierre Fresnay back from army
duty, shooting of 'Three Waltzes' re-

sumed.
Short (and Long) through from

Germany to London to fill engage-
ments there.
Leon Mathod, star of silent days,

turning actor again after megging
several successes.
Alfred Rode off to Hungary to

shoot exteriors of 'La Danube Bleu,'

which he's making.

ing Stanley engjtgement and cast
gave her a cake on stage.
Dramatic instructor Ray E. Hurd

playing Doremus Jessup in Play-
house's 'It Can't Happen Here.'
John Montague in ahead of 'I'd

Rather Be Right' and Charlie Wash-
burn beating drums for the Lunts.

Sydney
By Eric Gorrlck

Lew Parks appointed to handle
publicity for WiUiamson-Tait.

Greater Union rushing work for
quick completion of Victory, -^dnev.
Harry Howard's 'Hollywood Hotel'

pl^l^ers arrived here for the Fullers.

Willtsmsen-Tait sending 'No, No,
Nanette' into the nabes for a brief
run.

Stuart F. Doyle on lookout for top
artists to spot under own manage-
ment.

'Blockade* (UA) was previewed to

religious and political bodies re-

centiy.

Dr. M^colm Sargent concluded
season for Australian Broadcasting
Commission.
WiU Mahoney, after big click in

Melbourne, opened Sydney season
for TivoU chain.

Legit managers thinking of pro-
ducing pantos this Yuletide in both
Sydney and Melbourne.
War threats caused newsreel the-

atres to revive the march of Time
reel, 'Inside Nazi Germany.'
Dave. Martin hopeful for the open-

ing of his Minerva theatre shortly.

Undecided whether tp start off with
a picture or legit.

Grappling season shows no ease off

with the approach of warm weather.
TPop wrestlers currently here include
Ray Steele, Sammy Stein and Vin-
cent L<^z. Coin has come aplenty
for the grunt merchants over recent
weeks.

Londoii

Paul Oscard off to Paris for a few
days, then sails from there to New
York.

Mitty Golden (Rottenberg &
Golden) in town on talent hunt for

the ABC, Paris.

Chester Hale gals used by the
British Broadcasting Corp. for tel^r

vision thrice in one week.

Tommy Russell (Russell and Mot-
eoni) playing the Coliseum while his

sister. Sue Ryan, is playing the
Palladium.
Val Parnell taking a look at Syd

Toniack and Reiss Bros, at Giro's
club, with General Theatres Corp.
dates in view.
Next Grosvenor House show due

Dec. IS and will be headed by the
Three Musical Boys. Will have a
Gay '908 background.
- Immediately on- his- return, from
U. S., Alexander Korda renewed
-preparations to film 'Lawrence of
Arabia.^ It has been on and off sev-
eral times.
Paul Draper, now at the Cafe de

Paris, at $1,250 per week, played
London, at the Cafe Anglais» 10
years ago, getting $75. He had been
booked by Henry Sherek at the
recommendation of his aunt, Ruth
Draper.

Charles Henry goes to Brighton
Hippodrome as manager. He's being
replaced by Roy Rich, present man-
ager of London Hippodrome,, with
FraEik Hornby, whom Henry replaces
at ' Hippodrome, Brighton, taking
similar position at the London Hip-
podrome.

Frisco Fair

(Continued from page 1)

been his way; so far, in forc-

ing restrictions everyivhere pos-.

sible in the vicinity of the N. Y.

World's Fair. No new .
niteries,

bars and grills, etc., are permitted

within a mile radius of the Fair

grounds. Several who gambled on

the idea have lost thousands of dol-

lars in investments when licensing

was nixed by Alcoholic Beverage
Control board and other agencies.

Hot dog, concessionaires, juiceries

and kindred on-the-edge-of-things

speculators are similarly banned.

Those places which were already

open before the Fair got under way
may remain, but heat was attempted

on them also. There has been some
restrictions effected in way of limit-

ing fancy signs, loud advertising and
bally, etc.

•

Wbaieni it's feportedr wanted
everything within a i,0(W-foot radius

of the Fair removed altogether, but
local taxpayers put up such a beef

that he bad to back water a little

on this move and hit out for present

sefiip.

Holywood

Joe Rivkin abed with flu.

Jack Oakie a ditto.

Ralph Byrd bought a rancho.

Bert Gordon in Victorville rodeo.

Bob Burns planning Havana vaca-
tion.

Rosalind Russell back from Lon-
don.

Wesley Ruggles in from European
tour.

Jack Pierce planed in from -Chi-
cago.

Albert Ray to hospital -for obser-
vation.

Phil Berle sunning at Palm
Springs.

Max Mack in from London for
confabs.

Pinky Tomlin northwest on per-
sonal tour.

Sam Moore broke an anlde play-
ing tennis.
Marjorie KeeJer on six-week -per-

sonal tour.
Leon Fromkess in from. New York

for confabs,
Tay Gamett mulling yacht trip up

the Amazon.
Don Ameche moved jn his new

valley home.
Basil Rathbone back from Broad-

way holiday.
Sherrin Cohn recuperating fron>

sinus operation.
Tyrone Power leaves for South

America Nov. 2,

Roy Del Ruth back at work after

three days abed.
Leslie Fenton and Ann Dvorak

back from Europe.
Mrs. Mack Millar and Mts. Jinimy

Fidler off for K. Y.
F, H. Reed returning to Australia

after gandering studios.

. Bobby Jordan taking sunbaths on
the d6sert near Victorville.

Shirley Temple returned to the
job after two days' illness.

Vicki V Lester recovering from
emergei(cy appendiectomy.
Douglas Smith, Pete's son» lost ft.

fingertip in a photo trimmer.
John P. Filbert trnd Guy Gunder-

son threw venison barbeciies.

Jack Knight flying cross-country in

20-year-old DeHaviland idanc.
Leon Schlesinger tossed a dinner

for his Softball league chsonpj.
Dorothy Ducan here frorb N, Y. to

write aboiit Holb^wood homes.
l)avid O. Selznick's eye cut when

tennis ball smashed bfe ^ssea.
Brian Donleyy back from Death

Valley, wher£ lie owns a mine.
Anna Aday Wong remodeling' her

Sah Vicente house, Chinese style;

. Jessie Wadsworth, one of Holly-
wobd's pioneer lemme agents, joined
forces with. Earl Cramer.
George Cukor invited 4d talk about

motion pictures at annual forum of
N. Y. Herald Trib next "Buesday
(25). .

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Freda Lazier new vocalist with
Nelson Maples* band.

Max Tarshis off to Philly to join
Happy Felton*s reorganized orch.

Johnny Harris has knocked off 10
pounds via diet route and still going.

Burleigh Grimes' daughter, Char-
lotte, working here at Eddie Peyton's
spot.

Jimmy Totmans expect the stork
in about six weeks. It'll be their
first.

Danny White comes back to town
Friday (21) with new Ted Lewis
unit.

John Hooley to Detroit for few
weeks as relief manager for Harris
circuit.

Islam Grotto Players doing 'Louder
Please' with Ed Komerpda in Lee
Tracy role.

Variety Club trying to land Texas'
W. Lee O'Daniel for annual shin-
dis next week..
Rosey Rowswell toastmaster at an-

nual banquet of Al Abrams' Dapper
Dan club Nov. 20.

Harry Kalmine in New York for
few days to line Up additional flesh

bookings for Stanley.
Louise Mann said to have passed

up 52d street offer in New York to
stav at Playhouse Grill.

kay Co'nklin's birthday fell dur-

Super Machines

(Continued from page 1)

business of renting out large electric

phonographs and a kit of the latest

discs by pop bands for dances and
parties. Instead of hiring an orches-

tra, it's much cheaper to just hire

the instrument, and the music is usu-

ally much superior to what a local

band can provide.

Union is inserting clauses in all

new closed shop contracts with ho-

tels and dance halls prohibiting the

use of the machines. It's impossible

to take any action on the old ones,

but the aid of NAPA and ASCAP
is being sought to get them to con-

trol thie use of the platters which
they license.

Musicians Union clamped down
quickly last week on indie film

houses running 'Jitterbug Contests'

without live tooters. Several the-

atres were using the new bvo. hypo
and having the kids terp to tunes
provided by discs put on a machine
by the projectionists.

On complaint of theA^F. M. local,

the reelmen wi^re^'^rbidden by
their linion to toujgh^aijy sound
equipment not directly connected
with the screening of a picture. As
a result, 5-man bands went into

three houses, the Broadway, Cam-
den, and the Jumbo and Palm In

Philly.

An Warner houses running the
jitter tests regularly use live music

j
on Friday nights, when the terpjng
takes place.

€hsgow

Bertram Mills Circus closed.

.

Fritz Kreisler did a p.a. in the
Concert flail at the BWffeh Empite
Exhibition.
Under the regime of F. W. OgilVie.

new BBC chief, Scotch tradition will
be broken by the presentation of jazz
on a Sabbath.
Marcus aaat, former assistant di-

rector at Paramount, arrived here,
intends -to go on a camera spree and
'shoot' Europe as it really is.

GaumoAt-British trying to rush the
completed newsreel, "The Political
Life of Neville Chamberlain/ into its

theatres hereAnd elsewhere.
'Snow White', booked for one week

at the Picture House held over a sec-
ond week, and likely to go more It

biz keeps up- at present pace.
P. K. Murray, of BBC. transform-

ins Empire theatre into a radio stu-
dio for a broadcast next week, first

time an audience* will Fet a p^ep at
a broadcast using a variety show.
Jack Hyltori and -his crew booked

for a session at the Glasgow Empire
Nov. 14. Hylton also to play at the
charity concert for the Homeopathic
hospital, scheduled lor Nov. 20 at
Empire,

Minneapolb
By Les itees

St. Paul Civic Opera company
opening its season with 'Aida.'
Andrew Sisters, appearing, with

Jimmy Dorsey at Orpheum, back in
hometown.
Paramount had trade screening of

'Men with Wings,' 'If I Were King,'
and 'Arkansas Traveler.'
Harry Kelson, St. James, IVIinn.,

exhibitor, passed through en route
to Florida ioi his health.
Freddie Fisher's Schnickelfritz

band coming into Hotel St. Paul
for month, starting Nov. J.

Jimmy Grainger, Republic Pic-
tuies president," in town to close
Paramoiuit Northwest circuit deaL
Lani Mclntyre's Hawaiian orches-

tra follows Bill Bardo- into Hotel
i
Nicolett Minnesota Tower tomorxovr
(20).

!
Billy Elson pinch hit for Jfimmy

I Walker as toastmaster at 'Friendship
Banquet' tos.«fed by Nr^rthwest the-

j

ptre owners here for Eddie Golden*
I Monogram vice-president.
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News From the Dailies
This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as pub-

lished during the week in the daily papers of New York, Chicago,

San Francisco. Hollywood and London. Variety takes no credit for

these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

East

Theatre Education League an-

nounces its first lecture for Oct. 28.

Had been announced for last, week,

Jane Cowl,' Orson Welles and Roljert

E. Shetwood to be the speakers.

Recent Italian demonstration

against the Jews has forced G. B.

Shaw to rewrite his new play,

•Geneva.' Had a scene in which

Mussolini told Hitler he was foolish

to persecute the Jews. Now the

Duce is in th^ same box.

Last Wednesday's preview of 'Dan-

ton's Death' postp.oned whfen it was
discovered that some of .the stage

machinery would not work. Audi-

ence given tickets for a later show,

but permitted to remain and watch

the rehearsal.

Distillers Institute to make an ex-

hibit at the N. Y. World's Fair, but

•will not exhibit any liquors. Just

educational.

At the Rodeo last week orie of the

contestants roped a section of railing

Instead of a call Ripped off 10 feet

before he could check his nag.

Catholic Actors'
' GuUd held a

dance and entertainment at the Pla^A

Sunday. Its 25th year, and cele-

brating.

•Knickerbocker Holiday* nreluded

Its opening at the Barrymore tonight

with a preview for the benefit of the

"Westchester County Children's Assn.

last ni?rht.

Random House to publish Clare

Booth's 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye.'

Local store put on a skating cos-

tume fashiott show at the Gay
Blades fink last Friday.

John Orbsky who used to play,

with Sousa reported to the police

that his wife had decamped with his

$400 flute. She can keep on going

if she wants to, but he would like

the flute back. ^ . ^
Italian authorities' urge patriots

not to laugh at Chaplin or the Marx
Brothers. They're non-Aryan, so

thev can't be fuftny.

Henry Miller's theatre offering

New Year reservations now for 'Kiss

th" Boys Goodbye.'
Phila Arts and Sciences Society

gives Catherine Littlefield a gold

medal in recognition of her work in

developing, the ballet.

Newest castronomic hook-uo is

the Society of Amateur Chefs,

formed at thfe Astor last week. To
meet and consume food cooked by
the membership, which includes Ben
Irvipp! Butler. Gelett Burfjess. Dud-
lev Fii«^M Mflo'ne, "Boh Davis. Acbmed
Abdullah, Ford Madox Ford. Jack
D^^nnsev sn-i Alexander Kirkland.

T?5re In Hectbf's' cafeteria, in the

Hf^tel Cla^'d^e Thursday m^ht did

rot even d'<'Hii:b the diners, but .save

B'way strollers an excuse to stand
tirrtupd and gawk. '

D«'5trif!t of Cohimbia to use peak
of WP-sbin«ton M'onument as two
way r?»dio station to send and re
cfe've fire. «ilarms.

n/Talor Bowes back In the hospita"

W'+h hat crushed- flnser.

'T lUTarr^'i'' An 'Angel' to eive a

in<»f'tiee 'i'r'day aftert^^on for • the
Actors' Fn"d. First A,F. benefit of

th"- new *p''Son.

T^»ea Voiivods. dome<5t,ic: collaosed

!p the r."siq'» theatre. E. 86th street,

;Trhi?r.<!c'av. Diaeijosifed .as pn- over-

dc^i-of .si<;eninc tablets b^ Bellevue.
' TiPf'v for a Day' tKe • flem'^^'^trf.-

tl«ri film in the first of .«!idnev Kaiif-

jt»«»n*.<! tpitti-e*? on the cinema at the
TJ«w R'-hool for Social Research last

Mohdajr.
'^'eoarfamenf store puts on 'Snow

White and th6 Seven Dwarfs' for a
• tyro week run. Started last Satur-
day. To advertise i its own marion-
ettes and theatres.'

Mrs. Chauncey C. Woodworth
Vallee, Widow of. the millionaire,

perfume ntanufacturer; suift.^ in West
Palin Beach for a divorce' from Val
.Ernie, bard leader, whose real name
Js, Ernest P, Villeei They were mar-,
tied Isist January.
New ' Theatre League nlanned a

{(arty for Will Geer and Herta Wear
ast Saturday, with their marriage
the star event But . Geer, forgot
Columbus Day was a holiday, and
could hot procure the license.. Had
A reception that night and hitched
Monday.

^

Westchester court gives landowners
the right to sell top soil from their
property 'to contractors for filling at

the World's Fair. ' Injunction against

the practice denied%
Newly formed Greek Actors Assn,

applies to 4-A for a charter. To
cover all types of entertainment..
Margaret Webster starting on a

100,000. word history of the stage

from 1865. Will feature her father,

,Ben Webster and her mother, the

latter. Dame, May Whitty.
,

'

'

. *Pins and Needles telebrated its

4bOth, performance Moiiday; night.

Mfit 'Operp announces, a'" roster 'of

101 sin.TOrfl. iip four from last year.

iTiere ar* 14 newcomers.
Leonard Field joins Jerome Mayer

in production. First will be 'Blow
Bugle, Blow,'

Daniel Moriarty, Birmingham
banker and veteran football official

died at the Yankee Stadium, Satur-

day, while umpiring a game.

Ashes of the late Warner Oland.
who was cremated in Stockholm,
Sweden, following his death there,

were buried in thfe Episcopal .ceme

Self Regulation
(Continued from page 3)

various exhibitor bodies can be ex-

pedited. S. Ri Kent, chairman of the

committee, and Ned E. Depinet

(RKO) will meet with the MPTOA
people, while Grad Sears (WB), W. P.

OBITUARIES
CHARLES (DOC) FONDA

.Charles Fonda, 71, showman for

- - . ^ „ X ^ .many years, died in Syracuse Oct.
Rodgers (M-G) and Abe Montague ''^^ ^^^^ retirement for
(Col) will huddle with the Allied

^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ jigted in
group. It is planned that Montague

directory as an entertainer,
shall also act as an alternate, sitting Nathan circus in
in with either Kent or Depinet in

jggg working In the cook tent, but
case one is unable to do so; also to

^^^^ graduated to a Punch, and Judy
act as coordinator between the split- ^.^^ ^^^^y^ Robbins> show,
up sections of the distributor com- U ^^^j, ^^^^ ^ lecturing with the

. * «,«^?«,..«, sideshow and presently developed a

o .^u V tc-t -r^* iQ
A^greeins to devote the maximimi ^ .

tery, Southborough, Mass Oct, 13. amount of time physically Possible *
riqulred. He

For many years he and Mrs Oland Lq
the parleys with exhibitors, the J'^l w

owned a farm in the adjacent town- /."^ iommittee members also will ^ ,a ^^^L^m
ship of Southville. | ..^l^^,::. jIj,^ f5L-i1,^*" I

also had been connected with medi-

owned and operated the poster plant
there. A brother survives.

sofsSarlSdlt K^^^^^ trade press Whose fullest co.J"-iJ,-^^^^ general yea.s ago to

from its pen and went on a tour of operation is sought. Starting t'Vight reside in

maintain a close, dally contact with i ^..^^ shows.

Syracuse, which he and his

wife, Anetta Keller, regarded as

their home. She died about a y«ar
the city "Monday morning. Cops (Wed.), a daily statement, if any
finally roped .it in a hardware store thing has happened, ' will be pre „„„.^ ^
on Sixth Ave., five blocks frorn the pared while possibly beginning next Burial was locally.
Garden, after a chase twice that dis- ^^.^ preliminary procedure and '

• A « • * .J u^^^ dating of meetings is more fully set,
Golfer m Atlanta wanted to hear

distributor representatives may
football game and get in a round "'^ " 'r^ j„

at the same time so he hired two .try to meet with the trade reporters

caddies. One to tote his clubs, other each day.

to carry a portable radio. In order .that there be no confllc-
'

'—- I tion of statements, with representa^

OSCAR H. WILLIAMSON
Oscar Howell Williamson, Jr., 32,

manager of 6,000-seat Municipal
Auditorium, Atlanta, died last week
of injuries received Saturday (8) on

KATHERINE CLARE WARD
Katherine Clare Ward, 67, long
ime stage and vaude actress and lor
he past 15 years in .pictures, died
Oct. 14 in Hollywood. Last appeare(^
on stage in 'Little Nelly Kelly'. Was
married to Charlie Ward who com-
posied 'Whi!9 The Band Played On'.
Leaves a daughter, three grand-

children and one great grandchild.

EDGAR ALLEN ROGERS
Edgar Allen Rogers, 72, orchestra

conductor; died in San Antonio.
Oct. 10.

He was one of the promoters of the
old Electric Park, local aniusement
place, where he conducted orchestra
for touring opera companies.
Survived by the widow, three sons,

and two daughters.

Coast
«„„a on p.o.«. or r^-^^^l^^^^^^^

of Southeastern Fair.

Harold R. Harris, who accom-
panied Williamson on fatal ride, told-

police they were hardly seated on
ride when it started suddenly, hurl-

ing Williamson 1? feet into air, his

head striking guard railing in fall.

Vive.

made from mahy.campsi the distrib-

utors will propose that joint state-

ments be issued with whichever
Franz Steininger, composer; Jane I group or groups is concerned in the

Novalc, actress, and Fred Malatesta, ^g^g occurring. This was suggested
actor, filed bankruptcy pleas in LA.

. meeting with the trade nress
Steininger listed $25,984 in liabilities f

meeting wim tne iraae press

and $28,^00 assets; Miss Novak, yesterday morning (Tues.) in Rod-
^ ^

$15,263 and $100; Malatesta, $1,098 gers offices at Metro by Sears. De-
. ^ heavy-set former

and $56. ' pinet and Montague were also pres- amateur wrestler, suffered fractured
Two L.A. niteries, Hawaiian Para- ent at this meeting, with Rodgers

gj^^u and crushed vertebrae in fall
disc' and Alpine .Village ^jitered acting as spokesman. Williamson became manager of
bankruptcy proceedings, former list-

Allied'.. Meets Pltv AhHp- in 1M4 ^iipoeedine
ing debts of $44,060 and assets of , ^"""^

. i;"^
m 1934, succeeding

$10,573, and the latter $24,586 in lia- AUied, which meets m Atlantic Walker T. Lee, who met death in an

jilities' and $28,447 assets. City tomorrow (Thurs.), in a New automobile accident in Mississippi

Ken Maynard, film cowboy and York-New Jersey convention, but that year,

circus owner, was sued in LvA. for where also Allied will hold a board
|

Wife, two sons and brother suT'

separate maintenance of $500 a meeting, asked Rodgers for an ap-
month by Mary Elsie Maynard. polntment prior to this date and
Raymond Heindorf, arranger at Rodgers agreed to the noon meeting

Warners studio is defendant in a
y ^g^day (Tues.) for discussion of i oomupl H Boriskv 47 died Oct

SiXX'orh&liiSc'i'J^S^S r^^^^^^
or lenfUve accepl=mce r.Tmn^ .Za!S^'in'john*H°p.'

herself and son. for future negotiating parleys of any ^jng hospital at Baltimore. He had
Caroline Kay, dancer, won a di- Pl3**°'^™ Allied submits. The Allied entered hospital two days before,

vorce in L.A. from Ernest S. Allen. committee set up for negotiating in- Borisky, a native of Atlanta,
Faith Bacon, dancer, filed $375,000 elude Abram F. Myers, general where he was well known in motion

suit against Sally Rand in L.A., counsel; Col. H. A, Cole of Texas; picture circles, established himself

SSlT^^iS®Mi«%'!?n?^,Prf^^^^ Yamins, president, of Fall in Chattanooga, Tenn., when he left

S&s LUUan C^^^ as second lieutenant after

mother of Jackie Coogan, was denied New Jersey; Al Steffes of Minneap- World War, as operator of a chain

a motion in L,A. court to release olis and Roy Branch of Michigan, In I of neighborhood theatres. He was
$40,000 from 'her first husband's es- all probability Allied leaders will

| vice-president of Independent The
tate, now in receivership pending the discuss more fully its approach to atres.
outcome of young Coogan s suit for coding meetings at which trade

film'^mSpet
earnings as 81^.^^^^^ ^^.^^^ ^.^ ^^^^^^^ ^^j.. . j^^^ ^ STORET

Judith Alien's home in Van Nuys, ^"6 its gathering in Atlantic City
. john J. Storey, 50, managing dlrec-

Cal., was robbed of $1,000 in jewels tomorrow (Thiirs.). tor of WTAG, Worcester, Mass., died
while the actress was in Chicago.

| MPTOA's Committee I
at his home in that city of a heart

SAMUEL H. BORISKT

MARRIAGES
The MPTOAj meeting in New I attack Oct. 17. Storey had spent

York Monday-(17-) -and - yesterday practically -his entire"businesg~career

(Tues,) to discuss its procedure, in the employ of the Worcester Tele
Marie Arbuckle to Paul Green In elected a committee of 10 to confer gram and the Gazette. The Tele-

Yuma, Ariz., Oct. 8. Bride is a radio with the distributors. It consists of gram owns and operates WTAG,
singer; he's an NBC annoimcer in Ed Kuykendall, president; Ed Levy, whose direction he took over in 1926,

Hollywood. general counsel; C. E. Williams of Storey, who at one time was a
Peggy Layton to Charles Springer, Nebraska; R. V. Harvey, San Fran- "^^P* °* the National Association of

Inr Cumberland, Md,, Oct. 13. Bride's cisco; Lewen pizor of Philadelphia* Broadcasters, is survived by two siS'

a show..girl, he's staff musician at Oscar Lam of Georgia; Mack Jack- *®rs and a brother.-

WgAE, pmsburgh.
' son of Alabama; Arthur Lockwood »«»™™rT~r.™**rPeggy Zevansky to Max Adkins, of Connecticut; M C. Moore of Flor- ROBERT V. LATHAM

In. Cumbarland, Md:, Oct.. 13.. He's.h^a and Sam Pinanski. Last-men- Robert V. Latham, 59, stage direc
Arranger for WCAE, Pittsburgh, Air-

1 tiongjj ig the only affiliated chain tor and inventor, died in Miami Oct.

member of this committee, being op- H. after a two-week illness.liners.

PriScilla Rose Clancy to Henry r;;ato7'^7tj;"j;jf ''j; MuUin of New I

He was the inventor of the rolling
Darnel Goodwin in Arlington, Mass England Paramount theatres. stage, much used in picture theatres.

^''i-wn^A^^^' f'^c^'^'^^fi i°i
MPTOA will pattern its. approach He built many stage sets for the

^^*^?'^S^"^^mu*^ to n^goti^^^^ ^vith distribs on its N. Y. Paramount and had managed
. *° 7^°"iPf.°r' 10-point program, whUe Allied is ex- theatres in 'Lansing, Mich., and To-,
in Virginia City, Nev., Oct. 10. Btide pg^ted ^Q prepare a stronger slate, ledo before going to Miami in 1926.

^SJX'^o *^l.P'^oe':^"» department of including, among other things, elim- '

NBC, San Francisco; he s news^di- I .ination ' of block booking, restriction HUQH J. GEISELMAN
tor and special events head at NBC s of theatre expansion and what it Hugh J Geiselman 53 for manySan Francisco division. considers unfair alloMtihn«! Strong- ""S^J ^'"seiman, oj, iot many

Cora McGregor to Glen
.
Ritter, in St pS iJ^Sh he K^^^ °1 •^T?' ^^""^^^

Wichita,. Oct.. 9. Bride is of the SiiS anHthergT^^ ^fif'^'^^V^^i^P^^
Modernettes Trio at KANS, Wichita; ed fo see eSlS^ conSr^ c^n- ^^I^^/^ J^^'^^f-^l^'J; ^

""K^'^
he's the station's chief engineer. .1 celllLTprivileges'^"^^^^^^^^^ S^S '

^ ^ ' ''
'

Pinkie Lawrie to Andy Hervey in that will be in excess of 1Q% iOT-\- t^^^J^^I^^^^^ i,^
Las Vegas, Cal., Oct. ;

16.
' He's in merly permitted. MPTOA has been'

""^"^ ^^"^ operated the

Metro publicity department. talking about demands for a 20%
opera house in that town and also

HARRY SHAW
• Harry Shaw, about 52, died Oct,

16, 1938 in Sarasota, Florida, after

a long Illness. He was a former
president of the National Association
of Broadcasters and. a radio station
operate r before his retirement from
Waterloo, Iowa.
Widow survives.

LEONARD H. WINDMILLER
Leonard H. WindmlUer, 36, 20th

Century-Fox operator, Des Moines,
died from a heart attack while at*

tending a foodball game, Oct. 8.

He was formerly operator at the
Uptown theatre.

ANNIE SYLVESTER
Annie Sylvester, 77, circus cyclist

in the 80s, died Oct. 13 in Los
Angeles. She rode a high-wheel
bike and was billed as 'the world's

greatest woman bicyclist.' She is

survived by a sister.

CECELIA BALL
Cecelia Ball, veteran employe of

20th-Fox exchange in Pittsburgh,

died at her home there last Satm'-

day after a long illness.

She leaves a brother, George Ball,

booker In the same office.

MARY RORKE
Mary Rorke, 80, veteran English

actress who retired in 1931, died in

London Oct. 12.

She made her first professional

appearance in 1873.

WILLIAM H. WRIGHT
William H. Wright, veteran man-

ager and stock operator, died in

New York Oct. 12.

Details in the legitimate depart-

ment.

CHARLES FREDERICK BAYER
Charles Frederick Bayer, 68, who

built the Palace theatre in Periys«
ville, O., died in that city Oct. 4,

after a year's illness. His widow,
five sons and two daughters survive.

JAMES GIBSON
James Gibson, 72, former vaude-

ville and screen actor, died Oct. 13,

in Los Angeles. Surviving are a
widow and son.

RALPH LUND
Ralph' Lund, advertising copy

writer at RKO's homeoffice, died at

his home in New York, Oct. 17.

Reynolds Janney, 80, father of

Russell Janney, New York theatrical

producer and grandfather of Billy

Janney of the films, died at his hom«
in Chillicothe, O., Oct. 8.

Theresa Weingarten to Michael cancellation privilege without re-
Raymond, in .New York, scheduled strictions.

for Oct. 30. He's" a film writer.
.wide Industry Importance for all

Distributor leaders, on and off the I branches, producers, distributors and
official negotiating committee set up, exhibitor (whether major or indie)
are not unmindful of the magnitude in view of the Ui S. anti-trust suit,

of the effort being made to frame theatre divorcement troubles, civil

industry machinery
,
to cover buyer- suits, legislation of a .varied, dan-

seller relations in all its various gerous character, etc. The exhibs
knotty phases, nor that it promises are ostensibly just as avid for this
to be a long, arduous j.ob. There is success now as the distributors,

n/r J T> n J u I

telling how many meetings will ,
Concessions

Mr. and Mrs. Barney Carr, daugh- ^ave to be held, how many involved Previously Warner Bros, had re-

rf'^^-.r-xfl" i^!!?JJ-L il^^V^^^ will cause delays, how much fused to consider the. MPTOA 10-

^^^^^^.^^ j^^^j^ forth will be point program, assertedly on legal

BIRTHS
Mr. and. Mrs.* Phil Pemberton,

daughter, in HpUywood, Oct. 14.

Father is head of Paramount's pro-

duction department.

is assistant director for Hal. Roach.
Mr, and Mrs. Madison Lindsey, necessary, what legal angles will advice, and other distribs, regretting

daughter, in Hollywood, Oct. 12. have to be discussed carefully, what the WB" stand, did not feel as duty-
Father is projectionist at Fox-Flor- friction may develop, etc. For this bound as at present to really do
ence theatre, Hollywood. • reason, no one can estimate how something about the trade practice
.Mr. and^ MVs. Herbert M. Miller, I long it may take to get to a satis- situation. There were some conces-

.son, in Philadelphia, Oct., 9. Father factory pact on trade practices but sions, including certain relief in
is film trade paper editor.

^
indications are that all distributors, connection with cancellations, score

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Semon, twin anxious to arrive at a concordat charges, etc., but those gains were
daughters, Oct. l4, Santa Monica, 'that will prove practical, are noW minor compared to the prospects
Father is a .radio singer in South ready to go a long way trying to Iriow in store.

America. I achieve that end. Success can be of I Distributor representatives of ' all

companies met at the Hotel Astor'a

Yacht Room Monday (17), at which
Warner participation and the elec-

tion of Sears to the negotiating com-
mittee were voted. Sears attended

thjis meeting for WB. Others were
Kent and Herman Wobber (20th),

Rodgers (M-G), Depinet (RKO),
Montague (Col), Neil Agnew (Par),

William Scully (U) and Paul Lazarus
(UA).
Although Par, UA and U are not

represented on the distrib commit-
tee, these companies will be kept

well informed of progress that is

made. Their final approval of steps

taken will, of course, be necessary

when the time comes for such action.

• Leo Spitz, who is stepping out of

RKO . as that, company's president,

and Nicholas M. Schenck, president

of Loew's-MGM, are alternate chair-

men' of the distrib committee headed
by Kent.
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Plays on Broadway

HAMLET
(Continued from page 48)

Shakespeare is traditionally tough at

the box office;

Present engagement has been an-

nounced as limited to six or eight

weeks, but it will probably be ex-

tended if business warrants, Idea,

however, is to replace 'Hamlet* with

'Henry IV,' which will be. rehearsed

during the current run. Ultimate

aim is to do 'Hamlet,' 'Henry IV,*

'King Richard H' and another play

In repertory.
,

Although the production now runs
around twice the length of the usual

show, it "doesn't seem long. Some
of the first act scenes, it is true, arc
leisurely and others permit the ten-

sion to slacken. But the entire first

act builds a comprehensive and ab-
sorbing foundation for the whole
drama. And most of it is absorbing
in itself. Even the dramatic

.
hol-

lows, which occur when Hamlet ia

off the stage, are quickly enlivened
when he returns.
One thing is certain about this

'Hamlet/ It establishes Maurice
Evans as one.'Of the foremost Shake-
spearean actors in stage annals and
one of the finest players of his time.
Although he played the same part
in an uncut version in London sev-
eral seasons ago, and has already
been acclaimed in New York for hIS'

Roihfe'd" to Katharine Cornell's Juliet,

as the Dauphin in her 'Saint Joan,'
as Napoleon in 'St Helena,' and for
the electrifying 'King Richard II,'

nothing , he has ever done on Broad-
way compares with this. It is a vir-
tuoso performance of the greatest
role in the English language.
Evans* playing is direct, siihple,

pliable, entirely without bombast.
It is completely controlled, low-
keyed in the quieter moments and
swelling with admirable power in
the intense scenes. His quiet play-
ing of the early scenes loses none of
their pregnancy, but builds up to
and accentuates the climactic ones.
Thus, while the famed 'to be or not
to be* speech seems a trifle disap-
pointing, the reason for its playing
that way is immediately afterward
apparent in one of the truly mag-
nificent scenes of the play, tiie 'get
thee to a nunnery* one with Ophelia.
Likewise his playing of the main
scene with Polonius, Rosencrantz
and Guilderstern and the closet
scene with the Queen are both stun-
ning:

Inspired as is Evans* performance,
most of his supporting cast is com-
parable. Mady Christians is an
enormously convincing Queen,
through her subdued early scenes
and rising to a crescendo in the
frenzied closet scene. Occasionally
her speech lapses into traces of Teu-
tonic accent, but generally she gives
a lustrous performance. In her first

few moments opening night Kath-
erine Locke seemed painfully ner-
vous and constrained. But having
conquered that, she became a thor-
oughly beguiling Ophelia, playing
each scene on a steadily mounting
tone, "matching Evans in the 'get thee
to a nunnery' scene and giving an
agonizing perfection to the final mo-
ment of madness.
Although throttled opening night

by a cold which at times made, him
almost inaudible, George Graham
even under that handicap breathes
life and conviction into the agree-
ably expanded part of Polonius. In-
stead of a mere sketchy outline, the
part in his hands becomes a superb
characterization, at once stupid yet
understandable, garrulous but never
borine. irritating yet endearing. As
the King, Henry Edwards also is

forthright and lucid. Without de-
tracting from Claudius' villainy, he
makes him a man with human fail-
ings and understandable motives.
Rhys .Williams is excellent as the
Player King and Whitfoi-d Kane
scores as the First Gravedigger. Only
outright disanpointing performances
»re Donald Randolph's unnecessarily
colorless Horatio, Sydney Smith's
fumbling Laertes and Augustin Dun-
can's sing-song Ghost.

•Fully a match even for Evans' in-
spired playing is the brilliant di-
rection of Margaret Webster. Un-
der her keen insight and deft hand
the play is crystal clear, the produc-
tion always fluent,and the inflections
of the drama marvelously expres-
sive. Without ever permitting the
playing to impede the play, she has
contrived to keen ' the drama ani-
niated, arranged the groupings with
a sense of dramatic and visual ef-
fect, and has built the climaxes to
a tremendous pitch. The final duel
scene alone is a masterpiece of stag-
ing that captures the wild turmoil
of the interrelated action and proj-
ects it into vividly theatrical terms.
David Ffolkes' settings are hand-

some and dramatically compelline.
Without burvinc the nlav with
scenery, they lend an authentic note,
providing a variety of stag** levels
and amnle playing .soace. His cos-
tumes al.'so ingeniously combine dfic-
orative beautv with workmanlike
competence. All in all. this 'Hamlet'
|s indubitablv one of the theatrical
Jfi'^'^^rks of our time. And. inci-
dentally, a whale of a show. Hobe.

I Have Been Here Before
Drama In three acts, presented at the

Guild, N. T., Oct. 13, -m, t)y Gilbert Miller;
written by J. B. Priestley; staged fty LeXvla
Allen; |3.30 top.
.Sally Pratt Blleen Beldon
Sam Shipley ..Harry Rousby
Dr. Gortler Ernst Deutsch
Oliver Parrant Eric Portman
Janet Crniiind Lydla fiherwood
Walter Ormund WUCrld Lawson

Last season one of the author's
plays, 'Time and The Conways,'
themed with his fanciful ideas aboqt
time,^ attracted a specialized audience
for a short period. This newest work,
with another mystical theory on the
same topic, "figures to register simi-
larly." Much too quiet for the aver-
age playgoer.

Gilbert MUler appears to have
been altruistic in importing the
show from London, although it has
a small cast and may not be a costly
experiment. Impression is that 'I

Have Been Here Before' would
stand a much better chance in a little

theatre, which probably covild take
care of the managerial end.

Priestley sets his play in the sit-

ting room of a small inn on the
North Yorkshire moor. For the
weekend there is a young headmas-
ter, come for rcilaxation, an exiled
German metaphysician and a mar-
ried couple, Janet Ormund is much
younger than her hard working, hard
drinking, wealthy husband, Walter.
That is apparent at their entrance.
But Dr. Gortler is aware of that

event before he meets the Ormunds.
Having lost his wife and suffered
much has not turned him into a bit-
ter old man, for he is a philosopher.
The professor looks about the place
with the idea that he had been there
before, theoretically, and senses what
will happen. He asserts that life is

a continuous succession of cycles that
people start along the same road
time after time, not to the same end,
for there is always a chance for dif-
ferent adventure. He is not clair-
vojrant, but has become a mystic,
which the author believes is the evo-
lution of learned men.

Oliver' Farrant, the schoolmaster,
and Janet are drawn towards each
other irresistably, just as Dr. Gortler
says he had known months before
coming to the inn. He had jotted
down the coming events, almost to
the very names of those present, but
the story does not end in scandal.

Instead,- the professor convinces
the husband that it would be of no
use for him to suicide. And the wife
geti the picture from Gortler that
her life with the young man will
be progressive penury and unhap-
piness should she leave her hus-
band. Then comes a switch, with
Ormund bidding Janet to rejoin him
and she expressing joy for the first

time in their wedded life. That comes
after the doctor explains further that
life moves in spirals, rather than
circles. There are the innkeeper and
his widowed daughter, who seem to
fit into the proceedings, she being
suspicious and resentful of the dour
foreigner...however.
The players talk so low at times

that it is not easy to catch the dialog,
some dialects not helping, either.
Wilfrid Lawson exhibits a change of
pace with a character like Ormund
that rightfully tops the performance.
Ernst Deutsch plays the philosophic
exile with determination. It seemed
that most of the lines were his.
Actor is a Czech, prominent on the
German stage, but curiously, his ac-
cent sounds Slavic. Lydia Sherwood
as the unhappy wife, and Eric Port-
man, as the teacher, are the younger
element in the cast. Ibee.

Those Circus Humorists
Atlanta, Oct. 18.

'Why wait? Wait for what? Don't
be deceived by tricky and mis-
leading advertising.' Thus read
advs. of Robbins Circus in Atlanta,

Sunday piaipers, following appear-
ance of paper plugging Al G- Barnes,
Sells-Floto, due here Nov, 7-8, with
placards admonishing public to 'Wait

for the Big Show.'
Robbins outfit, which played here

Monday and Tuesday (17-18), stated

in its ads: 'The Ringling Bros. &
Barnum and Bailey Circus officially

closed its season on June 29, at

Scranton, Pa., and returned to win-
ter quarters. Consequently it posi-

tively will not exhibit in Atlanta this

year.'

Prominently displayed in space

bought by Barnes Sells-Floto was
cut imder word 'presenting' reading

'Ringling Bros., Barnum & Bailey

Stupendous New Features.'

CHARLOTTE'S BLACK
Charlotte, N. C, Oct. 18.

Two hundred thousand persons at-

tended the 1938 Charlotte Agricul-

tural Fair.

Premiums totaling $6,000 were

paid the prize-winning exhibitors

before the exhibits left the grounds.

For the first time in the three years

the fair has been, in operation, no

legal difficulties were encountered,

not a single complaint was filed, and

none of the shows or concessions was

closed for an^ cause.

RODEO RECEIPTS EQUAL

LAST YEAR'S OPENING

Rodeo championships at Madison
Square Garden fared very well dur-
ing the first two weeks of the meet,
attendance being reported on a par
with 1936. Last season business was
away ahead of previous rodeos for
the. first half, patronage then drop-
ping precipitately. That was was ex-
plained by the sharp decline in the
stock market at the time.
The meets have been grossing

$150,000 and upward during a 24-day
session. Garden, which sponsors the
western games, could get $125,000 in

rentals during that period but the
arena is not usually tenanted con-
secutively and the rodeos have
turned in goodly profits seasonally.

Football

By Nat Kafan

Neb. Rep Goes Tenting

As Showmanship Stunt

Lincoln, Oct. 18.
j

Borrowing from the show biz ideas

of W. Lee O'Daniel, who won Texas'
governor candidacy with hill-billy

singers. Congressman Charles G.
Binderup, twice elected- to office

since 1934, is putting out his own
circus. Will try to play each one of

the counties (there are 25) in his

district.

It's mostly home talent, with a
cast of lour women and a man, be-
sides Binderup. . Each precinct in

the county must furnish a float for

the parade, and the democratic cen-
tral committee in each county must
dig for $100 besides paying, or ar-

ranging for everything. Show is

complete with tent, band, etc.

or swami attempts to get back on
the victory track this weekend after
a disastrous session last week. That
Fordham-Oregon contest should be
the class of the east; look to Van-
derbilt-Louisiana State in the south;
U.S.C.-5tanford on the Coast; North-
western - Illinois, Purdue - Wisconsin
and Notre Dame-Carnegie in the
midwest for the day's fireworks.
Here goes:

Arlamsas-Santa Clara
The Broncos should ride through

in a close one, though Arkansas
might upset through the air.

Anbarn-Geergria Tech
The Alabamans get the nod, though

the Engineers are traveling,

Durimouth-Harvard
Dartmouth, 27; Harvard, 6.

DetcoltxVlllanova

ViUanova is slightly stronger.

Orcgon-Fordham
Fordham will romp over

visitors.

Georgetown-Manbiittan
The Hbyas will face their first test

after having met a few setups.

They're th6 choice.

Georgia^Holy Cross
The Crusaders' running attack is

too much for the southerners.

Northwestern-Illinois
Eeney, meeney, miney, mo—North-

western.

DeL Olympics

Detroit, Oct. 18.

As part of a drive to bring 1940

Olympics to Detroit, Mayor Richard
Reading this week appointed five

more committees to prepare formal
invitations, etc., for the game. New
conunittees, including about 50 per-
sons, are highlighted by town's big-

wiggies.

Localites are cheered by favorable
reaction obtained from an informal
invitation presented U. S. Olympic
committee and Avery Bnmdage.
Busy preparing detailed prospectus
on Detroit's ability to entertain visit-

ing athletes.

Grunters' Squat
Atlanta, Oct 18.

Six grunt 'n' groaners, Rudy
Strongberg, Tiny Morgan, BUly Bar-
tush, Joe Marsh, Fred Cantone and
Ben Stein, staged sitdown strike last

week when.Promoter. Virgil .Warren
II, of Warren Arena, refused their

demands for guarantee before they'd
rassle.

Warren, who said grapplers pre-
viously had v/orked for percentage
of gate, called off show and refunded
money to sizeable crowd of cash cus-
tomers.

State and City Wrestling Commis-
sions promptly slapped suspensions
upon recalcitrant matmen.

CIRCUS ROUTES
Week of October 24
Bames-Sells-Floto

Memphis, T«nn., 23-24; JarkBon, 25;
Nashville, .2C; CUattanpoga, 27; Knox-'
ville, 28; Johnson CUy, 2S.

Selznick-Schaefer

(Continued from page 3)

cussion to bring him into RKO,
David O. Selznick is mentioned as
possible production head for the near
future. One report Was that a part
of the deal to bring in Schaefer as
president involved naming Selznick
producing chief. That could come
later, RKO having previously been
mentioned as possibly swinging a
deal with Selznick. Latter has two
pictures yet to deliver to United Art-
ists under his old contract and
stated that there are no present
negotiations to renew with Selznick,

though there has been considerable
talking concerning that step during
recent months.
Selznick has completed 'Young in

Heart' for UA and still has to make
'Made for Each Other.' He should
have the latter turned out before the
end of the year and, if not renewing
with UA on basis he and Jock Whitr
ney desire, would naturally be free

to discuss deals elsewhere. Schaefer
and Selznick are very friendly, lead-

ing further to the belief the former
might be very interested in having
Selznick-International in his com-
pany.

Probable Football Winners
And Pr<^r Odds

(Octpbek- 22)

By NAT KABEN

GAMES WINNERS ODDS
ArfcansaB-Santa Ciara Santa Clara 8/5

Anbnrn-Gcorgia Tech Ainbam 7/5

Texas A&M-Baytor Biits;!?!^ ' '-^

Boston CvUcsC'Temple Temple ..Even

Calif•rnlor-Washington .Califonii»

Carnegie Tech-Notre Dane Notre Dame
Centenary-Mississippi Mlsslssijlirt

Chicago-Oliio State Ohio State

Ceicate-Iswa '....Colgate

Columbia-Pcnn .Oiilnmhia

2/1
7/5
2/i

3/1

7/5

5/6

Pcnn State-Cornell Cern^ 2/1

Dartmoutli-HarTard DartmouUt « 2/1

Detrait-Villanova Vilianova 6/5

Oregon-Fordham Fordluun ; 2/1

Georffctown-Manhattan Georgetown 6/5

Georgia-Holy Cross Hdly*€ross 9/5

Norihwestcrn-iUinois Jforthwestem 5/6

Kansas State-Indiana Indiana 7/5

N. T. U.-Lafayette N. Y. U 7/5

Vandcrbiit-Louisiana State Louisiana State 5/8

Syracase-Mlohicaii State Miehiigan State 5/8

Princeton-Navy Princeton , 8/5

Oklalioma-Nebraska .Oklahoma. ' > Even
Washington StatewOreeron Sttttie ...Oregon State Even
S. BI, U.-Pittsbureh Pittsburgh 3/1

Wisconstn-Pnrdue Wisconsin Even
Bice-Texas JMce 2/1

U. S. C.-Stanford U. S. C ,..............•.-...> 6/5

Idaho-V. C. L. A C C. L. A. ,., 6/5

(PredictioTis Based on Foir Weather)

Texas A&M-Bayler
Baylor is the team Texas Christian

will have to beat for the southwest
title.

Boston Colleg:e-Temple

Temple is moving.

California-Washington
.The. Bears _.are on their _way to

their second straight Rose Bowl.
Carnegie Tech-Notre Dame

The Pittsburghers should extend
the Irish, but Elmer Layden is

cracking the whip.
Centenary-Mississippi

Centenary is the south's prime up-
setter—but Ole Miss gets the verdict

after a tough one.

Chicaeo-Obio State

This is a conference game and
should be closer than one might ex-

pect. It's Ohio State.

Coleate-Iowa
The- trip might take something out

of the Red Raiders, but Hal Lube,
et al., are favored.

Columbla-Penn
Columbia looks to snap out of the

slump in a slam-bang affair.

Penn Statc-C<ornell

Cornell is ripping mad after that

Syracuse defeat and should take it

out on the Pennsylvanians.

Kansas Stat^-Indiana.

A good Kansas State offense

against a strong Indiana defense, but
the Hoosiers are due.

N. r. U.-Lafayette
The Violets will reverse the La-

fayette victory . Of Itost year,

_ VanderbUt-Lonlsiana
.
State

La. iState, thbugh the underdog.

Syracnse-Michigan State

Syracuse is due for a letdown after

last week's surprise victory over
Cornell.

Princeton-Navy
Princeton will sink the Navy.

Oklahoma-Nebraska
Oklahoma.

Washington State-Oregon State

Oregon Stat^ in a close one.

^J^.%^lttsbarch
One rousing vote for Pitt

Wisconsin-Purdue
Wisconsin's attack is more for-

midable.
Bfce-Tezas

Rice gains its first victory of the

season.
1J.S.€.-Stluiford

The Trojans are On their way.
Uahb-IT.C.L.A.

The Uclahs In a tough game.

Grace Hanneford Hurt

Hollywood. Ofct. 16.

Grace Hanneford, circus rider, and
the wife of 'Poodles' Hanneford, was
injured when hit by a motor car
Sunday (16) near Los Angeles.
Her condition is not serious.

ARK. LIVESTOCK SHOW

BEATS OUT SELLS-FLOTO

Pine Bluff, Ark., Oct. IS.

Arkansas Live Stock Association

of Little Rock in its effort to curb
all opposition to its live stock show
to be held in Little Rock had the
city of Little ROck refused a license
to Barnes, Sells-Floto Circus to show
there on Oct. 22.

The live stock show will not be-
gin until Nov. 8, and the circus peo-
ple say they will fill their date billed,

even if they have to show outside of
city limits.

'

HEXm ALAI SOUCHT

TO BUltD HIPP SHOWS

Piston, who is accredited to. be the

topper among jai alai cracks, is out

of the line-up at the. Hippodrome,
N. Y., having planed to Havana to

Vneet bis parents, who arrived from
Spain CD a first visit to this side. He
is unider contract to Cuban promoters
who are rebuilding a fronton, and
may return to the Hipp.
With the Guiltermo, who is rated

runner-up to Piston* .having a- con-
tract for not more than three 25-

point games per week, the contests

are. frequently sans the standouts.

However, exciting games are hot in-

frequent, although it is still believed
that t6o many cards are scheduled
weekly. Matinees continue io ^e tne
weakest attended, but the manage-
ment is holding to the schedule,
Richard Berenson, the jai alai im-

presario, is angling for a bunch of
highly touted Mexican players to

strengthen the player list.
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• to Pittsburgh and

Warner Bros, for helping us establish an ALL TIME

BOX OFFICE RECORD at the Stanley Theatre,

_lto.thc thousanSs of

4 Detroiters and. the management of the Michigan

State Fair for a RECORD engagement ,t. and thanks

;to the loyal _Philadelphians and the_management of

the Warner. Brothers. EarU Theatre, for A BOX*
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U. S. ULTIMATUM TO FILMS
Radio Borrowing H wood Ideas;

Talent Wants Pet Technicians

Radio performers are borrowing

the Hollywood- gimmick of perfor-

ttiers .asking iot their own specially-;

selected technical assistants. Instead

of demanding cameraman, broadcast

big£iies (and some smallies) now ask
(or fave engineers, panelmen, an-

nouncers, etc. Thus, the setting is

Afferent but the script is the same.

The man in the control booth is

the most" important. He can distort

without possible timely correction.

Where a lax cameraman's work can
be overcome with retakes, there's

no such procedure in radio—once it

goes out on the air it's too late.

Some of the engineers realize their

swell spot and gifts, pleasantries and
sometimes regular fees are part of

their lot.

Announcers also come in for their

share ol material glory. Spielers can
do much to lessen the effect of per-

formers by their buildup. Voice in-

flections, lack of enthusiasms in

buildups and introductions not only
can deflate the performer deva'sta-

• tingly, but aduienoe' apathy " is an-

other factor.

SELZNICK WOULD SCREEN

MSZZIE TOS THE BOYS'

Two Hollywood producers are

bidding high for two Broadway legit

plays, for two widely divergent rea-

sons. Samuel Goldwyn, while east

last week, saw the Robert E. Sher-
wood play and wants to film 'Abe
Lincoln in Illinois' as a starrer lor

Gary Cooper. Latter has long
wanted to play a young Lincoln role.

Meanwhile, David O. Selznick is

bidding for 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye'
because he does not want it Aimed

—

at least not. yet. The Broadway
comedy tosses too many humerous
harpoons into, his 'Gone With the

(Continued on page 54)

owwow Blues

Restaurants around New York
are now being tabbed as pro or

anti-canine. Hoity-toity like to

bring along their dogs, particu-

larly for .luncheon. It's •an echo

of Paris.

Restaurants divide on the

subject and so do the custom-
ers who don't baby talk to ani-

mals.

HOLLYWO(H)NOT

CUFFOING AT

FRISCO FAIR

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Screen Actors Guild is miffed at

Frisco Fair officials for their indif-

ference to demands that stars, mak-
ing appearances at the Expo, be com-
pensated.
..Fair execs want the film and radio

stgirs but differ with the Guild on
remuneration. Guild may blacklist

the Fair if officials persist in gratis

demands and would ask AFL-affili-

ated unions to withdraw support.

Understood the Guild may com-
promise on some arrangement
whereby the Theatre Authority

benefit fund might collect its usual

15% slice.

Seeress Was Right

Philadelphia, Oct. 25.

Mildred Kurtz Smith Young, 20,

acrobat with Cole Brothers-Clyde
Beatty Circus, was shot and seriously
wounded by her Chinese laundry-
man-husband here Oct. 19. Joseph
K, Young, after firing point-blank
at his pretty wife in the rear of his
West Philadelphia laundry, turned
the gun around and killed himself.

Youngs had been living together
for about a .year, with Mrs. Young
working for the circus during the
summer. The white wife and Chinese
husband were getting along fine, she
told police, until she went to a for-
tune teller, who, from a greasy pack
of cards, told her to leave her hus-
band because she saw danger.

It was when Mrs. Young packed
ner circus trunk and called an ex-
press company that her husband shot
her.

N. T. Hotel Gyp On?
Midtown New York hotels are get-

ting ready to accommodate visitors

to the World's Fair, although it is

not slated to open for five months.

High pressure stuff is evident, man-
agements advising guests that they

do not desire them to reside perma-

nently. That is in preparation for

an expected gyp in rates, despite

Mayor La Guardia's suggestion to

hotel people that Jt)oosting prices

would be out of order.

Hotel men have been telling guests

that the rates will go up 50% during

the expected big influx.

STICK TO STICKS

Mountaineers Playingr Broadway
Music Draws a Squawk

Cleveland, Oct. 25.

Dixieland-Lee Trio has been or-

dered by WTAM to stop playing Tin

Pan Alley tunes and stick to straight

mountain music.
Edict was issued after musicians'

union told station that hillbilly team
would have to get union cards if they

continued playing legit instruments.

'Tha'a all right with 'uns,' said crack-

erbarrel leader. *We 'uns have used

up all our new songs and mah boys

are so plumb lazy in larnin' by ear

that it 'ud talce two months to pound
any new times In thar haids.'

'CmMliL' SUIT

TALK, AS WEDGE

TrustxBusting' Federal At-

torney in Secret Powwows
with Industry Execs—-Npt
Patient with Self-Regula-

tion, Either

SHOWDOWN

Washington, Oct, 25.

Ultimatum foreshadowed several

weeks ago is understood to have been
handed the film industry last week at

another hushed conference with Jus-

tice Department executives on the

Federal Government's request for a
permanent .

injunction preventing
further alleged violation of the anti-

trust laws.
Through the continued wall of se-

crecy came hints that Prof. Thurman
Arnold, assistant attorney general in

charge of trust-busting, told the dele-

gation of- major company spokesnien
that he wUl not stand for much more
delay in working out a consent de-
cree. Quibbling over terms will

likely wind up in grand jury pro-
ceedings, with' criminal indictments
sought against the stubborn elements
in the business.

Whether Arnold will have the sup-
port of his superiors In case he has
to carry out his threats is a gamble.
It is becoming apparent, though, that
the high officials do not intend to
give the industry a chance to attempt
to find its own solution through, trade
practice conferences and codes.

The suggestion that the D, J. slow
down until further parleys can be
held on a voluntary reform program
does not seem to make much of an
impression in government circles.

Attitude is that conditions have
(Continued on page 4)

ANTI-NAZI DAILY NIXED

FOR CONCERT COVERAGE

Philadelphia, Oct, 25,

Music critic of the anti-Nazi Phil-
adelphia Record was refused re-

viewer's tickets last week to a con-
cert in the Academy of Music by
the Dresden Boys Choir, of Dres-
den, Germany, Calling the regular
Academy ticket office, Edwin H.
Schloss was referred to an officer of

the North German Lloyd Line. There
he was told that the Record wasn't
wanted at the concert.

Concert by the choir, made up of

66 boys between 10 and 19 years old

from the famous Holy Cross Church
School, was picketed by a dozen
members of the Citizens' Anti-Nazi
Committee. They carried placards

denouncing the event as 'Hitler prop-
aganda.' Nazi groups were reported
sponsoring the 'good will tour,'

which will carry the singers through
eastern United States for three

months.

Lasky-RKO in New Radio-^Pix Talent

Tieup; Additional Film-Air Co-Ops

Challenge

Name band leader, recently

returned from not too success-

ful tour, was presented with a

rubber check by promoter in

midwest.
Did so badly at b. o. that pro-

moter deliberately told him it

was rubber land dared him to

cash it and catise trouble.

THEATRE ARTS

CENTER. OWN

BlAY RLDG.

Clubrooms for actors and other
professionals in the theatre will be
opened soon in the Times Square
area under, the sponsorship of the
Theatre Arts Committee, Self-sup-
porting, non-profit enterprise will

not be along the lines' of the Lambs
or Friars, but is designed to offer

merely a meeting place, lounge
room,, telephone and mail service,

casting information, study rooms,
etc., for both men and women. Op-
tion has been taken on a five-story

building and the opening is sched-
uled to take place with a party
Dec. 3r,

Spot will be known as the The-
atre Arts Center and will be run by
a board of governors consisting of

Blanche Yurka, Walter Greaza,
Philip Loeb, Lora Elliot, Katharine
Warren, -Hiram Sherman, Edward
Everett Hale, Frank Wilson, Kather-
ine Locke, Sylvia Field, Benno
Schneider, Lloyd Gough, Joseph
Losey, Ruth Adelman, Mary Tarcai
and David Dorman. Members of the
advisory board include Sylvia Sid-
ney, Martha Graham, Hallie Flana-
gan, James F. Reilly, Sidney Kings-
ley, Selena Royle, Harold Clurman,
Carly Wharton and Lee Strasburg.
The venture will be financed on a

membership basis, with a limited

(Continued on page 55)

Royal Camera Angle
Grand Duchess Marie of Russia io

due in Hollywood in January to pho-
tograph, a la Margaret Bourke-.
White, the biggies of the film colony.

It's a new specialty for the Ro-
manoff family member, who mean-'
while is on the road lecturing on
'The Disappearing Glamour of Roy-
alty.'

The Jesse Lasky-RKO-Wrigtey
tieup for a n^w radio program to

supplant the 'Laugh ^jiner' series

now on CBS is a slightlj different

wrinkle on using film talent under
direct Hollywood studio ' super-
vision. As such, it may produce a
resumption of squawks ^rom ex-
hibitors.

Prelim indications are that the
RKO players to appear in dramatic
skits wiU be from the regular, roster,

but probably not name, talent. Other
slant is that' different, groups will
compete in 13 different dramatle
shows, with spots left for them in a
picture to be produped by Jesse L.
Laslcy. Exhibitors, frankly claim
that radio is a questionable field in

which, to test talent for screen possi-
bilities.

Biggest complaint, as in the past,

is expected to be that it indicates a
trend towards resuming participa-

tion in radio shows by a major film
company. R^ply of major com-
panies always has been that it is bet-
ter to hdve a studio-produced show,
under film company- supervision,

than to permit stafs to play indis-

(Continufed on page 53)

U. S. AIDING ON PAR'S

'INVASIOJV WAR FILM

Hollywood, Oct, 25.

'Invasion,' a top-budget picture
based on an imaginary attack on
North America by a foreign power,
is slated for production at Para-
mount, with the cooperation of the
Army and Navy,
Story is being written -by Capt.

William F. Coy, of the U, S. Army
Chemical Warfare Service, now on
leave for that purpose. Studio
plans' to use a dozen or more of its

top players.

TILDEN'S LONDON LEGITER
Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Bill Tilden, tennis pro, is slated to

go into a stage play in London.
He opens Nov. 14 at the Hippo-

drome there.

Sweet Vs. Swing Gives

Former B.O. Edge in Pitt

Pittsburgh, Oct. 25. —
Looks like Stanley, WB de luxer,

will lay low on swing bands as stage
attractions in future, result of re-
cent lickings house has taken with
jive experts. Floperoos of touted
topnotch jitterbug fanciers is due to
the fact they're big mat draws, When
the kid hounds kick in, but don't
draw at night. The Stanley has lost
dough on every swing combo in last
several months.

Warner flesh spot has learned from
experience that its clientele prefers
the less violent type of music! Kay
Kyser proved that couple of weeks
ago when he gave the house an all-

time high gross of $35,500. Maestroa
like Ted Lewis, Kemp, Lombardo,
Waring

. and Heidt have been most
(Continued on page .'i5>
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GFs Victory Over Three'

Electrics, with D. J,^ Keynotes

U. S. Attitude Vs. AH Tniste

Washington, Oct. 25.

Struggle over the right of Gen-

eral Talking Pictures Corp. to use

equipment manufactured by the big

three of the electrical industry for

its own purposes was upheld before

the U. S. Supreme Court Wednesday

(19) by the Department of Justice.

Intervening as a 'friend of the

court,' D. J. romped to the rescue

of the sound picture company with

a strong argument in which it held

that the rights of a patent owner

should end, followuag the manufac-

ture, use and sale ol his invention.

No reason, the Justice Department

-said, why General Talking Pix

should be forced to use vacuum tube

amplifiers made by American Tele-

phone & Telegraph Co., Electrical

Besearch Products, Inc., and West-

ern Electric Co., Inc., for the sole

purpose of 'i't<dio- amateur reception,

radio experimental reception and
radio broadcast reception.' SoUnd
company was within its rights in

utilizing the vacuum tubes as parts

of talking picture sound equipment,

if so desired.

Devised by trust-busting Assistant

Attorney General Thurman Arnold,

D. J.'s argument in respect to the

important patents case was rendered
when the tiff came up for rehearing,

after six Supreme Court' justices had
acti^d on it last May, At that time
five members of the highest tribunal

upheld the- validity of the U. S. Cir-

cuit Court of Appeals in Manhattan
that tile Picture Corp. was liable 1o

A. T. & T. for patent infringement.

With three members' of the court
not sitting, Justice Hugo Black, ' lib-

eral newcomer to ihe bench; vig-

orously dissented trom the decision

andr'the Supreme. Court later granted
a new airing.

Declaring that though 'this is.

merely a suit bet^veen private pat-
ties, it involves a question of great
public importance,' I^of. Arnold

_ flayed the. question of .control by.

the inventor over, a manufactured
product after its sale as -a 'vicious

practice' in violation -of the .anti-trust

laws.
'Pobllc PoUcy*

'Public policy can not tolerate the

extension of the patent privilege to

control the use to which the con-
sumer may put the articlie after it

has been marketed,' he declared,
*. . . No legitimate reason can be
advanced as to why, to take a sim-

plified exaniple, the owner of a pat*,

ent on a lighter^ should have '^he

right to sell it-, to the public re-

stricted to use in'lighting cigars, and
not susceptible oi legal use in light-

ing cigar6ts.*

Admitting that the Supreme
Court's final decision will be con-
trolling, Arnol4 hinted that a change
in the existing laws might be neces-
sary if it is decided* that the use of

patented articles, once they are mar-
keted, remain within the jurisdiction

of the patent owner.
'When he. (the patent owner) seeks

to control the use. -of his patented
article after it has passed into the
possession of dealers and the public,

he is not seeking the legitimcite ex-
ploitation of his invention, but is

seeking to restrain and control trade,

and this violates the fundamental
policy of the anti-trust laws,' Arnold
warned.

'Prior to the present case, the Su
preme Court has never held that the
patent owner may restrict the pub-'

lie to using his invention in a par
ticular industrial field, and in a va
riety of analogous situations the
coqrt has struck -down attempts to

use the patent privileges to accom
plish similar unlawful restraints of

trade. ... A use restriction such' as

herein attempted seems to the de
partment to be even more directly

obnoxious to freedom of trade than
(these) other restrictions which have
long been held illegal.'

Of supreme importance to inde
pendents who have no tieup with
the giants of the -electrical equip-

ment industry, final ruling of the

highest court is expected during the

fall and wmter terms of the Supreme
Coiirt Intervention of the Justice

Department should give pause to the

justices who last spring ruled in fa-

vor of !rel & Tel and its companions.

Got Something There

High-salaried producer-direc-

tor of one of the majprii stalked

into the office of president of his

company, finding latter in a

sluggish mood as he peered

over sheets of figures, laying on
his desk. . 'I know how you can

save a lot of money, Mr. X',

opened up the producer-direc-

tor.

With that the company presi-

dent's ears pricked up as he ex-

citedly asked how this could be,

done.
'Fire me', shot back the gag-

ging director.

Minority Holders

Decide to CaH Off

A Major Snit Vs. U

Stockholders' suit to dissolve Uni-
versal pictures Corp., which was
filed last. October by the Murita
Trading Corp., which holds 160

shares of 8% first preferred stock,

representing 10% of preferred stock-

holders, is due to be called off be-

cause of the huge expense it would
cost for the plantiff to carry out the

action. It is understood Murita will

let the matter slide for non-prosecu-
tion when the case is called for trial"

in N. Y. supreme court next month.

Attorneys for the plantifl corp., it

has been learned, decided not to go
through with the action after it bad.
examined the records filed by Uni-
versal with the Securities Exchange
Commission in Washington. These
records failed to bolster up Murita's

claim of waste of assets, it is under-
stood, and it would require a large

staff - of accountants -to go over the
corporation's books from 1929 to date
during which time, the suit avers,

the officers and directors Of Univer-
sal had dissipated over $4,680,000 of

the assets.

mCKENNA SUCCEEDS

UTE KA^CORBALEY
Kenneth MacKehna, wlip was east-

ern-story fcditor of Metrb, has offl-

ctiSfy been appointed Coast story

editor at th6 M-G studio, succeeding

the late Kate Corbaley.

MacKenna is currently on the

Coast. No eastern successor af yet

anointed.

Ickes Tells Film

Execs to Figlit For

A Free Expression

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Plea for freedom of motion pic-

tures and the press was sounded by
Secretary of the Interior Harold L.

Ickes at a luncheon given by Darryl

Zanuck -at 20th-Fox studios. Urging
the film execs to stand up and fight

against any kind of dictatorship,

whether it be government, financial

or proletarian, the secretary said:

'These two great indxistries, the

newspapers and the motion pictures,

should every day and night stand

for and fight for the civil liberties

which are guaranteed to us, but

which are not always available

I

when most needed.
'The sooner alignment is made to

! combat this danger, the better. If

' you are going to be licked it might
as well be sooner as later,, and you
might as well begin Hie fight now.
I most fervently hope, however, that

we never reach the stage where we
fear the interplay of ideas and
where one. man alone thinks he can
think for all of us.'

Among the guests were Louis B,

Mayer, Walter Wariger, Sam Katz,

Fred Beetson, Sam Briskin, Melvyn
Douglas, John Ford, 'William" Goetz,

M. C. Levee, Eddie Mannix, Dudley
Nichols, Harry Rapf, M. B. Silber-

berg. Gale Sondergaard, Donald
Ogden Stewart, Gloria Stuart,

Frank Tuttle, Adolph Zukor and
Hal B. Wallis.

What the RKO Plan Provides

The RKO reorganfeatlo^i plan, under attack for * lon^ time, en-
vlsi^s one share of priB^erred abd fiv« of common for each $100-bond, >

VTith 5^0 shares of the new issue of $1,500,000 of common to be turned

over to Rockefeller Center in ijatlsfaction of that major claim. An
earlier agreement had been 400 shares, it has been claimed by cred-

itor interests.

The common RKO stockholders, under the plan, will get one share

ot the new for six of the old, and will have the right to cumulative
voting rather than representation on the board.

According to the plan. RKO good will is valued at -$2,500,000. In

the coirrta for six years under *77B, RKO for the 26 weeks ended July

2, accordhig to the report filed with Judge Bondy by the receivers,

showed a net loss of $«0,176. However, during this period, fixed in-

debtedness of RKO and Subsidiaries was. further reduced by $967,095,

including payment of $150,000 prmcipal amount of RKO's secured 6%
gold notes and interest on such rtidebtedness amounting to $621,050.

Cash on RKO and subsids increased in the period from $5,282,613 on
Dec. 31, 1937, to $6,073,791. RKO Radio Pictures, Inc. (pictures end)
and subsids for this period showed a net loss of $1,135,522 after all

charges.

Jnd^ Bendy s Postponement 'TO

Nov. 22 a Surprise' to RKO Reorg

Proponents; Expected Approval

Wenier Casts f«r SmaB

L. A. to N. Y.
Neil F. Agnew.
Pearl Alton.
Georges Banyal.
Charles Glarke.-

Jacques DevaL
Madge Evans.
Leon Fromkesi
Albert Galston.
Henry Ginsberg,
Sheilah Graham.
Edmund Grainger.
Pauline Holman.
W. Ray Johnston.
Pert Kelton.
David L. Loew.
EUa Logan.
Herbert Marshall.
Grant Mitchell,
Robert Poole.
Bill Robinson.
Arthur Rose.
Don Stauffer.

J. H. Whitney.

Hollywood, Oct 25.

David . C. Werner signed as cast-

ing director for Edward Small Pro-
ductions and started work selecting

players for 'King of the Turf,'

starring Adolpe Henjou.
Jack Morton, engaged to handle

the casting for *King,' remains as

Werner's assistant.

ARRIVALS
Rene Maison, Jan Smeterlin, Al-

bert Prejean, Mr. and Mrs. Jean
Dansereau, Content Peckham, Mar
jorie Uphill, Dorothy Green, Emil
Hermann, Karl A. Bickel, Ernest
Schelling, Emile Baum, Frieda
Hempel, Andre Daven, Lucrezia
Bori, Ettore Panizza, Roberto Mor-
anzoni, Leonard Warren, Richard
Haydn, Mr. and Mrs. James A. Fitz-
patrick.

Hubbard Back to MG
_ . Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Lucien Hubbard, whose producer
contract with Paramount is lapsing,

is returning to his old job at Metro,

H. M. Warner Held East

Another Week; Indisposed
Harry M. Warner, who planned

leaving for Hollywood Saturday (22)i

postponed the trip due, in part, to

the fact he isn't feeling well. He
will take oft later this week.
Warner came on to attend the re-

cent important board meeting at the

Hays office.

Leslie Howard-Futter

Form English Prod. Co.;

Pascal's 'Pyg' on BVay

London, Oct. 25.

Leslie Howard and Walter Futter
have formed Major Pictures Corp.,

new English producing company to

operate hejre,. with American capi-

tal First picture starting in Janu-
ary.

Howard was partnered with Ga-
briel Pascal in ' filming 'Pygmalion'
and generally believed they would
make other pictures together.

SAILINGS
Nov. 12 (London to New York),

Frances Carson (Brittanic).

Nov. 11 (New York to London),
Raymond Savage (Scythia).

Oct. 29 (Yokohama to San Fran-
cisco), Joe Goltz (Empress of Asia).

Oct. 29 (London to New York),
Marlene Dietrich, George Black,
Earle Hammons (Queen Mary).

Oct. 26 (New York to Bermuda),
David Selznick (Queen of Bermuda).

Oct. 23 (London to New York),
Beatrice Lillie,> Paul Draper
(Bremen).
Oct. 22 (New York to Naples),

Sidney CJhaplin, Charles E. Kess-
nich, John J. Maloney, Burtus
Bishop, Jr., Walter E. Banford, Wil-
lian^ B. Zoellner, J. Frank Willing-
ham, Maurice D. Saffle, William H.
Workman, Leroy A. Bickel, Ernest
J. Solvay (Conte de Savoia).

Oct. 23 (New York to London),
Robert Benchley (City of Norfolk).

Oct. 22 (New York to London),
William B. Levy, Harry Lachmann,
Serge and Leonide Lifar (Cham-
plain).

Other News of faiterest to Fibs
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160 in New Zealand merger.; Page 11
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Metro's 'Judge Hardy' for radio. . Page 25

Radio reviews: Bing Crosby, Raymond Massey, Fred Allen... Page 28

Television rights Page 29

ASCAP and foreign songsmiths ". Page 39

Par buys Joe Morris Music Co Page 39

Ina Claire's 'Yankee Fable' .....Page 48

Sez Pascsil

-Hollywood, Oct. 25.

—DifFerences over production policy
and temperamental clashes caused
the split between Leslie Howard
.and Gabriel Pascal, after association
on one picture, 'Pygamalion.' Now
here on a visit, Pascal avers Howard
is a great actor, but actors seldom
make capable producers.
'Pygmalion,' first picture based on

a Shaw play, opens at the Astor,
New York, succeeding 'Marie- An-
toinette,' and is slated for roadshow-
ing.

'Devil's Disciple* is the next George
Bernard Shaw play to be filmed by
Pascal Picture will be shot in Holly-
wood. Pascal established quarters in

the Metro studio to complete an edit-

ing job on 'Pygmalion,' the British-

made Shaw picture for Metro dis-

tribution in the United States.

Pascal has a deal with Metro for
production of another Shaw play for
the screen, with a choice of 'Anthony
and Cleopatra' or 'St, Joan.'

Shaw wrote, directed and enacted
a trailer for 'Pygmalion,' addressing
himself to 'my very dear friends in
America.' Shaw explains that he has
no objection to seeing his work
made into films, provided the perfec-
tion of his lines is not damaged. He
does not know 'whether he will live
long enough to educate America,'
Shaw continues, 'but he is stiE. try-
ing.'

Bombshell wasr tossed into the

ranks of topnotch attorneys for the

proponents of the RKO plan of re-

org£mization yesterday (Tuesday),
when Federal Judge William Bondy
unexpectedly postponed his approval
or disapproval of the plan until Nov.
22. The court expressed doubt that

it would pass on the plan even at

that time. As result, the proposed
setup, which has been nearly five

years in the .making, is not expected
to be officially sanctioned until the
first of the year.

Judge Bondy gave as his only rea-

son for postponing the hearing that

he required 'more time to consider

some real questions' before taking
definite action in the matter. He
pointed out that for the next four

wee^s he would be in the motion
term of the coiurt and could not de-

vote .the necessary time to such a
grave matter. He would require, he
said, at least a week's time to give

it his full attention.

After his definite annQimcemerit of

the adjournment which stunned H.
C. Rickaby, attorney for Atlas, and
other attorneys for RCA and the

Lehman Bros., chief proponents of

the plan, and in fact everyone else

in the courtroom—^as all had expect-

ed the court to take a definite stand
—the attorneys cleared out of the

courtroom. .Outside, Rickaby,. in

answer to a question put to him by
another attorney, replied abruptly:

'What would you have said to

Bondy under the circumstances?'
On the other hand, the representa-

tives of stockholder groups, and a
small group of debenture-holders
who have been consistently opposing
the plan, were happy aboyt the
whole thing, and left the courtroom
feeling that their contentions may
be supported, eventually, by the
judge.

Attorneys representing Irving
Trust Co., trustee, also revealed that

Judge Bondy's okay is not required
at this time to ratify the appointment
of George J. Schaefer by Irving

Trust as RKO's new president. That
will be a matter for 'the board of

directors when they are chosen, and
the only consent necessary from the

court is the selection of the board
of directors.

Expected It to Go' Through
A board of directors for the re-

organized RKO was •expected to be
elected without delay, possibly today
(Wed.), with Schaefer as its chair-

man. Board of the old company, con-

sisting of but seven, will likely beN.^

enlarged and, among others would
include Peter Rathvon, of the Atlas

Co., if _he is chosen to head the ex-

(Continued on page 20)~

Metro Making It Tougher

For Agents to Get on Lot

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Metro clamped the lid on talent
agents, cancelling all annual passes
and requiring the 10%ers to get the
permission of Nicholas. N.ayfack be-
fore entering the lot. They can still

get into the casting office but no
farther:

Earlier this month all salesmen for
marcantile, real estate and insurance
companies were barred.

N. Y. to L. A.
Elaine S. Carrington.
Willy de Mond.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Jenkins.
Sam Kurtzman.
Nilo Menendez.
S. Barrett McCormick.
Arthur Michaud.
Charlie Morrison.
Jay Paley
Hgrman Bobbins.
Joseph M. Schenck.
Joe Seidelman.
Harry M. Warner.
Herman Wobber.
Morris Woolf.
Roland Yoiing.
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A TIMELY CONVENTION
Meetlnr <>t the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America at Oklahoma

City early next week comes at a most opportune time during a recess of

conferences between distributors and exhibitors over the all-important

questions of self-regulation of business practices. There is a breathing

space, so to speak, before the conferees return) to their discussions and
consummate basic agreements.

No piece of business to be discussed at the MPTOA meeting is so momen-
tous In current and future- aspects as the self-regulation program. The
floor of the convention is- the proper place for frank debate and argument
over the pending revisions of existing distributor licensing agreements and
the broader policies involved. Representatives of the exhibitor group

should welcome whole-heartedly comments, suggestions and constructive

criticisms from the large nujnber of theatre operators who will attend

the convention.

More than two and a half years have ^lapsed since MPTOA crystalized

into a '10-point program' a list of 'reforms' in business practices between
distributors and exhibitors. In an industry of constant changes new prob-

lems arise constantly and the -lO-polnt program' should be brought up to

date, if circumstances demand.

There is no reason why the pending Government anti-trust civil actipn

against major distributors should restrict' the discussions at Oklahoma City.

Issues created by the -suit are to be argued and judgment reached entirely

from a leg^l viewpoint. Exhibitors are meeting as practical theatre oper-

ators and are concerned with practical matters. Their primary resolve is

to bring about a relationship with distributors, which will stimulate and
encourage exhibitor showmanship and investment.

TO

OTHERl S. BIZ?

Withdrawal of Pictures from
Dictator Countries, it Is

Fearedf May Prejudice

Other Industries Abroad
—Four Major Banks Vis-

ualize Dire Effects of 'the

Negative Publicity^ If Pix

Refuses to Conform to

Fascist Restrictions

TOUGH EITHER WAY

.
Representatives of distributors and exhi iters who have been meeting

In New York have had the fact brought forcibly before them that there is

no clean cut, sharply defined line of demarcation between their respective

interests. The success of one is wholly dependent upon the continued

prost)erity of the othen Trade practices which are contrary to this prin-

ciple are restrictive to both. Undue advantages may reap temporary bene-

fits, but in the course of a period of operations, readjustments are neces-

sary. Pending conferences; although too long delayed in the opinion of

many exhibitors, are an effort by industry interests to settle matters by
negotiation.

Any other course of action Introduces elements of interference from
outside forces, equipped neither by experience or knowledge to cope with
the problems.

Film industry does not need a strong, central controlling body which
will force rules and regulations. It needs only an honest meeting of minds
to be freed from limitations, largely self-imposed, in order to resume nat-

ural, constructive development.

New WagerHour Law Not Meeting

Theatres as Yet, but Studios May Be

Although the national wage-hour
law went into effect Monday (24),

there was no discernible- effect noted
either in home offices of picture com-
panies or in theatre ranks. This did

not mean that any part of the statute

,was being overlooked by the industry

in the east or by exhibitors, but sim-

ply that therfe remained considerable

doubt as to the status of the film

business."

Smaller theatre operations in minor
spots which may not be living up
to the $11 per week minimum or 44-

hour working week, in time expect

to secure a ruling on their status.

And while there remains consider-

able doubt as to whether or not they
are exempted under one or several of

the multifarious exemptions, they
have given little hint that they will

boost pay for ushers and janitors or
trim their working week. Doubtful
even In these lesser houses there will

have to be any change on actual

working hours.

. .'Industry minds believe that the

picture business, as it affects theatres,

will be found to come under either

the retail establishment classification

or service business category. Former
thus far has seemed more plausible,

since the theatres rent pictures for
the ultimate, disposal to customers
when they sell tickets. The exemp-
tion for service businesses, such as
beauty parlors, barber- shops- and
laundries also may.be applicable to
the trade, since selling of entertain-
nient is regarded as an intangible
service.

It is likely that friendly suits may
have to be instituted to establish the
exact groove in which the exhibitor
business falls. These will be decided
by various courts with actual de-
cision possibly not known for a year
or longer. Actual full-scale enforce-
ntent of the wage-hour law may have
to wait Until jthe next^ Congressional
B'ession," because 'lRe""*a(iministraff6n'
of the statute is reported low on
funds just now.
" This has led attorneys to believe
that there will be little adequate en-
forcement for at least six months,

May Halt lATSE Probe

Due to lack of FiinHs

Sacramento, Oct. 25.

Continuation of the G'-and Jury
investigation into racketeering
charges against the lATSE may be
halted due to lack of funds.
Understood the jury won't resume

hearings until after the Nov. 8 elec-

tion.

Two WB Biggies Set

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Warners' $1,250,000. 'Juarez,* stu-

dio's top budget picture for the year,

gets the gun Nov. 14; with Paul M"uni

in the top role.

Studio also fixed Nov. 10 as the
starting date for 'Dodge-City,' featur-

ing Errol Flynn. Budget runs around
$750,000.

If the present plans of four of the

country's most prominent banks go

through, the film industry may be

compelled, through for.e of circum-

stances, as well as by the banks, to

continue doing business in the fascist

countries throughout Europe, de-
spite the increasingly prohibitive
conditions. Authoritative sources in

Wall Street asserted that Chase
Bank, Manufacturers Trust, Central
Hanover and Guaranty Trust are
holding joint meetings of their

boards of directors and discussing
action to be taken to prevent major
film companies from withdrawing
completely from distribution in

Italy, Germany, Austria and other
countries in Europe where severe
restrictions have been initiated.

The reason for the banks' present
concern, and contemplated bringing
of pressure on members, of the Hays
organization not to retaliate against
foreign governments, is their far-

sighted conviction that aside from
considerable money invested in

American picture companies, their
investments in a host of other
American industries, doing business
abroad, is far greater.

Should -the film companies decide
to withdraw, and they have seriously
considered taking this final step for
some weeks, it is feared by the
Jjank3_JhatjJhe_xe5«ltin£_publicity
and heightening of ill-will by dic-

tator-ruled countries might spread
to retaliation arid antagonism against
all American industries.

Most of the picture, companies,
with the major exception of 20th
Century-Fox and Metro, have
stopped print shipments to the coun-
tries mentioned and are reported
favoring complete withdrawal rather
than see their distributing business
taken over by nationalistic corpora-
tions abroad.
Heads of foreign departments here,

queried on the Wall Street report,
state they had not heard anything
concrete yet, but pessimistically view
the outlook, whether they stay or
get out of the dictator countries.

with possibly another six months
needed to secure rulings on different

classifications.

Hollywood Puzzled
Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Victor Clarke Is rushing east to

join Pat Casey for conferences in

Washington with. Commissioner An-
drews on the application' of the

Wage-Hours law to 25,000 workers in

the film .industry. Producers are

anxious to get a ruling' on whether
the 60-hour production scale will

have to be reduced^ to 44 h9urs.

Basic agreement 'contracts' call for

overtime on 54 and 60 hours. Unless

actors, cameramen and others are

cliassed as professionals and time

schedules trimmed to 44 hours cost

in overtime to studios would run Into

^rju imiiOXtaDi^nvwev^ , ,

Decision to dispatch the studios'

labor contacts to Washington was
reached.when studio heads and at

torneys found it impossible to

classify 25,000 workers grouped Into

more than 600 classifications.

Dave Selznick-Jock WUtuey-RKO

Merger Talk Up Again, on the Heels

Of Schaefer s Move-Cver from UA

The Dazzle Razzle

Darryl Zanuck Is pulling a
reverse play to offset the yard-
age gained by Metro's 'A Yank
At Oxford.' Thie new 20th-Pox
formation is 'A Briton At Yale,'

with Richard Greenie, an 'Eng-
lishman, carrying^ the. ball.

Play is aimed at touchdowns,
on both sides of the Atlantic.

FLOCK OFHIM

EXECS DDE WEST

Hollywood, Oct, 25.

Major picture company heads con-

verge on Hollywood after the

MPTOA convention in Oklahoma

City adjourn^ Nov. 2.

Planning to head for the Coast tlie

first of this month are George J.

Schaefer, who makes his first offi-

cial call on the studio as RKO prexy,

accompanied by his predecessor, Leo

Spitz. Others include Nate Blum-
berg, Universal chieftain, and his

sales head, William Scully; Murray
Silverstone, UA operating head, arid

Nicholas M. Schenck, due a week
later for his annual winter look-in

at Metro.
Richard A. Rowland, executive of

Edward Small Productions, puts in

his first appearance at exhibitor
conclave since relinquishing the
helrii of First National.

Joe Schenck and Harry M. Warner
are other top executives returning to
the Coast later this week.

DUE

JACK WARNER STAYS ON

David O. SelznIck and Jock Whit-

ney, are reported talking a merger of

the Selznick-International organiza-

tion with RKO Radio. Whitney is

understood to b,e willing to accept
new RKO common stoclc for his
SelznIck holdings.

'the deal, as and when worked out,-

would bring Selznick back to the
RKO fold with his own production
unit. Other units would comprise a
Merritt Hulburd unit and possibly

a Frank Capra unit.

Floyd Odium 'has been sitting In
on conferences with SelznIck. and.

Whitney interests and Is reported to

look favorably on the merger Idea,

in addition to a preliminary contract

that is directly under discussion at

this time, which would take Selznick

away from the United Artists ranks
and into the RKO Radio fold. George
J. Schaefer,' new RKO prcz, was
very intimate with Selznick • during
the UA regime.
The terms of this .contract, in the

discussions reached so far, call for

Selznick to deliver a series of six

or eight pictures annually. On the
first production, Irving Trust Co. is

committed to fuirnishing $400,000 to-

ward the negative cost, and RKO is ,

guaranteeing the gross business tha
picture will

.
do, thus insuring Selz-

nick against any losses. A schedule
of splitting distribution profit. .is also

being worked out on the first picture

with adjustments to be made there-

after' on subsequent product.

SelznIck has not confirmed reports
that he Is negotiating with .RKO>
stating that he expected to work out
a new long-term releasing deal with
United Artists in his discussions with
Murray Silverstone in New: York.
He is reported .having propositions

from UA, RKO and Paramount, with
the trade expecting fin&l decision on
one of them by the time he returns
from his trip to Bermuda in three
weeks.
The producer files to Bermuda to-

day <Wednesday) - and will spend -

(Continued on page 54)

Samuel E. Morris, v.p. in charge

of foreign distribution for Warner
Bros,, is due back in New York
from London early, next month.

Plans sailing from Europe Oct. 29.

Morris and Jack Warner went to

London to attend opening of the

new Warner's theatre there. War-
ner will stay there for a while
studying latest developments in
European distribution and quota
production in England.

Balaban-Griis Watching Par s

New Bullets; Sales-Ad Powwows

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Problem of cutting down produc-
tion costs to_meet decline Ifi Euro-
pean market Is being worked out by
Barney Balaban, Paramount prexy,
here with Stanton Griffis for confabs
with Adolph Zukor and WlUlam Le-
Baron.
Another problem to be faced Is

the boost in operating costs due to

modification of . the agreement with
Screen Actors Guild. Confabs will

also decide whether to fill the pro-
ducer berths soon to.be left vacant
by the departure of Lucien Hubbard
and Andrew Stone, or spilt up the
"WOUC amoli^ "Ih'g reriiainingf' ti'oduc-

ers.

Nell Agnew, sales chief. Is also at

the studio to sit in on production
conferences. Likely that the entire

schedule for the balance of this sea-

son's group, on sales and advertis-
ing, win l>e worked out before the
visiting execs head for the MPTOA
convention in Oklahoma City.'

Soriie plans are also being laid for
high-budget pictures on next year's
layout.

Agnew returns to New York first

tonight (Tuesday) while Robert Gill-

ham, who got in Sunday, goes direct
to Oklahoma City the end of this

week.
Balaban, Griffis and studio execs

are looking over a site near the pres-
ent studio with a view to expansion
and to relieve the present over-
crowded condition. Studio had con-
sidered larger property near the
20th-Fox site but deal fell through.
Instead, understood decision was
made to add on to the present site

in Hollywood.
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NEELY Bill, OR SOME OTHE ANH-BLOCK

LAW, HELD CERTAIN OF PASSAGE IN '39

Trade Leaders Envision Its Coming Up This Winter,

and Becoming Enacted—Foresee Tempering the

Synopsis Aspects—^AU This, Regardless of Self-

Regulation Moves

t

The Neely bill or some similar na-

tional legislation against block book-

ing is certain to come up in the

next session of Congress, opening

Jan. 1 next year. There is a reason-

able ceriainty of its passage, in the

opinion of trade leaders who recently

completed a survey of sentiment

throughout the nation.

There are some industry leaders

who envision much pressure being

exeiied to get the Neely measure,

or its counterpart, through the next

Congressional session, no matter

vrhat is done in present trade prac-

tice conferences. Only a bangxip han-

dling of trade practice problems be-

fore next year will prevent a com-
plete overhauling of the present

blook-booking system. And even this

is dependent, to large degree, on the

reaction Of exhibitors to fee conces-

sions made by distributors in these

industry parleys.

Present concensus of sentiment is

that if the trade practice parleys had
been successfully completed a year

iigo, there would not be the present

rising clamor for anti-block booking
reform via a national statute. Gen-
eral belief in the trade is that if two
or more major companies fail to

agree to major points, acquiesced to

by others, it might well result in in-

dependent exhibitors insisting that

the present trade practice confer-

ences Sivere a failure.

Of course, a system of booking
which would eliminate selling of

pictures in ,
groups as at present

might stay Neely anti-block booking
lelgislatlon. It is barely conceivable

thovigh a few hold out hope for it

One thing that the Neely measure
or similar statutes will do, if nothing
else, will be to force each picture

40 '-be-sold individually. The prob-
lem of synopsis probably will .be

changed; or tempered, or handled by
Ik brief general description of each
production. At least,, that is the latest

-word; on the subject.

Anti-block booking law - possibly
jttigbt -direct attention to each in'

t dividual feature, presenting a tough

I
taskfor distributors in obtaining sell-

} ktg.angles on minor Alms or ^-called
.B' product It might resuMrin-fewer
films being produced because, more
attention would be focused on lesser

driaw pictures, and they would be
tougher to dispose of to exhibitors.

Whether new anti-block booking
regulations will halt the widespread
booking of entire season's, product
into -a vast, majority of big de luxe
theatres will depend largely on how
the actual . wording of the statute

emerges from congressional haUs. If

there is an abrupt departure from
ina^<; selling and it becomes neces-
sary I .- distributors to actually 'sell'

each teature to an exhib and keep
him 'sold' on his picture merchan-
>dise, many in the industry predict

.a rise in the cost of product by
means of upping film rentals.

Others, however, forecast that it

merely will mesa), a realignment of

sales approach and carry-through
methods by distribution -companies.
-So much stress -viMl be placed on the
value of each film that the distrib-

utor is likely to emphasize this all

down the • line for • the exhibitor's

l^ene&t There will be. more baDy-
hooing of ea^ch film for the exhib-
itor's benefit and more letting the
theatre go out .and sell the picture
to the public. This might possibly
mean a ireturn to old showmanship
methods, by many theatre operators.

U. S. Ultimatum

(Continued from page 1

)

grown so much more complicated

than they were in 1933-35 that the

NRA technic would prove of scant

value in remedying what the reform-
ers think are vicious situations re-

quiring direct action. Surgery is re-

garded as the only solution, with the

Justice lawyers wielding the scalpel.

C—cessiena

The t^ms on which Arnold wants
to make a trade still have not been
disclosed, due to the sh-sh position of

Col. William H. Donovan, chief of the

industry's legal battery. Unofficially

hinted, however, he will make some
concessions on the two major points

—divorcement of theatres and aboli-

tion of block boc^ng. Possible

ground for a partial truce is the idea

Pros and Cons

As far as the principal major
distribution companies have
considered the Federal suit all

now face the problem of com-
ing to a definite decision on the-

atre divorcement Before the

commencement of the suit there

was some indication that sev-

eral were willing to accede to

the Government's request.

Others are as determined not
to relinquish any dominance in

exhibition, or jeopardize their

investments therein, unless ab-

sblutely forced .to do so.

Canadian Censors

Cancel 'Blockade'

Mler 1st OKing It

St John, N. B., Oct 2S.

An about-face by the New Bruns-
wick board of censors, has resulted

in the picture 'Blockade' being .^|^»»«_ n/i a n o
blockaded from some provincial the- ' fpijjm RvA JjKeC. ufiCS
atreis and allowed in others. The .»« t n» i
waiter Wanger-United Artists film UDtaini Of nCtOreS m
had been approved for screening by I

~

Film Cos. Not Hasty

'Well, it took the Federal
forces two years to prepare
their anti-trust action against

the Industry, so it is not sur-

prising that the film companies
do not want to rush into court
wiiii a half-prepared defense.*

That y/BB the opinion of one
picture company leg^lite, ex-
pressed unofficially this week
when the question of when the
film companies would have their

answer ready was brought up.

Although answer from the de-

fendants is due Nov. I, it is likely

that a postponement of 30 days
or three months will be asked.

the board and had been shown in a
half dozen of the larger towns, in-

cluding Moncton, second biggest city

of the province, also Bathurst £d-
munston, Sussex. Then, suddenly,
the United Artist^* exchange in St.

John, was officially notified by the
board that the approval of 'Block-
ade' had been withdrawn. The pic-

ture had been ordered to the board's
projection room in St John, for re-

review, with negative results. Thus,
the approval had been turned into

rejection. It was a flat turndown, no
allowance being made for cuts.

Objection to 1i>e film showing had
been submitted to the board of Cath-
olic organizations, on the ground it

is Communist propaganda To offset

thus, the UA exchange manager,
Charlie Chaplin, sponsored a private
showing for local newspapermen.
Their decision was that tiie film at-

tacks war upon civilians, and wheth-
er it is red propaganda should be
left to the individual theatregoer to
decide.

An appeal was taken against the
rejection by the censor board. Coun-
ty Court Judge John A. Barry, Up-
held the disapproval of the approval,
after seeing the film at a special
showing. He decided 'Blockade' could
not be' shown, any further in New
Brunswick province. He said he' did
not base his verdict on religious
grounds, announcing Tliis picture is

not founded on fact according to the
investigation of the British govern-
ment. The picture, is, unquestion-
ably for one side, but aside from
that, the bloekading of civilian popu-
lations in time of war, as shown in
this picture, fs in an unfavorable
light, whereas, in the event of war
involving Great Britain, she would
use her navy for the purpose of a
blockade.'

severed. When asked to explain the change
That" the. InajbrsTeali of - the-censor

of creating some types of a setup to

take over management of producer-
controlled theatres, with the govern-
ment having a part in all activities.

Federal people insist there must be
an open market for independent stu-

dios as well -as independent exhib-
itors, and that this cannot be.achieved
mitil the ties between the major pro-
ducers and the exhibition end are

Jones Settks % Snit

Los Angeles, Oct. 25.

Suit over commissions; filed against
JBuck Jones by H; E, Edington*P, W.
Vincent, Inc., was adjusted privately

and dropped from the court calendar.

A^ncy.had sued for $21,800 on a
co^^tract scheduled to run until July

9, 1939.

Pert Kelton's P. A.a

Hollywood, Oct. 23.

Pert Kelton goes east on a per-

fonals tour.

She opens In Philadelphia Nov. 11.

little chance of winning tiie fight was
seen in the fact that pick-and-shovel
men largely comprised the latest con-
tingent, to huddle with. Arnold and
his D. J. associates. - Instead of -send-

ing top executives, the home offices

delegated lawyers,- some of whom
have not been in the public eye, to
continue the deliberations. Besides
Col. Donovan, the crew comprised
Austin C. Keough,. Paramoimt gen-
eral counsel; Robert W. Perkins, gen-
eral counsel for Loew's; WiUiam M.
Mallard, general counsel for RKO;
Bertram P. Shipnian of the firm of
Mudge, Stern, WiUiams & Tuncker;
and Ralph S. Harris and Richard P.
Dwight of Dwight, Harris, Keogel &
Caskey for 20th-Fox.

AnnabeDa Shipped To

London Dnit by ZOtlhFox

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

20th-Fox is making no more Anna-
bella pictures in America. Lack of
roles to fit her accent, and cost of
keeping her in Hollywood are the
reasons for shifting the French ac-
tress to the company's British outfit

Under contract' to Robert Kane,
20th-Fox's British production head,
Annabella will make two pictures a
year in England.

Talbot's Bad Burns

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Lyle Talbot, film actor, was 'seri-

ously burned when fire gutted his

Beverly Hills home early this (Tues-
day) morning. Franklin. Parker,
house guest and Victor, was also bad-
ly burned

Both leaped 20 feet to the ground
after being trapped by flames. Both
are expected to recover.

board, Frank C, Owens, chairman,
said 'The Board of Censors makes no
statements.' The appeal Judge's .^ie-

cision was announced Oct. 22. New
Brunswick Is the only province in
the dominion which has blacklisted
'Blockade.' A singular development
is that St John, largest community
in the province, and where the film
was originally approved, and then
disapproved.

Van Konkd Wins 13G

Vorilict Over U in Court

Los Angeles, Oct 25.

Sam Van Ronkel, producer, won a
$13,000 judgment against Universal
Pictures Corp. in L. A. superior
court

Van Ronkel charged he was em-
ployed to make 13 shorts at $1,000
each but deal was called off. Carl
Laemmle testified in behalf of the
plaintiff!

Ffa-Maldiig in East Up fi^;

Trade Wifl Watch aO. Reaction

Boxoffice reception to the two
currently-in-production pictures at
Astoria—both for Paramount re-
lease—will determine the future of
important feature work iii the east.
Current experiment with -Harold
Orlob's 'One-Third of a Nation'
(WPA play) and William K. How-
ard's 'Home-Town,' both with Im-
portant cast members and npt too
stringent purse-strings, is predicated
purely on the economic theory thai
budgeted pictures with intelligent
supervision from Manhattan have a
good chance to compete with the
Hollywood product.
Howard's film is costlier, at

around $300,000, and Orlob's picture
may come In \mder its allotted
$200,000 commitment. Latter has
Sylvia Sidney starred and looks to
be i-eady for Nov. 1 releasing.
New Grand National setup is. also

ogling the east for a produetion
base, and Sam Coslow is currently
in New York on a rather pretenti-
ous musical idea. Tommy Dorsey's
orchestra would background that.

Industry at large is eyeing the
Astoria experiment however for Its

basic keynote.

Now tlMy'T« Gotta Hnd

AnoAer Son for Chan

Hollywood, Oct. 28.
With Charlie Chan's successor

found, 20th-Fox Is on the trail of a
replacement for Keye Luke as Chan's
son.

Luke left the Westwood lot after a
salary disagreement. Sidney Toler
is the new Chan.

Fenton Upped
Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Leslie Fenton, former actor, has
been made a feature director at
Metro.
He had been directing 'Crime

Don't Pay' two-reelers.

Brod Quits Goldwyn
Hollywood, Oct. 25..

Sid Brod has quit as Sam Gold-
wyn's production manager.
He held the post for two years,

moving over from Paramount.

hmm and & Ahka

Camden, N. J., Oct 25.

Observations made during a 15-

week tour of Europe and the Union

of South Africa led Van Ness

Philip, RCA Photophone export man-
ager, to conclusions of unqualified
optimism regarding the picture in-

dustry abroad during the coming
year. Back from a first-hand study
of foreign markets, the RCA execu-
tive believes the peaceful settlement
of the recent European crisis is an
yntold gain for films.

'I spent a number of weeks during
June and July in England, France,
Belgium and Italy visiting RCA Pho-
tophone recording licensees, our
equipment distributors and theatre
exhibitors,' Philip stated. 'In each
country I found the outlook very
promising for the industry, with
many theatres replacing obsolete
equipment and some new houses be-
ing built. There is hope that the
more recent appeasement of the in-

ternational crisis will permit this

generally satisfactory development to

continue.'

Regarding the Union of South
Africa, Philip said the market was
showing unusual activity. 'Last year
the Union of South Africa was ninth
in RCA

.
Photophone's world mar-

ket,' he said. 'In 1938 it jumped to

fourth' place during the -first eight
months with orders coming in that
may push it even higher. Exhibitors
there are very much alive to the
necessity for replacing worn-out
equipment*

Ui.PR(ffilNGN.Y.

MAM SETUP

Department of Justice investigators

were arouttd New York this week
delving into data relative to reported
instances during the past 10 years
where independent theatre owners
allegedly had to givie up business,

either for reasons of being unable to

buy product, or by threats of opposi-

tion houses being built in their im-
mediate localities.

The sleuths are particularly inter-

ested in histories of operators being

forced out by alleged domination of

the RKO and Loew chains, but are

finding it extremely difficult to lay
their hands on bona-flde evidence
that will stand up. Their activity
here would seem to Indicate the
Government is not resting behind
idle threats in its monopoly suit.

According to legal heads of the
major film companies, no formal
answers to the Government suit have
been filed as yet «nd there is strong

possibility that additional postpone-

ments beyond Nov. 1 will be asked.

Utah Indie's Suit

Price, Utah. Oct. 25.

Suit for $10,000 has been filed in.

district court ^lere by William and
Elsie Haas Littlejohn, operators of

the Bonnie theatre in Helper, Utah,

against operators of the Strand to

compel five major distributors to sell

them part of their product. C. E.

Huish and V. A. Gilhool, doing busi-

ness as the C. E. Huish Enterprises,

operators of 11 houses in Utah, are
accused Of monopolistic buying prac-
tices designed to 'drive the plaintiffs

out of the theatre business.'

Paramount, 20th-Fox, RKO, Uni-
versal and Loew's, Inc., are named
co-defendants.

Two Offbans/ and An

Orpban of Ae Falling

European Fibn Market

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Max Mack is here from London
to lay plans for production of 'Two
Orphans* in Hollywood. Managing
-director and producer of Ocean
Films, In London, Is making a bid

for U. S. patronage with his product
since the European market's declines

He said he will inake several pic-

tures here if 'Orphans* clicks.

NICK HOOT GIBSON ON

A BREACHED CONTRACT

Atlanta, Oct. 25.

John Law rode herd on Hoot Gib-
son, screen actor, rodeo champ and
circus performer, last week when
Robbins Brothers Circus, with which
film horse opera star is stellar after

show attraction, filled two-day date
here. Gibson's tilt with law came in

form of $50,000 breach of contract
suit filed in Fulton Superior court
against performer by Macon Circus
Equipment Co. and associated enter-

prises. Papers were served on Gib-
son on circus grounds by Deputy
Sheriff Herb Edison.

Petition charges Gibson entered
into a contract Februaiy 10, 1937, to

appear beginning April 8, 1937, for

not more than 20 weeks at $750 per
week, plus a share of all main and
side show receipts; that Gibson left

show about June '26, 1937, and that

petitioners lost $4,800 in printing and
advertising and had to refund about
$3,000 to ticket purchasers. Re-
mainder of amount asked in damages
Was not itemized.

Attached to petition was copy of

an assignment of interest in the con-
tract from Gibson to Western Pro-
ductions, Ltd., of Los Angeles, Calif.

Muni as Joe Pulitzer

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Joseph Pulitzer, founder of the
New York World, is the subject of a
picture in preparation at Warners,
with Paul Muni in the title role.

History of Pulitzer newspaper ac-

tivities is being written for the
screen by Louis Weitzenkorn, at one
time Simday editor of the World.
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mm TO RUN '3940 DRIVE
Nathanson Gets Drums in First

Step for Renewed Peace Between

FP-Can and DA; 2-Year-Old Feud

Montreal, Oct. 25.

N, L. Nathanson, (Famous Players-

Canadian), has' succeeded in getting

•Drums' for distribution in Canada
following court action against Alex-

ander Korda (London Films). Re-
ported here that in addition to secur-

ing 'Drums' tentative plans have
been set for a reconciliation between
United Artists and the Famous Play-
ers-Canadian chain.

Understanding is that where United
Artists product is not otherwise tied

up it will immediately go into F. P.-

Canadian houses. Where indepen-

dent exhibs have the UA franchise,

.it is reported that Nathanson chain

.will take over upon the expiration of

the current franchise agreements.
Paving.the way for the Nathanson

deal is the departure of George J.

Schaefer from United Artists to head
RKO. Nathanson's feud with UA
started almost two years ago when
Schi^iefer held out for. higher percen-
,tages than F-P was .paying for other
product in. Canada. Schaefer sold

.away frorn the F-P chain and re-

putedly managed to get a bigger
gross out of Canada by doing' so.

.Speedy settlement .on 'Drums* indi-

cates that other and more important
issues were at stake. The new
Nathanson deal with United Artists,

when consummated, will run into

several million dollars over a period
of years. Amount that F-P will pay
for the UA product will depend on
the number and quality of UA pic-

tures which will be distributed in

Canada. In many cases theUA fran-

chise now held by independent ex-
hibs in Canada has about another
year to run. It is possible that in

some cases the UA franchise may be
bought off.

In taking action against Korda for

control for 'Drums' in Canada, Nath-
anson claimed that the film belonged
to him because it was started in 1937

tinder an original 5-year agreement
which expired only after production
on the film had begun.
Locally 'Drums' is in at the Capitol

(F.P.-Can.) starting Oct. 21. Or-
pheum, independently operated by
Jo6 Lightstone, had previously-pre-
viewed the picture and bought the
drinks for the local pres. Orpheum
even had a lobby display set for

•Drums' several weeks ago..

London Settlement
London, Oct. 17.

Anglo-Canadian Distributors, in

which Rfegal Films, Toronto, has an

•interest, with Sam.' Smith, of British

.Lion Films, London, interested in

both, settled its action seeking to

bar London Films and United
Artists from distributing 'Drums'
('Mutiny of the Mountains') in Can-
ada. Settlement made out of court,

with conditions not disclosed. Picture

will also be shown in entire Famous
Players circuit, Canada, on terms
between UA and N. L. Nathanson.
With action oft his chest, Sam

Smith is sailing for America to look

over Republic Pictures product. He's

due to return to London Nov. 9.

OLD GN PLEAD3 FOR

STOCK WITHDRAWAL

Washington, Oct. 25.

Formal hearing on the application
of Grand National Films Co. to with-
draw its common stock from regis-

tration on ,the New York Curb was
held today (Tuesday) before the Se-
curities & Exchange Commission.
Richard H. Wilmer, counsel for GN,
told the commish that claims of more
than $1,000,000, filed against Grand
National, have been pared to about
$700,000, and will be reduced further,
but no equity will accrue to stock-
holders until the figure drops below
$550,000, the price paid for the as-
sets of the company by Educational
Pictures.

Transfer to Educational Pix and
other actions have been approved by
the court, it was stated.

Newsreels Contrib

Newsreel companies are doing
their share to put Greatest Pic-

ture Year campaign over. Va-
rious trailers on the drive and
the Movie Quiz contest are at-

tached to each newsreel issue.

Cost of attaching, any additional

printing fee, and transportation

thus is carried by the five news-
reel companies.
Most newsreel editors are

happy to do this, this plan being
proposed by one editorial boss
as an alternative to one 'idea'

advanced at a campaign meet-
ing. This was to have all news-
reels photograph the governors
in 48 states making official proc-
lamations of 'picture year.'

Newsreel outfits d'lcked this- be-
cause of huge additional expend-
iture it represented.

Dietrich's lOOG

Phis % Top Coin

For French Pic

Paris, Oct.. 25.

The advance In French motion
picture production and extension of

its marketing potentialities are key-
noted in the deal just closed where-
by Marlene Dietrich will produce a
film here. Jack Forrester closed

with the star at a reported $100,000,

plus percentage, heretofore prohibi-

tive terms, but the increasing reve-
nue here for French films, plus the
opening up of South American mar-
kets, are factors that make ecpnom-
ically possible such wider scope.

Forrester-Parent Films will make
the Dietrich picture in two versions,

French and English, .using. a. Mpnt-
martre theme for Anglo-French ap-
peal. Josef von Sternberg, who is

coming here next spring to produce
'Germinale,' may also do the Dietrich
assignment, which isn't until next
spring or summer. She sails back
Oct. 29 to take up her American
commitments for 20th-Fox and Co-
lumbia.
Low French production costs Is

another factor in making possible the
fancy figure being paid Miss Diet-

rich. Also, more liberal Censor laws
ar6 counted on to make this Mont-
martre especially good for the Gal-
lic and Latin American markets.

WB ON PROD. RISE

AFTER SEASON SLUMP

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Production at Warners hit an au-

tumn low last week with only two
pictures, 'Dark Victory' and 'Secret

Service of the Air,' shooting on the
lot, and 'Oklahoma Kid' at work on
location.

Business picked up this week with
three more films before the cam-
eras. They are 'Jane Arden,' 'Re-

turn of Dr. X' and an untitled Nancy
Drew pic featuring Bonita Gran-
ville.

Pair for Sarecky at U

Hollywood, Oct, 25.

Universal handed Barney Sarecky
two pictures for early production.

First to go is 'Sky Police,' with Kent
Taylor and Rochelle Hudson heading
the cast.

Second is 'Key Woman,' screen

played by Earl Felton.

F T

'Silver Jubilee' Catnpaip^n

Idea Gaining Momentum

;

for Next Year— Prime
Idea Is to Pla.ce Responsi-

bility with Theatre Own-
ers, Who Know All
Angles^ qt i>irect-to-the-

Consumer Relations

POSSIBLE HAYS* O.O.

Even after taking cognizance of the
errors made in the haste to put over
'greatest picture year' drive, and the
complaints registered on the delay in

getting Quiz Contest pictures' made
by exhibtors, picture- boost campaign
idea, und'jr name of the industry's

Silver Jubilee year; is gaining ground
as the.campaign keynote for 1939.

Small doubt but that there will be
a Silver Jubilee celebration and the
present desire is to tie it up with a
campaign constructed about the fun-
damentally sound ideas of the present
year's drive. Probably the chief dif-

ference will be that the Silver. Jubi-
lee year will be planned much far-

ther in advance and possibly under
different directional auspices, prob-
ably the Hays office.

*'*

Probably if the campaign is di-

rected next year by the Hays organi-
zation, as some have already suggest-
ed, either through' the advertising
council, consisting of all major com-
pany ad chiefs, or by a special com-
mittee, the national supervision will

be limited. It may merely serve as
an advisory committee, with th^ full

drive outlined, material made avail-

able and other nation-wide details

handled in New York, but actual ex-
ecution of work left in the hahds-of,
exhibitors even to the extent of pay-
ing for all advertising and making
placement of them.
Reason for this suggested change is

that theatre operators are familiar
with local situations and can handle
them more satisfactorily. .

'

By doing only advertising in daily
newspapers, drive committee encounj-
teired much antagonism ^his"yeai',''es^

pecially from weekly newspaper pub-
lishers. This Avas partly smoothed
over subsequently when' local exhib-
itors were persuaded to take 'great-
est year*' ads, but numerous country
editors, bulk of whom haVe' national
political influence, felt slighted, even
to the extent of threatening to boy-
cott the campaign. Even these sub-
sequently contracted advertisements,
paid for by local exhibitors, failed to
assuage feelings of the weekly
editors.

The Quiz Contest, which now looms
as the biggest and most tangible busi-
ness-getter of the c&mpaign thik year,
also is providing tlie greatest number
of headaches. Most complaints have
come from independent exhibitors

(Continued on page 21)

System of ConciEatjon, Zoning

And Clearance, but No Theatre

Divorcement Via Self-Reg Parleys

'Taint Right

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

The Hays office gave RKO a
fast turndown on the 'Wrong
Way' Corrigan biz. Script' sub-
mitted had the flyer in an open-
ing shot being acclaimed, and
then cut to hospital maternity
ward where- the nurse tells

father, 'It's a boy born the
wrong way—^feet first.'

Haysians called no dice fast.

Skouras-Trendle

Dickerhig Fox,

Detroit, Deal

Detroit, Oct, 25.

Skoura^ Bros, due in town this

week to work out final details for

taking over. Fox here. Formal ap-
proval to Skburas plan for reorg of

local corporation had been given by
Federal court more than year ago,

but setup of new Fox ]\/Iichigan Corp.
had caused delay. 'Reported here-
abouts that Skouras will tiurn man-
agement of. 5,000-seat Fox oyer to

George Trendle, prez of United
Detroit chain (Par). Dave Idzal has
been piloting house for past several
years.

Persistent rumors that Trendle
will get control of the vaudfilmer
Fox have been fanned by failure of

Trendle's 4,000-seat Michigan- to re-

siiifte vaude. this fall after a summer
layoff occasioned by diving grosses.

It's believed that failure to resume
stage shows at the Michigan was not
based entirely on biz conditions
here, but may be actuated by fact
Trendle has inside track on Fox.
Latter would go. straight pix..

. Skouras (National llieatres) will
have controlling interest in the Fox
Michigan Corp., and will guarantee
the .latter a fixed rental ' of $129,000
annually, 12%% of gross income if

vaude is used, or 15% if stiraight pix,

THREE AWAY IN PROD.

SPURT AT UNIVERSAL

Hollywood, Oct. ^55.

Production at Universal is stepped
up this week with three pictures get-
ting the starting gun. 'Son of Fran-
kenstein' rolled yesterday. (Mon.).

'Plane 66' Starts tomorrow, (Wed.)
with Kent Taylor and Rochelle Hyd-
son in the top roles. 'Swing Fever'
starts later in the week.

Censors Aggravate M.H. s Pic Product

Grief; Delay Laughton s 'Beachcomber

The British-made Mayflower pic-

ture, 'Vessel of Wrath,' which Para-

mount will distribute in America as

'The Beachcomber,' was delayed by
the censors, and this put the Radio
City Music Hall in a spot further for
product. It's already complicated by
delays on a flock of films currently
winding up. Instead, the first Metro
booking, 'Young Dr. Kildare,' first

of a new M-G series, debuts at the
Hall tomorrow (Thursday).
'Cowboy and the Lady,' 'Topper

Takes a Trip,' 'Trade Winds,' 'Young
in Heart,' 'Prison Without Bars'
(Korda)- and 'Duke of West Point'
are all United Artists pictures to
come into the Hall as soon as cut

and editedt RKO's 'Gunga Din' is

likewise slated for the mammoth
house, probably around Xmas.
'The Beachcomber' Is an Erich

Pommer-Charles Laughton (May-
flower Productions) film, with
Laughton starred. A strong femme
slant is holding it up.

London, Oct. 25.

'St. Martin's Lane' is current at

the Carlton, a Paramount house, a
surprise booking, considering John
Maxwell's financial interest in the
Pommer-Laughton company, pro-
ducers of the film.

Par's U. S. and Canadian distribu-
tion deal for 'Vessels,' given as the
reason for the current Ijfloking.

A system of conciliation, zoning
and clearance, specific, cancellation
privilege and other trade practice
reforms, but no agreement concern-
ing theatre divorcement, are ex-
pected to come out of the confer-
ences between distributors and in-

dependent exhibitor groups now{
being carried on. Anticipated that
the major distributors will not even
listen to any proposals which would
envisage divorcement of theatres, if

brought up.
Allied and possibly lesser indie

groups - may hold out at least for
agreement against undue expansion,-

but doubtful at this date whether
afty company would go on record in
that direction, either^ although the
tendency, since the filing of the
Ui S. anti-trust suit, is to restrict

theatre expansion severely. In main-
taining the status quo,' majors - are
now merely carrying out the build-
ing, or acquisition of 'theatres on
which negotiation- or plans had been
laid prior to the filing of the Gov-
ernment action. ,•

:

During the past week, the distribii-.

tor committee, split into two sec-<

tions except for meetings" with les-
ser indie groups Monday (24), met
several times with the Motion Pic-
ture Theatre Owners of America and
Allied States Assft. to listen to ten-
tative trade practice points on
which huddling will be based at the
beginning.

,
Satisfactory progress

preliminary to more concrete nego-
tiation on many trade practice mat-
ters, the checking of notes at the out-
set, and procedure in correlating the
discussions, was reported by both
sides. '

'

The MPTOA and Allied, pending
further discussions and the conven-
tion of the former at Oklahoma City
starting Monday (30), have" pre-
sented and .discussed numerous ba'sio
trade practice points as a starter;
The MPTOA. slate on which discus-
sions have been based so far with
distribs and. will be taken up fur-
ther at the organization's convention
next week, is substantially its 10-
polnt program brought up to date
and enlarged in some detail. Allied,
at its meetings during the past week,
including a session Friday (21) fol-
lowing the Atlantic City N. Y.-N. J.

Uiiit convention, huddled with the
distribs on block booking, alloca-
tion changes, designated playdates,
clearance and zoning, conciliation
and other basic points.

Exeos Meeting
While S. R. Kent and Ned Depinet

have been meeting -^ffith the MPTOA
group, and W. P. Rodgers,"-Grad
Sears and Abe Montague with the
Allied people, on Monday (24) the
full committee, including Kent,' its

.chairman, received several indie
delegations. These included the In-
dependent Theatre Owners- of New
York, ITO of Southern California,
and state indie bodies of Kentucky,
Colorado, Iowa, Virginia and Utah.
Yesterday (Tuesday), the Rodgers-
Sear-Montague section of the dis-
trib committee met again with Al»
lied and will probably have addi-
tional meetings with this organiza-
tion's committee, as well as with
smaller indie bodies, during the
week.
There will be no further meeting

with the MPTOA people until after
the Oklahoma City convention,
which ends Nov» 2. Ed Kuyendall
left New York Saturday (22), while
others on the trade practice com-
mittee which came east, will pour
out in time for the opening of the
convention Sunday (30). Kuyken-
dal left earlier to stop off at his
home, Columbus, Miss., prior to
opening of the Okla. City conclave.
Rodgers and possibly other mem-

bers of the distrib committee may
take time off from other meetings
with, exhibs to attend the MPTOA
convention. Unlikely, however, that
Kent will go.

A full report of the MPTOA ses-
sions with Kent and Depinet- during
the past week will be made in detail

(Continued on page 54)
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L A. s New Mayor Bowron No Slouch

Cleaidng Up-Vice or IVess Notices

By ARTHUR UNGAR
Los Angeles, Oct. 2S.

Fletcher Bowron, the new mayor
ot Los Angeles, who is endeavoring
to wash out all the dirty linen that

has lain around this town for 15

years or more, and who is de-

termined to clean up vice and other

conditions he feels are obnoxious in

a town where the sun shines most
the year around, is out to equal

the reputation of New York's Mayor
La Guardia and his dynamic dis-

trict attorney, Tom Dewey.
Bowron is no chump. He has a

newspaper bacltfround prior to tak-

ing iip law for a livelihood. He wa?
not a dynamo as a reporter, just so-

so. Law was his aim and ambition
and the newspapers strictly the

means to subsist on until he had his

Ehfeepskin.
• But Bowron never forgot news
of how to get it over. The Los An-
geles papers were not on his

side in the recall campaign against

Mayor Shaw. Now they are. He
is making national headlines and do-
ing so in a tactful manner. Bow-
ron is content now to remain a
straight man for his cabinet and
aides. He rolls the pills and lets

the others fire them. Then, when
it is done, he says, 'Of course, tha-t

action coincides with my views on
the matter.'

That has been the entire Bowron
policy, with grand jury investiga-

tions of city departments, expose of

civil service, fire and police depart-
ment irregularities. Bowron is a
showman. When other big news is

breaking that might in some way
take the banner lines away from
any of his pet blasts, they do not
appear. They are all timed, with
current news breaks, so that noth-
ing will detract from the objective
the chief magistrate of the town has
to accomplish.

Hts Name Makes News
Bowron, when a Superior Court

Judge, was at on« time in charge of
the Grand Jury and its program. It

was at a time that political scandal
was breaking loose and the grand
jury was very active even to the
extent of indicting District Attorney
Huron Fitts^ who was later ac-
quitted. Bowron^ consciously or
unconsciously, is headline copy.
"When a group heiided by Clifford
"E. Clinton, a former grand jury
member, who operates a group of

downtown caffeterias, to which the
Shaw administration was unkind,
started the recall movement on
Shaw, and tried to get Judge Bow-
ron to oppose -fahn, the latter was
pretty chilly. He told tiiem it would
have to be handed to him without
strings. This stuffmade good news-
paper copy. But after a month
when, the campaign had been
worked to top pitch and a .commit-
tee of 150 cleaner-uppers called on
Bowron, he agreed to carry the ban-
ner. His campaign was virtually
built on the djrnamrting of the home
of a 'former policeman, now a pri-
vate investigator,, for whidi a police
captain and detective lieutenant
were convicted. It was a natural to
bark about and Bowron was elected
by a three-to-one vote.
Then the town started hearing of

what the new boss would do when
he took office 10 days later. First
he called\ for' resignations of all

conmiissioners appointed by his
predecessor. A few balked but the
City Council and City Attorney
were in the corner . of the new
mayor. They knew the. value of
publicity and fell in line easily.

Vice Lords His Target
The police department started a

vice cleanup. When the mayor was
asked about it he told the interro-

gators, 'That's fine. I never told

them to° do it, but it is what I would
like. When the cops went out and
made petty vice pinches, grabbed
operators of marble games, players
of penny rummy in the parks, the
mayor cut loose and said it was not
what he wanted. 'Get the big fel-

lows,' he ordered.
.

Then Chief of Police Jim Davis
who, it is said, is slated for the axe
by the new administration, as soon
as d complete new police commis-
sion i6 appointed, started shaking up
the. vice squads, took authority away
from central detail and gave it to

the uniformed division captains.

That was more good news for the

papers, ^d they w^nt to town. Bow-
ron aU the time sitting back
saying nothing but knowiiu? he had

, .-(Continued on page 53)
'

Hollywood Spielers

Kansas City^ Oct. 25.

Madame Sylvia, Hollywood mas-
seuse, last week gave the first of
three lectures to be presented as the
'Hollywood Series' under sponsorship
of Mike Sherry. Buddy Wegtmore,
makeup expert, and Tiravis Banton,
fashion designer, will complete the
series with later dates.

Sylvia returned to Hollywood after

dates in Chi, but she is expected to

return next spring for a series of

about six 'weeks of lectures through
the middle west under direction ot
Sherry, <

Nearly 1,500 turned out for the first

lecture, under a price scale of 50c to

$1.50.

Orphans of Storm

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Film folk are going strong
for slot and marble machines
to equip their home playrooms.

.

Gambling devices are! . being
peddled at bargain prices since

Mayor Bowron declared them
iUegal.

Jackpot slot machines go at

$10 each and pinball games at

$2 up.

AFMANDAFAIN

MEETS WTH

THEATRES

PARWDIBE

London, Oct. 25.

Paramount will be associated with
j

London Films (Korda) in 'Lawrence :

of Arabia,' preparations on which
|

have been going on for three years,

with work finally to start shortly, i

Leslie Howard looks set for the title
|

role, and a preliminary expedition
j

to Trans-Jordania takes off soon,
j

with Col. Stirling of the British 1

Army as technical advisor. j

The Korda film will be based on
!

the late Col. T. E. Lawrence's book,
{

'Revolt in the Desert,' 'plus certain

rights from his 'Seven Pillars of
Wisdom.'
Raymond Savage, literary agent

for the Lawrence estate, is currently
in America on other matters, con-
ferring with William C. Lengel, his

New York rep. Savage sails for home
Nov. 11.

Himiane Soc. Scorts

H'wood for Alleged

Cmelty to Animals

St Louis, Oct 25.

Film producing companies were
roundly scored last week by Sydney
H. Coleman^ prez .ot. the ..American
Humane Society, in convention hfere,

who asserted that the picture indus-
try has failed to recognize the de-
mands for humane treatment of ani-
mals. '

'The. abuse of animals, real or
faked, and the horror of killing ani-

mals ruthlessly, has become so com-
mon to theatre audiences that they
have learned to accept and like it

We can no lomger be impressed with
given assurances that a humane offi-

cer was on the lot when such pic-
tured were filmed. The elimination
of cruelty to animals in the making
of motion pictures can only be
achieved through an organized plan
to which our various anti-cruelty so-
cieties give their entire support' he
stated.

'The motion-picture Industry is a
powerful one, and we cannot place a
man on their

, lots unless they permit
it but we can develop public opinion
that will force the correct handling
of animals, even though the film

companies give unwilling co-ppera-
tion.'

Discussions between the American
Federations of Musicians executive

board and reps of the film theatre

chains came to an end yesterday
(Tuesday) with the understanding
that the two groups Would meet
again Jan 9 and that the chains

would devote the interim to explor-

ing ways of increasing musician em-
ployment. Similar meeting had been
held last week.

After the AFM board brings its

session to a close this afternoon
(Wednesday), Joseph N. Weber, the
international's prez, will leave for a
month's vacation in California.

Executives of chains and de luxe
New York theatres met Monday aft-

ernoon (24) to consider steps taken
by the American Federation of Ac-
tors to organize all houses in which

^

stage shows or vaudeville is played.
Submitting a form of contract which
it desires to place into effect every-
where, the AFA proposals for or-
ganization were taken under study
and additional copies of the contract
requested- for individual study.

AFA is seeking a closed shop and
a minimum wage for its members,
which means that if there is a set-

tlement and the theatres sign up,
they will have to enforce the hiring
only of AFA members ,at a scale
that is agreed upon. Question of
hours is of lesser' importance in con>
ne<ition with the AFA proposals so
far.

Managerial representatives met
Monday only to discuss the matter
among themselves. Huddling in the
office of C. C. Moskowitz <Loew's),
they included Major L. E. Thomp-
son, for RKO; Robert M. Weitman,
for Paramount; Marvin Schenck,
for Loew's, and Irving Lesser, for
the Roxy. Music Hall management
does not take part in managerial con-
'ferehces 'callecT hy Moskowitz, pre-
ferring to make all its own deals,
while Warner Bros, was not repre-
sented Monday (24) due to absience
in Washington of Frank Phelps, its

labor negotiator.

Sept Amus. Taxes Up

U. S. Treasury's slice of amuse-
ment admissions tax bounced nearly
$250,000 in September over collec-

tions of previous month. Take was
biggest this year and pointed to a
profitable winter for exhibitors.

Showing a decided uptrend in Au-
gust b. o. receipts, government's
share was $1,668,827, or $243,765 over
the month before- Although $53,641
less than tax grab for last Septem-
ber, federal payments were only
$1,217 below September, 1936. Eight-
mohth total was boosted to $14,059,-

461 or $415,349 below last year's total

ait this' time. But comforting In-

crease of $1,200,521 was shown over
1036 figures for the same period.

Horror Fix No Novelty to Lefty's

« Fiins; Been Getting 'Em R^ht Along

By Joe Laurie, Jr.

Coolacreo, CaL, Oct 25.
Dear Joe:

I read in the trade p^apers that some exhibitors weVe showing doublo
'scarers' and doing good with them. So I took a poll of my audience and
asked them would they like to see two 'horror* pictures on one program?
One guy said, 'I thought that's what you've been running right along.' You
know there's always a smart Alec in every town.
WeU, I booked in 'Dracula' and 'Frankenstein' as a double feature and

the customers walked out so fast on 'em it looked like a fire drill. Then
some old buzzard wrote into the paper that I had no right to run pictures
like that and frighten kids, and that grown-ups were frightened these days
with life itself, without being scared by terrible-looking people. I wrote
back saying, 'If she feels that way about it, she should keep offen the
streets.': Aggie sed that idea would keep me indoors too.

I booked 'Parade' for two days. It's a very Interesting picture If you
don't mind being bored. I could have played a newsreel If I wanted to
see people marching. I thought the coloring and the scenery was okay,
but it was more like a travelog; you know, a lot of colored scenery of
mountains and foreign stuff. AU it needed fop the finish was Fitzpatrick
to say, ——-'and so we leave mysterious Arabia with its mosques and red
poppies, as the orange purple sun sinks in the west.' You know those
travelog speeches—^they're all alike; if they didn't have a sunset In 'em
they'd never finish. Aggie goes strong for this kind of a picture; she likes
costumes, strange places and strange-looking people, I guess it's a hang-
over with her from the Gus Sun Time.
Well my radio station is getting more and more listeners every day. I

can prove that by the letters of complaint we get. We're running our sta-

tion like they do in England, with hardly any commercials, and yet people
complain about the programs. C!omplaint from a radio fan is easier fo

take than from a picture fan because you can throw a letter in the waste-
basket, but you can't do that with a picture customer, that is without be-
ing sued. I tried out a Dr. Quiz program. You notice I switched It from
Professor, making it half-new anyway. Well, I bought a thick i^cyclo-
pedia and dug up a lot of stuff in it that I never knew and offered -$1 to

the one who could answer the most of them. Well, it seems everybody
knew the stuff I picked out to ask them, and the Quiz set me back IS

bucks. So now I think I'll call it Dr. Quits, unless I can figure how to put
a 'gimmick' on it. Aggie sed I should have asked things that I knew and
nobody would have been able to answer them. She is only 50% sarcastic

this week because Junior has the mumps and we are .plenty worried. I
asked the kid how he felt and he said, 'swell,' which ain't .a bad gag for

a kid his age. I've heard older people pull worse ones.
Xhose Quaint Banker*

I read where Mr. Sarnoff of the RCA sed Television will be ready by
New Years. He's a big man and must know what he's talking about, but I

hope it's a premature announcement like the one about vaudeville coming
back. Because if Television comes in I will have to change our whole
«quipment I told the banker about it and he said not to worry about it

because by New Years we may not have a station. You know this radio

business is a very expensive toy, even for a bdnker. Of course he gets a
kick out of going on the air every day and gabbing about the news, but
bankers are funny people—they want fun and profits.

-If Television comes in it's gonna be tough on a lot of us radio stars.

Aggie sez she will have to get some new clothes it people are going to

see what she broadcasts in, and my shiny blue serge won't photograph well
either. Aggie sed the Television people wiU have to get some gadgets

On their machines that will throw out dishes when the programs aren't

good, just lik« picture houses have to do now.
Well, there's no use worrying about Television now. J. got Thanksgiving

and Christmas to worry about ahead of it Anyway I always remember
what Aggie's old aunt used to say, 'We shall all come to an end some day
though we may never live to see it.

Best to the gang, sez
Your pal.

Lefty.
Kelcey Allen sez, 'When the arm of the law reaches out—a banana la

missing.'

Cowdin Back Soob;

U May Recall Certain

Interest-Due Stock

J. Cheever Cowdin, chairman of
Universal, is expected back from
Europe in about three weeks which
is in line with his original plans to
spend about six weeks there this

time. He. is supervising plans for
distribution in England, France and
other principal countries abroad of
U's product lineup.

Present operations of Universal
are showing up so well that there
is talk of calling in interest-bearing
stock. If the cash position of the
company justifies such a move, the
company would be able to reduce
fixed charges to that extent an-
nually. There is already owing on
the first preferred, sole preference
issue active on either N. Y. ex-
changes, about $30 in back dividends.
Whether this would be cleared up

in a bulk payment or through an
exchange for another issue is some-
thing that will have to be decided.
But it is known that tlje financiers
with the company always have
favored simplifying the corporate
structure through elimination of as
many stock issues as possible.

Brandt Into Hosp
Joe Brandt arrived here from

Coast .this week and is going into
the hospital for physical checkup
and observation.

Joe Pasternak Back West;

Darrieux's Paris Delay
Joe Pasternak, in New York about

10 days on home office conferences,
left Monday (24) for the Coast to

start the next Deanne Durbin starrer.

Pasternak will do 'Three Smart Girls

Grow Up,' sequel to the first film

starring Miss Durbin.

Reported sickness of Danielle Dar-
rieux in France may delay start of

next two features she is due to

make for U. She recently completed
dubbing 'Rage of Paris' into French,
in Paris, after having worked in a
French feature. Two stories are
ready for the French star at U as
soon as her health permits.

E. Silverstone Subs

For Korda on UA Board

Alexander Korda has announced
from London the appointment of
Emanuel Silverstone to the board of
directors of United Artists Corp. SU-
verstone has been Korda's American
business representative for the past
five years and succeeds Korda on the
board, the latter relinquishing his
place due to business pressure
abroad.

Silverstone, only 29, is rated the
youngest board member of any major
film company. Prior to his appoint-
ment as Kordf.'s business representa-
tive, he served as UA exchange man-
ager in Cristobal, C. Z.

Steve Pallos, general sales mana-
ger of London Films, who came over
from London with Alexander Korda
three weeks ago, leaves Friday (28)
for London.

He has been discussing U. S. sales
angles on Korda pictures.

Johnnie Walker Would

Reopen $14,000 Sdt

Vs. BVay Hay Angel

Johnnie Walker, former picture

star who has been delving in Broad-
way stage productions during the

past few years, and is now assisting

William K, Howard at Astoria, on
Friday (21) asked N. Y. Supreme
Court Justice Edgar Lauer for leave
to reopen his breach of contract suit

against J. Louis Reynolds, scion of
the tobacco family, on claim of newly
discovered evidence. Walker wants
Reynolds to pay him $10,000 under
an agreement to back his play, 'This
Pretty World' (which never saw
Broadway), provided that Walker,
the producer, would give Reynolds'
wife, Helene Fortesque Reynolds, the
leading part.

At the first trial last June, Walker
denied he had made such a promise.
Judge Rosenman tossed the case out
Walker now claims that Mrs. Reyn-
olds on -the day the case was dis-

missed filed a separation suit against
her husband for cuelty, thus proving
that it Was not in consideration of his
wife's feelings that he had reneged
on the agreement to angel the show.
Justice Lauer reserved decision on
the request for a new trial.

Tracy Loaned to 20-Fox

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Spencer Tracy, on loan from Metro,
gets the role of Henry M. Stanley in

the big-budget picture, 'Stsinley and
Livingstone,', at 20th-Fox.

Walter' Breiman 'is* assigned to a
supporting role.
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ASK CLOSED SHOP
Dutch Version of 'Daddy Long Legs

An International Copyright Issue

Action in the Netherlands courts

to halt the pirating of U. S. copyr

right material for film production

Will be undertaken by 20th Century-

Fox against Neerlandia-Cinetone.

Suit will be based on the Dutch stu-

dio's recent film, 'Vadertje Langbeen'

('Daddy Long Legs'), which 20th-

Fox owns.

Although it is doubtful if other

countries would permit the showing

of the film because of the copyright

infringement angle, and the loss to

the studio is considered compara-

tively small in the case of this one

picture, 20th seeks to prevent fur-

ther pirating of its material in Hol-

land. Figures unless it is stopped,

such pirating might also extend to

other countries. 'Daddy' was made

by Fox in 1931. First National also

did the story in 1919.

Dutch outfit's grounds for using

the story without authorization by
•20th are that the U. S. has never

ratified the Berne international copy-

right convention.' Although Holland

is a signatory to the Berne treaty,

the Netherlands courts ruled in the

case of 'Grone with the Wind' that

the publication of the story by a

Dutch house did not constitute copy-

right infringement. MacM'illan &
Co., publishers of 'Wind,' brought ac-

tion in the Dutch courts on the

ground that the book had been pub-
lished in Canada, a signatory to the

Berne treaty, and that brought the

work under that agreement. How-
ever, the Holland courts ruled that

MacMillan had merely offered the

book for sale in Canada, but that

did not constitute publication within

the meaning of the Berne convention.

Century-Fox action will not be
"based on the Berne treaty, but will

be brought on the grounds that the

international reciprocal, copyright re-

lations agreement gives the same
protection to all copyright material

in a signatory country as is given

under the copyright laws of the

country in which.the work- was writ-

ten and copyrighted. Edwin P. Kil-

roe; attorney for 20th-Fox, believes

the Dutch courts will uphold his

case under the reciprocal copyright

relations agreement.
'Case involving 'Wind' goes back to

a somewhat similar case several

years ago involving the copyright of

a Sax Rohmer story in Colliers.mag.
MacMillan brought suit under Ar-
ticle 4 of the Berne treaty. It lost

.the decision in six different courts

and the case is currently pending in

the last and highest court. Estimated

that as high as $5,000,000 in annual

book royalties is involved in the de-

cision.

Whole question of U. S. participa-

tion in the Berne copyright conven-

tion has been in the air for several

years. Generally agreed among
those interested, however, that the

•Berne treaty offers little advantage
to the U. S, Hoped that some sort

of an international copyright agree-

ment may be worked out, but the do-
mestic situation will have to be clari-

fied and proper legislation passed be-
fore that can take place, Series of

meetings at Columbia University,

•N. Y., reported elsewhere, by rep-
resentative of groups interested in'

•copyright is aimed to solve the pres-;

"ent domestic copyright tangle.

(The Dutch film in question is re-

iewed in this issue.)

Frisco's Edge

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Joe Frisco has a foiur-day job
in a Gene Autry picture at Re-
public whilie the other players
are working only three. Ex-
plaining why he got the extta

day,, he says:

*B-b-because I s-s-stutter.'

MPTOAPOWWOW

SET TO TEE OFF

GUILD'S IS-

PI

Counter-Proposal Gets Okay
by Indies—Board of Three
May Handle All Disputes

^Year Limit on Actor

Pacts for Arbitration

Revived Showmanship m Selling

Of Horror Fihns; StiU OK B O.

lA MAKES MOVE

Ginsberg's Mother 111,

Film Exec Rushed East
Henry Ginsberg, general manager

of Selznick-International, arrived in

New York this week from the Coast
on a hurry call occasioned by the
sudden illness of his mother. She
suffered a stroke.
f Ginsberg's trip east with Selznick
has no connection with company
business at this time, but is solely
concerned with his mother's condi-
tion, which is thought to be im-
proving.

Oklahoma City, Oct. 25.

"General Convention Chairman

Morris Loewenstein s^es a larger at-

tendance at the Oklahoma City na-

tional MPTOA convention, starting

Sunday (30) until Nov. 2, than at

any previous convention in the his-

tory of the organization. This year's

MPTOA convention directly follows

the trade conferences in New York
City, where producers, distributors

and exhibitors are comliining efforts

toward solving the problems of the

industry.

'Fred Wehrenberg will bring a
delegation of 100 or more from the

Southern Illinois and Eastern Miss-

ouri district. Judge Roy Walker and
Bob O'Donnell' both are bringing

large delegations from Texas. !R. X.
Williams will be accompanied by
from 50-100 in Mississippi district.

Mitchell Wolfson and 25-50 vrill ar-

rive from Florida. Frank Cassil's

Missouri delegation will probably
reach 50 by the time the convention

is called to order.

List of MPTOA convention com-
mittee chairmen appointed by Ed
Kuykendall in New York City in-

cludes: Credentials and Rules—E. G.

Levy; Unfair Trade Practices—O. C.

Lam; Concilliation and Arbitration

—

Lewen Pizor; Radio and Non-Theat-
rical Competition—Frank- Cassil;

Public Relations -and Community Af-
fairs—Mitchell Wolfson; Labor Rela-
tions—Fred Wehrenberg; Legislation

and Taxation—Judge Roy L. Walker;
Resolutions—Arthur Lockwopd; Mli-

sic Tax—L. O. Lukan; Entertainment
Values—A. C. Hayman.

Final lineup of committee chair-J.

men and members has been made by
Morris Loewenstein in preparation

for opening of the national MPTOA
convention here next Sunday (30).

General Convention Chairman

—

Morris Loewenstein.
Co-chairmen: Bob O'Donnell and

Wallace Walthal, Dallas; Frank Cas-

sil, Missouri; Fred Wehrenberg,
Southern Illinois and Eastern Miss-

ouri; R. X. Williams, Mississippi; M.
A. Lightman, Arkansas and Tenn,,

and Mitchell Wolfson, Florida.

Reception Committee Chairman

—

L. C. Griffith.

Co-chairmen: T. B. Noble and C. B.

Akers. Additional members recep-

tion committee are Fred Pickerel,

Max Brock, Harry Lowenstein, Or-

vile Enloe, Ralph Talbot. J. C. Hun-
ter, Homer Jones, Leonard White,

George Limerick. Lou Chatham, Bob
Browning and Dinty Moore;
Housing—J. C. Raider, assistant

manager Biltmore,
liisplay Booths—Morris Loewen-

stein.

Entertainment—Dinty Moore.

Ladies' Affairs—Mrs. H. R. Falls,

Mrs. C. O. Yulgham Miss Ona John-

son, Mrs. H. J. Griffith and Mrs.

Byron F. Moore.
Banquet—Max Brock and J. C.

Hunter.
Golf—Horace Falls and H. J. Grif-

fith.

Decorating—Fio Sellers.

Music and Entertainment Talent-
Frank Tracy.
Auditor—W?de Stroeder.

Press and Publicity—E. B. Cole-

man (Metro Southwestern publicity

tiead); Lewis Hudson (Variety)

mugg in Oklahoma City; Ernie Fair

and Fred Schofield.

Chip OfF the Kid

* Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Following in his son's foot-^

steps, Joe Yule has gone into'

pictures. His first screen role

is that of Clark Gable's hoofing ,

partner in 'Idiot's Delight' at

Metro.
Yule, a veteran of burlesque,

is Mickey Rooney's father.

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Agents' counter-licensing pro-
posal was. given the chill at the
meeting Monday (24) night of

SAG directors who ordered un-
interrupted progress on the

original 19-point plan.

A short distance away 125 in-

dependent agents voted unani-
mously to affiliate with Artists

Managers Guild for unified de-

fense against the guild program.
AMG's four-point reply to its

overture for compromise in-

clude: That the counter-pro-
posal is unacceptable; objections

to licensing not persuasive;

agency committee instructed to

proceed with plan; agency com-
mittee will meet with any agents
committee to hear suggestions,

but any such meeting must be
held promptly.

Film agents have turned, thumbs
down on 19-point licensing program
of the Screen Actors Guild and sub-
mitted a counter-proposal ' that

would give the Artists Managers
Guild a closed shop on actor repire-

sentatives. Plan has been endorsed
by independent agents who would
have to affiliate with AMG, if the
SAG approves idea.

Counter-proposal would require
that aU. iigents be members of the
AMG in order to continue in busi-

ness. All disputes • between • agents

and their clients would be handled
by an arbitration board of three
members. One would be appointed
by the SAG, one by the AMG, and
these two would select a third.

In the event an agent was denied
a. .license by AMG- he -would" have
the right of appeal to SAG. Should
SAG decide the applicant was quali-

fied, the request for AMG member-
ship would then be sent to arbitra-

tion. One-year contract limitation

and cancellation clauses suggested
by the actors would be dropped
from the agreement and left to arbi-
tration. Agents agree to clean .their
own house and to eliminate chisel

ers and fly-by-night agencies. Raid-
ing of clients also' would be pro
hibited.

While Indie committee headed by
William Woolfenden has agreed to

the counter-proposal, several un
affiliated agents want to be assured
of full representation in AMG and
that licenses will not be denied any
qualified independents. M. C. Le-
vee, proxy of AMG, said organiza-
tion,would guarantee that any quali-

fied independent agent would be ad-
mitted to membership.
The latest agencies to affiliate

with AMG are NBC Artists Service
and Columbia Management of Cali-
fornia.

Guild Considers Proposal
Agents' counter-proposal is now

under consideration by board of di-

rectors of. the SAG. A meeting be-
tween the SAG committee headed
by George Murphy, and the agents
will be arranged this week to agree
on some definite plan. Matter will

then have to be submitted to SAG
membership, since the rank and file

has already endorsed the original

19-point program.
The SAG-producer az-bitration

board meets-tomorrow (Wednesday)
to consider request of Independenl;
Motion Picture Producers Associa-
tion for a modified agreement for

pictures costing less than $30,000.

Phil Goldstone, president of. the
Association, claims negative cost

pictures and. westerns cannot be
produced at a profit under the pres-
ent Guild scales -and working con-
ditions. Indies have offered to sign

(Continued on page 18)

NEW MOVIETONE

STUDIO IN N. Y.

New addition to 20th-Fox studio

facilities on 10th avenue between

53rd and 54th streets, called Man-

hattan's Movietoile City, was opened

yesterday (Tues.) with a press re-

ception while Vivian Donner ac-

tually shot scenes for a fashion short

for visitors. Addition consists of a

huge stage, 100 by 75 feet in size,

new Technicolor equipment, special

lighting system, carpenter shops,

production offices, makeup rooms, a

swimming pool- with under-water

camera compartment, and both

Western Electric and RCA recording

systems.

The new stage, which gives the

Movietone City four complete stage

units, has a 47rfoot ceiling with
maximum overhead camera shot of

40 feet. It cost approximately $200,-

000, not including special equipment,
cameras, lights, etc., valued at an
additional $200,000. Entire stagfe was
designed and supervised by R. I.

Sponable, who installed latest im
provements in studio construction

only after visiting the top plants on
the Coast.

Additional st^ge was constructed
primarily ta-handle . increasing.. dC'

mands of producer Truman Talley,

who heads short feature production
for 20th-Fox. But it will be rented
to commercial and independent pro-
ducers 'or any other' firm.

Besides the work presently being
done on several series for producers
in the east, four short feature groups
are handled in this plant. With
about\half Of the season's quota fin-

ished, 20th-Fox shorts department
still has three Vivian Donner 'Fash-

ion Forecasts,' five Ed Thorgersen
'Sport Reviews' (interiors), som6
special shots and recording on
'Magic Carpet* and three Lew Lehr
comedy subjects to finish on the
1938-39 schedule.

Chicago, Oct. 25.

Exploitation as an element of the-

atre operation, having lain dormant

around this territory, is suddenly

coming to life. Theatre owners,
managers and press agents seem im-
bued once more with the idea that
boxoffices can be stimulated through
proper ballyhoo. This rebirth of ex-
ploitation can be attributed in large
measure to the epidemic of 'horror

shows' which have caught the fancy.
After they "had booked the chill-

and-shiver flickers the exhibs dis-

covered thcit it took a certain amount
of selling to get the 'horror' idea
across to their customers. As a re-

sult the town was and is suddenly
flooded with ghosts, ghouls, skele-

tons, stilt-walkers and zombies pa-
trolling the sidewalks. Heralds, fly-

ers and stimt throwaways have
zoomed the activity in printing and
accessory firms.

This is a major move throughout
the exhibition field, and surprisingly

enough even takes in the small
neighborhood theatres which previ-
ously had merely depended on ai

simple listing in the flicker directory

for its publicity. They figured tha;t

the loop plugging of a picture was
sufficient to sell it in their nabes.

Pitt's Horrific B. O.

Pittsburgh, Oct. 25.

Chancing horror dual of 'Bride of
Frankenstein' and 'Daughter of
Dracula,' even after same twinner
had played at grind Palace nearby
only a month before, Barry, first-run

spot do'wrntown, came through last

week with biggest take in months
and is holding over, current b.o. sen-
sation indefinitely.

As a result, nabes. all over the ter-

ritory, are clamoring for prints of
fright' pix. to cash in on sudden rage
and Barry, owned and operated by
Bill Skirball, is trying to line up
flock of others to keep ball rolling.

.

The Chill Is On
Hollywood, Oct. 25,

Basil Rathborie went to work yes-
terday (M'on.) in one of the horror
roles in 'Son of Frankenstein' at
Universal, co-starring with Boris
Karloff and Bela Lugosi.
Peter Lorre, original choice for th«

part, turned it down.

Goddard's Co-Star BSEng

HoUyv/ood, Oct. 25.

Paulette Goddard, on loanout from
Selznick-International, gets co-star

billing with Luise Rainer in Metro'i
'Dramatic School,'
Originally slated for a .featiu'ed

role. Miss Goddard's credit was
upped after execs viewed ' early
rushes.

THIRD
OF A

CEISTUR^
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Beery-Rooney Winning 24G, LA. s

Top Take; Bob Burns Par s Draw

Atl5y,G;5thWk.ofTakeIt;*Sis'OK

Los Angeles. Oct. 25.

Despite series of holdovers and
continued first runs, box oflEice situ-

ation is satisfactory over current
week and exhibs have little cause
lor complaint. Combination of

Beery-Rooney in 'Stablemates' is

heading the State and Chinese for

a combined take of $24,000, while
Bob Burns, topping 'Arkansas Trav-
eler,' is providing the Par with a
substantial $15,500 on the week.
Tour Sisters' continues fairly

strong at the day-date Downtown
and Hollywood and 'Can't Take It-

with You* will go into a fifth week
at the day-date RKO and Pantages,
•Drums' is in its third highly profit-

able week at the Four Star, with a
couple of more stanzas in sight.

Moveover of 'Antoinette' to the
United Artists and Wilshire should
bring another $7,500 gross on the
week. '

Estimates for This Week
Chinese (Grauman-F-WC) (2,024;

30-40-55-75 )— 'Stablemates* (M-G

)

and ^Vacation from Love' (M-G).
dual. Beery-Rooney heading to good
$10,000. Last week, 'Antoinette'

(M-G), solo, just fair $7,900.

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55-
65)—'Sisters' (WB) and 'Road to

Reno' (U), dual (2d week). TIeavy
matinee trade- holding this one fpr
good $6,500 on second stanza, after
firi^t week hung up $11,800..

Four Star (F-WC-UA) ' (900; 40-
55)—'Drums' (UA) (2d week). StiE
clicking away to profit and $3,300
will be fine and dandy after second
week of $4,200.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 40-55-6S)
—'Sisters' (WB) and 'Reno' (U)
dual (2d week). Looks like profit-

able $7,000 on second stanza after
good $U,60Q openipg.

Pantages (Pan) (2,812; 30-40-55)—
'Can't Take If (Col) (4th week).
Fourth week continues at merry
pace and should wind up with
$6,500, insuring at least part of a
fifth week. Third stanza brought
profitable $9,200.

Parainoont (Par) (3,595; 30-4Q-55)—^"Arkansas Traveler' (Par) and
stage* show. Bob Bums on screen
and a hot swing stage show is prov-
ing b.o., . and week will end with
neat $15,500. Last week, 'King Al-
catraz' (Par), average $12,50().

BKO (2,872; 30-40-55) — 'Can't
Take' (Col) <4th week). Holding its

own with $9,000 the probable an-
swer after third week brought
$10,000. Will ,stay^ at least portion
of fifth week.

State (Loew-Fox) (2,414; 30-40-55-
75)—'Stablemates' (M-G) and 'Vaca-
tion from Love* (M-G), dual. Hit-

ting good stride for neat $14,000,

Last week, 'Antoinette' (M-G), bet-
tered expectatinos but not hot at
$11,700.

United Artists (F-WC) <2,100; 30-
40-55)— •Antoinette' (M-G). Doing
okay on moveover and will click off

about $3,500. Last week, 'Hot Handle'
(M-G) and 'Meet Girls' (20th), fine

$3,400 on holdover.

Wilshire (F-WC) (2,296; 30-40-55-
65)—'Antoinette' (M-G). Biz not in
proportion to ordinary trade at this
boulevard house so answer is weak
$4,000. Last week, holdover stanza
of 'Hot Handle' (M-G) and 'Meet
Girls' (20th), excellent $4,400.

'Skters' Slow in Seattle,

$5,500; 'Age' Big $11,508

Seattle. Oct. 25.

Three h. o. plx running along,
•Can't Take It' at Liberty, 'Boys
Town* at Blue Mouse, and "Too Hot'
at Music Box. All are accounting
for plenty of coin.

Fifth Avenue went singleton again
with 'The Sisters.' Palomar raised
scale to 42c top.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hsmrick-Evergreen)

(850; 32-37-42)—'Boys Town' (M-G)
(4th wk). Hitting it up for great
$3,200. Last week, same film, $4,000,
big.

Coliseum (Hamrick - Evergreen)
(1,900:- 21-32)—'Andy Hardy' (M-G)
and 'Gateway' (20th), Looking for
good $3,500. Last week 'Texans'
«Par) and 'Rich Man' (M-jG), $2,-

fiOO, slow.

Colonial (Sterling) (800; 10-21)—
*Woman Against World* (Mono) and
'Cowboys' (Rep), split with 'FPI'

(GB) and 'Gold Mine' (Rep). Indi-

cate $2,100, good. Last week 'Life

Begins* (20th) (revival) and 'Bad
Man' (20th), split with 'Strange Ad-
venture* (Ind) and 'How to Undress'
(Ind) (three days of second week),
$2,400, big.

FIf(Ji Avenue (Hamrlcfc - Ever-
green) (2,349; 32-37-42)—'Sisters*
(WB), Slow at $5,500. Last week

Broadway Cresses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $285,000

{Based on 12 theatres)

Total Gross Same Week
Last Year $305,300

(Based on 14 theatres)

'Daughters' (WB) and 'Freshman
Year' (U), $6,300, okay.
Liberty (J-vH) (1,800; 21-32-42)—

•Can't Take If (Col) (4th wk). Hold-
ing remarkably; expect big

.
$8,100.

Last week, third, great $9,100.
Muslo Box (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(850; 32-37-42)—'Hot Handle' (M-G)
(3d wk). Excellent $2,800. Last
week, second, big $3,600.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(2,600; 32-37-42)—'Arkansas Trav-
eler' (Par) and 'Actress' (FN). An-
ticipate surprisingly big $5,800. Last
week 'Five Kind' (20th) and 'Moto*
(20th), $4,400. fair.

Palomar (Sterling) (1.350; 16-27-
37-42)_'Higgins FamUy' (Rep) and
'Old Mexico' *(Par) plus vaude.
Higher price scale, but only fair $4,-

500 in sight. Last week 'Down in

Arkansaw' (Rep) and 'Wanted Po-
lice' (Mono) and vaude, big $5,600.
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3,039; 32-37-42)—'Certain Age' (U)
and 'Campus Confessions' (Par). An-
ticipate terrific $11,500. Last week
'Room Service' (RKO) and 'Murder'
(20th), $5,200, fair. •

^

Boosevelt (Sterling) (800; 21-32)—
'Spawn' (Par) and 'My BiU' (WB).
Big $2,700. Last week 'Racket Bust-
ers' (WB) and 'Romance of Limber-
lost' (Mono), good $2,100.

WEBB-'SCHOOL'

SWINGmm
DiBALTO

Baltimore, Oct. 25.

Thanks to the jitterbugs, 'gators
and swing-crazy cats who are turn-
ing out in full force for Chick Webb,
Ella Fitzgerald, et al., the combo
Hipp is t^ing a wide lead with the
rest of town trailing along in unex-
citing fashion. Next in field is 'Ar-
kansas Traveler,* sending: the Stan-
ley in with a fairish week's trade.
'That Certain Age' is doing nicely in
second session at Keith's.-

Estlmates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 15-

25-35-40-55)—'Listen Darling' (M-G)

plus musical stage flash headed by
D'Artega. Not getting anywhere
with sluggish $6,000. Last week
'Stablemates' (M-G), dropped down
toward end of week, but okay $10,-

500 nevertheless.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,205;

15-25-35-40-55-66) — 'Girls School*
(Col) and Chick Webb orch and Ella
Fitzgerald on stage. Big, booming
$18,000. Last week, 'Miss Manton'
(RKO) and vaude, fairish $10,800.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 15-

25-35-40-55)—'Certain Age' (U) (2d
wk). Holding in steady style at $6,-

000, after solid $11,700 for opener.
New (Mechanic) (1,558; 15-25-35-

55)—'Five Kind* (20th) .(2d wk).
Marking time for opening of 'Suez*

due tomorrow (Wed.), with only
poor $3,200 the t6tal for 10 days.
Stanley (WB) (3,250; 15-25-35-40-

55)—'Arkansas Traveler' (Par).

Chalking up fairly steady take -at

$7,000. Last week 'Garden Moon*
(WB), not much at $5,300.

Moppets Clicking

In Omaha; Durbin

lia Rooney W/^
Omaha, Oct. 25.

Cash registers at downtown houses

are playing a merry tune this week,

with moppets as the magnets for

sir.o. business at the two Tri-States

theatres. Good weather and good
product helping, business . generally.

Deanna Durbin's 'Ortain Age' ap-

pears headed for smash $11,000 at

the Orpheum, while Mickey
Rooney's ^Stablemates'- is pulling^-for

an excellent $10,500 at the Omaha.
Rooney has been taken to Omaha's
bosom since his personal appearance

and filming here of Metro's 'Boys

Town.' Even his earlier pictures,

brought back by suburbans, are do-

ing very profitable business.

Strong competish last week from
Ak-Sar-Ben's annual horse show and
Ice Follies at Coliseum and Mrs.
F. D. Roosevelt for one night (23)
at City Auditorium. Night football
games also cut into grosses.

Estimates for This Week
Avenue > Pnndee - Military (Gold-

berg) («50-650-*10; 10-25) — 'Andy
Hardy' (M-G) and 'Texans* (Par),
aplit with "Carefree* (RKO) and
'Passport* (20th), dual Aiming at
$2,400, swell. Last . week, 'Letter*

(U) and 'Miss Broadway* (20th),
split with 'Gladiator* (Col) and 'City
Streets' (Col), dandy $2,300.

Brandeis (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 10-
25-35-40)—'Man Remember* (RKO)
and 'Annabel' (RKO). Lucky ta get
$3,200, poor. Last week, ^Room Serv-
ice' (RKO) and 'Lady Objects' (Col),

$4,800, good.

Omaha (Blank) (2,200; 10-25-40)-^
'Stablemates' (M^) and 'Mr.
Chump' (WB). Packing them for
socko $10,500. Last week, 'Co-Ed'

I

No Names, No B;0. in Philly; %arf

bw 12G, Freddie-Youth' 20G, Of

Colman-Tucker Orch Strong $40,000

In Loop; Gahle-Loy Neat at $14,1

Durhin Fine 18G 2d, Vnrnis $6,500

Philadelphia. Oct. 25.

Odd situation prevails here this

sesh, with all the de luxers suffering
from a bad attack of b. o. depres-
sion, while the midtown second-run
houses are doing almost phenomenal
biz. House execs attribute weak
showing of the initial-runners ,to lack
of name draft.
Only one showing any strength is

'Can't Take It With You' at the Stan-
ley, and that, curiously enough, is to
be pulled tomorrow after five days
of its second week. Object is to get
the house back on a Wednesday
opening policy, as there are too n^any
Friday preems at present.
Sunering worst of..all Js 'Arkansas

Traveler* at the Fox, although it was
greeted nicely by the crix. Other
weakies are 'There Goes My Heart,*
at the Aldine, and 'Listen, Darling,'
"at the Boyd.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 42-57-68-75)—

'Groes Heart' (UA). Pummeling from
the crix no help here and garnering
only listless $12,000. Last week,
'Drums' (UA) (2d week), was pulled
in six days with poor $7,700^ .

Boyd (WB) (2,350; 37-57-68-75)—
'Listen Darling' (M-G). Failing to
mesh, despite strong plugging by the
presence of Bartholomew at the
vaudfllm Earle. Poor $12,500. Last
week, 'Sisters' (WB), poor $11,000,
although building nicely now in sec-
ond-run Karlton.
Earle (WB) (2,758; 25-37-42-57-68)

—'Youth Fling' (U). Bartholomew
and Herbie Kay orch on stage. With
all this hypo ~ in the flesh, wickets

clicking to only so-so $20,000. Last
week, 'Breaking Ice' (RKO) and Ted
Lewis band p. a.ing, Iow $18,700.

Fox (WB) (2,423; 37-57-68-75)—
'Arkansas Traveler' (Par). Although
pic was treated nicely by the crix
and many actually saw another Will
Rogers in Burns, film is bogging with
meagre $10,500. Last week, 'CJertain
Age' (U), clipped off nice $12,500 in
second lap.
Karlton (WB) (1,066; 37-42-57-68)

-'Sisters' (WB) (2d run). One of
the phenomena of which the town is
full this week, a second-riumer that's
clicking after very weak opening
sesh; $7,000 almost assures it another
v^eki Last week, 'Garden Moon'
(WB) (2d run), not bad at ^,600.
Keith's (WB) (1,870; 37-42-57-68)

—'Certain Age* (U) (2d run). An-
other continjued-runner that*s click-
ing nicely in its third week in town
with better than $4,500. Last week,
'Room Service' (RKO) (2d run), low
$3,700.

Stanley (WB) (2.916; 37-57-68-75)
—'Can't Take It* (Col). Winding up
today with five days of second week
at excellent $12,000. Being pulled
only to get back on Wednesday open-
ing policy, with 'Suez* coming in to-
morrow. Captured powerful $17,900

Stanton (WB) (1,457; 26-42^57)—
•Stablemates' (M-G) (2d run). Ordi-
narily a first-run action palace,
house is clicking solidly this sesh
with bi^ $8,000, guaranteeing another
week for the flick. Last week,
'Touchdown Army* (Par), below par
at $3,900

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $1,506,100

{Based on 25 cities, 167 thea-

ires, chiefly first runs, including
N. Y.)

Total Gross Same Week'
Last Year $1,577,000

(Based on 23 cities, 162 theatres)

(20th) and 'Racket Busters* (WB),
$6,600, good.
Orpheum (Blank) (3,000; 10-25-40)

—Certain Age* (U) and 'Blockheads'
(M-G). On way to smash .$11,000.
Last week, 'Straight, Place* (20th)
and 'Himted Mpn' (Par), $8,600. sat-
isfactory.
Town (Goldberg) (1,250; 10-20-25)

—'King Sierras' (GN). first-run,

•FP-1 Doesn't Answer' (20th) (re-
issue) and. 'Life Begins at 40' (20th)
(reissue), tripler, split with 'Danger
Air* (U), first-run; 'Gladiator* (Col)
and 'Young Fugitives' (U), tripler.
Me'diocre $1,500. Last week, 'Dia-
mond Row' (UA), 'Leathernecks*
(Rep) and' 'Ladies Distress' (Rep),
first-run tripler, split with 'Law
Commands' (Cap), 'Letter' (U) and
'Texans' (Par), tripler, $1,600, satis-

factory.

'KING.' $14.00(1,

rhjesm

CLEVL

Cleveland, Oct. 25.

Top Gross is being copped by 'If

I Were King,' with State getting
swell $14,000. 'Sisters' jumped into
Hipp cold, no help from crix, but
Betie Davis giving it a full-house
valuation.

Ritz Bros. n.s.g. as draws here, and
'Straight, Place and Show' is taking
a shellacking at Palace: Further
banged by reaction to house's policy
of dropping vaude until. Thanksgiv-
ing.
Record crowds of dairymen in an-

nual convention bolstered grosses
last week, but' aftermath left biz a
bit numb.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (RKO) (3,500; 30-35-42-55)—

'CJertain Age' XU), Just fairly good
at $4,000, after move from Hipp. Last
week 'Can't Take It* (Col), excellent
$6,100.
Hipp (WB) (3,700; 30-35-42-55)—

•Sisters* (WB), Sure-fire enough to
gatner about $13,000 and perhaps
more in an auspicious week. 'Cer-
tain Age* (U) last week was hot on
matinees, family trade responsible
for satisfactory $12,000.
Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-35-42-55)

•Straight, Place' (20th). Miserable
and mehbee the season's lowest fig-
ure, $7,000. Proves house's mistake
in building up vaude clientele for
five weeks and then eliminating
flesh. House had tough time getting
name-attractions. Ritzes also poison
in this territory. Last week 'Giants'
(WB) with Wayne Morris in person
with Johnny (Scat) Davis, $12,000,
okay, if not very profitable.

State (Loew's) (3,450; 30-35-42-55)
—'If King' (Par). No opposition to
this swashbuckling Costume thriller;
crowding in $14,000, more than pleas-
ing. Last week 'Arkansas Traveler*
(Par) $5,500, poor, in six days.
StUlman (Loew's) (1,972; 30-35-42-

55)—'Sailor* <Par). Martha Raye's'
recent visit and Bob Hope being a
Clevelander are saving factors, which
may give it $6,000. Last week,
'Stablemates' (MG) $6,100, good.

Too Hot' Very Warn

$4,200 Out in Lindoln

Lincoln, Oct. 25,
Better biz picture currently, and

every theatre, with exception of the
Lincoln, which has been rutted late-
ly, is doipg well, 'Too Hot to Han-
dle* is banging away merrily at the
Stuart, and will come up with a
hefty gross at the finish.
Varsity gave 'Algiers' a fair first

week, then saw it carted to the Kiva
for a second. New Var.sity pic is
'There*Goes My Heart* (UA), which
is doing fairly. Lincoln has a dual,
'Time Out for Love' and 'Hold That
Coed,* doing better than usual.

Estimates for This Week
Kiva (NTI-Nobie) (440; 10-25-400

—'Algiers' (UA) (2d wk). Moved
(Continued on page 18)

Chicago, Oct. 25.

Loop continues to percolate at a
good clip, grosses at all spots hold-
ing easily on the profit side. Gar-
rick shot into the lead on pace with
the horror double feature of 'Frank-
enstein* and 'Dracula.' Holdouts
practically continuously, and only
the small size of the house and the
length of the show keeping the gross
possibilities down. At present there
are horror shows throughout the
town in an epidemic that has taken
hold on exhibitors and public alike.
Loop has gone over for exploita-

tion in a big way, with Balaban &
Katz spreading additional plugging
on the Apollo currently with the
hooking of 'Drums.' Elephants and
elephant boys parading the streets.

'If I Were King* getting a great
mixed play in the big Chicago,
which will see the gross rise again
into the topline figures. Another
added bulwark to the loop gross
setup currently is 'Too Hot to Han-
dle' at the Roosevelt. Flicker drew
mixed notices from the reviewers
but the word-of-mouth is good
enough to shove smart coin into
the b.o.
Holdovers are 'Certain Age' and

'Boys Town,' both doing well.

Estimates for This Week
ApoUo (B&K) (1,200; 35-55-65-75)

—'Drums* (UA). Started well and
figures .for $6,500, good take. Last
week, 'Straight, Place' (20th) finished
snappy fortnight to okay $5,400.

Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
'Were King* (Par) and Orrin Tucker
orchestra on stage. Upping the pace
to strong $40,000 from getaway pace.
Last week, 'Can't Tak« It' (Col) con«
eluded two-weeker with neat $27,600.

Gttrrlok (B&K) (900; 35-45-55) —
Trankenstein* (U) and 'Dracula*
(U). Horror combination is packing
'em in. Matter only of seating ca-
pacity and turnover, powerful at
$7,000. Last week, 'Daughters' (WB)
took tail $4,400.

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-65-75)
^*Certain Age* (U) and vaude (2d
week). Galloping to fine $18,000 cur-
rently after standout $26,300 last

week.
RoMevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-65-75)

—Too Hot* (M-G). Looks for good
stay here and figures for satisfying
$14,000 for initial session. Last week,
'Traveler* (Par) couldn't get started
and wound up with soggy '$8,-100.

State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 25-35-
45-55)—'Girl's School* (Col), and
vaude. House has i>erked neatly in
last few weeks; currently good take
at $12,000. Last week, 'The Chaser'
(M-G), .bright at $11,100.
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1.700;

35r55-e5-75)— 'Boys Town* (M-G

)

(3d week). Has been a big winner
at this house. Still holding to ex*
cellent pace to $13,000 currently,
after getting bang-up $20,000 last
week;

Only Mont'l Standont

'Dnims,' Smash $13,000

Montreal, Oct. 25.

Wickets will not be clicking over-
time currently with a brace of re^
peats and nothing outstanding ex-
cept 'Drums* at the Capitol, which
will do smash $13,000. Second best is

h.o. of 'That Certain Age* at Palace,
pacing for $6,000. Loew's, with
vaudfilms, still fading. Orpheum
paid too much for ads on first week
of 'There Goes My Heart* and will
be in red on repeat.

Estimates for This Week
Paboe (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—

•Certain Age' (U) (2d week). Should
gross nice $6,000 after excellent
$9,500 last week.

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 25-45-55)—
'Drums* (UA). Pacing for smash
$13,«00i topping 'Alex* here; Last
week. 'Lucky Star* (20th) and 'Speed
Bum* (20th). good enough $5,500.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 25-34-40)—

'Always Trouble* (20th) and vaude.
This is -a fading proposition at this
house; sit^so $5,500. Last week, 'Sky
Giant* (RKO) and vaude, fair $6,000.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 25-34-50)—

'Straight, Place' (20th). Should col-
lect good $4,500. Last week, second,
'Am Law* (Col) and 'City Streets*

(Col), poor $2,800.
Orpheum (Ind) (1,100; 25-40-50)—

'Goes Heart' (UA) (2d week). Looks
like red on repeat at hardly better
than $2,000, First week only fair at

$2,800 after heavy ad; outlay.
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)

(600; 35-50)—'La Princesse Para-
canova.* Will not gross above $1,800,
poor. H.o. of 'Nuits de Princes' last

week poor $1,200.
St Denis (France-Film) (2,300; 20-

34)—^"La Chanson de Souvenir' and
'L'Enfant de Troupe.' Should be
around fair $3,500. Last week, 'Lo
Marriage de Verena' and 'Mademoi-
selle Ma Mere,' so-so $3,200.
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B.O. Pix Help Overcome London

War Jftters:'M Big $20m

2d Wk., lady Vanishes,' $25'

London, Oct. 15.

West End show biz Is gradually

overcoming the jittery war threat

condition, although multitudes are

still in state of uncertainty.

Avalanche of good picture product

Js helping somewhat to distract 'em

from recent chaotic state, with busi-

ness on the upgrade. Outstander is

•Pygmalion,' first effort of Gabriel

Pascal Film Productions, at Leicester
Square theatre. Picture was praised

by scribes, and public response
equals Universal's *Mad About Mu-
sic' at this house, months ago. which
was sockeroo. Another titiats jam-
ming them at most shows is -Alexan-
der's Ragtime Band,' at the JRegal.

In for six weeks, and seems certain
to hold up, despite having come
when conditions were appalling.
Continental films, . once eyed with
ridicule, are now an important ad-
junct to the West End entertainment
world, with as many as six houses
devoted to that type of entertain-
ment occasionally.

Estimates ($S to the £)
Academy—'Prison Sans Bairreaux'

(French) (2d wfc.). First week ex-
ceeded $7,000 and looks good for
around |6,000 currently. Will prob-
ably hold three more weeks.
Berkeley Cinema — 'Mademoiselle

Ma Mere' (French) (3d wk.). Op-
erated in conjunction with Academy
by Unity Films. Although manage-
ment in position to get product as
biggest importer, is finding * this

house headachy, due to small capac-
ity (250) not commensurate with
overhead. Barely touching $2,500, but
holding a fourth week, with "La Bo-
heme' (Viennese) replacing.
Carltpn—'Spawn of North' (Par)

(2d wk.). Moved here froin Para-
mount's ace house, Plaza, where it

played three weeks to weekly aver-
age of $13,000. Should depart to
$6,000, considering previous week
bettered $7,000. 'St. Martin's Lane'
(Mayflower) follows, with plenty
ballyhoo, including the visio of
opening night by BBC» .never done
before, which should help the six.

Curzon 'Raimu- (French) (2d
wk.). Fair at $4,000 and likely to stay
at least another two weeks. Hoiise
is of luxury type, located in ritzy
Mayfair, and catering to best classes,
but despite that is no moneymaker.
'Le Bon Heur' (French) follows.
Empire—'Lady Vanishes' (Gains-

borough-Metro). First of the three
made under new combination. Di-
rected by Alfred Hitchcock, who
has definite following. Started out
mildly, but spurted after first three
days, with intake just below $25,000
mark. Could hold, but Metro ber
hind schedule, with product ' piling
up. 'Vanishes* reappears at Sitz,
Metro's small house adjoining, and
good for two weeks, while Empire's
replacer is 'Too Hot to Handle,'
easily good for three weeks.
Gaumont—'Hey, Hey, USA' (Gains-

borough). Not set for the pace and
just good for one week. Intake not
exceeding $9,000, but picture will
make money, as WiU Hays is defi-
nitely a moneymaker in provinces,
with week's stanza in West End only
meant as show window. 'Cheat'
(Unity Films), dubbed version of
Sacha Guitry's French epic, re-
placing for fortnight, with 'You
Can't Take It With You' (Col) fol-
lowing for run.

Leicester Square — 'Pygmalion'
(Pascal) (3d wk.). In the real
money, with first week, despite war
commotion, hitting $20,000. Is ex-
ceeding this, figure now and looks
easy for six 'weeks contracted. May
stay at least ,two weeks above guar-
antee.
Lortdon Pavilion—'Prison Without

Bars' (Korda^UA) (5th wk.). This
English version of French epic, 'Pris-
on Sans Barreaux' (at Academy con-
currently), with Corinne Luchaire
starred in both, has aggregated
$60,000 in four weeks, considered
surprisingly good for this house.
Fifth stanza should chalk up an-
othfer $10,000. May stay a sixth week,
with 'There Goes My Hearf (Roach-
UA) scheduled to follow.
New Gaflery—'Snow White* (RKO)

(34th Wk.). Has exceeded any rec-
ord held by previous picttures shown
In West End. Total gross for run
above $600,000. Altiiough 'Ben Hur'
holds world's record of year's run,
'Snow White' beats it in aggregate
showings. Former played twice
daily, totaling 730 showings, while
latter already has 1,496 shows to its
credit. Also only picture continuing
Its West End run, in same house it

premiered, after being generally
released. Will stay another week,
then replaced by 'Carefree' (RKO),
Odeonr—'Algiers' (UA) (3d wk.).

First fortnight's intake exceeded
$48,000, with third stanza, assured
of $20,000, but comnelled to move,
owing to nrevious booking of 'Fifty
Yevs a Queen' (Wilcox-UA), which
couldn't be postpbned. 'Algiers* goes

to Marble Arch Pavilion for second
West End run.
Palace — 'Flashbacks* (Charles

Cochran Compilation) (3d wk.). Has
proved novelty click, and grossed
$1,500 per day first fortnight. Now
nearer $6,000 per week, which is stiU
very good. Will likely stay till Court-
neidge-Hulbert-Ephraim musical is

jready from provincial showing next
month.
Plaza — 'Having Wonderful Time'

(RKO) (2d wk,). Ordinary picture
grossed $14,000, warranting holdover,
and proving Ginger Rogers definite
attraction, while Douflas Fairbanks,
Jr., no drawback. Being replaced
by 'If i Were King' (Par), which is

expected to run at least four weeks.
Marble Aroh Pavilion— 'Marco

Polo' (UA) (3d wk.). Here after
four weeks' run at Odeon to fair
grosses. Doing $6,000 weekly av-
erage, not bad for this second-run
house. 'Algiers' (UA) replacing.
Regal—'Alexander' (20th) (2d wk.).

Set town talking right from opening.
Zoomed to $25,000 on opening despite
conditions. Will top $20,000 this week,
and should have no. difficulty in stay-
ing, alloted six weeks, as word-of-
mouth publicity is extending. 'Black.
Limelight' (ABPC) scheduled to fol-

low.
Rialto—'Test Pilot* (MG) (3d wk,).

fias failed to hold up in its third
West End run, with general release
not helping it any. Barely doing
$3,000, but may stay another week,
due to lack of replacer.
Ritz ^CroWd Roars' (M'G) (2d wk.).

After healthy run at Empire, Metro's
ace house, this smallie (seats under
439) managed to grab $3,000 first

week, and may equal amount second
stanza. 'Boys Town' was set to fol-

low, but switched to 'The Lady Van-
ishes,' due to its Empire click last

few days after decision to bow out.
Studio One—^'Abus De Confiance'

(French) (3d wk.). Has been quite
successful, with Danielle Darrieux a
draw. Touched $5,000 first weeks,
and should do around $4,000 in third
stanza. Good for three more weeks.
Warners—Robin Hood' (WB). New

house should appeal. Picture itself

not liked by scribes, with some going
out of their, way to pan, but looks
good for four weeks, as Errol Flynn
is now established boxoftice. WB
has nothing to worry about, as pic-
ture is booked for entire Maxwell
circuit on 50-50 deal, biggest money
paid by . shreWd Scotsman. .Picture
for general release on New Year."

PROV. B.O. DULL;

RITZESBESf

AT $7,000

Providence, Oct. 29.

Lack of above average pio fare Is

holding biz down currently. Albee
dropped 'Frankenstein' and 'Dracula'

after second day of advertised sec-

ond week holdover.
Horror dual did swell biz first

seven days, but sudden skid caused
change to 'Man to Remember' Sim-
day (23).
Fay's reopened after complete re-

decoration and is doing nicely with
'Straight, Place and Show' and
vaude.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 25-35-50) —

'Man Remember' (RKO) and 'Mr.

Doodle' (RKO). Pacing for $7,500,

okay. Last week, 'Frankenstein' (U)
and 'Dracula' (U), swell $9,000. Ap-
parently warranted holdover, but
failed to draw and pulled after two
days,
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 25-35-

50)--'Stablemates' (M-G) and 'Vaca-
tion Love' (M-G) (2d run), Nice
$4,500. Last week, 'Hot Handle'
(M-G) and 'Juvenile Court* (Col),

held steady pace for good $5,000.

Fay's (2.000; 25-35-40 )
— 'Striaigfit,

Place' (20th) and vaude. Nicely bal-

anced show getting neat $7,000. Last
week dark.

State (Loew) (3,200; 25-35-50) —
'Drums' (UA) and 'Reformatory'
(Col). Nice press notices helping to

$13,000, fair enough. Last week,
'Stablemates' (M-G) and 'Vacation

Love' (M-G), faltered in stretch but
came in with swell $17,700,

Ma.4e5tic (Fay) (2.300; 25-35-50)—
'Four's Crowd' (WB) and 'Girls

Probation' (WB). Headed for $7,500,

good. Last week, 'Gateway' (20th)

and, 'Safety Numbers' (20th), weak
$4,500.
Ptayhoase (Indie) (1,400; 20-35)—

'Marines Here' (U). Opening
Wednesday (26). Last week, 'For-

bidden Valley' (U) and vaude, so-

so $4,500.

First Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

Week of Oct. 27

Astor — 'Marie Antoinette*
(MG) (11th wk).
Capitol—'Stablemates' (MG)

(2d wk.).
Criterion-'Touchdown Army'

(Par).

Globe—'Five of a Kind' (20th)
(29).

(Reviewed in Vahiety, Oct. 12)

Mnslc Hall—'Young Dr. Kil-
dare' (MG).
(Reviewed in Varietv, Oct. 19)

Paramount—'Men with Wings'
(Par) (26).

(Reviewed in Current Jssue)
Rialto—'Man with 100 Faces'

(GB) (29),

RivoH—'The Storm' (U) (29).

Roxy—'Suez' (20th) (3d wk).
Strand — 'The Sisters' (WB)

(3d w;k).

Week of Nov. 3

Astor — 'Marie Antoinette'
(MG) (12th wk),
Capitol—'The Citadel; (IVfG).

(Reviewed in. Current Jssue)

Criterion — 'Vacation from
Love' (MG).

(Reviewed in VARitETY, Oct. 5)

Globe—'Five of a Kind' (20th)

(2d wk).
Paramount—'Men with Wings'

(Par) (2d wk).
Rivoli—'The Storm' (U) (2d

wk).
Roxy — 'That Certain Age'

(20th).
(Reviewed in Varikty, Oct. S)

Strand— 'Brother Rat' (WB)
(4).

(Reviewed in Vabzety, Ott, 19)

B'way Up V Down This Week, H.O.s

Dominate; 'Suez,' 'Sisters -Heidt Big

% 35G on 2d, lanton 70G, Mild

IN WASH.

Washington, Oct, 25,

Nothing very exciting this week, -

with four' holdovers and repeats
against only two new shows, 'Sing
You Sinners', is leading town at Cap-
ital, Loew's vaude spot, and' 'Gar-
den of the Moon* at Earle. WB ace
house, is a poor second, with not. as
much help from Stroud Twins' p.a.

as.ex;;pected.

'Too Hot to Handle* dropping"
sharply in second "^stanza, trailing

second week of That Certain Age.'

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loe^w) (3,434; 25-35-40-66)—'Sinners' (Par) and vaude. Crosby-

MacMurray getting ok6 $20,000. Last
week .'Five Kind' (2Qth) and vaude,
poor $11,000.
Columbia (Loew) (1,243; 25-40)—

'Spawn' (Par) (2d run). Repeat after
fair week at Palace looking for oke
$4,Q00. Last week 'Lucky Star'
(20th) (2d run), passable $3,300,
Earle (WB) (2,216; 25-35-40-66)—

'Garden Moon* (WB) and vaude. De-
spite Stroud Twins' radio rep,, show
won't pull over weak $13,000. Last
week 'Am Law' (Col), can thank
Jan Garber Orch for most of good
$17,000.

Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 35-55)—
'Certain Age' (U) (2d wk). Holding
to big $9,500, Last week same pic
pocketed swell $16,000,
Met (WB) (1,600; 25-40)—'Can't

Take It' (Col) (2d run). Fourth
downtown week should collect nice
$6,000. Last week, same pic, swell
$»,700.
Palace (Loew) (2,242; 35-55—'Hot

Handle' (M-G) (2d wk). Slipping
fast, but still okay $6,500. Last week,
same pic, $15,500, good.

H.O.S IN B'KLYN

'Take It's* Second Bl; $22,000; 'Han-
dle' H. O. $15,000

Brooklyn, Oct, 25.

Several holdovers in City of
Churches, and each doing nifty biz.
Fabian Paramount is showing 'You
Can't Take It With You' a second
w6ekr^d Loew's Metropolitan ditto
with 'Too Hot to Handle.' Attend-
ance at RKO Albee also fine because
of 'Room Service' and 'Personal Sec-
retary.'

Estimates for This Week
Albee (3,274; 25-35-50)—'Room Ser-

vice' (RKO) and 'Personal Secretary'
(U). Marx Bros, proving pleasant
surprise here. Will garner neat $19,-
000. Last week, 'Straight, Place'
(20th) and 'Breaking Ice' (RKO),
good $19,000,
Fox (4,089; 25-50)—'King Alcatraz'

(Par) and 'Sons Legion' (Par), Looks
to good $17,000 for 10 days.
Met (3,618; 25-50)— 'Hot Handle'

(M-G) and March of Time (2d
wk). Pleasant $15,000, Last, week
socko $22,000.
Paramount (4.126; 25-50) — 'Can't

Take It' (Col") (2d wk). Swell $22,-

On the New York first-run front

this week the line Is very jagged,

with business holding a firm posi-

tion in some theatres but proving
very vulnerable in others. There are
no impressive alibis, lack of draught
being the apparent reason for lean
takings in most instances.
Second weeks of 'Suez' at the Roxy

and 'Sisters,' plus Horace Heidt at
tho Strand; fourth week of 'If I

Were King' and Tommy Dorsey,
ended at the Par last night (Tues.),
and the first week of 'Stablemates' at
the Capitol are on top. First week
of 'Dracula' and 'Frankenstein' at
Rialto, which goes a second session^
i-s also good, the horror brace hav-
ing grossed a mighty $12,000 initial
seven days.

'Stablemates' is far from sensa-
tional at a chance for $30,000 at the
Cap but holds over, with 'Citadel'
pointed for opening here Thursday
(3). Forging through last week (1st)
to a smash $61,400, 'Suez' is main-
taining good strength on the hold-
over and should be around $30,000.
It will remain a third week. 'Suez'
played to 120,671 people on the first

week, beaten in attendance here only
by 'Alexander.' 'That Certain Age'
is set to follow, probably opening
Friday (4).

'Sisters' and Heidt, strongest show
at the Strand since it went into its

new policy, continues formidably
and should hit $35,000 or close this
week (2d), after socking through to'

$46,800 the first seven days; Will be
retained a third week. Par's final
(4th) week with 'King' and Dorsey,
plus Connie Boswell, at $35,000, very
strong, brings the 28-day total on run
to $202,000, heavy profit and best
gross an.v show has done here since
policy of pit bands went into effect
Christmas, 1935. The show would
have been held a fifth week but for
a jam on. product and band acts
booked.
'Mad Miss Manton' and 'Service De

Luxe,' newcomers on street, are both
very disaonointing. Former will not
be over $70,000. at the Music Hall,
latter not better than $12,000 at the
Rivoli. 'Girls on Probation,' sec-
ondary first run at the Criterion,, is

also failing to attract, looking $7,000,
tons. ...
The State, too, is doing poorly,

dropping away down this week with
'Spawn of the North' (2d run) and
the Schnickelfritz band, plus Benny
Baker; "House will be- lucky to- hit
$13,500, red.

'Antoinette,* which last week
(10th) dipped" to $6,500, is slated to
close Sunday night (6) to make way
for 'Pygmalion,' British-made. Lat-
ter will probably open Wednesday
(9), Wednesdays being'populat open-
ing days with Metro here for $2 pic-
tures.-
For the first {Ime in history this

company sold a picture to the MiTsic
Hall, 'Young Dr.. Kildare,' -which
opens there tomorrow. (Thurs.).
House is somewhat pinched for prod-
uct with pictures it has been ex-
pecting being delayed.

Estimates for Tbls Week
Astor (1,012; 55-$1.10r$1.65-$2.20)—

'Antoinette' (M-G) (11th week).
Dropping away down as run nears
its end; last week (10th),' ending Sun-
day night (23), $6,500, 'Scheduled to
close Sunday night (6), with 'Pyg-
malion' (M-G) on twice-daily run to
follow, possU)ly Nov, 9.

Capitol (4,520; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
'Stablemates' (M-G). D«ing pretty
well at chance for $30,000, though
not big, and will hold. Last week,
third for 'Too Hot to Handle' (M-G)
jiear $15,000, o. k.

Criterion (1,662; 25-40-55)—'Girls
on Probation' (WB). An apathetic
public means only about $7,000 for
this one, jnild. Last week, 'Broad-
way Musketeers' (WB), ovfer $6,000.
Globe (1,274; 25>40-55)—'Dark Rap-

ture' (U) (3d-final week). Holding
up well on concluding stanza of very
profitable engagement, probably $7^-

000, Last week (2d), $10,300, very
good.
Palace (1.700; 25-35-55)—'Co-Ed'

(20th) and 'Valley of Giants* (WB),
both 2d run, dualed. This team pull-
ing for $7,000, mild. Last week's
brace, 'Carefree' (RKO^) (2d run)
and 'Annabel' (RKO) (1st run),
$8,500.
Paramount (3.664; 25-35-55-86-99)

—'Men with Wings' (Par) and, in
pit. Mark Warnow band, Raymond
Scott Quintet. Maxine Sullivan. Ann
Miller and others open today (Wed^).
Final (4th) session for 'If I Were
King' ^(Par) and- Tommy Dorsey-
Conrlie Boswell b. o. combination,
$35,000, excellent, after previous
weeks of $45,000, $57,000 and $65,000,

000 and strong enough for third
week. Last week smash $30,000,
Strand (2,870; 25-50)—'Broadway

Masketeers' (WB) and vaude headed
by N,T,G, . Biz jumping to excellent
$13,500. La.st week, 'Actress' (WB)
and vaude, good $11,000.

tremendous profit. House apparently
knows no competition.
Radio Ctty Music Hall (5.980; 40-

60-84-99-$1.65)—'Mad Miss Manton'
(RKO) and stage show. Going slow,
only around $70,000 but getting by.
Last week, second for 'Drums' (UA),
$78,000, all right 'Dr. Kildare' (M-
G) onens tomorrow (Thurs.).

Rialto (750; 25-40-55)—'Dracula*
(U) and 'Frankenstein' (U), re-
issues, dualed (2d week). Ground
through to high $12,000 first week,
virtual capacity, and started off well
on second Monday (24). In ahead,
'Last Express' (U) got $6,800, fair.

Rivoli (2,092; 25-40-55-85)—'Ser-
vice De Luxe' (U). Probably hot
better tiian $12,000, disappointing.
Predecessor here, 'Youth Takes
Fling* (U), even poorer, under $10,000.
Roxy. (5,836; 25-40-55-75)—'Suez'

(20th) and stage show (2d week).
Soared to fancv $61,400 on the first

week and looks around $50,000, very
good, on the second .(current). Re-
mains a third lap. So far picture is

exceeded in attendance here only by

Strmd (2,7(57; 25-55-75)—'Sisters*
(WB) aiid Horace Heidt band (2d
w^ek). Turnstiles continue to cUck
happily here, with second week's
business looking $35,000 or close, ex-
cellent. The first seven days was
$46,800, beating best week done here
since policy was established by
nearly $12,000. Goes third week.

State (3,450; 35-55-75)—'Spawn'
(Par) (2d run) and, on stage,
Schnickelfritz band and Benny
Baker. A big letdown to around
$13,500, crimson, is •the'' answer .with
this show. Last week, 'Boys Town*
(M-G) (2d,run) and Freddie Bar-
tholomew in person, over $30,000,

swell.

BK HORROR

PA(£ COOLER

Louisville, Oct, 25,.

'Arkansas Traveler,' on a dual with
Touchdown Army' at the Rialto, and
the horror duo 'Dracula' and 'Frauk«
enstein' at the Strand, are smacking
through for the best grosses in town.
Holdovers at the other houses, and
a couple weak sisters at Loew's State,

will have to be content with th«
leavings.

Opposition in town currently is at
a minimum and film houses are get-
ting a break likewise on the weather,
which has turned cooler.

Estimates for TliJs Week
Brown (Loew's-Fourth Ave.) (1,-

000; J5-30.40)—'Can't Take It' (Col)
(2d wk,). Makes third downtown
week and still garnering attention.
Probably $1,800, okay. Last week,
same pic, strong $2,400. /

Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—
'Spawn' (Par) and 'Keep Smiling*
(20th) (dual). Prospects bright for
$1,700. okay; Last week, 'Letter* (U)
and 'Tough Guy' (U), rosy $2,200.
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,100; 15-

30-40)—'Listen DarUng' (M-G) and
'Plight Fame' (Col). Not enough on
the ball to expect any nish on the
wicket. Indicate meager $4,500.
Last week, 'Stablemates' (M-G) and
'Vacation Love' (M-G), okay $74f0O,
Mary Anderson (Ltbsoo ) (1,000; 15-

30-40)—'Sisters' (WB) 2d wk.). Sec-
ond stanza running along about av»
erage for h,o., indicating fair $2,800.
Same pic, initial week, fine $3,700.
Ohio (Settos) (900: 15)—'Expen-

sive Husbands' (WB) and 'Boy
Streets' (Mono), split with 'Stand In'
(UA) and 'West Shanghai' (WB).
Average $1,300. Last week. 'Hoosier
Schoolboy' (Mono) and 'Hollywood
Hotel' (WB), split with '52nd Street'
(UA) and 'Behind Headlines' (RKO),
good $1,506.

Rfalto (Fourth Ave,) (3,000; 15-30-
40)—'Arkansas Traveler' (Par) and
'Touchdown Army' (Par). Bob
Bums helped by secondary football
pic. Headed for robust $10,000 and
may hold. Last week 'Straight-
Place' (20th) and 'Moto' (20th),
^$6,500, average.

Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,400; 15-
30-40)—'Dracula' (U) and 'Frank-
enstein' (U). Horror combo nulling
plenty of biz at this house. Opened
Thursday (21), after house was
closed couple days for Masonic con-
vention, giving the thrill dual a run-
ning start. Eight days showing looks
sure-flre to cop big $6,500, Last
week 'Certain Age' (U) and 'Fresh-
man Year' (U). on moveover, nice
$2,400 on four-day showing.
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Heatfilts Pitt; Burns-Ted Lewis Hot

t but Davis-Hynn Cold $12,000

Pittsburgh, Oct. 25.

Biz is still oil and the warm
weathei: seems the most likely alibi.

New heat records being set daily

for this time of year and thJkt's keep-
ing people out of downtown sectors.

Result is an improvement in. the

nabe houses, but not enough to coun-
teract drop at the flrst-runners..

. Although a mile away from takes

he knocked down in past visits here,

Ted Lewis, with 'The Arkansas Trav-
eler,' still proving at the Stanley

that he's potent b.o. locally. 'That

Certain Age' is giving the Alvin
enough to insure a h. o., though at

the same time dropping below cus-

tomary Durbin grosses. 'Sisters

proying pretty much of a disappoint-

ment at Penn, but 'Stablemates,

moved to Warnet after big seven
days at Penh, getting by comfort-
ably.

Estimates For This Week
^AMn (Harris) (1,850; 25-36-50)—

'Certain Age' (U). Latest Durbin,
well-liked, but falling somewhat be^

hind par for singing star on account
' of generally poor conditions. Head-
ed for better than $10,000, enough to

keep it going for a second week, but
no smash by any means. Last week,
third, 'Can't Take It' (Col), all right

at $7,300, giving Capra hit around
$35,000 for the run.
Fnlton (Shea-Hyde) (1,700; 25-40)

—'Sailor'. (Par) and 'Bulldog Drum-
mond' (Par). First Par pix this spot

has played in years, management
buying them away from WB when
ih&t circuit's double-bill hoUse, War-
ner, got jammed up on product, due
to successive h. o.'s. Looks like pretty
ordinary $3,300, if that. Last week,
^outh Fling' (U). fair $4,100.

Fenn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35-
50)—'Sisters' (WB). Notices fairly

good, but they're not buying despite

double dose of marquee strength in

Bette Davis "find Errol Flynij. Davis
has„n6ver feeen particularly big in

these parts, h'Owever; and they ap-
parenny want Flynn -only in cos-
tumie. Not much more than- $12,000

in sight and that's way off for an
impdrtant pictiure. Last week, 'Stab-
lemates* (MG), big $20,000 and
moved to Warner for second week,

Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-40-60)—
'Arkansas Traveler' (Par) and Ted
.Xiewis' orch. Latter has always been
big here and for t|iei first time get-
ting some real help on the sifreen,

film drawing moderate raves oh all

sides. : . Won't . approach big takes
Lewis has rolled up on previous
visits, but house isn't sneezing at

$22,000. Last week, 'Touchdown
Arnxy' (Par) and Chick Webb-Ella
Fitzgerald, off at $15,500.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25-35-50)—

•stablemates' m-G). Still a good
market .here for this one after bir
preceding week at Penn. Should
winH up with around $6,000, good
Last" week, 'Actress' (FN> and
•Blockheads^- (M-G), very poor $3,

QOO in six days..

Broadway Musketeers' (WB) and
vaude headlining Pepper Martin's
Mudcat Band. Latter given big
buildup in ads and campaign, but
gross is dipping to lowest mark since
April with only $7,000, red. Last
week 'Garden Mo5n' (WB) and Phil
Spitalny's girl band, sock $12,600 due
i;o strength of Spitalhy . crew.

DUmWHAH
$25,000 IN HUB

ngSKEFEEIIS' AND BAND

KAii INDn&

Boston, Oct. 25. .

Film biz As perking with good

ineup of prbduct on local .screens,

including- httldovers of "Too Hot to

Handle' and 'If I Were King.' Dual

of 'Frankenstein' and 'Dracula* at

the Keith Boston is a killer-diller.

Boston American-Advertiser jit-

terbug contest at Boston Garden
Monday' night (24), with Valiee vs.

Goodman as the attraction, was a

sellout at $2.20 top. Paramoimt and
Fenway, playing '(harden of the
:^oon' on a double bill, tied in with
he contest by selling the film as the
first jitterbug picture out of Holly-
wood.

Estimates for TlUs^ Week
Fenway (M&P) ^(1.332; 25-35-40-

55)TT-'Garden Moon' (WB) and 'Girls

Probation' (WB). Medium $6:000.

Last w6ek, 'Arkansas Traveler' (Par)
qhd 'Wong, Detectivfe' (Mono), good
$8,000. . i

Keftb Memorial (RKO) (2,907; 25-

35-40>r55:)—^Certain Age' (U) and
'Doodle'' (RKO). Whamming to-
ward $25,000 and holdover. Last
week, 'Room Service' (RKO) and
Reno' (U), good $20,000. in .eight
days and previews. •

Metropolitan (M&P) (4,367; 25-35-

40-55)— 'King' (Par) and 'Moto'
(20th) (2d wk). Aiming at okay
$13,000 in second stanza. First week
very good $20,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 25-35-40'-

55)—'Too Hot' (M-G) and 'Girls'

School' (Col) (2d wk). Looks 'like

$13,000, nice. Last week, high
$18,500.
Paramount (M&P) (1,797; 25-35-

40-50)—'Garden Moon' (WB) and
•Girls Probation' (WB). Okay
$8,000.. Last week. 'Arkansas Trav-
eler' (Par) and 'Wong, Detective'
(Mono), good $9,500.

'

Scollay (M&P) (2,538; 25-35-40-50)—^'Arkansas Traveler' (Par) and
'King Alcatraz' (Par) (2d run).
Okay $6,000 indicated. Last week,
'Daughters' (WB) and 'Confessions'
(Par) C3d r.uh), tiepid $5,000.-

State (Loew) (3,600: 25-35-40-55)
—'Hot Handle' (M-Gl and 'Girls'

Schoor (Col) (2d wk). Headed to-
wards $9,500, okay. First week
dandy $14,500.

3 Port, Houses Singling;

Beery-Rooney Big $6,800
Portland, Ore., Oct. 25.

Three leading houses made a hit

with the public by dropping double-
feature policies. Result I is a heavy
score on the b. o. merits of three
strong pix. Parker's singling 'Stable-

mates'; Paramount, 'You Can't Take
It With You,' in second week, and
UA, 'Too Hot to Handle,' also an
h o

liun of 'Boys Town' at the May-
fair now in seventh week. Pic has
held a steady b. o. pace for the last

month.
Estimates for This Week

Broadway (Parker) (2,p00; 80-35-

40)—'Stablemates' (M-G).' Answer-
ing to advanced bally for big $6,800.

Last week, 'Certain Age' (U) and
'Kid' (Rep) (2d week), well above
par for good $4,500. ^

Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,-

500; 30-35-40)—'Boys Town' (M-G)
and 'Freshman Year' (U) (7th week).
Nice $2,500. Sixth week,. $2,800.

First five Weeks built up impressive
total of $24,000, big money in, this

burg.
Orpheum (Hamrick - Evergreen)

(1,800; 30-35-40)— Arkansas Traveler'

(Par) and 'Sailor' (Par). Average
$5,000. Last weeki 'Straight, Place*

(20th) and 'Lady Objects' (Col).

Okay $5,200.
Paramount (Hamrick-Evergreen)

(3.000; 30-35-40)—'Can't Take It'

(Col) (2d week). Headed for great

$6;000. First week immense $7,700.

Eivoli (Indie) (1,100; 20-25)—
'Hoosier Schoolboy* (Mono) and
•Woman Against Woman' (WB).
Average $1,600. Last week, 'Gold
Mine' (Rep) and 'Coconut Grove'
(Par), good $1,800.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30-

35-40)—'Hot Handle' (M-G) (2d

week). Strong $5,000. First week
piled up terrific $7,200.

'Sisters OK HQ,

But loon^ DuD

in Cincy

Cincinnati, Oct. 25.

Only thyee fresh releases, currently
and biz in the main is even-stephen
with last week's above-par level.

'Stablemates' is this week's fronter
with a big figure for the Palace,
Doing okay for the Albee is 'Sisters.'

Keith's is n.s.g. with 'Garden of
Moon.'
Repeat product at four houses and

all doing well, notably 'Can't Take
It,' which will h61d for fifth, and
likely a sixth week^ at the Shubert.

Estimates for"This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 35-42)—'Sis

ters' (WB). Okay $12,000. Last week
'Straight, Place' (20th), six days,
sorry $7,500.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—'Cer

tain Age' (U) (2d run). Good $5,000.
Last week, 'Boys Town* (M-G r,- see-
ond run. (2d wk), great $6,500.
Family (RKO) (i;000; 15-25)—

'Crime Holiday' (Col), 'Leathernecks'
(Rep), 'Mr. Doodle' (RKO). separate,
Normal $2,100. Same last week with

Gypsy Rose Lee-Voodle Big $20J

In Frisco; Par Pix Dominate Ist-Runs

'Moto' (20th). •Bar-20 Justice* (Par),

'Campus Professor' (Par), singly.

Grand (RKO) (1*200; 25-40)—'Boys
Town' (M-G) (3d run). Smash $4,000.

Last week, 'Hot Handle' (M-G), third
run (2d wk), satisfactory $2,700.

Keith's (Libson) (1.500; 35-42)—
'Garden Moon' (WB). Partial eclipse

at $3,400. Last week, 'Giants' (WB),
fairly good $5,200.

Lyric (RKO) (1.400; 35-42)—'Dra-
cula' (U) end 'Frankenstein' (U)
(reissues) (2d wk). Nice $4,500. Last
week same pix set six-year house
record at $8,500.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—'Sta-

blemates' (M-G). Big $15,000. Last
week, 'Certain Age' (U), eight days,
excellent $14,000.
Shubert (RKO) (2,150; 35-40-55)—

Can't Take It* (Col) (4th wk).
Strong $7,000. Will hold. Last week
(3d), great $8,50Q.

K.CC0ffl&8G

FOR DARLING'

Indianapolis, Oct. 25.

'Stablemates,' with Beery-Rooney
^ combination, is pacing the town with
a strong gross at Loew's. Reopening
of the de luxe' Indiana, after being
closed for six. months, has divided
up -the biz among the remaining
doMi^ntown houses. 'Sisters' and 'Af-
fairs of Annabel,* at the newly-
opened spot,. are turning in ai^.okay
gross and occupy.the runner-up po-
sition amon|(.. the flrst^rruhs;

Circle, witji 'Arkapsas Traveler'
and 'Touchdown Army,'^ is not far
behind with' fa nice

,
take, while the

vaudfilm Lyriir sinks to the lowest
figure- it has touched in manj*
months with 'Broadway Musketeers'
and', a stage bill headlining Pepper
.Martin and his Mudcat Band of bascT
bailers.

Estimate's for This Week
Apollo . (Katz-Dolle) (1,100; 25-30-^

40)-^'Certaln Age' (U) and 'Fresh-
man Year' (U). .Moveover session
following initial stanza' at Circle is

adequate at: $3,200. Last week, re-
vival of 'Dr^icula* (U) and 'Frankr
enstein' (U), was best in many
months at $fi,200.

Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 25-30-.

40)—^"Arkansas? Traveler' (Par) .and
'Touchdown Ariny' (Par). Bob Burns
is building.at the wicket and respon-
sible foe okay $6,000. Last week
'Certain Age' (U) and 'Freshman
Year* (U), extra good $9,000.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,100; 25-30-

40)—'Sisters!. (WB) and 'Annabel'
(RKO). Former pulling house
tturough to good $6,500 in its first

week after being dark since last

April.
Lofsw's (Loew's) (2,400; 25-30-40)-»

'Stablemates' (M-G) and 'Vacation

Love' (M-G). Rooney has added
power to the Beery name and the

results are plenty, in evidence; $9,-

500, dandy. Last week, second, 'Can't

Take It' (Col) got good $6,800 in six

daysfc- House changed to Thuirsday
openings.
tyrlo (Olson) (1,900; 25-30-40)—

Tour Daughters Strong $8,500 In

Mpls.; Dionnes Mild 'Ark.' 4G

Minneapolis, Oct. 25.

Theatres are taking a iittilej^^sjpot-

.good, on top of $11,000. and $7,000,
first and second weeks, re,spec.

light away from footbaU .turferitl^rr'^riflienm (Par-Singer) (2,800j^25
Minnesota having" an open date. Ab-
$ehce:'of outrof-fown visitors, appafr.
6iit^,3fi bexhg!'b£rS6t l?y. elimination
of the" gridiron oppositiph; . Pold^f

,

gioTe seasonable weather also is, a
elp. "• '• ? >

•:

'

On the screens the feminine sex
is having a big inning, .-what with
'Four Daughters' and 'Five of ..a

Kirid' at the State and Century, re-
spectively. In contrast, to the three
of last week there's only one hold-
over, 'Drums,' at the sure-seater
World. Among the • newcomers,
'Daughters' is setting the fastest box
office pace. 'Arkansas .Traveler,'. Qr-r

pheum offering, seems^a slow starter.
• Another loop .firsti-run house, the
Gopher, comes into existence Friday
(28). It's the old Grand which has
been dark for more than two years.

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 15-25)—

•Breaking Ice' (RKO) and 'Crime
Takes Holiday' (Col), loop first rxms,
.split With 'Mysterious Rider' (ParX
and 'Personal Secretary' (U), ^ilso

dual first rimS. Headed for good $1^-
800. Last week 'Touchdown Army'
(Par) and 'Time Out for Murder'
(20th), $1,700. good.
Century (Par-Sihger) (1,600; 25-

35-40)—'Five of Kind' (20th). Heav-
ily advertised and helped by word-
Qf-mouth, getting especially nice
matinee play; still much interest in
quintuplets, apparently, looks like
mildish $4,500. Last week, "Boys
Town' (M-G) (3d week), $6,000,

35-40 )—^"Arkansas Traveler' (Par ).

Bpl;^ .: Burns, no particular magnet
he^ and lack'of ,c«^t names, a handi-
c^ipy '''Picture; -however,, has made
tajlHorttble impression and may build.
0hly=:$4;OiOO, poor, 'in prds'pect. Last
week 'CoiEd' (20th) and Jimmy Dorr
sey and

i
Andrews; Sisters, etc., on

stage, $15,000, disappointing.
State (Par-Singer) (2,300; 25t3S-

40)—'Four Daughters* (FN). Even
absence of b. o. names can't hold this
;one down. Critics and customers'
raves plus swell exploitation "cam-
paign with heavy newspaper ad
splurges, including 'open letter' from
Jack, Warner, helping to, put" over
meritorious film; climbing toward
good $8,500. Last week 'Hot Handle'
(M-G) (2d week), $5,000,' nice after
$10;500 first week.
Time (Berger) (290; 15-25)—'Club

de Femmes' (French) (2d run). Tak-
ing cue .from World's policy and
running in a few foreign pictures,
with not too happy results, however,
mild $600 indicated. Last wee^
'Sailing Along' (GB) and 'Gypsies'
(Russian), split, $400, bad.
Uptown (Par) (1,200; 25-35)-'Sing

You Sinners' (P^r). First neighbor-
hood showing, looks like satisfactory
$2,600. Last week 'Carefree* (RKO),
$2,500, fair.

World (Steffes) (290; 25-35-40-55)
—'Drums' (UA) (2d week). Going
along well and likely to' remain third
session, good $2,000 indicated. Last
week $2,400, nice.

Kansas City, Oct. 25.

Annual American Royal stock and
horse show grabbed the spot last

week and current weekend, and
acted as both benefit and competitor
to theatres. While it rang up more
than 75,000 at the turnstiles, it also
brought in visitors from all over mid-
west as additional show-goers.

.

Week is a lightweight as far as
theatre attendance is concerned, with
holdovers in' three houses and little

of an outstanding nature among new
bills. Tower, with Veloz and Yolanda
on stage, moving along at fairish rate
with little help from 'Youth Takes a
Fling.' Of the straight film houses',"

Loew's outdoing Orpheum, onty two
having new features, but 'Listen Dar-
ling' still a weaky.
Deanna Durbin's film holds over in

both Esquire and Uptown, while 'Ar^
kansas Traveler' is in second week
at Newman. Weather turned chilly
tinge and considered a benefit by
mailagers.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox-Midwest) (820; 10-25-

40)—'Certain Age' (U) (2d wk).
Dandy $3,500 In second stanza, espie-

ciaUy when coupled with first week's
$4,500, imusual.
Midland (Loew's) (3,5.73;_10.-25.-4Q).

>-'Listen Darling' (M-G) and 'Plight
Fame' (Col). Garland-Bartholomew
team amusing what trade they get,
but slow draw; $8,000, light. Last
week, 'Drums' (UA) and 'Juvenile
Court' (Col), $7,500, weak.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 10-

25-40)—'Arkansas Traveler' (Par)
(2d wk). • Soloing in-line with new
policy- of- house, and extra week sat-
isfactory at $5,000. Last week same
film rang up $6,800, very good.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,500; 10-25-40)

•^'Miss Manton' (RKO). Okay $5,300,
considering solo work. Last week,
'Breaking Ice* (RKO). and 'Man Re-
member' (RKO), okay $5,500.
Tower (Fox-Midwest) (10-25-35-

55)—'Youth Fling' (U), with Veloz
and Yolanda headlining vaude. Only
draw here is dance team* Bettering
average at $11,000. Last week, 'An-
nabel' (RKO), with Orrin Tucker's
orch, $13,500, topped expectations. .

Uptown (Fox-Midwest) (1,200; 10-
25-40)—'Certain Age' (U) (2d wk).
O^ver average at $3,700, and combines
mcely with $4,800 of first week.

DETROIT B.O. SLOW, BUT

'CAREFREE' OK $21,500

Detroit, Oct. 25.
Indian summer weather not adding

any impietus to film b.' o. with no
outstanding product here from take
standpoint.
'Drums' given nice bally at United

Artists and ditto oh 'Carefree,' plus
stage show, at the Fox, but both
caught in general doldrums.

Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (IJOO; 30-40)—

'Certain Age' (U) (2d tun) plus
'Time Out for Murder' (20th), dual,
Durbin opus moved here after nice
sesh at Fox; figures for good $4,700.
Last week about $4«400, okay, for
'Ghoul' (Indie) and 'King Kong'
(RKO), both reissues and billed as
'double horror' week.
Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—

'Carefree' (RKO) plus stage show.
Minus strong stage lineup, getting
only okay $21,500, not bad, however.
Clicked off, nice $27,000 last stranza
on 'Certain Age' (U) and vaude.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

30-40-65)—'Listen, Darling' (M-G)
plus ''Vacation from Love' (M-G),
dual. Due for okay $9,000. Last
week better, $10,700 for 'Sisters'

(WB) and 'Broadway Musketeers'
(FN).
Palms-State (UD) (3,000; 30-40-

50)—'Hot Handle' (M-G) (2d run)
plui 'Wanted by Police' (Mono),

San Francisco, Oct. 25.
Gypsy Rose Lee (Louise Hovick

when with 20th-Fox films) is back
on the stage up to her old stripping
tricks and luring plenty of custom-
ers to the Golden Gate. Her 'Merry
Whirl Revue' is m.c'd by Jack Du-
rant, formerly of Mitchell and Du-
rant. •'

' '•

i
•

•

Mayor Rossi declared this and next
week to be 'Paramount Week.' Four
Of the pictures at the first-runs are
from the Par lot. Best biz-getter is
'Arkansas Traveler.' Jean Parker, of
latter cast, made a p.a. -at the War-
field, as did Ellen Drew at the Para-
mount in conjunction with 'If I Were
King.* Deanna Durbin is whamming
'em at the Orpheum in 'That Certain
Age.'

.Estimates for. This Week
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 35-55-75)—

'Sinners' (Par) and 'Girls Probation*
(WB) (2d week). Holdover stanza
very satisfactory $11,000, Last week,
great $19,500.

tioldeh Gate (RKO) (2,850; 35-55)
—'Mr. Doodle' (RKO) and Gypsy
Rose Lee on stage. Gyp.sy dropped
her Louise Hovick moniker . when
20th-Fox dropped her from its, pay-
roll, Gypsy heads a company of 25
and drawing big $20,000. Last week.
'Fugitives Night' (RKO) and Morton
Downey on stage, good $15,500.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,440; 35-55)—

'Certain Age' (U) and 'Personal Sec-
retary' (U). Durbin getting same
excellent biz which her other pic-
tures brought to Orpheum. 'Age'
looks good for at least four weeks,
with the initial stanza set^ to take
around $15,000. Last week (2d),
'Dracula' (U) and 'Frankenstein*
(U), took a terrific nosedive after a
staggering first week; sad $4,500. . ..

. Paramount (FrWC) (2,740; 35-55-
75)—!If King' (Par) and 'Always in
Trouble' (20th). Lopks like good
$liS,000. Last week, 'Five Kind'
(20th) and 'Mysterious Mr. Moto*
(2Dth) poor $10,500.
St.;Frftnel8 (F-WC) (1,470; 35-55-

75)—'Boys Town' (M-G) arid 'Vaca-
tion Love' (M-G) (4th week). After
two grand weeks at. the Fox and a
third big stanza at. this house, Tracy-
Rooney still going to town with in-
dications of fine $7,500 currently.
Last week (3d), $8,200, big.
United Artists (Cohen) (1,200; 35-

55-65)—^Drums* (UA) (5th week).
Final week will see around $4,500.

good. Previous, session did good
$6,000.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,680; 35-55-75)

—'Arkansas Traveler* (Par) and
Touchdown Army' .

(Par). The 60r
piece Airkahsas TJ. school"band did^
turn at the theatre on opening day ,

of the Burns picture. Looks oka/
$12,000. Last week (2d),' 'Garden
Moon' (WB) and 'Campus Confes-
sions,' $5,500, poor.

AGElWFIC

15G IN BUFFALO

Buffalo, Oct. 25.

That (Certain Age', walks off with
high gross here .for the current
stanza, with nothing else even in
striking distance of the figure! Fol-
lowing three Weeks of 'Take It' at
the Lafayette, current gross will
probably spell biggest month the
house has ever had.

'If I Were King,' at the Buffalo,
looks only fair.

'

Estunates for This Week .

Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 30-35-55)—
'If King* (Par). Looks to do around
$11,000, which is only. middling. Last
week, fDaUghters' (WB), slightly
over $ll-,00d.

'

Century (Shea) (3,000; 25-35)—
'King AKi^traz'. (Par) and 'Campus
Confessions' (Par). Off slightly from
last week, but will do good $7,600.
Last week 'Straight, Place' (20th)
and 'Time Murder' (20th), very" nice
$8,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3.000; 30-50)

r—'Arkansas Traveler! (Par). Also
Slightly under last stanza for maybe
fair $7,500. Last week 'Drums' (UA);
came in with okay $8,100.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 25-40)—'Boys

Town* (M-G) (2d run) (2d .wk). Still

strong, probably around $8,500.' Last
week, excellent $9,500.
Lafayette (Ind) (3,300; 25-35)—

'Certain Age' (U). A whiz. Looks
like over $15,000, great. Last week
(3d). 'Can't Take It' (Col), with
reduced top of 35c, went to swell
$11,000.

dual. Loy-Gable opus showing here
after two nice stanzas at UA; should
get okay $4,800. Last week, second,
good $5,800 for Dracula* (U) and
'Frankenstein' (U), both reissues,
following smash $16,000 first session.
United Artists (UD) (2,000; 30-40-

50)—'Drums* (UA). Given nice bally,
but caught in general doldrums, for
average $8,500. Last week, second,
good $7,500 on 'Hot Handle' (M-G),
following nice $11,200 first sesh.
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Theatrical Groups Win F^ht to Keep

Royal Command Vaiide from the Air

London, Oct 16.,

Final announcement by BBC ends

hopes of Royal Command Variety

Show, broadcast liext month. BBC
states that Lord Ctiambenrain has de-

ferred tb protests by Theatrical Man;-

agers Assn. and Cinematograph Ex-
hibitors Assn., which claimed the

broadcast would fait theatres to such

an' extent thdit it would cbnterbal-

ance ^Ke good, done to Variety Ar-
tists' Bepfevolent Fund, which jjets

the take.,

Situation wa^. complicated by re-

iceat appointment of . new Lord
Chamberlain and possftllity -that .he

-would grant airing okay.

Last yiebfc BBC paid VABF $5^000

for air rights. Befbr* that» enter-

taidmeht Interests paid .a hi|Sh iti io
keep the show off the air. :

Siilce the

Coliseum has much greater' «i4»acity

thaii thefalladitran,- it's consjideiM

transferring the - performance. ^Pin
the' latter to the fonner will Oflbet

the losi in revenue that "would have
been felt by the Fund.

Exbtbs-i^ecH nigra.. Tcraa . .

Exhibs, in their tussle to bust

BBC's broadijasts of "big , variety

shows from the stages of -theatres,

is expected to team with legit toah-

agers. If they win^ it' means not

only will the Royal Command Vari-

ety Show not go on the air aivy morfe

but there will be no more radio pro-

grams borrowing, from actual the-

atre performances;.
CEA played its first trump when

it protested Gaumont-British be-

coming connected with BBC for the

opening • of the company's new up
town houses. Mark .Ostrer, replying

for G-B, said the .firm will readUy
abandon the ^steiiri. provided Other

circuits do the same.
Standing back of CEA Id TJUIK

which has been pepped by success

of its joint campaign with,the exhibs

and -provincial organizations against

relaying the Royal Command show.
This body is now determined to
make a general issue of thd situa-

tion, and first will go gnnning for

broadcasts of charity performances.
BBC'» Charity Shew

Meantime, BBC is continuing

plans to '.air an all-star program
from Albert Hall, Oct. 28, When
Queen Mary Is to attend a charity

concirt ~ for "the London hosa^itaL

Broadcast,, which will open at 9:45

p.m;,^ .Greenwich time, will be re

layed to the U. S.

Bill is. topped by Gracie Fields,

Beg Foort, radio organist; Harold
Williams, tonsil swinger, and the
Knelter Hall Band of 170 musicians.

Louis Levy will-come strai^t-ifrbm
an earlier BBC broadcast tO' guest'

conduct for Miss Fields.

It's a slap./at theatre^ ,in more
ways than one, as exhibs hoped they

had muffled staif air programs from
theatre stages by reason of Ostrer's

response. Albert Hall show is out
side control of theatre organizations

opposing such ether shows, and is

also under royal patronage, which
meiins it has to be handled with kid

gloves.

Hicks Makes Changes

In Par's European Setup
London, Oct. 25.

Paramount , continental managers
met with John W. Hicks, Jr., foreign

distribution chief, here Simday (23),

his first conference with them since

he arrived here on European trip.

He named Tony Redding, advertis-

ing-publicity manager for Great
Britain territory, replacing G. H.

Hawkins, who now returns to old

spot in ad sales department in Eng-
land. Redding had been manager of

the Cgpitol,- Dublin.
• Fred W. Lange, manager for the

Continent; Henri Flarsfeld, manager
in France; Andre Olsen, central Eu-
ropean chief, and Andre Ullmann, in

charge of Par theatres~ln France and
the company'i^ Paris studio, conferred
with Hicks. 'Men with Wings' and
'Artists and Models Abroad' were
shown the managers.
Hicks plans to return to N. Y.

Dec. 24.

Giiizar Pic Starts

Second Spanish-language picture

Tito Guizar li making for Paira^

mount, for release In Latin-American

territory, Is jgetting under way this

week at Grand National studios on

the Coast. -Radio Troubador' will

be directed by Dick Harlan, director

froth Peru^ who has been Cecil B.

Demille's. assistant at Par,^.

Feattu:^ probably Will be ready for

release .before end of this year.

Other Guizar Spanish languager wa^
*My..Two Loves.'

On Crisis Reels

Ostrers-Haxwell Sequel

London, Oct^ 25.

Buit by Lawrence Howard against

the Ostrers for $250,000, |or haying

brought them together with John
Maxwell, reached a settlement last

week with the Ostrers. Judgment
was. entered for him, although the

amount was not disclosed.

Howard's case wps , automatically

won with Maxwell's withdrawal of

his suit, but likely that . a . settlement

was m^de in connection -with Max-
well's litigation.

J. H. Mason Secmres Control of 161^

Theatres in N. Z. by Cirenit Merger;

G.U.T. Out, bs Pact on FOm Distrib

2 LONDON PUYS F6U)

AFTER SHORT RUNS

. London^ Oct.;; 25;
^

London's legH saw two'do^ings^ihl
past week.

'Lik^t Trtunp' folded at Puke of

York's theatre las^s ^hirday (22)

after six weeks/*Tre'e of'Edeti' exited
Apollo theatre last night (Monday).
Show opened Oct. 12.

Mex's 1st Tinter
Mexico City, Oct. 25.

A feature in color is to be under-
taken for the first time in Mexico
by Pedro Caleron, who made *La

Zaftdunga,' Lup6 Valez's native star

ring vehicle.

Pic to be 'Las Aventuras de Zarqo'

('Adventures of Zarcb') and starts

this fall.

London, Oct. 14.

Paramount is challenging the pol

icy of sidestepping live Issues In

newsreels and has boldly tackled the

international situation And its re'ac

tion in the United Kingdom. Weak-

nesses in national defense, disclosed

during, the Czech crisis; are frankly-

exposed in the current Par. news.

Views oh the situash from all angles

are discussed by Sir Samuel Hoare,

Home Secretary; Herbert Morrison,

Labor MP., and leader of
.
London

County Council; -Rrofessor Haldane,

outspoken critic of air raid precau

tions scheme, and other experts in

exdtusive interviesws..

Though this Was the reel spisso^^

by official order for /exposing''

Prime Minister Chamberlain's di-

plomacy, it now gets government
support, with the Home Sec leading

the backing.
Morrison. Hits Interference

Morrison, who discussed national

'defensie from the viewpoini of local

authorities who have to operate na-

tional plans, this week challenged

official interference with newsreels.

Inviting the industry to resist such

moves, Morrison charged ceirtain

reels with exploiting Chamberlain's

frenzied welcome, on his return from
Munich, "for. political ends.

Until the recent crisis, the topicals

steered clear of censorship by a self-

imposed policy of avoiding contro-

versial matter, except, as with

Movietone, when plugging blatantly

imperialistic viewpoints.

Only danger, as the newsreels see

it; is when violently partisan elcr

ments make unpalatable items an ex-

cuse for disturbances. Together- with

many exhibs, they fear such demon-
strations might some time incite

panic or theatre wrecking, though it

hasn't happened yet.

Seek Time' Cutting

Latest issue of 'March of Time' has

just come in for some similar atten-

tion, with. the Board of Censors jit-

tery after viewing 'Britain's Dilem-

ma.' As truths of the compilation

throw searchlight on British foreign

policy over recent years, reel, they

say, must be heavily scissored or it

gets no ceitificate. If RKO were suf-

ficiently daring, they might still of-

fer it to exhibs with some certainty

of local authorities of socialist bias

overriding the censor.

British Board of Censors has been

particularly heavy on 'Time' in re-

cent months, and it follows axiomati-

cally that any sequence of profound

U. K. interest gets the scissors

wherever it by slightest inference

challenges the ruling order. That it is

not within the function of the board,

as a trade-constituted body, is not

considered. In the industry it is

'charged that subservience to govern

ment dictation is becoming increas

ingly apparent.
Government action against Par

News will be raised in the House of

Commons when Parliament reassem-

bles next month.
Question has already been tabled

by a Member, who will demand to

know if this censorship had the Prime
Minister's approval, why it was iro

posed, and whether the government
intends to continue such a practice.

Similar query will be raised in the

House of Lords.

Largest distribution deat ever-

made inYranice.by Warner Bros, has

been closed; iadcprding aimiounce-

ment by J. S.-Huminei, general, for-

eign sales manager. Contract wais

made with .Gaiimoht Theatre circuit,

consisting of .20 hOusf|Si includidft 10

acef theatres in Paris and 10 first-

TXxaA in other key cities. A'. Saltie,

WB general manager for France,

Belgium and Switzerland, closed

pact, which covers "Robin Hood' and
10 other features WB has set for

1938-39 release! in this territory.

'Robin "Rqo^ (dubbed version)

opens at ?,dOO-seat Rex Nov 24 in

Paris.

Gaumont circuit directorate inter-

locks with several important publicr

ity channels, including Avenir Pub-
licite, -and three radio . stations; in-

eluding Luxembourg,' -which indi-

cates WB relets will receive favor-

ably' publicity break.-;

Bromlcf (Ms tt V»ide,

IGtery DooUe in 1 i I'Jvlvl

London', Oct. 25^

At the Holborn. Empire; Bob
Bromley, doubling from the SaVoy
hotel, irhpre^es as excellent novelty.

He's also a click at the. hostelry
' Also at the Holborn are McKay
and-Lavalee.- Seem rather slow, but
have strong finish.

All-day fog hanging over city to

day (Tuesday) and crippling show
biz.

See Amsterdain as New
M-G Continent H^iquarters

Amsterdam, Oct. 17.

Shift of Frits Strengholt to Am
sterdam as general manager over
six European countries here Is re
garded as making this city Metro's
headquarter^ for central and north
em Europe.. He had been manager
for Germany and central Europe for
several years, living most of the time
in Berlin.

Strengholt moved , to Amsterdam
purportedly because of unfavorable
conditions in Germany. He will also

supervise Norway, Sweden, Den
mark, Finland, Esthonia- and Lith
uania. Though headquartering at

Amsterdam, European headoffice
continues in Paris, under LaUdy
Lawrence.

Current London Piays
(yfith Dates When Opened)

Ansae Waste

PNiActivHy

Melbourne. Sept.. 29.

A proposition to help government

officials here on their (luota, situa-

tion has been suggested by Ken >G.

Hall, Cinesotmd producer^ He woUld

make -local .productions inaintain.- &

specified standards Ciaims that- tbe

best way to keep fly-by-night pro

ducers out of the field \i& io have
them put up a bond of 4^500, hi' ad'

vance, for each picture. Producer

would 'forfeit the. $500 on each pic

ture he failed to produce.,

Goviernment plans to tighten up .oil

producing in this state by exercising
more care in granting screening
certificates, - according to latest in.'

dieations. AlSo reported iih&i i

similar plan will be imposed in New
South Wales shortly. Hall's plan,will
be given full consideration.'

Whole,idea now is to make it im-
possible for poor quality local pro'

ductions to be foisted on. the public
under quota protection. -Trade :ex-

perts say that some of early produc'
tions never should have' been givien

screening permission.
jBxcluding Cinesound, producing In

Victoria 'and N. South Wales is at a
marked low ebb. Lack of coin is

mostly to blame. American interests
xefuse -to. put .up.eoin. for hapha^ari:
producing ventures, locals won'
make personal investments and the
government thus . far has' failed to
furnish any subsidy. It has been
proposed that U. S. distributors be
t^xed to assist home producers,
this is done, current suggestion, to
halt .fiy-by-night producers is seeii as
going far towards establishing pro
duction locally on a firm basis.

Wellington, N. Z., Oct. 25.

Merger of principal, ^j^ew- Zealand

theatre circuits;' • both legithnate

>buse4 and cinemas, which will bring

160 to 180 theatres together imder

the, J. H. Mason banner, virtually

Has been completed. Outstanding

featuri^ of big deal is that it means

that Greater Union Theatres moves

out of New Zealand 'completely while

retaining a working agreement

^hicH will enable its product (Cine-

sound) to .obtem full bopkiiigs.

.

FuUer^Hayward .group XSir .Ben
Fuller), J.C Williamson, New ftiea«

fend Theatres, Inc; West.' Coast
Ainuserhents (N. Z.) ' and Christ

Chiiriih Cinemapr all are ^erged'lntb
one .oorporiQition,' naine of which has
not been definitely selected. . .

GUI'
has; ,;50ld its British Empire Films
exdianges icdso to the new group.

Lyall Grant, former manftgi^if for

BBF,' becomes gerieral maiiiagei^ for

Mason on his return from tfJ.

Laurie C^Uin^ be<;omes general man-
ager fot iBEP" while Sir Ben Filler's

son also will have a spot in the New
Zealand: setup.

'French Without Teara,* Criterion—Nov,

'•Kobert'B Wife,' Globe—Nov. 23, '37.

'Me and M> Girl,' Victoria Palace—Dec-.
16, '87.

'Nine Sharp,' Little—Jan. 26,- 'as.
•Wild Oats,' Frlnces»-Aprll 18, '88.

'Banana Ridge,' Strand-Aprii 27, '38,

'OlorlouB Morning,' Whitehall, May 29,
'as.

'Spring Meeting,' Ambataador — May 31,
•«8.

•IjoVm Wife.' Savoy—June 10.

'Comedienne,' Aldwych—June 16.

'She Too Waa IToung,' New—Aug. 18.

.

'The Fleet'* Lit t7p,' Hippodrome—Aug.
17.

'George and Margaret,' Ptccadlily—Aug.
30.
'Thou Shalt Not,* Playhouse—Aug. 81,
'Running Riot,' Gaiety-Aug. 81.
'Flashing Stream,' Lyric—Sept. 1.

'Room for TWO,' Comedy—Sept. 0.

•Dear Octopus,' Queena—Sept. 14.
'The Corn Is Green,' Duchess—Sept. 20.
TrolIUB and Cresslda,' Westminster—

Sept. 21.
-'Goodbye, Mr. Chips,' Shaftesbury—Sept.

28.
'Blephant In Arcady,' Kingsway—Oct. 6.

'The White Guard,' Phoenix—Oct. 6.

'Bobby Get Ypur GUn,' Adelphla—Oct. 7.

'Behind Blinds,' Winter Garden—Octs 10.
'When We Are Married,' St. Martin's—

Oct. 11.

'A Party for Christmas,' Arts—Oct. 11.
'Private* History,' Gate-Oct. 12.
'Quiet Wedding,' Wyndliam's-^Oct. 14.

London's Lyceum to Be
Razed for Office Building

London, Oct. 17.

Lyceum, one of the oldest thesitres

in the West End,.and once the home
of. Sir Henry Irving, will soon be
razed. House has been the prop-*
erty of Walter and Frederick Mel-
ville for the last 20 years. Condition
of legacy is that legatees must not
speculate . in show producing, only
being allowed to rent theatre for
other ventures. Exception is made
in case of annual pantomime, a.

family tradition at this house for
years.

Pantomime will be produced for
the last time by Bert Hammond, the
manager, who has been with the
Melvilles practically since they be-
came the owners. After the panto-
mime, due next March, the house
will be torn down and' an office
building erected in its stead. Al-
though deal is not revealed, under-
stood buyer is a private syndicate,
connected with the Beechaim Trust,
which is said to have paid over
$600,000 for the property.

yancouyer;,;Oct. 25.

Lyall GT&hi; slated to be the J. H.
Mason ^manager for' 'the combined
circuits of New Zealand theatres,

sails lor N. 'Z.^toda3r (Tuesday); fronji

Vancbttver iafter a five*month toUr of
the United States and Europe, flaring

which; he studied theatre construe*

tion .and operations.
Says he had no knowledge of the

lUerger.

Sydney, Oct.. 7.

Charles Munro, dtrecter of Hoyt»,
jbas compli^ted a- deal: wherebyjjoEi
imported acts under.cohtract here to

~

Tivoli Theatres ; wUl .
concurrently

also .play his chain. Understood, that
Hoyts is paying a percentage^of ifn»

portation cost^ plus a salary split;

Means that acts will do four showi
daily, two for Tivoli and two for

Greater Union Theatres previously
had a tie with Tivoli for certain acts,

but apparently Munro has oUlbid
them for imported talent to be.

spotted with pictures. Learned that
Munro wbiild not agree to a deal
unless his chain cQuId play a desired
act in each center current the
Tivoli running. Said he didn't want
imported material that had been
around the vaude chain atid played
out insofar as b.o. pull was con-
cerned.

Unknowh as yet what action- will *

be taken by GUT to cdmbat Munto's
move. Currently, GUT is running
amateur trials at the Capitol here,

once weekly.
Situation makes it better particu-

larly for Vs. S. acts, whose importa-
tion among foreign acts is greatest
Means that Australia can offer them
a heavy stajy^ 'plus thfe Opportunity
of renewing options for additionsCl

time. .Tivoli is mainly concerned in
territory covering Sydney and ,Mel-

•

bourne, . with an occasional r^iin in
New 2^aland. Usual playing time is

10 weeks with option.

Holland Bang 'Prison Nurse'
The Hague, Oct. 17.

Republic's 'Prison Nurse,' with
Henry Wilcoxon and Marian Marsh,
has been banned by the Board of
Censors, which has an aversion for
gangster and prison stories.

-

Verdict, however, surprises, as
'Nurse' is not particularly, strong.

Goltz Follows Loew

As UA's Mgr/m Japaa

.Joe Goltz has, been appointed
United Artists' manager in Japan by
Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president in

charge of foreign sales. He succeeds
A. A. Loew, who returns to N. V. for
a vacation and a new assignment.

Goltz has been with M-G in South
America and the Orient for the Idst

lo years. Sails for new post Satur-

day (29).

Julian D. Bermann, Metro man-
ager in Japan, who has been con-
ferring at New York office for thft

last week, leaves for Tokyo last of
week. Bermann returns vift, the
Coast.
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MEN WJTH WINGS
(COLOR)

Par&movnt releaio «t WHilam A. Well*
jnKii .

pi«ductloii. FeAtiirea Fred MucMur*
ray R»y Mlllaud. LouIm Campbell, Andy
Dovlne. Walter Abel, ,• IMrected by WUMam
jV Wellman. Story/ and adaptation, .Jtob-

ert C«r«C>n: editor. Tommy Scott; i^otoff-

raphy, W. Howard iGreene. At Paramount,

N. X>, on preview Oct 20. '38. Bunnlng
time, lO^ mlna. ^ , „
Pat Falconer Fred MaoMurray
Soott Barnes ...Hay Mllland

Feggy Ranson Louise Campbell

Joe Olbba..,.. ....Andy Devliie

Haolc Uliiebow Lynne Overman
Hiram F. Jenkln* Porter HaU
Kick Banson..... Walter Abel
Martban Rartfon :Kltty Kelly

J A. Nolan.,..; James Burke
r'olonet Radley Wtllard Robertaon

Peirey Falconer. (8> VIrslnIa Wel«Ier

Pat Falconer 0«) • • • .Donald- O'Connor
Si'ott Barnes (10), ....BHl Cook
Mrs. Hill ,. Dorothy Tennant
First Woman .Helen Dickson
Second Woman Lillian West
matron. Grace Ooodall

TelrKrdPb Qperatair Charles WilllamB

•Men With Wings' is a giant bomb-
er from the Paramount hangar. De-
signed on a Iavi$h scale bythe skilled

air picture mechanic, William A.
Wellman, and polished off beautifully

in Technicolor, It will tritunpb

through rain, sleet 4jr snow for. any
account placing it; to a .test. Given
the gun on expIoitatioA and advertis-

ing, Wellman's aerial colossus should
search out the b.o; beacon lights tor

handsome profits. " It has been veiy
ably publicized in advance of release,

having received unusuisl plugging on
the radio, and needs nothing more
than expert piloting, to come through
for a happy landing.

It may not match 'Test Pilot, which
it parallels in a somewhat distant
manner, but it won't be far behind
that epic of the air turned out by
Metro. "Test Pilot' had the advantage
of stronger marquee values in Gable-
Loy-Tracy, but Wellman's production
is anything but odious in comparison
in any particular.

It has a. very able cast, a good
story, breadth, historical scope, ro-
mance, comedy, pathos- and last but
not least great photographic bc^auty.

The action scenes^ including a dog,
flght in the air, are exceptionally im-
pressive; Whilift the romance, involv-
ing three people, i$ subjugated to a
program carrying out the story of the
development of aviation from Kitty
Hawk, N. C„ in 1903 down to the
present, the love interest- is never left

very far ih the background.
l^ere is enough built around the

lives of many people figuring in the
lar^e cast, from kids to grownup^, to
satisfy, the women, although there' is

no reason why the femmes should

-

not experience the same thrills as "the

men ovei^ the fine aerial action and
other ihgredients. There are: numer-
ous

.
touching scenes, such as , the

opehiii^ with 4he. kids and the pio-
neer flier who burns to death; also
the turn that's taken later when the
ypung wife and,baby are left alone
time and dgain as wars come-up.

Wellman has made his picture as
factual as he could and, in addition
to much .research, employed large
staffs of mechanics on planes during
the filming. .Story stems from the
beginning of aviation when the
Wright brothers got afl the groimd at
Kitty Hawk 35 years ago. It opens
on the refusal of small-town editor
to believe ther story, of a breathless
reporter that lie had just seen a man
fly. History is that- this reporters
story, placed on the wires and scoop-
ing the world,-was Used by. only three
newspapeirs when filed. Walter Abel,
the reporter, takes up liying at the
beginning ' and perishes on his first

attempt in a fire scene that is both
very impressive and touching as wife
and children view, the disaster.

In this first scene the three kids of
the picture, who grow xip into Fred
MacMurray, Ray MiUand and Louise
Campbell, are charmingly pictured in
an effort to. fly with a kite, success-
ful as it happens. Virginia Weidler
is particularly cute in this sequence.
The two boys, childfully in love with
her, are Donald O'Connor and Billy
Cook, also playing themselves very
naturally and effectively.

Action progresses through various
stages of Wellman's aviation caval-
cade down to the last, when Mac-
Murray, leaving his wife (Louise
Campbell) and baby again for the
Sino-Jap war, takes the final count,
and MiUand, disappointed suitor but
faithful friend, steps in to take his
place at home. MiUand plays his part
with fine restrain, understanding and
poise. The reckless but fairly likable
character of the flier who can't stay
down, done to a crisp by MacMurray,
is reminiscent of Gable in Test Pilot,'

which also contained the wife eingle.
Andy Devine is around as a mechanic
and friend for comedy purposes,
while for additional risibility there
is the team of Porter Hall, small-
town editor, and Lynne Overman, his
chief of staff. Hall is excellent in his
assignment. Kitty Kelly ig aisiwsed
of early, but she's very good in the
footage in which she figures.

Miss CampbeU, who screens excep-
tionally well, is a romantic find for
pictures. She's youthful, speaks her
lines well, has a lot of bridled charm
and, from all the signs, should go far.
Miss Campbell has been playing in
*B' product for Par.

Wellman directed as well as pro-
duced. A world war flyer himself,
among his hits was 'Wings,' which
was distinguished for dog-fighting in
the air. His sequence in 'Men With
Wings' dealing with that phase, is a
photographic standout. Other scenes,
dealing with flights, tests, the race

It&tween a bomber and. pursuit
|>lanes, etc., are equally awe-inspir-
ing. The camera crew was" headed
by W. Howard Greene, who. rates a
big' palm-
The Technicolor tinting is along

pastel lines, avoiding sharpness in
contrast of hues as much as possible.
Shots of action in the air, of land-
scapes, mountainsi^ fields, etc., are aU
prismatically superb. Char.

THE CITADEL
(BRinSH-MADE)

Hollywood, Oct 25,
Metro release of King' Vldor production.

Features Robert Donat and Rosalind Rus-
sell. Directed by King Vldor. Screenplay
by Xan Dalrympte-, Frank Wead, Ellzal>etb
Hill; based on novel by A. J-. Crodln: added
diaios. Emlyo Williams: camera, Harry
Straddling: asst. director. Pen Tennyson;
editor, Chafles Frend. -Previewed at
Westwood VIHaiee, Oct. 21, '38. Runnlns
time, 112 minutes,
Andrew , ^.Robert Deaat
Christine V.. ^Bosairnd Russell
Denny. Ralph Richardson
Dr. Lawford.. Rex Harrison-
Owen Embn WllIiamB.
Toj>py LeRoy Penelope Dudley Ward
Ben ' Chenkin Francis Sullivan
Mrs. Orlando Mary Clare
Charles Kvery... ...Cecil Parker
Mrs. Thornton, Xora< Swinburne'
Joe Morgan -.Edward ..Chapman
Laiy Raebank ^, Athene Seyler
Mr. Boon Felix . Aylmer
Nurse Sharp Joyce Bland
Mr. SUllman., Percy Parsons
Mrs.. Pafte. ."J.-.. ........ .Dllye Davla
Doctor Page...... Basil G4,n
Dr. A.' H. Llewellyn Joss Ambler

'The Citadel' is Metro's second.
British-made' production. It's kn ef-
fective drama based on A'. J. CrOn-
in's novel which generated quite a
controversy in medical circles due to
presentation of its subject matter.
As ".a boxoffice entry it wiU attract'

the ' carriage trade and class audi-
ence's - in . .the. dehixers primari^.
Marquee strength being limited, it.

wiU average -up for ordinary atten-
tion in America. Plus its British
marjket revenue, which should be
eictrftordinary, Metro will come out
idl ri^t: Donat is a name abroad,
and while not comparable to Taylor's
'Yank at Oxford/ it's slated for nice
b.o. results all told.

Production has been carefully
executed and given fine all-around
mounting. King Vidor had a basic
story, to his liking, and steered the
picture through most capably.
Numerous passages shine brilliahtly

with those deft human touches that
first brought Vidor to prominence.
Script keeps quite close to the

novel,' and is nicely paced' to prevent
dragging sequences during the
l^gthy 112 minutes' running time.
Major change • for picture purpbses
was switch, to provide a happy ' end-
ing. •

• ...

Story details the adventures of a
young physician who starts out with
high ideals and determination to
help humanity. When Welsh miners
object to his research to prevent
tuberculosis in the ;commimity, he
goes to London, gets in with a
coterie of mulcting doctors who
brush aside :medical ethics in their
chage .for money. Snapped out of
his new surroundings by a bungUng
operation on his best friend, the
young physician discards the shams
of money for his original .ideals, •

Robert Donat is 'excellent as the
young doctor, giving a most seasoned
performance of high' exceUence.
Rosalind Russell turns in a sincere
and sympathetic portrayal of the
young wife who struggles through
at his side, and gets him back to his
ideals after the London experiences.
Donat and Miss Russell carry larg-
est- portion of story movement, but
supporting performances are uni-
formly fine. Standouts are Ralph
Richardson, Mary Clare and Fran-
cis Sullivan.

Picture is studded with many,
brilliantly human and dramatic se-
quences. Success of Donat in re-
viving a stillborn baby in a work-
er's home is a real heart-puUer;
chiller is episode where entrapped
miner's arm is amputated in cave-
in; and vivid drama springs forth
when Donat stands by while his best
friend dies during bungled bpera-
tion performed by the incompetent,
social-climbing surgeon.

'The Citadel' has been given ad-
vantages of best production effort,

and compares favorably with pro-
duction quality of pictures made on
the Culver City lot.

GIRLS ON PROBATION
Warner Bros, release of Bryan Foy pro-

duction. Features .Tane Bryan, Ronald
Reagan, Anthony Averlll, Sheila Bromley,
Henry O'Neill, Elisabeth Risdon, Slg
Rumann. Directed by William McGnnn.
Story and adaptation. Crane Wilbur; editor.

Frederick -Richardttf -photography, Arthur
Todd. At Criterion. N. V., week Oct. 20.

'S3. Runnlnir' time, 00 mlns.
Connie Heath Jane Bryan
Nell Dillon Ronald Reagan
Tony Rand Anthony Averlll
Hilda Engslrom Sheila Bromley
Judge Henry O'Neill
Kate Heatti Ilsabeth Rlsdon
Roger Heath SIg Rumann
Jane Lennox Dorothy Peterson
Mrs. Engstrom Esther Dale
Gloria Adams Susan Hayword
Terry Maaon Larry Williams
Mr. Engstrom Arthur Hoyt
Ruth Peggy Shannon
Marge Lenita I^ane

Hmiatore Reviei^s

'Men With' .Winff»' <Par).
Lavish air spectacle in Techr
nicolpr that means- big busi-
ness.

'The Citadel' (M G). British
made film ior class audiences;
general interest limited. Strong
for the Anglo market.

'Girls on Probation' (WB).
Prison meller of famiUar cut
that should do all right as a
•B' entry.

'Anffels With Dirty- Faces'
(WB). Another 'Dead End' kids
yam, with, Cagney-O'Brien re-
united to add marquee draw.
'Sunset Trail' (Par). One of

- best in Hopalong Cassidy series.

'DiMigerous Seereits' (GN).
: Enthralling, JBnglish-made tri-

ah'gle drama; no name draw,
but strong enough for duals.

tion' angle.- Tieups with local proba-
tion orgimizations. since. the system
of probation -is considered very satis-

factorily, ought to help its face at
the box office.

The cast does not include stoong
WB marquee talent, but perform-
ances by the. -various members of
the company are adequate. Ronald
Reagan seems a little lightweight as
a d.a., and is perhaps a Uttle -too jsoft

:for that kind of a job, but other-

'

wise, especially ' romanticaUy, he
serves welL The two girls figuring
ih prison difficulties and probation
are Sheila Bromley and Jane- Bryan,
the former a toughie who deserves
her desserts, the latter the innocent
victim of circumstances. Anthony
AveriU is4:reditable as' the bad boy,
bumped off for the finish, while good
characterizations are done by Henry
O'Neill, Elisabeth Risdbn and Sig.
Rhmatm.
The story^ an original by Crane

'Wilbur, is routine,: but moves along
swiftly and contains the desired plot
situations, love interest, action, etc.

Prison .scenes strike a . note of - au-
thenticity and afford some comedy
relief. ' SmaU part of a hoosegow
matron, played by Kate Lawson, has
punch. Wilbur's dialog generally
does not rise above the average. In
spots it is ^considerably below.

The story opens in a smaU town
which .has the honbr, ' however, of
having a cliianihg and dyeing lestab-

lishment that - looks like Radio CJity.

It is here th^t one of the featured
girls working in the place 'borrows'
a dress ihat gets torn. This torn
gown results in a major investiga-
tion, -though it was a little this side
of murder obviously, and one pf the
girls is prosecuted. Running into
her former cleaning store colleague,
now engaged in a bank holdup, Miss
Bryan gets mixed up m that inno-
cently and goes to prison, but shortly
lands on probation. It's all melo-
drama .of a familiar cut with ihci-
dents suited to the desired action,
but will satiate the appetites for this
sort of thing.

William McGann directed, getting
out apparently what was wanted in
what amotmts to a fairly workman^
like job, except for the incon-
sistencies. Char.

Angels With Dirty Faces
tJamer Bros, release of Sam Blscboft

production. Stars James Cagney, Pat
O'Brien; features 'Dead End' kids, Hum-
phrey Bogart. Ann Sheridan, Georee Ban-
croft. Directed by Mictiael Curtiz. Screen-
play by John Wexley and Warren Dutf,
from original story by Rowland Brown;
music, Max- Steiner: camera, Sol Pollto;
dialog director, Jo Graham; editor. Owen
Marks. Reviewed in Projection .Room, N.
Y., Oct. 20, 'S8; running time, 97 mlns.

Rocky Sullivan. James Cagney
Jerry Connolly Pat O'Brien
Jamefl Frazter Humphrey Bogart
Laury Ferguson Ann Sheridan
Mac Keefer George Bancroft
Soapy Billy Halop
Swing „, Bobby Jordan
BIm Leo Gorcey
Pasty ...Gabriel Dell
Crab .Huntz Hall
Hunicy Bernard Punsley
Steve Joe Downing
Inwards Edward Pawley
Blackie Adrian Morris
Rocky (Boy) Frnnkie Burke
Jerry (Boy) William Tracey
Laury (Child) Marilyn Knowldcn

And the St. Brendan's Church Choir

A typical Warner Bros, melodrama
on which the press book suggests
that lurid seUing is the way it should
be handled, 'Girls on Probation' is

one from the Bryan Foy 'B' •work-
bench that should get along all right.

Sell it from the prison and proba-

Another typical 'Dead End' kids

picture, but with the single exception

that it has James Cagney and Pat
O'Brien to bolster the dramatic in-

terest and give boxoffice draw. It's

Cagney's .and O'Brien's second film

together since the former's split -with

Warners. On the strength of the Cag-
ney-O'Brien combo, 'Angels' should
do fair business, but the picture itself

is no bonfire. That 'Dead End' kid

story has already been told too many
times.

For this edition Cagney is the ten-

derloin toughie who's the idol of the
gutter-bred youngsters because of his
criminal exploits and cocky bel-
Ugerence. Pat O'Brien is the priest
who was a boyhood chum of Cag-
ney's and who seeks to retrieve the
neighborhood kids from trying to
emulate iheir gangster hero. There's
a singular ending for the story which
has Cagney pretending to turn yel-
low as he goes to the electric chair

he'U kiU . the kids' unhealthy
adoration. Al&ough the deathhouse
scene itself is a--harrowing 'one, that
simulated cowardice, angle seems
completely implausible. Few spec-
tators will believe that: any ' such
elgoist as Cagney plays would ever
thus deiy all his deepest and strong-
est instincts. It is a novel twist to a
commonplace story, but it's thor-
oughly 'hokey. "

With few exceptions the picture
is skillfully and handsomely, pro-
duced. While the story is undis-
tinguished, it is forcefuUy 'told; Also
the .screenplay contains many effec-
tive cinematic touches. However,
additional cutting . could hav^ made-
the yarn more compact. In general
the direction is adrbit and eloquent,
but there are occasional camera
cliches. And in at least one instance
the same set is. used for two sup-
posedly different locales^,

As their joint popularity attests,

Cagney and O'Brien fomq an irre-
sistible team. Their personalities
and ac;ting 'styles offer both a blend
and an elO(]uent contrast. For Cagney
the- picture is likely to bring"!added
prestige; for the bantam rooster of a
racketeer is just the kind of part he
plays best. He has. a, swagger and an
,a'w-go-to-heU pugnacity that illu-
mines a toughie characterization.
That natural talent fs accentuated in
this yarn, pairticiilarly in his scrappy
scenes with the 'Dead End! kids. For
once these yoimg ruffians find their
perfect' match in screen .

^rrbg^nce,
belligerence 'iand plain omerlness.
"When Cagney slaps' them around he
makes their roughhouse stuff seem
like sunparlor pat-.a-cake.

fPossibly keyed up by 'the electrii
fying company,' Pat OtBrien gives aA
eminently- credible perforinance of
the mild-mannered, two-fisted,....com-
passionate priest. Of course,' 'the
parfs a natural, just as Cagney's is,

but O'Brien plays it-with quiet sin-
cerity that rounds- out a thought-
fuUy-cQnceived character. It's a parr
ticularly notable job for the actor,
since he uses- his voice more, sldll-
fuUy than habitually. 'The 'Dead
'End' kidis are as rambunctious as
usual. Ann Sheridan walks thrbugh
the two-dimensional part of Cagney's
girl, while Humphrey Bogart, George
O'Brien and'Joe Do'wning pl;^ stock
gangsters. Playing Cagney -as a boy;
Frankie Burke soimds so much like
his grown-up self that the spectator
might

, be pardoned for' suspecting
that the voice was dubbed., Hobe.

SUNSET TRAIL
H611yw6ocl, oa 19.

Paramount release of Harry Sherman pro-
duction. Feattires "William Boyd, George
Hayes, Russell Hayden. Directed by Les-
ley Selander. Screenplay and dialog by
Norman Houston; based on ' character?
created by Clarence B. Mulford; camera,
Rusqell Harlan; editor, Robert Warwick.
Previewed- In Projection Room, Oct. 18, "iS.
Running time. 07 mlns.
Hopalong Cassidy William Boyd
Windy Halllday, , George Hayes
Lucky Jenkins...:; Russell Hayden
Ann Marsh .Chai^lotte Wynters
Dorrle Marsh : Jane - Clayton
Monte Keller. .-, . , .Robert Plske
John Marsh.,. Kenneth Harlan
Steve Dorman '....'. Anthony Nace
Abigail Snodgrass .'. ..Kathryn Sheldon
E. Preacott Furbush Maurice Caas
Superintendent ............ Alphonee Ethler
Bouncer ....... .Glenn Strange
Mary Rogers Claudia- Smith

There's plenty of good entertain-

ment in 'Sunset TraU,' latest of Hop-
along Cassidy series, and. picture

stacks up as one of the best in recent
releases of the grtmp. Mixing com-
edy elements with- the necessary

drama and hard riding expected bf a
western, picture is nicely rounded
out from all angles.

William Boyd essays the masquer-
ade of a stumbling dude in order to
uncover the suave bad man of Silver
City. He gives lightness and humor
in the middle passages until the
whirlwind finish, where he unleashes
his real two-fisted identity which has
'made him a known figure in the
west.

George Hayes and Russell Hayden,
pals of Boyd in other releases of the
series, continue in thi$ one. Hayes
gives usual capable characterization
of the oldtimer, while Hayden
handles his role in usual fashion.
Charlotte Wynters is sincere as the
widowed ranch owner, whUe Robert
Fiske handles heavy spot with stand-
ard portrayaL KalJiryn Sheldon
snags several laughs as spinster chas-
ing Hayes,
One factor responsible for above-

par rating of this series in the west-
ern classification .. is the unusual
scenery selected for baickgrounds.
Cameraman RusseU Harlan turns in
a fine job of lens work, and generally
is able to have some fine clusters of
clouds hanging in the background
skies. General pliofographic com-
position is of high rating.
Story details adventures of Boyd,

commissioned by the stage line to
uncover the murderer of rancher
who had just sold his cattle herd.
Boyd goes to the town as a dude
ranch guest of Charlotte Wynters,
widow of the rancher, who started
idea to keep herself and daughter.
Serial numbers of bills play paft in
uncovering Fiske and his gang as the
murderers, and stolen money is re-
turned to Miss Wynters by Boyd.
Screen play and dialog by Norman

Houston is crisply set up. Lesley
Selander turned in nice job of di-
recting, nicely spacing the comedy
and dramatic sequences for most
effect.

DANGEROUS SECRETS
.. (BlbinSO-MADfi)

Grand ^^atloAaI release of Hugh Per-
ceval productions Stars Paul Lukaa; fea»
tures Hugh Williams, Linden Travers,
Marie Key. -Directed by Edmond Grevllle.
ticr^enplay .and dialog,- Basil Mt^son: cam-
era, Rondld Neame; musical ^director.
George Walter; 111m editor, Ray Pitt. At
Cchtj'al, N, r., OcU 24, '38, .dual. Run-
ning, time, 60 . mine.

'

Prof. Pattl Bemardy Paul Luka«
Helen Bernardy.,.. Linden Travera
•Jim Wyndham..... Hugh WJlllama
Martha Rniaell Marie Ney
Girl Friend.., , Risnee G.idd
Gardner ' Fred Withers
Mr. Coleinan.-. oward Douglas

With proper exploitation, this
might be turned into a sleeper. Main
drawback .'v^ill be the lack ol mar-
quee pull, iBince bnly Paul Lukas is
well known in the U. .S. Hugh Wil-
liams has a Broadway legit rep, but
the xemainder of the cast are im-
knowns. However, 'Dangerous Se-
crets' is a continuously absorbing
drama that should be a natural for
lower billing in the duals and could
even rate the top .shelf if shrewdly
sold;,

Eaglrsh-tnade triangle, yam is an
unpretentious, obviously inexpensive
production, but it hats an arresting
idea, ta competently sctipted. adroitly
directed ana persuasively played. It
presents a group of sensitive, sensible
and' thoroughly believable characters
enmeshed in a baffling, if under-
standablii situation. It moves stead-
ily ahd unhurriedly to its climax,
sternly avoids gaudy melodramatics,
and offers an unspectacvilarly sane
solution to its' problem. That may
not be showmanship .by nbrmal mo-
tion v>icture standards, but in this
case it's adbit drama and compelling
entertsiinment. i

Story deals with the meeting of a
man and « gir} in a LbAdon.- i'estau-
rant; their spending the eveping to-
gether, their' realization tha:t they
love each bther ahd their separation
earlym the mbrning, he to go to
India, she to* return to her (Scientific

stu.dies; He aubie^uen^ly cables to
ask h^r toiiiiarTy hmj; bnt She never
TeqetveaF thjtr message." -

On hi$ tetttm five years later he
finds her u'linried to- her .&i|idly, af-
fectionate, mild science ' professor.
They are tht<cMim-together ^nd realize
they still l&ve it9c)j other, Thi^ hus-
band's jealousy* is aj^bused aifd the
Wife ah<t the fojrmer ^vii^eethesfrt are
on the!\vei;ge 6* twapitig iiw;ay to-
gether,, but they- h:ear .the husband
defend' his wile agaitist a sei^ant's
accusations. .So the 5weethi^art goes
aw£gr ioxd t^ husbanddnd wip^e, with
& new understanding and Ibyilty, are
toj^ether at the fade.

.

There's bbviouidy iioinjiig, new or
startling in that stoyyi Bqit it has
been sympathetically ^ and AkiUfuUy
treated so thiat the charaders and
situations emerge as human and en-
grossing. Although the production
has many technical fla'ws^ such as
bad lighting and photography, woe-
fully 'inadequate sound and clumsy
editing, (the directibn is lucid and
deft, mtuntaltting a quiet, slowly-
mounting intensity. There is an
avoidance' of shallow histrionics, and,
after',some laboribus monlage effects
at the bei;inning, the players and
camera- are shrewdly manipulated to
illumine: the dramatic forCft and stir
the spectator's imagination. ;

The. underplaying of all the nrin-
cipal players, besides being admir*
ably suited to the characters they
portray, emphasizes rather,tpan les-
sens the drama's conviction. Paul
Lukas is ideally c^t as the gentle
professor and he gives- an ^'eloquent
performance. Linden Travers, as the
wife, has a lustrous beaut^^ and she
plays with understanding and poig-
nant simplicity. Hugh WiUiams is

intelligent and sincere as ihe 'bther
mjkn,' while Marie Ney is credible as
the husband's loyal but warped old
servant.
'Dangerous Secrets' is not an A

production. But it is. an adult, gen-
uine, dignified iad worthwhile pic-
ture that s^iould eaVn a substantial
profit on its modest Investment.

Hobe,

CUILTY TRAILS
(WITH SONGS)

Unlvereal productloA and release. Stars
Bob Baker. Directed' by George Waggner.
Original screenplay, Jos<>Dh West; camera,
Ous Paterson; editor, Carl Plerson; aonss,
Fleming Allen; musical scorer, Frank
Sanuccl. At Liberty, Lincoln, dual. Run.
nlng time. T,r mlns.
Bob ,". Bob Baker
Jackie Marjorle Reynolds
Sundown Hal Talloferro
Martha Georgia O'Dell
Brad Jack Rockwell
Steve Cirleton Young
Lawson Forrest Taylor
Bberltt OJenn Stranse
•'"'Ise .....Murdook McQuarrlo
Stage Driver.,,, Jack Kirk

Bob Baker followers have a good
story in 'Guilty Trails,' and the
whole shbpteree is a little classier
than some of the past tries. Same
foundation as all westerns, from
which deviation seems to be the
signal for b. o. catastrophe in this
field. Baker chirps a few songs, the
topper being 'Ring Around the Moon
Tonight' Marjorie Reynolds on a
mountainside is his vis-a-vis.

Situation is that Forrest Taylor
has paid banker Jack Rockwell's
note off, and owns his ranch* Rock-
well engineers a fake hbldup, pots
Taylor at the right moment to make
it look like Baker, the sheriff, has
kUled his best friend. Rockwell also
lifts the note and the ranch is again
in hock for $10,000. Heir, figured a

(Continued on page 15)
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GUILTY TRAILS
(Continued from page 13)

boy, shows up to be a girl, so Baker
goes to work for her in an effort to

straighten the tangle.

Baker, with Hal Taliaferro, against

Rockwell and Carleton Young, pro-

vide the show with most of its runr

ning time, all other performances,
even the femme portion (Marjorie
Reynolds and Georgia O'Dell), being
mostly incidental. Plenty of clips of

hard riding, probably too much in

the early part of the film.

. Joseph West's screenplay is oke,

likewise- George Waggner's direction.

Other departments of technical na-
ture, up t<J normal. Cinch for the

average Bob Saker biz. Born.

PRISON TRAIN
Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Sault/ release of Malcolm-Browne pro*

duotlon. Directed by Gordon Wiles. Screen-
play by Spencer Towne from storx by
3lhlathew Borden; camera. Marcel Le Plc-
ard. Reviewed In Projection Room, Oct.

17, 'SB. Running time. 60 mlns.
Frankle Tdrrls Fred Keating:
XjOuIbb Terrla .Linda Winters
George Clarence Muse
^aipIne Faith Bacon
Manny Robblns Alexander Leftwlch
Joe Robblns James Blakely
Steward ; Sam Bernard
Red John Pearson
Sullen ..Nestor Palva
Morose Val Stanton
Bill Adams Peter Potter
Guard Kit Guard
District Attorney ranklyn Fornum
Bull Geor(;e Lloyd
Hardfaco Harry Anderson

Drama of minor caliber that will

find its level in lower brackets of

duals where audiences are not too
particular. Obviously turned out for

short budget, picture shows much
corner-cutting to save coin.

After establishing competing mobs
in numbers' racket, gangster Fred
Keating starts across country in a
prison train for stretch in Alcatraz.
Revenge of opposition mobster re-

BuUs in intrigue to hold up the train
through Kansas to knock oft Keat-
ing. It gets involved and ponderous,
with numerous intercuts of speeding
train, grinding engine wheels, and
swaying cab inserted to detract from
what little interest there is.

J-AW OF THE TEXAN
Columbia release of Monroe ShafC pro-

duction. Stars, Buck Jones; features Doro-
thy Fay, Kenneth Harlan. Directed by
Elmer Clifton. Original story and screen-
play, Monroe Shall and Arthur Hoerl;
camera, Eddie Linden; editor, Charles
Hunt. At Central, N, T.. Oct. 24, '38,

dual. Running time, 64 mlns.
iBuck Buck Jones
Helen ; Dorothy Fay
Bpencer Kennethr Harlan
Hackett Don Douglas
Bryant Matty Kemp
iE'laherty Joe Whitehead
Capt. oorfe Forrest Taylor
Sanchez Jose Tortosa
Bosa Melissa Sierra
Juan , Tommy Mack
Quinn Bob Kortman

waterfront setting coupled with Ori-
ental intrigue.
Latry (Buster) Crabbe is the

breathless escaper^ the versatile dick
who turns the police department up-
side down with his ideas, but is suc-
cessful in solving the crimes. He
works in league with Frances Robin-
son, spbbie on a newspaper with a
yen for him which leads, her to be
his press agent, much to the disgust
of his chief. Wade Boteler.
Hinge in the story is about $2,000,-

000 in bonds, sent to a U. S. Oriental
importer" to buy munitions, which
gets sidetracked on the way. Mixup
is between the Orientals and a Rus-
sian group, for whom Edna Sedg-
wick, a dancer, is the principal
worker. Frank Lackteen, one of the
villains of the piece, is taking a role
very, similar to ones he has had -in

the umpteen serials he has played so
far.

Weekend trade, in houses asking
for kid traffic, will be helped by the
'Barry' serial. The Ford Beebe-Alan
James directorial combo savvies the
juve want, and delivers in usual
style. Norman Hall-Ray Trampe
screenplay moves fast. Bam.

ROSE OF TRALEE
(IRISH-MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

Dublin Films release of Butcher Hope
Bell production. Stars. BInkle Stuart, Fred
Conyngham and Kathleen O'Regan. Direct-
ed by Oswald Mitchell, Story, Kathleen
Tyrone; music, W. Debroy Somers. At Irish
theatre (Miami), N. T., Oct. 21. '38. Run-
ning time, 71 mlns.
Rose BInkle Stuart
Mary Kathleen O'Regan
Paddy O'Malley Fred Conyngham
Singer Danny Malone
Jean Hale Dorothy Dnre
Mrs. Thompson Sydney Falrbrother
Tim Kelly r?albot O'Farrell
Henry CoUett Denier Warren

Another Buck Jones hell-for-
leather thriller and a natural for the
moppets. Packs an unusual amount
of shootin' iron stuff and slugfests.
while the general skullduggery at
the bottom of it all is deeper and
idarker than ever.

Once more Buck is the scourge:of
sagebrush villainy, this time pre-
tending to turn renegade to win the
confidence of the silver ore bandits
and turn 'em over to the majesty
of the law. One of the battle royals
in a Mex saloon is a pip, with Buck
slugging and kicking it out with a
mob of sombrero kids. There's also
enough shootin' to puncture every
gringo on the border, but only a few
hombres get pinked. Anyway, it'll

have the urchins tearing out their
hair and ripping up the seats.

Buck is tbe small boy's idol, as
always, not.turning too soft at the
sight of a pretty gal and dishing out
Sunishment with either fists or gun-
re. Dorothy Fay is clear-eyed and

good-looking in proper outdoor style.

She also rides proficiently and is

equal to the dramatic requirements.
Kenneth Harlan, in one of the big-
gest parts he's had in years, is a
suitably slick villain. Joe White-
head, Forrest Taylor and Jose Tor-
tosa also are plausible.
There are the usual quota of script

Incongruities and a few directorial
fumbles, but the wealth of action
covers them sufficiently. 'Te^can'
has plenty of stuff for the juve
matinee trade and that's the main
idea. Ho^ic.

VADERTJE LANGBEEN
('Daddy Lone Leffs')

(DUTCH-MADE)
The Hague, Oct. 15.

Fllmex release of Neerlandla-Clnetone
production. Stars Lily. Bouwmcester; fea-
tures Paul Storm, Emma" Morel, Gusta
ChrlspUn-Mulder, Sarah fieyblom, Jan
Retel, Constant van Kerpkhovon, Iau
Ezerman. Directed by Friedrlch Zelnlk,
Screenplay, adaptation of Jean Webster's
'Daddy Long Legs' by Jaap van de Poll'
and Cor Hermus; camera, Brian . Langley;
editor, Jan Teunlssen. At City theatre,
The Hague. Running time, 05 mlns.
Judy Aalders. . .'. .'. Lily Bouwmeester
Van Woudenb'erg '. Paul Storm
Mrs. Van Dedum Efnma Morel
Mrs. Llppena Gusta, ClurlspiJn-MuIder
Frits Donkers Jnn Retel
Doris Helene Plmentel
Ina Lies de Wind
Johan Lau Ezerman
WlJckhoft Constant van Kerckhpven
Mrs. Van Woudenberg Sarah Heyblom
Nceltje Aaf Bouber

If this be Irish it's only because
of the music. With an almost all-

English cast, American slang and
an American actress, Dorothy Dare,
it impresses as a cheaply made,
poorly acted and badly directed

Eire entry. Seems" to be directed at

the narrowbacks (Irish-Americans)
rather than for Gaelic consumption,
since all but one song are ones fa-

miliar to U. S., and one is regarded
as 'corny,' even by the Irish Irish.

Distribs are ballying fact of re-

ligious sanction, which will make
for plenty of 'cooperation' from
Irish press, etc., and that .should help
the b.d.

Title is, like so many, misleading.
Ostensibly an historical or biog-
raphical story, it will cause reverse
comment. Follows modern pattern
of kid bringing parents together
again after providence and the At-
lantic had separated them when
hubby bade Erin farewell to gain
fame and fortune with his tenor
pipes. There's some little entertain-

ment In the singers, Malone and
Conyngham, and in Talbot O'Farrell,

as a kindly London restauratein-.

Whole thing is laid in London where
wife loses track of hubby. She's

evicted, later taken in, her baby gets

a theatrical break, daddy comes
home, etc. Little of it is interest-

ing, much of it dull, but novelty may
mean something.

While child actress is a pretty tot

arid cute, she hardly touches the Shir-

ley Temple ballyhoo. Too much to

starch and camera-watching in her
delivery. Injection of American
slang into kid's lines gets a few
laughs. As stiff as she is, she's no
less impressive than grown-ups who
surround her in this comedy-drama.
Stress laid on kid is smart.

There are no location shots, light-

ing is poor and camera work ditto.

Songs include 'Believe Me If All

Those Endearing,' 'Come Back to

Erin' and, of all things, 'Did Your
Mother Come from Ireland?' (Amer-
ican pop). All of foregoing are

Yank conception of Irishness, Kid
sings a couple of them very badly.

Malone and Conyngham put what-
ever they can into their sessions.

Hurl.

After having been dark nearly two
years, the Cinetone studios, Amster-

dam, reopened with the Neerlandia

production of Jean Webster's 'Daddy

Long Legs.'p , 20th Century-Fox has

sued Keerlandia for violation of its

rights, but premiere of. the picture,

nevertheless, took place as sched-

uled, without sequestration of the

print or box office receipts.

This is one of the most successful
Dutch-made ' pictures, and should
register satisfactorily in Holland.
There's a good chance, that the b. o.

will be higher than that of 'Pygma-
lion,' biggest home-made hit of re-
cent years.

In every respect 'Daddy Long
Legs' is a triumph for Lily Bouw-
meester, who's even more convincing
than in 'Pygmalion.' Paul Storm, a
newcomer to the screen, in the title

role, doesn't live up to expectations,
but is, however, acceptable. Out-
standing in support are Gusta Chris-
pijn-l\^ulder' as the orphanage-su-
perintendent, Constant van Kerck-
hoven, one of the regents, and Lau
Ezerman, the solemn butler.

' Direction of Friedrich Zelnik, for-
mer German me«»f;er, recently in
London, is excellent. Photography
by the Englishman, Brian Langley,
is good and Jan Teunissen edited
Intelligently. For other countries
that have seen Mary Pickford and
Janet Gaynor in the American ver-
sion, the picture has no potentiali-
ties at the b. 0.

through his idea of a mammoth Ex-
hibition, the Crystal Palace.

,

Against all efforts by the Queen
and her consort to avert war, the
Crimean imbroglio is forced upon
them, with Albert being called a
traitor to England. ^ In chronological
sequences, Florence Nightingale,
Gladstone, Disraeli, etc., are depicted
in the events which 'made them im-
mortal, leading up to the Diamond
Jubilee and the eventual death of
Victoria. Jolo.

L'EQUIPAGE
('Flight Into Darkness')
(PBENCH MADE)

Frank Kassler release of Pathe-Natan
production. Stars Annabella, Charles
Vanel, Jean Murat, Jean-Pierre Aumont.
Directed by Anatole LItvak. Adapted from
novel by Joseph Kessel; screenstory by
Kesset and LItvak; edited and English
titles, Herman G, Weinberg; music, Ar-
thur Honcgger; camera, Thlrard. At Bel-
mont, N. Y., starting Oct. ' 15, '38. Run-
ning time, 81 mlns.
Mme. Maury Annabella
Maury Charles Vanel
Capltalne Thells , ...Jean Murat
Jean Herblllon Jean-Pierre Aumont
Mme, Herblllon Suzanne Despres
Georges Herblllon Serge Grave

60 GLORIOUS YEARS
"(BRITISH-MADE)

(Color)
London, Oct. 13.

RKO release of Herbert Wilcox-Irnpera-
tor production. Stars Anna Neagle and
Anton Walbrook. Directed by Wilcox.
Screen play. Miles Malleson, Charles de
Grandcourt; camera, F, A. Young. At
Odeon. London. Running time, 02 mlns.
Queen Victoria Anna Neagle
Prince Albert Anton Walbrook
Duke of Wellington C. Aubrey Smith
Prince Ernst > Walter Rllla
Sir Robert Peel..;, Charles Carson
Lord Palmerston.. Felix Aylmer
Lord John Russell,. Lewis Casson
Princess Royal Pamela Stand Ish
Tohn Brown,. Gordon McLeod
Joseph Chamberlain Herry Hallall
A. J. Balfour." Wyndham Goldle
W.° E. Gladstone Malcolm Keen
H. H. Asqulth Frederick Leister
Benjamin Disraeli Derrick de Marney
Florence Nightingale ....Joyce Bland
Lord Derby Frank CelUcr
Jjord Salisbury Harvey Brnban
Prince. of Wales Aubrey Dexter

PAPANIN'S DIARY
(RUSSIAN-MADE)

Amklno release of Soyuzchronlca produe*
tlon. Directed by M. Troyanovsky. Cam»
era, Xtoyanovsky and Papanln. At C.imeo,
N. T., Oct. 14, '88. Running time, M
mlns.

RED BARRY
(SERIAL)

Universal release of Barney Sorecky pro>
ductlon. Stors Larry (Buster) Crabbe.
Directed by Ford Beebe and Alan James.
Original screenplay, Norman S. Hall and
Ray Trampe; camera, Jerome Ash; editors,
Saul Goodklnd, Louis Sackin, Alvln Todd.
At Liberty, Lincoln. Running time (per
episode), 10-21 mlns.
Barry , Larry Crabbe
MlsplBSlppl Frances Robinson
Natachn Edna Sedgwick
Wing Fu Syrll DelovantI
^•60 Frank Lackteen
Scott Wade Boteler

X?"®,, Hugh. Huntley
Chnrlle Phillip Ahn
Mannix William Ruhl

Based on the King Features comic
strip, 'Red Barry' is a followup on
the successful serial ventures con-
cocted thus far by Universal using
characters popularized with the kids
in newspapers. It has full quota of
stolen bonds, lurking shadows, trap-
doors, flstfights and gunplay, done in

PARTIRE
('Departure')

(ITALIAN MADE)
Rome, Oct. 15,

Astra Film production. Stars Maria Denis
and Vlttorlo De Sica. Directed by Am
leto Palerml. Adapted by Palerml from
play by Gherardo Gherardl. Reviewed In

Rome.

Story is about Paul, a .young man
who is convinced, that all will go
well for him if he can only leave
the place where he lives and go some
place far away. He's sure that for-

tune will fall in his lap if he can
only engineer his departure. As he
has no means of going on a trip he
only dreams about it, meanwhile
showing no ambition about working.

When, quite accidentally, he falls

into a job, his only idea is to get
himself fired, so that nothing will
hold him back should his chance to

get away come along.. But every
thing he does to get himself fired

turns out to be for the good of his

firm.

His last scheme for getting himself
bounced is to seduce the daughter
of his boss. But then, he and the girl

fall in love with each other, and
he finally sees the light.

Subject is handled lightly and pic
has some clever and original pas
sages. Heln.

Continuing as an ace British pro-

ducer, Herbert Wilcox, with his *60

Glorious Years,' has gone a step be-
yond his contemporaries. This- one
is one of the most artistic and ex-

pensive films made in England. It

should prove a big draw in its native
country and- should also do well in
the U. S, It's a .worthy sequel t'o his
'Queen Victoria,' which held the
same two leads, and also includes
others of the former cast.

Where film differs, from 'Victoria'
is that the royal romance is' stressed
rather than politico- aspects.

Film is covered In innumerable
episodic scenes visualizing the high
spots in the reign of Queen Victoria,
covering three score years. There
has been no attempt to idealize .Vic-
toria (Anna Neagle), but to stress
her. desire • for achievement, incul-
cated ..and continually fostered by
Albert (Anton Walbrook), her con-
sort, who's revealed as a man of in-
telligence with a strong desire to
help the masses and to build Eng-
land .to el position of commercial
supremacy. But, as it's been re-
Iported said, as Albert lay dying
'They never took him to their hearts—and that's what broke his.* The
combination of the two is ideal.
Film is well-paced, without any

extraneous celluloid. Felix Aylmer,
Lewis Casson, Henry Hallatt, Wynd
ham Goldie, Derrick de Marney,
Joyce Bland, Frank Cellier, Aubrey
Dexter—generally employed in im-
portant leading roles—are here only
for brief flashes. Technicolor, large
cast and costuming, among other
items, denote a tremendous expendi
ture.
Story opens with Victoria announc-

ing to Parliament her betrothal to
Prince Albert, and the government's
none-too-courteous treatment of the
Queen's husband-to-be, "Their early
married . life is constantly under
tension through Albert's ungratifted
desire to take part in affairs of State.
She knows the country will resent
'the foreigner's interference.' Eventu
ally, Albert secures recognition

(In French; with English Titles)

This same story was made in

Hollywood and released in the

spring of 1937 by RKO under the
title of 'The Woman I Love,' with
Paul Muni and Miriam Hopkins
starred and the same Anatole Litvak
directing. Litvak directed and
helped adapt Joseph Kessel's novel,
'L'Equipage,' originally as a French
version, and this is it. Both Litvak
and Annabella, femme star of this
picture, went fvom this production
to Hollywood, as a director-producer
and the French beaut on the 20th-
Fox lot.

It is not hard to understand why
Litvak's ability was spotted in this
feature because the story construc-
tion, peculiar twists and original di-

rectional touches are much in evi-
dence. Same is true of Annabella
because even American audiences,
not understanding French, need only
a 'few tips from English titling to
grasp the terrific love conflict she de-
velops. She makes the rather im-
plausible romance, as viewed by the
American audience, into soinething
that dominates a grim war yarn.

'Flight Into Darkness' contains
most of the elements for satisfactory
biz in arty theatres in this country.
It suffers certain technical lapses
such as photography and dovetailing
of sequences, plus that unsatisfactory
ending (for U, S. fans). Picture
shows rivals in love discovering his
machine-gunner has been killed in
airplane dog flght, one tearing up the
photograph of the girl both love. In
the American version, the girl is pic
tured nursing the sole survivor of
the airplane battle back to health
after her real sweetheart has been
killed.

Annabella is the Mme. Maury, wife
of the older aviator pilot, who falls
in love with his younger pal ^n the
same plane crew. Charles Vanel
makes an impressive Maury, the be-
whiskered jinx pilot. Jean Murat
gives a sympathetic portrayal of the
young lieutenant who is torn be
tween loyalty to his fighting pal and
love for his buddy's young wife. He's
superb as the courageous Capt,
Thelis, leader of the fighting air
squadron.
English titling makes possible the

intelligent following of more in-
volved talky scenes. Battle and
front line scenes have been staged
with realism and much elaboration
for a foreign production. Better
photographed scenes by Thirard are
remarkably strong, but he stumbles
on others. Wear.

(In Russian; with English Titles)

The diary of one of the Soviet's

four Polar flyers, who last year wer«
adrift on an ic^ floe and subse*

quently rescued, has been made into

an inconsequential film dealing with
the experiences of the aviators in
the Arctic. This is just another
means of the Soviet, to exploit its

heroes. yTheir research into the
Polar regjion is ahcifent ' histbry by
now and' )ust a sequel to a former
Soviet film depicting the experiences
of the group at the top of the world.

There is some • chance for excel-
lent photography but no advantage ia

taken of it Direction, too, is poor.
In toto, it's just ' another dull film
that even few adherents of the
Soviet and its principles would en-
joy;

CZIFRANYOMORUSAG
('Gay Misery')

(HUNGARIAN-niADE)
Budapest, Oct. 12.

Budapest Films production and release.
Directed by Victor Gertler. Screenplay,
Laszlo Bogdan and Zoltan Klllan: adapted
from Adorjan Bonyl's' novel; music, Joseph
Paksy; camera, Istvan Elben.
Felix Fellczy Sandor Goth
Airs. Fellczy argit Ladomerazky
Lily , >..,,,,,,, , .Kll^nUeth Slmor
Zoltan Tlbor Puskaa
Istvan Nagy Lajos Vertea
Count Dery ,Tlvndar Uray
Butler v..Gero Maly

Stark melodrama at< least 50 years
behind the times is this story of
a proud, wealthy, snobbish family,

which won't, let daughter marry a
poor, but lyDnest, tutor. Tutor de-

parts to sieek'fortune bverseas, snobs

go bankrupt, daughter sacrifices her
virtue to wealthy aristocrat, son gets
wind of it land shoots him. Tutor,
having made good, returns in nick
of time to save girl from disgrace
and boy, from jail, and wealthy,
aristocratic seducer is 'resurrected
from, the

.
dead, • sli^t wound only

having knocked him senseless, so
that murder scare is wiped out and
all is set for happy ,ending.
Nob nearly good enough, and cast

pretty .dtill, too. Such first-rate
character bbtors ^is Sandor Goth, as
the girl's father, and Gero Maly, as
the butler,-'Who .kfeepS up the family
prestige by underhand mohey-mak-
ing and ingenious pretense, deserve
a better script. Elizabeth Simor, the
girl, has -.'style, but is uninteresting.
Lukewat-m reception.

La Maison du Maltais
('Hous^ of the Maltese')

(FRENCH^MADE)
; t'arisi'-Oct. 15.

Films Lux release of Gladiator Fllma
production, Stars Dallo, Viviane Romance;
.features Pierre Renoir, Jany Holt, -Louis
Jouvet. Directed by Pierre Chena.I.
Adapted from story by .Tean Vlgnaud; dia-
log, Simon GantlUon; music, Jacques Ibert;
camera, 'Curt Coufant, Bac Pecqueux. At
MadelelnB. Clnanja, Paris. Running time,
00 minsi

;

Safla .VlvIane Romanes
Chervln....... ....Pferre Renoir
Rosslgriol Louis Jouvet
Matteo... Dallo
Greta « ..<,..... Jany Holt
Gegrene Almoo
Robert... t... Labry
Le Mnltals., Martial Rebo
Salomon Slnoel
Lo Debardeifr. Gaston Modot
Geoffroy....' ...Jean Davy
Roslan ' Frohel
Diana ' ', .Florence Marly
Olga GIna Manes

L'ARGINE
(The Dyke^)

(ITALIAN-MADE)
Rome, Oct. 15.

Scalera Film production. Stars GIno
Cervl, Lulsa Ferrlda and Rubl D'AImn.
Directed " by Corrado D'Errlco, Screen
play, Ettoro M. Margadonna and Glaclnto
Sollto, from play by Pino AlessI; camera,
Vaclav Vlch. Reviewed in Rome.

Central figure of story is Zvani, a
sort of village bad boy who likes

women and has great success with
them. A sophisticated and myste-
rious woman from the city is forced
to spend the night at the inn run by
Zvani's mother because her car has
broken down. Zvani is fascinated by
the city woman and he also pleases
her. But their spending the night to-
gether is much more of an event in
his life- than in hers. Accordingly.,
when she leaves again for the city,

Zvani goes more or less berserk.
Finally he goes to the city, too, gets
himself a job as harmonica player
in a fashionable restaurant' and fin-

ally succeeds in meeting his lady
again. But when she disillusions
him, he returns to the country and
the country girl who has born him a
son.
Luisa Ferrida is excellent as Sina,

the country beauty, which is the sort
of crude, ardent part in which she
specializes. Rubi D'Alma, as the
glamorous stranger shows style and
poise. On the whole, though, the
picture's city life is. not nearly as
well depicted as the rural scenes and
characters. Gino Cervi portrays
Zvani well. Supporting cast is ex-
cellent. Photography good. Heln,

Modelled somewhat on the formu-
la of, other recent French successes,

'La Maison du Maltais' is from the
lower "gide of life in French North
Africa, with,a return to Paris, where
blackmailers are,given their place
with, underworld elements. Finn is

somewhat unsavory and would never
get by the censors" in America.

It's a good slice from this level of
life, but just a little too raw as it

moves from the ^'pleasure district"
of a town ift Tunis to the under-
world in. Paris. ~For that reason it

would have little chance of passing
the Yank censors, despite chances of
pleasing American filmgoers.

Dalio, .starred for the first time in
a French picture, carries off his role
effectively enough to share his place
with Viviane Romance, who proves
again that there's no one in France
who can equal her as 'one of the
gals.' Both Jean Renoir and Louis
Jouvet help make a rather sordid
story stand up.

First half does a little too well in
showing the reidity of the back
streets in the native quarter of Sfax,
a port town Jh Tunis, where the
lonely man can find women and
amusement. With -Jany Holt, Vivi-
ane Romance is one of the amuse-
ment furnishers. Dalio, native son,
makes his living - <>lling stories in the
market place. Small-time crook and
loafer, son of a respectable, fisher-

man, he tumbles for Miss Romanc*
and marries her. Thereafter, story
moves to Paris with Miss Romance
leaving her husband for Jean Renoir,
respectable anthropologist, t6 assure
the future for her unborn child.

fiu£ro.
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8/12/38 THE GLADIATOR
RICH MA^, rOOB GIRL

THE TEXAN3
PAINTED DESERT
KEEP SMILING

THE MISSING GUEST
- RACKET BVSTERS

David L. Loew
JSdw. Chodorov
Lucien Hubbard

Bert Gilroy
Sol Wurtzel
B. Sarecky
Sam rJschoff

8/19/38 CONVICTED
BLOCK-HEADS

GIVE ME A SAILOR
SMASHING THE BACKETS
A ROMANTIC ROGUE

ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND

Col
Hal Roach
JefiF Lazarus
B. P. Fineman
John H. Auer
H. J. Brown

Col
MGM
Par
RKO
20th
U

_WB_
Col
MGM
P;tr

RKO
Rep
aoth

Comedy J. E. Brown-Jf. TravU
Com-Dr R. TounEr''R. Hussey
Outdoor J* Betatett-R. Soott
Western G. G*Brlen-L. Joluison
Com-Rom J. Witheis-G. Stuart
Mystery P. K(dly-C. Moere-Luqdigan
Mfiller H. Bogart-GIorta Dickson

Ed Sedgwick
R. Schunzel
Jas. Hogan

David Howard
Herbert I. Leeds
John Rollins
Lloyd Bacon.

Meller R. Hayward-C. Quigley
Comedy ' Laurel and Hardy
Comedy M. Baye-B. Hope*B. Grable
Meller" C. Morrls-F, Mercer
Rom-Dr R. Novarro-M. Marsh
Musical T. Power-A. Fayc-Ameche

Leon Barsha
John Blystone
Elliott Nugent
Lew Landers
John H. Auer
Henry King

8/26/38 MARIE ANTOINETTE
SPAWN OF THE NORTH
BREAKING THE ICE
TENTH AVENUE KID
SPEED TO BURN
BOY MEETS GIRL

H. Stromberg
Al Lewin
Sol Lesser
Harry Grey

Jerry Hoffman
Sam Bischoif

9/2/38 PHANTOM GOLD
I. AM THE LAW

THREE LOVES HAS NANCT
UNDER THE BIG TOP
SING, you SINNERS

CAREFREE
THE HIGGINS FAMILY

BILLT THE KID RETURNS
MT WJCKT STAR
FRESHMAN TEAR
FOUR'S A CROWD

Col
Everett Riskin
Norman Krasna
Wm. T. Lackey
Wesley Ruggles
Pandro Berman
Sol C. Siegel
Chas. Ford

Harry J. Brown
'Geo. Bilsoh
David Lewis

9/9/38 THE LAD£ OBJECTS
COLORADO TRAIL
BOY'S TOWN

STARLIGHT OVER TEXAS
IN OLD MEXICO

AFFiMRS OF ANNABEL
safety in numbers
peIrsonal secretary

secrets of an actress

Wm. Perlberg
Col

John Considine
Ed Fioney

Harry Sherman
Lou Lusty
John Stone

Max Hi; Golden
David Lewis

9/16/38 JUVENILE COURT
TOO HOT TO HANDLE

MEXICALI KID
KING ALCATRAZ

THE RENEGADE RANGER
HOLD THAT CO-ED
THE BLACK BANDIT
VALLEY OF GIANTS

Col
L. Weingarten
Robt Tamsey

Par
Bert Gilroy

D. Hempstead
Trem Carr

Lou Edelman

MGM
Par
RKO
Rep
20th
_WB_
Col
Col
MGM
Mono
Par
RKO
Rep
Rep
20th
U

_WB_
Col
Col
MGM
Mono
Par
RKO
20th
U

_WB_
Col
MGM
Mono
Par
RKO
20th
U
WB

Drama N. Shearer-T. Power
Outdoor G. Raft-H. Fonda-Lamour
Musical B. Breen-C. Ruggles
Meller B, Cabot-B> itobcrts

Sports M. WhaIen«L. Bart
Comedy Cagney-0*Brien-M. Wilson

W. S. Van Dyke
Henry Hathaway
Edward Cline
B'nard Vorhaus
Otto Brower
Lloyd Bacon

Western Luden-^. Marion
Meller E. G. Roblnson-W. Barrie
Bom-Dr Montgomery-Gaynor-Tone
Rom-Dr A. Nagel-J. LaRne
Com-Rom B. Crosby-F. MacMurray
Musical F. Astalre-G. Bogers
Comedy J. Gleason-L. Gleason
Western R. Rogers-S. Burnette
Mus-Rom Henie-R. Greene-Romero
Comedy D. Danbar-E. Truex-Lundlgali
Com-Rom R. Rassell-E. Flynn

Joe Levering
Al Hall

R. Thorpe
Karl Brown

Wesley Ruggles
Mark Sandrich
Gus Meins
Joe Kane

Roy Del Ruth
Frank McDonald
Michael Curtiz

Com-Rom G. Staart-L. Boss
Western C. Starrett-I. Meredith
Drama S. Traoy-M. Rooney-Hull
Western Tex Ritter-C. LaRoux
Western W. Boyd-G. Hayes
Comedy J. Oakie-L Ball.

Comedy J. Pronty-S. Byington
Drama W. Gargan-J. Hodges
Rom-Dr K. Francis-G. Brent

Erie C. Kenton
Sam Nelson
' N. Taurog
Al Herman

Edw.D.Venturini
Ben StolofE
Mai St Clair
Otis Garrett
Wm. Keighley

Drama P. Kelly-IC. Hayworth-Darro
Com-Dr Gable-Loy-Carrillo
Western J. Randall-W. Barry
Drama G. Patrick-L. Nolan-Nalsh
Western G. O'Brlen-R. Hayworth
Rom-Com J. Barrymore-G. Murphy
Western Boh Baker-M. Reynolds
Outdoor W. Morris-C. Trevor

D. R. Lederman
Jack Conway
Wallace Fox
Robert Florey
David Howard
Geo. Marshall
Geo. Waggner
Wm. Keighley

7«
70
90
59
65
es
65

60
55
80
68

105

160
110
60
56
60

_86
54'

99
67
63
.88
83
62
56
90
65

_95
63~

96
58
62
73
55
62
70
60"

108
56
55
60
80
60
75

8/31
8/17
8/3
8/21
8/17
&/i4
8/17

IB/24"
8/31
7/27
8/10

6/1

7/13
8/24
9/7
8/31
6/8
8/31-

"^9/28"

8/31
9/7
9/14
8/17
8/31
9/7
9/21
9/14
9/21
8/17__

"10/5

9/7
9/21
9/28
8/10
9/7
9/28
10/12
- 9/14"

9/21
9/7
10/5
10/5
9/28
9/21
8/17

9/23/38 STRANGER l^BOM ARIZONA
WANTED BY POLICE
CAMPUS CONFESSIONS
FUGITIVES FOR NIGHT

PRAIRIE MOON
TIME •OUT FOR MURDER

ROAD TO RENO
FOUR DAUGHTERS

Monroe Shall Col Western
Lindsay Parsons Mono Meller

Par Par Football
Loti Lusty RKO Comedy
Harry Grey Rep Western
Sol Wurtzel 20th Meller
Ed Grainger U Com-Dr
Ben Glazer WB Com-Dr

9/30/38

B. Jones-D. Fay
Darro-E. Knapp

B; Grable-H. Luisettl
F. Alberts6n-E. Lynn
G. i Aiitry-S. Bnrnette
G'. Stuart-M. Whalen
R. Scott-H; Hampton

Priscilla-Rosemary-Lane

Elmer Clifton
H. Bretherton
G. Archainbaud
Leslie Goodwins
Ralph Staub

H.B.Humb'rstone
S. Sylvan Simon
Michael Curtiz

. GIRL'S SCHOOL
t6TJ CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU

MAN WITH 100 FACES
VACATION Fi&OM -LOVE
SONS OF THE LEGION

ROOM SERVICE
OVERLAND STAGE RAIDERS

DOWN IN ARKANSAW
STRAIGHT. PLACE AND SHOW

DRUMS
YOUTH TAXES .FLING

. . GARDEN OF THE MOON

' Samuel Marx Col Rom-Com
Frank Capra Col Comedy
A. Hitchcock GB Drama

MGM KfGM Comedy
Par Par Rom-Dr

P. S. Berman RKO Com
Wm- Berke Rep Western

Armand. Schaefer Rtp Drama
D. Hempstead 20tti • Com
Alex. Korda UA Drama
Joe Pasternak U Com-Dr
Lou Edelman WB Musical

A. Shirley-N. <^rey-BeIlamy
r. Arthur-L. Barryniore-J.Stewart

L/Palitaer-T: -Walls
D. -O'Keefe-F. Rice

D. O'Connor-B. Lee-B. Cook
Marx Bros.-L. Ball
Three Mesquiteerd

R. Byrd-Weaver . Bros.
Bits Br4is.-R. Arlen

Sabn-R. Massey-R. Llvesey
J. MoCrea-A. Leeds

P. O'Brien-J. Payne-M. Lindsay

John Brahm
Frank Capra
A. Hitchcock

G. Fitzmaurice
Jas. Hogan
Wm. Seiter

Geo. Sherman
Nick Grinde
David Butler
Zoltan Korda
Archie Mayo

J^usby Berkeley

10/7/38 CRIME TAKES HOLIDAY
WEST OF THE SANTA FE

STABLEMATES
JMR. V^ONG» DETECTIVE.
TOUCHDOWN, ARMY

MR. DOODLE KECKS OFF
THE NIGHT HAWK
MEET THE GIRLS

THAT CERTAIN AGE
BROADWAY MUSKETEERS

Col Col Meller
Col Col Westejrn

Harry Rapf MGM Com-Dr
W. T. Lackey Mono ..Mystery

. Par Par Football-
Bob Sisk RKO Com

Herman Schlom Rep Drama
Howard J. Green 20th Comedy
Joe Pasternak U Mus-Rom
Bryan Foy WB . Comedy

J. Holt-M. Ralston
C. Starrett-L Meredith
W. Beery-M. Rooncy
B; Karl^ff-E. Brent

J. Howard-R. Cnmmlngs
J. Penner-J. Travis

R. Livingston-J. Travis
J. Lang-L. ,Bari-R. Allen

D. Durbin-J. Cooper
M. Lindsay-M. Wiison-J. Litel

Lewis D. Collins
Sam Nelson
Sam Wood
.Wm. Nigh

Kurt Neumann
Leslie Goodwins
Sidney Salkow
Eugene Forde
Edw. Ludwig
John Farrow

55
59
65
63
58
73
68

_M_
71

126

65
60
76
55
65
66

101
78
94

61

89
67
73
75
65
66

100
63

9/21
9/28
9/14
9/28
10/19
9/7
10/5
_8/17
9/28""

9/7

10/5
10/5
9/14
9/28
10/12
9/28
4/20
9/28
9/21

10/5

9/21
10/5
10/5
8/31
10/5
10/19

10/14/38 FLIGHT TO ifAME Ralph Cohn Col Drama C* Farrell-J. Wells C.C.Coleman, Jr.
LADY VANISHES A...Hitchcock GB Rom-Dr M. Lockwood-P. Lucas Alf Hitchcock 96 8/31

YOUNG DR. XILDAltE Lou Ostrow MGM Com-Dr L. Ayres-L. Barrymore H. Bucquet 83 10/19
WHERE .tHE BUFFALO ROAM Ed Finney Mono Western Tex Bitter Al Herman

ARKANSAS TRAVELER Geo. Arthur Par Com-Dr B. Burns-F. Balnter Al Santell 83 10/5
A MAN TO REMEMBER Bob Sisk RKO Draiha E. Eliis-A. Shirley Garson Kanin 79 10/5

FIVE OF A KIND K. MacGowan 20th Rom-Com Dlonne Quins-Hersholt H. I. Leeds 83 10/12
TCERE aOES MY HEART Hal Roach UA Rom-Com F. March-V. Bruce Norman McLeod 81 9/28
SWING THAT CHEER ' Max Golden U College -T, Brown-A. Devine Harold Schuster

THE SISTERS David Lewis WB Drama E. Flynn-B. Davis-A. Louise Anatole Litvak 95 10/5

10/21/38 LISTEN, DARLING
MYSTERIOUS RIDER

. WAD MISS MANTON
MYSTERIOUS MR. 1MOTO
YOUNG IN HEART
SERVICE DE LUXE

GIRLS ON PROBATION

Jack Cummings MGM Rom-Dr
Harry Sherman Par Western
P. J. Wolfson RKO Mys-Com
Sol Wurtzel 20th Meller

D. O. Selznick UA Rom-Dr
Ed Grainger U Com
Bryan Foy WB Drama

Bartholomew-j. Garland
D. Dumbrille-C. Fields
B. Stanwyok-H. Fonda
P. Lorre-ld. Maguire

J. Gaynor-D. Fairbanks, Jr.

C. Bennett-V. Prlce-Ruggles
E. FlynU'^b. Davis-A. Louise

Edw. Marin
Les Selander
Leigh Jason

Norman Foster
Richard Wallace
-Rowland V. Lee
Anatole Litvak

72
74
78
61

85
65

10/19

10/12
9/21

10/19
10/26

10/28/38 LAW OF THE TEXAN
THE LITTLE ADVENTURESS

THE GREAT WALTZ
>CHE CITADEL

MEN WITH WINGS
I STAND ACCUSED
MIRACLE RACKET
' SUEZ ,

THE STORM
THE XAST EXPRESS
BROT&ER RAT

Monroe Shaff Col Western
Col Col Action-Dr

Bernard Hyman MGM Musical
Victor SaviUe MGM Drama

Wm. A. Wellmah Par Drama
John H. Auer Par Drama
B. P. Fineman RKO Drama
Gene Markey 20th Spec
Ken Goldsmith U Drama
Irving Starr U Meller
Robert Lord WB Comedy '

•Buck Jones-D. Fay
E. Fellowes-J. Wells
L. Ralner-F. Gravet
R; Donat-R. Russell

F. MacMurray-R Milland
R. Cummlngs-H. Mack-L. Talbot

S. Eilers-L. Bowman
T. Power-L. Young

C. Biekford-B. McLano
K. Taylor-D. Kent

W. Morris-P. Lane-J. Wyman

Elmer Clifton
D. R. Lederman

J. Duvivier
King Vidor

Wm. A. Wellman
John H. Auer

Leslie Goodwins
Allan Dwan
Harold Young
Otis Garrett
Wm. Keighley

11/4/38 IN EARLY ARIZONA
GANGSTER'S BOY
TIBUE LAST RIDE
ILLEGAL ^RAX'FIC

ALWAYS IN TROUBLE
TRADE WINDS
EXPOSED

HARD TO GET

Col Col Western
W. T. Lackey Mono Meller
Jeff Lazarus Par Rom-Dr

Harold Hurley Par Meller
John Stone 20th Comedy
W. Wanger UA Rom-Com
Bert Kelly U Drama
Sam Bischofl WB Comedy

B. Elllott-D. Gulliver
J. C«oper-L. Oilman

_A. TamlFoff-F. Farmer
J. C. Naidi-M. Carlisle

J. Withers-A. Treacher-J. Rogers
J. Bennett-F. March

. O. Kritgcr-G. Farrell
D. Powell-O. de Havlland

Jos. Levering
Wm. Nigh

Alfred K Green
Louis King
Jos. Santley
Tay Garnett
Max Golden
Ray Enright

11/11/38 ADVENTURE IN SAHARA
THE FROO

IF I WERE KING
ANNABEL TAKES A TOUR
STORM OVER BENGAL-

JUST AROUND THE <M>RNER
STRANGE FACES

TORCHY GETS HER MAN

Lou Appleton Col Drama
Herbert Wilcox GB Meller
Frank Lloyd Par Drama
Lou Lusty RKO Rom-Com

Armand Schaefer Rep Rom-Dr
Dave Hempstead • 20th Comedy

Bert Kelly U COm-Dr
Br.van Foy WB Comedy

P. Kelly-L. Gray
N. Beery-G. Harker

R. Coleman-F. Dee-Rathbone
' J. Oakie-L. Ball

P. Knowles-R. Hudson
S. Temple-C. Farrell
D. Kent-F. Jenks

G. Farrell-B. MacLane

D. R. Xederman
Jack Raymond
Frank Lloyd
Lew Landers
Sid Salkow

Irving.Cummings
Earl Taggart

Michael Curtiz

ll/18/o8 THERE'S THAT WOMAN AGAIN
' PYGM./^LION

SWEETHEARTS
THANKS FOR THE MEMORY

SHARPSHOOTERS
LITTLE TOUGH GUYS IN SOCIETY

; ANCJELS WITH DIRTY FACES

Col Col Rohi-Com
Gabriel Pascal MGM Rom-Com
Hunt Stromberg MGM Musical

Par Par Rom-Com
Sol Wurtzel 20th Action
Max Golden U Meller
Sam'Bischon WB Drama

M. Douglas-V. Lee
L. Howard-W. Hiller

J. MacDonald-N. Eddy
Hope-S. Ross-Butterworth
B. Donlevy-L. Bari

M. Boland-E. E. Horton
J, Cagney-P. O'Brien

Alex Hall
A. Asquith

W. S. Van Dyke
G. Archainbaud

Jas. Tinling
Erie Kenton

Michael Curtiz

54

75
100
66

62

10/26

112 10/26
102 10/26
61

100 10/19.

60 10/19
90 10/19

7/7/37
9/21

10/19

10/12
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IN GLORIOUS
TECHNICOLOR

HISTORY IS

FLASHING OVER

THE WIRES

FROM CHICAGO
Walter immerman of Bataban & Katz

telegraphs; " 'Drums' opened to big*

gest week-end business in history of

Apollo Theatro. Capacity audiences

and critics alike received picture

enthusiastically'^

SAN FRANCISCO
Now In Its Qfth week at the United

Artists Theatre. Third week was bigger

than second stanza.

NEW YORK CITY
Two terriRc weeks at Radio City Music

Hall, with second week's business neck^

and neck with Rrst week's.

MONTREAL
J. Arthur Hirsch telegraphs congratula-

tions from the Capitol as first three days

register turn-oway crowds from minute

doors opened. Held over second week^^

.1

SALT LAKE CITY
Charles Pincus wires that opening

week at the Center is 'way up fronf

among house's top grossing attractions^;

LOS ANGELES
Third week at the Four Star Theotfa

as management announces it wiU b«j

held indefinitely.

PROVIDENCE
Loew's State manager, Eddie McBride;

advises Sunday crowds so great that

day's total was $400< greater than,

smash Saturday's business.

OTTAWA
Elgin Theatre opened to~'oll-tim«

record. Picture now ih its third week

of sell-out patronage.

• . . dltcf

its records are part of the record in

scores of other spots, both large and

small, including Reading, Houston]

Santa Barbara, New Orleans, San

Bernardino^ Richmond, Bakersfield,'

Phoenix, Denver, San Diego, Pomona)

Cheyenne and Tucson.

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

SOUNDS ITS BOX-OFFICE CALL WITH

THUNDEROUS BUSINESS EVERYWHERE

. . . FROM BIG CITIES TO SMALL

TOWNS. S.R.O. RESPONSE TO ROAD-

SHOW ENTERTAINMENT AT POPULAR

PRICES FROM WOMEN EAGER FOR ITS

GLAMOROUS ROMANCE AND MEN

KEEN FOR ITS ROBUST ADVENTURE.
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Agents Ask Closed Sfiop
NEWS GUILD-PAR REEL

HUDDLING ON A PACT

(Continued trom page 7)

the new SAG-producer modification

agreement on pictures costing more
than $30,000, it SAG will grant con-

cessions on productions costing from
$10,000 to $30,000.

Goldstone wants scale for extras

and day players slashed and Guild
j

zone reduced from 300 to 50 miles'

from Los Angeles. If this is done,

he claims work will be provided for

more than 2,000 actors, technicians

and other film workers who seldom
find employment in major studios.;

Arbitration board is composed of

Murray Kinnell, B. B. Kahane and
Charles Baird. The Indies have pro-

tested the appointment of Kahane,
claiming he is a major operator and
not sympathetic with the problems
of the small producer.
The Screen Actors Guild has sus-

pended 12 members who eoutijjnied

to work with Hollywood Produc-
tions on a co-operative basis after

the SAG had nixed tiie plan. Play-
ers were on location at VictorviUe
when notified their cards had been
lifted.

G«Ud Flehts Strike- Measure

The SAG has joined union fight

to defeat State Proposition No. 1 at

the November election. Measure
would limit picketing and prohibit

imions and guilds frottn soliciting

workers to join, t^abor leaders daiih
proposed law would practically elim-
inate strikes. The SAG has ap-
pointed Ralph ' Morgan, ~. Melvyn
Douglas, Dorothy Tree^ Biissell Hicks
and Laurenc6 W. Beilexison, SAG
counsel to work with other organiza-
tions campaigning against proposi-
tion.

Majojrity of votes already received
by SA.(x on adoption of new by-laws
favor' proposition. If approved by
51% of the senior membership, a
modified form of autonomy will be
granted to extras. The

,
name of

Junior Screeil Actors Guild , will be
abolished atad the members placed in

two clarifications, Class A and Class

Class .B mennbers would b€ p'^->

mittedto initiate hew legislation per-
taining to Guild policies and to Dame
three members .tQ\Sit with the SAG
board of directors when the legisla-

tion is under consideiatUm. aqd to
talce part^in the discuissions.

Kenneth. Thomston,. SAG- executive
secretary; S^nk Gillmore, prexy iof

the Assodaied-Actors and Artists of
Anjerid^ and I. Kombluno, .Coast
head of Theatre Authority and rep-
resentative of the Americitn Federa.'
tion of Badio Artists, returned yeS'

terday ..from San f^r^cisco where
they set dealis for appearance of film

and radio stara-at Worlds Ex]^sitlon.

Tlme-CIe^klnr Actqrs
Time clocks for -actors are

.
being

Installed in: aU of- the studios this

wefek.io.keep track of hoUi^ worked,
since , new . modiQcalion : agreement
provides lor 48-hour week. . Studio
heads, say plan will en^blje them to
.get the maximum woii^ from play
ers without holding them 6vertime.-

Headquarters of the SAG Awill be
moved. Nov. 1 to the eighth floor of
the Hollywood Professional Building.
Tops say that concentration of vari-
ous departments under one roof will
increase efficiency and be more con-
venient to the .membership.

Few Affected \y New Law
Studios go On a 44-hour week

basis this week in .conit»liance with
requixement& of 'the new Federal
wage and hour. law. Few crafts will

be aflecteii, however, since the maxi-
mum work week of most groups is

le«;s than 44 hours.

In the meantime, company attor-

neys have requested Commissioner
Andrews to. immediately clarify the
bill as it applies id the film industry.

In classifying 25.000 workers, pro-
ducer-labor contacts found that
there are more than 620 classifica-

ti-^ns of duties performed by em-
ployes, involving professional, tech-
no?"!, executive, artistic, managerial
and manual services. General opin-

ion is that wage and hour law wUl
apply only to clerical workers, and
most of these have been receiving
ovf^rtime.

Charles Brackett, who carried the
bri'nt of the Screen Writers Guild
fight for producer recognition, will

be elevated to president of. the or-

ganization at the annual election of

officers on Nov. 9. Other nominees
are: Vice-oresident, Philip Dunne
and Mary C. iWcCall, Jr.; for secre-

tary. Sheridan Gibney and Maurice
Bapf ; for treasurer, Boris Ingster and
Ring Lardner, Jr.

A total of 21 members of the ex-

ecutive board will be elected from
the following nominees: Melville

Baker, Charles Brackett, John
Bright, Jerome Chodorov, Philip

j

Dunne, Guy Endore, Julius Epstein,
|

Gilbert Gabriel, Sheridan Gibney, i

James Gow, Dashiell Hammett, Don

'

Hartman, jillian Hellman, David
|

Hertz, Boris Ingster, Paul Jarrico,

Aben Kandei, Curtis Kenyon, Got- •

don Kahn, Ring Lardner, Jr.,

Leonard Lee, M^ry C. McCall, Jr.,

Richard Maibaum, Henry Myers,
Dudley Nichols, George Oppenheim- •

er, Frank Partos, Laura Perelman,
Gertrude Purcell, Maurice Rapf,

Gordon Rigby, Frederic Rinaldo,

'

Robert Rossen, Wells Root, Dore

;

Schary, Budd Schulberg, Milton'
Sperling, Donald Ogden Stewart,

;

Robert Taafcer, Harry Tugend, An-
thony Veiller, Billy Wilc'er.

Slaie Lo«ki In

While nominations will be per-

mitted from the floor, it is generally

believed that administration slate

will go over. Nominees were se-

.

lected by a nominating committee
|

composed of Mary C. McCall, Jr.,
j

chairman, Tristam Tupper, Maurice;

Rapf, Jack Natteford, Frederic Rin-
|

aldo, Curtis Kenyon, Don Hartman, i

Robert Rossen; Gordon Kahn, Dore

,

Schary. '

!

Leonard S. Janofsky, counsel for

the SWG, this week will press the

Guild demand that the National La-

bor Relations Board issue unfair

labor practice complaints against

major studios which have refused to

negotiate with SWG as the exclusive

bargaining representative for all

scriveners.

A press committee composed of

Dore Schary and Maurice Rapf has

been named by the executive board

of the SWG to handle all newspaper
releases.

Tlireat of . the .International Alli-

ance of Theatrical Stage Employees
to ext^d its jurisdiction to the entire

film industry became a reality when
International Photographers Local

659 filed a petition with National La-
bor Relations Board asking to be cer-

tified as bargaining unit for all work-
ers in the photographic end of the

studios. This means that the lATSE
will attempt to take the chief cam-
eramen and first cameramen away
from the American Socie^ of Cine-

m^tographers. Petition was signed

hy Herb Aller, business representa-

tive of Local 659.

These and other lA petitions for

certification probably wUl be merged
with petition «f Jeff Kibre^ charging

.that lATSE is a company union and
producer dominated Date for con

ference b^ween studio executive, XA
tops and Dr. Towne Nylander, re

gional director of the NLRB, on the

Kibre charges was s^ for. Nov. 1.

Studio Utility Employees Local 724

has employeci Carey McWilliams as

attorn^ for organization. Latter is

now drafting petition to be filed with
the NLRB this week asking for cer-

ti&ation «f Local 724 as a bargaining

unit for all studio laborers and
charging- lA with attempting to in-

vade jurisdiction of the SUK
The Scenic Artists Association of

America was certified this week, as'

bargaining representative for studio

scenic artists. Certification settled

fight between the Association and the

Motion Picture Painters Local 644

for control of the artists.

Set Desisners Certified

. The NLRB also certified the Screen
Set Designers as a bargaining unit

for designers, et al. A check of studio

payrolls by the NLRB disclosed the

71% of the employees were members
of the GUILD.
Hearings on petitions of the Screen

Publicists Guild, Society Of Motion
Picture Art Directors and Society of
Artists and Illustrators for piroducer

recognition were conducted during
past week by William R. Ringer, ace
trial examiner for NLRB.
Leslie Thomas, Clyde Scott, Al

Wise and Dorothy Doran Williams
testified for the artists and illustra-

tors. Bill Edwards represented the
publicists; Stephen Goosson, testified

for the art directors. Reports will be
prepared by the examiner and his

findings submitted to the NLRB in

Washington for final decision.

Huntiey Gordon, assistant to the
president of Motion Picture Relief
Fund, has been designated to round
up films stars for the $10,000 weekly
radio program which the Screen Ac-
tors Guild has agreed to furnish for

the benefit of the MPRF. Nearly 50
name players have already volun-
teered their services for show, which
is expected to go on the air with Gulf
Oil as sponsors.

Appointment of a committee to in-

vestigate the possibilities of coordi-

nating the production of duplicating

master prints and negatives was an-
nounced this week by Major Nathan

Representatives of the New York
Newspaper Guild met yesterday
(Tuesday) with the management of
Paramount News in an effort to se-

cure a contract coveiring editorial

workers of the newsreel. This action

was taken after the Guild received a
letter from Austin C. Keogh, Par-
amount v.p., in which he stated that

the management wished to reach an
agreement on the contract.

Paramount News unit of the Guild
protested in a formal resolution last

week against the delay in reaching
an agreement imd against the coun-
ter-proposals submitted the editorial

workers. Guild seeks salaries for

workers that will compare with those
allegedly already paid by otiier ma-
jor newsreels, as well as other con-
ditions.

RCA and CBS, Plus Vaipard of Anus.

Stocks, Gain Sharply; Biz Prospects

Ksney Ahead of Sked,

Starts on '3940 Shorts

, Hollywood, Oct. 25^

With three plants at work, Walt
Disney is so far advanced on his.

1938-39 product for RKO release that
he has started production on 18
Tedinicolor shorts for 1939-40.

Disney has completed and pre-
viewed 12 of the 18 shorts need^
for the current season, and the other
six are awaiting the final -okay for

release. Five 'Donald Duck* car-
toons for next season are in work
and advance preparations for nine
other shorts are well under waSr,^ in

addition to three of feature length,

'Pinocchio,' 'Bambi' and 'Musical
Concert'

^Spring Again' Changed

Again for Langdon
Hollywood, Oct 25.

Hal Roach came back from his

vacation to find his picture, 'It's

Spring Again,* stalled by story
trouble. Originally intended as a
starrer for Roland Young, the yarn
was rewritten for° Stan Laiu%l dnd
Oliver Hardy. The Laurel role is

unsuited to his successor, Harry
Langdon.
Working on the script are Walter

De Leon, Arnold Belgrade. Jack
Jevne, ..Eddie Sutherland, associate

producer; andXiangdon.

WIMIA Prodnct Deal

One of Its largest deals on the
1938-39 product has been closed with
Warner Bros, by United Artists,

placing product of latter in the War-
ner-houses throughout the country.
Harry Gold, eastern division sales

manager for- UA, negotiated the con-
tract in New York.
New Republic deals for '38-38 In-

clude the W. A Simon circuit of 10
Montana' houseis. Theatrical Man-
agers* circuit, operating in seven In-
diana situatioits -and Warner Bros. in.

Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Wash-
ington. Sam . Flax, Rep franchise
owner in Washington, and Harry
LaVine, central district sales man-
ager, are in New York for h.o. con-
fabs.

FLYHN'S FUKIOirGH
Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Errol Flynn sailed for Honolulu,
extending the vacation he has had
since he was stricken with pneu-
monia.'

He is due to return by air in time
to istart work in Warners' 'Dodge
City,* slated to roll Nov. 10.

Levinson, vice chairman of the Acad-
emy Research CouhciL Members of
committee are Gerald M. Best, Law-
rence A. Aicholtz, Fred Albin, Philip
E, Brigandi, L. E. Clark, Alan Freed-
man. Franklin LaGrande, Michael
lushing, Charles Levin, A W. Miller,
J. M. Nickolaus,

. Gerald Rackett,
George Seid, Sidney Solow, Joseph
Spray, John Swain, Ray Wilkinson,
Claude Parfrey, of the Elstree Lab-

oratories, London, and Randall Ter-
raneau, of the Hiunphries Labora-
tories, London, will represent the
British film industry on the commit-
tee.

First work of the body will be de-
voted to coordinating information
among various laboratories on im-
proved processes in making of prints
and negatives for foreign release.
This will be subsequently followed
with a program for eventual stand-
ardization of domestic procedure in

the making of negatives and prints
for the foreign field

By MIKE WEAR
Past week was one of new high

prices for 1939 for a majority of
picture and radio stocks, with new
peaks reached on successive days
and so numerous that traders paid
little attention to them. They were
interested in this improved showing
of amusement shares merely as in-

dicating that this group at last was
beginning to take part in the upward
procession and starting to reflect im-
proved earning position.

While Loew's, Paramount, RCA,
Consolidated, Pfd., Universal, Pfd.,

Columbia Pictures and a long list of

others either bettered old marks for

year or came near them, two dis-

tinct developments attracted atten-

tion in the stock market trading.

One was the demand for Radio Corp.
of America stocks and in lesser de-
gree Columbia Broadcasting shares,

while the other was the interesting

move in Paramount's three class

of shares and its possible signifi-

cance.

Move in Radio issues started early

Thursday, being based on David Sar-

noff's statement that RCA and Na-
tional Broadcasting (its subsid)

planned marketing some television

receivers and to have, regular sched-

ule of test television broadcasts, two
hours per week* before the fair

opened in New' York next April.

This meant new highs for both the

common and preferred shares, latter

really showing the only marked _ad-

vtmce.

Ehiormous volume in Radio coni-

mon recalled old times in the Street

when Radio was being bulled sky-

ward on its radio possibilities. How-
ever, there are many thousand more
shares outstanding now than at that

time and thus far it has been difficult

to move far. While there were the

usual ridiculous statements in some
brokerage circles regarding televi-

sion possibilities, more conservative

Wall Street element, familiar with

actual facti^ failed to see where any
radio com^py or television outfit

would be able to . show substantial

earnings Irom tjiis field for years to

come.
Yar'i Move

An apparently concerted movement
to push Paramount first- preferred

into higher ground was .successful,

this stock going into the century class

for the flfst time since earlier in the

year, and reaching 101 Monday (24).

Because both this preference stock

and the second preferred are con-

vertible Into common, traders were
watching the spirited advance of Par
first preferred with enthusiasm. Par-

ticularly, since the common was kept
well below the differential of 7 to 1

on which this preferred is convert-

ible Into common. At present time

ccHumon is .2 to 2% points behind
first preferred on this ratio.

The movement was viewed as pre-

liminary to resunH)tion of the halted

campaign to get both preferred

shares converted into common stock.

This would be an ideal arrangement
for Paramount, even if the remainder
of the conversion program produces
additional outstanding common
shares. With virtually only one class

of stock outstanding, the corporation

would be in a position to pay divi-

dends on the common alone.

While the present year's earnings
<rpay not justify any divvy on the

common ,those holding Paramount
shares ate watching closely any hint

that might indicate an early common
share distribution. Right now few
in the Street can see better than $1
earnings on the common this year,

if -that much. However, the com-
pany's cash position is rated unusu-
ally strong and might justify some
common declaration.

No question but that an outright
cash distribution of $1.50 to $2 on the
conimon would bring a rush of con-
version of both first and second pre-
ferred. For instance, $2 divvy would
pay a first preferred stockholder $14
(since he would get seven common
for one preferred), as compared with
$1.50 he presentiy gets quarterly.

Even for second preferred sharehold-
ers, it would mean in excess of $2 as
compared with 15c quarterly pay-
ment now. Both cash gains are based
on theory that shares would be con-
verted into common. This would
swing a vast majority of present pre-
ferred stockholders into common
share classification, say financial ex-
perts.

In turn this would work two way6,
because once the preferred shares
were virtually eliminated and repre-

sented by common stockholders, Par-
amount would be in far better posi-
tion to pay a common dividend regu-
larly. Company also would get some
conversion of new S%% bonds, if the
common was paying a regular
amount, which would in turn further
trim interest charges.
Paramount showed $1.95 on the

common last year, of which $1.53
came in the first half. This year the
first half of the year is lightest on
earnings, only about 25c being shown
for first six months, but the last half
is expected to show an unusually
strong pickup.

Picture company bonds also rose
to new highs last week, with interest
focused on the way the new Par-
amount 3%s were being pushed to
new peaks. Still 10-12 points behind
old 6% obligations, the new liens
with common stock conversion privi-
lege appeared headed higher. Both
Warner Bros, bonds and certificates
for the new obligations registered
new peaks. Only about $10,974,500
worth of older bonds remain to be
converted out of more than $29,000.-
000 total.

LINCOLN
(Continued from page 8)

from Varsity and might do $.')00,

poor. Last week, third for 'Daugh-
ters' (WB>, so-so $700.
Liberty (LTC-Cooper) (1,200; 10-

15)—'Guilty Trails' (U) and 'Little
Womfen' (RKO), split with 'Fiddlin'
Buckaroo' (U) and 'Blind Alibi*
(RKO). Oke, $1,000. Last week
Kentucky Home' (Indie) and 'King
Arena* (U),. split with 'Crime Ring'
(RKO) and 'Chase Yourself (RKO).
Okay $900.
Lincoln (LTC-Cooper) (1.600; 10-

25-35)—'Coed' (20th) and 'Time for
Love* (20th). Better than average,
$3,000. Last week 'Four's Crowd*
(WB) and 'Llmberlosf (Mono), got
$2,700, fair.

Orpheum (LTC-Cooper) (1.360;
10-20-25-40)—'Racket Busters* (WB).
Probably in for five days; $1,000,
good. Last week 'Boys Town' (M-G),
held over from the Stuart, good
$2,700.
Stuart (LTC-Cooper) (1.900; 10-25-

40)—'Hot Handle' (M-G). Should
get $4,200, excellent. ILast week
'Certain Age* (U), had slow begin-
ningr but wound up good at $4,400.

Varsity (NTI-Noble> (1,100; 10-25-

40)r-'My Heart' (UA). About 42,000
on the week, fair. Last week, 'Al-
giers' (UA), disappointing at $2,300,
but moved to the Kiva.

BMER'S B.O. FORTE;

DOWNEY-LEGION OK 9G

Denver, Oct. 25.
Six of the seven first>-runs ar«

above average this week, with three
better than last week. Snappier
weather is sending folks to theatres
and boosting grosses.
Stage show at the Denham, head-

llnmg Morton Downey, proving •
draw there.

EstinuUes for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400;25- 40)—'Cer-

tain Age' (U), after a week at the
Denver.' Strong $4,500. Last week,
'Five Kind' (20th), good $3,500, with
film running day and date with the
Paramount, where it was double-
billed.

Broadway (Fox) (1,10Q; 25-40) —
'Boys Town' (M-G) and 'Rich Man'
(M-G), five days of second week
after two weeks at Orpheum; 'Hot
Handle' (M-G) and 'Blockheads'
(M-G), two days after 12 days at
the Orpheum. . Nice $3,500. Last
week, 'Boys Town' (M-G) and 'Rich
Man* (M-G), good $3,000.
Denham (CJockrill) (1,750; 25-35-

40)—'Sons Legion' (Par) and Mor-
ton Downey headlining stage show.
Cktod $9,000. Last week, ^Arkansas
Traveler' (Par), $9;000, gpod.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 25-35-50) —

•Can't Take If (Col), in for 10 days.
Strong $11,500 and moves to Aladdin.
Last w^ek, 'Certain Age' (U)j nice
$10,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 25-35-40)

—'Hot Handle' (M-G) and 'Block-
heads' (M-G). five days on second
week, and 'Room Service' (RKO)
and 'Man Remember' (RKO), two
days on opening week. Okay $7,800.
Last week, 'Hot Handle' (M-G) and
'Blockheads' (M-G), very good
$14,000.
Paramonnt (Fox) (2,200; 25-40) —

"Drums' (UA) and 'Personal Secre-
tary' (U). Good $4,000. Last week,
'Five Kind* (20th), running day and
date with Aladdin, and 'Meet Girls'
(20th), strong $4,000.
Bialto (Fox) (878; 25-40) — 'Five

Kind' (20th), after a week at each
the Paramount and Aladdin, and
'Convicted' (Col). Fair $1,500. Last
week, 'Co-Ed' (20th), after a week
at Denver, and 'Danger Air' (U),
good $1,800.
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NATION READS OF SUEZ'
AS ROXY BUSINESS ZOOMSl

HELD FOR THIRD SMASH WEEK in New York, "Suez" opens

in other important spots throughout country just as 20th's smash

advertising campaign in magazines and newspapers smacks public!
THE KEYSTONE
OF YOUR FOTURB]
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'Boys Town' Screening for Educi

Groiqis, Keynote for Revision of

Quekc s Annoying Ban on IQds

By MOBI KBUSHEN
Montreal, Oct. 25.

Special preview of 'Boys Town'
(Oct. 20) arranged by Famous Play-

^ers-Canadian Corp. for representa-

tives of church, welfare and educa-

tional organizations started off a gen-

eral drive for revision' of the Quebec
Film Act which currently forbids ad-

mission of children to motion picture

theatres.

The movement has powerful spon-

sorship and promises well*even if

there are concurrently reports that

prominent e^Iesiastics not only

frown on any attempt to let children

into theatres but are even pressing

for a Sunday closing law for pic-

ture houses, as in the Province of

Ontario.

Following the screening of 'Boys

Town ' Hon. T. J. Coonan, provincial

Minif^er without Portfolio in" the

Duplessis Cabinet, stated that, the

public should tell the Government
at Quebec what should be done with

regard to permitting children under
16 to enter picture houses.

Cooiian said he was convinced that

films could be of great help for edu-
cational purposes aqd indicated he
wouM personally support, a more
libeical imlicy in' dealing with the
j>rbblem iitthe coming session of the
l<egistotnre. This- provincial cabinet

ininister''s'' champioQSbip of the move-
inent for admitting diildren iato pic-

ture houses indicates, in a convincing
manner, that it is also the attitude of

the Government and of Premier
Duplessis. —
With (he Provincial Government

scheduled to huddle shottly, Coonan
praet^cally told the church and wel-
fare circles to organize a public
movement in order to impress Pre-
miere Duplessis with thie popular
will in the matter. Ttom this it may'
easily be figured thalt Premier Du-
plessis wo'uld welconie such pressure
becattse it would, give hiip an excuse
for changing a law. with which he
undoubtedly has but little sympathy.
A public demonstration of this sort

would also serve to offset church
pressure.

' Press Backing It

Local dailies are backing the' drive
tor an amendment to the law, throw-
ing open news and editorial columns
for copy designed to. get puUic sup
port for the movement to let chil-

dren into theatres.

The Quebec film statute is an arbi
trary ruling, cooked in haste,,

without regard to censoi^p. It was
speedily hatched many years ago fol-

lowing a theatre fire in which scores
of children were btimed to death. In-
stead of blaming lax enforcement Of
fire laws, the theatres have since
been obliged to take the rap by. the
Government.
Newspaper comment In general Is

to the effect that the law is due for
revision, with modern fireproof thea-
tres to be .considered in the framing
of any new laws.

Latest drive for amendement to
the old film statute is the ' strongest
GO far and is given additional impetus
through the. recent consolidation of
Famous Players-Canadian here. With
practically all first run houses pooled
in the N. L. Nathanson organization
and the United Amusement neigh-
borhood chain also tied in, FJ».-Can
Is in position to accomplish more in

the way of lobbying than previously.
Also, the Nathanson stake is now so
huge that it warrants concentrated
and unremitting effort.

Favorable settlement of the film

statute would coQvert red ink into

black in almost -every independent
and chain house in Montreal opera
ting at a loss.

Action for revision of the film act

was taken last year also. Premier
Duplessis then indicated he might
consider the matter favorably.-

Special permission was granted for

the showing of 'Snow White* to chil-

dren. But there was no organized
public movement to support the ex-

.hibitoirs last year 'such as is being
organized at the moment. Last year
prominent church men also stepped
in and urged Premier Duplessis not
to amend the law. Church circles

last year also asked for a Sunday
closing law. Duplessis granted
neitiier the Sunday closing nor the

-amendment asked for by the theatre

men.
tndications are that the current

newspaper campaign, backed by

PITT VARIETY SRO;

OTHER CLUBS EECT

Pittsburgh, Oct. 25.

Annual Variety Club banquet on
Sunday (30), biggest event of year
here lor showmen, has been a sellr

out for last couple of months and
will attract at. least 100 biggies from
out of town, including Will Hays.
Most of the visitors will come in

couple of days ahead of affair in

order to take in Pitt-Fordham game
on Saturday.
Norman Frescolt will be toastmas-

ter for sixth time and flock of name
acts coming on from New York for
the two-hour entertainmtent. Affair

will honor outgoing chief barker,
John McGreevey, and his successor,

Ira Cohn.

Khilly'a Officers

Philadelphia, Oct. 25.

William J. Clark, president of the
State Motor Truck Association, sec-

retary and treasurer of Horlacher
Delivery Service, was unanimously
chosen Chief Barker of the Variety
Club, at the first meeting of the
newly elected board of directors. Ted
Schlanger, Stanley-Warner exec, is

first assistant chief barker; William
H. Lee, theatre architect, second as-

sistant chief barker^ and AI Davis,
20th-Fox,. secretary. Earle W. Swei-
gert; Philadelphia mani^er for Para-
mount, reappointed chairman of the
membership committee for 1939,

with Ben Fertel, exhibitor, retaining
chairmanship of the house commit-
tee for another year.

Newly elected board of directors

composed of Clark, Schlanger, Lee,
Davis, Sweigert and L&wen Pizor,

president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners; David E. Weshner
of S-W, Waiiam Wolff, Al Fischer
and Leo Posel, exhibs; David Supo-
witz, theatre architect; -E. M. Oro-
witz, film writer; James P. Clark,
president, Horlacher Film Service;
present chief barker Jack Beresin,
and ex-chief Barker Ben Amsterdam
of Atlantic Theatres of New Jersey.

Cleveland, Oct 25.

Howard Both, Paramount booker,
was elected commander of the Va
riety Post No. 313 of the local Amer
lean Legion, succeeding Harry .Gold
stein. Paramount district- manager
here.

John Himmelein appointed fiirst

vice-commahder; Holbrook C. Bis-
sell, second v.c; Nat Barach, finan-
cial officer; Dr. A. Bubis, adjutant;
Jack Sogg,- first sergeant-at-arms,
and Louis Swee as second; Aaron
Wayne, chaplsdn. Club also voted to
move its headquarters from the
Variety Club to the Arena.

CoL Settle Suit

RKO Reorg.

(Continued from page 2)

Infringement suit brought by Val-
entine Davies, playwright, against
Columbia Pictures Corp. of Califor-
nia and Tom Van Dycke, scenarist,
over the picture, 'Alibi for Murder,*
was discontinued and settled last
week, according to a stipulation filed

in N. Y. federal court. Terms of set-
tlement were not revealed.
Action was for an injunction and

accounting of profits, Davies^alleging
that most Of the script of the picture
had been thefted from his play, 'The
Fly in the Oinment.'

Cantor Denies

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Eddie ^ Cantor filed a denial of
plagiarism charges in a $.1,000,000

damage suit brought against him by
Andreas F. Michael over the produc-
tion of 'Ali Baba Goes to Town,'
20th-Fox, also named in the suit, filed

a denial several weeks agb.

ecutive committee of the company;
He is reported as having been fa-

vored for that post for some time.

In addition to representation of

other groups figuring in the KKO
reorganization such as AUas, .Leh-

men Bros,, RCA, and other down-
town or creditor interests, the di-

rectorate is expected to include Ned
E. Depinet, v.p. in charge of distribu-

tion; William Mallard, v.p, and gen-

eral coimsel; and W, H. Clark, treas-

urer of the company. Major-General
James G. Harbord, Lunsford P, Yan-
dell and William Hamilton, inembers

of .the old board, also will probably
be reelected. ^

Schaefer took over Leo Spitz's

offices at RKO Monday mornii%
(24) after being elected to pres-

idency of RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.,

Keith-Albee-Orpheum and B. F.

Keith Corp., principal subsidiaries

of the parent RKO company. Pres-

idency of RKO was deferred pend-
ing final hearing on the reorganiza-

tion yesterday (Tues.) before Judge
William Bondy, and now bound over
for another month. Giving up his of-

fice but' remaining with RKQ in an
advisory capacity. Spitz left for Chi-

cago Monday (24) preparatory to

returning to active law practice

there at an early date. He will' be
available for RKO, meantime, .in a
special legal advisory capacity on
^special matters.'

Spitz h Adcock, of which the re-

tiring RKO president is a partner,

is a well-established Chicago law
firm serving large accounts, among
them Balaban & Katz. Six years ago
Spitz was prompted to come into

Paramount on theatre decentraliza-

tion, real estate matters, lease re-

ductions, etc, after Sam Katz had
been asked to take temporary
charge of production at the studio at

a critical time. Among other things.

Spitz succeeded in saving Par much
money through rewriting of leases,

reduction in rents and other obliga-

tions,' rent adjustments and rent
abatements.

After completing his special task
in Par, Spitz returned to Chicago,
only to be again enlisted three years
ago to guide RKO over the danger-
ous shoals it faced during reor-
ganization. He was urged by down-
town groups, notably Lehman
Sros., to come into RKO. JoAn D.
Hertz, director of Lehman Bros., is

a close 'personal friend of the Chi-
cago attorney.

In addition to the strong bricking

for Schaefer for the presidency of
RKO from the many various banker
and creditor groups in RKO, not the
least of them the Rockefeller interest,

he. has long been aii^dds-on favor-
ite in Spitz's book. Just as Spitz
left, a remarkably fine record in

Paramount and leaves an equally
illustriouis record in RKO, so doies

Schaefer have a background that
points him out for his new and, to
date, largest post in the / industry.
Coming up in the Paramount sales
ranks to the post of eastern division
sales manager iirtder S. R. Kent, he
became general manager of the com-
pany during, 77B and at one time,
it is understood, was being con-
sidered for the presidency there.

Schaefer went to United Artists
about two-and-a-half years ago and
on le&ving that company Oct 14,

sales of the 1938-39 product was rim-
ning. about 25% ahead of the pre-
vious year at the same time. The
prior season (1937-38), Schaefer's
first with UA, was the largest in
sales in the history of the company,'
according to claims.

On appointment of Schaefer to the
presidency of RKO, this becomes
the second company now headed by
a distribution leader, the other be-
ing 20th Century-Fox, of which
Kent is president. On sales man-
power, RKO represents the strong-
est of fiber with Schaefer as pres-
ident; Ned E. Depinei, v.p. directly
in charge of all sales; Phil Reisman,
in charge of foreign distribution,
and Jules Levy, under Depinet as
general sales manager, plus E. L,
McEvoy and Cresson E. Smith, divi-
sion sales managers, who have been
in the field many years in executive
capacities.

steam from numerous welfare or-
ganizations in conjunction with pub-
lic clamor, may get results.

Following organizations were rep-
resented at the filming of 'Boys
Town': Loyola College, Montreal
Catholic School Commission, Asso-
ciation Canadienne de la Jeunesse
Catholique, Canadian Catholic Youth
Union, Catholic Women's League,

BICKFOED DETRAINS
Hollywood, Oct. 25.

J. Carroll Naish takes the part of
the gambler in Paramount's 'Union
Pacific,' replacing Charles Bickford,
Bickford checked in at Metro for a

role in 'Stand Up and Fight,' agree-
ing to do another picture for Par-
amount later on.

Chain Store Legislation Seen As

Threat to Theatres and the B.O.

MORE % REVISIONS

IN PHILLY SELUNG

Philadelphia, Oct. 25.

Following reports from exhibs last

week that United Artists had eased
up considerably in its originally-an-

nounced policy of all pix on percent-
age, those who have been making
deals with Universal during the past
week declare also that they have
been igetting better terms than what
were originally held out
Universal's policy ..was eight films

at 35%, eight at .30%... and eight at
25% or jS^t .rentiSiI., Exhibs .say- now
that thebe has be«tf sTl-ecliBSsification

for those who put "up a battle and
more films are bein^ offered at lower
levies or'on flat rental.

It Was learned last week that UA
buying was going so slowly that ex-
change backed down from its ada-
mant all-per(ientage stand and
slipped in deals for flat sums.

ScUesH^ Cartoons

h Commercial Heaps

Chicago, Oct. 25,

Commercial tieups for the char-
acters ini the Leon Schlesinger car-
toons are being arranged by Irving
Heinemann, who is now on a trip

to Chicago and New York to contact
commercial firms on such deals.

Have deals on for four main char-
acters. Porky, Petunia, Eknef and
Daffy Duck, with Heinemann par-
ticubrly stressing fact that these
characters aare being plugged in the
largest cartoon series in the indus-

try, with Schlesinger releasing 42
cartoons annually.

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Leon Schlesinger is well ahead of
his 1938-39 production schedule,

with eight cartoons already shipped
and 26 in some phase of work. His
entire Warners quota for the year
is 42.

W. S. Hart's $500,000 UA
Suit to Trial Once More
Retrial of the $500,000 breach of

contract suit brought by William S,

Hart, former silent star, and his sis-

ter, Mary, against-- United Artists,

Inc, was begun Monday (24) before
Y..., Supreme! Court .Justice Ber-

nard Shientag and a jury. Joseph M.
Schenk, former head of .UA, is ex-
pected to appear as a defense wit-

n^s as he did in the first triaL Hart
and his sister claim UA failed to

properly exploit and exhibit the first

picture the plaintiff attempted to

produce on his own hook under UA
auspices. Hart also acted the lead

in the film, 'Tumbleweeds.'
The Harts' chief beef is that UA

block-booked the picture with a dog
flicker, thereby reducing its b.o. The
defense claims the picture was a flop

and one of the reasons, according to

testimony at the first trial, was due
to Hart's- insistence that he portray

the leads which part required an
actor more .youthful than the plain-

tiff. The jury in the first action

awarded Hart a verdict of $85,000.

UA obtained a reversal and a new
trial on appeal.

TESTIHG BEONG EIDER
Iva Del Jacobs, slim blonde cow-

girl from Merfiman, Neb., will be
tested in Hollywood by RKO, Bronc
rider is currently appearing in the
rodeo at Madison Square Garden,
N, Y. She was on the Coast before,
having doubled and stunted in half a
dozen -films.

However, she was scouted at the
Grarden. Before reporting at the stu-

dio. Miss Jacobs will compete in the
Little Rock rodeo, which follows the
Boston Garden date.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Final tag for 'North of Texas' at
Columbia is 'Rio Grande.'-
Columbia switched from 'Spy

Ring' to 'International Spy.'
Release title for Columbia's 'Not

for Glory? is 'Outside the Law,'
'Plane 66* is- the latest tag for Uni-

versal's 'Sky Police,'
'The Girl without a Country' at

Grand National is re-titled 'Exiled.'

Metro switched 'Spring Dance' to
'Spring Madness.'

Chain store legislation, which
may be enlarged in scope to include

circuit theatre operations, is the lat-

est and biggest threat on the legis-

lative horizon that the industry ifaces

in the forthcoming Congressional ses-

sion and state legislature meetings
next Jahuary. Senator Patman, who
had a chain store measure up in the
last session vt Congress, is coming
back again with a revised biU.

It will be recalled that originally
he drew up his chain store bill to
include theatres but when Patman
introduced the measure it excluded
picture houses. Main idea of the
legislation as now understood is to
make a new license tax so excessive
for chain store establishments that it

eventually probably would drive
them out of business since only nom-
inal license tax wonM be charged the
single store operator.
Aside from the possibility that cir-

cuits, whether affiliated or independ-
ent, would be included under the
scope of this national law or state
measure, high officials in the trade
see ih the measure a threat to their
theatre operations. One executive
this week estimated that the elimina-
tion of chain stores would mean the
same as a 10% cut in salaries to
average workers served by chain
establishments since that miich is

described as the saving for house-
wives tradiing with chains.

Mdse. Vendors

I'hen, too, there may be an at-

tempt to brring tiieatres under the
cham store classification in instances
where it is found that the manage- '

ment actually is operating stands
selling not only ice cream, pop,
lemOhade, peanuts and souvenirs but
other aitielcs of merchandise. In
any such fi^t to.ten% this type of
theatre operatiMi .under the Patman
statute, exhibitors do not count much
on newspaper support because of re«
cent fights waged by editors associa-
tions on>prevalence of screen adver-
tising in cinemas.
That the chain store legislation is

viewed as a threat is seen in the re-
port that one picture -executive cir-

'

cularized various affiliated theatre
heads with the recent Atlantic 8e

Pacific paid ad clipping against at-
tacks oh chain stores.

Louisiana state already has a chain
store law, taxing being based on the
number of stores operated in tha
U. S. by the chain outfit. Massa-
chusetts also has been threatening
with a chain store .law and other
states probably will be heard from
at the 193d ses^ons.

tf the presently proposed drastic
chain store legislation goes through
as a national law, eveiTthough the-
atre circuits are not classed as chain
operations, film ofRcials fear that
the economic effect at the box office

will be bad> Not. only will the
elimination of chain stores mean' less
money available for the b.o., but a
recent estimate showed that about
350,000. chain store workers would
be thrown out of work if the chains
shutter.

Placing that number of people on
relief also is expected to show up in
the national scale -of things through
additional taxes for relief funds.

STUDIO OTN'mACTS
Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Czt\ Switzer inked new actor
ticket at Metro.
Jacqueline Wells signed by Colum-

bia for three pictures, .

Metro hianded Harry Bucquet a
new director pact.
Warners contracted Wolfgang

Reinhardt as writer.
Hal Roach lifted Norbert Brodine's

cameraman option.
20th-Fox handed Nancy Kelly a

new player ticket.
Monogram extended its player

deal with Boris Karlofl from fouf
to eight pictures.
RKO signed J. M, Kerrigan to

two-picture player deal.
Warners renewed Gloria Dickson's

player ticket.

Toscha Seidel sighed to pact by
Metro.
Metro renewed Gus Kahn's con-

tract.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Oct, 25.

Gladys - Hurlbut sold her yarn,
'Lovers' IVleeting,' to Universal.
Paramount - purchased .'Madame

Boubert of Cannes,' a French, play
by David Lefrem.
Thelma Strabel sold her story,

'Shining Armor,' to Paramount
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Kentucky Follows Ho. in Frown

On Movie Quiz; Exldbs Ignore It

St. Louis, Oct. 25,

Despite a ruling made last week
by Assistant Attorney - General

Franklin E. Reagan at Jeffprson City

ithat the $250,000 Movie Quiz is a lot-

tery and a violation of the state stat-

utes, members of the St. Louis divi-

Bion of the MPTOA of eastern Mis-.

Bouri and southern Illinois will pay
no heed to it unless there should be

a criminal action brought.

Fred Wehrenberg, owner of a

string of nabes here and prez of the

MPTOA, said all elements of con-

flicts with state and national laws

were thoroughly ironed out by the

film companies at meetings held in

New York by a committee of which

!he was a member before the final

O. K. was made for the campaign.

Wehrenberg said Postmaster General

Farley had given the go-ahead signal

only after he had consulted U. S. At-

torney General Cummings on the

legality of the plan and with this

approval local exhibitors cannot fig-

ure how Missouri's attorney-general

can nix the campaign in this state.

A meeting of the Theatre Owners'
Assn. of St, Louis was in progress

when Wehrenberg walked into the

Toom with a newspaper account of

Reagan's ruling. Wehrenberg got in

touch with his attorney who assured

him that Reagan's opinion was out

of line with the details of the cam-
paign and Wehrenberg, on behalf of

the IVIPTOA, wired the attorney-

general's office for a copy of the

opinion.

Local exhibitors who have dis-

tributed approximately 150,000 quiz

booklets are continuing to stress, in

newspaper ads and trailers on their

screens, the film features that figure

in the Quiz. They report that biz

has been on the upbeat since the

fluiz campaign began.
Reagan's action was made at the

request of Prosecuting Attorney El-

bert L, Ford of Kennett, Mo., who
aslvcd for a ruling because he be-

lieved the contest was a lottery and
had advised exhibitors of Dunklin
county not to sponsor the contest in

their houses.

Reagan held that three elements of

a lottery—consideration, prize and
chance—were present in the contest

and Said, 'The test of a lottery is not

how adroitly worded the scheme is,

but how it works. Consideration was
present in the scheme since p3rs<Sns

patticipating buy tickets to motion
pictures and obtain with the tickets

booldet? containing rules of the quiz

contest. Then they attend the pic^

tures to get the answers to questions

in the booklet.

'Prize is an element in the scheme
since the winner was to receive $50,-

OOO and there were 5,403 other prizes.

The element of chance consists of a

50-word statement each contestant

is required to write describing the

picture he liked best. It is appar-

ent that:; the determination of the

best statement is' left in the. uncon-

trolled discretion of the judges.*

Scz Schaefer

George J. Schaefer, chairman of

the pictures' greatest year campaign,
sponsoring the Movie Quiz contest,

exiilained in New York that it would
have been the 'height of folly' to have
started the contest if it were a lot-

tery or without full assurances that

it was in accordance with postal laws
governing lotteries. He pointed out

that recognized contest authorities

were consulted on every detail of

Movie Qiiiz contest and then sub-

mitted to U. S, postal authorities

which passed it in every particular.

Kentucky, Too
Louisville, Oct. 25.

Bank nights and the $250,000 na-
tionwide Movie Quiz will be banned
in Louisville if the Court of Appeals
upholds Acting Circuit Judge R. P.

Dietzman's ruling that the bank
night law is unconstitutional, accord-
ing to a statement of Safety Direc-
tor Sam McMeekin. Statement fol-

lowed an 'off-hand' declaration of

Attorney General Hubert Meredith,
that the Movie Quiz contest is illegal

in Kentucky, since it constitutes a
lottery.

Judge Dietzman, in ruling the law
Invalid, said that the Legislature ex-
ceeded its power in amending Sec-
tion 2573 of the Statutes, which pro-
vi'des the penalty called for in Sec-
tion 226 of State Constitution. The
Constitution declares- all lotteries il-

legal, and that no special privileges
can be granted. The amendment had

Not Extending Quiz

Executive committee for
•greatest picture year* drive
yesterday (Tuesday) officially

decided not to extend closing
date of Movie Quiz contest.

Reason action was taken is

that when first outlined all

agreed that a four-month con-
test was long enough, it was so

outlined in rules and would be
unfair to contestants if the final

date was extended.

FlUI MAYORING

GOOD PRESSaG
By GEORGE E. PHAm

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Introducing Her Honor the Mayor-
ess, Glenda Farrell, chief executive
(in a purely decorative way) of

North Hollywood. This semi-public
ofdce, sans salary or authority,

makes her the sole mayoress of the
film colony, which is overrrun with
mayors.
With rare political acumen. Miss

Farrell ran on two tickets—as her-
self and as Torchy Blane. Count-
ing the votes for both name^ she
won by a landslide over such astute

statesmen as Bing Crosby, Lewis
Stone, Charlie Ruggles, Tyrone
Power and Mickey Mouse. Mickey
ran a poor last on account of wom-
en don't like mice.
Mayoress Farrell's platform is a

sound stage. It demands freedom
of the press, with double-truck lay-

outs on Sunday. It also calls for

an A production, 'Inauguration
Day,' slated to roll Dec. 1, with an
all-star cast of flacl^ and inter-,

viewei's.

Hollywood is thickly studded with
mayors, only one of whom- actually

works at it. Al Jolson is the of-

ficial headman of Encino and takes
his job so seriously that his radio

sponsor often has to step on the
soft pedal to prevent Al, the mayor,
from making political enemies for

Al, the actor. He has been elected

twice, indicating that he is a popu-
lar chief exec.
The rest of the mayors are non-

partisan, non-salaried and. non-op-
erative- except for publication. "The

voters of Studio City wanted, a
sterling citizen who represented the
jittery trend of contemporary poli-

tics, so they elected Hugh Herbert.
Andy Devine rode into office on his

voice. To the rustic folks of Van
Nuys, it had the familiar sound of

a rusty hinge on a barn door. Be-
sides, they were sick of crooners.
With one exception, the Hollywood

mayors are so many Stitch McCar-
thys, but they' have never been or-
ganized.

Metro Testing Duo
Dallies Frantz, concert pianist. Is

being screentested by Metro for

juvenile as well as musical rbles.

June Preisser, currently in 'You
Never Know,' also is being tested

for pictures by Metro in hopes of

developing her into a new type in-

genue, Preisser Sisters act was split

up when • Cherry Preisser married
the sorx of .Harry L. Hopkins, na-
tional administrator of the WPA.

excepted theatres, merchants and
newspapers from the penalty pro-

vided.

Ruling by Judge Dietzman was
given in a suit filed by a local tailor,

who was readying a scheme whereby
he would give a free suit of clothes

to a luclcy customer each week. The
merchant contended he obtained ap-

proval of the city law department,
but that he was stopped by the po-
lice department when he was ready

to get the contest under way Judge's

ruling was based on fact that the

winner relied on chance, \yhich was
decided to be the key in tfies^case.

Local theatre operators have not

taken any action as yet, contending
that the Movie Quiz is a national

promotion, and are resting their con-

fidence in the fact that the promo-
tors delved into the legal aspects

of the contest before releasing it to

the theatres of the country.

Exhihs Drive

(Continued from page 5)

over failure 'to get enough contest

films before the Movie Quiz is offi-

cially closed, but bigger first runs

also have reason to kick on number
of contest features the way the rules

are laid out.

Delayed Clearances

Resume of situation made this

week revealed that industry heads
are hearing more and more protests

from subsequent-run theatres. One
trade leader admitted that there are
a lot of situations where independ-
ents will be unable to play any con-
test pictures before the first of 1939,

after the present closing date of the

Movie Quiz. This is the reason inde-

pendent exhibitors are striving to

have clearance altered so that they
will get the films. Either that or
they want the contest closing date
extended.

This presents a real problem be-
cause moving up clearance is virtu-

ally impossible in many situations.

And many question the feasibility of

extending the contest's closing dkte,

even if this were fair according to

the rules of the contest. Public must
be kept interested jf the contiest suc-

ceeds, -and this can't be done if the
Movie Quiz closing is extended three
or four months'; .or uritil Jxme 1, as

some have,suggested.

There are certaTn subsequent ac-

counts, some with 12 to 15 runs ahead
of their houses, which will be unable
to play even 30 contest features un-
der existing contest rules and present
clearance. One New York circuit

has about 200 theatres ahead of it on
playdates while another got its first

ontest product Oct. 1. Another failed

to receive a contest picture until

Oct. 18.

An exhibitor in the southern terri-

tory also registered a legitimate

complaint claiming that he would not
receive his initial contest picture for

180 days after the first one was re-

leased final week in July. House in

question is 120 days behind the first-

run operation, which in turn is 60

days behind national release date.

Consequently, this third-rUn exhib-
itor charges that his first contest film

will reach his house about Jan. 15,

1939, after the contest is officially

closed.

While this is an uncommon exam-
ple, nevertheless the exhibitor in

question has about 1,100 seats in this

community, while the first-rUn exhib-
itor has only 2,700. Figured that the
first-run paid $270 for participation
in the contest, while the subsequent-
run house paid $120.

Aefunds?.

With such an . alignment in mind,
one suggestion is that there should
be some, refund of coin. Plan out-
lined is that if at least 50 contest pic-
tures were not played, the exhibitor
should get back a percentage of the
coin he has put up, and -that if he did
not play at least 40 contest films, all

the money he has advanced should be
returned.' However, no action has
been taken on any such suggestions,
but sonrie such. arrangement may be
necessary if clearance is not moved
up to enable the subsequent-run the-
atre to cash in on the Movie Quiz.'

• It so happened that the rules of
this contest also hit big first-runs, al-

though no big squawks have been
heardl In such operations, the thea-
tres had its August releases out of
the way by the time the contest
opened, leaving only September and
October releases, since pictures re-
leased the last two months this year
are not in the contest.

Of September-October releases,
larger first^runs would have room for
only five to nine contests entries. If

the house got 'Alexander's Ragtime
Band,' 'Marie Antoinette,' 'If I Were
King' or similar long-run features in

this stretch, the operator probably
would have room for only fivie or six

contest pictures. And at least 30
must be tabbed correctly to partici-

pate in the contest.

'GorSia' Revived For

Ritz Freres at 20-Fox

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Next picture for the Ritz Bros, is

'The, Gorilla,' based on^ Ralph
Spenqe's old stage play receijtly

bought by 20th-Fox.
'Take Her Dov/n,' 'originaHy slated

as the next production, is tempo-
rarily shelved. Ritzes are currently

windiijg up 'Three Musketeers.'

Allied Loses, but, Also, Indies

Needn't Produce Their Books;MK
In Peace Overtures on Dualing

Mayer Silks on 45.

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Louis B. Mayer added eight
horses to his racing stable, mak-
ing a total of 45 thoroughbreds,
some, of which are running at

Bay Meadows and others train-

ing for the Santa Anita meet'^

ing.

Four outstanding nags in the
latest shipment are Magic Hour,
Ossabaw, Quick Devil and Peri-
fox, a son of Gallant Fox.

J1&S.HASCHI

ORIENTAL NOW

Chicago, Oct, 25.

Jones, Linick & Schaefer has taken

over the Oriental, 3,200-seater on
Randolph street, on a 25-year lease.

House, which had been operated va-

iously as a vaudfilm, stage show and

straight film spot by Balaban & Katz

since its erection 12 years ago, has
been dark since June.

J. L. & S., is now operating the
State-Lake and McVickers for Bala-

ban & Katz on a 50-50 basis.

J. L. & S. plan to shift the vaudfilm
policy from the State-Lake to the

Oriental. But this is figured likely

to result in Balaban & Katz exercis-

ing its right to give J. L. & S. a 60-

day cancellation notice on the State-

Lake operating agreement, then tak-

ing over the State-Lake for opera;

tion under the B. & K. banner. If so,

B. & K. would have three likely

policies for the State-Lake. To con-

tinue the present vaudfilm policy in

competition with the J. L. & S. Ori-

ental; to opetate it with double fea-

tures; or to put in first-run straight

pictures on a single-o basis.

Shift of the leasehold on the Ori-

ental once more puts J. L. & S. on
Randolph street rialto from where it

was removed six weeks ago when
Essaness took over the Woods. How-
ever, J. L. & S. is still financially in-

terested in the Woods, getting a
share in the profits for the next five

years.

Del Theatre Casbier

Released on Parole

Detroit, Oct. 25.

Allen Yates, former cashier of

United Detroit's Madisoii theatre,

was paroled last week from Jackson
Prison,' where he was serving a
1-to-lO-year term for embezzling

$1,078 of house receipts less than a
year ago.

When he absconded with the re-

ceipts, he was accompanied by his

brother, Charles, then assistant

cashier of the Michigan vaudfllmer,

who was later charged with theft of

$2,563 in - that theatre's receipts.

Charles is still serving a term in

Jackson Prison,

Garfield in 'Dust*

Hollywood, Oct. 25,

John Garfield gets the role of the

news photographer in 'Dust Be My
Destiny,' the forthcoming Warners
picture based on Jerome Odium's
novel.

Role features .a photographic ex-

pose of political graft.

Tom Gorman's Chi Spot
Chicago, Oct. 25.

Tom Gorman comes in as general

press chief for RKO of the midwest,
with headquarters here.

Replaces Lou Blaine who heads to

the Coast to join Universal.

Throw Switch On 'U. P.'

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Cecil B, DeMille's 'Union Pacific'

went before the cameras on location

in Utah, with Arthur, Rosson direc-

ting a troupe of 400.

DeMille will handle the principals
on the Paramount lot with Charles
Barton as bis assistanu

Chicago, Oct. 25.

Federal Judge James Wilkerson on
Thursday (20) denied the petition, ol

the Allied independent theatre own-

ers for a temporary injunction

against Balaban &; Katz, Paramount
and other distributors, restraining

them from enforcing the present
clearance system. Allied sought this

injunction, preliminary to the hear-
ing on its suit of restraint of trade
and monopoly against B&K, Par and
other distribs. In denying the plea
for the preliminary injunction the
colurt held that it would be impos-
sible to hand down an injimction at
this time without,.,in effect, giving a
ruling on the entire ctfse.

It is understood that the plaintiffs*

attorneys, Joe Rosenberg and Aaron
Stein, had but faint hope in getting

this preliminary injunction okayed
by the courts since at no time in the
past have plaintifis been able to ob-
tain such an injmiction in cases in-

volving monopoly and restraint of
trade charges.
Court gave\ the defendants 30 days

in which to file a complaint answer
to the original complaint. Court also

quashed the subpoenas which would
have forced the plaintiffs to bring
their books into court. This latter

came as something of a disappoint-

ment to distrib managers and sales-

men who had figured they were
going to have a field day going
through the .exhibs' books, and
learning finally the exact financial

standing of the theatres and their re-
ceipts on pictures. "'The managers
and salesm^ looked forward to see-

ing these books and had figured that
they would come out of the case a
winner no matter how it was ac*
tually decided, since they would then
be armed with real boxoffice infor-

matipn in future, negotiations with
exhibitors.

See AccQrd
Meanwhile, outside of the courts

Balaban & Katz and the Allied e^c*

hibitors have- been making eyes at'

each other, and there is growing -pos-^

sibilitisr that there will be a settle-

ment before the 30 days will have
expired.
Double features squabble is the

bone which is holding up the settle-

ment and riot clearance. B&K, it

is reported, has. made offers to re-

ducie the clearance in nearly .all al-

locations and situations^ which would
bcing-j^-indie houses close behind,
the loop and big.nafae houses, in the
releasing schedule.

But the Allied theatres feel that

they are primarily ;battling double
features, despite the f^ct that there
is nbthing fundamentally or basically

illegal in double feature exhibition.

And' for that reason have not agreed,

and are not lilcely to agree, to any
ettlemenit W'hich doeis not call for the
elimination of twin bills., B&K, on
its hand, is just as determined to

keep twin pictures as a .major part
of its present policy, beileving thai,

the only way double ' bills can be
eliminated is for the producers to
stop turning out so many pictures.

100 Film-Lecture Bates

For Mrs. Osa Jokson;

Plane Crash Suit Due

Mrs. Osa Johnson's lecture tour,
which opened last week in Westfleld,

N. J., has been laid out by Clark
Getts to bring her into. Los Ar^geles
in December. Her suit against air-

line based on alleged negligence in
accident that killed her husband,
Martin Johnson,- comes up at that
time.

Mrs. Johnson has played 300 lec-
ture dates with 'Jungle Calling' film
since widowed and wjill fill approxi-
mately 100 this season.

Truex in 'BaltOf Bubble'

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Ernest Truex gets the top spot in
'Baltimore Bubble,' to be produced
by Burt Kelly at Universal. Charles
Graydon is doing the screen play.

Shooting starts as soon as TrUeic
finishes his current job in 'Ambush*
at Paramount
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THE POLICY OF THE
FRIENDLY COMPANY!

IT IS neither fitting nor becoming for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to parade in the public prints

the kindly and complimentary words which are being showered, upon it in communications

from our customers, and editorially in the trade press.

WK PURPOSE of this advertisement is to register deep gratitude to our exhibitor friends

for their faith and support.

AS THIS new season proceeds on its way it has been convincingly demonstrated by early

renewal of contracts that our customers of tKe past year were more than satisfied with our

merchandise and our methods.

TO THEM and to new M-G-M exhibitors we re-affirm our belief that successfol operation is

built on the confidence and support of happy customers ! That is the essential of a profitable

partnership and our appreciation of it is expressed in the fair policy of a friendly company*

YOUR FAITH in M-G-M^s product has been answered again this season by a consistent

supply of splendid entertainments.

YOUR FAITH in M-G-M's sincere selling methods has been fulfilled this year too, as it was

last season, in a reasonable and fair allocation of pictures.

YOUR FAITH in a rosy future for your theatre is amply fortified by M-G-M*s Fall and
Winter production activities.

MONTHS AGO Metro-Goldwyn-h4ayer set its plans for a 1938-39 season that would entail

the largest outlay of production money which this company has ever expended.

OjMLY M-G-M with its vast reservoir of talents and story materials and its ability to take

chances could do this.

WITH BOOM conditions evident in America, the foresight of M-G-M in being prepared with

"A" attractions for "A** times is added confirmation to customers of many years that true

security rests in an M-G-M contract.

IN A sentimental business we take the liberty of a heartfelt salutation:

''WE ARE grateful to you who have made our success possible/'
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His fellow-workers in the Hollywood laboratories of Paramount and

Metro did not suspect that the young slant-eyed Russian who worked there

until last May was an authentic Russian prince and the godson of Czar

Nicholas 11. The 26 year old Prince Alexi* Nikolayevich Badmaieff; sound

engineer and inventor, concealed his title while holding down technical

jobs in Consolidated Films, then Metro and finally for six months in Para-

mount.
He left for New York in connection with several inventions in the field

of sound reproduction. Audio Devices, Inc., have bought an option on

a new recording mechanism developed by Prince Badmaiefl. This week
he returned to Hollywood, where he expects once more to enter a film

laboratory.

Hollywood had a good chuckle over the rib on Sam Goldwyn that might

have reached colossal proportions but for the vigilance of the New York
oiTlce. Producer was elected honorary Lord Rector of Glasgow University,

almost. News of the 'election' was contained in a wire to George J. P.

Arcliibald, v.p. of United Artists Corp., Ltd., London, It bore the signa-

ture of Duncan' Johnson, hisad of the Glasgow U student body. Archibald

cabled it to Hollywood, where the flacks ate it up. Suspiciously the home
office execs delayed publication and wired Glasgow for further details.

They found it was a traditional 'rip,' pulled once a year by prankish

students. Last year the honor was bestowed on Haile Selassie, and the

year before on Shirley Temple.

Publicity experiment on Warners 'Angels With Dirty Faces' bans radio

broadcasts, newspaper or mag serializatioa or any other medium which
would tip off the plot in advance. Studio wants to know whether publicity

of this kind, prior to a film's release, is harmful to the boxoffice. Flack

department has turned down several requests for broadcasts of dramatic

sequences.
Warners mulled a title switch for 'Brother Rat' for some time, fearing

possible confusion with the gangster cycle. Finally decided to rely on

pre-selling as a means to establish the meaning of the tag. Hence the

*world premiere' baQyhoo at Lexington, Va,, home of the Virginia Military

Institute, background of the Broadway play, now a WB film.

What may or may hot be a publicity suit is that involving the chiro-

practic sequence in 'There Goes My Heart' (UA). The American Bureau

of Chiropractic, Inc., and its members, according to attorneys for the

organization, filed in N. Y. supreme court Friday (14) for $100,000 dam-
ages, naming Hal Roach, Alan Mowbray, Eddie Moran, Jack Jevne and

Ed Sullivan co-defendants.

The chiropractic outfit charges the picture is not only slanderous but it

tends to hold members of the profession up to ridicule. It specifically

objects to the inferetoce set forth in the picture that the profession can be

taught correspondence.

Newsreel films of the opening day's services of the National Eucharistic

services Tuesday (18) were destroyed in the Eastern Airlines plane from
New Orleans which crashed in flames near Montgomery, Ala., a few hours

after leaving there. Also destroyed in the flames was a short of Cardinal

Mundelein taken by Metro's News of the Day crew for the Catholic

meeting.
The publicity bureau of the Association of Commerce, although regret-

ting the loss, pointed out that it was raining during most of the opening

day 'shots' whereas the sun shone the rest of the week.

Annual award from Motibtt Picture Traffic Safety Committee (David S,

Beyer Memorial Award), which went to March of Time last week for its

safety subject, 'Man at the Wheel,' is the sixth honor given M. of T. since

the short subject started 4hree and a half years ago. Included in this list

is the Academy shorts (newsreel) award, the laurel from American Society

for Control of Cancer, and National Civil Service Assembly honor award.

'Award was given Louis de Rochemont, producer of March of Time, at a

gathering of 6,000 safety leaders at National Safety Congress, Chicago.

Signing of Eddie Albert, legit actor, to a seven-year contract |at War-
ners, makes an even dozen young players undergoing intensive grooming

for stardom. Others are John Garfield, Jeffrey l«ynn, Priscilla Dean, Marie
Wilson, Gale Page, Marie Wrixon, Rosella Towne, Ha Rhodes, Jane Wy-
man, Ann Sheridan and Joha Payne. Albert's contract was his third deal

Vrith the studio in five months, the last for 'Brother Rat.' However, Albert

can't start for WB until the end of the run of 'Boys Prom Syracuse,' new
George Abbott play for Broadway.

International complications are irking actors and flacks at a major studio

•where a fair young femme from Europe is practicing newly acquired

American phrases on her fellow workers, who are not accustomed to

being addressed that way. Flacks, in particular, are burned up because

she has learned- to say 'no' with all its American trimmings. Young
woman's attitude has cost her a lot of good publicity and friends.

J. Harold Murray's shorts he made for Mentome some time ago will be
part of the former musical comedy star's campaign lor the Democratic

sta^e senatorship in Connecticut Shorts will be screened cuffo in inter-

ested theatres and Murray will follow up with personals—a sort of

campaign stump tour under show biz auspices.

David O. Selznick's story department is hunting a yarn suitable as a

Starrer for Minnie Dupree, Broadway veteran. Search was ordered after

the producer scanned 400 preview cards following the recent screening of

The Young ih Heart,' which bad been revamped since its first preview.

Studio is also seeking stories to star Paulette Goddard and Richard Carlson.

Next "Thin Man' picture at Metro will introduce a new co-star team in

Virginia Bruce and either Melvyn Douglas or Reginald Gardiner. With
William Powell definitely out of the cast, Myrna Loy thought a complete

change of faces would be better than a partial switch, so she retired in

favor of Miss Bruce.

Latest arrival at Boys Towii, Neb., was an ll-year-old lad from New
Jersey who saw Metro's picture about Father Flanagan's home one night,

got spanked lor staying out late at the theatre and hitch-hiked to Omaha,
While held here by police pending word from Ijis parents, the lad decided

that after all, 'There's no place like home.'

W. G. Van Schmus, managing director of Radio. City Music Hall, N. Y.,

heads the motion pictures group for the annual membership drive of the

New York chapter, American Red Cross, Campaign extends from Armis-
tice Day (Nov, 11) through Thanksgiving,

'This'U Make You Whistle,' Herbert Wilcox production, starring Jack
Buchanan of two years back, was held up for U, S. release due to failure

to get Hays organization approval. Finally Joebreened and edited, it

opens at the 55th St. Playhouse Oct 31.

Twentieth-Fox is planning a special showing of 'Submarine Patrol' at

Annapolis Oct. 30. Trade paper representatives will be taken down in

car3 Saturday (29) for a dinner at Annapolis and the special screening.

Marc Lachmann's exploitation stunt.

Music Corp. of America's 'Ice Follies' troupe is collecting $12,500 a week
for the four weeks it idled while the Metro film was being readied. That's

the ice show's regular figure.

Bill Fox's Corp. Loaned

Got. EaHe 1^)00 Shares

Philadelphia, Oct. 25.

Attempt by the philly Inquirer
last week to smear Governor Earle
and Senator Guffey brought to light

the fact that All-Continent Corp.,
holding company entirely owned by
the family of William Fox, loaned
the governor 1,000 shares of stock.

Stock was us;ed by the chief exec as
collateral for a loan of $50,000, with
which he bought bonds of the New
York Post in 1935. Bonds were later

sold and the stock returned to All-

Continent
Connection of All-Continent with

the governor, or the reason it should
lend him the collateral—other than
that it owned an interest in the Post
and was anxious for Earle to ad-
vance" the money—was not brought
out in testimony before the House
Investigating Committee in Harris-

burg last Wednesday.
Asked why the corporation should

make the loan, exolanation of Albert
M, Greenfield, Philly realty man and
banker, who brought out the Fox
connection, was: 'Because All-Conti-

nent had an interest, in the New
York Post. It owned debentures of

$100,000 of the company.'
All-Continent has figured in the

news continuously for the past sev-

eral years as the result of court

charges that Fox transferred all of

his holdings to the family-owned
company just before he went into

bankruptcy.

EXPLOITATION By Epos W. Sargent

Theatres-Exchanges

Ball Player Plug

St. Louis.

A natural for exploiting MG's
'Boys Town' fell into the laps of
Manager Harold 'Chick' Evens and
Jimmy Harris, p. a. at Loew's, and
this pair heeded* opportunity's knock
and proceeded to put over a sock
campaign. In the pic which Evens
and Harris previewed several weeks
before its showing here they noted
that Father Flanagan (Spencer
Tracy) told Mickey Rooney that one
of the former residents of 'Boys
Town' had become a professional
ball player and had been signed by
the St. Louis Bi'owns. Evens and
Hari-is checked the authenticity of
the statement with Cy Casper, p. a.

of the ball club and learned it was
not only true, but that Larry Ken-
nedy, the roolrie ball tosser, had
been brought from one of the club's
farm teams and was in town work-
ing out with the major leaguers.
Kennedy was sounded out for as-

sisting in the exploitation csimpaign,
and the youngster co-operated 100%.
He visited the theatre where^
through an arrangement Evens and
Harris made with the Post-Dispatch,
a p. m. rag, a half-page interview
was obtained and it broke in the
women's section the day 'Boys
Town' begsTi its run. The Star-
Times, another p. m. rag, featured
Kennedy in a series of photos in
which the theatre got plenty of men-
tion.

Cleveland.
Al Gregg, former newspaperman

and p.a. for RKO Palace, made pub-
licity director of -Republic Pictures
in Ohio and W^t' Virginia territory

last week by Nat Lefton, zone man-
ager.

Greensboro, N. C.
Plans for a new moving picture

theatre with a seating capacity of
700, to be located just off the camous
of the Woman's College of the Uni-
versity of North Carolina are near-^
ing completion,

Troy, N. Y.
Fifth Ave. theatre, of the Rosen-

thai-operated group, has been sold
By the Troy Savings ' Bank 'to the
Sequoia Theatre Corp. Latter re-
cently formed by Albany men, with
Harry Hellman, owner of two Albany
nabes, reported as interested.

Omaha.
Business men at Dunning. Neb., are

planning a new 250-seat theatre to
cost $12,000. H. K, Holly, in charge.
Members of Local B47, Film Ex-

change Employees Union, had their
annual par^ this week in the union
clubrooms on Filmrow. Committee
included Fritz Bietman. Gus Kopald
and Phil Mansell. i

Los Angeles.
F. J. Casey reopened Mission, San

Juan Capistrano.
Morris Safier back from northwest

where he appointed two Grand Na-
tional branch managers—^Lloyd V.
Lamb, Seattle, and G. E, Jackson,
Portland.
Lewis Berkofl building new thea-

tre to be completed in three- months,
seating 400,
Kelly Seligman bought the Colum-

bia, dark eight months, from George
Finck; will .be reopened as Dorkel.
George T. Brown, owner of Riviera

for 10 years, sold it to, Shamberg-
Finkelstein intdreets.

Lincoln.
,H. K. Holly, Dunning, Neb., plans

to start construction of a 250-seat
theatre In that location within a
month.
Price status in theatres here Is

better than it has been for several
yfars. By Jan. 1, there will* be no
house on theatre row operating for
less than 10-15-20, and four are on a
10-25-40 basis now. Only three
months ago, dual bills were going
for 5c,

Des Moines.
Ogden. Ogden, la., opened last

week. J, G. Fair of Laurens, Iowa,
is the owner.

Pairing Them Vp
Salt Lake City.

C. Clare Woods, manager of the
Paramount, worked a slick bit of
praisery for 'Boy Meets Givl,' cur-
rently playing, during the initial

collegiate football contest between
university of Utah and Montana
State College here.
He distributed 8,000 cards, num-

bered in duplicate to grid patrons.
Card holders were instructed" to
wear button in plain sight. Boy and
girl wearing the same numbw- re-
ceived a brace of Annie Oakleys.
Exploitation gag, while aimed to
attract the rah-rah trade, drummed
up interest among the alumni as
well.

New Style Kid Show
Spartanburg, S, C,

Tying-up with local Foremost
ipairies branch. State very effective-
ly has launched 'Back to School'
boys and girls matinees. Shows all

scheduled Saturday forenoons, there-
by avoiding conflict with studies and
home-work.
Dairies coming in with free pop-

sicles and balloons, plus a Foremost
milk caps swap for prizes. Idea has
been enlarged to include theatre's
safety club, a sure-fire stunt for sev-
eral years. WSPA has been hooked-
in for safety club shows and com-
bination has attracted wide attention.

On the Job
'Around the World,' United Art-

ists' foreign house organ, produced
an original front page recently when,
the space was given to war news^
each headiirig followed by a line tell-
ing of the triumph of U. A. bookings
in that section. As an example the
Prague dateline carries: 'Czechs
mobilize fbr war in 6 hours,' fol-
lowed by 'Polo, Blockade, Follies
record wreckers.' It got attention
and emphasized the fact that pictures
are on the job in all the war-torn
countries.

It is not always easy to carry on,
particularly in the more active areas;.

Norman Westwood, Shanghai mana-
ger, recently wrote that the offices
were on the edge of the bombed
area and all of the windows had been
blown out but that the staff was
carrying on and not even ducking at
the drone of the militant planes.

Those Metro Marionettes
St. Louis.

Advance exploitation for WGMlS
'Great Waltz,' 'Sweethearts,' and 'The
Citadel' skedded for early runs at
Loew's, was achieved last week by-
Manager .Harold 'Chick' Evens, p. a."

Jimmy Harris and his aide, Wallie
ITeim, when they made a tieup with
the Board of Education, the Wash-
ington university and two indie
houses whereby these MGM mari-
onette movies were shown. It is a
rare occasion when the board of
Education yields the sdhools for this
purpose but it succumbed the-
pleas of Loew's representatives. .

The auditoriums of the Clevelonct
and Beatimont high schools, located
in opposite ends of this burg, accom-
modated approximately 7,000 pupils
and about 4,000 students at the Wash-
ington university took advantage of
the opportunity fpr a free- look. The
Uptown and Will Rogers, indie nabes,
showed the pic. Both houses run
MGM pica as ^cond runs. The. local
showing of the marionettes began a
midwest tour which is expected to
bolster biz considerably when the
features are shown in this territory.

Search for Sisters

Camden, N. J.

Gratified with the results from the
stunt he staged in connection vritfa

'Love Finds. Andy Hardy,' for which
he received considerable publicity
by promising free grub and an eve-
ning's entertainment to the largest
family in Camden and vicinity, Jo-
seph Murdock, manager of the local
Stanley! put out a call last week for
four West Jersey sisters bearing a
close, resemblance to the four girls
in the title roles of the film, 'Four
Daughters.'
Seems that Camden can duplicate

Hollywood any day in the year, for
there Was no dearth ' of candidates
for Uie free dinner and show that
was in store for the girls who fit the
bill. Search for the quartet of girls
netted the Stanley publicity aplenty.
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ROXY
SRATS' I riL

—On th« Stai

M«w Stas0 Show

Akron, O.
Robert Rhodes, manager of the

Colonial shifted to manager of the
j

Fulton, in Pittsburgh, succeeding

'

John Goring, who is leaving that
post.

Pittsburgh.
Robert W, Rhodes of Shea's Colo-

nial, Akron. O., named manager of
Shea-Hyde Fulton here. He succeeds
John Goring, resigned. Latter stick-
ing around to await outcome of
couole of local deals pending Are.
Maurice Kinder of WB foreign

denartment in New York has joined
WB-PN exchange here as salesman
covering W. Va. territory. He re-
places Bob Dunbar, recently upped
to office manager and city salesman.

PARAMOUNTTIMES
SQUARE

In Technicolor

"MEN WITH
WINGS"

Frcil MikcMiirruy
Kuy MillMitd

T.oui!«e C'Mm'pbell

—IN PEBSON—
.Mark- WARNOW

and Band
Kaymond SCOTT

- Quintet

Maxine Haiti van
Ann Miller
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Hookups Dwindling in Size;

Aggravates Network Relations

With Supplementary Stations

While the NBC red (WEAF) link

find CBS have about the same num-
ber of accounts as.they had last sea-

son, theijr tjillings will reflect no
small letdown in tlie sale' of supple-

mentary station. Average number
of stations per accoimt has fallen oft

perceptibly in the case of each net-

work. This advertiser tendency to

contract the station list, instead of

expanding it, has produced a serious

problem, especially for Columbia. It

malces it so much harder to keep the

supplementary stations happy. ,

Comparing like weeks in .October,

the breakdown of CBS' commercial
lists show that in 1937 the average
daytime hookup consisted of 40 sta-

tions, whereas this year it's 33 sta-

tions. Average nighttime hookup
last year came to 64 stations, and
lor the current year it was 62 sta-

•tions.

Downward
Columbia's daytime business isn't

VfhiA it was in either volume or per-
centage last s'6ason. Analysis of the

same October weeks discloses ' that

the daytime billings last year was
35.7% of the whole as compated to

this year's 31.1%. What was CBS'
ihajor loss, the General Mills busi-

ness, has proved NBC's boon. Lat-
ter network's daytime ..business is

thereby bigger than what it was in

1937. Breakdown of the NBC Sep-
tembier revenue puts the daytime
split this year 33%, while last year
it was 26%.
Columbia is assuring its afflliates

In the supplementary groups that the
network anticipates a shatp uptiirn

in billings with the first of 1939. Also
that the turn of the year will find

clients adding more time to their

schediiles and expanding their pres-

ent station lists.

CBS officials are also telling these
affiliates that they are confident that

not only wOl business pick up in a
feig way foi: the network at that
time, but that 1939 will be as big as

1937 in the sale of hookup tinie.

AFRA's Chicago Dance

Chicago, Oct. 25.

American Federation of Radio Ar-
tists local shaping plans for its first

ballroom affair.

It's a sustaining shindig tagged
'AFRA Antics' and is scheduled for

Nov. 11 in the bote', Sherman.

RADIO DUCATS

GOBEW
DtLA.

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Unless ducat hounds to radio

shows whet their, interest in the

afternoon broadcasts which are
piped east, this point of transconti-

nental origination stands to lose a

few shows to the east. If there isn't

a fast pickup in attendance, both Jack
Haley and Al Pearce may pack up
their duds and hike east. ' At a re-

cent Haley show only about 100

showed up in a studio seating around
450.. Response' to 'gags carriecl too

much qf a hollow sound to satisfy

the auspices.

Nights shows are a cinch fiUup but
it's almost .next to impossible to

round up a representative audience
ardund 4 to '5 p. m.

SOCONY SEEKING

RADIO PROGRAM

WNEW INCORPORATES

AN ARTISTS BUREAU

Albany, Oct. 25.

WNEW, N. Y., has incorporated a
talent booking setup for itself. Latest
will be tagged the WNEW Booking.
Office, Inc. Application for such
charter was filed with the Secretary
of State's office yesterday (24), with
Bol Rosenblatt named as attorney.

New office will be distinguished
from the present WNEW Artists Bu-
.reau, Inc., in that it will devote it-

self exclusively to booking outside
talent for commercial programs. • The
Artists bureau will confine itself to
handling persons who are imder
managerial contract to the station.

Saitt Surtzman, five years, a script
yriter lor Eddie Cantor, en route, to
the .Coast to join the Al Jols'on wnt-
in« siatt. .

.

'

' .

Socony may return to the air with
a network show. It's confined itself

for the past two years to local news
and, live talent programs but quiet
inquiries made by the account's
agency, J. Sterling Getchell, in the
talent field last week indicated that
the petrol combine was open to con-
viction.

Socony has a crosscountry dis

tribution with the exception of a
couple of western states. It is also
out of the lower Atlantic seaboard
and South Central areas.

Betty Garde/Kin Cotton

Head CoUins' Serial
New 15 min. across-the-boar4

family serial is being offered by the
Ted Collins Corp. It's labeled
'My Son and I' with Betty Garde and
Kingsley Cottpn in the leads. Writ
ten by Frank Provo.
.Program wa$ wax^d frpm an audi

tion latter part last week with .seU
ing being done from cuttings.

Husing's Lost Score

Ted Husing stepped into ra-

dio's chamber of horrors last

Saturday (22) without knock-»

ing. He merely lost a Prince-

ton touchdown during the Navy
game. It happened as follows:

With Navy in front 13-6 late

in the fourth quarter, Princeton

uncorked a successful forward-
lateral good for around 45 yards.

According to Husing it was now
first down for the Tiger on the

Middies' 4-yard line—and lo,

Princeton was lining up to try

a field goal. Listeners were
aghast. Even Theodore seemed
a bit puzzled. The kick was
true and Husing announced the
sdore as 13-9. At which point it

dawned on Husing that it wasn't

a field goal at all; Princeton had
' converted the point after touch-
down, the previous forward-
lateral play having carried

across the goal line.

Well, let's not be rough on
dear old Ted. What with his

hair, a cold, and the sun was
in his eyes too. But if he roots

for Navy against Army the way
he did Saturday, the squawks
will be tremendous.
Which reminds that at the

start of each football season that

gasoline company calls all its

grid announcers together and
they hold school for a couple
of days. Move over, boys, com-
pany's comin'.

Carter Whams

Radio Control

Hartford, Oct. 25..

Press is three times as free as the
radio, Boake Carter told a large au^
di^nce at the Bushnell Memorial here
Wednesday night (19) in one of a
series of talks throughout the coun-

Sy.
'All that you hear over the

etworks,* said the erstwhile news
commentator, 'is merely parroted
news. Positively no ^iscussion is

allowed.'

Radio news broadcasting is com-
pletely imder the tliumbs of a Wash-
ington 'group who are the" most un-
scrupulous I have ever encountered,
and I have encountered, a great many
in my day.' For this group to per-
petuate themselves in' office it is

necessary for them to suppress the
viewpoints contrary to their philoso-
phies, he said. .

Carter said that the Integrity of
the nation's press is being- imder-
mined by the Washington group
through the radio. He. added that
98% of newspaper publishers are 'as

honest men as can be found any-
where in the .country.*

Washington has so scared the
people who control the netw:orks
that they fear to make a cbmm6nt
contrary to^fts wishes in the radio
news .services, he claimed.

KDKA Show to WTAM

Pittsburgh, Oct. 25.'

Pittsburgh Coal Company' has
signed Bernie Aimistrong iauod Aneu-
i.ria Bodycombe for 28-week orgah-
piario series on a three-station hook^
up.

,
Program will emanate from.

KD^CA here and is to be fed also to
WTAM, Cleveland, and WLEU, Erie.
It's the same setup sponsor employed
last season when Lois Miller, organ-
ist, had the spot. Latter has left to
make her future home in New York,
where she will do radio work.

Botji Armstrong and Bodycombe
are KDKA staff members. Program
labeled 'Fireside Reveries' and mu-
sic will be chiefly of the homespun
variety.

JOLSON SLANDER CASE

Ad Lib Craok Up for Damkre
Adjudloation

Pittsburgh, Oct. 25.

Slander action against NBC by the

Summit Hotel of Uniontown, Pa.,

went to trial yesterday (Monday).

Pending for three years action orig-

inally included Al Jolson as a de-

fendant. Jolson was subsequently

dropped and NBC is defending.

In an interview with Sam Parks,
Jr.,' then national golf champ, Jol-

son ad libbed four words which the
hotel thinks calls for $100,000 dam-
ages.

Banker's New Kingdom

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

New site for J. Walter Thompson
agency across the street from the
new NBC plant will house the com-
bined offices of the Hollywood and
downtown quarters under the direc-
tion of Danny Danker, vice prez in
charge of CJoast radio. Building is

being remodelled for Jan. 1 oc-
cupancy.
Deal represents $250,000 Invest-

ment tor Thompson agency.

D. C WHISPERS

HORIZON' IS

FORGOTTEN

Washington, Oct. 25.

Federal Communications Com-
mission had apparently voted unani-
mously to renew the license of

WTCN, Minneapolis. Action had
been held up on the application
after a Minneapolis listener had
complained about the language con-
tained in an NBC broadcast of Eu-
gene O'Neill's 'Beyond the Horizon.'

WTCN carried the program as the
local release for the blue (WJZ)
link. Possibility that the commish
might take disciplinary steps toward
the station because of this lone
squawk drew considerable critical

attention.

No confirmation of the commis-'
sipnfs nod bh the WTCN application
could • be obtained yesterday after-
iioon (Tuesday).

VANDA IN CHICAGO

ON PURINA DEAL

Chicago, Oct. 25.

Charles Vanda, Coast program di-
rector for Columbia, is here to work
out the details of one of his experi-
mental progirams for Purina spon-
sorship.

Half hour piece, 'I Was There,'
deals with' the experiences of per-
sons who were on hand at mo-
mentous occasions. Episodes will be
dramatized and the eye witnesses
making appearances. Vanda* will
likely produce the show on the
Coast, where it will be given a trial

run before going transcohtiniental.

No Parking—Literal

Closing of the one remaining ,au-

tomobile;parking space in Radio CJity

where workmen are now excavating
to lay foundation of a new building
has created an acute parking prob-
lem for NBC radio people. Only
others are between Sixth and Sev-
enth avenues, running through from
50th to 51st and 51st to 52d streets,

an^; they're usually so jammed with
shoppers' cars the SRO sign is al-
most always up.
New building will be ready In

April, '39, with plans making pro-
vision for^ underground storage of
about 800 cars.

KQV- PIRATES

SETHEODT

W COURT

Pittsbturgh, Oct. 25.

Pittsburgh Baseball Club's $100,000
suit for damages against KQV was
settled out of court last week. Un-
derstood no money .was involved,
with station merely agreeing to lay
off any future attempts to broadcast
accounts of Pirates home games in
future.

Action grew out of KQV's illegal

knothole play-by-play descriptions of
baseball games at home even before
club had sanctioned sponsored broad-
casts over KDKA-W.WSW by So-
cony-Vacuum and General Mills
from Forbes Field. Club applied for
.?purt Injunction restrai ing KQV
from 'trespassing on priviate prop^
erty' and • added rider asking for

$100,000 damages. ...

Injunction was granted in Federal
Court couple of months ago, with
club's expected abandonment of

damages claim coming several weeks
after that.

Rubber Nixes Novelty

Idea Hitcbed to 'Unknown'

Penn Wayne Orcbestra

Currently auditioning for a retunf*
to the air with the upswing in auto-
motive production, U. S. Kubber of-

ficials, and Campbell-Ewald agency
men listened to an audience partici-

pation idea built somewhat 'ialong

the lines of the Kay Kyser show,
last week and turned it down. Idea
is the property of Gene Gaud6tte,
band manager.
Although Tire and agency men

expressed a liking for the setup and
the Penn Wayne orch. it was nixed
when' they found the crpw, now at

the Cafe Loyale, N. Y., and managed
by Gaudette, went with it. Audi-
tioners wanted to use it with a name
band, which in turn was nixed by
Gaudette.

"

CALL WEU CONTEST

WINNER INELIGIBLE

KYW'S LOCATION SCOUT
Philadelphia, Oct! 25.

Jim Harvey, of the program de-
part of KYW, was selected by the
Pennsylvania Railroad to make a
trip into backwoods Pennsy today to

select appropriate spots to send their

special train for camera bugs on
Sundays. ' «

Harvey conducts the city's largest

amateur lensers' club on KYW.,

Elaine Carrlngton in L.A.
Elaine S. Carrington, author of

'Pepper Young's Family' serial and
other radio plays, trained out to the
Coast last week to be on hand when
two of her scripts, 'Boy Loves Girl'

and 'Tony Donello' are presented on
'Doctor Christian' program (Chese-
brough Co.) with Jean Hersholt.
Mrs. Carrington returns to New

York early in November.

Mann Holiner off for New York
next week to confer with Martin
Gosch on the new Robert Benchley
show for Old Gold.

Bridgeport, Oct. 25.

Bridgeport A. F. of M. local flle^l

strong protest against WELI, ' New
Haven, for permitting Fred Esposit<t

quartet, Bridgeport unit, to com-
pete in station's first annual swing
carnival. Esposito bunch won event;
in which units from all parts of Con-
necticut performed.
Jesse Greenwald, president of

Bridgeport local, advised James T.
Milne, WELI manager, prior ' t<*

event agaihst letting group play but
Charles H. Wright, station's program
manager, felt Esposito combo was
eligible. When judges voted four-
some winner, Greenwald made it

plain that WELI could not go ahead
with schfe'duled plans to make trophy
presentation on air. Ceremony was
called off.

Carnival was open to 'amateur
groups,' and according to local prexy,
Esposito didn't fit the class!

WMCA's Chi Office

Chicago, Oct. 25.

WMCA, New York, is opening a
sales office in Chicago immediately.
This follows the severance of th«
Transamerican arrangement. Pre-
viously WMCA. had Ray Linton.

J. M. Ward, from Transmerk,. and
G. B. McDermott, of NBC anteced-
ents, will be the staff of the nevr.

office.

nSHFACE IN KANSAS CITY
Kansas City, Oct. 25.

Senator Fishface (Elmore Vincent)
joins Johnny O'Brien and His Har-
monic Hi-Hats in Kansas City this
Thursday (27). He will m.c, the
show and do his Fishface routine.
Tour will be through the midwest,

south and southwest.

Kate Smith With Jolson

Kate Smith guests on the Al Jol-
son show Nov. 8. Lever Bros, show
did .its first of a series from New
York last night (Tues).
Singer also guested on Benny

Goodman's Camel program last night
(25) as did Hugues Panassie, French
swing critic.
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That Newspaper Ban-Wagon

From the tabulation on page 27 it is apparent that irate newspaper
publishers have cut from their sheets, fenough radio news, radio gossip-

chatter, publicity, art, etc., to "fill about six novels every week.

These figures look immense—which is just the way most publishers

want them to look. In many instances the idea has been to.discourage radio
advertising during hard times, and shift, the appropriation toward .the

newspapers. By and large, these tactics are not promotional for th^
newspapers, at all» but simply a species of pressuring.

PAid advertising plugging radio shows is a fine thing. It's showmanly.
But there's a- vast, difference between bona iflde advertising 'and inch-for-

Inch publicity, trading. Readership of station logs, which -few among the
most violent publishers have dared cut out, is twice th« reedership of the
eliminated gossip ciolumns (to roughly boil down some Gallup figures).

So the smart thing to do may be. to sit tight. and forget, the cuts. The
next time the s^ock market passes '& new set of Dow-Jones frontiers those
columns, will be back in, sure as shooting. For even the most rabid 'pub-

lisher Icnows that people read radio gossip, chatter, etc., anxl' that too big
or too .long a cut Is simply .hacking oft his schnozzle to spite his face.

Newspapers must please readers, just tiie way radio must please listeners;

Speculation does arise, however, why there must be- a continual warfare
between press- and radio as. Regards advertising. It occuris that in smaller
burgs especially, where' the chances of getting money . from local merr
chants is limited, cooperation between press and radio might mean more
advertising. It would certainly mean fewei: cuss-words, and more atten-

tion to merchandising and sales ideas which would, bring advertiser gobd-
will and indirectly benefit*both sides. As is, neither papers nor radio are

in many cases thinking of any total advertising expansion. They are

simply grabbing what there is of the pot, and to heck with the other guy.

But speculation ..about, paradise virtually always remains jUst that

—

•peculation. -Right now the papers are as mad as a fly with his wings
tarn t>ft, and they won't soften until business picks up. Moral to which' is:

let 'em burn until they cool off.

Radio Stations Pass Blackett's

Help T Pay - Transcription - Cost

Suggestion to N^A.E. Exec Council

Chicago, Oct. 25.

•;. Impasse has been ree^ched in the

lilackett • Sample - Hiimmert agency

demand for some, sort of rebate from

tho stations to help defray the cost

of making commercial ether- discs.

P. G. Parker, general mamager of

B-S-H, sat in with some of the top
Atation men of the country last week,
including Walter Damm, Harry Stone,
John Shepard III,' Leo Fitzpatrick;

and at this meeting the final deci-

sion was deferred on an agreement
to put the entire, question before the
industry as a whole.

It was agreed that the B-S-H disc

matter should not be decided by in-

dividual station meii but by the in-

dustry as a group; and the matter
will be routed through to the ex-

ecutive council of the National As-
sociation of Broadcasters for further

consideration.
Station men presented several ar-

guments in their behalf at their

meeting with Parker. Among these

arguments were contentions that the

stations spend more time and eifort

on spot shows than on network pro-

grams and are put to certain ex-

pense in aiding the merchandising
and publicising of these programs.
Also, that the commercial discs

spread throughout the country do
not aid the station in maintaining
any individuality or personality.

EX-LAX EXPANDtNG

Boy Scbuliz Will Be BcKulsr New
York YUitor

Ex-Lax is expanding its spot an-
nouncement campaign across' the

coimtry. It's adding 15 major mar-
kets with the schedule calling for

two transcribed plugs a day up un-
til the end of the current year. Ex-
tension of this campaign yfi\l be de-
termined after the company adver-
tising appropriation for 1939 has been
passed upon. Placements have here-
tofore been confined to the south and
New England.
Roy Schultz, the new radio direc-

tor for the Joseph Katz agency, fig-

ures' on spending a day or two each
week in New York on this spot busi-

ness. Agency's main offices are in
Baltimore.

ASK $15,

FOR HARDY'

PACKAGE

Billy House Program

Ending Wrigley Run,

May Move to New York

Chicago, Oct. 25.

Billy House show, 'Laugh Liner,'

foes off Columbia w$b on Sunday
(30) after ^17 weeks under Wrigley
sponsorship. Understood show will
transfer to New York origination for
a new sponsor who is now negotiat-
ing for program.
Replacement for Wrigley is ex-

pected to be the new Jesse Lasky
audition program, with Hollywood
origination.

Bob Lusk in Hollywood to look
9ver the Joe E. Brown and Jack
Haley entries ^for General Foods.

Charlie Morrison of the Goldstone-

Morrison agency Hollywood came in

to see Nick Schenck, XK)ew-Metro
prez, on a prospective package show
deal for a radio version the 'Judge

Hardy's' film series. He's seeing

Schenck this morning (Wednesday)
with a $15,000 proposition for Mickey
Rooney, Lewis Stone, the rest of the

'Hardy Family' principals, writers,

etc.

Idea has Coast studio approval, but
it's up to Schenck.

If Metro okays and gets sponsor,

it will mean - around $1,500,000 an-

nual income from radio. General
Foods is paying M-G around $20,000

for the current Maxwell House 'Good
News' show.

Velma McCall called east by death
of her father. She's Lum and Ab-
ner's biz manager.

Long Befogged Issue Now
LookS' Cliurified by>Inter-

wl Reveiitie Ruling

WEBS' BURPEN

Washington, Oct. 25.

Sponsors are; liable- for old-age

pension and' unemployment inisur^

ance taxes on behalf of radio . per-

formers except where a studio-built

program is' purchased, the Internal
Revenue Bureau - decreed last week
in rulings on confused aspects of the
social securi^ program. Burden was
lifted from stations and networks as
far as the bulk of commercials are
concerned, while agencies likewise

AGENCIES ALSO DUCK

ACTORS? BOSS IDEA

Although negotiations be-
tween the American' Federation
of Radio Artists apd the,Amer-
ican Assn. of Adveirtising
Agencies have ostensibly been
in progress off and on for
nearly II months, there is little

prospect of an agreement. Rer
centiy ranking officials of-
several . agencies have been
jubilantly quoted. Union execs,
on the other hand, explain that
the negotiations 'take time' and
that they .may 'have a stater
ment before long.'

Meetings are being held be-
tween AFRA spokesmen and a
committee representing the
AAAA member agencies. It

has been stated by AFRA of-
ficials from the first that the
AAAA cojnmittee was author-
ized to make' a deal for the
member agencies sind that the
latter would ratify any agree-
ment drawn up. ' Generally im-
.derstood agencies' groimds for
seeking to .sidestep a contract
is claim that they are not em-
ployers, but merely the repre-
sentatives of the sponsors. Aa
such, it is now alleged, they are
not . authorized

. to make any
contractual obligations for the
advertisers.

Al Zugsmith now a radio p.a.,

with Earle Ferris offic*.

were cleared, of resppnsibility for
collecting the tax and making the
required joint contributions. Three
interpretations clarify the muddled
situation existing for more than two
years.

Main point estalalished by ' the
Treasury branch was that sponsors
have the right, via the agencies, to
dictate how and when performers
render service, with' the exception of
the fiinished-package type of pro-
gram. Hence, the talent must be
considered as 'employees' of the

' company which pays the bill for
' radio advertising.

After considering hypothetical
cases based on actual contracts, the
Treasury attorneys s'iaid performers
are not 'independent contractors' and
neither the agency nor the chain or
station is an employer, since the last
word is given by the sponsor.

Beasoning

'It is evident that the N Company
exercises, or has the right to exer-
cise, control over his services to an
extent sufficient to establish the em-
ployer-employee relationship,' the
decision said in regard to the situa-
tion presented by the typical con-
tract. 'It is not necessary to the ex-
istence of such relationship that the
employer either personally or
through his agent actually control
or direct the manner in whicK ser-
vices are perfoimed. It is sufficient
if the employer has the right to do
so. It. is further held that the N
Company is the employer of A since
the latter is engaged by the M Ad-
vertising Agency as agent under the
express authority and with the ap-
proval of the N Company to perform

Radjo (Interstate Commerce) Not

Much Affected by Wage-and-Hours

Law; Some Locals on 4$-Hour Week

Money provision of the U. S. Wage
and Hour Law, which became ^op-

erative Monday . (24) is expected .to^

affect the payrolls of tHe'broad(^a£t'>^

ing industry in, but scattered in-

stances. Where the. statute, has Uke-

ly raised hob is in the working 'hours

of many' stations throu^out the

country. The 48-hour |iyeek has been
the common • setup' for the smaller
outlets that hadti't' coine withifi the
sphere of labor organization, either
national union or otherwise.
To conform with the requirements

of the W & H law these stations will

have to reduce their workirig week
to a 44-hour week and pay time
and a half for all overtime. Under
the minimum wage level laid down
by the law; namely, 25c an hour, it

will have' to be $11 a week.
NBC aiid Columbia report that the

law hasn't caused' a^y change i its

network operations. In either case
the normal work week has been but
35 hours. In checking its owned and
managed stations CBS found that
few of the personnel worked over
40 hours a week. Only category it

expected to be affected by the law
was office boys. Inquiry disclosed
that most of them didn't employ of-
fice boys.
While there has been no high

court decision declaring broadcast-
ing interstate commerce, the indus-
try itself has admitted that it comes
within the scope ot the i.e. law. In
defending -themselves against local
tax laws stations have invariably
maintained that their operations are
interstate, An outstanding case in
which this contention wjas upheld
by the courts is Fisher's Blend Sta-
tion, Inc. (KOMO) vs. the State of
Washington.'

Slowness No Excuse
Washington, Oct. 25:

Impossibility of obtaining prompt
rulings on knotty problems due to
vagueness

, of the law does not re-
lieve broadcasters from the necessity
of complying with the clauses of the
new Federal wage-hour act which
becames effective Monday (24);
Small stations, particularly those in
villages and low-bracket cities, will
bear the brunt.

Some of the doubts harassing man-
agers were removed last week when
another batch of- interpretations
came from the labor department^ but
official rulings so far do not elimi-
nate to all uncertainty. Among the
outstanding matters still to be set-
tled are (1) whether amateur talent
must be compensated; (2) whether
musicians are 'professional' em-
ployees; and (3) whether child per-
formers .are exempt.
Outlook is uncertain on the first

point, .but observers expect the ih'-'

dustry will get a 50-50 break on the
other two. Definition of 'lirofessionr

al' issued last''Week d6es ^ot seem to

services in its behalf and for its ac-
count.'

On the question of . script writers,
the same reasoning was applied.
Since, title to the program material
ordinarily is vested in the agencjr for
whatever, use it desires to m«^e,' the
scribblers are in the 'employee* sta-
tus. They cannot free-lance and
sell i^heir creations to the highest
bidder while under contract and the
beneficiary of their service is the
sponsor.
The network or station which

agrees to build the entire program
is the employer of all talent in-
volved, the bureau said, since the
sponsor who buys on this basis has
no say about the identifty of per-
formers or the manner in which they
provide service.

The third ruling held networks re-
sponsible for tdxes of artists on sufi-

tainings, even though the' invidiuals
were represented by agents. Agent
merely obtains employment, while
the station or web specifies how the
talent is to conduct itself and hence
is. the proper party to bear the load.

embrace instrumentalists and appar»<
ently does not' cover technical*:

groups. Since, kid actors in theairi<^'

cal' aiid film productions are not Ef-
fected, it looks as if the enf6rcemeht'
af^ency will decide broadcasters can.
continue Xo engage periOrMer^ under'
the 16-year liiAit. What will be donf'
about amateurs is a guess; Blnce the'

purpose of the law is to prevent any
chiseling and to force employers to
hire more people.

The definition of . professional may
have to be .clarified'futther by pair-

ticular decisions on individual case'$«,

But at . first glance It seemingly ex-
empts only scientis.ts, c^^eatiye work-
ers who have exceptional freedom
in deciding when and how they per-r

form, and individuals whose routine
cannot be standardized.

Execativ«- Status

Salesmen are outside the restricted

zone, but there may l>e ddubt about
how far the interpretation. of 'execu-
tive and administrative* . workers
goes. Pep'artment heads who do not

.

have authority fo hire and fire or
do .not exercise discretion and are
not paid at least $30 weekly are en-
titled to the benefits of the aet as a
general proposition. This means thiit

'chiefs' who do a regular trick along
with other staff members must get
extra pay if they work over 44
hours.

In doubtful ca^s, the only thins;

.

for employers ta. do 'is to observe thei

act pending a definite ruling. ' Kyen
then they are not wholly safe, sinc^r

the courts wiU have to settle a lot pJC

problems. Act allows aggrieved
workers' to brings suit in cfise' the^^

are treated unfairly and ^the Lal>or
Department cannot indemnify bosses,
although Administrator Elmer F^
Andrews- has said he will not. btt>

harsh with anyone who follows, his
interpretations, even though he may
be reversed by the -judges later on*
liype of records required to shovr

the act is being observed was speci>

fied last week .by the wage-hour di-

vision. While no particular form was
dictated, pay roll accounts, whicA
much be kept on file for examination
in case of dispute, shall include the
hours worked each day and weel^
regular hourly rate, actual compen-
sation, and deductions from pay enii*

velopes.

Protebted Material Dept.

(For Writ»r«)

Local Program Registry
(For Sponsors, Station^)

Mail Department
New York—154 W. 46th Street
Chicago—54 W. Randolph
Hollywood—i70& N. Vine
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Baltimore's Tangled Sales Deals

involve Transcription Libraries

Tempest in a teapot which devel-

oped last -week .when B3.D. & O.'s

•spot timie booking department de-

cided that it wanted WFBR as the

Baltimore release for the test cam-
paign of Two-in-One Shoe Polish

(Hecker Products) has subsided.

In addition to the organizations

already named those mixed up in

the flurry' were Associated Music
Publishers, Inc., Edward Petry &
Co., and the World Broadcasting

System. It was Waddill Catchings,

chairman of the AMP's boajd who
•sold Hecker Products on the idea

of using the Associated program li-

braiy with especially- recorded an--'

ziibuncements for Its' test' campaign.
Petry office -got into the situation by
.joining WFBR in a direct appeal to

tho account after WBAL had got
the contract nod, while World mere-
ly played the part of an innocent
bystander. In order to get the shoe-
shine business, 65 quarter-hour pro-

grams to be run off Vrithin a period:

Of 13 weeks, WFBR signatured a 52-

week"^ contract for Associated's li-

brary.service and -then advlised World
.that . it was • now ready to cancel
the latter's similar service although
the contract has until March. 1 to go.

• Pelry Involved
WBAL got the Two-in-One desig-

nation because of the library af-

filiation. Though the contract with
Associated had a two -weeks' can-
cellation dause, exercisable by either

party, WBAL tmderstood that, be-
cause of the Hecker .spot campaign,
the library ^ieup was good for 13
weeks. After the time contract had
been issued through International
Radio Sales the latter was informed
that it would have to step out of
the Two-in-One picture after the
^st two weeks as BiB.D. & 0.
wanted WFBR for the campaign.
When International refused to

yield it was reminded that the time
contract had two-week cancellation
clause and that all the account had
to do Ivftp to exercise it immediately.
When WBAL's rep reminded Asso-
ciated, in turn, that tiierc was ah
oral' agreement binding both library
service and station for 13 weeks th6
lormer was advised that the deal
ytsis not exclusive and that, there
.wag nothing to prevent the sale of
the library to WFBR.
• Wiule the. discussions were going
on between Associated and Interna-
tional there was plenty hopping to
and fro at B.B.D. &. O., the Petry
office and WFBR, Pumell Pratt, of
the latter station, came up to New
York and, accompanied by a Petry
mail, called on the Hecker outfit to
ei^lain. the situation. B.B.D. & O.
kept .the wires, busy trying to dis-
entangle itself .from what had be-
come a perplexing knot and to 'mol-
lify the. aggrieved parties. ' After the
pother had reached a boiling point.
International suddenly turned back
the Contract for WBAL without com-
ment Move macle it possible for
•WFBR to get in on the campaign
from scratch, with the initial pro-
gram going on Monday (24).

Two-in-Qne's test campaign in-
volves seven markets.

QUITS OAKLAND

KYA, San FranoisCo, Closes Cross-
Bay Studio

San Francisco, Oct. 25.

Cancellation of four accounts of
types which conflict with the new
policies of KYA, local Hearst trans-
mitter, will cost the station approxi-
mately $450 a week. Contracts which
are being terminated by the station

about Nov. 1 under orders of the re-

cently appointed manager, Reiland
Quinn, include a foreign language'
program which is being aired five

halthours weekly, a -series of medi-
cal talks scheduled., for. thr^e^ 15-.

minute periods, weekly and anothier
occupying six quarter-hQurs weekly,
and oil land lease talks broadcast !siX'

timeis a "week.

Quinn also has announced closing

pf ithe Oakland studios of KYA,' to

take, place early next month. Reason
is' that the eastb'ay studios have been
a financial biirdeh, involving heavy
ine toll from San Francisco to-Oak-
and, rental oif the studio.space' in the
Hotel Oakland, and salaries of a staff'

of three*

|\IEWS OFF BAN-WAGON

Los Angeles t>aily Enters Swap Peal
Wltii KHJ

CLABK LUTHER'S BEBTH
Wichita, Oct. 25.

Clark Luther, for the past four
years manager of WOC, Davenport
(la.), has been appointed national

sales and promotion manager of

KFH, the Wichita Eagle outlet here.

Before joining WOC, Luther had
seen with WHO in Des Moines.
Liuther's appointment was made by
M. -M. Murdock, general manager,
and publisher of the Eagle.

Los Angeles, Oct 25,

Evening News hopped off the ra-

dio ban-wagon last week and cooked

up a trade deal with KHJ. Tabloid,

sheet was one of the original signers

of the agreement tabooing lews of

air shove's.

Half-hour show has a contest angle

on features in the paper and capital

prize will be a petrol bus. News
will cover the town with cards an-

nouncing the tieup. Arrangement,

has no effect on status regarding free

plugs for airshows aside from the

log.

Bulletin's Drastio .Editing

Philadelphia, Oct 25.

Philly Bulletin, one of the .first,

papers in th^ country to completely,

ca'mouflage its radio log until it be-

comes. almost meaninglc^, is causing

lifted' 'eyebrows among stations here
now. . , '

,

Sheet, which goes so far as to elim-

inate names of speakers, merely list-

ing a program as 'Talk,* this week
changed its .KYW 'News' listing to

'Esso Reporter.*-

Herschell Hart Keeps

His Hand In; Radio News

Information for Shut-Ins

Rollins Ixplains Atlantic Refining s

Sports Experience, Future Plans

STRESS HOME GAM€S

WHAS Outlines Remote Policy-
Accent on Louisville

Cherl McKay to KSD
St Louis, Oct. 25.

Cheri McKay formerly with the
M6rry Macs on CBS and ;NBC who
joined WTMV in East St Louis sev-
eral weeks -trekked across the Miss-
issippi river to join- KSD.
"A week after Miss McKay joined

WT^ffV she appeared as a. guest art-

ist' oh KSD's Sunday
;
pirn, prdgra'm;

'The Story of a SOnii' and this led

to her joining the station.

Detroit, Oct. 25,

To appease shut-ins,; Hersphell

Hart now is typing out a .weekly
'Air Gossip' column in carbon du-
plicates and mailiing 'em to severial

hospitals here. Coliimn was killed

along with other ozone editorial

matter when Detroit News dropped
radio material several weeks ago.

Numerous copies of the 'Gossip'

go weekly to shut-in patients • at

Herman Kiefer and Eloise hospitals

and Wm. H. Maybury san. At the

latter column is read over hospital's

private public address system which
connects with each patient's rooni.

At the top of each letter Hairt,

who's still,on News payroll penning
a niteriy-doingS column, types this

warning: 'Under no circumstances is

any part of this letter for publica-

tion.'

Louisville, Oct. 25.

New sport policy instituted by Bob
Kennett, program director of WHAS,
includes the airing of home games

played by University of Kentucky

and Indiana University on a local

basis, with George Walsh, of the

WHAS staff handling the play-by-
play accounts. Policy received some
raps via letters to newspapers, criti-

cizitig the station for not carrying the'

Kentucky-W & .L .game, which wts
aired by CBS over the network, with
Ted Husing inifcinf the game. Pro-
testors claimed that recognition, of

the U. O.f K, -game, hy, the network
was a boost f6r the state tcami and
should have rated befing Carried by
WHAS. as a network feature. On
the other hand, many favorable 'coni-
iixents. came to the station for stress-

ing the local angle, as local fans ex-
pressed a preference ior the account
of the game by ai local announcer,
who was better acquainted' with the
backgrounds of the! players and other
details, not included In the /iew of

the network announcers.
WHAS will carry throughout -the

season, hpme games 6f the U. of K.
played at Lexington, Ky. and those

played by the University of Indiana,

at Bloomington, Ind.

Providence Snit Vs. RCA

Providence, Oct 25.

Anti-trust suit for $350,000 dam-
ages has been filed by the Royal
Moulding Co. against RCA, RCA
Manufacturing Co. and Westinghouse
in the local federal court Cbmi-

plaint charges restraint of trade, and
a "complete monopoly In the field of

radio vacuum, tube bases.

Also thAt; through unfair, business

methods the .defendants had artifl-

cially closed the market to competi-
tive manufacturers of this product

F. C C's WASHINGTON DOCKET

MAJOR DECISIONS

Dealers See Spitahy

Indianapolis, Oct 25.
Lamp Division of General Electric

broadcast its Phil Spitalny show
from the stage of the Murat theatre.
Audience of 2,000 G.E. dealers and

• their guests. Station WIRE fed to
NBC
Warren P. Thayer, local represen-

tativie of the midland division of the
Incandescent lamp department, con-
ducted pre-broadcast meeting at the
Murat in which he outlined the
forthcoming sales campaign.

BOB McEEE'S NEW TAG
Pittsburgh, Oct. 25.

Bob McKee named chief an
' Bouncer at WCAE, post that h^s been
open since Cliff Daniel was elevated
to .the head of station's program de
pariment several months ago.

With transfer of Carl Dozer, an
other announcer, to sales department
and resignation of Marx Hartman,
Hearst station has just added two
new spielers, Herb Morrison and
Chester Clark.

Mortimer Bappaporft, precocious
warbl6r, goes .on Eddie Cantor's

program when the comic takes his

troupe east

Washington, Oct. 2B.

Cellfomin; Hopes of CBS to annex a San Frai^clsco outlet
through leasing of KSFO oh a five-year b&als destroyed last
.week when Commlsh balked at .provisions In- the agreement
giving present owners (Assbolated Broadcasters, Inc.) a con-
tinuation of their present Interest in the station. (See sepa-
rate story.)

Ohio: . Sale of WBLT, Lima, for {27,000, approved by FCC,
following showing that .program service will be in:iproved
and full 12 hours daytime operation, authorized, und«r its

license, will be utilized. .Station ha« been operating 10 hourb
dally.. Transmitter will pass from Herbert. Lee Blye to the
Fart Industry Co., Ohio broadcasting corporation. Staff per-
sonnel and operating expenses will be more than 'doubled,
under p'roposed new regime, without any upplng of advertis-
ing rates. Live talent will be used for 64% of the programs
.and only 30-% of station's time will' be devoted to coihmerclal
programs. No. changq will be asked in the assignment of
1210 kc with 160 watts days.
- Blye was represented by Herbert, S. Ward, with Hora'ce L,
Lohnes, E. D. Johnston and F. W. Albertson appearing tor
the assignor.
Soath Dakota: AcQulsitlon of WNAX, Yankton, by the Dee

•Moines Register and Tribune sanctioned by the Comniish,
with ^Commissioner T. A. M. CraVen dl.ssentlng. (See sepa-
rate story.)

.
Utnh: Juice-jump for KLO, Ogden, from GOO watts un-

limited to I'kw. nights, 6 kw days, approved to permit »
broad - scale of impro.vements In station's future' operation.
With $'35,000 to spend on impt-ovements In eqtilpment and

buildings, KLO, owned by Interstate Broadcasting Corp., pro-
.poses to change its service from 'local' to 'sectional*—estab-
llshlngf a 'sectional' advertising rate which will be between
the rates for local and national advertisers. Will increase
monthly operating - expenses from approximately $2,600 to
.13,630 and amQlIfy Its' program activities without any basic
changes in policy. Station, which operates on 1460 kc, Is an-
afflllate of NBC's Blue Network.

Clarence C. Dill and James W. Gum appeared for applicant.
Virginia: Turn-down for a new station for Alexandria was

agreed upon when Commissioners questioned the financial
capabilities of Charles Rogers Fehwick to carry through with
his. plana for a daytime - transmitter to be operated on 1140
ko with 1 kw, Fenwick's father, Edward T. Fenwlck, had

• verbally agreed to advance whatever cash was necessary for
construction of the proposed station, It w^s admitted, but
record was not clear on the dlleged offer of the Graybar
Electric Co., Inc., to sell approximately $18,762 to the ap-
plicant on an Installment basis. Young Feuwick incor-
porated the Arlington Radio Service, Inc., cupltnllzed at
$10,000, It was brought out, but 'no stock has been Issued
and no money has been paid in.'

Applicant was represented by Clarence C. Dill and James
W. Gum.

MINOR DECISIONS
Colorado: KIDW, Lamar, granted special temporary au-

thorlty to remain silent during the month of November,
pending action on application for voluntary assignment of
license to Lnmar Broadcasting Co.
Georgia: WRBL, W. R, Luttrell, Columbus, granted con-

sent to transfer of control of the Columbus Broadcasting Co.,
Inc., licensee of WRBL, from Luttrell to J. W. Woodruff, Sr.
Iowa: Central Broadcasting Co., Davenport, new experi-

mental broadcast station to operate on 1000 kc wlt.h 1 kw,
12 to 6 a.m. intermittent. ,

niaryland: WCAO, Baltimore, granted extension of spe-
cial temporary authority to operate with 1 kw nights, from
Oct. 19 to Nov. 17, In order to minimize so far as possible
the effect of interference received from CMQ, Cuba,
Michigan: Sparks-Wlthlngton Co., Jackson, granted new

facalmils station to t)« operated on an experimental basis.

license to be Issued on the equipment of television broadcast
station W8XAN and its original construction permit (fre-
quencies authorized under Rule l043-b are granted <>n ex-
perimental basis only, subject to change or cancellation by
the Commish).
New Mexico: KOB, Albuquerque, granted extension of

special temporary authority to operate unlimited on 1180 kc
with 10 kw, using directional antenna system, after sunset
at Portland, Ore., from Oct. 26 to Nov. 23.

New York: W2XVP, City of New York, Municipal Broad-
casting System, New York, changes In transmitter, power

• boost from 100 watts to 1 kw.
Oregon: KEX, Portland, unlimited operation on 1180 kc

with 6 kw, ,trom Oct, '26 to Nov. 23.

SET FOR HEARING

'

Connectlcnt: WDRC, Hartford, install directional antenna
system for night use and boost night power from 1 to 6 kw.
WTHT, Hartford, Install new equipment, make changes In

antenna system and up day power from 100 to 260 watts.
Maryland: WBAL, Baltimore, install new equlliment and

dtrec.tional antenna system for night use, jump power from
10 to 60 kw and tl^ie of operation from sharing with WTIC,

. Hartford, to unlimited.
Mlohlgan: James F. Hopkins, 'Inc., Ann Arbor, new sta-

tion to be operated on 1400 kc with 260 watts.
New York: WMFF, Plattsburg, install new equipment and

directional antenna, system for night use, change frequency
from 1310 to 1240 kc and boost power from lOQ watts nights,
260 watts days, to 1 kw.
Texas: Sweetwater Radio, Inc., Sweetwater, new station to

be operated days only on 1210 ko with 260 watts; KTEM,
Temple, Jump power from 260 waits days only to 100 watts
nights, 260 watts days; WRR, City of Dallas, new equipment
apd power boost from 600 watts to 1 kw.
Wisconsin: WHA, University of Wisconsin, Madison,

change frequency from 940 to 670 kc, boost power and time
of operation from 6 kw days only to 60 ko unlimited (re-
quests, facilities of WMAQ).

EXAMINERS' REPORTS
California: Frequency change and Juice-Jump were recom-

mended for KTKC, Tulare-Kings Counties Radio Associates,
.VIsalla, by .Examiner Robert L. Irwin, on basis of need for
additional service.

Transmitter, only one serving the area, should be allowed
to switch ttOTo: llOO to 890 kc and up its power from 260
watts days to 1 kw unlimited, Irwin held. No Interference
to any existing stations, although KFPY, Spokane, will limit
station's operation to its approximate 2.5 nighttime millivolt
per meter contour.

H. H. Shinnick for KTKC.
Minnesota: Dismissal with prejudice advocated for W. A

Steffes, Minneapolis, on his new statioh application, as in
cases of default.
Michigan: Three-way scuffle for a new station at Pontlac

temporarily decided in favor of King-Trendle Broadcasting
Corp,., by Examiner: John P. Brainhall. Operation of the
proposed station on. 1440 kc with 260 watts would cause no
interference to existing transmitters. Bramhall found, though
plea of Pontiao Brosdcafltlng Co. for daytime operation on
1100 kc with 1 kw would involve considerable limitation for
other stations if granted. Application of third contender,
George B. Storer, for GOO kc with 260 watts, was recom-
mended for dismissal with prejudice, because no testimony
was offered in the case and applicant has pending a petition
before the Commish for leHve to withdraw his request with-
out prejudice.
Alfons B. Landa appenred for Klng-Trendle group, with

Arthur W. Scharfeld, Philip G, Loucks and Joseph F. '/Ana
representing Pontlac and John M. Littlepage and Thomas P,
Littlepage, Jr., acting In behalf of George Storer.

By HERB GOLDEN
Philadelphia, Oct. 25.

. Atlantic Refining: is looking for-
ward to the. major and minor league
meetings in December, Joseph R.
Rollins, ad manager of the firm, told
Variety yesterday, to obtain broad-
casting- rights on additional teams.
More teams will naturally mean
more stations, he said. .

,

Rollins declared the company is

so pleased by the sales joi^. being
done for it by both the baseball and
football airings that It ,is aiming to
expand its lengthy broadcast sched-
ule wherever, possible. He said
gasoline sales have increased mate-
rially in, the few years Atlantic has
been using the sports programs, ahd;
although this couldn't be traced di-
rectly to theih, directors feel that
radio certainly has done enough to
merit .the exp.enditure of more coin.

Dealers Pepped Up'
Onp of the principal things Rol-

lins thinlcs the. broadcasts do is in-
crease interest by the . dealers.; He
pointed out , many . insl^hces where
dealers at their own ' expense' and
trouble have, erected goal posts over
their, service " stations, hung up
dummies made from ^mpty oil cansi
bbtalhed cut-outs! "of football players
and given other plugs for the broad-
casts.

Additional money will also be
spent next season on .the baseball
schools which were experimented
with in . five cities during the past
year. Schools wiU be held in many
more cities and more time will be
given to each. Kids between 11 and
17 are coached ,by big-leaguers in
the schools. Atlantic pays all ex-
penses and provides all equipment.

Rollins said the firm is pretty well
satisfied with the football set-up, but
still would- like to get \Princeton and
Harvard. We'll keep knocking on
their doors constantly. Until we get
a response,' he declared. He said
many people apparently thought
Atlantic was altjng the Penn-Prince-
ton game Saturday a week ago, be-
cause he got several letters of com-
plaint asking, why they didn't use
their regular announcer. Show
was actually an NBC sustainer.
Rolling thinks Princeton probably
got some complaints, too, and will
eventually realize ft would be better
to get some money out of football
broadcasts and have a better job
done at the same time.
Atlantic is perfectly satisfied, Rol-

lins said, with the present schedule
of about two minutes of commercial
in a 2%-hour broadcast. He de-
clared the company will continue to
lean over backwards to treat with
dignity the privilege accorded It by
the colleges, and teams whose games
are .aired. He scorched such tactics
as calling a home-run or touchdown
a 'Case of Wheaties,' Indulged in by
some sponsors.

Lorlllard Shies Away
Lorillard won't attempt to compete

with General Mills and Kellogg for
the rights to baseball games this
coming season. Tobacco combine will
instead confine such broadcasts to
WGN, Chicago, and KFBK, Sacra-
mento, as it did the past summer and
fall.

Account doesn't fancy the exorbi-
tant prices being asked for baseball
rights, and it figures that the money
being poured into the Bob Benchley
show, which debuts on CBS Nov. 7,
should suffice to bring it the re-
quired' national loudspeaker atten-
tion. In Sacramento the sponsorship
was shared by Old Gold and Briggs
Pipe Tobacco, while with WGN it

was strictly Old Gold.

Ace Air Gagsters Out

Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Two of Hollywood's highest paid

comedy writers for radio have been
set adrift.

Harry Conn, drawing $1,0(70 week-
ly on the Jack Haley program, went
off the show last week, and George
Marion, Jr., ticketed at $750 weekly
for the W. C. Pieldis comedy insert on
Luckies Hit Parade, has given way
to a new set of gagsters.

WYNN OER'S NEW JOB
Chicago, Oct. 25.

Wynn Orr, former program di-
rector for the Stack-Goble agency
here, joins Blackett-Sample-Hum-
mert agency.
Added to the production staff.

First assignment is for take-over of
the 'Kitty Keene' production job.
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Mks Cn^ Air Space

BIRMINGHAM KBWS ft AGE-
HKKAIiD (m, e, S), Blrmlnsliain, Al».

Combined mornlnff-evenlng ctrcalatlon ot

i;M,00(K Turner Jortkm, radio editor.

Has cut his usual dally coluna by one^

half, but continues full listings of local

station i(rograniB.

ARIZONA 1>ABUY &TAB.(e, S>, Tuc-
BOrt, Aria. Dally circulation 12»260; Stm-
dftys, l^JOOv Htz Turner (uslns by-Une
"Marlon Mitchell"), radio editor. Previ-

ously ran about 36 Inches dally; now
runs 12 Jaches. Station los has been cut
to network program* only, and only three
"best beta-" are listed. Full pae» con>
•tinues to run on Stmday, nine months
annually, on an advertsUng deal wl/th

IMillco.

ISAKKBSHKUD CALXFORIOAM (e),

Bakersnetd, Calif. Clrcut^atlon ot ll>,6eo.

R«bert Itanfcllb, radio editor. Station
loR has been Inpreased, but regular
quarter-to-half-colnmn news, comment,
and gosalp has been eliminated. Now
use ftceaslonat radio news stories. Local
an.i^es preferred. Actual space Is prob-
ably- ab«ut as before.

BSRKRLKT DATLT GAZEXTE (e),

Berkerey. Calif. Circulation of 11.4«».

Hetane Feters, radio editor. Program
log remains same as always. Actual
noluihii (about 21 InoC^s) has been cut
to S or 6- inches; Saturday's two-colunui
layout has been out to 9 Inches. Onry
Btrnlcrht news featured (no more ichatier,

etp.).
RURUNAAME ADVANCE (e), Bur-

IhiRame, CalliL C^renlation of
'Illlam B. Feaico. radio editor (thus

listed In last VARIETY RADIO DIRBC-
TORT; questionnaire signedi by Predetto
Gtover, editor of papecj-. Has elim-
inated all news, gossip^ etc. Station log
only remains. Used to use two photos
per 'week:. - now use them only when
''newawortlty."
(AENDALk, CAU7. Homelr Ganlleld,

free lance radio columnist with syndi-
cated "Radiologic" column. Cuts have
been made in this service by nine papers
with a combined clrcutation. of about
GXOQO. These nine papera have dropped
all' art work, best bets and news-revlew-
Kosslp column, but all retain the station
log. They are: Gtendate' Kewf-Presa;
Santa Monica Outlook; CU(ver City Star-
News; Alhambra Post-Advocate: Venice
Svenlng Vanguard: Sttnta. Ana' Register;
South Bay Daily Breeze; Monro-vla News-
Post, and Arcadia Dall^ Tribune. Two
newcomers to the station log service are
the San Rafael Independent and the
Ontario Daily Report.
Mrantlme 16 papers retain the full

service of colutnn, log, best bets and art
work: Watsonville Parajonlan; Ingl'e-
•W'ood Dallyr News; Ventura Star Pree-
Press; Huntington Park Signal; Oxnard
Ks'enlng Press; Palo Alto Times; Rich-
mond Independent; Vallejo Times-
Herald; "Wlbninston Daily Breeze;
Alameda Times-Star; San Mateo- Times;
(*tockton Independent; Redwood City
1'rlbune; Santa Cruz Evening News, and
Fullerton News-Tribune.
I.ONG BEACH SUN (m), Long Beach.

Calif. Circulation of 11.800. Dnvld B.
Xewifl, radio editor. Station log retained,
but rest of column eliminated. Radio
material runs Mondayi to Friday and
previously consumed a total of four
columns per week.

liOS AN6EUES EXAMINER (m, S),
T,os Angeles, Calif. Dallj^ circulation of
200.260; Sundays, 564,460. Pat Hogan,
rndlo editor. Entire column dropped;
now running station log only.
*TjOS ANGELES HERALD ft EX

PRESS (e), Loa Angeles. Calif. Clrcula
tlon of 267,050. Balne Bennett, radio
editor (now ship news reporter for the
paper), £^ve^ythlng dropt>ed except the
station log.

* LOS ANGELES NEWS (m, O, Los
Angeles, Calif. Combined circulation of
200,700. Everything dropped except sta-
tion logs. (Note: James Hari»er, erst-
while radio editor, iS now doing pub^
llcity and promotion for the Elwood
Robinson Agency.)

* LOS ANGiBLES TIMES (m, S), Los
Angbles, Calif. Dally circulation of 220,-
770; Sundays, 356,700. Everything
dropped except station log. (Note: Dale
Armstrong, erstwhile radio editor. Is en-
gaged now In film acting and writing.)
0.4kKLAND POST-ENQUIBEB (e),

Oakland, Calif. Circulation of 49,115.
Emmet N. Brltton, radio editor. Entire
column and art work dropped. Now
runs a station log only.
PETALUMA ABGUS-COURIEB (m, e,

except Saturday), Petaluma, Calif. Cir-
culntlon of 3,336. Elwood F. Ow«a, radio
editor. Has dumped everything except
station log of KFRC, KPO. KGO. KSFO.
SAN FRANCISCO 0ALL-BC7LEJSTIN

(ft), San Francisco, Calif. Circulation of
111.300. Robert Zlegler HaU (Bob Hall),
radio editor. Paper baa eliminated
ntgned gossip column, program stories,
features and art work. Station log only
retained. Used to run 8 columns dally;
now reduced to sIlRhtly over 2 columns.
SAN FBANCISOO NEWS (e). San

Francisco, Calif. Circulation of 108,100.
Geoffrey Archer and BmIIl»< Hodel, radio
editors. All radio news and chatter
columns have been dropped. Paper now
carries station logs only,
SANTA ANA JOURNAL (e), Santa

Ana, Calif. Circulation of 6.000. Caro
<'ogan, radio editor. Policy changed to
u.se station logs and local stories only,
••unless program ia of extreme Import-
ance and timely."
ROCKY AIOCNTAIN NEWS (m, S)

Denver, Colo. Circulation of 87,060
mornings; Sundays, 43,800. ' Jantes H.
Rrlggs, radio editor. Week-day radio
column has been eliminated, but la still
being run Sundays. Station log retained.
"Good" radio stories also run on same
page With station log under separate.
Individual heads.
GREtBNWICH TIME (•). Greenwich.

Conn. Circulation of 3,000. Bernard
Tudaln, radio editor. Radio column cut
from Blx-weekly t.o three-weekly. Sta
tion logs are intact.

* NEW HAVEN REGISTER (e, 3),New Haven, Conn. Circulation of 66,000.
Colby Drlessens, radio editor. "Uses about
a column and a holf of Jog daily. Sun
day news column Is out.
STAMFORD ADVOCATE (e), Stam

ford, Conn. Circulation of 12,760.
J><>onard S. MaMell, radio editor. Radio
column dropped some time ago. Retain
station log and a "beat bets" listing,
WILMINGTON SUNDAY MORNING

STAR, -Wilmington. Del. Circulation of
12.400. Henry L. Sholly, II, radio editor,
Advance program news, chatter and

Most PopuW

MADISON CAPITA!. TZBIES
(e, S), Madison, Wis. Daily cir-

culation of 27,665; Sundays^ 26,800.

Kenneth F. Sebanitt^ radio editor.

This paper made a survey of

its features in the spring of this

year, and found that radio news
and programs ranked first in

reader interest—even surpassing

the comic section.

RIDID PUBLICITY

'Variety- Radio Directmry^

Complete* Survey of

Change* in Recent Months
—Many Dropped All Air

News—>A Few Increased

comment (ealted "Radla Roundup")
eliminated. Complete station log re-

tained, plus occasional very brie£ storlefl

on future programs. Continue weekly
d. c. mat for WDEL.
WASHINGTON HERALD-TrVfES (m,

e, 3), Washington, D. C. Combined dally
circulation of 224,130; Sundays, 207,230;
Bernard Harrison, radio editor. Every-
thing eliminated but station logs. TTsed
to run a column in eack dally paper and
a full page layout Sund'ays,

WASHINGTON DAILT NEWS (e>,

Washington, D, C. Circulation of 69,800.

Katherlite Smith, radio editor. . No
columns or art work. Uses logs and
brief "best bets" daily.

* WASHXSrGTON POST (m^ S), Wash-
ington. D. C. Daily circal»tlon. of 106,-

000: Sundays, 106,960. No rn.dlo editor.
Runs station logs and occa^onal news
stories anent radio. Used t& run a two-
column "blghlighta" b<^x whicb has been
cut out (primarily to see what listener
reaction would be: there' wasn't any).
WASHINGTON STAR (e. S>, Washing-'

ton, D. C. Circulation of 1*7,T6*; San-
days, 14«,000, Clari» WMhtoeB. radio
editor. Dally half-column eliminated at
first; lately the Sunday page- has like-
wise been dumped. Daily station log.

only retained;
DATOONA BEACH SUN RECORD (e,

S). Daytona Beach, Fla. Circulation of
4,700 dally and Sundays. W. G. War-
n«efc, Jr., ra^o editor. Everything; cut
except station log of NBC Re<T-BIa« and
CBS programs from 6 p.m: to closing;
Mutual (WLW) log to be adifed^ durine
winter. • Only "exceptional" news matter
used; no nrt work.
TAMPA TRIBUNE (m, S), Tampa. Fla.

Circulation of 63,700; Sundays, BS^^ed.

Carleton Johnson, radio editor. Monday
through Saturday news column dropped.
Station logs and Sunday page remain
Intaot.
MACON N£WS-TELEGB.4kPH (m, e,

S), Macon, Ga. Combined dally clrisu-

latlon of 34,000; Sundays, 2».000. Holt
J. Gewthner, Jr., radl» editor. All com-
ment, gosalp, etc., has been dropped.
Station log covering all networks and
WMAZ retained.
CHICAGO AMERICAN (e), Chicago,

111. Circulation of 420,200. Esther
Shultz Wohl, radio editor. Column ot
gossip, news, etc., has been cut entirely.
Station logs, list ot special programs
and short-wave schedule remain intact.
CHICAGO DAILY NEWS (e). Chicago,

111. Circulation of 440,870. Joseph
Gorgr, radio editor. Station logs and
"Pick ot the Air" listing retained.
News column has been dropped. Total
apace decrease from 2-2/3 columns to
2' columns dally.

* CHICAGO TRIBUNE (m, S), Chi-
cago, III. Daily circulation ot 868.000;.
Sundays, 1,116,660.' Larry WoHers, radio
editor. Daily column writen by Wolters
has been dropped, "Best bets" (prepared
by WGN press department) and station
log retained. Walters' column remains
on the Sunday page along with radio
news, logs and ads.
FREEPORT JOURNAL - STANDARD

(e), Freeport, 111. Circulation of 12,300.
Grace Leone Bamett (radio editor). No
change In apace. But the entire em-
phasis has now been thrown on station
logs' only.
ROCK ISLAND ABGUS (e). Rock Is-

land, 111. Circulation of 16,126. J. W.
Ranasey, radio editor. Now carries only a
Hat of "important" programs.
ROCKFORD REGISTER - REPUBLIC

(e), Rockford, III. Circulation of 24,400.
Jean C. Grimm, radio editor. Column
Ani publicity (except for WROK) cut
entirely. Retain log on WROK, WGN,
WENR, WLS, WTMJ, .WCITU WJJD.
(Note: The logs on WBBM, WMAQ
and general network schedules seem to
have been dropped when new Informa-
tion Is compared with Vol. II of the
VARIETY RADIO DIRECTORY.)
ILLINOIS STATE JOURNAL (dally,

S), Springfield, III. Circulation of 39,400
daily; Sundays, 32.600. Harry W. Moody,
radio editor. Dally radio space cut from
3 columns to - 2 columns; Sunday apace
cut from 4-6 columns to 3 columns.
WAUKEGAN NEWS-SUN (e). Wau-

kegan. III. Circulation of 13,200. WH*
llam H, Thomas, radio editor, All art
work, stories, and publicity have beeu
eliminated. Station log retained.
EIJKHART DAILY TRUTH (e), Elk-

hart, Ind. Circulation of 16,000. Dan
Albrecht, radio editor. Space now avail-
able only for station logs And "notea on
outstanding programs." Comment, etc.,

otherwise completely eliminated.
FORT WAYNE JOURNAL-GAZETTE

(m, S), Fort Wayne, Ind. Circulation
of 48,060; Sundays, 39,800. Cljester Ray
Brouwer, radio editor.. Program listings

and logs retained intact. Everything
else dropped.
FORT WAYNE NEWS-SENTINEL (e).

Fort Wayne, Ind. Circulation of 62.000.

John Gregory Koehl, radio editor.
CoIun>n called "Rad(ana" has been de-
leted. Station logs only carried.
INDIANAPOLIS TIMES (e), Indian-

apolis, Ind. Circulation of 84,270.

James Thrasher, radio editor. Radio
news cut to % column: dally radio music
column discontinued, but a full column,
of radio miialc news la carried Satur-
days. Station loga remain intact.

KOKOMO TRIBUNE (e), Kokomo,
Ind. Circulation of 16,000. Don Hall,
radio editor. Space haa been cut from
one to % column daily; only brief
localized log carried now.
VINCBNNES POST (m, except Mon-

day, S), Vlncennea, Ind. Circulation of
6,600; Sundays, 6,630. A. B. BrunlUette,
radio editor. Space cut from 1% to 1

column daily. Logs of NBC, CXBS" and
WLW eliminate all commercials not ad-
vertising with the Post.
COUNCIL BLUITS NONPAREIL (e,

C.A.B. TIE-UP

DaSes her^sii^ Kadb Spaee

By EDGAR- A. GRVNWAfcD
During the past five months

—

coinciding precisely with the recent

eeonORiic doldrums—^newspapers by
the score eliminated most of their

radio news. This policy was adopted
either because radio was viewed as
getting too much free plugging^ or,

in other instances, because a pro-

gram of conserving newsprint- stock
meant smaller papers, and hence less

text In a few instances, news-
papers i>assed. out of existence or
.were absorbed by sister-papers, thus
cuttmg down the possible outlets for

radio news.
All ioUl, the cut in'radi* 8p»ee

amonc the iii»|»r IT. S. papers totals

54Z driamns, averaglnc 20 Inches to

the eoliimn« PEE WEEK.
The average dally ABC circnlatkm

«C these newspapers aegTetate&

The city carrier limit popnlafion
(tlwt is, the eity zone poiMiIaiI<»)

•t the cities in which these papers
are located agereeates. 16.923,154.

Cities snilerins very heavily frem
cuts in newspaper radio space are
Washineten, D. C, Detroit, Chicago,
San Francisco, Los Aneeles and
Seattle.

These figures (details below) have
just been compiled by the Variety
Radio Directory in special supple-

ment to Vol. II and after a survey
of some 500 newspapers noted as

maintaining a radio editor. QueS'

tionnaires were used in all instances,

supplemented by information spe'

cially prepared by the weekly
VARiEtY's own correspondents (in

formation secured from the latter is

denoted by an asterisk fronting any
particular- item).

Meaning
Whether or not this tremendous

cut in space ordinarily devoted to

radio has had any effect on the total

radio listening audience, or on the
chances of any new radio programs,
must remain a moot point. It is im
possible to get a satisfactory base for

a statistical study of listening.

Comparisons with ratings for com'
mercial shows suggests no indica

tiont; that the cut in newspaper
space has occasioned any serious

upset of CAB averages or anything
else. It will, however, take several
months to get a better view on this

situation.

The total Increase in radio space
has eifected newspapers with an ag-

gregate circulation of 800455 in cities

with a carrier limit' population (city

zone population) of 3,763,568.

S), Council Bluffs, la. Circulation of
16,100,; Sundays 14,360. Burke Gillespie,
radio editor. Everything dropped except
logs of WOW. KFAB, KOIL. WAAW.
DAVENPORT DEMOCRAT (e, S),

Davenport, la. Circulation of 16,000;
Sundays, 18,426. Ina B. Wiclcham, radio
editor. Dally material remains as al
ways. Sunday space of full page has
been cut by one-half. (Note: Full page
may be restored "If business warrants.")
TOPEK.4L STATE JOURNAL (e),

Topeka, Kans. Circulation of 24,860
George Ulllyer, radio editor. Comment,
etc., dropped, but the station log has
been increased slightly.
WICHITA DAILY BEACON (e, S),

Wichita, Kans. Circulation of 84,260;
Sundays, 106,160. Sidney Andrew Cole-
man, radio editor. Dally space for news
and logs cut from 1% columns to
column. No change in Sunday space of
4 columns.
SHRBVEPOBT TIMES (m. S), Shreve

port. La. Circulation of 60,000: Sundays,
64.360. Ewing Canadny. radio editor.
Sunday space cut from full to half page;
dally space "relatively shortened."
PORTLAND EVENING NEWS, Port

land, tie. <No longer being published.
LAWRENCE EAGLE-TRIBUNE (m,

e), Lawrence, Mass, Combined clrcuta
tlon of ^1,600. S. Bartoloita, radio
editor. Column of news, comment, etc.,
apparently dropped, as also listings ot
WMEX, WAAB, WHDH and CKAC.
Now running logs on WLAW, WBZ,
WNAC. WBBI and short-wave.
LOWELL SUNDAY TELEGRAM,

Lowell,- Mass. Circulation of 16,000
Elizabeth L. Fouzzner, radio editor,

MI.4BII HERALD- (m, S), Miami, Fla.
Daily circulation of 62,405-; Sundnya.
56,630. MovImi S. Steveata, radio editor.
Space for news, comment, etc., has been
increased from Vi column dally to %
column dally. Also using nrt work now

—

or 1 column cuta. Station log re-
mains the same.
AUA^n DAILY NEWS' (e, S). MIc.mt.

Fla. Ddlly circulation of 40,-100; Sun-
days, 38,160. Bofti'man Byrd, radio-
editor. Space allottect to radio has' been
Increased—"use a bit more space for
radio; also more .art work, that is, apot
art, not boiler plate."
EVANSVILLE COURIER (m, S).

EvaosvlUe, Ind. Daily circulation of
40,100; Sundays, 36,800. J. Ben Lleber-
inaa, radio editor. ..Space Increased.
Answer to- QueBttoAnatree stated t

' "Wa
iM-ve Increased recently, emphasizing the
real radia news besides the usual atuff."
TOPEKA DAILY CAPITAL (m, S),

Topeka, Kans. Daily clrcuiation of 64,-

600: Sundays, 60v2M. E. D. Kellmnn,
radio editor. Space devoted to radio In-
creased., smount not stated.

'

TIFFIN ADVERTISER-TRIBUNE (e).
TiOVn, O. Circulation of 7,300: Aranl*!
Wholev, radio editor. Space was in-
creased several months ago; amount not
st.^ted.
MUSKOGEE PHOENIX BBd TIUES

DEMOCRAT (m, e, S), Huskogee, Okla.
Gombtaed dally circulation ot 19,150:

'

Sundays, 11,400. Foal A. Braner; radio-
editor. Space has been increased'
slightly"'—mainly because ot plugs de-

voted to the- paper's owa station - (KBIX>.
ALI.ENTOWN CHRONICLE Ms NEWS

(e), Ailentawn,. Pa- Circulation of 16.160.
T. Jm ~Wlrts, radio editor. Present setups

remains unchaneed, but will very likely
he augmented by a ahort-wave column
during the winter.
ALTOONA TRIBUNE (m), Altoona.

Pa. Cireulatton of ]l,OoO. Paul LeBor
T-Amade, radla editor. Column "Radio
Around the Dtaf," pre'«rtouflly printed
every other Issue, now 'appears daily.
Station logs <alwnys run daily) ocj^upy
.<ULme space a^ before except that; ut>on
I^amade's suesestlon.. the listings begin
at 2 p.m. Instead of 10 a.m.: but they
now run to 1 :30 a.m. Instead of midnight,
Als-o using art \T9Vlt now.
n.unasBrRO telegraph

HurrHburg,. Pa. Clrculatfon" of 3S;260.
Dlek RednMod, radio- editor. Radio Bjwee
Increaaed to take up a °C column spread
(Inctudl.ne proeram schedules), 10 Inctaea
deep. Thi» layout, runs . daily.

• PHIDBLPKL^ D.^XLY tOEWS- 'M,
Philadelphia. Fa. Circulation of .128,500.
Bay Gathrld^ radio editor. Dally column
hus beett DuMtA ceveaily, &n(t'M^i WAVtt"
Rtopr^ed upi ' Station tog has also been
brushed un and faKoroved.
FEtTSBUBGH FBEES- (e, S), Pltttf*

burgh. Pa. Dally circulation of .208,800;
Sundays, 32ft,.876. SI StelahoBseiV radtt»
eilltor. Now carrying 3: columns-, of 'ota-*

tlon logs and 2 columns- of radio news,'
comment, -«tc., dally. One, and - aome-
tlmes two, porges ott Sunday—Inellidlnff
art, logs, reading outtter, columns,
turea> etc.
WILXJAM8FORT OAZBTSK * B|nL.

IjETIN (m), WttlEamsport, Pa. Circula*
tlott of &.T0Oi <^lMtini' E. Beaofff, raOI*
editor. Now velttg dailty atattan Xojr ttom
New Yorlc Herald-Trlbttne Sunday fi^acftr
also, dally log for local atation WRAIC:
also news Items anent p^ogrrams.

Policy changed to run an apiount of
radio newa space (»<iual to the ambunt
of radio advertialtig.

LYNN ITJfiai (e), Lynn, MAaa. Cir-
culation ori7,800. Htoet .Andeegon, radio
editor. "Radio Wavea" coluflsn has befea
dropped. No changes In- station logs.
However, special mentlona are made' of
'outatandlng broadcasts," Presidential
talks, local taIent,Letc.

NEW KBDFORD BTANDARD-XLMES'
(e, S), New Bedford, Mass. Circulation
of 44.480: Sundays. 2S,800.- Jolin DaJdi»,
Jrk, radio editor. Radio log remains the
same, bot news and comment is cut by
one-half. (Notei Apparently the paper
uses radio only on Sundays.)
BERKSHIRE EAGLE (e), PIttsfleld,

Mass. Circulation of 21,160, Singsles
R. FUl, radio editor. Daily running story
on programs eliminated. Log remains
same.
SPRINGFIELD REPUBLICAN its

NEWS (hi, e) and SUNDAY EDITION
(combined Sunday issue of UNION ft

REPUBLICAN). Springfield, Mass. Dally
combined circulation, of '68,700; Sunday,
70.100. Benjamin Buxton, radio editor.
Eliminated about one column daily (but
did not change type of material), leav-
ing 2Vt columns dally.- Sunda'y full page
is intact.

SPRINGFIELD 'UNION (m, e), SprlDg-
fleld, Mass. (Note: This paper Is also
issued on Sundays In combination with
the RepubllciUDi, see above.) Circula-
tion of 79.066 (mnblned dally). Frank
Murray, radio editor. No change of edi-
torial space; but all cuts and mata have
been Ollmlnated.

WORCESTER GAZETTE (e), Worces-
ter, Maaa. Circulation of 73.830. Dorothy
Hattlson, radio editor. Dally column
discontinued. Program Ilstlnga' remain
as- before.

ANN ARBOR NEWS (e), Ann Arbor,
Mich. Circulation' of 12,400. E. N.
Stancer, radio editor. Station loga cut
to begin at 0 a,m. inatead of 0 a.m. Cut
was made because of space limitations,
and not because of an antl-radio policy.
This paper has never used a radio
column.
BAY CITY TIMES (e, S), Bay City,

Mich. Dally circulation of 24,876; Sun-
days, 24.300. Alice M. 7AnKKt radio
editor. Everything cut out except logs
on three atatlons.

"

I>ETROIT FREE PR^SS (m, S), De-
troit, Mich. Dally circulation of 260,160;
Sundays, 276,426, Edgar A. Gneat, Jr.,

radio editor. Everything out excent loss.
DETROIT NE^TS (e, S), Detroit,

Mich. Dally circulation of 324,000;
Sundays, 386,100. Hersehell Hart, radio
editor. All dally material, art work,
Sunday page, etc., has been dropped.
Nothing remains except two columns of
agate station logs. This cut—one of the
deepest of all papers—amounts to
virtually 30 columns per week.

* DETROIT SATURDAY NIGHT (la-

sued Friday), Detroit, Mich. Publication
has been auapended.

•DETROIT TIMES (e, S), Detroit,
Mich. Dally circulation of 308.600; Sun-
days, 407,200. Pat Dennis, radio editor.
Everything out except agate atatlon logs.
SAGINAW NEWS (e, S), Saginaw,

Mich. Dally Circulation of 30,760; Sun-
days, 30,600, Leslie A. Wah], radio
editor. No cut In actual material, but
atatlon log now takea up less space be-
cause 6 point, Instead of 8 point, type
is used.

ST. PAUL DAILY NEWS. St. Paul,
Minn. No longer being published.

• KANSAS CITY JOURNAL (formerly
Kansas City Journal-Post) (e, S), Kanans
City, Mb. Dally circulation of 86,600;
Sundays, 76.200. John C. Swayze, radio
editor. Not much change in dally ma-
terial. But Sunday page Is trimmed
down to about 2 columns, and radio art
work is tapering oft.
SPRINGFIELD LEADER-PRESS (Sun-

day edition only considered here),
Springfield, Mo. Sunday circulation
40,100. Dick Terry, radio >>'aitor. For-
mer two-page radio-film section has been
cut to one page with film newa to pre
dominate.
NEWARK SUNDAY CALL, Newark,

N. J. Circulation of 84,660. A. E. Sodn,
radio editor. No publicity news- or com
ment allowed. Entire Sunday page de
voted to atatlon loga.

* ALBANY. KNICKERBOCKER NEWS
(e), Albany, N, Y. Circulation of 64,760.
Ed, Henley and Mary O'Neill, radio cdl
tors. Healey's "The Listener" column,
and Mary O'Nelira Saturday two-column
atint are out. Station logs remain dally

• ALBANY TIMES-UNION (m, S),
Albany, N. Y, Dally circulation of
4S,660; Sundays, 83,100. Doaglna Dwhrn,
radio editor. Uned to carry Dlnty Doyle's
column on Sundays, but has cut , It

since spring. Station loga atlll In.
LA SALLE NEWS (weekly), Niagara

Falls, N. Y. Helen J. T. Xmae (Nia^arn
Nell), radio- editor. Alt radio material
out "nntil advertiaiae picKa np."

AKRON nMKS-KBBSS Ce, S)» Alu(tui.
O. Suspended puMfcatlon.. Rropertyr mnt
owned by the- Akron- Beacon- Joiunal' -of

which Dorothy V*na- ia radio editor.
The Beacon JownaVa radio polioy .ra-
malns unchanged.
CANTON RierosnoBY. (e. S). Cih-

ton, O. Daitly clreulotlun of 45,109; Smi-
d»ya, 4i^S9^. Ctarort 'Gnuw^^ ra4Uo edi-
tor. D«>Uy colHMsn cut W tWo-thlMn;
Sunday apace cut to m half-column^ Sta-
tion toss . remain the- same except > thiat
WHBe, local station, has replaced-WLW
In th^ listings.

-

CINCINNATX KN4kUIBBR (m. -St, Cln-
clnnntl. O. Dally circulation of 114,000;
Sundays, 2001.019. Jiiak Ros«rfl>.
editor. 'Unapeclfied pro'vlorus space allot-
'ment to radio- IM'S. been cut "aa- adirer-
tlslng has deereasea."

COIj^UBUS CITIZEN (e), Columbus,
O, Circulation of 81,200. Georse ifnse.
radio editor. All newa, comment, and
other column raaterfal is out. Station-
loss stilt rtmnlng- (list eight statlona^*
one more than previously).

TOLEDO NEH-S-BEE (e), Toledo, O.
This paiper auspeiided individual oper-a-
tion on Augitf<t 2; and was absorbed: by
the Toledo Blade, The Newa-Bee's ra-
dio editor, Mnrle- Cochran, Is now radio
editor tt the Toledo Mirror, a weeldy
tabloid.

BROWNSVILLE TELEGRAPH (e),
Brownsville. Pa. Circulation of 8,200.
Lewis W. Hays, radio editor. Carrylntr
only station logs of "WWVA, KDKA,
WCAB and "WJAS.
NOBRISTOWN TUIES HERALD (e).

Norrlstown, Pa. Circulation of 1»,T30.
W. D. Creaanian. radio editor. Previous
column has been eliminated. '

H.4JtBISBUBG EVENING NEWS (e),
Harrlsburg; Pa. Circulation of 60;1E0.
F. VI. GDberir, Jr., radio editor, "Used to
run 3 columns dally of IS-lnch length;
column length now reduced to 12->14
Inches. Art wopk reduced to single
column and half-column cuts,

PROVIDENCE STAR-TRIBUNE (e).
Providence, R. L No longer published.
Ren Kaplan, radio editor, lins joined the
Providence Jomnnal & Bulletin radio de-
portment,
CHATTANOOGA FREE FRESS {e; S).

ChattanoogA, Tenn. Daily circulation .of
:7,00a; Sundays, ST.300. Balph ^nnMra,
radio editor. Radio column of - nfews,
etc., eliminated. Station log retained in
full. Radio items, as previously, are used
as flllers throughout the paper in alt
departments. *

DALLAS NEWS (m, 3), Dallas, Tex,
Daily drcntatlon of 5&.800; - Sundays,
106,760. Victor Davis, radio editor. Front
300 to 600> words of column material
dropped dally and Sunday: also art work.
Retain a complete loe on WPAA, KRLD,
^VBR. KGKO. NBC, CBS. MBS.
.FORT WORTH XRESS (e). Fort
Worth, Tex. Circulation of 32.200.
Roy Mftnnel, radio editor. Daily ctuvtter
column eliminated. Station logs remain.
SEATTLB POST- INTELLIGENCISB

(ro, S), Seattle,^ Wash. Dally clrcnlnilon-
ot 100,27&; Sundays. 20ff,(;60. Edith
White (dally) ami Edwin J. HItidwU
(Sunday), radio editors. Column, "run-
ning about 10 Inches dally and 40-60
Inches Sunday, dropped. Station- logs,
"best bets," and "best dance orchestras"
retained. .Sunday edition contains logs,
a brief column, and short Items.
SEATTLB TIMES (e. S), S«attl6,

Wash. Circulation of 08.626 dally: Sijn-
days, 134,360. Rol>ert Hellmnn, radio edi-
tor. Carries dally station log as 'usual
(hasn't run a column in se'veral years).
Sunday edition, however, has recently
been' cutting rotogravure page ot radio
plftures.SPOKANE SF0KE8MA;N-REVIEW
(m, S). Spokane, Wash. Circulation «t
60.670 dally; Sundays, 80,000. B. H.
Johmtrnd, radio editor. Everythlne
eliminated except logs on chain broad-
ca.ita.

T.ICOMA NEWS TRIBUNE (e, S). Ta-
coma. Wash. Daily circulation of 35„700i
Sundays, 31.700. Paul O. Anderson, radio
editor. Station logs only retained; newsr
comment, etc., dropped entirely. Entire
space now amounts to about one column,
per" day.
.TACO.IIA TI9IES (e), Tacoma, Wash.

Clrculntlon of 33.080. Jane Mottao, rbdlo
editor. Daily "highlight" lead has been
cut. Logs of KMO, KVI, KOMO, SUfc
KIRO remain.

'

RACINE JOURNAL-TIMES (e), iRa-
oinc. Wis. Circulation of 18,725. Kent
Owen, radio editor. Policy has beeii
chnngcd to give no gossip or prog^ram
notes oil stations outside RaolQA^ xtgm
"nnrestrlcted publicity for local stAtlo*
WRJN." Program log, however, in-
cludes surrounding station* a* before.
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BING CROSBY
HVith Bob Burns, John Scott Trotter,

Ken Carpenter, Walter Connolly,

Joan Bennett, Johnny Mercer
Variety
'60 Mlns.
KBAFT CHEESE
![hars., 10 p.m.
WEAF-NBC, New York

(J. Walter Thompson)
With the return of Bing Crosby

last Thursday (20) this choice radio

dish again became complete. But

only lor one "installment. Crosby

had taken 12 weeks out and Bob

Burns stayed long enough for a re-

conciliation before ducking for a

four-week vacation.
Kraft Music Hall remains one of

the few air packages that abounds
in suavity and good taste as well

?s entertainment. Combination of

Irosby and Burns as a distinct and
happy blend of personalities. There's

bee'n no letdown in the successful

illusion of informality, comraderie
and surprise interpolation. \ Banter
continues to lean to the refreshing

side and it's run off with & subdued
leisureness that makes it a welcome
contrast to the over-eager shows.

In guest formula the show of last

Thursday night had but one differ-

ence. There was no rep from the
concert field. Instead of a masseur
of the high C's or an ivory digiteer,

the program produced Johnny Mer-
cer and a highly diverting para-
phrase of one of his latest tunes,

•There's Mutiny in the Nursery.'
Everybody in the cast but Walter
Connolly participated and the upshot
was as healthy a plug as any film

release would want. The number Is

in Warner Brothers' forthcoming
•Going Places.* Mercer and Crosby
preceded this item with a batter of

special material on the theme of

'Small Fry! and a bit of lively m^ni"

Etcel crossfire that had Burns as in-
teriocutor and a soft' spot for the
specimen <){ fine needling- that ' ac-
companied the routine.
• Script's gift for mixing bright

• bandinage worked nicely in the case
of the two screen guestees, Joan
Bennett and Walter Connolly. For
the latter it finally got down to

Ibowing by example how the spoken
word can by deft shading be given
various meanings, while Miss Ben-
nett devoted most of her conversa-
tion to answering the critics who
cditldn't understand why her hair re
inained so firmly set in the 'Texan*
despite her encounter with dust'
storms, blizzards, floods and what
not. She also joihed Crosby -in ap-
plying -their tonsils to Uie-lyirics and
melody of a current pop numbet,
. About the only element in this
Thursday event that seems to show
sighs of sliding, off key is the sus
tained gong-ringing gag. It used to
be funny. Carroll Carroll, the show's
sCriptist, should be able, to dig up a
substitute before the current one be
comes an irritant. Odec.

WARDEN LAWES DRAMAS
30 Mlns.
SLOAN'S LINIMENT
Friday, 8 p.ni.

WJZ-NBC, New York
{Warwick & Legler)

This is becoming one of radio's

standbys. Off on its seventh year of

prison melodramatics with a sermon.
It remains good radio stuff. Pretty
hokey, but also pretty exciting. A
plausible way to sell Sloan's Linr-;

ment being aimed at. a wide listening

base, the lovers of action.

Laweg, as always, conducts him-
self with dignity. Probably it's a
matter of basic sincerity. He keeps
the show short of the icky-sticky,

even when most, sentimental, and the

script, in its turn, paints its bad men
of deepest black.
Workmanlike script, cast and di-

rection. Land.

Fo!Iow-Up Comment

'CAPTAIN MIDNIGHT'
With Ed Prentiss, George Nelse,

Jules Gctlin, Grace Lockwood
Disc
15 Mlns.
SKELLY OIL CO.
Mon. to FrI., 6 p.m.
WGN, Chicago

^Blackett-Sample-Hummert

)

Alex Hyde, who has been around
with a baton, makes his Coast radio

debut as musi<sal director on Union
Oil's '76 Review.' He mounted the

podium after Dave Broekman pulled

S>Mt to take the Texaco show. Hyde
gives the program a neat and tune-

ful flourish and his backups of Jimmy
Newill's vocals are first rate. His

arrangements, while not as bizarre

and stylized as his predecessor, are

nonetheless well orchestrated and
showmanly. Program, featuring Con-
rad Nagel as dramatic narrator, re-

quires a frequent intermittency of

lights and shade which Hyde deftly

weaves into the continuity. Hyde
has a good production knack which
richly qualifies him for any of the

Coast colossals.

• Fred Allen appearing on NBC s If

I Had The Chance,' delivered a com-
edy sock. Wit follov/ed Lee Bristol,

of Bristol-Myers Co., his sponsor on
'Town Hall.' Incidentally, Bristol

displayed a good voice and a punchy

CARSON ROBISON BUCKAROOSm
Sonffs, playlet
30 Mlns.
MUSTEROLE
Monday, 8 p.m.
WJZ-NBC, Now York

(Erivin-Wasey)
Roblson goes back to 1924 In ra-

dio. His company is heard In Eng-
land via transcription as 'The
Pioneers ' In the United States his

troupe of 10 remain The Buckaroos.
What they are is high-grade hillbilly.

They also go in for some fairly se-

rious acting between strumming and
humming. It all sums up as a rea-

! sonable showmanship fit for the sale

of milscle balm,
'Lonesome Cowboy Blues' was a

characteristic opener, with 'skee-

daddle* rhyming with 'saddle.* This
was followed by 'Easter Parade'- to

show that the repertoire is not re-

stricted to non-pops.
Playlet is iii the tradition of 'Hi,

Ho, Silver.' Open spaces heroics.
Characterizations, are okay. • Return
thereafter to their guitars and music.
A rival product, Sloan's Liniment,

is also reviewed in this issue. Land.

on to its formula at all costs.'Jiavmg
|

—
- 'tp-the 'serious - front man for

types of radio programming without151^^. ^busVs^^^^^^ bit abrupt
Allen's ad libbing made it tough

going for Tinney—at times both
were talking simultaneously. Allen

too much success. But back in the

Qve-a-week groove, it is sure of itself

and confident of results.

And 'Captain Midnight' fits to the

hard, and fast rules and s^ecifica-

ions. It is as simple as building a
louse or a boat. All you do is fol-

ow the blueprints. Skelly Oil previ-

ously had a daytime script kid show
on tagged 'Adventures of Jimmy
^®?'' •^I'l'i? S.-'^o^wp%tfS 1

the'nose^ATlen was ribbing Jack I once brought it hotor'iety as'a speak.
Captain Midnight* is,a>_d strip and

|

^
| easy favorite. WOR has always de:

an aviation yarn,
more simple?

and LINDA

<MOONBEAMS'
With Douglas Stanbury, Moonheam

Girls, Choir Invisible, George
Shaokley, musical director

Singing
15 Mins. -

GAMBARELLI & DAVITTO
Friday, 9:30 p. m.

went inside"stuff on his show busi- 1 WOR, New York
ness career. He ^mentioned Frank (De Biasi)

Fogarty and Frank Bush, monolo- This is a revival of one of radio's

gists, and Rasselli and W. C. Fields, oldest programs, a period of slumber
jugglers, as ones whom he tried to vocals that formerly held a late hour
duck between in the eventual pat- spot on WOR. Now it's a commerr
terning on his turn. At the finish— cial for the first time, but with the

broadcast just managed to get off on same sweet-harmony setup .which

What could be Benny.
nied the reports of catering to, or

the
phSliestct6^5
that the 'Captain Midnight' protagoS Tre more br;ve,''mor% noble for the radio a natural For naelody Jf/'"S|tS 1^^^^^^^^^
and more heroic than the brave, is the thing on the air. As David bie.L^^^

noble and heroic characters in the Ross soothely s&iels it and Waring
is the only

rival ctrin<5 And the villains are presents it—orchestrally and vocally spot. Jjougias oianoury is ine oniy

So?Umafnousand*d1abS^^ It's I
-it's fetching, stuff. .Wa Day,

|.

soloist, compelling and listenable

cliff-hanging on the same old pat-

tern, but these cliffs are higher.
Gold.

QRAY GORDON Orchestra
30 Mlns.
Sustaining
SattiFdaly, 8 p. m.
WJZ, NBC, New York

Stuart Churchill and the other spe- [baritone,
^ v * ,

cialists registered Commercials are long, but okay on

That goofy quiz with the obvious the ears. First broadcast plugged a

use of film stirs' names, and even new apple wine, but no mention

goofier 'wrong' answers, was a nice made of how it differs from hard
• - ' I cider. Srhn.

little touch of comedy relief Satur-
day night.

Scho.

^FAMOUS JURY TRIALS'
Dramatic

.

30 Mins.

GILBERT LINVILLE
VITOLO

With Edward Rice's Orchestra
30 Mlns.—Local «

PROCINO and ROjSSI MACARONI
Sunday, 1 pjn.
WGY, Schenectady

(Bartow)
Program', cut pretty much to the

pattern of all WGY musicals, intra
duces -two new -voices. LihviUe,
church and Chautauqua singer, is one
Miss Vitolo, said to have some mu-
sical comedy experience, is the other,
First broadcast was fair; second was
better. Further improvement coulc
be made in^ "builditig ' up numbers
tind adding pimch. Tighter "rection
and longer rehearsing probably
would help. A change in aniiounc-
ing setup definitely would.

" Unlike 'WGY's last macaroni com-
mercial, this oqe is hot aimed ex-
clusively at Italian listeners. Nor
.are all vocals of the classic and semi-
classic .variety. Linville includes a
current ballad on each, btoadcast.
However, .singers make strongest im-
pression with heavier stuff. Lin-
ville's interpretations of pops are
^technically good, but they lack some
warmth. His a tenor of fairly
pleasing tone and some range; his
training in operatic stuff, especially
Italian, has apparently, been consid-
erable. Miss Vitolo hais a high, so-
prano, suited, to native ion(;ue n'um-'
bers. She and Linv.'Ue duet. Orchestra
(strings) led by Rice (violin soloist

on WGY*s initial .shot in 1922) plays
the classics and Italian folk num-
bers competently. Jaco.

.i-...,^ ^-^T .^<... Raymond Massey's Abe Lincoln

In 'the cycle of swing-and-sway, walked off with the Rudy A^Uee ^
rippling rhythm, singing titles, stop- program - Oct. 20 (WEAF-Red). ^^^^Si'

"

and-go, music box and kindred styl- Opening inn scene was rather weak ^oRlNewlrork
ized band . ballyhoos. Gray Gordon and is similarly regarded m stage derived from actual court records
has a 'tick tock* rhythm .idea that's version. .Massey s backward p^^^ jj^^^in Young and cut down for
commercial.. Clock-tickmg ^back- posal to Ann Rutledge (Adele Long- ^.^^^.^ . Baker, this still
ground insures steady rhythm mire, a newcomer to the theatre), ^^^^g p^^^t/ ^^^^ listening. Its third
while the musical furbelows might and his farewell before assuming

for the program but first (so
be considered a blend of Shep Fields the presidency was th^

.

cUckeroo.
I^^)"^ ^V^^^^J^^ g^^^^^

and George Hamilton, it's enough of Characterization, combined: with Programs of this type depend
a. switch to esteblish Gray Gordon telling drama of the orig n^^ on script to slice
as trying to be different on the air (mcorporated i^to play) and back-

^^^^^ ^ g^j. ^^^^ ^^ju „ ^ j^se
Picked up via WJZ-NBC out of the grounded by muted music wa^ a

credibility. 'People vs. Margaret
Terrace Room of the Hotel Syracuse diiller. Massey radioed before in

Gravis' sounded like writer was in-
<N. Y.)..the Gordon Gray style 1936 when appearing m 'Ethan fl^g^^^^
clicked nicely with a deft blend of Frome' and will agam for Magic Key

flij^g-
'

current pops wherein Lane Sisters, Nw. 6. " „tr r V;".;;;:T
"Als0""P

Shirley Lane solo and Qliff Bradden Hiram Sherman, brought on from r^^m^ against tinie to present all
vocally interruoted with like effect. another legit, 'Smg Out the News fg^tg ijgfQi-e.the bejl. Defense attor-

In a day when thereV really no rendered his novelty
,
song, Plaza L,gy an^-^-^ as always were prop-

such thmg as a bad band any moreJ 3.4783,; m expert fashion.
. 3ympathetie and aieery in turn,

the , competitiveness m quality has. Ballmi and McEvoy, more, comic -the latter even dragged in
veered the .showmanship ipaestros songsters, seemed -a mite too fast .^^ere Were you ^n- the- night of—.'

Whole thing,was okay even if a lit
one means of gettihe away from the' please,'. 'quiz,* 'spelling bee,' etc.}^but tig confusing '

"

beaten- routine of dansapation. It's left impression • of being something'
paid dividends to : the others above, to see and hear, not just latter. Paul

'CAPTAINS OF PERIL*
Russ Duvld, Orfanist
SO MInfl.—LocAl
INSURANCE QOABD
Monday, S:30 p.m.
KSD, St. Lonls

First of a series of programs de-
signed to drive home the stabilizing
force that ca^iital stock insurance,
that is not assessable, contributes. to
the industrial and social progress
of the nation, got away to a nice
start with a dramatic reenactment of
the Missouri Athletic club fire 25
years ago that cost 32 lives. William
Rodgers, secretary of the Insurance
Board, introduced by gabber Frank
Eschen, briefly related the purpose
of the series and then inteirviewed
Dennis O'Reilly (Zimmerman), for
30 years a member of the St. Louis
fire dept

O'Reilly, told of his career as a
fire fighter, the growth and advance-
ment of fire fieliting technique of
the local. dept. and thus led up. Cast,
which included several members of
a little theatre group; clicked and
the sound effects were up to snuff.
One drawback of the initlaler wias
the detail in which the horror of the
tragedy, was unfolded. There was too
much of the agonizing yells of men,
trapped on the upper floors of the
building, before they plunged to
their deaths in the street, and the
wailing . of survivors of the victims
as they clustered around the bodies.
Russ David's organ music was o.k.,

but came only when the stark naked-
ness of the. tragedy sent chills. Pro-
gram was scripted and produced by
R. James Dutson and would have
scored a more direct hit had- some
of the horrifying incidents been
toned down considerably. 'Sahu.

J. HAROLD MURRAY
Songs, Interview
15 Mlns.-^Looal
SALLY'S FUR SHOP
Sunday, .12;16 p.m.
WTIC, Hartford

. Nominated as Democratic candi-
date for the State Senate, J. Harold
Murray, former musical comedy star
and film player, returned to the air
waves Sunday (16) after a hiatus of
several months. He emsees and
sings on the new Sally Fur Shop
program.

,
(Marked first time pro-

gram used' live entertainment; for-
merly transcriptions.)
Despite a bad cold Murray warbled

quite effectively three songs that he
has done in musicomedy, two of
them favorites of his from 'Rio Rita.'

Harold Kqlb supplied background
organ music for Murray.
Murray had for his guest Sunday

Warren Hymer, p^.a.'ing at the State.
Both chattered fdi; a while on their
old-time acquaintanceship with Hy-
mer throwing in several references
to Murray*s candidacy for the Sen-
ate.* Also brought out that Hymer
was returning to the Coast Monday
(17) to resume picture work.
Murray will continue to emsee and

sing on all of Sally's pirograms at
least until- after elections. Plans to
have a guest star each Sunday, most
likely from the Statf*. Showr winds
up , with a transcriijtion. Three
windy announcements in the quarter
hour show. Two would be plenty.

Ecfc.

and is already asserting some sort of Qerrits, on Fleischmann program in Usual calm efficient crew, perform
reward-for Gray during his currently June, '37, returned for more of his ing like actresses, obviously pre
.pioneermg stages. , • Abel. \ suave joking. . Wrote able finale to par^, materials. Switched to sev-

heavily-humored program. eral key centers and as many phases
Sponsor has taken the Federal of telephone coverage, long distance,

Trade Commish's wrist-slapping transatlantic, information, error de-
seriously and seem to have lessened partment, etc. Affected an informal
the ballyed possibilities of their in- note.
flating cakes. Commercials were Jess

| Director Seldes doubtless expends
little effort in securing locales. His

WALTER M. HARRISON
Commentator
15 Mlns.—^Local
Dally—6:15 p. m.

BOB NICHOLS
Radio Gossip
15 Mias.-^Local
fTIPP, JEWELER
KOMO, Seattle
Bob Nichols who heads his own

radio ad agency is doing a Fidler
on radio personalities. If Nichols
would chop his own laughs and
eliminate effort to imitate other com-
mentators and be himself, he would
catch on quicker and better with his

Voice okay and he and his' staff

are dicing ud some very good stuff,

holding to NBC artists exclusively.

A narirow slant that the public won't
understand. . Fans would like to hear
about CBS stars, too.

Jtay click if better balance Is

achieved and Nichols cuts his over-

confldence. Commercial should^ be
cnappier. Smith.

WKY. Oklahoma City
Walter M. Harrison, managing edi- I definite and mor.e ambiguous, Gra^

tor of Oklahoma City Tunes, voiced ham McNamee guardedly telling of I office must be a ^1^^
his opinion on the European situa- what might occur rather than what hie relations boys. Probably means
tion beginning Mon. (26) after hav- to e:tpeqt. little more work than remote pick
ing served several weeks as an AP —-— ups for producers with willing in-
staff man in Prague. Harrison re- Two prime offenders m long- dustrlal p.a.'s doing all the prepara-
tained his editorial policy of speak- winded advertising spiels that nause- tory work. For all that, it's rather
ing what he ' thought—resulting in ate are Paul Edwards,- who other- interesting,
plenty of pro and con fan hiail. wise ably, handles the Horn & Hard-
Highest compliments were paid art kiddie show Sunday morning I

• NBC—^blne Friday evening is well-
European press correspondents who (WABC-CBS), and thi ballyhooer studded with fiUer-inners. Following
succeed, despite censorship and l^n- for Huffman's Beverages oil WOp Lowell Tliomas at 6:45 with Sunoco's
guage difficulties, in keeping Amer- with the Transradio news 11 p. rh. Friday reminder that folks will feel
ica posted .on latest developments al- nightly. Both have marathon plugsi better if they go to church Sundays
most the minute they happen. In This past Sunday little Adele Roy (a startling thought when projected
his opinion one of the hardest" jobs again clicked for H. & H. with her on a commercial, but probably a
of the foreign representative is that masculine character 'Policy Twerp,' Ushrewd inspiration), the parade of
of weeding out the genuine- news and Mickey Barnett registered as quarter hours proceeds in this or-
nuggets from the deluge of propa- Baby Snoolcs, but that Yiddish com- der:
ganda. "

.
edy with a straightman was tire- '7:00—Dick Todd barytoneing In a

Harrison paid the highest compli- some, unfunny and not especially be- way that most folks wbn't mind or
ment to th'e Czech government and fitting this otherwise topnotch kid remember.

.

people, and agreed that the four- show, perhaps the best of the a'dol- 7:lfr-T-Oscar Shumsky, a fine viol-
power conference was a European escent troupes around Manhattan. inist doing his exercises,
milepost—to a future war. Lewis. ' \ 7:30—Carol Weyman, a stylist with

Americans at Work with Gilbert a pleasant voice and well worthy
JIMMY POWERS I Seldes and Charles Lutz is an adult of greater burdens, with Jesse Craw-
Sports Commentator education sustaining seriqs. In ford warming up the Wurlitzer in
30 Mlns., Local bringing working Americans and the background.
MADISON LOAN their jobs into the homes of listeners 7:45—Bert Lytell, the first spon-
Daily, 6:30 p.m. it often is, sustaining notwithstahd^ sored show in ah hour, showing that
WMCA, New York ing, a solid half hour of advertising, a lot of dramatic wallop is possible
Powers hardly has a sporting There's never an announcement — even in a quarteir-hour. This Sample

chance—^there's so much commer- there's no need, for Tums, the enemy of stomache
cial. Interest-bearing announcements George Wellbaum, praiser and co- fog, proved a case of -expert atten'
are plenty shrill. ordinator for the New York Tele- tion-getting and attention-holding.
Powers is sriorts editor and col- phone, got a lot on the cuff on ses- Dialog- builds the characters and the

umnist on N.Y. Daily News and as sioh caught. Workings behind the irtory • with
,

revealing economy,
such knows his business and knows coin box as - dramatiz^ were exoit- Crowded .'into the period was more
how to sustain interest. Very infpr- ing - if not thoroughly ; Understand- than plenty of advertising, a name
mative and weU-vbice^'^ fOX':, .radio44lt»e. Myriad mechanisms of the actor and 'a situation, and curiosity

but a UtUe off on pronunciation^, hello biz was not clearly pictured for to see how it 6nds. Which is a lot

He 'also conducts' a once weekly bsteners. Too technical, best de- 8:00-=-Warden Lawes rang up for

sports quiz on same station. Hurl. I scribes Bell bally. Hello girls were I another Sloan's Liniment romp.

BRADLEY KINCAID
Songs
15 Mins^Reglonal
SAVErTHE-BABY
WGY; Schenectady

. ^ (teigJiion Nelson) ,

Searching criticism of a Bradley
Kincaid program probably - would be
futile, in view of his record as a suc-
cessful "mercharidiser.- Who but rone
having an established audience and
no- qualms would risk opening first

broadcast in a new series with a
number like 'Heaven Must Be a
Beautiful Place?' This at breakfast
hour and after an absence of some
months from local air waves.
Older folks and small' town-rural

area listeners like Kinclaid's type
of selections, coupled with his cheery,
homey personality. So what's the
diff?

Kincaid has a fair tenor voice. He
adds a fair guitar accompaniment.
Using no script, he sometimes works
with marked leisure in a medium
where seconds are -generally con-
sidered precious. Also handles the
advertising. This is insistent, price-

tabbing, and of the nlease-buy-rfor-

my-sake variety. WTIC feeds fea-

ture to WGY and repeats, it 15 min-
utes later in Hartford. Presentation
tabbed as from National Broadcast-
ing Co. Jaco,

'STRADIVARIUiS SERIES'
With Jay C- Freeman
30 Mins.—^Local
Sustaining

'

Wednesday^ 9:30 p.m.
WQXR, New York
Seeking the unusual in imusual

music for this unusual station, Eddy
Brown, musical director-violinist,
preenied this series of personal ap-
pearances of famous fiddles about
three weeks ago. Series attempts to
bring all Strady instruments in this
country to the mike for description
and history, plus playing as an in-
troduction to high fidelity-classical
conscious station's miisic lovers.
Only the deeply interested would

get. into or anything out of this pro-
gram. For them it must be a Roman
feast listening to the blue bloods of
the ' scratch -.boxes. Commentator
Jay C. Freeman, Strady authority
and curator of Wurlitzer collections,
commentates. Hurl.
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^ New Stations This Year

At the three-quarter mark of 1938, the Federal Communications
Commission has issued 42 construction permits for new stations.

States makiiifi the biggest relative gains are the Southern States,

while the Far West—once the stampeding ground for more and more
wattage^idn't get a single station. All told, grants have so far been
Issued in 24 states and in Alaska.

Texas got most stations with six additions. North Carolina comes
next with four grants. Illinois and Arizona have been allocated three

each.

States receiving two new stations each are: Alabama, New York,
Oregon, Pennsylvania and South Carolina.

Those areas getting a singleton newcomer are: Alaska, Georgia,

Kansas, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Mon-
tana, Ohio, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia and
Wisconsin.

Television R^hts Not Included

In ASCAP's 1940 Negotiations

With Broadcasting Industry

Television will continue to be ex-

cluded from the rights licensed by

the American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers in whatever

contract this organization makes

available to broadcasters after the

present agreement expires in 1940.

Right to accompany a broadcast imag^
with music, will be considered dis-

tinct from sound rights and will be
treated in the similar category with
film synchronizations. With . the
televising rights construed a^. com-
ing under the mechanical proyjisions

of. the law, the picture broadcasters
will have to get their licenses from
the cqpyright owning publisher or
the ag^nt he designates.

Issue[ of. whether . ASCAP should
deal in television rights was fought
out within the organization when
the membership was asked in 1935
to signature the new five-year
agreement. Original contract form
contained the word 'television' but
the term was eliminated from the
contract which became operative.

Publishers had contended that tele-

vision was a mechanical rights and
that it did not come within the prov-
ince of a small rights licensing

combine. Also that it would be up
to the broadcasters to deal direct

with publishers for such televising

rights. ASCAP could go on li-

censing ihe performing rights as it

does in the case of picture theatres.

Extension agreement which
ASCAP is now asking Its members
to signature makes no mention Of

television. It is understood that no
attempt will be made to assert the
televising right while television re-

. mains in its experimental stage, .and

that this view will not change imtil

thousands of- sets have beeii , sold

and those operating picture-casting
wequipment establish extensive daily,

schedules.

BACKGROUND BUZZ

MIDWEST

CANADIAN BID

FOR TELEVISION

Montreal, Oct. 25.

Plans for the erection of -the first

television' broadcasting station in

Canada have been completed by
station CKAC, Montreal, althpugh
application for a television license
has not. yet been' approved by the
Government. Phil- Lalonde,. director
of CKAC, is in New York this week
dickering with Badio Corporation of
America for equipment which, to-

gether with new studio construction,
will cost in the neighborhood of
$100,000.

American newsreels and film
shorts will be among the first pro-
grams to be presented by the first

Canadian television station, accord-
ing to plans. CKAC will get 12
RCA television receiving sets to be-
gin with, these to be spotted within
the Metropolitan area for experi-
mental purposes.

Site for the new television studios
has already been selected by Station
CKAC in the heart of the Me-
tropolis.

Application from CKAC has been
referred to the Department of Trans-
port with the obiservation that it is
for this department to decide since
it has direct control of radio traffic
in the Dominion.

. Joe Miller, formerly with KMOX,
is a new. continuity writer for KSO-
KRNT,.Des Moines.

Margaret Little added to the staff

of KXOK, St. Louis.

Sterling Harkins, former gabber at
KWK, St, Louis, now at KSD, St.

Louis, in same stint.

Jerry Burns, sportscaster, KXOK,
St. Louis, is out.

Bichard Schweitzer, formerly of
Springfield, Mo., now business man-
ager of WTMV, East St. Louis. Be-
places E. F. Willrich, .who goes into
sales.

Les Carmichael, former production
manager, WQBC, Vicksburg, Miss.,
now on gabbing staff of WTMV, East
St. Louis.
Helen Corey, Omaha thrush, re-

signed her CBS job 'in Chicago and
rejoined WAAW, Omaha.
James Farris, formerly with KOIL,

Omaha, has joined KYSM, Mankato,
Minn., as promotion and continuity
manager.

D. E. Bradshaw, head of WOW,
Omaha, recovering from serious ill-

ness expected back soon.
Joe Eaton, formerly with WOW,

Omaha, has been boosted to coin-
mercial manager at WHAS, Louis-
ville.

Cal Karnstedt. KDAL mikeman,
moves into KSTP, St. Paul-Minne-
apolis, NBC red network outlet, with
George Chance, former spieler at
WMIN, St. Paul indie, replacing him
at Duluth's KDAL.
• Stanley E. Hubbard elected to
board of- directors of Minneapolis
Better Business Bureau.

£llis' Harris,' KDAL announcer,
now 'Prof.'• Harris, sinde be took
over .journalism class at Duluth Cen-
tral High School.
Sam Levitan, KDAL, Duluth, re-

Beating his last year's 'Your. Neigh-
bor—and Mine' interview series, 'on

request of Community Fund. " " 1

RCASURPRISE MOVE ON TELEVISION

WILL FORGE KC TO CLARIFY POUCY
Washington Sees Conservative 'PromisesV Smart, but

Everyone Fears Public Will Expect Too Much

—

Whole Series of Problems Involved

EAST
Katherine Batchelder, secretary to

Gerald H.' Slattery, WCOP, Boston,
manager, is now program director
of the station.
For improved handling of special

events pick-ups, Frank Diennger,
WKRC Ciivy chief jnginggE.^ has
added a nfeWTEtCA type OPS remote
amplifier, four saltshaker and one
8-ball mikes, and several thousand
feet of line and microphone cable to
the station's equipment.
New sustainer on WKRC, under

auspices of the Cincy Public Library,
started this week with a series of
Monday morning i5-minute stanzas
by Mona Harrop, who discusses new
books and interviews literary
visitors.

Ed Pamphilon, panelman at WFIL,
Philly, had three salon prints ac-
cepted for the - show of the Photo-
griaphic Guild of Philly.
Nprris West, assistant program di-

rector at WCAU, Philly, in command
of all educational shows.
WDAS, Philly, opens one hour

earlier each morning. Now lights up
at 7 a. m. instead of 8.

Small regional net being planned
by Morris Plan Bank for newscasts
by John Facenda, gabber on WIP,
Philly.
Ray Gathrid, radio ed of Philly

Daily News, doing program of air-

line gossip on WFIL each Sunday
afternoon.
Lee Hardesty, former saxer in pit

at Fox, Philly. now tooting in 'Tinkle-

Toy' band, three times weekly at

WFIL,, Philly. for Mutual airing.

Lois Miller, organist on KDKA,
Pittsburgh, for several years, hag left

for New York to make her future
home.

Washington, Oct. 25.

Determination of RCA to put home
receivers on the market and launch
regular visual programs next spring

presents a serious problem to the

Federal Communications Commis-
sion and. raises question about reg-
ulatory policies to guide the infant

image broadcasting. Prolonged delay

in deciding how to handle television

looks • like a grave problem and
causes fear of monopoly unless the

.stalling can be brought to a prompt
conclusion. With the FCC snarled in

personal feuds and the staff swamped
by other chores, there is speculation

whether the regulators can reach an
agreement on the numerous prob-
lems presented by the sudden deci-

sion not to postpone further the ren-

dering of service to the general pub-
lic.

After having seen aural broadcast-

ing grow up faster than important
principles could be established, ob-

servers are alarmed over the RCA
move, which caught the Commish by
surprise. While television technic is

farther advanced than many other

scientific developments were when
they became available for public use,

the nature of the problfems which
visual transmission presents is far

more imposing.
Financial Aid

Many social and ecoxiomic factoirs

must be weighed without procras-

tination. Because the .'technical re-

quirements are so imjbortant, it is

doubly vital for the FCC to make up
its mind on such rnatters as what
method is to be f9Bter^d, whether
the infant art can mature without
financial aid from the^government,
how competition iis to be assured with

the . relatively small space available

for picture bperation, what steps can
be taken to see that the maximum
proportion of th-: public receives ser-

vice, etc.

Informal discussions have centered
around some of these phases, while
the broad worry has been sketched
in Commissioner T. A. M. Craven's
reports on engineering propositions

and the National Resources Board's

studies. The FCC has not endeav-
ored, however, to make a conscien-

tious examination of every angle.

Monopoly fear has existed for sev-

eral years and indications are the

government is ogling possible means
of jpreventing any. group from get-

ting a corner on television; Brbad-
casteiL's have been apprehensive thgt

the telephone system would gain a
death grip with its coaxial cable, still

the object of experimentation, al-

thougli the Commish wrote condi-
tions into the. licence which .were, in-

tended as. a safeguard, against, such
an eventuality.

Must Make Up Mind
Confusion -for the public, as well

as for equipment makers, is another
cause of concern. Since with the
available knowledge, receivers must
be geared or keyed to particular
transmitters, it is of utmost impor-
tant that some standardization of

method be encouraged. At present,

engineers do not agree' on which
techiiic is the best from either a sci-

entific or economic viewpoint. Looks
like the Commish has be6n forced
by RCA to make up its mind before
it has all the data desired.

If manufacturers hurry to" turn out
costly sets before the engineers are
^ready to decide upon methods, great
inconvenience is threatened, along,
with possible discouragement to

progress. Individuals who put a sub-
stantial sum into receiving apparatus
will be reluctant to buy a new set

which miglit co? e along in a short
time. This

I

would douse cold water
on researchers and experimenters.
That the FCC considered tele-

vision is still far from the point
where regular operation should be
attempted is seen in a decision last

week by which Allen B. DuMont
Laboratories, of Upper Montclair,
N. J., received a permit to transmit
experimentally on the 46,000-56,000

kc track. Comment Was that con-
siderable work still remains to • be
done in the lab, although the Com-
mish agreed progress might be ad-
vanced by allowing DuMont to st&rt

field operation.
Sarnoff'B Surprise

Decision announced by David Sar-
noff, prez of RCA, was something

Predict Newsreel

Use by Televish

New York dopesters' new
conception of television broads
casting involves use of newsreel
film on every big national news
event. Transporting films by
speedy airplanes to principal
cities having television trans-
mitters and handling event al-

most simultaneously from some
15 to 17 local televizing spots is

envisaged. Estimated that this

would make possible reproduc-
tion of news and sports events
12 to 18 hours, or sooner, after

the event occurs, sending tele -

vision story into home at ap-
proximately the same time that
the newsreels are showing it on
a theatre scr,den.

In the case of important
speeches, when the speech-
maker can be photographed and.

the spefech recorded in advance,
some system "may be devised
whereby this advance preview
film record could be televized

and sent out at the same time
it is being received by i-adio.

Thus, a talk, by the president

would be secured by having
camera and sound crew catch
him in an advance talk, same
,to be held for release, the same
as newspapers hold speech ad-
vances, until'speech is mad$.
Estimated that with a thebret-

cal total of "17 key cities televiz-

ing.news events in this manner,
each reaching but for a radius

of 50 miles, approximately 25,-

000,000 p6ople could be reached.

of a shock, although persons abreast

of the experimentation now under
way have half-expected a move to

exploit the field for some time. Eco-
nomic obstacles were regarded as

still imposing enough, however, to

result in continued -postponement' of

any public unveiling.

Motiv.es behind .RCA have pro-
voked speculation. Activity of the
Temporary National Economic Com-
mittee (joint Congressional-Depart-
mental group looking at. monopolies
and competition) • accelerated the

big communications company. Some
•execs feared . the .p^^obers? will get
inquisitive about the slowfiess in

putting discoveries to use' and
charge that deliberate efforts have
been made to suppress knowledge..
Possibility that compulsory licensing

l^lslation will' be .^ui outcome of the
forthcoming inquiry had an elledt:,

since RCA wants to beat any policy

which might slice' profits.'

Continued financial drain also Is

understood to have prodded the
RCA officials. Stockholders have
been growing more and more curi-

ous concerning the substantial ex-
penditures for laboratory activities,

feeling the time has come to either

get some return or drop the idea.

Technicians and executives both
have .been on the spot for some
time, with the pressure ' growing
stronger.

Many-sided

Whether the public is ready for

television even now' is an unanswer-
able question heightening alarm,
Price tags on receivers, high cost

of operation, lack of capital for
many ventures, and financial effect

on motion pictures, sound broadcast-
ing, newspapers, and advertising oc-
casion doubt whether the time has
arrived to make a. fling at image
transmission on a regular basis.

Feeling is that if the response is

lukewarm, the setback will be. seri-

ous and initiative discouraged. Re-
action of individuals "who have
glimpsed the experimental" programs
here and the regular features over-
seas cause apprehension, which is

heightened by realization that in

many respect foreign experts have
made considerable more progress
than is visible in the U. S.

In one respect, the conservatism
of RCA is being applauded. Scheme
of presenting only small amount of
service at the outset is believed
something Of a guaranty against a
let-down and an tmfavorable pub-

lic reaction. Even so, it is feared

the people will expect too much
from the beginning, the interest will

be only because picture broadcasting

is a novelty, and the fad may wear
off before the obstacles can be
cleared.

How the FCC will tackle its head-

ache has not been indicated, but it

is possible there virill be conferences

with manufacturers of both receiv-

ing and sending equipment. Because

all of the existing operators have
only experimental licenses, the

Commish can put the brakes on by
imposing standards which will curb
the rush, although such a move
might lead to criticism that the gov-
ernment is trying to stifle initiative

and is depriving the public of a new
medium of entertainment and cul-
ture.

Visio Labor Trouble
Start , of CBS' schedule of

.
televi-

sion operations at the Chrysler and
Grand Central buildings may be
postponed a couple weeks because of

'

some labor trouble- with the Internai-

tional Brotherhood of Elec^ical
Workers. Dispute had to do with
the installation of the equipment.
Network declined to disclose the

details of the controversy, while
Local 3, of the IBEW,

. which, claims
jurisdiction over installations, main-
tained an' equally strict hush-hush
attitude.

CBS denied the report that Gilbert

Seldes was being relieved of his post
as director of experimental televi-

sion.

SHOUSE STAFF

IS REVAMPED

Cincinnati, Oct. 25.

In a general reorganization of the
WLW and WSAI salies divisions, ef-

fective Monday (24), James D.
Shouse, general manager of the
Crosley stations, made these
changes:
Wilfred Guenther became sales

promotion manager, succeeding John
Koepf, resigned.

Walter CaUahan moved up from
WSAI salesman to WLW service
manager.
K. C. ,'Jim' JCrautters, in the WLW

service department "since January,
advanced to that station's first {sales-

man, under. Robert. E. Dunville, gen-
eral Sales manager of WLW and
WSAI.
Archie Grinidds, recently of

WAGA, . Atlanta, and formerly with
WSB, Atlanta, and WBY, Charlotte,
joined the WSAI salies staff.

John Conrad, handling WLW-
WSAI special events since August,
became WSAI promotional manager.
Special events post now filled by
Jerry Burns, former program direc-
tor for KXBY, Kansas City.
Addition to the .promotion depart-

ment of Beulah Strawway» who will
handle the bulk of contracts with
key chain store, department Store,
grocery and drug association ac-
counts in WLW-WSAI territory.
She's from sales promotion and ad-
vertising department of the Kroger
Grocery 8t Biking Co,, Cincy.

Bill Bailey continues as head of
the WLW-WSAI'. publicity depart-
ment, with Jim Caisidy and Ralph
Rosenberg as assistants. Herb Flaig
carries on as special events director
of WSAI.

WTIC BOOKS 2 VIA KBC
Hartford, Oct. 25.

Joyce Allmand, * contralto, and
Charles Huard, baritone, are two re-
cent additions to the WTIC talent
staff. Obtained through the NBC
Artists' Bureau, the two will do duet,
and solo work on WTIC's new Slum-
ber Hour on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays.
Miss Allmand was formerly with

Seth Parker. Huard from WCSH,
Portland, Maine.

Carole Lombard guesting on Chas«
& Sanborn Oct. 24 and Lux Oct. 31.

Prances Cbaney has joined th«
Seth Parker show as a regular.
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Transcription Fmns Defer Protest

To BuiU Exi)erience-Veriteil Case

Transcription and phonograph rec-

ord manufacturers have decided not

to make any appeal tor a revision

of the new musicians wage scale

while the executive board of the

American Federation of Musicians is

holding its current series of meet-

ings in New York, Recorders had

planned to take their protests to the

AFM board after Joseph N. Weber
advised them that there was nothing
he could do about it, but the feeling

among this manufacturing contingent
is that not enough time has elapsed
since the upped scale went into ef-

fect for them to build a. convincing
case and .titat it would be best to

defer any concerted action for a few
months.
Sentiment also is that since the

AFM board^s campaign to increase
musician emplojonent in picture the-
atres is its major interest at the pres-
ent time there would be little chance
of the recorders getting a favorable
response. The recorders report that
the new rates have resulted in the
employment of Tess men. In some
instances they have replaced as many
as six men with an electric organ,
while even" the name bsmds are us-
ing the minimum number of men in

the recording studios.

Onljr Paying Statkms

Vffl Share in Finfii^ts

Of New JCRR Survey

Joint Committee on Radio Re-
search will meet Friday (!^) to

' discuss., the question of launching a
r comprehensive study of listening

'areas. Also the details of-such a sur-

vey.

i It is understood that the maps cov-

ering the communities surveyed wiU
I be furnished the stations involved
\ only if they contribute to the project.

I

While the National Association of

[ Broadcasters will participate in the
supervision of this job, it is not
likely that that organization will toss

anything into the kitty necessary for

the field and desk work.

Research M Ko Pkasure

Joint Committee Rife with Strong Minds and

!
Factionalism

WCKY's Dnu; Phnt Slmw

Vera Van w.arbling on Signal
Carnival.

'Adam and Eve/ with Jack and

,
Margaret Orriston, withdrawn at

KDKA, Pittsburgh.

Limited Selection Of

NOT-EXPENSIVE

AIR-TESTED

IVOR SHOm
WOMEN MAKE THE NEWS—the news women want presented

as THEY want it. 'TN^ame" guests. Featuring Vincent ConnoUy, ace

WOR announcer, women's air-favorite. A result-full, 15-minute, sales-

tested, not-expensiveWOR buy. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet knows WHAT
we mean! Open for immediate sponsorship.

RADIE HARRIS-^HoUywood on the whole-shell. An act peppered

with "Name'- guests that spell box office. Doesn't "stoop." "It is very

well done," VARIETY. "The most intelligent cross-examining ever

aired," RADIO DAILY.

FAMOUS JilRV TRIALS—a WOR exdusive in New York. Tops

in listening. Offers sales record as long as a creditor's reach. Though

broadcast over only 4 stations in '37, hogged 8th place in nationwide

radio editors' pc^ularity poll. "A thrilling feature," N. Y. NEWS.

GREEN HORNET—wrings the word "drama" dry. Stretched tight

as a drumskin with suspense. One announcement pulled 111,000 re-

quests, each worth llf^. Ask N. W. Ayer what it clocked for them.

SAY IT WITH WORDS—cap-and-gown entertainment packed

with showmanship. Has pulled 10,970 hard-to-get letters from Hsteners

in few months. "Has all the elements for commercial success," RADIO
DAILY.*"Good, stimulating fan," VARIETY.

ALSO—Famous First Facts, Presstime, etc.

NOTE—Time-SpaceShow-Buyers, Account Execs., Ad'
vertisers: ifwhat you want doesn't appear above, ASK,
A note or telephone call will bring iis running from

WOR
SALES OFFICE, 1440 BROADWAY, IN NEW YORK (PE 6-8383)
BRANCH OFFICES: BOSTON, 80 FEDERAL STREET; CHICAGO,
TRIBUNE TOWER; SAN FRANCISCO, RUSS BUILDING

Cincinnati, Oct. 25.

[ For the dedication of his new plant
• drug research laboratories,' which
I occurred Friday (21 ), Dr. John
Thomas Lloyd sponsored a 30-min-
ute broadcast on WCKY. Commer-
cial plugs were not used on the pro-
gram. According to t. B. Wilson,
^^tiibtitfn chief, it was the first time a
nationally -known 'ethical' drug
manufacturer bought radiO' time.
Another 'first' claimed by Wilson

in connection with the dedication
was a salute address by Dr. Itichard
S. Austin, president of the Cincy'

Academy of Medicine, aired by
WCkY. He classes it as the acad-
emy's first broadcast.

WKRC . carried a portion of the
dedication program, on which high-
ups in the ntedical field spoke.

Muzak States

It s in Hack

For 1st Time

Little competition has sprouted
amdng New York research men for
the vacant post of managing director
of the Joint Committee on Radio Re-
search. General consensus among
this element is that the job requires
as much talent for political toe-side-
stepping as knowledge of broadcast-
ing research.

There's the Jealousy that prevails
on the 'committee between the fac-
tions representing the Association of
National Advertisers and the Amer-
ican Association -of Advertising
Agencies. George Gallup and L. D.
H. Weld, two of the committee meni-
bers,. have each decided ideas on how
things should be carried out. A third
factor is the contingent from the Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters
which consistently maintains' an at-

titude of watchful waiting.
Opinion among -the outsiders la

that if a managing director wants to

be successful on this assignment he
' must be content to function as a
glorifi&d secretary and comport him-
self with utmost reticence and retire-

ment, t

Weld, who is research director for
McCaanrEiachson, has had a salary
arrangement with the committee and
has cdntributed much of his time to

directing the bureau's various sur-

veys and' statistical analyses.

For the first time since the wired
service was begun in Cleveland some
five or six years, ago Muzak claims
to'be on the black side of the ledger.

Influence which lifted it out of the
red is said to be the elimination of

service to -outlying accounts which
cost the outfit . money to supply,

coupled with other economy moves.
Company now has 390 accounts ex-

clusive of some 100 new • ones
brought in imder the new- 'Spon-
sored Program' setup, started last

week. Service is aiming at 500 tie-

\ips in the latter category before the
first of the year, with 1,000 th6 ulti-

mate goal. There are some 0,600
licensed bars and grills in New York.

In line with its recent pickup of
the World Series games from WOR-
Mutual sportscasters and piped to
those accounts which desired It,

Muzak is offering outstanding foot-
ball games to customers during the
gridiron season. One is the Ford-
ham-Pitt tangle this Sat. (29) in
Pittsburgh, and another the Army-
Navy annual dogfight at Philadelphia
Nov. 26.

^RIES OF DEBATES

PROVES HOT STUFF

Cincinnati, Oct. 25,

WLW and WSAI grabbed a nat-
ural in the Bulkley-Taft Ohio sena-
torial campaign debates. Stations
are splitting time on the broadcasts,
which are carried as sustainers.
Fireworks broke loose on the first of
four scheduled airings. It originated
here in Music Hall, Friday (21)
night. Hecklers and hoodlums
clashed verbally from gong to gong.
While the 3,500 persons in the sight
audience missed out almost entirely
on what was being said by the office
seekers, radio listeners were per-
mitted to catch the whole thing.
Remaining debates, to be held this

week in Toledo, Youngstown and
Cleveland, will be piped to the Cros-
ley stations.

The verbal dual started in a mild
manner a couple of we^ks ago when
Senator Robert J. Bulkley accepted
the challenge of his Republican op-
ponent, Robert A. Taft, to engage in
an old-fashioned political debate.
Their oral clashes were held in dif-
ferent cities, starting in the north-
eastern section of the state and mov-
ing south to Cincy, home of Taft,
son of former President William
Howard Taft. At each stand the pro-
ceedings grew warmer.
Sensing the debates as hot stuff,

James D. Shoiise, general manager of
WLW and WSAI, offered to broad-
cast the last four in the series with-
out charge because of growing pub-
lic interest in them among Ohio
voters. To give the caijididates a
chance to repeat their Cincy broad-
cast, William A. Schudt, Jr., man-
ager of WKRC, wired them Monday
(24) that the facilities of his station
would be offered for a 45-minute
stretch to be selected by them, and
without cost.

TRIPP TAKES A WALK
Lincoln^ Oct. 25.

Dick Trlpp» newscaster with
KFAB-KEOR here walked (10) over
a salary tiff. Newser gave no notice,

merely asked for a raise, didn't get

it, and neVer showed • for the next
scheduled news broadcast.
Has been here for about six

months.
Bob Moon, announcer at KFAB

for four years, reslgped as of N6v.
1 and leaves inuhediately for the
west coast. Has a line on radio
there.

Don Stanffer back to New York
after checking up oh the Young &
Rubicam Coast hows.

WOW
PROMOTES

OMAHA

FOOD SHOW
This year, for the first

time, Omaha grocers

streamlined their omiual

food show . . . turned

over exclusive promotion

to Radio Station WOW.
The result? Homemokers

smashed all attendance

records . . . typiccil re-

sponse to WOW show-

manship.

WOW
OMAHA, NiBBRASEA

590 EC 5,000 Watts

JOHN J. OrLLIN, Jr.. Mjrr.

JOHN BliAIB CO., Bepreseii'tatlTes

Owned anil Operated br tlie Wood-
men of the World, lilte Insurance
Soclety^.

ON THE NB€ BED NETWOBK
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AFTER

PER COPY
(Newsstands)

PER YEAR
By Subscription

SPECIAL LIMITED OFFER

UNTIL NOVEMBER 1st...
makes possible the following SubSdripr

tion rates at substantial savings

2 years $10
1 year 6

(Canadian and foreign $1 extra per ycfar)

Five days remain for ail present

subscribers and readers of Variety

to enter new subscriptions or ex-

tend current subscriptions at

present iow rates

Renetoals Become Effective at Expiration of Current Subscription
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Radia Daffodils s

Cplumbus—Sirens wailing, the fire engines from No. 1 engine hQUse

screamed through the downtown streets. In front of a Gay street build-
|

ing the city's newest piece of equipment, an aerial truck, pushed a scaling

ladder seven stories into the air.

As a curious crowd gathered in the .street below firemen helped a man
from a window and started down the ladder. Then the wind suddenly

,

caught a banner on the rescued man's back and unfurled it to view. Spec-
\

tators read the letters WHKC and realized that he had a microphone in

his hand.

It was Fred Joyner, WHKC anno\mcer, describing his trip down the
^

ladder as a part of the station's Fire Prevention Week program. Stunt
was pulled without any advance publicity.

SPONSORS-AGENCIES

Larus & Brotberst Richmond, Va.,

(Edgeworth), sponsoring 24 play-by-

play broadcasts- of the home games

of the Boston Bruins hockey team oh

Sunday and Tuesday evenings from

Boston Garden, through WAAB, Bos-

ton, and these Colonial Network sta-

tions, preeming . Nov. 6: WEAN,
Providence; WSAR, Fall River;

WFEA, Manchestfer; WNBH, New
Bedford; WTHT, Hartford; WLLH,
Lowell-Lawrence; WLNH, Laconia;

WRDO, Augusta; and WCOy.
Frank Ryan at the mik«.. Account

handled through War,wick & iLegler,

New York City."

Networks Answer Mitates

CBS and NBC are giving some thought to the presentation of their

side of the affiliates' sub rosa campaign for an increased percentage
in station compensation. While the affiliates are loath to express
their ambitions in plain language, it is known that some of them
have been talking about. 50-50 as a future base.

Hitched to the whole involved question of station compensation Is

a desire to have all affiliate contracts expire at one dat^, instead pf
staggered as now. This, too, is part of the affiliates wlshing-out-loud.

Meanwhile the networks point out that a substantial share of their

profits accrue from their own owhed and managed stations. ' CBS
profits are said to run around 10% on gross revenues,

,

Division of the. networlj: advertising dollar earmarlc^ 35(5. fof adver-

tising agency discounts tod frequency discounts. Operating and sales

co3ts take 25c. Affiliates get 30%.

.. New York-T-Bob Welsh, red-headed Young Si Rubicam - producer, wiU
guest shot, in the control booth during tonight's (26> Hobby Lobby airing.

!pa£ ties in with,the appearance on the program of Martin H. Kitter, who's
prez. of the Red Headed League' of America. He's a self-styled protector
of red .haired dam^s to dispel the thought that titians are hot tempered,
ill mannered and hot. It's supposed to be a hobby.

* St. P»«I^KSTP coiitTibuaons to Ameriuina:
Roy Sudeith, St. Paul 'police dept. harbor patrolman, who has become

a' wizard at locating bodies of drowning victims. Sudeith explained his
methods; told why he never fails.

Tattooed man ihtenriewed told about the latest gadgets in tattoo artistry,

and, how to 0V:erc09),e baldness siinply by tattooing spider web« spider, fly

•nii all on the" doirie.

May Co., became first Cleveland
downtown department istorei to ex-
periment with home-economic shows
staged in its dining room .on an
open-house scale. Using WHK. '

.|

Lectures and recipe demonstra-
tions are put on before mike in form
of a 'Kitchen Kwiz' by Rutli La

'

Verne of Westinghouse Home Eoo-"

nomic^ Institution. Room is large
enough to accommodate 900 femmes
during free tea-hour shows. Wayne
West emceeing.

Missoula, Mont.—Station KGVO inaugurated the grid season with a stunt
broadcast, 'What Goes on in a Football Huddle?' Nick Mariana took a
mike info an actual huddle during a night practice session and gave com-
ments and explanations as the Montana State University gridders called
signals.

New T«rk—Advertising. agency handliiig a name maestro objected to
his posing with a pipe. He was being sponsored by a ciggie account.

WNEW, NEW YORK CITY
Holden FamOy, Inc. (Pet Shop),

15 min. program weekly, 13 weeks,
Direct.

Howard Company (clothes), six

quarter hours weekly, with Arizona
Red, indefinite period. .Direct.

Luden's Ino. (coUgh drops), three
15-min. periods on 'Make-Believe
Ballroom,' 20 weeks, J. M. Mathes.
Metropolitan Merchants - G u i ,1 d

(Harlem merphants), variety show,.

30 mins. weekly; 52 weeks, Weill &.

Wilkins.

Elbee Furriers, Inc., six quarter

hours weekly, 48 weeks, and six

5-min. spots weekly, indefinite pe-

riod, Weill & Wilkins.
' E. I. dvPont -de- Nemours^ three,

spot announcements weekly, seven
weeks, B. B. D. & O.
• Manhattan Soap Co.,. seven :.spot

announcements weekly, four wieeks.

Franklin. Bruek -Agenoy, '

Potter Dror A Chemical Co.
(Cuticura soap), 18 spot announce-
ments weekly, 26 weeks, Atherton
& Currier.

WITC, HARTFORD
Salt^ea Paokinr Co., through

Livermore-Knight, 100 Trans Radio
News announcements, started Sept.

19.
I

Chrysler Corp., through Sterling
j

KITfY O'NEIL
WISHES TO THANK

The Brown and WUli<mison Tobacco Corp., oMokers oi-,Avalon Cigarettes, for

NBC RED NETWORK EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

COAST - TO - GOASt

G.^tchell, .21. ani?ovncements,. start-

.iiii^' Sept a. "
.

"
-tiiuc Bond &''Greehc» Inc., thfoligh

F. W. Prplle Agency, ..IS 15>-minute

^electrical transcriptions starting

Sept. 23.

Grove |::i^berat6ri«s,-. Inc^ through
Stack-Gobte, 7 announcements start*

ing Sept. 26.

Hartford Electrlo Light C*.,

through F. E. Baker, .39 Jl5-minut«
live fiihows,. starting Sept.. 26.

'

Aut*. ..Tire, Ino.,, , .through' F. , E.
Baker, Agency, 39 'i5-minutfr live

shows,' starting Sept. 26.

William W. Lee Co.^ through
Leighton &. Nelson, 78 15-minut«
live shows, starting

, Oct. 11.
,

. Vadsflo, through ' Lawrence G.
Gumbinner Agency, 13 half-hour
electrical transcriptioiis. of 'Court of

Human Relations," starting Octo-

ber .16.

Roekwood '& Co. through -Federal

Agency, 80 Trans Radio news an*

nouncements, starting January 6.

Oxo, through Platt-Forbes, 89

Trans Radio news announcements,
starting February. 10,

Cooomalt, through' J. M. Mathes
Agency, 39 one-minute transcribed

announcements, starting 'Oct, 4,

WCAE, PITTSBURGH
Maryland Pharmaceutical

.
€!•.,

daily spot announcements for one
year.

Lehn St Fink, one-minute disc an-

nouncements five times weekly for

two months.
Oswald & Hess, lO-minutO news

broadcast ' thtee times weekly until

Dec. 31. •

Maine Development Com.mittee,

quarter-hour twice weekly for 26

weeks.
Chrysler Products, 'Show of Week*

(Continued on page 33)

7:00 P.M., EST. ;00 P.M,, CST. 9:30 P.M„ PCT.

SINGLING OUT

RADIO CALLED

UNFAIR

GRATEFUL ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO

FREEMAN KEYES-RUSSELL M. SEEDS AGENCY

KITTY O'NEIL
THE LAUGHING LADY"

W?ishington, Oct, 25.

Strong objections against discrimi*
natory control was registered with
alcchol control authorities by
Neville Miller today at conference on
Uniform " Liquor . Advertising Regu-
lations, Broadcasters have been
alert to social obligations' and are co-

operating with trade and govern-
ment agencies to prevent offending
listeners, but cannot tolerate any ac-

tion which singles radio out for

special treatment, radio spokesmaii
declared.

Legislation banning even beer
blurbs via radio Would be vicious
precedent that might be used by
other bluenose groups.

INCU ^

CENTRAL OHIO
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SYSTEM OUT
DEALERS ti'T BE

IISSEIiSEO FOR AIR

Chevrolet, Radio's Biggest

Spot Customer, No Longer

May Match Dealer's $7
with Like Amount

TAX ANGLES

Detroit, Oct. 25.

Chevrolet will retire completely
from its policy of dealer co-opera-
tive advertising when the remaining
coin in the fund covering the 'Mu-
sical Moments*' transcription cam-
paign runs out. Move is in con-
formity with the consent decree en-
tered into between the Governtnent
and the various automobile, combines
over the future; relations that are to
prevail between them and their
dealers. A pertinent point of the en-
joining order was that the manufac-
turers cease using car dealers' money
on advertising unless the dealers are
specifically named in the advertising.
In the case of the 'Memories' series

Se plug merely states, ' 'See your
cal Chevrolet dealer.' i

Another governmental angle that
has discouraged the dealer adjvertisr

ing pool stems from a rtiling 'from
the internal revenue ' department
which holds that the money which
the manufacture adds on the dealer
cost of each car for advertising pur-
poses should come under the pro-
visions of corporation surtax and
excise taxes. How much the gov-
ernment figures it has lost on this

score can be deduced from the fact

that over $14,000,000 was set aside by
the various companies through this

process during 1937.

Under the old setup the allowance
on each car for advertising purposes
was $7, with the manufacturer
matching it with $7, of his own and
applying the total to advertising in
the dealer's particular territory.

Over. 1,000,000 cats were sold in '37.

Unless groups of dealers want to ac-
cept the $7 and to engage in their
own co-operative spot campaigns it

looks as though radio will loose a
major share of what, they used to

derive from this source to news-
papers and outdoor advertising.

Inquiry of the legal department of
General Motors in New York failed

to find any one who was conversant
with the situation or was willing to

explain how the consent decree will

operate in the advertising relations

between car manufacturer and
dealer.

LAwyer Champ Spieler
Salt Lake City, Oct. 25.

Wally Sandack, who joined the

KSL announcing staflE wfUle biiildirig

up his law practice,, yfon .$100 award-
ed by J. Walter Thompson. Judged
outstanding announcer of the Kel-
logg-sponsored major' league base-
ball games of last season.
" Sandack topped JTohn Harrington,
Chicago's CBS spor^ commentator.

Oct. 16th, 1938

%M Burden

(ready Eased"

Says Chicago Mayor
Oct. 15th, 1938

Bob Hawk

Leaves Chicago
for N. Y. Radio Shpw*

• The JPeople's Rally
Mutual Network
Sundays—3:30 E.S.T.

SPONSORS-AGENaES

(Continued from page 32)

half-hour every Sunday for 26
we^ks.

show at KPRC, San Francisco, has
add,ed KTKC, Visalia, Cal., to the
Doii Lee web releasing the Sunday
morning airings. Agency is Beau-
mont & Hohman.

Borden Daily bellvery Co., through
McCann-Erickson, Inc., is bankroll-
ing Sunday quarteir-hour newscasts
by Darrell Dohnell over KFRC, San
Francisco, through Dec. 25, in addi-
tion to John B. Hughes'- thrice daily

stint week days.

Fruit Industries, through Emil
Brisacher & Staff, using thrice-

weekly announcements' on KFRC,
San Francisco, through Jan. 13.

Paolflo Greyhound Bos Lines,

sponsor of a weekly live talent

'Romance of the Highways' dramatic

Swift & Co. (AUsweet), through
J. Walter Thompson, Chicago, is

spotting five one-minute transcribed
announcements weekly on .KFRC,
San Francisco, through Nov. 11;

Standard Be.verages, Inp. (Par-T-
Pak), signed with KGO, San Fran-
cisco, for weekly announcements
over year period, through Emil Rein-
hardt.

Thomas Leemlni: Co. (Baume Ben-
gue), through William Esty, New
York, spotting two announcements
daily on KFO, San Francisco,
throughout winter.

Technicians Union Reorganizes

50% Drop in Greater New York Membership Pre-

cipitates New Regime

Having lost considerable footing in

New York area in last six months,
the American Communications As-
sociation (technician's union) has
reorganized and will again, attempt
to line up station men. Organiza-
tion was readjusted last spring and
an uptown branch office was opened
to facilitate organizing. That has
been lost along with several stations

and a 50% drop in local member-,
ship. Harold Katan, one time or-
ganizer of broadcast local numbier
16, who lost out in last shakeup, has

been renamed by membership vote.
Was formerly an aippointment job.
Union once had seven stations

signed including WABC, WNEW,
WBNX, WHN, WBBC, WOV-WfelL.
Now has WNEW, WHN, WBNX and
WOV-WBIL. Contracts with others
have run out and were not renewed.
Union 'also had membership in other
14 stations around town and has lost

out completely at WABC (CBS)
which riecently. voted to join Asso<*
ciated Br<iadcast Technicians, inside
group.

fo trifles makes perfection

and perfection is no trifle'\
"—Anonymowt

UllUI
dppdints

niTER n. iniinHnn
Sales - Service Manager

j^The appointment of Walter A. Callahan as Sales-Service Manager of

y/LW should be of keen import to all clients of th^ Nation's Station,

because his appointment means their programs will be serviced better than

ever before. Mr. Cullahan^s 10 years radio experience— much of it with

small advertisers where the spending of small sums was extremely important,

has given him a background of service which should prove invaluable.

He is trained to make every broadcasting dollar do its full duty. In

Mr. Callahan WLW clients can feel they have a representative of their

company within the Nation's Station . . . looking after their best interests.
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Police News Under One-Man Control

To Prevent Press and Radio 'leaks

Tacoma, Oct. 25,

Tacoma's newly elected commis-

sioner o£ police, Holmes Eastwood,

is threatening members' of his de-

partment with dismissal if giving in-

formation to newspapers and radio

stations, Tacoma citizens are to get

their crime news through the filter

of a police department press agent

designated by Eastwood under a new
censorship order, 'reserving to him-
self the right to reveal what is cor-

rect lor the newspapers and radio

stations' and 'what is not correct'

He selected one inspector of police,

Serman Lyons, as the sole spokes-

man.
Reporters, ejected from the press

quarters in the police station which
'they have occupied for several years,

must now be on hand at the hours

of 7:45 a.m. and 12:30, when press

and radio conferences will be held.

Eastwood explained he was taking

this action on account of a 'leak'

recently in his department when a

fugitive murderer escaped a trap

laid for him here. •

'My dispute is not with the radio

stations and the newspapers' the

commissioner declared. 'I intend to

see to it that they have as complete
coverage of the news as. they have
had in the past,' Both stations will

continue to cover police news and
the newspapers announced they

would still handle police matters as

they saw fit.

New commissioner was recently-

elected to office on a 'reform' plat-
form. • He came here originally from
Canada where he was at one time a
military aviator and former hard-
ware salesman.

Sports Halls Use Air

Cleveland, Oct. 25.

Cleveland arena has awarded air-

ings of wrestling and boxiilg

matches for season to WHK. A
precedent for Al Sutphin's sjwrts

center. Last season spot refused to

allow round-by-round deipriptions

of match(?s, preferring to buy time
on all four local stations to ballyhoo
events in advance only. Walter
Taylor, promoter of affairs, held out
for more complete radio coverage
and got it tossed exclusively to

WHK.
Civic auditorium, which lost a

number of sport concessions to

Arena in last year, also getting more
air-minded to make up for the loss.

Commissioner Herb Buckman in-
stalling new equipment in aud's ra^

dio studio, connecting it 'with P. A.
control studio so matches can be
piped directly to WGAR. Dick
Deutsch reported to be tieing up
with WTAM for broadcasting of his
miny-'autD" races from his new 10,-

000-seated stadium being, built.

WHOM, Jersey City, Uses

WKK Citizenship Show
Cleveland, Oct. 25.

WHK's 'We Americans' series of

civic-naturalizing programs has been
'borrowed* almost verbatim by
WflOM. Joseph Lang, mahager of

Jersey City station, is using set-up,

music and national endorsements
worked out by local Mutual outlet

with latter's okay, plus A courtesy

credit-line.

WHOM is first out-of-towner to

pick up WHK's novel good-will

merchandising stunt, aimed to help

aliens secure citizenship papers. H.
K. Carpenter so far has received 85

other inquiries, representing about
12% of country's stations interested

in the serie.s.

Inside Stuff-Radio

John Philip Sousa movement for the purpose of erecting a vast bronze
monument in memory of the 'march king,' started an indefinite weekly
broadcast to WOR-Mutual last Saturday after opeoing the campaign week
before over CBS network, the switch having been arranged in advance.
Program is slotted at eight o'clocic for 30 minutes, with Mutual not limit-
ing api^eals for fuhds to finance the memorial. Starting next Sunday (30)
there will also be a weekly 30-mlnute Sousa program over WHN, with
compositions of the bandsman and speakers.

/Nov. 6 has been named as Sousa Week, during which many high school
bands will play his compositions. Stated that many bands too will play
Sousa marches during that week, Boy musical outfits are to give recitals

at modest admission fees, proceeds of which are to go to the memorial
fund.

CANCES COMMERCIAL

FOR POUTICAL GAB

Schenectady, N. Y., Oct. 25.

WGY did the unusual in cancelling
the Tuesday evening (25) broadcast
of 'For Men Only,' NBC red web
commercial, to pick up from Union
CoUege Memorial Chapel, Schenec-
tady, a discussion between Mayor
Fiorello H. LaGuardia of New York
and Senator Perley A. Pitcher of
Watertown, Republican fioor leader
of the recent Constitutional Conven-
tion, on the proposed changes in the
State Constitution.
An audience affair.

WEVD, N. Y., Has More
Time and Elbow Room
WEVD, N. Y., -will start a long ses-

sion of dedic \tory programs Nov. 11

to officially open its new studios in
New York. Opener will be a three
hour long broadcast tied in with
Armistice Day, followed by a -full

hourJprogram each day for 19 days,
and each sponsored by a different
advertiset.
' Station picked up the air time al-

lotted to WFAB, N. Y., a week ago
Sunday (16), now putting its call

letters on the ether 19 hours a day
and upping that to 21 hours on Sat-
urday. WEVD recently absorbed
WFAB,

Former WJAY Owner

Seeks 5th Cleveland

Station, Others Failed

Cleveland, Oct. 25,

Monroe F. Rubin, building contracr
tor who once owned WJAY .which
became WCLE, and five other Cleve-
landers are behind a move to open
a new radio station here. Although

j

three similar campaigns by other
promoters seeking a license were
previously turned' down in Washing-
ton by FCC, the new group is get-

ting depositions from prominent cit-

izens, who believe a fifth station

here is needed as an outlet for small
advertisiers. '

At present the field is dominated
by WTAM, WHK, WCLE and WGAR.
Co-sponsors of Rubin's enterprise,

known as Cuyahoga Valley Broad-
|

casting Co., are W. L; Booth, Paul E. i

O'Reilly, C. G. Squires and T. M.
|

Kennedy. Combine aims "to lure
back the foreign nabe merchants

,

who used to buy WJAY time is per
mit lor another station is granted.

Tommy Lee and a couple of Don Lee Network associates, Willett Brown
and William Pabst, have been in the east during the past week giving the
o.o. to the latest developments in television, ifacsimile and ultra shortwave

> mechanics. After visiting the RC^A Manufacturing, Farnsworth and Arm-
I
strong plants, they were given a special demonstration of television at NBC.

I Brown is a managing assistant with the network on the Coast, while
Pabst is program head of kSFC', San Francisco.

Harriet Wilson ended long hos-
pital siege after auto crackup. Due
back som with her Singing Strings.

John E. Thayer is the new com-
mercial mana^^sr for WWNC, Ashe-
ville,- N. C. He succeeds J. W. Mc-
Iver, who has resigned from the sta-
tion.

WNAX, Yankton, to Cowles

And Washington Doplsters Think They Pick Up
Political Trail Scent—^Craven Dissents

Washington, Oct 25.

Latest buzz-stirrer from the Fed-
eral Communications Commission's
pot-pourri of politics and radio con-
cerns last week's sale of WNAX,
Yankton, S. D., to the Des Moines
Register and Tribune. Upsetting Mc-
Ninch declaration that he was not in

favor of concentrating radio facilities

in one area, or under one ownership.

in New York City

announees the opening of a

Chicago Branch Office

jrt 360 North Rflichigan Ave.

under the ffirection of

Mr. J. M. WARD
AMD

Mr. 6. B. McDERMOTT

newest transaction was eagerly
seiied upon by political star-gazers
as a possible stepping-stone to 1940
for Secretary of Agriculture Henry
A. Wallace.

While dopesters are still puzzling
over curious aspects of the deal, it

has been recalled that Wallace's spe-
cial staff includes several individuals
formerly employed by the Register-
Tribune. Thought that the Agricul-
ture t)epartment may have had a
hand in whatever eventualities may
have caused a majority of the Com-
mish to dish up WNAX on a silver
platter for the Des. Moines newspa-
pers. Gardner Cowles, Jr., owner of
the rags, had lunch with President
Roosevelt Oct. 11.

Chandler Gurney, a pass-the-bls-
cuits-Pappy type of radio entertain-

'

et, and Republican candidate for the
Senate, has been using WNAX.
In a dissent. Commissioner Craven

. stated as follows:

T dissent from the majority opin-
ion. ..involving the transfer of con-
trol of the stock of the WNAX
Broadcasting Co. licensee of station
WNAX, to the South Dakota Broad-
casting Corp. because, in my opin-
ion, in the absence of' a positive'
showing to the contrary, public in-
terest in any economic or political
entity in general would be best
served by a diversification of li-

censees controlling regional broad-
casting stations, rather than by a
coAcentration of such licensees in the
same or allied interests. In the in-
stant case, while the regional station
WNAX is in South Dakota, it ren-
ders good daytime service to large
portions of Iowa, where interests
closely allied to the transferee con-
trol the operating policies of three
regional stations rend;ering good day-
time service to the remainder of
Iowa.

'Since this was not a specific issue
in the notice of hearing in this 'case,

ft is my opinion that the case should
be remanded for further hearing to

secure additional evidence bearing
on this phase of the matter so that
the Commission may be in a better
position to determine whether pub-
lic interest would be served.'

Honor was bestowed recently on Richard L. Evans, 32, who for six
years was a mikeman at KSL, local CBS affiliate. Evans was made a
member of the Latter-Day Saints (Mormon) church first council of 70.

He is the youngest general authority of the church to occupy such an im-
portant position since 1906.

Evans quit radio in 1936 to become managing editor of the Improve-
ment Era, monthly church magazine.

Toscanini concerts, this season limited in the U. S. to NBC-blue, being
carried by WTIC, red network basic plant in Hartford, by special arrange-
ment. Blue net's coverage in Connecticut area umbrella'd by WTIC so thin

that exception was deemed advisable.

Present sked has Toscanini working weekly through Dec. 3, and from
Jan. 7 through Feb. 25, with- guest conductors on interim Saturdays.

Naylor Rogers has resigned as manager of International Radio Sales*

Chicago office. Until a successor is appointed Loren Watson, IRS sales

manager, will divide his time between that town and New York.

New Chicago appointee will report direct to the New York office. Under
the arrangement Rogers had with International he exercised complete
autonomy.

Trade is wondering- whether NBC will resume showing the monthly
billings of the blue (WJZ) and red (WEAF) links separately now that the
network has established special discbunts for the blue. NBC dropped the
gross breakdown a couple years ago on the ground that the various sup-
plementary groups are used promiscuously by red and blue basic clients.

NBC's sustaining 'Information, Please' was photographed by Pathe News-
reel after last night's (25) broadcast at Radio City. Vance Babb spent day
setting the arrangements.

Participating in the newsreel bally were Clifton Fadiman, Franklin P.

Adams and John Kieran.

Columbia Workshop presentation of 'Air Raid,' by Archibald MacLeish,
will be completely recorded by the Columbia Phonograph Co. when it is

broadcast over WABC, N. Y., tomorrow (Thursday) night starting at 10

p.m. Aline McMahon and Orson Welles are in 'Air Raid.'

Broadcasters around the country think that the Washington adminis-
tration is laying it on a little thick in asking the station to grant time for
21 laudatory speeches on the CCC and like Government agencies. Ar-
rangements are being made through the local state offices of the National
Emergency Council.
NEC's state directors are out after, every station in the towns selected

for the talks which are designed to start Oct. 21 and extend, as pointed'

out by the broadcasters, over the three closing weeks of the election

campaign.

Station WMCA, New York, has -effected a iieup with Olsen & Johnson
comedy, 'Hellzapoppin/ for cuffo use of talent from show in return for

show plugs.

WAGES-AND-HOUR

UW ADDS SPIELER

Bridgeport, Oct. 25.

Bill Farley switched yesterday
(24) from announcing staff at WELI,
New Haven, to ditto for WICC,
Bridgeport-New Haven. Latter added
spieler .per wages-and-hours law.

'Perry Laflferty, formerly on music
staff of WBRY, Waterbury-New
Haven, replaces Farley at WELI.

lirHH
ON THE NBC RED NETWCNIK
NnTlQNQL REPRESENTnTIVES
EDWf)RD PETRY & CO.

TEXACO STAR THEATRE
**Sixly Minutes of Musie—Comedy—Drama'^

WEDNESDAY NIGHT, CB S.

9:30 E.S.T.-^:30 C.S.T.—7:30 M.S,T.—6:30 P.S.T.

ADOLPHE MENJOU
CHARLIE RUGGLES
NED SPARES

UNA MEREEL

JANE FROMAN
KENNY BAKER

JIMMY WALLINGTON
DAVID BROEKMAN'S ORCHESTRA
HARRY SIMEONE'S CHORUS
Produced by BILL BACHER

THE TEXAS COMPANY
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SOCK ABSENTEE LANDLORDS
t . . —, r •

Prophets of Kid Boom Wrong

Despite the impression which prevailed this summer that time for

kid programs would be at a premium this, fall, NBC is -clearing but
a half hour more' in commercial juve entertainment than it did last

October. Difference does not represent an increase in the number
of accounts.

During last October NBC was broadcasting six and a half kid
commercial program hours per week. This year it's seven program
house per week.

FCC OVER-RULES

All PRIOR OKIYS

KSFO, San Francisco Leas6

Disapproved in Strong

Policy-Clarifyinf Decision

BROWN DISSENTS

Washington, Oct. 25.

Invalidation of leases of more than

a score of transmitters was feared

this week following FCC refusal to

ratify deal through which CBS would

rent KSFO, San Francisco for a

maximum of 15 years. In one of the

most important decisions since the

regulatory body was formed, a ma-

jority of the Commish excoriated a

pact Insuring the owner of the prop-

erty eventual return of his license

far in the future and declared agree-

ments of this character violate the

teipms of the Communications Act.

Only one member—Commissioner

Thad H. Bro\vn, who agreed with the

eventual action but cited other rea-

sons—^quibbled with the logic of the

opinion.

Precedent - setting statement of

facts hung a heavy club over numer-
ous owners.. Especially jeopardized
are the half-dozen plants which NBC
now operates under leases, along
with WEEI, run by CBS but owned
by Edison Electric Dluminating Co.
of Boston.
Upsetting opinion, which has been

a .cause of controversy within the

FCC since late in the winter, ap-

parently is the 'final chapter in the

two-year effort of CBS to acquire

the 'Frisco plant as a second^ basic

web-managed West Coast outlet

While attorneys have until the mid-
dle of next month to seek reopening
or note an appeal, further .proceed-
ings appear unlikely. Whether the
courts would entertain a petition for
review is doubtful, with some bar-
risters feeling there are no grounds
for seeking judicial aid.

Reversal

Action at least marks a complete
reversal of attitude on the part of

thie Commish majority, specifically

nullifying prior approvals of transac-
tions under which the owner retains

a string on his property when rent-

ing it to another party to operate
over a protracted period. This was
made indisputably dlear when the
Commish declared any inconsistent

decisions 'are hereby overruled.'

While the most immediate effect

of the opinion is to Upset CBS
expansion schemes, the principal

danger to the industry resultinU from
the adverse decision confronts own-
ers of leased transmitters. If the
FCC sticks to its newest interpreta-

tion' of the statute, return .of the
transmitters is likely to be -forbidden

when the agreements expire. An-
other probable consequence Is that

parties to pacts will be forced to
negotiate new understandings, which
must receive FCC consent.

The reason for nixing the joint

CBS Associated Broadcasters plea
was the technical conflict with two
clauses of the act Although Ex-
aminer R, H. Hyde, V/^ho recom-
mended a turn-down 18 months ago,

objected to the financial angles, the
Commish did not comment on the
fact that the rental fee would have
been greatly in excess of the value of

the property and much more than
the actual earning power. In his

analysis, Hyde took the view that

the parties were trafficking in li-

censes, since the plan called for com-
plete replacement of equipment,
sweeping changes in operating poli-

cies, and in effect scrapping of the
present business.

Provisions of the understanding
which drew fire would give As-
sociated Broadcasters the right to

intervene in any proceeding involv-
ing KSFO, to recapture the license

and property in event CBS failed- to
live up to its. obligations, and to re-
ceive the operating permit when the
lease expired^ which .would be not
later than 1952. In toto, these are
not in harmony with the meaning of
Sections 309 (b) (1) and 310 (b) of

the 1934 law, the majority asserted.

WMAL Intimstton

Outspoken opinioii backed up im-
plications seen in a recent advisory

opinion on the transfer of control of

M'. A. Leese Radio Corp., which owns
WMAL, Washington, to the Washing-
ton Star. On that occasion, the Com-
mish took the position that there
was nothing to approve since NBC
is in actual control of the station by
virtue of a five-year-old lease. The
Commish did stress its belief, how-
ever, that there was no obligation in-

volved to renew licenses or to recog-
nize interests of the Leese estate in

the WMAL license.

Dodging responsibility for any in-

jury that may result, the Commish
acknowledged it as well as its pred-
ecessor, has placed its approval on
pacts with similar provisions, but
said subsequent experience proved
this was erroneous. The opinion
added that the comment in the
WMAL case was a virtual announce-
ment that the regulators will not be
bound by any guaranties given in

station leases.

Disagreeing with his colleagues,

Thad Brown in a separate statement
of views considered the grounds ^ited

were specious, particularly since the
statute does not require a licensee to

own equipment which he uses. If

he has the necessary qualifications,

the government is not concerned
over title to the apparatus, he re-

marked. Only requirement is that
the license-holder is in full control

and assumes responsibility for op-
erations. CBS made an affirmative
showing that it would be responsible,

he said.

Rubinoff in New York

Fully recovered from his recent
long peritonitis siege following an
emergency appendectomy in Battle

Creek, Mich., Dave Rubinoff arrived
in New York yesterday (Tuesday).
Maestro had been convalescing there.

Rubinoff has no immediate plians,

but expects to be back at the helm
of his crew soon.

KOMASOLD

IF FCC ms
Oklahoma City, Oct. 25.

Sale of station KOMA by Hearst
Radio, Inc., ta J. T. Griffin, Muskogee
(Okla.) manufacturer and whole-
saler, was confirmed last Thursday
(20) by William C. Gillespie, mana-
ger of KTUL, Tulsa, who represented
Griffin in negotiations. Griffin owns
the controlling share of stock in
KTUL, with KOMA Columbia's only
two outlets in Oklahoma.
Purchase price of $315,000 was

slightly- over the $300,000 it was gen-
erally understood a group of OKla-
homa oil men had offered Hearst for
KOMA. Plans call for the immedi-
ate purchase of a new transmitter
sight located north of the city ' and
installation of new equipment cost-

ing $75,000.

R^3^ond Ramsey, former KOMA
program director, has been named
station manager to succeed Neal
Barrett, who will now devote all of
his time to the new Texas State Net-
work. W. S. Lukenbill moves into

Ramsey's job and Stewart Dean is a
new announcer.

Lester Hunt Buys Time

To Spiel on KOL, Seattle
Seattle, Oct 25.

Lester M. Hunt, political staff

writer for Seattle Post has. resigned
to take over KOL stanza 'The Politi-

cal News Hunt.' Time is being paid
for by Hunt

Locally imderstood he is tied in
with American Federation of Labor.

Lester Lindow appointed national
sales manager for WCAE, Pitts-

burgh.

RED$KIN$
HAD A WORD

FOR IT!
• they boiled Beans and Corn together

and called it ''Succotash". Today, some Radio

Stations put Network and Local program

::iudiences together and call it "Average".

Call it "Succotash" or call it "Average"—

it's still Beans and Corn.

• it isn't necessary to carry the meta*

phor further. But, if you wish, you may call

Local audiences "Corn"—our face is not red.

But Gentlemen, watch out for the "Succo-

tash"! A Radio Station just boiled up a

batch—here in St. Louis.*

KUIK
THOMAS PATRICK JNCQI^PORATED
HOTEL CHASE ' ST. LOUIS

Jl«pr0««ntarfv« PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

Now York Chicago San Fronclsco
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America Enjoyed Free Speech

On Sudeten Crisis, Says Murrow;

Reporters Grill Felix Greene

Edward R. Murrow, London head

man for CBS, was luncheoned last

Friday at the Hotel St. Regis in New
York as he arrived for a visit. Trade

and daily press was the sounding

board. It developed into something

of a discussion of censorship in Eng-

land. Two radio editors particularly,

Ben Gross of the N. Y. News and

Leonard Carlton of the N. Y. Post,

kept pressing this subject.

Passing all requests for informa-

tion about BBC to Felix Greene,

BBC's New York rep. who was also

present, Murrow stated that therfe

had been absolutely no effort in Lon-

don during the recent Sudeten crisis

to censor, direct or influence

broadcast commentaries out of Eng-

land to the United States. Murrow
did point out that the unfavorable

American press reaction to Cham-
berlain's Godesberg efforts were
factually reported by BBC in its

regular news bulletins.

Felix Greene, who came to eat and

not to hold a press interview with

40-odd persons looking on, made a

point of explaining the recent An-
thony Eden (CBS) and Winston
Churchill (NBC) broadcasts to

America as being simply a case of

American radio networks taking the

initiative in extending invitations.

Since these talks were in response

to invitations and written for

American consumption, Greene dep-

recated the interpretation that the

failure to broadcast these talks in

England itself had significance as

•censorship.' Greene thought that

the broadcasting of various Ameri-

EDDIE
SOUTH

ond His Orchestra

NOW
PALM GARDEN

,, ManaKement

JOE GLASER, Inc.
RKO Bide, Badio City, New York

can commentators to England when
they were not also heard in the

U.S.A. formed a reverse precedent.

Klauber Emphasizes
Edward Klauber, exec v.p. of CBS,

also made- a point of emphasizing the

debt which he felt American radio

owed to BBC for extreme courtesies

and open-mindedness. CBS crowd
feels that under the circumstances,

England practiced all that could be
asked in hands-off. Dozens of

broadcasts dealing with a crisis of

great delicacy went out from BBC
studios under American control to

listeners in the United States.

Another aftermath to the Czech
crisis was last week's introduction by
the Communist magazine, New
Masses, of the question of social-

political 'bias' in the comhientaries.

This charge is one that both the net-

works are desperately anxious to

avoid and they have gone to con-

siderable pains to do so.

Ne^ Masses sought to tag CBS as

liberal' and NBC as 'non-liberal.'

Murrow was described as 'a man of in-

telligence, wide experience and lib-

eral views,' a factual statement that

took on invidious connotation when
hitched to the rest of the sentence,

'NBC's agent is Max Jordan, a Ger-
manophile and—it is often said—

a

Nazi sympathizer.'

This editorial estimate accom-
plished the result of pleasing nieither

side. Its one contribution perhaps
was, in a smallsway, to dramatize
just how tough in the future the

American networks will find them-
selves keeping clear of glib ap-
pellations of their personnel. It re-

called the Percy Winner case, where,
again, the shadow of Nazidom was
brought in. NBC asserts that Jor-

dan is strictly neutral. NBC's own
dealings with Germany go back to

1929, four years before the Nazi
regime.
Murrow has gone to Washington

State to visit his family and will be
in America imtil Dec. 1.

.
Poland's Attitude

A radio station in New York City
has been canvassing the'consulates
of foreign governments to ascertain
policy toward the use of shortwave
material in off-the-air recorded form
for longwave' rebroadcasting. All

the countries are apparently delight-

ed at the idea, but beset by red tape.

Only England limits pick-ups to

American networks with which It

has regular dealings.

Poland is gravely concerned with
what Polish-Americans listen to.

Currently Olgierd Langer, Polish

Trade Commissioner, is in U. S. mak-
ing a survey of Polish programs, etc.

He's former Warsaw rep for J. Wal-

London Calling

London, Oct. 18.

Beatrice Lillie WEks on* renewed
'Monday Night at Seven* program
Oct, 17,

Patricia HilUard as Margaret op-

posite Terence de Marney's Gerard
in radio chapter version of 'The

Cloister and the Hearth.'

BBC to broadcast 'Pagliacci' from

the studio Nov, 25 and 29, with Ar-

thur Carron singing Cranio.

Henry Alnley to repeat the title

role which he created at His Ma-
jesty's when BBC puts over James

Elroy Flecker's 'Hassan* for the third

time during Nov.

Broadcasting House dickering for

John Gielgud to do a Shakespeare

role next month.

George ' Black of the Palladium

lined up as subject of forthcoming

number in 'Showmen of England*

series; Albert de Courvile goes in

ahead as third of these programs.

Reginald Foort to give his fare-

well broadcast on BBC theatre organ

Oct. 31.

BBC is borrowing 'Night Patrol*

from Columbia Workshop to air Oct.

22.

Denis Johnston to produce his own
'The Moon in the Yellow River* for

television during the fall.

Ken 'Snakehlps' Johnson and his

West Indian orchestra tipped to rep-

resent music of the West Indies iii

that section's exhibit at the New
York World Fair i; the spring.

Empire Tea Market Expansion Bu-
reau, which since December, 1937,

has been broadcasting a message

about tea every weekday morning
from Radio Normandy, has now ex-

tended its radio activities to include

all the time signals which are radi-

ated daily at frequent, intervals from
that station. Contract was. placed

with IBC by radio department of

S. H. Benson.

ter Thompson. Intention ic to report

to Polish government findipgs that

an 'advisor* be appointed to assist in

arranging Polish-American programs
on this side.

Feed Kaltenborn
Chicago, Oct. 25.

Northwestern university*s S9hool
of Journalism in conjunction with
the Sigma Delta Chi fraternity

tossed a luncheon today (Tuesday)

for H. V. Kaltenborn for his work:

in covering the Czechoslovakian
rumpus.
Columbia web tied in with the

gesture.

AI Rickey, in London^ Can't Direct;

English Music Union Protested

London, Oct. 25.

Al Rickey, who was sent over by
Blackett-Sample-Hummert to con-
duct the music for several series of

recorded programs, has abandoned
that role and is staying to concern

By JANE WEST

NOW RADIO'S MOST POPULAR

FAMILY BRINGS YOU MORE

AUGHTER JeARS ^nd [-| EART-THROBS

Presented bv Ivory Soap 99" .:: '
: pure

IKTftll TWICE DAILY
El^ i^BQ Red Network, 12:l5to 12:30 P.M. EST

IM CBS' - WABC— 2:15 to, 2:30 P.M. ESTN • • COAST TO COAST

, Dir. COMPTON ADVERTISING AGRNOY
MGT., eo WOLF—RKO BLDG., NEW YORK CITY

himself strictly with the shows' pro-
duction. Riclcey had to drop the
batoning angle after the local musi-
cians' union had complained to the
Ministry of Labor.

Rickey's' current status is that of
assistant to A.P.U. Cruilcshank, gen-
eral manager of Air Features, Ltd.,

a subsidiary of Air Features, Inc.,

the American production setup for
B-S-H. Transcription series that he
is working on are 'Waltz Time,'
'Shojwland Memories* and 'London
Merry-Go-Round.' They will plug
the various drug products of Pro-
prietary Agency, Ltd., on either
Radio Luxembourg or Radio Nor-
mandie.

'Give Customs Plan a Trial'

Gst of the Canadian Trade

Association Counsel to Members

Rickey at one time was the baton-
ist of 'Manhr.^an Merry-Go-Round,'
the Dr. Lyon's Tooth Powder show
on the NBC-red (WEAF) Sunday
nights.

Grade Fields heading all-star cab-
aret being televised specially for
diners at Royal Photographic So-
ciety banquet Nov. 2 at the Dor-
chester. Cast will also include Jean
Colin, Douglas Byng and Oliver
Wakefle?d, and writer J. B, Priestley
will give his after-dinner speech
through the visio receivers dotted
about the tables.

By MORI KRUSHEN
Montreal, Oct. 25.

Canadian Association of Broad-
casters has issued a circular to mem-
bers showing that the increased
duties on American transcriptions
will not be as high as previously in-
dicated. Where a program with
two duplicates was previously valued
at $8 for duty purposes it will now
be valued at $50 for duty purposes,
an increase of only some 600%. But
should the importer bring in ten
duplicates of the same program
then, the valuation would be $66 in-

stead of $40 previously, an increase
of only about 65% on the previous
valuation. This is a supplementary
ruling of the Customs Dept. on ad-
ditional duplicates.

In the opinion of local broad-
casters that's still no bargain.
In the circular letter to members

the Canadian Association of Broad-
casters sees the transcription duty
as primarily the problem of those
companies engaged in the importa-
tion and sale of transcriptions and
of advertisers. Trade org's letter

includes a plea that broadcasters
give the new tariff a ^air trial but
also states that if the new tariff

'should seriously cripple stations

then further representations will

have to be made.'
Dissatisfaction among broadcast-

ers and transcription importers with
the new Canadian Customs Depart-
ment ruling is temporarily being
hushed, and an attempt is being made
to get those concerned to give . the
new tariff a fair trial before
squawking louder. Should the new
tariff conclusively and seriously
hamper the operation of Canadian
stations, as believed by some, it is

likely that agitation for modification
of the tariff may follow later.

Industry Undefended?
In radio circles here belief is

widely held that the entire industry
should have been organized to com-
bai the higher tariff before it be-
came effective. Views expressed
here are that the latest whack at
radio is indicative of the impotence
of the Canadian radio industry In
combating unfavorable Government
action.

While the Canadian Association of
Broadcasters filed a brief with the
Customs Department opposing in-
creased duties on transcriptions, it

is pointed out here that these rep-
resentations contained no adequate
reply to the charges originally filed

with the Canadian Customs by the
Brydges" Recording Co. in regard to
the recording setup. It is understood
that the Brydges complaint, drawn
up by an attorney, aslted the Ca-
nadian Government for protection
against American recorders and
this action may have precipitated
the Customs investigation.

Still Cheaper
New duties are primarily In-

tended as "protection for Canadian
recorders against American impor-
tation. It is claimed, however, that
the new tariff will not aid Canadian
recorders while hurting Canadian
radio stations and agencies. And

that's because processing charges in
Canada are still so high that it will
still be cheaper to bring in Amer-
ican transcriptions.

But the new tariff will cut down
on quantity of transcriptions to be
imported and may have a serious
effect on stations in remote areas
in Canada where live talent is

scarce.

CANCELED SERIALS

DRAW COMPLAINTS

Montreal, Oct. 25,
Discontinuation of two NBC-blu«

serial programs here without noti-
fication brought letters of complaint
from local listeners.

'Aussa, the Arab,' at 12 midnight,
and 'Mother-in-Law' were the two
sudden cancellations.

CFCF's New Contracts

Montreal, Oct. 25.

Flock of new cornmercials signed
by station CFCF includes T. Eaton
Co. book review with Christopher
Ellis, leading local news commenta-
tor, for a period of 33 weeks.
Other programs over CFCF include

recitals for Underwood-EUiott-Fishr
er, booked by J. J. Gibbons Adver-
tising Agency for 26 weeks; Barnacle
Bill, for Ogilvie Flour Mills, booked
by J. J. Gibbons for 26 weeks, three
times weekly, and L. O. Grothe (to-
bacco) Amateurs for 52.wgeks.

TOMS VOCAL VARIETIES
WLW and NBC Red

Tue«-Thurs., 7:15 P.M. EST

AVALON CIGAREHES
WLW and NBC Red

Saturday, 7 io 7:30 P.M. EST
EVERY OTHER WEEK

W0AL

LISTEN TO

DORIS RHODES
WABO

5:30 P.M.. MON.—3 P.M.. TUE9.
S:30 P.M.. THURS.—6:46 P.M., FKI.

Mgt Columbia Arclsts Barean

HARRY SOSNIK..
. . . MUSICAL DIRECTOR . . .

CHARLES BOYER-WOODBURY PLAYHOUSE
(ORIGINAL SCORE)

Sundays—9 P.M. EST—JJUC
JOE I BROWN-POST TOASTIES

Saturdays—7:30 P.M. EST—CBS
MANA0I&9IENT MCA

MOW^
HIPPODROME, BALTIMORE
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After the Battle LnO at FCC

McNinch Expected to Resume Attack—Shadow of

Congress Larger—^Dailies Attentive
4—

—

-r^.
Washington, Oct. 25.

Recent FCC whoop-de-do, oc-

casioned by the firing of Commish
General Counsel, Hampson Gary,
and the efforts ot Chairman Mc-
Ninch to unseat other veterans of

the FCC via exempting 'their jobs

from Civil Service, has quieted

down. Deathly silence has reigned
over the Conunlssion for more than
a Vreek, \vith the half-dozen indi-

viduals who had been definitely

mentioned for the purge still doing
business at the same old stand. Some
apprehension, however, that it may
be -merely a lull-before a new storm,
MfitA the Chairman readying for a
sudden -attack.

Believed that confidence was.
shaken In the purge when ap unex-
pept^d assault was made upon the
McNinch house-cleaning philosophy
by the Civil Service Conunission.
Unwelcome interest taken by the
newspapers in what was going on
under the bed also said to have had
a marked effect on the purge advo-
cates. Breaking of the WLW 'leak'
story, further mutterings over the
WNAX case and the alert manner in
which many of the big daiUes are
eyeing the FCC may be a further
reason for the temporary truce . .•.

That Congressional investigation,
whether by the House or by the Sen-
ate, is another cause for deliberation.
"Known that newshawks are now

deflditely poking into the affairs of
the Commi;sh, with an occasional
dope story appearing in the local par
pers to pr4>ve that the press will be
on hand for the next party.

CHOQUEITE'S SEBIAL

FOR CANADIAN PACIFIC

Montreal, Oct. 25.

Canadian Pacific Railways is going
on the air over station CBF and the
regional French network of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. with a
dramatic serial by Robert Choquette.
This- is the first commercial to be
sponsored by the CPJl. since about
1933. Last season J. Murray Gibbon,
director of publicity and advertising
for the CP.R,, m.c'd a sustaining
program for the Corp. dealing with
the cultural and practical contribu-
tions of various racial groups in the
building of the Dominion.
New dramatic serial is entitled

•Pension Yaldare* and is on Monday
through Friday. Robert Choquette,
who authors, also scripted the most
successful dramatic serial in the his-
tory of local broadcasting, 'Cure .fl?

Village* (Village Pastor), which was
withdrawn imder fire from clerical
forces after four years on the air.-

WiBW's Water Level
Topeka, Kas., Oct. 25.

"Wmw, the Capper Publications*
station he»e, . will' start erecting im-
meditaely. a 445-footer. It's be
spotted several feet above the high-
est flood level of the Kaw river at
its base.

Nearby witl be" a modernistic
building to house a plsuit capable
of handling 5:600 watts.

SftLTtAKE

is ^

The
POPULAR
STATION

SALT LAKE CITY

John Blair & Co.

Gordon Owens at KUTA
Salt Lake City, Oct. 25.

Gordon Owens is new director of
sales -and promotion for KUTA . un-
der Frank Carman, general manager.
Owens was a member of the KSL
staff for four years before going to
KYA, San Francisco.

Will handle sports events between
his sales chores.

KOESSLEK SOSS OF WSLOt.
Rockford, Oct 25.

Walter Koessler is the new gen-
eral manager of WROK, Rockford,
111. He succeeded Lloyd Thomas, re-

tired. Koessler joined WROK. in

March, 1938, as commercial manager.
Before that he was with WCLO,
Janesville, Wise.

BRIAN MCHIE QUIZ

FOR BROWN &mm
London, Oct. 18.

Brian Michle nas been pet by J.

Walter Thompson agency as master
of ceremonies for a new Brown U
Poison Custard Powder program en-
titled 'The Riddle Master.' Listen-
ers will be asked to submit posers
and riddles whidh 'Professor Michie'
and his confederates ',will answer.
Prizes will be awarded to listen-

ers whose riddles are. broadcast.
Programs will be heard from

Luxembourg each morning.

HoDingkry Gets WAAC

Chicago, Oct. 25.

George Hollingbery rep firm ap-
pointed, sales representatives for

WDAC, Akron.
AUan Simmons, station owner, and

Ed Marshall, sales chieftain, flew
into town in Simmohs' private air-

winger to close deal with Holling-
bery.

British United Press Opens Leased

Grcnft for Canadian Stations
~ ' '—

'^7*:

Sudbury Broadcaster.

Shopping in Montreal
Montreal, Oct. 25.

W. E. Mason, owner of. station
CKSO, Sudbury, Ontario, was here
last week shopping for new broad-
casting equipmenL Mason, also pub-
lisher of the Sudbury Star, plans ex-
pansion of ether> facilities in the
Northern Ontario districts.

Accompanied by Wilf J. Woodill,
station manager of CKSO.

Mikcman to Mimeoffra,pher
Lawrence, Mass., Oct. 25.

Charles Burke, WLAW mikeman,
is now the station's first p.a.

H«rb Brown, WLLH, Lowell-Law-
rence, Mass., operator, is now WLAW
chief engineer, replacing George R.
Luckey, who returned in that ca-
pacity to WORL, Boston.

Regina, Oct. 25.

British United Press will -open a
leased circuit in Canada Nov. 1.

Wire will be controlled out of Win-
nepeg where the BUP is opening an

office. Ed E. DoweU, formerly of

the Vancouver, B. C, bureau, and
lately connected with the radio di-

vision of the United Press' Pacific

Coast bureau, has been ^issigned to

make the new local setjip.

Provincial Telephone System of
the Provinces of Manitoba, Saska-
tachewan and Alberta will furnish a
teletype service to radio stations.

Clients already set for servicing out
of Winnepeg are CKX,- Brandon;
CHAB, Moose Jaw; CKCK, Regina;
CJOC, Lethridge; CKCN, Calgary;
CFRN, Edmonton, and CFQC, Saska-
toon.

When the CROWD CHEERS-

There you^U find a WSAI mike

Sports . . . whether. they're baseball . , . football . . * tennis . . . golf

. . . polo . • . pistol matches . . . marble tournaments * . . trap shoots

... soap box derbies . , . or what have you . . . are covered thoroughly

. . . completely and authentically by WSAI, Gincinnatrs Own Sta-

tion. No Cincinnati station covers the sports scene as completely and thoroughly as

WSAI . ... that's why sports fans of all kinds turn their dials to 1330 regularly. And

because WSAI sports shows are listened to so avidly . , . they bring results for sponsors 1

. ,,/.<-'i'XW'>''''"-t..

Former blf ten football referee brine* WSAI
listeners the most .authentic and authoritative
football broadcasts available in Cincinnati. Hia
Icnowledce of £olf, tennis and baseball makes
him one 'Of the nation's leading .sportscatters.

His schedule of Eall football broadcasts in-

cludes some of the nation's biegest camcs.

Vf/y/v///.-

'Regular WSAI sport*' »nnour(eer, broadcaBtinic
all Cincinnpti Reds vxatt. chosen by Mutual
to broadcast the world series in 1936, by NBC
in 1937 and 1938 as well as the All Star games
in these years. This,, plus his broadcasts of
major football games, 4iaVe put him high amonc

the nation's leading sports announcers.

Consider these Faets about Sports on WSAI
Tresler Oil, distributors for Phillips 06 Gasoline, offered

a Cincinnati Reds windshield sticker oil Red Barber's eve-

ning sports resume and had 20,000 requests within 2 weeks.

Knox Reeves, agency for General Mills, co-sponsors of

the Cincinnati Reds baseball broadcasts on WSAI, re-

cently wrote. "... I think your station did one of the best

jobs on the recent ring promotion."

WSAI
Cincinnati's Own Station

1330 K.C.

The Bavarian Brewing Company, so satisfied With their

Baseball Night Cap, recently bought "Football High-

lights", a great n€w football show broadcast every Thurs-

day, Friday and Saturday night. WSAI schedule of

football games— one of the most complete ever offered—
is now available for sponsorship. Consider it and the

fact that no Cincinnati station has as complete sports

coverage as WSAI.
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On the Upbeat
Chuck Foster and band moved

Into Topsy's in L.A. Thursday (20)

replacing Ted Fib Rito.

Harry Owens and 'his Royal Ha-
Tvaiians are at the Beverly Wilshire

hotel in Beverly Hills.

Larry Clinton orchestra pulls out

of the International Casino, N.Y., on
or before Nov. 15. Goes into the

Paramount theatre, N.Y., either the

16th or the week following. Clinton

doesn't want to double.

Upon leaving the Paramount the

crew heads for the hinterlands for

a series of one-nighters and deb
parties, then locates at a New York
hotel the first week in January.

Jean Wald and her all-femme or-

chestra out of Pittsburgh into Hotel

Metzger, Salem, O., for indefinite

stay.

Henry Basse returns from Ber-
- muda this week to. open tour for

CRA. Starts at Earle theatre, Philly,

Oct. 28, then into one-niters.

Al Kavelln into New Penn, Pitts-

burgh, Oct. 29 for six weeks, replac-

ing Harry Candullo, who goes out

on flock of one-nighters. Placed by
Joe HUler for CRA.

Tony Lombardo> accordionist with
iHerman Middleman's band; Prank
Nataie and Art Yagello have formed
Cosmopolitan 3 and into Union tirill,

Pittsburgh, for a stay.

Tito's Swincrette will remain at

the Lincoln hotel, N.Y., after open-
ing of Artie Shaw's band, Oct. 28.

.
Ban4 which 'has been- touring un-

der the wand of Johnpy 'Sdat' Davis,

.•who's on a p.a. tour with Waynfe
Morris, is Frank Dailey's 'Stop and
Go' crew. Unit comes into the
Strand, Brooklyn, Friday (28).

Pattie Morgan, former WLAW<
Lawrence, Mass., warbler, who left

the station to join Artie Shaw's or-
chestra, ha^ switched to Val Olman's
outfit at the Glass Hat of the Bel-
mont Plaza, New York.

Count Basle, Willie Smith, first sax
in the Jinunie Luncetord crew, Jerry
Jerome, tenor sax with Merle Pitt's

orch., Harry Weiss, drummer, also

with the latter outfit, arid Harry
-Sdison, trumpeter with Count Basie's

band, will get together tonight

(Wed.) from 6 to 0:30 p.m.^ for a live

jam session on Martin Block's Make-
Believe - Ballroom program on
WNEW, N. Y.

Jack Patterson's Swingsters are
playing at the Club Morocco, Troy,
N. Y. Peter Simonian is managing
the spot.

Network Plugs, 8 iH. to 1 A M.
Followinff is ^^taiizati&n 'of the combined plugs of current tunes on NBC iWEAF and WJZ), and CBS

(WABC) computed fgr the week from Monday through Sunday (Oct. 17-23). Total represents accuniulated
performances on the 'iibo major networks from 8 o. m. tdla.m. In 'Source' column, * denotes film song, t legit

tunes, and 'pop' speaks for itself.

GRAND
TITLE. PUBLISHER. SOURCE. TOTAL

-

While a Cigarette Was Burning ABC Pop 40
My Own Robbing That Certain Age 33
At Long Last Love. Chappell : 1You Never Know 37
Heart and Soul Famous *A Song Is Born 3g
I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams. Santly-Joy *Sini:, You Sinners. 3^
Change^ Partners ' Benlin Carefree 35

Hugh Herbert does a cuffo appear-
ance with Al Donahue's orch. on a
dance sustainer from the Rainbow
Room, N. Y., Oct. 31. Gag is a come-
on for the p.a. date of the band and
Herbert .at the New York Strand
opening Nov. 4.

Three Starr Sisters, vocal trio, with
Marshall Van Pool orchestra at 400
Club, Wichita.

Gray Gordon visited New York
during week to make new series of

his 'Tick Tock' rhythm records for

Victor Bluebird. Will open at Lin-

coln hotel, N. Y.,,in February.

Radolf Frlml, Jr., has returned to

CRA management.

Phil Lang recording two originals,

'Promenade' and 'Hare and Hounds,*

and two numbers from score of Par-

adise Restaurant show for Vpcalion

this week. -
Phil Harris ordiestra playing the

Wilshire Bowl in L.A.

St. L. Symph to OpenWith

90G in Till; Faces a Loss
iSt. Louis, Oct. 25.

The 59th consecutive season of the

St. Louis Symph Society gets under
way in the opera house of the Mu-
nicipal Auditorixim Friday (28) with

$90,000 already obtained from a sea-

son's subscription s'ale. Nut for the

season will be. approximately $250,000.

Difference will have to be n^ide up at

the b.o. The society has never come
close to clearing the nut of any one
season, and indications are that it

won't reach its goal for 1938-39.

Season will consist of 18 pairs of

concerts and three road tours. Guest
artists inked are Serge Rachmaninoff,
Lptte Lehman, Myra Hess, Jascha
Heifetz, Lawrence Tibbett, Maurice
Marechal, Artur Rubinstein, Maria
Reining, - Boris Gblschmann, Igor
Stravinsky and the Ballet Russe.
Vladimir Golschmann, brother of

Boris, will baton for his eighth con-
secutive season.

three IRVING BERLIN Hits
From RKO'a Musical Production, "Carefree"

Starring Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers

THE NIGHT IS FILLED WITH MUSIC

-_-4aiAMfiE-f*^

I USED TO DE COLOR DLIND

Now Ready-^The Country's Next No. 1 Ballad

HAVE YOU FORGOTTEN

SO SOON?

Ready Soon, 'Nick, and .jChas.. Kenny's Greatest Ballad

IT'S A LONELY TRAIL

HARRY LINK, Gen. Prof. Mgr.

IRVING BERLIN, Inc.. 799 Seventh Ave. N. Y.

What Goes on Here? Paramount *Give Me d Sailor
Stop Beating Around the Mulberry Bush. . BVC Pop
So Help Me Remick Pop
All Ashore , Shapiro Pop
Lambeth Walk Mills Pop
Alexander's Ragtime Band ABC ^Alexander's Ragtime Band 28
When I a-Dreamin' Lincoln 1U. of Penn. Mask and Wig 2a
I Used -to Be Color ' Berlin *Carefree 26

34
3i
32
31
30

24
23
23

Pop
.Pop
Pop

, *Sing You Sinners .' 22
, tU. of Penn. Mask and Wig 20
Pop 20
.Pop 19

Summer Souvenirs BVC
Sixty Seconds Got Together Saritly-Joy
Who Blew Out the Flame? ^ Feist
Small Fry Famous .

.

Ya Got Me • Lincoln .

.

I Won't Tell a Soul Crawford
Simple and Sweet Miller.-. . .

,

Why Doesn't Somebody Tell Me Thi . . . Shapiro ; . . Pop 19
Could You Pass in Love? Feist *My Lucky Star. 13
Monday Morning Witmark Pop ig
If I Loved You More Words-Music Pop

; . . . . ig
Girl Friend of the Whirling Dervish. . . . .-.Harms *G"arden of the Moon 17
Don't Cross Your Fingers , Ager-Yellen » . . . . Pop , 17
A-Tisket A-Tasket.. Robbins Pop 17
You Go to My Head Remick Pop .' 17
Silver on the Sa^e Paramount *The Texans 15
Forget If You Can Marks '.Pop , ,• 15
Lullaby in Rhythm ^ Robbins Pon 15
Don't Let That Moon Get Away ,'. Santly-Joy *srng You Sinners " 15

15
14
14
14
14

I've Got a Date with a Dream. Feist •My Lucky Star
What Do You Know About Love? Marks Pop
Is That the Way to Treat a Sweetheart. . . . Olman. Pop
There's a Faraway Look in Your Eye Tenney . . . . , Pop
I Haven't Changed a Thing , Mills . . . , i

' Pop
My Reverie Robbins ......Pop ..."

I'm Gonna Lock My Heart.. . . ; Shapiro ." Pop . . .
.' 13

The Yam Eterlin ....•Carefree 13
My Walking Stick Berlin v Alexander's Ragtime Band l.T

You Never Know Chappell 1You Never Know 12
Garden of the Moon •. Harms •Garden of the Moon 12
What Have You Got That Gets Me? Famous Pop ; ; 11
Papaya .; Superior. •Artists and Models ; 10
Day After JDay . . , Gr^en Bros.-Knight Pop '.

. 7: 10
N;o Wonder i.Grilvford tHellz-a-Poppi 10
Love of My Life ; ARC » Pop ; 10

Music Notes

Steve Pasternacki scoring "the
Frontiersman' at- Paramount.

Paramount bought three tunes,

'Lullaby of the Herd,' 'Lazy Rolls

the Rio Grande' and 'Hi Thar
Stranger,* from Phil Ohman and
Foster Carling.

Mack Gordob and Harry Revel
wrote 'Are You In the Mood For Mis-
chief,' for 'Tailspin' at 20th-Fox.

Arthur Lange back in Metro's
music department after an interval

at 20th-Fox.

Chet Forrest and Bob Wright
cleffed 'When ^You're I^i Love' for

Metro's 'Kathe'rine the Last.'

Mills is publishing three songs by
Johnny Lang 'and Lew Porter. Dit-

ties are 'The Masked Phantom,' 'A
Rip-Snortin' Two-Gun Gal' and
'Prairie Rose,'

Dr. William Axi is doing the mus-
ical, score for Metro's 'A New York
Cinderella.'

802's Dance Nov. 15
Local 802 of the AFM runs its sec-

ond annual dance for the benefit of

the musicians medical fund at the

Manhattan Opfera House, N. Y., Nov.

15. So far some 20 bands are listed

to appear.
Among them are Benny Goodman,

Tommy Dorsey, Kay Kyser, Jimmy
Lunceford, Count Basie, Sammy
Kaye, Guy Lombardo.

TOMMY DORSEY'S OFFICE
Tommy Dorsey will open an office

in. N. Y. sometime next, month to

centralize his behind-the-scenes af-

fairs. Space will consolidate Dor-
sey's arranging staff, music library,
autograph mailing, etc.

Larry Clinton recently leased space
in a Broadway bldg, for the same
piu*pose.

Inside Stuff-Music

Various competitors are getting a laugh out of the situation which finds

six publishers holding the bag for a band leader who borrowed sufns

ranging from $300 to $1,000 from them so that he could remodel a night
spot which he owns just outside of New York. The loaners had figured

that the debtor-batonist would remain at the stand for the season, but
after two weeks of bad business he booked in another band and went on
a tour of one-nighters. Professional manager of one publishing firm not
only got him $500 but endorsed a note for $1,000.

Cab Calloway's Hepster's Dictionary, glossary of Harlemese and swing
language, has been rewritten and elaborated upon for second publishing
next wieek and will be offered to the public library of New York.
New edition will contain twice the amoimt of terms as in original passed,

out as a press stunt last spring. It will also explain grammatics of terms,
whether or not they are verbs or nouns, plus example usages in sentences.

Four new Rodgers and Hart tunes from the forthcoming George Abbott
legit production, 'The Boys From Syracuse,' will be given their first public
performance tonight (Wednesday) by Paul Whiteman on his Chesterfield
program over CBS.

Donald Bryan, first trumpet in Fred- Waring's orchestra for nearly six
years, is now second trumpet in NBC Symphony under Arturo Toscaninl^

Philly'i Opera
Philadelphia, Oct. 25.

New opera company, *of, by and

for Philadelphians,' was launched

here last Thursday (20). Cast, from
stars to chorus, will be limited to

Warblers either living or studying
here. Group will be known as

Philadelphia Opera Co., and will be
imder musical direction of Sylvan
Levin, occasional conductor of the
Philadelphia Orchestra at Robin
Hood Dell. C. David Hocker is. exe.c

director. He's board chairman of
Philly Orch youth concerts.

,
Two

operas will.be presented this season,
more next. First will be 'La Bo-
heme.' .

Leopold Stokowskl and Eugene
Ormandy have volunteered to serve
as honorary directors.

Frank Loesser and Barton Lane
are doing songs for Bob Hope and
Martha Raye in 'Never Say Die' at

Paramount.

Body Scoter sold "Haunting Melo-
dies' to Republic.

BOly Hill Suit Ont

.Suit for $5,000 which Billy Hill's

wife brought against him in the

N. Y. supreme court was dismissed
after trial by Justlce«Aaron J. Levy.
Mrs. Hill based her claim on a prom-
issory note ror services which she
alleges was signatured by him sev-

eral years ago.

The Hills have been separated for

the past two years.

OLD SONG SUGGESTIONS
FOR YOUR PROGRAMS
JIMMY McHUGH'S

"I CAN'T GIVE YOU ANY-
THING BUT lOVE, BABY"

AHIXS MUSIC. INC

— FOX TROT SONG—
"WHAT A SWEET WAY TO

SAY GOODNIpHT"
Send tor Tour Professional Copy NOW

Dealers Write:
BRNEST A. RORK « SON

2281 DeSoto Sta., Memplils, Tenn.

HAWAIIAN SONG SENSATION FROM COAST TO COAST'.

A SONG OF OLD HAWAII
By GORDON BEECHER and JOHNNY NOBLE

LEO FEIST INC. • 1 629 BROADWAY • NEW YORK
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SongwriteFs-PiAMers Near Accord;

Accrued Royalties as Trust Fund

Songwriters Protective Association

and the Music Publishers Protective

Association last we^H reached an ac-

cord on the general drafting ol a

new standard lorm ot popular writ-

ers contract All' that remains to be

done before submitting the 'docu-

ment to the respective memberships

lor ratiflcation is the framing of con.-

ciliatory language for a few of the

clauses.

Writers have stood pat on their

demands that the contract form al-

low but two kinds of bulk sales,

transcription and synchronization

rights. A major concession granted

them from a legal viewpoint is the

treatment of accrued royalties as a

trust fund. It's a double-barrelled

device for protecting the writer

against any bookkeeping or payoff

manipulations,
Term of this proposed contract

form will run parallel with the

mfembership agreements that the

writers and pubs have with the

American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers; and will be-

come autoniatically extended- to

comply with the time clause in the

succeeding ASCAP covenants.

NEGRO BAND HELD IN

SEIZURE OF REEFERS

St. Louis, Oct. 25.

Members of a five-piece Negro
band, playing in the New Glenmore
Club, a South Street St. Louis

nitery, were arrested last week as
' suspects in the sale of marijuana
cigarets. A bunch of the forbidden

smokes had been seized. In .a

trumpet case police found 26 ciggies

and in a room of Patrick Reeves,

24, pianist and leader, a dozen more.
According to police. Reeves ad-

mitted being an addict for six years

and gave, but did not sell, the cig-

gies to friends. He said he bought
the marijuana weed several months
-ago from a man working with a
carnival in South St Louis. Besides

Reeves, the gendarmes grabbed Levi
Madison, 22; John W. Lipscomb, 23;

Archie Boyd, 21, and Lee H.

Jones, 30.

3 Pubs Given Writs

Vs. Song Bootleggers

Judgments for. song infringements

were awarded Donaldson, Douglas &:

Gumble, Inc., Schuster & Miller and
Southern Music Publishing Co., Inc.,

Saturday (22) hy N.V. Federal Judge
Job'n M. Woolsey against the United

Magazine Supply Co., Inc.

The court granted an injunction

against United to restrain bootleg-

ging the plaintiffs' songs and di-

rected the defendant to pay $250 for

each infringement of the five songs,

'On a Coconut Island,' 'Love Marches
On,' *I Want the Whole World to

Love You,' "The Stars Weep' and 'H
We Never Meet Again.'

Bregnuin Marrying

Jack Bregman, president of Bieg-
man, Vocco Sc Conn, will marry
Muriel Ostrove, of Brooklyn, this

Satujrday (29). .Miss Ostrove was.

Bregman's secretary when he was
with Bobbins Music, and shifted

with him to BVC.
Marriage will take place in Elk-

hart, Ind.

'Old Army Team'

Must Stick To

Oripal Lyrics

Col. 5dmund L, Gruber, U;S.A,,

composer of 'On Brave 6ld Army
Team,' has banned the use of any
variation from the song's original

lyrics. Colonel acted through the

number's publisher, Shapiro, Bern-
stein & Co., after the Field Artil-

lery Association had complained to

him that the song was being par-

odied in football and other broad-

casts. As far as the colonel is con-

cerned radio will have to restrict it-

self to the lyrics as written originally

or lay off the number altogether.

Snag growing out of this taboo de-

veloped last week when the Girl

Scouts of America agreed to make a

transcription of the organization's

version of the song for a D. Van
Ackers who is over here from France
collecting a series of recordings on
American industry, life and habits

for the French government CBS,
-which is underwriting these record-

ing, advised the Girl Scouts of Col.

Gruber's ban. A Girl Scout official

was still trying yesterday (Tuesday)

to prevail upon the army officer to

.make an exception of this particular

ease.

Joe Morris Catalog to Famous

If and When Sigs and Check Pass

Foreign Relations Committee
Uncible to Do Anjrthing

About Writers Formerly

Rap Coin Macbines

in

Louisville, Oct. 25.

Proposed $25 a year tax on coin
. , o c • operated phonographs and pinball
Austrian Performmg

; machines was given a hearing

Rights Organization

NOW IN U.S.A.

Unionists Won't March

With Amateur Tooters
Rochester, N. Y„ Oct 25.

Practically all union bandsmen in

the city lost a night's work when
Rochester Musicians Union refused

to let union binds march in Dewey
political parade with non-imion out-

fits. Ward and town groups had
hired all available union bands and
then pressed into service volunteer

firemen, Legion and amateur out-

fits. These furnished plenty of

noise for the Republican shindig

When the union ultimatum came at

last minute.

This is not first time union has
sacrificed coin for principle. Peren-
nial clash with University of Roch-
ester students still holds barring all

union bands from the campus be-

cause studes use non-union musi-
cians for occasional frat hops.

Songwriter-PoEHcian

Shreveport Oct. 25.

J. H. (Jimmie) Davis, 37-year-old
songwriter, hillbilly yodeler and
leader of his own orchestra, who
managed to make more than 80
pressings for Decca during his long
tfenure

. as clerk in criminal section
of the City Court, won the nomina
tion for Commissioner of Public
Safety over the present incumbent,
in a razzle-dazzle campaign which
cajoled most of the voters by a red
hot swing band.
Nomination on the Democratic

ticket is tantamount to election here.

Itels Off Exclusive St«ff
Herb Reis out of professional de

Partment of Exclusive and dickering
for spot with Robbins.

Charlie Gordon replaces him at
Exclusive. Started Oct 24.

Foreign Relations Committed of

the American Society of Composers,

Authors and Publishers last week
ruled that there was nothing it could

do about the composer refugees from
Austria on the ground thjat the prob-

lem came solely within the jurisdic-

tion of either the ASCAP board or

the ASCAP membership. Question

which the committee had been asked

to answer was virhether it would be
proper, for ASCAP to enroll mem-
bers of .the Austrian Performing
Rights Society (AKM) who have
taken out their first citizenship

papers in this country.
Committee pointed out that it was

only concerned with the con-
tract relationships existing between
ASCAP and other performing rights

societies and that it had no author-
ity to act on the matter of contract

relationship between such perform-
ing rights groups and' their members.
It Was suggested that before either

the ASCAP board or -ASCAP mem-
bership could act on the emigre sit-

uation the organization would first

have to settle the legal point as to

whether ASCAP had the right to

take in a composer still bound by
contract to the Austrian Society

without the latterTs permission.

Refugee writers involved are

barred by the Nazi .government from
sharing in AKM's proceeds. Some of

.these writers have obtained writing,

contracts in this country or as free-

lances are having their works pub-
lished by American concerns, but as

long as they are outside of ASCAP
they are prevented from collecting

anything on the performing rights to

such compositions.

The Austrian society refuses to

cancel its contracts with non- Aryan*
songwriters, yet also refuses to pay
them their share of income. Some
have been ironically told that they

are being given a "paper credit' in

Vienna—^but no cash.

Wednesday (19) by the Board of Al'

dermen. Attorneys representing city

coin machine operators made pl^a
that| the Sunday closing law, which
went into effect last spring, has had
an adverse affect on pinball ma-
chines and. phonos. They brought in
testimony showing that merchants
depend heavily oh the machines.

Delegates from Musicians Local
No, 11, A. F. of M., protested the
proposed tax was too low, stating
that approximately 900 places per>
mitted dancing to the music of coin-
operated phonographs, and took biz
away from dance halls which em-
ploy live, musicians.
Coimnittee studying the problem

will report at the next meeting of
the Board of Aldermen.

(30 Apples For

AuAority Over

Becca's Staf

ATLANTA MCA OFFICE

SETS FLOCK 0' BANDS

ENGLISH INVASION ON

Reg: Connolly and John Abbott

Arrived in N.Y. Last Week

Annual invasion of British pub-

lishers has begun. Reg Connolly, of

Cinephonic Music, Ltd., and John

Abbott, of Francis, Day & Hunter,

arrived last week, while Louis

Dreyfus, of Chappell & Co.'s London
setup, had just preceded them.

Others of the same Londdn clan

are expected bver within the next

few weeks. Once word gets around

in England's version of Tin Pan Al-

ley that a couple of publishers have

hopped a boat for the United States

there's a rush to book passage.

Jack Mills left last Saturday (22)

for a 10-day swing of the Pitts

burgh, Cleveland and Chicago offices

of Mills Music, Inc.

Atlanta, Oct. 25.

Office of Music Corporation of

America under George Walker
booked Dave Bumside, now at Ho-
tel Ansley Rathskeller here, into

Tutwiler Hotel, Birmingham, open-

ing Oct, 29. Bemie Collins, now at

TutwUer, will move into Burnside's

present spot at Ansley.
Pall Mall Boys opened at Jeff

Davis Hotel, Montgomery, Ala., and
Eddie Mae Browne and John Nelson
are spotted at Savannah Hotel in

Savannah, Gentlemen of Rhythm
are at St. Charles Hotel, New Or-
leans.

MCA also expects to open new
room shortly in Andrew Jackson
Hotel, Nashville. Versatlllians are

now playing Thomas Jefferson Hotel,

Birmingham, while Cr~»-ge Hall,

with Dolly Dawn, completed

tour and now at =<ffrc Hotelj

Memphis.
Piccolo Petee is at Lm.. Cabin

Lodge, at Conley, just outride At-

lanta, and Men of Note will open
Oct. 29 at Capital City Club for in-

definite engagement
In addition, MCA has contracts

for rest of Georgia Tech dances;

which include Jimmie Livingstone,

Nov. 5; Billy Barnes, Nov. 11 and
12,. Contract has also been closed

with Inter-Fraternity Council for

their first dances, furnishing Bob
Sylvester.

Petition for recognition as bar-
gaining .Agent for the employees of
Decca Records, Inc., of N. Y., has
been -brought before the National
Labor Relations Board by the United
Electrical Radio '& Machine Workers
Union, a CIO outfit. Case is sched-
uled for a hearing in mid-Novem*^
ber.

Union, which is seeking a contract,

covering-a closed shop, 40-hour week
And time and a half for overtime,
has appealed io the Board on the
ground that the company has re
fused to negotiate. Board has in-
structed the union to submit .proof

that it represents a majority of
Decca- employees. Decca officials

claim they will not bargain with
the union until it is certified by the
Bo9rd. They assert it represents
only a handful of their employees.
They also charge attempted coercion
and intimidation.

A 'stoppage' was attempted at the
Decca plant last week^as a 'demon
stration of union strength.' Both
sides claimed satisfaction with the
result According to union officials,

they are anxious to avoid a strike,

but will take such action if neces-
sary.

Lou Diamond, head of the Famous
and Piuramoimt Music Corp., and Joe

Morris and Archie Fletcher^ owners

of the Joe Morris Music Co., hav*

agreed on a purchase price, $75,(HH),

for the latter catalog. Diamond had

an accountant going over the Morris

firm's books yesterday' (Tuesday),

but neither a contract has been sig-

natured nor a check issued. Para*

mount's lawyers have yet to consider

the Morris stipulations. Fletcher

declared yesterday that as far as he

is.concerned the matter is still in the

process of negotiation.

It is Diamond's Idea to merge the

Morris catalog in the paramount Mu-
sic Corp. with a view to making the
latter's catalog as strong in standard
number value as that of Famous
Music. Morris has between 500 and
600 copyrights, including such songs
as 'Melancholy Baby/ 'Memphis
Blues,' (joldman's 'On the gc(uare'

march, 'Carolina Moon,* 'Somebody
Loves You,' 'Beach of Bali Bali,' 'It

Looks . Like Rain In Cherry Blossom
Lane,' 'Little Street Where Old
Friends Meet,' 'Gypsy Tea Room;'
'On Treasure Island/ 'Valley of the
Moon/ 'When the Organ Played O
Promise Me' and 'The Old Gray
Mare.'

Diamond hopes to make the take-

over effective Nov. 1. Since the
Morris Co.. maintains no out-of-town
offices. Diamond states that he will

not haye to make any personnel
changes in that direction.

Group previous to Faramoimt that
negotiated for the Morris c^takig

W9s composed of Jack Bregman,
Rocco Vbcco and.CIiester Conn, but
nothing came of it when Morris
and -Fletcher insisted on spot cash
and declined to Include ..any indem-
nifying clauses in the contract

wimmmm
Lincoln, Oct 25.

Herbie Kay, his iOth time in thes*

^arts, garnered '$1,300 gate at R. JL
Pauley's Turnpike Casino.
Helping to biuld for the gate wa%

Kay's appejurance as. guest conductelr

of the University ot Nebraska band
during the .halftime wait of -the Ne-
braska-Zndiana game, whierein he
bowed to 35,000 people. This estab-t-

lishes Kay as the repealing pheno^J
menon here, because no other name4
band has ever been able to come a»
often and climb in dollar value to th<i

dance promoter as be has. ^

OF A
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Tim Gale, Al WOde Project Reform

Movement Aimed to Stabilize Dance

Biz Against Pressure and Chiz

Tim Gale and Al Wilde are head-

ing a move to organize a group ol

one nite dance promoters into a co-

operative buying body. Aim is to

eliminate, through weight of buying

power, block booking, competitive

bidding, unreliable dates, etc., and

generally serve as a mutual protec-

tive arrangement between band and.

buyer.

Servicing body would in no wise be
a booking office, but act, instead, as

overseer to arrange purchases direct

at booking offices. It would also help

avoid excess traveling by bands via

more carefully laid out itineraries

while playing 'circuit.' Only one pro-

moter per area would be acceptable

under the plan.

Buying method would permit lesser

coin outlays for music for each mem-
ber of the chain. Figured they could

dictate to band peddlers and thus re-

verse the procedure. There will be

no^attempt to limit earning capacities

of -bands. Just a system for curtail-

ing 'prohibitive prices.'

Stability

By a system of bonding all bands

would be insured of payoffs. Thought
is that bopkers and road salesmen

don't care about band. as long as they

gel their respective commissions out

of deposit money. Buying service

would protect, band to extent of

checking all dancery ownerships to

establish identity of ptomoter as legit

and not just a phoney name front for

a regular chiseler. Prime instance

of this was when, a dance was held

in name of a blind man who fronted

for promoter disfranchised by union
booker. Many blacldisted promoters
use this ruse.

For promoters it would eliminate

buying of turkey bands to get the

good under block booking system.

Failure to show up, late arrivals of

bands, etc., would be charged against

the band as another protection for

promoters under the plan. Additional

service of dope sheets on current

band grosses to gauge their worth in

territories would also be inaugurated.

P. S.—^Please Mail

Arthur Johnson, the song
writer, has a phobia about
height and cannot go beyond
the fifth . floor without an un-
pleasant reaction. For that rea-

son he has not called for his

checks at the offices of the

American Society of Composers,
"Authors and' Publishers, which
are located high up in the RCA
building in Radio City, Twice
recently he went to the build-

ing, looked up from sidewalk
to approximate location of the

ASCAP suite, then went home.
He called up prez Gene Buck

on both occasions and said he'd

come there the next day.

Eisler Composes Score

For OU's Puppet FUm
Hanns Eisler, German composer

now making his home In the U, S.,

has composed the score for the pe-
troleum industry's puppet film which
will be shown at the New York
World's Fair of 1939. It's his first

work in this country.

Eisler is a member of the New
School of Social Research, N. Y.,

faculty.

CHICK WEBB INTO

PARK CENTRAL JAN. 25

Chick Webb goes into the Park

Central hotel's (N. Y.) Cocoanut

Grove, Jan. 25 for $2,000 weekly

plus 50-50 split on cover charges.

First time spot has gone for a col-

ored band and reportedly first time

that a nitery has split the take with

an orchestra.

'Deal is for 12 weeks with options

and starts after a three-day closing

down of room to permit redressing.

Band gets four networks out of spot

weekly, two on NBC-Red and two on
the Blue. Couvert is 50c. week
nights and $1 on weekends.

Arthur Michaud to L. A.
Arthur Michaud, manager of Gene

Krupa and Bunny Berigan, trained

out of N. Y. yesterday (Tues.) for

the coast to be on hand when Krupa
goes into the, Palomar, L. A., Nov. 2.

While there MichaUd expects to

complete arrangements for a picture

shot for Krupa's crew. Will be west
about two and a half weeks.

REMICK-5W£ affeu«^

FREDERICK BROS.

INVADE NEW YORK

Frederick Bros. • Music Corp. of

Kansas City and Cleveland, is add-
ing eastern .offices, opening next
month in New York.
William Frederick will be in

charge, with Norman Flewwellln of

Eastern Orchestra Service, Bridge-
port, coming in to right-hand.
Flewwellin is disposing of his

agency, which booked locations and
one-niters through New England
and New York state.

mVre billing squabbles

Jan Savlti Has Lawyer Write to Lee
Shelley

Recurrence of arguments between
bandleaders claiming prior rights to
tag lines and styles is seen with
Jan Savitt and Lee Shelley In op-
posing corners. Through his lawyer,
Savitt has notified Shelley that the
t^rm 'Shuffle Rhythm' belongs to
him and to stop using it or he'll file

suit. Shelley goes into the Holly-
wood Restaurant, N. Y,, when it re-
opens. Henry Busse also was in on
this squareoff but recently changed
his tag to 'Busse Rhythm.'
Last year Tommy Tucker and

Teddy King went to court over 'Tick
Tock' rhythm, with a third outfit

horning in there also. More recent
was the squabble between Johnny
Messner at the Hotel McAlpin, N. Y.,

and George Hamilton over 'Music
Box Rhythm.'

Dance Bookings

Lang Thompson extended at

Muehlebach hotel, Kansas City, until
Dec. 1.

Stuff Smith, Howard theatre,

Washington, D. C, Nov. 25.

Barney Rapp, Loew's State, N. Y.,

Dec. 15.

Al Kavelin, New Penn Club,
Pittsburgh, Oct. 29 with KDKA-NBC
wire.

Rudy Bundy, Gray Wolf Tavern,
Sharon, Pa,, Oct. 24.

Zig and Zag, strollers. Commodore
Perry hotel, Toledo, O., Nov. 1.

Jack Gillette, Franklin Club,
Franklin, Pa., Dec. 31.

Rollickers, strollers. La Fountsiin
Hotel, Huntington, Ind.,' Oct. 22.

Gomez, loungers, Zerhow's Cafe,
Evansville, Ind., Oct. 24.

Ink Spots, Hippodrome, Baltimore,
Nov. 17.

Mai Hallett, Meadowbrook club,
Cedar Grove, N. J., Nov. 26, succeed-
ing Will Osborne.
Howard Jacobs, La Conga, N.Y.,

Dec. 7 for eight weeks.

REMICKMUSICCORP..RCA Bldg -S V .Chaihe Warren Prol Mgr

15 Best Sheet Music SeDers

(Week ending Oct. 22, 1938)

'Change Partners Berlin
*rve Got a Pocketful of Dreams .Santly
*Small Fry Famous
Lambeth Walk Mills
'Alexander's Ragtime Band j ABC
'I've Got a Date With a Dream Feist
'Garden of the ^oon Harms
'Heart and Soul Famous
So Help Me '. < Remick
When Mother Nature Sings Her Lullaby ; Santly
What Goes on Here in My Heart Paramount
tAt Long Last Love Chappell
AH Ashore Shapiro
'Love Is Where' You Find It Harms
Stop Beating Around the Mulberry Bush Bregman

' Indicates ftlmusical song. t Indicates stage production song.
The others are pops.

Panassie, Jitterbug Oracle, in U.S.A.;

He Rates 'Em by Color and Heat

By BERNIE WOODS
Colored swing bands far excel

their white contemporaries as ex-
ponents of swing. That's the opin-
ion of Hughes Panassie, of Paris,

author of the book *Le Jazz Hot,'

who arrived here recently to study
American jazz senders at first hand.
This is Panassie's first trip here and
though he's comparatively unknown
among the country's jitterbugs, is

known by bandsmen and people in

the music world for his analytical

criticisms of various bands and indi-

viduals.

Published in French in 1934 and
translated into English in 1936, his

first book on the subject was based
on some 3,000 recordings, of hot out-

fits. His visit here is to gather ma-
terial for at least five more books,

one entirely devoted to Louis Arm-
strong, beside facts for magEizine and
other articles. These writings of

course to be based on live hearings.

Orally and in his book, Panassie says

Armstrong is one of the greatest mu-
sicians living.

. 'Colored musicians possess a
sharper inherent sense of rhythm
which places even the lesser known
colored outfits on a musical par with
some of the bigger white bands,'
clarifies Panassie. He rates Jimmie
Lunceford, Count Basie and Duke
Ellington on top of the current crop
of senders.
Panassie talks warmly of the work

of Tommy Dorsey, Bob Crosby, Artie
Shaw and Benny Goodman, to men-
tion a few, and sets to rest. In his
opinion anyhow, the controversy
anent the respective merits of the
latter two as clarinet virtuosos. 'De-
spite the fact that Goodman has lost

some of the fire that showed a few
years ago, he rates above Shaw.'
When Jackson Teagarden, pow

Detroit'^ Sat. Nite Jam
Detroit, Oct. 25.'

Newest wrinkle here is the Satur-
day' Night Swing Session, which'll
get under way Nov. 5 at Masonic
Temple ballroom with room for 5,000
jitterbug terpers at 65c per person.
Brainchild of Mike Falk, maestro
who operates his own band booking
agency,, the idea Is to bring in all

aivailable name bands for" the one-
nighters. Opening sesh will pit
Oren Tucker's sweet band against
Andy Kirk's swing aggregation.

Sudden switch of bookings has
removed Red Norvo and Mildred
Bailey, from the Nov. 12 slot, but
Duke Ellington Is set definitely for
JTov. 26 with Louis Armstrong com-
ing in Dec. 3. Falk hopes to fill

two November openings this' week.

with Paul Whiteman and soon to

debut a crew of his own,- and the

late fiix Beiderbecke were men-
tioned, the visiting Frenchman
smiled dreamily and said, "The best.'

One of the most definite statements
he makes is that, 'Playing in New
York is one of the greatest saxo-
phone players in the world, Sidney
Bechet.' Bechet is currently v/ith a
small outfit at Nick's in Greenwich
Village, N. Y.

Asked his opinion of sweet swing
as best exemplified by Sammy Kaye,
Kay Kyser, Blue Barron and ctev/s
of that style, Panassie looked blank
and members of his party smiled and
looked askance at the interviewer.
It seems to be a touchy subject with
him and when pressed brought no
results. He claimed never to have
listened to any of the bands in ques-
tion or any sweet swing crew for
that matter. But his manner in-

feJred that he had but would rather
not talk about them. Like asking
NBC what they think of the Phil-
harmonic on CBS.
Panassie's acquaintance with the

moderti American jitterbug is lim-
ited to newsreel shots taken at vari-

ous outdoor concerts this past sum-
mer. However, he expresses aa
aversion to their antics. His book
has had a fairly good circulation

among people in the trade and out-
side of it. Its $5 price, however,
makes it unavailable to the drug-
store bookstalls.

Horace Heldt's Brigradlers, now In

its second week of three-week en-
gagement at Strand theatre, N.Y,,

will resume road tour In key cities

along Atlantic seaboard preliminary
to Hotel Biltmore in New York next
December.

Announcing the New Song

FERDINAND the BULL
From Walt Disney's New Film, ''Ferdinand the BulF*

Will Sweep the Country Overnight

And for these two successive weeks the biggest

and quickest No. 1 song this country ever had

"WHILE A CIGARETTE WAS BURNING"

ABC

By Nick and Chas. Kenny

Music Corporation, 799 Seventh Avenue, New York
FRANK HENNIGS, Prof. Mgr.

SWEEPING THE COUNTRY LIKE WILDFIRE!

MY REVERIE
By LARRY CLINTON

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION • 7 99 SEVENTH AVENUE • NEW YORK
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GYPSY,(MO OK

MM STAGE

two of burlesque's ace strippers,

Gypsy Rose Lee and Ann Corio, have

successfully marked their stage re-

turns. Miss Lee, who, as Louise

Hovick, was under contract during

the past year to 20th Century-Fox, is

currently heading .a vaudeville unit.

Handled by the WiUiam Morris agen-

cy, it opened at the Golden Gate

theatre, San Francisco, Friday (21),

and hypoed the house's gross to $20,'

000. Figure topped only by Eddie

Cantor and Burns-Allen at this house,'

She works her way east, and may go

into another Broadway Ziegfeld Fol-

lies production.

After a five-week tour of eastern

houses latter part of last season, Miss

Corio took an eight-week vacation in

Europe. She's currently starring

with Izzy Hirst's 'Girls in Blue' bur-

ley unit at Werba's, Brooklyn. It's

the fifth week for this road show,

which opened in Washington, D. C,
then went on to Baltimore, Pitts-

burgh^ Philadelphia and Newark.
Opening night, Sunday (23), Werba's
sold out for first evening show.

FIBBER McCEE OPEN

FOR VAUDE BOOKINGS

LAST HURLEY HOLDOUT

INM. SOUGHT BY BAA

Only one burlesque house In New
York, the Republic, remains to be
signed to a Bxirlesque Artists Assn,
contract after three weeks of . reor-
ganizing activities of the group.
Gaiety was the first to sign for one
year, effective Oct. 7. Following that,

the reopened People's inked a 12-

month contract, effective Oct, 20.

Star, Brooklyn, accord, is operative
Nov. 1. Eltinge's tentative agreement
needs ironing of minor difficulties

before becoming effective Friday
(28). Republic's operator, Joe Wein-
stock, is holding out for a two-year
agreement, which the BAA refuses
to grant.

People's theatre, on the Bowery,
formerly operated by Tony Miccio,
who once also operated that and the
Irving Place, is now being run by
Miccio's son. Backing is said to have
come from the latter's wife, Babe
Cummins, a former performer.

Weinstock, incidentally, comes up
•for trial today (Wednesday) on
forgery charge preferred by his son,

Harry Weinstock." Latter operates
the City Hall theatre, a downtown
picture house. Elder Weinstock is

out on bail.

Chicago, Oct, 25,

Fibber McGee and MoUy (Jim and
Molly Jordan) air show being sub-

mitted for vaude throughout the

country. Will carry complete radio

show, including Donald Novis as

warble an^ Billy Mills' orchestra.

Expect some 12 weeks, from Kan-
sas City into Boston and other east-

ern spots.

Globe, Bridgeport,

Returns to Vaude

Globe theatre, Bridgeport, operated

by Loew-Poli, resumes one-day
vaudeville Nov. 13 as trial basis

toward expansion. Name bands and
name acts policy will prevail, as last

year.

House plays Sundays only for

starter, with Henry Armetta being
dickered for as ice-breaker by
bookers Al and BeUe Dow.

Lloyds Again Take

Over Detroit Nitery
Detroit, Oct. 25.

Following six-month absence, the

M. B. Lloyds, Sr. and Jr., have again

taken over the Oasis nitery here,

which they founded several years
ago.

Under new policy, spot presents

two floor shows nightly, highlighting

Gonzalez and Sterbenz, dance duo;
Mona Martin, vocalist; Madelyn
King, blues piper, with Lillian May's
Musketeers providing music.

Alton, Clarke to Join

H'wood Doubles' in Phifiy

Pearl Alton and Charley Clarke
arrive from the Coast this week to

join the 'Hollywood Doubles' show
opening at Fays, Philadelphia, Nov.
4. Others of the cast arrived from
England last week,
Troupe will work to the Coast.

Booker Guilty in Kid

Labor Act Violation
Detroit, Oct, 25.

Pleading guilty to booking femme
dancer, 13, into local niteries,

Charles Burns, of the Michigan
Vaudeville Co,, will be sentenced
Friday (28) for violating state chil-

dren's employment act.

Two other agents charged with tije

same offense by the state labor
board, Harold Browe, Amusement
Booking Co., and Leo Curtiss; Cur
tiss Booking Co., pleaded not guilty

when arraigned last week. All
three agents, meanwhile, are out on
$500 bail each.

Charges grew out of reports by
Stella McLeod, state investigator,

who testified the juve terper had
danced in local niteries for months
She pointed out that agencies were
required to have birth certificates if

talent's age was doubted.

Philly's Horatio A^er

Philadelphia, Oct. 25.

Quick rise has been made by
Charles Smith, 22. Couple weeks
ago he was a busboy at Jack
Lynch's nitery here. Lynch heard
him singing on the job and had him
get in front of a mike.

Last week he went into the show
as 'the sensational young tenor' and
is getting three air shots a week
from the spot with the band.

- > ^-1

^ / \ " ' >'

THIRD

Ark. Endorsement

Jonesboro, Ark., Oct. 25.

Editor, Vametv:
Folks here in Jonesboro, Ar-

kansaw, want you to take good
care of our boy, Carl 'Deacon*
Moore, who has gone to the big
city to open at your Village
Barn on Monday Night, Oct. 24.

Deacon isn't up , in city ways
and you can h^blp him a heap.
Arkansaw folks arc mighty
proud of Deke and his music
makers.

H. J. Bosler, Mayor,
City of Jonesboro.

PHILLY NITERY,

AFA REAd

ACCORD

Philadelphia, Oct. 25,

Following affiliation of the United

Entertainers' Assn. here with the

American Federation of Actors sev-

eral weeks ago, a concerted AFA
drive is being made on all niteries

for closed shops. First closed shop

contract was signed over the week-

end with the Open Door Cafe, op-

erated by Joseph Siomoni. Mini-

mum wage set is $30 a week for

singles, about $2 above what was be-

ing received. About half-a-dozen

other spots are being negotiated with

and are expected to ink termers be-

fore the end of the week.

AFA local now has 245 members
on its books. Mass. meeting to push
drive will be held tomorrow (Wed-
nesday). Dues and initiation fees go

up for all those not members by
Nov, 1. Present scale is $5 initiation

and $1 a month dues. New rate is

$10 initiation and $4.50 per quarter

dues.

BIA(XDUEINN.Y.N0¥.5

TO EYE ACTS FOR EMa

George Black will arrive in New
York from London around Nov. 5

to join Harry Foster, currently seek-

ing acts for the London Palladium's
'Crazy Show' for next season, Foster

came in couple of weeks ago. Black,

just out of hospital after a minor
operation, sails. Oct. 29.

Likely that Black will only stay

about a week, seeing N. Y. shows and
niteries. Foster will remain for an-

other month. He has many acts set

but njunes cannot be divulged until

contracts are signed.

Conventions Boost I%lit Club Biz

In Cleveland, While Vaude Slumps

Cleveland, Oct, 25.

Despite slump in vaude houses and
dancehalls in this territory, niteries

are catching their biggest crowds in

three years. Heavy schedule of con-
ventions is the hypo.
Reopening of Golden Glow by

Philomena Renello, with strippers, is

giving burg another new spot.

Eliner Waxman also came out of re-
tirement to baptize his UbangiClub,
patterned after the former New York
den of the same name. Lotus Gar-
dens expected to be opened before.

Christmas by Joe Becker, Buffalo
operator and former manager of

Eddie Payton's Pittsburgh.

Lenny and Daffy are dropping
femme impersonators at the Chateau
after Art West leaves next weiefc,

substituting larger-sized gal shows.
With the fold of Cedar Gardens, due
reportedly to mismanagement and
poor location. Jack Hech's Cedar
Gardens has become the top Harlem
club with 30 colored acts in revue,
topped by Zeta and Sherman N. Dud-
ley,

Freddie Meyer's cafe, getting the
prize downtown play from conven-
tioneers, is building up its unit with
the Keller Sisters, inked in for four
weeks. It's the local nitery bow.
Eddie Brandt's Orchestra, from the

Neil House, Columbus, came in Mon-
day (24) at Hotel Hollenden's Vogue
Room to succeed Sammy Watkins,
who's touring DeWitt hotel chain.
Statler Hotel signed Pollard and
Martin, two of Arthur Murray's
'Champagne Hour' dancers, to a

year's contract in Vogue Room.

Incendiary Soug^ht In

$20,000 Mich. Fires
Rochester, Mich., Oct. 25.

•Incendiarism is blamed by state

police -for series of fires which de-
stroyed the Avon nitery and a pavil-
ion at Bloomer State Park near here
last week.

Nitery's loss placed at $5,000 and
$15,000 for the state park. Because
of fires in other areas, police believe
the blaze of incendiary origin.

Phllly's Expansion

Philadelphia, Oct. 25.

Bitz-Carlton Hotel on Friday (29)

will put in orchestras and shows,
despite local nitery biz drop of 20%
over last year. Crystal room at the
Ritz will be converted into the 'Club
Merry-Gro-Round,* and circUs atmos-
phere will be provided, Johnny
Creighton, composer and stick-swish-

er, will handle it. He'll use his own
band and provide the show. Spot
will be open only Friday and Satur-
day nights,

Bellevue-Stratford, in its Burgun-
dy room, is departing from precedent
by providing entertainment other
than an orchestra, Arthur Murray
dancers are giving lessons there, and
Cliff Hall is thumping a tiny piano,
Frank Juele's orchestra is providing
dance tunes, while ar arty trio dishes
up the lull music.

Name band -policy, under consid-
eration at the Benjamin Franklin,
has been abandoned. Instead, Roy
Comfort's Crusaders have been in-

stalled. They play dinner music
nightly from 6:30 to 9 and are aug-
mented for supper dancing Friday
and Saturday nights.

Hotel Philadelphian, West Philly,

whose nitery was shuttered last sea-

son, has reopened the spot. It will

be managed by Bud Crawford, who
also manages the hotel. Joe Fraset-
to's orch, which went from -the Phil-

adelphian to the Adelphi last year,

returns to the Philadelphian.

Herb's 1412 Club shuttered last

week after a three-month existence.

Herbie Frank, v/ho managed it, has
transferred to the 1214 Club, which
h; ; given up the sepia J^olicy it

adopted at the beginning of the sea-

son. It is back to the ofays.

New York Shifts

Reopening of the refurbished Hol-
lywood Restaurant, New York, sched-
uled for tomorrow night Cniursday),
has been deferred for another two
weeks at least Setback caused by
refusal of N. Y, building inspectors
to okay certain structural changes in

the spot.

Report that Lee Shelley's orches-
tra, which had been named as one of

the three crews going in was out fol-

lowing a squabble, has been denied
by officials. Band closed at Mur-
ray's, Tuckahoe, N, Y,, Monday (24).

After a 10-month shutdown (via

77B), the Hollywood will be again
under Joe MOss' supervision, with
a Bobby Sanford revuie, 'Holly-

wood Revels of 1939.' Elinore Troy,
Rob Russell, Pepper January, Hal
and Honey Abbott, Baby Alyce,
Collegiate sextet comprise the show.
Lee Shelley's ban'' and a rhumba
combo roimd it out.

Jack White, impresario of the long
established Club 18, becomes the sole

swing lane entrepreneur to simul-
taneously operate two spots adjacent
to each other on 52d street and thus
compete against himself. Labeled
the Club 20, Frances Faye shuttles

over from the Casa Manana to head-
line the preem on Nov. 7.-

Quiz fad, rampant on the air, in-

vaded the nitery field for the first

time Sunday night (23) when Marion
Cooley, mistress of ceremonies at

N. Y.'s Hotel Pierre Neptune Room,
introduced 'Cafe Society Quiz.'

Knotty questions were tossed at the
audience and prizes awarded for the
best answers.

Detroit, Oct. 25.

Fred Ireland, former manager of

the United Detroit chain's Riviera

theatre, will manage the Club Fron-
tenac, which opens this week.

Ireland, while pUbting the Riviera
several years ago, also managed for

a time a night spot across the street

WEBER INSISTS ORCH

ACTS JOIN THE AFA

Chicago, Oct 25.

All singers and jperformers work-
ing divectly with an orchestra must
be members of the American. Feder*
ation of Actors, according to an
order sent out by Joe Weber, presi-

dent of the American Federation 6f

Musicians, to orchestra leaders in the

AFM.
It marks a. step by the musicians*

unions to cooperate with thfe AFA as

a co-affiliate in the American Fed-
eration of Labor.

HiHr Units Tour

Cincinnati, Oct 25.

The units of the Boone County
Jamboree show, which broadcasts
from Emery auditorium on Friday
nights, took to the road last week for

personals in WLW territory. Pa and
Ma McCormick and the Brown
County Revelers head one troupe,

which filled a two-day engagement
at the Lash High School in Zanes-
ville, O. In support are Charlie
(Dameron) Wayne, vocal m.c.; Helen I

Diller, Canadian cowgirl; Lafe Hark- I

ness, harmonica; Lazy Jim Day,
'

Ralph Woods and his Southern Stars,
j

Date was sponsored by the school's !

Rooters club.' !

Second outfit played its first date !

at the Coliseum in Richmond, Ind.,
j

Saturday (22), under auspices of the i

Y. M, C. A. Men's club. It is topped
by the Drifting Piooners orch and
Judy Dell, vocal.

' Bookings are handled by George
C. Biggar, WLW-WSAI rural pro-
gram supervisor. His field man Is

Jack Bell, lately of WCMl, Ashland,
Ky.

JIMMY MILDRED

14

Featuring the Only

GIRL RHAPSODIST
OF THE

HARMONICA'
ING SIX SUCCESSFUL WEEKS

IN THE

EMPIRE ROOM
or

THE PALMER HOUSE
CHICAGO

Rep.: East—BILL MILLER West—MAX TURNER

Variety Says

—

"A sure-fire novelty for anybody's radio program."

—Gold, Variety.
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Unit Reviews

HAWAII NIGHTS

(FOLLT, BROOKLYN)
Harry Savoy, Paul Nolan, Ann

Paige, Lei Aloha, Tom, Dick &
Harry, Princess Luano, Royal Ha-
waiian Orch; 'Dark Sands' (Mono).

With one McCoy Hawaiian girl, a
six-piece strumming crew, plus

American acts and some nutty stag-

ing, "Nights' stacks up as a half-

cooked mess. However, it will prob-
ably, do business in the provinces,

thanks to producer-manager Anton
Scibilia's trick advertising come-ons.

Usually heading out of Chicago
(last year he had 'Waikiki Nights'"),

Scibilia produced his latest gambol

WILUE and EUGENE

HOWARD
''Hollywood Hoter Revue

Fuller Circuit, Australia

P«r. Address

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
NEW YORK

in New York three weeks ago. Unit
offers much that's hackneyed and
little that has native color, outside 6f
some kootching and music. Effects

and production make very little seem
like a lot.

Show opens with American line of
14 doing a nondescript Broadway
dance routine. They're dressed in

sharpie outfits of gray skirts, red
jackets and blue. hats. Tom, Dick
and Harry, knockabouts, back-
grounded by pier and ship drop, work
themselves -into a froth with their
poking, slapping and dancing as eye-
openers.

Hawaii comes into her own for
first production scene. A paper
mache moon, scrim drop and phoney
palms comprise the setting. Four
guitars, an electric guitar, a bass and
line augmented by Lei Aloha, all do-
ing stale wiggle, is the act. Girls are
in floor length, flowery attire, while
'star' is dressed in silver grass
strands. This and succeeding dance
numbers are similar in movement
and quality, and n.s.g. Girls' don
black wigs for local color. Lead is

only real shaker in what's little bet-
ter than a burley bumping crop.
Harry Savoy pulls a burley black

out with Ann Paige,. gal pickpocket
fooled by chap who whips out a pair
of under-pretties, supposedly lifted

while she took his watch.' He also
goes into his familiar story-telling, all

of which is in same, double entendre
vein as opener. Qot some mild
laughs. .

Paul Nolan, another 'Hawaiian,'
juggles in No. 3 rung. One of few

The.THEATRE of the STARS

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

LOEW BIDG. ANNEX
160 WEST 46^" ST. NEW YORK

Bi^attl 9-7top

J . H . L U B I N
GENERAL MANAGER

SIDNEY H. PIERMONT
BOOKING MANAGER

OPENING TODAY, OCTOBER 26th

ANN MILLER
Oj Stage and Screen

PARAMOUNT, NEW YORK, FOR TWO WEEKS
— PICTURES —

"STAGE OOOR" "YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU"
"RADIO REVELS" "ROOM SERVICE"

"MIRACLE RACKET"
Direction WM. MORRIS AGENCV—Abs LastFogel

egit pieces In entire show and he
bows off to heaviest applause. Sec-
ond dance scene, with offstage voice
calling for sacrifice, as per native tra-

dition, brings Princess Luano to the
: ore. Winding stairs draped into card-
board mountain brings girl to crater
of volcano. Lighting, explosions and
smoke partly cover her semi-nudity
as she leaps into prop oven. Very
poorly done.
Miss Paige, as prima donna, also

is unimpressive. Perhaps it's the
blasting mike, but she seems to offer

nothing but uncontrollable .volume
with her 'Got Swing for Sale,' 'After
You've Gone' and 'Joseph.' Too, the
selections are not for" her. Hurl. :

HOT HARLEM REVUE
(FOLLT, BROOKLYN)

Gary Lee Orch, Swan, Lee and
Jackson, Rubber Neck Holmes, Six
Vhirlwinds, Rhythm Brown, Pearl
Harrison, Janes Sisters, House Line
(12); 'Hunted Men' (For).

'Running
show.

Sophie Tucker took a full page ad
to tell how much she loved Califor-

nia because It loved her. Had done
eight months on the Coast.

Actors* Fund faced a deAclt of

$30:000.

Reported from Chicago that Jones,
![iinick and Schaefer were preparing
to' close their Chicago enterprises.
Changed their minds.

Fairly well produced unit is play-
ing a split week at this nabe vaud-
filmer, finishing up tonight (Wednes-
day). It's entertainment of a sort,

3ut not powerful enough to carry it

into higher scale spots,

Show" carries no m.c, utilizing the
land leader for that chore. Producer
is inclined to drag it out in spots,

especially with dances. Twelve-girl
line, the Harperettes, Is capable
enough but is hampered by poor
costuming. Standout of the line work
is a Scotch number midway, done to

a swingy 'Loch Lomond/ piped by a
male backstage via the public ad-
dress system,

Swan, Lee and Jackson, pair of

comics and a dancing straight, get
over. Best number is their last,

which includes comedy, harmoniz-
ing, and rhythm tapping by the
straight. Janes Sisters are also

tapsters. Initial effort could be cut
a couple of mins., although the leg

work itself is okay. Rhythm Brown,
also a tapster, does his stuff on roller

skates while on a table. He worked
in New York burley last year and
has improved since. Well liked here.

Flaming red suit heralds the en-
trance of Rubber Neck Holmes. He
opens with a tune lost due to poor
diction, • then goes in for soft shoe
toe work and semi-acro routine. On
again later with the line and Pearl
Harrison for more terps. She's bet-

ter at the latter than handling vocals.

Her diction is poor, delivery worse
and mike knowledge nil.

Six Whirlwinds precede the usual
grand, finale bringing on the entire
imit. They're Lindy Hoppers, passe
by now, but still well-liked here.

Gary Lee's orchestra backs the
show and shines alone midway. It

gets to the jitterbugs with swingy
Harlem favorites, namely 'Plat Foot
Floogee,' 'Honeysuckle Rose* and
'For Dancers Only.' Twelve-piece
crew is plenty loud but plenty, hot.

Wild/ colored musical

Swain, animal trainer, called his

act 'Friendly Enemies.' Worked cats

qnd rats.

Balaban & Katz's production staff

in a jam. Louis Hooper and Harry
Goitrfain resented what they thought
were Frank Cambria's high-handed
methods and quit the combination.

St. John, N. B., Paramount ex-
change in a jam. Manager used the
projection room for wild parties until

the police Intervened. All cleaned
out.

Sam Goldwyn given permission to
use his name in picture ventures on
condition he added 'Not connected
with Goldwyn Pictures Corp.*

Pavlowa did $77,000 in. two weeks
at the Manhattan opera house, N. Y.
Only eijght shows a week.

E. H, Sothern, Martin Harvey;
Walter Hampden and John Barry-
more all threatening B'way with per-
formances of 'Hamlet.'

Sol Bloom working to get $25,000
from show biz to bring the Demo-
cratic convention to N. Y. • in '24.

Money back if the convention went
elsewhere.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Ben Hughes here at the Ala-vlsta
lodge and doing well.

Chris Hagedorn Is making a nifty
comeback.

Marion Green, who's' Hotel Sar-
ftnacing for checkups, was okayed.
She's an ex-N,V.A.ite.

After years of hospifaliftg, Bobby
Graham, of Toronto, is now hopping
around without a .crqtch.

Alice Carman, who's bzoned for
over 10 years, Is doing nicely.

• Joseph Vaughey; 6t Denver, who
saw many moons of ozbning here,
still selling men's wear in a depart-
ment store.

Herman (Rogers Fund) LeVine
here ogling the san.

Joseph Reynolds, formerly with
Warner Bros. In the Milwaukee area,
aiid Mike Cojohn from RKO's 23rd
St. theatre, N. Y., are new arrivals
at the Rogers!
Jack Edwards, who visited Broad-

way with his frau. Is back at the
Lodge.

Etta Major, Mrs. Sarah Clark, Leo
Abbott, all of N.Y.: Mr, and MVs.
Morris Fidler, Chas. Farlow, Francia
Farlow, of Reading, Pa., and Mrs.
Frank Howard, of Detroit, were
Rogers oglers.

Irvihg Wilbur left with "an ok. Will
resume work soon.

Alice Carman holding up fairly

well under the bed strain,

(Write to those who ate 111)

About 30% of the subscribers to
the'Jewish Art theatre were gentiles.

FRANK PARIS
AND HIS MARIONETTES

PARADISE CAFE
NEW YORK

ExcIuaIto Hanoffement

SHERWOOD & MATHEWS
Direction t U^GAXXB ft DATIES

• 15 YEARS AGO •
(From Variett and Clipper)

Palace and State both had Russian
revues, following 'Chauve Souris*

lines. Outside the band, the State
had the better act of the two, but the
Palace band was tops.

Joe E. Brown at the Palace In a
five-person act which Lalt described
as 'a first-class single.* Thought his
hands funnier than his face. Praised
his pantomime and figured the 15-

minut'e act too short.

Dick Himber at the Riverside In a
three-act with Corinne. Hurt by hav-
ing to open the bill. Still some dis-

tance from bandmastership.

Cardo and Noll, mixed team, had a
novelty at the State. Borrowed from
Staley and Birbeck, ' Opened as wops
and a quick change to formal evening
dress. They could sing, too..

Mighty Glad to Be Back Again

Atter Rve Years in Hollywood

BENNY BAKER
TmS WEEK (OCT. 20TH)

LOEWS STATE, NEW YORK
NEXT WEEK (OCT. 28TH)
PARAMOUNT. NEWARK

Personal Direction, LOUIS SHURR

C'Vaudeville, I Love You'*)

Colonial, N. Y., in its last week as a
'vaude housei Going revue w*th

NORMA GALLO
CLASSICIST OF SBNSATIONAI. DAKCERS

NQW PLAYING RETURN ENGAGEMENT
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL. NEW YORK

(Week Oct 20th)

ORRIN TUCKER
r ORCHESTRA

Bonnie Baker The Bailey Sisters The Bodyguards
EMPIRE ROOM2ND WEEK HEADLINING

CHICAGO ^THEATRE °nov.% PALMER HOUSE
CHICAGO

Management: MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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Nitery Reviews

HOTEL NEW YORKER
1 L I

(NEW.TOBK)
Tommy Dorsey Orch (with Edythe

Wright, Jack Leonard, 'Skeets' Her-
iurt, 3 Esquires), Maurice and Cor-
doba, Paul Rosini, Dorothy Wilkens,

Ross MacLean, Helen Myers, Emery
Deutsch Orch.

Tommy Dorsey'5 orchestra is fall-

and-wintering at the Hotel New
Yorker's Terrace Boom and biz is

bullish. He's been on a shuttle be-

tween this spot and the Paramount
due to 'If I Were King* holding four

strong weeks—a fortnight beyond
what the bookers originally figured

on, not knowing, what the film

coupling would be—but, this week,
Dorsey's schedule eases; Meantime,
Artie Schutt and later Emery
Deutsch's orchestras took up-, the
Elack.

Dorsey, ,is a tiptop illustration of

what sweet-swing means for b. o. He
has all the zing of the 52d street

idiom, but it's not headachey, blatant
or cacophonous—^people gan still talk
about the music without shrieking,
and that's sohiething in any res-
taurant.

,

Floor show surroundmg the name
band is likewise strong. Maurice
and Cordoba, who've terped in the
Persian Room and the Rainbow
Room (in fact, they return Nov. 21
to the Hotel Plaza's Persian Room,
coincidental with Morton's Downey's
preem there); do an expert job of
dance-cavalcading in almost all

..'Paul (Rosini, excellent floor worker
with magico, is as effective on his
-personal charm and deportment as
with his two highlight tricks. In a
large roomi such, as this,- the i)erson-

ality equation must be effective, or
else. His card trick, later exhumed
with his cigaret tobacco dregs, arid
the Chinese thumb-tie tri<5k are dif-

ferent, unusual, and certainly diffi-

cult and bewildering. He's a relief

from the recent crop of cigaret and
card manipulators whose prime forte
is sleight-of-hand. Rosini's are basic
Houdini tricks, but the thumb tie

was developed by Ten Ichi.

Dorothy Wilkens opens with ac-
cordion-songalogs. Out of the versa-
tile Tommy Dorsey combo come
Edythe Wright, Jack Leonard,

JACK HYLTON'S BANDS
Dressed by

SIDNEY FISHER
75^77, Shaftesbury Avenue

PICCADILLY. LONDON, ENG.

Best Coffee in England

QUAUTY INN
Leicester Square

LONDON, WEST-END

JACK and JUNE

BLAIR
On Tonr Fuller Circuit, AuHtrnlln

with

"Hollywood Hotel" Revue

DANCING PARTNER
Toang Ituly with thorough ballet
background, for profebslonal exhibi-
tion ballroom dancing.- Must bo tall
nnd have nophlstlcatod appearance.
References exclinnged. Give fnll par-
tlonlara. AddreNH BOX 26, VAriety,
Mew York.

HOST
Young man, well built, good looking,
loads of personality, salary. Apply
after 6 P.M.

PEPPER POT
4th St. Sc Cth Ave.. Greenwich Tillage

'Skeets' Herfurt and the 3 Esquires
for vocal specialties. Ross MacLean
is the m. c; Helen Myers does relief
work, atf the piano. Max -is back at
the door, biz is good, and Ralph Hitz
is grinning. Abel.

LEON & EDDIE'S, N. Y.

Eddie Davis, Iris Adrian, Carlisle
Sisters, Wanger Sextet, Madgie,
Eleanor Troy, Lou Martin Orch, Ford
Crane.

Eddie Davis, past master at singing
songs and gagging, whose partner in
much of his routine, Iris Adrian, is

really becoming his oldtime standby
here. New show includes Carlisle
Sisters (New Acts), Terry Walker
(New Acts), Eleanor Troy and Mid-
gie, the Wonder Horse (New Acts),
Ford Crane, ably m.c.'ing along with
Lou Martin's orchestra remains, too.

Snappy and varied bill starts With
the Carlisle Sisters, fast, young tap
dancers. From films, \5?here she has
be«!n featured, Terry Walker so-
pranos, but doesn't swing, ynusual
for this 52d street spot. Having a
good voice and personality, she
looks like a find.

Texas Tommy and a pony were
formerly here. Replacing Tommy's
pony is Midgie, billed as the Won-
der Horse.. Midgie does a somewhat
similar and effective routine, in-

cluding tricks, answering questions
by nodding, etc.

Eleanor Troy m.c.'s and does a
strip type of routine. She's tall,

glamorous, and her routine is nicely
handled, not being too shocking. She
headlined recently by slappjing the
usually horizontal Jack Doyle.

In addition to her stint with Davis
on the *Gone with the Wind' satire,

Miss Adrian occupies a solo singing

spot with her spicy specials, well
sold.
Place continues to enjoy one of

the finest and steadiest b.o. pulls in

town. Were not Davis an owner-
partner in L. & E.'s, he himself
would be commanding more dough
than most clubs could pay. Char.

of cleverness, it all comes under the I

head of goodj if not so- clean, fun.
Fiske mixes *em up lor the 12:30

and the 1:15 a.m. frolics, the latter
even a bit more heated. His fisque
song stories are standard now with
•the white-tie set in London, New
York and Palm Beach, so Fiske
keeps in the social ' swim as he's
booked there during the respective
social seasons.

He really does, as much with his
dynamic Steinwaying, dramatizing
by leer and lilt what the, lyrics might
lack—if any. The Fiskeana, .of

course, is well known in its clever
bawdiness, which paradoxically skirts
offense at any and ,all times, this
thanks chiefly to the solo entertain-
er's expert showmanship*
With his return, biz is big at the

Savoy-Plaza, although Hildegarde,
just preceding, likewise registered
heavily at the gate and on the take,
both having a jjercentage sliding ar-
rangement computed on the gross.
Emile Petti's orchestra ,holds over,
per usual, and registers deftly with
suave dansapation. Abel.

WALTON ROOF
(PBtLADELPHIA)

Philadelphi , Oct. 21.

.
Benny Fields, Readinger Twins,

The Ghezzis, Powers Gouraud, Jeno
Donath and Vincent Rizzo Orchs.,
Line.

YACHT CLUB, CHI

Chicago, Oct. 22,

Gary McGrath Orch, Line (6),

Pinky Trocy, Ruth Denning, Abhie
Grella, Mona Leslie.

Club, recently renovated, should
have no trouble finding a place for

itself in Chicago's night life. After
midnight it's more or less a rendez-
vous for show people.

Basis of the entertainment is Gary
McGrath's orchestra, which plays
both for show and dansapatidn and
rates highly. Chorus line is quality
rather than quantitv, with the half-

dozen girls under the direction of

Winnie Hoveler. Girls turned in

two neat numbers when caught.
M.c. is Pinky Tracy, who also has

his single turn, which is solid

variety. It's a drunk bit, familiar
enough, but registers well here.

Ruth Denning, vocals and was forced
to encorp twice before getting away
on this show. She's a contralto with
plenty on the tonsils, ^nd a smart
,eye for costume. Abbie Grella is a
very youthful-looking acrobatic
dancer and tapster, and it's evidently
"her youth that's fesnbnsible • for her
few rough edges. With some addi-
tional experience should develop
into a strong performer.
For s.a. there's Mona Leslie doing

a drape nudie. Well known around
this town and a local fave, she has
them asking for rnore. Gold.

SAVOY-PLAZA, N. Y.

Continuing with the name and
heavy-nut policy he inaugurated at
the beginning of the season, Jack
Lynch is currently presenting Benny
Fields. Biz good, although profits
are curbed considerably under load
of no-cover, no-minimum policy.
. Fields ably carries off the tag,
'Your Minstrel JWan,' that he has
earned through years on the boards.
With the usual top hat and cane, he
opens with 'My Walking Stick,' goes
into 'Now It Can Be Told' and fol-
lows with 'Melancholy Baby,' which
he estimates he has warbled 30,000
times.

Novel touch- Is given by m. c.

Powers Gouraud, who for years has
been doing 10 minutes of nitery and
theatre gossip on a WCAU commer-
cial each evening. W. k. in Phila-
delphia show, biz, this is the per-
sonable old-timer's first pro engage-
ment outside of broadcasting. Un-
forgiveable, especially for one in
radio, is his tendency to mumble.
Gouraud concludes the bill with a

cavalcade. number of Philly niteries
and eating plates, gals in the line
coming out in the dress of the pe-
riod to which he is referring at, the
moment. Good, as is also his open-
ing patter song, 'I'm Back in the
Racket Again.'

Readinger Twins, who present in-
terpretative terping in pop form, are
swell. Likewise the Ghezzis, two-
brother hand-to-hand balancing and
strong-man team. Replacement of
about ,half the line of 12 in the past
month has been a large improve-
ment, although there's still room for
more. Herb.

Burlesque Reviews

WERBA'S, BROOKLYN

Ann Corio's 'Girls in Blue' unit
with Jean Lee, Eleanor Dare, Miss
Verne, Eileen Hubert, George Mur-
ray, Eddie Lloyd, Jess Mack, Allan
& Knopf, Ralph Shelby, Barbara
Doqne.

In its fifth road tour week, Ann
Corio's 'Gi^ls in Blue' unit, an Izzy
Hirst wl^eel show, reopened this

house as a burlesque stand Sunday
(23). As befits o;.e of hurley's strong-
est b.o. strippers, Miss Corio is sur-
rounded by a well-'i':aged production,
above average for Hirst shows.

House grinds on Sundays with only
a travel short and a newsreel split-

ting the shows. During the week,
there are obscure features. Prices
range from 35c to 75c. When caught
(23), house was sold out.

Good .staginjg of dances makes that
section strongest, forcing the comedy
of George Murray and Eddie Lloyd,
straighted by Jess Mack, into the
background. Comedians use same
hoke stuff hurley patrons have been
fed for a long time and the diet, no
matter how altered to give it a hew
twist, is still weak. Murray and
George garner laughs but it's their
performance rather than the mate-
rial that's responsible. Short gag
bits are no more than sta^e waits.

Unit carries four peelers, but only
three are bona fide. Miss Verne can
be listed imder that category, but
she's essentially an interpretive step-
per. On first in an abbrefyiated
phosphorescent costume, which
glows .under dark, blue .spot, and
again l&ter for a semirstrip fan dance.
Does, .a 'Gplden Girl' number- near
the close but it was cut out at. show"
caught Eleanor Dare wastes no
time uncovering while Jean Lee is at
the other extreme. Her curtain pay-
off doesn't make up for the delayed
strut. Both, howevet, have what it

takes.
Miss

. Corio** work is, of course,
dressed excellently for color blending,'
which shows her off to advantage.
Her actual .peel isn't anything to get
excited about although she's smooth-
et than ordinarily. It's done on a
full siazei. draned entirely in black,
with -the star encased in a sheathlike
red outfit.

Barbara Doane is hot part of the
unit. .She was put in for the week
by the. house ahd is used in several
places. On near the curtain rise for
a tap routine and again later for a
strip that's more animated than
when last caught. Her wardrobe
rivals Miss Corio's in tastp, being
dressed in a tight, purple velvet
gown. Also works in comedy skits.
Twelve ponies and e'^ht showgirls

comprise ,the. dance ana parade con-
tingent. Both -sections are shapely.
Eileen Hubert, highkick-tapper, leads
the line' in a'C0ui}Ie of spots. Allen
and Knopf do unison tapping, with-

out which no hurley is complete
these days. Ralph Shelby handles
the piping.

GARRICK, ST. LOUIS

St. Louis, Oct. 22.

Red Marshall, Bert Carr, Conny
Ryan, Murray Leonafd, The May-
fields, Major Jerome, LaTemple ' &
Co., McConnell & Moore. Morales
Bros. & Daisy, Peggy St. Clair,
Weitzel Sisters, Ann Powell, Boo
LaVon & Jeon Carroll, Line (14).

Presence on six consecutive nights
of Rev. Mary Hubbert Ellis, . minis-
ter of" the Primitive Methodist
Church here, served to tone down

.

some of the salty .Skits at those

'

shows with the five vaude acts
added by Manager Bill Bickens, to
augment the current 'Teases ahd
Wheezes' show, copj)ing the heaviest
approval. The cleric sought police
aid in squelching some of the 'im-
moral' hurley x turns in the show.
Police then toned it down.
in addition to the vaade acts,

which include The Mayfields; ball-
room dancers; Major Jerome,
xylophonjst: Lg'Temole and Co., il-

lusionists; McConnell and Moore,
jugglers, and Morales Bros, and
Daisy, trapeze ring and contortion
trio, Peggy St. Clair, acrobatic
dancer, and the Weitzel Sisters,
warblers and tapsters from the line,
give the mob plenty of opportunities'
fc palm ooxlnding.
Even the strippers, Ann Powell.-.

•Boo LaVcn and Jean Carroll, all'

lookers, each of whom make two
ibrief appearances, fall far behind
the va^de acts- in- getting anplausie,
even, thoflgh they peel almost to the,
G-'string. Conny Ryan, one 61 the
straights, who carries the singing
choresv clicks with

^ a dramatic
presentation of 'Striawhat in the
Rain,' ^mong , other , numbers, and
also ?s a member of a quartet that
includes Murray L«».pnard, straight,
and Mpr.chall. pnd Cure, comics.

Mi^.rshall and Carr 'score in the
subdued blarkout*:.. especially In a
bnrlesatre of LaTemple .iand Co.,-
whom ti^ey folic*''*. L'*"e best look-
ers to bit the G''jrick this season,
is refreshing as it gc*>« through its-

routines, several of whjcb - are more
elaborate t^'^n those in other shows
pr'""»f'ing 'TegBes.*
WHh c^ol weather after five

weed's of Inr"?n srmmeri biz at this
house is on the upbeat. Sahu.

New Club Mgrs. Org
Rebelling members of the Enter-

tainment Managers Assn. formed
their own group last Thursday (20)

and elected temliorary officers for

new Associated Entertainment Di-

rectors of New ,.''ork. Inc.

Tom Kelly, EKiA's flrst'prez, is the
new group's he^d.

Dwight Fiske, Emlle Petti Orch.

Dwight Fiske and his Rabelaisean
songs are back at the Savoy-Plaza.
From which stems one of the prime
anomalies of this ..day and age^ A
class Fifth avepue hostelry, the
house detective, discovered in the
lobby, would probably be arrested

for vagrancy, so polite is everything
about the Savoy-Plaza. But the b.o.

appeal of Fiske and his Boccaccio
ballads is strictly on the s.a. basis.

It's not honky-tonk exactly, but
it's a sort of Barbary Coast with
an Oxford accent. The lyrics are
smarter, but the intent is the same.
But, having the prime saving prarn

5th AETURN ENGAGEMENT

SALICI'S PUPPETS
The^ World's Recognized Unsurpassed Novelty

LOEW'S STATE, NEW YORK, NOW
(Week OcL 20th)

Thank* to SIDNEY PIERMONT

Direction: PHIL OFFIN
RKO:BL]>G.. RADIO CITY, N£W YORK

CHICAGO AMERICAN; OCTOBER 10, 1938

ASHTON STEVENS
Vaudeville for George Ade

George Ade, who-dot€td on good vaudeville, moved away from vaude-
ville a few seasons too soon.' I think he would have gone twice this week
to laugh over Bert Wheeler at the Palace, whose superlatively interrupted

moriolog is as funny as Phil Baker's used to be when
Sid Silvers lay in baiting in a stage box.
This act of Wheeler's is as funny by intention as a

copy of Variety is by the rigors of trade routine. It
comically purports to give the lowdown—the extremely
low down—on the act itself, which contains a comely
girl arid Hank Ladd—especially Hank Ladd, who is Mr.
Wheeler's gifted hisser, heckler and knife in the back.
This Wheeler act builds up the way the Yanks build

up a ball game. It has a murderous finish wherein
what has been dubbed the eternal triangle is heard to
jangle like sweet bells out of tunfe.

It is here revealed to us by the frustrated and con-
fiding Mr. Wheeler that not only can he -riot fire the
annoying Hank Ladd, but that he^must pay him haU
the. full salary and pay the rest of the act out of the
balance because—^here is the final lowdown—^the girl
in the act is Hank Ladd's wife and Hank Ladd doesn't
trust Mr. Wheeler, whose last sad whispered words are
about as follows: "She and I don't need him. And
what an act we could do without him." The words are
good, but it is more than words, it is the music of an

ASHTON STEVENS actor's imagination.

Living Vaudeville *

That, I believe, is the sort of vaudeville that would make George Ade roll in his chair,
W. C. Fields buy a magnum of Scotch, and George M. Cohan go into his old dance. That's
living vaudeville. * *

Good vaudeville will never die, and a lot of good vaudevillains are still alive, if they
can only be pried away from pictures and radio. Little Bert Wheeler recently proved
this to the blade, hilt and scabbard.

BERT WHEELER
3I0ST ABLY ASSISl'JCn BY

HANK LADD FRANCETTA MALLOIT
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MUSIC HALL, N. Y.

*AU-TschoiJcotDsIcy/ with Beatrice
Joyce, Leon Fokine, Alma Lee, Alice
Young, Norma Gdllo, 'Xvonne Ravell
Hilda Eckler, MaSctne Williams
George Kiddon, Fred Nazinoff, Vol
Geurdl, Carlos Peterson, Igor Meller,
Glee Club, Rockettes, Ballet; 'Mad
Miss Manton' (RKO), reviewed in

Variety, Oct. 12.

The Rockefellers are giving 'em an
'AU-Tschaikowsky' show; a double^
dose ot class, pretty lah-de-dah,
gorgeous scenery and general, all-

around- boredom for most ai^body
except a confirmed Carnegie Hall
addict
Considering that the 'Mad Miss

Manton' is not by any conception
an arty picture, this stage show
doesn't seem to fit its screen ad-
junct.

No outside-booked acts this week
in the Leonidolf-produced exposi-
tion of some of Tschaikowsky's
works, notably the popular *Nut-
cicacker Suite.*^ Mostly all special-

ties, plus the glee dub, ballet and
Rockettes; with. Norma Galld, con-
tortion-dancer, standing out in. a
strikingly beautiful desert scene.

Show starts with the symph's. inter-

pretation of the familiar overture,
^812,' and ends with the "Waits of
the Flowers,' by ihe ballet,, choreog-
ra^y by Florence Rngg^ Bodcettes
get their Inning in "Dance of the
Mirlitons,' a novelty that could do
i-or Xmas.

It's' all very pr**ty, but, once past
the crashing:, cymbals and cannon-
flire in '1812,' irs.an insomnia.-cure.
This, however,, is.not aimed as criti-

cism of tte tuneful singing by Bea->
trice Joyce of *None but the Lonely
Heart,* or Leoa Fdkine'a expert
•Chinese . DancCi' nor, ^ fact, any
of the talent . iq a - particularly
aiissthetic frame.

.
openMg:. was. hardly

robust, Scho.

CHICAGO, CHICAGO

Chicago, Oct. 22.

Ortin Tucker Otch- wUh Bailey
Sisters & Bottnie Baker, Paul Sydell
& Spotty, Harm & Shdre; 'tf I Were
King' (Par).

Orrin Tucker's orchestra has-

caught on around here and flgures;

as a good' bpoiking fbr thf^ house.
TUcker has a youthful aggregation
eeneridly, and thii can serve as an'

excuse:, for." several numbers ' wjbich,

may nojt be completely admissible as
entertainment these days. This in-

cludes Oie band lining.up as a chorus
ani. 8tvin$blinjg through what is sup-
posed to tie a burlesque. Even re-
sort to one fellow's garter flapping
around in a hunt for laughs.-. Not
funny in .this house,, and doesn't fig-

vure for comedy in anything but the
smaller spots.

His musicians, are good. Tucker
has a good, clean-cut appearance and
does a good job of singing himself
on the lighter numbers. He misses,
however, at the ballads.

But Tucker does have femme sing-
ers who are topnotdi. The BaUey
Sisters give out With plenty of Swing
and sell, solidly. .° Appearance and
pipes rate as surefire anywhere.

Soloist is Bonnie Baker, ivho has
possibilities, with a<j)aive.^ae West
quality iti her tonsils. .Dimpled anal
denture, she crosses 'em up" with
come-hither eyes that has this audi-
ence rolling; She should, however,
stick to the lighten sbiS. on account
of this personality twist, and lay off
the heavier ballads, such as The
Man I Love.'
Two. acts in front of the band aiid

both good. PauI. Sydell has a rank-
ing dog turn, with his Spotty never
missing .on the paw-standing. Har-
ris and Shore have changed their
routines somewhat but are still

cinches with their bufleiique ball-
room numbers. Gal has a good sense
of mugging and clowning, getting
ovev even

.
in such.a bi& house as the

Chicago.
Biz excellent at last show Fri-

day (22). ' Gold.

STATE, HARTFORD

Lips' is effective, and the aud treats
it accordingly. The Benn«^ Sisters
.ihtersperse their vocaling With some
fair hoofing. Gals sing 'Lambeth
walk' and then demonstrate the
dance with boys from the orchestra.
Wayne Gregg, baritone,- is a' win-

ner with 'Change Partners,' 'You' Go
to My Head' and 'Deep in a Dream.'
Melissa Mason's lanl^- nut* hoofing
and operatic mimicry are well re-
ceived. Tiny Gonnan> heavyweight
hoofer, also clicks. Vocals 'Some of
These Days,' too. Band finales with
a jam session.
On Friday night (21), when

caught, McGoy had for his guest a
six-year-old local moppet, Mary Ann
Lacedina, whom he picked from an
amateur show held at the house the
same night. Youngster has nice
pipes and scored heavity with *Bei
Mir Bist Du SchoeJi' and other num-
bers.

Biz good. Eck.

HIPP, BALTO

Baltimore, Oct. 22.
Chick Webb Orch, Ella Fitzgerald,

Chuck & Chuckles, Lindy Hoppers-
(4); 'Girls School' (Col).

First hometown appearance of
Chick Webb since hitting tiie upper
bradcets is-a:;kiner-dilter—rand how!
Walloping out .45 hunutes solid,

swing, Webb, Fitzgerald, etc., are-

not ohty attracting the town!s cats
and sending in robust stgde, but
drawing, many conservative, curious
stub-holders.

With Webb modesUy seated be-
hiad his drums 'band fronted by
personable stick>-weaver from the
band;, who pleasingly handles the
layout- Opening number by band,,
however, (|uickly reveals prowess
W«bb at the hides and h&.gets show
off to a rousHig .stark Pace . hold&
wotfa appearance of four Lindy Hop-
peis itesA, who-'«et right s{k>t for
bend's- jam session whic^ follows.

'King Porter Stomp,'- by band,
with solo members coing- to town
and- audience joining hand-dapping,
holds hectic pace- an* precedes
Cliuck and Chuckles, whose hotcha
legmania ties up matters tightly.

They're difficult to follow, but Ella
Fitzgerald does that to . an ovation.
Sings 'You Go to liy Head,' 'Jitter-

bug,' 'Saving Myself for You' and
the inevitable *A-Tisket.' Entire en-
semble joins in lengthy, hut effec-
tive, swing finale.
' Biz big.. Bum.

EARLE, PHILLY

Hartford, Oct. 22.
Two Funks, Jack . GilfoTd, Frank

Conville & Sunny Dale, Melissa
M. CDn, Clyde McCoy Orch (13)
wl..i .Bennett Sisters (3), Wayne
Gregg, Tiny Gorman, Sam Kaplan
house orch,; '10th Avenue Kid'
(Rep)

.

Another sock show at the State
this week with: Ctyde Mc(^oy's'or-
choctra headlining.

Bill opens with the Two Funks,
whose balancing on a platform atop
a ladder, clicks. Next is Jack Gil-
ford witli impressions that get over,
particularly those of Rudy Vallee
and Charles Butterworth.

I'rank Conville and Sunny Dale
supply the comedy with their rough-
house and repartee. He's short, she's
tall. His mimicry of Charles Chaplin
In a dime-a-dance routine with Miss
Conville brings hearty laughs.
Clyde McCoy, .on next, uses his

theme, 'Sugar Blues,' . to
,
open, also

to close. Plays twis other composi-
tions of his own, 'Tear It Down' and
*Ride to Glory.' Hiis ttumpet imita-
tion of Henry Busfie playing 'Hot

J>hiladelphta, Oct. 22.
Freddie Bartholometo, Herbte Kay

Orch, Jjunes Etdns, Nancy Healy,
Marion Bellett & English Bros.,
Wi/nne Foir, Fuzzy Combs, Lou
Schrader house orch; 'Youth Takes
a FliTiflf' (U).

Although one of the most costly
shows to hit the Earle boacds in
months, present combo failed to dick
at the opening sesh. Major operation
was immediatety performed on it by
'Skip' Weshner, Warner exec in
charge of the house, which perked
it considerably. Still pretty flat,

however, despite the fact that acts
are . individually good and 14-year-
old Freddie Batholomew is about all

Uiat covld- be- wished for in a p.a..

House is bteak. without a name
band; which when played here,
nearly, always dicks. So, to take
care* of this situation and still not
go overboard on the nut,, considering,
the -heavy coin required for Barthol-
omew, Werner got^oae of the low-
er-priced bands, Herbie Kay. Young
Bartholomew m.c.'s. Result is vaude
of the old-fashioned sort.

Instead of what has often occurred
recently, the band carrying the
whole show with no outside aid.
Kay's crew get£> practically no
Chance to perform, although it

clicked amoothty in a nitery engage-
ment here last season.

Curtain ups on the band, with
Bartholomew running, from onewing
and Kay from the other. There's
some patter as to who will m.c.,
the youngster getting the lion's
share. He has a likeable person-
ality, is suave and sure in his gab.
Couple gags between the two aimed
at heating .up the house fall some-
what flat. But then,, after Introing
the other acts, Kay brings oh Mas-
ter Bartholomew for his turn, which
is similar to that which he used
at the State, New York, last week.
Screen is let down and Judy Gar-

land appears on it. Conversation en-
sues between the two. Lad then
switches to the screen with the gal
and they go through ia scene in
'Listen Darling' (M-G), current at
the Boyd. Interesting. Then back
to Bartholon;ew, on stage,, for the
finale. Bit is okay, but suggests too
much a trailer plugging a pic.

James Evans, juggler, lies on his
back, first twirling balls on his feet,
then a bed. There's a comedy touch
when covers fall off bed, revealing
a pair of dummies. Marion Bellett
and the English Bros, also good. Gal
and two fellows knock about, gar-
nering plenty of laughs. Femme,"
with her contortions, is especially
funny. Nancy, Healy, tapper, recently
in the tryout here of Max Gordon's
legiter, 'Sing Out the News.' is a
good . technician. Herb.

Wintergarten, Berlin

Berlin, Oct.. 15.

Ballet, Josef Blank & Co. (3),
Josef Lobers, Tilly Schumann dr-
ew, 4 W.indsorettes, JfCannon fietn«
bayo, Caletti Cloum THp,-£d0ar, Re-
gine & Shanley, Helena- & Partner,
6 Gridneffs, Ray &Eddie,

Non-star, lightweight payroll bill

here this month, likely to puU enough
do-re-mi to keep shy of the ried.

No. 1 outfit is the Hungiaria-ballet
cavorting aimlessty in hodge-podge
wardrobe. Strong deuce is offered by
Josef : Blank & Co., two man-one
femme combo, in A-1 juggling. Males
do a hfiad-to-head stand, with the
under one juggling silk toppers and
passing them on to his partner. The
latter's^ getting shifted to his part-
ner's palm is neatty timed. The next
niche is filled by Josef Lobers, single,

with jokes of yesteryear. The TiUy
Schumann ' miniature circus is now
on with its ponies, dogs, monkeys and
a goat that frolic about and do their
stuff to the great ddight of the deni-
zens. Goat, on a barrel, which it

makes revolve, is the oustanding fea-
ture. Act plenty liked.

Next are the 4 Windsorettes, tagged
in the second half of the bill as the
Herzog Luft Girls, Contortionist
takes, a smoke, with, her toes, and the
others go in for whirlwind acros.
They have some good stuff and go
over well enough, but are short on
S>od-looking duds and style.- Kannan
embayo, on the slack rOpe, goes to

town with the double-back somer-
sault In next-to-closing of the first

half is the Coletti Clown Trio. The
Charlie Rlvels steal is not necessary;
they should cut it because they are
quite able to stand on their own.
They do some hot acros and have
some nifty business. Musicking is

weakest spot. The Hungarian line is

back with the Magyar males looking-
the'nertz in white capes and. full
white trousers. Joined by the femmes
they do a peasant terp, hwdi 'supe-
rior to the first in form, i>antomime
and. costumes.

Herzog's Girls are now on, two of
them opening with corking effects on
the hanging rope. A plant, coming
on stage to work with three of the
gals on the flying, freeze, furnishes
loads of laughs, knows, her stuff and
reaps good returns. Edgar, the ven-
triloquist, with his wooden foil, Joe,
is well liked. His collection of dolls,
caricatures of Laurel and Hardy,
Hans .Albers, etc., goes over big Re-
gine and Shanley. ultra-mQdem ball-
room terpers, look well and are dra-
matically effective to the strains of
'Liebestraum.' Going from the sub-
lime to the very ridiculous Is Helena
and Partner, the latter being a pup-'
pet with feet attached to hers, in a
dance that is stiff; dull and sans all
chanh; After this painful fiU-in, Re-
gine ° and Shanley are back, the
femme- stunning in white, in contrast
to his' black outfit. An interpretation
of Rayel brings in plenty of palm
smacking.

The 6 Gridheffs offer balancing on
ladders arid are replaced by Ray and
Eddie in excellent floor tumbling and
•acros. The one with the deadpan
provides laughs, music is snappy and
act is plenty liked. The Hungarian
terpers close. Trask.

APOLLO, N. Y.

Big-time Crip, Cook & Brown,
Bartell-Hurst Foursome, Sandy
Bums & Johnnie LaRue with John-
nie Vigal & Vivian Harris, Noble
Sissle Orch with Edith Wilson &
Billy Banks; 'Highwixy Patrol' (Col).

Noble Sissle's accomplished
rhythm-makers are the whole show
here. Stage presentation has too
much and too-prolonged trimmings
before Sissle's aggregation is offered.

This is a mistake of arranging be-
cause more of Sissle and less of
routine production numbers would
go smoother.* Sissle has one of slick-
est oiitfits to play here in some time,
being particularly effective with his
specialists and novelties, r.

Sissle opens singing and then also
creditabty vocals 'Alexander's Rag-
time Band,' his .^rst announced num-
ber. 'Jitterburg Jump,' novelty tune,
rings in an tmusual sax solo and
fancy warbling of another member
of aggregation. Both deftly present-
ed. Jam session with six selected
members playing is great stuff, and
wows 'em.

Leading the band's specialists Is
Billy Banks, voice manipulator, who
does about everything but play a
musical instrument, making up for
this by trumpet imitation. Encores
With 'Jam Session,' after popular
treatment of 'Small Fry.'
Other billed specialist is Edith

Wilson, who went so well with her
'Can't Face the Music,' when caught,
that she had to counter with 'Want
a Rough and Ready Man.' Latter
brought five bows and three verses
for encore. She finally had to level
off with 'I Haven't Changed a Thing'
to keep the show moving. Excellent
diction ^and pleasing pipes are her
chief assets. Miss Wilson is on
earlier for 'Starting Revolution' song,
with chorus boys, but it could be
eliminated because it's not particu-
larly flattering to her.

Sissle concluder is 'One o'clock
Jump,' which is an excuse for bring-
ing on the line in the show's most

colorful number. But it still leaves
a demand for more Sissle.

Bartell-Hurst Foursome, white
adagio combo of three males and
plump, blonde miss, is smartest sin-
gle act from remainder of lineup.
Veterans all, this group has been
around blg-tlme as headliners in
vaude dance r^vue act, and preseht
turn looks geared to present-day
vaudeville demands.
Johnnie LaRue and Sandy Bums

comedy duo, assisted by Johnnie
Vigal and Vivian Harris, garner big-
gest laughs with familiar ghost-der
serted house skit from burlesque.
Two comics are faves here.
Cook and Brown^ two tapster

youths, have makings of a creditable
turn if aero tricks are developed.
Bigrtime- Crip, husky one-legged
male, does remarkable dancing,
aided by crutch, and also without it,

in fast tempo. A hard worker, he
surprises with the variety of fancy
steps he does without a miss.
Opening has chorus girls and boys,

in football garb, and Apollo stock
company doing rah-rah formations.
College, swing climax is okay, but
grid scuffle on stage is superflous
and meaningless. Wear.

Embassy Newsreel, N. Y.

Current newscUp parade- allows
for a substantial amount of exdte-
ment, with most of it deriving from
tife lens reports of six football games
(one professional). Dividing the ma*
jor Interest with the Gridiron events
is Paramount's covering of the Naiii
spy trial in New York and the
Eucharistiw Congress in New Or-
leans. The commentator on the last
item imparts a bit of drama with the
passing remajrk that the film of the
meet's opening- day had been burned
during an airplane accident in Ala-
bama.
For those . indined to give open

opinions of personalities in the news
this we^'s dips provide a field day.
•When reviewed it was curious to
note that tiie same element that ^p-
plauded Hitler accorded equally, em-
phatic approval to Charles Lind-
bergh, while the hissing dU:eded> at
the aviation hero was of no less vol-
ume than the bronxeroo that the
Fuehrer's map provoked. Fox in-
troduced the Lindbergh Incident,
while. Universal contributed the
scene with Hitler. The latter shows
the triumphant Hitler and Goering
being greeted by the Sudetans. Hit-
ler, visits what' had been Czech de-
fensive pillboxes, while Goering ap-
plies himsdf to bestowing cookies
upon flaxenhaired little girls. Par
piQtures President Benes' resignation,
with the reaction, when caught, be-
ing nothing but applause.
Nazi spy trial is treated with con-

siderable detail. All principals, in-
cluding judge and prosecutors, are
captured by the two Par clips.
There's also a touch of comedy. The
narrator remarks that 'now we will
enter the trial courtroom with a Par
cameraman.' Latter is shown snap-
pity entering a revolving door and
the next moment he's seen getting a
fast brushout through the same door
with a cOurt attache lending a bit
of propulsion.
RKO gets into the international

department with two clips, 'One
showing the British Legion ttiat was
supposed to police the Czech plebis-
cite and the other dealing vnth the
intensive organization that has been
created among Chinese for the medi-
cal treatment of its wounded soldiers
and noncombatants. Fox likewise de-
livers a sidelight on the Sino-Jap-
anse imbroglio by parading a regi-
ment of Chinese women in soldiers'
uniforms.
Par accounts for still another in-

teresting strip in reporting the suc-
cessful docking of the Queen Mary
without the aid of a single tUg dur-
ing the recent New York harbor
strike.- Lew Lehr goes over some of
his old gags in . commenting on a
monk's antics while it waters- a
lawn, but clicks nicely when the
subject is a baQitub elevator.
As usual, the gridiron division In-

cludes a lengthy clip of a collegiate
clash which the Embassy covered for
Itself. Event caught was the Ford-
ham-Purdue game, and it was crack
newsreellng. Oder..

DENHAM, DENVER
Denver, Oct. 22.

Morton Downey, Faith Bacon,
Frances & WoUy, Elite Trio, Blue
Streaks (13), Sam Leschel house
orch; 'Sons of Legion' (Par)

.

Morton Downey is the big click
here this week, and the tenor rates
it. Working alone, he accompanies
himself on the piano and also sings
numerous selections with the or-
chestra.
He has ai first-rate string troupe in

support. The Elite Trio, deadpan
ballroomologists, work well and the
crowd repays them.
The Blue Streaks, a roUerskating

trio, plus a youngster who sings and
dances, get over big, too. Frances
and Wally clown in their singing
and dancing for good returns.

Closing, Faith Baqon, In her orchid
dance, which is only a variation of
the fan and balloon terps. Mildly
received. Working with flimsy mate-
rial, she flnalty strips.

. Business good at Saturday night
(22) show. Rose.

LOEWS STATE, N. Y.

Helen Reynolds Skaters (8), Jom
and Jane McKenno, SehnicJccl/ritz
Band (S), Benny Baker Co., Salid
Puppets; 'Spawn of the^North^ (Par).

Two acts with a film flavor, both
new, color the current quintet of
turns, at the State. Layout in toto.
is .fair vaude, but nothing particu-
larly soqko or distinguished save
perhaps—of aU things—the clbsine
marionet turn, Sallci's Pupipets un-
auestionabty the best Punch-and-
Judy revue in the business. It's adandy

,
sight act, ideal for a spot such

as the N. Y. Rainbow Room and a
cinch for anybody's theatre.
Helen Reynolds and her Cham-

pion Skaters (8) open on, rollers
with their standard daredeviltry
Femmes do amazhig acro-terp rou-
tines and are a flashy opener. Joe
and Jane McKenna are knockabout
of a typed vaude vintage. The
somewhat heavyweight sister threat-
ens mayhem and assault Upon her
vls-a-vis and that constitutes thfe
major burden of their slambang
WbrettO. I^edffle fisher and iSS
Schnickelfntz Band (New Acttf)
have been around. -but for the ret-
ords they're

, "noticed' again. BennV
Baker, stooge alumnus, now has a
stoogery aU his own (also underNew Act8)„' and he comes here as a
sort of minor film name—a type
that's proved strong b.o. around- the
country. Baker does well.

v.^,?,*^'^*
.Puppets flbale with their

highly elaborate revue, wherein no
detail of costuming or musical syn-
chronization has been slighted.

Abel.

LYRIC, INDPLS.

Indianapolis, Oct. 22.
Pepper Martin's Mttdcot Band,

Milt Douglas <fr PHscilla Pierce, Aris-
tocrats (12), Gilbert Bros. (2). Carl-
ton Emmy; 'Broadway Musketeers^
(WB).

Wtth no names to draw in the
shekels, coupled with a weak pic-
ture, house Is due to slow down this
week. Running time of 54 mins. has
okay acts, but no standouts.
Given headline billing is Pepper

Martin's Mudcat Band, consisting of
Rip Collins, Francis Bordagaray,
Bill McGee and Bob Weiland. all
with the St Louis Cardinals.. They
have a dugout Informality but lack
smooth operation. Get off some
gags and play a few hillbilly tunes
to fill their 14^inule spot.

Gilbert Bros, open with slow mo-
tion control balancing on horizontal
bar, coming out to one to work with
hand-to-hand balancing. Win a
healthy salvo. Aristocrats, six boys
and sbc girls, split their turn into
two appearances. First Is musical
comedy tap, okay without causing
any excitement
Carlton Emmy scores solidty with

12 perfectly trained dogs, who gar-
ner a lot of laughs with their com-
edy antics. Has an unusual opening
when Emmy comes on as single to
sing about his girl friends, finally
introducing those who have re-
mained faithful, the hounds.

Milt Douglas takes over the lionti
share of time with 21 minutes of
gags. TeUs theiA himself first, then
acts as straight for femme, Priscilla
Pierce, ending up with more gags
tossed back and forth. Material is

clean, and audience responds with
plenty giggles. Aristocrats close
with dance, routine in whicji they
combine waltz, adagio, tap and
ballet, for okay curtain.
Biz thin at third shoW Friday (21).

Kiley.

STANLEY, PITT

Pittsburgh, Oct. 22.

Ted Lewis Orch (14), Da,my
White, Eddie Leonard, Shelton
Brooks, Snowball Whittier, Dancing
Gales (6), Loretia Lane, Verne Al-
len, Johnny Coy, Lewis Singers (6);
'Arkansas Traveler* (Par).

Year in and year out, Ted Lewis
becomes more and more of an insti-
tution and his sentimental formula a
tradition. Times may change, but
Lewis stays put and nobody would
have him different. Current unit's
about the best he's brought around
in several seasons, chock: full of solid
virtues, best of which is still Lewis
himself.
Lewis isn't kidding when he steps

out onto the apron and says 'home
again.' This is one of his hottest
spots and if he's occasionally disap-
point it by toting tlte same layout
several teasons in succession, he cer-
tainly comes through this time. The
old standbys are here, but they're
expected. On the other , hand, he's
inserted novelties, sock acts, a swing
down memory lane and more A-1
ingredients than the ordinary show-
man can properly digest in an hour.
Lewis is among the topnotchers

and proof of that can be found, in the
way he runs off the hybrid elements
of his present lineup. For his showy
finale he's- snatched a bit of his re-
cent engagement at Billy Rose's N. Y.
Casa Manana, building it around
Eddie Leonard, the veteran minstrel,
and Shelton Brooks, latter composer
of 'Darktown Strutters Ball' and
'Some of These Days.' Swell show-

(Continued on page 45)
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Variety House Reviews
NEW

BENNY PAKER
With Jerk>3r Brandow, Jeffrey Gill

IS Mins<; One »nd Audience >

State, N. Y.

'All the World's a Stooge' is Benny
Baker's billing, now that this stooge

alumnus is back with b mild- Holly-

wood rep and tyro stooges all his

own. Starting as a foil for other

comics, Baker developed" into' quite a'

celluloid funster on his own, and so

his current, engagement at Loew's
State on Broadway is in the- light

of a 'personal appearance,' and there
are autograph hounds at the istage-

door.

What saves Baker chiefly is an
engaging, boyish personality, go that

even when- he 'talks back' to the

audience he's free ltoin the danger
that's usually attendant to such; ex-,

cursions: into audience repartee. Thisi

came to light via a lon'gwihded story
about 10c. worth ,01.pepperjn(iints,,
and it's all .right tor BaKer to ad. lib

that, 'anyway, it's- cleaft;' that's a new
thing- nowadays,' bvlt when . h6. offers
to send a mike out into tjhe iludience
lor repartee and a two-way conver-
sation^ that's , something else again..

He was being heckled ,at this catch-
ing, but it was an .incipient affair.

His opening Hebe gag, his over-
emphasis on Al 'Rosen's name as the.

manager and a couple of other things:
-•were on the negative side of the;

ledger. The convincers are his
aides, Jeffrey Gill, vocalizing 'Thanks
for the Memory,' and Jerry Bran-
dow,^ corking- tapster, who also' Tings
in a switch, bn the staircase routine.
Brandow and Baker reprise a 'chal-
lenge dance' routine that's quite
funny, and it takes them all off

brightly.

Baker, during Gill's tenoring, goes
Into the audience, in order to better
view 'my stand-in voice.' (The
tapster is allegedly his stand-in
hoofer in Alms). That makes for a
little comedy.
Of basic vaudeville heritage, Baker

at least tries to be different and for-
tunately only makes the Hollywood
thing a casual baclcground. He was
originally Lou Holtz's stooge.

In the present trend towards minor
picture names in what seems to be
a growing nuinber of vaudfllm dates,
the b., o. response has been good.
Baker falls into that category and
should please, if not socko. Abel.

FOSTER and AbAMS
Comedy Dancinr
7 Mins.
Nixon Cafe,- Pittsburgh

Foster and Adams, have a classy
little dance act that needs only a
little more situation material to go
places. They have a nice panto-
mimic flair and specialize in the
slightly satirical rather than straight-
forward burlesk. Their barbs are
shot in quietly, without any to-do
and might be pointed up a bit to
widen their audience.
Something showier on the sock

Bide for a finish would help, too. As
it is, they're too matter-of-fact about
everything and much of their best
stuff is so incidental it escapes the
eye. Starts off with the gal, a nice
looker, going into a sneezing spell
at. every crucial spot in the routine;
then Ro into a bullfighter satire with
swinging capes, that are always go-
ring the wrong way.

Right now, f.or the swank floor

spots. Need additional body to' the
turn for the stage. Cohen,

HARTZELL and BENSON
Singing
11 Mins.
Show Boat, Pittsburgh

Not unknown to radio, Hartzell
and Benson should have no trouble
in the niteries either. For the class-
ier spots, particularly, they're a good
bet. Boy-girl team go in exclusively
lor the light opera ' arias. Here
they're sticking to a medley of 'Vag-
abond King' tunes, with a couple
from 'Blossom Time' tossed in for
good measure.
Team looks good and pipes match

their physical appearance. Suggest
the typical musical stage singing
team of a few years back aind need
only some stylized arrangements to
carry them along. They go it in-
dividually, too, upon occasion and
each in his own right- a top-flight
warbler. Over big here. Cohen.

THRtlE TITANS
Acrobatic
10 Mins.
Paradise, N. Y.

A sock acrobatic act, the Three
Titans will not have to go begging
for work. Equally suitable for the-
atres as for floors, the turn has the
class to command the best engage-
ments in these fields.

Routine of the three men, all ath-
letic and young, is almost poetic in
its smoothness and beauty. Also dif-
ferent, with slickness another ele-
ment,
Titans do irioStly hand-to-hand

work, combinations, endurance stuff
and the like. With one man wrapped
around the body of another, a lift
from a prone position oji the floor
provides a strong finish. Act did not
open with new show here couple
weeks ago, having been added since
then. Char.

ACTS
FREDDIE FISHER and

' SCHNiCKELFRlTZ BAND (6)
Hokum Orchestra
20 Mins.; Full
State, N. Y.

Freddie Fisher's Schnickelfritz
Band (jS) comes under the 1937-38
heading of novelties along with jit-

terbugs, quiz programs and kindred
contemporaneous phenomena. A
corny-hot sextet, the Schnickelfritz-
ers .commanded attention when at
their hideaway Minneapolis-St. Paul
roadhouse, to the degree that Decca's
records and Warner Bros.' $25,000
(for a Rudy Vallee film, 'Gold Dig-
gers 'in Paris') carried their rep m
wider fields.-

.Their stufll". defies description, ex-
cepting

. that it's_. offrthe-cob, but'
with a tongue-in-cheek • attitude.
Their theme song -is 'Oh, Mr. Corn,'
to begin with,, and they disprove
everything about America'^ alleged
swiiigomania .and hyperi-'sophistica-

tion in its dance music, about in the
same ratio that- Jan Garber enjoys
a vogue .with his long-underwear
dansapatioh ,

In this case, the Schnickerfritzers
essay weird. stag6 pictures for neO-
hot effects; they try to trick up their

reed- and horn work . (maestro
Freddie Fisher—not to be confused
with' the vet songwriter ^rf that- nartie
—^manhandling a clarinet and a'

burping sax), and go in for all sorts

of •comedy hoke and byplay.
Combo has been' around- on per-

.sonals, but this is the first New Act
listing, chiefiy for the records; Their
buffoonery is frank and unashamed,
and Fisher further takes the curse
off it by coming down to the foot-

lights and asking the customers,
'Stinks, doesn't it?' In between, how-
ever, their hokum R.R. band effect,

their corny-hot version of '12th

Street Rag' and the like, round out
an acceptable 20 minutes of rostrum
divertissement. Abel.

NORMAN BROS. (2)

Comedy, Dancing
6 Mins.
Folly, Brooklyn
Couple of straight men in need of

a comic. Candidates for an S.O.S.

call. Lads look like the two stooges

who were in vaude with Al Norman
a couple of years ago. and much of

their material is the same. It wasn't
exactly hot off the griddle then and
it's getting no warmer fast.

One lad is a deadpan feed, the
other deadpans lame-brain answers.
Also a few ludicrously burlesqued
card tricks. If laughs were curves
they couldn't make a pretzel. They
end up with an eccentric dancci Not
bad. Hobe.

TERRY WALKER
Songs
6 Mins.
Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
Terry Walker, singing starlet, has

been playing feature parts in films,

includmg with Paramount. She is

long on both looks, voice and per-
sonality, as well as having a flair

for selling, t'loot show setting seems
to be something she takes to readily.

S-win^ of. the rowdy brand is not
Miss Walker's forte. She has a nice
soprano voice, range of which is

above average, and her numbers are
selected to fit. Miss Walker did two
songs here, when caught, and over
well. Char.

MIDGIE, THE WONDER HORSE
Trained Pony
10 Mins.
Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
Going in for animal acts over here

and seemingly starting out by favor--

ing horses, another little equine
being on deck in the shape of
Midgie, who's billed as the Wonder
Horse. He's all of that, the same
as Texas Tommy's pony was, in

ahead of him.
Midgie unties handkerchiefs

wound around one of his rear legs,

picks 'em off the fioor, understands
counting and either- nods assent or
shakes his head when asked various
questions. Customers are picked out
as subjects, trainer asking horse
color of some lady's hat, or other
things. Char.

CARLISLE SISTERS
Dancing
4 Mins.
Leon & 'J'idie's, N. Y.
Very fast team of dancers is ideal

for floors where the pace is gen-
erally rapid. The faster the;better
for this sister pair.

Carlisles engage in tap dancing
that is • characterized by speed and
a Pood deal of pep. The music they
lise is of the fast swing type. Tech-
nique is good and appearance the

same. Char.

ADELE, TRENT AND SAWYER
Ballroom
10 Mins.
Folly, Brooklyn
Adele, Trent and Sawyer have

gone novel in this one, male having
blonde and brunet femmes as his

foils. They're garbed appropriately,

but their numbers little agility.

They do a waltz, which is very
trying; a musical comedy number
that's only slightly faster, and a

rhumba, which is their best. Act
needs considerable speeding up.

PEPPER MARTIN & MUDCAT
BAND

Music, Comedy
14 MiBS;
Lyric, Indpls,
Making their first stage appear-

ance, big league baseball players are
greatly in -need of their rep on the
diamond to put them over. Band is

composed of Martin, Bill McGee,
Francis Bordagaray, Bob Weiland,
Rip Collins and a youth from the
minors, Olaf Brown, who appears in
bare feet.

Collins is the smoothest talker of
quintet, appearing in street clothes
to act as m.c. Others wear gay:
baseball uniforms with cowboy boots
and 10-gallon hats. ' Followers of
the horsehide pastime probably are
satisfied with' an eyeful of their
heroes, but they hold little talent.
Quartet gives out on home-made
bass, harmonica, guitar and fiddle on'
•Blue River Train,' *IUincho Grande'
and a nifty called 'Willie; My Toes
Are Sore.' Oliaf Brown', whom Mar-
tin, says they picked, up hitch-hiking!
on the way to' fill the date, swings;
a harmonica on 'Just'Because.'; ..Qnly

,

baseball atmosphere, outside of the
•uniforms, is story- told by Martin
arid ribbing .of . Collins about CUbs
losing the Series.'. Finish -with-
'Chicken Reel,* in which Weiland
and Bordagaray imitate barnyard
fowls, with, others sending -out the
rustic . rhjrthm. . Hardly strong
enough to ratle headline billing.

TEXAS JIM LEWIS ^5)
Instrumental, Singing
25 Mins.
Weller, Zanesvllle, O.
.:' A better than average tqrn of cow-
boy instrumentalists (5),' all good
singers, adept, musicians' and nice
looking. They're garbed in costumes
of black and white.
Lewis himself has quite, a reputa-

tion on .the networks and is a ver-
satile entertainer. He possesses a
good voice and makes a capable
leader for his crew. Gets a lot of
laughs from his 'hootnan'ny' and con-
glomeration of horns, gongs, wash-
boards, bells on wheels. It's pleas-
ing family entertainment.

First time in these parts, playing
mostly one and two nights in smaller
town houses. Mock.

THE MacARTHVRS
Dancing
9 Mins. >^
Boulevard Tavern, Elmhurst, N. Y.
Here is a smooth' class act that

should do equally well in night club
or theatre. Darrel and Joyce Mac-.
Arthur are personable blondes with
interesting routines set to musical
arrangements -by Bunny Berrigan,
Barrel's brother-in-law. .-

Conventional exhibition waltz is

the opener. Steps- are familiar, but
grace, rhythm and airplane-spin fin-

ish garner good results. This is fol-
io-wed by an eccentric number in
sailor outfits with good acrobatics
and slides by both, Joyce carrying
off her partner at the. close.

Skillful and shownianly. Gilb.

LOIS KAYE
Singing
il Mins.
Boulevard Tavern. Elmhurst, N. Y.
The Boulevard Tavern thought it

had found the answer to its prayer
for a warbling looker when it booked
Miss Kaye and offered her a long-
time contract, but she opens Monday'
(31) in Chicago with Jan Garber at
the Blackhawk Cafe. Young and
long on appearance, she sings stand-
ard .pops and pop ballads. Good ar-
rangements , and well-modulated de-
livery in the lower registers get her
across nicely,, but the high tones*
aren't all they should be.

'Little Lady Make Believe' and
'I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams' are
sold effectively. Cilb.

AUDREY NOONAN
Singing, Dancing
12 Mins.
Boulevard Tavern, Elmhurst, N. Y.
A subdued edition of Martha Raye,

Miss Noonan isn't realizing as much
as she should, or could, with the
proper material. When caught here,
she sang conventional pop tunes and
followed each with a tap routine that
wasn't outstanding.
Undistinguished arrangem ents

aren't enough for this performer.
She needs punchy material and dit-
ties that provide an outlet for a
strong voice. Gilb.

MICH/S 'MORAL PROBLEM'

Rum Board Would Segregate Un-
escorted Men and Women

Detroit, Oct. 25.

Michigan night spots face added
building costs if state rum board car-
ries out proposal of separate bars
for unescorted men and -women.
Edward W. McFarland, board chair-
man, said plan would be patterned
after Ontario (Canada) setup and
would 'go far toward solving a seri-

ous moral problem'.
Order would require many spots

to ' provide space where unaccom-
panied men would have to do their
imbibing, and a separate room for
unescorted women and mixed parties.

McFarland named Detroit, Grand
Rapids, Flint, Pontiac, Jackson, Kala-
mazoo and Muskegon as cities where
plan may be tried out.

STANLEY, PITT
(Continued from page 44)

manship and the oldsters come
through, with Leonard going into
•'Roly Boly Eyes' and 'Ida,' and
Brooks delivering his impression of
Bert Williams before sitting at the
piano and knocking out a couple- of
his best-known songs. Present gen-
eration may not know Williams, but
it has a good instructor in Brooks,
whose mimicry is tops..

Standouts in eaily section are Six
Gales, thfee boys and three girls, in

some classy ensemble ' dancing, and
Danny 'White, pantomimic hoofer on
the antic side, who later C(>mes back
with Loretta Lane for a wooden sol-

dier routine in Le-wis' musical trav-
elog and .even after that for a Joe
Frisco at the sentimental curtain.
Verne Allen is spotted effectively in

a brief ballet interlude and Johnny
Coy registers nicely in a short tap
session. '

I

Lewis Is again carrying a fempne
singing quintet for incidental blacks
ground and presents them in a nice
novelty. Drop iii 'form of huge pipe
organ drops from flies and girls'

faces are behind openings in the
pipes. It's,a good-looking jflash iand^
number..they do. gaihis much by the]
sho-wy presentatibn. iStandby, asj

usual, is Charles, 'Snowball' Whit-:
tier, who's (joing more than in past
and making all of it click.

• He's doing the 'Me and My
Shadow' -bit with Lewis yet, but it's

been developed 'further and there's

'

a nice surt>rise at the end when - a
couple of gals, one sepia and the
other white, come out at the same
time for a distaff version. Situation
has' also been amplified and a laugh
line gets it off this time. In addi-
tion, Whittier has a session with the
baton, leading the boys through' a
hot 'Tiger Rag' while Lewis sits Svith.

the gang and gives out on the clari-

net.' Show runs just an hour and
it's packed tight.

Biz big. '

STRAND, B*KLYN

Nils T. GranJttnid, Collins & Peter-
son, Dorothy Jeffefs,..Ftorence Spen-
cer, Chiquita, Michi Take, Dinore,.
Helena Anderson, Tanya Luhova,
Eleanor Woods, Ruth Barnes, Hilda
Ferguson, Helen Buckley, Continen-
tal Thrillers; • Teddy King house
orch with'' Midgie Fellows* Jitterbug
Contest; 'Broadway MusketeerP
(WB).

. .

Nils T. Granlund parades his. unit
here this week. House has been do-
ing fair with the combo policy since
putting it back six weeks ago on-
full rather thdn weekend basis
which was in effect last year. This
show should do a little better than
previous weeks, not because its. en-;
tertainment value is higher but be-
cause NTG's informal stuff clicks
better in a spot of this type. Fact
that most of his unit, commutes from
his Midnight Sun ni'tery, on Broad-
way, gives plenty of opportunity for
plugs for his spot.
House runs dance contests Friday

nights in addition to the regular
stage fare, bringing in- about a- dozen
shag and Lindy teams. Draw of jit-

terbug contests as b.o, lure these
days is suggested by the fact- that a
smooth-strutting ballroom pair pea-
bodied off with first prize when
caught (21) with house packed.
Teddy King, house orchestra

leader, foregoes the m.c. chore in
favor of NTG and Collins and Pet-
erson, pseudo-comedians. .- They
work along the lines usually found
in NTG units, heckling each other,
the acts, the audience and anyone
in sight. Some of it manages to be
funny, rest is windy but the crowd
goes for it. Collins midway
trumpets 'When Day Is Done' while
NTG and Peterson give him a
double hotfoot.
Dorothy Jeffers opens the bonafide

entertainment with a neat tap done
in transparent, blue-legged outfit.
Her taps are clear and pleasing but
she suffers from poor band accomp.
Also in the tap class is Ruth Barnes,
wh'b stands- out. Her heel and toe
bit, a la Powell, tops anything else
on the bill. Florence Spencer, high
kicking semiracro dancer, in blue
outfit, impresses with a smooth bit.
Makes her forte, one-legged kick-
ing, done with half turns, look easy.
Dinore and Tanya Lubova add up

to a lot of nothing. Former does
a Spanish tune, which she follows
with a few terps. It's a good op-
portunity to showcase a couple of
neat gams, but that's all. Tanya
Lubova is in the same class, though
she doesn't vocal. NTG spiels about
her aristocratic Russian parentage
while being heckled from a box by
Collins. Chiquita contributes a
rhumba on her toes, which she does
well, and Michi Taka a nice bit of
tans and interpretive stuff.

Cute little blonde, Helena Ander-
son, does the same tunes she han-
dles at the Midnight Sun. First, a
Swedish folk tune, then, 'A-Tisket.'
Midgie Fellowes is the band's vo-
calist and comes on late for a
couple, doing 'Lullaby in Rhythm'
and 'Lady Is a Tramp.' Voice isn't
bad but her enunciation could be
improved. Eleanor Woods does a
meaningless passion dance. She's

also part of the Midnight Sun con-
tingent. Effect here is much better,
however, due to better lighting.
Continental Thrillers are a stand-

ard rollerskating trio. Go through
the usual spins, with two men, al-
ternating in carouseling the femme
via leg holds, etc. Leads up to the
comedy* and, with . stooges from the
audience collecting cash from NTG
ior volunteering to be dizzied. Final
volunteer is the usual SOOvpounder.
Hilda Ferguson and Helen Buckley
are beauty contest winners on tap
at NTG's nitery and are on only for
bows.

SCALA, BERLIN

Berlin, Oct. 14...
Georgie Hale Girls, Eleanor Knight,

Ed Lord^ House Line, Adalet, OsrKo-
Mon> Carmen Rorhero, Buster Shaver
with Olive &'Geijrge, Cardini, Lot"
tie

.
Werk-fdeiitjer, 'Miriii Sharp, Hants

Somnier, Cuban . Trio, Paiil Hoer-
biger, Dave & Dorothy Fitzgibbon,
\Will & Gladys Aheam, Gene SheU
don. House Ofch. ' '

'

Though the Oetobei; ; bill at ' the •

Scala, yclept ^Broadway Follies,' is

pretty much .over-charged with chant-
-mgs.and h6Qfings,| th^ manager, Edu-
ard. Duisberg, has;dressed and staged
it so -effectively -tljiat even those who
like their vaude' straight have' no
kick. Biz okay. There is iharqu'ee
in Paul Hoerbiger, -vet thesper, and
then, of course, the .toDcs 'want to get
a look at .the Georgie Hale chorus,
Hale girls get the show off to a

peppy istart and look cute with only
..bare legs and sailor jackets. Eleon-
ore Knight, billed as an Eleanor
Powell pupil, is on for a short, fast
terp, giving way to Ed Ford with
the canines, Whitey and Dolly. Walt
Disney is said to have called the for-
mer 'the smartest do^ in the World'
and when'ydu see Whitey in hi^ soup
and .fish doing a drunk act, there is
no questioning the claim. Gets huge
applause. Dolly, standing pn. the
very tip^ of one paw, storms the
house with her adagio-like posishes
and caps this, by doing a double som-
ersault and coming back to her mas-
ter's index fingef on her two front
paws..
House line then appears followed by ^

the Hale gals garbed in very eye-fill-
ing ensemblea. Adalet, Turkish, danc-
er, looking plenty come-on as she
shakes her bustle, is succeeded forno
-geod reason by Os-Ko-Mon, who war-
hoops into this languid atmosphere.
In spite of "being badly spotted, Ho
goes over okay. Act starred 6t thb
Karl vMay festival- near Dresden- last
summer. Niext is the Andalusians
dancer, Carm^it Romero, doing a na-
tive terp. Olive, a midget; does a
ballroom aero combo with- Buster
Shaver. She looks eweet, is well
dressed and clicks. George, another
midget, is also itf the' troupe. Car-
dini keeps, the folks interested with
thie knotting of kerchiefs that never
knpt and the throwing away ot
lighted cigarettes that are instantly
replaced. 'Whole series of cards in
fan-shape keep, appearing in. his
hand. Billed as. the only sleight-of-
hand artist in the world to work
with gloves.
Next is a perfonher's club in IJ. Y,,

with Lotte Werkmeister, vet 'single
woman in Berlin,' acting as owner
and herself setting the ball rolling
with her old mugging still going
strong. Warble goes over big. Mimi
Shorp does a isong, revealing melodi-
dus Voice and theri breaks into high
kicks which could be better. Hans
Sommer, at the ivories, is plenty
hot. The Cuban Trio gives- an of-
fering of instrumental and songs
that go over well. Romero is back
again, in a terp that is even better
received and gives way to Hoerbiger,
who does two Viennese songs. He
should stick to thesping.
Second bracket- finds the house or-

chestra on stage, looking okay in
white and ditto for the lin6; Four
Hale showgirls, cute in Mars cos-
tumes, have it out with a girl who
floats around with the dove of peace.
Dave and Dorothy Fitzgibbon follow
with two ballroom numbers, go over
well and are replaced by- OUve In a
Mae West takeoff in black ostrich
feathers. Quick change to white and
a whirlwind terp with miniature
partner storms the house. Miss
Knight is back with a good tap but
in a dress that's most unflattering
to her. Act that takes home the-
bacon is the Will and Gladys Aheam
team. He can sure twiddle a mean
lariat and their dance duet with a
lasso is high-powered but it's his
Russian floor work that wins the
house. And doet he have to beg off!
Gene Sheldon features a simple-

ton map and togs with nitwit antics
that draw laughs all the way. Banjo
strumming is tons. Plenty of good
business with femme foil, Loretta
Fischer. Rousing finale - cl".ses.

Trask.

Hula Unit to Coast
Los Angeles, Oct. 25.

Hawaiian spectacle, 'Paradise Is-
land,' L due on the Coast next month
after playing fairs through the east
Bert LeVey office booked turn into
Den er Thanksgiving.
Hula iinit with 50 people is owned

by E. K. Fernandez.
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Variety Oills
NEXT WEEK (Oct. 31)

THIS WEEK (Oct 24)

Nume^rals in connoction with bill^ below indicate opening dfey of

show, whether full or split week

NKW YORK CITY
StHt« (S7)

.Kudy VaMee Co
Bi»K,TIMOKK
0«ntai7

.

Eton Boys
Miriam Mack

Maiestic (27-S9)
Rainbow Rev

l«OKFbl.K
st*t» czar

Major Bowea <:»

rnrTSBVROH
Stanly (W>

Fred Bartholomew
Casst Owen & Topsy
Texo^s Jim I^ewia
Boy B^y-
Toy &. WJng

Cavttol (%a>
Cheater H»tc Co
Geor«#^ Beatty
Fnuee 9<a
Paul Hbakon
Bun{«e Kttley

2f£W YOBK^ CKTV
K CacaMwwt (29^
Raymond Scdtt Co
MaVfe Wamow Ore
M&xine, SuUlvan
Ann VlUer "

Wehctf*
CHICACiO

Orcla Tucker
. Fjr. WATinp.
Paramaaat (t»>

(Qlenn Gray Ore

Fa&M» ' (ZD-
-

Gena Kropa Ore
JBa^Ier^ Se- Sch^tn

JAY and LOU

SEILER
iFkADlO CITY

MUSIC :HALU NEW YORK
Week Oct, 27th

Dir: MARK J. LEDDY

LeRoy •& Brown
Kemble Kean
fielma 3

Betty Jumel
Georffe Prentloe
May Jack & Buddy

GLASfiOW
r&TiII«n

Murray
GaudBinitb Broa
Bddie Fields
Mario liorenKl
Webster Gibson

Cabaret Bits

NEW TOBK CITY

IfKW YQBK CnfS
HtmOtf Hall (»)

SylrJa Hahnon- Co
Tolcha Hiraoka
James Morrison
J & I> Sailer
ROckettes -

Corp de Ballet
Brao Rasee- Symph

patae» my
Chester Qale Gla
RoM Wyso Jr Go

Sybil Bowan
Gaston. Palmer

COliTilBVS

Jofaanift Woods
Pansjr, the l^oraa
EuBiee Healey-
0±e{» Nelson, Ore
Harriet HIIMard

IMotor'a (ST-2*>
Ned Waybam Co

NBW. 'VOBK CITV
stniiMr my

Horace^ Hetdt Ora
BB06SKIN '

StranA (28)
Johnnte IDavls
•Wayira Morris
Midgle Fellows

(21)
N' T O Rev
Mtdeie. FIsllowS

Bavie my
Henry Bussey Ora
3 St 1 McKenna
Jean Florian
BUa liogan
Kernan & Ingram

(21)
Ffed Bartholomew
Bellett & Bns Broa

NaacT Realey-
Jamea Bvaas
Btwhfe. Kay Ore
gMi'A'WWBOH
StiMlar

Ted Iiewla Ore

^ . -Btale mV:
H^rbljr Ka7 .Ora
CFaa Featat Gla
lEaa^nor Whitney
Belteit lb Bns Bros

(M)
,

S Jaggllng Jewels
Gae Foster Gla
ft Contlnevttals
Stroud' a
ReynoTda & Whlta

TOBK -

Strand (28-t»)
Minne(»itch Co
£<aBton ft. Odetto

NB\r irottK: city
Boxy (87)

Abbott & Costello'
Mario & Florla
Var Gambols
Gae Foster Gals
Paul Ash Ore

BAvkmpoicT
Orplienm (30-t)

Olentt Gray Ore
DAYTON

Colonial (S8)
Stone & Barton
Cai'leto>> Bmmy Oo

Pepitef Martin Co '

Roddingtons
INDIANAPOUS

'

I^rrlo (%S).
8 Swttts
Frank Payne
Maurice, ft Whalen
Dorothy Barton GIs
(One to flII)

MBLWAUKEE
Birerslde (21)

Phil SpItaUiey Ore
SIOUX CITY

Otphenm (28-30)
Bernivlcl Co

Week of Ooto1)er 24
Bominlon

Bfco Gypsy. Gla
CAMDBN TOWN

GaumQnt
ft Tuk Chlriff
Sylvester ft. Warren
BIlKngB & Chaaa

CI^APHAM
Granada

Rico Gypsy Gla
EASX KABI
Oraaadik

Jack Francois
liow ft Webster
4 White Flashes
3 Milson Sis
Wya McCarthy
Jock McAuIey
Bolbby Howell Bd

nmiqler

'

AddlB'n, Sylvia ft U
Bobby Henshaw
We 8 ' Fellows
OBBENWICH

fljranada
Jack Franco's

I«ow & Webster
4 White Flashea
3 Mtlson Sis
Wya McCarthy
Jock McAuIey
Bohhy Howell Bd
HAmiBRSMITH

PalaM
Bernardl Swingers

HARROW
Granada

Troise Mandolters
Johnny I4U

ISLINGTON
Bbf^ Hall

< Tun Ching
Harry Coady
SHEPH'BBS BUSH

PavlUwi
Bernardl Swingers

8TBATFOBD
Broadway

Addis'n, Sylvia ft M
Bobby Henshaw
We 3 Fellows

Provincial J
Week of October .24

ABKRDBEN
Tlvoll

British Ballet
Stanley lC!ng

Cottrillos
Xieslle Strange

"Van Bock
bimbo Jay ft C
KDXNBURGU

Boyal
Naylor ft Pesmond

Armatido's

Jimmy Vincent Ore
Reed Ltawton
Frederica Barker '

AkoIb. Iain.

(Areata. N. J.)

Jerry Carr Ore-
ChlQUtta Venazla
Rnth Warren
Kay Blalre
George ScottI
Walter Cole

Bacaey Gallaafii'

Angela Veles
Anna B^IIe
Shirley Mayo-
Carter ft. Bowie

BlU Bertelettl'a

Angelo'a Rh'mba Bd
nils Blon
Bleanor Bthe'rldge
Velyno. Hague
Roberta Kent

Bill'a Gay Wm
Charles Touchette
John Panter
John Eliot
Bon Cortez
Jim Phillips
Mary Roberts
Harold Wlllard
ArthurBehan
Harry Donnelly
Spike Harrison
Bernie Grauer

Baolsvar'd Tareim
(Elmtanrst, L. I.)

C'ntinental ThrlU'rs
Aubrey - Noonan •

Mildred ' Roaetle
June Boyd
Mac Arthurs
Dbrothy Wenzel
Gamaron Crosby-
Jan- Fredrica Oro

Brick Ctab
Hot Lips Page Ore
Ann Lewis

Cafe I«yala
Fenn Wayn^ Ore

Caaa Hanana
Vincent Lopez Ora
Jay' Freeman Ore
Lanny Ross
Sheila Barrett
(Seorge Glvot
Frances Faye
Fan! Gerrltts
Frank LIbuae
Blltmorettei^

.

Betty Button
Mildred Law
Lester Alien
Ann Pennington
Tvette Ragel
Joe Howard
Harry CarroU
Irving Conn v

Casino Cabana
Bon Alfredo Ore
Consuelo Moreno
Ramon ft Luclnda
Centnl Park Caslna
Fancho Ore
Dezl Arnez Ore
Ramon & Renita

Olab Casanova
Dave Apollon Ore
Mill Monti
Darlo ft Diane
Wences
Marion Fierce
Horatio Zlto Ore

Club. IS
Jack White .

Jerry Blancbard
Doc Lee ^

Shad Mitchell
Pat Harrington
Ffankle Hyers
Willie Orogan
Leila Gaynes

'

Beals St Boys
G Andrews Ore

Club Gaucho
Dlriiltrl & Virgil
Natalia Kordova
Trim Plaza
Cella Villa
Juanclto
Don Miguel Oro

CInb Yumurl
Don Mario Ore
Fantasia Nova Oro
Nena Montes
Los Marines
3 Aztecas
Cortez ft Maida
La Mllonqulta

Corso
Sam Robblna Oro
Brnest Kramer Oro
Rhoda Chasa
Ann Hudson
Nathano Bros
De Rondo. & Barry

Cotton Club
Cab Calloway Or*
Nicholas Bros
Berry BrosW C Handy
Dandrldge Sis
Sister Tharpe
Mae Johnson
Tlmmle ft Freddy
June Richmond
Jigsaw Jackson
Vodery Choir

EI Chico
Don Alberto Oro

'

Joylt ft MaravlUa
Dorlta & Valero
Francisco Ramoa

£1 Morocco
Ernie Hoist Oro

El lo

Hugo Marlanl Oro
Gus Martel Ora
Feggy Feai's
Baron ft Blair

Famous Door
Count Baale Oro
Mary Burton-' ,

Jatnes Rushing'
Greenwich VUlage

Oasitoei
;

Ray O'Hara Ore
Larry UscMahon
Diana- Reed
LIl)erto,ft Owen
Bleanor Wood ft D
Murray ft Best

avaaa-Aladrid
Nana Rodrlgo Ore
Juanlto Sanabrla Or
Caiilos ft. Caclto-
Paitoho & Dolores
Felipe de Flores
Sarita Herrerar
Roslta Ortega

Hlckaiy Housa
Joa Marsala Ore
H'waod Bestanmnt
Lee Shelley Ore
Bob Russell
Pepper January

'

Hal ft H Abbott
Baby Alyce
Collegiate 6

Hotel Ambassarto*
Dick Gasparre Ore
Vincent Bagale Ore
Eleanor French
Renee do' Janette
Alblns
H'tol Bdaaoat-Plaea
Val Olman Ore
Nan Wynn
Ray Hunt
Dlosa. Costello

Betel Biltmore
Frank Novak Oro
Hal Hutchison
Crawford- ft Caskey
Fashionettes
Emily Stephenson
Claire Sherman
Joan Whitney
Orlo .Thomas
Lowell Pontes
Virginia Stanford
Hotel Caasriiodoro
Sammy Haye Oro

Hotel EdlMK
lies Brown Ore
Miriam Shaw
Johnny Jidmson
Hotel' Essex Boosa
BIch'd Hlmher Ore
DeU ft Hamory
Hotel Gar, Clinton
Eddy llayehotr Oro
Betty Gale

Hotel iifaeolo
Tito's Swlngtetto

Hotel McAfpIa
J Hessnsr .Ore
GonsBle» A Menea
Jeanne B'Arcy
Hotd New Yorker
Tommy Dorsey Ore
Edythe Wright
Jack Leonard
3 Esquires
Helen Myers
Ross MacLean
Skeets Herfurt
Dorothy Wllkens
Maurice ft Cordoba
Rosinl

Hotel Park Central
J^rry Blaine Ore
Skippy Burton
Randy .Brooks
Garland ft Maria
Bob Flinch
Hotel Pennsylvania
Kay Kyser Ore
Hotel Plocadilly

Adrian RoHlnl 3
Hotel Pierre

Harold Nagel Oro
Hotel Plaza

Eddy Duchin Ore
Don de Vodl Oro
P ft G Hartman
Sally Clark
Hotel Bltz-Carlton
Emll Coleman Ore
Happy Reiss

Hotel Boosevelt
Roger Pryor Ore
Lane Truesdale
Hotel Savoy-Plaui
Emlle Petti Oro
Dwight Flske

Hotel Sherry-
Netherland

Tcharkovsky Oro
Geo Scherben
Hotel St. orltz

Basil Fomeen Ore
Tvonne Bouvier
Theod'ro ft Denesha
Hotel St. Begls
(Iridium Boon*)

Charles Baum Ore
(Maisonette BtHse)
Mathey Ore
Billy Hicks Oro
Eva Ortega
Boris Belostotskl

Hotel Tatt
Enoch Light Oro
Peggy Mann
George Hlnes
Light Brigade
Hotel Waldorf-

Astoria
Benny Goodman Or
Coblna Wright Jr
Hotel Warwick

Gerry Morton Ore
Dell O'Dell

Hangaria
Gene Kardos Ore
Bela Villanyl Oro

Victoria Rane
Peggy Ware
Walton ft Joanne
l>r L Baraony
Lillian Dawson
Zlga Bela
Tieon Kramer
lateniatloiiU Caaino
Larry Clinton Ore
Vincent Travers Oro
Val Ernie Oro
laUeen O'Connor
Tito ft Valdce
Eddie Rto ft Bros
Bood ft Bood
Shyrettros S
Grace ft~Nlkko
Marlon Manning
Maria Serban

Ivan Frank
Ruth BIroth
Sunny Tucker
Ivan Frank

Jtaamy Kelly's.

Joe Capello Ore
Gladys Ftiye
Mary Lane
Montmartre Boys
Jolta Rockwoad
Vaughn GomfOrt
Daany Hlgglns
Ira .Tameir
Sid Hawkins
T<ti)«a ,

Carter ft Bchaub
Lee Leelle ..

Gletia Ma>sh
P<«cy de ,1a Flante
Lynn ft DecrfnC'
Inga Borg
Margaret ^ate»
KH Kat Clab

J. Lunceford Ore
Cons»

Ramon' Ramos^ Ore
Oscar dis la ROSa ..0r

Tommy Goodwin
Larue

Kddle Davis Oro
.roseph Smith Ord
Grnziella Parraga

Le Coq Bonga
Geo Sterney Ore
TIsdale 3

Le Mirage
Ray Scott Quintet
Harry Horton Oro
Hazel Scott
Llewellyn Moss
Le Bnban Blen

Nora Sheridan
Elsie Houston
Morgane
Hayward ft Allen
Bowers ft Walter

boon a. Eddie's
Kddie Davis
Lou Martin Oro
EUlnor Troy
Ford Crane
Terry Walker
Cartyle Sis
Lura Bennett
Mldgte
Renee
Carmen
Iris Adrian
Wally Wanger t

Meyeir'B CeOar
(Hoboken)

Gl'dys Gooddlnga Or
Max! ft Mary
Peggy Bovard
Harold Blaine

Mtdnisht.Sn
Jack Melvin Ore
Diane Raye
Carol Bruce
Letty Kiemhle
Lya Lane
Marguerite Adame

Mm FMris
Charlie itnrr^ay Oro
Virginia Uppercu
R'yat LuKewela B'ys

Uontoi Clai>I»

Senorita Nina
Lois Leeds
Jack Rosbllo
Maya's Congana
Pierre Beaucalro
Mildred ft Maurice
Julian Altman
Gaston

Place Elegante
Bill Farrelt
Benn Kaut
Tommy Mills
Joe White
Wally Sliulan
Leo-Laaaro Oro

Flaatatloa Club
SkeetS'TolUver Ore
Baby Scruggs
Hazel Calloway
Jim Harris

Pamdlso
Russ Morgan O^o
Delia Carroll
Harry Jackson
Noll ft'Noland
Frank Paris
Gloria Day
Gloria Whitney
Mexican S

Pepper Pot
Joe D'Afidrea Ore
Harold' Aloraa Ore
Iris Ray
Boyd Heathen
Aloha Shaw

Qncca Mary
Joe Ellts Ore
ICatlterlne- Tate
Cbrlles ft Palmer
Florence Herbert
Ann White

Kalabuw Grill

Pan! &aln' Ore
Mnrlynn ft, Michael

Ralhbaw- Heoaa
Al oyonahve .-Ore
EMdia LeBaron Oro
Paula Kelly-
Rath Ntgey
Alec Templeton
Estelle ft LeRoy

•
.
B««m4 Xeem

Paul Humphrey
Margo
Oeae Conte
Marie Renard
Jack Hotop
Madeleine de Sator
Lou Williams
Russian Kretchma
Vblo'dia Katov Ore
Naatia Pollakova
Simeon Saksonsky
Simeon Karava^ir
Marusia £ava
Daria Birse
Michel Mlchon
Mlscha OsdonofC
Klavdia Kapetova
Sergei Ignatenko

Stork Club
Sonny Kendls Ore
Jose Lopez Ore

Tokay Magyar
Frank Douglas Ore
Ilona de Thury
Johnny Carter
Marget
Marina ft Norina

Versailles

M Bergere Oro •

PanChito Ore
D'Avalos Dancers
Tacht Glub Boys

Tillage Bara
Jfiltchell Ayrea Oro
Laura Dean '

Zeb Carver Co
Whtrliag Tod

Ceo Morria Ore
Bnasell Bracken
Irene Stanley
Ramop Rlngo
Stephen Ha-rria
Jerry White
Ann Gale

Wlvel
Charley Bowman Or
Bob- Lee
Amelia Gitmore.
Beane Bickens
Marion Carrol
Connie Joyce
Al Small
Ted Lester

,.

Yacht CInb
Hal Hope Ore
Fats Waller
Lee Wiley
Mildred F^ntoa

LOS AHOELES
BaU

Charlie Lawrence
Bruz Fletcher
Beverly WlIsMro

Lou Sailee Ore
Biltmore

Bob Hall
Rita ft Rubins
3 Nonchalantea
Annabelle
Tommy Trent
Shep Fields Oro

Cafe Callente

Elenlta
Diana
Leo
\i\iy. Daaquez
Juan Navarro
Eddie AgullaT Oro

Cafe be Paree
Geo Bookeata Oro

Cafe La Maze
VI Bradley
Park Avenue Boys

Clover Club
Kings Jesters

Cocoanut Grove
Lots Whiteman
Harry Barrla
Edna Sedgwick
Wayne King Oro

It. Cafe
Joe Moahay
Bob. Searles
Bill Roberts Oro
Jerry's Ubndaloy
Frankie Gallagher
Oliver AlbertI
Jimmy Kerr Ore

La Conga
Harry Rosenthal
E Durando R'ba Bd
Dorothy Dare
Ted Dawson

Little Club
Jane Jones
Tiny Merldlth
Chas Thorps

Omar's Dqme
Ray Bradford Oro
Terry Green
Bernlce ' Lynn

Eddy ft Tours
Dorothy Roberta
Walter Wade
Elmer

Palomar
Emll ft Evelyn
4 H'wood Co-Bde
Elmo Tanner
Red Ingle
Parker ft Gibbs
Country Washbura
Joe .Mole
Laura Lee
Perry Coma
Ted Weems Ore

Paris Inn
Paul Winchell ft T
Carolina Dyne-
Marguerite& M
Dominic Columbo
Thora Matthiaois
Ken Henryaon
The Gregorys
Henry Monet
Chuck; Henry Oro

P Belzniok's Club
Nanlta TOrras
Jan Rnblni
Rose Murphy
Evelyn Farney
Max Fldler Ore
Billy Lankin

Seven Seas
Danny Kawanna
Bob Matthews
Kaiy Kanaai

Somerset House
Hal Chancellor
Noel Nell
Dorothy Bllers
Marjorie Dee
Harry Rlngland

Topsy 'a

8 Debutantes
Nick Cochrane
Muzzy Margellino
Ted Flo Rlto Oro

Troqadero
Ice Carnival
Jose'a Cuban Bd
Bob Grant Ore
V HagO' Restaurant
Grllt Williams Oro
Charlie Vaughn

CHICAGO
Dlsmarok Hotel
(Walnut Boom)

B Cummtnga Oro
Conni,e Barlow
Dopey Johnson
Betty Gray
Ruth Pryor
Manno ft Str.atford

Blackbawk
Bob Crosby Ore
Marlon Mann

Maclovla Ruiz
Jimmy Byrnes
Loma Cooper
Jack Gauike Ore

Bloodies
Dolores Green
Billy Kemp
Pritzle Bey
Edna Leonard
Pam Adair
Eleanor Johnson

Hazel Talbot
Roslta

Blue OooBo
Ralph Hovey
Frances Roma
Jane Imes
Harry Singer Oro

Brelroort Hotel
(Crystal Room)

Florence Schubert-
Charles Baldwin
Grace Katrol
Norma Ballard

Breailmont
Herb Rudolph Oro
Virginia Dovell
Milllcent
.Betty Wren
Hei)ry Simons
Blllle Fargo
Betty ft Phyllss

Caravan
Eddie. Gorman
Rocke Romano
Toddy CKGrady
Don Morgan
Dot ft Jerry
Edna Leonard
can Schoits ore

Ckes •Piw«»
Abe- Lyman Ore
Harry Rictainan
J Oxford Boys

,

Dotty Avden
5 JUterbdga
Rose fidiino
Don ' OrTando Oro

. Hvana Mnrahles-
Ctdb Al

Carol A-bot
Jane Jordan
Rusty Ward
Jerry HunterW Worthlngton
Steen Brigltt
O Harris Ore
Virginia 'Roberts

Club AlabMM
Harriet Norrts
Jane LaVone
D'r'thy D'Houghton
Sadie Moore
4 AmbassR<}ora
Phyllis Brooke
M'arjorie King
Bffle Burton
Behile Adler
Dave Unefis Oro
Chalk Robinson Oro
Eddie- Roth Ore

Club Spanish
Hal Barber
Milllcent DeWitt
Cooper ft Madras
Dorothy. Dawn
Lore^ta DftRner
Ralston ISns
Joe Nltti Oro

Colony Club
Ltlllap Carmen
Hildegard
Jose Manzanares Or
Hugo dePauls Oro

Celeslmoe
B ft F Gilbert
Zang,.& Todd
Helen Holmes
BlUie Machell
Jackson,' Reevea ft B:

Olga Dane
Frltzle Lure
Banflelds
Bobby Danders
Bob Hyatt
Pronaph Gla
Hollywood 6-

Henri Gendron Oro
Club BeJIsa

BVelyn White-
Bloise Williams
Bristle ft Gay
John OScar
Rhythm Willie
Bunny
Ross ft Butler
Sam l^heard
Charles Isom
Partello GIs
R^d Sanndera Ore

Brake Hotel
(Gold Coast Room)
Hal Kemp Ore
Judy Starr
Bob Allen
Saxie Dowell
Harry Wiliford
Mickey Bloom
Jack LeMaire
Eddie Kuaby

Dntcii's

Ralph Cook Rev
Rittman Dancers
Roberta
Peggy Moore
Helen Dove
Mort Lund Oro
Edgewater Beaob

Hotel
(Marine Room)

Dick Stabile Oro
Kvelyn Oaks
6 of Hearts
Muriel Gray
Harriet Smith GIs

El Dumpo
Bernie Green
Betty Brooks
D DoIUne
Gerry Gray
Bddy Makin-'i
Phyliaa Brooks
Pat Paige lilue
V Canova Ore

Famous Door
Jimmy Kennedy
Shirley Grey
Bather Whlttlngton
Jimmy Dunn
Al -Robinson Oro

4th Club
Homer Roberts
Olga Anton
Annette Elwood
Joan Costello
Kitty Frances
Shorty Ball Oro

Fronke's Casino
Jue Fong
Harvey ft Haxton
Betty Bennett
Dick Hardin

'

Honey Lee
Dol Marcelll
Evelyn Watere
Jerry Hunter
Buddy Kirbie
Rocke Ellsworth
Bob Tlnsley Oro

Gay 00s
Madeline Giddings
Ruth Thomas
Lew King
Colleen
lone O'Donnell
Jack Connors
Dot Keith Gla
B Danders Jr Oro

Gay Paree
Wellington
Eve Yvonne
Mickey Dunne
Virg O'Brien
Miss Bills
Bernlce Bodel
Bob Riley Oro

Grand Terrace
Sonny ft Sonny

Dusty Fletcher
Howell ft Golea
Sallle Goodlngr
Dot Soulters
Connie Harrle
Leonard Reed Ola
Barl.Hlnea Oro
Oraemere Hotel
(Glass Hettse Bm)

'Don Pedro Ora
Ted ft Mary Taft
Harry's N Y Cab'ret
Bill Anson
Mildred Rock ...

Natasha \

Sally O'Day
Marcia Wayne
Jean Mode
Frances Wilier
Art Buckley
Al Wagner
Blllte Myers
Lee BerUnr
Dorothy jonnson
Muriel Love '

Rankin GIs. -

Charlea Bngel Oro

Mcieiiy Ina
Casa; Reyale Oro
Fred Casefy '

Terry OTople
Bl Hat

Bert WHeeler
Frank Todd.
Frances: MaToy
Jons Glory
Pal-Mar GJs
Sid Lanr Oro

VniMdrame
Flo Wliltmaa Rer
Jerry Marks Oro
Sherona
Nyva Lou
Dee Adrian
ISnriel Joseph
Genfrvlever Val

ivanboa
Helen Sttmaora
Helen Irwin
4 Hawallona
Earl Holtman Oro

' t'AI*iMI
Mary W (UlpaUlok
George Bay Bd
Ennto BelogninI Or

Hotet L» HalIe
(Bhfer Rrent. Boom>
Richard Schrelber
Biltmore Boys
Dixie Frances

Liberty Inn
Stanley niack
Mickey Sheridan
Thelma White
Dorothy Hlgglns
Millie Erdman
Barl Wiley Oro

Lfanehouse
Annette
Pam Winters
Charley del Rio
Barney Richards Or

UeldtushUne
Dick Gale
Marie Peters
Louise Seymour
Nadda
Milo Mites
Sammy Barry
Jnlea Novit Ore

Melody Uil)

Tiny Hill Ore
Htoml dab

Besa White .

Billy Meagher
Lois Lorraine
Cookie Sydell
Johnny Parkers Or

Sllllstone

Ann Millstone
•Ann Howard-
Ginger Wood
Ann Helm
Roy Swift Oro

HIaneft Clab
Minuet GIs
JToe Rio
.Joy Kallse
Patricia Bloor
Rita DfrVore
Harry Fisher Ore

MorriaoD Hotel
(Besten Oyster

Hoase)
Manfred Gotthelt

Namelesa Cafe
Joan LaMae
Ona Mae
Ed Leon
E^velyu Waters
RaMundl's Ore
Helen Samms
Mae dl Fill

Old Heidelberg
Old Heidelberg Co
Herr Louie Ore
Geo Gunther Oro

Palmer House
(Empire Room)

Guy Lombardo Oro
Tommy Martin
Holland ft Hart
J & M Mulcay-
Abbott Dancers
Dolly Then
Phil Dooley Oro

Parody Club
Freddie Abbott'
Marita Ryan
Honey Lee
Sara Thebold
Marie Thomas
Freddie Janls Oro

Royole Frollca

Bee Kalmus
Radio Ramblers
Eddie White
LeBarron 8
Spencer ft Foreman
Jack Hilliard
Frolics Bns
Mark Fisher Oro
Shennan Hotel
(College Ihn)

Buddy Rogers Ore
Dick Ktisslnger
Boh Hanon
EUzabeth Kilton
Joe Murphy
Dezzo Retter
Polly Day
8 Marines
Don ft A LeMaire
BooU McKenna GIs

Dome
Tony Marks
Spinsters
Marie Sari

Silver Clond
Jack Taylor
Eleanor Leonard
Helen Dove
Graf ft Dayton
Jim ft C Hess
McFalls Ore
Eleanor Leonard
BlUy Ferber
Honore ft Gladiss
Betty Bennett
Dixon Bros
Mae ° Dee
Marian Boyd
Hazel Zaius
Nord Richardson

8 Tops
Johnny HoFall Oro

Stiver mrolloa

Continental 4
Balalne Rabey
Roma Noble
Fay Wallaco
Art Freeman

,600 ClHfr

Billy Carr
Renee Villon
Marg- Faber Gla
Jessie Rosella
Vllma JoBsy
Ruby Bennett
Ethel Brown
B ft L Cook
CoIIette
Peaches Strange
Dolly Sterling
Bbl Lake Oro
Tripoli 8

Sky Rocket
Marjorie Whitney
Dictators
Mathews ft Shaw
4 Kings
B Tanks Soclailtas

Stevens Hotel
(Centtaeatal Room)'
•Don Julian ft M
Lois Harper
Lonanne Hogan
Jackie HMrer Oro

Steekaile- U(«
Charlea. C^anoy

Sabwaj
Tlmmy Meyers
Frances Sills
Opal' Adair
EUoen Bvana
Boao
Katherlne Campb'll
Qasle Jackson Oro'

8w«l-«|

Dick Buckley
Molly Manner
Betty Harris
Ann Hetn.
Ginger Wood
Edltft Principle .

Verue Wilson Oca.

Swingland
Joe Johnson
Mao DiggB
Alma Smith

8 Rhythm Pals
Fats Patterson
Ted Smith
Billy ft Charlea
Jlmrale Noone Oro
Thompsen'a 10 Club
Ray Reynolds
D Keith Dancers
Katzy ft Kay
Patsy Thomas
Joan Dawn
Claire Boeuah
Estelle BUcow
Helen Dee
Jitterbugs

Three Deuces
Art Tatum
BabyDodds
Freddie Reed
Lonnle Johnson

. Tower Inn
Buddy Lak»
Florie Martners
White Sis
Inez Gonen
Helen LaMarr
Alice Tanner
Rhythm GIs
Kurtls Marionettes
Jarry. liyna
George Arnold
Prank Davis Oro

IVecadero
Gloria Romano
.Adelle. St Clair
Terry Circle
Roy Rantclo Oro

^ Viva ato«ena
Tony Cabo^ Qro
WlaoM Gard'ena

Stan Carter
Gigl Rvne
Dolores Lee
Diane Laue
Suzanne Kessler
Lucille Johnson
Frankie Rullos.Ore

Yacht Clab
Gareth McGrath Or
Ruth Denning
Plqikle- Tratiey
Torchy Gobk

Zlg Zag
Sunny Boucho
Helen Dove
Veronica McKay
Larry Lux Oro

BOSTON
Brown Derby

Mickey Alport Ore
Les Steele Ore

CInb Mayfair
Lewis Bonick Oro
Gross ft Dunn
GIs (8)
Renee DeJarnette
Lois & Jean

Cocoanut Grove
Freddie Craig Jr
Jacques Renard Or
Alien ft Kent
Arleae Wallace
Ethel Sidney
D Parrlsh

Ceago
Eddie Deas Ore
Crawford. Bouse

Ray Phillips Oro
John Steele
Anne Rlchanls
Flamingo Boom

Bob Hardy Ore
Lynne Sherman
8 Chandlers
Layce ft Lyman '

Frauk Fontaine
ToyOS (2)

Hanrilburg s

Don Humbert Ore
9inger Gordon

Hefbnra
(Iiawtence>

Jackie Duggan
Heat Xoy Do*

Joe Marot Ore

Hotel Copley Plasa
(Sfaeiatoa' Boom)

Walter Miller Ore
(Merry-Go-Ronnd)
Jimmy Rvaolne Ore
Hotel Bradford

(Peatbonse)
Leon Prima Oro
Prank Ward Oro
Benton 2
Ken ft Roy Paige
Paul Winik

Hotel Essex
Duane 'Marshall Or
Billy Kelly

Hotel Imperial
Clift Jarvis Ore

Hotel Statler
(Terrace Room)

Leighton Noble Oro
Edith Caldwell
Chick Floyd
Johnny MAcAfee
Noble 3
M ft V Horst

(Cafe Bouge)
Salvy Cavlcohio Or

(Lounge Bar)
Alfredo Seville
Musical Rogues
Hotel Westminster

(Bloo' Roopt)
Karl Rhode Ore
Knotty Pine Room
(Hotel Woodcock)
Freddy Green Oro
Old Fashioned Cafe
Virginia Kennedy
New Amer.. Betel

(Lavrell)
,

Lou Clarke Oro
Ort'e

Don Humbert Oro
Paradise. XMtaaraaA

(I<awreBoe>
.

Freddie- Coombs Or
-'Royai' Palasa

Marklo Dorello
Bessie Profttt
Jimmy Kenny
Johnny Dixon
Bits Carltoa Hotel
Bunny Berigan Ora

Seville
Doa Rico Oro

Sonthlaad
Sugar C'ne Davis Or
GIs (8)

Steuben's.
(Vlenaa Beena)

Jack Fisher Ore
Powers ft Joyoe
Slieppard Sis
Harrison ft Hoyt

Towne Club
George Harris Oro

Trooadero
Al Boorls Ore

MILWAUKEE
Bert Phillip's

Pep 'Babler Oro
Bthel Seidel

Billy Kniick's
Donna LuPae
Louis Streelcr
Blatz Palm Garden
Louis Maaon

Blue Moon
D Davidson Oro
Irene Burke
Shuttae ft Kent
Virginia Rouen
Jay Jayson
Gale Parker

Cardinal Club
Bud Vloni Ore

Chateau Club
John Poat
Andrlnl Bros
Bert Gilbert
Curly Fate
Peggy Moore
Saxon Sis

Clover Club'
Weber Ore
Helen Rita
Ruth Phillips
Bllen Rookas
Lynn Barclay
Mitzl Raye
Evelyn -White

Club Madrid
Stan Jacobsen Ore
Bernie ft' YoVanna
Roberta Roberts
Betty Adler
Marie Marsh
Rose Steften
Prances Allis S

Club Tfrrls
Jack Teeter Oro
Bthel Warren
Ruth Kay
Cleon Wally
Phil Kestln

Congo Club
Bob Freeman
Mary Reed
JefT Thomas
Leonard Gay Oro

Oornies Slilp
Red Billings Oro
Ray Block Ore
Gene Emerald
Ralph Lewis
Devlnes Eagles

Louis Punico Oro
Al Bueitner Ore

(Continued

Wally Miller Ore
Gloria Gale •

Jimmy De Palma
Howard Geiger
Hotel Schroeder
(Empire Room)

Bddle Varzoa Ore
Tung Ping Soo
Jarte Wllard
Jose Bethencourt
Ruth Martin
Lucio Garcia
6 Gold Coasters
Ruth ft B Ambi-ose

Karl Rntseh's
Sepple Boch Ore
Helene Stum

Larson's
Ray Meadows Ore

LIndj's
Rick ft Snyder

Log Cabin
Carl Bergman Ore

Miami Club
Jackie Hamlin
Mary Lou Mann
Jackie Rogan
Nick Lucan
Ray Wencll
Jane Kuhey
Ford ft Barnes
Peggy Geary
Johnny Davis Oro

Mllwaukeaa
Helen Kayo
Dorothy Hamilton

Oasis
Marty Gray Ore
Snooks Hartman
Old Heidelberg

Herman Rehfedt Or
Open Door

Tlnney Llveng'd Or
Packard Ballroom
Al Cavalier Ore
Paradise Gardens

Anthony Dorla Ore
Paris

Ben Boe Ore
Jimmy James Ore

Rendesvons
Katherlne Kaye
Ruth Gary
Eleanor Sutherland
Helen James
Vera Robsel

Reno
Rudy Sagcr Orr

on page 55)
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Amatenr-And Proad of It

Labor Stage, the show unit of the International Ladies Garment
Workers Union, is jealous of its amateur standing in theatricals, Louis

Schaffer, executive director, declaring that reports among players of

pros being engaged are unfounded. To .prove the point he insisted

that the reason for turning back 'The Outward Room' production

which was contemplated was because the lead part called for an
actress of experience. The part was 'deemed too hard, for our people.'

He stated that the general policy of Labor Stage is to cast plays

from the ranks of the ILGWU, after which they are required to join

Equity, Schaffer did not explain why that is done, and Equity does

not seek membership from among the garment unionists. ILGWU
is a CIO affiliate, while Equity is in the American Federation of

Labor, lineup. Only concession to professionalism was with 'Room.'

As for the long-running Tins and Needles' revue with which Labor
Stage "scored, on Broadway, Schaffer says: 'It goes without saying

that there are no non-garment workers in it. Everyone in the cast

has' an ILGWU card and has worked in a shop.' He asks that that

be borne in mind whenever the question of 'professionalism' crops

up again in connection with . Labor Stage.

Despite Appearances, There's

No EngEsh Invasion on B way

Impression that many iJnglish ac-

tors are on the Broadway boards is

erroneous, and a check-up proves
that there are fewer Britishers in

current plays than for many seasons.

Fact that the new season's successes

are studded with stars from across

the pond appears to have emphasized
their appearance, but actually' the
trend is away from foreign plays and
distinctly favors those of American
iButhorship.

Equity tabs the casts carefully, be-
cause most foreign players are re-

quired to pay a percentage of their

stage earnings to the association. Ex-
plained that 'not all the actors with
accents are right off the boat.' Many
are of resident-alien standing, and, as
such, do not come within Equity's
alien rules, which call for all others
to pay it 5% of their legit salaries,

with a minimum of $10 weekly. That
coin is in addition to their dues.

Less Than Last Tear

Last October there were 4S English
players in Broadway attractions, but
currently the total is 36, said to be
the lowest number since Equity
adopted the alien rules. After a week
or two the number of those from
over the pond will be reduced by
seven, since one show with 100%
British cast will leave town. It is 'I

Have Been Here Before,* brought
over as a unit from London. It will
close this week, and, after playing
Toronto and Montreal, will sail back.
Play is at the Guild, in its third
.week, with business very slim.

Limelighting of the visiting players
by the press accounts lor the atten-
tion among professionals anent the
Britishers, but actually only a few
•are within the ringed circle. Under-
stood tbat the weekly kick-in to
Equity is away \indeF that of former
years, Maurice Evan's, actor-man-
ager of the full-length 'Hamlet' (St.

James), is probably the leading con-
tributor, with Robert Morley; star-
ring in 'Oscar "\^ilde' (Fulton); [the
runner-up. '

Among the other stando}its is Ray-
mond Massey, in 'Abe 1 Lincoln in
Illinois, but that player is, a resident
alien and also a Canadian,! pros from
the Dominion not being irequired to
pay Equity any percentage of their
salaries. Walter Huston, topping in
'Knickerbocker Holiday'.

. (Barry-
more), is in the same cI?issiflcation,
although he is not generally known
to be of Canadian birth. ^

Equity at one time was, supposed to
have been dominated by the English
element, but that condition has long
since changed. Pointed out that when
the actors' strike qi 1919 ,was on,
there were 800 Britishers on parade

Equity OKs, Nixes
Two new agency permits were

granted, eight others revoked, and
18 applications for permits were de-
nied yesterday (Tuesday) by Actors
Equity council. Eve Gincher and Al
Ochs granted permits.

Identity of agents whose permits
were revoked was not revealed
Equity officials' explained they de-
sired to notify agents themselves.

Extra Week's Rehearsal

QK'd for Harris' Show

Permission for Sam H. Harris to

rehearse his new Kaufman and Hart
spectacle six instead of the regula-
tion five weeks was yesterday (Tues-
day) granted by the Equity council.

Show, which is titled 'The American
Way,' cavalcade of American life, will

use a full stage, have 24 scenes, 65

principals and about 200 extras. It

is scheduled to open at the Center,

N. Y., around the first of the year.

In seeking permission for the ex-
tended rehearsal period, Harris
guaranteed that if the spec runs less

than six weeks he will pay the cast

for the extra week's rehearsal. Pro-
ducer was previously granted an
extra week's rehearsal for his cur-
rent Kaufman and Hart show, 'The
Fabulous Invalid,' at the Broadhurst,

N. Y.

Equity Grants

Two-Week Rest

To Helen Hayes

Equity made a concession In the

matter of 'Victoria Regina,' which is

playing a repeat date on Broadway
at the Beck with Helen Hayes
starred. Request was made by Gil-

bert Miller, who presents the play,

that two weeks layoff before Christ-

mas be granted in deference to Miss

Hayes, instead of the usual allowable

one week, it being claimed that the

star needed extra rest.

Early this week, however. Miss

Hayes said that one week would suf-

fice! : Concession was made because

nearly the entire ' cast, has been en-

gaged for ^hree seasons , in 'Regina,'

Also counting,.is the fact that at least

four weeks after the holidays have

beefi^ guaranteed. Booking of the

show has been extended from eight

to at least 15 weeks, and it is expect-

ed that road repeats will carry the

'Regina' season into the spring period.

Local Authors Figure

In 2 New Pitt Plays

Pittsburgh, Oct. 25.

Couple of new plays by local au-

thors getting trybuts here within next

couple of weeks. 'New Sin,' by Jo-

seph C. Breig, reporter on Sun-Tele-

graph, will be opening production of

newly organized Catholic Theatre

Guild on Nov. 8. Frank Furlong,

stock vet, is directing and producing.

Al Golden, who wrote short-lived

'Mimi Scheller,' on Broadway early

last season, has written 'Youth Trial,'

which goes on at Syria Mosque com-
ing weekend for two nights in con-

nection with Community Fund Drive
here.

EOUITT NIKES

Council Refuses Requests

for Boost in Commish and
Revisions of Permit Sys-

tem— Would Have Ex-

.cluded Franchise-Holders

Now Headquartered on
Coast

DEFEAT UNEXPECTED

Expectations of legit casting agents
in New YOrk of getting a boost in

commissions from Equity, also a
number of other concessions, evap-
orated last week when the coimcil

categorically voted down nearly
every suggestion in the detailed re-

port on agency conditions. Casters
were hopeful of gaining their end
because of the friendly attitude of

half a dozen covmcillors who voted
in favor on each point, but were
swamped under the nays of . a . ma-
jority of the 22 members of the body
in attendance.

Just -why the Equity end of the
joint committee acceded to the re-

port is something of a. mystery, and
those of the' council who favored
the agents were mystified when
clause after clause of the report was
nixed. Net result of the. attempt
by the casters is the submission to

the executive committee of certain

suggestions which would tend to

tighten up present agency rules, but
the general permit system set-up

will hardly be changed.

First Blow
Theatrical Artists Representatives

Assn's basic suggestion of al'goint

standing committee to meet every
four weeks to function as a 'continu-

ing contact,' was tossed out first and,

as most of the other suggestions were
predicated on such a committee,
Ihey were virtually discarded before
being voted on. General opinion of

the council' was that no recommen-
dations were made for which
Equity's machinery did not already
have provisions to handle.

Senior agents feel that the disinte-

gration of their old association due
to the lack of contact with Equity,

but the letter's officers pointed out
that there is a representative in

charge of the agency field, that its

legal department is available daily,

that Ccisters may secure desired in-

formation at any time, and that none
has ever been denied the right to ap-
pear before council directly.

Hollywood Ouster Sought

What was seen as an attempt to

oust from Broadway those agents
who also are active in Hollywood,
was one of the suggestions that met
with the council's determined; oppo-
sition. TARA asked that such agents
spend at least six months in their

(Continued on page 50)

EQUITY HEIR TO $1,000,

BUT SMELLS HERRING

What may be a variation of the old
Spanish prison game was received by
Equity last week, in the form of a
communication on the letter head of
Spiro & Co., said to be London attor-

neys. Letter is to the effect that one
Abraham Rodriguez, who died some
years ago, had willed $1,000 to Equity.
Also set forth that Equity's secretary
sign a receipt, which was enclosed
with the proper stamps, before the
coin is sent, that being a require-
ment in the will, so the London peo-
ple wrote.

That feature of the strange letter

aroused suspicion, but the gimmick,
if any, was not discerned. Equity
end was further puzzled by the fact

that the said Rodriguez was not a
member and there is no record of
him having appeared over here in

plays during the past 20 years.

Equity Broaches 'Hour Baiddng' Idea

To Unit Extended WPA Rehearsals

Extra^ Dividends

Forty-sixth street, N, Y., has
never had two hits at the same
time before now, but there is no
question about the business
drawn by 'Hellzapoppin' (46th
Street) and 'Oscar Wilde* (FUl-
ton). How successes benefit
nearby bdrs and cafes may be
judged by the] fact that Jim
(Dinty) Moore's establishment,
which is spotted between the
two clicks, is running upward
of $2,500 weekly over normal,
Added trade in Moore's is in

dinner business, the bar at in-

termissions and after-theatre
suppers. Place is getting the
bulk of the gravy. Hotel Edir
son's Blue Room across the
street drawing a much smaller
share.'

4 As Toppers

In S. F. Confah

On Unification

San Francisco, Oct. 25.

In an attempt to bring about a

closer working arrangement between
the American Federation of Actors,

the Screen Actors Guild, the Ameri-
can Federation of Radio Artists and
the American Guild of Musical Art-
ists, heads of the Four A's held a
meeting' at the Geary theatre here
Thursday (20).

Taking part in the discussion of a
unified arrangement between, the
representative units were Frank Gil-
more, Four A's president; Ralph
Whitehead, AFA executive secretary;

Ken Tompson, of SAG; Vic Connor,
of AFRA; Richard Bonelli, executive
board of AGMA, and I, B. Kornblum,
of Theatre Authority,

Meeting, which was attended .by
approximately 200, was one . of a
series aimed to consolidate the or-
ganization. It is hoped that such
xmification will make it easier to

tackle problems now confronting the
entertainment crafts.

Deal for appearance of film and
radio stars at 1939 Golden Gate In-

ternational Exposition is expected to

be set by Tompson during his sev-

eral days stay here. Thompson, along
with Gilmore and KomblUm," will

endeavor to get the expo to make
some sort of a commitment on. the

number of players desired by the
fair and the matter of remuneration.

Fair officials have already called

on Hollywood for names and have
put in a request for .radio artists.

SAG and affiliates have- no objec-

tions to players' appearing, provid-
ing the Theatre Authority gets its.

cut on any cuffo bookings.

, The Federal Theatre exhibit on
Treasure Island, site of the Expo,
being taken up with George Creel,

United States Commissioner, today
(Tuesday). Exhibit will show the
inner workings of the world's largest

theatrical enterprise. Four A's prexy
Gilmore is said to look upon the
Federal 'Theatre participation as un-
fair competition.

Whitehead is seeking a contract
with fair execs calling for a wage
scale for AFA members ranging
from $35 week minimum; transporta-
tion to and from the island, and a
closed shop, with the exception of
foreign entertainers. Only thing
claimed to have held up the inking
of contract has been expo's desire to

have Whitehead sign the contract
personally. Local expo execs, have
been afraid that New York may get

a better deal with AFA on its

World's Fair. However, assurance
has 'been given that the local con-
tract will be just as favorable as the
one for entertainers in New York.

The 'banking' of honrs for profes.-

sionals engaged in the Federal The-
atre Project has been broached by
Equity! also with other suggestions
from de£>uties with the relief show
outfits. So many suggestions have
been made by deputies that Equity's
commiittee has chosen the most
logical for submission, but no ac-

tion has been taken by the WPA
heads.
General idea about hours is that if

a player rehearses, or is otherwise
engaged, for more than eight hours
daily, the overage shall be credited
to him, subsequently to apply on the
time sheets. Advantage to players
would be to prevent directors, or
supervisors, keeping them occupied
for indefinite periods. '

,
_ .

Also suggested that' a production
period of between eight and 10
weeks be adopted for the prepara-
tion of all plays, instead of' long,

drawn out rehearsals of some attrac-

tions which have stretched out tot
six months and even a year. Be-
lieved that if a 10-week rehearsal
period is adopted it would eliminate
much grumbling among .the rank
and filers; Believed, however, that the
project 'heads hesitate adopting such
a schedule -on the groimd that they
piay not be able to keep players oc-
cupied' ;in one w^y. or another. Heads
further "repeat that, .so long . as- the
actors ' are:.^aid,- it should mak.6 no
difference W them as to how they
are occupied,, for WPA is essentially
a relief toovemfent.
Claimed that in the past two years

862 . actors who Iwere on WPA re-
signed to accept jobs in legit, stock
or pictures. Stated, too, that in the
same period, others, ii>cluding scenic
artists, niusici^s, writers and cos-
tumers, who similarly withdrew,
brought the total up to 1,147, or
about one-fourth of the project's
personnel. How many returned to
the project wias not set forth.

HOAD' TOO TOUGH

FOR BIRMINGHAM

Birjningham, Oct. 25.

'Tobacco Road,' Broadway -play
that has been running for five years
on the strength ot its- delineation of
life ^mong the 'poor whites' of the
south, will not show in Birmingham.
Chief o4 Police Riley asked the WUby
interests, not to book the play.
Vulgarity of the dialog and the ob-

jectionable theinie were given as his
reasonsi .Chief Riley acts as censor
for Birmingham amusements.

Old Story by Now

Hollywood, Oct. 25.

'Optical niusions,' a play by
Charles Curran, .Wamer writer,
and Charles Williams, screen collie*
has been optioned for Broadway
production by Bernie Foyer.
Piece deals with, strange doings in

the picture business.

Lawson OK'd
Exception to its six-months' alien

actor rule to permit Wilfred Lawson
to appear in Marc Connelly's forth-
coming play, 'Land of ihe Living,*
was granted yesterday (Tuesday) by
Equity eounqil. Lawson, who is cur-
rently in Gilbert Miller's production
of J. B. Priestley's *I Have Been Here
Before,' would normally have to wait
six months before appearing again
in the U. S.

Provision of the council waiver
was that the rest of the cast would
all have to be regular Equity mem-
bers.

'Blow* on Turkey Day
Hoilyivood, Oct. 25.

En route to New York are Leon-
ard Fields and Jerome Mayer to pro-
duce a legit play, 'Blow, Bugle,
Blow.'

Piece, authored by Soe Schrank
and Nathaniel West, is slated to open
Thanksgiving.
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Plays on Broadway

Knickerbocker Holiday
Operetta, type musical comedy In two

acts, presented by the Playwrights, Oct.

II), '38. at the Hthel Barrymore, N. Y.;
1>oi)k and lyrics by Maxwell Anderson;
mualc by Kurt Weill; Walter Huston,
Btarred; Jeanne iliuUlen, Ruy Mlddleton,
RUIiaid Ivollmar and Mark Simith, fea-

tured ; stneed by Joshua LoRan; f4.40 top.

WaHhlngton Jrvlng Bay MIddleton
Anihony Corlear Harry Meehan
TIenhoven Marie Smith
Vaiiderbllt tteorfre AVatta

Ktwaevtlt Franclfl Plerlot

DePeyater Charles Amt
DeVrles John Jfi. Toung
Van Rensselaer Jntnes Phillips

Van Cortlandt, Jr Richard Cowdery
Tina Tlenhoven Jeanne Madden
Brom Broeok Richard Kollmar
Tenpln Clarence Nordstrom
Scliermerhorn Howard Freeman
Peter Stuyvestfnt. .Walter Huston
General PofCenburRh Donald Black
Mistress Sohermerhorn Edith Angold

CASE HISTORY .

Drama In three acts presented at the
Lyceum, N. V., Oct. 21. '.W, by James
Troup; written by Louis S. Baroldy; staged
by Adeb'n Uusni.'!!; 't.30 top.
Dr. JJm Bnker,.... Ned Wover
13mlly l\ir.lee Ruth Abbott
Frank Pardee U. Pat Collins
Mnrffnrel Pardee < Ruth liee
Barbara Pardee }?\'elyn Mills
Dorothy P.-itdee Babs Savape
Miss McICee , Grace Fox
Ann Muriel Starr

Rathei* elementary playwrighting,

this medical drama by a Cleveland

physician, who is supposed to have

the backing of other doctors. As
stage fare it lacks too much, and in-

dications are the M.D.'s excursion in-

to show business will be short lived.

Just as well that the Playwrights
brought in 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois'

before 'Knickerbocker Holiday,' lor

the latter attraction does not seem
possessed of approachable draw pos-
sibilities. Impression is that it will

do moderately well.

It is Maxwell Anderson's gift to

the group's schedule; a departure
into the musical field, but rather
than the musical comedy as billed,

'Holiday' is more correctly an in-

timate operetta. As such, the top of

$4.40 does not seem to fit, despite the
fact that the show is spotted in a
theatre, capacity of which is less

than those usually used for tune
shows.

'Holiday' is brightly presented, ex-
cellently lighted, with the sky as
visible from the wall of the Battery,
never specked by clouds. In the days
of the story, New York was New
Amsterdam and what is now Times
Square was wilderness. There is one
substantial set, within which a small
scene is inserted tor a short spell to
.show the interior 6t the gaoL It

would seem that the production was
quite within a budget, modest in
comparison to that usually set for
musicals, ..> >

From a niche in front of the
proscenium, Washington Irving pro-
ceeds to let his fancy roam about the
days when the town was peopled and
controlled by early Dutch arrivals,

such as Vanderbilt, Tienhoven, Roose-
velt, De Peyster, Van Rensselaer
and Van Cortlandt. Those elderly
gentlemen ran the settlement imtil
Peter Stuyvesant of the silver pegleg
arrived as governor.

One defect is that- Stuyvesant does
not come on until pretty late in act
one, and as Walter Huston is the
head man in the show he certaiidy
is missed. In the second part, Hus-
ton leads the most lively number in
the performance, "The Scars/ going
into rhythm-gimping with the en-
semble, to. the best returns of the
evening, otherwise an uncomfortable,
one in the theatre. ,It was warm and
in the Shubertian manner the cool-
ing systeni was not turned on.

Right after 'Scars' came an incon-
gruous group of Indians, referred to
as Algonquins by Hust6n, who prom-
ised to chase 'em back" to Harlem.
In the subdued light, the redskins
were easily recognizable as hailing
from north of llOtfa street and in
those days that was unexplored ter-
ritory.

Play is too bookish and the cast
too much a.k. Story mostly is about
Brom Broeck, a young man adverse
to taking orders. The elders order
him strung up, but he beats that rap
by having the noose around his mid-
dle. Later Stuyvesant orders him

- hanged again, despite Brom's brav-
ery in ii^ting the AlgoiM^uins, off
stage. This time the elders^ cefuse .to"!

haul on the rope and there does seem
to be too much of the gallows busi-
ness, the thing always being, in evi-
dence, stage- center.

Huston's return to Broadway Is

welcome. He is supported by half a
dozen oldsters, such, as Mark Smith,
George Watts, Francis Pierlot, James
Philips and John E, Young, but there
are new faces, principally blond
Jeanne Madden, who hails from
Scranton, Pa., where her people con-
duct the best hotel in town. It is her
first Broadway chance and she lights
the,femme lead^ As Tina, she loves
Brdm,' but the pegleg from Amster-
dam desires her, until 'convinced that
she's too young for a guy like him.
Miss Madden figures in several num-
bers, doing best duettine in 'Will You
Remember Me* with Richard Kol'-
mar, who is Brom p'*'^ vrb'» ••>''•-> J"

new on the stage, being mosUy a
radio performer up to now.
Score is fairly attractive, including

•How Can You Tell An American,'
sung by Kollmar and Bay Middleton,
whp does Irving and whose opening
numbef.is strident. Kurt Weill sup-
plied the tunes to Anderson's lyrics,

no trick for the prize winning
dramatist, some of whose plays are
in blank verse.
There are commentaries -about

politics, which ar6 supposed to re-

flect on the current time. One re-
mark was that democracies are run
by aniateurs. That made the Presi-
dent laufTh in Washington, but the
first nighters didn't think it so funny,
in fact the show is distinctly shy of
lau^h-getting material.
Jo Mielziner's setting Is attractivey

with a mind to the ever present blue
heaven. Ibce.

The chasm between the established
practice of materia medica and the
newer faith healing known as Chris-
tian Science has been discussed be-
tween individuals, but this is the first

time it has been used as material for
the stage. Maybe there is ah id,ea;

but it seems difficult of application
to dramatics.

Author seems bent on laying C.S.
to rest, but at the last moment there
is a concession, one that has and is

sometimes set forth by doctors

—

that they take care of physical ail-

ments while Mrs. Eddy's healers take
care of the soul. In other words,
intelligent physicians recognize Sci-
ence as suitable for the treatment of
neurotics.

In the short cast, one-set 'Case
History,' the Pardees have one
daughter recovering from infantile
paralysis, but With a stiff leg, an-
other child being healthy until sud-
dently stricken by appendicitis. Dor-
othy, the kid with a gimp, has been
cured, but refuses to attempt walk-
ing, until tricked into making an at-
tempt by Dr. Jim Baker, who is al-

most one of the family and whose
fiancee, a nurse, is the sister of the
kid's mother.

Latter, discouraged over the child's
condition, has called in an elderly
woman piractitioner who lives next
door and no'thing ^an convince her
that the healer did not cure the girl

by absent treatment. Comes the
time when the elder child becomes
ill and is given Christian Science,
until at the last minute the practi-
tioner suggests a doctor be called in.

Girl then has a ruptured appendix
and dies several days after an emer-
gency operation.

^

Mbther beconies a dipsomaniac and
nothing seems effective in snapping
her out of meloncholia. It is here
that sDr. Baker suggest the prac-
titioner come in on the case, "rhere
are times in the third act when the
story is interesting, principally be
cause of the good playing of Ruth
Lee as the sorrowful mother and Ned
Wever as the doctor.

However, the subject matter gen-
erally, becomes tiresome. The as-

siduous application of the mother to
Science, forcing her husband to fol<

low suit, is.fahiiliar to anyone close
to devotees of the Eddy cult. This
is not the only authentic display in
the play. How the lightness goes but
of the houshold when the new ad-
herents to faith healing verge on the
fanatical, also is known to occur.

Perhaps the medical folk figured
that 'Case History' would be con-
troversial enough to attract Scien
tists, but the impression is that group
will prefer to pass it up despite the
sop at the finale. Ibee.

Shows in Rehearsal

'American Landscape'-^Play-

wrights.
^'Where Do We CSo from Here*

—Oscar Hammerstein, II, -and
Dwight Taylor.

*Rocket to the Moon'—Group.
'Blow, Bueles^ Blow'—Jerome

Mayer & Leonard Field.

'Henry IV'—Maurice Evans 8c

Joseph Verner Reed.
'Blackbirds'—Lew L?slie.

•Lorelei'— Richard Aldrich,

Dennis King, Cedric Hardwicke
and Richard Myers.
'Boys from Syracuse'—George

Abbott.
•The Flying Ginsbergs'—Vi

ton Freedley.
•Walts in Goose Step'

—

Jacques Chaqueneau.
•Kon, Sheep, Run'—Blackwell

and Curtis.

•Too Moch Johnson'—Mer-
cury.

JPbys Out t)f Town

GREAT LADY
Philadelphia, Oct 24.

A new musical comedy produced
Dwight Deere Wlman and .t, H. Del Bon«
dio; booy by Barle Crocker and I^owell
Urcntano; music by Frederick Lowe: lyrlca

by Cr6cker; staged by Bretalsne- Wlndust;
settings by Albert Johnson: ctaoreogranhy
by William Delar. At the Forrest, Phll«-
dclphla. October it, '38.

Offlce Boy. Anthony Abbott
ISdltor Charles K. Olrard
Reporter ....lEdward Kane
Betty Brown (later Eliza de lO' Croix)

Norma Terrlff

Pierre de Moreau Shepperd Strudwlck
Cap Jacqtues. Joseph HacAuley
Freelove Clark... .......Helen Ford
Nicky Clark Edward Cmven
Stephen Jum6l ..TulMo Carminatl
Mme. Colette. Irene Bordoni
Louis XVIII ...Robert Qrelff
Premiere Danseuses.

Leda Anchutiana, Annabelle Lyon

Cut-Rate Parking Deal
,

Jams Up WPA in Chi

Chicago, Oct. 25.

WPA Federal Theatre found itself

in a tough spot last week when it

franked circulars through the mail to

advertise a special parking discount

for patrons of the Great Northern

theatre, where it is currently pre-

senting a modernized version of 'The

Mikado.'

Deal on the parking rate was made

with the Lydy Co., with the Great

Northern customers getting a 35c. re-

sate on all $1.1Q theatre ducats if

;hey used the parking lot near. by.

This compared with regular 50c

parking fee generally charged by
parking lots aroimd town.

Rival parking stations rapped the

free mail privileges under which the

circular was sent out, and also

squawked that they should have been
permitted to enter bids on the park-
ing deal. President of the Chicago
! Parking Assn. stated that he thought
it unfair to do'^such advertising with
the, taxpayers' money and that it

would' be fairer to let the theatre

patrons go to other places as well as'

Lydy's. As soon as the squawk was
made the FTP stopped shipping the
circular^ through the mails until it

looked up the postal regulations.

A Woman's a Fool—To
Be Clever

Comedy In three acts (four scenes), by
Dorothy Bennett and Link Hanna. Fea-
tures Ian Kelih, Vera Allen. Staged .by

Frank Merlin; setting by Donald Oenalager.
Presented at National, N. T., Oct 18, '38,

by John Wlldberg; piM top.

13ddle Sommers ICdwIn Phillips
lilajor Bddle Qreen
JefC Foster Ian Keith
Clwlstlne Poster Vera Allen
Minerva Hlmmet Sandra Stanton
Nina SuCneva Halla Stoddard
liCW Lerner , Donald Foster
Josephine T.-(>rni>r Edith Melser
Rosemary LlttleproUd

Margie Ana Kaufman

John Wildberg, theatrical attor

ney who has previously remained in

the production background, makes
his entry as a presenter with this in-

nocuous trifle about a playwright-

ing couple and a young actress trol

lop who almost breaks up their Ber

muda home. Comedy comes to

Broadway via the strawhats and a
road break-in, where it was reported
to have received intensive doctor-
ing. Still too anemic, however, anc
a brief stay is indicated.

As far as the mechanics go, 'Wom-
an' might be stencelled from a corre
spondence school course in 'How to

Write Plays—in Five Easy Lessons,
It's all neatly confined to a single
set and the unities of time are care
fully observed. The opening scene
establishes the locale and introduces
the characters, and thereafter the
necessary pattern of entrances, exitsi

situations, laugh lines and mdnufac
tured climaxes is worked out accord-

Engagements

Helen Warren, 'Heaven Can Wait.'
Ruth Weston, Leo Kennedy, 'Run,

Sheep, Run.'

George MacresKly, Sylvia Weld,
Theodore. Newton, 'American Land-
scape.'

Harold Johnsrud, Leo Chalzel,
John Boruff, Mariana Fiory, Henry
Oscar, 'Waltz in Goose Step.'

Royal Rompel, Albert Mallinger,
Michael Pober, Chet Wayne, 'First
American Dictator.'

Natasha Boleslavsky, Edgar Mason,
Matt Briggs, 'The Flying Ginzburgs.'

Carroll Ashburn, Haidl Vassler,
Byron Shores, Cliff Dunstan, John
O'Shaughnessy, Burl Ives, 'The Boys
from Syracuse.'

Although there has been a notice-
able trend toward costiune and his-
torical plays this fall on the legit

stage, and although 'Great Lady' is

as elaborately and painstakingly pro-
duced as any of them, it seems r.ath-

jer^-doubtful if this Wiman-Del Bon-
dio offering can hope for ,more than
a mild click.

No one can complain of the lavish-
ness of the show's investiture, and
Frederick Loew^ has turned in a
creditable, if not sensational, score.

On the other side of the picture,
however, it must be admitted that
the book is inclined to turgidness
and often dullness. The leading
character of ih^ piece (historical and
not fictional by the way) is Betty
Brown, who in her younger years
was a 'fancy woriian' on the streets
of Providence, but • who later be-
came the wife of a vice-president of
the United States and sdso of an
enormously wealthy French wine
merchant, who gave her a mansion
to live in and all the luxuries her
heart craved, and Betty was some
craver.

The spicy history of this girl's rise
to affluence has many elements of
interest and human emotion, but the
average playgoer will not whip him-
self into any frenzy of interest over
a woman whose name is practically
unknown. A more interesting book
could have been built around the
calculating lady from Providence.

Cast is fine throughout. Norma
Terds returns to the stage to make
a warmly-human and interesting
Betty, and Tullio Carminati is an en-
gaging Jumel. Irene Bordoni has
little to do as a dress-maker, but
does that little well enough, while:
Helen Ford is amusing and piquant
as the heroine's maid. Shepperd
Strudwick creates a plausible char-
acter out of Moreau and sings with
Miss Terris one of the show's most
notable songs, 'I Have Room in My
Heart.' Miss Bordoni has one of her
typical Gallic numbers in 'May I
Suggest Romance.'
Scenes at the Court of France; the

elaborate and well-executed ballet
numbers and the attractive charm of
the costuming add much 4o 'Great
Lady,' but its staying powers are
doubted. Waters,

ing to formula. Exactly by rote, the
husband and wife are separated for
the second act curtain and inevitably
the third act is designated as 'The
next morning.' But it's all just too
pat—and completely transparent.

.
Kernel of the matter, of course, Is

that Dorothy Bennett and Link Han-
nah have merely turned out an ex-
ercise in pTaywrighting without
writing a play. Apparently they
didn't have anything to write about,
so they just went through the mo-
tions Maybe Hollywood will be in-
terested, but Broadway surely won't.

With such frippery and tissue-pa-
per characters at his. disposal, Frank
Merlin has directed the production
with tongue-in-cheek skill. Ian Keith
plays the vain playwiight for as
much , as its worth, and Vera Allen
accentuates the wife's dullness. In
the glittery and shallow part of the
actress alleycat, Haila Stoddard acts
as strenuously as she can, while Ed-
win Phillips is as direct and plaus-
ible as the part of the - wisecracking
young actor allows. Edith Meiser
makes the fatal mistake of being vis-
ibly amused at herself as a produ-
cer's acidulous wife, Eddie Green,
announced as making his legit debut,
gives a broadly comic flavor to the
part of a butler-of-all-duties. None
of the other parts offer much. In
fact, the whole thing is neglii^ible.

Hobe.
(Clo-sed Oct. 22; printed for the

record.)

YANKEE FABLE
Boston, Oct. 19.

. Comedy In three acts by Lewis Meltzcr.
Presented by Cheryl Crawford; staged by
Otto L. Premlnger; setting by Hariy Hor-
ner. At Colonial, Boston, Oct. 10, '88; |2.76
top.
.Teremtah Robert Pitkin
D.avld '. ...Barny Sullivan
Luke Robert Strausn
Asa , . . . Maynnrd Holme's
Sydney ...HoIUa Mitchell
Mary - Maxlne, Stuart
Susan Eda Helntanann
Mrn. Lorlnda Bleeker Miss Ina Olatre
Major Creel Claiid Alllstor
.Sergeant Hornlsh '....Ralph Sumpter
ncn. Sir William Howe, John WilHams
Col. Timothy Bleeker "WUUam Brisbane

Ina Claire gives a mediocre script
a tremendous lift and covers herself
with glory by making unexciting
lines soarkle and trite situations en-
tertaining, but the affter-effect of the
play adds up to pale- word of mouth.
Dyed-in-wool Glaire' fans will en-

joy her characterization of Lorinda
Bleeker, but outside that coterie 'Fa-
ble' hes limited appeal. Irf>rinda is

the wife of a colonel in the British
army of 1776, at the height of their
clean-up campaign in the American
colonies. But Mrs. Bleeker is also a
coquette and a sympathizer with the
Revolutionary cause.
When Gen. William Howe chooses

to drop in for tea on his way through
New York to make his final charge
on the disorganized army of George
Washington, Lorinda senses an op-
portunity to serve Amerida in a great
big way. If she can detain General
Howe long enough for the Colonials
to remobilize, she can save the Revo-
lution.
Over the teacups the suspectible

general tumbles to her invitation to
remain overnight. Tenaciously he
pursues his amorous cainpaign, but
there are many interruptions, mostly
engineered by a bothersome Major
Creel (Claud AUister), who vainly
tries to break up Lorinda's plans. The
unexpected entrance of the husband
is insignificant compared to the cook,
who almost assassinates the general
to avenge a relative-soldier's death,
the capture of spies in the Creel-
hoine during thdTiight, interruptions
by a drunken sergeant, and the dis-

couraging .technique of Lorinda in
keeping just beyond his nocturnal
reach. '

By daybreak he Is awake to the
trickery that has delayed the entire
British army long enough for the
Colohials to reform their lines, but
he still has a yen for Lorinda, and
there is promise that he may return
to her after the wars.
John WiUiams as General Howe is

a thoroughly convincing foil for Miss
Claire, capably assisting her in mak-
ing 'Fable^ seem more vital than it is.

AUister clicks as the nasty, super-
efficient, meddling Colonel; Barry
Sullivan is okay as a young rebel
spy; Maxine Stuart clicks as his win-
some fiancee; Eda Heinemann regis-
ters as the menacing cook, and Ralph
Sumpter hiis a good drunken scene as
a blundering sergeant.
Harry Horner has turned out a

beautiful Colonial drawing room set
which frames the entire play, and the
lighting and costumes are very good.

Lihbey.

ROYAL SPRINGS
Los Angeles, Oct. 18.

Comedy drama lii three acts, six sconen,
by Barton Browne. Directed by Ben Bard.
At Ben Bard Playhouse, Los Angeles), open-
ing Oct. 18. Cast: Earl Jamn, Bill Thomas,
Gone RlzzI, Richard St. John. Richard Bart-
lett, Wallace Gregory. Janls Chase, Robert
Kmerlck, Bill Mason, Grace Hamilton,
Martha Hartford, Ro)>erta Wilson, Frances
Cllpplnger, Bide Robertshaw. James Gibson,
Stephen Lott, Frank BIsholl, Robert Markel,
Earl Richard, Barry Bernard, Charles Ron-
deau, Ralph Bowman, John Gray,, Douglas
Hatton. •

Barton Browne, for years identified
with hotel life, has written an insid-
er's impressions of what is and should
be entertaining behind the scene in
the operation of a swank hostelrv.
In his ambitious essay—the title.
Royal Springs, designating a resort

—

the authoY achieves a certain amount
of brisk comedy and a few moments
of tense dramatic action, but too
much time is devoted to conventional
depiction of hotel routine, in itself
not sufficiently novel or significant
to rivet sharp interest. Play stacks
up as mildly diverting, with consid-
erable revamping necessary to give
it a chance on the big time.
Plot concerns efforts of a neighbor-

ing resort, operated by racketeers as
a gambling joint, to take over the
high-class hotel in a campaign for
better patronage, and, failing that, to
break down its repute and ruin the
place so that it may drop into the lap
of the gambling syndicate. These
maneuvers are well contrived.
Against them for comedy are played
the endeavors of a wacky titled
mother to get her three daughters
married off advantageously. A press
agent's blurb has given the Royal
Springs an imwarranted repute as a
matrimonial hotbed. The daughters
get their men—not of a rank antici-
pated by the mother—and the hotel
is saved from the gamblers' machi-
nations by teamwork of the manager
and loyal employees.

Cast, alternating on successive
nights for the principal roles, is com-
petent, and half a dozen characters
stand out for arresting possibilities,
with more polish. A gay, on-the-
make marquis who cuts in on the
love affair of yoimg employees, ably
played by Barry Bernard; the ex-
uberant and resourceful press agent
(Bill Thomas); the resort owner-
manager (Wallace Gregory), whose
lines and attitude are virtually a
bri^f for the ideal In hotel manage-
ment; the femme secretary (Janis
Chase), who detours her affections
for a department head (Paul Chry-
son) in temporary dalliance with the
porsuasive marquis; the Lady Amble-
bro'Vt role (Grace Hamilton), and
the racketeer (Elde Bradshaw).

Final act moves fast and concen-
trates the comedy and' melodrama,
but first two will profit by consider-
able tightening and elimination of
superfluous dialog. Curtains also are
arbitrary and lack sharp punctuation.
Sets show hotel lobby, cocktail
lounge and booth in the gambling
joint.

'Dame Nature' to Chi
Chicago, Oct 25.

'Dame Nature* opens the legit sea-
son for the Erlaiiger, coming into
that house Nov. 7 as the third play
on the'^h'eatre Guild-American The-
atre Society subscription series.

Slated for only a two-week stay.
Patricia Collinge heads original cast;

which comes in from New York.

Future Plays

'G*lng to Town,' comedy by Fran-
cis Dewitt about a screwball can
opener inventor, now casting for «
January tryout.

•The Wedding Day,' another script
,from the acid pen of Clare Boothe,
has been promised a New Year (H)en-
ing by Max Gordon, sponsor of her
'The Women.'
'Merchant of Yonkers,' a new play

by Thornton Wilder, -has been desig-
nated as Herman Shumlin's seasonal
bellwether. Max Reinhardt will ar-
rive from the coast within a fort-

night to direct rehearsals.
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Outsider s 'Help on WPA Project

Belittled by Equity House Organ

Fur Flies When Mgrs^ Brokers

Huddle on Ticket Code; Gordon

Vs. Pemberton, Beck Vs. MayerGrace Huffman, who claims to rep-

resent a group or union of unem-
ployed actors and some in the New
York WPA theatre project, is the

subject of an article in Equity's

house publication, although her

name Is not mentioned. Equity mem-
bers have been approached, it is

stated, with offers from her to ob-

tain certain advantages that she

claims the association cannot secure,

but article states, 'neither she or any
such individual, nor any other or-

ganization, can do as much as Equity

has done and is doing for its mem-
bers on the project.'

Just what Miss Huffman's purpose

Is seems to be a 'delicate' subject

around WPA headquarters. Equity
quotes a letter from Rudolph S,

Reese, in charge of labor relations

in the project, which was a reply to

a communication sent by the asso-

ciation after investigating Miss Huff-

man's activities: 'It seems almost
superfluous to say that the admin-
istration considers Equity better

qualified to represent actors and ac-

tresses than any other organization
with which we have had dealings

with to date.'

Article concludes with: 'S6 now
~ the members of the association may

know how Equity feels about this

woman and her claims, and how the

project feels about Equity. You are

officially instructed to have nothing
to do with her, or her organization,

or with any similar organization, and
to look to Equity for any solution

of your .problems as they may arise.'

It was intimated that those who
joined Miss Hitman's group would
be required to pay dues. She claims
there are no dues, although dona-
tions are welcomed.
Miss Huffman, in a letter addressed

'Dear members of the theatrical pro-
fession,' says the article is 'utterly

stupid, if not altogether malicious,'

and goes on to say, 'I shall continue
to assist professionals in need to the
fullest extent of my ability.'

im CHORIUS'

Chorus Equity is distinctly on the

upswing this season as the result of

the increased number of musical pro-
ductions. Stated that before the end
of September there were more mem-
bers working that during all the 1937-

38 period. More than 500 chorines

are now engaged in legit stage 9t-

tractions.

There has been a heavy increase in

the nimiber of members who are in

good standing, total being around
1,000, as against 600 last season, de-
spite the fact that the organization's

jurisdiction in the night club and
presentation field was given to the
American Federation of Actors, the
vaude union.

Philadelphia, Oct. 25.

Transcontinental tour by Alfred
Lunt and Lynn Fortanne has been
definitely decided on. It will get
under way Dec. 6 and run til June
10, when they will arrive back in
New York in time to present a six
or eight-week repertoire to World's
Fair trade.

Five plays will be presented on
the tour, which will be the first of
Its type for the Lunts. They will be
'Amphitryon 38,' 'Seagull,* 'Idiot's

DeUght,' 'Taming of the Shrew,' and
'Reunion in Vienna.' Show's won't
be given, in repertoire but will de-
pend on town and size of house
played. Some towns will be played
both on the way out to the Coast and
on the way back, different play be-
ing given on the two visits.

Until the company reaches Chi-
cago, however, it will give only
'Amphitryon' and the 'Gull,' which it

was the Lunts original intention to
present all year. Object of changing
to the other three plays after Chi-
cago on Dec. 6 is because of the size
of many of the midwest and western
auditoriiuns where the company will
give one-nighters. It is felt that
'Amphitryon* and 'Gull' are 'too

quiet' for these huge places; that a
louder, noisier play clicks better.

MIDGET MATRE DEA
SPREADS TO SALT LAKE

Salt Lake City, Oct. 25.

Patterned after Pittsburgh's Kil-
buck Little Theatre, Playbox, billed
as the 'only midget legilamate play-
house this side of the Rockies,* will
present three plays before an audi-
ence limited to 50. Standees will be
taboo.

Playbox conceived by Robert Hyde
Wilson, ex-University of Utah actor,

who is director, and Robert Freed,
youthful scion of a wealthy finance
corporation family. Theatre wUl be
located in the former home of one of
the west's richest mining tycoons,
David Keith, situated in an exclusive
residential neighborhood.

Initialer, 'End of Summer,* by S.

N. Behrman, will be presented Dec.
8-10. Season tickets for the three
productions selling for $3.50. No sin-

gle tickets will be peddled' for indi-

vidual plays.

ALBANY LOOKS

DEAD FOR

UfilT

Albany, Oct. 25.

Another failure to revive the legit

theatre here—^this time at Fabian's

2,300-seat Harmanus Blei^cker Hall

—

may meaii the final -elimination from
the stage-show map of this city. The
end. of a seven weeks' season of

stock-with-names followed closely

upon the .announcement that the
Capitol,; which . vainly tried to pro-
mote road shows, stock and other
footlight tsrpes of entertainment,

would be converted into a sports

arena.

The Hall, once Albany's leading

legit house, but out of that picture

for 15 years, opened Labor Day with
Madge Evans in 'Stage Door.^' The
setup brought show here Intact from
Fabian's 'Maplewood, N. J., theatre.

O. £. Wee & Frank McCoy operated

for five weeks and then quit; Paul
Blaufox was producer for final two
weeks, with Robert Henderson as

director.

Venture was well publicized. Stars

were from pictures, radio and legit

—Douglass Montgomery and Erin

Obrien-Moore, Lanny Ross, Jane
Cowl, Margaret Anglin, Violet Hem-
ing and Esther Ralston. Prices were
low, $1.10 top at night and 55c for

matinees.
Some observers thought that the

stock policy was laimched too early

in the season and was dogged by
unfavorable weather. Others opined

that the nut was too high at $5,000

weekly. Some claim that Albany
has become a straight picture town.

The Hall returns to double fea-

ture films. No Albany theatre now
has a stage show. Night clubs are

the only spots for flesh entertain-

ment.

Albany, N. Y., Oct. 25.

Lou R. Golding, district manager
of Fabian theatres, said discontinu-

ance of policy at Bleecker Hall did

not preclude the booking of occa-

sional road shows. Golding stated

that 'our losses were too consider-

.able* to warrant retention of the

legit setup. Patronage diminished

rather than increased each week.

Yiddish Stock Reopens

Manhattan in Cleve.

Cleveland, Oct. 25.

Yiddish stock, dormant in Cleve-

land for the last year, is rejuvena-

ting the old Manhattan theatre,

which has been leased by Oscar

Ostrofl and his troupe of 12 from

New York.
Rose Wallerstein and Mbrris

Brown head company, which is

breaking ice with 'Eternal Bride'

and 'Rabbi's Family.' Ostroff stag-

ing them for three-day stands, but

if business is good will go into a

full-week schedule.

Close Figuring

Marc Connelly and Bela Blau
sent out a call for eight singers
to be used in the former's 'Land
of the Living,* the studio atop
the Belasco, New York, being
used for the auditions. Stairs
leading to the studio constitute
a breath-taking climb, so the
managers decided that appli-
cants should be given time to
become composed.
After studying the situation,

they decided each singer be
given eight minutes a^ter mak-
ing the climb before being
asked to warble.

MEMORIES OF

MAYim
l«iy)AT7li

By Epcs W. Sargent
May Irwin, 76, dean of comedi-

ennes and in her day imtouched and
untouchable by any of her imitators,

died in her Apartment In the Park
Crescent, New York, Oct^22, of bron-
chial pneumonia. She had retiu^ed
only a few days before from her
summer home in Clayton, N. Y. She
retired from the stage some years
ago.

With her sister, the late Flo Irwin,

she made her stage debut in 1875 at
the Adelphi theatre, Buffalo. The
sisters toured for two years in what
was then known as variety, doing a
double singing act, including what
amounted to the more modern 'coon
shout' in the lighter Negro melodies,
such as 'Don't You Hear Dem Bells?'.

Her infectious humor and rollidcing

good nature made the turn an im-
mediate hit, and after a couple of

years on the road the sisters found
an engagement with Tony Paster at

his old Metropolitan theatre. They
were tremendously successful both
in New York and on the road in the
spring and autunm tours with which
Pastor prefaced and concluded his

year's work.

The sisters worked In a niunber of

musicals, and then the team split, so

that May might go into the Augustin
Daly company, then the blue ribbon
employment of the American stage.

She held her own in such company
as John Drew, Ada Rehan. Otis Skin-

(Continued.on page 50)

Chain Nut Store

Plenty Cocoanuts From

Invalid/ Affieging libel

Federal Nut Co., which operates a
chain of eating places in New York
under the name of 'Chock Full

o'Nuts,' has filed suit for $15,000

against Sam H. Harris, Moss Hart
and George S. Kaufman, alleging

libel in their show, Tlie Fabulous
Invalid,' current at the Broadhurst,
New York. Action is based on sev-

eral lines in a scene delivered by
James Moore, who is also named.
Scene complained of i$ an office,

managers of a grind film house seek-

ing a reduction in rent, Bank repre-

sentative points out that the theatre

Is a landmark (supposedly on 42nd
street) and the showmen reply that

there are other landmarks, mention-
ing the flea circus, hamburger joints

and 'Chock Full o'Nuts.*

MONITOR PASSES UP

PLAY ASSAILING FAITH

'Case History,* written by a medi-
cal doctor, which opened at the Ly-
ceum, New York, Friday (21), was
passed by the Christian Science Mon-
itor. Subject matter of the drama is

controversial, with Science healing
assailed during much of the perform-
ance. However,, just before the finale

a physician in the play declares that
Science healing is definitely effective

in the treatment of certain mental
types, and a practioqer, who had
been dismissed, is summoned to treat

a melancholy dipsomaniac.
^

. Monitor is usually on the second
night press list for Broadway pre-
mieres, but first-night tickets were
sent for the 'History' debut. Seats

I

were occupied, but whether by the
I paper's reviewer was not known.

Most representative managerial
assemblage, since the ticket code was
devised gathered at the offices of the
League of New York Theatres Fri-

day (21) to discuss the control sys-

tem with 18 of the more important
ticket brokers. Complaints from the
agency men and allegations, one of

which was not pertinent to the sub-
ject^ against the managers enlivened
the Session. While there were no
expressions made by the managers
against the code, some were critical

of the manner in which it is func-
tioning.

Brokers declared they are losiitg

patrons because imable to fill orders
from other agencies, and smaller
agency men charged a comer in

tickets for the hit revue 'Hellzapop-
pin,' 46th Street, N. Y., which is

partly owned by the Shuberts and
Harry Kaufman, latter being a part-
ner in the Tyson & Co. agency.
Brokers present stated they only got
a total of 90 tickets nightly, few
being center locations. Kaufman
declared the lesser broker^ are al-

lotted the same number of tickets

for Shubert successes as for their

flops.

Whether the system to control
ticket speculation will work out had
evoked some doubt among showmen
because of the price fixing features.

Pointed out that the Government
has expended many millions in an
attempt to control commodity prices
and has not yet succeeded in doing
so.

People who do not care what- they
pay are said to be getting good lo-

cations from unaccredited, or outlaw
agencies. League's enforcement com-
mittee reports that its several In-

vestigators have secured evidence of
violations both by theatres and
agencies, but so far charges have not
been disposed of. Some house man-
agements not in the League are
known to be doing business with the
accredited agencies, but there is a
disposition to bring them within the
membership instead of using the
cracking down process. It appears
that one of the toughest problems
is to check up on how tickets for
hits get into the hands of brokers
not signatory to the code.

Gordon vs. Pemberton

One of the brushes involving
managers came when Max Gordon
arose and said he had been told by
William McBride that Brock Pem-
berton, who Wrote most of the code,
owed the broker money. Later it

was opined that Gordon's remarks
may have been inspired over pique
that Pemberton produced Clare
Boothe's 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' a
sock show, and that he felt he was
entitled to it because of having put
on same author's 'The Women.'
Pemberton explained that the

McBride claim arose originally dur-
ing an NRA code session, but de-
clared the broker loaned him money
as stated. About 15 years ago the
manager had an expiring option on
the musical version of 'Good Graci-
ous Annabelle,' for which he ad-
vanced $1,000. At the time, Mc-
Bride's and other agencies were dis-
posed to back shows. Pemberton
told the broker that he did not care
to invest further in 'Annabelle'
rights, but if McBride cared to he
would be declared in, if and when
the show was produced.
McBride referred - him to M. J,

(Mike) Meehan, a stock broker,
agreeing to put up $500 if the Wall
Streeter invested the same amount.
Claimed there were no notes given
in the transaction, which went
through, but the show was not put on
by Pemberton, who declares there
was no mention of it being a loan.
When extended option expired. Flo
Ziegfeld put the show on for Billie

Burke. It was not a success.

Beck vs. Mayer
Another managerial brush came

when Lester Mayer, who operates the
Empire theatre, said that if unac-
credited brokers were securing tick-

ets he was disposed to consider en-
tering into a buy for- 'Herod and
M'ariamne' (Katharine Cornell),
which comes to his theatre next
month. That brought Martin Beck
to his feet, latter declaring that the
code must be enforced and that the
League's agreement with Equity on
that point could not be set aside. It

was then brought out that all was
not. regular concerning tickets for

the repeat date of 'Victoria Regina,*
playing his theatre. There had been
an agreement between the show
management and Beck that balcony
tickets should not be allotted the
agencies. Stated that such tickets

were being sold by any number of

agencies, but it was not explained
how the pasteboards reached the
br-cdcers. Defense was that diggers
had brought the tickets at the box-
office.

Pemberton further figured in the
discussion when a broker brought up
a warning from the manager con-^

cerning 'Kiss the Boys.' On the re-

verse side of ad matter for 'Kiss' dis«

tributed the agencies is notice to the
effect 'that failure to display it prom-
inently would be taken into consid-

eration when allotting further tickets

for the hit
Chatge was made that the manager

implied,the brokers shoidd discrimi-

nate against other managers, which
is provided against in the code.,,

Pemberton said that if a broker were"
not- interested enough to display the

ads, he wouldn't be concerned with
selling many tickets. An equal rep-

resentation with other producers was
all he asked, showman feeling that

because of his code activities, the
agency people might be inclined to

be lukewarm about 'Kiss the Boys.*

However, the demand for the show
is so heavy that nothing is calculated

to interfere with heavy attendance.
'Hamlet,' ^Incon' Problems

At least two shows of recent ar-

rival appear, to be problem cases for

the league. 'Hamlet's*- producer,
Maurice Evans, is not in the league,
nor is Boris Said, who operates the
St. James, where it. is spotted. Some
brokers are 'taking orders* for the
show, but claim they do not promise
to obtain the tic]|cets; they are careful

not to say they cannot handle the
attraction because ot legal reaction

on the part of the house and show
management.
'Abe Lincoln in Illinois' was jpro-

duced at the Flymtouth by the Play-
wrights, who are not in the league,

but the house management is. Be-
cause of latter, accredited brokers
arc handling tickets for the new dra-
matic hit; It is matters like this that
the lea'Tue has not made an issue of,

but which seem inconsistent to

brokers.

The Associated Theatre Ticket
Agencies claims that league mem-
bers are.-the chief violators of the
code, also that , outlaw agencies are
flourishing aiid charging $8.80 each
for tickets priced ^3.30 at the box-
office, despite the fact that the code
has been in operation upward of a

month. They said they would like

a showdo-wn on whether the man-
agers should nol police themselves,
before policing the agencies.

Agency men say that they would
be able to operate more effectively

if permitted one Interchange be-
tween agencies, which would permit
a premium of $1.50 instead of the
75c. maximum set forth in the code.
Such interchanges would apply only
to shows in strong demand. As an
alternate proposition, they sur^gest

raising the premium limit to $1.10.

One broker explained the situation

when trying to fill an order. He
made 12 telephone calls costing 60e
before locating the desired tickets,

making it impossible to show a profit

on the sale, despite fact that
agencies are permitted to charge 25c
ner ticket lor deliveries. Understood
the government re»?ards the delivery
coin to be part of the selling price
andj demands tax upon such money.

'N^ER KNOW GIRLS

FEEL ECONOMY PINCH

Some changes in the ensemble por-
tion of 'Vou Never Know,* Winter
Garden, N. Y., have been ordered.
Four show girls are being dropped,
with other chorines given the choice
of taking a cut, or bein^ replaced.
Some of the girfs in 'Know' are
paid $50 weekly, tmion minimum be-
ing $35. Closing notice went up
Monday (25).

Disposed to aid the girls who con-
templated leaving the show, stage
manager posted a call for auditiomi
by Earl Carroll at the Majestic,

showman being east to line up talent

for his Hollywood night club.

PROSPERin YR.

HINTS' FIVE-PLAY

TOUR DEFINITE
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Plays Abroad

Bobby Get Your Gun
London, Oct. 12.

Musical comedy In two acta by Guy Bol-
ton, li'red Thompson and Bert Lee; Uie-
sented by Jack "Waller. Staged by \Viniam
MolUson. Lyrics, Clifford Grey. Bert Lee,

Daamond Carter; music, Waller, .Toaeim

Tunbrldge; dances and ensembles, Freddie
(rarponter. At Adelphl, London.
Prunella Lockwood Bertha Belmore
li ma OlUe Franks

.

Clarice Elaa Tee
|

Bruce Lockwood Max Oldaker
Bobby Lockwood Bobby Howes
Vetttck 'VVyllo Watson
Horace Manning Carl Bernard i

Pablo George Pughe
Flash Tomklns David Burns
Ijupo Gertrude Nlesen
Hltu ; Diana Churchill

Molloy Michael Carr

Program credits seven authors and
composers for 'Bobby Get Your Gim.'
Sometime ago mention was made
that Walter Hackett was writing a
new piece for Bobby Howes, but his

name is not included among the
seven. On form this piece looks like

a success. Howes is at his best here,

with excellent material and his usual
supporting comnany augmented by
Diana Churchill. Settings are in
splendid taste and direction is good.
N Postponed through the war scare,

show consequently was in thorough
working order when it preemed in

London after out-of-town tryouts.

Plot consists of adventures of Cam-
bridge undergraduate, who, having
.inherited an earldom, is informed
'there's a flaw in his claim, necessi-
tating production of his birth cer-
tificate. This is unearthed after some
difficulty and right is done by our
hero.
Cuban scenes supply colorful back-

ground and sinister-liu-king figures
eager to grab loot known to have
been secreted by an outlaw, revealed
as Howes' father. In addition, there
are dancing girls who undulate gen-
erously.
Howes is his agile, pleasiilg self

In the title role, with Wylie Watson
giving good support as a faithful re-
tainer. Diana Churchill, as the
heroine, who grabs the hero, and
Gertrude Niesen, the American
singer, oozing appeal as a gangster's
moll, are splendid contrasts. David
Burns is good as a gunmaii, and
Bertha Belmore- plays the haughty
spinster well. Jolo.

Wben We Are Married
London, Oct. 12.

Farce In thrte acta by 3. B. Priestley;

fresented by Basil Dtsan. At St. Martin's,
.ondon.

Ruby Blrtle Patricia Hayea
Gerald Forbes Richard Warner
Mrs. Northrop Beatrice Varley
Nancy Holmes.... Betty Fleetwood
Fred Dyson Alexander Grandlson
Henry Ormonroyd Frank Pettlngell
AldermaA Joseph Helllwell..Lloyd Pearson
Maria Helllwell ..Muriel George
Councillor Albert Parker.Raymond Huntley
Herbert Sbppitt Kmest Butcher
Clara Soppitt.' Ethel Coleridge
Annie Parker Helena Plckard
Lottie Grady Mai Bacon
Rrv. Clement Mci^cer ^ormain Wooland
Mayor of Cleckleywylce. . ..H. Marsh Dunn

the occasion is a triple anniversary.
They are the focal point for many
farcical situations.

Slow tempo is the play's weakest
point. Cast is good. But there are
several incidents that contribute
nothing to the plot's progress and
these, plus the slow pace, make for
some tiresome patches. Jolo.

Agents^ Bite

Remarkable how much farce the
author has gained from the hack'
neyed situation of a married coiiple
who find on celebrating their silver
anniversary that they are not really
married at all, since the- clergyman
who performed the ceremony was
not duly ordained. In this instance,
J. Bi ' Priestley takes three couples;

Australian and New Zealand Thea-
tres, Ltd,, Managing Directors' 'Frank
S. Talt, S. S. • Crlcki G. B. Dean,
Present?

—

VIOLET CARLSON
B» tlie Star of

"ROSE-MARIE"
. ROYAIi IHEAT&E
SYDNIS]:, AUSTBAUA

(Continued from page 47)

New York offices. Equity could see

no objection to agents devoting most
of their time on the Coast and per-

mitting subordinates to handle the

Broadway end. Further argument
in favor of that, is that the actor

gets the benefit of wider coverage

and chance for engagements either

in films, or the stage, or both.

Claimed that too many restrictions

were urged upon Equity by the com-
mittee. One was that none but TARA
members be licensed, and the coun-

cil steered wide of that idea, which
would give the agency group control

of the field. Known that several of

the most active agencies are not
members of TARA and have no in-

tention of joining. To. rule them out

of the Itgit casting field was deemed
inequitable. Suggestion of one class

of permits or licenses, which carried

with it the tilt of from 5 to 10%
commish, was thought to have gotten

the nod from the coimcil, but it got -

thumbs down, too.

Bond Idea Out
Committee's report included the

idea of TARA arbitrating disputes,

3Ut the council thought that unnec-
essary. With that idea was a rule

that all agents file bonds of compli-

ance and, in the event of forfeit, the

agents would split the coin with
Equity, after expenses Were paid.

: Equity figured that would be going

into business with TARA and, if

adopted, might furnish fertile ground
for damage suits.

Another suggestion which would
have involved Equity in a mass of

detail w?.s the suggestion that the
pei*mits or licenses be reviewed and
renewed annually. When issued,

permits have no time limit, but are
revokable, and agents are checked
up now and then. Moral effect of an
annual inspection was one factor in

that idea being shelved.

Instead of winning, as indicated

earlier, it. appears the agents lost

face with the council. Arthur
Bjrron, president of ' Equity, so in-

timated in a statement the day after

the committee's recommendations
were torn to shreds. He forecasted
drastic tightening of agency regula-

tions, after allegations were made of
irregularities in the fees paid and the

use of unaccredited casters by Equity
members. Byron pointed out, how-
ever, that at no time was any evi-

dence submitted to bolster the con-
tentions. Byron's comment concluded
with:. 'If any actor or agent has
knowledge of such-yiolations, let him
submit proof to Equity and the ^as^-

sociation will proceed to act upon it

immediately.'
Equity concedes that any number

of actors pay more commission than
the rules require, but that it is diffi-

cult to check up on such violations.

Current Road Shows

(Week of Oct. 24)

«Amphltryon'-'Sea Gull' (Lunt and

VFontanne), Chestnut St., Philadel-

i>hia.
, ^

<BlQssom Time,' Grand Opera

House, Chicago.
'Golden Boy' (Luther Adler-Fran-

ces Farmer), Plymouth, Boston.

'Great. Lady' (TuUio Carminati-

Irene Bordoni-Norma Terris), For-

rest, Philadelphia.

'Herod and Marlamne' (Katharine

Cornell). Nixon, Pittsburgh (26-29).

1 Am Different' (Tallulah Bank-

head), American, St. Louis,.

Id Bather Be Right' (George M.

Cohan), Hanna, Cleveland.

'Leave It to Me,' Shubert, Boston.

'Night Must F.1II,' Queensboro,

Elmhurst, L. I., N. Y.

'Of Mice and Men,' Selwyn, Chi-

cago.
'Pins and Needles,' Cox, Cincinnati.

'Red Bumble Bee,' Curran, San

Francisco.
'Shadow and Substance' (Sir Cedric

Hardwicke), Wilbur, Boston.

'Soliloquy,' Biltmore, Los Angeles.

'Susan and God' ((Gertrude Law-
rence), Harris, Chicago.

'Tobacco Road,' Ford's, Baltimore.

'What a Life,' Masonic Aud, Roch-
ester (24-25); Erlanger, Buffalo '(26-

29).

'Whiteoaks' (Ethel Barrymore) , Lo-
cust St., Philadelphia. "

'Women,' Case, Detroit (23).

Tankee Fable' (Ina Claire), Co-

lonial, Boston.
Yes, My Darling Daughter,'

Shubert, Brooklyn, N. Y. (25).

'You Can't Take It With You,' Pal-

ace, Flint, Mich. (24); Temple, Sagi-

new, Mich. (25); Gladmer, Lansing,

Mich. (26); Michigan, Jackson, Mich.

(27); State, Kalamazoo (28); Keith's,

Grand Rapids, Mich. (29).

May Irwin

(Continued from page 49)

YIDDISH PUY

DAVID AND ESTHER
Musical drama in two acts (10 scenes)

and prolog by Louis Frelman; presented by
Julius Nathanson. Staged by Max Henlg;
settings, Alex Ctiertov; music. Ilia Trilling;

lyrics, Chalm Tauber; dances. Judith
Altermani At the National. N. T., Oct.

10, '88; $2.20 top.

Seamstresses: • .Belgelman Sisters
Sossel GItel SteIn
Tzlppe Anna Lillian
Oshcr .Sam Kasten
Mordecal Leon Schachtcr
Lelzer Ellc Leo Fuchs
Esther Ola LUUth
David Julius Nathanson
Shclndel. . Anna Mills
Yankel , Irving Grossman
Rabbi Max Ilenig
Cantor Kurt Kesylcr
Sonla....' Flora Frelman
Chanlna ?am Josephson
Ruzhe lana Goldberg
Cecelia Anna Loeb
Llosha Jerry Silverman

OF ^

CENTURA

m

A drama of dramas, shredding the
ast vestige of one of the oldest
hemes* in the Yiddish theatre, is

presented with a new, forthright
savor by Julius Nathanson in this

latest musical by Louis Frelman.
David and Esther' may be an out-
moded theme, but in. its presentation
Dy Nathanson's excellent, enterpris-
ing troupe the play takes on. a keen
lustre that by far eclipses its antece-
dents.

It has been a lo'ng time siftce the
cloud of drama has been as pene-
trable as in this play. But the ray
that pierces that cloud emerges in
the ubiquitous Leo Fuchs, One of the
best comedians treading the board
of Second avenue. This isn't a
Fuchs piece by any means, sinqe
there are many in this cast who give
him a close race, but he certainly
emerges in the van.
A comparative newcomer to New

York's Yiddish theatrical circles—he
came here from Warsaw three years
ago, where he played' in the Polish
theatre—Fuchs needs none of the
processed, grotesque makeup and ill-

fitting garments that many Yiddish
comedians require for laughs. He
doesn't sing well—^yet does it en-
gagingly; his dancing staggers—^but

there isn't anything to work with:
his contortions, sly smile—they all

are part of the most engaging per-
sonality, to come to Second avenue
in years.
Of course, too, there's Ola Lillith,

also recently from Warsaw, whose
acquiescence of a parental demand
to give UD the one she loves for a
husband of her father's choice gives
her excellent chapce for dramatics,
and she does it well. Nathanson is

the boy she must forsake, and he,
too, is excellent, particularly toward
the end of the play's 50-year caval-
cade.
Other excellent performances are

turned in, namely, by Irving Gross-
man, Anna Mills, Flora Freiman,
Sam Josephson, Diana Goldberg,
Anna Lillian, Sam Kasten and Leon
Schacter.
Music is lilting in most respects,

with Miss Freiman and Josephson
clicking best in a duet. Grossman
reverts from type in one spot and
sings a couple of English songs
Dl6asantly, though they aren't ma-
terially relevant to the play.. Set-
tings by Alex Chertov are adequate.

ner, Edith Kingdon, David Belasco,

William Gillette, James Lewis and
some of the veteran comedy players

of that day. Her engagement was a
sensation in theatrical circles; her
triumph a great surprise to the many
who regarded her as merely 'one of

those variety actresses.'

Following her engagement with
Daly, which to some extent held her
back because of his rigid a'dherence
to the stock system, .she went to
Charles Frohman, appearing in 'The
Junior Partner,' 'His Wedding Day,'
and 'Poets and Puppet.'

Reverting to the more flamboyant
comedies, she played in 'A Straight
Tip,* with James T. Powers, and with
Peter P. Dailey in 'A Country Sport'.
Thereafter she headed her own com-
pany in 'The Widow Jones', 'The
Swell Miss Fitzsweir, 'Courted into

Court,' 'Sister Mary,' 'Mrs. Black is

Back,' 'Mrs. Wilson Andrews,"Widow
By Proxy,' 'No. 33 Washington
Square,' and finally (in 1919-20) 'On
the Hiring Line'. In most of these
she introduced a number of songs
and was the first to sing Charles
Trevathan's 'The New Bully,' gener-
ally credited with being the first

syncopated air.- She had her pick of
the season's songs and was regarded
as the No. 1 song plugger. She was
paid a royalty running as high as
two and three cent^ a copy on all

of the songs she popularized.

It was while she was playing in

her first starring vehicle, 'The
Widow Jones', that she was asked
by the Edison company to pose for

a kissing scene in that play with
John C. Rice; leading man for. many
seasons. They made a 50 foot pic-
ture, credited with having been the
first close-up, and 'Th|e Kiss' was
featured on every picture bill. It

was strongly objected to by the
prude societies of that day, but it

was too valuable a property to be
suppressed.
She receiyed other picture offers,

but not at a figure that looked attrac-
tive to her, and 'The Kiss' was her
only contribution to the cinema. It

is now part of the collection of the
Modern Film Library in New York.
Among her intimates Miss Irwin

was renowned as a great cook.' She
liked to put it on when called upon
to demonstrate her culinary skill.

She retired in 1920, going to her
farm in (Clayton, in the Thousand
Islands, and since then had. made
fancy farming a fad. It also served
as a..jetreat for her sister, Flo, a
sufferer from tuberculosis.
She was first married (in 1878) to

Frederick W. Keller, who died in
1886. In 1907 she married her mana-
ger, Kurt Eisfeldt, who survives.

It was one of Miss Irwin's
treasured memories that she gave
what was practically a 'command'
performance before Woodrow Wilison.
Her press agent sent an open letter
to the newspapers suggesting that
what the President, worried by world
war, needed.was a good laugh, and
nominated . Miss Irwin as the laugh
creator. Shortly, afterward sources
close to the Chief Executive inti-

mated that he would be pleased if

she would include Washington in her
tour. She immediately rearranged
her bookings and came to the capital.

The President and most of his cab-
inet attehded a performance, of 'No.
33 Washington Square'. The follow-
ing day she visited the White Housci
and was created unofficial Secretary
of Laughter.

'CANDIDA' $22,000 IN 2

L A. WKS., THEN FOLDS

Los Angeles, Oct. 25.
Ann Harding's 'Candida' pulled

surprising business and checked in
with a good $22,000 for its fortnight
stay. Second stanza matched the
opener's $11,000. Company disband-
ed after local engagement' and 'Solil-
oquy' took over the house last night
(Mon.) for two weeks. Biltmore
then goes dark until Dec. 5, when
revival - of George Kelly's 'Torch
Bearers' comes in with cast of locals.

Estimate for Last Week
'Candida,' Biltmore (2d-last week)

(CD-1,656; $2.50). Matinees strong
factor in $11,000 take on windup
week, but despite heartening biz
Miss Harding closing her brief Coast
tour in the Shavian revival.

WPA
'Run Little Chillun/ Mayan. Com-

fortably settled for a long run and
doing smash biz at all performances.
'Two-a-Day,' Playhouse (Holly-

wood). Opens Oct. 29 as one of the
project's most ambitious undertak-
ings.
'Alien Corn,' Belasco. Gives way

to 'Volpone'. at month's end.

Take It' Big $12,400

In 2d Detroit Visit

Detroit, Oct. 25/

With last four performances s.r.o.,

'You Can't Take It with You* wowed
'em at the Cass here on its second
visit here in less than a year. Not as
big a grosser as 'Golden Boy* was
xi opening show here a week ago,
Dccause of differential between $2.75

top for 'Boy' and only $1.65 top for

'Take It,' but latter dragged in more
patrons than its predecessor. Result
was a smash $12,400 for nine per-
formances.
Current is 'The Women,' at $2.75

top, which also played Cass last sea-

son. House is booked solid until

well into December.
Estimate for Last Week

Tou Can't Take It,' Cass (1,900;

$1.65). Given rave notices; s.r.o.

last four performances to grab
hotcha $12,400 on low-price scale.

Current is 'The Women' at $2.75 top.

OAKS' STURDY

$7,300 IN BALTO

Baltimore, Oct. 25.

Legit season, late in starting, and
rather sparse as to bookings, boomed
most favorably last week. Ethel
Barrymore, 'in 'White Oaks,' chalked
up a most satisfactory $7,300 in four
performances at Ford's. Figures went
higher than strong response of week
before for 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,'

which garnered heartening $6,500 at
Ford's, and tryout of 'Window Shop-
ping' at the indie booked Maryland,
which drew satisfactory $5,400 for
the week.
'Tobacco Road,' currently at Ford's,

Is a third time repeat and off to good
advance and steady demand. Nothing
else immediately listed, except two
day date for Cornelia Otis Skinner
at Auditorium, Nov. 4.

Estimate for Last Week
'White Oaks,' Ford's (half week)

(1,900; $2.78). Opened bigger than
'Abe Lincoln' week previous, and
built strongly thereafter to most
satisfactory $7,300 for four shows,
Sell-out biz for upper floors every

' performance.

$10,000 Advance Sale

For St. L. Little Theatre
With its treasury well upholster-

ed with $10,000 obtained from sub-
scriptions and individual advance
sales, the St. Louis Little Theatre's

12th season gets under way tomor-
row night (Wed.) with Maxwell An-
derson's 'Star Wagon' and a rosy fi-

nancial outlook for the season.

Other pieces to 1)6 presented ar«

•Blind Alley,' 'The Front Page,' 'Loy-

alties, and a modern comedy to b«
selected from current New York suc-

cesses.

2 Shows Out

Another brace of fast, fiops on
Broadway are 'A Woman's a Fool-
to Be Clever,' which stopped at the

National last Saturday (22) after sev-

en performances, and 'I Have Been
Here Before,' ' which closes at the

Guild at the end of this week. Both
drew imfavorable notices.

A WOMAN'S A FOOL—TO BE
CLEVER

Opened Oct. 18, 1938. This,

too, was rated as unable to

stand up. Watts (Herald Trlb)

,

'An innocent but well-meaninff
bore.' Mantle (News), 'Story

is never really worth telUng:.'

'Before' was brought from London
and is leaving after two and a half

weeks of low grosses. It will tarry

in Canada for a week or two and
then sail back.

1 HAVE BEEN HERE BEFORE
Opened Oct. 18, 1938. Critics

agreed this wouldn't last.

Whipple (World-Tele), 'It's a
confused and oonfusinff ' play.'

Coleman (Mirror), .'Diffuse and
frequently dull.' Anderson
(Journal), 'Has the same rela-

tion to the drama as a dollar

watch has to the Greenwich
Observatory.'

• 'Lightnin',' at the Golden, also

leaves this week for a road tour.

Leonore Coffee East
Hollywood,. Oct. 25.

Leonore Coffee is en route to New
York for rehearsals of her new play,

'The Birds Stopped Singing,' starring

Gertrude Lawrence.
Miss Coffee just finished a writing

job on 'Red Cross Nurse' at 20th-

Fox.

mm
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1,000 Qii Advance Sale for 'Susan';

'Blossom' No Panic, hit Black f/^

Chicago, Oct. 29.

First mediocre box-off.se arrival

of the season was noted last week
with the booldng of 'Blossom Time'

Into the Graiid. This perennial,

•however, should show a proflt be-

cause of its relatively low nut. Get-

ting a play from the older element.

Walls of the Harris continue to

bulge due to the box-offtce appeal

of Gertrude Lawrence. Sensational

trade, with the hoUse already book-

ing more than $50,000 in advance

sales lor ^Susan and God.' Will stay

here until the first of the year easUy

at the present pace. ™. x_
Second of the American Theatre

Society shows, *Of Mice and Men,
arrived yestferday (Monday), re-

placing the Tallulah Bankhead show,

•I Am DifEerent,' at the Selwyn.

Third ATS item set is 'Dame
Nature,* which comes into the Er-

langer on Nov. 7.

Auditorium is becoming an impor-

tant factor in the Chicago legit pic-

ture, with Ada Katz having set two
top shows for the house, 'The

Women' and 'I'd Rather Be Right.'

Already a great advance demand for

the Geprge M. Cohan ^how, which
will play the mammoth arena for a

two-week gallop.
.

WPA has a Federal Theatre click

on its hands with the modernized
version of 'The Mikado,' with the all-

colored show getting an all-around

play.
Estimates for Last Week

'Blossam Time,* Grand (2d week)
(1,300; $2.75). Musical revival doing
just fair trade, but figures on a profit

at $7,500 gross.

'I Am Different,* Selwyn (1,000;

$2.75). Scrammed after four good
weeks; Tallulah sBankhead moniker
accounting for most of the coin.

Okay at $9,000 for wind-up. Heads
for southern territory.

'Of Mice and Men,* Selwyn (1st

week) (1,000; $2:75). Opened last

night (Monday) and looks for good
stay with ATS subscription assist-

ance. , , ^

'Susan and God,' Harris (3d week)
(1,000; $2.75), Bettered" $18,000 last

week, which is terrif. Wow show of

the midwest.
WPA

'The Mikado,' Great Northern.
Colored version garnering actual

bucks and a genuine smackeroo for

the Federal Theatre..

'WOMEN' PUUS GOOD

$10,500 IN CLEVE.

Cleveland, Oct. 25.

Considering it was a second visit

for 'The Women' and followed a

triple-repeater, 'You Can't Take It

With Y«u.' Hanna's second play of

fall semester, came through with
good results.' Clare Luce comedy,
at $2.50 top last week, ran up to

good $10,500. ....
Current-'I'd Rather Be Right* is the

Hanna's initial new roadshow to

bring out the regular legit pew-
buyer^ who passed up the two re-

vivals. Started Monday (24) faster

than a, landslide, a sell-out the first

two nights. Long lines in front of

b. o. smacked of old times. Heavy
demand for tickets should give

George M. Cohan nearly a record
grois of $30,000. . „
'What a Life' follows Oct. 31, then

Katharine Cornell in 'Herod and
Mariamne,* Nov. 7. Play House is

holding over 'Star Wagon* and "To-

night at 8:30,* with latter prospering
most.

Estimate for Last Week
'The Women.* Hanna (1,435; $2.50

top). Chiefly femme trade and bar-

gain-shoppers attracted by second
engagement, but $10,500 was plenty

satisfactory.

'SoGloquyV Fmal Frisco

.W«d( Okay at $8,000

San Francisco, Oct. 25.

Although things look better here
since the settlement of the ware-
house strike, which threw 3,000 peo-
ple out of work, the legits did so-so
biz last week. Warm weather kept
a lot of people out of the theatres.

Second and final week of 'Solilo-

quy' at the Curran managed to nick
up some extra dough. 'Animal King-
dom,' which opened at the Alcazar
la.st Monday (17), fared better at the
b.o. than the previous offering, 'A
Moral Entertainment,' at this Fed-
eral theatre house.

Estimate tat Last Week
'SolIIoqay.' Curran (1,771; $2.75)

(2d wk.). Word-of-mouth excellent
on this new play, which drew around
$8,000 on its final stanza. John Beal

^ and Helen Craig the principals. Play
has undergone some rewriting in an
effort to 5Ut out H«5 rhoppiness.

WPA
'Animal Itin>rd«>m.' Alcazar (1.269;

$1.10) (1st wk.). Off to good start.

Tickets on hstaUment

Plan in St L; Tins' 13G

St. Louis, Oct. 25.

Three of the • nine performances
of the first local showing of 'Pins

and Needles' were sold to the CIO,
American League for Democracy and
Peace and a Je"wish charity group,
helping greatly the tee-off of the
1938-39 legit season at the American
theatre.

Playgoers of St Louis, Inc., which
put local legit back. on the map last
season, has started a campaign for
members desiring balcony seats at
the American and an instalment plan
of payment will be used7

Tullalah Bankhead in 'I Am Dif-
ferent' opened a week's stay Mon-
day (24).

Estimate for Last Week
'Pins and Needles' (American) (1,-

707; $2.24). Copped nice $13,000 in
nine .perfoi-mances, with good por-
tion of 3,500 members of local
ILGWU patronizing show.

IMS HEFTY

19G IN PHULY

Philadelphia, Oct. 25.

With one show easily leading the

way. Philly'a legit season went into

high for activity last week, unless
a blight hits the boxoffices, plenty
more bookings are apparently sked-
ded for these parts.

' Last week's standout was 'Amphi-
tryon 38,' with the Lunts. which got
away to a grand start at the Chest-
nut Street Opera House (which it

opened for the season), although not
quite up to the first week of 'Idiot's

Delight some seasons back. The
Lunts will do 'Amphitryon 38' until
Saturday (29) and next week will
be seen In 'The Sea Gull,' which,
however, will not be on subscription.
The expensive musical comedy

production of Dwight Deere Wiman
and J. H. Del Bonio, 'Great Lady,*
did not make its bow until Friday
night (21). Will play two weeks
and three performances. Notices
were generally adverse, though all

the crix raved over the production.
'Window Shopping,' the Tom Kil-

patrick comedy try-out which bowed
in at the Erlanger, couldn't stand
the competition and went out Satur-
day instead of playing an expected
second week. Eddie Dowling's elab-
orate costume production, 'Madame
Capet,' left the Locust Saturday night
after three weeks' stay. Final week
was nothing to get excited about, al-

though show had been much im-
proved.
This week's only opening is 'White

Oaks,' in for a fortnight at the Lo-
cust. Next week, besides 'Sea Gull'
at the Chestnut, Erlanger is announc-
ing a return of 'Brother Rat.' 'Golden
Boy' comes to the. Locust Nov. 7, and
the Mask and Wig show will play
the Erlanger Thanksgiving Week.

Estimates for Last Week
'Amphitryon 38' (Chestnut) 1st

week (1,800; $2.85). Opened house
for season and business very big,

though not quite up to 'Idiot's De-
light' record. With subscriptions
holding figure, .still hit $19,000. Next
week. 'The Sea Gull,' but not on sub-
scriotion.
'Window Shopping* (Erlanger) one

week only (1,800, $2). Went out
Saturday instead of staying expected
second week. Notices' were rather
good, but biz wasn't and- extensive
papering could not save it; $4,000.

'Brother Rat' at house next Monday
(31).
'Great Lady* (Forrest) 1st week

(2.000; $3.42). Opened Friday night
after postponement and no line can
be gotten on biz musical try-out as
yet. Stays this week and next.
'Madame Capet' (Locust) 3d week

(1,400; $2.85). Eased off in third and
last week, althoueh show was much
improved; $7,000. 'White Oaks'
opened last night (Monday).

'Mulatto* 3G in B*klyn
Brooklyn, Oct. 25.

Reaction to l^it attractions at

Shubert favorable. 'Mulatto' brought
in neat $3,000. At Werba's, 'Behind
Red Lights' blinked considerably and
faded to tune of $2,000.

Werba's drops legit this week and
goes burlesk, with Ann Corio get-

ting top billing.

Estimates for Last Week
'Behind Red Lljphts* (Werba's

Brooklyn) (1,529; 55.$1.10). Weak
$2,000.

'Mulatto* (Shubert) (1,750; 20-85).

Nice response, $3,000.

Cincy Gels Gonig

Cincinnati, Oct. 25.

Opening last night (Monday) of
'Pins and Needles at the Cox for a
week's engagement marked belated
start for Cincy's legit season. Revue's
scale is $2.26 tops for nights and
$1.70 for Wed. and Sat. mats, Tallu-
lah Bankhead, in 'I Am Different,'

and 'What a Life' are second and
third weeks' fare.

Cox has solid bookings to week
before Christmas, except for a half
week, when George M. Cohan and
his troupe are in for three days.
Latter show will be in the 2,500-

seat Taft auditorium, which doubles
the Cox's capacity. Solemn front of
the Cox has been enlivened by the
erection of a marquee^

F. D. R.

RIB TOPS 28G

IWASH.

Washington, Oct. 25.

Although smart set had caught

'I'd Rather Be Right' on Broadway,
interest among lower official set and
pop trade, plus guaranteed George
M, Cohan draw, carried week of bur-

lesquing F.D.R. by name in nation's

capital to big take.

Town's sole legit is dark this week,
with Ina Claire, in 'Yankee Fable,'
set for week of Oct. 31; Alfred and
Lynn Fontanne in 'The Sea Gull' are
due Nov. 7, and Katharine Cornell's
'Herod and Miriamne' Nov. 14.

Estimate for Last Week
I'd Rather Be Biffht,' National (1,-

608; $3.75 top). Got official crowd
and pop Cohan audiences for gr^at
gross of $28,500.

IMVERffi'BIG

miNHOB
Boston, Oct. 25.

•Leave. It to Me,' new Vinton
Freedley musical, starring William
Gaxton, Victor Moore and Sophie
Tucket, took top gross last week,
when four shows bowed in. 'Yankee
Fable,' new Ina Claire comedy,
showed medium promise in six per-
formances.
'Shadow and Substance' and

'Golden Boy* both started off With
promising takes. All legit biz took
a decided upswing last week and al-
though houses were consistently sol-
ing from the top sheU downj there
was an increase in customers for
higher-priced locations.
Fred Stone comes into the Colonial

Oct. 31 with ^Lightnin' ior two
weeks. 'Boys from Syracuse' opens
Nov. 7; and next night Vinton Freed-
ley brings in 'Flying Ginsburgs.'

Estimates for Last Week
'Leave It to Me* Shubert) (1,590;

$3.30) (1st wk). Sell-outs practical-
ly every performance, with group
sales to organizations helping. First
week big $23,000. Show is being re-
vised plenty, with greatly doctored
second act slated for tryout. this
week. More dance' routines tieing
added by Bob Alton. Probably will
not go direct to New York, despite
hefty response.
'Shadow and Substance* (Wilbur)

(1,200; $2.75) (1st wk). Registering
nicely with Boston carriage trade.
Around $11,000 for opening frame.
'Golden Boy* (Plymouth) (1,480;

$2.75) (1st wk). Also clicking and
start-off stanza of $10,500 is promis-
ing.

•Yankee Fable'- (Colonial) (1,643;

$2.75) (1st wk; 6 performances).
Opening postponed from Tuesday to
Wednesday night. Ina Claire and
John Williams C<^t rave press, hut
the play wa.s thumbed-down. ^5,U00
for initial wc?'- r—-litin'^.

'Forest' Barren $3,500

In Maplewood, N. J.

Maplewood, N. J., Oct. 25.

Douglass- Montgomery, in 'The Pet-
rified Forest' at the Maplewood,
where O. E. Wee and Frank McCoy
have been presenting stage successes
with Broadway and Hollywood stars
for the past four months, proved dis-
appointing, getting hardly more
than $3,500. Montgomery drew ca-
pacity houses a few weeks before in
•Night Must Fall,' EnglifSh thriller.

(Current attraction is 'You Can't
Take It With You.'

Estimate for Last Week
The Petrified Forest.' Maplewood

(1,420: 25-$l). Douglass Montgom-
ery lil:ed here, but the play did not
appeal to local theatregoers; just
about $3,500.

3 New Shows B way Boom;

lincoln' Sock 17G, %i^hts/ %iick'

$15,090 Each, Hayos B^ $19'

Broadway's World's Fair season
looks increasingly promising, with
the 'recent additions of a dramatic
sock and two musicals which drew
likely business last week despite
mixed notices. 'Abe Lincoln in Illi-

nois' is the newest bell-ringer, get-
ting $17,000 at. the Plymouth in its

first full week. 'Knights of Song,'
Gilbert and Sullivan cavalcade at the
51st Street (Warners' Hollywood),
was quoted around $15,000, while
'Knickerbocker Holiday,' Barrymore,
drew nearly as much in fewer per-
formances. . Both musicals were big
over the weekend.
The leaders among the new sea-

son's productions to date are 'Hellz-
apoppin,' which went higher to $24,-
300; 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye,' which
improved to nearly $16,000, and 'Os-
car Wilde,' which also went upward
to around the $14,500 mark. -^The
Fabulous Invalid' was somewhat bet-
ter, with takings of $16,500, and
'Hamlet' was credited with nearly
$16,000, though neither is as close to
capacity as the others. Repeat of
'Victoria » Regina' steadily built up
and last week's gross, near the $19,-
000 mark, spots it among the list's

very best.

Nothing has yet. -approached the
pace of 'I Married an Angel.' New
musicals doing fair business are
'Sing Out the News' and 'You Never
Know.' Two straight shows which
opened last we'^ are 'A Woman's a
Fool—^To Be Clever,' which promptly
stopped at the National, and 'Case'
History,' a doubtful starter at the
Lyceum.
Two new productions and a night

club meller comprise this week's
openings. Next week another musi-
cal, 'Leave It To Me,' will open at
the Imperial CYpu Can't Take It

With You* moving again), the debyt
card also having 'Run, Sheep, Run,'
Windsor, and 'Waltz in Goose Step,'

Hudson.
There are 12 shows in rehearsal,

six having started within the past
Week. Closing this week are 'I Have
Been Here Before,' Guild, and 'Light-
nin', Golden.

Estimates for Last Week
'A Wmnan's a Fool.* National.

Withdrawn Saturday after weak
press and little* business; played
seven performances.
'Abe Llnedln In Illinois,' Plymouth

(2d week) (D-1,036; $3.30). Looks
like initial dramatic sock of season;
first full week built to capacity, with
takings bettering $17,000.
'Bachelor Born.' Mansfield (40th

week) (C-1,097; $3.30). Moved again,
switching over from the Cort to
make way for 'Madame C^apet'; has
been approximating $5,000 weekly.,
'Case History,' Lyceum (2nd week)

(D-957; $3.30). Opened last Friday,
drawing questionable press; show in
on guarantee arrangement for two.
weeks.
'Oame Nature.' Booth (5th week)

(C-708; $3.30). Theatre parties first

half should tilt gross; due in Chicago
after jinpther week; rated around
$8,000.

'Danton's Death.' Mercury (1st
week) (D-660; $2.75). Presented by
the Mercury Theatre; written by
Georg Buchner; done .in German
some time ago; opens tonight (26).

'Hellzapoppin.' 46th Street (6th
week) (R-1,376; $3.30). Cleaning up;
roughhouse revue selling out nightly
with matinees steadily stronger;
$24,300 last week.

'I Have Been Here Before,' Guild
(3rd week) (D-914; $3.30). Final
week; will play Toronto and Montreal
with company then returning to

London; first full week around $2:500.

'I Married an Angel.' Shubert
(25th week) (M-1,367;. $4.40), The
boxoffice line still in evidence and
holdover musical easily holds leader-
ship against incomers; $28,000.

'Kiss the Boys Goodbye.' Miller
(5th week) (C-944; $3JO). Comedy
smash, with takings going slightly
higher than previous week; gross ap-
proached $16,000 mark; that means
capacity all performances.
'Knickerbocker .Holiday,' .Bari-y-

more (2d week) (M-1,096; $4.40).

Press fairly good after tepid pre-
miere, but business very promising
after midweek start; capacity
claimed Saturday night.
'Knlshts of SoncT,' 51st Street (2d

week) (M-1,547; $3.30). After mixed
press business mild, then started im-
proving during last half; around $15,-
000; promising, but not enough for
musical.
'Madame Capet,' Cort (1st week)

(D-1.059; $3.30). Presented by Eddie
Dowling; adapted by GJeorge Middle-
ton from French of Marcelle Maur-
ette; fair out-of-town reports; opened
Tuesday.

'Missouri Legrend,' Empire (6th
week) (D-1,096; $3.30). Little change
in business, .with takings again
quoted somewhat ov6r $6,500 mark:
may stay until 'Herod and Mariamne
arrives late next month.
'On Borrowed Time.' Longacre

(39th week) (D-1,019; $3.30). Goes

to road after another week; business
up around $9,000 on announcement
of .'Closing; 'Lorelei' next attraction.

'Oscar Wilde,' Fulton (3d week)
(D-913; $3.30). Seems set for run,
second week being stronger than
good starting stanza and the gross
went around $14,500; . not far from
capacity.

'Our Town,* Morosco (39th week)
(D-^961; $3.30). Now slated to leave
for extended road tour after Nov.
19;*^ has been profitable right along,
with last week over $8,500; probalMe
next attraction is 'Yankee Fable/
' 'Sinff Out the News.' Music Box
(5th week) (R-1,013; $4.40). Nights
strong, with matinee trade off; last
week about the same as week be-
fore at $15,500; still expectant that
revue will build.
'The Fabulous Invalid,' Broadhur^t

(3d week) (CD-l,li6; $3.85). Some-
what up last week, when the gross
was quoted at $16,500; more expect-
ed, however, and staying chances
may be indicated this week.
'Tobacco Road.' Forrest (255th

week) (C-1,107; $1.65). Moved up
last week, wh^n the gross ap-
proached $6,000 mark and road show
nearby got $9,000 in small stands.
'You Never Know.' Winter Garden

(6th week) (R-1,671; $3.30). Re-
ported cuttipg operating expense; es-
timated pace around $15,000 and
staying chances not strong.

'Victoria Regina' (repeat) Martin
Beck (4th week) (CD-I,214; $3.30).
Return engagement drawing excel-
lently, which indicates that road
dates will be equally successful;
clhnbed close to .$19,000.

'What a Life,' BUtmore (28th
week) (C-991; $3.30). With cast on
sharing terms, show operating at low
cost; week to week, with takings
around $5,000.
'Tou Can^t Take It With You,' Im-

perial (98th week) (C-1.^6; $1.65).
Will move to Ambassador next week
to make way for 'Leave It to Me';
long<-run laugh show turned in an-
other profitable week with gross
around $6,000.

Revivals
'LiehtnlD'.' Golden (7th week)

(C-78fl; $3.30). Fmal week; revival
goes to Boston and long tour slated
to follow; business fair at around
$7,500.

^Hamtet,' St. James (3d week)
(D-1,520; $3.30). Full length version
drew Very well and first full week
quoted close to $16,000.

Added
'Pins and Needles,' Labor Stage

(48th week) (R.500; $2.75). Labor
unionists revue in small theatre
holds to steadily profitable pace,
with takings averaging $6,000 and
more.
'The Girl From Wyoming,'. Ameri-

can Music Hall (Isf week). De-
scribed as a 'musical tnelpdrama*;
booze and dance place; authorship
credited to 'John Van Ostend Ant-
werp,' otherwise Jerrold Krimsky;'
opens Saturday (29).

WPA
'One-Third 0f a NaUon.* Adelphia;

closed last Saturday after playing
40 weeks.
'On the Bock*,* Daly's.
'Prologue to Glory,' Ritz, (28tli

Week; due out next week.
The Big Blow,' Elliot.V $15,000, FIRST

Pm mow IN BUCK

Pittsburgh, Oct. 25.
After a couple Qf false starts, le-

git season finally shot into action
last week with 'Of Mice and Men* at
Nixon. It was first new attraction
of year, house having previously
played a couple of oldies, 'You Can't
Take It with You' and 'Blossom
Time'. Under subscription auspices,
Critics' Prize play got away to nice
start and held pretty fast against
bad weather and absence o* cp^i
names to come through with close to
big $15,000.
Subscription list currently is way

ahead of 1937-38 and, with virtually
any window sale at all, pushes ATS
shows into winning class immedi-
ately. Newspaper raves helped
plenty and 'Mice' built steadily to
give house its first better than even
break so far. House dark first two
days this week, with Katharine Cor-
nell's 'Herod and Miriamne' post-
poning opening until tomorrow night
(Wed,); Big advance sale for six
nerformances, regular Wed. matinee
having been pushed back to Thurs-
day afternoon.

Estimate for Last Week
'Of Mice and Men' (Nixon; 2,100;

$2.75). With ATS subscription back-
ing, last year's Critics' Prize play
launched tour in aggressive fashion.
Around. $15,000, plenty big here.
Raves helped attraction ^nild- to
capacity down the stretch aUtet bad
weather lopped off middle of week.
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Inside Europe' Followups
Newspaper foUow-up procedure in

keeping ap&ce of the news is being

employed for tlie first time in a boolc

in the case of John Guhther's 'Inside

Europe/ and proving so successful as

to point the way to a new handling

of topical books. Latter are particu-

larly risky in this time of rapidly-

changing events. Generally rush jobs

at special cost, a slight turn in events

makes them dated. Has been found

that the book reader wants his book

on contemporary events as up to date

as his newspaper.
When Harper first brought out . 'In-

side Europe' in February, 1936, vol-

ume was strictly news. But things

were happening fast then, as now,

and future of the book, which had

developed into a best seller, v/as

threatened. Publisher immediately

put Gunther to Work to bring the

volume up to date, and he's been at

it practically ever, since.

Have been a number of editions of

the book, each with events added

since the close of the time of the pre-

vious edition. Now, the book is on

the press again, Gunther having

added another 15,000 words of new
material and bringing the time up to

October, 1938.

Around 75,000 words haye been

added by Gunther to the original

book since its first appearance. That's

sufficient wordage for a new book in

itself.

New Mag Publlsliing Trend
Trend in new mags is. to bimonthly

and even quarterly publication, as

'affording publishers a line on the

prospects of their new periodicals

with a roinimtjm of outlay. Whereas
a publisher formerly got out a second

and even a lliird issu6 of a liiag be-

fore he could learn that he shouldn't

(Bven have issued the .first, biinonthly

'or quiarterly publicationp givfes .the

publisher sufficient time to dfetermine

.whether his new periodical is worth
continuing. .

It's a .simple matter to make publi-

cation- more frequent ^ soon as the
new. bii&bnthly or quarterly catches

onl
' Classic example is Esquire, which,
because of unusually heavy produc-
tion - cost, began, as a' quarterly.

Caught on in short order and as
quickly went to monthly publication.
Current example Is The Woman, di-

gest taag for femmes. Intended as a
bimonthly, but second, issue two
months .later convinced its sponsors
It' was in, and it's now a monthly.
Some !pubiishers, preferring to play

wholly safe, start: off new mags as
one-sh6t$i undated. Gives the publi-
cation an. unlimited period in which
to sfell, ,yet can be followed up .with a
dated siecbnd issue any time the de-

nxand warrants.

time that's ever been known to hap-
pen in publishing business.

Fact that poll hadn't been going

accurately from start was evident

when heavy Democratic wards re-

ported big Republican majorities,

Sun-Tele, in front-page editorial,

said it had learned of cases where
Democratic leaders told their con-

stituents to mark their post-card bal-

lot Bepublican.

New 'News Confidence' Bill

New York State Society of News-
paper Editors will make another

attempt to have the legislature adopt

a 'news confidence' bill. Dwlght
Marvin, editor of The Record News-
papers, Troy, has been appointed

chairman of a committee to work for

the passage, at the 1939 session of

the lawmakers, of a measure pre-

pared by the society. This action

was taken at a meeting in Syracuse

last week.
Previous efforts by the society,

individual publishers and legislative

correspondents to put such a statute

on the books met with failure. The
bills did not even get out of com-
mittee.

Editors, at last week's gathering,

also received reports which indi-

cated that newspapers still have a

strong hold on the public. The num-
ber of phone calls received during

the European "crisis was cited as one

example of this. Emphasized was
the fact the public still depends upon
newspapers for full accounts of

stories and situations tabbed by
broadcasters.

Connolly's Scoop

Reportorlal training of Joseph V,

Connolly, general manager of Hearst

newspapers, stood hftn in good stead

last week and INS got a scoop when
plane in which he .was a passenger,

caught . fire 1,400 ifeet up. Blaze

started in right engine of twq-

mbtored ship just a few minutes

after plane had left Montgomery,
Ala., for night hop to Atlanta. . Pilot

set blazing ship down in a field, how-
ever, and passengers and crew got

out split seconds before tvfo minor
explosions made an inferno out of

craft.

Connolly headed for nearest tele-

phone, not stopping to get a lacerated

finger fixed up until he had .tele-

phoned his story to New York, giv-

ing Hearst morning sheets, and' INS
clients a clean one-hour scobp .on

the' story.

George P. Patnam's Comeback
George Palmer=, Putnam, on the

Coast for ' some time, has informed
friends in the east he's returning to

the book; publishing .biz. Setting up
headquarters iii Hollywood, as George
Palmer. Putnam, Inc., witli » selected
list of books, both fiction and non
fiction., Already has the ^ublicatibn
rights 'tb'' twoi novels by 'scribblers
non W;orking: on the Coast, 'Holly-
Wood Doctor' and 'Stutit. GiipV.

He's a grandson of the first George
Palmer Putnam, who founded the
New Yo^k arid London publishing
house of -that name. Firm, now con-
trolled by Minton • & Balch, cele-
brliteg its 100th year this nibhth.
Putnam, husband of Amelia Ear-

hart; has been out of the book pub-
•lishing biz^ipr some years. Was for
a tiine on the editorial board of
Paramount

, Coast She^ts^ Charity Game
Los Angeles newspaper publishers

are huddling over ilie idea of a big
sporting event (>)ace a year, pro-
ceeds td take cdte of their charities,

tinder consi<|eratibh is a post^season
football game- betweep tl^e profes-
sional chanii>s of ihe east and inid-

west In the Coliseum under the man-
agement Of Tom Gallery.
Pro football is not permitted in

the Coliseum but it is believed game
could be arranged if the combined
newspapers put on the pressure.
One . big game would simplify the
charity problem,and keep the sports
pages free from paper-sponsored
Ibenefits .throughout the year.

Pitt Political Battle

Latest outgrowth of hottest po-
litical fight in Pennsylvania's history,,

which has already resulted in coun-
ter libel suits of Moe Annenberg
and Senator Joe Guffey, was aban-
donment last week by Pittsburgh

Sun-Telegraph of its ,
Allegheny

County straw vote. Paper charged

wide sabotage by Democrats- and
dropped the whole idea after it had
been running several weeks, fltst

F. D. B. Gets Postage Protest

Aiming its campaign directly' at

President Roosevelt, . National Com-
mittee to Abolish Postal Discrimina
tion Against Books has sent the Chief

Executive two parcels as a striking

exhibit of postal discrimination.

One was made up of religious lit

erature, consisting of three Bibles

weighing five pounds, and which re-

quires 65c for mailing to the Coast
Other parcel, also weighing five

pounds, consisted of 12 'pulp mags,
requiring eight cents postage to the

Scknie destination.

.
Along with the exhibit went let-

ters, of protest agaiilst the postal dis-

crunination from numerous individ-

uals, organizations and institutions.

All Of them favor the lowering, of the
postal rates on books to same scale

as mags.

Guild Indicts Seven Members
Seven members of the Camden

Courier-Post imit of the Newspaper
Guild have been indicted by the ex-

ecutive council Of the Philly and
Camden Guild for withdrawing their

designation of the ANG as their col-

lective bargaining agent and attempt-

ing to set up an independent union.

Guild' charges that articles of the

proposed indie union were printed in

the Courier-Post plant and include

provisions for 'constructive firings,'

Articles were distributed in the

city room preceding the posting of a

notice on the bulletin board of a
meeting to form a 'New Jersey Edi-

torial Association.' Notice said that

Walter Batezel, chairman of the

Guild unit, is prez of the association,

and that Steve O'Keefe, another

Guildsman, is secretary. They were
among those indicted.

sued by Av6n House, although it also

puts out an occasional limited edi-

tion, ; ,
.

Encyclopedia of poets published by
Avon Houce is a standard reference

book in libraries throughout the

country.

Torkville Gets New Weekly
Yorkville section of New York

will not be long without a newspaper
following the suspension of the
Yorkville Advance, reputedly as the
result of a tiff with the American
Newspaper G/aild. New weekly
newspaper, Yorkville Eagle, begins
this week to fiU the gap.
Publisher of the new weekly is

the Renew Publishing Co., of which
William M. Wener is prez. Renew is

Wener spelled backward. A. R. Zicha
is business mancger, and Lois Bull,

forrherly on a number of metropoli-
tan dailies, including the old Graphic,
is editor, r.

Yorkville Eagle is a tab.

Luncheons on Regular Sked
Book and Author 'Luncheons, ex-

perimented with last year by the
American flooksellers' Assn. to' es-

tablish closer relationship between
authors and the book-buying public^

have been sb successful they will be
made regular affairs.

Six monthly luncheons are set for
this season, all of them at the Astor
hotel. New York, First of the series

will be held Nov. 9, with Dorothy-
Thompson and Thomas Maiih to talk.

As with the three experimental
Book and Author Luncheons, book-
buying public will be invited to
break bread with the authors.

Double Action's Pulp Record
With the addition of four new

mags to the Double Action Group
string, that concern noiV gets out
more pulps than any other publish-
ing house in. America—30 in all.

Claim is put forth by Louis H. Sil-

berkleit, the Double. Action Group
head, after adding Complete Cow-
boy, Undercover Detective, Air Ac-
tion and Co;ivboy Short Stories' to his
chain.

Silberkleit, .besides his publishing
duties, is editorial, director for his
30 mags. Has Abner J. Sundell and
Cliff Campbell as associate eds to
help select the mass of storied' that
go into his periodicals.

Paging Pushkin Data
All ai-vailable material in America

'relating to the Russian poet, Pushkin,
is being assembled by the League of

American Writers for exhibition in

!the Pushkin museum in Moscow,
land group -has sent out an appeal to

jwriters, editors, publishers, transla-

tprs and 'any others who may have
Pushldn pieces.

Wants the items' for .
donation to

tjie permanent Pushkin collection in

Moscow, and will forwatd the con-
tWbutionp. to the Union Of Soviet
Writers, -which is gathering the ma-
terial for the museum.

Scrlbner's Self-Plug

To climax a series of special ar-

ticles dealinjg with magazines, Scrlb-

ner's this month has prepared an ar-

ticle about itself. This will not go
into the regular issue, however, but
will be bound into 5,000'special cop-
ies as a sales promotional stunt for

advertising agencies, etc.

Since taken over by Harlan Logan
Associates, Scribner's has launched
an ambitious campaign.

Skolsky's Fiiiale

Sidney Skolsky terminated his as-

sociation with King Features by
tagging his column, in the Hollywood
Citizen-News, 'This is my last col-

umn, goodbye.' He is weighing of-

fers from the Chicago Times, N. Y.
Evening Post and other sheets.

Jimmy Fidler is now supplying the

Hollywood news to many Hearst

papers previously carrying Skolsky.

American Searchlight Resumes
After a hiatus of some months, the

American Searchlight, militant anti-

Nazi publication, resumes shortly.

Again published by
.
Eugene* F.

Grigat, with Philip Fahlteich' as as-

sociate, and with format changed
froni tabloid newspaper to magt^zihe.

Revived American Searchlight will

appear -monthly and- print order for
the first issue under its new lease of
life is 50,000. Publication offices,

formjeirly in BrooWyn, N. Y., now in
Manhattan.'

Gibbons' World Press

New book-publishing .company has

been formed by Cromwell Gibbons

to be known as the World Press.

Plans call for flction only, with a

novel entitled 'The Bat Woman' as

the starter.

Preliminary reports re the World
Press had Phil Painter; mag pub-
lisher, as interested. Grew out of

the fact that Gibbons contemplated
printing at the Painter plant. Paint-

er disavows any connection with
World Press.

Farrell W-T's Drama Ed
Frank Farrell, formerly feature

writer and theatrical-interviewer' for

the sheet, .has been appointed dra-
matic editor,-of the ifew York World-
Telegram. He succeeds. Ra,lph Palmer,
Who was forced to give ^ up the job
because of illness. Ui^iderstood

Palmer i will probably be put. on
'W.T's rewrite staff when he returns
to. work.

Besides handling legit, Farrell will
also edit the film, music, radio and
nitery news for the World-Telly.

Cultural Herald Resumes
With four publishers in place of

the former one, the Cultural Herald
resumes publication this month.
Mag, which has for its purpose tol-

erance and enlightenment, halted
around a year ago.
Formerly gotten out by Max Fish-

ier, it . now has J. Gay Seabourne,
Gustave F. Beck and David Horo-
witz in addition. Besides a division
of editorial duties, they also comprise
an editorial board in lieu of a single
editorial head.

David Blum's Subsid
David Blum, who heads. Avon

House, book-publishing concern, has
formed a subsidiary, Valiant House.
Purpose of the subsidiary is to get
out various books for private circu-
lation only. , General boolts are is-

Burnslde-Prlce Tinanclal Follies'

R. H, Burnside and Georgie Price,

latter now in brokerage biz, will

stage the 'Financial Follie?,' initial

revue to be presented by the N. Y,

Financial Writers Assn., Dec. 16 at

the Astor hotel. v

Association is made up of financial

scribes on New York daily news-
papers.

Sports Mag Quits

After missing an occasional issue,

All American Sports Magazine,
monthly, has quit publication. Ne-
gotiations are on by Nat Fleischer,

the mag's publisher, for sale of the

periodical's title and assets, and it

may reappear under other auspices.

Fleischer continues publishing his

other mag, The Ring, as well as books
on -various aspects of sports.

NEW PERIODICALS
World Ports," new; travel mag is-

sued by Athe World Ports Publishing
Co., headed; by John C. Brbderick.
Bro.derick also gets out ,the Nautical
Gazette. Broderick editor as well as

published of World Ports. ,

'

Softball is a new mag for dev-
otees of the rapidly-growing sport

and serves as official publication of

Amateur Softball A«sn. of America.
Publication headquarters in Lansing,
Mich., with Seth H. Whitmore, of

Lansing l^tate Journal, editing. As-
sociate ed is Leo Fischer, of the Chi-
cago American sports staff.

Guild News, organ of the Artists

Guild, organization of artists' and
commercial illustrators, has resumed
publication as a monthly news mag.
Carries liews and feature stories of
artists and the art world. Cost to

non-members of the Guild is '50c a
year. Edward A. Wilson editing,

with Charles Downes as associate ed.

Booksellers' Quarterly to appear
shortly as the official organ of the
Booksellers Guild of America, as well
as a general trade mag for booksell-
ers, writers, educators and librarians.

Terence Holliday, prez , of the Book-
sellers Guild, will be editor,, with
Martin Kamin and Jerome E, Brooks
as associate eds.

The Tliomlst is philosophical quar-
terly mag being reaSied by Sheed &
Ward, book publishers, to debut next
spring. Although Sheed & Ward
publishes books , both hiere and in
England; The Thoimist, according to
present plans, will be for American
consumption only. Mag, which will
be a pretentious affair^ will sell for $1
a copy. Editorial staff not fully set
as yet.

Office Life Magazine, fiction and
fact monthly for .femme office work-
ers, now in the making for an in-
itial -appearance- early next year..
Sponsor is a group operating a se-
lect secretarial employment agency,
but the proposed periodical, it's

claimed, will in no wise be a house
organ. Rather, a general publica-
tion for wide appeal. No material
desired until editorial staff and
policy are fully set.

Amusement Guide Is a new pub-
lication rfor metropolitan New York
which Alfred Zweig and Roswell
Hagerty have in preparation. Pub-
lication, which will probaly appear
semii-annually, will, embody an al-

legedly new. idea in the form of ad-
missions to various amusements in-
cluded in the purchase .price. A
sort of combination amusement mag
and cut-rate counter.
Patriot Digest latest addition to the

huge number " of pocket-size digest
mags, Has for its purpose 'defense
of the American tradition,' and strict-

ly anti-radical. Group sponsoring the
new - publication is headed by R.
Caldwell Patton. Editorial offices in
Oyster Bay, L, I,

Ski, new mag for the ski enthu-
siast, will make its first appearance
early in December. Company formed
to publish the periodical is headed
by Henry Blackmann Sell, advertis-
ing agency exec. Colin F. Soule ed-
iting, with Albert F. Snyder as man-
aging editor.

Pbc M'News; No Eevlewt
Following its recent change of

ownership, the Kansas Ciiy Journal
has revamped its drama and film de-
partments, Lowell Lawrence, who
formerly handled films, drama and
radio, contmues with the latter two
departments. Picture coverage ia

now assigned to John Cameron
Swayze, along with his chores of
columning and feature writing.
In line with its new policy, Jour-

nal is handling films strictly as news
events and Eliminating routine re-
views.

Mag's Money-Back Guarantee
Money-back guarantee of satis-

faction is being empldyed by a mag
for the first time in the case of True,
one of the Fawcett publications!
Fawcett offers to return the purchase
price of the periodical to those who,
after reaiding the copy, feel that have
not received their money's worth.

,

Money-back thing goes for Tru
only of the Fawcett mags.

N. T. Sun's Daily Nitery Column
New York Sun, which heretofore

carried a nitery column only on
Saturdays, installed it as a daily fea-
ture Monday (24). Pieces are writ-
ten by Malcolm Johnson, nitery edi-
tor, but not including reviews.
N. Y. ' VCorld-Telegram recently

switched from a Saturday column to
daily also.

LITERATI OBITS THIS WEEK
Roy Williams^ 64, creator of the

comic strip, 'Babe Bunting,' died of
a heart attack' at his home in Phila-
delphia, Oct. 16, Strip was handled
by the Ledger Syndicate and for
many .years. Williams was a cartoon-
ist on the Ledger. George Kearney,
manager of 'the Ledger Syndicate,
said a'nothei: artist will continue the
?trii}, which appears in 72 papers.
James E. Glass, 40, assistant news

editor of the Rochester Times-Union,
committed suicide Oct. 18 by hang-
ing in his home. He had been de-
spondent over ill health. He worked
for many years on the Buffalo Eve-
ning Times, coming to Rochester
Journal-American eight years ago,

and joining the Times-Union after

the Hearst paper folded. Surviving
are hia' widow, mother and two
brothers.
Harry Stillwell Edwards, 83, dean

of Georgia authors, editor, lecturer,

novelist and short story -writer, died
Oct. 22 of bronchial pneumonia in

Macon, Ga,, hospital. He started as
a reporter oh Macon Telegraph, be-
came associate editor with Albert R.
Lamar and then purchased control
of paper. Later he became part own-
er ahd associate editor of Macon
Evening News.

CHATTER
Arnold Limn here for a lecture

tour.

The Nelson Doubledays have gone
abroad.
May Roan has taken a house on

Staten Island.

Erika Mann back and will apply
•for U. S. .citizenship.

; Sydney! A. Clark off to Paris to do
new books both on France and Scan-
dinavia.

.

Riehard Halliburton's project to
saU the Pacific in a Chinese junk has
fizzled out.

Cornelia Otis Skinner's book of
sketches, 'Dithers and Jitters,' to be
published Nov. 9.

Simon Michael Bessie's book, 'Jazz

Journalism: The Story of the Tabloid
Newspaper,' is out.

After, turning out huge amount of
prose< Walter Hartman finally trying
his hand at a play.
David Yaffa, rep for King Features

in Australia, in New York for visit
and business confabs.
Dr. Frank H. 'Vizetelly, the word

expert, has joined Better English
mag as an associate ed.
Howard Spring, author of the cur-

rent best seller, 'My Son, My Son,'

has begun a new novel.
Arthur E. .Griffiths, editor of

Reader's Digest, married Edith Wil-
liams aboard his yacht.

Collection of 'Profiles From the

New Yorker' will be out Nov, 7 with
a preface by Clifton Fadiman,
After 16 years of work, James

Joyce, in Paris, putting the finishing

touches to his 'Work in Progress.'

Florence Fisher Parry» columnist

for Pittsburgh Press, in New York
for a couple of weeks covering the

new openings.
John St. Peter elevated to man-

-aging-editorship of Bulletin-Index,

Pittsburgh class weekly. He for-

merly covered stage and screen.

Standard Publishing Co. has been

formed by Roy S, Ashton and Hyman
H. Hammer to publish books on
medical and allied subjects for lay

readers. Hammer is business man-
ager of Standard Publishing Co.,

with Ashton as editorial director.
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Broadway

Helen Westley set lor 'Primrose

Path.'

IrvinS MiUs ^ Chicago and
li/Iempfals.

Ruth Oswald recuperatins from
tonsilectomy.

Gay Parkes, legit player, back
from Nashville.

BSerry Macs making Warner short,

at Brooklyn trtudio.

Morton Van Fraag now in the in-

die trailer business.

Sol Jacobson ha& joined Richard
Maney's publicity staff.

Frank GiUmore due back next
week from the Coast.

Sammy <Stinger) Turner in hos-
pital for the past month.
Duff Merrick assistant to Joseph

Heidt as Tbeatie Guild p. a.

Charlie Morrison in and out fast;

returning to the Coast on T'riday.

Wenonah Keene, legiter, to Pitts-

bu::^ ftor opening of *Mice and Men'
tour.

Caia Logan gets in from the Coast
tomorrow (Thursday) for a personal
to:^r.

George liait, Ken McCaleb and
Leonard

.
Gaynor ' out hunting for

pheasants last week.
AMFA's first meeting at the Astor

tomorrow <Thiu^.), with Maurice
Silverstone, G. of H.
Charles Collins, Ann Mason and

Ellen Hall additions to the cast of

*L5.Thinin" for the tour.

Lyall Grant, New Zealand picture
man, on way to the Coast after busi-
ness huddles in New York.
Dramatists Guild annual meeting

and election of council skedded for

Nov. 7 at the Lincoln hotel.

Lawrence Tibbett in town for a
day after his Australia-New Zealand
tour, then .6n the road again.

Mrs. Florence Marston, Screen
Actors' Guild eastern rep, due back
from the Coast early next month. •

Par dined aviation dignitaries last

night (Tues.) at the Astor, followed
by preview of *Men With Wings.'
Don Beddoe, legit player, to the

Coast on a.Columbia termer. Work-
in;? in 'There's That Woman Again.'
Sonny Werblin (MCA) due out of

Wickersham hosp today or tomor-
row, after being laid up a coupla
•weeks. ^
Dodie Smith huddling with John

C. Wilson for the Broadway pro-
cluction of her London play, 'Dear
Octopus.'
Doyle and Donnelly, the comics,

love vaudeville so much they've
taken outside jobs—so they can af-
ford to lay olf in vaude.
Vera Walters, former line captain

In Issy Hirst's burley circuit, now
operating her own nitcry, 'The
Louqge,' in Valley Stream, L. I.

Eddie Craven, ex-Mask and Wig-
gcr (U. of Penn), ^iven party by
members of the club. He's in Phila-
delphia as a cast member' of 'Great
Lady-'

Albert Bein back from Hollywood
to proceed with production of his
'Heavenly Express,' which Courtney
Burr will present. Robert Steiner
xlirecting.
United Artists 'poured* yesterday

afternoon -at the Bainbow Boom in
honor of Ann Sothem, Roland
young. Patsy Kelly and Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., all featured in recent
UA pix.
Charles M. Underbill, head of com-

mercial films for Batten, Barton,
Durstine & Osborne advertising
agency, back from Pittsburgh, where
he supervised flnal shots on U. S..

Steel's four-reel black-and-"white
feature.

Paris
By HUfo Speck

Norman Krasna in for lock.
Yvette GuUbert to London.
Fall nightlife getting underway.
Cabaret Chez Frisco Qpen again.
Jacques Prevert in from- America.
Neuilly has new cinema, Le Re-

gent.
Jacqueline Laurent in from Holly-

'Wood.
Zoltan Korda through on way to

Sudan.
' Radio Cite celebrated third a'nni
verjsary,
Ming Suey Chu to London for

creen tests.
'I Am the Law' (Col) opened at

Lord Byron.
New Casino de Paris revue broad-

cast over Radio 37;

Bruno Walter, the conductor, has
become a French citizen.
Albert Prejean gone to Hollywood

with Andre Daven on vacash.
Duvivier going to make 'Le Fin du

Jjour' ("The End of the Day').
Maurice Chevalier given Red Rib

bon for 'piropaganda' abroad.
Kirsten Flagstad of the Met Opera,

Bang Tristan and Isolde' here.
• Margaret Bryson, Izelle Poulfe and
Sylvia Lamarr in after English tour.
Henry Diclcson and Goupil, two

well known singers, died on same

Emmdnuel Zama leaving Columbia
to ioin new local company, which
he'll head.
Marie Glory back from Rome,

Where she made 'Terre-de Feu' with
Tito Schipa.-
Ray Ventura starting public broad

casts for Poste-Parisien at Empire
theatre on Dubonnet programs.
Pernand Gravet and Jane Renou

ard in from Hollywood. Gravet says
he bas no French films in mind.
Jaan Murat oil for Stunt Raphael

for exteriors «f "Le Gi^iitaine Benoit,'
which Maurice de Canonage is mak-
ing.

Victor Francen scheduled to play
George VI in 'Entente Cordiale,'
which Marcel THerbier is making
from Andre Maurois scenario.

Budapest

Irene Falasthy. with husband,
Hans Bartsch, to New York.

G. B. Shaw's 'Doctor's Dilemma'
revived at Vigszinhaz with fair suc-
cess.

Melcboor Lengyd's new play, 'The
Inventor,' to have world premine in
London.

Siegfried Geyer, Vienna manager,
-one of 3canit number of Austrian
emigre admitted Budapest
Cinema in Ricse,'' a Himgarian vil-

lage, sold «t auction for $36 debt
Ricse is birSiplaoe of Adolph Zukor.
Hannah ^ntby to :play Anna Pav-

lova in stage musicsd, 'The White
Swan,' -now in preparation at Varosi
theatre. ,

Zarah Leander -faerei taldng a look
<at Gizy Bajor in the 'Stage version of
Hercieg's 'Blue Fox,' in which she's
to be ^tsffred by Ufa.
After 'Zwischen.Strom undSt^>pe,'

Crerman-Hungarian Bolvary picture
is finished at Hunnia, *Leute vom
Variete' is next on schedule,
Bela Pasztor, who directed -'Red

Purse,' Magyar screen musical, chal-
lenged Zoiaan Egyed to duel because
he felt, insulted by latter's criticism.
Egyed hashed director's cheek.

Httstaish
By Bal C«heii

Dad Feath, 75, has retired as Penn
theatre doorman.

•Y* Playhouse opening season next
wedc with Tloom Service.'
BUI Pillach in Mexico ,on tour wiUi

Albertina 'Rasch ballet troupe,
Columbia booker Harry Boney out

of hospital after a year's illness,

Carnegie Tech drama school under
way with 'Merrily We Roll Along.'

Starr and Maxine off for Fort
Wayne, Ind., to join Barney Rapp's
unit.
Al Mercur' enlarging his Nut

House and will double seating ca-
pacityi
Judge Musmanno revising last half

of his anti-war play, 'Last Full
Measure'
Four Comiques around again after

summering -at Gatalina Island's

White Cap cafe.
Clarence Eiseman, Paul Krumen-

acker and Jules Lapidus honored at
testimonial dinner Monday (24).

L.A. NewMayor

(Continued from page 6)

put the lethargic police department
in motion. When a reporter on the

Los Angeles Times, Ben Ezra Ken-
daU, who had been helpful to the

new mayor, auddenly quit his jour-

nalistic chores to find himself head
of a police squad whose sole duty
is to investigate ,complaints that crEi-

zens have against members . of the

police department That brought
plenty of cheers from the galleries.

Picture studios and theatres were
none tod generous In support of the

mayor's election campaign. They
sort of ignored it However, last

week Chief Davis, who had Capt.

Morris Posner assigned to contact

studios and theatres, suddenly was
shifted into uniform to head a divi-

sion. A patrolman who was Posner's

aide was given the job. Of course,

the chief did the switching, but the

mayor did not object

Now his investigators are after

selling of promotional jobs in the

fire and police departments through

civil service. "This is making plenty

of copy. Bowron is not grabbing

main credit but diplomatically this

aggressive move brings up his per-

centage in the .cleanup column.
Break for John Public

Hizzoner is planning now for regu-

lation of cafes' and dance halls.

There will be none of the easy-to-

buy - a - drink - for-the-gals hanging
around these places when his men
get through. As a matter of fact

the police department will be so re-

vamped that the coppers will be at

the service of the citizen. From
present plans looks as though the

policemen, when making a collar or

presenting a traffic ticket will be

ending his conversation up with 'I'm

sorry I had to annoy you.'

Right now, the old gag that was
in practice around 48th street and
Broadway—chasing 'em oft the Co-
lumbia and Palace sunning beaches

—is taking place at Hollywood and
Vine. The actors who have been in

the habit of congregating in that vi-

cinity, talking things over and cut-

ting up touches, are kept on the

move by the harness bulls.

LoBdoo

Cecil Landeau preparing a onie-
hour vaudeville flash for picture the-
atres.

Eric Bk>re to return to Hollsrwood
Friday (26) having ilnlshed picture
here with Warner. Bros.

Leslie Henson replaces Sir' John
Martin Harvey as jpresident of Royal
General Theatrical Fund.

Diana Ward dubbing ioi the sing-
ing voice of Judy KeQy .in Asso-
ciated Briti^ Picture, 'R%miere,'
now filming at Elstree.

Joe Termini, off to New York, re-
turns here after six months, as per
ministry- of 3sd>or ordrr. Opening
Lt>don Colisemn April 17.

Walter Forde completed 'The
Gaunt Stranger* and immediately
started work on a new Betty Driver-
Jimmy O'Dea subject at Ealing.
Teddy Carr, joint managing direc-

tor of XTnited Artists, -to take -couple
of weeks' holidays in Switzerland
around Christmas. Xtactor's orders.
Maria Dea, an unknbwn W-year-

old French girl, is to play Cleopatra
in

.Gabriel Pascal's forthcoming :fllm-

ing of Shaw's 'Caesar and Cleo-
patra.'

'The First and the Lajst,' which
Basil Dean directed for 'Alexander
Xorda, and was then shelved, has
been taken by Columbia for its

quota program of Denham product
Empire, Glasgow, gallery eaved in,

luckily aiEter audience left, and ne-
-ce^sitated closing theatre for one
show, for which a proportionate part
of salary was deducted from the acts.

'(Seorge and Margaret' wbich ran
for nearly a year at Wyndham's, is

now -enjoying a new least, of life at
the Piccadilly at cut-rp*e. Only show
having library deal under those con-
ditions.

Negotiations pending for Binnie
Hale and Jobn Garrick to go into the
reconstructed 'Paprika,' which will
have a. new name and will be done
in the sticks before reappearing in
the West End.
The Women's Fair, set for the

Olympia next month, will bave a
$100,000. dress revue, with chorus
and several singing and cotnedy sMts
interspersed. A special 2,000-seat
theatre is being constructed in the
building for the Fair.
London Coliseum, orijginally in-

tended to run pantomime or sea-
sonal show for afternoons during
Christmas, . with .ixsual vaudeville,
twice nightly. Rut has abandoned
idea, and wUl ruii extra vaudeville
shows instead, making three a day.

Elia Isaia, of the Continental
hotel, Cairo, here on talent hunt
Sidney Burns, local agent, already;
lined up for him Lorraine Perle, -for- ;

mer second lead in 'Maritza'; Med-

:

lock and Marlowe, and Hylda Baker.
Date calls for four weeks with op-
tion.

'All the Best,' at the Opera House,
was being diwered for the Hippo-
drome, Golder's Green, for two
weeks. Cast headed by Stanley Hol-
loway, Ross and Stone, Elisabeth
Welch, George Lacy, Bredwins,
John Tiller -Girls and Betty Driver,
plus loads of ^scenery, proved too
big a nut, and after being on-and-off
Archie Pamell (Pamell & Zeitlin)
finally turned it ddWn.

acquired Randolph theatre, St Paul,
and new house in West St. Paul.
Pheasant hunters among theatre

and film contingent include Harry
Katz, Eddie Ruben, Mait FrosCht
Udell Gill, Joe Behan and Charlie
Weiner.
Sen Ashe, Fergus Falls, Minn., -ex-

hibitor, chosen by Northwest Allied
to accompany President W. A. Strf-
fes 4» New York industry conference
as adviser and observer.
For first time within recent mem-

ory St Paul Orpheum having two
successive stage shows—'All-Ameri-
can Ice Carnival' topping vaudeville
bill currently on heels of Gene
Krupa.

Lynch Sisters making local nitery
bow. at Freddie's.
Majority of downtown .niteries

closing on Sabbaths, due to slump.
No vaude in ^ight. for RKO de-

luxer Palaee here for three, weeks.
'Dr.* Arthur -Marcus, magician,

booked into DeWitt hotel chain for
first time.
Louis Depps, baritone at (3edar

Gardens, snapped up by Duke l^U-

lington on a visit,
'

. Jerome Smith, reopening Penn
Squiare, in opposition to Henry Pin-
-kus of the rival City theatre.
Sam Wood, M-G director, here two

days to daughter, Catherine Stev-
ens, in 'You Can't Take It With You'
before sailing for London to direct
'Goodby, Mr. Chips.'

NewTalent Tieup

(Continued from page 1)

criminately on various network pro-
grams.

Jesse Lasky was last' an RKO unit

producer.

CUcago

Sam Herman handling jitterbug
contests around this ierritory^.
Kroger Babb new advertising di-

rector for Filmack Trailer firm.
Douglas Fairbanks and frau

stopped off on way to the Coast.
Beulah Margolis directing little

theatre version of -'Counsellor-at-
Law.'

Merriel Abbott and Charlie Miller
into New York to o.o. some eastern
talent.

Bill Stein planning South Ameri-
can visit. Possible brother Herman
will go along.
Ada Leonard out of hospital finally

and at home ~ recuping from ap-
pendicitis attack.
Joey Jacobson readying for an-

other Coast trip to snatch some Chez
Paree headlrner^.
Earl (xammons in from Min-

neapolis for confab witii Les At-
lass and midwest CBS chieftains.
Tony Owens off the Chi Daily

News nitery ad staff and into the
publicity biz with Jimmy Luntzel.

Gertrude Lawrence on a merry-
go-round of femme elub meetinf;£.
accounting for much of the . ducat
sales for 'Susan and God.'

Det Par Bmek on Air
Detroit, Oct 25.

With a half-hour show over four-
station hooikup here. United Detroit
Theatres resumed its air bally of
flickers last Sunday (23). Broadcast,
over WXYZ, WWJ, WJR and.WJBK,
Similar bookup last winter had in-

cluded also CKLW and WMBC here.

'Men With Wings' (Par), which
opens at Michigan theatre here next
Friday (28), was. adapted into the
'cavalcade of American aviation' pro-
gram by Marie Meyer, WXYZ scrip-

ter, Show was imder direction of
Harry Sutton, Jr.

Included a 22-piece band imder
Benny Kyte, WXYZ musical direc-
tor, with special music by Hank
Finney. Dramatic, cast of 16 was
under direction of Charles Living-
stone; while Theodore Werle was
narrartor.

WB'a rm Air Bally
Pittsburgh. Oct. 25.

KDKA has taken over as a sus-
tainer of its own daily 'Movie Miaga-
zine of the Air* quarts-hour which
for the last several months has been
strictly a WB promotion. Scripts
were written by Joe Feldman, ad-
vertising director for Wamew, ,juj

spieled by Jack Crane, of circuit

publicity department with plugs go-
ing exclusively to WB attractions

and personalities.

Because Warners started the show,
they'll' continue, to ^et the biggest
break in material used but they
won't hog it as in the past Under
new set-up. Bill Beal, Of KDKA
production department and former
announcer, will be in charge, dis-

cussing pictures in production, re-

viewing current films and adding bit

of news and gossip. In future, pro-
gram will also be written by studio
continuity department. Warners,
however, will cooperate with stimfs

and special ideas, getting in their

plugs in return.

MinneapoSs
By Les Bees

Elissa Landi here for lecture at
Woman's club.

Bill Mclnerney, of Ruben circuit
staf¥, has his ankle out of cast
Tommy Rockwell in town confer-

ring with Jimmy Dorsey at Orpheum.
Joe Podoloff, 20th-Fox branch

manager back' on handball courts
now that his trick knee is o. k.

again.
Paramount Northwest circuit re-

opens rebuilt Grand, re-named
Gopher, as 2Sc. first-run house this

week (28).
Franklin Amusement Co., operat-

ing large independent circuit,

Seattle Dafly'a Blast -

Seattle, Oct. 25,

That radio is taking all the thun-
der, glamor, suspense and what have
you out of the major film' offerings,'

with the public reacting after seeing
soine of them,- that they were 'cheat-

ed' and, in several cases, asking their

money back, claiming they had al-

ready heard some of the dialog and
wisecracks through their receivers
from the stars themselves, was
thrown wide open to the theatregoers
here last week with a blast in the
Seattle Star, Scripps p. m. rag. Most
of the local theatre heads concur
with the front page editorial run in

the rag and will give the Writer ad-
ditional s^mmunition for followups, it

is said.

On the inside, it is known that the
Star's comment comes from a sheet
not kindly to radio and might be the
rag's way of slapping back at the
radio industry, which has not been at
all pleased, since it did not partici-

pate in the Movie Quiz spending.

Ho%wood

BiU Doziu: in ficom N.Y.
Roy Disney in from N. Y.
Bob Tutlli^ger in frcHn N.Y.
Gene.,AutTy to Kansas City.
Bert Hall bac3( team Europe.
Trey Qrr in from Hew York.
Dan Eelly in from New York.
Albert Ray osA at the hospital.
Joseph Schildkraut ailing with flu.

Dolph Zimmer recuperating from
flu.

George Raft in from Astern va»

Alan Mowbray back from personal
tour.
Eddie Moran returned from Eu-

rope.
Ray Milland crulsini; ^ down the

Coast
Greorge Stevens vacationing at Del

Monte.
Luise Rainer On a six months' va-

cation.
F. JBamett llcCormick planed in

from N.T.
Binnie Samcs laid up with an in-

jured eye.
Mai St Clair back to work afier

flu attack.
Clarence Ericl^n returned from

Mai^ttan.
Bob and Mrs. Burns to Honolulu

for a month.

'

William -BYawley laid up with an
injured foot
Johnnie .('Scat') Davis back from

eastern torn'.

Les Mason on the job after a
month's illness.

Bernie Williams recuperating from
serious illness,
Johnqy Miles to Las Vegas for his

sister's funeral
Charles Hogg changing his name

to Buddy Baker.
Henry King working agai

three weeks' illn^s.
Joel McC2<ea.iand.I^wices Dee back

from eastern vacash.
Pandro Berman fishing for steel-

heads at Rogue River.
Tom Petty back at the Hays office

after: ivoTibi^ vacadi.
Leon Schlesingerand Eddie Black-

bium fishing in Oregon.
Mary C^lisle recovering from

emergency .appendectomy.
Mrs. Kerstin Wljmark here from

Sweden for studio interviews.
R. Xj. Csant here trom London on

his way back to New Z^iand. •

P^gy Montgomeiy ilL postponed
her wedding .to Gordon D. Ayres.
Samuel CrOldwyn back from play-

hunting expedition on Br<iadway.
Gregory Dioksons and Carroll

Dunnlngs celebrated wedding anni-
versaries.

Russell Hayden and bride, Jane
Clayton, returned from Arizona
honeymoon.

' Tom Moore back to^ woric after
three weeks in bed,with a fractured
vertebra; sustained in a fall from a
horse.

iSHxvueO. Axnow and Jerry Hoff-
man linin^^qp ^bow for The Helper^
annulBl bentilt for the Children'*
Clinic, lliank^eiving Eve, at Bllt*
moreUowl.

Sigrid Onsgin In for -concert.
Rugglero RiCeli, American violinist,

guest performed- here.
DusoUna Giannini performancea

,

filling the Statte Opera.
Japanese baXlet Taharazoeka'mak-

ing season tour of Germany and
Italy.

Terra film* with an outfit of 52:
to Trii>oli ior 'Revblt in Damascus*
estteriors.

Monuments ior composers Richard
Wagner, Anton Bruckn^ and Hugo
Wolf to be set np in Vienna.
Film-luminary -couple, Magda

Schneider and Wolf Albach-Retty,
annoxmce arrival of offspring.

Dr. Arnold Faiick off to Chile with
staff of 15 to ^oot exteriors on ati-
thentic grounds for Bavaria film,
'Robinson.'

Lilian Harvey In Rome, co-brack-
eting with Vittorlo de Sicca in Astra
film, 'Castles in the Air'; direction*
Augusto (Senina.
Vienna Volksopef turned into

municipal theatre .for classical dime >

opera.- Curtain tin 'this month with
Beethoven's 'Fidelio*'
Ooen-air stage under construction

on Lorelei rock on' the , Rhine with
seating capacity lor' 4fiOO and 10,000
standees. Onening early 1939.'

By John Qoinn

Les Durland, Monogram exchange
manager, spendini; several days in
the hospital.after auto accident.'

U. S. Navy Band set for a concert
in the. Music Hall Sunday <30) for
benefit of K.C. Post's Christmas
fund.
Lily Pons a £uest of the American

Royal horse show while stopping
here a few days before going on to
an Omaha concert.
Lang Thompson orchestra moves

out of the Muehlebach grill Nov. 5.

Grill then to be closed two weeks
for renovating. Thompson to a Dal-
las hotel.
Jack Moffitt, Paramount scripter

and former film editor of the Star.-
bunking in town while readying
script of 'I'm from Missouri* as Bob
Biirns' next film.

\
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OBITUARIES
MAY mWIN

May Irwin, 76, tor many years

America's foremost comedienne, died

in New York, Oct. 22.

Details in the Legitimate section.

DORqTHY HALE
Dorothy Hale, 23, who had spent

several years on the stage, either fell

or jumped from the window of her

16th floor apartment in Hampshire
House, New York, Oct. 21, and was
instantly killed. Police refused to

report it as a case of suicide, but

notes to her lawyer suggested that

her act had been premeditated. For
several months her name had been

linked with that Harry Hopkins,

WPA administrator, but an engage-

ment was denied.

Of an affluent family, she early

showed a partiality for the stage.

She also had played small roles in

other pictures. She spent several

years in stock in prejparation for the

Broadway stage. Friends profess a

belief that it was her failure to real-

ize this ambition that led her to take

her life.

She had twice been married, first

to Ty G. Thomas, industrialist^ and
later to Gardner Hale, mural painter,

who was kUled in California in 1931

when his car plunged over a cliff.

JOHN B. CAMPBELL
John B.' Campbell, 67, son of

Bartley Campbell, the playwright of

an earlier day,^ and himself long as-

sociated, with the theatre, died Oct.

24, in New York. For many years
he had been with a stock, brokerage
firm as secretary.

Earlier he had been associated

with the Henry Miller production of

'Daddy Longlegs* and had been con-
nected with the AL H, Woods pro-
duction, 'The Trial of Mary Dugan.'
He also had been connected with
several Oliver Morosco productions.
He Is survived by a brother,

Robert, who is secretary of the
Actors' Fund.

'Oliver Goldsmith' with Stuart Rob-
son,

He is survived by his widow, a son,

Lawrence Grant, and a brother. All
Grant, monologist.

HAL KEMPIE
Hal Kempie, Kansas City bandmas-

ter, died there Oct. 19 while playing
with his band. Physicians had warned
him that trumpet playing was bad for

,

his weak heart, but he laughingly'

retorted that swing never killed any-
one.

He was often confused with Hal
Kemp, better known bandmaster, but
there was no relationship.

through conciliation or arbitration.

Other points for discussion at the
powwow will Include whether the
anti-trust laws actually prohibit con-
structive cooperation between dis-

tributor and exhibitor; whether the
Government suit against majors will

clarify confusion and uncertainties;

j
whether regulation of business prac>

:' tices in distribution and exhibition
by criminal statute Is inevitable;

!
whether responsible indie exhibs and
country town theatre owners should
have any voice in Federal and state

legislation to regulate business prac-
tices, and others.

News From the Dailies
This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as pub-

lished during the week in the daily- papers of New York, Chicago,
San Francisco, Hollywdod and London. Variety takes no credfTJor
these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

East

GEORGE ALLEN COLEMAN
George Allen Coleman, 29, radio

engineer of WGST, Atlanta, died

last week of bronchial pneumonia.
A native of Graymont^ Ga.^ Coleman
was graduated from Georgia Tech
in 1932, going with WGST two years
ago.

Burial was In Atlanta. Widow,
parents and brother survive.

GEORGE F. HABTMAN, JB.
George F. Hartman, Jr;, 52, motion

picture operator at the Cameo thea->

tre, Youngstown, O., died in that city

suddenly of a heart attack recently.

He was a long time member of the

M'otion Picture Operators Union. His
widow, daughter and a brother sur-

vive.

FELIX MENDELSOHN
Felix Mendelsohn, publisher and

showman, died in Chicago, Oct. 24.

He had directed 20 expositions,

chiefly Chicago affairs, and had writ-

ten a number of books.
His widow, a son and daughter,

survive.

ALICE YORKE
Alice Yorke, 52, wife of the late

B. C. Whitney, an associate of A. L.
Erlanger, died in Flushing, L. L, Oct.
22 of ;uremic poisoning. She wa? a
prima' donna of a bygone era and
achieved -prominence in many musi-
cal comedies. Her last appearance
was in the 'Chocolate Soldier.*

Survived by three brothers, John
Yorke, who is Vinton Freedley's
business manager, Gebffrey Wliitney
and Charles F. Hill of Toronto. In-
terment was in Detroit.

LEWIS S. WmTCOMB
Lewis S. Whitcomb, 50, assistant

manager and p. a. for WEEI; Bos
ton, died Oct 21, 1938, at Beth Is-

rael hospital, following a beart at
tack. He Had been ill for more
than a yeaV, but had been on the
jobl Was. assistant manager of
WEEI for 14 years, and before that
had been a newspaperman^ He yv&s,

at one time, radio editor of the Bos-
ton Post, Leaves a widow and three
daughters.

FRED A. CHAPMAN
Fred A. Chapman died in Ionia,

Mich., Oct; 18.^ He promoted the ad-

mission-free Ionia Fair, one of the

high-spot fairs in Michigan, and
later managed the Michigan State

Fair.

TOMMY NOLAN
Tommy iJolan, former burlesque

actor and .later an agent, died in
Brdoklj'n, N. Y., Oct. 12.

Por many years he was with the
Colimibia Wheel shows.

Allied's Confabs
Atlantic City, Oct. 25.

More than 400 delegates and mem-
bers of the New Jersey and New
York Allied Theatre Owners in con-
vention here last week heard
Qol H;- A. Cole, chtiirtnan of Allied's

negotiation committee at Trade Par-
leys in New York, state that parleys
would not be able to solve theatre
divorcement issue. Much of the busi-

ness scheduled at this convention
was shelved because of the parleys
which opened the same day as the
conclave here.

The Movie Quiz, the two organiza-
tions were told, had been conducted
with too much 'mystery' and that as

a result there was little if any public
interest. The convention held it was
a waste of time and money to con-
tinue the contest. Similar opinions
of lack of interest were expressed by
delegates form Maryland, Pennsyl-
vania and New England States.

Col. Cole together with Abram F.

Myers, general counsel for Allied,

and Nathan Yamis, national presi-

dent, addressed the convention on
the New York parleys. They all

stated that there were signs of much
good coming from the parleys, but
it was too early in the game to prom-
ise anything definite.

Cpl. Cole stated, 'Allied's Com-
mittee at its first meeting with the
representatives of distributors were
advised that the latter could not ne-
gotiate divorcement of theatres. We
have not discussed this further.'

AUied has been favoring theatre
divorcement, one of the present
issues. Myers called the parleys a
'test of whether there exists in this

business capacity to practice self-

regulation.'

JOHN H. WALTON
John H, Walton, 49, in wardrobe

department at 20th-Fox, died Oct.

19 in Los Angeles.

Mrs. G. L. (June) Borserlne, 21,

died Oct 13. She was the only
daughter of Claude Morris, director

of publicity and advertising for
Metro in the Kansas City district of-

fice.

%i8s the Boys*

ALLEN T. (CAPi)Y) HAMMEL
Allen T. (Caddy) Hammel, 71, cir-

cus and tent show agent died re-
cently at his home In Circleville, O.,
from complications.

He was on the advance of several
of the major cireuses from 1888 unr
til 1912. In recent years he had been
employed in the county engineers
office and custodian of the Masonic
Temple, Circleville.

JENNIE AUSTIN
Jennie Austin, around 48, wife of

Joseph Huftig, a brother of Jules
(Hiirtig and Seamon), died Oct 19
In New York and wafi buried Friday
(21). She was of the Austin Sisters

In burlesque. Husband has been
identified with t}iat field for some
time .and was interested in burlesque
presented in WaterbUry and Bridge-
port last season.

WALLACE DECKER
Wallace Decker, 72, veteran legit

company manager, died Oct 15 at

the Sydenham hospital, N. Y., suc-
cumbing to cancer. He handled any
number of touring attractions for

Broadway producers.

Burial was made lest week at the

Actors Fund plot Kensico, N. Y.

JAMES GRANT
James (Jumbo) Grant 66, died In

New York Oct 15. He had been In

many Shubert productions during the

past 20 years, and had played in

'Adonis' With Hebry R Dixey and In

Father of Charles Sonin, of Metro's
purchasing department died Oct 24
in New York;

Mrs. Salome Ebele, 77, mother of
Edward Ebele, 20th.-Fox executive,
died Oct 20 in Hollywood.

Conciliation

(Continued from page 5)

to the board of directors at the con-
vention, probably opening day (30).
Proposals will be discussed from all

angles, togethei; with procedure to
be followed On resumption of meet-
ings here with the distributors. L. C.
Griffith, appointed to the MPTOA
committee, was unable to come to
New York last week, due to hiis

wife's illness, but may join for sub-
sequent huddles early in- November.
Before leaving for Mississippi, Kuy-
kendall announced that- definite

progress was being made towards the
solution of outstanding industry
problems. Tenor of Allied's an
nouncement refiected the same feel
ing, although it is early to .deter-

mine just how harmoniously dis-

tribs and Indies may arrive at self-

regulation satisfactory to .both sides,

There is bound to be considerable
wraingling and undoubtedly much
compromising, including among Indie
exhib groups themselves.

In addition to the program made
up as a basis for discussion of trade
practices with the distributors, the
MPTOA convention. It has been
promised, will consider other ques-
tions, including the chances for or-

ganized self-regulation ultimately

and whether clearance and other dis-

putes can be adjusted locally.

(Continued from page 1)

Wind,*, which has become a sorely
sctrious subject on the S-I lot.

Dave Selznick laughed off that he
is east to file a suit against Clare
Boothe, author of "Kiss the Boys,' on
alleged grounds that the play In
jures his picture property 'Gone
With theh .Wind.' He saw the play
before he left for Bermuda today
(Wednesday).

Goldwyn on Legit
Hollywood, Oct. 25.

Samuel Goldwyn Is authority for
the statement that the stage Is defi-

nitely on Its way to recovery. The
producer returned from his Broad-
way safari Intent on filming what he
calls the best of the current legit

crop, 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois.*

However, Darryl Zanuck is beat-
ing him to a Lincoln picture by
ordering immediate start on 'Lawyer
of the West,' yarn about the great
liberator's early career in Illinois.

Lamar Trotti sold the story to the
studio a year ago and goes on the
screenplay.

Cloldwyn says the stage's perkup,
is a good sign for pictures, as much'
needed material is made available. -

Selznick, Whitney

(Continued from page 3)

some time there in conferences with
Jo Swerling on the'new 'Gone With
the Wind' script

Hollywood, Oct 25.
David O. Selznick set Jan. 5 as the

starting date for 'Gone With the
Wind.' Date was announced just be-
fore the producer left for New York
to confer with Jo Swerling on plans
for trimming the script which is too
long for filming.

While in the east, Selnick will look
over candidates for the role of Scar-
lett. He expects to be gone a month.
He sails tomorrow (Wednesday) from
New York on a holiday.
Selznick is dickering with Samuel

Goldwyn for the loan of Andrea
Leeds for the Melanie role In 'Wind.'
Actress Is currently cast In 'The Last
Frontier' with Gary Cooper.

Peggy Fears' . mother committed
suicide by gas poisoning In Dallas,

Tex., Opt. 19. Ill health is ascribed
as the cause of her act

Connie Immerman arrested last

week on charge of being' a common
gambler. Aftermath of the recent
raid on the Beach Club, Atlantic
Beach. Out on $2,500 bail.

Players Club to give its first pub-
lir"<tinetion' -to 'celebrate the 50th
anniversary of Its founding. Affair
at the Waldorf, Nov. 9. Helen Hayes,
Maurice Evans, Otis Skinner, Hen-
drik Wilem van Loon and Walter
Hampden to entertain.

Fred Stone seidl master at the
Lambs last Thursday. He and John
Golden did a song from 'Chin Chin,'

Now it's a whistling contest to be
sponsored by the Dept. of Parks.
Finals at MuUaly park, Bronx, to>be
preceded by eliminations. Open to
all.

Mrs. Emily Davis, former light

opera singer, awarded $6,000 dam-
ages in her suit for $35,000 against
108th Infantry Armory Athletic
Assn. Hit on the nose by a lacrosse
ball two years ago while watching
a practice game. Asserts it eiided
her singing career.

Cornelia Otis Skinner opened
her regular season at Short Hills,

N. J., last night (Tuesday). Repeats
tonight.
Government business in Barcelona

halted for two hours last week while
Pablo Casals played a concert broad-
cast to the U. S. He's a Catlan.
RCA plans at least a two-hour

television program daily by the time
the World's Fair opens. Preparing
to manufacture receivers on a wide

Carl Erbe, p.a. for Ben Marden's
Riviera, sailed last week with three
others on a cruise to the West Indies
and Panama in a 62-foot ketch, the
announced intention being to bring,

back beautiful girls for the floor

show. All ,in a Jersey shore hos-
pital after being pulled out of the
surf off Wlldwood when the tub cap-
sized. None in any danger, but the
trip's off. Definitely.
Alexander WooUcott reputed to

have turned down a picture offer.

Says he can't desert stage.
New Haven road repeated Its

Husking Bee Train of last season.
Took out quite a crowd last Satur-
day.

District of Columbia commis-
sioners fly the skull crossbones flag

foir 24 hours after an auto death.
If no fatality. It's a white flag.

Mary Pickford, in Washington to
present one of her old films to the
government, tells reporters she finds
the slums of the capital worse than
any she saw abroad.
Troy (N. Y.) police start a new

campaign against cellar clubs. Claim
the owners stymied previous efforts,

but now judge says he'll back them
up. Too many crimes of violence.
Brooklyn woman who set fire to

her own auto held not to be guilty
of arson, but magistrate advised her
not to do it again. Touched the car
off because her. husband was using
it without her permission.
Theatre Guil^ subscribers advised

they can obtain tickets to Mercury
theatre productions on Guild terms.

Missouri declares the Movie Quiz
contest to be a lottery.
Rodeo performers made their sev-

enth annual visit to Bellevue last

Thursday. Performed before 5,000
patients and nurses.
Equity refuses Helen Hayes* 'Vic-

toria' a two'-week pre-Christmas lay-
off without pay. Says the usual week
is sufficient.

Lawrence Tibbett back In N. Y.
after a 32,000-mile tour which in-
cluded Australia.
Two yeggs garnered the receipts

of Mrs. Roosevelt's lecture at Green
Bay, Wis., last week. Told the women
in the box offlc^ they had been sent
to watch the receipts so they could
go inside.and hear the lecture. They
did and the two men walked off with
about $700.
Serge Lifar, of Ballet Russe, sailed

for home Saturday after a jam with
the management.
Jacques Deval made his third

cross-country fiight in two weeks last
Friday. Planed east to 'rehearse in
'Lorelei,* called back to Hollywood
for retakes and now he's back in
town for the play.
Cast of 'Missouri Legend' guests

at the Rodeo last Sunday.
Robert Sherwood speaker at sec-

ond-symposium of. Group theatre
Saturday.

Billy Gould, -Ceteran vaudevillian,
now on WPA, offers a program to
prove he did the Lambeth Walk
on the old New York roof In 1901.

• Leroy G. Phelps, cameraman of
'Dark Rapture,' doing a lecture tour
of N. Y. high schools. Talks about
the filming.
Rodeo gave a special morning per-

formance Saturday for 15,000 under-
privileged children. Financed by an
anonymous business men.
Suzanne Browne appoints William

C. Lengel her agent in the disposal
of the literary properties of her
father, the late Porter Emerson
Browne. Included are 82 plays, 43
motion picture, synopses as well as
short stories, articles and poems.
Frank Retalatto, who has been

selling fur coats to chorines at amaz-
ing bargains, in the toils, charged
with having pilfered the coats.

A. A. Clarke, of New Rochelle.
got 50 free trips across thhe Henry
Hudson bridge Saturday. His was
theh 15,00q,000th car to cross."

R. H. Burnside to stage 'Financial
Follies' for the N. Y. Financial
Writers, Astor hotel, Dec.^ 16.

Lamar Stringfield, sgrmphony con-
ductor, now associate conductor at
Radio City M. H.
Father Flanagan of Boys Town,

says the film has cut Into current
receipts. People figure it a going
•concern not In need of money. Con-
tributions down $5,000 since the pic-
ture opened.

Sponsors of Berkshire Music Fes-
tival announce that $75,000 will bs
needed for next season's event.
Mostly for impilovements to the
property.

Coast

L. A. sheriff's squad raided Phil
Selznlck's, M'ammy Louise's and
Irvine's Mermaid. Niteries were
charged with selling liquor after 2
a.m.

Mary Lane, screen actress, In-
jured by a motor truck in L. A. last
March, accepted an out-of-court set-
tlement of her $51,000 suit.

William Dieterle, film director,

was awarded $13,022 and his wife,
Charlotte, $13,875. in their damage
suit against Pelix La Forge In L. A.
Suit was the result of injuries sus-
tained in a taxicab accident in 1936.

Judge Ben Lindsey assailed what
he called the 'travesty on justice*

that permits law suits to consume
$83,000 of Freddie Bartholomew's
earnings. He advocated complete
protection for child actors In a
speech before the L. A. Lawyers
club.

Dorothy Merle DePont, dance In-
structor, was awarded damages of
$5,547 In a suit against a miUc com-
pany. She was injured last January
when her car collided with a truck.

Separate maintenance suit filed In
L. A> by Leopoldine Konstantin Her-
czeg, Austrian actress, against Geza
Herczeg, screen writer, was dis-
missed by mutual consent. Couplo
are negotiating a property settle-
ment.
Eula Marlene Rich, wife of Fred-

die Rich, band leader, filed a $100,000
alienation suit in L. A. against Eliza-
beth Gordon.

MARRIAGES
Dina Alevy to Clarence J.

Schneider, foreign publicity director

of Columbia Pictures, Oct. 21, in New
York.
Juanita Smith to Kenneth Black,

in Decatur, 111., Oct 3. He's with
the Songfellows, WHO, Des Moines.

Cecelia Carey to John R. Kearney
In Washington, D. C, Oct. 20, Both
are singers with 'I'd Rather Be Right*

on tour.

Margaret T. Tallichet film actress;

to William Wyler, film director, Oct
23 in Arrowhead Springs, Cal. Sec-
ond try for the groom, formerly
married to Margaret Sullavan.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Einar H. Bourman,

son, in Hollywood, Oct 18. Father
Is costumer 'at Metro. '

Mr. and Mrs, Hugh A. L. Halff,

daughter. In San Antcnio, Oct 15.

Father is president and^general man-
ager of WOAI, ISan Antonio:
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Walton, son,

in Pittsburgh, Oct. 17. Father ii

pianist with Dick Stabile's band.

Mr, and Mrs. Foster May, daugh-
ter, in Omaha, Oct 15. Father is

newscaster and special events an-

nouncer for WOW, Omaha.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Woolsten-

hulme, son, in Hollywood, Oct. 20.

Father is Paramount imit business

manager.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Janofsky,

daughter, in Hollywood, Oct. 21.

Father .Is attorney for Screen Writ-
ers' Guild.
Mr. and Mrs. Creorge Dallin,

daughter, in Philadelphia, Oct. 14.

Father is Bobbins music rep in

Philly.

Mr. and Mrs. Vic Rugl), son, in

Wichita, Oct. 19. Father is announcer
for radio station KFH.
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Probable Footbal} Winners
And Prcipelr CM^s

(October 29)

By NAT KAHN

GAMES
Cornell-Colambla
Fordham-Pltt
Dartmonth-Tale
Prihcetdn-Harvard »

Army-Notre Dame
Navy-Penn , i...

Coltrate-Holy Cross . .

.

Syracuse-Penn State

Georcretown-Temple
Miimesota-Northwestern .........

IIlinols-Mlohigan

Iowa State-Marquette
Missouri-Nebraska
Santa Clara-Mlchigah State

Auburn-Rice
Louisiana State-Tennessee
Duke-North Carolina
Georgia Tech-Vandierbllt.

S. M. TJ.-Texas

Arkansas-Texas A&M
Stantord-U. C. L. A

(Predictions Based

WINNERS ODDS
Columbia ,., 1/2
Pitt 2/1
Dartmouth ....^ 2/1
Harvard Even
Notre Dame 2/1
Penn ,.Xvtn
,HoIy Cross ,. 9/5 >

Syracuse 9/5
Temple. Even
Northwestern , ^ 5/8
Michigan 7/5
Iowa State 8/5"

Nebraska , 9/5
Santa Clara 8/5
Rice Even
Tennessee Even
North Carolina 5/6
Vanderbilt .7/5

S. M. U ; . 7/5

Texas A&M Even
XJ« C. li« A. ..»..••**.«*..«Even

on Fair Weather)
"

Bills Next Week
(Continued from page 46)

Harry Kayburn
Schwartz

Tommy Dorsey Ore
Bob EJherle Ore
I.,ee Leiehton Ore
Claude Parmlnter

Stat« Gardens
Dorrlne
Alma Williams
Tommy Reynolda

Tlo Top Tnp
Jackson & CUftord
Sally Joyce
Florence Barlow ^
Herseys

AnchoraKtf
Hughle Morton Oro

BalcAnades
Tommy Cfarlyn Oro

Bill Green's
Tommy Tucker Oro
Amy ArneU

Club Fetlte
Ted Blako Ore
Louise Dllda
Kamona Ray
Cork and Bottle

Jack Davis
Eddie Peyton's

Jimmy Gamble Ore
Kddle Peyton
Wlke Peyton
Marion Muller

Hotel BoBoevelt
Lowd & Kissinger

Hotel Schenley
Jack Walton Oro
Art Qlles

Hotel Webster HaU
Major Olmes Ore
otel William Penn
(Chatterbox)

Lawrence Welk Oro
Lois Best
Walter Bloom
(Continental Bar)

Larry Murp'hy 4

Itiillan Gardens
Et^il Covato Oro

Town and Country
Club

Laureen Nevelle
CllfC Burmek
Wlrth's riiturlHtIo
Joe Caravella Ore
Steve Swedish Ore
Bill Schweitzer Ore
Jack Fexer
Ford & Barnes
Maureen Rosay
Rogan & Mann
Wisconsin Root

Jack Denny Ore
Loralne De Wood

PITTSBURGH
Mien Utah
Miss Jacksonville
Rhythm Sis

New Penn
Harry CanduUo Ore

Mlxon Cafe
Fran Uichler Oro
Bob Carter
Shavo Sherman
Miller Sis
Lyman & DrlscoU
Ruls'n, Tamuro & B
Lester & Irmajean
Angelo Dl Palma

Plaza Cafe
Jimmy Peyton Ore
Adele Curtis
6 Dance Darlings
Billy Cover
Lenore Rika
Moran Sis

Pines
Nick ParlUo Orp

BUIer»
Joe Berlek Ore

Show Boat
Al Marsico Oro
Jack Peck
Hartzell ft Benson
Sherry Lane
Ragtime M'talneera
6 Beo Gardner Gls

Willows
Ray Hei'beck Oro
Kirby Brooks

FHILADELFHIA
Anchorace

Bin Honey Oro

Arcadia Int'l

Gall-Gall
Happy Felton Ore
Eddy Piatt
Billy Galbralth
Loi-ratne Barre
Muriel Thomas
Joe Pietro 3
K-Mar
Rellevue-Stratford
(Main Bininr R'm)
Meyer Davis Ore

(Rurgandy Boom)
Frank Juele Oro
Clin Hall
Murray Dancers
Edmund DeLucca
Adolpli Lanza

Benny the Bum's
Johnny Howard
George Clifford
LIna Basquotte
Dottle Mallinson
Marlon Kingston
Jerry Foster
Irving Ore
Deloyd McKay
Jfthnny Graff Oro
Eherman Gls (12)

Cadlllao Tavern
Deane St. Thomas
Sunny Ray
Henrick & Adrlenne
Darlene Jones
Dick Thomas
H Reynolds Ore
Jack Newlon

Club African*
F Riley & Sunda
Rita
Long Sis
Flash ^ Dash
K.iy Banks
Lillian Evans
Kitty Murray
Hurricane 6
Doc Hyde Ore

' Club 16

Blllle France
Mae Masters
-Terry Parker
Jny Palmer
Donna Lee
Marcelle Mar.schon
Bftverly Fisher
Johnny Young's Or
Douglas Show Boat
•JarUie Mabley
flobhy & Jimmy
Jpniile Dhncer
Bon Bod

Harold Reed
Yack Taylor
Beach Combers
Charley Gains Ore

Embassy
Helen Benton
Bert Clemoux
Joan Gray
Olive Faye
John Elliott
Betty Lynch
Peggy Taylor
Botty Davis
Barbara Joiinston
Ann Klrwln
Pedro Blanco Uro

Evercreea Casino

Beth Chain*
Joe UlUkopf Oro
Marlon Melton
Helalne & D'nalds'n
Ann Hudson
Ann Collins
Al Engle
Franhle Palumbo's
Les Barclay
Don St Doresse
Emerald Sis
Maude O'Malley
Stump & Stumpy
Bobby Morrow Oro

Hlldebranri'a

Francis Renault
Mary Weldon
Mntto & Therese
Larry Harklns
Jack Ulman
Marna Leonard
Joan Metlon
Smitty
Madame Dorea
Richard Bach
Bobby Lee Oro

Hotel Adelphia
(Cafe Marsnery)

Allen Fielding Ore
Dick Centerfleld
Gower & Jeanne
Vanderbllts
Kitty Kallen
6 Continentals
Margo Gls (12)
Don Angelina Oro
Hotel Fhlliidelithin

C :Wo1f GlsWfil
Barry & DcAlba
Mel-O-Dy
Tohy Senna
Mary Clifford
Harry Taylor
Joe Frasctto

Latimer Club
Vh'fjlnla RfinniiU
Evelyn Ijimpshlr*
Sonte Pelrova

Manny LaPorte Ore
Anita Chandler
Llnwood Barnes
Little Bathskeller

Jack Griflln Oro
Gaye Dixon
Buddy Walker
3 Peppers
Kinley & Grant
Gladys Crane

Jack I^ynch's

Jeno Donatta Oro
Vincent Rlzzo Oro
Barney Zeemnn
Terry Lawior
Step Bros
Raye & Naldi
Mildred Reed
Chas Smith
Joe Lewis
.Tlmmy Blake
Jack Lynch Gls 12

Open Door
Chick Mullery
Dolly Vaughan
Edward & Angela
Clarence Williams
Scotty MIddleton
Viola Klaiss Oro
Jim Rossi
Bob Spedden

Parrlsli Cafe
Blanche Saunders
Anna May Fisher
Billy & Flo Gross
Ted Miller
Rhythm Duke's Or
Vernon Guy

Rendezvous
Alan Gale
Lane & Carroll
Sybil Ross
Mlaco
Ben Tracey
Chet Fennis Oro

Stamp's Cafe
MIml Stewart
Johnny Welsh
Cleo & Valentine
Joy & Juanlta
Marrone & Galle
Gene Baylos
.Tack Hutchinson
Irving Braslow Ore
Silver Lake Inn

(Clementon)
Mickey Famllant Or
MacDonald & Ross
Mala Monterea
Shirley Gay
Dut kin's Rathskeller

Lola
Bonnie Slewart
PuUy & Gump

De Mayos
Leslie Sis
Dick Phillips Ore
Frank Pontl

20th Century
Eddie Thomas
O'Conner Bros
Bert Sinclair
Ruth Kay
Derby Wilson
Tommy Cullen Ore'
Harold Beswick

21 Clnb
Mitzl O'Neill
Ruth Martin
Ann Rush
Marlon Kingston
Jerry Foster
Doll Morris
Marty Land is Ord

1214 Clab
Dan Healy
Soni. Shaw
H'wood Gls (8)
King's Swinger Oro

VIklDff Cafe
Jackie Whalen
Murry Wood
James & Peltz
Audrey Jordan
Jerry Delmar Ore

TlUage Bans
Dolores O'Neill
Lloyd & Willis
Frenchy Martin
Marty Bohn
Nancy I>e
6 Bob-O-Llnks
Teddy Oliver Oro

Weber's Bot Braa
(Camden)

Nino Carmlno
Karl & Gretchen
Bavarians
Use Hart
Rudy Bruder
Ray Miller
Dolly Reckless
Eddie Flckard
Eddie Polo
Chesters
Eddie Sheppard
J & T Shellenh'mejf

Yacht Club
Kitty Helmllng Ore
Jimmy Bailey
Babe La Tour
.1 Martins
Louise Clayton
Kipple Velez
X'atricia Robinson
Cleo Warner
Roberta Ramsey
Patricia Robinson

CLEVELAND
Alpine Village

Royal Skate Duo
SwieSoneltes
Herman I'irchner
.SwisBOnettee
Otto Thurn Oro

Avalon
Hy Barron Ore
Eileen Joyce
Nicholas & Sylvia
Melanle
LaKar & Frances
Bob Marchand
Cedar Gardens

Duke Melvln Oro
Detroit Red .

Davis & Davis
Zeta
Sheniian N Dudley
l»ltts & Pitts
Boris Flink
Loul? Depps
Uosalle

Chateau Clu
Art We.Mt
Palmer Gls
Gloria Gaylord
Mnrty Lewis Oro

Freddie's Cafe
Tony Emma Ore
I-yneh Sis
Coakle Sydell
Kathleen MacCrae
Kddle Barnes
Commodor.'ibles

Gourmet Club

Louis CIna Ore
Judy Lawton
Hotel Cleveland
(Cleveland Room)

Walt Bergner Ore
(Little Cafe)

Gene Erwln Ore

Hotel Fenway Hall
WUlte Potts Ore
.Hotel Hollenden

Eddy Brandt Ore
.lean Travers
Romany 3
Bernhardt & Gr'h'm

Hotel Statler

Dick Barrle Ore
Pollard & Martin
Russell Swann

RIonaco's Cafe
Jacques Pollack Or
C & G Cahsino
.George Shepherd
Gayle Gaylord

Ohio TlUa
Freddie (Jarlone Or
Nick Lucas

Begal Club

Rita Cazell Co
Southern Tavern

Paul Burton Ore
Nick Bontemps
Don Kaye

Carmen Castillo
Judy Lane
Cataliono Rolon
Jimmy Dcland
Murray Dancers

Neblolo Cafe
Leonard Seel Oro
Tudell .& Jean
Vera Walton

Morthwood Inn
Ray Carlln 'Ore
Moaty Wysong -

Bobby Cook
Santoro & Lorraine
Sigrid Dagnie
liafayette & LaV-
The Guardsman,

Oasis

8 Guardsmen
Ginger Cole
Leola- Taylor
Hal Borne Oro

Phintatlon Club
Edgar. Hayes Ore
Sausage, P'k. Chops
Lelthla Hill
Pedro &<Ddlores
Whirlwinds (3)

House Line (8)

PowMtan
Paul Neighbor Ore
Dawn Bros & Merry
Marc Ballero'
Ho(iey & Wilson

Saks
Les Arqu^tte Oro
Ralph Fisher
Harry Jarkey
Ullian Barnes
Ryek & Itaye

To-Je ' Vsrms
Bums Cambell Ore
Willie Green
Tondelayo & LepeK
Silly & BlUie
Ted Louis

Wehttter Hall
(Cocktail Grill)

Art Mooney Oro
Jean Shailor
Duanps
Paul Gordon

.Wonder Bar
Dorothy Berlin
Al Vierra Oro

Thea.Atis Center

(Continued from page 1)

number of charter memberships at

$100 and annual dues of $10. Mem-
bership will be open to all Equity

members and professionals in' the

theatre, as well as a limited number
of Federal Theatre ^Project workers.

It is also figured that Equity and
other; theatrical groups may help

finance it. Plans for the Center will

be submitted to the Equity, council

wittiin the next couple of weeks
(several members of the board are

on the Equity council), but it wiU
be carried out regardless of whether
approval is Voted. The Actors

Repertory Co. and the Motion Pic-

ture Arts Committee have already

endorsed it. Meeting of the board
is scheduled for today (Wiednesday)

to map further plans and a series of

luncheons will be given to launch
the financial drive.

Tentative plans call for the use of

two floors of the building for the

Theatre Arts Center. The ground
floor will probably be leased tot use
as a restaurant, negotiations for

v/hich have already Iiegun. The re-

maining two floors would be rented
out as oflices. Idea.- of £Uch a meet-
ing place for ' actors has been sug-
gested from time to time in the past,

but nothing has ever come of it.

Antoinette Perry's audition cominit-

tee of the American Theatre Coun-
cil has consideried various plans
along similar lines and was reported
last spring to be actually looking tot

a site, but nothing has been .heard
of that lately. It has also frequent-
ly been suggested that Equity spon-
sor such an enterprise. Those favor-
ing the idea of such a meeting place
claim that actors (piarticularly the
yoimger ones) are now forced to

gather at drugstores and taverns,

which are expensive and do not of-

fer the proper atmosphere.

Sweet vs. Swing

(Continued from page 1)

consistent grossers here year after
year.

Management has found that
Stanley is strictly a band house, that
units are no go, but it's also learned,
and not without considerable finan-

cial loiss either, that the house regu-
lars lik« their music sweet, not hot.

Couple of topnotcli maestros who
have of late switched style of
melody to lowdown are finding
Stanley's doors closed to them now.
Same fellows in past have played
here Regularly and done biz, too, but
no dice now that they've turned their

back on sweet.
Incidentally, same situiation is ap-

plying but to a lesser degree at cafes
and hotels here. The kids' like it

but not the spenders, and that's what
counts.

Similar trends have been noticed
elsewhere, in theatres and nlteries;

but just as sharply refuted in other
key cities.

DETBOIT
Ambassador Club

Buddy LeHter
Baron RIcco
.MlUle Oberner
Charlie I^azln Ore
Itook-Cudlilnc Hotel

(n<»ok Caslnu)

Joe Vonutl Oro
JUisnlewn & ."Seville

i'jml l.aVols Oic
(.Motor Itiir)

Art Ravel Ore
Muriel Boyd

OI»«^ne-'rron)bk'.T

.Thiniiy Giu'cuiio Or
Belty Woods

Al Rome
Club Frontenae

Geo Alfand Oro
Harry Jarkey
Sally Osmon
Don Ernesto
Uoryce & Freddif

Commodore Club

O Cromwell Ore
(Srnoe Drysdale
Spec & Spot

Hotel Statler
(Terrace Kooni)

Xavler Cug.it Ore
Oeorjres & Jalna
I'hil Brestoff Ore

. HAIUD BEATS GROTTO
Cleveland, Oct. 25.

Beating the time of Al Sirat Grot
to, which won't stage it.<! annual win-
ter circus in the Cleveland civic atid'

itorium until Feb. 2, Al Sutphin i$

bringing in the Hamid-Morton cir-

cus Oct. 21-Nov. 5 as the Arena's
initial fall theatrical event.

Clyde Beatty from nearby Chilli-

cothe, signed as added attraction for
Arena show although Capt. Proske's
Bengal tigars are regularly the bill-

toppers in the H-M unit.

CIRCUS ROUTES
Week of October 31

Barnes- Sells-Floto
Win.ston Salem, N. r.. ai; Ralelfth, 1;

GrcenMhoro, 2; Charlolte, 3; Columbia 4;
Aiigu.sta, Ga., S.

WM Quick Fold

Bobbins Bros.' circus clolsed sud-
denly Saturday (2i2), failing to con-
tinue skeddeid tour which had couple
of days to run. Arrived, at winter
quarters in Rochester, Ind., late Sun-
day night (23), passing up dates in

Columbia, Tenn., and Hopkinsville,

Ky.
Performers and other personnel

were not informed of sudden deci-

sion to close and were first told

Simday while training through Ken-
tucky. Performers claim they have
not received full pay for months,
getting part time irregularly.

New Bobbins Bros.' show was put
out this year by Zstck Terrell and
Jess Adkins. Terrell had been with
Cole Bros.' show until folding that

also without notice on Aug. 2,

fmmm
Spartanburg, S. C, Oct. 25.

Providing approaching cold

weather doesn't dish out goose pim-
ples—which the censors and John
Law have failed to provide so far

—flesh is heading into its greatest

season in pixie. The numerous big

fair midway shows carted along

more strippers this fall than they've

displayed in • many years. Stage

shows playing the southern circuits

are strong on strippers, and some
of the larger fair shows are carrying

20 to 30 zipper gals with their units.

Censoiship and taboo stuff which
knocked flesh shows for a loop in

Gotham and other spots rarely in-

terferes down here. Example:
World of Mirth shows on Spartan-

burg fair's six-day midway bill fea-

tured Huliss America,' a unit of four

straight strippers, all week, with
several other large shows spotting

more of them a few yards away.
Setup was minus complaints and
customers included several officers

—but none with padloo)cs, and no
loud complaints were heard from re-

form groups.

I. H. Morten fhm
To His lqir«d Wik

Philadelphia, Oct. 25.

Airline flight skeds were disrupted
last week to speed Hobert H. Morton
to Miami, where his wife was await-
ing his arrival before undergoing a
major operation. Morton is in charge
for George Hamid of an indoor cir-

ciis to be put on at the Arena here
next month for the Sfariners.

Mrs. Morton was injured in a ten-

nis tournament When fog prevented
Morton's taking a plane from New-
ark, he trained to Camden, but foimd
that planes were also grounded there.

Then he learned the Miami plane
would leave from Newark, but
couldn't land at Camden. Special
plane was provided him between
Camden and Newark and the Miami
plane was lield until he arrived.

4 New fwages

Sel for Frisce s

Streets of World

B. A. C. I. for N. 0.

New Orlearis, Oct, 25.

Orleans Levee Board has accepted

a bid of $262,000 from Harry Batt to

operate an amusement park pat-

terned after Coney Island at Milne-
burg on the lakefront here. The
lease on the new site will be for a

term of 20 years.

Pontchartrain Beach, the old

amusement park, is being razed.

N. C. Fair and Parks
Charlotte, N. C, Oct. 25.

The Bowan County Fair, Salisbury,

put 50,000 through the turnstiles this

year, an increase of 22,500 over last

year's 27,500 . attendance.

Charlotte had had a new fair, fol-

lowing in the wake of the regular

fair this year—Southeastern Colored
Fair. A parade through the city

opened the event. Bantly's All Amer-
ican Shows were on the midway.
World's Exposition Shows have Just

completed the Sumter County Pair.

Before that they were the second
annual Cotton-Peanut Festival-Fair

at Enfield,

Edney Brothers Shows played
Raleigh under Legion sponsorship,
featuring the Wilno cannon act.

County police have closed up the

elaborate Pine Harbor amusement
center on the Catawba river, near
Charlotte, for 'moral reasons,' Legal
tilts have failed to remove the pad-
lock.

Stin Francisco, Oct. 25.

Four colorful foreign villages last

week todk place in Streets of tiie

World, hJggest concessiim in San
Francisco's 1939 Goldeh Gate Inter-

national Exposition.

B. D. Bussell, Managing Director,

announced that 25 buildings for a

Hawaiian Village would bp Shipped

from the Islands Nov. 12. 75 'Ha-
waiians will be in the village, includ-

ing entertainers and merchants. The
village will be built around a cen-
tral ceremonial house, where tradi--

tional native dances will be per-

formed. Star of the show will be
a full-blooded native princess.

Second village will bring Latin
America to Treasure Island. With
financial backing coming partially

from members of Hollywood's Latin

colony, the Latin American quarter
will feature a large Spatilsh restaut-

ant, Mexican artists ahd entertain-

ers. Headliners will be the rumba-
dancing Miliano Sisters from Har
vana.

Approximately. 100,000 square feet

within the four-acre Streets of the
World area will be occupied by a
Swiss village and a reproduction of

Paris' famous Montmartre. A feature

will be a completely equipped mod-
el milk chocolate factory, built by
one of the Swiss chocolate compan-
ies. There also Will be a Swiss res-

taurant, which will be open for a
'preview' about Jan. 1.

Exposition-trained engineers aftd

artisans will direct construction of

the French and Parisian exhibit
This information was received last

week by Russell from Eberhard and
Sandoz, Swiss, .showmen who oper-
ated villages at fairs in Lyons, 1914;

Antwerp, 1930; Brussels, i935, and
Paris, 1931 and 1937. Eberhard and
Sandoz left Monday (24) - for the
states.

These two villages will be built by
local labor, under the direction of
the Swiss designers. Feature enter-
tainment acts for both show§ will be
brought from France and Switzer-
land, Eberhard reported.

WflHEHEAD TO ADDRESS

OUTDOOR SHOWMEN

Chicago, Oct. 25,

Ralph Whitehead, chief executive
,

of the American Federation of Ac-
'

tors, has accepted an invitation to

address the convention of the Inter-

national Assb(!iation of Fairs and Ex-
position at the Sh^erman hotel her*
on Nov. 29.

Invitation grew out of the present
activity and campaign on the part of
the AFA to organize performers in
carnivals and fairs, with the Inter-
national indicating a desire to listen

to Whitehead's expressions on the
growing need for affiliation with or-
ganized labor on the part of the car-
nivals and fairs.

It is particularly felt by some of
the leading fair secretaries who hrve
expressed their opinions that the
time for complete alliance with or-
ganized labor has become a nec6.ss;ty
in the outdoor field, especially 5tt

view of the pro-labor leanings of the
public to which they are looking for
patronage and support.

Just an Idea

New Orleans, Oct, 25.

Mayor Bob Maestri Saturday (22 >

revealed that he has launched a
movement to have the Al G. Barnes-
Sells Floto tircus make this city o^-e
of its chief winter quarters. He
pointed out that this would be an
added attraction for winter tourists^
The Jefferson race track, which has
not been in use for several ye?rs,
but where barns, track and stables
are in good condition, was sug*estfid
as the site for the quartering of the
circus.

Jess Cave, finance commissioner,
will leave here in the near futu-e
to confer with John B?n:«:ling No^th,
head of the circus. North, it v.yis

reported here, is lukewarm t> I'^e

su'j^jestion.

The Barnes show has v/'m*-i-"pd on
the West; Coast and is unlikely ta
change.
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